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A Corporate Dedication to 
Quality and Reliability 

National Semiconductor is an industry leader in the 
manufacture of high quality, high reliability integrated 
circuits. We have been the leading proponent of driv
ing down IC defects arid extending product lifetimes. 
From raw material through product design, manufac
turing and shipping, our quality and reliability is second 
to none. 
We are proud of our success ... it sets a standard for 
others to achieve. Yet, our quest for perfection is on
going so that you, our customer, can continue to rely 
on National Semiconductor Corporation to produce 
high quality products for your design systems. 

Charles E. Sporck 
President, Chief Executive Officer 
National Semiconductor Corporation 



Wir fOhlen uns zu QualiUit und 
ZuverUissigkeit verpflichtet 

National Semiconductor Corporation ist fUhrend bei der Her
stellung von integrierten Schaltungen hoher Qualitiit und 
hoher Zuverliissigkeit. National Semiconductor war schon 
immer Vorreiter, wenn es galt, die Zahl von IC Ausfallen zu 
verringern und die Lebensdauern von Produkten zu verbes
sern. Vom Rohmaterial Ober Entwurl und Herstellung bis zur 
Auslieferung, die Qualitiit und die Zuverliissigkeit der Pro
dukte von National Semiconductor sind unObertroffen. 

Wir sind stolz auf unseren Erfolg, der Standards setzt, die 
fUr andere erstrebenswert sind. Auch ihre AnsprOche steig
en stiindig. Sie als unser Kunde kiinnen sich auch weiterhin 
auf National Semiconductor verlassen. 

La Qualite et La Fiabilite: 
Une Vocation Commune Chez National 
Semiconductor Corporation 

National Semiconductor Corporation est un des leaders in
dustriels qui fabrique des circuits integres d'une tres grande 
qualite et d'une fiabilite exceptionelle. National a ete Ie pre
mier a vouloir faire chuter Ie nombre de circuits integres 
defectueux et a augmenter la duree de vie des produits. 
Oepuis les maMres premieres, en passant par la concep
tion du produit sa fabrication et son expedition, partout la 
qualite et la fiabilite chez National sont sans equivalents. 

Nous sommes fiers de notre succes et Ie standard ainsi 
defini devrait devenir I'objectif a atteindre par les aulres so
cietes. Et nous continuons a vouloir faire progresser notre 
recherche de la perfection; il en resulte que vous, qui etes 
notre client, pouvez toujours faire confiance a National 
Semiconductor Corporation, en produisant des systemes 
d'une tres grande qualite standard. 

Charles E. Sporck 

Un Impegno Societario di Qualita e 
Affidabilita 

National Semiconductor Corporation e un'industria al ver
tice nella costruzione di circuiti integrati di alta qualM ed 
affidabilita. National e stata iI principale promotore per I'ab
battimento della difettosita dei circuiti integrati e per I'allun
gamento della vita dei prodotti. Oal materiale grezzo attra
verso tutte Ie fasi di progettazione, costruzione e spedi
zione, la qual ita e affidabilita National non e seconda a nes
suno. 

Noi siamo orgogliosi del nostro successo che fissa per gli 
altri un traguardo da raggiungere. II nostro desiderio di per
fezione e d'altra parte illimitato e pertanto tu, nostro cliente, 
puoi continuare ad affidarti a National Semiconductor Cor
poration per la produzione dei tuoi sistemi con elevati livelli 
di qualM. 

President, Chief Executive Officer 

National Semiconductor Corporation 
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Introduction 
Series 32000 offers the most complete solution to your 32-bit micro
processor needs via CPUs, slave processors, system peripherals, 
evaluation/ development tools and software. 

We at National Semiconductor firmly believe that it takes a total family 
of microprocessors to effectively meet the needs of a system design
er. 

This Series 32000 Databook presents technical descriptions of Series 
32000 8-, 16- and 32-bit microprocessors, slave processors, peripher
als, software and development tools. It is designed to be updated 
frequently so that our customers can have the latest technical infor
mation on the Series 32000. 

Series 32000 leads the way in state-of-the-art microprocessor de
signs because of its advanced architecture, which includes: 

• 32-Bit Architecture 

• Demand Paged Virtual Memory 

• Fast Floating-Point Capability 

• High-Level Language Support 

• Symmetrical Architecture 

When we at National Semiconductor began the design of the Series 
32000 microprocessor family, we decided to take a radical departure 
from popular trends in architectural design that dated back more than 
a decade. We chose to take the time to design it properly. 

Working from the top down, we analyzed the issues and anticipated 
the computing needs of the 80's and 90's. The result is an advanced 
and efficient family of microprocessor hardware and software prod
ucts. 

Clearly, software productivity has become a major issue in computer
related product development. In microprocessor-based systems this 
issue centers around the capability of the microprocessor to maximize 
the utility of software relative to shorter development cycles, im
proved software reliability and extended software life cycles. 

In short, the degree to which the microprocessor can maximize soft
ware utility directly affects the cost of a product, its reliability, and time 
to market. It also affects future software modification for product en
hancement or rapid advances in hardware technology. 

Our approach has been to define an architecture addressing these 
software issues most effectively. Series 32000 combines 32-bit per
formance with efficient management of large address space. It facili
tates high-level language program development and efficient instruc
tion execution. Floating-point is integrated into the architecture. 

This combination gives the user large system computing power at two 
orders of magnitude less cost. 

But we didn't stop there. Advanced architecture isn't enough. Our top
down approach includes the hardware, software, and development 
support products necessary for your design. The evaluation board, in
system emulator, software development tools, including a VAX-11 
cross-software package, and third party software are also available 
now for your evaluation and development. 

The Series 32000 is a solid foundation from which National Semicon
ductor can build solutions for your future designs while satisfying your 
needs today. 

For further information please contact your local sales office. 
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Key Features of Series 32000® 
Some of the features that set the Series 32000 family apart 
as the best choice for 32-bit designs are as follows: 

FAMILY OF MICROPROCESSOR CHIP SETS 

Series 32000 is more than just a single chip set, it is a family 
of chip sets. By mixing and matching Series 32000 CPUs 
with compatible slave processors and support chips, a sys
tem designer has an unprecedented degree of flexibility in 
matching price/performance to the end product. 

CLEANEST 32-BIT SUPER MINI COMPUTER 
ARCHITECTURE 

Series 32000 was designed around a 32-bit architecture 
from the beginning. It has a fully symmetrical instruction set 
so that all addressing modes and all data types can be oper
ated on by all instructions. This makes it easy to learn the 
architecture, easy to program in assembly language, and 
easy to write code-efficient, high-level language compilers. 

DEMAND-PAGED VIRTUAL MEMORY MANAGEMENT 

Series 32000 provides hardware support for Demand-Paged 
Virtual Memory Management. This allows use of low-cost 
disk storage to increase the apparent size of main memory, 
and is an efficient method of managing very large address 
spaces. It is also the same popular memory management 
method used by DEC and IBM in their minicomputers and 
mainframes. 

APPLICATION-SPECIFIC SLAVE PROCESSORS 

Series 32000 architecture allows users to design their own 
application-specific slave processors to interface with the 
existing chip set. These processors can be used to increase 
your overall system performance by accelerating custom
ized CPU instructions that you would otherwise implement 
in software. At the same time, software compatibility is 
maintained, i.e., it is always possible to subsitute lower-cost 
software modules in place of the slave processor. 
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FLOATING-POINT UNIT 

NS32081 Floating-Point Unit provides high-speed arithmetic 
computation with high precision and accuracy at low cost. 
The NS32081 supports the entire Series 32000 family of 
CPUs and complies with the proposed IEEE standard for 
floating-pOint arithmetic, Task P754. 

OPERATING SYSTEM SUPPORT 

Series 32000 features such as hardware support for De
mand-Paged Virtual memory management, user software 
protection and modular programming make it much easier 
to implement powerful, reliable and efficient operating sys
tems. These features along with its symmetrical architecture 
and powerful instruction set make the Series 32000 the 
most efficient and highest performance UNIX engine. 

HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGE SUPPORT 

Series 32000 has special features that support high-level 
languages, thus improving software productivity and reduc
ing development costs. For example, there are special in
structions that help the compiler deal with structured data 
types such as Arrays, Strings, Records, and Stacks. Also, 
modular programming is supported by special hardware reg
isters, software instructions, an external addressing mode, 
and architecturally supported link tables. 



Series 32000 Component Descriptions 
Bus Width 

Device Description External Process 
Package 

Internal Type 
Address Data 

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS (CPU's) 

NS32532 Advanced CMOS Central Processing Unit 32 32 32 M2CMOS TBD 

NS32332 Advanced Central Processing Unit 32 32 32 XMOSTM 84-pin PGA 
(NMOS) 

NS32132 Central Processing Unit 32 24 32 XMOS 68-pin LCC 
(NMOS) Leadless 

Chip Carrier 

NS32C032 CMOS Central Processing Unit 32 24 32 CMOS 68-pin LCC 
Leadless 

Chip Carrier 

NS32032 Central Processing Unit 32 24 32 XMOS 68-pin LCC 
(NMOS) Leadless 

Chip Carrier 

NS32C016 CMOS Central Processing Unit 32 24 16 CMOS 48-pin DIP 
Dual-In-Line 

Package 

NS32016 Central Processing Unit 32 24 16 XMOS 48-pin DIP 
(NMOS) Dual-In-Line 

Package 

NS32008 Central Processing Unit 32 24 8 XMOS 48-pin DIP 
(NMOS) Dual-In-Line 

Package 

SLAVE PROCESSORS 

NS32382 Advanced Memory Management Unit 32 32 32 XMOS PGA II 
(NMOS) 

I 
NS32082 Memory Management Unit 32 24 16 XMOS 48-pin DIP 

I 
(NMOS) Dual-In-Line 

I Package 

NS32310 Intelligent Floating Point Controller 64 - 32 M2CMOS PGA 

NS32081 Floating Point Unit 64 - 16 XMOS 24-pin DIP 
(NMOS) Dual-In-Line 

Package 

PERIPHERALS 

NS32301 Advanced Timing Control Unit - - - Bipolar 28-pin DIP 

NS32C201 CMOS Timing Control Unit - - - CMOS 24-pin DIP 
Dual-In-Line 

Package 

NS32201 Timing Control Unit - - - Bipolar 24-pin DIP 
Dual-In-Line 

Package 

NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit 32 - 16 XMOS 40-pin DIP 
(NMOS) Dual-In-Line 

Package 

NS32203 Direct Memory Access Controller - - 16 XMOS 48-pin DIP 
(NMOS) Dual-In-Line 

Package 
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Series 32000 Part Numbering 
Scheme 
Over the past few years, National's 32-bit Microprocessor 
Family has come a long way. The product has met with 
unprecedented acceptance in the marketplace-and is well 
on its way to being the 32-bit industry standard. 

To highlight the completeness of Series 32000, all related 
products have a 4-character 'Series' prefix which will cause 
them to sort together in the following sequence in published 
material such as the Price Schedules. 

Prefix Product Type 
NSP- Technical Publications 
NSR- Service 
NSS- Development Systems 
NSV- Evaluation Tools 
NSW- Software 
NS32 Components 

This scheme applies to order/part numbers only. It should 
be noted that certain products may, in addition to their 
unique order/part number, also have a marketing name. For 
example, we expect you will find it more comfortable to refer 
to the Development System as "VR32" rather than VR32-
1001! 

Following the 4-character prefix, the remaining 11 charac
ters specify the product in as intelligible a fashion as possi
ble. 

We have included in the Series 32000 family of microproc
essors a number of products that a deSigner most frequent
ly requires to create a state-of-the-art system. 

Among these support devices are Data Communications 
and Local Area Network IC's as well as Disk Control and 
Interface and DRAM Interface devices. 

These support components are numbered in Series 32000 
fashion and are explained on the following page. Take as an 
example the NS32965. The NS32 describes a Series 32000 
component. The 9 signifies a Data Communication/LAN de
vice and the 65 are the last two digits in the equivalent 
National Semiconductor Interface device. 



Components 
NS32C032E - 15 NS32 C 0 32 E -15 

SERIES 32000 COMPONENT / SUPPORT DEVICET T 
C DENOTES CMOS (IF USED) 

DESCRIPTOR 

0= FIRST GENERATION COMPUTING CLUSTER 
1 = ENHANCED FIRST GENERATION COMPUTING CLUSTER 
2 = SYSTEM SUPPORT AND INTEGRATED COMPUTING CLUSTER 
3 = SECOND GENERATION COMPUTING CLUSTER 
4 = DATA COMMUNICATION AND LAN DEVICES 
5 = THIRD GENERATION COMPUTING CLUSTER 
6 = VIDEO AND GRAPHICS SUPPORT 
7 = FOURTH GENERATION COMPUTING CLUSTER 
8 = MEMORY AND CACHE SUPPORT 
9 = MASS STORAGE SUPPORT 

SERIES 32000 CLUSTER ----------....... 

08 = EIGHT-BIT EXTERNAL DATA BUS CPU'S 
16 = SIXTEEN-BIT EXTERNAL DATA BUS CPU'S 
32 = THIRTY-TWO-BIT EXTERNAL DATA BUS CPU'S 
8X = SLAVE PROCESSORS 
SUPPORT DEVICE DIGITS CORRESPONO TO INTERFACE 
DEVICE LAST TWO DIGITS 

PACKAGE TYPE --------------....... 

;-

SPEED (IN MHz) ------------------' 

Evaluation Tools 
NSV-32016-P8T-10 NSY- 32016 P 

SERIES 32000 EVALUATION TOOL I T 
CPU TYPE 

P = POPULATED ---------..... 

8 = 128k RAM -------------1 

811K11-1 

T = TOS (TINY DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM) -----..... 

SPEED (IN MHz) ---------------' 

B11K11-3 

NSV - 32032S6T - 10 NSV- 32032 

SERIES 32000 EVALUATION TOOL---=r-J 
TARGET CPU SUPPLIED WITH BOARD. SOCKETS 
PROVIDED FOR NS32016 AND NS32008 CPU'S. 

S 6 T -10 

S = SINGLE PROCESSING MODE-------' 
D = DUAL PROCESSING MODE 

6=256KRAM---------------------' 

T = TINY DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM ---------' 

.--

SPEED(IN MHz) ---------------' 

B11K11-6 
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Development Tools 
NSS-YR32-1001E NSS- VR32- 1001 E 

SERIES 32000 DEVELOPMENT TOOL ::::r T --
PRODUCT TYPE 

MODEL ------------------------~ 
1 xxx PRODUCT 
20xx ADD-ONS 
21xx MANUALS 
3xxx SOFTWARE 

E DESIGNATES EUROPEAN POWER (IF USED) ------~ 

Software 
NSW - EXEC - 9VMR NSW- EXEC- B 

SERIES 32000 SOFTWARE T T 
SOFTWARE NAME -----~ 

B = BINARY ------------' 

S =SOURCE 

R 

MEDIUM IN WHICH SUPPLlED-------~ 

R = REEL TO REEL TAPE 
C = CARTRIDGE TAPE 
0= DISKETTE 

Y 

HOST ENVIRONMENT -----------' 

V=VAX 
Q =VR32 
T= leM 

B11K11-5 

HOST OPERATING SYSTEM -----------' 

X = UNIX 
M=YMS 
F = SYSTEM Y 
G = GENIX 

Publications 
NSP - EXEC - M NSP- EXEC -M 

"" ".00 ,"",~m,J J 
SUBJECT 

TYPE OF PUBLICATION 

M = MANUAL 
MS = MANUAL SET 

B11K11-2 
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Hardware Chart 

CPUs 

NS32008 
8-BR Data Bus/32-BR CPU 

SLAVE 
PROCESSORS 

CUSTOM 

PERIPHERALS 

NS32C201 
CMOS liming Control UnR 

1K12-1 

Note: Products in the shaded boxes are additional hardware components planned to support the Series 32000 CPUs. Please contact your local National Sales 
Office for further information on their availability. 
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Systems and Software Chart 

SYSTEMS AND SOFlWARE 
OEM BOARDS 

DEVELOPMENT 
BOARDS 

DB32016 
Includes NS32016 

SOFTWARE 

REAL TIME 
OPERATING SYSTEMS 

VRTX" • EXEC 
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EMULATORS 

ISE 16 

HOST 
DEVELOPMENT 
ENVIRONMENTS 

VR 32" TARGET/ 
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
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Support Devices Chart 

NS32492/DP8392 
COAX Transceiver Interface 

BIT-MAPPED 
GRAPHICS 

SUPPORT 
DEVICES 

NS32964/DP8464B 
Disk Pulse Detector 

NS32965/DP8465 
Disk Data Separator 

NS32966/DP8466 
Disk Data Controller 

NS32968/DP8468 
Pulse Detector And 
Embedded Servo 
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Data Sheets/Description 
Series 32000@ information is grouped into one of three cat
egories depending on the type of information presented. 
These categories are: 

Advanced Information - This is the first official informa
tion released about a future Series 32000 device. It contains 
very basic information about a product and usually precedes 
sample devices by approximately six months. This type of 
data sheet is distinguished by the words "Advanced Infor
mation" appearing in the header of the first page. 

Preliminary - This document contains an extensive dis
cussion of device operation and provides complete para
metric information such as Maximum Ratings, Thermal 
Characteristics, Electrical Characteristics, Bus Timing, and 
I/O Port Timing as applicable. Timing diagrams are included 
to support the tabular material. All of the parametric infor
mation given is the result of early testing of initial product 
from the manufacturing process. Values given are subject to 
change without notice. This type of data sheet is distin
guished by the words "Preliminary" appearing in the header 
of the first page. 

Final Data Sheet - This data sheet evolves from the Pre
liminary data sheet. It is a result of test information collected 
from a fully-implemented manufacturing process. The para
metric information has been analyzed and approved. Na
tional Semiconductor considers this a fully characterized de
vice. This type of data sheet is distinguished by the absence 
of any designation appearing in the header of the first page. 

II 
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Military I Aerospace Programs 
from National Semiconductor 

This section is intended to provide a brief overview of mili· 
tary products available from National Semiconductor. For 
further information, refer to our 1986 Reliability Handbook 
which is expected to be available by mid 1986. 

MIL-M-38510 
The MIL·M·38510 Program, which is sometimes called the 
JAN IC Program, is administered by the Defense Electronics 
Supply Center (DESC). The purpose of this program is to 
provide the military community with standardized products 
that have been manufactured and screened to government· 
controlled specifications in government certified facilities. 
All 3851 0 manufacturers must be formally qualified and their 
products listed on DESC's Qualified Products List (QPL) be· 
fore devices can be marked and shipped as JAN products. 

There are two processing levels specified within MIL·M· 
38510: Classes Sand B. Class S is typically specified for 
space flight applications, while Class B is used for aircraft 
and ground systems. National is a major supplier of both 
classes of devices. Screening requirements are outlined in 
Table III. 

Tables I and II explain the JAN device marking system. 

Copies of MIL·M·38510, the QPL, and other related docu· 
ments may be obtained from: 

Naval Publications and Forms Center 
5801 Tabor Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19120 
(212) 697·2179 

DESC Specifications 
DESC specifications are issued to provide standardized ver· 
sions of devices which are not yet available as JAN product. 
MIL·STD·883 Class B screening is coupled with tightly con· 
trolled electrical specifications which have been written to 
allow a manufacturer to use his standard electrical tests. A 
current listing of National's DESC specification offerings can 
be obtained from our franchised distributors, sales repre· 
sentatives, or DESC. DESC is located in Dayton, Ohio. 
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MIL-STD-883 
Although originally intended to establish uniform test meth· 
ods and procedures, MIL·STD·883 has also become the 
general specification for non·JAN military product. Revision 
C of this document defines minimum requirements for a de· 
vice to be marked and advertised as 883·compliant. Includ· 
ed are design and construction criteria, documentation con· 
trois, electrical and mechanical screening requirements, 
and quality control procedures. Details can be found in par· 
agraph 1.2.1 of MIL·STD·883. 

National offers both 883 Class Band 883 Class S product. 
The screening requirements for both classes of product are 
outlined in Table III. 

As with DESC specifications, a manufacturer is allowed to 
use his standard electrical tests provided that all critical pa· 
rameters are tested. Also, the electrical test parameters, 
test conditions, test limits, and test temperatures must be 
clearly documented. At National Semiconductor, this infor· 
mation is available via our RETS (Reliability Electrical Test 
Specification) program. The RETS document is a complete 
description of the electrical tests performed and is con· 
trolled by our QA department. Individual copies are available 
upon request. 

Some of National's older products are not completely com· 
pliant with MIL·STD·883, but are still required for use in mili· 
tary systems. These devices are screened to the same 
stringent requirements as 883 product but are marked 
"·Mil". 

Military Screening Program (MSP) 
National's Military Screening Program was developed to 
make screened versions of advanced products such as gate 
arrays and microprocessors available more quickly than is 
possible for JAN and 883 devices. Through this program, 
screened product is made available for prototypes and 
brassboards prior to or during the JAN or 883 qualification 
activities. MSP products receive the 100% screening of Ta· 
ble III, but are not subjected to group C and D quality confor· 
mance testing. Other criteria such as electrical testing and 
temperature range will vary depending upon individual de· 
vice status and capability. 



TABLE I. The MIL-M-38510 Part Marking TABLE II. JAN Package Codes 

~~~/X~~XYYY 38510 
Microcircuit Industry 

r~·n";. 
Package 

Description 
A = Solder Dipped Designation 
B = Tin Plate 

A 14·pin 1/4" x 1/4" (metal) flat pack C = Gold Plate 
X = Any lead finish above B 14-pin 3/16" x 1/4" flat pack 

is acceptable C 14-pin 1/4" X 3/4" dual-in-line 
Device Package D 14-pin 1/4" x3/8" (ceramic) flat pack (see Table III) 

- Screening Level E 16-pin 1/4" X 7/8" dual-in-line 

S, B, or C F 16-pin 1/4" X 3/8" 

Device Number on (metal or ceramic) flat pack 
Slash Sheet G 8-pin TO-99 can or header 

'---Slash Sheet Number H 10-pin 1/4" X 1/4" (metal) flat pack 
For radiation hard devices I 1 O-pin TO-l 00 can or header 
this slash is replaced by the J 24-pin 1/2" X 1-1/4" dual-in-line Radiation Hardness Assurance 
Designator (M, D, R, or H per K 24-pin 3/8" X 5/8" flat pack 
paragraph 3.4.1.3 of MIL-M- L 24-pin 1/4" X 1-1/4" dual-in-line 
38510) 

M 12-pin TO-l 01 can or header 
MIL -M-3851 0 N (Note 1) 
JAN Prefix P 8-pin 1/4" X 3/8" dual-in-line (which may be applied only to 
a fully conformant device per Q 40-pin 3/16" X 2-1 /16" dual-in-line 
paragraphs 3.6.2.1 and 3.6.7 of R 20-pin 1/4" X 1-1/16" dual·in-line 
MIL-M-38510) 

S 20-pin 1/4" X 1/2" flat pack 
B11K15-1 

T (Note 1) 
U (Note 1) 
V 18-pin 3/8" X 15/16" dual-in-line 
W 22-pin 3/8" x 1-1/8" dual-in-line 
X (Note 1) 
y (Note 1) 
Z (Note 1) 
2 20-terminal 0.350" X 0.350" chip carrier 
3 28-terminal 0.450" X 0.450" chip carrier 

Note 1: These letters are assigned to packages by individual detail specifi-
cations and may be assigned to different packages in different specifica-
tions. II 

TABLE III. 100% Screening Requirements 

Screen 
ClassS Class B 

Method Reqmt Method Reqmt 

1. Wafer Lot Acceptance 5007 All Lots -
2. Nondestructive 2023 

100% 
Bond Pull 

-

3. Internal Visual (Note 1) 2010, Condition A 100% 2010, Condition B 100% 

4. Stabilization Bake 1008, Condition C, 
100% 

1008, Condition C, 
100% 

Min, 24 Hrs. Min Min, 24 Hrs. Min 

5. Temp. Cycling (Note 2) 1010, Condition C 100% 1010, Condition C 100% 

6. Constant Acceleration 2001, Condition E (Min) 
100% 

2001, Condition E (Min) 
100% 

y 1 Orientation Only y 1 Orientation Only 

7. Visual Inspection (Note 3) 100% 100% 

8. Particle Impact Noise 2020, Condition A 
100% -

Detection (PIND) (Note 4) 

9. Serialization (Note 5) 100% -
10. Interim (Pre-Burn-In) Per Applicable Device 

100% 
Per Applicable Device -Electrical Parameters Specification (Note 13) Specification (Note 6) 

11. Burn-In Test 1015240 Hrs. at 125°C 
100% 

1015, 160 Hrs. at 125°C Min 
100% 

Min (Cond. F Not Allowed) 
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TABLE 111.100% Screening Requirements (Continued) 

Screen 
ClassS ClassB 

Method Reqmt Method Reqmt 

12. Interim (Post-Burn-In) Per Applicable Device 
100% -

Electrical Parameters Specification (Note 13) 

13. Reverse Bias Burn-In 1015; Test Condition A, C, 
(Note 7) 72 Hrs. at 150'C Min 100% -

(Cond. F Not Allowed) 

14. Interim (Post-Burn-In) Per Applicable Device 
100% 

Per Applicable Device 
100% 

Electrical Parameters Specification (Note 13) Specification 

15. PDA Calculation 5% Parametric (Note 14) 
All Lots 

5% Parametric (Note 14) 
All Lots 

3% Functional- 25'C I 

16. Final Electrical Test Per Applicable Device Per Applicable Device 
a) Static Tests Specification Specification 

1) 25'C (Subgroup 1, 100% 100% 
Table I, 5005) 

2) Max & Min Rated 100% 100% 
Operating Temp 
(Subgroups 2, 3, 
Table I, 5005) 

b) Dynamic Tests & 100% 100% 
Switching Tests, 
25'C (Subgroups 4, 9, 
Table I, 5005) 

c) Functional Test, 100% 100% 
25'C (Subgroup 7, 
Table I, 5005) 

17. Seal Fine, Gross 1014 100% 1014 100% 
(Note 8) (Note 9) 

18. Radiographic (Note 10) 2012 Two Views 100% -
19. Qualification or Quality (Note 11) (Note 11) 

Conformance Inspection Samp. Samp. 
Test Sample Selection 

20. External Visual 2009 
100% 100% 

(Note 12) 

Note 1: Unless otherwise specified, at the manufacturer's option, test samples for Group B, bond strength (Method 5005) may be randomly selected prior to or 
following internal visual (Method 5004), prior to sealing provided all other specification requirements are satisfied (e.g. bond strength requirements shall apply to 
each inspection lot, bond failures shall be counted even if the bond would have failed internal visual). 

Note 2: For Class B devices, this test may be replaced with thermal shock method 1011, test condition A, minimum. 

Note 3: At the manufacturer's option, visual inspection for castastrophic failures may be conducted after each of the thermal/mechanical screens, after the 
sequence or after seal test. Catastrophic failures are defined as missing leads, broken packages or lids off. 

Note 4: The PIND lesl may be performed in any sequence after slep 9 and prior 10 slep 16. See MIL-M-38510. paragraph 4.6.3. 

Note 5: Class S devices shall be serialized prior to interim electrical parameter measurements. 

Note 6: When specified, all devices shall be tested for those parameters requiring delta calculations. 

Note 7: Reverse bias burn-in is a requirement only when specified in the applicable device specification. The order of performing burn-in and reverse bias burn-in 
may be inverted. 

Note 8: For Class S devices, the seal test may be performed in any sequence between step 16 and step 19, but it shall be performed after all shearing and forming 
operations on the terminals. 

Note 9: For Class 8 devices, the fine and gross seal tests shall be performed separate or together in any sequence and order between step 6 and step 20 except 
that they shall be performed after all shearing and forming operations on the terminals. When 100% seal screen cannot be performed after shearing and forming 
(e.g. Iialpacks and chip carriers) Ihe seal screen shall be done 100% prior to Ihose operations and a sample lest (LTPD ~ 5) shall be performed on each 
inspection lot following these operations. If the sample fails, 100% rescreening shall be required. 

Note 10: The radiographic screen may be performed in any sequence after step 9. 

Note 11: Samples shall be selecled for lesling in accordance with the specific device class and 101 requirements of Method 5005_ 

Note 12: External visual shall be performed on the lot any time after step 19 and prior to shipment. 

Note 13: Read and Record when post burn-in data measurements are specified. 

Note 14: PDA shall apply to all static, dynamic, functional and switching measurements at eilher 25'C or maximum rated operating temperature. 
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Series 32000 Programs and Services 

Technical Support Engineering 
Center (TSEC) 
SERVICE CENTER 

NSC offers a full 90 day warranty period on each Develop
ment Systems product that it sells. This warranty can be 
enhanced, by purchasing at the time of sale, an added one 
year warranty which equates out to a fifteen month period 
coverage. Contact MCS Logistics at the toll-free numbers 
listed below for more information. 

The Technical Support Engineering Center has highly 
trained technical specialists available to assist customers 
over the telephone with any Development System prob
lems. The technical specialists utilize SPIRE, a computer
ized technical data base designed for rapid search, to solve 
customer and technical problems. This data-base can be 
made available for customer use and communications to 
the technical staff. Contact the SPIRE administrator at the 
numbers below for more information. 

Depot repair services are available for board and system 
products. Our customers can use the toll-free numbers to 
contact the service center for immediate solutions. 

(800) 538-1866, 
(800) 672-1811 for California 
(800) 223-3248 for Canada. 

When indicated other features of MCS service are used. 
These include a service problem report (SPR) that modifies 
a customer profile database, a request for engineering ac
tion (REA) report that aids in product improvement, and an 
escalation procedure that is used when necessary to in
volve applications and design engineering to help bring any 
problem to a rapid resolve. 

National's field engineers are located in Santa Clara, Cana
da and Europe and are available for dispatch to customer 
sites to repair our Development Systems products. Exten
sive spare parts inventories are maintained for such use. 

Special Programs 
Series 32000 Consultant Program 

The Series 32000 Consultant Program was developed to 
create a network of consulting firms throughout the United 
States which act as independent agents for National Semi
conductor's Series 32000 Family. These agents are avail
able to help companies design in Series 32000 products. 
NSC provides a referral listing of all certified agents and 
their area of expertise. 

Series 32000 User Society 

The charter of the Series 32000 User Society is to advance 
the effective utilization of National's microprocessors. The 
Society promotes the exchange of information and ideas 
between Series 32000 software and hardware users. 
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The Society newsletter, which discusses design innovations 
and new applications for the Series 32000 family, facilitates 
the exchange of microprocessing information among Series 
32000 users. 

The University Program 

Begun as merely a concept several years ago, National 
Semiconductor's University Program has now emerged as 
one of the company's most successful programs. The Uni
versity Program was originally created to establish a rela
tionship between National and the academic community 
that would foster the exchange of information and keep stu
dents abreast of modern advancements in technology. 

Today, the University Program provides a wide variety of 
services to universities such as university product kits, 
equipment loans, student research aid and on-campus 
product demonstrations. Although probably best known for 
its Series 32000 product kit, the University Program now 
offers equipment from a/l departments within National, at 
substantial savings. 

The University Program catalog provides a complete, up-to
date list of all student/university services as well as pro
gram application forms and course materials to guide in
structors in introducing students to advanced microproces
sors. 

Because tomorrow's technology is dependent upon today's 
nurturing of up-and-coming scientists and engineers, Na
tional is committed to supporting universities, particularly in 
the area of microprocessor technology. National hopes that 
more universities will share in this commitment by becoming 
a part of the University Program. 

For more information on any of these programs, contact 
Linda Price, Program Manager, National Semiconductor 
Corporation, 2900 Semiconductor Drive, MIS 7C-261, San
ta Clara, California 95052-8090, 408-733-2600 ext. 463. 

Microcomputer Systems Division 
The Microcomputer Systems Division's goal is to become a 
leading force in the microcomputer systems marketplace. 

To achieve this goal, a total systems approach has been 
taken on the Series 32000 program to provide the customer 
with the necessary hardware and software support, evalua
tion and development tools, training, service and technical 
literature. 

The focus is on upward migration paths, system integration 
at all levels and the preservation of the user's software in
vestment. 

Four groups (Microprocessor, OEM Board Level Products, 
Software Products and Development Systems) offer a 
broad capability to solve customer needs at various levels 
of performance and integration. 

II 
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Chapter 1 
Computer Architecture 
1.1 Introduction 

The architecture of a computer describes what that com
puter looks like to people who write software for it. More 
precisely, the architecture is the complete and detailed 
specification of the interface between the computer and 
software. The architecture specifies those elementary in
structions that are decoded and executed directly by the 
machine. But it is important to keep in mind that architec
ture describes only what the computer does, not how it 
does it. Two machines are said to have the same architec
ture if all the software written for one can execute on the 
other, even if the actual hardware construction of the two 
machines is entirely different. For example, the members 
of the I BM System 360-370 family all have basically the 
same architecture, but the technology used to implement 
that architecture ranges from discrete transistors to Very 
Large Scale Integration (VLSI). 

Occasionally, the term architecture is used in a more 
general sense as the boundary between different levels of 
the whole system. (For example, terms such as "operating 
system architecture" are occasionally employed.) In this 
document we will use "architecture" exclusively for the 
boundary between the actual machine hardware and the 
software. 

1.1.1 The Role of the Computer Architect 

A computer architect is someone who designs computer 
architectures. The terms architecture and architect obvi
ously have been adapted from their ordinary use in the 
building construction industry. The words are apt because 
in many ways"the job of a computer architect is similar to 
that of an ordinary architect. Both are more concerned 
with the overall design of a structure and its appearance to 
users than to the exact details of the construction, which is 
the province of the structural engineer or general contrac
tor in the buiiding industry and the hardware designer in 
the computer industry. 

The relationship between computer architect and com
puter implementor is analogous to the relationship be
tween an architect and a general contractor. The architect 
designs the overall appearance of the building, balancing 
a number of conflicting goals (e.g., the desirable view pro
vided by many large windows and the equally desirable 
goal of energy efficiency), always keeping in mind what is 
possible with current construction technology (the avail
ability and cost of materials). The general contractor is re
sponsible for translating the architect's vision into a build
ing. If the contractor discovers that some detail of the 
building's architecture will be too difficult or too expensive 
to build, or that it will lead to an unsafe structure, the archi
tect may have to make changes. 
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Similarly, the computer architect designs the external ap
pearance (to software) of the computer, balancing a num
ber of conflicting goals (e.g., complete protection vs. sim
plicity of use), and always keeping in mind the current 
state of semiconductor technology. The computer imple
mentor translates this design into silicon. If the implemen
tor finds that some feature of the computer architecture is 
too difficult or too expensive tei implement, or if another 
feature causes the computer to run significantly slower, 
the computer architect may have to make changes. 

The role of the architect in both industries is to make an 
intelligent compromise among a number of desirable 
goals and to balance this against the limitations of current 
technology to get a cost-effective design. Architectural 
mistakes usually result when one goal is single-mindedly 
pursued to the exclusion of other goals, or when a desired 
goal is simply not technologically feasible. 

A certain amount of controversy currently surrounds a 
number of issues associated with computer architecture. 
As defined, computer architecture is just the boundary be
tween the hardware and software. The controversy is 
fundamentally over where that boundary should be drawn, 
and what trade-offs should be made between various fea
tures for reasons of performance. Discussion has cen
tered around three main topics: 

• What is the best way to support high level languages? 
• How should memory be organized? 
• What protection features should be provided by the 

hardware? 

In the remaining sections of this chapter we will examine 
these three topics, introduce some of the points at issue, 
and present the Series 32000 approach to each topic. 

1.2 High Level Language Support 

All evidence suggests that programming in a high level 
language (e.g., Pascal) is more productive than pro
gramming in assembly language. Some researchers have 
found that high level language programmers can produce 
the same number of debugged lines of code per day as 
can assembly language programmers. Since a line of 
code in a high level language usually performs a more 
complex operation than a line of code in assembly lan
guage, the high level programmer is more productive. 

Studies have shown that both the time to debug a program 
and the difficulty in understanding and maintaining it are 
proportional to the number of instructions, with little 
dependency on the complexity of each instruction. Since 
several instructions might be required for each high level 
language statement, the savings in programming time and 
cost over an equivalent assembly language program are 
obvious. 
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Before the advent of Series 32000, however, these advan
tages had been partially offset by the inherent inefficiency 
of high level languages as opposed to assembly language 
programs. Depending on the compiler, the computer, and 
the application, a compiled program might be ar,ywhere 
from 0% to 300% longer and slower than the best assem
bly language program. The basic reason for the inherent 
inefficiency of high level languages (we will call the HLLs, 
occasionally) when they are targeted to contemporary ar
chitectures is that these architectures were not designed 
to support compilers. 

1.2.1 Deficiencies of Current Architectures 

The shortcomings of current computer architectures are 
largely attributable to what Glenford Myers has called the 
semantic gap, 1 a measure of the difference between the 
concepts in high level languages and the concepts in the 
computer architecture. The objects and operations re
flected in these architectures are seldom closely related to 
the objects and operations provided in the programming 
languages. This semantic gap contributes to software un
reliability, performance problems, excessive program 
size, compiler complexity, and distortions of the language. 

Here are some of the heavily used concepts in high level 
languages, along with a few comments on the architec
tural support for these concepts provided by most com
puter architectures: 

Arrays_ The array is one of the most frequently used data 
structures in most HLLs. An array is a set of entries, each 
with the same data type (thus we speak of arrays of inte
gers, arrays of characters, etc.). Most languages provide 
for multidimensional arrays, performing operations on en
tire arrays and checking to see that array subscripts do not 
exceed the boundary of the array. Most computer archi
tectures, however, provide very limited architectural fea
tures to support any of these constructions. 

Records. A record consists of a number of components 
(usually called fields) that can be of different data types. 
Thus a record might consist of characters, integers, and 
real numbers (for instance, a criminal record). There is 
nothing in the architecture of most microprocessors that 
supports records. 

Strings. Most languages contain the concepts of fixed 
and variable sized strings, and of string processing opera
tions such as concatenation and searching for a specified 
substring within a string. Many microprocessor architec
tures provide no string processing instructions at all. 

Procedures. The basic program unit in modern HLLs is 
the procedure. A procedure call entails saving the state of 
the calling procedure, dynamically allocating and initializ
ing local storage for the called procedure, passing argu
ments, and executing the called procedure. Most micro
processor architectures provide no support for any of 
these operations. 

1Glenford J. Myers, Advances in Computer Architecture, Wiley 1978 
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Modules. Modern HLLs (Pascal, Ada) implement the con
cept of a software module containing several procedures 
and associated data. Each module may be developed in
dependently of all other modules and combined for final 
execution. This modularization reduces software develop
ment cost and time, increases design flexibility, and sim
plifies system design. Up to now most processors have not 
supported the modular software concept. 

One source of current problems is that contemporary ar
chitectures are asymmetric, and therefore do not permit 
the concepts in HLLs to be efficiently modeled in machine 
language. Symmetry is the degree to which all addressing 
modes exist for all operands and all required operators ex
ist for every data type. Chapter 2 discusses symmetry in 
detail and also defines the key terms, such as addressing 
mode and data type. 

1_2.2 The Series 32000 Approach 

These deficiencies in contemporary microprocessor ar
chitectures have been addressed by the designers of 
Series 32000. They have made a major effort to bridge the 
semantic gap with this new architecture. Series 32000 ar
chitecture, in fact, is designed specifically to support high 
level language compilers; it enables even relatively unso
phisticated compilers to produce efficient code. Special 
addressing modes are provided to access such HLL con
structions as arrays and records, and new operators are 
provided that are specifically tailored for high level 
languages. 

Addressing Modes. Series 32000 architecture supports 
four standard addressing modes (i.e., mechanisms for ac
cessing operands) common to most processors: register, 
immediate, absolute, and register relative. In addition, 
Series 32000 introduces four HLL-oriented addressing 
modes: top-of-stack mode is very useful for evaluating 
arithmetic expressions in high level languages. Scaled 
indexing mode can be used to access elements in byte, 
word, double-word, or quad-word arrays. Memory relative 
mode can be used for manipulating fields in a record. Ex
ternal mode can be used to access data in separately 
compiled modules. (See Chapter 2 for a discussion of ad
dressing modes.) 

New Operators. In addition to the conventional CPU in
structions, such as data movement, arithmetic logic, and 
shifts, the architecture includes advanced instructions 
which are very useful in an HLL environment. The CHECK 
instruction determines whether an array index is within 
bounds. The INDEX instruction implements the recursive 
indexing step for multi-dimensional arrays. The STRING 
instruction manipulates data strings. ENTER and EXIT in
structions minimize the overhead in procedure calls by 
managing the resources (registers, stack frame) allocated 
at the beginning of a procedure and reclaimed at the end. 
(See Chapter 2 for more on these instructions.) 
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1.2.3 Controversial Topics 

The addressing modes and new operators provided by 
Series 32000 clearly represent an advance over con
temporary architectures. Yet two of the issues faced by 
Series 32000 designers remain controversial. 

• Should three operand instructions be provided? 
• Should instructions be primarily register-oriented, 

memory-to-memory, or top-of-stack? 

Three Operand Instructions 

It is occasionally claimed that an architecture must provide 
general three operand instructions if it is to truly support a 
HLL. (A three operandjnstruction is, as the name implies, 
an instruction which contains two source operands as well 
as a destination. For example, an instruction to directly im
plement the FORTRAN statement, 

A=B+C 

would be a three operand instruction with operands A, B 
and C and the operator + ). The reasoning behind this 
claim is basically that if three operand statements are 
common in high level languages, then presence of three 
operand instructions in the architecture will result in 
greater code density. The VAX-11, for example, permits 
three operand instructions for most arithmetic operations. 

However, a study by D.E. Knuth of Stanford University in 
1971 2 showed that in 250,000 lines of FORTRAN code, 
80% of all assignments were of the form 

Aop B or A=B 

It follows that three operand HLL statements are ex
tremely rare, and the need for such a construction in the 
architecture is unproven. Moreover, since provision for 
three operand instructions imposes a certain burden of its 
own (whether in code density or execution speed), the utili
ty of this instruction category must certainly be 
questioned. The designers of Series 32000 felt that the 
need for three operand instructions was not great enough 
to justify that overhead. In fact, Series 32000 provides 
greater code density than the V AX-11 . 

Registers 

It is also occasionally claimed (for example by Glenford 
Myers in his book Advances in Computer Architecture3) 
that registers are alien to the concepts in HLLs and should 
be done away with in the interests of bridging the semantic 
gap. The designers of Series 32000 disagree. The high 
level language concept that relates most strongly to regis
ters is the idea of the set of variables that are local to a 
procedure. The modular programming methodology de
scribed above encourages the use of a number of small 
procedures instead of large monolithic programs. Each of 
these procedures usually makes use of only a few vari
ables of its own, but these variables are used over and 
over again in that procedure. For instance, a procedure 
that manipulates an array must constantly refer to the ar
ray index. 

20 . E Knuth, "An EmpIrical Study of FORTRAN Programs, ' Software Practice and 
Experience, 1,2 (April-June, 1971) 105·133 

3Meyers, op. CIt.. p. 23 
VAX-11IS a trademark of Digital EqUipment Corporation 
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The chief advantage of registers is that they allow a work
ing set of variables to be kept close at hand where they 
can be accessed quickly. This working set of variables is 
stored in the register set. Studies by William Wulf, et al4 

have indicated that five registers are sufficient for almost 
all applications. Series 32000 CPUs use 8 (i.e., 23) 

general-purpose registers and several specialized regis
ters for particular pointers. Series 32000 architecture al
lows memory-to-memory operations, but it does not re
quire them. 

Registers allow the compiler writer to optimize the execu
tion of HLL statements, whereas a purely memory-to
memory machine must constantly carry the overhead of 
referencing all variables in main memory. A purely stack
oriented machine (i.e., an architecture where all variables 
are assumed to be on the top two locations of the stack) is 
essentially equivalent to a machine with two registers. 
Many studies have shown that pure stack machines do not 
give any significant advantage over a general register 
machines 

1.3 Memory Organization 

There are three aspects to memory organization: (1) the 
overall memory architecture, which is basically how the 
logical memory looks to the computer program; (2) 
logical-to-physical address translation (mapping) which 
maps the logical structure of memory onto hardware; and 
(3) virtual memory mechanisms. Series 32000 has a linear 
memory architecture; it supports page-based mapping; 
and it provides a number of mechanisms which support a 
virtual memory system. 

1.3.1 Linear versus Segmented 
Memory Architecture 

The main memory of a computer is organized as a set of 
consecutively numbered storage cells. In most computers 
these memory cells contain eight bits (a byte). The loca
tion number associated with one of these physical storage 
cells is called a physical address, and the set of all phys
ical addresses is called physical address space. The phys
ical address space is thus determined by the actual hard
ware in the computer's memory system. 

On the other hand, a program running on a computer can 
generate a set of addresses that is limited only by the 
number of bits in an address. This set of addresses is not 
necessarily related to the actual amount of physical 
memory in the system. For example, consider a computer 
with a 16-bit address field in instructions and 4,096 (4K) 
bytes of memory. A program on this computer can address 
65,536 (64K) locations, for the simple reason that 216 

(65,536) 16-bit numbers exist. The set of these numbers is 
called logical address space; it is the set of logically possi
ble addresses (even if they are not realized physically); it is 
the set of all addresses that can be generated by a pro
gram. The organization of the logical address space de
fines the memory architecture. The two main types of 
memory architecture are linear and segmented. 

4W A Wulf, et a/., The Design oran OptimIZIng Compiler, North Holland, 1975 

5Meyers, op. Cit., p. 49 



In a linear address space, addresses start at location zero 
and proceed in linear fashion (i.e., with no holes or breaks) 
to the upper limit imposed by the total number of bits in a 
logical address. With Series 32000, there can be up to 24 
bits in a logical address, resulting in 16 million (224) bytes. 
In fact, Series 32000 architecture makes provision for 32-
bit logical addresses, allowing 4 billion (232) bytes of log
ical memory to be addressed. 

The alternative to a linear memory architecture is a so
called "segmented" memory architecture. A segmented 
address space is basically a collection of small linear ad
dress spaces. A rigid distinction is made between the seg
ment (the particular address space in which a datum is 
located) and the displacement of the datum within the seg
ment (the distance in bytes from the start of the segment 
to the location in question). A segmented address is 
consequently a two-component value. The first compo
nent (the segment selector) picks out one of the segments 
while the second component specifies the displacement 
within the segment. (See Figure 1-1 for a comparison of 
linear and segmented memory.) 

The advantages of segmented memory center around 
protection issues. The claim is made that a segmented 
memory better accords with the organization of modern, 
modular programs and structured data than does a linear 
memory. Consequently, mechanisms for preventing ac
cess to segments, or preventing segments from being 
read or written into can be used to protect meaningful pro
gram units. In other words, since the structure of the log
ical address space of a segmented architecture reflects 
the logical structure of the program, protection mecha
nisms provided for segments naturally accrue to meaning
ful program units. 

This is in fact true. However, except for a few processors 
(e.g., the MUL TICS processor) few segmented machines 
have consistently carried out this program. For example, 
most current segmented architectures impose a limit of 
64K bytes on the length of a segment. But in order for seg
mentation to realize its protection advantages, segments 
should be allowed to have arbitrary size. A 2-megabyte 
segment, after all, will be needed to hold a 2-megabyte ar
ray, if the program organization is to reflect the program 
structure. And in modern bit mapped graphics systems (a 
typical application for 16-bit microcomputers), 2-megabyte 
arrays are common. Moreover, since programs can con
sist of hundreds or even thousands of modules, it is im
portant for the architecture to support large numbers of 
segments if segmentation is to be used properly. Large 
data bases are a typical application that will require either 
segments of arbitrary size or a great many segments. 

It is unfortunately the case that most segmented architec
tures allow only small segments (i.e., less than 64K bytes) 
and usually support only a limited number of them (typical
ly, fewer than 128). The size limitation is an artifact of earli
er days when the entire (linear) address space was only 
64K bytes long. The designers of the segmented ma
chines expanded the address space of their earlier pro
cessors, while attempting to preserve some measure of 
software compatibility, by making the old 64K-byte linear 
address space one of the new 64K bytes segments. The 
8086 and its relationship to the 8080 is the most painful il
lustration of this phenomenon. 
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Figure 1·1. Linear vs. Segmented Address Space 

In such segmented architectures, all data structures larger 
than the maximum segment size must be broken down to 
fit into several segments, since an address pointer cannot 
be incremented from the top of one segment to the bottom 
of another segment. By contrast, a linear address space 
can accommodate data structures of any size up to the 
maximum size of memory. 

Series 32000 provides the protection advantages of seg
mentation without the segment-size disadvantages, by 
permitting segments to be constructed out of an arbitrary 
number of fixed-size memory units. These memory units 
are called pages, and they form the basis for Series 32000 
mapping, virtual memory, and memory protection mecha
nisms (see Sections 1.3.2, 1.3.3, and 1.4). 

Series 32000 permits a form of segmentation-that is, it 
lets the operating system keep track of collections of 
pages with the same protection attributes-but it does not 
require segmentation by building it into the architecture. 
Moreover, the segmentation permitted by Series 32000 is 
more general than that built into standard segmented ar
chitectures (for example, segments can have arbitrary 
size). 
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1.3.2 Page-Based Mapping and Alternatives 

Mapping is based on the distinction outlined in Section 
1.3.1 between logical address space and physical address 
space. Mapping is basically the process of translating a 
logical address into an arbitrary physical address. Without 
mapping, logical addresses are simply equated with phys
ical addresses; by exploiting mapping, a logical address 
can be assigned to an arbitrary physical address. Mapping 
thus provides a kind of generalized relocation mechanism. 

Unmapped memory is adequate for simple, single user, 
single-task systems, which is why most microcomputer ap
plications until now have been unmapped. However, the 
large memory and increased power of 16/32-bit microcom
puters have led to their being employed in multi-user, 
multi-task applications. And in these cases mapping is 
highly desirable, for without mapping, the different pro
grams in a multiprogramming system or the different tasks 
in a multitasking system must operate within the same log
ical address space. Consequently, each program or task 
must be careful not to access any address outside its as
signed partition, and in general everyone must be familiar 
with the detailed organization of memory in order to make 
full use of it. 

By contrast, mapping allows each program or task to be 
assigned its own logical address space, with the mapping 
mechanism responsible for translating these independent 
logical address spaces into the same physical address 
space. Since the programs and tasks have separate log
ical address spaces, there is no chance of interference. 

Since it is too cumbersome to control the translation of 
each logical address individually, mapping is ordinarily 
done in blocks of addresses. The simplest and historically 
the earliest mapping systems mapped the entire logical 
address space of a program as one unit. (See Figure 1-2 
for a diagram of such a system.) 

More recent systems are based on mapping smaller 
chunks of memory, rather than the entire logical address 
space of a program. There are basically two kinds of ad
dress translation schemes, differing only in the structure 
of the mapping blocks. One form is based on variable
sized segments, the other is based on fixed-size units 
called "pages." Series 32000 employs a page-based 
mapping system. 

With Series 32000, the logical address space is broken up 
into 32,768 pages, each with a fixed size of 512 bytes. The 
physical address space is broken up into the same num
ber of pieces, each piece the same size as a page. These 
pieces of physical memory into which the pages are 
mapped are called page frames. Figure 1-3 shows a part 
of Series 32000 mapping scheme. 

A page-based mapping system is usually more efficient 
than a segment-based mapping system because of the 
memory fragmentation problem associated with segment
based systems. This problem occurs often in segmented 
multi-program systems when the available memory space 
becomes fragmented into many small pieces and not 
enough contiguous physical memory is available to con
tain one large segment. By contrast, since all pages are 
the same size, if any physical page frame is available it 
can hold any page. 
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Figure 1-2. Mapping the Entire Address Space 

The mapping operation is performed by the NS32082 
MMU (Memory Management Unit) and is explained thor
oughly in Chapter 3. This translation process is performed 
automatically, making use of a table in memory that con
tains the physical address of each page frame. 

Each program or task can have its own such table, and 
changing the current table is simply a matter of changing 
an MMU register that points to the starting address of the 
current table. Therefore, each program or task can have 
its own map from logical memory to physical memory, and 
therefore each program or task can have its own logical 
address space. 

Entries in the table contain protection bits along with phys
ical addresses. These protection bits are used to provide 
each page with a set of protection attributes (e.g., read 
only). The operating system can treat a collection of pages 
with the same attributes as a segment in the sense of Sec
tion 1.3.1. Page based mapping thus provides a mecha
nism for implementing segmentation. 

1.3.3 Virtual Memory 

In many computer systems, the logical address space is 
far larger than the actual memory hardware. Virtual 
memory is a-mechanism for circumventing the limits on 
physical memory size. Under a virtual memory system, it 
appears to users as if the entire logical address space 
were available for storage. But, in fact, at any given mo
ment only a few pages of the logical address space are 
mapped onto physical space. The other pages are not pre
sent in main memory at all; instead, the informatiOn in 
these pages is stored on a secondary storage device, such 
as a disk, whose cost-per-bit is more economical. 
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Figure 1-3. Page-Based Mapping 

In a virtual memory system, whenever the computer 
generates a memory address, the hardware checks 
whether that address lies in a page that is actually in 
memory. If it does, the address is translated to the appro
priate physical address, and the memory reference takes 
place normally. If the indicated page is not in memory, an 
operation called a page swap is performed, and the 
operating system software loads the missing page from 
disk. If this operation is performed swiftly, the user will 
have the illusion of a gigantic physical memory. For effi· 
ciency, when the referenced location has to be brought 
from the peripheral to the main memory, other locations 
likely to be referenced next are also brought in. Informa
tion not currently in use is removed from the niain memory 
and returned to peripheral storage, thus making room for 
the new material. 

Of course the beauty of virtual memory is that the user or 
programmer does not have to be aware of the process. He 
uses one consistent set of addresses called virtual ad
dresses. The memory management hardware keeps track 
of where the information resides at any given time and 
translates the virtual address into a reallocation in phys
ical memory. When the CPU finds the requested virtual 
address to be unavailable in main memory, it notifies the 
operating system which initiates a swap. 

When the data to be replaced has not been modified dur
ing the time it was resident in main memory, there is no 
need to write it back to the peripheral device since an up
to-date copy already exists there. Under such a circum· 
stance the old data is simply overwritten with the new 
data. 
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Virtual memory was first implemented on the Atlas com
puter at Manchester University, using special hardware. 
All computers with virtual memory since the Atlas have 
also required special hardware functions to implement 
virtual memory. Many current microprocessors do not 
have adequate mechanisms to support virtual memory 
systems. For example, in both the Z8000 and the 68000 no 
provision was made for restarting an instruction that 
causes a page fault. In Series 32000 virtual memory sys· 
tems, this special hardware is provided by the NS32082 
MMU (with support from the CPU chip). 

1.4 Protection 

The last major area of debate about computer architecture 
concerns the whole topic of protection: memory protec
tion, program protection, user protection. The basic issue 
is what should be the granularity of the protection mecha
nisms that are provided. The basic difficulty is that the 
finer the granularity, the more the overhead associated 
with protection. 

Some systems implement a hierarchy of protection levels 
from most privileged to least privileged. These levels are 
often called rings. Each ring has its own access control 
information for a page. Generally, a more privileged ring 
has access to all the information in a less privileged ring. 
However, because the number of rings is severely limited, 
usually to four, and because tasks often do not have a 
strictly hierarchical relationship, ring systems are seldom 
flexible enough for modern operating systems. 

Instead, a capability-based protection system is often pro
posed as an alternative which allows nonhierarchical 
relationships between an arbitrary number of tasks. In a 
capability-based operating system each task has a table of 
operations it is allowed to perform that may affect other 
tasks in the system. This table is protected from direct 
modification by the task. Thus, the only way a task can 
perform an operation which could affect another task is if it 
has the appropriate capability in its capability table. A task 
may give a specific capability to another task. By restrict
ing the distribution and type of capabilities it gives out, a 
task may tightly control access to the services it provides. 

One problem with most capability-based systems is that 
the concept is carried to such lengths that it interferes with 
efficient accessing and processing of information within a 
task. Since the cost of protection is always high in these 
capability systems, performance suffers. 

The designers of Series 32000 felt that a capability based 
protection scheme could be implemented at some level in 
the system, but that the appropriate level to do this was in 
the kernel of the operating system, not in the architecture 
itself. The basic reason for leaving capabilities out of the 
architecture is twofold: (1) the extra burden should not be 
imposed on all programmers who use this architecture or 
on every memory reference; (2) the implementation of a 
capability-based system is such a new and complex task 
that locking such a system into silicon before it is thor
oughly proven can be very risky. The designers of Series 
32000 preferred to work out the bugs in their operating 
system before they froze it permanently in silicon. 
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The protection features actually implemented in Series 
32000 architecture can be divided into three groups: 

1. Supervisor/user mode. A distinction is made between 
two operating modes of the CPU: supervisor mode in 
which all the power of the instruction set is available, 
and user mode in which only a restricted subset of the 
instructions are available. Supervisor mode is intended 
for operating systems and other trusted programs. 
User mode is intended for those programs that are not 
trusted. 
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2. Separate address spaces for each task. Each task run
ning on Series 32000 has its own collection of pages 
constituting its address space. Access to another 
task's address space is impossible. 

3. Protection bits in the page and pointer table entries. 
Associated with each page are bits that define whether 
that page can be read but not written into, read and 
written into, or neither read nor written. 

All these protection features are discussed in Chapter 3, 
Section 3.4. 



Chapter 2 
High Level Language Support 
on Series 32000 
2.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 1, it was shown that with conventional architec
tures, the gain in programming efficiency produced by 
writing in high level languages instead of assembly lan
guage is usually undermined by the larger amount of 
memory required to store the code. This phenomenon is a 
result of the large number of instructions that must be 
generated by the compiler to map HLL concepts onto the 
more restricted repertoire of machine instructions. Perfor
mance is also diminished because of the large number of 
memory transactions generated by the instructions. In 
addition, when the differences between the abstractions 
called for by a problem and the capabilities directly imple
mented in the computer's hardware is very great, the code 
generation portion of a compiler must be extremely 
complex. 

A primary design objective for Series 32000 was for the 
structure and behavior of the processor's architecture to 
correspond in a reasonable way with the objects and 
operations of high level languages. The goal was to devel
op a symmetrical architecture particularly suited to being 
the target for compilers. The architecture of Series 32000 
meets that goal; it enables symmetric use of general pur
pose registers, memory locations, addressing modes, 
data types and instructions. 

Compilers can easily generate high-performance (very 
dense and efficient) code for Series 32000. Series 32000 
is particularly well suited to the Pascal high level lan
guage. Because of Series 32000's general-purpose regis
ters, the program also executes faster. In addition, the ar
chitecture avoids special-case instructions and address
ing modes that compilers have difficulty making use of. 

In this chapter we will examine in detail the means by 
which the concepts of HLLs are supported by Series 
32000 architecture; namely, by a symmetrical archi
tecture, a sophisticated instruction set, and expanded ad
dressing capabilities. 

2.2 Data Types Supported 

The objects and concepts of a high level language include 
constants, variables, expressions, and functions, each of 
which is of a particular data type, the type determining the 
range of values which the constant, variable, expression, 
or function can assume in the program. 

A data type is said to be supported by a computer if the 
computer's instruction set contains operators that directly 
manipulate the data type or else has operators and ad
dressing modes that facilitate its manipulation. Data types 
directly manipulated by the hardware are called primitive 
data types. Those data types supported by the hardware, 
but not manipulated directly, consist of ordered collections 
of primitive types and are called structured data types. 
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Series 32000 supports the following data types: 

• primitive data types (see Figure 2-1) 
-integers (signed and unsigned) 
-floating point 
-booleans 
-Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) digits 
-bit fields 

• structured data types 
-arrays 
-records 
-strings 
-stacks 

2.2.1 Integer Data Types 

The integer data type is used to represent integers, Le., 
whole numbers without fractional parts. Integers may be 
signed (negative as well as positive) or unsigned (positive 
only). Integer data types on Series 32000 are available in 
three sizes: 8-bit (byte), 16-bit (word) and 32-bit (double 
word). Signed integers are represented as binary two's 
complement numbers and have values in the range - 27 
to 27 -1, _215 t0215 -1,or _231 t0231 _1; unsigned in· 
tegers have values in the range 0 to 28 - 1,0 to 216 - 1, or 
o to 232 - 1. When integers are stored in memory, the 
least-significant byte is stored at the lowest address; the 
most significant byte at the highest address. 

2.2.2 Floating Point Data Types 

The floating point data type is used to represent real num
bers, Le., numbers with fractional parts. Floating point 
numbers are represented by an encoded version of the fa
miliar scientific notation: 

n=sxfx10e 

where s is the sign of the number, f is called the fraction, 
or mantissa, and e is a positive or negative integer called 
the exponent. (Figure 2-1 shows how these values are 
represented by fields within the numbeL) Floating point 
numbers are available in two sizes: 32-bit (single 
precision) and 64-bit (double precision). Double precision 
offers both a larger range (larger exponent) and more 
precision (larger mantissa). Series 32000 floating point 
data type is compatible with the proposed IEEE floating 
point standard. 

Manipulation of the floating point data type is actually 
handled by the NS32081 Floating Point Processor (FPU) 
(see Section 4.4, Slave Processors). If an FPU exists in the 
system, the user can treat floating point numbers (both 
single and double precision) as any other Series 32000 
data types and may use any of the Series 32000 
addressing modes to reference them. Also, conversion is 
provided from every integer and floating format to every 
other integer and floating format If an FPU is not present, 
these functions must be simulated in software. 

II 
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Figure 2-1. Primitive Data Types 

2.2.3 Other Primitive Data Types 
(Booleans, Bits, BCD Digits) 

The boolean (or logical) data type is a single bit whose 
value, 1 or 0, represents the two logic values true and 
false. A boolean data type has many uses in a program, 
for example, to save the results of comparisons, to mark 
special cases, and in general to distinguish between two 
possible outcomes or conditions. Booleans are repre
sented on Series 32000 by integers (byte, word, or double 
word). True is integer 1; false is integerO. 

The bit field data type is different from other primitive data 
types in that the basic addressable unit is measured in bits 
instead of bytes. With Series 32000, bit fields may be 1 to 
32 bits long, and located arbitrarily with respect to the 
beginning of a byte. They are useful when a data structure 
includes elements of nonstandard lengths, since they 
allow programs to manipulate fields smaller than a byte. 

With the binary-coded decimal (BCD) data type, unsigned 
decimal integers can be stored in the computer, using 4 
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bits for each decimal digit. The BCD data type is repre· 
sented on Series 32000 by three formats, consisting of 2, 
4, or a digits. Two BCD digits may be packed into a byte, 
four to a word, or eight to a double word; thus one byte 
may represent the values from 0 to 99, as opposed to 0 to 
225 for a normal unsigned a·bit number. Similarly, a word 
can represent values in the range 0 to 9999, or a double 
word can represent values in the range 0 to 99999999. 

Though BCD requires more bits to represent a large 
decimal number, it does have certain advantages over 
binary. For many business applications, the amount of 
actual computing to be done between source input and 
output is small, so that converting data from binary to 
decimal formats can represent a significant fraction of the 
total processing overhead. BCD arithmetic eliminates this 
conversion overhead since the computations are actually 
performed in decimal. Also of importance for business 
applications is the loss of accuracy which can result from 
conversions from decimal to binary and back again, a loss 
which is avoided by using decimal arithmetic. 



2.2.4 Arrays 

An array is a structured data type consisting of a number 
of components, all of the same data type, such that each 
data element can be individually identified by an integer 
index. Arrays represent a basic storage mode for all high 
level languages. 

In Pascal programs, for example, each element of an array 
is referenced by the array name and an index value giving 
the component's position in the array. Arrays range from 
simple one-dimensional vector arrays to more complex 
multi-dimensional arrays. The elements of an array may 
be integers, floating point numbers, booleans, characters, 
or more complex objects built up from these types. 

Series 32000 provides special operators that facilitate 
calculation of the array index and determination if the 
index is outside the limits of the array (see Section 2.3.4, 
Block, String and Array Instructions). In addition, certain 
Series 32000 addressing modes facilitate quick access to 
array elements (see Section 2.5.2). 

2.2.5 Records 

A record, like an array, is a structured data type with sev
eral components. However, unlike arrays, the components 
of a record may each be of a different data type. In high 
level languages, such as Pascal, a component of a record 
is selected by using both the name of the record variable 
and the name of the component. Usually, records are 
grouped into large arrays, called files in COBOL, struc
tures in PLlI, and record structures in Pascal. 

Series 32000 addressing modes facilitate quick access to 
record elements (see Section 2.5.2, High Level Language 
Addressing Modes). 

2.2.6 Strings 

A string is an array of integers, all of the same length. The 
integers may be bytes, words, or double words. Strings 
are common data structures in high level languages. For 
example, strings of ASCII characters (i.e., bytes) are com
monly used to contain alphanumeric text. 

With Series 32000, a string is represented by a sequence 
of integers stored in contiguous memory. Special opera
tors exist that facilitate comparison of strings, movement 
of strings, and searching strings for particular integer 
values (see Section 2.3.4, Block, String and Array 
Instructions). 

2.2.7 Stacks 

A stack is a one-dimensional data structure in which val
ues are entered and removed one item at a time at one 
end, called the top of stack. It consists of a block of mem
ory and a variable called the stack pointer. 

Stacks are important data structures in both systems and 
applications programming. They are used to store return 
address and status information during subroutine calls 
and interrupt servicing. Also, algorithms for expression 
evaluation in compilers and interpreters depend on stacks 
to store intermediate results. Block-structured HLLs such 
as Pascal keep local data and other information on a 
stack. Parameters of a procedure in a block structured 
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HLL are usually passed on a stack, and assembly lan
guage programs sometimes use this convention as well. 

Series 32000 supports both a User Stack and an Interrupt 
Stack. Depending on the mode of operation, one of the 
two stack pointers (SPa or SP, ) contains the memory ad
dress of the top item on the stack. Instructions exist which 
allow for explicit manipulation of the stack pOinter, and the 
current stack can be used in almost all Series 32000 in
structions to hold an operand (see Section 2.5.2, High 
Level Language Addressing Modes). 

For example, an item may be pushed onto the stack by 
subtracting the length of the item from the stack pointer 
(since stacks, by convention, grow downward in memory), 
then moving the item to the address now pointed to by the 
stack pointer. An item may be popped off the stack by 
moving the item pointed to by the stack pointer to the 
destination, then adding the length of the item to the stack 
pointer. Both of these operations are performed by select
ing the Top of Stack Addressing Mode. 

Instructions also exist which push or pop the contents of 
one or more registers. For example, the Jump to Subrou
tine instruction causes the Program Counter's contents to 
be pushed on the stack, and the Enter instruction causes 
the contents of the Frame Pointer and specified General 
Registers to be pushed on the stack. (See Section 2.3.6, 
Register Manipulation Instructions, for more details.) 

2.3 Instruction Set 

One of the most important considerations in evaluating a 
computer architecture is the relationship between the ma
chine's primitive data types and the instructions that ma
nipulate those data types. 

For example, if a processor has byte, word, and double 
word integers, it should have an Add operator that oper
ates on each of these in a uniform and consistent manner. 
Series 32000 architecture provides a complete and com
prehensive set of instructions for every hardware
recognized primitive data type. In addition, special instruc
tions are available that facilitate manipulation of structured 
data types. 

The instruction set includes over 100 basic instruction 
types, chosen on the basis of a study of the use and fre
quency of specific instructions in various applications; 
special-case instructions, which compilers cannot use, 
have been avoided. The instruction set is further ex
panded through the use of special Slave processors, act
ing as extensions to the CPU 

This instruction set is symmetrical, that is, instructions can 
be used with any general addressing mode (see Section 
2.3.7), any operand length (byte, word, and double-word), 
and can make use of any general purpose register. 

Series 32000 instructions are genuine two operand in
structions, though many instructions use more (up to five) 
operands. This, combined with the consistent and sym
metric architecture, reduces the code size considerably. 
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2.3.1 Integer Instructions 

A large set of arithmetic instructions are provided for inte
ger manipulation: addition and subtraction. multiplication 
and division (with various remainder. rounding. modulus 
and result-length options). two's complement. and abso
lute value. Other instructions include: 

o Move operators that allow either zero or sign extension 
(a useful feature when the size of the destination ex
ceeds the size of the source). 

o Shift operators allowing logical and arithmetic shifts. as 
well as rotation left or right. by any amount. 

o Boolean instructions (And. Or. Exclusive Or. Comple
ment. and Bit Clear) allowing each bit in a data word to 
be manipulated independently. 

o Two BCD arithmetic operators. Add and Subtract. han
dling up to eight digits at a time. 

o Extended Multiply and Divide operators which return a 
result which is twice the size of the operands which they 
read. 

2.3.2 Floating Point (FPU) Instructions 

The NS32081 supports 32-bit and 64-bit precision floating 
point calculations. as well as 8-. 16-. and 32-bit fixed point 
calculations. In addition to the floating Add. Subtract. 
Multiply. Divide. ahd Compare instructions. there is a 
Move instruction that doubles as a conversion instruction 
for converting from integer to floating point format. Instruc
tions are also provided to ROUND off a floating point num
ber to the nearest integer. to TRUNCate a floating point 
number toward zero. and to convert a floating point num
ber to the largest integer less than or equal to itself (the 
FLOOR of that number). For positive floating pOint num
bers. these last two operations have the same effect; they 
differ. however. for negative numbers. For example. 
- 3.17 truncates to - 3. but its floor is - 4. 

These instructions are implemented by the FPU and dis
play the same symmetry. addressing modes and flexibility 
as the rest of the instruction set. The architecture of Series 
32000 makes available to the FPU all Series 32000 ad
dressing modes. and any instructions can be register-to
register. memory-to-register or memory-to-memory. 

2.3.3 Boolean, Bit, and Bit Field Instructions 

Boolean instructions treat a data word as an array of bits. 
and allow each bit to be handled independently. Boolean 
operators include And. Or. Exclusive Or. Complement. 
and Bit Clear. 

Series 32000 provides a special Boolean Not instruction 
for implementing high level languages which require that 
TRUE = 1 and FALSE = O. To simplify the handling of 
Boolean expressions in compilers. a Set on condition in
struction stores a "1" into its only operand if a condition 
code check is satisfied; if not. it stores a "0". 

Bit instructions allow convenient handling of individual bits 
or arbitrarily large bit arrays. In addition to the ability to set. 
clear. complement. ortest any bit in memory or in a regis
ter. Series 32000 provides semaphore primitives (test and 
set. test and clear) for multiprocessing and multitasking 
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coordination. Also provided is a Convert to Bit-Field Point
er Instruction which converts a byte address and a bit off
set into a bit address. This allows a field address to be con
verted to an integer and thus passed to a procedure or 
function. a facility which is very useful in HLLs. A Find First 
Set instruction searches a sequence of bits. either in 
memory or in a register and returns the bit number of the 
first" 1 " bit it sees. 

Two Bit Field instructions can access bit fields up to 32 
bits in length anywhere in memory. independent of byte 
alignments. The Extract instruction reads a bit field. ex
pands the result to the length specified in the opcode. and 
then stores the expanded result into another operand. An 
Insert instruction reads an operand of the length specified 
in the opcode and stores the low-order part into a bit field. 

2.3.4 Block, String, and Array Instructions 

For the many iterative operations which are required in 
high level languages. the Block Move and Block Compare 
instructions facilitate efficient generation of compiler code. 
They are written the same way as the standard memory
to-memory move and comparison instructions. except for 
the addition of a third displacement operand. which speci
fies how many elements (bytes. words or double words) 
are to be moved or compared. 

Strings of bytes. words. or double words are easily ma
nipulated with the Move String. Compare String. and Skip 
instructions. To avoid destructive overwriting. move and 
compare operations can proceed from low addresses to 
high addresses. or vice versa. These operations can pro
ceed unconditionally. or be terminated when a compari
son condition is met (when either a specific value is en
countered or when a value is no longer encountered). 
Also. a string of instructions may be interrupted or 
aborted. and then restarted where it left off. These string 
instructions are comparable in lheir power to those avail
able on large minicomputer and mainframe computers. 

For array handling. two instructions are provided. Check 
and Index. The Check instruction determines whether an 
array index is within bounds. It allows the user to specify 
both an upper and a lower bound. It also subtracts the 
lower bound from the value being checked and stores the 
difference in a register. where it can be used in an Index 
instruction or in an index addressing mode. 

The array Index instruction implements one step of a 
multidimensional array-address calculation. The opcode 
specifies the length of the second and third operands; the 
first operand is a general purpose register. The Index 
instruction performs a multiplication and an addition. 
leaving the result in a register. The result is then used in 
another Index instruction for the next dimension. or it is 
used in an index addressing mode. 

2.3.5 Jumps, Branches, and Calls 

A number of different Jumps and Branches are imple
mented: simple Jump, Jump to Subroutine, simple 
Branch. Conditional Branch. and Multiway Branch (a 
branch is a PC-relative Jump). Since the displacement in 
these instructions can be as large as the memory. there is 
no limit to their range. In addition, several different returns 



are supported: return from subroutine, return from trap 
and return from interrupt. The latter two are discussed in 
more detail in the section covering interrupts and traps 
(Section 4.3). Instructions for calls to and returns from ex
ternal procedures are discussed in Chapter 4, Section 
4.2.3 (Programming with Modules). 

2.3.6 Register Manipulation Instructions 

Any general purpose register (see Section 2.4) can be 
accessed via the general addressing modes (see 
Section 2.5). Thus any Series 32000 instruction that uses 
a general addressing mode to access one of its operands 
can manipulate these registers. In addition, several in
structions are provided explicitly for register manipulation. 

The Save and Restore instructions manipulate the general 
purpose registers. The instruction format for these opera
tions includes an immediate field of B bits, each bit 
specifying which of the eight general purpose registers are 
to be stored or fetched from the stack. 

Instructions manipulating the special purpose registers al
low these registers to be loaded and stored; bits in the pro
gram status register may be set and cleared, and the stack 
pointer may be adjusted. Other instructions for these 
registers are discussed in Section 2.4.2, CPU Special Pur
pose Registers. 

2.3.7 Instruction Format 

Series 32000 has a variable-length instruction format in 
which instructions are represented as a series of bytes. 
Figure 2-2 shows the general format of a Series 32000 
instruction. 

IMPLIED 
OPERAND(S 

OPTIONAL 
EXTENSIONS 

OlSP2 OlSP1 SCALEO 
INOEX 
BYTE 

IMM2 IMM1 2 

", 

• 

SCALE 
INDEX 
BYTE 

1 

BASIC 
INSTRUCTION 
~ 

GEN GEN 
ADOR. AODR. OPCODE 
MODE MODE 

1 2 

" 

INCREASING MEMORY 

Figure 2-2. General Instruction Format 
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The Basic Instruction is one to three bytes long and con
tains the Opcode and up to two 5-bit General Addressing 
Mode ("Gen") fields. (Addressing modes are discussed in 
Section 2.5.) Following the Basic Instruction field is a set 
of optional extensions, which may appear depending on 
the instruction and the addressing modes selected. 

The Opcode specifies the operation to be performed, for 
example, ADD, MOV, etc., and the number of operands to 
be used in the instruction. The specification of an operand 
length (B, W, D, F, or L) is written appended to the opcode. 
For example, ADDW, specifies the addition of two word
long operands, while MOVF specifies a move to a single 
precision floating point operand. The length specification 
in integer instructions is encoded in the basic instruction 
as B = 00, W = 01, or D = 11; the length specification in 
floating point instructions is encoded in the basic opcode 
as F = 1 or L = O. 

The General Addressing Mode fields specify the address
ing mode to be used to access the instruction's operands. 

Index Bytes appear in the instruction format when either or 
both Gen fields specify Scaled Index mode. In this case, 
the Gen field specifies only the Scale Factor (1,2,4 or 8), 
and the Index Byte specifies which General Purpose Reg
ister to use as the index, and which addressing mode cal
culation to perform before indexing. 

Following Index Bytes come any displacements (address
ing constants) or immediate values associated with the se
lected addressing modes. Each Disp/lmm field may con
tain one or two displacements, or one immediate value. 
The size of a Displacement field is encoded within the top 
bits of that field, with the remaining bits interpreted as a 
signed (two's complement) value. (See Figure 2-3.) The 
size of an immediate value is determined from the Opcode 
field. 

I 0 I SIGNED DISPLACEMENT 

BYTE DISPLACEMENT: RANGE - -64 TO + 63 
7 0 

1 11 J ~~'\-
~"'~ ~\"'1..)}. 

~"'~ f--.,\~ 

DOUBLE WORD DISPLACEMENT: RANGE=1/2GB TO 1/2GB-l 

Figure 2-3. Displacement Encodings 
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2.3.8 Special Encodings 

Two other special encodings, reg and quick, allow the very 
compact encoding of frequently used instructions. For 
example, there are quick forms of add, move and compare 
instructions which encode a small integer operand (range 
from - 8 to + 7) in place of a second general addressing 
mode. 

Some instructions require additional, "implied" imme
diates and/or displacements, apart from those associated 
with addressing modes. Any such extensions appear at 
the end of the instruction, in the order that they appear 
within the list of operands in the instruction definition. 

2.4 Register Set 

Series 32000 architecture supports thirty-seven registers, 
grouped into two register sets: sixteen general purpose 
registers and twenty-one special purpose registers (see 
Figure 2-4). Eight of the general purpose registers are 
located on the CPU; the other eight are located on the 
FPU. The twenty one special purpose registers include 
nine on the CPU, one on the FPU, and ten on the MMU. 
Besides storing operands, and the results from arithmetic 
operations, these registers may also be used for the tem
porary storage of program instructions and control in
formation concerning which instruction is to be executed 
next. 

2.4.1 CPU General Purpose Registers 

Internal to the CPU are eight 32-bit general purpose regis
ters RO through R7, which provide local, high speed stor
age for the processor. They can be used to store bytes, 
words, double words, and quadruple words. 

All general purpose registers are available to all instruc
tions. Thus, the computer has freedom in its use of the 
registers and needn't do much housekeeping. The archi
tecture also enables general purpose registers to be used 
as accumulators, data registers and address pointers. 
This represents a great improvement over machines that 
permit only a few registers to serve as address pointers, 
creating a bottleneck in address calculations, a very im
portant function in high level language programming. 

2.4.2 CPU Special Purpose Registers 

The eight special purpose registers on the CPU chip are 
used for storing address and status information. The MOD 
register and the Processor Status Register are both 16 
bits; the other registers are effectively 24 bits in length, 
though an additional eight bits (which in the current imple
mentation are always set to zero) have been provided to 
allow for future expansion. 

PC: The Program Counter register is a pointer to the 
first btye of the currently executing instruction. 
After the instruction is completed, the program 
counter is incremented to point to the next in
struction. Since this register is 24 bits wide, all 
16M bytes of memory can be directly addressed 
without the need for segmented addresses. 

SPa, SP1: The SPa register points to the lowest address of 
the last item stored on the Interrupt Stack. This 
stack is normally used only by the operating sys
tem, primarily for temporary data storage and for 
holding return information for operating system 
subroutines, and interrupt and trap service rou
tines. The SPI register points to the lowest ad
dress of the last item stored on the User Stack. 
This stack can be used by normal user programs 
formation. 

FP: The Frame Pointer register is used by a proce
dure to access parameters and local variables on 
the stack. It is set up when a procedure is 
entered, and points to the stack frame of the cur
rently executing procedure, which contains the 
parameters for the currently executing subrou
tine and also the volatile (as opposed to static) 
local variables. The procedure parameters are 
addressed with positive offsets from the frame 
pointer; the local variables of the procedure are 
addressed with negative offsets from the frame 
pointer. 

SB: The Static Base register points to the global vari
ables of a software module (see Section 4.2, 
Modular Software). All references to a module's 
data are relative to this register. 

INTBASE: The Interrupt Base register holds the address of 
the dispatch table for interrupts and traps (see 
Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). 

MOD: 

PSR: 

CFG: 
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The Module register holds the address of the 
Module Descriptor of the currently executing soft
ware module (see Chapter 4, Section 4.2.2). 

The Processor Status Register holds the CPU 
status and control flags for Series 32000. The 
PSR is sixteen bits long, and is divided into two 
eight-bit halves. The low-order eight bits are ac
cessible to all programs, but the high-order bits 
are accessible only to programs executing in 
Supervisor Mode. Among the bits in the PSR are 
the Carry bit, the Trace bit, (which causes a trap 
to be executed after every instruction), the Mode 
bit (which is set when the processor is in user 
mode), the Interrupt Enable bit (which if set will 
cause interrupts to be accepted), and several 
other bits which can be used by comparison in
structions. 

The I bit indicates the presence of external 
interrupt vectoring circuitry (specifically, the 
NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit). If the CFG I bit 
is set, interrupts requested through the INT pin 
are "vectored"; if it is clear, these interrupts are 
"non-vectored". The F, M and C bits indicate the 
presence of the FPU, MMU and Custom Slave 
Processors. If these bits are not set, the corre
sponding instructions are trapped as being 
undefined. 
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Figure 2·4. Register Set 
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2.4.3 FPU Registers 

The Floating POint Unit registers are located on the 
NS32081 FPU slave processor and consist of eight 32-bit 
registers and a dedicated Floating Point Status Register. 
The eight floating point registers can each store a single 
precision operand or half of a double precision operand. 
When 64-bit double precision operands are to be operated 
upon, the specified register (n) and the next register 
(n + 1) are concatenated for the operation. Register n + 1 
contains the high-order bits. 

The Floating Point Status register (FSR) holds mode con
trol information, error bits and trap enables. Like the other 
registers, the FSR is 32-bits wide. (See Chapter 4, Section 
4.4.2, for more about the FPU slave processor.) 

2.4.4 MMU Registers 

The optional memory management architecture uses the 
following 32-bit dedicated registers to control address 
translation: 

PTBo, 
PTB,: 

EIA: 

MSR: 

The Page Table Base registers are controlled by 
the operating system and point to the starting 
location of the translation tables in physical 
memory. All supervisor mode addresses are 
translated with the PTBo register. User mode ad
dresses are translated using this register if the 
OS bit in the MSR is one; if this bit is zero, the 
PTB, register is used. 

The Error/Invalidate Address register is used to 
invalidate addresses in the translation buffer. 
The translation buffer is a transparent cache of 
the most recently used page table entries. When 
an entry in a page table is modified in memory, 
the copy of it in the translation buffer is deleted 
by writing the address of the affected virtual page 
into the EIA register. When a PTB register is 
modified, all cache entries made using that regis
ter are deleted. The EIA is also used to store the 
address which caused a memory management 
exception to occur. 

The Memory Status Register holds fields which 
control and examine the memory management 
status, and is only accessible in the supervisor 
mode. The functions of this register are dis
cussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 
(MMU and FPU). 

Other registers in the MMU provide high level software de
bug facilities during program execution. These are dis
cussed in Section 4.5.3. 

2.5 Addressing Modes 

Information encoded in an instruction includes a specifica
tion of the operation to be performed, the type of operands 
to be manipulated, and the location of these operands. An 
operand can be located in a register, in the instruction it
self (as an immediate operand), or in memory. Instructions 
can specify the location of their operands by nine address
ing modes. Two addressing modes are used to access 
operands in registers and in instructions-Register mode 
and Immediate mode. The other modes are used to ac
cess operands in memory. The address of the operand is 
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calculated in accordance with the desired addressing 
mode. The calculation is done by taking the sum of up to 
three components: 

• a displacement element in an instruction 
• a pointer (i.e., an address) in a register or in memory 
• an index value in a register 

The nine addressing modes may also be divided into 
those which are standard for microprocessor 
architectures, and those which are particularly suited to 
the operations and data structures of high level 
languages. 

2.5.1 Standard Modes 

The following standard addressing modes are supported 
by Series 32000 architecture (see Figure 2-5 for a diagram 
of each one): 

• Register 
• Immediate 
• Absolute 
• Register relative 

REGISTER: In the Register addressing mode, the 
operand is in one of the eight general purpose registers. In 
certain Slave Processor instructions, an auxiliary set of 
eight registers may be referenced instead. 

IMMEDIATE: The immediate mode operand is in the in
struction. The length of the immediate mode operand is 
specified by the operand length or by the basic instruction 
length. 

ABSOLUTE: With absolute mode, the operand address is 
the value of a displacement in the instruction. 

REGISTER RELATIVE: The register relative mode com
putes an effective address (the operand address) by ad
ding a displacement given in the instruction to a pointer in 
a general purpose register. 

REGISTER 
MODEL.,;==;;...J 

IMME~~~~I OPERAND 1 

ABSOLUTE I 
MODE 

OPERAND = IMMEDIATE VALUE 

DISP .1 OPERAND 1 
OPERAND ADDRESS = DISP. 

Figure 2-5. Standard Addressing Modes 



2.5.2 High Level Language Modes 

In addition to these standard addressing mode types, 
Series 32000 employs several addressing mode types 
which, in combination with the already powerful instruc
tion set, make Series 32000 a superb vehicle for high level 
languages. They are listed below and diagrammed in Fig
ure 2-6: 

• Memory Space 
• Memory Relative 
• External 
• Top of Stack 
• Scaled Index 

MEMORY SPACE: This addressing mode is identical to 
Register Relative, discussed above, except that the regis
ter used is one of the dedicated registers PC, SP, SB or 
FP. These registers point to data areas generally needed 
by high level languages. 

MEMORY RELATIVE: The Memory Relative mode allows 
pointers located in memory to be used directly, without hav
ing to be loaded into registers (as is required in other micro
processors). Memory relative mode is useful for handling 
address pointers and manipulating fields in a record. When 
this addressing mode is used, the instruction specifies two 
displacements. The first displacement is added to a speci
fied special purpose register, and a double word is fetched 
from this address. The operand address is the sum of this 
value and the second displacement. In accessing records, 
the second displacement specifies the location of a field in 
the record pointed to by the double word. The exact size of 
the contents of this field is programmable. 

EXTERNAL: The External Addressing mode is unique to 
Series 32000, and supports the software module concept, 
which allows the modules to be relocated without linkage 
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editing. This mode is used to access operands that are ex
iernal to the currently executing module. Associated with 
each module is a Link Table, containing the absolute ad
dresses of external variables. The external addressing 
mode specifies two displacements: the ordinal number of 
the external variable (i.e., the linkage table entry to be 
used) and an offset to a sub-field of the referenced vari
able (e.g., a sub-field of a Pascal record). External 
addressing is discussed further in Section 4.2 (Modular 
SOftware). 

TOP OF STACK: In this addressing mode, also unique to 
Series 32000, the currently selected Stack Pointer (SPo or 
SP1) specifies the location of the operand. Depending on 
the instruction, the SP will be incremented or decrement
ed, allowing normal push and pop facilities. This address
ing mode allows manipulation or accessing of an operand 
on the stack by all instructions. For instance, the TOS val
ue can be added to the contents of a memory location, a 
register, or to itself, and the result saved on the stack. On 
most other microprocessors, in which top of stack ad
dressing is limited to a very small number of instructions, 
these manipulations would require several instructions to 
achieve the same results. The great advantage of this ad
dressing mode is that it allows quick reference using a 
minimum number of bits to intermediate values in arith
metic computations. 

SCALED INDEX: This addressin~ mode computes the 
operand address from one of the general purpose regis
ters and a second addressing mode. The register value is 
multiplied by one, two, four or eight (index byte, index 
word, index double, or index quad). The effective address 
of the second addressing mode is then added to the multi
plied register value to form the final operand address. The 
Scaled Index mode is used for addressing into arrays, 
when the elements of the array are bytes, words, double 
words, floating point numbers or long floating point 
numbers. 
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Figure 2-6. High Level Language Addressing Modes 
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Chapter 3 
Memory Organization 

3.1 Introduction 

Microprocessors were first developed when the design of 
complex, special·purpose chips became so expensive that 
it was more cost-effective to use a general·purpose pro
grammable device instead of a special-purpose chip. The 
programs for these early microprocessors were very 
small, typically requiring 2K to 8K bytes of memory and 
rarely exceeding 16K bytes. (This was just as well, since 
memory was very expensive.) 

Now, almost exactly a decade since the microprocessor 
was invented, the memory requirements for typical ap· 
plications approach those of minicomputers or even main
frames. Consequently, the memory organization issues 
discussed in Chapter 1 have arisen. 

In this chapter, we will cover the memory organization and 
memory management mechanisms of Series 32000. The 
key topics to be discussed are page based mapping, virtu
al memory, memory protection, and virtual machines. The 
address translation, virtual memory, and memory protec
tion mechanisms of the Series 32000 architecture are con
tained in the NS32082 Memory Management Unit (MMU). 
The MMU also contains the logic for debugging (see 
Chapter 4, Section 4.5) as well as on-chip cache. Special 
instructions are provided in the Series 32000 instruction 
set to control the MMU. 

3.2 Mapping Mechanisms with the Series 32000 

Series 32000 has a logical address space of 16 million 
bytes divided into 32,768 pages, each with a fixed size of 
512 bytes. The physical address space is the same size 
and is also divided into similarly sized page frames. As de
scribed in Section 1.3.2, address translation (mapping) is 
the process of translating a logical address to a physical 
address. In Series 32000 architecture, address translation 
is done in units of a page. Thus two addresses next to 
each other in the same logical page will be next to each 
other in the same physical page frame, although two 
pages which are contiguous in logical memory may not be 
contiguous irf physical memory. 

For purposes of implementing the address translation, the 
24 bits of a logical address may be thought of as consist
ing of two fields: the page selector field, which is the upper 
fifteen bits, and the offset field, which is the lower nine 
bits. Only the page selector bits are actually translated in 
the mapping process. The nine bits of the offset specify a 
location within a page and are passed through the map· 
ping process unaltered. The mapping process is per· 
formed automatically by the MMU. 
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Basically the mapping operation consists of treating the 
page selector field as an index into a table of physical ad
dresses. Entries in this table hold the upper fifteen bits of 
the physical address of a page frame. When a logical ad
dress is sent to the MMU, its lower 9 bits are appended to 
the 15-bit physical address in the table and the resulting 
24-bit physical address is actually used to fetch data. (See 
Figure 3-1 for a diagram of this operation. This figure 
shows an abstract view of the Series 32000 mapping oper
ation; in reality, a two. level mapping is employed-see 
Section 3.2.). 

LOGICAL ADDRESS 

PROTECTION 23 9 8 0 

BITS '\ I I I 
PAGE TABLE _ • -
(LEVELl) ~.-~ 

1 

~~ ~ I--

T r 
23 !l 8 t Jl 

I I 
PHYSICAL AOORESS 

Figure 3-1. Mapping 

3.2.1 Page Tables, Pointer Tables, and Entries 

The address translation mechanism is carried out by ta
bles in memory. The MMU contains a special register 
(PTB1) that points to the beginning of the page table. This 
table has 256 entries, each of which is 4 bytes wide. Thus 
its total size is 1,024 bytes. Each entry in the page table 
points to a pointer table. Pointer tables contain 128 entries 
of 4 bytes; thus, the pointer tables are each contained in a 
page. Each entry in a pointer table points to a physical 
page. (See Figure 3-2 for a diagram of this pointer tree.) 
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Each program or task can have its own page table, and 
changing the page table is simply a matter of changing an 
MMU register that points to the starting address of the cur
rent page table. Therefore, each program or task can have 
its own map from logical memory to physical memory, and 
therefore each program or task can have its own logical 
address space. 

PAGE 
TABLE 

POINTER 
TABLES 

Figure 3-2. Hierarchy of Tables 

D 
D 
D 

PHYSICAL 
PAGES 

Each entry in the page table or in one of the pointer tables 
has the same basic format (see Figure 3-3). 

The high order 23 bits contain the starting physical ad
dress of the specified page frame. 

Figure 3-3. Page or Pointer Table Entry 
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Bits 0 through 4 contain status bits: 

V The Valid Bit indicates whether the entry specifies a 
page that is present in memory. (See Section 5.3.1, 
Page Faults and the Valid Bit). 

R The Referenced Bit indicates whether the page has 
been accessed. This bit is automatically set when 
the corresponding page has been accessed for 
reading or writing. (See Section 3.3.3, Support for 
Page Swapping Algorithms). 

M The Modified Bit indicates whether the page has 
been modified during its residence in main memory. 
This bit is automatically set when the corresponding 
page is written to. (See Section 3.3.3, Support for 
Page Swapping Algorithms). 

PL The Protection Level field indicates the level of 
protection provided for the page. (See Section 3.4, 
Protection). 

3.2.2 The Complete Mapping Process 

The mapping operation shown schematically in Figure 3-1 
is actually accomplished by the following process: 

The page selector component of the logical address (the 
high-order 15 bits), shown in Figure 3-1, actually consists 
of two subfields: the high-order 8 bits, which select an en
try in the page table, and the lower-order 7 bits, which se
lect an entry in the appropriate pointer table. (The offset 
component of a logical address specifies the displacement 
from the base of a page to the specified item). Figure 3-4 
shows a more complete version of the mapping process 
outlined in Figure 3-1. 

To speed up the mapping process the MMU provides an 
associative cache on the chip itself. The cache contains 
the 32 most recently accessed logical addresses along 
with their translated physical addresses. Each entry con
sists of the high-order 15 bits of a logical address and the 
high-order 15 bits of the translated physical address (see 
Figure 3-5). 

When a logical address is passed from the CPU to the 
MMU, the MMU first attempts to match that logical ad
dress with an entry in the cache. If the entry is present, the 
physical address portion of the entry is used immediately. 
If the entry is not present, the MMU must fetch the page 
table and pointer table entries from memory before ad
dress translation can be performed. 

If the entry is present, address translation requires only 
one clock cycle. If the entry is not present, address 
translation may take up to approximately 20 clock cycles. 
This associative table is transparent to the user and calcu
lations indicate that it dramatically speeds up address 
translation since the hit ratio (the percentage of time the 
cache contains the entry) is about 97%. 
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3.3 Virtual Memory Mechanisms with 
Series 32000 

Programs share many traits in common with human be· 
ings. For example, they obey Parkinson's Law. Just as 
work expands to fill the time available, so programs tend to 
expand over their lifetime to fill the physical memory avail· 
able to them. Once the memory limits have been reached, 
further expansion of the program is difficult and error 
prone, usually requiring hard to manage overlays. The ide· 
al solution to this problem is to give the program a virtually 
infinite (limitless) memory. A program in an infinite memo
ry can be enlarged without bumping into any barriers. 
Unfortunately, memory costs usually preclude enormous 
physical memories. Virtual memory, however, gives the 
programmer the illusion of a gigantic memory at minimal 
cost. 

With virtual memory, the user regards the combination of 
main and peripheral storage as a single large storage. The 
user can write large programs without worrying about the 
physical memory limitations of the system. To accomplish 
this, the operating system places some of the user pro
grams and data in peripheral storage and brings them into 
main memory only as they are needed. 

Series 32000 makes virtual memory operating systems 
easy to implement by means of its page based mapping 
mechanism. Programs and data are swapped between 
main memory and secondary storage units of a page, as 
was described in Chapter 1. In addition, the architecture 
provides several other mechanisms which support virtual 
memory. 

Three bits in the page entry are important for virtual 
memory systems. These bits were discussed briefly in 
Section 3.2.1. In the following three subsections we will 
cover in much greater detail the use of these three bits in 
virtual memory systems. Also covered will be the instruc
tion abort and re-execution facility, the other Series 32000 
feature specifically designed to support virtual memory. 

3.3_1 Page Faults and the Valid Bit 

The Valid Bit in a page or pointer table entry indicates 
whether the corresponding page is present in main memo
ry or not. Whenever an address is generated by the CPU 
and passed to the MMU for translation into a physical ad
dress, the MMU checks the valid bit of the table entry 
specified by the incoming logical address. If the valid bit is 
1, the page is assumed to be present in main memory and 
address translation proceeds in the normal fashion. 

If, however, the valid bit is 0, then the page is assumed not 
to be in main memory and a page fault occurs. A page 
fault is a hardware generated trap that is used to tell the 
operating system to bring the missing page in from sec
ondary storage. The page fault occurs in the MMU, which 
generates an ABORT signal to the CPU. The ABORT 
signal causes the CPU to immediately halt execution of 
the current instruction. 

3.3.2 Instruction Abort and Re-execution 

When a page fault occurs, for whatever reason, the MMU 
sends the ABORT signal to the CPU. At this point the CPU 
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will stop executing the instruction and return any register 
that was altered by the instruction to its condition before 
the instruction started. The operating system will then be 
called to initiate a page swap. Once the appropriate page 
is in memory, the CPU and MMU also must insure that the 
aborted instruction can be re·executed. 

One of the problems in implementing virtual memory sys· 
terns is that an instruction may generate a page fault at 
any time during the course of its execution. If the instruc· 
tion itself occupies several bytes, it may overlap a page 
boundary. and the act of fetching an instruction may itself 
cause a page fault. Or the process of fetching the source 
or destination operand may cause a page fault. 

In order to permit the instruction to be restarted, the 
ABORT signal usually causes the CPU to be returned to 
its state before the aborted instruction happened. The pro· 
gram counter is automatically saved as are the processor 
status register, the stack pointer and several other regis· 
ters. When the operating system has completed the page 
swap, it executes a RETURN FROM TRAP instruction and 
execution resumes with the aborted instruction, all regis· 
ters being restored to their old values. 

String handling instructions require special treatment duro 
ing an abort. Obviously it is not desirable to have a long 
string instruction repeated from the beginning if an abort 
occurs somewhere in the string. Series 32000 provides for 
the aborted instruction to be re·executed from the point 
where the problem occurred. 

3.3.3 Support for Page Swapping Algorithms 

To facilitate virtual memory implementation, two other bits 
in the page and pOinter table entries are used: the Refer
enced Bit (R) and the Modified Bit (M). 

It has been tacitly assumed that there is a vacant page 
frame in which to put the newly loaded page. In general 
such will not be the case, and it will be necessary to re
move some page (i.e., copy it back into the secondary 
memory) in order to make room for the new page. Thus an 
algorithm that decides which page to remove is needed. 

Choosing a page to remove at random is certainly not a 
good idea. If the page containing the instruction is the one 
chosen, another page fault will occur as soon as an at
tempt is made to fetch the next instruction. Most operating 
systems try to predict which of the pages in memory is the 
least useful, in the sense that its absence would have the 
smallest adverse effect on the running program. One way 
of doing so is to make a prediction when the next ref
erence to each page will occur and remove the page 
whose next reference lies farthest in the future. In other 
words, to try to select the page that will not be needed for a 
longtime. 

One popular algorithm evicts the page least recently used 
because that page has a high a priori probability of not be
ing in the wording set. This algorithm is called the Least 
Recently Used algorithm. The Referenced bit can be used 
to implement a version of this algorithm. 



The Referenced bit is set by the hardware when the page 
is referenced (read or written) by an instruction. By period
ically checking and clearing this bit in all page and pointer 
table entries, the operating system can gain insight into 
the frequency with which pages are being used. 1 This in
formation can be used to select pages to be swapped out; 
for example, on a least recently used basis. 

If a page about to be evicted has not been modified since it 
was read in (a likely occurrence if the program contains 
program rather than data) then it is not necessary to write 
it back into secondary memory, because an accurate copy 
already exists there. If, however, it has been modified 
since it was read in, the copy in secondary storage is no 
longer accurate and the page must be rewritten. The 
Modified bit is set by the hardware whenever a page is 
written to during the time it is resident in main memory. 

When the time comes to swap this page the operating sys
tem can check this bit to see if there is a need for updating 
the copy on disc. If the bit is 1 (i.e., the page has been 
modified) then the page must be swapped out to sec
ondary storage. If, however, this bit is 0, then the page has 
not been modified since it was last read in and it can sim
ply be discarded. 

3.4 Memory Protection Mechanisms 
with Series 32000 

The page mechanism can also provide the basis for memo
ry protection within a logical address space. Each page can 
have attributes associated with it that indicate how the page 
can be accessed. These attributes can allow reads only, 
reads and writes, or they can prevent any access at all. En
tries in the page and pointer tables contain protection bits 
(the PL field) along with physical addresses (see Section 
3.2.1). These protection bits define the attribute of that page 
(e.g., read only). 

The interpretation of the protection bits depends on the 
operating mode of the CPU. A given setting of the PL field 
will be interpreted differently when the CPU is in Supervisor 
mode than when the CPU is in User mode. The bits have the 
following interpretation. 

PL I Supervisor Mode User Mode 

00 

I 
read only no access 

01 read and write no access 
10 read and write read only 
11 read and write read and write 

The operating system can treat a collection of pages 
with the same attributes as a segment in the sense of 
Section 1.3.1. For example, a constants segment might 
be a set of pages containing data with the read-only at
tribute set, so users could not modify the data. Thus, 
page-based mapping provides a mechanism for imple
menting segmentation. 

1 Peter J. Denning, "Working Sets Past and Present, . IEEE Transactions on Software 
Engineering. (SE-6, No.1, 1980) 
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Intertask protection is accomplished by giving each task its 
own set of page tables. Thus each task has its own address 
space, providing maximum flexibility and virtu~ memory for 
each task. By changing the single register that points to the 
page table, one can switch to the new task's address space. 

3.5 Virtual Machines 

If the virtual memory hardware allows application software 
to execute in a different address space from the operating 
system, then it is possible to implement virtual machines. 
Software running on a virtual machine believes that it is 
running on a processorwhose hardware provides the 
functions that are in fact provided by the operating system. 
In fact, the virtual memory hardware and 1/0 devices are 
simulated by the operating system with the aid of the real 
memory management hardware and 1/0 devices. Thus 
software which normally must be run alone (e.g., an 
operating system) can be run under the control of another 
operating system. This can be very useful for debugging a 
new operating system or running several incompatible 
operating systems on the same machine. 

Figure 3-6 shows a simplified diagram of such a virtual ma
chine. 

Operating system A and operating system B run in differ
ent address spaces. System A manipulates the actual 
Series 32000 hardware, whereas system B manipulates 
an illusory machine consisting of Series 32000 hardware 
and virtual peripherals simulated by system A. The actual 
mechanisms employed to create such a virtual machine 
are somewhat technical and are covered in detail in the 
Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual. Basically, 
system A constructs a simulated table onto the real page 
table. Virtual 1/0 devices are simulated similarly. 

r- -- , 
I I 
I A ~ B 

I 
I 11 

I 
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Figure 3-6. Virtual Machines 
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Chapter 4 
Other Features of 
Series 32000 Architecture 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter will discuss additional architectural features 
of Series 32000 that reduce the traditional gap between 
the semantics of high level programming languages and 
microprocessor architectures. Specifically, these are fea
tures which support good software design and program
ming practices. The topics covered include support for 
modular software design, input/output implementation, 
extension of the instruction set by the means of slave 
processors, and software debugging support. 

4.2 Modular Software 

Modular programming is one of the principle techniques 
for the systematic design of well-structured software. 
Large programs are among the most complex creations of 
human intellect. This complexity has been a major factor 
contributing to software unreliability. The concept of 
modularity in software design provides a means of over
coming natural human limitations for dealing with pro
gramming complexity by specifying the subdivision of 
large and complex programming tasks into smaller and 
simpler subtasks, or modules, each of which performs 
some well-defined portion of the complete processing 
task. Such modules may then be independently designed, 
written, tested, and compiled, perhaps by different pro
grammers working in parallel. 

Programs which are written as a set of modules are more 
likely to be correct. They are more easily understandable 
and therefore more easily modified, maintained and docu
mented. Also, because communication between modules 
is permitted only through well-defined interfaces, the inner 
workings of a module need not be known to other 
modules. This protects a module's code and allows design 
changes to be done locally to a module without side ef
fects on other modules or on the use of the system. 

Nearly all HLLs incorporate features to support modular 
programming. For example, programs in Ada, the new De
partment of Defense high-order language, are composed 
of one or more program units-subprograms, packages or 
tasks-which can be compiled separately. In Pascal, 
separately compiled program modules may refer to vari
ables, functions or procedures declared in another module 
by using certain extensions to the language, e.g., Import 
and Export di rectives. 

The ultimate extension of the concept of modularity, and 
the ultimate simplicity in software design and implementa
tion, is achieved when the modules are written to be used 
in ROM form. Such software modules are simple 
hardware-like components and require a minimal amount 
of program design overhead. 
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Up to now, microprocessor architectures have provided 
inadequate and cumbersome architecture support for a 
modular programming methodology. The following section 
will discuss the problems associated with the implementa
tion of modularity by a microprocessor; the two subse
quent sections will explain Series 32000's architectural 
solutions to these difficulties. 

4.2.1 Overview 

The major difficulty limiting the widespread use of libraries 
of ROM modules has been the necessity of modifying a 
module's addresses when it is linked with other separately 
compiled modules and loaded into memory for execution. 
Since addresses in ROM cannot be modified, it has been 
difficult to devise a uniform method of employing ROM 
modules in programs. Even when the module's code can 
be modified, (e.g., modules on disk), this is a tedious and 
often lengthy enterprise. 

The problems result from the fact that when several mod
ules are combined into a single memory image, a 
module's final position can vary widely. Consequently, all 
addresses in jumps and calls or in data accesses that are 
dependent on knowing the module's absolute address at 
run time must be different according to where the module 
is loaded. Similarly, when a module calls another module, 
the address of the called module will be dependent on the 
relative position of the two modules. Thus, a module's 
code will not be identical for each position it occupies in 
memory, and a linkage editor must be used to modify the 
addresses in each module according to its assigned posi
tion in memory. 

4.2.2 Support Mechanisms 

Software modules which have been compiled and assem
bled are known as Object Modules and are typically stored 
in relocatable object code. The function of a linkage editor 
is to merge the object modules into a single linear address 
space which may then be loaded into memory for execu
tion. This requires binding (converting to an absolute val
ue) all unresolved addresses. Relocation refers to the bin
ding of the non-sequential addresses within the module 
(calls, returns, branches, and non-sequential data refer
ences); linking is the process of binding the addresses of 
subroutines or variables in other modules. 

On Series 32000, no editing is required on non-sequential 
addresses Uumps) within a module, since Series 32000 
assembly language code is position independent (PIC). 
This is achieved by the use of addressing modes which 



form an effective memory address relative to a base regis
ter-PC, FP, SP or SB. Since the relative distance be
tween two non-sequential addresses remains constant, 
the same offset relative to the base register can be used in 
all positions in memory. This means a program can be 
loaded anywhere in memory and run correctly. In addition, 
facilities provided by the MMU allow a program to be 
moved in memory after it has been linked and loaded. This 
is especially important in time-sharing systems where pro
grams must be swapped in and out of main memory to al
low sharing of the processor. Also, because the base 
register relative addressing mode allows 30-bit signed dis
placements, which is 6 bits more than any logical address, 
no code editing is ever necessary for branching, regard
less of the amount of code in a module. 

Position-independent code combined with the Series 
32000 virtual memory mechanism allows a program to be 
relocated in the virtual address space as well as the 
physical address space. Machines that use paging or a 
relocation register, but lack base register relative 
addressing, allow programs to be moved in physical 
memory but do not allow them to be moved to a different 
virtual address after linking. 

For references to variables and subroutines in other mod
ules, Series 32000 provides a sophisticated linkage facility 
such that no editing of a mOdule's external addresses is 
required. 

To begin with, all programs for Series 32000 are organized 
as modules. Each module consists of three components: 

1. The Program Code component contains the code to be 
executed by the processor and the module's constant 
data (or "literals"). 

2. The Static Data component contains the module's glob
al variables and data, i.e., data which may be accessed 
by all procedures within the module. In a Pascal pro
gram, for example, this component would contain the 
data structures declared in the outermost block. 

3. The Link Table contains two types of entries: External 
Variable Descriptors and External Procedure Descrip
tors. The External Variable Descriptor is the absolute 
address of a variable located in the static data compo
nent or program code area of another module. This val
ue is used in the External Addressing mode, in conjunc
tion with the current Mod Table address (see below), to 
compute the effective address of the external variable. 
The External Procedure Descriptor is used in the Call 
External Procedure (CXP) instruction and will be dis
cussed in Section 4.2.3 of this chapter. There is one en
try in the Link Table for each external variable and pro
cedure referenced by the module. 

In a typical system, the linker program (in conjunction with 
the loader) specifies the locations of the three components 
of a module. The static data and Link Table typically reside 
in RAM; the code component can be either RAM or ROM. 
The three components can be mapped into noncontiguous 
locations in memory, and each can be independently re
located. Since the Link Table contains the absolute ad
dresses of external variables, the linker need not assign 
absolute memory addresses for these in the module itself; 
they may be assigned at load time. 
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To allow the transfer of control from one module to 
another, Series 32000 provides three structures: a Module 
Table in memory and two dedicated registers on the CPU. 

The Module Table is set up in random-access memory 
starting at virtual address a and contains a Module De
scriptor for each module in the address space of the 
program. A Module Descriptor has four 32-bit entries 
corresponding to each component of a module: The 
Static Base entry contains the base address of the be
ginning of the module's static local data area. The Link 
Base points to the beginning of the module's Link 
Table. The Program Base is the address of the begin
ning of the code and constant data for the module; since 
a module may have multiple entry points, this pointer is 
used with an offset from the Link Table to find them. 
One entry is currently unused but has been allocated to 
allow for future expansion. 

2. The Mod Register on the CPU contains the address of 
the Module Descriptor for the current module. 

3. The Static Base Register contains a copy of the Static 
Base component of the Module Descriptor of the cur
rently executing module, i.e., it points to the beginning 
of the current module's static data area. 

See Figure 4-1 for a description of a module's environ
ment. 

With Series 32000, modules need not be linked together 
prior to loading. As modules are loaded, a linking loader 
simply updates the Module Table and fills the linkage table 
entries with the appropriate values. No modification of a 
module's code is required. Thus, modules may be stored 
in read-only memory and may be added to a system inde
pendently of each other, without regard to their individual 
addressing. Also, since the pointers in the Module Table 
reach any pOint within the address space, modules can be 
located anywhere in memory. 
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4.2.3 Programming with Modules 

The Call External Procedure (CXP) instruction is used to 
execute a procedure residing in another module. Recall 
that the Link Table contains two types of entries for each 
module in the program's address space: External Variable 
Descriptors and External Procedure Descriptors. The lat
ter entries each consist of two 16-bit fields. The MODULE 
field contains the address of the referenced procedure's 
Module Table entry. The OFFSET field is an unsigned 
number giving the position of the entry point relative to the 
new module's Program Base pointer (in called module's 
Mod Table). This allows a called procedure to be found 
automatically, without requiring the calling routine to sup
ply any addressing information. 

Figure 4-2 depicts the execution of the CXP instruction 
where Module #2 calls Module #3. 

"OOffi'3-j ""'::"}. 
PB 

LINK TABLE #2 

PROG COOE #3 

Figure 4-2. CXP Instruction 

This instruction automatically performs the following se
quence of operations: 

1. The External Procedure Descriptor for Module #3 is 
found by adding a displacement specified in the instruc
tion to the Link Table address of Module #2. (In the as
sembly language program this displacement is repre
sented by a label name; the actual numerical value of 
the displacement is assigned by the assembler). 
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2. The current status of Module #2 is saved by pushing the 
contents of its PC and Mod registers onto the stack. 

3. The Module field of the Link Table's External Procedure 
Descriptor for Module #3 is moved into the MOD regis
ter so that this register now points to the Module Table 
for Module #3. 

4. The Static Base value in the Module Table is placed in 
the Static Base Register (this is done to speed up ac
cesses to the module's static variables, which would 
otherwise be referenced by indexing into the Module 
Table). 

5. The Offset field in the External Procedure Descriptor is 
added to the contents of the Mod Table's Program Base 
and this value is placed in the PC. The CPU is now in 
the environment of Module #3. 

The Call External Procedure With Descriptor (CXPD) in
struction allows an External Procedure Descriptor to be 
passed as a parameter to a called module. The External 
Procedure Descriptor from the calling module's Link Table 
is pushed onto the stack, and the called module may then 
use this value to call the procedure. 

The Enter and Exit instructions minimize the overhead in 
procedure calls by automatically managing the resources 
that must be allocated at the beginning of a procedure and 
reclaimed at the end. 

The Enter instruction saves the Frame Pointer (FP) of the 
calling module on the stack and loads the Stack Pointer 
value into the Frame Pointer register so that they now 
point to the same location, i.e., the saved Frame Pointer 
value on the stack. Space on the stack is allocated for the 
procedure's local variables, and a specified number of 
registers required for use by the procedure are pushed on 
the stack. See Figure 4-3 for an example of one procedure 
calling another. 

Series 32000's use of the Frame Pointer allows the proce
dure to allocate local variables on the stack and address 
them as fixed offsets from the FP. Also, once the local 
storage is allocated, the stack can still be used for tempo
rary storage without affecting the addressing of the locals. 
The programmer need not keep track of the changing off
set between the SP and local storage, which is especially 
advantageous for nested procedure calls and recursive 
functions. 

The Exit instruction automatically restores the registers 
saved by the Enter instruction, loads the value of the 
Frame Pointer into the Stack Pointer thus deallocating the 
procedure variables, and restores the previous Frame 
Pointer. 

The Return from External Procedure (RXP) instruction re
stores the Static Base, the Mod Register and the PC of the 
calling procedure. In addition, this instruction can be used 
to remove the parameters which were passed to the called 
procedure. 
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Figure 4·3. Stack Flow for Procedure Calls 

Data accesses by modules are provided in the following 
manner: 

1. Parameters and local variables on the stack may be 
stored and accessed with the Memory Space address
ing mode or the Memory Relative addressing mode us
ing the Frame Pointer register. Parameters are ad
dressed with positive offsets from the Frame Pointer; 
local variables are addressed with negative ollsets from 
the Frame Pointer. 

2. A module's static data is accessed by using the Memory 
Space addressing mode with the Static Base register. 
Since displacement fields relative to SB register can be 
1,2 or 4 by1es, no limit is imposed on the amount of stat
ic data a module may have. Note that on other micropro
cessors, which handle static data in the same way as 
any other external references, no protection is provided 
for accesses by other modules. Series 32000 provides 
this protection at the hardware level. The Mod Table al
lows each module to have its own static data area so 
that a procedure being executed by a module will not 
modify that module's data. In applications requiring two 
or more tasks to be executing the same code concur
rently, this protection is essential to insure re-entrancy. 

3. For operands that are external to the currently execut
ing module, the External addressing mode is used. This 
addressing mode specifies two displacements. The first 
is added to the Link Base entry in the Mod Table to 
obtain the External Variable Descriptor entry in the Link 
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Table. The second displacement is added to the Ex
ternal Variable Descriptor to compute the ellective ad
dress of the operand. Since both displacements may be 
as large as the logical address space, there is no limit to 
the size of the Link Table or to the size of the external 
variable (which might be a structure rather than a single 
data element). 

Indexing by the contents of anyone of the CPU's eight 
general purpose registers is an option on all addressing 
modes which generate an effective address to memory, so 
that a static or external variable can also be an array. For 
example, to access an array that has been passed by 
reference, the starting address of the array may be found 
by using the Memory Space Mode relative to Ihe FP; this 
value can then be loaded into a general purpose register 
and used with the Scaled Index mode. 

4.3 Input/Output 

The input/output structure defined by a computer's archi
tecture provides the interface between the central proces
sor and the outside world, as well as between the proces
sor and its secondary storage devices, external support 
circuits and slave processors. 

The first two sections will discuss one aspect of Series 
32000's architectural support for I/O operations, specif
ically, its sophisticated and ellicient exception handling 
mechanism. 
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4_3.1 Overview 

Program exceptions are conditions which alter the normal 
sequence of instruction execution, causing the processor 
to suspend the current process and call the operating sys
tem for service. An exception resulting from the activity of 
a source external to the processor is known as an 
interrupt; an exception which is initiated by some action or 
condition in the program itself is called a trap. Thus, an 
interrupt need have no relationship to the executing pro
gram, while a trap is caused by the executing program and 
will recur each time the program is executed. Series 
32000 recognizes twelve exceptions: nine traps and three 
interrupts. 

The exception handling technique employed by an inter
rupt-driven processor determines how fast the processor 
can perform input/output transfers, the speed with which 
transfers between tasks and processes can be achieved, 
and the software overhead required for both. Therefore, it 
determines to a large extent the efficiency of a processor's 
multiprogramming and multitasking (including real-time) 
capabilities. 

Exception handling on Series 32000 makes use of the 
hardware structures provided for external procedure calls 
(see Section 4.2.2) and, in addition, establishes a Dispatch 
Table in memory whose base address is contained in the 
CPU Interrupt Base register. This table contains an Ex
ternal Procedure Descriptor for each interrupt service 
procedure required. See Figure 4-4. 
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Figure 4-4. Dispatch Table 

For purposes of addressing the Dispatch Table, each of 
the twelve exceptions has been assigned a number. This 
exception number (or Interrupt vector) is used to compute 
the starting address of the service procedure for the par
ticular exception required, i.e., the exception number is 
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multiplied by 4, added to the contents of the Interrupt Base 
register, and this value is used as an index into the Dis
patch Table to obtain the External Procedure Descriptor of 
the service routine to call. 

When an exception occurs, the CPU automatically pre
serves the complete machine state of the program imme
diately prior to the occurrence of the exception. Depen
ding on the kind of exception, it will restore and/or adjust 
the contents of the Program Counter, the Processor Sta
tus register, and the current Stack Pointer. A copy of the 
PSR is made and pushed onto the Interrupt Stack. The 
PSR is set to reflect Supervisor Mode and the selection of 
the service routine's Interrupt Stack. The Interrupt excep
tion number is then used to obtain the address of the Ex
ternal Procedure Descriptor from the Dispatch Table, and 
an External Procedure Call is made. As with any such call, 
the Mod register and the Program Counter are pushed 
onto the Interrupt Stack. See Figure 4-5. 

To return control to the interrupted program, one of two in
structions is used. The Return From Trap instruction 
(RETT) is used for all traps and nonmaskable interrupts. It 
restores the PSR, the Mod register, and the PC and SB 
registers to their previous contents and, since traps are of
ten used deliberately as a call mechanism for Supervisor 
Mode procedures, it discards a specified number of pa
rameters from the User's stack. See Figure 4-6. 
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Figure 4-5. Non-Vectored Interrupts and Traps 
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Figure 4-6. Return from Trap Instruction 

For maskable interrupts, the Return from Interrupt (RETI) 
instruction is used. It is basically the same as the Return 
From Trap instruction except that any Interrupt Control 
Units (see Section 4.3.3 below) are informed that interrupt 
service has completed. Also, since interrupts are generally 
asynchronous external events, this instruction does not 
pop any parameters. 

Series 32000 implements a five level priority system for 
scheduling exceptions which occur in the same 
instruction. They are ordered as follows: 

1. Traps other than trace (highest priority) 
2. Abort trap 
3. Non-maskable interrupt 
4. Maskable interrupts 
5. Trace trap (lowest priority) 

Maskable interrupts may individually be assigned sepa
rate relative priorities (see below). Exceptions with the 
same priority are serviced in the order received. 

This, then, is the basic plan for exception handling on 
Series 32000. The specifics of interrupt and traps are dis
cussed in the following two sections of this chapter. 

4.3.2 Interrupts 

Series 32000 provides three types of interrupts: Nonmask
able, Vectored, and Non-vectored. 

Non-maskable interrupts cannot be disabled and occur 
when catastrophic events (such as imminent power 
failure) require immediate handling in order to preserve 
system integrity. A non-maskable interrupt also occurs 
when a breakpoint condition is met. (See Chapter 4, Sec
tion 4.5.2). 
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The Non-vectored interrupt mode may be used by smaller 
systems in which an interrupt priority system is not re
quired. In this case, no index into the Dispatch Table is 
needed, and the CPU simply uses a default vector of zero. 

For Vectored interrupts, prioritization of interrupt requests 
is provided by the NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit. The ba
sic idea in a priority interrupt mechanism is that each de
vice along with its interrupt handler is assigned a rank in
dicating its priority. An interrupt handler can then be inter
rupted only by devices with a higher priority. 

Each Interrupt Control Unit can prioritize up to sixteen inter
rupt requests, eight of which can be from external peripher
al devices. The ICU provides a vector used as an index into 
the Dispatch Table to obtain the address of the service rou
tine required. In a system with only one ICU, the vectors pro
vided must be in the range of 0 through 127. 

To further expand the interrupt handling capability of a 
system, a single NS32202, acting as the Master ICU, can 
be cascaded with up to sixteen additional NS32202s, 
providing up to 256 levels of hardware or software inter
rupt. To support the cascaded configuration, a Cascade 
Table is established in memory, in a negative direction 
from the Dispatch Table. The entries in the table are the 
32-bit addresses pointing to the Vector Registers in each 
ICU. To address the Cascade Table, the ICU provides a 
negative vector number. The fact that it is a negative num
ber indicates to the CPU that the interrupt vector is from a 
cascaded ICU. See Figure 4-7 for a detailed explanation of 
cascaded interrupts. 

The Interrupt Control Unit can function in either a fixed 
priority or an auto-rotate mode. In auto-rotate mode, the 
interrupt source, after being serviced, is rotated automat
ically to the lowest priority position. 

All interrupts except the non-maskable interrupt may be 
disabled by the program with the Bit Clear in PSR instruc
tion; each of the ICU's 16 interrupt sources can be indi
vidually masked by setting a bit in that device's Mask 
Register. 

Interrupt handling on Series 32000 provides a number of 
features which contribute to efficiency and programming 
flexibility. For example, rather than saving all registers 
when an interrupt occurs, Series 32000 automatically 
saves only the Program Counter, the Program Status 
Register and the Mod Register; the other registers are un
der program control. They may be saved and restored by 
specifying the required ones in a single instruction, allow
ing for extreme flexibility in adjusting interrupt response 
speed. Fast context switching for interrupts is facilitated 
by the treatment of all memory locations as though they 
are internal general purpose registers by virtue of memory 
to memory operations. This allows a temporary variable to 
be left in memory during a context switch. Also, the use of 
an Interrupt Stack allows context switching in a mUltipro
gramming or multitasking environment to be done without 
having to disable interrupts. 
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Figure 4-7, Cascaded Vectored Interrupts 

4_3_3 Traps 

Series 32000 recognizes nine traps. Three of the traps are 
implemented by explicit instructions: the Flag Trap (FLAG) 
allows overflow checking in any arithmetic operation and 
is enabled by setting the F bit in the PSR; the Supervisor 
Call Trap (SVC) is used to transfer to system mode soft
ware in a controlled way, typically to access facilities pro
vided by the operating system. The Breakpoint Trap (BPT) 
instruction is used for program debugging and is dis
cussed in this chapter, Section 4.5.2. 

The Abort Trap (ABT) occurs when an attempt is made to 
access a protected page in memory or when page swap
ping is required in the MMU. If the page fault occurs in a 
string instruction, the processor state is set to reflect the 
progress made by the instruction up to the time of the trap; 
all other instructions are re-executed from the beginning. 

The Illegal Trap (ILL) results when a privileged instruction 
occurs while the processor is in the User mode. Traps are 
also provided for undefined opcodes (UNO), for attempted 
division by zero (DVZ), and for the occurrence of an 
exceptional condition in an FPU or Custom Slave 
instruction (FPU). The Trace Trap is enabled by setting the 
T bit in the PSR and is used for program debugging (see 
Section 4.5.2). 

All traps except the Trace trap occur as an integral part of 
the execution of an instruction, and are serviced before 
interrupts. The return address pushed by any trap except 
the Trace trap is the address of the first byte of the instruc
tion during which the trap occurred; the return address of 
a Trace trap is the address of the next instruction to be 
traced. (See Section 4.5.3). 
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4_3.4 Memory-Mapped 1/0 

The architecture of Series 32000 implements a memory
mapped 110 system, in which peripheral devices are treat
ed as a specified section of memory. The basic motivation 
of a memory-mapped system is to allow the use of the full 
range of the microprocessor's instructions and addressing 
modes for 1/0 operations. 

Each device interface is organized as a set of registers (or 
ports) that responds to read and write commands to loca
tions in the normal address space of the microprocessor. 
For example, a memory store becomes an 1/0 write if a pe
ripheral device is addressed; a load from memory be
comes an 1/0 read. A compare with memory is a very 
powerful instruction that can take a group of input sourced 
data and successively compare their magnitude with a val
ue in a register. Also, data in an external device register 
can be tested or modified directly, without bringing it into 
memory or disturbing the general registers. 

Memory-mapped 1/0 allows 1/0 operations to be performed 
directly in a high level language, i.e., an 1/0 device may be 
declared as a data structure and then manipulated with the 
use of pointers. In an isolated 1/0 system, assembly lan
guage subroutines for 1/0 must be written and then called 
by the HLL. Memory-mapped 1/0 also insures that the 1/0 
space is protected by the same memory management facili
ties that are used to protect critical areas of memory. 

4.4 Slave Processors 

A slave processor is an auxiliary processing unit that oper
ates in coordination with Series 32000 CPUs, allowing ar
chitectural capabilities which, in view of the limitations in 



contemporary integration technology, could not otherwise 
be provided. Communication between the master CPU 
and the slave processors takes place by means of a very 
fast, well defined, and self-contained protocol which is 
transparent to the programmer. 

Series 32000 includes two slave processors: the NS32081 
Floating Point Unit (FPU) and the NS32082 Memory 
Management Unit (MMU). In addition, the CPUs provide 
the capability of communicating with a user-defined, 
generalized "Custom" Slave Processor. 

4.4.1 Overview 

Series 32000 CPUs recognize three groups of instructions 
as being executable by external Slave Processors: 1) 
Memory Management Instructions, 2) Floating Point In
structions, and 3) Custom Instructions. 

Slave Processor instructions have a three-byte Basic In
struction field, conSisting of an 10 byte followed by an 
Operation Word. The 10 Byte identifies the instruction, as 
being a Slave Processor instruction, specifies which Slave 
Processor will execute it, and determines the format of the 
following Operation Word of the instruction. The Operation 
Word specifies the size and number of operands, the ad
dressing modes used to access them, and the type of 
operation to be performed. 

In all slave operations, the CPU fetches the instruction, 
performs any address calculation that may be needed, 
and then routes the instruction with the appropriate data to 
the slave processor for execution. The actual data ma
nipulation is handled by the Slave Processor. If the neces
sary slave processor chip is not in the system, the CPU 
generates a software trap, allowing the instruction to be 
emulated with software routines. 

Though the slave processor is external to the host CPU, all 
of the CPU's registers and facilities (such as effective ad
dress calculation, memory bus interface, etc.) can be con
sidered an integral part of the system. 

A four-bit CFG register, located in the control section of all 
Series 32000 CPUs, indicates to the CPU the presence of 
Slave Processors in the system configuration (see Figure 
2-4). The F, M, and C bits indicate the availability of the 
FPU, the MMU and a Custom Slave Processor, The I bit in
dicates the presence of the NS32202 Interrupt Control 
Unit (see Section 4.3.2). These four bits must be set by the 
user during system initialization with the Set Configuration 
Instruction (SETCFG). 

There are no restrictions on the number of slaves that can 
be used in the system, so long as only one slave of each 
kind is on the bus. Thus, four or five slave processors, 
each with a different instruction set, could work alongside 
the CPU on the same bus. 

The slave processor concept has two main advantages for 
software development. First, the slave processors are so 
designed that when integration technology advances to 
the point where slave processor hardware can be in
corporated within the CPU chip, no software modifications 
will be required-the same programs will simply execute 
much faster. Secondly, the programmer has the option of 
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building an entry-level system without slaves by using soft
ware emulators. Later, higher performance systems can 
be built by simply adding the slave chips and removing the 
emulators. 

4.4.2 MMU 

The MMU provides dynamic address translation, virtual 
memory management, memory protection, and both hard
ware and software debugging support. 

The MMU address translation and virtual memory mecha
nisms are described in Chapter 3; Section 4.5 of this chap
ter covers the debugging facilities of the MMU. In addition, 
six instructions are provided for manipulating the MMU's 
status. The Read Address Validate (ROVAL) instruction 
and the Write Address Validate (WRVAL) instruction pro
vide read and write address translation validation for the 
user mode. The Load MMU Register (LMR) instruction al
lows the programmer to store data into any of the MMU 
registers. The Store MMU Register (SMR) instruction 
aliows any register to be read. 

The MOVSU and MOVUS instructions permit the 
operating system to transfer data to and from user space. 
Without these instructions, the operating system would 
have no way of accessing data in the user's address 
space. Many microprocessors that distinguish supervisor 
mode from user mode lack this instruction, and the design 
of operating systems for these machines is adversely 
affected. 

4.4.3 FPU 

The FPU extends the Series 32000 instruction set with 
very high-speed floating-point operations for both single
and double-precision operands, as well as 8, 16 and 32-bit 
fixed-point calculations. 

The FPU contains eight 32-bit data registers and a 32-bit 
Floating Point Status Register (FSR) which contains mode 
control information, the floating point error bits and trap 
enables. The data registers contain 32-bit single precision 
operands; for 64-bit double precision operands, two regis
ters are concatenated. 

Unlike other microprocessors which support floating point 
operations, the architecture of Series 32000 makes avail
able to the FPU all Series 32000 addressing modes. For 
example, the Scaled Index mode permits an array of float
ing point data elements to be addressed by its logical in
dex, rather than its physical address. Also, any instruc
tions can be register-to-register, register-to-memory, or 
memory-to-memory. 

The FPU executes 18 instructions which supplement the 
integral arithmetic instructions and provide conversion 
from one precision type to another. Three separate 
processors in the chip manipulate the mantissa, sign, and 
exponent, respectively, under the control of microcode 
stored on the chip. See Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2 for more 
about FPU operators. 

Traps are provided for overflow, underflow, divide by zero, 
reserved operand, invalid operations, illegal instructions 
and inexact results. All traps can be individually enabled 
or disabled by the programmer. 
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4.4.4 Custom Slaves 

The user-defined Custom Slave instruction set can be 
used to control any generic external chip. This chip is as
sumed to need some opcodes for arithmetic-like calcula
tions, some opcodes for data moves, and some opcodes 
for examining and modifying status registers. The instruc
tion set defines the instruction formats, the operand class
es and the communication protocol. Left to the user are 
the interpretations of the Op Code fields, the programming 
model of the Custom Slave, and the actual types of data 
transferred. The protocol specifies only the size of an 
operand, not its data type. 

4.5 Debugging Facilities 

Debugging is one of the most difficult stages in program 
development. Though structured design techniques and 
modular programming have helped to reduce program de
bugging time, 20% of software development effort 
remains committed to this enterprise. Clearly, any debug
ging assistance provided by the hardware is of particular 
value. The support provided by Series 32000 is unique for 
microprocessors. 

4.5.1 Overiew 

Hardware support is provided for two operations that are 
crucial to program debugging: flow tracing and break
pointing. The implementation of these operations uses two 
sets of registers on the MMU-the Breakpoint and Flow 
Tracing registers-and the Breakpoint Trap instruction. 

4.5.2 Breakpoint Trap and MMU Breakpoint 
Registers 

Setting breakpoints is a technique for halting a program's 
execution at a particular instruction or data access for pur
poses of examining the program's state and thereby 
determining the cause of improper program behavior. 

With Series 32000, breakpoints may be set either when a 
specified address is accessed or after a specified number 
of such accesses have been made. Also, more than one 
breakpoint address may be simultaneously selected, al
lowing a halt to be implemented after either fork of a condi
tional branch. These facilities are provided by the Break
point Trap instruction (BPT) and three dedicated registers 
located on the MMU. 

The Breakpoint Trap instruction is a one byte instruction 
which replaces the first byte of the opcode of the instruc
tion that is to be breakpointed. To allow breakpoints to be 
set in PROM, as well as RAM, two Breakpoint registers, 
BPRo and BPR1 are provided. These registers hold the 
doubleword addresses of two selected breakpoints which 
are compared with the contents of the address bus for ev
ery memory cycle. When a breakpoint address appears in 
the program, and when other conditions specified by the 
contents of the register are met, a non-maskable interrupt 
occurs. 

Because these registers are located in the MMU, they may 
be selected to look at either the virtual addresses from the 
CPU or the physical addresses from the MMU. In addition, 
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the Breakpoint registers may be designated to operate 
when the indicated address is either written to or read 
from, or when there is an instruction fetch. 

A third register on the MMU, the Breakpoint Count 
register, specifies the number of matches of the BPRo 
register breakpoint condition to pass over before a break
pOint occurs. This is useful for selecting a particular itera
tion in a loop instruction. See Figure 4-8 for a schematic 
representation of the operation of the three Breakpoint 
registers. In this example, the program contains a loop 
which will be executed 100 times. For purposes of debug
ging, the breakpoint is set to occur on the last time through 
the loop. This is done by setting BPRo to the address of 
the particular instruction, and setting the BC register to 99, 
this being one less than the number of times the loop will 
be executed in the program. 

EXAMPLE PROGRAM 

MMU REGISTERS 

8PRo 

8C=99 

Figure 4-8. Breakpointing 

In most other microprocessors, breakpointing is provided 
by a trap or breakpoint instruction which single steps the 
CPU. This can result in myriad problems for a virtual 
memory system. First and foremost is the fact that all ad
dresses emanating from the CPU are virtual addresses. It 
is often necessary when debugging superVisor-mode soft
ware to be able to set breakpoints as absolute addresses; 
i.e., as addresses in physical memory. This is not possible 
with CPU-based debugging techniques, since the CPU 
has no concept of the distinction between the two types of 
addresses. Also, the setting of breakpoints with special in
structions that overlay existing code can cause much addi
tional overhead for the memory manager. For these and 
other reasons, the designers of Series 32000 have chosen 
to implement debug support on the MMU. 



4.5.3 MMU Flow Tracing Registers 

Flow tracing provides a chronicle of the actions and re
sults of individual steps in a program during its execution. 
It allows the program's recent history to be examined at 
specified instructions or breakpoints in order to determine 
the reason for any undesired program behavior. 

Series 32000 supports program flow tracing with four ded
icated registers in the MMU and the Trace trap bit in the 
CPU's PSR. "flow tracing is activated (by means of a bit 
in the MSR), two 32-bit Program Flow registers (PFa and 
PF1) will always hold the addresses of the last two instruc
tions which were executed out of sequence. The two 16-bit 
Sequential Count registers (SCa and SC1) will keep a 
record of the number of sequential instruction fetches be
tween each change in program flow. All four of these regis
ters may be cleared by the Load Memory Register (LMR) 
instruction. Figure 4-9 shows an example of the use of the 
Flow Tracing registers to determine which of two paths 
through a program were taken prior to the execution of the 
instruction pointed to by Breakpoint Register O. 

CASE 1. A EXECUTED. 

AOOR OF C PFo 
t--A-O-O-R-O-F-D--t PF1 

SC1 100 I 50 SeD 

CASE 2. B EXECUTED 

ADDR OF C 

ADOR OF B 

150 I 50 

BPRO 

The user can select an instruction or series of instructions 
to trace by means of the Trace trap, which is enabled by 
setting a bit in the PSR. When the Trace trap is enabled at 
the beginning of an instruction, a trace trap will occur at 
the end oi that instruction, and user software may then be 
employed to investigate the contents of the CPU registers. 
The trap will occur after each instruction, so long as the bit 
is set. 

This trap is implemented in such a way that one and only 
one trace trap has the lowest priority of any exception, any 
other trap or interrupt request which occurs during a 
traced instruction is allowed to complete its entire service 
procedure before the Trace trap occurs. Also, unlike other 
traps, where the address of the first byte of the instruction 
during which the trap occurred is pushed onto the stack, 
the Trace trap insures that the return address to be 
pushed is that of the next instruction to be traced. 

IF. THEN.ELSE. 

100 
INSTRUC
TIONS 

Figure 4-9. Flow Tracing 
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Benefits of Demand Paged Virtual Memory 

Chapter 1 
An overview of the 
past, present, and future. 

Microprocessors were originally designed as general
purpose, software-programmable devices that would pro
vide an alternative to prohibitively expensive special-pur
pose chips. The limitations of early technology, while equal 
to the modest performance requirements of original appli
cations, generally limited the size of memory to 16K bytes. 

1.1 Microprocessor memory architecture was 
primitive at first. The address on the micro
processor's address bus went directly to 
main memory'-an address was an address. 

Even today, most microprocessor systems based on this 
architecture are either limited to 64K bytes of total memory, 
or stuck with a small number of 64K byte segments (typi
cally, fewer than 128). 

In a segmented address space, the address space neces
sarily consists of a small number of distinct uniform ad
dress spaces. Since an address pointer can only be incre
mented from the top of one segment to the bottom of 
another segment, all data structures larger than the maxi
mum segment size must be broken down to fit into two or 
more segments. Consequently, a program that needs 
100,000 bytes of data in main memory requires the user to 
split the total data into two segments, neither of which can 
be larger than 65,536 bytes. And, to allow the system to ac
cess the data, the user must create complex instructions 
that enable the system to figure out where in the two seg
ments the data it needs actually resides, and how to effi
ciently access that data when it overlaps both segments. 

Altogether, the complications inherent in segmentation 
(usually requiring hard-to-manage overlays) present pitfalls 
to the user. The development of the 8086 from the 8080, 
though a heroic attempt to expand address space while 
preserving some measure of software compatibility, 
resulted in the most striking example of the problems 
of segmented architecture. 

1.2 Programs share many traits in common with 
human beings. For one thing, they follow 
Parkinson's Law. 

Just as work expands to fill the time available in which to do 
it, programs tend to expand, over their lifetime, to fill the 
memory available to them. The memory requirements of 
typical applications today commonly strain the capacity of 

1 Also called semIconductor, or real memory. 

minis and even mainframes. Programs such as high·level 
language compilers, or the recently enhanced version of 
VisiCalc·M

, need over 250K bytes of main memory alone; 
graphics programs can require over a million bytes of sec
ondary storage.' 

With the advent of extremely fast VLSI (very-Iarge-scale
integration) technology, it is now possible to close the 
performance and capacity gap between a mainframe and 
a microprocessor-based system. But for a small micro
processor-based system to expand to the full capability 
of a mini or a mainframe, its architecture must optimize 
performance without compromising user protection. It must 
accommodate the largest applications, yet remain cost
effective. Also, to put off obSOlescence and minimize 
development costs, it must be able to utilize the enormous 
software inventory available on minis and mainframes. 

1.3 Increasingly, systems designers and pro
grammers are coming to the conclusion that 
Series 32000 will be the foundation for the 
next generation of high-performance, low
cost computers. 

Why? Because, among its virtues, Series 32000 features a 
totally new, totally practical microprocessor architec
ture-not simply an enhancement of an existing one. 

Unlike any other commercial processor (micro, mini, or 
mainframe) it is designed to fully support the use of high
level languages and modular-software programming. 

It introduces a powerful, highly symmetrical, instruction set 
that includes over 100 genuine two-operand instruction 
types, but avoids special-case instructions that compilers 
cannot use. 

It is the first commercial microprocessor capable of imple
menting Demand Paged Virtual Memory as a means of 
solving large-memory-management problems. Its architec
ture also supports uniform addressing-addresses start at 
location zero and proceed uniformly until the entire virtual 
address space' is filled. As a consequence, the memory 
configuration of a Series 32000-based system is com
pletely flexible. A designer can maximize the use of the 
system's main and virtual memory resources, and achieve 
a heretofore-unrealizable level of performance at a min
imal cost (Figure 1). 

2 Also called peripheral, or mass storage. 

3 Also called the logical address space. 
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LINEAR LOGICAL ADDRESS SPACE 

SINGLE-COMPONENT 
ADORESS 

SEGMENTED LOGICAL ADDRESS SPACE 

TWO- [ 
COMPONENT 

ADDRESS 

D 
SEGMENT A 

OPERAND 

D 
SEGMENT C 

OPERAND 

Figure 1: Uniform vs. segmented architecture 
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Chapter 2 
With virtual memory, a system 
appears to have more memory 
than it actually does. 

Although memory hardware is becoming less expensive, 
few systems can afford to have megabytes of main 
memory. A megabyte of secondary disk storage is likely to 
remain considerably less expensive than a megabyte of 
RAM for some time. To circumvent this practical limitation 
on the size of main memory, Series 32000's sophisticated 
architecture was deliberately designed to support the 
implementation of virtual memory. This memory strategy 
uses a secondary storage device, such as the usually 
standard hard disk, as an adjunct to the main memory 
under the control of an operating system. 

2.1 In a virtual-memory system, every address 
used by the CPU is called a virtual address 
and each virtual address is subject to 
dynamic address translation4-a mapping 
function that translates a virtual address in 
virtual memory into a physical address in 
main memory. 

All virtual addresses are translated into physical addresses 
by a common formula, and are all given access protection. 
If a datum is not in main memory when an instruction calls 
for it, the address translation subsystem must so inform the 
CPU by requesting an instruction abort. The CPU then 
aborts the current instruction, and transfers control to an 
operating system routine that interprets the cause of the 
abort. If the abort was caused by a reference to a location 
available only in secondary storage, the CPU first transfers 
the contents of the page containing the location from sec
ondary storage to main memory, and then retries the 
aborted instruction. This translation process is called 
swapping. 

If this process can be done automatically, then as far as the 
user is concerned the combination of main memory and 
secondary storage becomes one immense, contiguous 
memory resource. Consequently, the user is able to take 
full advantage of extremely large operating-system soft
ware and applications programs without worrying about the 
actual hardware limitations of the system. 

4 A1so called memory mappmg, or address relocation. 

2.2 From the standpoint of system designs and 
manufacturing, the price/performance trade
offs that virtual memory affords are particu
larly important, and readily apparent. 

For example, a small business system may need several 
million bytes of memory in order to run word processing, 
financial planning, and data-base management programs 
efficiently. Yet a manufacturer may wish to ship only 1 
Mbyte of main memory in order to keep the price of the 
system competitive. Since this hypothetical system proba
bly includes a hard disk as standard equipment, imple
menting virtual memory is a viable technique for 
expanding the address space. The result is that the user 
sees a system which performs like one with, say 5 Mbytes 
of main memory, yet pays for only 1 Mbyte. 

It must be emphasized that for a memory management 
strategy to truly implement virtual memory, the user must 
be presented with the illusion that all of the addressable 
memory is available for use at any given time. To the extent 
that the user is aware of the memory-management strat
egy, the benefit of "virtual-ness" disappears. 

2.3 The first wave of 16-bit microprocessors were 
not designed with virtual memory in mind. 
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As a result, designers must overcome a great many obsta
cles, to adapt earlier designs for use in virtual memory 
systems. 

Early 68000-based virtual memory-management systems, 
for example, required two 68000s. One executed the pro
grams, but any time it needed to access a' new virtual ad
dress, the other had to stop the first and repair the "page 
fault". 

The designers of the 68010, which attempts to support vir
tual memory with a single CPU, were forced to interrupt the 
internal microcode machine between two microcycles of 
the executing instruction, and to save 26 words of "invisi
ble" internal state on the external stack before freeing the 
CPU to perform the memory-management tasks. 

Series 32000 eliminates the need for any such "kludges." 



Chapter 3 
The two predominant approaches 
to virtual memory-management: 
segmentation and demand paging. 

Virtual memory works because programs, instead of ad
dressing locations in memory at random, tend to stay local
ized for long periods. If a system has enough main memory 
to hold these "locales," a program will run smoothly ... for a 
while. 

Eventually, though, a program will call for data not present 
in main memory. The CPU must then obtain that data by 
swapping one of the current physical-memory regions of 
data with the desired externally stored region. This swap
ping task must be accomplished as quickly as possible
preferably "on demand"-to carry out a program instruc
tion. However, the swapped region should contain as little 
unusable data as possible. 

3.1 In a uniform memory space, the size of the 
swap is based on a fixed-sized unit called a 
page, which can be any size the system 
designer specifies. In a segmented memory 
system, the size of the swap is determined 
by the size of the segment, which varies. 

Segmentation is a comparatively simple form of memory 
management. Most segmented systems have few seg
ments. Each segment must therefore cover a large portion 
of the virtual address space. As large segments get 
swapped in and out of main memory, the available memory 
space tends to become "fragmented" into many small 
pieces, until not enough contiguous main memory is avail· 
able to contain one large segment To avoid this problem, 
and eliminate the wasteful allocation of large portions of 
main memory to unused virtual addresses, segments are 
generally allowed to be of variable size. 
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Specific segments of virtual address space are generally 
associated with specific aspects of a running task. In an 
80286, the four segments are "hard-wired" to be a code 
segment, a stack segment, a data segment, and an alter
nate data segment. This approach allows swapping and 
access protection in minimal hardware, but creates havoc 
in a virtual memory· management system because the seg
ments coincide with the pages. 

Because of the variable size of segments and their associ· 
ation with a running task, the implementation of segmented 
virtual·memory management systems is difficult. No matter 
how much, or how little, of each segment is needed, all of it 
must be swapped; a part of a segment cannot be swapped 
independently (Figure 2). 

3.2 In a Demand Paged Virtual Memory system, 
on the other hand, there is no need for the 
virtual memory-management strategy to deal 
with large, odd-sized blocks of main 
memory, or to take into account any 
information about how any memory will be 
used by the running task. 

Series 32000 does provide the protection advantages of 
segmentation, without the segment·size disadvantages, 
by permitting "segments" to be constructed out of an arbi· 
trary number of fixed·size pages that can be indepen
dently swapped. But Series 32000 does not require 
segmentation as a built·in feature of its architecture. 

The formidable advantage of demand paging over seg· 
mentation, in general, is the simplicity with which pages 
can be swapped in and out of main memory. The result is a 
particularly low·overhead memory allocation algorithm 
that improves system performance (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Demand Paged Virtual Memory 
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Chapter 4 II 
In Series 32000, dynamic address translation 
is performed automatically by the NS32082 
Memory Management Unit (MMU). 

The NS32082 MMU is an auxiliary (slave) processing unit 
that operates in coordination with the master Series 32000 
CPUs. Communication between the two units takes place 
by means of a very fast, well-defined, self-contained proto
col that is transparent to the user. 5 Together, the CPU and 
MMU allow architectural capabilities that otherwise, be
cause of the limitations of contemporary integration tech
nology, would be impossible on a single chip (Figure 4). 

The MMU provides a Series 32000-based system with 
dynamic address translation', memory management, 
memory protection, and both hardware and software 
debugging support. 

4.1 Series 32000 has a virtual address space of 16 
Mbytes divided into 32,768 pages, each with 
a fixed size of 512 bytes. The physical 
address space is the same size, and is also 
divided into similarly-sized pages. 

This scheme is an ideal one for managing a virtual-memory 
system because the fixed-sized pages are easy to swap 
via disk: page numbers can map directly to disk sectors, 
and paging is transparent to the user-program. Studies 
have also shown that pages of approximately this size ex
hibit a good tradeoff between "locality" and "graininess." 

4.2 In dynamic address translation, the MMU 
keeps track of each virtual address 
requested by the CPU and its corresponding 
value in main memory at all times. 

To do this, it uses two levels of page tables containing 
pointers that indicate where to go in main memory. 

Among its set of registers, the MMU contains two Page Ta
ble Base registers: PTBo in System mode, and PTB, in 
User mode. (A system program can force the MMU to use 
PTBo in both modes, if desired.) Either register's contents 
points to a location in main memory that holds a page table. 
(It is the job of the operating system to load the PTB regis
ters and build the corresponding table.) 

The total size of the page table that each PTB register 
points to is 1,024 bytes, divided into 256 entries, each 32 
bits wide. Each one of the 256 entries in each page table 
points to a pointer table. 

5 Because the operation of the NS32082 MMU is controlled by Ihese in-line 
instructions, integrating the MMU's memory management capabilities with 
any future CPU in Series 32000 will entail only a few, localized software 
modifications. 

6 See section 2.1 

Each pointer table is divided into 128 entries, each 32 bits 
wide: thus, each pointer table fits on a 512-byte page. Each 
of the 128 entries in a pointer table points to a 512-byte 
page in virtual memory. 

4.3 Surprisingly, the page and pOinter tables do 
not require large amounts of memory. Practi
cally speaking, each program or task can 
have its own page table. 

An entire 16-Mbyte virtual memory map will use only one 
1024-byte page table (resident in main memory) to pOint to 
256 pointer tables, of 512 bytes each, for a maximum of 
132,096 bytes devoted to mapping. (The pointer tables 
need not be in main memory-they can be brought in from 
secondary storage on demand.) 

Changing the page table is simply a matter of changing the 
MMU register that points to the location in memory that 
holds the current page table. Therefore, each program or 
task can have its own map from virtual memory to main 
memory, and its own virtual address space of 16 Mbytes 
(Figure 5). 

4.4 Each entry in a page table, or one of the 
pointer tables, has the same basic format. 

Bits 9 through 23 specify the starting physical address of 
the specified page. Bits zero through four contain the fol
lowing status bits: 

o The Valid bit (V)-indicates whether the entry may be 
used for address translation. 

1-2 The Protection Level field (PL)-indicates the level of 
protection provided for the page. 

3 The Referenced bit (R)-indicates whether the page 
has been accessed. (It is automatically set when the 
corresponding page has been accessed for reading 
or writing.) 

4 The Modified bit (M)-indicates whether the page has 
been modified during its residence in main memory. 
(It is automatically set when the corresponding page 
is written to.) 

4.5 To implement dynamic address translation, 
the page selector field of an address is used 
to index the page and pointer tables. 

The 24 bits of a virtual address may be thought of as 
consisting of two fields: the page selector field (the high
order fifteen bits), and the offset field (the lower nine bits). 
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Figure 5: Dynamic address translation 

The fifteen-bit page selector field is again divided into 
subfields: the upper eight bits, which index an entry in the 
page table, and the lower seven bits, which index an entry 
in the appropriate pointer table. 

The lower nine bits of the virtual address become the lower 
nine bits of the physical address, and index the location of 
a byte within a page. 

The result? The 24-bit virtual address becomes a 24-bit 
physical address, which is the address actually used to 
refer to memory. 

4_6 Because the mapping tables al-e too large to 
store in the MMU, they must be stored in main 
memory_ Reading a table entry from memory 
would normally take at least two memory ac
cesses per memory access generated by a 
program-a clearly unacceptable delay_ 

To speed up the process of dynamic address translation, 
the NS32082 MMU utilizes an associative on-chip transla
tion cache. 

The cache contains the 32 most recently accessed virtual 
addresses and their translated physical addresses 
(Figure 6). 
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9 23 9 

VIRTUAL ADDRESS PHYSICAL ADDRESS 

Figure 6: Associate cache 

PROTECTION 
BITS 

TL/EE/8666-6 

When the CPU passes a virtual address to the MMU, the 
MMU first attempts to match the virtual address with an 
entry in the cache. If the address requested by the CPU 
matches one of the 32 cache entries, the MMU will then 
check the protection level and, if access is permitted, im
mediately make the physical address available for memory 



reference. This virtual-to-physical address translation can 
occur in just one clock cycle (100 nanoseconds with a 10-
MHz microprocessor clock). 

If, however, the requested address is not present in the 
cache, the MMU must fetch both page and pointer table 

VIATUAL 
ADDRESS ~ 

PROCESSOR V 

32-ENTRY 
ASSOCIATIVE 

CACHE 

entries from memory before address translation can be 
performed-a process that may take an average of twenty 
clock cycles (2 microseconds with a la-MHz microproces
sor clock) (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: Memory access through the NS32082 MMU 
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4.7 The NS32082 MMU's net performance de
pends directly on the frequency with which 
the cache contains the necessary table 
entries: observations show that in typical 
programs the cache contains the entries 
over 98 percent of the time 

Therefore, the operation of the MMU is transparent to the 
user·program. 

When the MMU's cache is full, room must be made for a 
newly translated page address. To do this efficiently, 
however, requires an algorithm that decides which is the 
best page address to remove, in the sense that its 
absence will have the smallest adverse effect on the 
running program. The NS32082 MMU uses what is called 
the Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm: it evicts the 
least recently accessed page address in the cache on the 
basis of that page having a high a priori probability of not 
being in the running program's working se!. 

The MMU's ability to achieve a 98 percent "hit rate" (com· 
parable to that of the VAX·11'") is directly related to its use 
of this very fast algorithm. 

4.8 The powerful Referenced bit (R), in 
conjunction with the Modified bit (M) in the 
table entries, also directly influence the 
MMU's net performance. 

The Referenced bit is set by the hardware when the page 
is referenced (read or written) by an instruction. By periodi
cally checking and clearing this bit in all page and pointer 
table entries, the operating system can monitor the fre
quency with which pages are being used, and select pages 
to be swapped out according to the LRU algorithm. If a 
page about to be swapped out has not been modified since 
it was read in (a likely occurrence if the page contains code 
rather than data), it is unnecessary to write it back into sec
ondary memory, since an accurate copy already exists 
there. If, however, the page has been modified since being 
read in, the copy in secondary storage is no longer accu
rate and must be rewritten. 

The Modified bit is set to "1" by the hardware whenever a 
page is written to while resident in main memory. When the 
page is to be released, the operating system can check this 
bit to see if the copy on disk must be updated. If the bit is 
"1," the page must be written to secondary storage; if it is 
"0," then the page has not been modified since it was read 
in, and can simply be overlaid. 

4.9 Two other MMU registers facilitate the interac-
tion of the MMU, <?PU, and operating system. 

The Error/Invalidate Address (EIA) register provides a 
"window" between the MMU cache and the CPU that al
lows the software to remove an entry from the cache. (If it 
were changed in memory alone, the MMU would continue 
to use the old value stored in the cache.) The EIA register 
also returns the address that caused an MMU exception, 
for use in case of error or a required Virtual-memory swap. 

7 Motorola's 68451 MMU, for example, which also has 32 on+chlp translation 
registers. must interrupt the 68010 CPU If the reqUired information is not in one of its 
registers-a procedure that can easily take 50 to 100 times the less-than-2I-'-s 
required by the NS32082 MMU. 
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The EIA's high-order bit indicates which PTB is being used 
for translation. Changing a PTB value automatically re
moves all cache entries based on that PTB. 

The Memory Status Register (MSR) holds the many indica
tors that allow software to monitor and control the MMU's 
actions. It is accessible only in the Supervisor mode. 

4.10 The NS32082 MMU can abort an instruction 
during execution by the CPU-to load a page 
from secondary storage into main 
memory-and immediately retry the 
instruction. 

This feature is unique to Series 32000 and is fully imple
mented in hardware. No complex restart routine or 
externally saved internal state is required'. 

After fetching and decoding an instruction, the CPU sends 
the virtual address of the operand to the MMU. The Valid 
bit (V) in a page or pointer table entry indicates whether or 
not the corresponding page is present in main memory. 
Whenever an address is generated by the CPU, and 
passed to the MMU for translation into a physical address, 
the MMU checks the Valid bit of the table entry specified by 
the incoming virtual address. If the Valid bit is "1," the page 
is assumed to be present in main memory, and address 
translation proceeds directly. 

If the Valid bit is "0," the page is assumed not to be in main 
memory, and a page fault occurs. A page fault is a hard
ware-generated trap that is used to tell the operating sys
tem to read the missing page in from secondary storage. 
The page fault occurs in the MMU, which generates an 
ABORT signal to the CPU that immediately halts execution 
of the current instruction. (A memory-access abort will also 
occur if the CPU tries to access a protected section of 
memory.) 

One of the problems in implementing virtual memory sys
tems is that an instruction may generate a page fault at any 
time during the course of its execution. If the instruction oc
cupies several byles, it may overlap a page boundary, and 
the act of fetching an instruction may itself cause a page 
faul!. The process of fetching the source or destination 
operand may cause a page fault as well. 

In Series 32000, when a page fault occurs, for any reason, 
the MMU sends the ABORT signal to the CPU. -10 permit 
the instruction to be restarted, the CPU not only halts the 
execution of the instruction, it also returns any register 
that was altered by the instruction to the state it was in 
before the aborted instruction began. At the same time, 
the program counter is automatically saved, as are the 
processor-status register and the stack pointer, among 
other registers, so that, as soon as the operating system 
completes the page swap, the CPU automatically retries 
the aborted instruction. 

4.11 The exception to this process is in the case 
of string instructions, which get special 
treatment during an abort. 

Since it would be extremely undesirable to have a long 
string instruction repeated from the beginning if an abort 
occurred in the middle of the string, Series 32000 CPUs 
allow an aborted string instruction to be re-executed from 
the point at which the page fault occurred. 
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Chapter 5 ~ 
In a Series 32000-based system, 
each page can have protection attributes to limit 
the ways in which the page can be accessed. 
This provides the basis for memory protection 
within the virtual address space. 

The protection features actually implemented in Series 
32000 architecture can be divided into three groups: 

1. 5. 1 SupervisorlUser mode. The CPU has two operating 
modes: Supervisor mode, in which the entire instruction 
set is available, and User mode, in which only a re
stricted subset of instructions are available. Supervisor 
mode is intended for operating systems and other 
trusted programs, User mode for programs that are not 
trusted. 

2. 5.2 Separate address spaces for each task. Each task 
running on a Series 32000-based system has a unique 
collection of pages that constitutes its address space: 
access to another task's address space is impossible. 

3. 5.3 Protection bits along with the physical addresses in 
the page- and pointer-table entries. 

To keep order in today's multi-tasking, multi-user, and multi
processor systems, the protection bits define whether a 
page can be read, but not written into; read and written 
into; or, neither read nor written. How the protection bits are 
interpreted depends on the operating mode of the CPU: a 
given setting of the Protection Level (PL) field will be inter-
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preted differently in Supervisor mode than in User mode, 
as shown below. 

PL SUPERVISOR MODE USER MODE 

00 read only no access 
01 read/write no access 
10 read/write read only 
11 read/write read/write 

As a result, the operating system can treat a collection of 
pages with the same protection level as a segment. For 
example, a constants segment might be a set of pages 
containing data with the read-only protection level, so 
users could not modify the data. In this way, page-based 
dynamic address translation provides a mechanism for 
implementing segmentation. 

Inter-task protection is accomplished by giving each task its 
own set of page tables, so that each task has its own 
address space, which provides flexibility and virtual 
memory for each task. By changing the single register that 
pOints to the page table, the user can switch to the new 
task's address space. 
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Chapter 6 
At best, debugging is one of the most 
difficult stages of program development. 
In a virtual memory system, 
it could be a nightmare. 

The debugging facility provided by the NS32082 MMU is 
unique and unsurpassed among microprocessor families. 
It would prove invaluable even if the MMU did nothing else 
but provide for the two crucial, program-debugging opera
tions: breakpointing, and flow tracing. 

6_1 In most other microprocessors, breakpoint
ing is provided by a trap, or breakpoint 
instruction. 

This can result in a myriad of problems for a virtual memory 
system. It is often necessary, when debugging Supervisor
mode software, to be able to set breakpoints as absolute 
addresses, i.e" as addresses in physical memory, This 
is not possible with CPU-based debugging techniques, 
since all addresses emanating from the CPU are virtual 
addresses-the CPU has no concept of the distinction be
tween the two types of addresses. Moreover, the setting of 
breakpoints with special instructions that overlay existing 
code can cause a great deal of additional overhead for the 
memory manager. 

6.2 For these reasons, among others, the 
designers of Series 32000 chose to imple
ment debugging support on the MMU. 

To implement breakpointing and flow tracing, the 
NS32082 MMU uses two sets of registers-the Breakpoint 
and Flow Tracing registers-and one instruction, the 
Breakpoint Trap instruction, 

6.3 Setting breakpoints is a technique for halting 
a program's execution at a particular instruc
tion or data access for the purpose of examin
ing the program's state, and thereby deter
mining the cause of improper program 
behavior_ 

With Series 32000, breakpoints may be set either when a 
specified address is accessed, after a specified address 
ns accessed, or after a specified number of such accesses 
have been made, Also, more than one breakpoint address 
may be selected simultaneously, allowing a halt to be 
implemented after either fork of a conditional branch, 
These facilities are provided by the Breakpoint Trap 
instruction (BPT) and three dedicated registers located on 
theMMU, 

The Breakpoint Trap instruction is a one-byte instruction 
that replaces the first byte of the opcode of the instruction 
that is to be breakpointed, To allow breakpoints to be set in 
PROM, as well as RAM, two breakpoint registers, BPRo 
and BPR1 are provided. These registers hold the double 
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word addresses of two selected breakpoints, which are 
compared with the contents of the address bus at every 
memory cycle. When a breakpoint address appears in the 
program, and when other conditions specified by the con
tents of the register are met, a non-maskable interrupt 
occurs, 

Because these registers are located in the MMU, they may 
be set to look at eilher the virtual addresses from the CPU 
or the physical addresses from the MMU, They may also 
be set to operate when the indicated address is either writ
ten to or read from, or when there is an instruction fetch. 

A third register on the MMU, the Breakpoint Count register, 
specifies the number of matches of the BPRo register 
breakpoint condition to be passed over before a breakpoint 
occurs. This is useful for selecting a particular interaction in 
a loop instruction. 

The breakpointing process occurs parallel to the execution 
of the running program, and exacts a negligible perfor
mance penalty. Consider how a programmer might want to 
use software breakpointing or traCing to debug a virtual
memory system in which the memory area where the 
Breakpoint Trap instruction is located might have been 
swapped out onto disk. This task would be all but impossi
ble without hardware support such as that provided in the 
NS32082 MMU (Figure 8). 

MMU REGISTERS 

BPRO 

BPR1 

8C=99 

TlfEE/8666·8 
Figure 8: Breakpointing 



6.4 Flow tracing provides a chronicle of the 
actions and results of individual steps in a 
program during its execution. 

It allows the program's recent history to be examined at 
specified instructions or breakpoints in order to determine 
the cause of any undesired program behavior. 

Series 32000 supports program flow tracing with four 
dedicated registers in the MMU, and the Trace trap bit in 
the CPU's PSR. If flow tracing is activated (by means of a 
bit in the MSR), two Program Flow registers (PFa and PF, ) 
will always hold the addresses of the last two instructions 
which were executed out of sequence. The two 16·bit 
Sequence Count registers (SCa and SC, ) will keep a 
record of the number of sequential instructions executed 
between each change in program flow. 

The MMU thus performs the following steps every time a 
branch, call, return, interrupt, or other non·sequential in· 
struction is executed: 

-Store PFa into PF, 
-Store new program·counter value into PFa 
-Store SCa into SC, 
-Clear SCa 

6.5 The user can also select an instruction, or 
series of instructions, to trace by means of 
the Trace trap, which is enabled by setting a 
bit in the PSR. 

When the Trace trap is enabled at the beginning of an in· 
struction, a trace trap will occur at the end of that instruc· 
tion, and user software may then be employed to investi· 
gate the contents of the CPU registers. The trap will occur 
after each instruction, so long as the bit is set. 

In Series 32000, the Trace trap is implemented in such a 
way that one and only one Trace trap will be taken for each 
instruction. The Trace trap always has the lowest priority 
of any exception. Any other trap, or any interrupt request 
that occurs during a traced instruction, is allowed to com· 
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plete its entire service procedure before the Trace trap oc· 
curs. Also, unlike other traps, where the address of the 
first byte of the instruction during which the trap occurred 
is pushed on the stack, the Trace trap insures that the reo 
turn address to be pushed is that of the next instruction to 
be traced (Figure 9). 

IF THEN ELSE 

CASE 1 A EXECUTED 

AOOflOfC 

ADOROFD 

so I 100 I 50 

CASE2 BeXECUTeo 

ADDR OF C 

AODROFB 

150 I 50 

BPRa 
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Figure 9: Flow tracing 
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Chapter? 
Conclusion. 

The simplicity and efficiency of Demand Paged Virtual 
Memory, as implemented in Series 32000, offers features 
formerly available only in much larger systems-but in a 
combination not available on anyone system, nor any
where near microprocessor prices (Figure 10). 

VAX·l1/78D 
IBM 4341 

G 1M 
IIAX·11f750 

0) MAIN-
FRAME 

SYSTEM 
COST lOOK 

)'S3'03~ (DOLLARS) 
MS32016 CPU 

10K C- C 
0.6 0.8 1 

PERFORMANCE --+-

TLlEE18666·10 

Figure 10: Comparison, Series 32000 to 
minis and mainframes 
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NS32332-10/NS32332-12/NS32332-15 
32-Bit Advanced Microprocessor with Virtual Memory 

General Description 
The NS32332 is a 32-bit, virtual memory microprocessor 
with 4 GByte addressing and an enhanced Series 32000® 
microarchitecture. It is fully object code compatible with oth
er Series 32000 microprocessors, and it has the added fea
tures of 32-bit addressing, higher instruction execution 
throughput, cache support, and expanded bus handling ca
pabilities. The new bus features include bus error and retry 
support, dynamic bus sizing, burst mode memory accessing, 
and enhanced slave processor communication protocol. 
The higher clock frequency and added features of the 
NS32332 enable it to deliver 2 to 3 times the performance 
of the NS32032. 

The NS32332 microprocessor is designed to work with both 
the 16- and 32-bit slave processors of the Series 32000 
family. 

Block Diagram 

QUEUE 

Features 
• 32-bit architecture and implementation 
• 4 Gbyte uniform addressing space 
• Software compatible with the Series 32000 Family 
• Powerful instruction set 

- General 2-address capability 
- Very high degree of symmetry 
- Address modes optimized for high level languages 

• Supports both 16- and 32-bit Slave Processor Protocol 
- Memory management support via NS32082 or 

NS32C382 
- Floating point support via NS32081 or NS32310 

• Extensive bus feature 
- Burst mode memory accessing 
- Cache memory support 
- Dynamic bus configuration (8-, 16-, 32-bits) 
- Fast bus protocol 

• High speed XMOSTM technology 
• 84 Pin grid array package 
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FIGURE 1 

"'Shaded areas indicate enhancements from the NS32032. 
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r--------------------------------------------------------------------------,z 
1.0 Product Introduction 
The Series 32000 Microprocessor family is a new genera
tion of devices using National's XMaS and CMOS technolo
gies. By combining state-of-the-art MaS technology with a 
very advanced architectural design philosophy, this family 
brings mainframe computer processing power to VLSI proc
essors. 

The Series 32000 family supports a variety of system con
figurations, extending from a minimum low-cost system to a 
powerful 4 gigabyte system. The architecture provides com
plete upward compatibility from one family member to an
other. The family consists of a selection of CPUs supported 
by a set of peripherals and slave processors that provide 
sophisticated interrupt and memory management facilities 
as well as high-speed floating-point operations. The archi
tectural features of the Series 32000 family are described 
briefly below: 

Powerful Addressing Modes. Nine addressing modes 
available to all instructions are included to access data 
structures efficiently. 

Data Types. The architecture provides for numerous data 
types, such as byte, word, doubleword, and BCD, which may 
be arranged into a wide variety of data structures. 

Symmetric Instruction Set. While avoiding special case 
instructions that compilers can't use, the Series 32000 fami
ly incorporates powerful instructions for control operations, 
such as array indexing and external procedure calls, which 
save considerable space and time for compiled code. 

Memory-to-Memory Operations. The Series 32000 CPUs 
represent two-operand machines with each operand ad
dressable by all addressing modes. This powerful memory
to-memory architecture permits memory locations to be 
treated as registers for all useful operations. This is impor
tant for temporary operands as well as for context switch
ing. 

Memory Management. Either the NS32382 or the 
NS32082 Memory Management Unit may be added to the 
system to provide advanced operating system support func
tions, including dynamic address translation, virtual memory 
management, and memory protection. 

Large, Uniform Addressing. The NS32332 has 32-bit ad
dress pointers that can address up to 4 gigabytes without 
requiring any segmentation; this addressing scheme pro
vides flexible memory management without added-on ex
pense. 

Modular Software Support. Any software package for the 
Series 32000 family can be developed independent of all 
other packages, without regard to individual addressing. In 
addition, ROM code is totally relocatable and easy to ac
cess, which allows a significant reduction in hardware and 
software cost. 

Software Processor Concept. The Series 32000 architec
ture allows future expansions of the instruction set that can 
be executed by special slave processors, acting as exten
sions to the CPU. This concept of slave processors is 
unique to the Series 32000 family. It allows software com
patibility even for future components because the slave 
hardware is transparent to the software. With future ad
vances in semiconductor technology, the slaves can be 
physically integrated on the CPU chip itself. 

To summarize, the architectural features cited above pro
vide three primary performance advantages and character
istics: 
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• High-Level Language Support 

• Easy Future Growth Path 

• Application Flexibility 

1.1 NS32332 KEY FEATURES 

The NS32332 is a 32-bit CPU in the Series 32000 family. It 
is totally software compatible with the NS32032, NS32016, 
and NS32008 CPUs but with an enhanced internal imple
mentation. 

The NS32332 design goals were to achieve two to three 
times the throughput of the NS32032 and to provide the full 
32-bit addressing inherent in the architecture. 

The basic approaches to higher throughput were: fewer 
clock cycles per instruction, better bus use, and higher 
clock frequency. 

An examination of the block diagram of the NS32332 shows 
it to be identical to that of the NS32032, except for en
hanced bus interface control, a 20-byte (rather than 8-byte) 
instruction prefetch queue, and special hardware in the ad
dress unit. The new addressing hardware consists of a high
speed ALU, a barrel shifter on one of its inputs, and an 
address register. Of the throughput improvement not due to 
increased clock frequency, about half is derived from the 
new address unit hardware, about 30% from the bus en
hancements, about 15% from the larger prefetch queue, 
and the rest from microcode improvements. 

Other important aspects of the enhanced bus interface cir
cuitry of the NS32332 are a burst access mode, designed to 
work with nibble and static column RAMs, read and write 
timing designed to support caches, and support for bus er
ror processing. 

An enhanced slave processor communication protocol is 
designed to achieve improved performance with the 
NS32382 MMU and NS32310 FPC, while still working di
rectly with the existing NS32082 MMU and NS32081 FPU. 

2.0 Architectural Description 
2.1 PROGRAMMING MODEL 

The Series 32000 architecture has 8 general purpose and 8 
dedicated registers. All registers are 32 bits wide except the 
STATUS and MODULE register. These two registers are 
each 16 bits wide. 

2.1.1 General Purpose Registers 
There are eight registers for meeting high speed general 
storage requirements, such as holding temporary variables 
and addresses. The general purpose registers are free for 
any use by the programmer. They are thirty-two bits in 
length. If a general register is specified for an operand that 
is eight or sixteen bits long, only the low part of the register 
is used; the high part is not referenced or modified. 

2.1.2 Dedicated Registers 

The eight dedicated registers of the processor are assigned 
specific functions. 

PC: The PROGRAM COUNTER register is a pointer to the 
first byte of the instruction currently being executed. The PC 
is used to reference memory in the program section. 

sPa, SP1: The SPO register points to the lowest address of 
the last item stored on the INTERRUPT STACK. This stack 
is normally used only by the operating system. It is used 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 
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FIGURE 2·1. The General and Dedicated Registers 

primarily for storing temporary data, and holding return infor
mation for operating system subroutines and interrupt and 
trap service routines. The SP1 register points to the lowest 
address of the last item stored on the USER STACK. This 
stack is used by normal user programs to hold temporary 
data and subroutine return information. 

In this document, reference is made to the SP register. The 
terms "SP register" or "SP" refer to either SPO or SP1, 
depending on the setting of the S bit in the PSR register. If 
the S bit in the PSR is 0 the SP refers to SPO. If the S bit in 
the PSR is 1 then SP refers to SP1. 

Stacks in the Series 32000 family grow downward in memo
ry. A Push operation pre-decrements the Stack Pointer by 
the operand length. A Pop operation post-increments the 
Stack Pointer by the operand length. 

FP: The FRAME POINTER register is used by a procedure 
to access parameters and local variables on the stack. The 
FP register is set up on procedure entry with the ENTER 
instruction and restored on procedure termination with the 
EXIT instruction. 

The frame pointer holds the address in memory occupied by 
the old contents of the frame pOinter. 

SB: The STATIC BASE register points to the global vari
ables of a software module. This register is used to support 
relocatable global variables for software modules. The SB 
register holds the lowest address in memory occupied by 
the global variables of a module. 

INTBASE: The INTERRUPT BASE register holds the ad
dress of the dispatch table for interrupts and traps (Sec. 
3.B). The INTBASE register holds the lowest address in 
memory occupied by the dispatch table. 

MOD: The MODULE register holds the address of the mod
ule descriptor of the currently executing software module. 
The MOD register is six1een bits long, therefore the module 
table must be contained within the first 64K by1es of memo
ry. 

PSR: The PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PSR) holds 
the status codes for the microprocessor. 

The PSR is six1een bits long, divided into two eight-bit 
halves. The low order eight bits are accessible to all pro-
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FIGURE 2-2. Processor Status Register 
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grams, but the high order eight bits are accessible only to 
programs executing in Supervisor Mode. 

C: The C bit indicates that a carry or borrow occurred 
after an addition or subtraction instruction. It can be 
used with the ADDC and SUBC instructions to perform 
multiple-precision integer arithmetic calculations. It may 
have a setting of 0 (no carry or borrow) or 1 (carry or 
borrow). 

T: The T bit causes program traCing. If this bit is a 1, a 
TRC trap is executed after every instruction (Sec. 3.B.5). 

L: The L bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a 
comparison instruction the L bit is set to "1" if the sec
ond operand is less than the first operand, when both 
operands are interpreted as unsigned integers. Other
wise, it is set to "0". In Floating Point comparisons, this 
bit is always cleared. 

F: The F bit is a general condition flag, which is altered 
by many instructions (e.g., integer arithmetic instructions 
use it to indicate overflow). 

Z: The Z bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a 
comparison instruction the Z bit is set to "1" if the sec
ond operand is equal to the first operand; otherwise it is 
set to "0". 

N: The N bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a 
comparison instruction the N bit is set to "1" if the sec
ond operand is less than the first operand, when both 
operands are interpreted as signed integers. Otherwise, 
it is set to "0". 

U: If the U bit is "1" no privileged instructions may be 
executed. If the U bit is "0" then all instructions may be 
executed. When U = 0 the processor is said to be in 
Supervisor Mode; when U = 1 the processor is said to 
be in User Mode. A User Mode program is restricted 
from executing certain instructions and accessing cer
tain registers which could interfere with the operating 
system. For example, a User Mode program is prevent
ed from changing the setting of the flag used to indicate 
its own privilege mode. A Supervisor Mode program is 
assumed to be a trusted part of the operating system, 
hence it has no such restrictions. 

S: The S bit specifies whether the SPO register or SP1 
register is used as the stack pointer. The bit is automati
cally cleared on interrupts and traps. It may have a set
ting of 0 (use the SPO register) or 1 (use the SP1 regis
ter). 



2.0 Architectual Description (Continued) 

P: The P bit prevents a TRC trap from occurring more 
than once for an instruction (Sec. 3.B.5.). It may have a 
setting of 0 (no trace pending) or 1 (trace pending). 

I: If I = 1, then all interrupts will be accepted (Sec. 3.B.). 
If I = 0, only the NMI interrupt is accepted. Trap en
ables are not affected by this bit. 

2.1_3 The Configuration Register (CFG)' 
Within the Control section of the CPU is the CFG Register, 
which declares the presence and type of external devices. It 
is referenced by only one instruction, SETCFG, which is in
tended to be executed only as part of system initialization 
after reset. The format of the CFG Register is shown in 
Figure 2-3. 
"'The NS32332 CPU has four new bits in the CFG Register, namely P, Fe, 
FM and FF. 

7 o 

FIGURE 2-3. CFG Register 

The CFG I bit declares the presence of external interrupt 
vectoring Circuitry (specifically, the Interrupt Control Unit). If 
the CFG I bit is set, interrupts requested through the INT pin 
are "Vectored." If it is clear, these interrupts are "Non-Vec
tored." See Sec. 3.B. 

The F, M and C bits declare the presence of the FPU, MMU 
and Custom Slave Processors. If these bits are not set, the 
corresponding instructions are trapped as being undefined. 

The FF, FM, FC bits define the Slave Communication Proto
col to be used in FPU, MMU and Custom Slave instructions 
(Sec. 3.4.9). If these bits are not set, the corresponding in
structions will use the 16-bit protocol (32032 compatible). If 
these bits are set, the corresponding instructions will use 
the new (fast) 32-bit protocol. 

The P bit improves the efficiency of the Write Validation 
Buffer in the CPU. It is set if the Virtual Memory has page 
size(s) larger than or equal to 4 Kbytes. It is reset otherwise. 
In Systems where the MMU is not present, the P bit is not 
used. 

2_1.4 Memory Organization 

The main memory is a uniform linear address space. Memo
ry locations are numbered sequentially starting at zero and 
ending at 232 - 1. The number specifying a memory location 
is called an address. The contents of each memory location 
is a byte consisting of eight bits. Unless otherwise noted, 
diagrams in this document show data stored in memory with 
the lowest address on the right and the highest address on 
the left. Also, when data is shown vertically, the lowest ad
dress is at the top of a diagram and the highest address at 
the bottom of the diagram. When bits are numbered in a 
diagram, the least significant bit is given the number zero, 
and is shown at the right of the diagram. Bits are numbered 
in increasing significance and toward the left. 

01 

A 
Byte at Address A 

Two contiguous bytes are called a word. Except where not
ed (Sec. 2.2.1), the least significant byte of a word is stored 
at the lower address, and the most significant byte of the 
word is stored at the next higher address. In memory, the 
address of a word is the address of its least significant byte, 
and a word may start at any address. 
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115 MSB's BI7 LSB's 0 I 

A+1 A 
Word at Address A 

Two contiguous words are called a double word. Except 
where noted (Sec. 2.2.1), the least significant word of a dou
ble word is stored at the lowest address and the most signif
icant word of the double word is stored at the address two 
greater. In memory, the address of a double word is the 
address of its least significant byte, and a double word may 
start at any address. 

131 MSB's 24123 16115 BI7 LSB's 0 I 

A+3 A+2 A+1 A 
Double Word at Address A 

Although memory is addressed as bytes, it is actually orga
nized as double-words. Note that access time to a word or a 
double-word depends upon its address, e.g. double-words 
that are aligned to start at addresses that are multiples of 
four will be accessed more quickly than those not so 
aligned. This also applies to words that cross a double-word 
boundary. 

2.1.5 Dedicated Tables 

Two of the dedicated registers (MOD and INTBASE) serve 
as pointers to dedicated tables in memory. 

The INTBASE register points to the Interrupt Dispatch and 
Cascade tables. 

The MOD register contains a pointer into the Module Table, 
whose entries are called Module Descriptors. A Module De
scriptor contains four pointers. The MOD register contains 
the address of the Module Descriptor for the currently run
ning module. It is automatically up-dated by the Call Exter
nal Procedure instructions (CXP and CXPD). 

15 

l MOD I 

l 
31 °U STATIC BASE 

LINK TABLE ADDRESS 

PROGRAM BASE 

RESERVED 

~ 
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FIGURE 2-4. Module Descriptor Format 

The format of a Module Descriptor is shown in Figure 2-4. 
The Static Base entry contains the address of static data 
assigned to the running module. It is loaded into the CPU 
Static Base register by the CXP and CXPD instructions. The 
Program Base entry contains the address of the first byte of 
instruction code in the module. Since a module may have 
multiple entry points, the Program Base pointer serves only 
as a reference to find them. 
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2.0 Architectual Description (Continued) 

The Link Table Address points to the Link Table for the 
currently running module. The Link Table provides the infor
mation needed for: 

1) Sharing variables between modules. Such variables are 
accessed through the Link Table via the External ad
dressing mode. 

2) Transferring control from one module to another. This is 
done via the Call External Procedure (CXP) instruction. 

The format of a Link Table is given in Figure 2-5. A Link 
Table Entry for an external variable contains the 32-bit ad
dress of that variable. An entry for an external procedure 
contains two 16-bit fields: Module and Offset. The Module 
field contains the new MOD register contents for the mod
ule being entered. The Offset field is an unsigned number 
giving the position of the entry point relative to the new 
module's Program Base pOinter. 

For further details of the functions of these tables, see the 
Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual. 

-'31 ENTRY 

o 

_L... 

ABSOLUTE ADDRESS 

ABSOLUTE ADDRESS 

OFFSET I MODULE 

o-r 

(VARIABLE) 

(VARIABLE) 

( PROCEDURE) 

-..... 
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FIGURE 2-5. A Sample Link Table 

2.2 INSTRUCTION SET 

2.2.1 General Instruction Format 

Figure 2-6 shows the general format of a Series 32000 in
struction. The Basic Instruction is one to three by1es long 
and contains the Opcode and up to two 5-bit General Ad
dressing Mode ("Gen") fields. Following the Basic Instruc
tion field is a set of optional extensions, which may appear 
depending on the instruction and the addressing modes se
lected. 

Index By1es appear when either or both Gen fields specify 
Scaled Index. In this case, the Gen field specifies only the 
Scale Factor (1, 2, 4 or 8), and the Index Byte specifies 
which General Purpose Register to use as the index, and 
which addressing mode calculation to perform before index
ing. See Figure 2-7. 

Following Index By1es come any displacements (addressing 
constants) or immediate values associated with the select-

I ' GEN. ADDR. MOOE REG. NO . 'I 
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FIGURE 2-7. Index Byte Format 

ed address modes. Each Disp/lmm field may contain one or 
two displacements, or one immediate value. The size of a 
Displacement field is encoded with the top bits of that field, 
as shown in Figure 2-8, with the remaining bits interpreted 
as a Signed (two's complement) value. The size of an imme
diate value is determined from the Opcode field. Both Dis
placement and Immediate fields are stored most significant 
byte first. Note that this is different from the memory repre
sentation of data (Sec. 2.1.4). 

Some instructions require additional, "implied" immediates 
and/or displacements, apart from those associated with ad
dressing modes. Any such extensions appear at the end of 
the instruction, in the order that they appear within the list of 
operands in the instruction definition (Sec. 2.2.3). 

2.2_2 Addressing Modes 

The CPU generally accesses an operand by calculating its 
Effective Address based on information available when the 
operand is to be accessed. The method to be used in per
forming this calculation is specified by the programmer as 
an "addressing mode." 

Addressing modes are designed to optimally support high
level language accesses to variables. In nearly all cases, a 
variable access requires only one addressing mode, within 
the instruction that acts upon that variable. Extraneous data 
movement is therefore minimized. 

Addressing Modes fall into nine basic types: 

Register: The operand is available in one of the eight Gen
eral Purpose Registers. In certain Slave Processor instruc
tions, an auxiliary set of eight registers may be referenced 
instead. 

Register Relative: A General Purpose Register contains an 
address to which is added a displacement value from the 
instruction, yielding the Effective Address of the operand in 
memory. 

Memory Space_ Identical to Register Relative above, ex
cept that the register used is one of the dedicated registers 
PC, SP, SB or FP. These registers point to data areas gen
erally needed by high-level languages. 

OPTIONAL BASIC 
EXTENSIONS INSTRUCTION 

(~ ________________ ~A~ __________________ ~\(~ ________ ~~ 

DISP21DISP1 DISP21DISP1 
I 

i 
IMPLIED GEN I GEN INDEX INDEX I 

IMMEDIATE DISP DISP BYTE BYTE ADDR I ADDR OPCODE 
OPERAND(S) MODE I 

MODE 
A i B 

IMM IMM 
I 
I 

t 
l ~ j 

TL/EE/8673-6 
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2.0 Architectual Description (Continued) 

BYTE DISPLACEMENT: RANGE - 64 TO + 63 

SIGNED DISPLACEMENT 

WORD DISPLACEMENT: RANGE -8192 TO + 8191 

7 

I 
1 

I 

DOUBLE WORD DISPLACEMENT: 
RANGE -(229 -224) to +(229 -1)* 

0 

1 I 
c/ 

,t$l/ 
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FIGURE 2-8. Displacement Encodings 
"'Note: The pattern "11100000" for the most significant byte of the dis

placement Is reserved by National for future enhancements. 
Therefore, It should never be used by the user program. This 
causes the lower limit of the displacement range to be 
-(229 -224) Instead of -229. 

Memory Relative: A pointer variable is found within the 
memory space pOinted to by the SP, SB or FP register. A 
displacement is added to that pointer to generate the Effec
tive Address of the operand. 

Immediate: The operand is encoded within the instruction. 
This addressing mode is not allowed if the operand is to be 
written. 

Absolute: The address of the operand is specified by a 
displacement field in the instruction. 

External: A pointer value is read from a specified entry of 
the current Link Table. To this pointer value is added a dis
placement, yielding the Effective Address of the operand. 

2-11 

Top of Stack: The currently-selected Stack Pointer (SPO or 
SP1) specifies the iocation of the operand. The operand is 
pushed or popped, depending on whether it is written or 
read. 

Scaled Index: Although encoded as an addressing mode. 
Scaled Indexing is an option on any addressing mode ex
cept Immediate or another Scaled Index. It has the effect of 
calculating an Effective Address, then multiplying any Gen
eral Purpose Register by 1, 2, 4 or 8 and adding it into the 
total, yielding the final Effective Address of the operand. 

Table 2-1 is a brief summary of the addressing modes. For a 
complete description of their actions, see the Instruction Set 
Reference Manual. 

2.2.3 Instruction Set Summary 

Table 2-2 presents a brief description of the Series 32000 
instruction set. The Format column refers to the Instruction 
Format tables (Appendix A). The Instruction coiumn gives 
the instruction as coded in assembly language, and the De
scription column provides a short description of the function 
provided by that instruction. Further details of the exact op
erations performed by each instruction may be found in the 
Instruction Set Reference Manual. 

Notations: 

i = Integer length suffix: B = Byte 

W = Word 

D = Double Word 

f = Floating Point length suffix: F = Standard Floating 

L = Long Floating 

gen = General operand. Any addressing mode can be 
specified. 

short = A 4-bit value encoded within the Basic Instruction 
(see Appendix A for encodings). 

imm = Implied immediate operand. An 8-bit value append
ed after any addressing extensions. 

disp = Displacement (addressing constant): 8, 16 or 32 
bits. All three lengths legal. 

reg = Any General Purpose Register: RO-R7. 

areg = Any Dedicated/Address Register: SP, SB, FP, 
MOD, INTBASE, PSR, US (bottom 8 PSR bits). 

mreg = Any Memory Management Status/Control Regis
ter. 

creg = A Custom Slave Processor Register (Implementa
tion Dependent). 

cond = Any condition code, encoded as a 4-bit field within 
the Basic Instruction (see Appendix A for encodings). 
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I 2.0 Architectual Description (Continued) ('II 

C') 
C') 
('II 
C') TABLE 2-1 en z ...... NS32332 Addressing Modes 
('II .,... 

I ENCODING MODE ASSEMBLER SYNTAX ('II 
C') Register C') 
('II 00000 Register 0 ROorFO C') 

en 00001 Register 1 Rl or Fl 
Z 00010 Register 2 R20rF2 ...... 
0 00011 Register 3 R30rF3 .,... 

I 
00100 Register 4 R4 or F4 ('II 

C') 
C') 00101 Register 5 R50rF5 
('II 

00110 Register 6 R6 or F6 C') 

en 00111 Register 7 R70rF7 Z 
Register Relative 
01000 Register 0 relative disp(RO) 
01001 Register 1 relative disp(Rl) 
01010 Register 2 relative disp(R2) 
01011 Register 3 relative disp(R3) 
01100 Register 4 relative disp(R4) 
01101 Register 5 relative disp(R5) 
01110 Register 6 relative disp(R6) 
01111 Register 7 relative disp(R7) 
Memory Relative 
10000 Frame memory relative disp2(displ (FP)) 
10001 Stack memory relative disp2(displ (SP)) 
10010 Static memory relative disp2(displ (SB)) 

Reserved 
10011 (Reserved for Future Use) 
Immediate 
10100 Immediate value 

Absolute 
10101 Absolute @disp 
External 
10110 External EXT (displ) + disp2 

Top of Stack 
10111 Top of stack TOS 

Memory Space 
11000 Frame memory disp(FP) 
11001 Stack memory disp(SP) 
11010 Static memory disp(SB) 
11011 Program memory • +disp 
Scaled Index 
11100 I ndex, bytes mode[Rn:B] 
11101 Index, words mode[Rn:W] 
11110 Index, double words mode[Rn:D] 
11111 Index, quad words mode[Rn:Q] 
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EFFECTIVE ADDRESS 

None: Operand is in the specified 
register 

Disp + Register. 

Disp2 + Pointer; Pointer found at 
address Displ + Register. "SP" 
is either SPO or SP1, as selected 
in PSR. 

None: Operand is input from 
instruction queue. 

Disp. 

Disp2 + Pointer; Pointer is found 
at Link Table Entry number Displ. 

Top of current stack, using either 
User or Interrupt Stack Pointer, 
as selected in PSR. Automatic 
Push/Pop included. 

Disp + Register; "SP" is either 
SPO or SP1, as selected in PSR. 

EA (mode) + Rn. 
EA (mode) + 2x Rn. 
EA (mode) + 4X Rn. 
EA (mode) + 8 x Rn. 
'Mode' and 'n' are contained 
within the Index Byte. 
EA (mode) denotes the effective 
address generated using mode. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

TABLE 2-2 

Series 32000 Instruction Set Summary 
MOVES 

Format Operation Operands Description 
4 MOVi gen,gen Move a value. 
2 MOVQi short,gen Extend and move a signed 4-bit constant. 
7 MOVMi gen,gen,disp Move Multiple: disp bytes (1 to 16). 
7 MOVZBW gen,gen Move with zero extension. 
7 MOVZiD gen,gen Move with zero extension. 
7 MOVXBW gen,gen Move with sign extension. 
7 MOVXiD gen,gen Move with sign extension. 
4 ADDR gen,gen Move Effective Address. 

INTEGER ARITHMETIC 

Format Operation Operands Description 

4 ADDI gen,gen Add. 
2 ADDQi short,gen Add signed 4-bit constant. 

4 ADDCi gen,gen Add with carry. 
4 SUBi gen,gen Subtract. 
4 SUBCi gen,gen Subtract with carry (borrow). 
6 NEGi gen,gen Negate (2'5 complement). 
6 ABSi gen,gen Take absolute value. 
7 MULi gen,gen Multiply 
7 QUOi gen,gen Divide, rounding toward zero. 
7 REMi gen,gen Remainder from QUO. 
7 DIVi gen,gen Divide, rounding down. 
7 MODi gen,gen Remainder from DIV (Modulus). 
7 MEli gen,gen Multiply to Extended Integer. 
7 DEli gen,gen Divide Extended Integer. 

PACKED DECIMAL (BCD) ARITHMETIC 

Format Operation Operands Description 

6 ADDPi gen,gen Add Packed. 
6 SUBPi gen,gen Subtract Packed. 

INTEGER COMPARISON 

Format Operation Operands Description 

4 CMPi gen,gen Compare. 
2 CMPQi short,gen Compare to signed 4-bit constant. 
7 CMPMi gen,gen,disp Compare Multiple: disp bytes (1 to 16). 

LOGICAL AND BOOLEAN 

Format Operation Operands Description 

4 ANDi gen,gen Logical AND. 
4 ORi gen,gen Logical OR. 
4 BICi gen,gen Clear selected bits. 
4 XORi gen,gen Logical Exclusive OR. 
6 COMi gen,gen Complement all bits. 
6 NOTi gen,gen Boolean complement: LSB only. 
2 Scondi gen Save conditio., code (cond) as a Boolean variable of size i. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

SHIFTS 

Format Operation Operands Description 
6 LSHi gen,gen Logical Shift, left or right. 
6 ASHi gen,gen Arithmetic Shift, left or right. 
6 ROTi gen,gen Rotate, left or right. 

BITS 

Format Operation Operands Description 

4 TBITi gen,gen Test bit. 
6 SBITi gen,gen Test and set bit. 
6 SBm gen,gen Test and set bit, interlocked 
6 CBITi gen,gen Test and clear bit. 
6 CBITII gen,gen Test and clear bit, interlocked. 
6 IBITi gen,gen Test and invert bit. 
8 FFSi gen,gen Find first set bit 

BIT FIELDS 

Bit fields are values in memory that are not aligned to byte boundaries. Examples are PACKED arrays and records 
used in Pascal. "Extract" instructions read and align a bit field. "Insert" instructions write a bit field from an aligned 
source. 
Format Operation 

8 EXTi 
8 INSi 
7 EXTSi 
7 INSSi 
8 CVTP 

ARRAYS 

Format Operation 

8 CHECKi 
8 INDEXi 

STRINGS 

Operands 

reg,gen,gen,disp 
reg,gen,gen,disp 
gen,gen,imm,imm 
gen,gen,imm,imm 
reg,gen,gen 

Operands 

reg,gen,gen 
reg,gen,gen 

Description 

Extract bit field (array oriented). 
Insert bit field (array oriented). 
Extract bit field (short form). 
Insert bit field (short form). 
Convert to Bit Field Pointer. 

Description 

Index bounds check. 
Recursive indexing step for multiple-dimensional arrays. 

String instructions assign specific functions to the Gen
eral Purpose Registers: 

Options on all string instructions are: 

B (Backward): Decrement string pOinters after each step 
rather than incrementing. R4 - Comparison Value 

R3 - Translation Table Pointer 

R2 - String 2 Pointer 

R1 - String 1 Pointer 

RO - Limit Count 

Format Operation 
5 MOVSi 

MOVST 

5 CMPSi 
CMPST 

5 SKPSi 
SKPST 

Operands 
options 
options 

options 
options 

options 
options 

U (Until match): End instruction if String 1 entry matches 
R4. 

W (While match): End instruction if String 1 entry does not 
match R4. 

All string instructions end when RO decrements to zero. 

Descriptions 
Move String 1 to String 2. 
Move string, translating bytes. 

Compare String 1 to String 2. 
Compare translating, String 1 bytes. 

Skip over String 1 entries 
Skip, translating bytes for Until/While. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

en 
w 
I\) 

JUMPS AND LINKAGE w 
w 

Format Operation Operands Description ~ 
3 JUMP gen Jump. ..... 

0 
0 BR disp Branch (PC Relative). ..... 
0 Bcond disp Conditional branch. Z 

en 
3 CASEi gen Multiway branch. w 

I\) 
2 ACBi short,gen,disp Add 4-bit constant and branch if non-zero. w 
3 JSR Jump to subroutine. 

w 
gen ~ 

BSR disp Branch to subroutine. ..... 
CXP disp Call external procedure. 

I\) ..... 
3 CXPD gen Call external procedure using descriptor. Z 

en 
SVC Supervisor Call. w 
FLAG Flag Trap. 

I\) 
w 

BPT Breakpoint Trap. w 
I\) 

ENTER [reg listl.disp Save registers and allocate stack frame (Enter Procedure). I ..... 
EXIT [reg list) Restore registers and reclaim stack frame (Exit Procedure). c.n 

RET disp Return from subroutine. 
RXP disp Return from external procedure call. 
RETT disp Return from trap. (Privileged) 

1 RETI Return from interrupt. (Privileged) 

CPU REGISTER MANIPULATION 

Format Operation Operands Description 

SAVE [reg list) Save General Purpose Registers. 
RESTORE [reg list) Restore General Purpose Registers. 

2 LPRi areg,gen Load Dedicated Register. (Privileged if PSR or INTBASE) 
2 SPRi areg,gen Store Dedicated Register. (Privileged if PSR or INTBASE) 
3 ADJSPi gen Adjust Stack Pointer. 
3 BISPSRi gen Set selected bits in PSR. (Privileged if not Byte length) 
3 BICPSRi gen Clear selected bits in PSR. (Privileged if not Byte length) 
5 SETCFG [option list) Set Configuration Register. (Privileged) 

FLOATING POINT 

Format Operation Operands Description 

11 MOVf gen,gen Move a Floating Point value. 
9 MOVLF gen,gen Move and shorten a Long value to Standard. 
9 MOVFL gen,gen Move and lengthen a Standard value to Long. 
9 MOVif gen,gen Convert any integer to Standard or Long Floating. 
9 ROUNDfi gen,gen Convert to integer by rounding. 
9 TRUNCli gen,gen Convert to integer by truncating, toward zero. 
9 FLOORfi gen,gen Convert to largest integer less than or equal to value. 

11 ADDf gen,gen Add. 
11 SUBf gen,gen Subtract. 
11 MUll gen,gen Multiply. 
11 DIVf gen,gen Divide. 
11 CMPf gen,gen Compare. 
11 NEGf gen,gen Negate. 
11 ABSf gen,gen Take absolute value. 
12 REMf gen,gen Remainder. 
12 SORTf gen,gen Square Root. 
12 POLYf gen,gen Polynomial Step. 
12 DOTI gen,gen Dot Product. 
12 SCALBf gen,gen Binary Scale. 
12 LOGBf gen,gen Binary Log. 
12 ATAN2f gen,gen Arctangent. 
12 SICOSf gen,gen Sine and Cosine. 
9 LFSR gen Load FSR. 
9 SFSR gen Store FSR. 
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an .... · 2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) C'II 
C') 
C') 
C'II 

MEMORY MANAGEMENT C') 
U) 

Format Operation Operands Description Z ..... 
C'II 14 .... LMR mreg,gen Load Memory Management Register. (Privileged) 

· 14 SMR mreg,gen Store Memory Management Register. (Privileged) C'II 
C') 14 ROVAL gen Validate address for reading. (Privileged) C') 
C'II 14 WRVAL gen Validate address for writing. (Privileged) 
C') 
U) 8 MOVSUi gen,gen Move a value from Supervisor 
Z Space to User Space. (Privileged) ..... 
0 8 MOVUSi gen,gen Move a value from User Space .... 
• to Supervisor Space. (Privileged) C'II 

C') 
C') MISCELLANEOUS C'II 
C') Format Operation Operands Description en 
Z NOP No Operation. 

WAIT Wait for interrupt. 
OIA Diagnose. Single-byte "Branch to Self" for hardware 

breakpointing. Not for use in programming. 

CUSTOM SLAVE 

Format Operation Operands Description 

1S.S CCALOc gen,gen Custom Calculate. 
1S.S CCAL1c gen,gen 

1S.S CCAL2c gen,gen 
1S.S CCAL3c gen,gen 

1S.7 CCAL4c gen,gen 
1S.7 CCALSc gen,gen 

1S.7 CCAL6c gen,gen 
1S.7 CCAL7c gen,gen 
1S.7 CCAL8c gen,gen 

1S.7 CCAL9c gen,gen 
1S.S CMOVOc gen,gen Custom Move. 
1S.S CMOV1c gen,gen 
1S.S CMOV2c gen,gen 
1S.S CMOV3c gen,gen 

1S.7 CMOV4c gen,gen 
1S.7 CMOVSc gen,gen 
1S.7 CMOV6c gen,gen 
1S.7 CMOV7c gen,gen 
1S.S CCMPc gen,gen Custom Compare. 
1S.S CCMP1c gen,gen 
1S.1 CCVOci gen,gen Custom Convert. 
1S.1 CCV1ci gen,gen 
1S.1 CCV2ci gen,gen 
1S.1 CCV3ic gen,gen 
1S.1 CCV40Q gen,gen 
1S.1 CCVSQO gen,gen 

1S.1 LCSR gen Load Custom Status Register. 
1S.1 SCSR gen Store Custom Status Register. 

1S.0 CATSTO gen Custom Address/Test. (Privileged) 
15.0 CATST1 gen (Privileged) 

1S.0 LCR creg,gen Load Custom Register. (Privileged) 
15.0 SCR creg,gen Store Custom Register. (Privileged) 
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3.0 Functional Description 
The following is a functional description of the NS32332 
CPU. 

3.1 POWER AND GROUNDING 

The NS32332 requires a single 5·volt power supply, applied 
on 7 pins. The Logic Voltage pins (VeeL1 and VeeL2) sup· 
ply the power to the on·chip logiC. The Buffer Voltage pins 
(VeeBl to VeeBs) supply the power to the output drivers of 
the chip. The Logic Voltage pins and the Buffer Voltage pins 
should be connected together by a power (Vecl plane on 
the printed circuit board. 

The NS32332 grounding connections are made on 8 pins. 
The Logic Ground pins (GNDL 1 and GNDL2) are the ground 
pins for the on-chip logic. The Buffer Ground pins (GNDB1 
to GNDB6) are the ground pins for the output drivers of the 
chip. The Logic Ground pins and the Buffer Ground pins 
should be connected together by a ground plane on the 
printed circuit board. 

In addition to Vee and Ground, the NS32332 CPU uses an 
internally-generated negative voltage. It is necessary to filter 
this voltage externally by attaching a pair of capacitors (Fig
ure 3. 1) from the BBG pin to Ground. 

+5V 

VCCl1, VCCl2 
OTHER Vcc 

VCCB,-VCCB5 1-'oI .. ....,~ CONNECTIONS 
(Vcc PLANE) 

N832332 

88GI-~_-., 

C2 

GNOL1, GNOL2 

GN081-GN086 HH .... ~ 

TL/EE/8673-" 

FIGURE 3-1. Recommended Supply Connections 

3.2 CLOCKING 

The NS32332 inputs clocking signals from the Timing Con
trol Unit (TCU), which presents two non-overlapping phases 
of a single clock frequency. These phases are called PHI1 
(pin 22) and PH 12 (pin 23). Their relationship to each other is 
shown in Figure 3-2. 

vcc 

PHil ______ ~----~ 

Each rising edge of PHI1 defines a transition in the timing 
state ("T-State") of the CPU. One T-State represents the 
execution of one microinstruction within the CPU, and/or 
one step of an external bus transfer. See Sec. 4 for com
plete specifications of PHI1 and PHI2. 

PHI1 

PHI2 

TL/EE/8673-9 

FIGURE 3-2. Clock Timing Relationships 

As the TCU presents signals with very fast transitions, it is 
recommended that the conductors carrying PHI1 and PHI2 
be kept as short as possible, and that they not be connect
ed anywhere except from the TCU to the CPU and, if pres
ent, the MMU. A TTL Clock signal (CTTL) is provided by the 
TCU for all other clocking. 

3.3 RESETTING 

The RST / ABT pin serves both as a Reset for on-chip logic 
and as the Abort input for Memory-Managed systems. For 
its use as the Abort Command, see Sec. 3.5.2. 

The DT/SDONE pin is sampled on the rising edge of the 
reset signal to select the data timing during write cycles. If 
DT/SDONE is sampled high, ADO-AD31 are floated during 
state T2 and the data is output during state T3. This mode 
must be selected if an MMU is used (Section 3.5). If 
DT /SDONE is sampled low, the data is output during state 
T2. See Figure 3-7. 

The CPU may be reset at any time by pulling the RST / ABT 
pin low for at least 64 clock cycles. Upon detecting a reset, 
the CPU terminates instruction processing, resets its inter
nal logic, and clears the Program Counter (PC) and Proces
sor Status Register (PSR) to all zeroes. 

On application of power, RST / ABT must be held low for at 
least 50 !,-sec after Vee is stable. This is to ensure that all 

~/AEIT ------4--------------------4 
r-----1:50 ~sec ----0-1 

TL/EE/8673-'0 

FIGURE 3-3. Power-on Reset Requirements 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

on-chip voltages are completely stable before operation. 
Whenever a Reset is applied, it must also remain active for 
not less than 64 clock cycles. The rising edge must occur 
while PHil is high. See Figures 3-3 and 3-4 . 

The Timing Control Unit (TCU) provides circuitry to meet the 
Reset requirements of the NS32332 CPU. Figure 3-58 
shows the recommended connections for a non-Memory
Managed system. Figure 3-5b shows the connections for a 
Memory-Managed system. 

VCC 

r------------ , 

PHll~JLQ 
I--- ~64CLOCK-1 

___ --,,..........,...-; CYCLES 

RsT/ABr ~ I 
- II . 

TCU 

TLlEE/8673-12 

FIGURE 3-4. General Reset Timing 

CPU 

I I 

I mET 1>--!!-+--1P-+--..... ~~------I RSri RsfO 1-----.._------1 RsT/m 
! : L.. _____________ .l 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTIONAL) >:50,,_ 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAL) 

SYSTEM RESET 

TL/EE/8673-13 

FIGURE 3-5a. Recommended Reset Connections, Non-Memory-Managed System 

VCC 

TCU MMU CPU 

r------------ , 
I I 

i RESET 1>--!:-+-P-....;.--..... ~.+-----l RSri RsfO 
I 
! I L.. _____________ J 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTIONAL) 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAL) 

<!: 50/-lsee 

TL/EE/8673-14 

FIGURE 3-5b. Recommended Reset Connections, Memory-Managed System 

3.4 BUS CYCLES 

The NS32332 CPU will perform Bus cycles for one of the 
following reasons: 

1) To write or read data to or from memory or peripheral 
interface device. Peripheral input and output are memory 
mapped in the Series 32000 family. 

2) To fetch instructions into the 20-byte instruction queue. 
This happens whenever the bus would otherwise be idle 
and the queue is not already full. 

3) To acknowledge an interrupt and allow external circuitry 
to provide a vector number, or to acknowledge comple
tion of an interrupt service routine. 

4) To transfer information to or from a Slave Processor. 

In terms of bus timing, cases 1 through 3 above are identi
cal. For timing specifications, see Sec. 4. The only external 
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difference between them is the 4-bit code placed on the Bus 
Status pins (STO-ST3). Slave Processor cycles differ in that 
separate control signals are applied (Sec. 3.4.6). 

For case 1 (only Read) and case 2, 3, the NS32332 sup
ports Burst cycles which are suitable for memories that can 
handle "nibble mode" accesses. (Sec. 3.4.2). 

The sequence of events in a non-Slave, non-Burst Bus cy
cle is shown in Figure 3-6 for a Read cycle, and Figure 3-7 
for a Write cycle. The cases shown assume that the select
ed memory or interface device is capable of communicating 
with the CPU at full speed. If it is not, then cycle extension 
may be requested through the RDY line (Sec. 3.4.1). 

A full speed Bus cycle is performed in four cycles of the 
PHil clock, labeled Tl through T4. Clock cycles not associ
ated with a Bus cycle are deSignated Ti (for idle). 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

NS32332 CPU BUS SIGNALS 

I T40RTI I T1 T2 T3 

PHil [ 

PHI 2 [ 

ADO-AD3! [ 

STS [ 

ADS [ 

STO-5T3 [ STA USVALID 

ODIN [ 

iEo-m [ 

BWO-BWI [ 

ROY [ 

FIGURE 3-6_ Read Cycle Timing 
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VALID 

FIGURE 3-7. Write Cycle Timing 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

During T 4 or Ti which preceed T1 of the current Bus cycle, 
the CPU applies a Status Code on pins STO-ST3. It also 
provides a low-going pulse on the STS pin to indicate that 
the status code is valid. 

The ADS signal has the dual purpose of informing the exter
nal circuitry that a Bus cycle is starting and of providing 
control to an external latch for demultiplexing address bits 
0-31 from ADO-AD31 pins. (See Figure 3-8.) 

During this time, the control signal Dl5iN, which indicates 
the direction of the transfer, and BEO BE3 which indicate 
which of the four bus bytes to be referenced, become valid. 
Note that during Instruction Fetch cycles BEO-BE3 are all 
active, but in operand Read or Write cycles they indicate the 
byte(s) to be referenced. 
Note: If a burst cycle occurs during an operand read, all the memory banks 

should be enabled, during the burst cycle, regardless of BEn. The 
CPU BEn lines, in this case, are valid in the middle of T3 of the burst 
cycle-thus, there may not be enough time to selectively enable the 
different memory banks, unless a WAIT state is added. See Figure 
4-6. 

During T2 the CPU floats ADO-AD31 lines unless 
DT/SDONE is sampled Iowan the rising edge of reset and 
the bus cycle is a write cycle. T2 is a time window to be 
used for virtual to physical address translation by the Memo
ry Management Unit, if virtual memory is used in the system. 

The T3 state provides for access time requirements and it 
occurs at least once in a bus cycle. In the middle of T3 on 
the falling edge of PHI1, the ROY line is sampled to deter
mine whether the bus cycle will be extended (Sec. 3.4.1). 

If the CPU is performing a Read cycle, the Data Bus (ADO
AD31) is sampled on the falling edge of PHI2 of the last T3 
state. See Sec. 4. Data must, however, be held at least until 
the beginning of T 4. The T 4 state finishes the Bus cycle. 
Data from the CPU during Write cycles remains valid 
throughout T4. Note that the Bus Status lines (STO-ST3) 
change at the beginning of T 4, anticipating the following bus 
cycle (if any). 

3_4.1 Cycle Extension 

To allow sufficient strobe widths and access times for any 
speed of memory or peripheral device, the NS32332 pro
vides for extension of a bus cycle. Any type of bus cycle 
except a Slave Processor cycle can be extended. 

In Figures 3-7 and 3-8, note that during T3 all bus control 
Signals from the CPU and TCU are flat. Therefore, a bus 
cycle can be cleanly extended by causing the T3 state to be 
repeated. This is the purpose of the ROY (Ready) pin. 

In the middle of T3 on the falling edge of PHil, the ROY line 
is sampled by the CPU. If ROY is high, the next T-state will 
be T 4, ending the bus cycle. If ROY is low, then another T3 
state will be inserted and the ROY line will again be sampled 
on the falling edge of PHI1. Each additional T3 state after 
the first is referred to as a "WAIT STATE". See Figure 3-9. 

Figure 3-10 illustrates a typical Read cycle, with two WAIT 
states requested through the RDY pin. 

ODIN r-------------~ 

ADO-AD31 

NS32332 

BEO-BE31--

ADS 

TLlEE/B673-17 

FIGURE 3·8. Bus Connections 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

PHI 1 

PHI 2 

RDY 

T1 T2 T3 
T3 

(WAIT) 

FIGURE 3-9. ROY Pin Timing 

NS32332 CPU BUS SIGNALS 
PREVo CYCLE 

PHI1 [ 

PHI2 [ 

ADO-AD23 [ 

STS [ 

ADS [ 

STo-ST3 [ 

DoiN[ 

i'Eo-B'Ei [ 

ROY [ 

IT40RTi I T1 T2 

FIGURE 3-10. Extended Cycle Example 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.2 Burst Cycles 

The NS32332 is capable of performing Burst cycles in order 
to increase the bus throughput. Burst is available in instruc
tion Fetch cycles and operand Read cycles only. Burst is 
not supported in operand Write cycles or Slave cycles. 

The sequence of events for Burst cycles is shown in Figure 
3-". The cases shown assume that the selected memory is 
capable of communicating with the CPU at full speed. If it is 

AOO-A031 [ 

-!---jl"-+, 

not, then cycle extension may be requested through the 
RDY line (Sec. 3.4.1). 

A Burst cycle is composed of two parts. The first part is a 
regular cycle (i.e. T1 through T4), in which the CPU outputs 
the new status and asserts all the other relevant control 
signals discussed in Sec. 3.4. In addition, the Burst Out Sig
nal (BOUT) is activated by the CPU indicating that the CPU 
can perform Burst cycles. If the selected memory allows 

--¢- --¢--I--W--t 
TL/EE/8673-20 

(al Normal Termination of Burst 

T1 I T2ITmmu I TJ T4 T3 T4 lin orT; I 
PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

ADS I 
80UT I 

1 1 

ADD-A031 1-1 __ -1" '-_0+1 -~- --cp--
(bl External Termination of Burst 

FIGURE 3-11. Burst Cycles (For Read Only) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Burst cycles, it will notify the CPU by activating the burst in 
signal (BIN). BIN is sampled by the CPU in the middle of T3 
on the falling edge of PHI1. If the memory does not allow 
burst (BIN high), the cycle will terminate through T4 and 
BOUT will go inactive immediately. If the memory allows 
burst (BIN low), and the CPU has not deasserted BOUT, the 
second part of the Burst cycle will be performed (see Figure 
3-11) and BOUT will remain active until termination of the 
Burst. 

The second part consists of up to 3 nibbles. In each nibble, 
a data item is read by the CPU. The duration of each nibble 
is 2 clock cycles labeled T3 and T4. 

The Burst chain will be terminated in the following cases: 

1. The CPU has reached a 16 byte boundary i.e. the byte 
address of the current nibble is x ... x1111 (binary). 

Note: In 16·bit bus systems (see Sec. 3.4.7) the Burst chain will be terminat· 
ed by the CPU on an 8·byte boundary i.e. address x .. xlll (binary) and 
in 8-bit bus system on a 4-byie boundary i.e. address x ... xll (binary). 

2. BIN, sampled in the current nibble's last T3, is not active 
any more. (See Figure 3. 11b). 

3. Bus Error or Bus Retry occurs (see Sec. 3.4.8). 

Case 2 enables the Burst termination externally. 

Any nibble's T3 may be extended with WAIT states using 
the ROY line as described in Sec. 3.4.2. 

The control signals BOUT, STO-ST3, ODIN and BEO-BE3 
remain stable during the Burst chain. 

BOUT is initially set by the CPU according to the known bus 
width. Its state may change in a subsequent T3 as a result 
of a change in the bus width. Figure 3-12 shows the result
ing BOUT timing. 
Note: If the selected memory is capable of handling burst transfers, it 

should activate BIN regardless of the state of BOUT. 

The reason is that BOUT may be activated by the CPU afier the BIN 
sampling time. The BOUT signal indicates when the CPU is going to 
burst, and should not be interpreted as a 'Burst Request' signal. 

PHI2 [ 1 ~ ~ I--Il. - n - n --fL -
~ 

ADS [ 

RDY [ 

BWO-l [ 

BIN [ 

V 

\ 

(1) BOUT [ 

"" 
(2) BOUT [ 

Note 1: CPU deasserts BOUT. 

Note 2: CPU asserts BOUT. 

'\ / 

X 

/ 

'\ 

FIGURE 3·12. BOUT Timing Resulting from a Bus Width Change 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.3 Bus Status 

The NS32332 CPU presents four bits of Bus Status informa
tion on pins STO-ST3. The various combinations on these 
pins indicate why the CPU is performing a bus cycle, or, if it 
is idle on the bus, then why is it idle. 

Referring to Figures 3-6 and 3-7, note that Bus Status leads 
the corresponding Bus Cycle, going valid one clock cycle 
before T1, and changing to the next state at T 4. This allows 
the system designer to fully decode the Bus Status and, if 
desired, latch the decoded signals before ADS initiates the 
Bus Cycle. 

The Bus Status pins are interpreted as a four-bit value, with 
STO the least significant bit. Their values decode as follows: 

0000 - The bus is idle because the CPU does not yet 
need to perform a bus access. 

0001 - The bus is idle because the CPU is executing the 
WAIT instruction. 

0010 - (Reserved for future use.) 

0011 - The bus is idle because the CPU is waiting for a 
Slave Processor to complete an instruction. 

0100 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Master. 

The CPU is performing a Read cycle. To ac
knowledge receipt of a Non-Maskable Interrupt 
(on NMI) it will read from address FFFFFF0016, 
but will ignore any data provided. 

To acknowledge receipt of a Maskable Interrupt 
(on INT) it will read from address FFFFFF0016, 
expecting a vector number to be provided from 
the Master Interrupt Control Unit. If the vectoring 
mode selected by the last SETCFG instruction 
was Non-Vectored, then the CPU will ignore the 
value it has read and will use a default vector 
instead. See Sec. 3.4.5. 

0101 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded. 

The CPU is reading a vector number from a Cas
caded Interrupt Control Unit. The address provid-

ed is the address of ICU's Hardware Vector regis
ter. See Sec. 3.4.6. 

0110 - Ehd of Interrupt, Master. 

The CPU is performing a Read cycle to indicate 
that it is executing a Return from Interrupt (RETI) 
instruction. See Sec. 3.4.6. 

0111 - End of Interrupt, Cascaded. 

The CPU is reading from a Cascaded Interrupt 
Control Unit to indicate that it is returning 
(through RETI) from an interrupt service routine 
requested by that unit. See Sec. 3.4.6. 

1000 -

1001 -

1010 -

1011 -

1100 -

1101 -

1110 -

1111 -
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Sequential Instruction Fetch. w 
w 

The CPU is reading the next sequential word N 
I 

from the instruction stream into the Instruction ... 
0 

Queue. It will do so whenever the bus would oth- ....... 
Z erwise be idle and the queue is not already full. U'J 

Non-Sequential Instruction Fetch. W 
N 

The CPU is performing the first fetch of instruc- w 
w 

tion code after the I nstruction Queue is purged. N 
I 

This will occur as a result of any jump or branch, ... 
N 

or any interrupt or trap, or execution of certain ....... 
Z instructions. U'J 

Data Transfer. W 
N 

The CPU is reading or writing an operand of an w 
w 

instruction. N 
I ... 

Read RMW Operand. U1 

The CPU is reading an operand which will subse-
quently be modified and rewritten. If memory pro-
tection circuitry would not allow the following 
Write cycle, it must abort this cycle. 

Read for Effective Address Calculation. 

The CPU is reading information from memory in 
order to determine the Effective Address of an 
operand. This will occur whenever an instruction 
uses the Memory Relative or External addressing 
mode. 

Transfer Slave Processor Operand. 

The CPU is either transferring an instruction op-
erand to or from a Slave Processor, or it is issu-
ing the Operation Word of a Slave Processor in-
struction. See Sec. 3.9.1. 

Read Slave Processor Status. 

The CPU is reading a Status Word from a Slave 
Processor. This occurs after the Slave Processor 
has signalled completion of an instruction. The 
transferred word tells the CPU whether a trap 
should be taken, and in some instructions it pre-
sents new values for the CPU Processor Status 
Register bits N, Z, L or F. See Sec. 3.9.1. 

Broadcast Slave 10. 

The CPU is initiating the execution of a Slave 
Processor instruction. The 10 Byte (first byte of 
the instruction) is sent to all Slave Processors, 
one of which will recognize it. From this point the 
CPU is communicating with only one Slave Proc-
essor. See Sec. 3.9.1. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.4 Data Access Sequences 

The 32-bit address provided by the NS32332 is a byte ad
dress; that is, it uniquely identifies one of up to 4 billion 
eight-bit memory locations. An important feature of the 
NS32332 is that the presence of a 32-bit data bus imposes 
no restrictions on data alignment; any data item, regardless 
of size, may be placed starting at any memory address. The 
NS32332 provides special control signals. Byte Enable 
(BEO-BE3) which facilitate individual byte accessing on a 
32-bit bus . 

Memory is organized as four eight-bit banks, each bank re
ceiving the double-word address (A2-A31) in parallel. One 
bank, connected to Data Bus pins ADO-AD7 is enabled 
when BEO is low. The second bank, connected to data bus 
pins AD8-ADI5 is enabled when BEl is low. The third and 
fourth banks are enabled by BE2 and BE3, respectively. 
See Figure 3-13. 

00-031 
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FIGURE 3-13. Memory Interface 

Since operands do not need to be aligned with respect to 
the double-word bus accessed performed by the CPU, a 
given double-word access can contain one, two, three, or 
four bytes of the operand being addressed, and these bytes 
can begin at various positions, as determined by AI, AO. 
Table 3-1 lists the 10 resulting access types. 

TABLE 3-1 

Bus Access Types 
Type Bytes Accessed A1,AO BE3 BE2 BE1 BEO 

1 1 00 1 0 
2 01 1 0 
3 10 0 
4 11 0 1 1 
5 2 00 0 0 
6 2 01 1 0 0 
7 2 10 0 0 1 
8 3 00 0 0 0 
9 3 01 0 0 0 1 

10 4 00 0 0 0 0 
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Accesses of operands requiring more than one bus cycle 
are performed sequentially, with no idle T -States separating 
them. The number of bus cycles required to transfer an op
erand depends on its size and its alignment. Table 3-2 lists 
the bus cycles performed for each situation. 

3.4.4.1 Bit Accesses 

The Bit Instructions perform byte accesses to the byte con
taining the designated bit. The Test and Set Bit instruction 
(SBIT), for example, reads a byte, alters it, and rewrites it, 
having changed the contents of one bit. 

3.4.4.2 Bit Field Accesses 

An access to a Bit Field in memory always generates a Dou
ble-Word transfer at the address containing the least signifi
cant bit of the field. The Double Word is read by an Extract 
instruction; an Insert instruction reads a Double Word, modi
fies it, and rewrites it. 

3.4.4.3 Extending Multiply Accesses 

The Extending Multiply Instruction (MEl) will return a result 
which is twice the size in bytes of the operand it reads. If the 
multiplicand is in memory, the most-significant half of the 
result is written first (at the higher address), then the least
significant half. This is done in order to support retry if this 
instruction is aborted. 

3.4.5 Instruction Fetches 

Instructions for the NS32332 CPU are "prefetched"; that is, 
they are input before being needed into the next available 
entry of the twenty-byte Instruction Queue. The CPU per
forms two types of Instruction Fetch cycles: Sequential and 
Non-Sequential. These can be distinguished from each oth
er by their differing status combinations on pins STO-ST3 
(Sec. 3.4.3). 

A Sequential Fetch will be performed by the CPU whenever 
the Data Bus would otherwise be idle and the Instruction 
Queue is not currently full. Sequential Fetches are always 
type 10 Read cycles (Table 3-1). 

A Non-Sequential Fetch occurs as a result of any break in 
the normally sequential flow of a program. Any jump or 
branch instruction, a trap or an interrupt will cause the next 
Instruction Fetch cycle to be Non-Sequential. In addition, 
certain instructions flush the instruction queue, causing the 
next instruction fetch to display Non-Sequential status. Only 
the first bus cycle after a break displays Non-Sequential 
status, and that cycle depends on the destination address. 

If a non-sequential fetch is followed by additional sequential 
fetches which are burst continuation of the non-sequential 
fetch, then the Status Bus (STO-ST3) remains the same. 
Note: During instruction fetch cycles, BEQ-SEa are all active regardless of 

the alignment. 

3.4.6 Interrupt Control Cycles 

Activating the INT or NMI pin on the CPU will initiate one or 
more bus cycles whose purpose is interrupt control rather 
than the transfer of instructions or data. Execution of the 
Return from Interrupt instruction (RETI) will also cause Inter
rupt Control bus cycles. These differ from instruction or data 
transfers only in the status presented on pins STO-ST3. All 
Interrupt Control cycles are Single-byte Read cycles. 

This section describes only the Interrupt Control sequences 
associated with each interrupt and with the return from its 
service routine. 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Cycle Type Address 

A. Word at address ending with 11 

1. 4 A 0 
2. 1 A+1 

B. Double word at address ending with 01 

1. 9 A 0 
2. A+3 

C. Double word at address ending with 10 

1. 7 A 0 
2. 5 A+2 

D. Double word at address ending with 11 

1. 
2. 

4 
8 

A 
A+1 

o 

E. Quad word at address ending with 00 

1. 10 A o 

0 

0 

TABLE 3-2 

Access Sequences 

1 
0 

0 1 
0 

0 0 

Data Bus 

r~------------~----------~\ 
Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0 

I BYTE 11 BYTE 0 I +- A 

Byte 0 X X X 
X X X Byte 1 

!BYTE 3!BYTE 2! BYTE 1!BYTE 01 +- A 

Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0 X 
X X X Byte 3 

I BYTE 31 BYTE 21 BYTE 11 BYTE 01 +-A 

Byte 1 Byte 0 X X 
X X Byte 3 Byte 2 

! BYTE 31 BYTE 21 BYTE 11 BYTE 01 +- A 

Byte 0 X X X 
o 0 0 X Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 

I BYTE 7! BYTE 61 BYTE 51 BYTE 41 BYTE 31 BYTE 2! BYTE 11 BYTE 01 +- A 

o o o Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0 
Other bus cycles (instruction pre/etch or slave) can occur here. 
2. 10 A + 4 0 0 0 0 Byte 7 Byte 6 Byte 5 Byte 4 

F. Quad word at address ending with 01 I BYTE 71BYTE 61BYTE 51BYTE41BYTE 31 BYTE 21BYTE 1 I BYTE 01 +- A 

1. 
2. 

9 A 
A+3 

o o o 

Other bus cycles (instruction pre/etch or slave) can occur here. 
3. 9 A + 4 0 0 0 
4. A+7 

1 
o 

Byte 2 
X 

Byte 1 
X 

Byte 0 
X 

X 
Byte 3 

Byte 6 Byte 5 Byte 4 X 
o X X X Byte 7 

G. Quad word at address ending with 10 I BYTE 7!BYTE 61 BYTE 51 BYTE 41 BYTE 31BYTE 21BYTE 1!BYTE 01 +- A 

1. 
2. 

7 
5 

A 
A+2 

o o 1 
o o 

Byte 1 
X 

Byte 0 
X 

X 
Byte 3 

X 
Byte 2 

Other bus cycles (instruction pre/etch or slave) can occur here. 
3. 
4. 

7 
5 

A+4 
A+6 

o 

H. Quad word at address ending with 11 

1. 4 A 0 
2. 8 A+1 

o 1 Byte 5 Byte 4 X X 
o 0 X X Byte 7 Byte 6 

I BYTE 7!BYTE 61 BYTE 5!BYTE 41BYTE 31BYTE 2!BYTE 1 I BYTE 01 +- A 

1 Byte 0 X X X 
0 0 0 X Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 

Other bus cycles (instruction pre/etch or slave) can occur here. 
1. 4 A+4 0 1 1 1 Byte 4 X X X 
2. 8 A+5 0 0 0 X Byte 7 Byte 6 Byte 5 

X = Don't Care 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Cycle Status Address 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFFFF0016 

Interrupt Return 

TABLE 3-3 
Interrupt Sequences 

( 

ODIN BE3 BE2 BEl BEO Byte 3 
A. Non-Maskable Interrupt Control Sequences 

o o x 

None: Performed through Return from Trap (RETT) instruction. 
B. Non- Vectored Interrupt Control Sequences 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFFFE0016 o o x 

Interrupt Return 
1 0110 FFFFFE0016 o o x 

c. Vectored Interrupt Sequences: Non-Cascaded. 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFFFE0016 o o x 

Interrupt Return 
1 0110 FFFFFE0016 o o x 

D. Vectored Interrupt Sequences: Cascaded 

I nterrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFFFE0016 o o x 

(The CPU here uses the Cascade Index to find the Cascade Address.) 

Data Bus 

Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0 

x X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X Vector: 
Range: 0-127 

X X Vector: Same as 
in Previous In!. 
Ack. Cycle 

X X Cascade Index: 
range -16to-l 

2 0101 Cascade 0 See Note 
Address 

Vector, range 9-255; on appropriate byte of 
data bus. 

Interrupt Return 
1 0110 FFFFFE0016 o 

(The CPU here uses the Cascade Index to find the Cascade Address) 
2 0111 Cascade 0 See Note 

Address 

X = Don't Care 

o x X X 

x X X 

Cascade Index: 
Same as in 
previous In!. 
Ack.Cycle 

X 

Note: BEQ-SE3 signals will be activated according to the cascaded leu address. The cycle type can be 1, 2, 3 or 4, when reading the interrupt vector. The vector 
value can be in the range 0-255. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.7 Dynamic Bus Configuration 

The NS32332 interfaces to external data buses with 3 differ
ent widths: 8-bit, 16-bit and 32-bit. The NS32332 can switch 
from one bus width to another dynamically i.e. on a cycle by 
cycle basis. 

This feature allows the user to include in his system differ
ent bus sizes for different purposes, like 8-bit bus for boot
strap ROM and 32-bit bus for cache memory, etc. 

In each memory cycle, the bus width is determined by the 
inputs BWO and BWI. 

Four combinations exist: 

BW1 BWO 

0 0 reserved 
0 1 8-bit bus 
1 0 16-bit bus 
1 1 32-bit bus 

The dynamic bus configuration is not applicable for slave 
cycles (see Sec. 3.4.1). 

The BWO-BWI lines are sampled by the CPU in T3 with the 
falling edge of PHil (see Figure 3-14). 

T4 T1 I T2ITmmu I T3 

PHI1 [ 

PHI2 [ 

ADS [ 

ROY [ 

BWO-BW1 [ 

-+----+---~----~ 

T3 

If the bus width didn't change from the previous memory 
cycle, the CPU terminates the cycle normally. 

If the bus width of the current cycle is different from the bus 
width of the previous cycle, then two WAIT states (see Sec. 
3.4.1) must be inserted in order to let the CPU switch to the 
new width. 

The additional 2 WAIT states count from the moment BWO 
BWI change. This can be overlapped with the wait states 
due to slow memories. 

In write cycles, the appropriate data will be present on the 
appropriate data lines. The CPU presents the data during T3 
in a way that would fit any bus width. 

If the operand being written is a byte, it will be duplicated on 
the 4 bytes ADO-AD31 depending on the operand address: 

AddressAO - 1 = 

T3 T4 

00 
01 
10 
11 

XX 
XX 
XX 
OP 

xx 
XX 
OP 
XX 

T1 I T2ITmmu I T3 

XX 
OP 
XX 
OP 

OP 
OP 
OP 
OP 

TL/EE/8673-23 

FIGURE 3-14. Bus width changes. Two wait states are required after the signals BWO-BW1 change. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

If the operand being written is a word, 4 cases exist. The 
operand address can be x ... xOO (binary) or x ... xOl (binary) or 
x ... xl0 or x ... xll (binary). 

See the duplications for each case: 

OPERAND STARTS HERE ----. 

11 10 01 DO 

"T - - -.----+--r---.----. 
I OP 
: HIGH 
~-- -,'--_ ....... - ....... _ ....... _ ........ 

A1 AD 11 10 01 DO 

TLlEE/8673-25 

OPERANO STARTS HERE 

OP 
LOW 1 

T---r---,----r--~--~ 

I OP 
I HIGH 2 

~---'---........ --'---....... - ........ 

T - - j- - -'r--,--t--,---, 
I OP I OP 
I HIGH 2 I HIGH 1 

..L. __ J. ___ ...... _ ....... __ -'-_--'_--' 

T - - "T - - T - - - ..-----if-----r----.-----. 
IOPIOPIOP 
I HIGH 2 I HIGH 1 I LOW 2 J. __ ..L __ ..L ___ '--_-'-__ ...... _-'-_....J 

A1 AO 11 10 01 DO 

TL/EE/8673-26 

If the operand being written is a double word 4 cases exist: 
The operand address can be x ... xOO (binary) or x ... xOl (bina
ry) or x ... xl 0 (binary) or x ... xll (binary). 

See the duplications for each case: 

Note that the organization of the operand described applies 
to the initial part of the operand cycle. For instance, if the 
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CPU writes a double word operand to a 16-bit bus and the 
operand address is x ... xll (binary) it needs three memory 
cycles. 

The description above applies to the first cycle. In the other 
2 memory cycles belonging to the same operand, the data 
will be presented on the data bus lines to fit 16-bit bus width 
and take into account the operand length. 

Example: 

The CPU has to write a double word DDCCBBAA to address 
HEX 987653 which is in a 16-bit bus area. In the first cycle, 
the CPU does not know the width until T3 so it generates a 
cycle to address 987653 which activates the BE3 line and 
puts on the data bus AA XX AA AA (X = don't care). After 
this cycle, the CPU knows it has a 16-bit bus and it gener
ates a cycle to address 987654 which activates the BEO, 
BEl and BE2 lines and puts on the data bus XX XX CC BB. 
The last cycle will address 987656, activate BE2, and put on 
the data bus XX XX XX DD. The BEO-BE3 lines are always 
activated as if the bus is 32-bit wide, regardless of BWO
BWI state. 

The CPU does not support a change of the bus width during 
a sequence of several memory references belonging to the 
same operand e.g. nonaligned double word. In other words, 
any operand should not be split between two memory 
spaces having different bus widths. 

Instruction Fetches do not fall in this category and an In
struction Fetch can have its own bus width regardless of the 
bus width in the previous cycle. 

3.4.8 Bus Exceptions 

Any bus cycle may have a bus error during its execution. 
The error may be corrected during the current cycle or may 
be incorrectable. The NS32332 can handle both types of 
errors by means of BUS RETRY and BUS ERROR. 

3.4.8.1 Bus Retry 

If a bus error can be corrected, the CPU may be requested 
to repeat the erronous bus cycle. The request is done by 
asserting the BRT (Bus Retry) signal. 

The CPU response to Bus Retry depends on the cycle type: 

Instruction Fetch Cycle-If the RETRY occurs during an 
instruction fetch, the fetch cycle will be retried as soon as 
possible. If the RETRY is requested during a burst chain, 
the burst is stopped and the fetch is retried. The only delay 
in retrying the instruction fetch may result from pending op
erand requests (and, of course, from hold or wait requests). 

Operand Read Cycle-If the RETRY occurs on an operand 
read, the bus cycle is immediately repeated. If the data read 
is "multiple" e.g. non-aligned, only the problematic part will 
be repeated. For instance, if the cycle is a non-aligned dou
ble word and the second half failed, only the second part 
will be repeated. The same applies for a RETRY occurring 
during a burst chain. The repeated cycle will begin where 
the read operand failed (rather than the first address of the 
burst) and will finish the original burst. 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Operand Write Cycle-If the RETRY occurs on a write. the 
bus cycle is immediately repeated. If the operand write is 
"multiple" e.g. non-aligned. only the problematic part will be 
repeated. For instance. if the cycle is a non-aligned double 
word and the second half failed. only the second part will be 
repeated. 

A Bus Retry is requested by activating the BRT line (see 
Figure 3-15). BRT is sampled by the CPU during T3 on the 
falling edge of PHI1. If BRT is not active. the cycle will be 
terminated in a regular way. If BRT is active. BRT will be 
sampled again during T4 on the falling edge of PHI1. If BRT 
is not active. the cycle will be terminated in a regular way. If 
BRT is active. T 4 will be followed by an idle state and 

T4 T1 I T2ITmmu I 

PHI2 [ 

the cycle will be repeated. i.e. a new T 4 for setting the 
Status Bus and issuing STS and then T1 through T 4 will be 
performed. 

Although the decision about Retry is taken by the CPU on 
T 4. BRT must have an early activation in T3 as described 
above in order to prevent the internal pipeline to advance. 
Holding the pipeline allows the repeated cycle to override 
the original one. If BRT is activated only in T3 and not in T 4. 
there might be one cycle penalty in the performance of the 
execution unit in operand read cycles. 

Retry is applicable for regular memory cycles and burst cy
cles. but not for Slave cycles. 

T3 T4 I Ti OR T1 I 

TL/EE/8673-27 

(a) Bus Cycle Not Retried 

T4 

PHI 2 [ 

T1 I T2ITmmu I T3 T4 Ti 

(b) Bus Cycle Retried 

FIGURE 3-15. Bus Cycle Retry 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.8.2 Bus Error 

If a Bus Error is incorrectable the CPU may be requested to 
abort the current process and branch to an appropriate rou· 
tine to handle the error. The request is performed by activat· 
ing the BER signal. 

BER is sampled by the CPU during T4 on the falling edge of 
PHI1. If BER is active the bus will go to Tidle after T4 and 
the CPU will jump to the Bus Error handler (see Sec. 3.8). 

The CPU response to Bus Error depends on the cycle type: 

Instruction Fetch Cycle_If the bus error occurs on an 
instruction fetch, additional fetches are inhibited including 
the one which failed. If, after inhibiting instruction fetches, 
some operand cycles are still pending within the CPU, they 
are executed normally, delaying the access to the bus error 
exception. If and when the internal instruction queue be· 
comes empty, the CPU will enter the BUS ERROR excep· 
tion. This arrangement enables the CPU to ignore bus errors 
which belong to fetch ahead cycles if these fetches are not 
to be used as a result of a jump. 

Operand Read Cycle_If the bus error occurs on an oper· 
and read, the bus error is immediately accepted, and the 
CPU enters the BUS ERROR exception. 

T4 T1 I T2ITmmu I T3 

PHil [ 

PHI 2 [ 

ADS [ 

Operand Write Cycle_If the bus error occurs on an oper· 
and write, the exception is immediately accepted. 
Note 1: When a bus error occurs, the instruction that caused the error is 

generally not re·executable. 

The process that was being executed should either be aborted or 
should be restarted from the last checkpoint. 

Note 2: Bus error has top priority and is accepted even during the acknowl
edge sequence of another CPU exception (i.e. Abort, Interrupt, etc.). 

It is the responsibility of the user software to detect such an occur
ence and to take the appropriate corrective actions. 

3.4.8.3 Fatal Bus Error 

As previously mentioned, the CPU response to a bus error is 
to interrupt the current activity and enter the error routine. 

An exception to this rule occurs when a bus error is sig' 
nailed to the CPU during the acknowledge of a previous bus 
error. In this case the second error is interpreted by the CPU 
as a fatal bus error. 

The CPU will respond to this event by halting execution and 
floating ADS, BEO-BE3, DDIN, STS and ADO-AD31. 

The Halt condition is indicated by the setting of STO-ST3 to 
zero and by the assertion of MC/EXS. 

The CPU can exit this condition only through a hardware 
reset. 

T4 Ti Ti 

TL/EE/8673-30 

FIGURE 3-16. Bus Error During Read or Write Cycle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.9 Slave Processor Communication 

The SPC pin is used as the data strobe for Slave Processor 
transfers. In this role, it is referred to as Slave Processor 
Control (SPC). In a Slave Processor bus cycle, data is trans
ferred on the Data Bus and the status lines (STO-ST3) are 
monitored by each Slave Processor in order to determine 
the type of transfer being performed. SPC is bidirectional, 
but is driven by the CPU during all Slave Processor bus 
cycles. See Sec. 3.9 for full protocol sequences. 

PREVo CYCLE 

I T40rTi 

PHil [ 

PHI 2 [ 

ADO·AD31 [ ~~L..e;.L.o~+'1 

STO·513 [ 

ADS [ 

T1 

/1 "-
ADO-AD31 Iv 

DO-D31 

Ar/SPC 
v 

SPC 

NS32332 SLAVE 

CPU PROCESSOR 

STO-ST3 STO-ST3 

TL/EE/8673-31 

FIGURE 3-17. Slave Processor Connections 

NEXT CYCLE 

T4 Tl0R Ti I 

Notes: TLlEE/8673-32 

(1) CPU samples Data Bus here. 

(2) Slave Processor samples CPU Status here. 

FIGURE 3-18. CPU Read from Slave Processor 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.9.1 Slave Processor Bus Cycles 

A Slave Processor bus cycle always takes exactly two clock 
cycles, labeled T1 and T4 (see Figures 3-18 and 3-19). Dur
ing a Read cycle, SPC is activated at T1, data is sampled at 
T4, and SPC is removed. The Cycle Status pins lead the 
cycle by one clock period, and are sampled at the leading 
edge of SPC. During a Write cycle, the CPU applies data 
and activates SPC at T1, removing SPC at T4. The Slave 
Processor latches status on the leading edge of SPC and 
latches data on the trailing edge. 

The CPU does not pulse the address (ADS) and status 
(STS) strobes during a slave protocol. The direction of a 
transfer is determined by the sequence ("protocol") estab
lished by the instruction under execution; but the CPU indi
cates the direction on the DDIN pin for hardware debugging 
purposes. 

3.4.9.2 Slave Operand Transfer Sequences 
A Slave Processor operand is transferred in one or more 
slave operand cycles. The NS32332 supports two slave 
protocols which can be selected by the configuration regis
ter (CFG). 

PREVo CYCLE 

T40RTi 

PHI1 [ 

SPC [ 

ADO-AD31 [ 

STO-ST3 [ 

STS [ 

ADS [ 

DoiN [ 

Note: 

(1) Arrows indicate pOints at which the Slave Processor samples. 

T1 

1. The regular Slave protocol is fully compatible with 
NS32032, NS32016 and NS32008 slave protocols. 

In this protocol the NS32332 uses only the two least sig
nificant bytes of the data bus for slave cycles. This allows 
the NS32332 CPU to work with the current slaves (like 
NS32082, NS32081 etc.) 

A byte operand is transferred on the least significant byte 
of the data bus (ADO-AD15). 

A double word is transferred in a consecutive pair of bus 
cycles least significant word first. A quadword is trans
ferred in two pairs of slave cycles . 

2. The fast slave protocol is unique to the NS32332 CPU. In 
this protocol the NS32332 uses the full width of the data 
bus (ADO-AD31) for slave cycles. 

A byte operand is transferred on the least significant byte 
of the data bus (ADO-AD7), a word operand is trans
ferred on bits ADO-AD15 and a double word operand is 
transferred on bits ADO-AD31. A quad word is trans
ferred in two pairs of slave cycles with other bus cycles 
possibly occurring between them. 

T4 

NEXT CYCLE 

T1 ORTi I 

TL/EE/8673-33 

FIGURE 3·19. CPU Write to Slave Processor 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.5 MEMORY MANAGEMENT OPTION 

The NS32332 CPU, in conjunction with the Memory Man
agement Unit (MMU), provides full support for address 
translation, memory protection, and memory allocation 
techniques up to and including Virtual Memory. 

When an MMU is used, the states T2 and TMMU are over
lapped. During this time the CPU places ADO-AD31 into the 
TRI-STATE mode, allowing the MMU to assert the translat
ed address and issue the physical address strobe PAV. Fig
ure 3-20 shows the Bus Cycle timing with address transla
tion. 
Note 1: If an NS32382 MMU is used, the bus lines ADO-A031 can be used 

during T2 by the CPU to output data during write cycles. since the 
NS32382 uses a separate physical address bus-this data timing 
can be selected by forcing 5T /SDONE low during reset as shown in 
Figure 8-2 in Appendix B. 

l5T ISDONE must be forced high during reset if an NS32082 MMU is 
used since, in this case, no separate physical address bus is provid
ed. 

Note 2: If an NS32082 MMU is used, in order for it to operate properly, it 
must be set to the 32-8it mode by forcing a A24/HBF low during 
reset. In this mode the bus lines AD16-AD24 are floated after the 
MMU address has been latched, since they are used by the CPU to 
transfer data. 

3.5.1 The FL T (Float) Pin 

The FL T signal is used by the CPU for address translation 
support. Activating FL T during Tmmu causes the CPU to 
wait longer than Tmmu for address translation and valida
tion. This feature is used occasionally by the MMU in order 
to update its Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) from page 
tables in memory, or to update certain status bits within 
them. 

Figure 3-21 shows the effect of FL T. Upon sampling FL T 
low, late in Tmmu, the CPU enters idle T-States (Tf) during 
which it: 

1) Sets ADO-AD31, and DDIN to the TRI-STATE condition 
("floating") . 

2) Suspends further internal processing of the current in
struction. This ensures that the current instruction re
mains abortable with retry. (See RST / ABT description.) 

The above conditions remain in effect until FL T again goes 
high. See Sec. 4. 

3.5.2 Aborting Bus Cycles 

The RST / ABT pin, apart from its Reset function (Sec. 3.3), 
also serves as the means to "abort", or cancel, a bus cycle 
and the instruction, if any, which initiated it. An Abort re
quest is distinguished from a Reset in that the RST / ABT pin 
is held active for only one clock cycle. 

If RST / ABT is pulled low during Tmmu or n, this Signals 
that the cycle must be aborted. Since it is the MMU PAV 
signal which triggers a physical cycle, the rest of the system 
remains unaware that a cycle was started. 

The MMU will abort a bus cycle for either of two reasons: 

1) The CPU is attempting to access a virtual address which 
is not currently resident in physical memory. The refer
enced page must be brought into physical memory from 
mass storage to make it accessible to the CPU. 

2) The CPU is attempting to perform an access which is not 
allowed by the protection level assigned to that page. 

When a bus cycle is aborted by the MMU, the instruction 
that caused it to occur is also aborted in such a manner that 
it is guaranteed re-executable later. 
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Tl T2ITmmu T3 T4 

PHil [ 

AOO-A031 [ 

AOS[ 

PAV[ 

BEO-BE3 [ 
~ ____ ~ __ ~-+ __ ~-J 

ROY [ 

~----~--...I 

RO[ 

T1 OR Ti 

TLlEE/8673-87 

FIGURE 3-20. Read (Write) Cycle with 
Address Translation 

3.5.2.1 The Abort Interrupt 

Upon aborting an instruction, the CPU immediately performs 
an interrupt through the ABT vector in the Interrupt Table 
(see Sec. 3.8). The Return Address pushed on the Interrupt 
Stack is the address of the aborted instruction, so that a 
Return from Trap (RETT) instruction will automatically retry 
it. 
The one exception to this sequence occurs if the aborted 
bus cycle was an instruction prefetch. If so, it is not yet 
certain that the aborted prefetched code is to be executed. 
Instead of causing an interrupt, the CPU only aborts the bus 
cycle, and stops prefetching. If the information in the In
struction Queue runs out, meaning that the instruction will 
actually be executed, the ABT interrupt will occur, in effect 
aborting the instruction that was being fetched. 

3.5.2.2 Hardware Considerations 

In order to guarantee instruction retry, certain rules must be 
followed in applying an Abort to the CPU. These rules are 
followed by the Memory Management Unit. 

1) If FL T has not been applied to the CPU, the Abort pulse 
must occur during Tmmu. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

2) If FL T has been applied to the CPU, the Abort pulse must 
be applied before the T-State in which FL T goes inactive. 
The CPU will not actually respond to the Abort command 
until FLT is removed. 

3) The Write half of a Read-Modify-Write operand access 
may not be aborted. The CPU guarantees that this will 
never be necessary for Memory Management functions 
by applying a special RMW status (Status Code 1011) 
during the Read half of the access. When the CPU pres
ents RMW status, that cycle must be aborted if it would 
be illegal to write to any of the accessed addresses. 

Tl I T2ITmmu I TI 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

ADO-AD31' [ 

ADS [ 

FlT [ 

STO·STJ· [ VALID 

ODIN [ VALID 

BEO_BE3 [ VALID 

If RST / ABT is pulsed at any time other than as indicated 
above, it will abort either the instruction currently under exe
cution or the next instruction and will act as a very high-pri
ority interrupt. However, the program that was running at the 
time is not guaranteed recoverable. 

3.6 BUS ACCESS CONTROL 

The NS32332 CPU has the capability of relinquishing its 
access to the bus upon request from a DMA device or an
other CPU. This capability is implemented on the HOLD 
(Hold Request) and HLDA (Hold Acknowledge) pins. Byas
serting HOLD low, an external device requests access to 
the bus. On receipt of HLDA from the CPU, the device may 
perform bus cycles, as the CPU at this pOint has set the 

TI ···1 TI I T31 

r-fLfL-[ 

VALID 

VALID 

'See MMU data sheet lor details on physical address timing and MMU initiated Bus cycles. TL/EE/8673-34 

FIGURE 3·21. FLT Timing 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

ADO-AD31, ADS, DDIN and BEO-BE3 pins to the TRI
STATE condition. To return control of the bus to the CPU, 
the device sets HOLD inactive, and the CPU acknowledges 
return of the bus by setting HLDA inactive. 

How quickly the CPU releases the bus depends on whether 
it is idle on the bus at the time the HOLD request is made, 
as the CPU must always complete the current bus cycle. 
Figure 3-22 shows the timing sequence when the CPU is 
idle. In this case, the CPU grants the bus during the immedi
ately following clock cycle. Figure 3-23 shows the sequence 
if the CPU is using the bus at the time that the HOLD re-

I T; I Ti I· 
PHll[iLnJ 

PHI2 [ 

H5L0[ 

HLDA [ 

ADS [ 

quest is made. If the request is made during or before the 
clock cycle shown (two clock cycles before T4), the CPU 
will release the bus during the clock cycle following T4. If 
the request occurs closer to T4, the CPU may already have 
decided to initiate another bus cycle. In that case it will not 
grant the bus until after the next T 4 state. Note that this 
situation will also occur if the CPU is idle on the bus but has 
initiated a bus cycle internally. 

In a Memory-Managed system, the HLDA signal is connect
ed in a daisy-chain through the MMU, so that the MMU can 
release the bus if it is using it. 

Ti Ti 

AFFECTED SIGNALS 

ODIN [ -·~r--------

BEO-BE3 [ -i----+----+J 

TL/EE/8673-35 

FIGURE 3·22_ HOLD Timing, Bus Initially Idle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.7 INSTRUCTION STATUS 

In addition to the four bits of Bus Cycle status (STO-ST3), 
the NS32332 CPU also presents Instruction Status informa
tion on three separate pins. These pins differ from STO
ST3 in that they are synchronous to the CPU's internal in
struction execution section rather than to its bus interface 
section. 

PFS (Program Flow Status) is pulsed low as each instruction 
begins execution. It is intended for debugging purposes. 

U/S originates from the U bit of the Processor Status Regis
ter, and indicates whether the CPU is currently running in 
User or Supervisor mode. It is sampled by the MMU for 

I T20RT3 I T3 T4 Ti 

PHI2 [ 

HOLD [ 

HLDA[ 

mapping, protection, and debugging purposes. U/S line is 
updated every T 4. 

ILO (Interlocked Operation) is activated during an SBITI (Set 
Bit, Interlocked) or CBITI (Clear Bit, Interlocked) instruction. 
It is made available to external bus arbitration Circuitry in 
order to allow these instructions to implement the sema
phore primitive operations for multi-processor communica
tion and resource sharing. 

While ILO is active, the CPU inhibits instruction fetches. In 
order to prevent MMU cycles during ILO, the CPU executes 
a dummy Read cycle with status code 1011 (RMW) prior to 
activating ILO. Thereafter, ILO is activated and the Read is 
performed again but with status code 1010 (operand trans
fer). Refer to Figure 3-24. 

Ti TI 

AFFECTED SIGNALS 

--- ~r-------

ODIN [ -+ ____ f-_V_A_L_ID_+-___ -¥ ~~--- ---- - - --

BEO-BE3 [ -+ ____ f-_V_AL_I_D_+-___ -¥ 1r-- ---- -----

1r---

TL/EE/8673-36 

FIGURE 3-23. HOLD Timing, Bus Initially Not Idle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

MC/EXS (Multiple Cycle/Exception Status) is activated dur
ing the access of the first part of an operand that crosses a 
double-word address boundary. The activation of this signal 
is independent of the selected bus width. Its timing is shown 
in Figure 3-25. The MMU or other external circuitry can use 
it as an early indication of a CPU access to an operand that 
crosses a page boundary. 

T4 T1 I T2ITmmu I T3 T4 Ti 

PHI 2 [ 

ODIN [ 

lLO[ 

MC/EXS is also activated during the first non-sequential in
struction fetch (status code 1001) following an abort, and 
when the CPU enters the idle state (Status Code 0000) fol
lowing a fatal bus error. 

Ti T1 I T2ITmmu I T3 T4 Ti 

TL/EE/8673-37 

FIGURE 3-24. ILO Timing 

T4 T1 T2 T3 T4 Tl T1 T3 T4 Tl 

PHil [ 

PHI2 

SECOND HALF 

I 
TLlEE/8673-38 

FIGURE 3-25_ Non-aligned Write Cycle-MC/EXS Timing 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.8 NS32332 INTERRUPT STRUCTURE 

INT, on which maskable interrupts may be requested, 

NMI, on which non-maskable interrupts may be request
ed, and 

RST / ABT, which may be used to abort a bus cycle and 
any associated instruction. See Sec. 3.5.2. 

In addition there is a set of internally-generated "traps" 
which cause interrupt service to be performed as a result 
either of exceptional conditions (e.g., attempted division by 
zero) or of specific instructions whose purpose is to cause a 
trap to occur (e.g., the Supervisor Call instruction) . 

3.8.1 General Interrupt/Trap Sequence 

Upon receipt of an interrupt or trap request, the CPU goes 
through four major steps: 

1) Adjustment of Registers. 

Depending on the source of the interrupt or trap, the CPU 
may restore and/or adjust the contents of the Program 

'"'" 
MEMORY ~ 

1"1'" 

/ CASCADE ADDR 0 

• CASCADE TABLE ;. · ~~ 

I~"~~'~ 
• 

CASCADE ADDR 14 

CASCADE ADDR 15 

FIXED INTERRUPTS 

AND TRAPS 

Counter (PC), the Processor Status Register (PSR) and 
the currently-selected Stack Pointer (SP). A copy of the 
PSR is made, and the PSR is then set to reflect Supervi
sor Mode and selection of the Interrupt Stack . 

2) Saving Processor Status . 

The PSR copy is pushed onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-
bit quantity. 

3) Vector Acquisition. 

A Vector is either obtained from the Data Bus or is sup
plied by default. 

4) Service Call. 

The Vector is used as an index into the Interrupt Dispatch 
Table, whose base address is taken from the CPU Inter
rupt Base (INTBASE) Register. See Figure 3-26. A 32-bit 
External Procedure Descriptor is read from the table en
try, and an Ex1ernal Procedure Call is performed using it. 
The MOD Register (16 bits) and Program Counter (32 
bits) are pushed on the Interrupt Stack. 

1'~1 01"' 
0 NVI NON-VECTORED INTERRUPT 

1 NMI NON-MASKABLE INTERRUPT 

2 ABT ABORT 

3 SLAVE SLAVE PROCESSOR TRAP 

4 ILL I LLEGAL OPERATION TRAP 

5 SVC SUPERVISOR CALL TRAP REGISTER I 1 
VECTORED i DISPATCH TABLE 

6 DVZ DIVIDE BY ZERO TRAP 

r INTERRUPTS 1: 7 FLG FLAG TRAP 

8 BPT BREAKPOINT TRAP 

9 TRC TRACE TRAP 

10 UND UNDEFINED INSTRUCT10N TRAP 

11 RESERVED 

12 BER BUS ERROR TRAP 

13-15 RESERVED ~ 
16 VECTORED 1 INTERRUPTS 

d ... 

TL/EE/8673-39 

FIGURE 3-26. Interrupt Dispatch Table 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

This process is illustrated in Figure 3-27, from the viewpoint 
of the programmer. 

Full sequences of events in processing interrupts and traps 
may be found as follows: 

I RETURN ADDRESS I (PUSH) 

I 

I STATUS I MODULE I 
I (PUSH) 

PSR MOD 

INTBASE REGISTER 

DESCRIPTOR 

Interrupt on INT or NMI pin: 

Abort Interrupt: 

Traps (except Trace): 

Trace Trap: 

INTERRUPT 

STACK 

r-------- ------, 
I I 
I I 
i CASCADE TABLE i 
I I 
i I 

DISPATCH 

TABLE 

DESCRIPTOR (32 BITS) 

I" OF;:E-T---~·-tl-·~--M-O:~-l-E---·-I 

MODULE TABLE 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 
r 

) 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 
32 

STATIC BASE POINTER -~ 

LINK BASE POINTER 

+ PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

PROGRAM COUNTER SBREGISTER 

32 BITS 

32 BITS 

ENTRY POINT ADDRESS +- NEW STATIC BASE 

FIGURE 3-27. Interrupt/Trap Service Routine Calling Sequence 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.8.2 Interrupt/Trap Return 

To return control to an interrupted program, one of two in
structions is used. The RETT (Return from Trap) instruction 
(Figure 3-28) restores the PSR, MOD, PC and SB registers 
to their previous contents and, since traps are often used 
deliberately as a call mechanism for Supervisor Mode pro
cedures, it also discards a specified number of bytes from 
the original stack as surplus parameter space. RED is used 
to return from any trap or interrupt except the Maskable 
Interrupt. For this, the RETI (Return from Interrupt) instruc
tion is used, which also informs any external Interrupt Con
trol Units that interrupt service has completed. Since inter
rupts are generally asynchronous external events, RETI 
does not pop parameters. See Figure 3-29. 

3.8.3 Maskable Interrupts (The INT Pin) 

The INT pin is a level-sensitive input. A continuous low level 
is allowed for generating multiple interrupt requests. The in-

PROGRAM COUNTER 

put is maskable, and is therefore enabled to generate inter
rupt requests only while the Processor Status Register I bit 
is set. The I bit is automatically cleared during service of an 
INT, NMI or Abort request, and is restored to its original 
setting upon return from the interrupt service routine via the 
RETT or RETI instruction. 

The INT pin may be configured via the SETCFG instruction 
as either Non-Vectored (CFG Register bit I = C) or Vec
tored (bit I = 1). 

3_8.3.1 Non-Vectored Mode 

In the Non-Vectored mode, an interrupt request on the INT 
pin will cause an Interrupt Acknowledge bus cycle, but the 
CPU will ignore any value read from the bus and use instead 
a default vector of zero. This mode is useful for small sys
tems in which hardware interrupt prioritization is unneces
sary. 

I RETURN ADDRESS -I 
I STATUS I MODULE +-

(POP) } 

, __ (_PO_P_) ___ ---J~~=----------t} : ::: 
PSR MOD 

MODULE T~BLE ENTRY 

STATIC BASE POINTER - _____ 

LINK BASE POINTER 

PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

SB REGISTER 

STATIC BASE + 
I n 

BYTES 

INTERRUPT 
STACK 

MODULE 
TABLE 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

PARAMETERS 

STACK SELECTED 
IN NEWLY

POPPEDPSR. 

POP AND 
DISCARD 

TLlEE/8673-42 

FIGURE 3-28. Return from Trap (RETT n) Instruction Flow 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

"END OF INTERRUPT" 

BUS CYCLE 

PROGRAM COUNTER 
(POP) 

RETURN ADDRESS 

INTERRUPT 
CONTROL 

UNIT 

I (POP) 
STATUS MODULE --t----------lf-

PSR MOD 

t 
MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

STATIC BASE POINTER 

liNK BASE POINTER 

PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

STATIC BASE 

SBREGISTER 

INTERRUPT 
STACK 

MODULE 
TABLE 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

) 

FIGURE 3·29. Return from Interrupt (RETI) Instruction Flow 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.8.3.2 Vectored Mode: Non-Cascaded Case 

In the Vectored mode, the CPU uses an Interrupt Control 
Unit (ICU) to prioritize many interrupt requests. Upon receipt 
of an interrupt request on the I NT pin, the CPU performs an 
"Interrupt Acknowledge, Master" bus cycle (Sec. 3.4.3) 
reading a vector value from the low-order byte of the Data 
Bus. This vector is then used as an index into the Dispatch 
Table in order to find the External Procedure Descriptor for 
the proper interrupt service procedure. The service proce
dure eventually returns via the Return from Interrupt (RETI) 
instruction, which performs an End of Interrupt bus cycle, 
informing the ICU that it may re-prioritize any interrupt re
quests still pending. The ICU provides the vector number 
again, which the CPU uses to determine whether it needs 
also to inform a Cascaded ICU (see below). 

In a system with only one ICU (16 levels of interrupt), the 
vectors provided must be in the range of 0 through 127; that 
is, they must be positive numbers in eight bits. By providing 
a negative vector number, an ICU flags the interrupt source 
as being a Cascaded ICU (see below). 

3.8.3.3 Vectored Mode: Cascaded Case 

In order to allow more levels of interrupt, provision is made 
in the CPU to transparently support cascading. Note that 
the Interrupt output from a Cascaded ICU goes to an Inter
rupt Request input of the Master ICU, which is the only ICU 
which drives the CPU INT pin. Refer to the ICU data sheet 
for details. 

In a system which uses cascading, two tasks must be per
formed upon initialization: 

1) For each Cascaded ICU in the system, the Master ICU 
must be informed of the line number on which it receives 
the cascaded requests. 

2) A Cascade Table must be established in memory. The 
Cascade Table is located in a NEGATIVE direction from 
the location indicated by the CPU Interrupt Base (INT
BASE) Register. Its entries are 32-bit addresses, pOinting 
to the Vector Registers of each of up to 16 Cascaded 
ICUs. 

Figure 3-26 illustrates the position of the Cascade Table. To 
find the Cascade Table entry for a Cascaded ICU, take its 
Master ICU line number (0 to 15) and subtract 16 from it, 
giving an index in the range -16 to -1. Multiply this value 
by 4, and add the resulting negative number to the contents 
of the INTBASE Register. The 32-bit entry at this address 
must be set to the address of the Hardware Vector Register 
of the Cascaded ICU. This is referred to as the "Cascade 
Address." 

Upon receipt of an interrupt request from a Cascaded ICU, 
the Master ICU interrupts the CPU and provides the nega
tive Cascade Table index instead of a (positive) vector num
ber. The CPU, seeing the negative value, uses it as an index 
into the Cascade Table and reads the Cascade Address 
from the referenced entry. Applying this address, the CPU 
performs an "Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded" bus cycle 
(Sec. 3.4.3), reading the final vector value. This vector is 
interpreted by the CPU as an unsigned byte, and can there
fore be in the range of 0 through 255. 

In returning from a Cascaded interrupt, the service proce
dure executes the Return from Interrupt (RETI) instruction, 
as it would for any Maskable Interrupt. The CPU performs 
an "End of Interrupt, Master" bus cycle (Sec. 3.4.3), where
upon the Master ICU again provides the negative Cascade 
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Table index. The CPU, seeing a negative value, uses it to 
find the corresponding Cascade Address from the Cascade 
Table. Applying this address, it performs an "End of Inter
rupt, Cascaded" bus cycle (Sec. 3.4.3), informing the Cas
caded ICU of the completion of the service routine. The byte 
read from the Cascaded ICU is discarded. 
Note: If an interrupt must be masked off, the CPU can do so by setting the 

corresponding bit in the interrupt mask register of the interrupt con~ 
troller. 

However, if an interrupt is set pending during the CPU instruction that 
masks off that interrupt, the CPU may still perform an interrupt ac
knowledge cycle following that instruction since it might have sampled 
the tNT line before the leu deasserted it. This could cause the leu to 
provide an invalid vector. To avoid this problem the above operation 
should be performed with the CPU interrupt disabled. 

3.8.4 Non-Maskable Interrupt (The NMI Pin) 

The Non-Maskable Interrupt is triggered whenever a falling 
edge is detected on the NMI pin. The CPU performs an 
"Interrupt Acknowledge, Master" bus cycle (Sec. 3.4.3) 
when processing of this interrupt actually begins. The Inter
rupt Acknowledge cycle differs from that provided for Mask
able Interrupts in that the address presented is 
FFFFFF0016. The vector value used for the Non-Maskable 
Interrupt is taken as 1, regardless of the value read from the 
bus. 

The service procedure returns from the Non-Maskable In
terrupt using the Return from Trap (RETT) instruction. No 
special bus cycles occur on return. 

For the full sequence of events in processing the Non
Maskable Interrupt, see Sec. 3.8.7.1. 

3.8_5 Traps 

A trap is an internally-generated interrupt request caused as 
a direct and immediate result of the execution of an instruc
tion. The Return Address pushed by any trap except Trap 
(TRC) is the address of the first byte of the instruction during 
which the trap occurred. Traps do not disable interrupts, as 
they are not associated with external events. Traps recog
nized by the NS32332 CPU are: 

Trap (SLAVE): An exceptional condition was detected by 
the Floating Point Unit or another Slave Processor during 
the execution of a Slave Instruction. This trap is requested 
via the Status Word returned as part of the Slave Processor 
Protocol (Sec. 3.9.1). 

Trap (ILL): Illegal operation. A privileged operation was at
tempted while the CPU was in User Mode (PSR bit U = 1). 

Trap (SVC): The Supervisor Call (SVC) instruction was exe
cuted. 

Trap (DVZ): An attempt was made to divide an integer by 
zero. (The FPU trap is used for Floating Point division by 
zero.) 

Trap (FLG): The FLAG instruction detected a "1" in the 
CPU PSR F bit. 

Trap (BPT): The Breakpoint (BPT) instruction was execut
ed. 

Trap (TRC): The instruction just completed is being traced. 
See below. 

Trap (UNO): An undefined opcode was encountered by the 
CPU. 

Trap (BER): A bus error condition was encountered. 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

A special case is the Trace Trap (TRC), which is enabled by 
setting the T bit in the Processor Status Register (PSR). At 
the beginning of each instruction, the T bit is copied into the 
PSR P (Trace "Pending") bit. If the P bit is set at the end of 
an instruction, then the Trace Trap is activated. If any other 
trap or interrupt request is made during a traced instruction, 
its entire service procedure is allowed to complete before 
the Trace Trap occurs. Each interrupt and trap sequence 
handles the P bit for proper tracing, guaranteeing one and 
only one Trace Trap per instruction, and guaranteeing that 
the Return Address pushed during a Trace Trap is always 
the address of the next instruction to be traced. 
Note: A slight difference exists between the NS32332 and previous Series 

32000 CPUs when tracing is enabled. 

The NS32332 always clears the P bit in the PSR before pushing the 
PSR on the stack. Previous CPUs do not clear it when a trap (ILL) 
occurs. 

The result is that an instruction that causes a trap (ILL) exception is 
traced by previous Series 32000 CPUs, but is never traced by the 
NS32332. 

3.B.6 Prioritization 

The NS32332 CPU internally prioritizes simultaneous inter
rupt and trap requests as follows: 

1) Traps other than Trace (Highest priority) 

2) Abort 

3) Bus Error 

4) Non-Maskable Interrupt 

5) Maskable Interrupts 

6) Trace Trap (Lowest priority) 

3.B.7 Interrupt/Trap Sequences: Detailed Flow 

For purposes of the following detailed discussion of inter
rupt and trap service sequences, a single sequence called 
"Service" is defined in Figure 3-30. Upon detecting any in
terrupt request or trap condition, the CPU first performs a 
sequence dependent upon the type of interrupt or trap. This 
sequence will include pushing the Processor Status Regis
ter and establishing a Vector and a Return Address. The 
CPU then performs the Service sequence. 

For the sequence followed in proceSSing either Maskable or 
Non-Maskable interrupts (on the INT or NMI pins, respec
tively), see Sec. 3.B.7.1 For Abort Interrupts, see Sec. 
3.B.7.4. For the Trace Trap, see Sec. 3.B.7.3, and for all 
other traps see Sec. 3.B.7.2. 

3.B.7.1 MaskablelNon-Maskable Interrupt Sequence 

This sequence is performed by the CPU when the NMI pin 
receives a falling edge, or the INT pin becomes active with 
the PSR I bit set. The interrupt sequence begins either at 
the next instruction boundary or, in the case of the String 
instructions, at the next interruptible point during its execu
tion. 

1. If a String instruction was interrupted and not yet com
pleted: 

a. Clear the Processor Status Register P bit. 

b. Set "Return Address" to the address of the first byte of 
the interrupted instruction. 

Otherwise, set "Return Address" to the address of the 
next instruction. 

2. Copy the Processor Status Register (PSR) into a tempo
rary register, then clear PSR bits S, U, T, P and I. 
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3. If the interrupt is Non-Maskable: 

a. Read a byte from address FFFFFF0016, applying 
Status Code 0100 (Interrupt Acknowledge, Master, 
Sec. 3.4.3). Discard the byte read. 

b. Set "Vector" to 1. 

c. Go to Step B. 

4. If the interrupt is Non-Vectored: 

a. Read a byte from address FFFFFF0016, applying 
Status Code 0100 (Interrupt Acknowledge, Master: 
Sec. 3.4.3). Discard the byte read. 

b. Set "Vector" to O. 

c. Go to Step B. 

5. Here the interrupt is Vectored. Read "Byte" from address 
FFFFFE0016, applying Status Code 0100 (Interrupt Ac
knowledge, Master: Sec. 3.4.3). 

6. If "Byte" ;:> 0, then set "Vector" to "Byte" and go to Step 
B. 

7. If "Byte" is in the range -16 through -1, then the inter
rupt source is Cascaded. (More negative values are re
served for future use.) Perform the following: 

a. Read the 32-bit Cascade Address from memory. The 
address is calculated as INTBASE + 4 * Byte. 

b. Read "Vector," applying the Cascade Address just 
read and Status Code 0101 (Interrupt Acknowledge, 
Cascaded: Sec. 3.4.3). 

B. Push the PSR copy (from Step 2) onto the Interrupt Stack 
as a 16-bit value. 

9. Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-30. 

Service (Vector, Return Address): 

1) Read the 32-bit External Procedure Descriptor from the Interrupt 
Dispatch Table: address is Vector'" 4 + INTBASE Register contents. 

2) Move the Module field of the Descriptor into the MOD Register. 

3) Read the new Static Base painter from the memory address con
tained in MOD, placing it into the S8 Register. 

4) Read the Program Base pointer from memory address MOD + 8, 
and add to it the Offset field from the Descriptor, placing the result 
In the Program Counter. 

5) Flush queue: Non-sequentially fetch first instruction of Interrupt 
routine. 

6) Push MOD Register into the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit value. (The 
PSR has already been pushed as a 16-bit value.) 

7) Push the Return Address onto the Interrupt Stack as a 32-bit quanti
ty. 

FIGURE 3-30. Service Sequence 

Invoked during all interrupt/trap sequences. 

3.B.7.2 Trap Sequence: Traps Other Than Trace 

1) Restore the currently selected Stack Pointer and the 
Processor Status Register to their original values at the 
start of the trapped instruction. 

2) Set "Vector" to the value corresponding to the trap type. 

SLAVE: Vector = 3. 

ILL: Vector = 4. 

SVC: Vector = 5. 

DVZ: Vector = 6. 

FLG: Vector = 7. 

BPT: Vector = B. 

UND: Vector = 10. 

3) Copy the Processor Status Register (PSR) into a tempo
rary register, then clear PSR bits S, U, P and T. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

4) Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

5) Set "Return Address" to the address of the first byte of 
the trapped instruction. 

6) Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-30. 

3.8.7.3 Trace Trap Sequence 

1) In the Processor Status Register (PSR), clear the P bit. 

2) Copy the PSR into a temporary register, then clear PSR 
bits S, U and T . 

3) Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

4) Set "Vector" to 9. 

5) Set "Return Address" to the address of the next instruc-
tion. 

6) Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-30. 

3.8.7.4 Abort Sequence 

1) Restore the currently selected Stack Pointer to its original 
contents at the beginning of the aborted instruction. 

2) Clear the PSR P bit. 

3) Copy the PSR into a temporary register, then clear PSR 
bits S, u, T and I. 

4) Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

5) Set "Vector" to 2. 

6) Set "Return Address" to the address of the first byte of 
the aborted instruction. 

7) Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-30. 

3.8.7.5 Bus Error Sequence 

1) The same as Abort sequence above, but set vector to 12. 

3.9 SLAVE PROCESSOR INSTRUCTIONS 

The NS32332 CPU recognizes three groups of instructions 
being executable by external Slave Processor: 

Floating Point Instruction Set 

Memory Management Instruction Set 
Custom Instruction Set 

Each Slave Instruction Set is validated by a bit in the Config
uration Register (Sec. 2.1.3). Any Slave Instruction which 
does not have its corresponding Configuration Register bit 
set will trap as undefined, without any Slave Processor com
munication attempted by the CPU. This allows software sim
ulation of a non-existent Slave Processor. 

In addition, each slave instruction will be performed either 
through the regular (32032 compatible) slave protocol or 
through a fast slave protocol according to the relevent bit in 
the configuration register (Sec. 2.1.3). 

A combination of one slave communicating with an old pro
tocol and another with a new protocol is allowed, e.g. 16-bit 
FPU (32081) and 32-bit MMU (32382) or vice versa. 

3.9.1 16-Bit Slave Processor Protocol 
(32032 Compatible) 

Slave Processor instructions have a three-byte Basic In
struction field, consisting of an ID Byte followed by an Oper
ation Word. The ID Byte has three functions: 

1) It identifies the instruction as being a Slave Processor 
instruction. 
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2) It specifies which Slave Processor will execute it. 

3) It determines the format of the following Operation Word 
of the instruction. 

Upon receiving a Slave Processor instruction, the CPU initi
ates the sequence outlined in Figure 3-31. While applying 
Status Code 1111 (Broadcast ID, Sec. 3.4.3), the CPU 
transfers the ID Byte on the least-significant byte of the 
Data Bus (ADO-AD?). All Slave Processors input this byte 
and decode it. The Slave Processor selected by the ID Byte 
is activated, and from this point the CPU is communicating 
only with it. If any other slave protocol was in progress (e.g., 
an aborted Slave instruction), this transfer cancels it. 

The CPU next sends the Operation Word while applying 
Status Code 1101 (Transfer Slave Operand, Sec. 3.4.3). 
Upon receiving it, the Slave Processor decodes it, and at 
this point both the CPU and the Slave Processor are aware 
of the number of operands to be transferred and their sizes. 
The operation Word is swapped on the Data Bus, that is, 
bits O-? appear on pins AD8-AD15 and bits 8-15 appear 
on pins ADO-AD? 

Using the Address Mode fields within the Operation Word, 
the CPU starts fetching operand and issuing them to the 
Slave Processor. To do so, it references any Addressing 
Mode extensions which may be appended to the Slave 
Processor instruction. Since the CPU is solely responsible 
for memory accesses, these extensions are not sent to the 
Slave processor. The Status Code applied is 1101 (Transfer 
Slave Processor Operand, Sec. 3.4.3). 

After the CPU has issued the last operand, the Slave Proc
essor starts the actual execution of the instruction. Upon 
completion, it will signal the CPU by pulsing SPC low. To 
allow for this SPC is normally held high only by an internal 
pull-up device of approximately 5 kn. 

While the Slave Processor is executing the instruction, the 
CPU is free to prefetch instructions into its queue. If it fills 
the queue before the Slave Processor finishes, the CPU will 
wait, applying Status Code 0011 (Waiting for Slave, Sec. 
3.4.3). 

Upon receiving the pulse on SPC, the CPU uses SPC to 
read a Status Word from the Slave Processor, applying 
Status Code 1110 (Read Slave Status, Sec. 3.4.3). This 
word has the format shown in Figure 3-34. If the Q bit 
("Quit", Bit 0) is set, this indicates that an error was detect
ed by the Slave Processor. The CPU will not continue the 
protocol, but will immediately trap through the SLAVE vector 
in the Interrupt Table. Certain Slave Processor instructions 
cause CPU PSR bits to be loaded from the Status Word. 

The last step in the protocol is for the CPU to read a result, 
if any, and transfer it to the destination. The Read cycles 
from the Slave Processor are performed by the CPU while 
applying Status Code 1101 (Transfer Slave Operand, Sec. 
3.4.3). 

An exception to the protocol above is the LMR (Load Mem
ory Management Register) instruction, and a corresponding 
Custom Slave instruction (LCR: Load Custom Register). In 
executing these instructions, the protocol ends after the 
CPU has issued the last operand. The CPU does not wait for 
an acknowledgement from the Slave Processor, and it does 
not read status. 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Step Status 

1 ID 

OP 

OP 

4 

6 ST 

OP 

Status Combinations: 

Send 10 (10): Code 1111 

Xfer Operand (OP): Code 1101 

Read Status (Sn: Code 1110 

Action 

CPU Send I D Byte. 

CPU Sends Operaton Word. 

CPU Sends Required Operands 

Slave Starts Execution. CPU Pre-fetches. 

Slave Pulses SPC Low. 

CPU Reads Status Word. (Trap? Alter Flags?) 

CPU Reads Results (If Any). 

FIGURE 3-31. 16-81t Slave Processor Protocol 

3.9.2 32-8it Fast Slave Protocol 

Upon receiving a Slave Processor instruction, the CPU initi
ates the sequence outlined in Figure 3-32. While applying 
Status code 1111 (Broadcast ID Sec. 3.4.2), the CPU trans
fers the ID Byte on bits AD24-AD31, the operation word on 
bits ADB-AD23 in a swapped order of bytes and a non-used 
byte xxxxOOOO (x = don't care) on bit ADO-AD7 (Figure 
3-33). 

Using the addressing mode fields within the Operation word, 
the CPU fetches operands and sends them to the Slave 
Processor. Since the CPU is solely responsible for memory 
accesses, addressing mode extensions are not sent to the 
Slave Processor. The Status Code applied is 1101 (Transfer 
Slave Processor Operand Sec. 3.4.2). After the CPU has 
issued the last operand, the Slave Processor starts the ac
tual execution of the instruction. Upon completion, it will sig
nal the CPU by pulsing SDONE or SPC low for one clock 
cycle. 

Unlike the old protocol, the SLAVE may request the CPU to 
read the status by activating the SDONE or SPC line for two 
clock cycles instead of one. The CPU will then read the 
slave status word and update the PSR Register, unless a 
trap is signalled. If this happens, the CPU will immediately 
abort the protocol and start a trap sequence using the 
SLAVE vector in the interrupt table. 

While the Slave Processor is executing the instruction, the 
CPU is free to prefetch instructions into its queue. If it fills its 
queue before the Slave Processor finishes, the CPU will 
wait applying status code 0011 (waiting for Slave, Sec. 
3.4.2). 

Upon receiving the pulse on either SDONE or SPC, the CPU 
uses SPC to read the result from the Slave Processor and 
transfer it to the destination. The Read cycles from the 
Slave Processor are performed by the CPU while applying 
Status Code 1101 (Transfer Slave Operand, Sec. 3.4.2). 
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Step Status 

ID 

2 OP 

Status Combinations: 

Send 10 (100): Code 1111 

Xfer Operand (OP): Code 1101 

Read Status (Sn: Code 1110 

Action 

CPU sends 10 and Operation Word. 

CPU sends required operands (if any). 

Slave starts execution (CPU prefetches). '" 

Slave pulses SDONE or SPC low. 

ST CPU Reads Status word (only if SDONE or SPC 

pulse is two clock cycles wide). 

6 OP CPU Reads Results (if any). 

FIGURE 3-32. 32-8it Fast Slave Protocol 

Certain Slave Processor instructions affect CPU PSR. For 
these instructions only the CPU will perform a Read Slave 
status cycie as described in 3.9.1.1 before reading the re
sult. The relevent PSR bits will be loaded from the status 
word. 

byte 3 byte 2 byte 1 byte 0 

ID OPCODE low OPCODE high Don't Care 

FIGURE 3-33. 10 and Opcode Format 
for Fast Slave Protocol 

3.9.3 Floating Point Instructions 

Table 3-4 gives the protocols followed for each Floating 
Point instruction. The instructions are referenced by their 
mnemonics. For the bit encodings of each instruction, see 
Appendix A. 

The Operand class columns give the Access Class for each 
general operand, defining how the addressing modes are 
interpreted (see Instruction Set Reference Manual). 

The Operand Issued columns show the sizes of the oper
ands issued to the Floating Point Unit by the CPU. "D" indi
cates a 32-bit Double Word. "i" indicates that the instruction 
specifies an integer size for the operand (B = Byte, W = 
Word, D = Double Word). "f" indicates that the instruction 
specifies a Floating Point size for the operand (F = 32-bit 
Standard Floating, L = 64-bit Long Floating). 

The Returned Value Type and Destination column gives the 
size of any returned value and where the CPU places it. The 
PSR Bits Affected column indicates which PSR bits, if any, 
are updated from the Slave Processor Status Word (Figure 
3-34). 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

TABLE 3-4 

Floating Point Instruction Protocols. 

Mnemonic 
Operand 1 Operand 2 Operand 1 

Class Class Issued 

ADDf read.! rmw.! 
SUSf read.! rmw.! 
MUll read.f rmw.! 
DIVf read.f rmw.! 

MOVf read.! write.! 
ASSf read.f write.! 
NEGf read.f write.! 

CMPf read.! read.! 

FLOORfi read.f write.i 
TRUNCfi read.f write.i 
ROUNDfi read.! write.i 

MOVFL read.F write.l F 
MOVlF read.L write.F l 

MOVif read.i write.! 

REMf read.! rmw.! 
SQRTI read.! write.! 
POlYf read.! read.! 
DOTI read.! read.! 
SCAlSf read.! rmw.! 
LOGSf read.! write.! 
ATAN2f read.! rmw.f 
SICOSf read.! rmw.! 

lFSR read.D N/A D 
SFSR N/A write.D N/A 

Note: 

D ~ Double Word 

i = Integer size (B,W,D) specified in mnemonic. 

f ~ Floating Point type (F,L) specified in mnemonic. 

Nt A ~ Not Applicable to this instruction. 

15 8 7 

OODDDDDa 

New PSR Bit V.lue(s)~'<::'--

"Quit": Terminate ProtOCOl, Trap(FPU). 

a 

TL/EE/8673-44 

FIGURE 3-34. Slave Processor Status Word Format 

Any operand indicated as being of type "f" will not cause a 
transfer if the Register addressing mode is specified. This is 
because the Floating Point Registers are physically on the 
Floating Point Unit and are therefore available without CPU 
assistance. 
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Operand 2 Returned Value PSR Bits 
Issued Type and Dest • Affected 

ftoOp.2 none 
fto Op. 2 none 
ftoOp.2 none 

f ftoOp.2 none 

N/A fto Op. 2 none 
N/A ftoOp.2 none 
N/A fto Op. 2 none 

f N/A N,Z,l 

N/A itoOp.2 none 
N/A itoOp.2 none 
N/A ito Op. 2 none 

N/A LtoOp.2 none 
N/A Fto Op. 2 none 

N/A ftoOp.2 none 

ftoOp.2 none 
N/A ftoOp.2 none 

fto FO none 
fto FO none 

f ftoOp.2 none 
N/A ftoOp.2 none 

ftoOp.2 none 
N/A fto Op.2 & FO none 

N/A N/A none 
N/A DtoOp.2 none 

3.9.4 Memory Management Instructions 

Table 3-5 gives the protocols for Memory Management in
structions. Encodings for these instructions may be found in 
Appendix A. 
In executing the RDVAL and WRVAL instructions, the CPU 
calculates and issues the 32-bit Effective Address of the 
single operand. The CPU then performs a single-byte Read 
cycle from that address, allowing the MMU to safely abort 
the instruction if the necessary information is not currently in 
physical memory. Upon seeing the memory cycle complete, 
the MMU continues the protocol, and returns the validation 
result in the F bit of the Slave Status Word. 

The size of a Memory Management operand is always a 32-
bit Double Word. For further details of the Memory Manage
ment Instruction set, see the Instruction Set Reference 
Manual and the MMU Data Sheet. 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

TABLE 3-5 

Memory Management Instruction Protocols. 
Operand 1 Operand 2 Operand 1 Operand 2 Returned Value PSRBits 

Mnemonic Class Class Issued Issued Type and Dest. Affected 

RDVAL* addr N/A D N/A N/A F 
WRVAL* addr N/A D N/A N/A F 

LMR* read.D N/A D N/A N/A none 
SMR* write.D N/A N/A N/A DtoOp.1 none 

Note: 

In the RDVAL and WRVAL instructions, the CPU issues the address as a Double Word, and performs a single~byte Read cycle from that memory address. For 
details, see the Instruction Set Reference Manual and the Memory Management Unit Data Sheet. 

D ~ Double Word 

" = Privileged Instruction: will trap if CPU is in User Mode. 

N/A = Not Applicable to this instruction. 

3.9.5 Custom Slave Instructions 

Provided in the NS32332 is the capability of communicating 
with a user-defined, "Custom" Slave Processor. The in
struction set provided for a Custom Slave Processor defines 
the instruction formats, the operand classes and the com
munication protocol. Left to the user are the interpretations 
of the Op Code fields, the programming model of the Cus
tom Slave and the actual types of data transferred. The pro
tocol specifies only the size of an operand, not its data type. 

Table 3-6 lists the relevant information for the Custom Slave 
instruction set. The designation "c" is used to represent an 
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operand which can be a 32-bit ("D") or 64-bit ("Q") quantity 
in any format; the size is determined by the suffix on the 
mnemonic. Similarly, an "i" indicates an integer size (By1e, 
Word, Double Word) selected by the corresponding mne
monic suffix. 

Any operand indicated as being of type "c" will not cause a 
transfer if the register addressing mode is specified. It is 
assumed in this case that the slave processor is already 
holding the operand internally. 

For the instruction encodings, see Appendix A. 
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in ..... · 3.0 Functional Description (Continued) N 
C') 
C') 
N 
C') TABLE 3-6 
(J) 
Z Custom Slave Instruction Protocols. ...... 

Operand 1 Operand 2 Operand 1 Operand 2 Returned Value PSR Bits N .,... 
Mnemonic Class Class Issued Issued Type and Dest. Affected · N 

C') CCALOc read.c rmw.c c c ctoOp.2 none C') 
N CCAL1c read.c rmw.c c c ctoOp.2 none C') 
(J) CCAL2c read.c rmw.c c c ctoOp.2 none 
Z CCAL3c read.c rmw.c c c ctoOp.2 none ...... 
0 

CCAL4c ..... read.c rmw.c · C C ctoOp.2 none 
N CCAL5c read.c rmw.c c c ctoOp.2 none C') 
C') CCAL6c read.c rmw.c c c ctoOp.2 none 
N 
C') CCAL7c read.c rmw.c c c ctoOp.2 none 
(J) 

CCAL8c read.c read.c c c cto c.reg Z none 
CCAL9c read.c read.c c c cto c.reg none 

CMOVOc read.c write.c c N/A ctoOp.2 none 
CMOV1c read.c write.c c N/A ctoOp.2· none 
CMOV2c read,c write.c c N/A ctoOp.2 none 

CMOV3c read.c write.c c N/A ctoOp.2 none 
CMOV4c read.c write.c c N/A cto Op.2 none 
CMOV5c read.c write.c c N/A ctoOp.2 none 
CMOV6c read.c write.c c N/A ctoOp.2 none 
CMOV7c read.c write.c c N/A ctoOp.2 none 

CCMPOc read.c read.c c c N/A N,Z,L 

CCMP1c read.c read.c c c N/A N,Z,L 

CCVOci read.c write.i c N/A itoOp.2 none 
CCV1ci read.c write.i c N/A itoOp.2 none 
CCV2ci read.c write.i c N/A itoOp.2 none 
CCV3ic read.i write.c N/A cto Op. 2 none 
CCV4DQ read. 0 write.Q 0 N/A QtoOp.2 none 
CCV5QD read.Q write.D Q N/A DtoOp.2 none 

LCSR read.D N/A 0 N/A N/A none 
SCSR N/A write.D N/A N/A DtoOP.2 none 

CATSTO* addr N/A 0 N/A N/A F 
CATST1* addr N/A 0 N/A N/A F 

LCR* read. 0 N/A 0 N/A N/A none 
SCR* write.D N/A N/A N/A DtoOp.1 none 

Note: 

o ~ Double Word 

i = Integer size (B,W,D) specified in mnemonic. 

c ~ Custom size (0:32 bits or Q:64 bits) specified in mnemonic. 

'" = Privileged instruction: will trap if CPU is in User Mode. 

NI A ~ Not Applicable to this instruction. 
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4.0 Device Specifications 
4.1 NS32332 PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

The following is a brief description of all NS32332 pins. The 
descriptions reference portions of the Functional Descrip
tion, Section 3. 

Unless otherwise indicated, reserved pins should be left 
open. 

4.1.1 Supplies 

Logic Power V CCl 1, 2 + 5V positive supply. 

Buffers Power (VCCB1, 2, 3, 4, 5): + 5V positive supply. 

Logic Ground (GNDL 1, GNDL2): Ground reference for on
chip logic. 

Buffer Grounds (GNDB1, GNDB2, GNDB3, GNDB4, 
GNDB5, GNDB6): Ground references for on-chip drivers. 

Back Bias Generator (BBG): Output of on-chip substrate 
voltage generator. 

4.1.2 Input Signals 

Clocks (PHil, PHI2): Two-phase clocking signals. 

Ready (RDY): Active high. While ROY is not active, the CPU 
adds wait cycles to the current bus cycle. Not applicable for 
slave cycles. 

Hold Request (HOLD): Active low. Causes the CPU to re
lease the bus for DMA or multiprocessing purposes. 
Note: If the HOLD signal is generated asynchronously, it's set up and hold 

times may be violated. In this case it is recommended to synchronize 
it with CTrl to minimize the possibility of metastable states. 

The CPU provides only one synchronization stage to minimize the 
HLDA latency. This is to avoid speed degradations in cases of heavy 
HOLD activity (i.e. DMA controller cycles interleaved with CPU 
cycles.) 

Interrupt (INT): Active low. Maskable Interrupt request. 

Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI): Active low. Non-Maskable 
I nterrupt request. 

Reset/Abort (RST/ABT): Active low. If held active for one 
clock cycle and released, this pin causes an ABORT. If held 
longer, it is interpreted as RESET. 

Bus Error (BER): Active low. When active, indicates that an 
error occurred during a bus cycle. It is treated by the CPU as 
the highest priority exception after RESET. Not applicable 
for slave cycles. 

Bus Retry (BRT): Active low, when active, the CPU will re
execute the last bus cycle. Not applicable for slave cycles. 

Bus Width (BW1, BWO): Define the bus width (8, 16,32) in 
every bus cycle. 01-8 bits, 10-16 bits, 11 -32 bits. 00 is a 
reserved combination. Not applicable for slave cycles. 

Burst in (BIN): Active low. When active, the CPU may per
form burst cycles. 

Float (FL T): Active low. Float command input. In non
memory managed systems, this pin should be tied to Vee 
through a 10 kfl resistor. 

Data Timing/Slave Processor Control (DT/SDONE): Ac
tive low. Used by a 32-bit slave processor to acknowledge 
the completion of an instruction and/or indicate that the 
slave status should be read (Section 3.9.2). Sampled on the 
rising edge of reset to select the data timing during write 
cycles (Section 3.3). 
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4.1.3 Output Signals 

Address Strobe (ADS): Active low. Controls address latch
es, indicates the start of a bus cycle. 

Data Direction in (ODIN): Active low. Indicates the direc
tions of data transfers. 

Byte Enables (BEO-BE3): Active low. Enable the access of 
bytes 0-3 in a 32 bit system. 

Status (STO-ST3): Bus cycle status code, STO least signifi
cant. Encodings are: 

0000 - Idle: CPU Inactive on Bus. 
0001 - Idle: WAIT Instruction. 
0010 - (Reserved). 
0011 - Idle: Waiting for Slave. 
0100 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Master. 
0101 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded. 
0110 - End of Interrupt, Master. 
0111 - End of Interrupt, Cascaded. 
1000 - Sequential Instruction Fetch. 
1001 - Non-Sequential Instruction Fetch. 
1010 - Data Transfer. 
1011 - Read Read-Modify-Write Operand. 
1100 - Read for Effective Address. 
1101 - Transfer Slave Operand. 
1110 - Read Slave Status Word. 
1111 - Broadcast Slave 10. 

Status Strobe (STS): Active low. Indicates that a new 
status (STO-ST3) is valid. Not applicable for slave cycles. 

Multiple Cycle/Exception Status (MC/EXS): Active low. 
This signal is activated during the access of the first part of 
an operand that crosses a double word address boundary. 

It is also activated during Abort Acknowledge and when a 
fatal bus error occurs. 

Hold Acknowledge (HLDA): Active low. Activated by the 
CPU in response to HOLD input. Indicates that the CPU has 
released the bus. 

User/Supervisor (U/S): User or Supervisor Mode status. 

Interlocked Operation (ILO): Active low. Indicates that an 
interlocked cycle is being performed. 

Program Flow Status (PFS): Active low. A pulse that indi
cates the beginning of an instruction execution. 

Burst Out (BOUT): Active low. When active, indicates that 
the CPU will perform burst cycles. 

4.1.4 Input Output Signals 

Address/Data 0-31 (ADO-AD31): Multiplexed address 
and data lines. 

Slave Processor Control (SPC): Active low. Used by the 
CPU as a data strobe output for slave processor transfers. 
Used by a 16-bit slave processor to acknowledge the com
pletion of an instruction. 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not All Input or Output Voltages with 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated Respect to GND -0.5Vto +7V 
reliability electrical test specifications document. Power Dissipation 3 Walt 

4.2 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS Note: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond 

Temperature Under Bias O·Cto +70·C which permanent damage may occur. Continuous operation 

Storage Temperature - 65·C to + l50·C 
at these limits is not intended; operation should be limited to 
those conditions specified under Electrical Characteristics. 

4.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA = O· to + 70·C, Vee = 5V ± 5%, GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH Logical 1 Input Voltage 2.0 Vee +0.5 V 

Vil Logical 0 Input Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VeH Logical 1 Clock Voltage PHil, PHI2 pins only Vee -0.5 Vee +0.5 V 

Vel Logical 0 Clock Voltage PHil, PHI2 pins only -0.5 0.3 V 

VeRT Clock Input Ringing Tolerance PHil, PHI2 pins only -0.5 0.5 V 
I 

VOH Logical 1 Output Voltage IOH = -400 fkA 2.4 V 

VOL Logical 0 Output Voltage IOl = 2mA 0.45 V 

IllS SPC Input Current (low) VIN = O.4V, SPC in input mode 0.05 1.0 mA 

II Input Load Current o ,;; VIN ,;; Vee, All inputs except 
-20 20 /LA 

PHil, PHI2, ATISPC 

IO(OFF) Output Leakage Current (Output 0.4 ,;; VOUT ,;; Vee 
-20 20 /LA 

pins in TRI-STATE condition) 

ICC Active Supply Current lOUT = 0, TA = 25·C 320 450 mA 

Connection Diagram* 
NS32332 Pinout Descriptions 

®®®®®®®®®®® 
84 Pin Grid Array 

N Desc Pin Desc Pin Desc Pin 

®0®®®®®®®®®0® 
GNDBl Bl AD29 N6 BOUT E12 

M AD6 B2 AD30 M6 SPC D13 

®® ®® 
AD7 Cl AD31 N7 MC/EXS D12 

L AD8 C2 VCCLl M7 VGGB5 C13 

®® 
AD9 Dl VCCL2 N8 ADS C12 

K ®® AD10 D2 INT M8 GNDB6 B13 
ADll El NMI N9 DDIN A12 

J ®® ®® GNDB2 E2 'RESERVED M9 BEO B12 
AD12 Fl 'RESERVED Nl0 BEl All 

H ®® ®® AD13 F2 'RESERVED Ml0 BE2 Bll 
AD14 Gl 'RESERVED Nll BE3 Al0 

G ®® NS32332 ®® AD15 G2 fQj Mll HLDA Bl0 
VCCB2 Hl VCGB4 N12 HOLD A9 

F ®® ®® AD16 H2 ST3 M13 RDY B9 
AD17 Jl ST2 M12 DT/SDONE A8 

E ®® ®® AD18 J2 STl L13 PHI2 B8 
AD19 Kl STO L12 PHil A7 

0 ®® ®® GNDB3 K2 STS K13 BBG B7 
AD20 II GNDB5 K12 GNDL2 A6 

C ®®® ®® AD21 L2 PFS J13 GNDll B6 
AD22 Ml U/S J12 VCCBl A5 

B ®0®®®®®®®®®0® AD23 N2 BWl H13 ADO B5 
VCCB3 M2 BWO H12 ADl A4 

A ®®®®®®®®®®® AD24 N3 BIN G13 AD2 B4 
AD25 M3 FLT G12 AD3 A3 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 AD26 N4 RST/ABT F13 AD4 B3 
AD27 M4 BRT F12 AD5 A2 

TLlEE/8673-45 GNDB4 N5 BER E13 POSITION PIN C3 
Bottom View AD26 M5 

FIGURE 4·1. Pin Grid Array Package 
, AMP sockets are recommended for use with NS32332 CPU. AMP sockets are manufactured by AMP INCORPORATED, Harrisburg PA. 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

4.4.1 Definitions 

All the timing specifications given in this section refer to 
2.0V on the rising or falling edges of the clock phases PHI1 
and PHI2 and 0.8V or 2.0V on all other signals as illustrated 
below, unless specifically stated otherwise. 

PHln[3i( __ 

SIGt 

SIG2 

[
- ~2.4V 

ISIGtl 
1---':.:.:::."------- O.BV 

O.45V 

[ 
I r----24V 

·'"1 -------'---~~-----045V 

ABBREVIATIONS: 

L.E. - leading edge 

T.E. - trailing edge 

R.E. - rising edge 

F.E. - falling edge 

PH In [ __>E 
SIGt 

SIG2 

[ 
[ 

-------.------ --2.4V 

O.BV ~\r----I ISIGtl 

'----+--O.45V 

r----+--2.4V 

2.0V -'f-/--~I ISIG2h 

_____ -J. ____ ---- - O.45V 

TL/EE/8673-46 

FIGURE 4-2. Timing Specification Standard 
(Signal Valid After Clock Edge) 

TL/EE/8673-47 

4.4.2 Timing Tables 

FIGURE 4-3. Timing Specification Standard 
(Signal Valid Before Clock Edge) 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32332-10, NS32332-12, NS32332-15* 

Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF. 

*15 MHz Timing is Advance Information 

Symbol Figure Description 
Reference/ 
Conditions 

NS32332-10 NS32332-12 NS32332-15* 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tALv 4-5 Address bits 0-31 valid after R.E., PHI1 TI 50 35 

tALh 4-5 Address bits 0-31 hold after R.E., PHil T2/Tmmu 5 5 

tDv 4-5 Data valid (write cycle) after R.E., PHil T3 or T2 50 38 

tDh 4-5 Data hold (write cycle) after R.E., 0 0 
PHil next TI or Ti 

tALADSs 4-4 Address bits 0-31 setup before ADS reaches 2.0V 25 20 

tALADSh 4-17 Address bits 0-23 hold after ADS reaches 2.0V 10 10 

tAU 4-4 Address bits 0-31 after R.E., PHil T2/Tmmu 25 18 
floating (no MMU) 

tALMf 4-17 Address bits 0-31 after R.E., PHil T2/Tmmu 25 23 
floating (by FL T line) 

tSTSa 4-3,4-5 STS signal active (low) after R.E., PHil T4 of 35 25 
previous bus cycle or Ti 

tSTSia 4-3,4-5 STS signal inactive after R.E., PHI2 T4 of 45 34 
previous bus cycle or Ti 

tSTSw 4-3 STS pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 35 24 

tSErv 4-4,4-6 BEn signals valid after R.E., PHI2, T 4 or Ti 
(Operand Read Cycles Only) 

140 95 

:SEv 4-5,4-6 BEn signals valid after R.E., PHI2, T4 or Ti 85 58 

:SEh 4·4 BEn signals hold after R.E., PHI2, T4 o o 
:STv 4·5 Status (STO-ST3) valid after R.E., PHI1 T4 50 35 

(before Tt, see note) 

STh 4·5 Status (STO-ST3) hold after R.E., PHI1 T4 (after TI) o o 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32332·10, NS32332·12, NS32332·15* (Continued) 

*15 MHz Timing is Advance Information 

Symbol Figure Description 
Referencel NS32332·10 NS32332·12 NS32332·15* 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tOOINv 4-4 ODIN signal valid after R.E., PHI1 T1 35 25 

tOOINh 4-4 ODIN signal hold after R.E., PHI1 next T1 or Ti 0 0 

tAOSa 4-5 ADS signal active (low) after R.E., PHI1 T1 35 26 

tAOSia 4-5 ADS signal inactive after R.E., PHI2 T1 45 29 

tAOSw 4-5 ADS pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 35 24 

tMCa 4-1,4-2 MC signal active (low) after R.E., PHI1 T1 50 38 

tMCia 4-1,4-2 MC signal inactive after R.E., PHI1 T1 50 38 
or T3 (burst) 

tALI 4-14 ADO-AD31 floating after R.E., PHI1 T1 25 18 
(caused by HOLD) 

tAOS! 4-14, ADS floating after R.E., PHI1 Ti 55 40 
4-15 (caused by HOLD) 

tSE! 4-14, BEn floating after R.E., PHI1 Ti 55 40 
4-15 (caused by HOLD) 

tOOIN! 4-14, ODIN floating after R.E., PHI1 Ti 55 40 
4-15 (caused by HOLD) 

tHLOAa 4-14, HLDA signal active (low) after R.E., PHI1 T4 75 55 
4-15 

tHLOAia 4-16 HLDA signal inactive after R.E., PHI1 Ti 75 55 

tAOSr 4-16 ADS signal returns from after R.E., PHI1 Ti 55 40 
floating (caused by HOLD) 

tSEr 4-16 BEn signals return from after R.E., PHI1 Ti 55 40 
floating (caused by HOLD) 

tOOINr 4-16 ODIN signal returns from after R.E., PHI1 Ti 55 40 
floating (caused by HOLD) 

tOOIN! 4-17 ODIN signal floating after FLT F.E. 50 38 
(caused by FL T) 

tOOINr 4-18 ODIN signal returns from after FL T R.E. 40 28 
floating (caused by ill) 

tSPCa 4-19 SPC output active (low) after R.E., PHI1 T1 30 21 

tSPCia 4-19 SPC output inactive after R.E., PHI1 T4 2 35 2 26 

tSPCn! 4-22 SPC output nonforcing after R. E., PHI2 T 4 10 8 

tDv 4-19 Data valid (slave after R.E., PHI1 T1 50 38 
processor write) 

tOh 4-19 Data hold (slave after R.E., PHI1 0 0 
processor write) nextT10rTi 

tpFSw 4-24 PFS pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 70 45 

tPFSa 4-24 PFS pulse active (low) after R.E., PHI2 50 38 

tPFSia 4-24 PFS pulse inactive after R.E., PHI2 50 38 

tUSv 4-31 U/S signal valid after R.E., PHI1 T4 48 35 

tUSh 4-31 U/S signal hold after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 6 

tNSPF 4-26 Nonsequential fetch to after R.E., PHI1 T1 
4 3 

next PFS clock cycle 

tpFNS 4-25 PFS clock cycle to next before R.E., PHI1 T1 
4 3 

non-sequential fetch 

tSTS! 4-14, SfS floating (HOLD) after R.E., PHI1 Ti 
55 40 

4-15 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32332-10, NS32332-12, NS32332-15* (Continued) 

*15 MHz Timing is Advance Information 

Symbol Figure Description 
Reference! NS32332-10 NS32332-12 NS32332-15* 

Units 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tSTSr 4-16 STS not floating (HOLD) after R.E., PHI1 Ti, T4 55 40 ns 

tSOUTa 4-4, BOUT output active after R.E., PHI2 Tmmu 
4-6, 100 66 ns 
4-9 

tSOUTia 4-4, BOUT output inactive after R.E., PHI2 
4-6, T30rT4 75 50 ns 
4-9 

tlLOa 4-13 ILO signal active after R.E., PHI1 T4 50 38 ns 

tlLOia 4-13 ILO signal inactive after R.E., PHI1 Ti 50 38 ns 
Note: Every memory cycle starts with T 4, during which Cycle Status is applied. If the CPU was idling, the sequence will be: ". .. Ti, T4, Tl. . .". If the CPU was 
not idling, the sequence will be: " ... T4, T1 .. " 

4.4.2.2 Input Signal Requirements: NS32332-10, NS32332-12, NS32332-15* 

*15 MHz Timing is Advance Information 

Symbol Figure Description 
Reference! NS32332-10 NS32332-12 NS32332-15* 

Units 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tpWR 4-29 Power stable to afterVcc 
50 33 

RST R.E. reaches 4.5V !'-S 

tDls 4-4 Data in setup before F.E., PHI2 T3 
10 7 

(read cycle) 
ns 

tDlh 4-4 Data in hold after R.E., PHI1 T4 
10 6 

(read cycle) 
ns 

tHLDa 4-14, HOLD active (low) setup before F.E., PHI2 
25 17 ns 

4-15 time (see note) T2/Tmmu or T3 or Ti 

tHLDia 4-16 HOLD inactive setup before F.E., PHI2 Ti 
25 17 

time 
ns 

tHLDh 4-14,4-15, HOLD hold time after R.E., PHI1 
0 0 

4-16 TiorT3 
ns 

tFLTa 4-17 FL T active (low) before F.E., PHI2 
25 17 

setup time Tmmu 
ns 

tFLTia 4-18 FL T inactive setup before F.E., PHI2 T3 
25 17 

time 
ns 

tRDYs 4-4,4-5, ROY setup time before F.E., PHI1 T3 
25 17 ns 

4-6 

tRDYh 4-4,4-5, ROY hold time after F.E., PHI2 T3 
0 0 

4-6 
ns 

tASTs 4-27 ABT setup time before F.E., PHI2 
20 13 

(FL T inactive) T2/Tmmu 
ns 

tASTs 4-28 ABT setup time before F.E., PHI2 Tf 
20 13 

(FL T active) 
ns 

tASTh 4-27, ABT hold time after R.E., PHI1 T3 
0 0 4-28 

ns 

tRSTs 4-29,4-30 RST setup time before F.E., PHI1 20 13 ns 

tRSTw 4-29,4-30 RST pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 64 64 tcp 

tiNTs 4-32 INT setup time before F.E., PHI1 20 13 ns 

tNMlw 4-33 NMI pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 40 27 ns 

iDls 4-22 Data setup (slave before F.E., PHI2 T1 
10 7 

read cycle) 
ns 

:Dlh 4-22 Data hold (slave after R.E., PHI1 T4 
10 7 

read cycle) 
ns 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.2 Input Signal Requirements: NS32332-10, NS32332-12, NS32332-1S* (Continued) 

*15 MHz Timing is Advance Information 

Symbol Figure Description 
Reference/ NS32332-10 NS32332-12 NS32332-1S* 

Units 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tOTS 4-29 DT setup time before RST R.E. 90 60 ns 

tOTh 4-29 DT hold time after RST R.E. 50 33 ns 

tSPCd 4-22 SPC pulse delay after R.E., PHI2 T4 
10 B 

from slave 
ns 

tsPCs 4-22 SPC setup time before F.E., PHI1 25 15 ns 

tspCw 4-22 SPC pulse width at a.BV (both edges) 20 13 ns 

tSONd 4-21 SDONE pulse delay after R.E., PHI2 T4 
10 B 

from slave 
ns 

tSONs 4-21 SDONE setup time before F.E., PHI1 25 15 ns 

tSONw 4-21 SDONE pulse width at O.BV (both edges) 20 13 ns 

tSONSTw 4-21 SDONE pulse width at O.BV (both edges) 
(to forceGPU to 175 115 ns 
read slave status) 

tsws 4-4,4-5 BW 0-1 setup time before F.E., PHI1 T3 
25 17 ns 

4-6 

tSWh 4-4,4-6 BWO-1 hold time after R.E., PHI1 T4 0 0 ns 

tSINs 4-6 BIN setup time (for before F.E., PHI1 T3 
25 17 

each cycle of the burst) 
ns 

tSINh 4-6 BIN hold time after R.E., PHI1 T4 0 0 ns 

tSERs 4-11,4-12 BER setup time before F.E., PHI1 T4 25 17 ns 

tSERh 4-11,4-12 BER hold time after R.E., PHI1 Ti 0 0 ns 

tSRTs 4-7,4-B, BRT setup time before F.E., PHI1 
25 17 ns 

4-9,4-10 T3 andT4 

tSRTh 4-7,4-9 BRT Hold Time after R.E., PHI1 Ti 0 0 ns 

Note: This setup time is necessary to ensure prompt acknowledgement via HLDA and the ensuing floating of CPU off the buses. Note that the time from the receipt 
of the HOLD signal until the CPU floats is a function of the time HOLD signal goes low, the state of the ROY input (in MMU systems), and the length of the current 
MMU cycle. 

4.4.2.3 Clocking Requirements: NS32332-10, NS32332-12, NS32332-1S* 

*15 MHz Timing is Advance Information 

Symbol Figure Description 
Reference/ NS32332-10 NS32332-12 NS32332-1S' 

Units 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tCLr 4-23 PHI1, PHI2 rise time O.BV to Vcc-0.9V 7 4 ns 
On R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tCLI 4-23 PHI1, PHI2 fall time Vcc-0.9V to O.BV 7 4 
On F.E., PHI1, PHI2 

ns 

tcp 4-23 Clock period R.E., PHI1, PHI2 to next 
100 5000 66 1000 

R.E., PHI1, PHI2 
ns 

tCLw(1,2) 4-23 PHI1, PHI2 Pulse Width At 2.0V on PHI1, PHI2 a.5tcp 0.5tep 
(Both Edges) - 6ns - 10 ns 

tCLh(1,2) 4-23 PHI1, PHI2 high time At Vcc-0.9V on 0.5 tep 0.5 tcp 
PHI1, PHI2 (Both Edges) - 15ns - 10ns 

tnOVL(1,2) 4-23 Non-overlap time O.BVon F.E., PHI1, PHI2 to 
0 7 0 6 

O.BV on R.E., PHI2, PHI1 
ns 

tnOVLas Non-overlap asymmetry At O.BV on PHI1, PHI2 -4 4 -3 3 ns 
(tnOVl(1) - tnOVl(2» 

1CLhas PHI1, PHI2 asymmetry At Vcc-0.9Von PHI1, PHI2 -5 5 -3 3 ns 
(tCLh(1) -tCLh(2» 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.3 Timing Diagrams 

T4 T1 I T2ITmmu 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

ISTSa 

STO-3 [ STATUS VALID 

ADS [ 

ADO-3l [ _--+.....,'J 

T3 T3 T4 I T1 OR TI I 

OOiN [ 

----+-~~--~----~--+---~--~~~-----

BWO-l [ 
_--+.....,~ __ +-__ J~ ______ .....,~ 

(2) iiEO·3 

(1) MCIEXS [ 

BOUT [ 
(HIGH) 

Note 1: Asserted (low) when the bus transaction crosses a doublewword boundary (address bits AO-1 wrap around during the transaction). 

Note 2: BEO-BE3 are all active during instruction fetch cycles. 

FIGURE 4-4. NS32332 Read Cycle Timing 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

T4 T1 I T2ITmmu T3 T3 

AOO-31 [ 

--+--l"I\o.,;~~ 

BWO-l [ 
_-+~ ____ J~ _____ ~ 

iiEO-3 [ 
----I 

BOUf[ IHIGH) 

FIGURE 4-5. NS32332 Write Cycle Timing 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

PHIZ! 

STO-J! 
~~r-_+~--~r_~--r---~~~r_--~~.~----+---~---r--J~-+---

ADS! 

ADO-J1 ! 
---i~-;;t!n 

ODIN! 
~--~-+~--~~~-------r~-------r~~----+-~~---r----~---

MC/EXS! 

BOUT! 

SiN I 

BWO-11 

BEO-JI 

----r-----J~--~~----------------------~r_----J~--~~_+----_+---

FIGURE 4-6. NS32332 Burst Cycle Timing 
(Instruction fetches followed by Operand Reads) 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

T 4 T1 I T2ITmmu I T3 T4 Ti T4 T1 I T2ITmmu I 

PHI 2 [ 

BRT [ 

-+--~----+----+----~--~--+---~---------

FIGURE 4-7. Bus Retry During Normal Bus Cycle 

T4 T1 I T2/Tmmu I T3 T4 T1 I T2/Tmmu I 
PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

ADS [ 

TLlEE/8673-S1 

TL/EE/8673-S2 

FIGURE 4-8. BRT Activated, but no Bus Retry 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

T4 T1 

PHI1 [ 

PHI 2 [ 

STS [ 

ADS [ 

BRT [ 

1BOUTa 

BOUT [ 

NIBBLE 1 NIBBLE 2 

FIGURE 4·9. Bus Retry During Burst Bus Cycle 

T4 T1 I T2ITmmu I T3 T4 T3 T4 T1 I T2ITmmu I 
PHI 1 [ 

PHI 2 [ 

BRT [ 

-----------r~~~--~~~------------

NIBBLE 1 NIBBLE 2 

"'The next bus cycle is a normal bus cycle used to read data otherwise read as nibble 3 of the burst cycle (if BAT not activated) or other data. 

FIGURE 4-10. BRT Activated During Burst Bus Cycle, but no Bus Retry 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

T4 T1 I T2/Tmmu I T3 T4 Ti Ti 

PHI 2 [ 

STS[ 

TL/EE/B673-55 

FIGURE 4-11. Bus Error During Normal Bus Cycle 

T4 T1 I T2/Tmmu I T3 T4 T3 T4 Ti 

PHI 1 [ 

PHI 2 [ 

STS [ 

ADS [ 

tBERs 

BER[ 

BOUT [ 

NIBBLE 1 NIBBLE 2 

TLlEE/8673-56 

FIGURE 4-12. Bus Error During Burst Bus Cycle 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

T4- Tl I T2ITmmu I T3 T4 Ti Ti Tl I T2ITmmu I T3 T4 Ti 

"'End of Dummy Read cycle with the address of the interlocked operand. TL/EE/8673-S7 

FIGURE 4·13. Timing of Interlocked Bus Transactions 

T2JTmmuOR T3 T4 Ti Ti Ti 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ -1 __ --' 

TLlEE/8673-S8 

FIGURE 4-14. Floating by HOLD Timing (CPU Not Idle Initially) 

Note that whenever the CPU is not idling (not in Ti), the HOLD request (HOLD low) must be active tHLDa before the falling edge 
of PHI2 of the clock cycle that appears two clock cycles before T4 (TX1) and stay low until tHLDh after the rising edge of PHI1 of 
the clock cycle that precedes T 4 (TX2) for the request to be acknowledged. 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

I Ti I Ti I Ti I 

PHil [Jl nL.----InL----'!n'--_ 
PHI 2 [ _-!-_ .... 

HOLD [ 

HLDA [ 

ADS, ODIN [ _-+ ____ """" _____ +-.1 

BED-BEl [ --+----"""i------I-J 

ADD-ADll [-

-ltsTS' 
[ ------------""\,1 __ _ (FL.!TI~ __ _ 

STS -

FIGURE 4-15. Floating by HOLD Timing (CPU initially idle) 

Note that during Til the CPU is already idling. 

PHil [l1;....Ti_....IIn ... _T_i _",n ... T_i'T_4_ ... n ... _Ti'_T_l __ 

PHI 2 [_+_ .... 
tHlDia 

HLDA [--+-----f-..I 

(FLOATING) 

(FLOATING) ---BED-BEl [ -

j -~-tAlV 
__ [(FLOATING) (FLOATING) ,.. - - - --
ADO-Oll ------ ---- ----

~-----}_tSTS' 
(FLOATING) 

STS [----------- V 
FIGURE 4-16. Release from HOLD 
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,---------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 2: 

4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

cpu STATES 
MMU STATES I ~~ I ~::~ I ~: I 

TI 

T1 

PHil [n'------!nL--~n'-------ln'---
PHI2 [ 

-+-----' 

FLT [ 

ADO-31 [ 
(CPU) 

ADS [ 
(CPU) 

DIJiN [-r----------------~r_--JI 
BED-BE3 [-+ ___ --' '-___ -+ ______ + ____ _ 

FIGURE 4-17. FLT Initiated Cycle Timing 

CPU STATES Tf 

MMU STATES Tmmu 

P'ill [ 

PHI2 [ 
-+---' 

m[ (MMU) 

ADO-AD3l [ 
(CPU) -

iiiiiN 
(CPU) [ __ 

ADs [ 
(CPU) 

T3 T4 

DATA 

Ti OR T1 

ftro-~[~--------~--------_t----~,~_t---J.~-

FIGURE 4-18. Release from FLT Timing 
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Note that when FL Tis deasserted the CPU restarts driving ODIN before the MMU releases it. This, however, does not cause any 
conflict, since both CPU and MMU force ODIN to the same logic level. 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 
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FIGURE 4-19. Slave Processor Write Timing 
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FIGURE 4-20. Slave Processor Read Timing 
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FIGURE 4-21. DT/SDONE Timing (32-8it Slave Protocol) 

11 T4 

SiiC[ 
(FROM CPU) 

SiiC[ 
(FROM SLAVE) 

FIGURE 4-22. SPC Timing (16-8it Slave Protocol) 

After transferring last operand to a Slave Processor, CPU 
turns OFF driver and holds SPC high with internal 5 kfl pullup. 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 
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FIGURE 4-23. Clock Waveforms 
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FIGURE 4-24. Relationship of PFS to Clock Cycles 

T1 

PHil [ 
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FIGURE 4-25. Guaranteed Delay, PFS to Non-Sequential Fetch 
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FIGURE 4-26. Guaranteed Delay, Non-Sequential Fetch to PFS 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 
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iDs [ 

FIGURE 4-27. Abort Timing, FLT Not Applied 
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FIGURE 4·28. Abort Timing, FL T Applied 
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FIGURE 4-29. Power-On Reset 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 
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FIGURE 4-30. Non-Power-On Reset 
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FIGURE 4-31. U/S Relationship to Any Bus Cycle - Guaranteed Valid Interval 

PHll[SLSLJL ----....,t tiNTs iNT[ _ 
~----
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FIGURE 4-32. INT Interrupt Signal Detection 

NMi[ 
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FIGURE 4-33. NMllnterrupt Signal Timing 
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Appendix A: Instruction Formats 
NOTATIONS 

i = Integer Type Field 

B = 00 (Byte) 

W = 01 (Word) 

D = 11 (Double Word) 

f= Floating Point Type Field 

F = 1 (Std. Floating: 32 bits) 

L = 0 (Long Floating: 64 bits) 

c = Custom Type Field 

D = 1 (Double Word) 

Q = 0 (Quad Word) 

op = Operation Code 

Valid encodings shown with each format. 

gen, gen 1, gen 2 = General Addressing Mode Field 

See Sec. 2.2 for encodings. 

reg = General Purpose Register Number 

cond = Condition Code Field 
0000 = EQual: Z = 1 
0001 = Not Equal: Z = 0 
0010 = Carry Set: C = 1 
0011 = Carry Clear: C = 0 
0100 = Higher: L = 1 
0101 = Lower or Same: L = 0 
0110 = Greater Than: N = 1 
0111 = Less or Equal: N = 0 
1000 = Flag Set: F = 1 
1001 = Flag Clear: F = 0 
1010 = LOwer: L = 0 and Z = 0 
1011 = Higher or Same: L = 1 or Z = 1 
1100 = Less Than: N = 0 and Z = 0 
1101 = Greater or Equal: N = 1 or Z = 1 
1110 = (Unconditionally True) 
1111 = (Unconditionally False) 

short= Short Immediate value. May contain 
quick: Signed 4-bit value, in MOVQ, ADDO, 

CMPQ, ACB. 

cond: Condition Code (above), in Scond. 

areg: CPU Dedicated Register, in LPR, SPA. 
0000 = US 
0001 - 0111 = (Reserved) 
1000 = FP 
1001 = SP 
1010 = SB 
1011 = (Reserved) 
1100 = (Reserved) 
1101 = PSR 
1110 = INTBASE 
1111 = MOD 

Options: in String Instructions 

IUlwlBITI 

T = Translated 

B = Backward 

U/W = 00: None 

01: While Match 

11: Until Match 
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Configuration bits, in SETCFG: 

I P I FC I FM I FF I C I M I F II I 

mreg: MMU Register number, in LMR, SMR. 
0000 = BPRO 
0001 = BPR1 
0010 = (Reserved) 
0011 = (Reserved) 
0100 = PFO 
0101 = PF1 
0110 = (Reserved) 
0111 = (Reserved) 
1000 = SC 
1001 = (Reserved) 
1010 = MSR 
1011 = BCNT 
1100 = PTBO 
1101 = PTB1 
1110 = (Reserved) 
1111 = EIA 

7 0 

Format 0 

Bcond (BR) 

7 0 

I ;p' 10'0' 1 '01 

Format 1 

BSR -0000 ENTER -1000 
RET -0001 EXIT -1001 
CXP -0010 Nap -1010 
RXP -0011 WAIT -1011 
RETT -0100 DIA -1100 
RETI -0101 FLAG -1101 
SAVE -0110 SVC -1110 
RESTORE -0111 BPT -1111 

15 81 7 0 

1 

, , , 
, sh~rt I 

, , 
11 ' 1 

, , 
I gen op i 

Format 2 
ADDO -000 ACB -100 
CMPQ -001 MOVO -101 
SPR -010 LPR -110 
Scond -011 

I 



z 
Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

(J) 
Co) 
N 
Co) 

81 7 0 8 7 0 
Co) 

15 N 

1 

, , , , 
1 

, 
1 

• 
'~p 11'1'1'1'11 

.... 
gen i 1100111 0 0 ..... 

Z 
Format 3 

(J) 

Format 7 Co) 

CXPD -0000 ADJSP -1010 N 
MOVM -0000 MUL -1000 Co) 

BICPSR -0010 JSR -1100 Co) 

CMPM -0001 MEl -1001 N 
JUMP -0100 CASE -1110 • 

INSS -0010 Trap (UNO) -1010 .... 
BISPSR -0110 N 

EXTS -0011 DEI -1011 ..... 
Trap (UNO) on XXX1, 1000 Z 

MOVXBW -0100 QUO -1100 (J) 

MOVZBW -0101 REM -1101 
Co) 

81 7 
N 

15 0 MOVZiD -0110 MOD -1110 
Co) 
Co) 

1 

, , , , 
1 1 g~n 2 ' 1 

, , , 
MOVXiD -0111 DIV -1111 N 

gen 1 · op .... 
U1 

Format 4 

ADD -0000 SUB -1000 
CMP -0001 ADDR -1001 
BIC -0010 AND -1010 TL/EE/8673-78 

ADDC -0100 SUBC -1100 Format 8 

MOV -0101 TBIT -1101 EXT -000 INDEX -100 

OR -0110 XOR -1110 CVTP -001 FFS -101 
INS -010 

0 CHECK -011 
MOVSU -110, reg = 001 o 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 
MOVUS -110, reg = 011 

Format 5 0 
MOVS -0000 SETCFG* -0010 
CMPS -0001 SKPS -0011 o 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 

Trap (UNO) on 1 XXX, 01XX 
Format 9 

8 7 0 MOVif -000 ROUND -100 
LFSR -001 TRUNC -101 

o 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 MOVLF -010 SFSR -110 
MOVFL -011 FLOOR -111 

Format 6 
ROT -0000 NEG -1000 7 0 

---
10 o I ASH -0001 NOT -1001 111 1 1 1 

CBIT -0010 Trap (UNO) -1010 ---
TLlEE/8673-79 

CBITI -0011 SUBP -1011 Format 10 
Trap (UNO) -0100 ABS -1100 

Trap (UNO) Always 
LSH -0101 COM -1101 
SBIT -0110 IBIT -1110 
SBITI -0111 ADDP -1111 

"'Short 1 in format 5 applies only for SETCFG instruction. In other instruc-
tions this field is O. 
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• Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) N 

C') 
C') 

1

23 
16\15 

817 01 

N 
0 C') 

(J) 
Z 1 1 1 1 0 n'n'n'1'O'1'1'O ...... 
N .... Operation Word 10 Byte · N Format 11 C') 
C') Format 15 N ADD! -0000 DIV! -1000 
C') 
(J) MOV! -0001 Trap (SLAVE) -1001 (Custom Slave) 
Z ...... CMP! -0010 Trap (UNO) -1010 nnn Operation Word Format 
0 Trap (SLAVE) -0011 Trap (UNO) -1011 .... · SUB! -0100 MUll -1100 N 
C') 

NEGf -0101 ABSf -1101 C') 
N Trap (UNO) -0110 Trap (UNO) -1110 000 C') 
(J) Trap (UNO) -0111 Trap (UNO) -1111 
Z 

Format 15.0 

0 CATSTO -0000 LCR -1010 
CATST1 -0001 SCR -1011 

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

Trap (UNO) on all others 

Format 12 

REM! -0000 Trap (SLAVE) -1000 001 

SaRTI -0001 Trap (SLAVE) -1001 
POLY! -0010 Trap (UNO) -1010 Format 15.1 

DOTf -0011 Trap (UNO) -1011 
CCV3 -000 CCV2 -100 

SCALBf -0100 ATAN2f -1100 
LCSR -001 CCV1 -101 

LOGBf -0101 SICOSf -1101 
CCV5 -010 SCSR -110 

Trap (UNO) -0110 Trap (UNO) -1110 
CCV4 -011 CCVO -111 

Trap (UNO) -0111 Trap (UNO) -1111 

7 

---I I I I I I I I 1 
___ 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 101 

TLlEE/8673-81 

Format 13 Format 15.5 

Trap (UNO) Always 
CCALO -0000 CCAL3 -1000 

0 CMOVO -0001 CMOV3 -1001 

CCMPO -0010 Trap (UNO) -1010 
000 1 1 1 1 0 CCMP1 -0011 Trap (UNO) -1011 

CCAL1 -0100 CCAL2 -1100 

Format 14 CMOV2 -0101 CMOV1 -1101 
Trap (UNO) -0110 Trap (UNO) -1110 

RDVAL -0000 LMR -0010 Trap (UNO) -0111 Trap (UNO) -1111 
WRVAL -0001 SMR -0011 

Trap (UNO) on 01XX, 1XXX 
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Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

111 

Format 15.7 

CCAL4 -0000 CCAL7 -1000 
CMOV4 -0001 

CMOV7 -1001 
CCALB -0010 

CCAL9 -0011 
Trap (UNO) -1010 
Trap (UNO) -1011 

CCAL5 -0100 CCAL6 -1100 
CMOV6 -0101 CMOV5 -1101 
Trap (UNO) -0110 Trap (UNO) -1110 
Trap (UNO) -0111 Trap (UNO) -1111 
If nnn ~ 010, 011, 100, 110 then Trap (UNO) Always. 

7 0 

- --I I I I I I I I 1 
___ 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 

TL/EE/8673-82 

Format 16 

Trap (UNO) Always 

7 0 

---I I I I I I I I 1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 

TLlEE/8673-83 

Format 17 

Trap (UNO) Always 

---I I I I I I I I 1 
u. 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 

TL/EE/8673-84 

Format 18 

Trap (UNO) Always 
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Format 19 

Trap (UNO) Always 

Implied Immediate Encodings: 
7 

7 0 

'--1 " " " I 1 u_ x x x 0 0 1 1 0 

TLlEE/8673-85 

o 

r1 rO 

Register Mark, appended to SAVE, ENTER 
7 0 

Register Mark, appended to RESTORE, EXIT 
7 0 

: offset: 

Offset/Length Modifier appended to INSS, EXTS 
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FIGURE 8·1. System Connection Diagram (32332, 32081 & 32082) 



Appendix B: Interfacing Suggestions (Continued) 
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FIGURE 8-2. System Connection Diagram (32332, 32310 & 32382) 
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~NatiOnal 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

PRELIMINARY 

NS32132-6/NS32132-8/NS32132-10 
High-Performance Microprocessors 
General Description 
The NS32132 is a 32-bit, virtual memory microprocessor 
with a 16-MByte linear address space and a 32-bit external 
data bus. It has a 32-bit ALU, eight 32-bit general purpose 
registers, an eight-by1e prefetch queue, and a slave proces
sor interface. A dual processing capability is also provided 
that allows two NS32123 to share the same bus and memo
ry with a resulting performance enhancement of up to 80%. 
The NS32132 is fabricated with National Semiconductor's 
advanced XMOS process, and is fully object code compati
ble with other Series 32000 processors. The Series 32000 
instructions set is optimized for modular high-level lan
guages (H LL). The set is very symmetric, it has a two ad
dress format, and it incorporates H LL oriented addressing 
modes. The capabilities of the NS32132 can be expanded 
with the use of the NS32081 floating point unit (FPU), and 
the NS32032 demand-paged virtual memory management 
unit (MMU). Both devices interface to the NS32132 as slave 
processors. The NS32132 is a general purpose microproc
essor that is ideal for a wide range of computational inten
sive applications. 
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RO 
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Features 
• 32-bit Architecture and Implementation 
• Virtual Memory Support 
• 16-MByte Linear Addressing Space 
• 32-bit Data Bus 
• Tightly Coupled Dual Processing Support 
• Powerful Instruction Set 

- General 2-Address Capability 
- High Degree of Symmetry 
- Addressing Modes Optimized for High Level 

Language 
• Series 32000® Slave Processor Support 
• High-Speed XMOSTM Technology 
• 68-pin Leadless Chip Carrier 

MICROCODE ROM 
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CONTROL LOGIC 
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CFG REGISTER 
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L _________________ J 
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1.0 Product Introduction 
The Series 32000 Microprocessor family is a new genera
tion of devices using National's XMaS and CMOS technolo
gies. By combining state-of-the-art MaS technology with a 
very advanced architectural design philosophy, this family 
brings mainframe computer processing power to VLSI proc
essors. 
The Series 32000 family supports a variety of system con
figurations, extending from minimum low-cost system to a 
powerful 4 gigabyte system. The architecture provides com
plete upward compatibility from one family member to an
other. The family consists of a selection of CPUs supported 
by a set of peripherals and slave processors that provide 
sophisticated interrupt and memory management facilities 
as well as high-speed floating-point operation. The architec
tural features of the Series 32000 family are described brief
ly below: 
Powerful Addressing Modes. Nine addressing modes 
available to all instructions are included to access data 
structures efficiently. 
Data Types_ The architecture provides for numerous data 
types, such as byte, word, doubleword, and BCD, which may 
be arranged into a wide variety of data structures. 
Symmetric Instruction Set. While avoiding special case 
instructions that compilers can't use, the Series 32000 fami
ly incorporates powerful instructions for control operations, 
such as array indexing and external procedure calls, which 
save considerable space and time for compiled code. 
Memory-to-Memory Operations_ The Series 32000 CPUs 
represent two-operand machines with each operand ad
dressable by all addressing modes. This powerful memory
to-memory architecture permits memory locations to be 
treated as registers for all useful operations. This is impor
tant for temporary operands as well as for context switch
ing. 
Memory Management. Either the NS32382 or the 
NS32082 Memory Management Unit may be added to the 
system to provide advanced operating system support func
tions, including dynamic address translation, virtual memory 
management, and memory protection. 
Large, Uniform Addressing. The NS32132 has 24-bit ad
dress pointers that can address up to 16 megabytes without 
requiring any segmentation; this addressing scheme pro
vides flexible memory management without added-on ex
pense. 
Modular Software Support. Any software package for the 
Series 32000 family can be developed independent of all 
other packages, without regard to individual addreSSing. In 
addition, ROM code is totally relocatable and easy to ac
cess, which allows a significant reduction in hardware and 
software cost. 
Software Processor Concept. The Series 32000 architec
ture allows future expansions of the instruction set that can 
be executed by special slave processors, acting as exten
sions to the CPU. This concept of slave processors is 
unique to the Series 32000 family. It allows software com
patibility even for future components because the slave 
hardware is transparent to the software. With future ad
vances in semiconductor technology, the slaves can be 
physically integrated on the CPU chip itself. 
To summarize, the architectural features cited above pro
vide three primary performance advantages and character
istics: 
• High-Level Language Support 
• Easy Future Growth Path 
• Application Flexibility 
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2.0 Architectural Description 
2.1 PROGRAMMING MODEL 

The Series 32000 architecture includes 16 registers on the 
NS32132 CPU. 

2.1.1 General Purpose Registers 

There are eight registers for meeting high speed general 
storage requirements, such as holding temporary variables 
and addresses. The general purpose registers are free for 
any use by the programmer. They are thirty-two bits in 
length. If a general register is specified for an operand that 
is eight or sixteen bits long, only the low part of the register 
is used; the high part is not referenced or modified. 

2.1.2 Dedicated Registers 

The eight dedicated registers of the NS32132 are assigned 
specific functions. 

PC: The PROGRAM COUNTER register is a pointer to 
the first byte of the instruction currently being executed. 
The PC is used to reference memory in the program 
section. (In the NS32132 the upper eight bits of this 
register are always zero.) 

sPa, SP1: The SPO register points to the lowest address 
of the last item stored on the INTERRUPT STACK. This 
stack is normally used only by the operating system. It is 
used primarily for storing temporary data, and holding 
return information for operating system subroutines and 
interrupt and trap service routines. The SPI register 
points to the lowest address of the last item stored on 
the USER STACK. This stack is used by normal user 
programs to hold temporary data and subroutine return 
information. 

In this document, reference is made to the SP register. 
The terms "SP register" or "SP" refer to either SPO or 
SP1, depending on the setting of the S bit in the PSR 
register. If the S bit in the PSR is 0 the SP refers to SPO. 
If the S bit in the PSR is 1 then SP refers to SPI. (In the 
NS32132 the upper eight bits of these registers are al
ways zero). 

Stacks in the Series 32000 family grow downward in 
memory. A Push operation pre-decrements the Stack 
Pointer by the operand length. A Pop operation post-in
crements the Stack Pointer by the operand length. 

FP: The FRAME POINTER register is used by a proce
dure to access parameters and local variables on the 
stack. The FP register is set up on procedure entry with 
the ENTER instruction and restored on procedure termi
nation with the EXIT instruction. 

The frame pointer holds the address in memory occu
pied by the old contents of the frame pointer. (In the 
NS32132 the upper eight bits of this register are always 
zero.) 

SB: The STATIC BASE register points to the global vari
ables of a software module. This register is used to sup
port relocatable global variables for software modules. 
The SB register holds the lowest address in memory 
occupied by the global variables of a module. (In the 
NS32132 the upper eight bits of this register are always 
zero.) 

INTBASE: The INTERRUPT BASE register holds the 
address of the dispatch table for interrupts and traps 
(Sec. 3.8). The INTBASE register holds the lowest ad
dress in memory occupied by the dispatch table. (In the 
NS32132 the upper eight bits of this register are always 
zero.) 
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FIGURE 2-1. The General and Dedicated Registers 

MOD: The MODULE register holds the address of the 
module descriptor of the currently executing software 
module. The MOD register is sixteen bits long, therefore 
the module table must be contained within the first 64K 
bytes of memory. 

PSR: The PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PSR) 
holds the status codes for the NS32132 microproces
sor. 

The PSR is sixteen bits long, divided into two eight-bit 
halves. The low order eight bits are accessible to all 
programs, but the high order eight bits are accessible 
only to programs executing in Supervisor Mode. 

TL/EE/8583-4 

FIGURE 2-2. Processor Status Register 

C: The C bit indicates that a carry or borrow occurred 
after an addition or subtraction instruction. It can be 
used with the ADDC and SUBC instructions to perform 
multiple-precision integer arithmetic calculations. It may 
have a setting of 0 (no carry or borrow) or 1 (carry or 
borrow). 

T: The T bit causes program tracing. If this bit is a 1, a 
TRC trap is executed after every instruction (Sec. 3.8.5). 

L: The L bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a 
comparison instruction the L bit is set to "1" if the sec
ond operand is less than the first operand, when both 
operands are interpreted as unsigned integers. Other
wise, it is set to "0". In Floating Point comparisons, this 
bit is always cleared. 

F: The F bit is a general condition flag, which is altered 
by many instructions (e.g., integer arithmetic instructions 
use it to indicate overflow). 

Z: The Z bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a 
comparison instruction the Z bit is set to "1" if the sec
ond operand is equal to the first operand; otherwise it is 
set to "0". 

N: The N bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a 
comparison instruction the N bit is set to "1" if the sec
ond operand is less than the first operand, when both 
operands are interpreted as signed integers. Otherwise, 
it is set to "0". . 
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U: If the U bit is "1" no privileged instructions may be 
executed. If the U bit is "0" then all instructions may be 
executed. When U = 0 the NS32132 is said to be in 
Supervisor Mode; when U = 1 the NS32132 is said to 
be in User Mode. A User Mode program is restricted 
from executing certain instructions and accessing cer
tain registers which could interfere with the operating 
system. For example, a User Mode program is prevent
ed from changing the setting of the flag used to indicate 
its own privilege mode. A Supervisor Mode program is 
assumed to be a trusted part of the operating system, 
hence it has no such restrictions. 

S: The S bit specifies whether the SPO register or SP1 
register is used as the stack pointer. The bit is automati
cally cleared on interrupts and traps. It may have a set
ting of 0 (use the SPO register) or 1 (use the SP1 regis
ter). 

P: The P bit prevents a TRC trap from occurring more 
than once for an instruction (Sec. 3.8.5.). It may have a 
setting of 0 (no trace pending) or 1 (trace pending). 

I: If I = 1, then all interrupts will be accepted (Sec. 3.8.). 
If I = 0, only the NMI interrupt is accepted. Trap en
ables are not affected by this bit. 

2.1.3 The Configuration Register (CFG) 

Within the Control section of the NS32132 CPU is the four
bit CFG Register, which declares the presence of certain 
external devices. It is referenced by only one instruction, 
SETCFG, which is intended to be executed only as part of 
system initialization after reset. The format of the CFG Reg
ister is shown in Figure 2-3. 

FIGURE 2-3. CFG Register 

The CFG I bit declares the presence of external interrupt 
vectoring circuitry (specifically, the NS32202 Interrupt Con
trol Unit). If the CFG I bit is set, interrupts requested through 
the INT pin are "Vectored." If it is clear, these interrupts are 
"Non-Vectored." See Sec. 3.8. 

The F, M and C bits declare the presence of the FPU, MMU 
and Custom Slave Processors. If these bits are not set, the 
corresponding instructions are trapped as being undefined. 
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2.1.4 Memory Organization 

The main memory of the NS32132 is a uniform linear ad
dress space. Memory locations are numbered sequentially 
starting at zero and ending at 224 - 1. The number specify
ing a memory location is called an address. The contents of 
each memory location is a byte consisting of eight bits. Un
less otherwise noted, diagrams in this document show data 
stored in memory with the lowest address on the right and 
the highest address on the left. Also, when data is shown 
vertically, the lowest address is at the top of a diagram and 
the highest address at the bottom of the diagram. When bits 
are numbered in a diagram, the least significant bit is given 
the number zero, and is shown at the right of the diagram. 
Sits are numbered in increasing significance and toward the 
left. 

~ 
A 

Byte at Address A 

Two contiguous bytes are called a word. Except where not
ed (Sec. 2.2.1), the least significant byte of a word is stored 
at the lower address, and the most significant byte of the 
word is stored at the next higher address. In memory, the 
address of a word is the address of its least significant byte, 
and a word may start at any address. 

115 MSS's 817 LSS's 0 I 
A+1 A 

Word at Address A 

Two contiguous words are called a double word. Except 
where noted (Sec. 2.2.1), the least significant word of a dou
ble word is stored at the lowest address and the most signif
icant word of the double word is stored at the address two 
greater. In memory, the address of a double word is the 
address of its least significant byte, and a double word may 
start at any address. 

131 MSS's 24123 16115 817 LSS's 0 I 
A+3 A+2 A+1 A 

Double Word at Address A 

Although memory is addressed as bytes, it is actually orga
nized as double-words. Note that access time to a word or a 
double-word depends upon its address, e.g. double-words 
that are aligned to start at addresses tha~ are multiples of 
four will be accessed more quickly than those not so 
aligned. This also applies to words that cross a double-word 
boundary. 

2.1.5 Dedicated Tables 

Two of the NS32132 dedicated registers (MOD and INT
SASE) serve as pointers to dedicated tables in memory. 

The INTSASE register points to the Interrupt Dispatch and 
Cascade tables. These are described in Sec. 3.8. 

The MOD register contains a pointer into the Module Table, 
whose entries are called Module Descriptors. A Module De
scriptor contains four pointers, three of which are used by 
NS32132. The MOD register contains the address of the 
Module Descriptor for the currently running module. It is au
tomatically up-dated by the Call External Procedure instruc
tions (CXP and CXPD). 
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The format of a Module Descriptor is shown in Figure 2-4. 
The Static Sase entry contains the address of static data 
assigned to the running module. It is loaded into the CPU 
Static Sase register by the CXP and CXPD instructions. The 
Program Sase entry contains the address of the first byte of 
instruction code in the module. Since a module may have 
multiple entry points, the Program Sase pointer serves only 
as a reference to find them. 

15 o 
l MOD I 

l -
°L 31 

STATIC BASE 

LINK TABLE ADDRESS 

PROGRAM BASE 

RESERVED 

.... 
TL/EE/8583-5 

FIGURE 2·4. Module Descriptor Format 

The Link Table Address points to the Link Table for the 
currently running module. The Link Table provides the infor
mation needed for: 

1) Sharing variables between modules. Such variables are 
accessed through the Link Table via the External ad
dressing mode. 

2) Transferring control from one module to another. This is 
done via the Call External Procedure (CXP) instruction. 

The format of a Link Table is given in Figure 2-5. A Link 
Table Entry for an external variable contains the 32-bit ad
dress of that variable. An entry for an external procedure 
contains two 16-bit fields: Module and Offset. The Module 
field contains the new MOD register contents for the mod
ule being entered. The Offset field is an unsigned number 
giving the position of the entry point relative to the new 
module's Program Sase pointer. 

For further details of the functions of these tables, see the 
Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual. 

ENTRY 

o 

'31 

'-

o-r 
ABSOLUTE ADDRESS ( VARIABLE) 

ABSOLUTE ADDRESS ( VARIABLE) 

OFFSET I MODULE ( PROCEDURE) 

...... 
TUEE/8583-6 

FIGURE 2-5. A Sample Link Table 
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2.2 INSTRUCTION SET 

2.2.1 General Instruction Format 

Figure 2-6 shows the general format of a Series 32000 in
struction. The Basic Instruction is one to three bytes long 
and contains the Opcode and up to two 5-bit General Ad
dressing Mode ("Gen") fields. Following the Basic Instruc
tion field is a set of optional extensions, which may appear 
depending on the instruction and the addressing modes se
lected. 

Index Bytes appear when either or both Gen fields specify 
Scaled Index. In this case, the Gen field specifies only the 
Scale Factor (1, 2, 4 or 8), and the Index Byte specifies 
which General Purpose Register to use as the index, and 
which addressing mode calculation to perform before index
ing. See Figure 2-7. 

I ' GEN. ADDR. MODE l REG. NO. 

TL/EE/8583-8 

FIGURE 2-7. Index Byte Format 

Following Index Bytes come any displacements (addressing 
constants) or immediate values associated with the select
ed address modes. Each Disp/lmm field may contain one or 
two displacements, or one immediate value. The size of a 
Displacement field is encoded with the top bits of that field, 
as shown in Figure 2-8, with the remaining bits interpreted 
as a signed (two's complement) value. The size of an imme
diate value is determined from the Opcode field. Both Dis
placement and Immediate fields are stored most significant 
byte first. Note that this is different from the memory repre
sentation of data (Sec. 2.1.4). 

Some instructions require additional, "implied" immediates 
and/ or displacements, apart from those associated with ad
dressing modes. Any such extensions appear at the end of 
the instruction, in the order that they appear within the list of 
operands in the instruction definition (Sec. 2.2.3). 

Byte Displacement: Range - 64 TO + 63 

SIGNED DISPLACEMENT 

Word Displacement: Range - 8192 TO + 8191 

Double Word Displacement: 
Range (Entire Addressing Space) 

7 0 

1 
I 

1 I I 

v~~~ 
~""~ 

.pv.~Q 
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FIGURE 2-8. Displacement Encodings 

2.2.2 Addressing Modes 

The NS32132 CPU generally accesses an operand by cal
culating its Effective Address based on information avail
able when the operand is to be accessed. The method to be 
used in performing this calculation is specified by the pro
grammer as an "addressing mode." 

OPTIONAL BASIC 
EXTENSIONS INSTRUCTION 

(~-------_-----------A~--------------------,r~--------'~~ 

DISP2 DISPl DISP21DISPl 
I 

: 
IMPLIED GEN I GEN INDEX INDEX I 

IMMEDIATE DISP DISP ADDR I ADDR OPCODE BYTE BYTE I 
OPERAND(S) MODE : MODE 

A B 
IMM IMM 

I 

: 
t ~ 1 I 
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FIGURE 2-6. General Instruction Format 
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Addressing modes in the NS32132 are designed to optimal
ly support high-level language accesses to variables. In 
nearly all cases, a variable access requires only one ad
dressing mode, within the instruction that acts upon that 
variable. Extraneous data movement is therefore minimized. 

NS32132 Addressing Modes fall into nine basic types: 

Register: The operand is available in one of the eight Gen
eral Purpose Registers. In certain Slave Processor instruc
tions, an auxiliary set of eight registers may be referenced 
instead. 

Register Relative: A General Purpose Register contains an 
address to which is added a displacement value from the 
instruction, yielding the Effective Address of the operand in 
memory. 

Memory Space. Identical to Register Relative above, ex
cept that the register used is one of the dedicated registers 
PC, SP, SB or FP. These registers point to data areas gen
erally needed by high-level languages. 

Memory Relative: A pointer variable is found within the 
memory space pointed to by the SP, SB or FP register. A 
displacement is added to that pointer to generate the Effec
tive Address of the operand. 

Immediate: The operand is encoded within the instruction. 
This addressing mode is not allowed if the operand is to be 
written. 

Absolute: The address of the operand is specified by a 
displacement field in the instruction. 

External: A pointer value is read from a specified entry of 
the current Link Table. To this pOinter value is added a dis
placement, yielding the Effective Address of the operand. 

Top of Stack: The currently-selected Stack Pointer (SPO or 
SP1) specifies the location of the operand. The operand is 
pushed or popped, depending on whether it is written or 
read. 

Scaled Index: Although encoded as an addressing mode. 
Scaled Indexing is an option on any addressing mode ex
cept Immediate or another Scaled Index. It has the effect of 
calculating an Effective Address, then multiplying any Gen
eral Purpose Register by 1, 2, 4 or 8 and adding it into the 
total, yielding the final Effective Address of the operand. 

Table 2-1 is a brief summary of the addressing modes. For a 
complete description of their actions, see the Instruction Set 
Reference Manual. 
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2.2.3 Instruction Set Summary 

Table 2-2 presents a brief description of the NS32132 in
struction set. The Format column refers to the Instruction 
Format tables (Appendix A). The Instruction column gives 
the instruction as coded in assembly language, and the De
scription column provides a short description of the function 
provided by that instruction. Further details of the exact op
erations performed by each instruction may be found in the 
Instruction Set Reference Manual. 

Notations: 

i = I nteger length suffix: B = Byte 

W = Word 

D = Double Word 

f = Floating-Point length suffix: F = Standard Floating 

L = Long Floating 

gen = General operand. Any addressing mode can be 
specified. 

short = A 4-bit value encoded within the Basic Instruction 
(see Appendix A for encodings). 

imm = Implied immediate operand. An 8-bit value append
ed after any addressing extensions. 

disp = Displacement (addressing constant): 8, 16 or 32 
bits. All three lengths legal. 

reg = Any General Purpose Register: RO-R7. 

areg = Any Dedicated/Address Register: SP, SB, FP, 
MOD, INTBASE, PSR, US (bottom 8 PSR bits). 

mreg = Any Memory Management Status/Control Regis
ter. 

creg = A Custom Slave Processor Register (Implementa
tion Dependent). 

cond = Any condition code, encoded as a 4-bit field within 
the Basic Instruction (see Appendix A for encodings). 
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00000 Register 0 RO or FO None: Operand is in the specified N · 00001 Register 1 Rl or Fl register 
CD ...... 

00010 Register 2 R2 or F2 Z 
(/) 

00011 Register 3 R3 or F3 w 
N 

00100 Register 4 R4 or F4 ... 
W 

00101 Register 5 R5 or F5 N · 00110 Register 6 R6 or F6 ... 
0 

00111 Register 7 R7 or F7 
Register Relative 
01000 Register 0 relative disp(RO) Disp + Register. 
01001 Register 1 relative disp(Rl) 

01010 Register 2 relative disp(R2) 
01011 Register 3 relative disp(R3) 
01100 Register 4 relative disp(R4) 
01101 Register 5 relative disp(R5) 
01110 Register 6 relative disp(R6) 
01111 Register 7 relative disp(R7) 
Memory Relative 
10000 Frame memory relative disp2(disp1 (FP)) Disp2 + Pointer; Pointer found at 
10001 Stack memory relative disp2(displ (SP)) address Displ + Register. "SP" 
10010 Static memory relative disp2(displ (S8)) is either SPO or SP1, as selected 

in PSR. 
Reserved 
10011 (Reserved for Future Use) 
Immediate 
10100 Immediate value None: Operand is input from 

instruction queue. 
Absolute 
10101 Absolute @disp Disp. 
External 
10110 External EXT (displ) + disp2 Disp2 + Pointer; Pointer is found 

at Link Table Entry number Displ. 
Top of Stack 
10111 Top of stack TOS Top of current stack, using either 

User or Interrupt Stack Pointer, 
as selected in PSR. Automatic 
Push/Pop included. 

Memory Space 
11000 Frame memory disp(FP) Disp + Register; "SP" is either 
11001 Stack memory disp(SP) SPO or SP1, as selected in PSR. 
11010 Static memory disp(S8) 
11011 Program memory , +disp 
Scaled Index 
11100 Index, bytes mode[Rn:B] EA (mode) + Rn. 
11101 Index, words mode[Rn:W] EA (mode) + 2 x Rn. 
11110 Index, double words mode[Rn:D] EA (mode) + 4X Rn. 
11111 Index, quad words mode[Rn:Q] EA (mode) + 8 x Rn. 

'Mode' and 'n' are contained 
within the Index Byte. 
EA (mode) denotes the effective 
address generated using mode. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

TABLE 2-2 

NS32132 Instruction Set Summary 
MOVES 

Format Operation Operands Description 
4 MOVi gen,gen Move a value. 

2 MOVQi short,gen Extend and move a Signed 4-bit constant. 

7 MOVMi gen,gen,disp Move Multiple: disp bytes (1 to (6). 
7 MOVZBW gen,gen Move with zero extension. 
7 MOVZiD gen,gen Move with zero extension. 
7 MOVXBW gen,gen Move with sign extension. 

7 MOVXiD gen,gen Move with sign extension. 

4 ADDR gen,gen Move Effective Address. 

INTEGER ARITHMETIC 

Format Operation Operands Description 

4 ADD I gen,gen Add. 

2 ADDQi short,gen Add signed 4-bit constant. 

4 ADDCi gen,gen Add with carry. 

4 SUBi gen,gen Subtract. 

4 SUBCi gen,gen Subtract with carry (borrow). 
6 NEGi gen,gen Negate (2's complement). 

6 ABSi gen,gen Take absolute value. 
7 MULi gen,gen Multiply 

7 QUOi gen,gen Divide, rounding toward zero. 
7 REMi gen,gen Remainder from QUO. 

7 DIVi gen,gen Divide, rounding down. 
7 MODi gen,gen Remainder from DIV (Modulus). 
7 MEIi gen,gen Multiply to Extended Integer. 

7 DEli gen,gen Divide Extended Integer. 

PACKED DECIMAL (BCD) ARITHMETIC 

Format Operation Operands Description 

6 ADDPi gen,gen Add Packed. 
6 SUBPi gen,gen Subtract Packed. 

INTEGER COMPARISON 

Format Operation Operands Description 

4 CMPi gen,gen Compare. 
2 CMPQi short,gen Compare to signed 4-bit constant. 
7 CMPMi gen,gen,disp Compare Multiple: disp bytes (1 to (6). 

LOGICAL AND BOOLEAN 

Format Operation Operands Description 

4 ANDi gen,gen Logical AND. 
4 ORi gen,gen Logical OR. 
4 BICi gen,gen Clear selected bits. 
4 XORi gen,gen Logical Exclusive OR. 
6 COMi gen,gen Complement all bits. 
6 NOTi gen,gen Boolean complement: LSB only. 
2 Scondi gen Save condition code (cond) as a Boolean variable of size i. 
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SHIFTS 

Format Operation Operands Description 
6 LSHi gen,gen Logical Shift, left or right. 
6 ASHi gen,gen Arithmetic Shift, left or right. 
6 ROTi gen,gen Rotate, left or right. 

BITS 

Format Operation Operands Description 

4 TBITi gen,gen Test bit. 
6 SBITi gen,gen Test and set bit. 
6 SBITli gen,gen Test and set bit, interlocked 
6 CBITi gen,gen Test and clear bit. 

6 CBITli gen,gen Test and clear bit, interlocked. 
6 IBITi gen,gen Test and invert bit. 
8 FFSi gen,gen Find first set bit 

BIT FIELDS 

Bit fields are values in memory that are not aligned to byte boundaries. Examples are PACKED arrays and records 
used in Pascal. "Extract" instructions read and align a bit field. "Insert" instructions write a bit field from an aligned 
source. 
Format Operation 

8 EXTi 
8 INSi 
7 EXTSi 
7 INSSi 
8 CVTP 

ARRAYS 

Format Operation 

8 CHECKi 
8 INDEXi 

STRINGS 

Operands 

reg,gen,gen,disp 
reg,gen,gen,disp 
gen,gen,imm,imm 
gen,gen,imm,imm 
reg,gen,gen 

Operands 

reg,gen,gen 
reg,gen,gen 

Description 

Extract bit field (array oriented). 
Insert bit field (array oriented). 
Extract bit field (short form). 
Insert bit field (short form). 
Convert to Bit Field Pointer. 

Description 

Index bounds check. 
Recursive indexing step for multiple-dimensional arrays. 

String instructions assign specific functions to the Gen
eral Purpose Registers: 

Options on all string instructions are: 

B (Backward): Decrement string pointers after each step 
rather than incrementing. R4 - Comparison Value 

R3 - Translation Table Pointer 

R2 - String 2 Pointer 

R1 - String 1 Pointer 

RO - Limit Count 

Format Operation 
5 MOVSi 

MOVST 

5 CMPSi 
CMPST 

5 SKPSi 
SKPST 

Operands 
options 
options 

options 
options 

options 
options 

U (Until match): End instruction if String 1 entry matches 
R4. 

W (While match): End instruction if String 1 entry does not 
match R4. 

All string instructions end when RO decrements to zero. 

Descriptions 
Move String 1 to String 2. 
Move string, translating bytes. 

Compare String 1 to String 2. 
Compare translating, String 1 bytes. 

Skip over String 1 entries 
Skip, translating bytes for Until/While. 
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JUMPS AND LINKAGE 

Format Operation Operands 
3 JUMP gen 
0 BR disp 
0 Bcond disp 
3 CASEi gen 
2 ACBi short,gen,disp 
3 JSR gen 

BSR disp 
CXP disp 

3 CXPD gen 
SVC 
FLAG 
BPT 
ENTER [reg Iist],disp 
EXIT [reg list] 
RET disp 
RXP disp 
RETT disp 
RETI 

CPU REGISTER MANIPULATION 

Format Operation Operands 

SAVE [reg list] 
RESTORE [reg list] 

2 LPRi areg,gen 
2 SPRi areg,gen 
3 ADJSPi gen 
3 BISPSRi gen 
3 BICPSRi gen 
5 SETCFG [option list] 

FLOATING POINT 

Format Operation Operands 

11 MOVf gen,gen 
9 MOVLF gen,gen 
9 MOVFL gen,gen 
9 MOVif gen,gen 
9 ROUNDfi gen,gen 
9 TRUNCfi gen,gen 
9 FLOORfi gen,gen 

11 ADDf gen,gen 
11 SUBf gen,gen 
11 MULf gen,gen 
11 DIVf gen,gen 
11 CMPf gen,gen 
11 NEGf gen,gen 
11 ABSf gen,gen 
9 LFSR gen 
9 SFSR gen 

MEMORY MANAGEMENT 
Format Operation Operands 

14 LMR mreg,gen 
14 SMR mreg,gen 
14 RDVAL gen 
14 WRVAL gen 
8 MOVSUi gen,gen 

8 MOVUSi gen,gen 

Description 
Jump. 
Branch (PC Relative). 
Conditional branch. 
Multiway branch. 
Add 4-bit constant and branch if non-zero. 
Jump to subroutine. 
Branch to subroutine. 
Call external procedure. 
Call external procedure using descriptor. 
Supervisor Call. 
Flag Trap. 
Breakpoint Trap. 
Save registers and allocate stack frame (Enter Procedure). 
Restore registers and reclaim stack frame (Exit Procedure). 
Return from subroutine. 
Return from external procedure call. 
Return from trap. (Privileged) 
Return from interrupt. (Privileged) 

Description 

Save General Purpose Registers. 
Restore General Purpose Registers. 
Load Dedicated Register. (Privileged if PSR or INTBASE) 
Store Dedicated Register. (Privileged if PSR or INTBASE) 
Adjust Stack Pointer. 
Set selected bits in PSR. (Privileged if not Byte length) 
Clear selected bits in PSR. (Privileged if not Byte length) 
Set Configuration Register. (Privileged) 

Description 

Move a Floating Point value. 
Move and shorten a Long value to Standard. 
Move and lengthen a Standard value to Long. 
Convert any integer to Standard or Long Floating. 
Convert to integer by rounding. 
Convert to integer by truncating, toward zero. 
Convert to largest integer less than or equal to value. 
Add. 
Subtract. 
Multiply. 
Divide. 
Compare. 
Negate. 
Take absolute value. 
Load FSR. 
Store FSR. 

Description 

Load Memory Management Register. (Privileged) 
Store Memory Management Register. (Privileged) 
Validate address for reading. (Privileged) 
Validate address for writing. (Privileged) 
Move a value from Supervisor 
Space to User Space. (Privileged) 
Move a value from User Space 
to Supervisor Space. (Privileged) 
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en 
w 
N -w 

MISCELLANEOUS N • 
Format Operation Operands Description en ....... 

1 NOP No Operation. Z en 
WAIT Wait for interrupt. w 
DIA Diagnose. Single-byte "Branch to Self" for hardware 

N -breakpointing. Not for use in programming. w 
N · CUSTOM SLAVE 
Q) 
....... 

Format Operation Operands Description 
Z en 
w 

15.5 CCALOc gen,gen Custom Calculate. N -15.5 CCALlc gen,gen w 
N 

15.5 CCAL2c gen,gen · -15.5 CCAL3c gen,gen 0 

15.5 CMOVOc gen,gen Custom Move. 

15.5 CMOVlc gen,gen 

15.5 CMOV2c gen,gen 

CMOV3c gen,gen 

15.5 CCMPOc gen,gen Custom Compare. 

CCMPlc gen,gen 

15.1 CCVOci gen,gen Custom Convert. 

15.1 CCVlci gen,gen 
15.1 CCV2ci gen,gen 

15.1 CCV3ic gen,gen 

15.1 CCV4DQ gen,gen 

15.1 CCV5QD gen,gen 

15.1 LCSR gen Load Custom Status Register. 

15.1 SCSR gen Store Custom Status Register. 

15.0 CATSTO gen Custom Address/Test. (Privileged) 

15.0 CATSTI gen (Privileged) 

15.0 LCR creg,gen Load Custom Register. (Privileged) 

15.0 SCR creg,gen Store Custom Register. (Privileged) 
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3.0 Functional Description 
3.1 POWER AND GROUNDING 

The NS32132 requires a single 5-volt power supply, applied 
on pin 18 {Ved. 
Grounding connections are made on four pins. Logic 
Ground (GNDL, pin 51) is the common pin for on-chip logic, 
and Buffer Grounds (GNDB1, pin 52, GNDB2, pin 16 and 
GNDB3, Pin 60) are the common pins for the output drivers. 
For optimal noise immunity it is recommended that GNDB1 
and GNDB2 be connected together through a single con
ductor, and GNDL be directly connected to the middle point 
of this conductor. All other ground connections should be 
made to the common line as shown in Figure 3-1 . 

In addition to Vee and Ground, the NS32132 CPU uses an 
internally-generated negative voltage. It is necessary to filter 
this voltage externally by attaching a pair of capacitors (Fig. 
3-1) from the BBG pin to ground. Recommended values for 
these are: 

C1: 1 ,..F, Tantalum. 

C2: 1000 pF, low inductance. This should be either a disc or 
monolithic ceramic capacitor. 

NS32132 
CPU 

TLlEE/8583-10 

FIGURE 3-1. Recommended Supply Connections 

3.2 CLOCKING 

The NS32132 inputs clocking signals from the NS32201 
Timing Control Unit (TCU), which presents two non-overlap
ping phases of a single clock frequency. These phases 

vcc 

PHil ------I-----....J 

are called PHI1 (pin 26) and PHI2 (pin 27). Their relationship 
to each other is shown in Figure 3-2. 

Each rising edge of PH 11 defines a transition in the timing 
state ("T-State") of the CPU. One T-State represents the 
execution of one microinstruction within the CPU, and/or 
one step of an external bus transfer. See Sec. 4 for com
plete specifications of PHI1 and PHI2. 

PHI1 

PHI2 

NON·OVERLAPPING 

TLlEE/8583-1l 

FIGURE 3-2. Clock Timing Relationships 

As the TCU presents signals with very fast transitions, it is 
recommended that the conductors carrying PHI1 andPHI2 
be kept as short as possible, and that they not be connect
ed anywhere except from the TCU to the CPU and, if pres
ent, the MMU. A TTL Clock signal (CTTL) is provided by the 
TCU for all other clocking. 

3.3 RESETTING 

The RST / ABT pin serves both as a Reset for on-chip logic 
and as the Abort input for Memory-Managed systems. For 
its use as the Abort Command, see Sec. 3.5.4. 

The CPU may be reset at any time by pulling the RST / ABT 
pin low for at least 64 clock cycles. Upon detecting a reset, 
the CPU terminates instruction processing, resets its inter
nal logic, and clears the Program Counter (PC) and Proces
sor Status Register (PSR) to all zeroes. 

On application of power, RST / ABT must be held low for at 
least 50 ,..sec after Vee is stable. This is to ensure that all 
on-chip voltages are completely stable before operation. 
Whenever a Reset is applied, it must also remain 

ijST/AEIT ------+-------__________ ~ 

TL/EE/8583-l2 

FIGURE 3-3. Power-on Reset Requirements 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

active for not less than 64 clock cycles. The rising edge 
must occur while PHI1 is high. See Figures 3-3 and 3-4. 

The NS32201 Timing Control Unit (TCU) provides circuitry 
to meet the Reset requirements of the NS32132 CPU. Fig
ure 3-5a shows the recommended connections for a non
Memory-Managed system. Figure 3-5b shows the connec
tions for a Memory-Managed system. 

vcc 

r------------, 
I I 

PHll~J1SL 
1---.- ;,64 CLOCK-i 

RST/ABT-----,~""""'" Cf:CLES I 

NS32201 
TCU 

TL/EE/8583-13 

FIGURE 3-4. General Reset Timing 

NS32132 
CPU 

I RESET l>---lI-+--1-+-~~~-----l RSTI RSTO 1------11""""""----1 RSr/AeT 
I I 
, I L. _____________ J 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTIONAL) 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAL) 

c: 50 ,usee 

SYSTEM RESET 

TL/EE/8583-14 

FIGURE 3-5a. Recommended Reset Connections, Non-Memory-Managed System 

vcc 

r------------ , 
I I 

NS32201 
TCU 

NS32082 
MMU 

NS32132 
CPU 

I I I RESET l>---lI-+--1-+-~.....;~----~ RsTi RsTO 

! I L. _____________ J 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTIONAL) 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAL) 

~ 50.usee 

TLlEE/8583-15 

FIGURE 3-5b. Recommended Reset Connections, Memory-Managed System 

3.4 BUS CYCLES 

The NS32132 CPU has a strap option which defines the Bus 
Timing Mode as either With or Without Address Translation. 
This section describes only bus cycles under the No Ad
dress Translation option. For details of the use of the strap 
and of bus cycles with address translation, see Sec. 3.5. 

The CPU will perform a bus cycle for one of the following 
reasons: 

1) To write or read data, to or from memory or a peripheral 
interface device. Peripheral input and output are memory
mapped in the Series 32000 family. 

2) To fetch instructions into the eight-byte instruction queue. 
This happens whenever the bus would otherwise be idle 
and the queue is not already full. 
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3) To acknowledge an interrupt and allow external circuitry 
to provide a vector number, or to acknowledge comple
tion of an interrupt service routine. 

4) To transfer information to or from a Slave Processor. 

In terms of bus timing, cases 1 through 3 above are identi
cal. For timing specifications, see Sec. 4. The only external 
difference between them is the four-bit code placed on the 
Bus Status pins (STO-ST3). Slave Processor cycles differ in 
that separate control signals are applied (Sec. 3.4.6). 

The sequence of events in a non-Slave bus cycle is shown 
below in Figure 3-7 for a Read cycle and Figure 3-8 for a 
Write cycle. The cases shown assume that the selected 
memory or interface device is capable of communicating 
with the CPU at full speed. If it is not, then cycle extension 
may be requested through the RDY line (Sec. 3.4.1). 
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A full·speed bus cycle is performed in four cycles of the 
PHI1 clock signal, labeled T1 through T4. Clock cycles not 
associated with a bus cycle are designated Ti (for "Idle"). 

During T1, the CPU applies an address on pins ADO-AD23. 
It also provides a low-going pulse on the ADS pin, which 
serves the dual purpose of informing external circuitry that a 
bus cycle is starting and of providing control to an external 
latch for demultiplexing Address bits 0-23 from the ADO
AD23 pins. See Figure 3-6. During this time also the status 
signals DDIN, indicating the direction of the transfer, and 
BEO-BE3, indicating which of the four bus bytes are to be 
referenced, become valid. 

During T2 the CPU switches the Data Bus, ADO-AD31 to 
either accept or present data. It also starts the data strobe 
(DS), signalling the beginning of the data transfer. Associat
ed signals from the NS32201 Timing Control Unit are also 
activated at this time: RD (Read Strobe) or WR (Write 
Strobe), TSO (Timing State Output, indicating that T2 has 
been reached) and DBE (Data Buffer Enable). 

The T3 state provides for access time requirements, and it 
occurs at least once in a bus cycle. At the end of T2, on the 
falling edge of the PHI2 clock, the RDY (Ready) line is sam
pled to determine whether the bus cycle will be extended 
(Sec. 3.4.1). 

If the CPU is performing a Read cycle, the Data Bus (ADO
AD31) is sampled at the falling edge of PHI2 of the last T3 
state. See Timing Specification, Sec. 4. Data must, howev
er, be held at least until the beginning of T4. DS and RD are 
guaranteed not to go inactive before this pOint, so the rising 
edge of either of them may safely be used to disable the 
device providing the input data . 

The T 4 state finishes the bus cycle. At the beginning of T 4, 
the DS, RD or WR, and TSO signals go inactive, and at the 
rising edge of PHI2, DBE goes inactive, having provided for 
necessary data hold times. Data during Write cycles re
mains valid from the CPU throughout T 4. Note that the Bus 
Status lines (STO-ST3) change at the beginning of T 4, an
ticipating the following bus cycle (if any). 

OOIN t--...,..----~ 

024-031 

AOO-A023 

NS32132 

PHil PHI2 OS/FLT 

PHil PHI2 ADS DDIN 

NS32201 

os 

DBE AD 
Rol-----------~ 

WR t-----------~ 

TSO 
TSO I-----------~ 

TLlEE/8583-16 

FIGURE 3-6. Bus Connections 
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NS32132 CPU BUS SIGNALS 

I T40RTi I Tl T2 T3 

PHil [ 

PHI 2 [ 

ADO-AD23 [ 

D24-D31 [ 

ADS [ 

STQ-STl [ 

CoiN [ 

iEo-m [ 

Os [ 

RDY [ 

rso[ 

FIGURE 3-7. Read Cycle Timing 
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FIGURE 3·8. Write Cycle Timing 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.1 Cycle Extension 

To allow sufficient strobe widths and access times for any 
speed of memory or peripheral device, the NS32016 pro· 
vides for extension of a bus cycle. Any type of bus cycle 
except a Slave Processor cycle can be extended. 

In Figures 3-7 and 3-8, note that during T3 all bus control 
signals from the CPU and TCU are flat. Therefore, a bus 
cycle can be cleanly extended by causing the T3 state to be 
repeated. This is the purpose of the RDY (Ready) pin. 

At the end of T2 on the falling edge of PHI2, the RDY line is 
sampled by the CPU. If RDY is high, the next T-states will be 
T3 and then T4, ending the bus cycle. If RDY is low, then 
another T3 state will be inserted after the next T -state and 
the RDY line will again be sampled on the falling edge of 
PH 12. Each additional T3 state after the first is referred to as 
a "WAIT STATE". See Figure 3-9. 

Tl T2 

PHI I 

PHI 2 

ROY 

The RDY pin is driven by the NS32201 Timing Control Unit, 
which applies WAIT States to the CPU as requested on 
three sets of pin: 

1) CWAIT (Continuous WAIT), which holds the CPU in 
WAIT states until removed. 

2) WAIT1, WAIT2, WAIT4, WAITS (Coliecti'/ely WAITn), 
which may be given a four-bit binary value requesting a 
specific number of WAIT States from 0 to 15. 

3) PER (Peripheral), which inserts five additional WAIT 
states and causes the TCU to reshape the RD and WR 
strobes. This provides the setup and hold times required 
by most MOS peripheral interface devices. 

Combinations of these various WAIT requests are both legal 
and useful. For details of their use, see the NS32201 Data 
Sheet. 

Figure 3-10 illustrates a typical Read cycle, with two WAIT 
states requested through the TCU WAITn pins. 

T3 I T3 
(WAIT) T4 

TLlEE/8583-19 

FIGURE 3-9. ROY Pin Timing 

3.4.2 Bus Status 

The NS32132 CPU presents four bits of Bus Status informa
tion on pins STO-ST3. The various combinations on these 
pins indicate why the CPU is performing a bus cycle, or, if it 
is idle on the bus, then why is it idle. 

Referring to Figures 3-7 and 3-8, note that Bus Status leads 
the corresponding Bus Cycle, going valid one clock cycle 
before Tl , and changing to the next state at T 4. This allows 
the system designer to fully decode the Bus Status and, if 
desired, latch the decoded signals before ADS initiates the 
Bus Cycle. 

The Bus Status pins are interpreted as a four-bit value, with 
STO the least significant bit. Their values decode as follows: 

0000 - The bus is idle because the CPU does not need 
to perform a bus access. 

0001 - The bus is idle because the CPU is executing the 
WAIT instruction. 

0010 - (Reserved for future use.) 

0011 - The bus is idle because the CPU is waiting for a 
Slave Processor to complete an instruction. 

0100 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Master. 

The CPU is performing a Read cycle. To ac
knowledge receipt of a Non-Maskable Interrupt 
(on NMI) it will read from address FFFFOOI6, but 
will ignore any data provided. 
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To acknowledge receipt of a Maskable Interrupt 
(on INT) it will read from address FFFEOOI6, ex
pecting a vector number to be provided from the 
Master NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit. If the 
vectoring mode selected by the last SETCFG in
struction was Non-Vectored, then the CPU will 
ignore the value it has read and will use a default 
vector instead, having assumed that no NS32202 
is present. See Sec. 3.4.5. 

0101 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded. 

The CPU is reading a vector number from a Cas
caded NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit. The ad
dress provided is the address of the NS32202 
Hardware Vector register. See Sec. 3.4.5. 

0110 - End of Interrupt, Master. 

The CPU is performing a Read cycle to indicate 
that it is executing a Return from Interrupt (RETI) 
instruction. See Sec. 3.4.5. 

0111 - End of Interrupt, Cascaded. 

The CPU is reading from a Cascaded Interrupt 
Control Unit to indicate that it is returning 
(through RETI) from an interrupt service routine 
requested by that unit. See Sec. 3.4.5. 

1000 - Sequential Instruction Fetch. 

The CPU is reading the next sequential word 
from the instruction stream into' the Instruction 
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J 1 i 
) 

iNS32201 T~U BUS SIGNALS 

- V II 

- j 

- r-1 
I - 1\ I 

FIGURE 3·10. Extended Cycle Example 

NEXT CYCLE 

InoRTi I 
L' 
J1_ 

-
NEXT ADD R 

i" 

.~% ~ 

IV 
NEXT STATU S 

1;;;;-t-

NEXT 

~ ~ 

~ ~ 

~ ~ 

TL/EE/8583-20 

Note: Arrows on CWAIT, PER, WAITn indicate pOints a1 which the TCU samples. Arrows on ADO-AD15 and RDY indicate points at which the CPU samples. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Queue. It will do so whenever the bus would oth
erwise be idle and the queue is not already full. 

1001 - Non-Sequential Instruction Fetch. 

The CPU is performing the first fetch of instruc
tion code after the Instruction Queue is purged. 
This will occur as a result of any jump or branch, 
or any interrupt or trap, or execution of certain 
instructions. 

1010 - Data Transfer. 

The CPU is reading or writing an operand of an 
instruction. 

1011 - Read RMW Operand. 

The CPU is reading an operand which will subse
quently be modified and rewritten. If memory pro
tection circuitry would not allow the following 
Write cycle, it must abort this cycle. 

1100 - Read for Effective Address Calculation. 

The CPU is reading information from memory in 
order to determine the Effective Address of an 
operand. This will occur whenever an instruction 
uses the Memory Relative or Ex1ernal addressing 
mode. 

1101 - Transfer Slave Processor Operand. 

The CPU is either transferring an instruction op
erand to or from a Slave Processor, or it is issu
ing the Operation Word of a Slave Processor in
struction. See Sec. 3.9.1. 

1110 - Read Slave Processor Status. 

The CPU is reading a Status Word from a Slave 
Processor. This occurs after the Slave Processor 
has signalled completion of an instruction. The 
transferred word tells the CPU whether a trap 
should be taken, and in some instructions it pre
sents new values for the CPU Processor Status 
Register bits N, Z, L or F. See Sec. 3.9.1. 

1111 - Broadcast Slave 10. 

The CPU is initiating the execution of a Slave 
Processor instruction. The 10 Byte (first byte of 
the instruction) is sent to all Slave Processors, 
one of which will recognize it. From this point the 
CPU is communicating with only one Slave Proc
essor. See Sec. 3.9.1. 

3_4_3 Data Access Sequences 

The 24-bit address provided by the NS32132 is a byte ad
dress; that is, it uniquely Identifies one of up to 16,777,216 
eight-bit memory locations. An important feature of the 
NS32132 is that the presence of a 32-bit data bus imposes 
no restrictions on data alignment; any data item, regardless 
of size, may be placed starting at any memory address. The 
NS32132 provides special control signals. Byte Enable 
(BEO-BE3) which facilitate individual byte accessing on a 
32-bit bus. 

Memory is organized as four eight-bit banks, each bank re
ceiving the double-word address (A2-A23) in parallel. One 
bank, connected to Data Bus pins ADO-AD7 is enabled 
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when BEO is low. The second bank, connected to data bus 
pins AD8-ADI5 is enabled when BEl is low. The third and 
fourth banks are enabled by BE2 and BE3, respectively. 
See Figure 3-11. 

00-031 

TL/EE/8583-21 

FIGURE 3-11_ Memory Interface 

Since operands do not need to be aligned with respect to 
the double-word bus accessed performed by the CPU, a 
given double-word access can contain one, two, three, or 
four bytes of the operand being addressed, and these bytes 
can begin at various positions, as determined by A 1, AO. 
Table 3-1 lists the 10 resulting access types. 

TABLE 3-1 

Bus Access Types 
Type Bytes Accessed Al,AO BE3 BE2 BEl BEO 
1 1 00 1 0 
2 1 01 0 
3 10 1 0 
4 1 11 0 
5 2 00 1 1 0 0 

6 2 01 1 0 0 
7 2 10 0 0 1 1 

8 3 00 1 0 0 0 
9 3 01 0 0 0 

10 4 00 0 0 0 0 

Accesses of operands requiring more than one bus cycle 
are performed sequentially, with no idle T-States separating 
them. The number of bus cycles required to transfer an op
erand depends on its size and its alignment. Table 3-2 lists 
the bus cycles performed for each situation. 
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Cycle Type Address 

A. Word at address ending with 11 

1. 
2. 

4 A 
A+1 

o 

B. Double word at address ending with 01 

1. 
2. 

9 A o 
A+3 

C. Double word at address ending with 10 

1. 7 A 0 
2. 5 A + 2 

D. Double word at address ending with 11 

o 

TABLE 3-2 

Access Sequences 

1 
0 

o o 1 
0 

o 1 
o 0 

( 

Byte 3 

Byte 0 
X 

Data Bus 

\ 
Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0 

I BYTE 1 I BYTE 01 +- A 

X X X 
X X Byte 1 

1 BYTE 3\ BYTE 2\ BYTE 1\ BYTE 01 +- A 

Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0 X 
X X X Byte 3 

1 BYTE 3\ BYTE 2\ BYTE 1 \ BYTE 01 +- A 

Byte 1 Byte 0 X X 
X X Byte 3 Byte 2 

1 BYTE 3\ BYTE 2\ BYTE 1\ BYTE 01 +- A 

Byte 0 X X X 1. 
2. 

4 
8 

A 
A+1 o 0 0 X Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 

E. Quad word at address ending with 00 1 BYTE 7\ BYTE 6\ BYTE 51 BYTE 4\BYTE 3\ BYTE 2\BYTE 1\BYTEOI +- A 

1. 10 A o o o o Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0 
Other bus cycles (instruction prefetch or slave) can occur here. 
2. 10 A + 4 0 0 0 0 Byte 7 Byte 6 Byte 5 Byte 4 

F. Quad word at address ending with 01 1 BYTE 7\ BYTE 6\ BYTE 5\ BYTE 41 BYTE 3\ BYTE 2\ BYTE 1\ BYTE 01 +- A 

1. 
2. 

9 
1 

A 
A+3 

o o o 

Other bus cycles (instruction prefetch or slave) can occur here. 

1 
o 

Byte 2 
X 

Byte 1 
X 

Byte 0 
X 

X 
Byte 3 

3. 9 A + 4 0 0 0 Byte 6 Byte 5 Byte 4 X 
4. 1 A + 7 1 1 0 X X X Byte 7 

G. Quad word at address ending with 10 1 BYTE 7\ BYTE 6\ BYTE 5\ BYTE 4\ BYTE 3\ BYTE 2\ BYTE 1\ BYTE 01 +- A 

1. 
2. 

7 
5 

A 
A+2 

o o 
o 

Other bus cycles (instruction prefetch or slave) can occur here. 
o 

Byte 1 
X 

Byte 0 
X 

X 
Byte 3 

X 
Byte 2 

3. 7 A + 4 0 0 1 Byte 5 Byte 4 X X 
4. 5 A + 6 1 0 0 X X Byte 7 Byte 6 

H. Quad word at address ending with 11 1 BYTE 7\ BYTE 6\ BYTE 5\ BYTE 4\ BYTE 3\ BYTE 2\ BYTE 1\ BYTE 01 +- A 

1. 4 A 0 1 Byte 0 X X X 
2. 8 A+ 1 0 0 0 X Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 
Other bus cycles (instruction prefetch or slave) can occur here. 
1. 4 A+4 0 1 1 1 Byte 4 X X X 
2. 8 A+5 0 0 0 X Byte 7 Byte 6 Byte 5 

X = Don't Care 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.3.1 Bit Accesses 

The Bit Instructions perform byte accesses to the byte con
taining the designated bit. The Test and Set Bit instruction 
(SBIT), for example, reads a byte, alters it, and rewrites it, 
having changed the contents of one bit. 

3.4.3.2 Bit Field Accesses 

An access to a Bit Field in memory always generates a Dou
ble-Word transfer at the address containing the least signifi
cant bit of the field. The Double Word is read by an Extract 
instruction; an Insert instruction reads a Double Word, modi
fies it, and rewrites it. 

3.4.3.3 Extending Multiply Accesses 

The Extending Multiply Instruction (MEl) will return a result 
which is twice the size in bytes of the operand it reads. If the 
multiplicand is in memory, the most-significant half of the 
result is written first (at the higher address), then the least
significant half. This is done in order to support retry if this 
instruction is aborted. 

3.4.4 Instruction Fetches 

Instructions for the NS32132 CPU are "prefetched"; that is, 
they are input before being needed into the next available 
entry of the eight-byte Instruction Queue. The CPU performs 
two types of Instruction Fetch cycles: Sequential and Non
Sequential. These can be distinguished from each other by 
their differing status combinations on pins STO-ST3 (Sec. 
3.4.2). 
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A Sequential Fetch will be performed by the CPU whenever 
the Data Bus would otherwise be idle and the Instruction 
Queue is not currently full. Sequential Fetches are always 
type 10 Read cycles (Table 3-1). 

A Non-Sequential Fetch occurs as a result of any break in 
the normally sequential flow of a program. Any jump or 
branch instruction, a trap or an interrupt will cause the next 
Instruction Fetch cycle to be Non-Sequential. In addition, 
certain instructions flush the instruction queue, causing the 
next instruction fetch to display Non-Sequential status. Only 
the first bus cycle after a break displays Non-Sequential 
status, and that cycle depends on the destination address . 
Note: During non-sequential fetches BEO-BE3 are all active regardless of 

the alignment. 

3.4.5 Interrupt Control Cycles 

Activating the INT or NMI pin on the CPU will initiate one or 
more bus cycles whose purpose is interrupt control rather 
than the transfer of instructions or data. Execution of the 
Return from Interrupt instruction (RETI) will also cause Inter
rupt Control bus cycles. These differ from instruction or data 
transfers only in the status pesented on pins STO-ST3. All 
Interrupt Control cycles are single-byte Read cycles. 

This section describes only the Interrupt Control sequences 
associated with each interrupt and with the return from its 
service routine. For full details of the NS32132 interrupt 
structure, see Sec. 3.S. 
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TABLE 3-3 
Interrupt Sequences 

Data Bus 

r~------------'-------------\ 

Cycle Status Address ODIN BE3 BE2 BE1 BEO Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0 
A. Non-Maskable Interrupt Control Sequences 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFF0016 o o x x x x 

Interrupt Return 
None: Performed through Return from Trap (RED) instruction. 

B. Non- Vectored Interrupt Control Sequences 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFE0016 0 0 X X X X 

Interrupt Return 
1 0110 FFFE0016 0 0 X X X X 

C. Vectored Interrupt Sequences: Non-Cascaded 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFE0016 0 0 X X X Vector: 

Range: 0-127 

Interrupt Return 
1 0110 FFFE0016 0 0 X X X Vector: Same as 

in Previous In!. 
Ack. Cycle 

D. Vectored Interrupt Sequences: Cascaded 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFE0016 0 0 X X X Cascade Index: 

range -16to-1 

(The CPU here uses the Cascade Index to find the Cascade Address.) 
2 0101 Cascade 0 See Note 

Address 
Vector, range 9-255; on appropriate byte of 
data bus. 

Interrupt Return 
1 0110 FFFE0016 o 

(The CPU here uses the Cascade Index to find the Cascade Address) 
2 0111 Cascade 0 See Note 

Address 

X = Don't Care 

o X X 

X X 

X 

X 

Cascade Index: 
Same as in 
previous In!. 
Ack. Cycle 

X 

Note: BEO-BE3 signals will be activated according to the cascaded leu address. The cycle type can be 1, 2, 3 or 4, when reading the interrupt vector. The vector 
value can be in the range 0-255. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.6 Slave Processor Communication 

In addition to its use as the Address Translation strap (Sec. 
3.5.1), the AT /SPC pin is used as the data strobe for Slave 
Processor transfers. In this role, it is referred to as Slave 
Processor Control (SPC). In a Slave Processor bus cycle, 
data is transferred on the Data Bus (ADO-AD15), and the 
status lines STO-ST3 are monitored by each Slave Proces
sor in order to determine the type of transfer being per
formed. SPC is bidirectional, but is driven by the CPU during 
all Slave Processor bus cycles. See Sec. 3.9 for full protocol 
sequences. 

AD(0·15) 

AT/SPC 

NS32132 
CPU 

5TO-ST3 

~. 
0(0·15) 

" -
SPC 

SLAVE 
PROCESSOR 

STD-ST3 

TL/EE/B5B3-22 

FIGURE 3-12. Slave Processor Connections 

Note: 

(1) CPU samples Data Bus here. 

PREVo CYCLE 

I T40rTI T4 
I NEXT CYCLE 

Tl0RTI I Tl 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

ADD-A015 [ 

"'f"' ........ """""""'t' 

STo-sn [ 

ADS [ 

ODIN ['t~~~~~-----+-------+~-----+-
_(3)[ 
DBE 

(2) DBE and ali other NS32201 TCU bus signals remain inactive because no ADS pulse is received from the CPU. 

FIGURE 3-13. CPU Read from Slave Processor 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.6.1 Slave Processor Bus Cycles 

A Slave Processor bus cycle always takes exactly two clock 
cycles, labeled T1 and T4 (see Figures 3-13 and 3-14). Dur
ing a Read cycle, SPC is activated at T1, data is sampled at 
T4, and SPC is removed. The Cycle Status pins lead the 
cycle by one clock period, and are sampled at the leading 
edge of SPC. During a Write cycle, the CPU applies data 
and activates SPC at T1, removing SPC at T4. The Slave 
Processor latches status on the leading edge of SPC and 
latches data on the trailing edge. 

Since the CPU does not pulse the Address Strobe (ADS), 
no bus signals are generated by the NS32201 Timing Con
trol Unit. The direction of a transfer is determined by the 
sequence ("protocol") established by the instruction under 
execution; but the CPU indicates the direction on the DDIN 
pin for hardware debugging purposes. 

PREV.CYClE 

I T40RTI 

PHI 1 [ 

iPC[ 

Tl 

3.4.6.2 Slave Operand Transfer Sequences 

A Slave Processor operand is transferred in one or more 
Slave bus cycles. A Byte operand is transferred on the 
least-significant byte of the Data Bus (ADO-AD?), and a 
Word operand is transferred on bits ADO-AD15. A Double 
Word is transferred in a consecutive pair of bus cycles, 
least-significant word first. A Quad Word is transferred in 
two pairs of Slave cycles, with other bus cycles possibly 
occurring between them. The word order is from least-signif
icant word to most-significant. 

Note that the NS32132 uses only the two least significant 
bytes of the data bus for slave cycles. This is to maintain 
compatibility with existing slave processors. 

14 

NEXT CYCLE 

T1 ORTi I 

ADO-AD15 [ '~'-"-'''''''''<.L.'"f' '---t-----rI '-_-+_ 

Note: 

8TO-813 [ 

ADs [ 

_(21 [ 
DBE 

(1) Slave Processor samples Data Bus here. 

TLlEE/8583-24 

(2) DBE. being provided by the NS32201 lCU, remains inactive due to the fact that no pulse is presented on ADS. TCU signals RD, WR and TSO also remain 
inactive. 

FIGURE 3-14. CPU Write to Slave Processor 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.5 MEMORY MANAGEMENT OPTION 

The NS32132 CPU, in conjunction with the NS32082 Mem
ory Management Unit (MMU), provides full support for ad
dress translation, memory protection, and memory alloca
tion techniques up to and including Virtual Memory. 

3.5.1 Address Translation Strap 

The Bus Interface Control section of the NS32132 CPU has 
two bus timing modes: With or Without Address Translation. 
The mode of operation is selected by the CPU by sampling 
the AT /SPC (Address Translation/Slave Processor Control) 
pin on the rising edge of the RST (Reset) pulse. If AT /SPC 

is sampled as high, the bus timing is as previously described 
in Sec. 3.4. If it is sampled as low, two changes occur: 

1) An extra clock cycle, Tmmu, is inserted into all bus cy
cles except Slave Processor transfers. 

2) The OS/FL T pin changes in function from a Data Strobe 
output (OS) to a Float Command input (FL T). 

The NS32082 MMU will itself pull the CPU AT/SPC pin low 
when it is reset. In non-Memory-Managed systems this pin 
should be pulled up to Vee through a 10 kO resistor. 

Note that the Address Translation strap does not specifical
ly declare the presence of an NS32082 MMU, but only the 

I T40RTI I T1 Trnmu I T2 T3 T4 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

AOO-A023 [ 

024-031 [ 

AOS [ 

STOoST3 [ STATUS VALID 

ODIN [ 

BEO-BE3 [ 

ROY [ 
TL/EE/8583-25 

FIGURE 3-15. Read Cycle with Address Translation {CPU Action} 
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presence of external address translation circuitry. MMU in· 
structions will still trap as being undefined unless the 
SETCFG (Set Configuration) instruction is executed to de
clare the MMU instruction set valid. See Sec. 2.1.3 . 

3.5.2 Translated Bus Timing 

Figures 3-15 and 3-16 illustrate the CPU activity during a 
Read cycle and a Write cycle in Address Translation mode. 
The additional T-State, Tmmu, is inserted between T1 and 
T2. During this time the CPU places ADO-AD23 into the 
TRI-STATE® mode, allowing the MMU to assert the trans
lated address and issue the physical address strobe PAY. 
T2 through T4 of the cycle are identical to their counterparts 
without Address Translation. Note that in order for the 

I T40RTI I TI 

PHil [ 

PHI 2 

ADO-AD23 [ 

D24-D31 [ 

ADs [ 

STO·ST3 [ 

DDIN [ 

SEO-BEl [ 

RDY [ 

NS32082 MMU to operate correctly it must be set to the 
32132 mode by forcing A24/HBF low during reset. In this 
mode the bus lines AD16-AD23 are floated after the MMU 
address has been latched, since they are used by the CPU 
to transfer data. 

Figures 3-17 and 3-18 show a Read cycle and a Write cycle 
as generated by the 32132/32082/32201 group. Note that 
with the CPU ADS signal going only to the MMU, and with 
the MMU PAY signal substituting for ADS everywhere else, 
Tmmu through T4 look exactly like T1 through T4 in a non
Memory-Managed system. For the connection diagram, see 
Appendix B. 

T2 T3 T4 

STATUS VALID 

TL/EE/8583-26 

FIGURE 3-16. Write Cycle with Address Translation (CPU Action) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

I T40RTi I T1 I Tmmu I T2 I T3 I T4 I Tl0RTi I 
PHil [ IL !LJL IU 

r-

LJlJ !U 
PHI2 [ 

ADO-AD23 [ 

-lJl JllJlUl lI1Jl Lrl-
~. ~~~ ADDRESS ADDRESS .{2 ~ DATA,'N \--- -(NEXTADDR VALID VALID -_. 

I 
D24-D31 [ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ DATA"N , ~ Wd ~ 

V 

PAV[ IV 
STO·ST3 [ ~~ STATU VALID NEX STATUS 

ODIN [ %~ ~ ~ / NEXT 

~~~ VALID NEXT 

ROY [ ~~ ~ W& WI ~ ~ ~ ~ 

NS3220, Teu BUS SIGNALS 

_J 

_J 

-u 
II 1\ II -

TSO [ 

FIGURE 3-17. Memory-Managed Read Cycle 
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I T40RTi I T1 Tmmu I T2 T3 T4 I T10RTi I 
PHI1 [ 

ADO-AD23 [ :...g"-L~.L&.~ 

ADs [ 

PiV[ 

STO·STJ [ 

BEo-BE3 [~<..L.o<..L.o<..L.ofJ \.--+---"+--+t---+-..J \.+ __ -+_ 

NS3ZZ01 Teu BUS SIGNALS 

FIGURE 3-18. Memory-Managed Write Cycle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.5.3 The FL T (Float) Pin 

The FL T pin is used by the CPU for address translation 
support. Activating FL T during Tmmu causes the CPU to 
wait longer than Tmmu for address translation and valida· 
tion. This feature is used occasionally by the NS32082 MMU 
in order to update its internal translation look·aside buffer 
(TLB) from page tables in memory, or to update certain 
status bits within them. 

Figure 3-19 shows the effect of FLT. Upon sampling FLT 
low, late in Tmmu, the CPU enters idle T-States (Tf) during 
which it: 

T1 Tf 

PHI1 [ 

PHI2 [ 

AoO-A023 [ 

024-031 [-+----t' 

ADS [ 

PAY [ 

FLT [ 

STQ·sn [ 

ODIN [ 

BEQ-BE3 [ 

1) Sets AOO-A023, 024-031 and ODIN to the TRI-STATE 
condition ("floating"). 

2) Suspends further internal processing of the current in
struction. This ensures that the current instruction re
mains abortable with retry. (See RST / ABT description, 
Sec. 3.5.4.) 

Note that the AOO-A023 pins may be briefly asserted dur
ing the first idle T-State. The above conditions remain in 
effect until FL T again goes high. See the Timing Specifica
tions, Sec. 4. 

Tf 

TL/EE/8583-29 

FIGURE 3-19. FLT Timing 
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3.5.4 Aborting Bus Cycles 

The RST I ABT pin, apart from its Reset function (Sec. 3.3), 
also serves as the means to "abort", or cancel, a bus cycle 
and the instruction, if any, which initiated it. An Abort re
quest is distinguished from a Reset in that the RST I ABT pin 
is held active for only one clock cycle . 

If RST/ABT is pulled low during Tmmu or n, this signals 
that the cycle must be aborted. The CPU itself will enter T2 
and then Ti, thereby terminating the cycle. Since it is the 
MMU PAY signal which triggers a physical cycle, the rest of 
the system remains unaware that a cycle was started. 

The NS32082 MMU will abort a bus cycle for either of two 
reasons: 

1) The CPU is attempting to access a virtual address which 
is not currently resident in physical memory. The refer
enced page must be brought into physical memory from 
mass storage to make it accessible to the CPU. 

2) The CPU is attempting to perform an access which is not 
allowed by the protection level assigned to that page. 

When a bus cycle is aborted by the MMU, the instruction 
that caused it to occur is also aborted in such a manner that 
it is guaranteed re-executable later. The information that is 
changed irrecoverably by such a partly-executed instruction 
does not affect its re-execution. 

3.5.4.1 The Abort Interrupt 

Upon aborting an instruction, the CPU immediately performs 
an interrupt through the ABT vector in the Interrupt Table 
(see Sec. 3.8). The Return Address pushed on the Interrupt 
Stack is the address of the aborted instruction, so that a 
Return from Trap (RETT) instruction will automatically retry 
it. 

The one exception to this sequence occurs if the aborted 
bus cycle was an instruction prefetch. If so, it is not yet 
certain that the aborted prefetched code is to be executed. 
Instead of causing an interrupt, the CPU only aborts the bus 
cycle, and stops prefetching. If the information in the In
struction Queue runs out, meaning that the instruction will 
actually be executed, the ABT interrupt will occur, in effect 
aborting the instruction that was being fetched. 

3.5.4.2 Hardware Considerations 

In order to guarantee instruction retry, certain rules must be 
followed in applying an Abort to the CPU. These rules are 
followed by the NS32082 Memory Management Unit. 

1) If FL T has not been applied to the CPU, the Abort pulse 
must occur during or before Tmmu. See the Timing Spec
ifications, Figure 4-22. 
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2) If FL T has been applied to the CPU, the Abort pulse must 
be applied before the T-State in which FL T goes inactive. 
The CPU will not actually respond to the Abort command 
until FL T is removed. See Figure 4-23 . 

3) The Write half of a Read-Modify-Write operand access 
may not be aborted. The CPU guarantees that this will 
never be necessary for Memory Management functions 
by applying a special RMW status (Status Code 1011) 
during the Read half of the access. When the CPU pres
ents RMW status, that cycle must be aborted if it would 
be illegal to write to any of the accessed addresses. 

If RST I ABT is pulsed at any time other than as indicated 
above, it will abort either the instruction currently under exe
cution or the next instruction and will act as a very high-pri
ority interrupt. However, the program that was running at the 
time is not guaranteed recoverable. 

3.6 BUS ACCESS CONTROL 

The NS32132 CPU has the capability of relinquishing its 
access to the bus upon request from a OMA device or an
other CPU. This capability is implemented on the HOLD 
(Hold Request) and HLOA (Hold Acknowledge) pins. By as
serting HOLD low, an external device requests access to 
the bus. On receipt of HLOA from the CPU, the device may 
perform bus cycles, as the CPU at this point has set the 
AOO-A023, 024-031, ADS, ODIN and BEO-BE3 pins to 
the TRI-STATE condition. To return control of the bus to the 
CPU, the device sets HOLD inactive, and the CPU acknowl
edges return of the bus by setting HLOA inactive. 

How quickly the CPU releases the bus depends on whether 
it is idle on the bus at the time the HOLD request is made, 
as the CPU must always complete the current bus cycle. 
Figure 3-20 shows the timing sequence when the CPU is 
idle. In this case, the CPU grants the bus during the immedi
ately following clock cycle. Figure 3-21 shows the sequence 
if the CPU is using the bus at the time that the HOLD re
quest is made. If the request is made during or before the 
clock cycle shown (two clock cycles before T4), the CPU 
will release the bus during the clock cycle following T 4. If 
the request occurs closer to T4, the CPU may already have 
decided to initiate another bus cycle. In that case it will not 
grant the bus until after the next T 4 state. Note that this 
situation will also occur if the CPU is idle on the bus but has 
initiated a bus cycle internally. 

In a Memory-Managed system, the HLOA signal is connect
ed in a daisy-chain through the NS32082, so that the MMU 
can release the bus if it is using it. 
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FIGURE 3-20. HOLD Timing, Bus Initially Idle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.7 DUAL PROCESSING 

An important feature of the NS32132 is its ability to cooper
ate with another NS32132, sharing the same bus and mem
ory in a mode known as "Tightly-Coupled Dual Processing." 

With the addition of one NS32132 and a minimal amount of 
standard TTL logic, this feature may enhance performance 
up to 80%. This is possible because the NS32132 average 
bus usage is in the range of 45% to 55%. 

In a memory-managed system, an extra NS32201 TCU is 
required since a single TCU cannot drive two CPUs and two 
MMUs. In this case, a delay line may be needed to deskew 
the clock outputs from the two TCUs to avoid speed degra
dations. 

Figure 3.22 shows a basic dual processing system configu
ration. A more complete connection diagram of a memory
managed system is given in Appendix B. 

r 
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I
~ ____________________ WR 

r---------------------------------------------------------------~TSO 

,....J_L..-.L.... 
RD ViR fSO 

+5V 
r---------~BB~----~~r~ 
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NS32132 
CPU 
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FIGURE 3-22. Dual Processor System Basic Interconnections 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.7.1 Bus Arbitration 

The NS32132 provides two signals for the arbitration of the 
bus in a dual processing system: 

• bus request out (BRO) 

• bus request in (BRI) 

A third signal (BB), activated only when the CPU is in control 
of the bus, is provided for testing purposes and for control
ling external logic. 

At any given time only one CPU is in control of the bus, 
while the other has its address/data lines and other relevant 
signals floating. Whenever the CPU not in control of the bus 
needs to perform a bus cycle, it asserts BRO requesting the 
other CPU to release the bus. The CPU in control of the bus, 
detecting a low signal on its BRI pin, will keep the bus for no 
more than two bus cycles and release it. It then notifies the 
other CPU by deactivating its BRO Signal, and bus control 
switches. 

CPU 1 STATES I 
CPU 2 STATES 

PHil 

PHI 2 

T4 

T4 

T1 

T4 

READ CYCLE 
CPU 1 

CONTROLS THE BUS 

T2 

I 
T3 

I 
T4 

T4 T4 T4 

An exception to this rule occurs if the CPU in control of the 
bus is executing an interlocked instruction. In this case, the 
bus is released at the end of the instruction rather than at 
the end of the current bus cycle . 

When a bus switch occurs, the address/data lines and the 
BEQ-BE3 lines from the CPU in control of the bus are float
ed a half clock cycle before the other CPU starts driving 
these lines. This scheme ensures that no contentions occur 
during the switching when the lines from the two CPUs are 
hardwired. 

If a bus switch follows a read cycle, the T 4 cycle of the CPU 
in control of the BUS is immediately followed by the T1 cy
cle of the other CPU. If the bus switch follows a write cycle, 
the CPU in control of the bus adds an extra clock cycle and 
releases the bus during this cycle. This ensures that the 
data hold times for single and dual processor configurations 
are the same. A bus switching timing diagram is shown in 
Figure 3-23. 

WRITE CYCLE WRITE CYa.£ 
CPU 2 CPU 1 

CONTROLS THE BUS CONTROLS THE BUS 

Ti T4 

I 
T4 

I 
T4 T4 Tl 

I T1 T2 T3 T4 TI T4 

AOO-A023 (1) [ ----- DATA IN -- --- ---- ---- -1-- ----
AOO-A023 (2) [ -- -- - - --+ --~ DATA OUT } --

024-031 (1) [ ----- ----t---+-~-1----
024-031 (2) [----- __________________ < DATA OUT }-- ---- ---

ADS (1) [ 

ADS (2) [ 

BEO-BE3 (1) [ ----

BEO-BE3 (2) [ - - - - -

ODIN (1) [ -----

ODIN (2) [ ____ _ 

BRO(I), BRI(2) [ --+--f--t-' 

BRO(2), BRI(I) 

BB(l) 

BB(2) [--f----+--+-__t' 

VAUO } 
'-;--;---:-"7" 

FIGURE 3-23. Dual Processor Bus Arbitration Timing 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.7.2 Processor Assignment 

One problem with a multiprocessing system is ensuring that 
after a common initialization sequence, each processor 
branches to a different location in memory to execute a cer
tain program. In cases where external hardware makes the 
system asymmetrical, the solution to this problem is simple. 
In a perfectly symmetrical system it is still possible to identi
fy each processor uniquely so that tasks can be assigned to 
different processors. It is impossible, however, to know 
which processor will be assigned to a certain task. 

The NS32132 relies on the fact that two tightly-coupled 
CPUs will switch bus control after at most two bus cycles, 
except when an interlocked instruction is executed. Figure 
3.24 shows an instruction sequence that can be used to 
assign processors to different tasks. 

SEM: 

TSK1: 

BLKB 1 

MovaB O,SEM 
Nap 

SBITI 0, SEM 

BFC TSK1 

Both CPUs clear the same memory location on subsequent 
bus cycles. This ensures that both CPUs have cleared the 
memory location before anyone of them executes the inter
locked instruction. The CPU that exited the reset condition 
first executes the Set Bit Interlocked Instruction (SBITI), 
finding the bit clear. The other CPU will then execute the 
same instruction, but will find the bit set. Both CPUs will 
execute Branch on Flag Clear (BFC) instruction. The CPU 
that found the bit clear executes the branch; the other CPU 
continues to the next instruction. In this case the time con
straint which delays one processor's exit from the reset con
dition makes it possible to know which processor will be 
assigned to a certain task. 

) 

) 

;Reserve storage 
;Iocation for semaphore 

;Clear semaphore 

;Set bit interlocked 

;Branch on flag clear 

CODE FOR TASK 2 

CODE FOR TASK 1 

FIGURE 3-24. Instruction Sequence to Assign CPUs to Different Tasks 
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3.8 INSTRUCTION STATUS 

In addition to the four bits of Bus Cycle status (STO-ST3), 
the NS32132 CPU also presents Instruction Status informa
tion on three separate pins. These pins differ from STO
ST3 in that they are synchronous to the CPU's internal in
struction execution section rather than to its bus interface 
section. 

PFS (Program Flow Status) is pulsed low as each instruction 
begins execution. It is intended for debugging purposes, and 
is used that way by the NS32082 Memory Management 
Unit. 

U/S originates from the U bit of the Processor Status Regis
ter, and indicates whether the CPU is currently running in 
User or Supervisor mode. It is sampled by the MMU for 
mapping, protection, and debugging purposes. Although it is 
not synchronous to bus cycles, there are guarantees on its 
validity during any given bus cycle. See the Timing Specifi
cations, Figure 4-21. 

ILO (Interlocked Operation) is activated during an SBITI (Set 
Bit, Interlocked) or CBITI (Clear Bit, Interlocked) instruction. 
It is made available to external bus arbitration circuitry in 
order to allow these instructions to implement the sema
phore primitive operations for multi-processor communica
tion and resource sharing. As with the U/S pin, there are 
guarantees on its validity during the operand accesses per
formed by the instructions. See the Timing Specification 
Section, Figure 4-19. 

3.9 NS32132 INTERRUPT STRUCTURE 

INT, on which maskable interrupts may be requested, 

NMI, on which non-maskable interrupts may be request
ed,and 

RST / ABT, which may be used to abort a bus cycle and 
any associated instruction. It generates an interrupt re
quest if an instruction was aborted. See Sec. 3.5.4. 

'I'"' 
MEMORY ~ 

'I" 

/ CASCADE ADDR 0 

· CASCADE TABLE t= · ~~ · 
I """"'m"~ 

CASCADE ADDR 14 

CASCADE ADDR 15 

FIXED INTERRUPTS 

AND TRAPS 

In addition there is a set of internally-generated "traps" 
which cause interrupt service to be performed as a result 
either of exceptional conditions (e.g., attempted division by 
zero) or of specific instructions whose purpose is to cause a 
trap to occur (e.g., the Supervisor Call instruction). 

3.9.1 General Interrupt/Trap Sequence 

Upon receipt of an interrupt or trap request, the CPU goes 
through four major steps: 

1) Adjustment of Registers . 

Depending on the source of the interrupt or trap, the CPU 
may restore and/or adjust the contents of the Program 
Counter (PC), the Processor Status Register (PSR) and 
the currently-selected Stack Pointer (SP). A copy of the 
PSR is made, and the PSR is then set to reflect Supervi
sor Mode and selection of the Interrupt Stack. 

2) Saving Processor Status. 

The PSR copy is pushed onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-
bit quantity. 

3) Vector Acquisition. 

A Vector is either obtained from the Data Bus or is sup
plied by default. 

4) Service Call. 

The Vector is used as an index into the Interrupt Dispatch 
Table, whose base address is taken from the CPU Inter
rupt Base (INTBASE) Register. See Figure 3-25. A 32-bit 
External Procedure Descriptor is read from the table en
try, and an External Procedure Call is performed using it. 
The MOD Register (16 bits) and Program Counter (32 
bits) are pushed on the Interrupt Stack. 

~13, 01" 

0 NVI N ON-VECTORED INTERRUPT 

1 NMI N ON·MASKABLE INTERRUPT 

2 ABT A BORT 

3 SLAVE SLAVE PROCESSOR TRAP 

4 ILL I LLEGAL OPERATION TRAP 

5 SVC S UPERVISOR CALL TRAP REGISTER I 1 
VECTORED i DISPATCH TABLE 

6 DVZ DIVIDE BY ZERO TRAP 

1: INTERRUPTS :t 7 FLG F LAG TRAP 

8 BPT BREAKPOINT TRAP 

9 TRC TRACE TRAP 

10 UNO UNDEFINED INSTRUCTION TRAP 

11-15 ~ RESERVED ;.. 
16 VECTORED 

INTERRUPTS ,...., "-
TL/EE/8583-34 

FIGURE 3-25. Interrupt Dispatch and Cascade Tables 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

This process is illustrated in Figure 3-26, from the viewpoint 
of the programmer. 

Full sequences of events in processing interrupts and traps 
may be found as follows: 

I RETURN ADDRESS I (PUSH) 

I 

I STATUS 1 MODULE I 
I (PUSH) 

PSR MOD 

INTBASE REGISTER 

I INTERRUPT BASE 
J 

~ I VECTOR .4 -

DESCRIPTOR 

Interrupt on INT or NMI pin: 

Abort Interrupt: 

Traps (except Trace): 

Trace Trap: 

INTERRUPT 
STACK 

r-------------., 
I I 
I I 

I CASCADE TABLE I 
I I 
I I 

DISPATCH 
TABLE 

DESCRIPTOR (32 BITS) 

) 

I' OF;:E-T---... ·i"I-·---M-O~~'-L-E --0-1 
MODULE TABLE 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY ,--
) 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 
32 

STATIC BASE POINTER -i' 
LINK BASE POINTER 

(+ PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

PROGRAM COUNTER SB REGISTER 

32 BITS 

32 BITS 

ENTRY POINT ADDRESS -t - NEW STATIC BASE 

FIGURE 3-26. Interrupt/Trap Service Routine Calling Sequence 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.9.2 Interrupt/Trap Return 

To return control to an interrupted program, one of two in· 
structions is used. The RETT (Return from Trap) instruction 
(Figure 3·27) restores the PSR, MOD, PC and S8 registers 
to their previous contents and, since traps are often used 
deliberately as a call mechanism for Supervisor Mode pro· 
cedures, it also discards a specified number of bytes from 
the original stack as surplus parameter space. RETT is used 
to return from any trap or interrupt except the Maskable 
Interrupt. For this, the RETI (Return from Interrupt) instruc· 
tion is used, which also informs any external Interrupt Con· 
trol Units that interrupt service has completed. Since inter· 
rupts are generally asynchronous external events, RETI 
does not pop parameters. See Figure 3·28. 

3.9.3 Maskable Interrupts (The INT Pin) 

The INT pin is a level·sensitive input. A continuous low level 
is allowed for generating multiple interrupt requests. The in· 
put is maskable, and is therefore enabled to generate inter· 
rupt requests only while the Processor Status Register I bit 
is set. The I bit is automatically cleared during service of an 
INT, NMI or Abort request, and is restored to its original 

PROGRAM COUNTER 

setting upon return from the interrupt service routine via the 
RED or RETI instruction. 

The INT pin may be configured via the SETCFG instruction 
as either Non·Vectored (CFG Register bit I = C) or Vec· 
tored (bit I = 1). 

3.9.3.1 Non-Vectored Mode 

In the Non-Vectored mode, an interrupt request on the INT 
pin will cause an Interrupt Acknowledge bus cycle, but the 
CPU will ignore any value read from the bus and use instead 
a default vector of zero. This mode is useful for small sys· 
tems in which hardware interrupt prioritization is unneces· 
sary. 

3.9.3.2 Vectored Mode: Non-Cascaded Case 

In the Vectored mode, the CPU uses an Interrupt Control 
Unit (ICU) to prioritize up to 16 interrupt requests. Upon reo 
ceipt of an interrupt request on the INT pin, the CPU per
forms an "Interrupt Acknowledge, Master" bus cycle 

I RETURN ADDRESS ·1 (POP) } 

. __ (_PO_P_) ____ ~~~------~} :~~ 
I STATUS I MODULE +-

PSR MOD 

MODULE T~BLE ENTRY 

STATIC BASE POINTER - r---, 

LINK BASE POINTER 

PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

SBREGISTER 

STATIC BASE 

POP AND 
DISCARD 

n 
BYTES 

INTERRUPT 
STACK 

MODULE 
TABLE 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

,....------.., 

PARAMETERS 

STACK SELECTED 
IN NEWLY· 

POPPEDPSR. 

FIGURE 3-27. Return from Trap (RETT n) Instruction Flow 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 
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FIGURE 3-28. Return from Interrupt (RETI) Instruction Flow 
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(Sec. 3.4.2) reading a vector value from the low-order byte 
of the Data Bus. This vector is then used as an index into 
the Dispatch Table in order to find the External Procedure 
Descriptor for the proper interrupt service procedure. The 
service procedure eventually returns via the Return from In
terrupt (RETI) instruction, which performs an End of Inter
rupt bus cycle, informing the ICU that it may re-prioritize any 
interrupt requests still pending. The ICU provides the vector 
number again, which the CPU uses to determine whether it 
needs also to inform a Cascaded ICU (see below) . 

In a system with only one ICU (16 levels of interrupt), the 
vectors provided must be in the range of 0 through 127; that 
is, they must be positive numbers in eight bits. By providing 
a negative vector number, an ICU flags the interrupt source 
as being a Cascaded ICU (see below). 

3.9.3.3 Vectored Mode: Cascaded Case 

In order to allow up to 256 levels of interrupt, provision is 
made both in the CPU and in the NS32202 Interrupt Control 
Unit (ICU) to transparently support cascading. Figure 3-30, 
shows a typical cascaded configuration. Note that the Inter
rupt output from a Cascaded ICU goes to an Interrupt Re
quest input of the Master ICU, which is the only ICU which 
drives the CPU INT pin. 

In a system which uses cascading, two tasks must be per
formed upon initialization: 

1) For each Cascaded ICU in the system, the Master ICU 
must be informed of the line number (0 to 15) on which it 
receives the cascaded requests. 

2) A Cascade Table must be established in memory. The 
Cascade Table is located in a NEGATIVE direction from 
the location indicated by the CPU Interrupt Base (INT
BASE) Register. Its entries are 32-bit addresses, pointing 
to the Vector Registers of each of up to 16 Cascaded 
ICUs. 

Figure 3-25 illustrates the position of the Cascade Table. To 
find the Cascade Table entry for a Cascaded ICU, take its 
Master ICU line number (0 to 15) and subtract 16 from it, 

NS32132 
cpu 

GROUP 

fl'j'i'1------IlN'i' 

giving an index in the range -16 to -1. Multiply this value 
by 4, and add the resulting negative number to the contents 
of the INTBASE Register. The 32-bit entry at this address 
must be set to the address of the Hardware Vector Register 
of the Cascaded ICU. This is referred to as the "Cascade 
Address." 

Upon receipt of an interrupt request from a Cascaded ICU, 
the Master ICU interrupts the CPU and provides the nega
tive Cascade Table index instead of a (positive) vector num
ber. The CPU, seeing the negative value, uses it as an index 
into the Cascade Table and reads the Cascade Address 
from the referenced entry. Applying this address, the CPU 
performs an "Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded" bus cycle 
(Sec. 3.4.2), reading the final vector value. This vector is 
interpreted by the CPU as an unsigned byte, and can there
fore be in the range of 0 through 255. 

In returning from a Cascaded interrupt, the service proce
dure executes the Return from Interrupt (RETI) instruction, 
as it would for any Maskable Interrupt. The CPU performs 
an "End of Interrupt, Master" bus cycle (Sec. 3.4.2), where
upon the Master ICU again provides the negative Cascade 
Table index. The CPU, seeing a negative value, uses it to 
find the corresponding Cascade Address from the Cascade 
Table. Applying this address, it performs an "End of Inter
rupt, Cascaded" bus cycle (Sec. 3.4.2), informing the Cas
caded ICU of the completion of the service routine. The byte 
read from the Cascaded ICU is discarded. 
NOTE: If an interrupt must be masked off, the CPU can do so by setting the 

corresponding bit in the interrupt mask register of the interrupt con
troller. 

However, if an interrupt is set pending during the CPU instruction that 
masks off that interrupt, the CPU may still perform an interrupt ac
knowledge cycle following that instruction since it might have sam
pled the INT line before the ICU deasserted it. This could cause the 
leu to provide an invalid vector. To avoid this problem the above 
operation should be performed with the CPU interrupt disabled. 

HARDWARE 
INTERRUPTS 

OR 
CASCADED 

CONTROLLERS 

INTERRUPTS, 
CASCADED, 

OR 
BIT 1/0 

TLlEE/B5B3-39 

FIGURE 3-29. Interrupt Control Unit Connections (16 Levels) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

NS32132 
CPU 

GROUP 

CONTROL 

ADDR 

STATUS 1 

DATA 

CONTROL 

CASCADED 
ADDR 5 BITS NS32202 

ICU 

STATUS 

FROM 
ADDRESS CS 
DECODER 

iNT 

MASTER 
NS32202 

ICU 

~~g~ESS Cs 
DECODER 

HARDWARE 
INTERRUPTS 

INTERRUPTS 
OR 

BIT 1/0 
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FIGURE 3-30. Cascaded Interrupt Control Unit Connections 

3.9.4 Non-Maskable Interrupt (The NMI Pin) 

The Non-Maskable Interrupt is triggered whenever a falling 
edge is detected on the NMI pin. The CPU performs an 
"Interrupt Acknowledge, Master" bus cycle (Sec. 3.4.2) 
when processing of this interrupt actually begins. The Inter
rupt Acknowledge cycle differs from that provided for Mask
able Interrupts in that the address presented is FFFF0016. 
The vector value used for the Non-Maskable Interrupt is 
taken as I, regardless of the value read from the bus. 

The service procedure returns from the Non-Maskable In
terrupt using the Return from Trap (RETT) instruction. No 
special bus cycles occur on return. 

For the full sequence of events in processing the Non
Maskable Interrupt, see Sec. 3.9.7.1. 
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3.9.5 Traps 

A trap is an internally-generated interrupt request caused as 
a direct and immediate result of the execution of an instruc
tion. The Return Address pushed by any trap except Trap 
(TRC) is the address of the first byte of the instruction during 
which the trap occurred. Traps do not disable interrupts, as 
they are not associated with external events. Traps recog
nized by the NS32132 CPU are: 

Trap (SLAVE): An exceptional condition was detected by 
the Floating Point Unit or another Slave Processor during 
the execution of a Slave Instruction. This trap is requested 
via the Status Word returned as part of the Slave Processor 
Protocol (Sec. 3.10.1). 
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Trap (ILL): Illegal operation. A privileged operation was at
tempted while the CPU was in User Mode (PSR bit U = 1). 

Trap (SVC): The Supervisor Call (SVC) instruction was exe
cuted. 

Trap (DVZ): An attempt was made to divide an integer by 
zero. (The FPU trap is used for Floating Point division by 
zero.) 

Trap (FLG): The FLAG instruction detected a "1" in the 
CPU PSR F bit. 

Trap (BPT): The Breakpoint (BPT) instruction was execut
ed. 
Trap (TRC): The instruction just completed is being traced. 
See below. 

Trap (UNO): An undefined opcode was encountered by the 
CPU. 

A special case is the Trace Trap (TRC), which is enabled by 
setting the T bit in the Processor Status Register (PSR). At 
the beginning of each instruction, the T bit is copied into the 
PSR P (Trace "Pending") bit. If the P bit is set at the end of 
an instruction, then the Trace Trap is activated. If any other 
trap or interrupt request is made during a traced instruction, 
its entire service procedure is allowed to complete before 
the Trace Trap occurs. Each interrupt and trap sequence 
handles the P bit for proper tracing, guaranteeing one and 
only one Trace Trap per instruction, and guaranteeing that 
the Return Address pushed during a Trace Trap is always 
the address of the next instruction to be traced. 

3.9.6 Prioritization 

The NS32016 CPU internally prioritizes simultaneous inter
rupt and trap requests as follows: 

1) Traps other than Trace (Highest priority) 

2) Abort 

3) Non-Maskable Interrupt 

4) Maskable Interrupts 

5) Trace Trap (Lowest priority) 

3.9.7 Interrupt/Trap Sequences: Detailed Flow 

For purposes of the following detailed discussion of inter
rupt and trap service sequences, a single sequence called 
"Service" is defined in Figure 3-31. Upon detecting any in
terrupt request or trap condition, the CPU first performs a 
sequence dependent upon the type of interrupt or trap. This 
sequence will include pushing the Processor Status Regis
ter and establishing a Vector and a Return Address. The 
CPU then performs the Service sequence. 

For the sequence followed in processing either Maskable or 
Non-Maskable interrupts (on the INT or NMI pins, respec
tively), see Sec. 3.9.7.1 For Abort Interrupts, see Sec. 
3.9.7.4. For the Trace Trap, see Sec. 3.9.7.3, and for all 
other traps see Sec. 3.9.7.2. 

3.9.7.1 MaskablelNon-Maskable Interrupt Sequence 

This sequence is performed by the CPU when the NMI pin 
receives a falling edge, or the INT pin becomes active with 
the PSR I bit set. The interrupt sequence begins either at 
the next instruction boundary or, in the case of the String 
instructions, at the next interruptible pOint during its execu
tion. 
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1. If a String instruction was interrupted and not yet com
pleted: 

a. Clear the Processor Status Register P bit. 

b. Set "Return Address" to the address of the first by1e of 
the interrupted instruction. 

Otherwise, set "Return Address" to the address of the 
next instruction. 

2. Copy the Processor Status Register (PSR) into a tempo
rary register, then clear PSR bits S, U, T, P and I. 

3. If the interrupt is Non-Maskable: 

a. Read a byte from address FFFF0016, applying Status 
Code 0100 (interrupt Acknowledge, Master, Sec. 
3.4.2). Discard the by1e read. 

b. Set "Vector" to 1. 

c. Go to Step 8. 

4. If the interrupt is Non-Vectored: 

a. Read a by1e from address FFFF0016, applying Status 
Code 0100 (Interrupt Acknowledge, Master: Sec. 
3.4.2). Discard the byte read. 

b. Set "Vector" to O. 

c. Go to Step 8. 

5. Here the interrupt is Vectored. Read "Byte" from address 
FFFE0016, applying Status Code 0100 (Interrupt Ac
knowledge, Master: Sec. 3.4.2). 

6. If "By1e" 2 0, then set "Vector" to "Byte" and go to Step 
8. 

7. If "Byte" is in the range -16 through -1, then the inter
rupt source is Cascaded. (More negative values are re
served for future use.) Perform the following: 

a. Read the 32-bit Cascade Address from memory. The 
address is calculated as INTBASE +4' By1e. 

b. Read "Vector," applying the Cascade Address just 
read and Status Code 0101 (interrupt Acknowledge, 
Cascaded: Sec. 3.4.2). 

8. Push the PSR copy (from Step 2) onto the Interrupt Stack 
as a 16-bit value. 

9. Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-31. 

Service (Vector, Return Address): 

1) Read the 32-blt External Procedure Descriptor from the Interrupt 
Dispatch Table: address Is Vector' 4 + INTBASE Register contents. 

2) Move the Module field of the Descriptor Into the MOD Register. 

3) Read the new Static Base pointer from the memory address con
tained In MOD, placing It Into the SB Register. 

4) Read the Program Base pointer from memory address MOD + 8, 
and add to It the Offset field from the Descriptor, placing the result 
In the Program Counter. • 

5) Flush queue: Non-sequentially fetch first Instruction of Interrupt 
routine. 

6) Push MOD Register Into the Interrupt Stack as a 16-blt value. (The 
PSR has already been pushed as a 16·blt value.) 

7) Push the Return Address onto the Interrupt Stack as a 32-blt quanti
ty. 

FIGURE 3-31. Service Sequence 

Invoked during all interrupt/trap sequences. 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.9.7.2 Trap Sequence: Traps Other Than Trace 

1) Restore the currently selected Stack Pointer and the 
Processor Status Register to their original values at the 
start of the trapped instruction. 

2) Set "Vector" to the value corresponding to the trap 
type. 

SLAVE: Vector = 3. 

ILL: Vector = 4. 

SVC: Vector = 5. 

DVZ: Vector = 6. 

FLG: Vector = 7. 

BPT: Vector = 8. 

UND: Vector = 10. 

3) Copy the Processor Status Register (PSR) into a tem
porary register, then clear PSR bits S, U, P and T. 

4) Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

5) Set "Return Address" to the address of the first byte of 
the trapped instruction. 

6) Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-31. 

3.9.7.3 Trace Trap Sequence 

1) In the Processor Status Register (PSR), clear the P bit. 

2) Copy the PSR into a temporary register, then clear 
PSR bits S, U and T. 

3) Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

4) Set "Vector" to 9. 

5) Set "Return Address" to the address of the next in-
struction. 

6) Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-31. 

3.9.7.4 Abort Sequence 

1) Restore the currently selected Stack Pointer to its origi
nal contents at the beginning of the aborted instruction. 

2) Clear the PSR P bit. 

3) Copy the PSR into a temporary register, then clear 
PSR bits S, U, T and I. 

4) Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

5) Set "Vector" to 2. 

6) Set "Return Address" to the address of the first byte of 
the aborted instruction. 

7) Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-31. 

3.10 SLAVE PROCESSOR INSTRUCTIONS 

The NS32132 CPU recognizes three groups of instructions 
being executable by external Slave Processor: 

Floating Point Instruction Set 

Memory Management Instruction Set 
Custom Instruction Set 
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Each Slave Instruction Set is validated by a bit in the Config
uration Register (Sec. 2.1.3). Any Slave Instruction which 
does not have its corresponding Configuration Register bit 
set will trap as undefined, without any Slave Processor com
munication attempted by the CPU. This allows software sim
ulation of a non-existent Slave Processor. 

3.10.1 Slave Processor Protocol 

Slave Processor instructions have a three-byte Basic In
struction field, consisting of an ID Byte followed by an Oper
ation Word. The ID Byte has three functions: 

1) It identifies the instruction as being a Slave Proc
essor instruction. 

2) It specifies which Slave Processor will execute it. 

3) It determines the format of the following Opera-
tion Word of the instruction. 

Upon receiving a Slave Processor instruction, the CPU initi
ates the sequence outlined in Figure 3-32. While applying 
Status Code 1111 (Broadcast ID, Sec. 3.4.2), the CPU 
transfers the ID Byte on the least-significant byte of the 
Data Bus (ADO-AD7). All Slave Processors input this byte 
and decode it. The Slave Processor selected by the ID Byte 
is activated, and from this point the CPU is communicating 
only with it. If any other slave protocol was in progress (e.g., 
an aborted Slave instruction), this transfer cancels it. 

The CPU next sends the Operation Word while applying 
Status Code 1101 (Transfer Slave Operand, Sec. 3.4.2). 
Upon receiving it, the Slave Processor decodes it, and at 
this point both the CPU and the Slave Processor are aware 
of the number of operands to be transferred and their sizes. 
The operation Word is swapped on the Data Bus, that is, 
bits 0-7 appear on pins AD8-AD15 and bits 8-15 appear 
on pins ADO-AD7. 

Using the Address Mode fields within the Operation Word, 
the CPU starts fetching operand and issuing them to the 
Slave Processor. To do so, it references any AddreSSing 
Mode extensions which may be appended to the Slave 
Processor instruction. Since the CPU is solely responsible 

Status Combinations: 

Send 10 (10): Code 1111 

Xfer Operand (OP): Code 1101 

Read Status (ST): Code 1110 

Step Status Action 

ID CPU Send 10 Byte. 

OP CPU Sends Operaton Word. 

OP CPY Sends Required Operands 

4 Slave Starts Execution. CPU Pre~fetches. 

Slave Pulses SPG Low. 

6 ST CPU Reads Status Word. (Trap? Alter Flags?) 

OP CPU Reads Results (If Any). 

FIGURE 3-32. Slave Processor Protocol 
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for memory accesses, these extensions are not sent to the 
Slave processor. The Status Code applied is 1101 (Transfer 
Slave Processor Operand, Sec. 3.4.2). 

After the CPU has issued the last operand, the Slave Proc
essor starts the actual execution of the instruction. Upon 
completion, it will signal the CPU by pulsing SPC low. To 
allow for this, and for the Address Translation strap func
tion, AT/SPC is normally held high only by an internal pull
up device of approximately 5 kO. 

While the Slave Processor is executing the instruction, the 
CPU is free to prefetch instructions into its queue. If it fills 
the queue before the Slave Processor finishes, the CPU will 
wait, applying Status Code 0011 (Waiting for Slave, Sec. 
3.4.2). 

Upon receiving the pulse on SPC, the CPU uses SPC to 
read a Status Word from the Slave Processor, applying 
Status Code 1110 (Read Slave Status, Sec. 3.4.2). This 
word has the format shown in Figure 3-33. If the Q bit 
("Quit", Bit 0) is set, this indicates that an error was detect
ed by the Slave Processor. The CPU will not continue the 
protocol, but will immediately trap through the SLAVF vector 
in the Interrupt Table. Certain Slave Processor instructions 
cause CPU PSR bits to be loaded from the Status Word. 

The last step in the protocol is for the CPU to read a result, 
if any, and transfer it to the destination. The Read cycles 
from the Slave Processor are performed by the CPU while 
applying Status Code 1101 (Transfer Slave Operand, Sec. 
3.4.2). 

An exception to the protocol above is the LMR (Load Mem
ory Management Register) instruction, and a corresponding 
Custom Slave instruction (LCR: Load Custom Register). In 
executing these instructions, the protocol ends after the 
CPU has issued the last operand. The CPU does not wait for 
an acknowledgement from the Slave Processor, and it does 
not read status. 

3.10.2 Floating Point Instructions 

Table 3-4 gives the protocols followed for each Floating 
Point instruction. The instructions are referenced by their 
mnemonics. For the bit encodings of each instruction, see 
Appendix A . 

The Operand class columns give the Access Class for each 
general operand, defining how the addressing modes are 
interpreted (see Instruction Set Reference Manual). 

The Operand Issued columns show the sizes of the oper
ands issued to the Floating Point Unit by the CPU. "D" indi
cates a 32-bit DoubleWord. "i" indicates that the instruction 
specifies an integer size for the operand (B = Byte, W = 
Word, D= Double Word). "f" indicates that the instruction 
specifies a Floating Point size for the operand (F = 32-bit 
Standard Floating, L = 64-bit Long Floating). 

The Returned Value Type and Destination column gives the 
size of any returned valu!3 and where the CPU places it. The 
PSR Bits Affected column indicates which PSR bits, if any, 
are updated from the Slave Processor Status Word (Figure 
3-33). 

TABLE 3-4 

Floating Point Instruction Protocols_ 

Mnemonic 
Operand 1 Operand 2 

Class Class 

ADD! read.f rmw.f 
SUBf read.f rmw.f 
MUll read.f rmw.f 
DlVf read.f rmw.f 

MOVf read.f write.f 
ABSf read.f write.f 
NEGf read.f write.f 

CMPf read.f read.f 

FLOORfi read.f write.i 
TRUNCli read.f write.i 
ROUNDfi read.f write.i 

MOVFL read.F write.L 
MOVLF read.L write.F 

MOVif read.i write.f 

LFSR read.D N/A 
SFSR N/A write.D 

Nole: 

D ~ Double Word 

i = Integer size (B,W,D) specified in mnemonic. 

f ~ Floating Point type (F, L) specified in mnemonic. 

Nt A = Not Applicable to this instruction. 

Operand 1 Operand 2 
Issued Issued 

f 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

f 

N/A 
N/A 

f N/A 
F N/A 
L N/A 

N/A 
D N/A 

N/A N/A 
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Returned Value PSR Bits 
Type and Dest. Affected 

ftoOp.2 none 
f to Op. 2 none 
f to Op. 2 none 
ftoOp.2 none 

ftoOp.2 none 
f to Op. 2 none 
ftoOp.2 none 

N/A N,Z,L 

ito Op. 2 none 
itoOp.2 none 
itoOp.2 none 

LtoOp.2 none 
FtoOp.2 none 

f to Op. 2 none 

N/A none 
DtoOp.2 none 
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"Quit": Terminate Protocol, Trap(FPU). 
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FIGURE 3-33. Slave Processor Status Word Format 

Any operand indicated as being of type "f" will not cause a 
transfer if the Register addressing mode is specified. This is 
because the Floating Point Registers are physically on the 
Floating Point Unit and are therefore available without CPU 
assistance. 

3.10.3 Memory Management Instructions 

Table 3-5 gives the protocols for Memory Management in
structions. Encodings for these instructions may be found in 
Appendix A. 
In executing the RDVAL and WRVAL instructions, the CPU 
calculates and issues the 32-bit Effective Address of the 
single operand. The CPU then performs a single-byte Read 
cycle from that address, allowing the MMU to safely abort 
the instruction if the necessary information is not currently in 
physical memory. Upon seeing the memory cycle complete, 
the MMU continues the protocol, and returns the validation 
result in the F bit of the Slave Status Word. 

The size of a Memory Management operand is always a 32-
bit Double Word. For further details of the Memory Manage
ment Instruction set, see the Instruction Set Reference 
Manual and the NS32082 MMU Data Sheet. 

TABLE 3-5 

Mnemonic 

RDVAL' 
WRVAL* 

LMR* 
SMR* 

Note: 

Operand 1 
Class 

addr 
addr 

read.D 
write.D 

Memory Management Instruction Protocols. 
Operand 2 Operand 1 Operand 2 

Class Issued Issued 

N/A D N/A 
N/A D N/A 

N/A D N/A 
N/A N/A N/A 

Returned Value PSR Bits 
Type and Dest. Affected 

N/A F 
N/A F 

N/A none 
D to Op. 1 none 

In the RDVAL and WRVAL instructions, the CPU issues the address as a Double Word, and performs a sin9le~byte Read cycle from that memory address. For 
details, see the Instruction Set Reference Manual and the NS32082 Memory Management Unit Data Sheet. 

D ~ Double Word 

.. = Privileged Instruction: will trap if CPU is in User Mode. 

N/ A = Not Applicable to this instruction. 
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3.10.4 Custom Slave Instructions 

Provided in the NS32132 is the capability of communicating 
with a user·defined, "Custom" Slave Processor. The in· 
struction set provided for a Custom Slave Processor defines 
the instruction formats, the operand classes and the com· 
munication protocol. Left to the user are the interpretations 
of the Op Code fields, the programming model of the Cus· 
tom Slave and the actual types of data transferred. The pro
tocol specifies only the size of an operand, not its data type. 

Table 3·6 lists the relevant information for the Custom Slave 
instruction set. The designation "c" is used to represent an 
operand which can be a 32·bit ("D") or 64·bit ("0") quantity 
in any format; the size is determined by the suffix on the 
mnemonic. Similarly, an "i" indicates an integer size (Byte, 
Word, Double Word) selected by the corresponding mne· 
monic suffix. 

Any operand indicated as being of type "c" will not cause a 
transfer if the register addressing mode is specified. It is 
assumed in this case that the slave processor is already 
holding the operand internally. 

For the instruction encodings. see Appendix A. 

TABLE 3-6 

Custom Slave Instruction Protocols. 
Operand 1 Operand 2 

Mnemonic Class Class 

CCALOc read.c rmw.c 
CCAL1c read.c rmw.c 
CCAL2c read.c rmw.c 
CCAL3c read.c rmw.c 

CMOVOc read.c write.c 
CMOV1c read.c write.c 
CMOV2c read.c write.c 

CMOV3c read.c write.c 
CCMPc read.c read.c 
CCMP1c read.c read.c 

CCVOci read.c writej 
CCV1ci read.c writej 
CCV2ci read.c writej 
CCV3ic readj write.c 
CCV4DO read.D write.O 
CCV50D read.O write.D 

LCSR read.D N/A 
SCSR N/A write.D 

CATSTO* addr N/A 
CATST1* addr N/A 
LCR* read.D N/A 
SCR* write.D N/A 

Note: 

o ~ Double Word 

i = Integer size (B,W,D) specified in mnemonic. 

c ~ Custom size (0:32 bits or Q:64 bits) specified in mnemonic. 

• = Privileged instruction: will trap if CPU is in User Mode. 

NI A ~ Not Applicable to this instruction. 

Operand 1 Operand 2 
Issued Issued 

c c 
c c 
c c 
c c 

c N/A 
c N/A 
c N/A 
c N/A 
c c 
c c 

c N/A 
c N/A 
c N/A 

N/A 
D N/A 
0 N/A 
D N/A 

N/A N/A 
D N/A 
D N/A 
D N/A 

N/A N/A 
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Returned Value PSR Bits 
Type and Dest. Affected 

ctoOp.2 none 
ctoOp.2 none 
cto Op. 2 none 
c to Op. 2 none 

c to Op. 2 none 
c to Op. 2 none 
c to Op. 2 none 

cto Op.2 none 
N/A N,Z,L 
N/A N,Z,L 

ito Op. 2 none 
ito Op. 2 none 
ito Op. 2 none 
cto Op. 2 none 
OtoOp.2 none 
DtoOp.2 none 

N/A none 
DtoOP.2 none 

N/A F 
N/A F 

N/A none 
D to Op.1 none 



4.0 Device Specifications 
4.1 NS32132 PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

The following is a brief description of all NS32132 pins. The 
descriptions reference portions of the Functional Descrip
tion. Sec. 3. 

Unless otherwise indicated (see pin 34) reserved pins 
should be left open. 

4.1.1 Supplies 

Power (Vee): +5V Positive Supply. Sec. 3.1. 

Logic Ground (GNDl): Ground reference for on-chip logic. 
Sec. 3.1. 

Buffer Grounds (GNDB1, GNDB2, GNDB3): Ground refer
ences for the on-chip output drivers. 

Back-Bias Generator (BBG): Output of on-chip substrate 
voltage generator. Sec. 3.1. 

4.1.2 Input Signals 

Clocks (PHil, PHI2): Two-phase clocking signals. Sec. 3.2. 

Ready (RDY): Active high. While RDY is inactive, the CPU 
extends the current bus cycle to provide for a slower memo
ry or peripheral reference. Upon detecting RDY active, the 
CPU terminates the bus cycle. Sec. 3.4.1. 

Hold Request (HOLD): Active low. Causes the CPU to re
lease the bus for DMA or multiprocessing purposes. 
Note 1. HOLD must not be asserted until HLDA from a previous 

HOLD/HLDA sequence is deasserted. 

Note 2. If the HOLD Signal is generated asynchronously, its set up and hold 
times may be violated. 

In this case it is recommended to synchronize it with CTIL to miniM 
mize the possibility of metastable states. 

The CPU provides only one synchronization stage to minimize the 
H LOA latency. This is to avoid speed degradations in cases of 
heavy HOLD activity (Le. DMA controller cycles interleaved with 
CPU cycles.) 

Interrupt (I NT): Active low. Maskable Interrupt request. 
Sec. 3.9. 

Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI): Active low. Non-Maskable 
Interrupt request. Sec. 3.9. 

Reset/ Abort (RST / ABT): Active low. If held active for one 
clock cycle and released, this pin causes an instruction 
Abort, Sec. 3.5.4. If held longer, it initiates a Reset. Sec. 3.3. 

Bus Request IN (BRI): Active Low. Used in Dual-Process
ing systems to signal one NS32132 that the other NS32132 
in the system is requesting the bus. Sec. 3.7. 

This pin should be connected to Vee through a 4.7 kO resis
tor if dual processing is not used. 

4.1.3 Output Signals 

Address Strobe (ADS): Active low. Controls address latch· 
es: indicates start of a bus cycle. Sec. 3.4. 

Data Direction in (DDlN): Active low. Status signal indicat
ing direction of data transfer during a bus cycle. Sec. 3.4. 
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Byte Enable (BEO-BE3): Active low. Four control signals 
enabling data transfers on individual bus bytes. Sec. 3.4.3. 

Status (STO-ST3): Bus cycle status code, STO least signifi
cant. Sec. 3.4.2. Encodings are: 

0000 - Idle: CPU Inactive on Bus. 
0001 - Idle: WAIT Instruction. 
0010 - (Reserved). 
0011 - Idle: Waiting for Slave. 
0100 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Master. 
0101 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded. 
0110 - End of Interrupt, Master. 
0111 - End of Interrupt, Cascaded. 
1000 - Sequential Instruction Fetch. 
1001 - Non-Sequential Instruction Fetch. 
1010 - Data Transfer. 
1011 - Read Read-Modify-Write Operand. 
1100 - Read for Effective Address. 
1101 - Transfer Slave Operand. 
1110 - Read Slave Status Word. 
1111 - Broadcast Slave ID. 

Hold Acknowledge (HLDA): Active low. Applied by the 
CPU in response to HOLD input, indicating that the bus has 
been released for DMA or multiprocessing purposes. Sec. 
3.6. 

User/Supervisor (U/S): User or Supervisor Mode status. 
Sec. 3.7. High state indicates User Mode, low indicates Su
pervisor Mode. Sec. 3.8. 

Interlocked Operation (ILO): Active low. Indicates that an 
interlocked instruction is being executed. Sec. 3.8. 

Bus Request OUT (BRO): Active Low. Used in Dual-Proc
essing Systems by the NS32132 to signal the other CPU in 
the system that the bus is needed. Sec. 3.7. 

Bus Busy (BB): This signal is used in Dual-Processing Sys
tems and is activated by the CPU in control of the bus. 
When BB is inactive the Address-data-bus, BEO-BE3 and 
DDIN are floated. Sec. 3.7. 

Program Flow Status (PFS): Active low. Pulse indicates 
beginning of an instruction execution. Sec. 3.8. 

4.1.4 Input/Output Signals 

Address/Data 0-23 (ADO-AD23): Multiplexed Address/ 
Data information. Bit a is the least significant bit of each. 
Sec. 3.4. 

Data Bits 24-31 (D24-D31): The high order 8 bits of the 
data bus. 

Address Translation/Slave Processor Control (AT/ 
SPC): Active low. Used by the CPU as the data strobe out· 
put for Slave Processor transfers; used by Slave Processors 
to acknowledge completion of a SLAVE instruction. Sec. 
3.4.6; Sec. 3.9. Sampled on the rising edge of Reset as 
Address Translation Strap. Sec. 3.5.1. 

In Non·Memory-Managed Systems this PIN should be 
pulled·up to Vee through a 10 kO resistor. 

Data Strobe/Float (DS/FL T): Active low. Data Strobe out
put, Sec. 3.4, or Float Command input, Sec. 3.5.3. Pin func
tion is selected on AT/SPC pin, Sec. 3.5.1. 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.2 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS All Input or Output Voltages With 

Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not 
Respect to GND -0.5Vto +7V 

contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated Power Dissipation 1.5 Watt 

reliability electrical test specifications document. Note: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond 
Temperature Under Bias O'Cto +70'C which permanent damage may occur. Continuous operation 
Storage Temperature -65'C to + 150'C at these limits is not intended; operation should be limited to 

those conditions specified under Electrical Characteristics. 

4.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA = 0' to + 70'C, Vee = 5V ± 5%, GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH Logical 1 Input Voltage 2.0 Vee +0.5 V 

Vil Logical 0 Input Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VeH Logical 1 Clock Voltage PHil, PHI2 pins only Vee -0.35 Vee +0.5 V 

Vel Logical 0 Clock Voltage PHil, PHI2 pins only -0.5 0.3 V 

VelT 
Logical 0 Clock Voltage. 

PHil, PHI2 pins only -0.5 0.6 V 
Transient (ringing tolerance) 

VOH Logical 1 Output Voltage IOH = -400 ",A 2.4 V 

VOL Logical 0 Output Voltage IOl = 2mA 0.45 V 

IllS AT ISPC Input Current (low) VIN = O.4V, AT ISPC in input mode 0.05 1.0 mA 

II Input Load Current 
o s VIN s Vee, All inputs except 

-20 20 ",A 
PHil, PHI2,AT/SPC 

IO(OFF) Output Leakage Current 0.4 s VOUT s Vee 
-20 30 ",A 

(Output Pins in TRI-STATE Condition) 

lee Active Supply Current lOUT = O,TA = 25'C 200 300 mA 

Connection Diagram 
68 Pin LCC Package 

III .., 
~e~~~i~§'~~~~~~~~ 

RESERVED ~EJ U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U !!!Iii! AD22 
ST3 ::J C AD2l 
PFS P C AD20 

iiiiiN;:J C AD19 
RESERVED ::J C AD18 
RESERVED ;::J C AD17 

PHll;:J C AD16 
PHI2 ::J C AD15 
AliSO C AD14 
UIS :m C AD13 

ruffi~::J C AD12 
BB ::J C ADll 

A'i'iiPc ::J C AD10 
iiSlffi ::J C AD9 

RSTIABT P C AD8 
BRO P C AD7 
iiRi ~JS\nnnn n nn n nnn n n nn f:1~ AD6 

MIQ1~INI"'I~IQ ~ ~ ~ 0 Q eN.., ~ ~ ~w ww ~ c_a OCOC 
cmm=m~C~Qz.cCCCCC 
;z %::z:: Z t:I 
<.0 0 TL/EE/8583-2 

FIGURE 4-1 

Bottom View 

Order Number NS32132E-6, NS32132E-8, NS32132E-l0, 
NS32132V-6, NS32132V-8 or NS32132V-l0 

See NS Package E68B or V68A 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS PHI2, and 0.8V or 2.0V on all other signals as illustrated in 
Figures 4·2 and 4-3, unless specifically stated otherwise. 

4.4.1 Definitions 

All the timing specifications given in this section refer to 
ABBREVIATIONS: 

2.0V on rising or falling edges of the clock phases PHI1 and L.E. - leading edge R.E. - rising edge 

T.E. - trailing edge F.E. - falling edge 

PHI" [~ PHln [ >E 
'(;v

2
.
4V 

------ f-- 2.4V 

SIG! [- SIG1 [ ISIG11 
'SIGH O.SV 

'\ O.45V O.45V 

2.4V 2.4V 

[ 
I ISIG2h 

j'~ [ / 
ISIG2h 2.0V 

SIG2 SIG2 

--------- 045V -------O.45V 

TLlEE/8583-42 TLlEE/8583-43 

FIGURE 4-2. Timing Specification Standard FIGURE 4-3. Timing SpeCification Standard 

(Signal Valid After Clock Edge) (Signal Valid Before Clock Edge) 

4.4.2 Timing Tables 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays NS32132-6, NS32132-8, NS32132-10 

Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF. 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32132-6 NS32132-8 NS32132-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tALv 4-4 Address bits 0-23 valid after R.E., PHI1 T1 80 65 50 ns 

tALh 4-4 Address bits 0-23 hold after R.E., PHI1 Tmmu or T2 5 5 5 ns 

tDv 4-4 Data valid (write cycle) after R. E., PH 11 T2 80 65 50 ns 

tDh 4-4 Data hold (write cycle) after R.E., PHI1 nextT1 or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tALADSs 4-4 Address bits 0-23 set up before ADS T. E. 25 25 25 ns 

tALADSh 4-10 Address bits 0-23 hold after ADS T. E. 15 15 15 ns 

tALI 4-5 Address bits 0-23 after R.E., PHI1 T2 25 25 25 ns 
floating (no MMU) 

tAD! 4-5 Data bits D24-D31 after R.E., PHI1 T2 25 25 25 ns 
Iloating (no MMU) 

tALM! 4-9 Address bits 0-23 after R.E., PHI1 Tmmu 25 25 25 ns 
floating (with MMU) 

tADM! 4-9 Data bits 21-31 after R.E., PHI1 Tmmu 25 25 25 ns 
floating (with MMU) 

tBEv 4-4 BEn signals valid after R.E., PHI2 T 4 95 70 45 ns 

tBEh 4-4 BEn signals hold after R.E., PHI2 T 4 or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tSTv 4-4 Status (8TO-ST3) valid after R.E., PHI1 T4 90 70 45 ns 
(before T1, see note) 

tSTh 4-4 Status (STO-ST3) hold after R.E., PHI1 T4 (after T1) 0 0 0 ns 

tDDINv 4-4 DDIN signal valid after R.E., PHI1 T1 110 90 65 ns 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays NS32132-6, NS32132-8, NS32132-10 (Continued) 

Name Figure Description 
Referencel NS32132-6 NS32132-8 
Conditions Min Max Min Max 

tOOINh 4-4 DDIN signal hold after RE., PHI1 next T1 or Ti 0 0 

tAOSa 4·4 ADS signal active (low) after RE., PHI1 T1 55 45 

tAOSia 4-4 ADS signal inactive after RE., PHI2 T1 60 55 

tAOSw 4-4 ADS pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 50 40 

tOSa 4-4 DS signal active (low) after RE., PHI1 T2 70 60 

tOSia 4-4 DS signal inactive after RE., PHI1 T4 50 50 

tALI 4-6 ADO-AD23 floating after R.E., PHI1 T1 100 65 

(caused by HOLD) 

tAOt 4-6 D24-D31 floating after RE., PHI1 T1 100 65 
(caused by HOLD) 

tOSt 4-6 DS floating after R.E., PHI1 T1 100 80 
(caused by HOLD) 

tAOSt 4-6 ADS floating after RE., PHI1 Ti 100 80 
(caused by HOLD) 

tSEt 4-6 BEn floating after RE., PHI1 Ti 100 80 
(caused by HOLD) 

tOOl Nt 4-6 DDIN floating after RE., PHI1 Ti 100 80 
(caused by HOLD) 

tHLOAa 4-6 HLDA signal active (low) after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 90 

tHLOAia 4-8 HLDA signal inactive after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 90 

tOSr 4-8 DS signal returns from after R.E., PHI1 T1 100 80 
floating (caused by HOLD) 

tAOSr 4-8 ADS signal returns from after RE., PHI1 Ti 100 80 
floating (caused by HOLD) 

tSEr 4-8 BEn signals return from after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 80 
floating (caused by HOLD) 

tOOINr 4·8 DDIN signal returns from after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 80 
floating (caused by HOLD) 

tOOl Nt 4·9 DDIN signal floating after FL T F.E. 80 65 
(caused by FL T) 

tOOINr 4·10 DDIN signal returns from after FL T R.E. 75 65 
floating (caused by FL T) 

tSPCa 4-13 SPC output active (low) after RE., PHI1 T1 50 45 

tSPCia 4-13 SPC output inactive after RE., PHI1 T4 50 45 

tSPCnt 4-15 SPC output nonforcing after R.E., PHI2 T 4 40 25 

tDv 4-13 Data valid (slave processor after R.E., PHI1 T1 80 65 
write) 

tOh 4·13 Data hold (slave processor after RE., PHI1 0 0 
write) next T1 or Ti 

tpFSw 4-18 PFS pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 70 70 

tPFSa 4-18 PFS pulse active (low) after R.E., PHI2 70 60 

tPFSia 4-18 PFS pulse inactive after R.E., PHI2 70 60 

tlLOs 4-20a ILO signal setup before RE., PHI1 T1 of first 30 30 
interlocked read cycle 
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NS32132-10 
Units 

Min Max 

0 ns 

35 ns 

45 ns 

30 ns 

45 ns 

40 ns 

25 ns 

25 ns 

55 ns 

55 ns 

55 ns 

55 ns 

75 ns 

75 ns 

55 ns 

55 ns 

55 ns 

55 ns 

50 ns 

50 ns 

35 ns 

35 ns 

10 ns 

50 ns 

0 ns 

70 ns 

50 ns 

50 ns 

30 ns 



4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32132-6, NS32132-8, NS32132-10 (Continued) 

Name Figure Description 
Reference/ NS32132-6 NS32132-8 NS32132-10 

Units 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tlLOh 4·20b ILO signal hold after R.E., PHI1 T3 of last 10 10 10 ns 
interlocked write cycle 

tlLOa 4-21 ILO signal active (low) after R.E., PHI1 70 65 55 ns 

tlLOia 4-21 I LO signal inactive after R.E., PHI1 70 65 55 ns 

tUSv 4-22 U/S signal valid after R.E., PHI1 T4 70 60 45 ns 

tUSh 4-22 U/S signal hold after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 10 10 ns 

tNSPF 4-19b Nonsequential fetch to after R.E., PHI1 T1 4 4 4 tcp 
next PFS clock cycle 

tpFNS 4-19a PFS clock cycle to next before R.E., PHI1 T1 4 4 4 tcp 
non-sequential fetch 

tLXPF 4-29 Last operand transfer before R.E., PHI1 T1 of first 0 0 0 tcp 
of an instruction to next bus cycle of transfer 
PFS clock cycle 

tSSa 4-30 BB signal active after R.E., PHI1 T4 90 75 60 ns 

tSSia 4-20 BB signal inactive after R.E., PHI1 T4 90 75 60 ns 

tSROa 4-20 BRO signal active after R.E., PHI2 90 75 60 ns 

tSROia 4-20 BRO signal inactive after R.E., PHI2 90 75 60 ns 

tSEf 4-30 BEn signals floating after R.E., PHI2 T4 100 80 55 ns 
(caused by BRI) 

tSEr 4-30 BEn signals return after R.E., PHI1 T1 100 80 55 ns 
from floating (caused 
byBRI) 

tOOINI 4-30 ODIN floating (caused after R.E., PHI1 T1 100 80 55 ns 
byBRI) 

tOOINr 4-30 ODIN return from after R.E., PHI1 T1 100 80 55 ns 
floating (caused by 
BRI) 

tALI 4-30 ADO-AD23 floating after R.E., PHI1 T4 45 35 25 ns 
(caused by BRI) 

tAD! 4-30 024-031 Floating after R.E., PHI1 T4 45 35 25 ns 
(caused by BRI) 

Note: Every memory cycle starts with T4, during which Cycle Status is applied. If the CPU was idling, the sequence will be: " ... Ti, T4, T1 .. . ". II the CPU was 
not idling, the sequence will be: ", .. T4, T1 . .. 

4.4.2.2 Input Signal Requirements: NS32132-6, NS32132-8, NS32132-10 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32132-6 NS32132-8 NS32132-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tPWR 4-25 Power stable to after V cc reaches 4.5V 50 50 50 )J-s 
RSTT.E. 

tOls 4-5 Data in setup before F.E., PHI2 T3 20 15 10 ns 
(read cycle) 

tOlh 4-5 Data in hold after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 10 10 ns 
(read cycle) 

tHLOa 4-6 HOLD active (low) setup before F.E., PHI2 TX1 25 25 25 ns 
time (see note) 

tHLOia 4-8 HOLD inactive setup before F.E., PHI2 Ti 25 25 25 ns 
time 

tHLOh 4-6 HOLD hold time after R.E., PHI1 TX2 0 0 0 ns 

tFLTa 4-9 FL T active (low) before F.E., PHI2 Tmmu 25 25 25 ns 
setup time 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.2 Input 5ignal Requirements 111532132-6, 111532132-8, 111532132-10 (Continued) 

lIIame Figure Description 
Referencel 111532132-6 111532132-8 111532132-10 

Units 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tFlTia 4-10 FL T inactive setup before F.E., PHI2 T2 25 25 25 ns 
time 

tROYs 4-11,4-12 RDY setup time before F.E., PHI2 T2 or T3 25 20 15 ns 

tROYh 4-11,4-12 RDY hold time after F.E., PHI1 T3 0 0 0 ns 

tASTs 4-23 AST setup time before F.E., PHI2 Tmmu 30 25 20 ns 
(FL T inactive) 

tASTs 4-24 AST setup time before F.E., PHI2 T2 30 25 20 ns 
(FL T active) 

tASTh 4-23 AST hold time after R.E., PHI1 0 0 0 ns 

tRSTs 4-25,4-26 RST setup time before F.E., PHI1 20 15 10 ns 

tRSTw 4-26 RST pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 64 64 64 t~ 

tiNTs 4-27 INT setup time before F.E., PHI1 20 20 20 ns 

tNMlw 4-28 NMI pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 70 70 70 ns 

tOis 4-14 Data setup (slave before F.E., PHI2 T1 20 20 10 ns 
read cycle) 

tOlh 4-14 Data hold (slave after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 10 10 ns 
read cycle) 

tSPCd 4-15 SPC pulse delay after R.E., PHI2 T4 17 13 10 ns 
from slave 

tsPCs 4-15 SPC setup time before F.E., PHI1 42 32 25 ns 

tsPCw 4-15 SPC pulse width (from at 0.8V (both edges) 30 25 20 ns 
slave processor) 

tATs 4-16 AT ISPC setup for ad- before R.E., PHI1 of cycle 1 1 1 tcp 
dress translation strap during which RST 

pulse is removed 

tATh 4-16 AT ISPC hold for ad- after F.E., PHI1 of cycle 2 2 2 tcp 
dress translation strap during which RST 

pulse is removed 

tSRis 4-20 SRI Setup Time before F.E. PHI2 15 15 15 ns 

tSRin 4-20 SRI Hold Time after R.E. PHI1 10 10 10 ns 

Note: This setup time is necessary to ensure prompt acknowledgement via HLDA and the ensuing floating of CPU off the buses. Note that the time from the receipt 
of the HOLD signal until the CPU floats is a function of the time HOLD signal goes low. the state of the RDY input (in MMU systems), and the length of the current 
MMU cycle. 

4.4.2.3 Clocking Requirements: N532132-6, N532132-8, N532132-10 

Name Figure Description 
Referencel N532132-6 N532132-8 N532132-10 

Units 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tClr 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 rise time 0.8V to VCC - 0.9V 9 8 7 ns 
on R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tCLI 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 fall time VCC - 0.9V to 0.8V 9 8 7 ns 
on F.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tcp 4-17 Clock period R.E., PHI1, PHI2 to next 170 5000 130 5000 100 5000 ns 
R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tCLw(1,2) 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 pulse width At 2.0Von 
PHI1, PHI2 (both edges) 

0.5tcp-14 0.5tcp-12 0.5tcp-10 ns 

tCLh(1,2) 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 high time At Vcc - 0.9Von 
PHI1, PHI2 (both edges) 

0.5tcp-18 0.5tCp-17 0.5tcp-15 ns 

tnOVL(1,2) 4-17 Non-overlap time 0.8V on F.E., PHI1, PHI2 to 0 7 0 7 0 7 ns 
0.8V on R.E., PHI2, PHI1 

tnOVlas Non-overlap asymmetry at 0.8V on PHI1, PHI2 -4 4 -4 4 -4 4 ns 
(tnOVl(1) - tnOVL(2)) 

tClwas PHI1, PHI2 asymmetry at 2.0V on PHI1, PHI2 -5 5 -5 5 -5 5 ns 
(tCLw(1) - tClw(2)) 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.3 Timing Diagrams 

T4 OR Ti T1 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

AOO-A023 [ 

024-031 [ 

ADS [ 

BEO-BE3 [ 

lii5iN[ 
STO·3 [ 

os[ 

ROY [ 

T2 T3 

FIGURE 4-4. Write Cycle 

T4 OR TI T1 T2 T3 

PHil [ n r-- n 
PHI2 [ 

AOO-AD23 [ 

024-031 [ 

~ 
~ ADDRESS A-' ------ __ -( DATA IN 

l------ :::::r: 
X ADDRESS __ -( OAT~IN 

__ tADt ~ 

AliS[ 
tALAOSs 

BEO-BE3 [ VALID 

lii5iN[ ~ 
tOOINv 

STO·3 [ VALID 

os[ '" 
ROY [ (HIGH) 

FIGURE 4-5. Read Cycle 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

TXI TX2 T4 

PHil [ 

IDS! 
'AOSI 
100lNI 

Ti Ti Ti 

PHI2 [ 

HOLD [ 

HLOA [ 

os 
ADS [ 
ODIN -I-----I-----l----:--lf-..J -- - - - - - (FLOATING) - - --

BEO-BE3 [-I-----I-----lr-----lf-'"""'I ':,:;-r ---'''+ .. ,,----
AOO-A023 [ '::--1- -- --TFLtTNGl-- --

024-031 [ -----,-- - - -(FLOjTiN-Gj----

FIGURE 4-6. Floating by HOLD Timing (CPU Not Idle Initially) 
TLlEE/8583-46 

Note that whenever the CPU is not idling (not in Ti), the HOLD request (HOLD low) must be active tHLDa before the falling edge 
of PHI2 of the clock cycle that appears two clock cycles before T 4 (TX1) and stay low until tHLDh after the rising edge of PH 11 of 
the clock cycle that precedes T 4 (TX2) for the request to be acknowledged. 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

HLOA [ 

'DS! 
os tAOS! 

ADS [_+ ___ +-___ hltOOINf 

ODIN - - - -(rio;. riNGi -

ADO-A023 [-- (FLOATING) 

024-031 [------ ( FLOATING) 

TLlEE/8583-47 

FIGURE 4-7. Floating by HOLD Timing (CPU initially idle) 

Note that during Ti1 the CPU is already idling. 
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PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

HOLD [_ ....... _.1 

HLOA [-+---+----f-'. 
os 

ADS [ 
ODIN - - (FLOATING) 

(HIGH) 

TLlEE/8583-48 

FIGURE 4-8. Release from HOLD 



4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

CPU STATES Tl TMMU T, 

MMUSTATES T1 TMMU T4 

PH'I [ 

PHI2 [ 

FLT [ 

AOO-A023 [ 
(CPU) 

024-031 [ 
(CPU) 

ADS [ 
(CPU) 

PAV[ 
(MMU) 

DiiiN[ 

BED-BE3 [ 

FIGURE 4-9. FL T Initiated Float Cycle Timing 

CPU STATES Tf T2 

MMU STATES Tmmu 

PHil [ 

PHI2[~ __ ...I 

FLT [ 
(MMU) 

A18·23 [ 
(CPU) -

i5iiiN 
(CPU) [ __ 

ADs [ 
(CPU) 

-__ :r: ____ _ 
(FLOATING, DRIVEN BY MMU) 

IODIN. 

T3 

T, 

T1 

T4 

~-~[~---------r--------~--------r--------
FIGURE 4-10. Release from FLT Timing 

TL/EE/8583-49 

TLlEE/8583-50 

Note that when FL Tis deasserted the CPU restarts driving ODIN before the MMU releases it. This, however, does not cause any 
conflict, since both CPU and MMU force ODIN to the same logic level. 

TL/EE/8583-51 

FIGURE 4-11. Ready Sampling (CPU Initially READY) 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

I 

TL/EE/8S83-S2 

FIGURE 4·12. Ready Sampling (CPU Initially NOT READY) 

I T1 I T4 I 
PHI1[~ 

I T1 I T4 I 
PHI1[JLIL--I 

PHI2 [ 

toh 

ADO-15 [ 

SPc[ 
DoiN[ 

STI).3 [ 

Aoi[ (HI~H) 

PHI2 [ 

toth 

ADO-15 [ 

SPC [ 
(CPU) 

DATA (FROM SLAVE) ~_ ........ 

ODIN [ 
~~----4-------~ 

STATUS VALID STO·3 [ 
-+-------~ 

NEXT STATUS 

iDs [ (HIGH) 

TL/EE/8S83-S3 

FIGURE 4-13. Slave Processor Write Timing 

TLlEE/8S83-S4 

FIGURE 4-14. Slave Processor Read Timing 

Tl T4 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ -+-_--1 

SPC [ 
(FROt,l CPU) 

(FROt,l sJ:E1 [. ---------------- ------
tspew 

FIGURE 4-15. SPC Timing 

After transferring last operand to a Slave Processor, CPU 
turns OFF driver and holds SPC high with internal 5 k!1 pull up. 

FIGURE 4-16. Reset Configuration Timing 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

PHil [ 

PHI2[ _______ ,,-

tnOVL(2) 
TLlEE/8583-57 

FIGURE 4-17. Clock Waveforms 

PHI2[~{LJU 

~r~r-e-
TL/EE/8583-58 

FIGURE 4-18. Relationship of PFS to Clock Cycles 

T1 

.1 
ST~3 [ _____________________________ -J)(~ __ C_O_D_E_l00_l ___ 

TL/EE/85B3-59 

FIGURE 4-19a. Guaranteed Delay, PFS to Non-Sequential Fetch 

I Tl I T2 I ••• I I I I 
PHllLrLJ~{LfUL 

CODE 1001 ST~3 [ 

-r--------------~r------~----------

INSPF 

TLlEE/8583-60 

FIGURE 4-19b. Guaranteed Delay, Non-Sequential Fetch to PFS 
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I T30RTI I T4 OR TI I T1 T2 T3 T4 

ADS[ 

ILO[ 

TLlEE/8583-61 

FIGURE 4·20a. Relationship of ILO to First Operand Cycle of an Interlocked Instruction 
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FIGURE 4·20b. Relationship of ILO to Last Operand Cycle of an Interlocked Instruction 
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FIGURE 4·21. Relationship of ILO to Any Clock Cycle 
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FIGURE 4-22. U/S Relationship to Any Bus Cycle - Guaranteed Valid Interval 
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TI I Tmmu T2 Ti 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

AFs[ 

FIGURE 4-23. Abort Timing, FL T Not Applied 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

Ds/FLT [ -t---......,----+----++-..J 

FIGURE 4-24. Abort Timing, FL T Applied 

vee 

PHil [---I----.....J 
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'PWR 

RST/ABT _____________ ~\--J 

FIGURE 4-25. Power-On Reset 

FIGURE 4-26. Non-Power-On Reset 
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N 4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 
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FIGURE 4-27. INT Interrupt Signal Detection 

FlRST BUS CYCLE 
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FIGURE 4-28. NMllnterrupt Signal Timing 

NEXT 

T4 Tl0.TI I 

TL/EE/8583-71 

FIGURE 4-29. Relationship Between Last Data Transfer of an Instruction and PFS Pulse of Next Instruction 
Nole: In a transfer of a Read-Modify-Write type operand, this is the Read transfer, displaying RMW Status (Code 1011). 
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FIGURE 4·30. Dual Processor Bus Arbitration Timing 
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~ Appendix A: Instruction Formats 
..... 
N 
C') 
tJ) 
Z ...... 
co 
N 
C') ..... 
N 
C') 
tJ) 
Z ...... 
CD . 
N 
C') ..... 
N 
C') 
tJ) 
Z 

NOTATIONS 

i = Integer Type Field 

B = 00 (Byte) 

W = 01 (Word) 

D = 11 (Double Word) 

f = Floating Point Type Field 

F = 1 (Std. Floating: 32 bits) 

L = 0 (Long Floating: 64 bits) 

c= Custom Type Field 

D = 1 (Double Word) 

Q = 0 (Quad Word) 

op = Operation Code 

Valid encodings shown with each format. 

gen, gen 1, gen 2 = General Addressing Mode Field 

See Sec. 2.2 for encodings. 

reg = General Purpose Register Number 

cond = Condition Code Field 
0000 = EQual: Z = 1 
0001 = Not Equal: Z = 0 
0010 = Carry Set: C = 1 
0011 = Carry Clear: C = 0 
0100 = Higher: L = 1 
0101 = Lower or Same: L = 0 
0110 = Greater Than: N = 1 
0111 = Less or Equal: N = 0 
1000 = Flag Set: F = 1 
1001 = Flag Clear: F = 0 
1010 = LOwer: L = 0 and Z = 0 
1011 = Higher or Same: L = 1 or Z = 1 
1100 = Less Than: N = 0 and Z = 0 
1101 = Greater or Equal: N = 1 or Z = 1 
1110 = (Unconditionally True) 
1111 = (Unconditionally False) 

short= Short Immediate value. May contain 
quick: Signed 4-bit value, in MOVQ, ADDQ, 

CMPQ, ACB. 

cond: Condition Code (above), in Scond. 

areg: CPU Dedicated Register, in LPR, SPR. 
0000 = US 
0001 - 0111 = (Reserved) 
1000 = FP 
1001 = SP 
1010 = SB 
1011 = (Reserved) 
1100 = (Reserved) 
1101 = PSR 
1110 = INTBASE 
1111 = MOD 

Options: in String Instructions 

I U/W I BIT I 
T = Translated 

B = Backward 

UlW = 00: None 

01: While Match 

11: Until Match 
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Configuration bits, in SETCFG: 

I C I M I Fill 
mreg: MMU Register number, in LMR, SMA. 

0000 = BPRO 
0001 = BPR1 
0010 = (Reserved) 
0011 = (Reserved) 
0100 = PFO 
0101 = PF1 
0110 = (Reserved) 
0111 = (Reserved) 
1000 = SC 
1001 = (Reserved) 
1010 = MSR 
1011 = BCNT 
1100 = PTBO 
1101 = PTB1 
1110 = (Reserved) 
1111 = EIA 

7 0 

FormatO 

Bcond (BR) 

7 0 

1 ' ~p' 10' 0' l' 01 

Format 1 

BSR -0000 ENTER -1000 

RET -0001 EXIT -1001 

CXP -0010 Nap -1010 

RXP -0011 WAIT -1011 

RETT -0100 DIA -1100 

RETI -0101 FLAG -1101 
SAVE -0110 SVC -1110 

RESTORE -0111 BPT -1111 

15 81 7 0 , , 
'sh~rt I 

, , 
11 ' 1 ' gen op 

Format 2 
ADDQ -000 ACB -100 

CMPQ -001 MOVQ -101 

SPR -010 LPR -110 

Scond -011 



z 
Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

en 
Co) 
N ...... 

15 sI7 0 0 
Co) 
N , , , , I 

1 1 
' ~p' 11'1'1'1'11 

, 
1 

0') 

gen i 100111 0 -z en 
Format 3 Co) 

Format 7 N 
CXPD -0000 ADJSP -1010 ...... 

MOVM -0000 MUL -1000 Co) 

BICPSR -0010 JSR -1100 N 
CMPM -0001 MEl -1001 I 

JUMP -0100 CASE -1110 00 
INSS Trap (UND) -BISPSR -0110 

-0010 -1010 Z 
EXTS -0011 DEI -1011 en 

Trap (UND) on XXX1, 1000 
MOVXBW QUO 

Co) 
-0100 -1100 N 

MOVZBW -0101 REM 
...... 

sI7 
-1101 Co) 

15 0 MOVZiD -0110 MOD -1110 N 
I 

1 

, , , , 
1 1 

, , , ...... 
1 g~n 2 ' 

MOVXiD -0111 DIV -1111 0 
gen 1 op 

Format 4 

ADD -0000 SUB -1000 
CMP -0001 ADDR -1001 TLlEE/8583-73 

BIC -0010 AND -1010 FormatS 

ADDC -0100 SUBC -1100 EXT -000 INDEX -100 

MOV -0101 TBIT -1101 CVTP -001 FFS -1 01 

OR -0110 XOR -1110 INS -010 
CHECK -011 

0 MOVSU -110, reg = 001 

o 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 MOVUS -110, reg = 011 

0 
Format 5 

MOVS -0000 SETCFG -0010 o 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 
CMPS -0001 SKPS -0011 

Trap (UND) on lXXX, 01XX Format 9 
MOVif -000 ROUND -100 

0 LFSR -001 TRUNC -101 

0 100111 0 
MOVLF -010 SFSR -110 
MOVFL -011 FLOOR -111 

FormatS 0 
ROT -0000 NEG -1000 ---

10 01 ASH -0001 NOT -1001 
11 1 1 1 1 

---
CBIT -0010 Trap (UND) -1010 TL/EE/8583-74 

CBITI -0011 SUBP -1011 Format 10 

Trap (UND) -0100 ABS -1100 Trap (UND) Always 

LSH -0101 COM -1101 
SBIT -0110 IBIT -1110 
SBITI -0111 ADDP -1111 
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C) r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------, ..... 
~ Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 
..... 
N 
C') 
U) 
z ...... co 

I 
N 
C') ..... 
N 
C') 
U) 
z ...... 
CD 

I 
N 
C') ..... 
N 
C') 
U) 
z 

o 

1 1 1 1 0 

Format 11 

ADD! -0000 DIV! -1000 
MOV! -0001 Trap (Slave) -1001 
CMP! -0010 Trap (UND) -1010 
Trap (Slave) -00T1 Trap (UND) -1011 
SUB! -0100 MUll -1100 
NEG! -0101 ABS! -1101 
Trap (UND) -0110 Trap (UND) -1110 
Trap (UND) -0111 Trap (UND) -1111 

7 0 

---II I I I I I I I 
u_ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

TL/EE/6563-75 

Format 12 

Trap (UND) Always 

0 

mill I III I I 
___ . 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 O. 

TL/EE/6563-76 

Format 13 

Trap (UND) Always 

0 

0001111 0 

Format 14 

RDVAL -0000 LMR -1010 
WRVAL -0001 SMR -1011 

Trap (UND) on 01XX, 1XXX 
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Operation Word ID Byte 

Format 15 

(Custom Slave) 

nnn Operation Word Format 

000 

Format 15_0 

CATSTO -0000 LCR -1010 
CATST1 -0001 SCR -1011 

Trap (UND) on all others 

8 

001 

Format 15_1 

CCV3 -000 CCV2 -100 
LCSR -001 CCV1 -101 
CCV5 -010 SCSR -110 
CCV4 -011 CCVO -111 

23 

101 gen 1 

Format 15_5 

CCALO -0000 CCAL3 -1000 
CMOVO -0001 CMOV3 -1001 
CCMP -0010 Trap (UND) -1010 
CCMP1 ·0011 Trap (UND) -1011 
CCAL1 -0100 CCAL2 -1100 

CMOV2 -0101 CMOV1 -1101 
Trap (UND) -0110 Trap (UND) -1110 
Trap (UND) -0111 Trap (UND) -1111 
If nnn ~ 010,011,100,110,111 
then Trap (UNO) Always 



Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

7 0 

---I I I I I I I I I 
___ 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 

TL/EE/8583-77 

Format 16 

Trap (UNO) Always 

7 0 ---I I I I I I I I I 
d_ 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 ~ 

TL/EE/8583-78 

Format 17 
7 0 

Trap (UNO) Always mill 11111 I 
u_ 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 ~ 

TL/EE/8583-79 

Format 18 

Trap (UNO) Always 
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7 0 

--I I I I I I I I I 
n_ x x X 0 0 1 1 ~ 

TLlEE/8583-80 

Format 19 
Trap (UNO) Always 

Implied Immediate Encodings: 
7 0 

~ ; ~ ; ~ ; ~ ; ~ ; ~ ; ~ ~ 
Register Mark, appended to SAVE, ENTER 

7 o 

Register Mark, appended to RESTORE, EXIT 
7 o 

; offset ; 

Offset/Length Modifier appended to INSS, EXTS 

z 
en 
CN 
N ..... 
CN 
N 

I 
0) 
....... 
Z en 
CN 
N ..... 
CN 
N 

I 
CD ....... 
Z en 
CN 
N ..... 
CN 
N 

I ..... 
o 
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FIGURE B-1. Single Processor System Connection Diagram 
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FIGURE B-2. Dual Processor System Connections Diagram 
Note: The delay line is used to deskew the clock outputs from the two TeUs in order to avoid speed degradation. 
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~NatiOnal 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

NS32032-6/NS32032-8/NS32032-10 
High-Performance Microprocessors 
General Description 
The NS32032 is a 32-bit, virtual memory microprocessor 
with a 16-MByte linear address space and a 32-bit external 
data bus. It has a 32-bit ALU, eight 32-bit general purpose 
registers, an eight-byte prefetch queue, and a slave proces
sor interface. The NS32032 is fabricated with National 
Semiconductor's advanced XMOSTM process, and is fully 
object code compatible with other Series 32000® proces
sors. The Series 32000 instruction set is optimized for mod
ular, high-level languages (HLL). The set is very symmetric, 
it has a two address format, and it incorporates HLL orient
ed addressing modes. The capabilities of the NS32032 can 
be expanded with the use of the NS32081 floating point unit 
(FPU), and the NS32082 demand-paged virtual memory 
management unit (MMU). Both devices interface to the 
NS32032 as slave processors. The NS32032 is a general 
purpose microprocessor that is ideal for a wide range of 
computational intensive applications. 

Block Diagram 
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Features 
• 32-bit architecture and implementation 

• Virtual memory support 
• 16-MByte linear address space 
• 32-bit data bus 
• Powerful instruction set 

- General 2-address capability 
- Very high degree of symmetry 
- Addressing modes optimized for high-level 

languages 
• Series 32000 slave processor support 
• High-speed XMOS technology 
• 68-pin leadless chip carrier 
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1.0 Product Introduction 
The Series 32000 microprocessor family is a new genera
tion of devices using National's XMaS and CMOS technolo
gies. By combining state-of-the-art MaS technology with a 
very advanced architectural design philosophy, this family 
brings mainframe computer processing power to VLSI proc
essors. 

The Series 32000 family supports a variety of system con
figurations, extending from a minimum low-cost system to a 
powerful 4 gigabyte system. The architecture provides com
plete upward compatibility from one family member to an
other. The family consists of a selection of CPUs supported 
by a set of peripherals and slave processors that provide 
sophisticated interrupt and memory management facilities 
as well as high-speed floating-point operations. The archi
tectural features of the Series 32000 family are described 
briefly below: 

Powerful Addressing Modes. Nine addressing modes 
available to all instructions are included to access data 
structures efficiently. 

Data Types. The architecture provides for numerous data 
types, such as byte, word, doubleword, and BCD, which may 
be arranged into a wide variety of data structures. 

Symmetric Instruction Set. While avoiding special case 
instructions that compilers can't use, the Series 32000 fami
ly incorporates powerful instructions for control operations, 
such as array indexing and external procedure calls, which 
save considerable space and time for compiled code. 

Memory-to-Memory Operations. The Series 32000 CPUs 
represent two-operand machines with each operand ad
dressable by all addressing modes. This powerful memory
to-memory architecture permits memory locations to be 
treated as registers for all useful operations. This is impor
tant for temporary operands as well as for context switch
ing. 

Memory Management. Either the NS32382 or the 
NS32082 Memory Management Unit may be added to the 
system to provide advanced operating system support func
tions, including dynamic address translation, virtual memory 
management, and memory protection. 

Large, Uniform Addressing. The NS32032 has 24-bit ad
dress pointers that can address up to 16 megabytes without 
requiring any segmentation; this addressing scheme pro
vides flexible memory management without added-on ex
pense. 

Modular Software Support. Any software package for the 
Series 32000 family can be developed independent of all 
other packages, without regard to individual addressing. In 
addition, ROM code is totally relocatable and easy to ac
cess, which allows a Significant reduction in hardware and 
software cost. 

Software Processor Concept. The Series 32000 architec
ture allows future expansions of the instruction set that can 
be executed by special slave processors, acting as exten
sions to the CPU. This concept of slave processors is 
unique to the Series 32000 family. It allows software com
patibility even for future components because the slave 
hardware is transparent to the software. With future ad
vances in semiconductor technology, the slaves can be 
physically integrated on the CPU chip itself. 

To summarize, the architectural features cited above pro
vide three primary performance advantages and character
istics: 
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• High-Level Language Support 

• Easy Future Growth Path 
• Application Flexibility 

2.0 Architectural Description 
2.1 PROGRAMMING MODEL 

The Series 32000 architecture includes 16 registers on the 
NS32032 CPU. 

2.1.1 General Purpose Registers 

There are eight registers for meeting high speed general 
storage requirements, such as holding temporary variables 
and addresses. The general purpose registers are free for 
any use by the programmer. They are thirty-two bits in 
length. If a general register is specified for an operand that 
is eight or sixteen bits long, only the low part of the register 
is used; the high part is not referenced or modified. 

2.1.2 Dedicated Registers 

The eight dedicated registers of the NS32032 are assigned 
specific functions. 

PC: The PROGRAM COUNTER register is a pointer to 
the first byte of the instruction currently being executed. 
The PC is used to reference memory in the program 
section. (I n the NS32032 the upper eight bits of this 
register are always zero.) 

sPa, SP1: The SPO register pOints to the lowest address 
of the last item stored on the INTERRUPT STACK. This 
stack is normally used only by the operating system. It is 
used primarily for storing temporary data, and holding 
return information for operating system subroutines and 
interrupt and trap service routines. The SPI register 
points to the lowest address of the last item stored on 
the USER STACK. This stack is used by normal user 
programs to hold temporary data and subroutine return 
information. 

In this document, reference is made to the SP register. 
The terms "SP register" or "SP" refer to either SPO or 
SP1, depending on the setting of the S bit in the PSR 
register. If the S bit in the PSR is 0 the SP refers to SPO. 
If the S bit in the PSR is 1 then SP refers to SPI. (In the 
NS32032 the upper eight bits of these registers are al
ways zero). 

Stacks in the Series 32000 family grow downward in 
memory. A Push operation pre-decrements the Stack 
Pointer by the operand length. A Pop operation post-in
crements the Stack Pointer by the operand length. 

FP: The FRAME POINTER register is used by a proce
dure to access parameters and local variables on the 
stack. The FP register is set up on procedure entry with 
the ENTER instruction and restored on procedure termi
nation with the EXIT instruction. 

The frame pointer holds the address in memory occu
pied by the old contents of the frame pointer. (In the 
NS32032 the upper eight bits of this register are always 
zero.) 

S8: The STATIC BASE register pOints to the global vari
ables of a software module. This register is used to sup
port relocatable global variables for software modules. 



2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

GENERAL 
DEDICATED 

32 
32 

RO 
0 PROGRAM COUNTER PC 

R1 
STATIC BASE 88 

R2 
FRAME POINTER FP 

R3 
0 USER STACK PTA. SP1 } 

SP R4 
0 INTERRUPT STACK PTR. SPO 

R5 
INTERRUPT BASE INTBASE 

PSR MOD 
R6 

STATUS MODULE R7 

TL/EE/5491-3 

FIGURE 2·1. The General and Dedicated Registers 

The SB register holds the lowest address in memory 
occupied by the global variables of a module. (In the 
NS32032 the upper eight bits of this register are always 
zero.) 

INTBASE: The INTERRUPT BASE register holds the 
address of the dispatch table for interrupts and traps 
(Sec. 3.8). The INTBASE register holds the lowest ad
dress in memory occupied by the dispatch table. (In the 
NS32032 the upper eight bits of this register are always 
zero.) 

MOD: The MODULE register holds the address of the 
module descriptor of the currently executing software 
module. The MOD register is sixteen bits long, therefore 
the module table must be contained within the first 64K 
bytes of memory. 

PSR: The PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PSR) 
holds the status codes for the NS32032 microproces
sor. 

The PSR is sixteen bits long, divided into two eight-bit 
halves. The low order eight bits are accessible to all 
programs, but the high order eight bits are accessible 
only to programs executing in Supervisor Mode. 

15 817 0 

IXIXIXIXIllplslu NlzIFIXIXILITlc/ 
TL/EE/5491-4 

FIGURE 2-2. Processor Status Register 

C: The C bit indicates that a carry or borrow occurred 
after an addition or subtraction instruction. It can be 
used with the ADDC and SUBC instructions to perform 
multiple-precision integer arithmetic calculations. It may 
have a setting of 0 (no carry or borrow) or 1 (carry or 
borrow). 

T: The T bit causes program tracing. If this bit is a 1, a 
TRC trap is executed after every instruction (Sec. 3.8.5). 

L: The L bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a 
comparison instruction the L bit is set to "1" if the sec
ond operand is less than the first operand, when both 
operands are interpreted as unsigned integers. Other
wise, it is set to "0". In Floating Point comparisons, this 
bit is always cleared. 

F: The F bit is a general condition flag, which is altered 
by many instructions (e.g., integer arithmetic instructions 
use it to indicate overflow). 
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Z: The Z bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a 
comparison instruction the Z bit is set to "1" if the sec
ond operand is equal to the first operand; otherwise it is 
set to "0". 

N: The N bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a 
comparison instruction the N bit is set to "1" if the sec
ond operand is less than the first operand, when both 
operands are interpreted as signed integers. Otherwise, 
it is set to "0". 

U: If the U bit is "1" no privileged instructions may be 
executed. If the U bit is "0" then all instructions may be 
executed. When U = 0 the NS32032 is said to be in 
Supervisor Mode; when U = 1 the NS32032 is said to 
be in User Mode. A User Mode program is restricted 
from executing certain instructions and accessing cer
tain registers which could interfere with the operating 
system. For example, a User Mode program is prevent
ed from changing the setting of the flag used to indicate 
its own privilege mode. A Supervisor Mode program is 
assumed to be a trusted part of the operating system, 
hence it has no such restrictions. 

S: The S bit specifies whether the SPO register or SP1 
register is used as the stack pointer. The bit is automati
cally cleared on interrupts and traps. It may have a set
ting of 0 (use the SPO register) or 1 (use the SP1 regis
ter). 

P: The P bit prevents a TRC trap from occurring more 
than once for an instruction (Sec. 3.8.5.). It may have a 
setting of 0 (no trace pending) or 1 (trace pending). 

I: If I = 1, then all interrupts will be accepted (Sec. 3.8.). 
If I = 0, only the NMI interrupt is accepted. Trap en
ables are not affected by this bit. 

2.1.3 The Configuration Register (CFG) 

Within the Control section of the NS32032 CPU is the four
bit CFG Register, which declares the presence of certain 
external devices. It is referenced by only one instruction, 
SETCFG, which is intended to be executed only as part of 
system initialization after reset. The format of the CFG Reg
ister is shown in Figure 2-3. 

FIGURE 2-3. CFG Register 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

The CFG I bit declares the presence of external interrupt 
vectoring circuitry (specifically, the NS32202 Interrupt Con
trol Unit). If the CFG I bit is set, interrupts requested through 
the INT pin are "Vectored." If it is clear, these interrupts are 
"Non-Vectored." See Sec. 3.8. 

The F, M and C bits declare the presence of the FPU, MMU 
and Custom Slave Processors. If these bits are not set, the 
corresponding instructions are trapped as being undefined. 

2.1.4 Memory Organization 

The main memory of the NS32032 is a uniform linear ad
dress space. Memory locations are numbered sequentially 
starting at zero and ending at 224 - 1. The number specify
ing a memory location is called an address. The contents of 
each memory location is a byte consisting of eight bits. Un
less otherwise noted, diagrams in this document show data 
stored in memory with the lowest address on the right and 
the highest address on the left. Also, when data is shown 
vertically, the lowest address is at the top of a diagram and 
the highest address at the bottom of the diagram. When bits 
are numbered in a diagram, the least significant bit is given 
the number zero, and is shown at the right of the diagram. 
Bits are numbered in increasing significance and toward the 
left. 

01 

A 
Byte at Address A 

Two contiguous bytes are called a word. Except where not
ed (Sec. 2.2.1), the least significant byte of a word is stored 
at the lower address, and the most significant byte of the 
word is stored at the next higher address. In memory, the 
address of a word is the address of its least significant byte, 
and a word may start at any address. 

115 MSB's 817 LSB's 01 

A+1 A 
Word at Address A 

Two contiguous words are called a double word. Except 
where noted (Sec. 2.2.1), the least significant word of a dou
ble word is stored at the lowest address and the most signif
icant word of the double word is stored at the address two 
greater. In memory, the address of a double word is the 
address of its least significant byte, and a double word may 
start at any address. 

131 MSB's 24123 16115 817 LSB's 01 

A+3 A+2 A+1 A 
Double Word at Address A 

Although memory is addressed as bytes, it is actually orga
nized as double-words. Note that access time to a word or a 
double-word depends upon its address, e.g. double-words 
that are aligned to start at addresses that are multiples of 
four will be accessed more quickly than those not so 
aligned. This also applies to words that cross a double-word 
boundary. 

2.1.5 Dedicated Tables 

Two of the NS32032 dedicated registers (MOD and INT
BASE) serve as pointers to dedicated tables in memory. 

The INTBASE register points to the Interrupt Dispatch and 
Cascade tables. These are described in Sec. 3.8. 
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The MOD register contains a pointer into the Module Table, 
whose entries are called Module Descriptors. A Module De
scriptor contains four pointers,. three of which are used by 
NS32032. The MOD register contains the address of the 
Module Descriptor for the currently running module. It is au
tomatically up-dated by the Call External Procedure instruc
tions (CXP and CXPD). 

The format of a Module Descriptor is shown in Figure 2-4. 
The Static Base entry contains the address of static data 
assigned to the running module. It is loaded into the CPU 
Static Base register by the CXP and CXPD instructions. The 
Program Base entry contains the address of the first byte of 
instruction code in the module. Since a module may have 
multiple entry points, the Program Base pointer serves only 
as a reference to find them. 

15 o 
l MOD I 

[ 

31 oj 
STATIC BASE 

LINK TABLE ADDRESS 

PROGRAM BASE 

RESERVED 

-'-
TL/EE/5491-5 

FIGURE 2-4. Module Descriptor Format 

The Link Table Address points to the Link Table for the 
currently running module. The Link Table provides the infor
mation needed for: 

1) Sharing variables between modules. Such variables are 
accessed through the Link Table via the External ad
dressing mode. 

2) Transferring control from one module to another. This is 
done via the Call External Procedure (CXP) instruction. 

The format of a Link Table is given in Figure 2-5. A Link 
Table Entry for an external variable contains the 32-bit ad
dress of that variable. An entry for an external procedure 
contains two 16-bit fields: Module and Offset. The Module 
field contains the new MOD register contents for the mod
ule being entered. The Offset field is an unsigned number 
giving the position of the entry point relative to the new 
module's Program Base pOinter. 

For further details of the functions of these tables, see the 
Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual. 

-r'31 ENTRY 

o 

2 

-I-.. 

o r 

ABSOLUTE ADDRESS ( VARIABLE) 

ABSOLUTE ADDRESS ( VARIABLE) 

OFFSET I MODULE ( PROCEDURE) 

I-.. 
TL/EE/5491-6 

FIGURE 2-5. A Sample Link Table 



2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

2.2 INSTRUCTION SET 

2.2.1 General Instruction Format 

Figure 2-6 shows the general format of a Series 32000 in
struction. The Basic Instruction is one to three bytes long 
and contains the Opcode and up to two 5-bit General Ad
dressing Mode ("Gen") fields. Following the Basic Instruc
tion field is a set of optional extensions, which may appear 
depending on the instruction and the addressing modes se
lected. 

Index Bytes appear when either or both Gen fields specify 
Scaled Index. In this case, the Gen field specifies only the 
Scale Factor (1, 2, 4 or 8), and the Index Byte specifies 
which General Purpose Register to use as the index, and 
which addressing mode calculation to perform before index
ing. See Figure 2-7. 

I' GEN. ADDR. MODE l REG. NO. 

TL/EE/5491-8 

FIGURE 2-7. Index Byte Format 

Following Index Bytes come any displacements (addressing 
constants) or immediate values associated with the select
ed address modes. Each Disp/lmm field may contain one or 
two displacements, or one immediate value. The size of a 
Displacement field is encoded with the top bits of that field, 
as shown in Figure 2-8, with the remaining bits interpreted 
as a signed (two's complement) value. The size of an imme
diate value is determined from the Opcode field. Both Dis
placement and Immediate fields are stored most significant 
byte first. Note that this is different from the memory repre
sentation of data (Sec. 2.1.4). 

Some instructions require additional, "implied" immediates 
and/ or displacements, apart from those associated with ad
dressing modes. Any such extensions appear at the end of 
the instruction, in the order that they appear within the list of 
operands in the instruction definition (Sec. 2.2.3). 

Byte Displacement: Range - 64 to + 63 

SIGNED DISPLACEMENT 

Word Displacement: Range -8192 to +8191 

o 

Double Word Displacement: 
Range (Entire Addressing Space) 

7 0 

1 : 1 I 
,,~,. 

<$<~ 
<tP~O 

TL/EE/5491-11 

FIGURE 2-8. Displacement Encodings 

2.2.2 Addressing Modes 

The NS32032 CPU generally accesses an operand by cal
culating its Effective Address based on information avail
able when the operand is to be accessed. The method to be 
used in performing this calculation is specified by the pro
grammer as an "addressing mode." 

OPTIONAL BASIC 
EXTENSIONS INSTRUCTION 

r-----------------~A------------------~\(---------~~ 

DISP21DISPI DISP21DISPI 
I 

: 
IMPUED INDEX INDEX GEN i GEN 

IMMEDIATE DISP DISP BYTE BYTE 
ADDR 

I 
ADDR OPCODE 

OPERAND(S) MODE : MODE 
A B 

IMM IMM 
I 

: 

I t ! 4-. )j 
II 

l \. I ~--------') 

~----

TL/EE/5491-7 

FIGURE 2-6. General Instruction Format 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

Addressing modes in the NS32032 are designed to optimal
ly support high-level language accesses to variables. In 
nearly all cases, a variable access requires only' one ad
dressing mode, within the instruction that acts upon that 
variable. Extraneous data movement is therefore minimized. 

NS32032 Addressing Modes fall into nine basic types: 

Register: The operand is available in one of the eight Gen
eral Purpose Registers. In certain Slave Processor instruc
tions, an auxiliary set of eight registers may be referenced 
instead. 

Register Relative: A General Purpose Register contains an 
address to which is added a displacement value from the 
instruction, yielding the Effective Address of the operand in 
memory. 

Memory Space. Identical to Register Relative above, ex
cept that the register used is one of the dedicated registers 
PC, SP, SB or FP. These registers point to data areas gen
erally needed by high-level languages. 

Memory Relative: A pointer variable is found within the 
memory space pOinted to by the SP, SB or FP register. A 
displacement is added to that pointer to generate the Effec
tive Address of the operand. 

Immediate: The operand is encoded within the instruction. 
This addressing mode is not allowed if the operand is to be 
written. 

Absolute: The address of the operand is specified by a 
displacement field in the instruction. 

External: A pointer value is read from a specified entry of 
the current Link Table. To this pointer value is added a dis
placement, yielding the Effective Address of the operand. 

Top of Stack: The currently-selected Stack Pointer (SPO or 
SP1) specifies the location of the operand. The operand is 
pushed or popped, depending on whether it is written or 
read. 

Scaled Index: Although encoded as an addressing mode. 
Scaled Indexing is an option on any addressing mode ex
cept Immediate or another Scaled Index. It has the effect of 
calculating an Effective Address, then multiplying any Gen: 
eral Purpose Register by 1, 2, 4 or 8 and adding it into the 
total, yielding the final Effective Address of the operand. 
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Table 2-1 is a brief summary of the addressing modes. For a 
complete description of their actions, see the Instruction Set 
Reference Manual. 

2.2.3 Instruction Set Summary 

Table 2-2 presents a brief description of the NS32032 in
struction set. The Format column refers to the Instruction 
Format tables (Appendix A). The Instruction column gives 
the instruction as coded in assembly language, and the De
scription column provides a short description of the function 
provided by that instruction. Further details of the exact op
erations performed by each instruction may be found in the 
Instruction Sj3t Reference Manual. 

Notations: 

i = Integer length suffix: B = Byte 

W = Word 

D = Double Word 

f = Floating Point length suffix: F = Standard Floating 

L = Long Floating 

gen = General operand, Any addressing mode can be 
specified. 

short = A 4-bit value encoded within the Basic Instruction 
(see Appendix A for encodings). 

imm = Implied immediate operand. An 8-bit value append
ed after any addres~ing extensions, 

disp = Displacement (addressing constant): 8, 16 or 32 
bits. All three lengths legal. 

reg = Any General Purpose Register: RO-R? 

areg = Any Dedicated/ Address Register: SP, 5B, FP, 
MOD, INTBASE, PS~, US (bottom 8 PSR bits). 

mreg = Any Memory Management Status/Control Regis
ter. 

creg = A Custom Slave Processor Register (Implementa
tion Dependent). 

cond = Any condition code, encoded as a 4-bit field within 
the Basic Instruction (see Appendix A for encodings). 
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ENCODING MODE ASSEMBLER SYNTAX EFFECTIVE ADDRESS 
w 
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Register 0 w 
00000 Register 0 ROor FO None: Operand is in the specified to.) 

I 

00001 Register 1 R10rF1 register 
00 ....... 

00010 Register 2 R20r F2 Z en 
00011 Register 3 R30rF3 w 

to.) 

00100 Register 4 R4 or F4 0 w 
00101 Register 5 R5 or F5 to.) 

I 

00110 Register 6 R60r F6 ..... 
0 

00111 Register 7 R70r F7 

Register Relative 
01000 Register 0 relative disp(RO) Disp + Register. 
01001 Register 1 relative disp(R1) 

01010 Register 2 relative disp(R2) 

01011 Register 3 relative disp(R3) 

01100 Register 4 relative disp(R4) 

01101 Register 5 relative disp(R5) 

01110 Register 6 relative disp(R6) 
01111 Register 7 relative disp(R7) 

Memory Relative 
10000 Frame memory relative disp2(disp1 (FP)) Disp2 + Pointer; Pointer found at 

10001 Stack memory relative disp2(disp1 (SP» address Disp1 + Register. "SP" 
10010 Static memory relative disp2(disp1 (58)) is either SPO or SP1, as selected 

in PSR. 
Reserved 
10011 (Reserved for Future Use) 
Immediate 
10100 Immediate value None: Operand is input from 

instruction queue. 
Absolute 
10101 Absolute @disp Disp. 
External 
10110 External EXT (disp1) + disp2 Disp2 + Pointer; Pointer is found 

at Link Table Entry number Disp1. 
Top of Stack 
10111 Top of stack TOS Top of current stack, using either 

User or Interrupt Stack Pointer, 
as selected in PSR. Automatic 
Push/Pop included. 

Memory Space 
11000 Frame memory disp(FP) Disp + Register; "SP" is either 
11001 Stack memory disp(SP) SPO or SP1 , as selected in PSR. 
11010 StatiC memory disp(SB) 
11011 Program memory • +disp 

Scaled Index 
11100 Index, bytes mode[Rn:B] EA (mode) + Rn. 
11101 Index, words mode[Rn:W] EA (mode) + 2x Rn. 
11110 Index, double words mode[Rn:D] EA (mode) + 4 x Rn. 
11111 Index, quad words mode[Rn:Q] EA (mode) + 8 x Rn. 

'Mode' and 'n' are contained 
within the Index 8yte. 
EA (mode) denotes the effective 
address generated using mode. 
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MOVES 

Format Operation Operands 
4 MOVi gen,gen 

2 MOVQi short,gen 

7 MOVMi gen,gen,disp 

7 MOVZBW gen,gen 

7 MOVZiD gen,gen 
7 MOVXBW gen,gen 

7 MOVXiD gen,gen 

4 AD DR gen,gen 

INTEGER ARITHMETIC 

Format Operation Operands 

4 ADDI gen,gen 

2 ADDQi short,gen 

4 ADDCi gen,gen 

4 SUBi gen,gen 

4 SUBCi gen,gen 

6 NEGi gen,gen 

6 ABSi gen,gen 

7 MULi gen,gen 
7 QUai gen,gen 

7 REMi gen,gen 
7 DIVi gen,gen 

7 MODi gen,gen 
7 MEIi gen,gen 

7 DEli gen,gen 

PACKED DECIMAL (BCD) ARITHMETIC 

Format Operation Operands 

6 ADDPi gen,gen 
6 SUBPi gen,gen 

INTEGER COMPARISON 

Format Operation Operands 

4 CMPi gen,gen 

2 CMPQi short,gen 
7 CMPMi gen,gen,disp 

LOGICAL AND BOOLEAN 

Format Operation Operands 

4 ANDi gen,gen 
4 ORi gen,gen 
4 BICi gen,gen 
4 XORi gen,gen 

6 COMi gen,gen 
6 NOTi gen,gen 
2 Scondi gen 

Description 
Move a value. 

Extend and move a signed 4-bit constant. 
Move Multiple: disp bytes (1 to 16). 

Move with zero ex1ension. 
Move with zero extension. 
Move with sign extension. 
Move with sign ex1ension. 
Move Effective Address. 

Description 

Add. 
Add signed 4-bit constant. 

Add with carry. 
Subtract. 
Subtract with carry (borrow). 

Negate (2's complement). 
Take absolute value. 
Multiply 

Divide, rounding toward zero. 

Remainder from QUO. 
Divide, rounding down. 
Remainder from DIV (Modulus). 
Multiply to Ex1ended Integer. 

Divide Extended Integer. 

Description 

Add Packed. 
Subtract Packed. 

Description 

Compare. 
Compare to signed 4-bit constant. 
Compare Multiple: disp bytes (1 to 16). 

Description 

Logical AND. 

Logical OR. 
Clear selected bits. 
Logical Exclusive OR. 

Complement all bits. 
Boolean complement: LSB only. 

Save condition code (cond) as a Boolean variable of size i. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

TABLE 2·2 (Continued) 
NS32032 Instruction Set Summary (Continued) 

SHIFTS 

Format Operation Operands Description 
6 LSHi gen,gen Logical Shift, left or right. 
6 ASHi gen,gen Arithmetic Shift, left or right. 

6 ROTi gen,gen Rotate, left or right. 

BITS 

Format Operation Operands Description 

4 TBITi gen,gen Test bit. 
6 SBITi gen,gen Test and set bit. 

6 SBITIi gen,gen Test and set bit, interlocked 

6 CBITi gen,gen Test and clear bit. 

6 CBITli gen,gen Test and clear bit, interlocked. 

6 IBITi gen,gen Test and invert bit. 

8 FFSi gen,gen Find first set bit 

BIT FIELDS 

Bit fields are values in memory that are not aligned to byte boundaries. Examples are PACKED arrays and records 

used in Pascal. "Extract" instructions read and align a bit field. "Insert" instructions write a bit field from an aligned 

source. 

Format 

8 
8 
7 

7 
8 

ARRAYS 

Format 

8 
8 

STRINGS 

Operation 

EXTi 
INSi 

EXTSi 

INSSi 
CVTP 

Operation 

CHECKi 

INDEXi 

Operands 

reg,gen,gen,disp 

reg,gen,gen,disp 

gen,gen,imm,imm 
gen,gen,imm,imm 

reg,gen,gen 

Operands 

reg,gen,gen 
reg,gen,gen 

Description 

Extract bit field (array oriented). 
Insert bit field (array oriented). 

Extract bit field (short form). 

Insert bit field (short form). 
Convert to Bit Field Pointer. 

Description 

Index bounds check. 
Recursive indexing step for multiple-dimensional arrays. 

String instructions assign specific functions to the Gen
eral Purpose Registers: 

Options on all string instructions are: 

B (Backward): Decrement string pOinters after each step 
rather than incrementing. R4 - Comparison Value 

R3 - Translation Table Pointer 

R2 - String 2 Pointer 

R 1 - String 1 Pointer 

RO - Limit Count 

Format Operation 
5 MOVSi 

MOVST 

5 CMPSi 
CMPST 

5 SKPSi 

SKPST 

Operands 
options 
options 

options 
options 

options 

options 

U (Until match): End instruction if String 1 entry matches 
R4. 

W (While matCh): End instruction if String 1 entry does not 
match R4. 

All string instructions end when RO decrements to zero. 

Descriptions 
Move String 1 to String 2. 
Move string, translating bytes. 

Compare String 1 to String 2. 
Compare translating, String 1 bytes. 

Skip over String 1 entries 
Skip, translating bytes for Until/While. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

TABLE 2-2 (Continued) 
NS32032 Instruction Set Summary (Continued) 

JUMPS AND LINKAGE 

Format Operation Operands Description 
3 JUMP gen Jump. 
0 BR disp Branch (PC Relative). 
0 Bcond disp Conditional branch. 
3 CASEi gen Multiway branch. 
2 ACBi short,gen,disp Add 4-bit constant and branch if non-zero. 
3 JSR gen Jump to subroutine. 
1 BSR disp Branch to subroutine. 
1 CXP disp Call external procedure. 
3 CXPD gen Call external procedure using descriptor. 

SVC Supervisor Call. 
FLAG Flag Trap. 
BPT Breakpoint Trap. 
ENTER [reg listl,disp Save registers and allocate stack frame (Enter Procedure). 
EXIT [reg listl Restore registers and reclaim stack frame (Exit Procedure). 
RET disp Return from subroutine. 
RXP disp Return from external procedure call. 
RETT disp Return from trap. (Privileged) 

1 RETI Return from interrupt. (Privileged) 

CPU REGISTER MANIPULATION 

Format Operation Operands Description 

1 SAVE [reg listl Save General Purpose Registers. 
1 RESTORE [reg listl Restore General Purpose Registers. 
2 LPRi areg,gen Load Dedicated Register. (Privileged if PSR or INTBASE) 
2 SPRi areg,gen Store Dedicated Register. (Privileged if PSR or INTBASE) 
3 ADJSPi gen Adjust Stack Pointer. 
3 BISPSRi gen Set selected bits in PSR. (Privileged if not Byte length) 
3 BICPSRi gen Clear selected bits in PSR. (Privileged if not Byte length) 
5 SETCFG [option listl Set Configuration Register. (Privileged) 

FLOATING POINT 

Format Operation Operands Description 

11 MOVf gen,gen Move a Floating Point value. 
9 MOVLF gen,gen Move and shorten a Long value to Standard. 
9 MOVFL gen,gen Move and lengthen a Standard value to Long. 
9 MOVif gen,gen Convert any integer to Standard or Long Floating. 
9 ROUNDfi gen,gen Convert to integer by rounding. 
9 TRUNCfi gen,gen Convert to integer by truncating, toward zero. 
9 FLOORfi gen,gen Convert to largest integer less than or equal to value. 

11 ADDf gen,gen Add. 
11 SUBf gen,gen Subtract. 
11 MULf gen,gen Multiply. 
11 DIVf gen,gen Divide. 
11 CMPf gen,gen Compare. 
11 NEGf gen,gen Negate. 
11 ABSf gen,gen Take absolute value. 
9 LFSR gen Load FSR. 
9 SFSR gen Store FSR. 

MEMORY MANAGEMENT 
Format Operation Operands Description 

14 LMR mreg,gen Load Memory Management Register. (Privileged) 
14 SMR mreg,gen Store Memory Management Register. (Privileged) 
14 RDVAL gen Validate address for reading. (Privileged) 
14 WRVAL gen Validate address for writing. (Privileged) 
8 MOVSUi gen,gen Move a value from Supervisor 

Space to User Space. (Privileged) 
8 MOVUSi gen,gen Move a value from User Space 

to Supervisor Space. (Privileged) 
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en 
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TABLE 2-2 (Continued) 0 
(0) 

NS32032 Instruction Set Summary (Continued) N • 
MISCELLANEOUS en ..... 
Format Operation Operands Description Z 

en 
1 NOP No Operation. (0) 

WAIT Wait for interrupt. N 
0 

DIA Diagnose. Single-byte "Branch to Self" for hardware 
(0) 
N 

breakpointing. Not for use in programming. · co ..... 
CUSTOM SLAVE Z 

en 
Format Operation Operands Description (0) 

N 

Custom Calculate. 
0 

15.5 CCALOc gen,gen (0) 
N 

15.5 CCAL1c gen,gen · .... 
15.5 CCAL2c gen,gen 0 

15.5 CCAL3c gen,gen 

15.5 CMOVOc gen,gen Custom Move. 

15.5 CMOV1c gen,gen 
15.5 CMOV2c gen,gen 

CMOV3c gen,gen 

15.5 CCMPOc gen,gen Custom Compare. 

CCMP1c gen,gen 

15.1 CCVOci gen,gen Custom Convert. 

15.1 CCV1ci gen,gen 

15.1 CCV2ci gen,gen 

15.1 CCV3ic gen,gen 

15.1 CCV4DQ gen,gen 
15.1 CCV5QD gen,gen 

15.1 LCSR gen Load Custom Status Register. 

15.1 SCSR gen Store Custom Status Register. 

15.0 CATSTO gen Custom Address/Test. (Privileged) 

15.0 CATST1 gen (Privileged) 

15.0 LCR creg,gen Load Custom Register. (Privileged) 

15.0 SCR creg,gen Store Custom Register. (Privileged) 
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3.0 Functional Description 
3.1 POWER AND GROUNDING 

The NS32032 requires a single 5·volt power supply, applied 
on pin 18 (Vecl. 
Grounding connections are made on four pins. Logic 
Ground (GNDL, pin 54) is the common pin for on·chip logic, 
and Buffer Grounds (GNDB1, pin 52 and GNDB2, pin 16 
and GNDB3, pin 60) (16) are the common pins for the out· 
put drivers. For optimal noise immunity it is recommended 
that GNDB1 and GNDB2 be connected together through a 
single conductor, and GNDL be directly connected to the 
middle point of this conductor. All other ground connections 
should be made to the common line as shown in Figure 3·1. 

In addition to Vee and Ground, the NS32032 CPU uses an 
internally·generated negative voltage. It is necessary to filter 
this voltage externally by attaching a pair of capacitors (Fig. 
3-1) from the BBG pin to ground. Recommended values for 
these are: 

Cf 1 ",F, Tantalum. 

C2: 1000 pF, low inductance. This should be either a disc or 
monolithic ceramic capacitor. 

NS32032 
CPU 

TL/EE/5491-12 

FIGURE 3-1. Recommended Supply Connections 

3.2 CLOCKING 

The NS32032 inputs clocking signals from the Timing Con
trol Unit (TCU), which presents two non-overlapping phases 
of a single clock frequency. These phases are called 

vee 

PHil ___ +-_ .... ~ 

PHI1 (pin 26) and PHI2 (pin 27). Their relationship to each 
other is shown in Figure 3-2. 

Each rising edge of PHI1 defines a transition in the timing 
state ("T·State") of the CPU. One T·State represents the 
execution of one microinstruction within the CPU, and/or 
one step of an external bus transfer. See Section 4 for com
plete specifications of PHI1 and PHI2. 

PHil 

PHI2 

NON·OVERLAPPING 

TLlEE/5491-13 

FIGURE 3-2. Clock Timing Relationships 

As the TCU presents signals with very fast transitions, it is 
recommended that the conductors carrying PHI1 and PHI2 
be kept as short as possible, and that they not be connect
ed anywhere except from the TCU to the CPU and, if pres
ent, the MMU. A TTL Clock signal (CTTL) is provided by the 
TCU for all other clocking. 

3.3 RESETTING 

The RST / ABT pin serves both as a Reset for on-chip logic 
and as the Abort input for Memory-Managed systems. For 
its use as the Abort Command, see Sec. 3.5.4. 

The CPU may be reset at any time by pulling the RST / ABT 
pin low for at least 64 clock cycles. Upon detecting a reset, 
the CPU terminates instruction processing, resets its inter
nal logic, and clears the Program Counter (PC) and Proces
sor Status Register (PSR) to all zeroes. 

On application of power, RST/ABT must be held low for at 
least 50 ",sec after Vee is stable. This is to ensure that all 
on-chip voltages are completely stable before operation. 
Whenever a Reset is applied, it must also remain 

AlIT/MIT --........ +-................................ ~ 

f-----I!:50~sec -----~ 

TLlEE/5491-14 

FIGURE 3-3. Power-on Reset Requirements 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

active for not less than 64 clock cycles. The rising edge 
must occur while PHI1 is high. See Figures 3-3 and 3-4. 

The NS32201 Timing Control Unit (TCU) provides circuitry 
to meet the Reset requirements of the NS32032 CPU. Fig
ure 3-5a shows the recommended connections for a non
Memory-Managed system. Figure 3-5b shows the connec
tions for a Memory-Managed system. 

vcc 

r------------, 
I I 

PHll~JUl 
1-------" 64 CLOCK-I 

Rsi'/ABT-----,~ .......... .......; c~CLES I 

NS32201 
TCU 

TLlEE/5491-15 

FIGURE 3-4. General Reset Timing 

NS32032 
CPU 

I RESET "1>_i!--+_,....+--1~~~-----1 RSTI RSTO 1--------1,....-----1 RSr/ABT 

! I I... _____________ J 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTIONAL) 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAL) 

;ao: 50 j.Lsec 

SYSTEM RESET 

TL/EE/5491-16 

FIGURE 3-5a. Recommended Reset Connections, Non-Memory-Managed System 

r------------, 
I 
I_
I RESET 
I 
! I I... _____________ J 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTIONAL) 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAL) 

vcc 

O!: 50 j.1sec 

NS32201 
TCU 

NS32082 
MMU 

NS32032 
CPU 

TLlEE/5491-17 

FIGURE 3-5b. Recommended Reset Connections, Memory-Managed System 

3.4 BUS CYCLES 

The NS32032 CPU has a strap option which defines the Bus 
Timing Mode as either With or Without Address Translation. 
This section describes only bus cycles under the No Ad
dress Translation option. For details of the use of the strap 
and of bus cycles with address translation, see Sec. 3.5. 

The CPU will perform a bus cycle for one of the following 
reasons: 

1) To write or read data, to or from memory or a peripheral 
interface device. Peripheral input and output are memory
mapped in the Series 32000 family. 

2) To fetch instructions into the eight-byte instruction queue. 
This happens whenever the bus would otherwise be idle 
and the queue is not already full. 
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3) To acknowledge an interrupt and allow external circuitry 
to provide a vector number, or to acknowledge comple
tion of an interrupt service routine. 

4) To transfer information to or from a Slave Processor. 

In terms of bus timing, cases 1 through 3 above are identi
cal. For timing specifications, see Sec. 4. The only external 
difference between them is the four-bit code placed on the 
Bus Status pins (STO-ST3). Slave Processor cycles differ in 
that separate control signals are applied (Sec. 3.4.6). 

The sequence of events in a non-Slave bus cycle is shown 
below in Figure 3-7 for a Read cycle and Figure 3-8 for a 
Write cycle. The cases shown assume that the selected 
memory or interface device is capable of communicating 
with the CPU at full speed. If it is not, then cycle extension 
may be requested through the RDY line (Sec. 3.4.1). 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

A full-speed bus cycle is performed in four cycles of the 
PHI1 clock signal, labeled T1 through T 4. Clock cycles not 
associated with a bus cycle are designated Ti (for "Idle"). 

During T1, the CPU applies an address on pins ADO-AD23. 
It also provides a low-going pulse on the ADS pin, which 
serves the dual purpose of informing external circuitry that a 
bus cycle is starting and of providing control to an external 
latch for demultiplexing Address bits 0-23 from the ADO
AD23 pins. See Figure 3-6. During this time also the status 
signals DDIN, indicating the direction of the transfer, and 
BEO-BE3, indicating which of the four bus bytes are to be 
referenced, become valid. 

During T2 the CPU switches the Data Bus, ADO-AD31 to 
either accept or present data. It also starts the data strobe 
(DS), Signalling the beginning of the data transfer. Associat
ed signals from the NS32201 Timing Control Unit are also 
activated at this time: RD (Read Strobe) or WR (Write 
Strobe), TSO (Timing State Output, indicating that T2 has 
been reached) and DBE (Data Buffer Enable). 

The T3 state provides for access time requirements, and it 
occurs at least once in a bus cycle. At the end of T2 or T3, 
on the falling edge of the PHI2 clock, the RDY (Ready) line 
is sampled to determine whether the bus cycle will be ex
tended (Sec. 3.4.1). 

If the CPU is performing a Read cycle, the Data Bus (ADO
AD31) is sampled at the falling edge of PHI2 of the last T3 
state. See Section 4. Data must, however, be held at least 
until the beginning of T 4. DS and RD are guaranteed not to 
go inactive before this point, so the rising edge of either of 
them may safely be used to disable the device providing the 
input data. 

The T 4 state finishes the bus cycle. At the beginning of T 4, 
the DS, RD or WR, and TSO signals go inactive, and at the 
rising edge of PHI2, DBE goes inactive, having provided for 
necessary data hold times. Data during Write cycles re
mains valid from the CPU throughout T 4. Note that the Bus 
Status lines (STO-ST3) change at the beginning of T 4, an
ticipating the following bus cycle (if any). 

ODIN 1--_-----1 

024-031 

AOO-A023 

NS32032 

PHI1 PHIZ Ds/A.T 

PHI1 PHIZ ADS ODIN 

NS32201 

DBE 

os 

AD 
ADI-----------~ 

WA 
WAI-----------~ 

TSO 
TSO 1------------

FIGURE 3-6. Bus Connections 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

NS32032 CPU BUS SIGNALS 

I T40RTi I T1 T2 T3 

PHil [ 

PHI 2 [ 

AOO-A023 [ 

024-031 [ 

AOS [ 

STQ.ST3 [ 

ODIN [ 

BEO-BE3 [ 

Os [ 

ROY [ 

AD [ 

OBE [ 

TSO [ 

FIGURE 3·7. Read Cycle Timing 
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FIGURE 3·8. Write Cycle Timing 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.1 Cycle Extension 

To allow sufficient strobe widths and access times for any 
speed of memory or peripheral device, the NS32016 pro
vides for extension of a bus cycle. Any type of bus cycle 
except a Slave Processor cycle can be extended. 

In Figures 3-7 and 3-8, note that during T3 all bus control 
signals from the CPU and TCU are flat. Therefore, a bus 
cycle can be cleanly extended by causing the T3 state to be 
repeated. This is the purpose of the RDY (Ready) pin. 

At the end of T2 on the falling edge of PHI2, the RDY line is 
sampled by the CPU. If RDY is high, the next T-states will be 
T3 and then T 4, ending the bus cycle. If RDY is low, then 
another T3 state will be inserted after the next T-state and 
the RDY line will again be sampled on the falling edge of 
PH 12. Each additional T3 state after the first is referred to as 
a "WAIT STATE". See Figure 3-9. 

T1 T2 

PHI1 

PHI2 

ROY 

The RDY pin is driven by the NS32201 Timing Control Unit, 
which applies WAIT States to the CPU as requested on 
three sets of pin: 

1) CWAIT (Continuous WAIT). which holds the CPU in 
WAIT states until removed. 

2) WAIT1, WAIT2, WAIT4, WAIT8 (Collectively WAITn), 
which may be given a four-bit binary value requesting a 
specific number of WAIT States from 0 to 15. 

3) PER (Peripheral), which inserts five additional WAIT 
states and causes the TCU to reshape the RD and WR 
strobes. This provides the setup and hold times required 
by most MOS peripheral interface devices. 

Combinations of these various WAIT requests are both legal 
and useful. For details of their use, see the NS32201 Data 
Sheet. 

Figure 3-10 illustrates a typical Read cycle, with two WAIT 
states requested through the TCU WAITn pins. 

T3 
T3 

(WAIT) T4 

TLlEE/5491 -21 

FIGURE 3-9. ROY Pin Timing 

3.4.2 Bus Status 

The NS32032 CPU presents four bits of Bus Status informa
tion on pins STO-ST3. The various combinations on these 
pins indicate why the CPU is performing a bus cycle, or, if it 
is idle on the bus, then why is it idle. 

Referring to Figures 3-7 and 3-8, note that Bus Status leads 
the corresponding Bus Cycle, going valid one clock cycle 
before Tl, and changing to the next state at T 4. This allows 
the system designer to fully decode the Bus Status and, if 
desired, latch the decoded signals before ADS initiates the 
Bus Cycle. 

The Bus Status pins are interpreted as a four-bit value, with 
STO the least significant bit. Their values decode as follows: 

0000 - The bus is idle because the CPU does not need 
to perform a bus access. 

0001 - The bus is idle because the CPU is executing the 
WAIT instruction. 

0010 - (Reserved for future use.) 

0011 - The bus is idle because the CPU is waiting for a 
Slave Processor to complete an instruction. 

0100 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Master. 

The CPU is performing a Read cycle. To ac
knowledge receipt of a Non-Maskable Interrupt 
(on NMI) it will read from address FFFF001e, but 
will ignore any data provided. 
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To acknowledge receipt of a Maskable Interrupt 
(on INT) it will read from address FFFE0016, ex
pecting a vector number to be provided from the 
Master NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit. If the 
vectoring mode selected by the last SETCFG in
struction was Non-Vectored, then the CPU will 
ignore the value it has read and will use a default 
vector instead, having assumed that no NS32202 
is present. See Sec. 3.4.5. 

0101 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded. 

The CPU is reading a vector number from a Cas
caded NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit. The ad
dress provided is the address of the NS32202 
Hardware Vector register. See Sec. 3.4.5. 

0110 - End of Interrupt, Master. 

The CPU is performing a Read cycle to indicate 
that it is executing a Return from Interrupt (RETI) 
instruction. See Sec. 3.4.5. 

0111 - End of Interrupt, Cascaded. 

The CPU is reading from a Cascaded Interrupt 
Control Unit to indicate that it is returning 
(through RETI) from an interrupt service routine 
requested by that unit. See Sec. 3.4.5. 

1000 - Sequential Instruction Fetch. 

The CPU is reading the next sequential word 
from the instruction stream into the Instruction 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

PREVo CYCLE 

IT40RTi I T1 

NS32032 CPU BUS SIGNALS 

I T2 I T3 I (W~n I (W~IT) I T4 

NEXT CYCLE 

ITl ORTi I 

PHil [ -n-
PHIZ [ 

-

AOO-AOZ3 [ ~ 

024-031 [ ~ 

ADS [ 

STo-ST3 [ ~ 

Di5iN[ ;Z 

BEo-m [ ~ 

-

CWAIT [ ~ 

PER [ ~ 

WAITn [ ~ 

ROY [ 

(TCU TO CPU I 

-

-

-
TSci[ -

Jl 
~ 

~ 

X 
~ 

~ 

J 

~ 

W/h 

~ 

j 

j 

IJ 
/ 

IL IL ~ n-IL n-
Jl J lS lS U}Ln 
~ AD OR ~--~ ~ ~ VALID ~---
WA ~--{;; ~ ~ DATAIN ---

, 

IV 
STATUS VALID X 

~ 

VALID 

\ 
NS32201 TCU CYCLE EXTENSION SIGNALS 

t t t 
Wd ~ V~ ~ 

W ~ V.W @ ~W/.;::; WO/j 

I 
W/, ~~~v.W/W/h ~ 

I 1 t 

INS32201 rL BUS SIGJLS 
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FIGURE 3-10. Extended Cycle Example 
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Note: Arrows on eWAlT, PER, WAlTn indicate poinls at which the TCU samples. Arrows on ADO-AD15 and RDY indicate pOints at which the CPU samples. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Queue. It will do so whenever the bus would oth
erwise be idle and the queue is not already full. 

1001 - Non-Sequential Instruction Fetch. 

The CPU is performing the first fetch of instruc
tion code after the Instruction Queue is purged. 
This will occur as a result of any jump or branch, 
or any interrupt or trap, or execution of certain 
instructions. 

1010 - Data Transfer. 

The CPU is reading or writing an operand of an 
instruction. 

1011 - Read RMW Operand. 

The CPU is reading an operand which will subse
quently be modified and rewritten. If memory pro
tection circuitry would not allow the following 
Write cycle, it must abort this cycle. 

1100 - Read for Effective Address Calculation. 

The CPU is reading information from memory in 
order to determine the Effective Address of an 
operand. This will occur whenever an instruction 
uses the Memory Relative or External addressing 
mode. 

1101 - Transfer Slave Processor Operand. 

The CPU is either transferring an instruction op
erand to or from a Slave Processor, or it is issu
ing the Operation Word of a Slave Processor in
struction. See Sec. 3.9.1. 

1110 - Read Slave Processor Status. 

The CPU is reading a Status Word from a Slave 
Processor. This occurs after the Slave Processor 
has signalled completion of an instruction. The 
transferred word tells the CPU whether a trap 
should be taken, and in some instructions it pre
sents new values for the CPU Processor Status 
Register bits N, Z, L or F. See Sec. 3.9.1. 

1111 - Broadcast Slave 10. 

The CPU is initiating the execution of a Slave 
Processor instruction. The 10 Byte (first byte of 
the instruction) is sent to all Slave Processors, 
one of which will recognize it. From this point the 
CPU is communicating with only one Slave Proc
essor. See Sec. 3.9.1. 

3.4.3 Data Access Sequences 

The 24-bit address provided by the NS32032 is a byte ad
dress; that is, it uniquely identifies one of up to 16,777,216 
eight-bit memory locations. An important feature of the 
NS32032 is that the presence of a 32-bit data bus imposes 
no restrictions on data alignment; any data item, regardless 
of size, may be placed starting at any memory address. The 
NS32032 provides special control signals. Byte Enable 
(BEO-BE3) which facilitate individual byte accessing on a 
32-bit bus. 

Memory is organized as four eight-bit banks, each bank re
ceiving the double-word address (A2-A23) in parallel. One 
bank, connected to Data Bus pins ADO-AD7 is enabled 
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when BEO is low. The second bank, connected to data bus 
pins AD8-AD15 is enabled when BE1 is low. The third and 
fourth banks are enabled by BE2 and BE3, respectively. 
See Figure 3-11. 

DO-D31 

TL/EE/5491-23 

FIGURE 3-11. Memory Interface 

Since operands do not need to be aligned with respect to 
the double-word bus accessed performed by the CPU, a 
given double-word access can contain one, two, three, or 
four bytes of the operand being addressed, and these bytes 
can begin at various positions, as determined by A 1, AO. 
Table 3-1 lists the 10 resulting access types. 

TABLE 3-1 

Bus Access Types 
Type Bytes Accessed A 1 ,AD BE3 BE2 BE1 BED 

1 1 00 1 0 
2 1 01 1 0 
3 10 0 
4 1 11 0 1 1 
5 2 00 1 0 0 
6 2 01 1 0 0 
7 2 10 0 0 
8 3 00 0 0 0 
9 3 01 0 0 0 

10 4 00 0 0 0 0 

Accesses of operands requiring more than one bus cycle 
are performed sequentially, with no idle T-States separating 
them. The number of bus cycles required to transfer an op
erand depends on its size and its alignment. Table 3-2 lists 
the bus cycles performed for each situation. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Cycle Type Address 

A. Word at address ending with 11 

1. 
2. 

4 A 
A+1 

o 

B. Double word at address ending with 01 

1. 
2. 

9 A 
A+3 

o 

C. Double word at address ending with 10 

1. 7 A 0 
2. 5 A + 2 

D. Double word at address ending with 11 

o 

0 

0 

TABLE 3·2 

Access Sequences 

1 
0 

0 1 
0 

0 0 

Data Bus 

r , 
Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0 

, BYTE l' BYTE 0 I ..- A 

Byte 0 X X X 
X X X Byte 1 

I BYTE 31 BYTE 21 BYTE 11 BYTE 01 ..- A 

Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0 X 
X X X Byte 3 

I BYTE 31BYTE 21 BYTE 1 I BYTE 01 ..- A 

Byte 1 Byte 0 X X 
X X Byte 3 Byte 2 

IBYTE3IBYTE2!BYTE1IBYTEOI ..- A 

B~O X X X 1. 
2. 

4 
8 

A 
A+1 o 0 0 X Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 

E. Quad word at address ending with 00 I BYTE7!BYTE 61 BYTE 51 BYTE 41 BYTE 31 BYTE 21 BYTE 1!BYTE 01 ..- A 

1. 10 A o o o o Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0 
Other bus cycles (instruction prefetch or slave) can occur here. 
2. 10 A + 4 0 0 0 0 Byte 7 Byte 6 Byte 5 Byte 4 

F. Quad word at address ending with 01 'BYTE 71 BYTE 6!BYTE 51 BYTE 41 BYTE 3IBYTE2!BYTE 1 I BYTE 01 ..- A 

1. 
2. 

9 A 
A+3 

o o o 

Other bus cycles (instruction prefetch or slave) can occur here. 

1 
o 

Byte 2 
X 

Byte 1 
X 

Byte 0 
X 

X 
Byte 3 

3. 9 A + 4 0 0 0 Byte 6 Byte 5 Byte 4 X 
4. A + 7 1 1 0 X X X Byte 7 

G. Quad word at address ending with 10 I BYTE 71 BYTE 61 BYTE 5! BYTE 41 BYTE 31 BYTE 21 BYTE 1 I BYTE 0 I ..- A 

1. 
2. 

7 
5 

A 
A+2 

o o 1 
o 

Other bus cycles (instruction prefetch or slave) can occur here. 

1 
o 

Byte 1 
X 

Byte 0 
X 

X 
Byte 3 

X 
Byte 2 

3. 7 A + 4 0 0 1 Byte 5 Byte 4 X X 
4. 5 A + 6 1 0 0 X X Byte 7 Byte 6 

H. Quad word at address ending with 11 I BYTE 71 BYTE 61 BYTE 51 BYTE 41 BYTE 31 BYTE 21 BYTE 11 BYTE 0 I ..- A 

1. 4 A 0 1 1 1 Byte 0 X X X 
2. 8 A+1 1 0 0 0 X Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 
Other bus cycles (instruction prefetch or slave) can occur here. 
1. 4 A+4 0 1 1 1 Byte 4 X X X 
2. 8 A+5 0 0 0 X Byte 7 Byte 6 Byte 5 

X = Don't Care 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.3.1 Bit Accesses 

The Bit Instructions perform byte accesses to the byte con
taining the designated bit. The Test and Set Bit instruction 
(SBIT), for example, reads a byte, alters it, and rewrites it, 
having changed the contents of one bit. 

3.4.3.2 Bit Field Accesses 

An access to a Bit Field in memory always generates a Dou
ble-Word transfer at the address containing the least signifi
cant bit of the field. The Double Word is read by an Extract 
instruction; an Insert instruction reads a Double Word, modi
fies it, and rewrites it. 

3.4.3.3 Extending Multiply Accesses 

The Extending Multiply Instruction (MEl) will return a result 
which is twice the size in bytes of the operand it reads. If the 
multiplicand is in memory, the most-significant half of the 
result is written first (at the higher address), then the least
significant half. This is done in order to support retry if this 
instruction is aborted. 

3.4.4 Instruction Fetches 

Instructions for the NS32032 CPU are "prefetched"; that is, 
they are input before being needed into the next available 
entry of the eight-byte Instruction Queue. The CPU performs 
two types of Instruction Fetch cycles: Sequential and Non
Sequential. These can be distinguished from each other by 
their differing status combinations on pins STO-ST3 (Sec. 
3.4.2). 
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A Sequential Fetch will be performed by the CPU whenever 
the Data Bus would otherwise be idle and the Instruction 
Queue is not currently full. Sequential Fetches are always 
type 10 Read cycles (Table 3-1). 

A Non-Sequential Fetch occurs as a result of any break in 
the normally sequential flow of a program. Any jump or 
branch instruction, a trap or an interrupt will cause the next 
Instruction Fetch cycle to be Non-Sequential. In addition, 
certain instructions flush the instruction queue, causing the 
next instruction fetch to display Non-Sequential status. Only 
the first bus cycle after a break displays Non-Sequential 
status, and that cycle depends on the destination address. 
Note: During nonwsequential fetches, BEO-BE3 are all active regardless of 

the alignment. 

3.4.5 Interrupt Control Cycles 

Activating the INT or NMI pin on the CPU will initiate one or 
more bus cycles whose purpose is interrupt control rather 
than the transfer of instructions or data. Execution of the 
Return from Interrupt instruction (RETI) will also cause Inter
rupt Control bus cycles. These differ from instruction or data 
transfers only in the status pesented on pins STO-ST3. All 
Interrupt Control cycles are single-byte Read cycles. 

This section describes only the Interrupt Control sequences 
associated with each interrupt and with the return from its 
service routine. For full details of the NS32032 interrupt 
structure, see Sec. 3.8. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

TABLE 3·3 
Interrupt Sequences 

Data Bus 
rr------------A~----------__ \ 

Cycle Status Address ODIN BE3 BE2 BE1 BEO Byte 3 Byte 2 Byte 1 Byte 0 
A. Non-Maskable Interrupt Control Sequences 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFF0016 o o X x X X 

Interrupt Return 
None: Performed through Return from Trap (RETT) instruction. 

B. Non-Vectored Interrupt Control Sequences 

I nterrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFE0016 0 0 X X X X 

Interrupt Return 
1 0110 FFFE0016 0 0 X X X X 

C. Vectored Interrupt Sequences: Non-Cascaded. 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFE0016 0 0 X X X Vector: 

Range: 0-127 

Interrupt Return 
1 0110 FFFE0016 0 0 X X X Vector: Same as 

in Previous Int. 
Ack. Cycle 

D. Vectored Interrupt Sequences: Cascaded 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFE0016 o o X X X Cascade Index: 

range -16to-1 

(The CPU here uses the Cascade Index to find the Cascade Address.) 
2 0101 Cascade 0 See Note 

Address 
Vector, range 9-255; on appropriate byte of 
data bus. 

Interrupt Return 
1 0110 FFFE0016 o 

(The CPU here uses the Cascade Index to find the Cascade Address) 
2 0111 Cascade 0 See Note 

Address 

X = Don't Care 

o X X 

X X 

X 

X 

Cascade Index: 
Same as in 
previous I nt. 
Ack.Cycle 

X 

Note: BEO·BE3 Signals will be activated according to the cascaded leu address. The cycle type can be 1. 2. 3 or 4. when reading the interrupt vector. The vector 
value can be in the range 0-255. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.6 Slave Processor Communication 

In addition to its use as the Address Translation strap (Sec. 
3.5.1), the AT ISPC pin is used as the data strobe for Slave 
Processor transfers. In this role, it is referred to as Slave 
Processor Control (SPC). In a Slave Processor bus cycle, 
data is transferred on the Data Bus (ADO-AD15), and the 
status lines (STO-ST3) are monitored by each Slave Proc· 
essor in order to determine the type of transfer being per· 
formed. SPC is bidirectional, but is driven by the CPU during 
all Slave Processor bus cycles. See Sec. 3.9 for full protocol 
sequences. 

Nole: 

(1) CPU samples Data Bus he,e. 

PREVo CYCLE 

PHI 1 [ 

PHI 2 [ 

STO-IT3 [ 

ADs [ 

_(3)[ 
DBE 

I T40,TI T1 

r--
AD(O·15) D(G-15) 

AT/SPC -~ SPC 

NS32032 SLAVE 
cPU PROCESSOR 

STO-ST3 STO-ST3 

TL/EE/5491-24 

FIGURE 3·12. Slave Processor Connections 

T4 

NEXT CYCLE 

Tl0RTI I 

TL/EE/5491-25 

(2) DBE and all other NS32201 TCU bus signals remain inactive because no ADS pulse IS received from the CPU. 

FIGURE 3·13. CPU Read from Slave Processor 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.6.1 Slave Processor Bus Cycles 

A Slave Processor bus cycle always takes exactly two clock 
cycles, labeled T1 and T4 (see Figures 3-13 and 3-14). Dur
ing a Read cycle, SPC is activated at Tl, data is sampled at 
T 4, and SPC is removed. The Cycle Status pins lead the 
cycle by one clock period, and are sampled at the leading 
edge of SPC. During a Write cycle, the CPU applies data 
and activates SPC at Tl, removing SPC at T 4. The Slave 
Processor latches status on the leading edge of SPC and 
latches data on the trailing edge. 

Since the CPU does not pulse the Address Strobe (ADS), 
no bus signals are generated by the NS32201 Timing Con
trol Unit. The direction of a transfer is determined by the 
sequence ("protocol") established by the instruction under 
execution; but the CPU indicates the direction on the ODIN 
pin for hardware debugging purposes. 

PREV.CYCLE 

I T40RTi 

PHil [ 

TI 

3.4.6.2 Slave Operand Transfer Sequences 

A Slave Processor operand is transferred in one or more 
Slave bus cycles. A Byte operand is transferred on the 
least·significant byte of the Data Bus (ADO-AD7), and a 
Word operand is transferred on bits ADO-AD15. A Double 
Word is transferred in a consecutive pair of bus cycles, 
least'significant word first. A Quad Word is transferred in 
two pairs of Slave cycles, with other bus cycles possibly 
occurring between them. The word order is from least·signif
icant word to most-significant. 

Note that the NS32032 uses only the two least significant 
bytes of the data bus for slave cycles. This is to maintain 
compatibility with existing slave processors. 

T4 

NEXT CYCLE 

TIORTi I 

ADO-ADI5 [ ~""'-''-'''-''"''''f' \-_-+ ___ ~ '-_-+_ 

Noto: 

STO-ST3 [ 

ADS [ 

_(2)[ 
DBE 

(I) Slave Processor samples Data Bus here. 

TLlEE/5491-26 

(2) DBE, being provided by the NS32201 TCU, remains inaclive due to the fact that no pulse is presented on ADS. TCU signals RD, WR and TSO also remain 
inactive. 

FIGURE 3·14. CPU Write to Slave Processor 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.5 MEMORY MANAGEMENT OPTION 

The NS32032 CPU, in conjunction with the NS32082 Mem· 
ory Management Unit (MMU), provides full support for ad· 
dress translation, memory protection, and memory alloca· 
tion techniques up to and including Virtual Memory. 

3.5.1 Address Translation Strap 

The Bus Interface Control section of the NS32032 CPU has 
two bus timing modes: With or Without Address Translation. 
The mode of operation is selected by the CPU by sampling 
the AT ISPC (Address Translation/Slave Processor Control) 
pin on the rising edge of the RST (Reset) pulse. If AT ISPC 

I T40RTI I T1 

PHIl [ 

PHI2 [ 

AOO-A023 [ '4L.LLf4&."'14 

ADS [ 

STG-ST3 [ 

is sampled as high, the bus timing is as previously described 
in Sec. 3.4. If it is sampled as low, two changes occur: 

1) An extra clock cycle, Tmmu, is inserted into all bus cy
cles except Slave Processor transfers. 

2) The OS/FL T pin changes in function from a Data Strobe 
output (OS) to a Float Command input (FL T). 

The NS32082 MMU will itself pull the CPU AT/SPC pin low 
when it is reset. In non-Memor I-Managed systems this pin 
should be pulled up to Vee through a 10 kO resistor. 

Note that the Address Translation strap does not specifical· 
Iy declare the presence of an NS32082 MMU, but only the 

T2 T3 T4 

ornN [~~~~~~ ____ ~ ____ -+ ____ ~+-____ ~ ______ ~L-____ +-

BEO-BE3 ['4~~ 4------+------1-----4-I-------+---.J \..-1-__ -+_ 

TL/EE/5491-27 

FIGURE 3·15. Read Cycle with Address Translation (CPU Action) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

presence of external address translation circuitry. MMU in
structions will still trap as being undefined unless the 
SETCFG (Set Configuration) instruction is executed to de
clare the MMU instruction set valid. See Sec. 2.1.3. 

3.5.2 Translated Bus Timing 

Figures 3-15 and 3-16 illustrate the CPU activity during a 
Read cycle and a Write cycle in Address Translation mode. 
The additional T-State, Tmmu, is inserted between T1 and 
T2. During this time the CPU places ADO-AD23 into the 
TRI-STATE® mode, allowing the MMU to assert the trans
lated address and issue the physical address strobe PAY. 
T2 through T 4 of the cycle are identical to their counterparts 
without Address Translation. Note that in order for the 

I 140R11 I 11 

PHil [ 

PHI2 

ADD-AD23 [ 

D24-D31 [ 

ADS [ 

510-513 [ 

00iN [ 

BED-ill [ 

ROY [ 

NS32082 MMU to operate correctly it must be set to the 
32032 mode by forcing A24IHBF low during reset. In this 
mode the bus lines AD16-AD23 are floated after the MMU 
address has been latched, since they are used by the CPU 
to transfer data. 

Figures 3-17 and 3-18 show a Read cycle and a Write cycle 
as generated by the 32032/32082/32201 group. Note that 
with the CPU ADS signal going only to the MMU, and with 
the MMU PAY signal substituting for ADS everywhere else, 
Tmmu through T4 look exactly like T1 through T4 in a non
Memory-Managed system. For the connection diagram, see 
Appendix B. 

12 13 14 

1L/EE/5491-28 

FIGURE 3·16. Write Cycle with Address Translation (CPU Action) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

I T40RTi I T1 I Tmmu I T2 I T3 I T4 I T10RTi I 
PHil [ JLJLfLJL IUL rL 

r-

ADO-AD23 [ 

-Lll LnLnLn lr1Ul Ul ~ 
~. ~~~ ADDRESS ADDRESS ___ ~ ~ DATA,IN ) -- -F ~ VALID VALID R 

t 

PHI2 [ 

024-031 [ ~~ ~ ~ Wd ~ ~ DATAIIN ) ~ WM ~ 

ADS [ V V 
PAV[ U 

STO·ST3 [ .~~ STATU VALID NEX STATUS 

%~ ~ ~ / NEXT 

~~X VALID NEXT 

ROY [ %~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ WM ~ 
NS32201 TCU BUS SIGNALS 

-V 
_J 

-u 
II If 

- 1\ 

FIGURE 3-17. Memory-Managed Read Cycle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

1 T40RTi I T1 Tmmu T2 T3 T4 I Tl0RTi I 
PHil [ 

AOO-A023 [ ~'""'"""''"''"''t' 

024-031 [ ~:.L<:.L< ...... ~'""'"""+ ............ """"1" '---11---+---1"' "''''''-'!o'-' 

AiiS[ 

PAv"[ 

STO·ST3 [ 

BEo-BEi [ ""'I' .................. fJ' '"--1----t---""t1---"t""--' '-I---+-

NS32201 Teu BUS SIGNALS 

OBE [ 

TL/EE/5491-30 

FIGURE 3-18. Memory-Managed Write Cycle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.5.3 The FL T (Float) Pin 

The FL T pin is used by the CPU for address translation 
support. Activating FL T during Tmmu causes the CPU to 
wait longer than Tmmu for address translation and valida
tion. This feature is used occasionally by the NS32082 MMU 
in order to update its translation look-aside buffer (TLB) 
from page tables in memory. or to update certain status bits 
within them. 

Figure 3-19 shows the effect of FLT. Upon sampling FLT 
low, late in Tmmu, the CPU enters idle T-States (Tf) during 
which it: 

T1 TI 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

AOO-A023 [ 

024-031 [-+ ___ -+' 

ADS [ 

PAY [ 

FLT [ 

STO·STJ [ 

ODIN [ 

BEQ-BE3 [ VALID 

1) Sets ADO-AD23, D24-D31 and DDIN to the TRI-STATE 
condition ("floating"). 

2) Suspends further internal processing of the current in
struction. This ensures that the current instruction re
mains abortable with retry. (See RST I ABT description, 
Sec. 3.5.4.) 

Note that the ADO-AD23 pins may be briefly asserted dur
ing the first idle T-State. The above conditions remain in 
effect until FL T again goes high. See the Timing Specifica
tions, Sec. 4. 

Tf 

TL/EE/5491-31 

FIGURE 3-19. FL T Timing 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.5.4 Aborting Bus Cycles 

The RST / ABT pin. apart from its Reset function (Sec. 3.3), 
also serves as the means to "abort", or cancel, a bus cycle 
and the instruction, if any, which initiated it. An Abort re
quest is distinguished from a Reset in that the RST / ABT pin 
is held active for only one clock cycle. 

If RST / ABT is pulled low during Tmmu or n, this signals 
that the cycle must be aborted. The CPU itself will enter T2 
and then Ti, thereby terminating the cycle. Since it is the 
MMU PAY signal which triggers a physical cycle, the rest of 
the system remains unaware that a cycle was started. 

The NS32082 MMU will abort a bus cycle for either of two 
reasons: 

1) The CPU is attempting to access a virtual address which 
is not currently resident in physical memory. The refer
enced page must be brought into physical memory from 
mass storage to make it accessible to the CPU. 

2) The CPU is attempting to perform an access which is not 
allowed by the protection level assigned to that page. 

When a bus cycle is aborted by the MMU, the instruction 
that caused it to occur is also aborted in such a manner that 
it is guaranteed re-executable later. The information that is 
changed irrecoverably by such a partly-executed instruction 
does not affect its re-execution. 

3.5.4.1 The Abort Interrupt 

Upon aborting an instruction, the CPU immediately performs 
an interrupt through the ABT vector in the Interrupt Table 
(see Sec. 3.8). The Return Address pushed on the Interrupt 
Stack is the address of the aborted instruction, so that a 
Return from Trap (RED) instruction will automatically retry 
it. 

The one exception to this sequel1ce occurs if the aborted 
bus cycle was an instruction prefetch. If so, it is not yet 
certain that the aborted prefetched code is to be executed. 
Instead of causing an interrupt, the CPU only aborts the bus 
cycle, and stops prefetching. If the information in the In
struction Queue runs out, meaning that the instruction will 
actually be executed, the ABT interrupt will occur, in effect 
aborting the instruction that was being fetched. 

3.5.4.2 Hardware Considerations 

In order to guarantee instruction retry, certain rules must be 
followed in applying an Abort to the CPU. These rules are 
followed by the NS32082 Memory Management Unit. 

1) If FL T has not been applied to the CPU, the Abort pulse 
must occur during or before Tmmu. See the Timing Spec
ifications, Figure 4-22. 
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2) If FL T has been applied to the CPU, the Abort pulse must 
be applied before the T -State in which FL T goes inactive. 
The CPU will not actually respond to the Abort command 
until FL T is removed. See Figure 4-23 . 

3) The Write half of a Read-Modify-Write operand access 
may not be aborted. The CPU guarantees that this will 
never be necessary for Memory Management functions 
by applying a special RMW status (Status Code 1011) 
during the Read half of the access. When the CPU pres
ents RMW status, that cycle must be aborted if it would 
be illegal to write to any of the accessed addresses. 

If RST / ABT is pulsed at any time other than as indicated 
above, it will abort either the instruction currently under exe
cution or the next instruction and will act as a very high-pri
ority interrupt. However, the program that was running at the 
time is not guaranteed recoverable. 

3.6 BUS ACCESS CONTROL 

The NS32032 CPU has the capability of relinquishing its 
access to the bus upon request from a DMA device or an
other CPU. This capability is implemented on the HOLD 
(Hold Request) and HLDA (Hold Acknowledge) pins. Byas
serting HOLD low, an external device requests access to 
the bus. On receipt of HLDA from the CPU, the device may 
perform bus cycles, as the CPU at this point has set the 
ADO-AD23, 024-031, ADS, ODIN and BEO-BE3 pins to 
the TRI-STATE condition. To return control of the bus to the 
CPU, the device sets HOLD inactive, and the CPU acknowl
edges return of the bus by setting HLDA inactive. 

How quickly the CPU releases the bus depends on whether 
it is idle on the bus at the time the HOLD request is made, 
as the CPU must always complete the current bus cycle. 
Figure 3-20 shows the timing sequence when the CPU is 
idle. In this case, the CPU grants the bus during the immedi
ately following clock cycle. Figure 3-21 shows the sequence 
if the CPU is using the bus at the time that the HOLD re
quest is made. If the request is made during or before the 
clock cycle shown (two clock cycles before T4), the CPU 
will release the bus during the clock cycle following T 4. If 
the request occurs closer to T 4, the CPU may already have 
decided to initiate another bus cycle. In that case it will not 
grant the bus until after the next T 4 state. Note that this 
situation will also occur if the CPU is idle on the bus but has 
initiated a bus cycle internally. 

In a Memory-Managed system, the HLDA Signal is connect
ed in a daisy-chain through the NS32082, so that the MMU 
can release the bus if it is using it. 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.7 INSTRUCTION STATUS 

In addition to the four bits of Bus Cyc!e status {STO-ST3), 
the NS32032 CPU also presents Instruction Status informa
tion on three separate pins. These pins differ from STO
ST3 in that they are synchronous to the CPU's internal in
struction execution section rather than to its bus interface 
section. 

PFS (Program Flow Status) is pulsed low as each instruction 
begins execution. It is intended for debugging purposes, and 
is used that way by the NS32082 Memory Management 
Unit. 

U/S originates from the U bit of the Processor Status Regis
ter, and indicates whether the CPU is currently running in 
User or Supervisor mode. It is sampled by the MMU for 
mapping, protection, and debugging purposes. Although it is 
not synchronous to bus cycles, there are guarantees on its 
validity during any given bus cycle. See the Timing Specifi
cations, Figure 4-21. 

ILO (Interlocked Operation) is activated during an SBITI (Set 
Bit, Interlocked) or CBITI (Clear Bit, Interlocked) instruction. 
It is made available to external bus arbitration circuitry in 
order to allow these instructions to implement the sema
phore primitive operations for multi-processor communica
tion and resource sharing. As with the U/S pin, there are 
guarantees on its validity during the operand accesses per
formed by the instructions. See the Timing Specification 
Section, Figure 4-19. 

3.8 NS32032 INTERRUPT STRUCTURE 

INT, on which maskable interrupts may be requested, 

NMI, on which non-maskable interrupts may be request
ed, and 

RST / ABT, which may be used to abort a bus cycle and 
any associated instruction. See Sec. 3.5.4. 

'l"-' 
MEMORY I 'I" 

/ CASCADE ADDR 0 

· CASCADE TABLE ;;:: · ~~ · 
I ,"n"""m"~ 

CASCADE ADDR 14 

CASCADE ADDR 15 

FIXED INTERRUPTS 

AND TRAPS 

In addition there is a set of internally-generated "traps" 
which cause interrupt service to be performed as a result 
either of exceptional conditions (e.g., attempted division by 
zero) or of specific instructions whose purpose is to cause a 
trap to occur (e.g., the Supervisor Call instruction). 

3.8.1 Generallnterrupt/Trap Sequence 

Upon receipt of an interrupt or trap request, the CPU goes 
through four major steps: 

1) Adjustment of Registers. 

Depending on the source of the interrupt or trap, the CPU 
may restore and/or adjust the contents of the Program 
Counter (PC). the Processor Status Register (PSR) and 
the currently-selected Stack Pointer (SP). A copy of the 
PSR is made, and the PSR is then set to reflect Supervi
sor Mode and selection of the Interrupt Stack. 

2) Saving Processor Status. 

The PSR copy is pushed onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-
bit quantity. 

3) Vector Acquisition. 

A Vector is either obtained from the Data Bus or is sup
plied by default. 

4) Service Call. 

The Vector is used as an index into the Interrupt Dispatch 
Table, whose base address is taken from the CPU Inter
rupt Base (INTBASE) Register. See Figure 3-22. A 32-bit 
External Procedure Descriptor is read from the table en
try, and an External Procedure Call is performed using it. 
The MOD Register (16 bits) and Program Counter (32 
bits) are pushed on the Interrupt Stack. 

~ 31 0 
0 NVI N ON·VECTORED INTERRUPT 

1 NMI NON·MASKABLE INTERRUPT 

2 ABT A BaRT 

3 SLAVE SLAVE PROCESSOR TRAP 

4 III I LLEGAL OPERATION TRAP 

5 SVC S UPERVISOR CALL TRAP REGISTER J 1 r DISPATCH TABLE 
6 ovz DIVIDE BY ZERO TRAP VECTORED 

1 INTERRUPTS :t 7 FlG F LAG TRAP 

B BPT BREAKPOINT TRAP 

9 TAC T RACE TRAP 

10 UNO U NDEFINED INSTRUCTION TRAP 

11·15 ~ RESERVED ~ 
16 VECTORED 

INTERRUPTS 

r "" 
Tl/EE/5491-34 

FIGURE 3-22. Interrupt Dispatch and Cascade Tables 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

This process is illustrated in Figure 3-23, from the viewpoint 
of the programmer. 

Full sequences of events in processing interrupts and traps 
may be found as follows: 

l RETURN ADDRESS I (PUSH) 

J 

l STATUS I MODULE L 
IIPUSH) 

PSR MOD 

INTBASE REGISTER 

OESCRIPTOR 

Interrupt on INT or NMI pin: 

Abort Interrupt: 

Traps (except Trace): 

Trace Trap: 

INTERRUPT 
STACK 

r--------------, 
I I 
I CASCADETABLE I 
I I I I 

DISPATCH 
TABLE 

DESCRIPTOR (32 BITS) 

I" OF~:E-T---... ·'1"I .. "---M-O:~-L-E--.... • j 

MODULE TABLE 

MOOULE TABLE ENTRY 
r 

) 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 
32 

STATIC BASE POINTER -i' 
LINK BASE POINTER 

+ PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

j32BITS 

32 BITS 

PROGRAM COUNTER SBREGISTER 

ENTRY POINT ADDRESS I NEW STATIC BASE 

FIGURE 3-23. Interrupt/Trap Service Routine Calling Sequence 
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J 

Sec. 3.8.7.1. 

Sec. 3.8.7.4. 

Sec. 3.8.7.2. 

Sec. 3.8.7.3. 

TL/EE/5491-35 

TL/EE/5491-36 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.8.2 Interrupt/Trap Return 

To ietuin control to an interrupted program, one of two in
structions is used. The RETT (Return from Trap) instruction 
(Figure 3-24) restores the PSR, MOD, PC and S8 registers 
to their previous contents and, since traps are often used 
deliberately as a call mechanism for Supervisor Mode pro
cedures, it also discards a specified number of bytes from 
the original stack as surplus parameter space. RETT is used 
to return from any trap or interrupt except the Maskable 
Interrupt. For this, the RETI (Return from Interrupt) instruc
tion is used, which also informs any external Interrupt Con
trol Units that interrupt service has completed. Since inter
rupts are generally asynchronous external events, RETI 
does not pop parameters. See Figure 3-25. 

3.8.3 Maskable Interrupts (The INT Pin) 

The INT pin is a level-sensitive input. A continuous low level 
is allowed for generating multiple interrupt requests. 

PROGRAM COUNTER 

The input is maskable, and is therefore enabled to generate 
interrupt requests only ';,A/hUe the Processor Sta.tus Register! 
bit is set. The I bit is automatically cleared during service of 
an INT, NMI or Abort request, and is restored to its original 
setting upon return from the interrupt service routine via the 
RETT or RETI instruction. 

The INT pin may be configured via the SETCFG instruction 
as either Non-Vectored (CFG Register bit I = C) or Vec
tored (bit I = 1). 

3.8.3.1 Non-Vectored Mode 

In the Non-Vectored mode, an interrupt request on the INT 
pin will cause an Interrupt Acknowledge bus cycle, but the 
CPU will ignore any value read from the bus and use instead 
a default vector of zero. This mode is useful for small sys
tems in which hardware interrupt prioritization is unneces
sary. 

I RETURN ADDRESS ·1 
I STATUS I MODULE +-

(POP) } 

. __ (_PO_P_) ____ ~~~------~J :: 
PSR MOO 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

"END OF INTERRUPT" 

BUS CYCLE 

INTERRUPT 
CONTROL 

UNIT 

PROGRAM COUNTER 
(POP) 

RETURN ADDRESS 

(POP) 

I I STATUS MODULE 

PSR MOD 

INTERRUPT 
STACK 

· · · · · · 

0 

MODULE 
TABLE 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

J 
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STATIC BASE POINTER -r-------
LINK BASE POINTER 

PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) ! 
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SBREGISTER 
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FIGURE 3-25. Return from Interrupt (RETI) Instruction Flow 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.8.3.2 Vectored Mode: Non-Cascaded Case 

!~ the Vectored mcde, the CPU uses ~n 'nter~upt Control 
Unit (ICU) to prioritize up to 16 interrupt requests. Upon re
ceipt of an interrupt request on the INT pin, the CPU per
forms an "Interrupt Acknowledge, Master" bus cycle (Sec. 
3.4.2) reading a vector value from the low-order byte of the 
Data Bus. This vector is then used as an index into the 
Dispatch Table in order to find the External Procedure De
scriptor for the proper interrupt service procedure. The serv
ice procedure eventually returns via the Return from Inter
rupt (RETI) instruction, which performs an End of Interrupt 
bus cycle, informing the ICU that it may re-prioritize any in
terrupt requests still pending. The ICU provides the vector 
number again, which the CPU uses to determine whether it 
needs also to inform a Cascaded ICU (see below). 

In a system with only one ICU (16 levels of interrupt), the 
vectors provided must be in the range of 0 through 127; that 
is, they must be positive numbers in eight bits. By providing 
a negative vector number, an ICU flags the interrupt source 
as being a Cascaded ICU (see below). 

3.8.3.3 Vectored Mode: Cascaded Case 

In order to allow up to 256 levels of interrupt, provision is 
made both in the CPU and in the NS32202 Interrupt Control 
Unit (ICU) to transparently support cascading. Figure 3-27, 
shows a typical cascaded configuration. Note that the Inter
rupt output from a Cascaded ICU goes to an Interrupt Re
quest input of the Master ICU, which is the only ICU which 
drives the CPU INT pin. 

In a system which uses cascading, two tasks must be per
formed upon initialization: 

1) For each Cascaded ICU in the system, the Master ICU 
must be informed of the line number (0 to 15) on which it 
receives the cascaded requests. 

2) A Cascade Table must be established in memory. The 
Cascade Table is located in a NEGATIVE direction from 
the location indicated by the CPU Interrupt Base (INT
BASE) Register. Its entries are 32-bit addresses, pointing 
to the Vector Registers of each of up to 16 Cascaded 
ICUs. 

Figure 3-22 illustrates the position of the Cascade Table. To 
find the Cascade Table entry for a Cascaded ICU, take its 
Master ieU line number (0 to i 5) and subtract i 6 from ii, 
giving an index in the range -16 to -1. Multiply this value 
by 4, and add the resulting negative number to the contents 
of the INTBASE Register. The 32-bit entry at this address 
must be set to the address of the Hardware Vector Register 
of the Cascaded ICU. This is referred to as the "Cascade 
Address." 

Upon receipt of an interrupt request from a Cascaded ICU, 
the Master ICU interrupts the CPU and provides the nega
tive Cascade Table index instead of a (positive) vector num
ber. The CPU, seeing the negative value, uses it as an index 
into the Cascade Table and reads the Cascade Address 
from the referenced entry. Applying this address, the CPU 
performs an "Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded" bus cycle 
(Sec. 3.4.2), reading the final vector value. This vector is 
interpreted by the CPU as an unsigned byte, and can there
fore be in the range of 0 through 255. 

In returning from a Cascaded interrupt, the service proce
dure executes the Return from Interrupt (RETI) instruction, 
as it would for any Maskable Interrupt. The CPU performs 
an "End of Interrupt, Master" bus cycle (Sec. 3.4.2), where
upon the Master ICU again provides the negative Cascade 
Table index. The CPU, seeing a negative value, uses it to 
find the corresponding Cascade Address from the Cascade 
Table. Applying this address, it performs an "End of Inter
rupt, Cascaded" bus cycle (Sec. 3.4.2), informing the Cas
caded ICU of the completion of the service routine. The byte 
read from the Cascaded ICU is discarded. 
Note: If an interrupt must be masked off, the CPU can do so by setting the 

corresponding bit in the Interrupt Mask Register of the Interrupt Con
troller. 

However, if an interrupt is set pending during the CPU instruction that 
masks off that interrupt, the CPU may still perform an interrupt ac
knowledge cycle following that instruction since it might have sampled 
the INT line before the leu deasserted it. This could cause the leu to 
provide an invalid vector. To avoid this problem the above operation 
should be performed with the CPU interrupt disabled. 

NS32032 
CPU 

GROUP 

NS32202 

HARDWARE 
INTERRUPTS 

OR 
CASCADED 

CONTROLLERS 

STATUS 1 

IN'i' I-----...j INf 

~~g~Ess Cs 
DECODER 

INTERRUPTS. 
CASCADED. 

OR 
BIT 1/0 

FIGURE 3-26. Interrupt Control Unit Connections (16 Levels) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 
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FIGURE 3-27. Cascaded Interrupt Control Unit Connections 

3.S.4 Non-Maskable Interrupt (The NMI Pin) 

The Non-Maskable Interrupt is triggered whenever a falling 
edge is detected on the NMI pin. The CPU performs an 
"Interrupt Acknowledge, Master" bus cycle (Sec. 3.4.2) 
when processing of this interrupt actually begins. The Inter
rupt Acknowledge cycle differs from that provided for Mask
able Interrupts in that the address presented is FFFFOOI6. 
The vector value used for the Non-Maskable I nterrupt is 
taken as 1, regardless of the value read from the bus. 

The service procedure returns from the Non-Maskable In
terrupt using the Return from Trap (RETT) instruction. No 
special bus cycles occur on return. 

For the full sequence of events in processing the Non
Maskable Interrupt, see Sec. 3.8.7.1. 
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3.S.5Traps 

A trap is an internally-generated interrupt request caused as 
a direct and immediate result of the execution of an instruc
tion. The Return Address pushed by any trap except Trap 
(TRG) is the address of the first byte of the instruction during 
which the trap occurred. Traps do not disable interrupts, as 
they are not associated with external events. Traps recog
nized by the NS32032 CPU are: 

Trap (SLAVE): An exceptional condition was detected by 
the Floating Point Unit or another Slave Processor during 
the execution of a Slave Instruction. This trap is requested 
via the Status Word returned as part of the Slave Processor 
Protocol (Sec. 3.9.1). 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Trap (ILL): Illegal operation. A privileged operation was at
tempted while the CPU was in User Mode (PSR bit U = 1). 

Trap (SVC): The Supervisor Call (SVC) instruction was exe
cuted. 

Trap (DVZ): An attempt was made to divide an integer by 
zero. (The FPU trap is used for Floating Point division by 
zero.) 

Trap (FLG): The FLAG instruction detected a "1" in the 
CPU PSR F bit. 

Trap (BPT): The Breakpoint (BPT) instruction was execut
ed. 

Trap (TRC): The instruction just completed is being traced. 
See below. 

Trap (UNO): An undefined opcode was encountered by the 
CPU. 

A special case is the Trace Trap (TRC), which is enabled by 
setting the T bit in the Processor Status Register (PSR). At 
the beginning of each instruction, the T bit is copied into the 
PSR P (Trace "Pending") bit. If the P bit is set at the end of 
an instruction, then the Trace Trap is activated. If any other 
trap or interrupt request is made during a traced instruction, 
its entire service procedure is allowed to complete before 
the Trace Trap occurs. Each interrupt and trap sequence 
handles the P bit for proper traCing, guaranteeing one and 
only one Trace Trap per instruction, and guaranteeing that 
the Return Address pushed during a Trace Trap is always 
the address of the next instruction to be traced. 

3.8.6 Prioritization 

The NS32016 CPU internally prioritizes simultaneous inter
rupt and trap requests as follows: 

1) Traps other than Trace (Highest priority) 

2) Abort 

3) Non-Maskable Interrupt 

4) Maskable Interrupts 

5) Trace Trap (Lowest priority) 

3.8.7InterruptlTrap Sequences: Detailed Flow 

For purposes of the following detailed discussion of inter
rupt and trap service sequences, a single sequence called 
"Service" is defined in Figure 3-28. Upon detecting any in
terrupt request or trap condition, the CPU first performs a 
sequence dependent upon the type of interrupt or trap. This 
sequence will include pushing the Processor Status Regis
ter and establishing a Vector and a Return Address. The 
CPU then performs the Service sequence. 

For the sequence followed in processing either Maskable or 
Non-Maskable interrupts (on the INT or NMI pins, respec
tively), see Sec. 3.S.7.1 For Abort Interrupts, see Sec. 
3.S.7.4. For the Trace Trap, see Sec. 3.S.7.3, and for all 
other traps see Sec. 3.S.7.2. 

3.8.7.1 Maskable/Non-Maskable Interrupt Sequence 

This sequence is performed by the CPU when the NMI pin 
receives a falling edge, or the INT pin becomes active with 
the PSR I bit set. The interrupt sequence begins either at 
the next instruction boundary or, in the case of the String 
instructions, at the next interruptible pOint during its execu
tion. 
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1. If a String instruction was interrupted and not yet com
pleted: 

a. Clear the Processor Status Register P bit. 

b. Set "Return Address" to the address of the first byte of 
the interrupted instruction. 

Otherwise, set "Return Address" to the address of the 
next instruction. 

2. Copy the Processor Status Register (PSR) into a tempo
rary register, then clear PSR bits S, U, T, P and I. 

3. If the interrupt is Non-Maskable: 

a. Read a byte from address FFFF0016, applying Status 
Code 0100 (Interrupt Acknowledge, Master, Sec. 
3.4.2). Discard the byte read. 

b. Set "Vector" to 1. 

c. Go to Step S. 

4. If the interrupt is Non-Vectored: 

a. Read a byte from address FFFF0016, applying Status 
Code 0100 (Interrupt Acknowledge, Master: Sec. 
3.4.2). Discard the byte read. 

b. Set "Vector" to O. 
c. Go to Step S. 

5. Here the interrupt is Vectored. Read "Byte" from address 
FFFE0016, applying Status Code 0100 (Interrupt Ac
knowledge, Master: Sec. 3.4.2). 

6. If "Byte" ;;;, 0, then set "Vector" to "Byte" and go to Step 
S. 

7. If "Byte" is in the range -16 through -1, then the inter
rupt source is Cascaded. (More negative values are re
served for future use.) Perform the following: 

a. Read the 32-bit Cascade Address from memory. The 
address is calculated as INTBASE + 4' Byte. 

b. Read "Vector," applying the Cascade Address just 
read and Status Code 0101 (Interrupt Acknowledge, 
Cascaded: Sec. 3.4.2). 

S. Push the PSR copy (from Step 2) onto the Interrupt Stack 
as a 16-bit value. 

9. Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-28. 

Service (Vector, Return Address): 

1) Read the 32-blt External Procedure Descriptor from the Interrupt 
Dispatch Table: address Is Vector' 4 + INTBASE Register contents. 

2) Move the Module field of the Descriptor into the MOD Register. 

3) Read the new StatiC Base pointer from the memory address con .. 
tained in MOD, placing It Into the SB Register. 

4) Read the Program Base pOinter from memory address MOD + 8, 
and add to it the Ollset fieid from the Descriptor, placing the result 
In the Program Counter. 

5) Flush queue: Non-sequentially fetch first Instruction of Interrupt 
routine. 

6) Push MOD Register into the Interrupt Stack as a 16-blt value. (The 
PSR has already been pushed as a 16-blt value.) 

7) Push the Return Address onto the Interrupt Steck as a 32-blt quanti
ty. 

FIGURE 3-28. Service Sequence 

Invoked during all interrupt/trap sequences. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.8.7.2 Trap Sequence: Traps Other Than Trace 

1) Restore the currently selected Stack Pointer and the 
Processor Status Register to their original values at the 
start of the trapped instruction. 

2) Set "Vector" to the value corresponding to the trap type. 

SLAVE: Vector = 3. 

ILL: Vector = 4. 

SVC: Vector = 5. 

DVZ: Vector = 6. 

FLG: Vector = 7. 

BPT: Vector = 8. 

UND: Vector = 10. 

3) Copy the Processor Status Register (PSR) into a tempo
rary register, then clear PSR bits S, U, P and T. 

4) Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

5) Set "Return Address" to the address of the first byte of 
the trapped instruction. 

6) Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-28. 

3.8.7.3 Trace Trap Sequence 

1) In the Processor Status Register (PSR), clear the P bit. 

2) Copy the PSR into a temporary register, then clear PSR 
bits S, U and T. 

3) Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

4) Set "Vector" to 9. 

5) Set "Return Address" to the address of the next instruc-
tion. 

6) Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-28. 

3.8.7.4 Abort Sequence 

1) Restore the currently selected Stack Pointer to its original 
contents at the beginning of the aborted instruction. 

2) Clear the PSR P bit. 

3) Copy the PSR into a temporary register, then clear PSR 
bits S, U, T and I. 

4) Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

5) Set "Vector" to 2. 

6) Set "Return Address" to the address of the first byte of 
the aborted instruction. 

7) Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Agure 3-28. 

3.9 SLAVE PROCESSOR INSTRUCTIONS 

The NS32032 CPU recognizes three groups of instructions 
being executable by external Slave Processor: 

Floating Point Instruction Set 

Memory Management Instruction Set 
Custom Instruction Set 
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Each Slave Instruction Set is validated by a bit in the Config
uration Register (Sec. 2.1.3). Any Slave Instruction which 
does not have its corresponding Configuration Register bit 
set will trap as undefined, without any Slave Processor com
munication attempted by the CPU. This allows software sim
ulation of a non-existent Slave Processor. 

3.9.1 Slave Processor Protocol 

Slave Processor instructions have a three-byte Basic In
struction field, consisting of an ID Byte followed by an Oper
ation Word. The ID Byte has three functions: 

1) It identifies the instruction as being a Slave Proc
essor instruction. 

2) It specifies which Slave Processor will execute it. 

3) It determines the format of the following Opera-
tion Word of the instruction. 

Upon receiving a Slave Processor instruction, the CPU initi
ates the sequence outlined in Figure 3-29. While applying 
Status Code 1111 (Broadcast ID, Sec. 3.4.2), the CPU 
transfers the ID Byte on the least-significant byte of the 
Data Bus (ADO-AD7). All Slave Processors input this byte 
and decode it. The Slave Processor selected by the ID Byte 
is activated, and from this point the CPU is communicating 
only with it. If any other slave protocol was in progress (e.g., 
an aborted Slave instruction), this transfer cancels it. 

The CPU next sends the Operation Word while applying 
Status Code 1101 (Transfer Slave Operand, Sec. 3.4.2). 
Upon receiving it, the Slave Processor decodes it, and at 
this point both the CPU and the Slave Processor are aware 
of the number of operands to be transferred and their sizes. 
The operation Word is swapped on the Data Bus, that is, 
bits 0-7 appear on pins AD8-AD15 and bits 8-15 appear 
on pins ADO-AD7. 

Using the Address Mode fields within the Operation Word, 
the CPU starts fetching operand and issuing them to the 
Slave Processor. To do so, it references any Addressing 
Mode extensions which may be appended to the Slave 
Processor instruction. Since the CPU is solely responsible 

Step 

1 

6 

Status 

ID 

OP 

OP 

ST 

OP 

Status Combinations: 

Send 10 (10): Code 1111 

Xler Operand (OP): Code 1101 

Read Slatus (ST): Code 1110 

Action 

CPU Send ID Byte. 

CPU Sends Operaton Word. 

CPY Sends Required Operands 

Slave Starts Execution. CPU Pre-fetches. 

Slave Pulses SPC Low. 

CPU Reads Status Word. (Trap? Alter Flags?) 

CPU Reads Results (If Any). 

FIGURE 3·29. Slave Processor Protocol 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

for memory accesses, these extensions are not sent to the 
Slave processor. The Status Code applied is 1101 (Transfer 
Slave Processor Operand, Sec. 3.4.2). 

After the CPU has issued the last operand, the Slave Proc
essor starts the actual execution of the instruction. Upon 
completion, it will signal the CPU by pulsing SPC low. To 
allow for this, and for the Address Translation strap func
tion, AT/SPC is normally held high only by an intemal pull
up device of approximately 5 kn. 

While the Slave Processor is executing the instruction, the 
CPU is free to prefetch instructions into its queue. If it fills 
the queue before the Slave Processor finishes, the CPU will 
wait, applying Status Code 0011 (Waiting for Slave, Sec. 
3.4.2). 

Upon receiving the pulse on SPC, the CPU uses SPC to 
read a Status Word from the Slave Processor, applying 
Status Code 1110 (Read Slave Status, Sec. 3.4.2). This 
word has the format shown in Figure 3-30. If the Q bit 
("Quit", Bit 0) is set, this indicates that an error was detect
ed by the Slave Processor. The CPU will not continue the 
protocol, but will immediately trap through the Slave vector 
in the Interrupt Table. Certain Slave Processor instructions 
cause CPU PSR bits to be loaded from the Status Word. 

The last step in the protocol is for the CPU to read a result, 
if any, and transfer it to the destination. The Read cycles 
from the Slave Processor are performed by the CPU while 
applying Status Code 1101 (Transfer Slave Operand, Sec. 
3.4.2). 

An exception to the protocol above is the LMR (Load Mem
ory Management Register) instruction, and a corresponding 
Custom Slave instruction (LCR: Load Custom Register). In 
executing these instructions, the protocol ends after the 
CPU has issued the last operand. The CPU does not wait for 
an acknowledgement from the Slave Processor, and it does 
not read status. 

3.9.2 Floating Point Instructions 

Table 3-4 gives the protocols followed for each Floating 
Point instruction. The instructions are referenced by their 
mnemonics. For the bit encodings of each instruction, see 
Appendix A. 

The Operand class columns give the Access Class for each 
general operand, defining how the addressing modes are 
interpreted (see Instruction Set Reference Manual). 

The Operand Issued columns show the sizes of the oper
ands issued to the Floating Point Unit by the CPU. "D" indi
cates a 32-bit Double Word. "i" indicates that the instruction 
specifies an integer size for the operand (8 = Byte, W = 
Word, D = Double Word). "f" indicates that the instruction 
specifies a Floating Point size for the operand (F = 32-bit 
Standard Floating, L = 64-bit Long Floating). 

The Returned Value Type and Destination column gives the 
size of any returned value and where the CPU places it. The 
PSR Bits Affected column indicates which PSR bits, if any, 
are updated from the Slave Processor Status Word (Figure 
3-30). 

TABLE 3-4 

Floating Point Instruction Protocols. 

Mnemonic 
Operand 1 Operand 2 

Class Class 

ADDf read.f rmw.! 
SUBf read.! rmw.! 
MUll read.f rmw.f 
DIVf read.f rmw.f 

MOVf read.f write.f 
ABSf read.f write.! 
NEGf read.! write.f 

CMPf read.! read.f 

FLOORfi read.f write'; 
TRUNCfi read.! write'; 
ROUNDfi read.f write'; 

MOVFL read.F write.L 
MOVLF read.L write.F 

MOVif read.i write.! 

LFSR read.D N/A 
SFSR N/A write.D 

Note: 

D ~ Double Word 

i = Integer size (B,W,D) specified in mnemonic. 

f = Floating Point type (F,L) specified in mnemonic. 

Nt A = Not Applicable to this instruction. 

Operand 1 Operand 2 

Issued Issued 

f 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

F N/A 

L N/A 

N/A 

D N/A 

N/A N/A 
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Returned Value PSR Bits 
Type and Dest. Affected 

fto Op. 2 none 

f to Op. 2 none 

f to Op. 2 none 
f to Op. 2 none 

f to Op. 2 none 

f to Op. 2 none 

f to Op. 2 none 

N/A N,Z,L 

ito Op. 2 none 
ito Op. 2 none 

ito Op. 2 none 

L to Op. 2 none 
Fto Op. 2 none 

f to Op. 2 none 

N/A none 

D to Op. 2 none 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

15 8 7 o 

100000000lNZFOOLooi 

NewPSRBilv'IUe(S)~ .-A) 
"Quit"; Terminate Protocol. Trap(FPU). 

TLlEE/5491-42 

FIGURE 3-30. Slave Processor Status Word Format 

Any operand indicated as being of type "f" will not cause a 
transfer if the Register addressing mode is specified. This is 
because the Floating Point Registers are physically on the 
Floating Point Unit and are therefore available without CPU 
assistance. 

3.9.3 Memory Management Instructions 

Table 3·5 gives the protocols for Memory Management in· 
structions. Encodings for these instructions may be found in 
Appendix A. 

In executing the RDVAL and WRVAL instructions, the CPU 
calculates and issues the 32·bit Effective Address of the 
single operand. The CPU then performs a single-byte Read 
cycle from that address, allowing the MMU to safely abort 
the instruction if the necessary information is not currently in 
physical memory. Upon seeing the memory cycle complete, 
the MMU continues the protocol, and returns the validation 
result in the F bit of the Slave Status Word. 

The size of a Memory Management operand is always a 32-
bit Double Word. For further details of the Memory Manage
ment Instruction set, see the Instruction Set Reference 
Manual and the NS32082 MMU Data Sheet. 

TABLE 3-5 

Memory Management Instruction Protocols. 
Operand 1 Operand 2 Operand 1 Operand 2 Returned Value PSR Bits 

Mnemonic Class Class Issued Issued Type and Dest. Affected 

RDVAL' addr N/A D N/A N/A F 
WRVAL' addr N/A D N/A N/A F 

LMR' read.D N/A D N/A N/A none 
SMR' write.D N/A N/A N/A DtoOp.1 none 

Note: 

In the RDVAL and WRVAL instructions, the CPU issues the address as a Double Word, and performs a single·byte Read cycle from that memory address. For 
details, see the Instruction Set Reference Manual and the NS32082 Memory Management Unit Data Sheet. 

D = Double Word 

• = Privileged Instruction: will trap if CPU is in User Mode. 

NI A = Not Applicable to this instruction. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.9.4 Custom Slave Instructions 

Provided in the NS32032 is the capability of communicating 
with a user-defined, "Custom" Slave Processor. The in
struction set provided for a Custom Slave Processor defines 
the instruction formats, the operand classes and the com
munication protocol. Left to the user are the interpretations 
of the Op Code fields, the programming model of the Cus
tom Slave and the actual types of data transferred. The pro
tocol specifies only the size of an operand, not its data type. 

Table 3-6 lists the relevant information for the Custom Slave 
instruction set The designation "c" is used to represent an 
operand which can be a 32-bit ("D") or 64-bit C'O") quantity 
in any format; the size is determined by the suffix on the 
mnemonic. Similarly, an "i" indicates an integer size (Byte, 
Word, Double Word) selected by the corresponding mne· 
monic suffix. 

Any operand indicated as being of type "c" will not cause a 
transfer if the register addressing mode is specified. It is 
assumed in this case that the slave processor is already 
holding the operand internally. 

For the instruction encodings, see Appendix A. 

TABLE 3-6 

Custom Slave Instruction Protocols. 
Operand 1 Operand 2 Operand 1 Operand 2 Returned Value PSR Bits 

Mnemonic Class Class Issued Issued Type and Dest. Affected 

CCALOc read.c rmw.c c c C toOp. 2 none 
CCAL1c read.c rmw.c c c cto Op. 2 none 
CCAL2c read.c rmw.C c c cto Op. 2 none 
CCAL3c read.c rmw.c c c cto Op. 2 none 

CMOVOc read.c write.c c N/A cto Op. 2 none 
CMOV1c read.c write.c c N/A cto Op. 2 none 
CMOV2c read.c write.c c N/A cto Op. 2 none 

CMOV3c read.c write.c c N/A c to Op.2 none 
CCMPOc read.c read.c c c N/A N,Z,L 
CCMP1c read.c read.c c c N/A N,Z,L 

CCVOci read.c write.i c N/A ito Op. 2 none 
CCV1ci read.c write.i c N/A ito Op. 2 none 
CCV2ci read.c write.i c N/A ito Op. 2 none 
CCV3ic read.i write.c N/A cto Op. 2 none 
CCV4DQ read.D write.Q D N/A QtoOp.2 none 
CCV5QD read.Q write.D Q N/A Dto Op. 2 none 

LCSR read.D N/A D N/A N/A none 
SCSR N/A write.D N/A N/A DtoOP.2 none 

CATSTO* addr N/A D N/A N/A F 
CATST1 * addr N/A 0 N/A N/A F 

LCR* read.D N/A D N/A N/A none 
SCR* write.D N/A N/A N/A D to Op.1 none 

Note: 

D ~ Double Word 

i = Integer size (B,W,D) specified in mnemonic. 

c = Custom size (0:32 bits or Q:64 bits) specified in mnemonic. 

'" = Privileged instruction: will trap if CPU is in User Mode. 

N/ A = Not Applicable to this instruction. 
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4.0 Device Specifications 
4.1 NS32032 PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

The following is a brief description of all NS32032 pins. The 
descriptions reference portions of the Functional Descrip
tion. Sec. 3. 

Unless otherwise indicated (see pin 34) reserved pins 
should be left open. 

4.1.1 Supplies 

Power (Vee): +5V Positive Supply. Sec. 3.1. 

Logic Ground (GNDL): Ground reference for on-chip logic. 
Sec. 3.1. 

Buffer Grounds #1 (GNDB1, GNDB2, GNDB3): Ground 
references for the on-chip output drivers connected to out
put pins. Sec. 3.1. 

Back-Bias Generator (BBG): Output of on-chip substrate 
voltage generator. Sec. 3.1. 

4.1.2 Input Signals 

Clocks (PHI1, PHI2): Two-phase clocking signals. Sec. 3.2. 

Ready (RDY): Active high. While RDY is inactive, the CPU 
extends the current bus cycle to provide for a slower memo
ry or peripheral reference. Upon detecting RDY active, the 
CPU terminates the bus cycle. Sec. 3.4.1. 

Hold Request (HOLD): Active low. Causes the CPU to re
lease the bus for DMA or multiprocessing purposes. Sec. 
3.6. 
Note 1: HOLD must not be asserted until HLDA from a previous 

HOLD/HLDA sequence is deasserted. 

Note 2: If the HOLD signal is generated asynchronously, it's set up and hold 
times may be violated. 

In this case it is recommended to synchronize it with CTIL to mini
mize the possibility of metastable states. 

The CPU provides only one synchronization stage to minimize the 
HLDA latency. This is to avoid speed degradations in cases of 
heavy HOLD activity (i.e.. DMA controiler cycles interleaved with 
CPU cycles.) 

Interrupt (INT): Active low. Maskable Interrupt request. 
Sec. 3.8. 

Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI): Active low. Non-Maskable 
Interrupt request. Sec. 3.8. 

Reset! Abort (RST! ABT): Active low. If held active for one 
clock cycle and released, this pin causes an Abort Com
mand, Sec. 3.5.4. If held longer, it initiates a Reset. Sec. 3.3. 

4.1.3 Output Signals 

Address Strobe (ADS): Active low. Controls address latch
es: indicates start of a bus cycle. Sec. 3.4. 

Data Direction in (DDIN): Active low. Status signal indicat
ing direction of data transfer during a bus cycle. Sec. 3.4. 
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Byte Enable (BED-BE3): Active low. Four control signals 
enabling data transfers on individual bus bytes. Sec. 3.4.3. 

Status (STO-ST3): Bus cycle status code, STO least signifi
cant. Sec. 3.4.2. Encodings are: 

0000 - Idle: CPU Inactive on Bus. 
0001 - Idle: WAIT Instruction. 
0010 - (Reserved). 
0011 - Idle: Waiting for Slave. 
0100 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Master . 
0101 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded . 
0110 - End of Interrupt, Master. 
0111 - End of Interrupt, Cascaded. 
1000 - Sequential Instruction Fetch. 
1001 - Non-Sequential Instruction Fetch. 
1010 - Data Transfer. 
1011 - Read Read-Modify-Write Operand. 
1100 - Read for Effective Address. 
1101 - Transfer Slave Operand. 
1110 - Read Slave Status Word. 
1111 - Broadcast Slave ID. 

Hold Acknowledge (HLDA): Active low. Applied by the 
CPU in response to HOLD input, indicating that the bus has 
been released for DMA or multiprocessing purposes. Sec. 
3.6. 

User/Supervisor (U/S): User or Supervisor Mode status. 
Sec. 3.7. High state indicates User Mode, low indicates Su
pervisor Mode. Sec. 3.7. 

Interlocked Operation (ILO): Active low. Indicates that an 
interlocked instruction is being executed. Sec. 3.7. 

Program Flow Status (PFS): Active low. Pulse indicates 
beginning of an instruction execution. Sec. 3.7. 

4.1.4 Input-Output Signals 

Address/Data 0-23 (ADD-AD23): Multiplexed Address/ 
Data information. Bit 0 is the least significant bit of each. 
Sec. 3.4. 

Data Bits 24-31 (D24-D31): The high order 8 bits of the 
data bus. 

Address Translation/Slave Processor Control (AT! 
SPC): Active low. Used by the CPU as the data strobe out
put for Slave Processor transfers; used by SI1've Proces
sors to acknowledge completion of a slave instruction. 
Sec. 3.4.6; Sec. 3.9. Sampled on the rising edge of Reset 
pulse as Address Translation Strap. Sec. 3.5.1. 

In non-memory-managed systems, this pin should be 
pulled-up to Vee through a 10 kO resistor. 

Data Strobe/Float (DS!FL T): Active low. Data Strobe out
put, Sec. 3.4, or Float Command input, Sec. 3.5.3. Pin func
tion is selected on AT/SPC pin, Sec. 3.5.1. 



4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.2 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS All Input or Output Voltages With 

Specifications for Military I Aerospace products are not 
Respect to GND -O.5Vtc +7V 

contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated Power Dissipation 1.5 Watt 

reliability electrical test specifications document. Note: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond 

Temperature Under Bias O°C to +70°C which permanent damage may occur. Continuous operation 
at these limits is not intended; operation should be limited to 

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C 
those conditions specified under Electrical Characteristics. 

4.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA ~ 0° to + 70°C, Vee ~ 5V ± 5%, GND ~ OV 

Symbol 

VIH 

VIL 

VeH 

VeL 

VeLT 

VOH 

VOL 

IlLS 

II 

IO(OFF) 

Ice 

Parameter 

Logical 1 Input Voltage 

Logical 0 Input Voltage 

Logical 1 Clock Voltage 

Logical a Clock Voltage 

Logical a Clock Voltage. 
Transient (ringing tolerance) 

Logical 1 Output Voltage 

Logical 0 Output Voltage 

AT/SPC Input Current (low) 

I nput Load Current 

Output Leakage Current 
(Output pins in TRI-STATE 
condition.) 

Active Supply Current 

Conditions Min 

2.0 

-0.5 

PHil, PHI2 pins only Vee - 0.35 

PHil, PHI2 pins only -0.5 

PHil, PHI2 pins only -0.5 

IOH ~ - 4OO I'-A 2.4 

IOL ~ 2mA 

VIN ~ O.4V, AT/SPC in input mode 0.05 

o ,; VIN ,; Vee, All inputs except 
-20 

PHil, PHI2, AT/SPC 

0.4 ,; VOUT ,; Vce 
-20 

lOUT ~ 0, TA ~ 25°C 

RESERVED ~ U U U U U U UUU U U U U U U IOI~ 
ST3 P C 
PFS ~ C 

iiiiiN::J C 
RESERVED ::J C 
RESERVED ::J C 

PHil ::J C 
PHI2 ::J NS32032 C 
ADS ::II CPU C 
UIS 3D C 

RESERVED ::J C 
RESERVED ::J C 

AfISPC ::J C 

Typ 

180 

AD22 
AD2l 
AD2D 

AD19 
AD18 
AD17 
AD16 
AD15 
AD14 
AD13 
AD12 
ADll 
AD1D 

oslFLT ::J C AD9 
RSTIABT P C AD8 

RESERVED P C AD7 

THR:~~~E~ !~7D:~~;s~~~i ~P1 n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n f;J~ AD6 

Bottom View 

FIGURE 4-1. NS32032 Connection Diagram 

Order Number NS32032E-6, NS32032E-8, NS32032E-l0, 
NS32032V-6, NS32032V-8 or NS32032V-l0 

See NS Package E68B or V68A 
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Max Units 

Vee +0.5 V 

0.8 V 

Vee +0.5 V 

0.3 V 

0.6 V 

V 

0.45 V 

1.0 mA 

20 I'-A 

30 I'-A 

300 mA 

TL/EE/5491-2 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS and PHI2 and O.BV or 2.0V on all other signals as illustrated 
in Figures 4-2 and 4-3, unless specifically stated otherwise. 

4.4.1 Definitions 

All the timing specifications given in this section refer to 
ABBREVIATIONS: 

2.0V on the rising or falling edges of the clock phases PHI1 L.E. - leading edge R.E. - rising edge 

T.E. - trailing edge F.E. - falling edge 

PHln [~ PHln [ >E 
---- f-- 2.4V [- ~' .. SlG1 [ SIG1 

tSIG11 O.BV ISIGH 
"\. O.45V O.45V 

2.4V 

[ 
I tSIG2h 

j'~ 
2.4V 

[ 
/ 

2.0V ISIG2h 

SI02 SIG2 
-------O.45V 

--------- O.45V 

TLlEE/5491-43 
TL/EE/5491-44 

FIGURE 4-2. Timing Specification Standard FIGURE 4-3. Timing Specification Standard 
(Signal Valid After Clock Edge) (Signal Valid Before Clock Edge) 

4.4.2 Timing Tables 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32032-6, NS32032-8, NS32032-10 

Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF. 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32032-6 NS32032-8 NS32032-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tALv 4-4 Address bits 0-23 valid after R.E., PHI1 T1 65 55 40 ns 

tALh 4-4 Address bits 0-23 hold after R.E., PHI1 Tmmu or T2 5 5 5 ns 

tov 4-4 Data valid (write cycle) after R.E., PHI1 T2 70 60 50 ns 

tOh 4-4 Data hold (write cycle) after R.E., PHI1 next T1 or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tALAOSs 4-5 Address bits 0-23 setup before ADS T.E. 25 25 25 ns 

tALAOSh 4-10 Address bits 0-23 hold after ADS T.E. 25 20 15 ns 

tALI 4-5 Address bits 0-23 after R.E., PHI1 T2 25 25 25 ns 
floating (no MMU) 

tAD! 4-5 Data bits D24-D31 after R.E., PHI1 T2 25 25 25 ns 
floating (no MMU) 

tALMf 4-9 Address bits 0-23 after R.E., PHI1 Tmmu 25 25 25 ns 
floating (with MMU) 

tAOMf 4-9 Data bits 21-31 after R.E., PHI1 Tmmu 25 25 25 ns 
floating (with MMU) 

I 

tBEv 4-4 BEn signals valid after R.E., PHI2 T4 70 60 45 ns 

tBEh 4-4 BEn signals hold after R.E., PHI2 T4 orTi 0 0 0 ns 

tSTv 4-4 Status (STO-ST3) valid after R.E., PHI1 T4 65 55 45 ns 
(before T1, see note) 

tSTh 4-4 Status (STO-ST3) hold after R.E., PHI1 T4 (after T1) 0 0 0 ns 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32032-6, NS32032-8, NS32032-10 (Continued) 
~-

~ -- -_ .. , 

Name Figure Description 
Reference/ NS32032-6 NS32032-8 NS32032-10 

Units 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tOOINv 4-5 ODIN signal valid after R.E., PHI1 T1 83 62 50 ns 

tOOINh 4-5 ODIN signal hold after R.E., PHI1 next T1 or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tAOSa 4-4 ADS signal active (low) after R.E., PHI1 T1 55 45 35 ns 

tAOSia 4-4 ADS signal inactive after R.E., PHI2 T1 60 55 45 ns 

tAosw 4-4 ADS pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 50 40 30 ns 

tOSa 4-4 OS signal active (low) after R.E., PHI1 T2 70 60 45 ns 

tOSia 4-4 OS signal inactive after R.E., PHI1 T4 50 50 40 ns 

tALI 4-6 ADO-AD23 floating after R.E., PHI1 T1 100 65 25 ns 
(caused by HOLD) 

tAD! 4-6 024-031 floating after R.E., PHI1 T1 100 65 25 ns 
(caused by HOLD) 

tOSf 4-6 OS floating after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 80 55 ns 
(caused by HOLD) 

tAOSf 4-6 ADS floating after R.E., PHil Ti 100 80 55 ns 
(caused by HOLD) 

tBEf 4-6 BEn floating after R.E., PHil Ti 100 80 55 ns 
(caused by HOLD) 

tOOINf 4-6 ODIN floating after R.E., PHil Ti 100 80 55 ns 
(caused by HOLD) 

tHLOAa 4-6 HLDA signal active (low) after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 90 75 ns 

tHLOAia 4-8 HLDA signal inactive after R.E., PHil Ti 100 90 75 ns 

tOSr 4-8 OS signal returns from after R.E., PHil Ti 100 80 55 ns 
floating (caused by HOLD) 

tAOSr 4-8 ADS signal returns from after R.E., PHil Ti 100 80 55 ns 
floating (caused by HOLD) 

tBEr 4-8 BEn signals return from after R.E., PHil Ti 100 80 55 ns 
floating (caused by HOLD) 

tOOINr 4-8 001 N signal returns from after R.E., PHil Ti 100 80 55 ns 
floating (caused by HOLD) 

tODINf 4-9 ODIN signal floating after FL T F.E. BO 65 50 ns 
(caused by FL T) 

tODINr 4-10 001 N signal returns from after FL T R.E. 75 65 50 ns 
floating (caused by FL T) 

tSPCa 4-13 SPC output active (low) after R.E., PHil Tl 50 45 35 ns 

tSPCia 4-13 SPC output inactive after R.E., PHil T4 50 45 35 ns 

tSPCnf 4-15 SPC output nonforcing after R.E., PHI2 T4 40 25 10 ns 

tov 4-13 Data valid (slave processor after R.E., PHil Tl BO 65 50 ns 
write) 

tOh 4-13 Data hold (slave processor after R.E., PHil a a 0 ns 
write) next Tl or Ti 

tpFSw 4-1B PFS pulse width at O.BV (both edges) 70 70 70 ns 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32032-6, NS32032-8, NS32032-10 (Continued) 

Name Figure Description 
Reference/ NS32032-6 NS32032-8 NS32032-10 

Units 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tPFSa 4-18 PFS pulse active (low) after RE., PHI2 70 60 50 ns 

tPFSia 4-18 PFS pulse inactive after RE., PHI2 70 60 50 ns 

tllOs 4-20a ILO signal setup before R.E., PHI1 T1 30 30 30 ns 

of first interlocked 

read cycle 

tlLOh 4-20b ILO signal hold after R.E., PHI1 T3 10 10 10 ns 
of last interlocked 

write cycle 

tllOa 4-21 ILO signal active (low) after R.E., PHI1 70 65 55 ns 

tllOia 4-21 ILO signal inactive after RE., PHI1 70 65 55 ns 

tuSv 4-22 UlS signal valid after R.E., PHI1 T4 70 60 45 ns 

tUSh 4-22 U/S signal hold after RE., PHI1 T4 10 10 10 ns 

tNSPF 4-19b Nonsequential fetch to after R.E., PHI1 T1 4 4 4 tcp 
next PFS clock cycle 

tpFNS 4-19a PFS clock cycle to next before R.E., PHI1 T1 4 4 4 tcp 
non-sequential fetch 

tlxPF 4-29 Last operand transfer before R.E., PHI1 T1 of first 0 0 0 tcp 
of an instruction to next of first bus 
PFS clock cycle cycle of transfer 

Note: Every memory cycle starts with T4, during which Cycle Status is applied. If the CPU was idling, the sequence will be: " . . . Ti, T4, T1 ... ". If the CPU was 
not idling, the sequence will be: ", . . T 4, T1 . . .". 

4.4.2.2 Input Signal Requirements: NS32032-6, NS32032-8, NS32032-10 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32032-6 NS32032-8 NS32032-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tpWR 4-25 Power stable to after Vcc reaches 4.5V 50 50 50 /Ls 
RSTR.E. 

tDls 4-5 Data in setup before F.E., PHI2 T3 20 15 10 ns 
(read cycle) 

tDlh 4-5 Data in hold after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 10 10 ns 
(read cycle) 

tHLDa 4-6 HOLD active (low) setup before F.E., PHI2 TX1 25 25 25 ns 
time (see note) 

tHlDia 4-8 HOLD inactive setup before F.E., PHI2 Ti 25 25 25 ns 
time 

tHlDh 4-6 HOLD hold time after R.E., PHI1 TX2 0 0 0 ns 

tFlTa 4-9 FL T active (low) before F.E., PHI2 Tmmu 25 25 25 ns 
setup time 

tFlTia 4-10 FL T inactive setup before F.E., PHI2 T2 25 25 25 ns 
time 

tRDYs 4-11,4-12 RDY setup time before F.E., PHI2 T2 or T3 25 20 15 ns 

tRDYh 4-11,4-12 RDY hold time after F.E., PHI1 T3 0 0 0 ns 

tABTs 4-23 ABT setup time before F.E., PHI2 Tmmu 30 25 20 ns 
(FL T inactive) 

tABTs 4-24 ABT setup time before FE, PHI2 T, 30 25 20 ns 
(FL T active) 

tABTh 4-23 ABT hold time after RE., PHI1 0 0 0 ns 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.2 Input Signal Requirements NS32032-6, NS32032-8, NS32032·10 (Continued) 
i i i I I I I 

Name Figure Description 
Reference/ NS32032·6 NS32032·8 NS32032·,O 

Units 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tRSTs 4-25,4-26 RST setup time before F.E., PHI1 20 20 15 ns 

tRSTw 4-26 RST pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 64 64 64 t9>. 

tiNTs 4-27 INT setup time before F.E., PHI1 25 25 25 ns 

tNMlw 4-28 NMI pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 70 70 70 ns 

tDls 4-14 Data setup (slave before F.E., PHI2 T1 30 25 20 ns 
read cycle) 

tDlh 4-14 Data hold (slave after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 10 10 ns 
read cycle) 

tSPCd 4-15 SPC pulse delay from after R.E., PHI2 T4 40 35 25 ns 
slave 

tspcs 4-15 SPC setup time before F.E., PHI1 35 30 25 ns 

tsPCw 4-15 SPC pulse width from at 0.8V (both edges) 30 25 20 ns 
slave processor 
(async input) 

tATs 4-16 AT/SPC setup for ad- before R.E., PHI1 of cycle 1 1 1 tcp 
dress translation strap during which RST 

pulse is removed 

tATh 4-16 AT ISPC hold for ad- after F.E., PHI1 of cycle 2 2 2 tcp 
dress translation strap during which RST 

pulse is removed 

Note: This setup time is necessary to ensure prompt acknowledgement via HLDA and the ensuing floating of CPU off the buses. Note that the time from the receipt 
of the HOLD signal until the CPU floats is a function of the time HOLD signal goes low, the state of the ROY input (in MMU systems), and the length of the current 
MMU cycle. 

4.4.2.3 Clocking Requirements: NS32032-6, NS32032-8, NS32032-10 

Name Figure Description 
Reference/ NS32032·6 NS32032·8 NS32032·10 

Units 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tClr 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 rise time 0.8V to Vcc ~ 0.9V 9 B 7 ns 
on R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tCLl 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 fall time Vcc ~ 0.9V to O.BV 9 8 7 ns 
on F.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tcp 4-17 Clock period R.E., PHI1, PHI2 to next 170 5000 130 5000 100 5000 ns 
R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tClw(1,2) 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 At 2.0V on PHI1, 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 
pulse width PHI2 (both edges) ~14ns -12ns -10ns 

tClh(1,2) 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 high time At Vcc - 0.9Von 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 
PHI1, PHI2 (both edges) ~18ns -17ns -15ns 

tnOVl(1,2) 4-17 Non-overlap time 0.8V on F.E., PHI1, PHI2 to 0 7 0 7 0 7 ns 
0.8V on R.E., PHI2, PHI1 

tnOVlas Non-overlap asymmetry at 0.8V on PHI1, PHI2 ~4 4 ~4 4 ~4 4 ns 

(tnOVl(1) ~ tnOVl(2)) 

tClwas PHI1, PHI2 asymmetry at 2.0V on PHI1, PHI2 -5 5 ~5 5 -5 5 ns 

(tClw(1)~tClw(2)) 

-
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4.0 Device Specifications 
4.4.3 Timing Diagrams 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

T4 OR Ti T1 T3 T4 

AOO-A023 [---+---1 'i.._+-_-+¥ 'h-----+----+-H-'""':I-~ 
024-031 [---I_-.y '".-..,r-,.,;---I-/ 'j-----+----+-H---j-.y 

AiiS[ 

BEO-iii [ 
-----r'~~------~----~------~._..,.~ 

6DiN[ (HIGH) 

ISTy 

STO·3 [ VALID NEXT 

[ 
------+----~-jtOS. 

~ ~---I_----n 
ROY [ (HI~H) 

FIGURE 4-4. Write Cycle 

T4 OR TI I 11 T2 I T3 I T4 

n l""- n ~ 
I 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

AOO-A023 [ 

024-031 [ 

~ 
JL -

~ ADDRESS 
~ ------

__ -( DATAl IN 

~ ~ --!Olh 

lX ADDRESS ------ ---( OAT41N 

t-- 'AD! -ros[ 
A~AOS. 

BEO-iii [ VALID 

Di5iN[ /" ~ 
'OOINy --ltoo 

ST0-3 [ VA~IO ·NWA~~~LE 

os[ '\. 
ROY [ (HIGH) 

FIGURE 4-5. Read Cycle 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

PHI1 [ 

PHI2 [ 

HOLD [ 

HlDA[ 

os 

TXl TX2 T4 

tOSF 

tAOS' 
IODINf 

ADS [ ODIN ~ ________ ~ ________ ~ ______ ~~ __ -' 

Ti Ti 

FIGURE 4·6. Floating by HOLD Timing (CPU Not Idle Initially). 

Ti 

Tl/EE/5491-47 

Note that whenever the CPU is not idling (not in Ti), the HOLD request (HOLD low) must be active tHLDa before the falling edge 
of PHI2 of the clock cycle that appears two clock cycles before T4 (TX1) and stay low until tHLDh after the rising edge of PHI1 of 
the clock cycle that precedes T 4 (TX2) for the request to be acknowledged. 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

HLOA [ 

'OS! 
'ADS! 

OS, _+ ___ +-___ hl'OOIN! 

AOS,[ __ ~----~----+J 
OO~ ~a 

BEo-m [ _+ ___ +-___ +_' 

AOO-A023 [- - - ( FLOATING) 

024-031 [--- ------ ------ (FLOATING) 

( FLOATING) 

TlIEE/5491-48 

FIGURE 4-7. Floating by HOLD Timing (CPU initially idle) 

Note that during Ti1 the CPU is already idling. 
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PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

HOLD [_ ....... _J 

HLOA [-+---+----+-'I 

OS, 

ADS, [----------
ODIN ( FLOATING) 

(HIGH) 

BEo-m [ ---------- ------

AOO-A023 [- - -~ - - - - - - t ------~(FLOATiNG i 
024-031 I I 

TLlEE/5491-49 

FIGURE 4-8. Release from HOLD 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

CPU STATES T1 TMMU TI TI 

MMUSTATES [ 

PHil 

PHI2 [ 

FLT [ 

ADD-AD23 [ 
(CPU) 

024-031 [ 
(CPU) 

ADS [ 
(CPU) 

PAV [ 
(MMU) 

00iN[ 

BED-BE3 [ 

TLlEE/5491-50 

FIGURE 4-9. FL T Initiated Float Cycle Timing 

CPU STATES TI 12 T3 T4 

MMU STATES Tmmu 

PHil [ 

PHI2[~ __ ... 

FU [ r---4-+----~----~--------

:::~~ [ ___ ~r:_____ ------ ------
(CPU) - (FLOATING, DRIVEN BY MMU) 

Di5iN IOOINr 
(CPU) [ __ 

ADs [ 
(CPU) 

m-m[~--------~--------4---------~--------
TLlEE/5491-51 

FIGURE 4-10. Release from FL T Timing 

Note that when FLT is deasserted the CPU restarts driving ODIN before the MMU releases it. This, however, does not cause any 
conflict, since both CPU and MMU force ODIN to the same logic level. 

PHil [ 
T3 

-[~ IRDYh 

ROY [ 

tROYs 
TL/EE/5491-52 

FIGURE 4-11. Ready Sampling (CPU Initially READY) 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

I ! I 
r r---1 "T.. r--1 T':I; r-, T4 

PHI1LJ ~ ~ L-

PHI2 [ 

ROY [ 

TL/EE/S491-53 

FIGURE 4-12. Ready Sampling (CPU Initially NOT READY) 

I T1 I T4 I 
PHil [JLJL.-l I T1 I T4 I 

PHI1[~ 

PHI2 [ 

ADO·15 [ 

SPc[ 

PHI2 [ 

ADO·15 [ 

SPC [ 
(CPU) 

tOlh 

iiiiiN[-+~ ___ +-___ -I-

ST0-3 [ 
-t-----+J 

STO·3 [-+----1--' '---t-

ADS [ 
ADS [ 

TL/EE/5491-54 

FIGURE 4-13. Slave Processor Write Timing 
TLiEE/5491-55 

FIGURE 4-14. Slave Processor Read Timing 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

SPC [ 
(FROM CPU) 

T1 T4 

(fROM SLAS:E~ [- ---------------- ------

FIGURE 4-15. SPC Timing 

After transferring last operand to a Slave Processor, CPU 
turns OFF driver and holds SPC high with internal 5 kll pullup. 

FIGURE 4-16. Reset Configuration Timing 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

PHil [ 

PHI2[ _______ ~ 
tnOVl(2) 

Tl/EE/5491-58 

FIGURE 4-17. Clock Waveforms 

PHI2[~ruu 

m[~r--tt-
TL/EE/5491-59 

FIGURE 4-18. Relationship of PFS to Clock Cycles 

T1 

PHil [ 

m[b---....J/ _ .1 
ST0-3 [ X CODE 1001 _____ ---J 1.......-__ 

TLlEE/5491-60 

FIGURE 4-19a. Guaranteed Delay, PFS to Non-Sequential Fetch 

I Tl I T2 I ••• I I I I 
PHI1LfUUl-1~ 

iDS [ -rv fI 

J 

COOElOOl II STCJ.3 [ 

/I 

INSPF 
TLlEE/5491-61 

FIGURE 4-19b. Guaranteed Delay, Non-Sequential Fetch to PFS 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

I T30RTi I T40RTi I T1 T2 T3 T4 

ADS [ 

ILO[ 

TLlEE/5491-62 

FIGURE 4-20a. Relationship of ILO to First Operand Cycle of an Interlocked Instruction 

I T30RTi I T40RTi I T1 T2 T3 T4 

ILO[ ______________ -+ ____________ ~J 
TLlEE/5491-63 

FIGURE 4-20b. Relationship of ILO to Last Operand Cycle of an Interlocked Instruction 

TL/EE/5491-64 

FIGURE 4-21. Relationship of ILO to Any Clock Cycle 

I TJORTi I T40RTI I T1 T2 TJ T4 

PHil [ 

U/S[ ,"",",,:..u;.u:¥J 1'-_+ _______________ +-'1 
TL/EE/5491-65 

FIGURE 4-22. UtS Relationship to Any Bus Cycle - Guaranteed Valid Interval 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

T1 I Tmmu T2 Ti 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

Ails [ 

TL/EE/5491-66 

FIGURE 4-23. Abort Timing, FL T Not Applied 

PHI1 [ 

PHI2 [ 

DSfFLT [ -I'-----t---+---tl-.....J 

TLfEE/5491-67 

FIGURE 4-24. Abort Timing, FL T Applied 

vee ~----------~I~ 

PHI1 [---1'----.....1 

RSTfAiiT[ ____________ -\ 
TLfEEf5491-68 

FIGURE 4-25. Power-On Reset 

PHI{~JLJl-

~ tRSlS -I 
____ [ tRSTw 
RSTfABT 

~-----~~------/I~(------~ 
TLfEEf5491-69 

FIGURE 4-26. Non-Power-On Reset 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

PHI1[SLJLJL 
~IINT. 

iNT[ l-
TL/EE/5491-70 

FIGURE 4-27. INT Interrupt Signal Detection 

FIRST BUS CYCLE 

T1 12 13 

NMi[ 

TLlEE/S491-71 

FIGURE 4-28. NMllnterrupt Signal Timing 

NEXT 

T4 TlorTI I 

lu 
/ 

I 

:;ju II ·IILXPF I 
PFs[i \I...--4._....J 

TLlEE/5491-72 

FIGURE 4-29. Relationship Between Last Data Transfer of an Instruction and PFS Pulse of Next Instruction 
Note: In a Iransfer of a Read-Modify-Wrile type operand, this is the Read transfer, displaying RMW Status (Code 1011). 
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Appendix A: Instruction Formats 
NOTATIONS 

i = Integer Type Field 

B = 00 (Byte) 

W = 01 (Word) 

o = 11 (Double Word) 

f= Floating Point Type Field 

F = 1 (Std. Floating: 32 bits) 

L = 0 (Long Floating: 64 bits) 

c= Custom Type Field 

o = 1 (Double Word) 

Q = 0 (Quad Word) 

op = Operation Code 

Valid encodings shown with each format. 

gen, gen 1, gen 2 = General Addressing Mode Field 

See Sec. 2.2 for encodings. 

reg = General Purpose Register Number 

cond = Condition Code Field 
0000 = EQual: Z = 1 
0001 = Not Equal: Z = 0 
0010 = Carry Set: C = 1 
0011 = Carry Clear: C = 0 
0100 = Higher: L = 1 
0101 = Lower or Same: L = 0 
0110 = Greater Than: N = 1 
0111 = Less or Equal: N = 0 
1000 = Flag Set: F = 1 
1001 = Flag Clear: F = 0 
1010 = LOwer: L = 0 and Z = 0 
1011 = Higher or Same: L = 1 or Z = 1 
1100 = Less Than: N = 0 and Z = 0 
1101 = Greater or Equal: N = 1 or Z = 1 
1110 = (Unconditionally True) 

1111 = (Unconditionally False) 

short= Short Immediate value. May contain 

quick: Signed 4-bit value, in MOVQ, ADDQ, 

CMPQ, ACB. 

cond: Condition Code (above), in Scond. 

areg: CPU Dedicated Register, in LPR, SPR. 
0000 = US 

0001 - 0111 = (Reserved) 
1000 = FP 

1001 = SP 

1010 = SB 

1011 = (Reserved) 
1100 = (Reserved) 
1101 = PSR 

1110 = INTBASE 
1111 = MOD 

Options: in String Instructions 

I U/W I BIT I 
T = Translated 

B = Backward 

UlW = 00: None 

01: While Match 

11: Until Match 
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Configuration bits, in SETCFG: 

I C I M I Fill 
mreg: MMU Register number, in LMR, SMR. 

0000 = BPRO 
0001 = BPRl 

0010 = (Reserved) 

0011 = (Reserved) 
0100 = PFO 
0101 = PFl 
0110 = (Reserved) 
0111 = (Reserved) 

1000 = SC 
1001 = (Reserved) 
1010 = MSR 

1011 = BCNT 
1100 = PTBO 
1101 = PTBl 
1110 = (Reserved) 

1111 = EIA 

7 0 

c~nd' 11' 0 ' 1 ' 01 

Format 0 

Bcond (BR) 

7 0 

~p' 10'0'1'01 

Format 1 

BSR -0000 ENTER -1000 
RET -0001 EXIT -1001 
CXP -0010 NOP -1010 
RXP -0011 WAIT -1011 
RETT -0100 DIA -1100 
RETI -0101 FLAG -1101 
SAVE -0110 SVC -1110 
RESTORE -0111 BPT -1111 

15 8 17 0 

1 

, , 
'Sh~rt 1 

, , 
11 ' 1 

, 
1 gen op 

Format 2 
ADDQ -000 ACB -100 
CMPQ -001 MOVQ -101 
SPR -010 LPR -110 
Scond -011 



Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

Format 3 

CXPD -0000 ADJSP -1010 

BICPSR -0010 JSR -1100 

JUMP -0100 CASE -1110 

BISPSR -0110 

Trap (UND) on XXXi, 1000 

81 7 15 0 

1 

I I I I 

1 
1 g~n 2 I 

1 

I I I 

1 

I 

1 gen 1 op i 

Format 4 

ADD -0000 SUB -1000 

CMP -0001 AODR -1001 

BIC -0010 AND -1010 

ADDC -0100 SUBC -1100 
MOV -0101 TBIT -1101 
OR -0110 XOR -1110 

0 

o 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 

Format 5 
MOVS -0000 SETCFG -0010 
CMPS -0001 SKPS -0011 

Trap (UND) on 1XXX, 01XX 

8 7 0 

0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

Format 6 
ROT -0000 NEG -1000 
ASH -0001 NOT -1001 
CBIT -0010 Trap (UND) -1010 
CBITI -0011 SUBP -1011 
Trap (UND) -0100 ABS -1100 
LSH -0101 COM -1101 
SBIT -0110 IBIT -1110 
SBITI -0111 AODP -1111 
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MOVM 
CMPM 

INSS 
EXTS 
MOVXBW 
MOVZBW 
MOVZiO 

MOVXiO 

EXT 

CVTP 
INS 
CHECK 

MOVSU 
MOVUS 

MOVif 

LFSR 
MOVLF 

MOVFL 

Trap (UNO) Always 

Format 7 
-0000 MUL -1000 
-0001 MEl -1001 

-0010 Trap (UNO) -1010 

-0011 DEI -1011 
-0100 QUO -1100 
-0101 REM -1101 
-0110 MOD -1110 

-0111 DIV -1111 

TL/EE/5491-73 

Format 8 
-000 INDEX -100 
-001 FFS -1 01 
-010 

-011 
-110, reg = 001 
-110, reg = 011 

o 0 1 1 1 1 1 

Format 9 
-000 ROUND -100 

-001 TRUNC -101 

-010 SFSR -110 

-011 FLOOR -111 

7 0 ---
10 1 1 0 1 111 1 

---
TLlEE/5491-38 

Format 10 

0 
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Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

o 
1 1 1 1 0 

Format 11 

ADDf -0000 DIVf -1000 
MOVf -0001 Trap (SLAVE) -1001 
CMPf -0010 Trap (UNO) -1010 
Trap (SLAVE) -0011 Trap (UNO) -1011 
SUSf -0100 MULf -1100 
NEGf -0101 ASSf -1101 
Trap (UNO) -0110 Trap (UNO) -1110 
Trap (UNO) -0111 Trap (UNO) -1111 

o 
---I " II I I I , 
___ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

TLlEE/5491-75 

Format 12 

Trap (UNO) Always 

o 

Operation Word 10 Byte 

Format 15 

(Custom Slave) 

nnn Operation Word Format 

000 

CATSTO 
CATSTl 

Format 15_0 

-0000 LCR 
-0001 SCR 

Trap (UNO) on all others 

-1010 
-1011 

---I " " " I , ___ 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 001 

TLlEE/5491-76 

Format 13 Format 15_1 
Trap (UNO) Always 

CCV3 -000 CCV2 -100 
0 LCSR -001 CCVl -101 

CCV5 -010 SCSR -110 
000 1 1 1 1 0 CCV4 -011 CCVO -111 

Format 14 

RDVAL -0000 LMR -0010 101 
WRVAL -0001 SMR -0011 

Trap (UNO) on 01XX, lXXX 
Format 15.5 

CCALO -0000 CCAL3 -1000 
CMOVO -0001 CMOV3 -1001 
CCMPO -0010 Trap (UNO) -1010 
CCMPl -0011 Trap (UNO) -1011 
CCALl -0100 CCAL2 -1100 
CMOV2 -0101 CMOVl -1101 
Trap (UNO) -0110 Trap (UNO) -1110 
Trap (UNO) -0111 Trap (UNO) -1111 
If nnn ~ 010.011.100.110.111 
then Trap (UNO) Always 
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.---------------------------------------------------------------------'z 
Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

Format 16 

Trap (UNO) Always 

Format 17 

Trap (UNO) Always 

Format 18 

Trap (UNO) Always 

7 0 

- - -I I I I I I I 1 I 
__ JO 1 0 1 1 1 1 01 

TLlEE/5491-77 

7 0 

- - -I I I I I I I I I n_' 1 0 1 1 1 1 ~ 

TLlEE/5491-78 

7 0 
---

II I I I I I I I 
---,1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0, 

TL/EE/5491-79 

Format 19 

Trap (UNO) Always 

Implied Immediate Encodings: 
7 

r7 : r6 : r5 : r4 : r3 : 

___ III I I I I I I 
__ -IX x x 0 0 1 1 01 

TLlEE/5491-80 

0 

r2 r1 rO 

Register Mark, appended to SAVE, ENTER 
7 0 

rO : r1 : r2 : r3 : r4 : r5 : r6 : r7 

Register Mark, appended to RESTORE, EXIT 
7 0 

; offset; leng1h - 1 

Offset/Length Modifier appended to INSS, EXTS 
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High-Performance Microprocessors 
General Description 
The NS32C016 is a 32-bit, CMOS microprocessor with TTL 
compatible inputs. The NS32C016 has a 16M byte linear 
address space and a 16-bit external data bus. It is fabricat
ed with National Semiconductor's advanced CMOS process 
and is fully object code compatible with other Series 
32000® CPU's. The NS32C016 has a 32-bit ALU, eight 32-
bit general purpose registers, an eight-byte prefetch queue 
and a highly symmetric architecture. It also incorporates a 
slave processor interface and provides for full virtual memo
ry capability in conjunction with the NS32082 memory man
agement unit (MMU). High performance floating-point in
structions are provided with the NS32081 floating-point unit 
(FPU). The NS32C016 is intended for a wide range of high 
performance computer applications. 

Block Diagram 
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Features 
• 32-bit architecture and implementation 
• 16M byte uniform addressing space 
• Powerful instruction set 

- General 2-address capability 
- Very high degree of symmetry 
- Addressing modes optimized for high-level 

Language references 

• High-speed CMOS technology 
• TTL compatible inputs 
• Single 5V supply 
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1.0 Product Introduction 
The Series 32000 Microprocessor family is a new genera
tion of devices using National's XMOS and CMOS technolo
gies. By combining state-ol-the-art MOS technoiogy wiih a 
very advanced architectural design philosophy, this family 
brings mainframe computer processing power to VLSI proc
essors. 
The Series 32000 family supports a variety of system con
figurations, extending from a minimum low-cost system to a 
powerful 4 gigabyte system. The architecture provides com
plete upward compatibility from one family member to an
other. The family consists of a selection of CPUs supported 
by a set of peripherals and slave processors that provide 
sophisticated interrupt and memory management facilities 
as well as high-speed floating-point operations. The archi
tectural features of the Series 32000 family are described 
briefly below: 

Powerful Addressing Modes. Nine addressing modes 
available to all instructions are included to access data 
structures efficiently. 

Data Types. The architecture provides for numerous data 
types, such as byte, word, doubleword, and BCD, which may 
be arranged into a wide variety of data structures. 

Symmetric Instruction Set. While avoiding special case 
instructions that compilers can't use, the Series 32000 fami
ly incorporates powerful instructions for control operations, 
such as array indexing and external procedure calls, which 
save considerable space and time for compiled code. 

Memory-to-Memory Operations. The Series 32000 CPUs 
represent two·operand machines with each operand ad· 
dressable by all addressing modes. This powerful memory
to-memory architecture permits memory locations to be 
treated as registers for all useful operations. This is impor
tant for temporary operands as well as for context switch
ing. 

Memory Management. Either the NS32382 or the 
NS32082 Memory Management Unit may be added to the 
system to provide advanced operating system support func
tions, including dynamic address translation, virtual memory 
management, and memory protection. 

Large, Uniform Addressing. The NS32C016 has 24-bit ad· 
dress pointers that can address up to 16 megabytes without 
any segmentation; this addressing scheme provides flexible 
memory management without added-on expense. 

Modular Software Support. Any software package for the 
Series 32000 family can be developed independent of all 
other packages, without regard to individual addressing. In 
addition, ROM code is totally relocatable and easy to ac-

DEDICATED 

----- 32 ------

PSR 

STATUS 

PROGRAM COUNTER I pc 

STATIC BASE I SB 

FRAME POINTER I FP 

USER STACK PTR. I SPI } 
SP 

INTERRUPT STACK PTR. I SPO 

INTERRUPT BASE IINTBASE 

MOD 

MODULE 

cess, which allows a significant reduction in hardware and 
software cost. 

Software Processor Concept. The Series 32000 architec
ture allows future expansions of the instruction set that can 
be executed by special slave processors, acting as exten· 
sions to the CPU. This concept of slave processors is 
unique to the Series 32000 family. It allows software com
patibility even for future components because the slave 
hardware is transparent to the software. With future ad
vances in semiconductor technology, the slaves can be 
physically integrated on the CPU chip itself. 

To summarize, the architectural features cited above pro
vide three primary performance advantages and character
istics: 

• High-Level Language Support 

• Easy Future Grow1h Path 

• Application Flexibility 

2.0 Architectural Description 
2.1 PROGRAMMING MODEL 

The Series 32000 architecture includes 16 registers on the 
NS32C016 CPU. 

2.1.1 General Purpose Registers 

There are eight registers for meeting high speed general 
storage requirements, such as holding temporary variables 
and addresses. The general purpose registers are free for 
any use by the programmer. They are thirty·two bits in 
length. If a general register is specified for an operand that 
is eight or sixteen bits long, only the low part of the register 
is used; the high part is not referenced or modified, 

2.1.2 Dedicated Registers 

The eight dedicated registers of the NS32C016 are as
signed specific functions. 

PC: The PROGRAM COUNTER register is a pointer to the 
first byte of the instruction currently being executed. The PC 
is used to reference memory in the program section. (In the 
NS32C016 the upper eight bits of this register are always 
zero.) 

SPO, SP1: The SPO register points to the lowest address of 
the last item stored on the INTERRUPT STACK. This stack 
is normally used only by the operating system. It is used 
primarily for storing temporary data, and holding return infor
mation for operating system subroutines and interrupt and 

RO 
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32 
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FIGURE 2-1. The General and Dedicated Registers 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

trap service routines. The SP1 register points to the lowest 
address of the last item stored on the USER STACK. This 
stack is used by normal user programs to hold temporary 
data and subroutine return information. 

In this document, reference is made to the SP register. The 
terms "SP register" or "SP" refer to either SPO or SP1, 
depending on the setting of the S bit in the PSR register. If 
the S bit in the PSR is 0 then SP refers to SPO. If the S bit in 
the PSR is 1 then SP refers to SP1. (In the NS32C016 the 
upper eight bits of these registers are always zero.) 

Stacks in the Series 32000 family grow downward in memo
ry. A Push operation pre-decrements the Stack Pointer by 
the operand length. A Pop operation post-increments the 
Stack Pointer by the operand length. 

FP: The FRAME POINTER register is used by a procedure 
to access parameters and local variables on the stack. The 
FP register is set up on procedure entry with the ENTER 
instruction and restored on procedure termination with the 
EXIT instruction. 

The frame pointer holds the address in memory occupied by 
the old contents of the frame pointer. (In the NS32C016 the 
upper eight bits of this register are always zero.) 

SB: The STATIC BASE register points to the global vari
ables of a software module. This register is used to support 
relocatable global variables for software modules. The SB 
register holds the lowest address in memory occupied by 
the global variables of a module. (In the NS32C016 the up
per eight bits of this register are always zero.) 

INTBASE: The INTERRUPT BASE register holds the ad
dress of the dispatch table for interrupts and traps (Section 
3.8). The INTBASE register holds the lowest address in 
memory occupied by the dispatch table. (In the NS32C016 
the upper eight bits of this register are always zero.) 

MOD: The MODULE register holds the address of the mod
ule descriptor of the currently executing software module. 
The MOD register is sixteen bits long, therefore the module 
table must be contained within the first 64k bytes of memo
ry. 

PSR: The PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PSR) holds 
the status codes for the NS32C016 microprocessor. 

The PSR is sixteen bits long, divided into two eight-bit 
halves. The low order eight bits are accessible to all pro
grams, but the high order eight bits are accessible only to 
programs executing in Supervisor Mode. 

15 817 0 

IXIXIXIXJ II plslu Nlz I FIXIXI Lldcl 
TL/EE/8525-78 

FIGURE 2-2. Processor Status Register 

C: The C bit indicates that a carry or borrow occurred after 
an addition or subtraction instruction. It can be used with the 
AD DC and SUBC instructions to perform multiple-precision 
integer arithmetic calculations. It may have a setting of 0 (no 
carry or borrow) or 1 (carry or borrow). 

T: The T bit causes program tracing. If this bit is a 1, a TRC 
trap is executed after every instruction (Section 3.8.5). 

L: The L bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a com
parison instruction the L bit is set to "1" if the second oper
and is less than the first operand, when both operands are 
interpreted as unsigned integers. Otherwise, it is set to "0". 
In Floating Point comparisons, this bit is always cleared. 
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F: The F bit is a general condition flag, which is altered by 
many instructions (e.g., integer arithmetic instructions use it 
to indicate overflow). 

Z: The Z bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a com
parison instruction the Z bit is set to "1" if the second oper
and is equal to the first operand; otherwise it is set to "0" . 

N: The N bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a com
parison instruction the N bit is set 10-"1" if the second oper
and is less than the first operand, when both operands are 
interpreted as signed integers. Otherwise, it is set to "0". 

U: If the U bit is "1" no privileged instructions may be exe
cuted. If the U bit is "0" then all instructions may be execut
ed. When U=O the NS32C016 is said to be in Supervisor 
Mode; when U = 1 the NS32C016 is said to be in User 
Mode. A User Mode program is restricted from executing 
certain instructions and accessing certain registers which 
could interfere with the operating system. For example, a 
User Mode program is prevented from changing the setting 
of the flag used to indicate its own privilege mode. A Super
visor Mode program is assumed to be a trusted part of the 
operating system, hence it has no such restrictions. 

S: The S bit specifies whether the SPO register or SP1 regis
ter is used as the stack pointer. The bit is automatically 
cleared on interrupts and traps. It may have a setting of 0 
(use the SPO register) or 1 (use the SP1 register). 

P: The P bit prevents a TRC trap from occurring more than 
once for an instruction (Section 3.8.5). It may have a setting 
of 0 (no trace pending) or 1 (trace pending). 

I: If 1= 1, then all interrupts will be accepted (Section 3.8). If 
1=0, only the NMI interrupt is accepted. Trap enables are 
not affected by this bit. 

2.1.3 The Configuration Register (CFG) 

Within the Control section of the NS32C016 CPU is the four
bit CFG Register, which declares the presence of certain 
external devices. It is referenced by only one instruction, 
SETCFG, which is intended to be executed only as part of 
system initialization after reset. The format of the CFG Reg
ister is shown in Figure 2-3. 

FIGURE 2-3. CFG Register 

The CFG I bit declares the presence of external interrupt 
vectoring circuitry (specifically, the NS32202 Interrupt Con
trol Unit). If the CFG I bit is set, interrupts requested through 
the INT pin are "Vectored." If it is clear, these interrupts are 
"Non-Vectored." See Section 3.8. 

The F, M and C bits declare the presence of the FPU, MMU 
and Custom Slave Processors. If these bits are not set, the 
corresponding instructions are trapped as being undefined. 

2.1.4 Memory Organization 

The main memory of the NS32C016 is a uniform linear ad
dress space. Memory locations are numbered sequentially 
starting at zero and ending at 224 - 1. The number specify
ing a memory location is called an address. The contents of 
each memory location is a byte consisting of eight bits. Un
less otherwise noted, diagrams in this document show data 
stored in memory with the lowest address on the right and 
the highest address on the left. Also; when data is shown 
vertically, the lowest address is at the top of a diagram and 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

the highest address at the bottom of the diagram. When bits 
are !lumbered in a diagram, the least significant bit is given 
the number zero, and is shown at the right of the diagram. 
Bits are numbered in increasing significance and toward the 
left. 

Byte at Address A 

Two contiguous bytes are called a word. Except where not
ed (Section 2.2.1), the least significant byte of a word is 
stored at the lower address, and the most significant byte of 
the word is stored at the next higher address. In memory, 
the address of a word is the address of its least significant 
byte, and a word may start at any address. 

115 MSB's 817 LSB's 0 I 
A+l A 

Word at Address A 

Two contiguous words are called a double word. Except 
where noted (Section 2.2.1), the least significant word of a 
double word is stored at the lowest address and the most 
significant word of the double word is stored at the address 
two greater. In memory, the address of a double word is the 
address of its least significant byte, and a double word may 
start at any address. 

131 MSB's 24123 16115 817 LSB's 01 

A+3 A+2 A+l A 
Double Word at Address A 

Although memory is addressed as bytes, it is actually orga
nized as words. Therefore, words and double words that are 
aligned to start at even addresses (multiples of two) are 
accessed more quickly than words and double words that 
are not so aligned. 

2.1.5 Dedicated Tables 

Two of the NS32C016 dedicated registers (MOD and INT
BASE) serve as pointers to dedicated tables in memory. 

The INTBASE register points to the Interrupt Dispatch and 
Cascade tables. These are described in Section 3.8. 

The MOD register contains a pointer into the Module Table, 
whose entries are called Module Descriptors. A Module De
scriptor contains four pointers, three of which are used by 
the NS32C016. The MOD register contains the address of 
the Module Descriptor for the currently running module. It is 
automatically updated by the Call External Procedure in
structions (CXP and CXPD). 

The format of a Module Descriptor is shown in Figure 2-4. 
The Static Base entry contains the address of static data 
assigned to the running module. It is loaded into the CPU 
Static Base register by the CXP and CXPD instructions. The 
Program Base entry contains the address of the first byte of 
instruction code in the module. Since a module may have 
multiple entry points, the Program Base pointer serves only 
as a reference to find them. 
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FIGURE 2·4. Module Descriptor Format 

The Link Table Address points to the Link Table for the 
currently running module. The Link Table provides the infor
mation needed for: 

1) Sharing variables between modules. Such variables 
are accessed through the Link Table via the External 
addressing mode. 

2) Transferring control from one module to another. This 
is done via the Call External Procedure (CXP) instruc
tion. 

The format of a Link Table is given in Figure 2-5. A Link 
Table Entry for an extemal variable contains the 32-bit ad
dress of that variable. An entry for an external procedure 
contains two 16-bit fields: Module and Offset. The Module 
field contains the new MOD register contents for the mod
ule being entered. The Offset field is an unsigned number 
giving the position of the entry point relative to the new 
module's Program Base pointer. 

For further details of the functions of these tables, see the 
Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual. 

'NT' v" , 
ABSOWTE ADOAESS I VARIABLEI 

ABSOLlITEADDRESS I VARIABLEI 

0ffS~ 1 MODULE I PROCEDURE) 
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FIGURE 2·5. A Sample Link Table 

2.2 INSTRUCTION SET 

2.2.1 General Instruction Format 

Figure 2-6 shows the general format of a Series 32000 in
struction. The Basic Instruction is one to three bytes long 
and contains the Opcode and up to 5-bit General Address
ing Mode ("Gen") fields. Following the Basic Instruction 
field is a set of optional extensions, which may appear de
pending on the instruction and the addressing modes se
lected. 

Index Bytes appear when either or both Gen fields specify 
Scaled Index. In this case, the Gen field specifies only the 
Scale Factor (1, 2, 4 or 8), and the Index Byte specifies 
which General Purpose Register to use as the index, and 
which addressing mode calculation to perform before index
ing. See Figure 2-7. 

Following Index Bytes come any displacements (addressing 
constants) or immediate values associated with the select
ed addressing modes. Each Displlmm field may contain 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 
OPTIONAL BASIC 

EXTENSIONS INSTRUCTION 

r~-------------------~~-------------------\f~---------~----------\ 

DISP2 DISPI DISP2/DISPI 
I I 

i I 
I 

GEN I GEN I 
IMPLIED INDEX INDEX I I 

IMMEDIATE DISP DISP ADDR I ADDR I OPCODE BYTE BYTE I I 
OPERAND(S) MODE I MODE I 

A I B I 

IMM IMM 
I I 

: I 
I 

t \ )J 

TL/EE/8525-B 

FIGURE 2-6. General Instruction Format 

GEN. ADDR. MODE l REG. NO. 'I 
TLlEE/8525-7 

FIGURE 2-7. Index Byte Format 

one of two displacements, or one immediate value. The size 
of a Displacement field is encoded within the top bits of that 
field, as shown in Figure 2-8, with the remaining bits inter
preted as a signed (two's complement) value. The size of an 
immediate value is determined from the Opcode field. 60th 
Displacement and Immediate fields are stored most-signifi
cant byte first. Note that this is different from the memory 
representation of data (Section 2.1.4). 

Some instructions require additional "implied" immediates 
and/or displacements, apart from those associated with ad· 
dressing modes. Any such extensions appear at the end of 
the instruction, in the order that they appear within the list of 
operands in the instruction definition (Section 2.2.3). 

2.2.2 Addressing Modes 

The NS32C016 CPU generally accesses an operand by cal
culating its Effective Address based on information avail
able when the operand is to be accessed. The method to be 
used in performing this calculation is specified by the pro
grammer as an "addressing mode." 

Addressing modes in the NS32C016 are designed to opti
mally support high-level language accesses to variables. In 
nearly all cases, a variable access requires only one ad
dressing mode, within the instruction that acts upon that 
variable. Extraneous data movement is therefore minimized. 

NS32C016 Addressing Modes fall into nine basic types: 

Register: The operand is available in one of the eight Gen
eral Purpose Registers. In certain Slave Processor instruc
tions, an auxiliary set of eight registers may be referenced 
instead. 

Register Relative: A General Purpose Register contains an 
address to which is added a displacement value from the 
instruction, yielding the Effective Address of the operand in 
memory. 

Memory Space: Identical to Register Relative above, ex· 
cept that the register used is one of the dedicated registers 
PC, SP, S6 or FP. These registers point to data areas gen
erally needed by high-level languages. 

Memory Relative: A pointer variable is found within the 
memory space pointed to by the SP, S6 or FP register. A 
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Byte Displacement: Range - 64 to + 63 

SIGNED DISPLACEMENT 

Word Displacement: Range -8192 to +8191 

o 

Double Word Displacement: 
Range (Entire Addressing Space) 

7 0 

1 
I 

1 I I 

~"'~<. 
c,'" 
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0< 
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<;)or;: 
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FIGURE 2-8. Displacement Encodings 

displacement is added to that pointer to generate the Effec
tive Address of the operand. 

Immediate: The operand is encoded within the instruction. 
This addressing mode is not allowed if the operand is to be 
written. 

Absolute: The address of the operand is specified by a 
displacement field in the instruction. 

External: A pointer value is read from a specified entry of 
the current Link Table. To this pointer value is added a dis
placement, yielding the Effective Address of the operand. 

Top of Stack: The currently-selected Stack Pointer (SPO or 
SP1) specifies the location of the operand. The operand is 
pushed or popped, depending on whether it is written or 
read. 



2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

Scaled Index: Although encoded as an addressing mode, 
Scaled Indexing is an option on any addressing mode ex
cept Immediate or another Scaled Index. It has the effect of 
calculating an Effective Address, then multiplying any Gen· 

eral Purpose Register by 1, 2, 4 or 8 and adding into the 
total, yielding the final Effective Address of the operand. 

Table 2·1 is a brief summary of the addressing modes. For a 
complete description of their actions, see the Series 32000 
Instruction Set Reference Manual. 

ENCODING 
Register 
00000 
00001 
00010 
00011 
00100 
00101 
00110 
00111 
Register Relative 
01000 
01001 
01010 
01011 
01100 
01101 
01110 
01111 
Memory Relative 
10000 
10001 
10010 

Reserved 
10011 
Immediate 
10100 

Absolute 
10101 
External 
10110 

Top Of Stack 
10111 

Memory Space 
11000 
11001 
11010 
11011 
Scaled Index 
11100 
11101 
11110 
11111 

TABLE 2·1. NS32C016 Addressing Modes 

MODE 

Register 0 
Register 1 
Register 2 
Register 3 
Register 4 
Register 5 
Register 6 
Register 7 

Register 0 relative 
Register 1 relative 
Register 2 relative 
Register 3 relative 
Register 4 relative 
Register 5 relative 
Register 6 relative 
Register 7 relative 

Frame memory relative 
Stack memory relative 
Static memory relative 

(Reserved for Future Use) 

Immediate 

Absolute 

External 

Top of stack 

Frame memory 
Stack memory 
Static memory 
Program memory 

I ndex, bytes 
Index, words 
Index, double words 
Index, quad words 

ASSEMBLER SYNTAX 

RO or FO 
Rl or F1 
R2 or F2 
R3 or F3 
R4 or F4 
R5 or F5 
R6 or F6 
R6 or F7 

disp(RO) 
disp(R1) 
disp(R2) 
disp(R3) 
disp(R4) 
disp(R5) 
disp(R6) 
disp(R7) 

disp2(disp1 (FP)) 
disp2(disp1 (SP)) 
disp2(disp1 (SB)) 

value 

@disp 

EXT (disp1) + disp2 

TOS 

disp(FP) 
disp(SP) 
disp(SB) 
• + disp 

mode[Rn:B] 
mode[Rn:W] 
mode[Rn:D] 
mode[Rn:Q] 
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EFFECTIVE ADDRESS 

None: Operand is in the specified 
register. 

Disp + Register. 

Disp2 + Pointer; Pointer found at 
address Disp 1 + Register. "SP" 
is either SPO or SP1, as selected 
inPSR. 

None: Operand is input from 
instruction queue. 

Disp. 

Disp2 + Pointer; Pointer is found 
at Link Table Entry number Disp1. 

Top of current stack, using either 
User or Interrupt Stack Pointer, 
as selected in PSR. Automatic 
Push/Pop included. 

Disp + Register; "SP" is either 
SPO or SP1, as selected in PSR. 

EA (mode) + Rn. 
EA (mode) + 2xRn. 
EA (mode) + 4 x Rn. 
EA (mode) + 8XRn. 
"Mode" and "n" are contained 
within the Index Byte. 
EA (mode) denotes the effective 
address generated using mode. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

2.2.3 Instruction Set Summary short = A 4-bit value encoded within the Basic Instruction 
(see Appendix A for encodings). Table 2-2 presents a brief description of the NS32C016 in· 

struction set. The Format column refers to the Instruction 
Format tables (Appendix A). The Instruction column gives 
the instruction as coded in assembly language, and the De· 
scription column provides a short description of the function 
provided by that instruction. Further details of the exact op· 
erations performed by each instruction may be found in the 
Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual. 

imm = Implied immediate operand. An 8-bit value appended 
after any addressing extensions . 

disp=Displacement (addressing constant): 8,16 or 32 bits . 
All three lengths legal. 

reg = Any General Purpose Register: RO-R7. 

areg=Any Dedicated/Address Register: SP, SB, FP, MOD, 
INTBASE, PSR, US (bottom 8 PSR bits). 

Notations: 

i = I nteger length suffix: B = Byte 
W= Word 
D = Double Word 

f = Floating Point length suffix: F = Standard Floating 
L = Long Floating 

mreg = Any Memory Management Status/Control Register. 

creg=A Custom Slave Processor Register (Implementation 
Dependent). 

cond = Any condition code, encoded as a 4-bit field within 
the Basic Instruction (see Appendix A for encodings). 

gen = General operand. Any addressing mode can be speci· 
fied. 

TABLE 2-2. NS32C016 Instruction Set Summary 
MOVES 

Format Operation Operands Description 

4 MOVi gen,gen Move a value. 
2 MOVQi short,gen Extend and move a signed 4-bit constant. 
7 MOVMi gen,gen,disp Move multiple: disp bytes (1 to 16). 
7 MOVZBW gen,gen Move with zero ex1ension. 
7 MOVZiD gen,gen Move with zero extension. 
7 MOVXBW gen,gen Move with sign extension. 
7 MOVXiD gen,gen Move with sign extension. 
4 ADDR gen,gen Move effective address. 

INTEGER ARITHMETIC 
Format Operation Operands Description 

4 ADDi gen,gen Add. 
2 ADDQi short,gen Add signed 4-bit constant. 
4 ADDCi gen,gen Add with carry. 
4 SUBi gen,gen Subtract. 
4 SUBCi gen,gen Subtract with carry (borrow). 
6 NEGi gen,gen Negate (2's complement). 
6 ABSi gen,gen Take absolute value. 
7 MULi gen,gen Multiply. 
7 QUai gen,gen Divide, rounding toward zero. 
7 REMi gen,gen Remainder from QUO. 
7 DIVi gen,gen Divide, rounding down. 
7 MODi gen,gen Remainder from DIV (Modulus). 
7 MEIi gen,gen Multiply to extended integer. 
7 DEli gen,gen Divide extended integer. 

PACKED DECIMAL (BCD) ARITHMETIC 
Format Operation Operands Description 

6 ADDPi gen,gen Add packed. 
6 SUBPi gen,gen Subtract packed. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

TABLE 2-2. NS32C016 Instruction Set Summary (Continued) 
INTEGER COMPARISON 

Format Operation Operands Description 
4 CMPi gen,gen Compare. 
2 CMPQi short,gen Compare to signed 4-bit constant. 
7 CMPMi gen,gen,disp Compare multiple: disp bytes (1 to (6). 

LOGICAL AND BOOLEAN 
Format Operation Operands Description 

4 ANDi gen,gen Logical AND. 
4 ORi gen,gen Logical OR. 
4 BICi gen,gen Clear selected bits. 

4 XORi gen,gen Logical exclusive OR. 
6 COMi gen,gen Complement all bits. 

6 NOTi gen,gen Boolean complement: LSB only. 
2 Scondi gen Save condition code (cond) as a Boolean variable of size i. 

SHIFTS 
Format Operation Operands Description 

6 LSHi gen,gen Logical shift, left or right. 
6 ASHi gen,gen Arithmetic shift, left or right. 

6 ROTi gen,gen Rotate, left or right. 

BITS 
Format Operation Operands Description 

4 TBITi gen,gen Test bit. 

6 SBITi gen,gen Test and set bit. 
6 SBITIi gen,gen Test and set bit, interlocked. 
6 CBITi gen,gen Test and clear bit. 

6 CBITIi gen,gen Test and clear bit, interlocked. 
6 IBITi gen,gen Test and invert bit. 
8 FFSi gen,gen Find first set bit. 

BIT FIELDS 

Bit fields are values in memory that are not aligned to byte boundaries. Examples are PACKED arrays and records used in 
Pascal. "Extract" instructions read and align a bit field. "Insert" instructions write a bit field from an aligned source. 

Format Operation Operands Description 

8 EXTi reg,gen,gen,disp Extract bit field (array oriented). 
8 INSi reg,gen,gen,disp Insert bit field (array oriented). 
7 EXTSi gen,gen,imm,imm Extract bit field (short form). 
7 INSSi gen,gen,imm,imm Insert bit field (short form). 
8 CVTP reg,gen,gen Convert to bit field pointer. 

ARRAYS 
Format Operation Operands Description 

8 CHECKi reg,gen,gen Index bounds check. 
8 INDEXi reg,gen,gen Recursive indexing step for multiple-dimensional arrays. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

TABLE 2-2. NS32C016 Instruction Set Summary (Continued) 

STRINGS Options on all string instructions are: 
String instructions assign specific functions to the General 
Purpose Registers: 

B (Backward): Decrement strong pointers after each 
step rather than incrementing. 

R4 - Comparison Value 

R3 - Translation Table Pointer 

R2 - String 2 Pointer 

R1 - String 1 Pointer 

RO - Limit Count 

Format Operation 

5 MOVSi 
MOVST 

5 CMPSi 
CMPST 

5 SKPSi 
SKPST 

JUMPS AND LINKAGE 

Format Operation 

3 JUMP 
0 BR 
0 Bcond 
3 CASEi 
2 ACBi 
3 JSR 

BSR 
1 CXP 
3 CXPD 

SVC 
FLAG 
BPT 
ENTER 
EXIT 
RET 
RXP 
RETT 
RETI 

CPU REGISTER MANIPULATION 

Format Operation 

SAVE 
1 RESTORE 
2 LPRi 
2 SPRi 
3 ADJSPi 
S BISPSRi 
3 BICPSRi 
5 SETCFG 

Operands 

options 
options 
options 
options 
options 
options 

Operands 

gen 
disp 
disp 
gen 
short,gen,disp 
gen 
disp 
disp 
gen 

[reg list], disp 
[reg listl 
disp 
disp 
disp 

Operands 

[reg listl 
[reg listl 
areg,gen 
areg,gen 
gen 
gen 
gen 
[option listl 

U (Until match): End instruction if String 1 entry matches 
R4. 

W (While match): End instruction if String 1 entry does not 
match R4. 

All string instructions end when RO decrements to zero . 

Description 

Move string 1 to string 2. 
Move string, translating bytes. 
Compare string 1 to string 2. 
Compare, translating string 1 bytes. 
Skip over string 1 entries. 
Skip, translating bytes for until/while, 

Description 

Jump, 
Branch (PC Relative), 
Conditional branch. 
Multiway branch. 
Add 4·bit constant and branch if non-zero. 
Jump to subroutine. 
Branch to subroutine. 
Call external procedure 
Call external procedure using descriptor. 
Supervisor call. 
Flag trap. 
Breakpoint trap. 
Save registers and allocate stack frame (Enter Procedure). 
Restore registers and reclaim stack frame (Exit Procedure). 
Return from subroutine. 
Return from external procedure call. 
Return from trap. (Privileged) 
Return from interrupt. (Privileged) 

Description 

Save general purpose registers. 
Restore general purpose registers. 
Load dedicated register. (Privileged if PSR or INTBASE) 
Store dedicated register. (Privileged if PSR or INTBASE) 
Adjust stack painter. 
Set selected bits in PSR. (Privileged if not Byte length) 
Clear selected bits in PSR. (Privileged if not Byte length) 
Set configuration register. (Privileged) 
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TABLE 2·2. NS32C016 Instruction Set Summary (Continued) <:) 

FLOATING POINT 
...... 
Q) 

Format Operation Operands Description · Q) 

11 MOVf Move a floating point value. -gen,gen Z 
9 MOVLF gen,gen Move and shorten a long value to standard. en 

to) 
9 MOVFL gen,gen Move and lengthen a standard value to long. N 

9 MOVif gen,gen Convert any integer to standard or long floating. 0 
<:) 

9 ROUNDfi gen,gen Convert to integer by rounding. ...... 
Q) 

9 TRUNCfi gen,gen Convert to integer by truncating, toward zero. • ...... 
9 FLOORfi gen,gen Convert to largest integer less than or equal to value. <:) ...... 

11 ADDf gen,gen Add. Z 
11 SUBf gen,gen Subtract. en 

to) 

11 MUll gen,gen Multiply. N 
0 

11 DIVf gen,gen Divide. <:) 

11 CMPf gen,gen Compare. 
...... 
Q) 

11 NEGf gen,gen Negate. · ...... 
11 ABSf gen,gen Take absolute value. c.n 
9 LFSR gen Load FSR. 
9 SFSR gen Store FSR. 

MEMORY MANAGEMENT 
Format Operation Operands Description 

14 LMR mreg,gen Load memory management register. (Privileged) 
14 SMR mreg,gen Store memory management register. (Privileged) 
14 RDVAL gen Validate address for reading. (Privileged) 
14 WRVAL gen Validate address for writing. (Privileged) 
8 MOVSUi gen,gen Move a value from supervisor 

space to user space. (Privileged) 
8 MOVUSi gen,gen Move a value from user space 

to supervisor space. (Privileged) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Format Operation Operands Description 

NOP No operation. 
WAIT Wait for interrupt. 
DIA Diagnose. Single· byte "Branch to Self" for hardware 

breakpointing. Not for use in programming. 

CUSTOM SLAVE 
Format Operation Operands Description 

15.5 CCALOc gen,gen Custom calculate. 
15.5 CCALlc gen,gen 
15.5 CCAL2c gen,gen 
15.5 CCAL3c gen,gen 
15.5 CMOVOc gen,gen Custom move. 
15.5 CMOVlc gen,gen 
15.5 CMOV2c gen,gen 
15.5 CMOV3c gen,gen 
15.5 CCMPOc gen,gen Custom compare. 
15.5 CCMPlc gen,gen 
15.1 CCVOci gen,gen Custom convert. 
15.1 CCVlci gen,gen 
15.1 CCV2ci gen,gen 
15.1 CCV3ic gen,gen 
15.1 CCV4DQ gen,gen 
15.1 CCV5QD gen,gen 
15.1 LCSR gen Load custom status register. 
15.1 SCSR gen Store custom status register. 
15.0 CATSTO gen Custom address/test. (Privileged) 
15.0 CATSTI gen (Privileged) 
15.0 LCR creg,gen Load custom register. (Privileged) 
15.0 SCR creg,gen Store custom register. (Privileged) 
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3.0 Functional Description 
3.1 POWER AND GROUNDING 

Power and ground connections for the NS32C016 are made 
on four pins. On-chip logic is connected to power through 
the logic power pin (VCCL, pin 48) and to ground through 
the logic ground pin (GNDL, pin 24). On-chip output drivers 
are connected to power through the buffer power pin 
(VCCP, pin 29) and to ground through the buffer ground pin 
(GNDB, pin 25). For optimal noise immunity, it is recom
mended that single conductors be connected directly from 
VCCL to VCCB and from GNDL to GNDB, as shown below 
(Figure 3-1) . 

..... --o+5V 

..... -..-+ OTHER GROUND 
CONNECTIONS 

TLlEE/8525-9 

FIGURE 3-1. Recommended Supply Connections 

3.2 CLOCKING 

The NS32C016 inputs clocking signals from the NS32C201 
Timing Control Unit (TCU), which presents two non-overlap
ping phases of a single clock frequency. These phases are 
called PHI1 (pin 26) and PHI2 (pin 27). Their relationship to 
each other is shown in Figure 3-2. 

vcc 

PHil ---t----' 

Each rising edge of PHI1 defines a transition in the timing 
state ("T-State") of the CPU. One T-State represents the 
execution of one microinstruction within the CPU, and/or 
one step of an external bus transfer. See Section 4 for com
plete specifications of PHI1 and PHI2. 

PHil 

PHI2 

TL/EE/8525-10 

FIGURE 3-2. Clock Timing Relationships 

As the TCU presents signals with very fast transitions, it is 
recommended that the conductors carrying PHI1 and PHI2 
be kept as short as possible, and that they not be connect
ed anywhere except from the TCU to the CPU and, if pres
ent, the MMU. A TTL Clock signal (CTTL) is provided by the 
TCU for all other clocking. 

3.3 RESETTING 

The RST / ABT pin serves both as a Reset for on-chip logiC 
and as the Abort input for Memory-Managed systems. For 
its use as the Abort Command, see Section 3.5.4. 

The CPU may be reset at any time by pulling the RST / ABT 
pin low for at least 64 clock cycles. Upon detecting a reset, 
the CPU terminates instruction processing, resets its inter
nal logic, and clears the Program Counter (PC) and Proces
sor Status Register (PSR) to all zeroes. 

On application of power, RST / ABT must be held low for at 
least 50 f.ts after Vee is stable. This is to ensure that all on
chip voltages are completely stable before operation. 
Whenever a Reset is applied, it must also remain active 

AST/Aii't ---t----------U-..-J 

1-----e50~- -----~ 

TL/EE/8525-11 

FIGURE 3-3. Power-On Reset Requirements 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

for not less than 64 clock cycles. The rising edge must oc
cur while PHI1 is high. See Figures 3-3 and :)-4. 

The NS32C201 Timing Control Unit (TCU) provides circuitry 
to meet the Reset requirements of the NS32C016 CPU. Fig
ure 3-58 shows the recommended connections for a non
Memory-Managed system. Figure 3-5b shows the connec
tions for a Memory-Managed system. 

VCC 

r------------ , 

PHllSlJ~U-LJU-L 
I ;,,64CLOCK-1 

RsT/Aiii'-----,~~""~ C;CLES I 
TLlEE/8525-12 

FIGURE 3-4. General Reset Timing 

NS32C201 
TCU 

NS32C016 
cpu 

I I 

: RESET J>-+I--;---,--;----i--"~-----i RSTI RSTO 1------1r-------i RsT/ABT 
I 
! I 1.. _____________ ...1 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTIONAL) 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAL) 

~ SOp.sec 

SYSTEM RESET 

TL/EE/8525-13 

FIGURE 3-5a. Recommended Reset Connections, Non-Memory-Managed System 

r------------, 
I 
I_
I RESET 
I 
! I 1.. _____________ ...1 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTIONAL) 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAL) 

VCC 

~ 50 p'sec 

NS32C201 
TCU 

NS32082 
MMU 

NS32C016 
cpu 

TL/EE/8525-14 

FIGURE 3-5b. Recommended Reset Connections, Memory-Managed System 

3.4 BUS CYCLES 

The NS32C016 CPU has a strap option which defines the 
Bus Timing Mode as either With or Without Address Trans
lation. This section describes only bus cycles under the No 
Address Translation option. For details of the use of the 
strap and of bus cycles with address translation, see Sec
tion 3.5. 

The CPU will perform a bus cycle for one of the following 
reasons: 

1) To write or read data, to or from memory or a peripheral 
interface device. Peripheral input and output are memo
ry-mapped in the Series 32000 family. 

2) To fetch instructions into the eight-byte instruction 
queue. This happens whenever the bus would otherwise 
be idle and the queue is not already full. 
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3) To acknowledge an interrupt and allow external circuitry 
to provide a vector number, or to acknowledge comple
tion of an interrupt service routine. 

4) To transfer information to or from a Slave Processor. 

In terms of bus timing, cases 1 through 3 above are identi
cal. For timing specifications, see Section 4. The only exter
nal difference between them is the four-bit code placed on 
the Bus Status pins (STO-ST3). Slave Processor cycles dif
fer in that separate control signals are applied (Section 
3.4.6). 

The sequence of events in a non-Slave bus cycle is shown 
in Figure 3-7 for a Read cycle and Figure 3-8 for a Write 
cycle. The cases shown assume that the selected memory 
or interface device is capable of communicating with the 
CPU at full speed. If it is not, then cycle extension may be 
requested through the RDY line (Section 3.4.1). 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

A full-speed bus cycle is performed in four cycles of the 
PHI1 clock signal, labeled T1 through T4. Clock cycles not 
associated with a bus cycle are designated Ti (for "Idle"). 

During T1, the CPU applies an address on pins ADO-AD15 
and A16-A23. It also provides a low-going pulse on the 
ADS pin, which serves the dual purpose of informing exter
nal circuitry that a bus cycle is starting and of providing con
trol to an external latch for demultiplexing Address bits 0-
15 from the ADO-AD15 pins. See Figure 3-6. During this 
time also the status signals DDIN, indicating the direction of 
the transfer, and HBE, indicating whether the high by1e 
(AD8-AD15) is to be referenced, become valid. 

During T2 the CPU switches the Data Bus, ADO-AD15, to 
either accept or present data. Note that the signals A 16-
A23 remain valid, and need not be latched. It also starts the 
data strobe (DS), signaling the beginning of the data trans
fer. Associated signals from the NS32C201 Timing Control 
Unit are also activated at this time: RD (Read Strobe) or WR 
(Write Strobe), TSO (Timing State Output, indicating that T2 
has been reached) and DBE (Data Buffer Enable). 

PHil PHI2 

NS32C201 

The T3 state provides for access time requirements, and it 
occurs at least once in a bus cycle. At the end of T2, on the 
falling edge of the PHI2 clock, the RDY (Ready) line is sam
pled to determine whether the bus cycle will be extended 
(Section 3.4.1). 

If the CPU is performing a Read cycle, the Data Bus (ADO
AD15) is sampled at the falling edge of PHI2 of the last T3 
state, see Section 4. Data must, however, be held at least 
until the beginning of T4. DS and RD are guaranteed not to 
go inactive before this point, so the rising edge of either of 
them may safely be used to disable the device providing the 
input data. 

The T4 state finishes the bus cycle. At the beginning of T4, 
the DS, RD, or WR, and TSO signals go inactive, and at the 
rising edge of PHI2, DBE goes inactive, having provided for 
necessary data hold times. Data during Write cycles re
mains valid from the CPU throughout T4. Note that the Bus 
Status lines (STO-ST3) change at the beginning of T4, an
ticipating the following bus cycle (if any). 

DBE 

RD~----------------------

WR ~ ____________________ W __ R 

TSO 
T50 ~---------------------

TLlEE/8525-15 

FIGURE 3-6_ Bus Connections 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

NS32C016 cpu BUS SIGNALS 

I T40AT, 11 T2 T3 

PHI1 [ 

PHI 2 [ 

A16-A23 [ 

ADO-AD15 [ 

ADS [ 

STO-5T3 [ 

DDIN [ 

HBE [ 

Os [ 

ROY [ 

rso[ 

FIGURE 3·7. Read Cycle Timing 
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FIGURE 3·8. Write Cycle Timing 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.1 Cycle Extension 

To allow sufficient strobe widths and access times for any 
speed of memory or peripheral device, the NS32C016 pro· 
vides for extension of a bus cycle. Any type of bus cycle 
except a Slave Processor cycle can be extended. 

In Figures 3·7 and 3·8, note that during T3 all bus control 
signals from the CPU and TCU are flat. Therefore, a bus 
cycle can be cleanly extended by causing the T3 state to be 
repeated. This is the purpose of the RDY (Ready) pin. 

At the end of T2 on the falling edge of PHI2, the RDY line is 
sampled by the CPU. If RDY is high, the next T·states will be 
T3 and then T 4, ending the bus cycle. If it is sampled low, 
then another T3 state will be inserted after the next T·state 
and the RDY line will again be sampled on the falling edge 
of PH 12. Each additional T3 state after the first is referred to 
as a "wait state." See Figure 3·9. 

T1 T2 

PHI 1 

PHI2 

ROY 

The RDY pin is driven by the NS32C201 Timing Control 
Unit, 'lv-hich applies \Iv l\!T States to the CPU as requested 
on three sets of pins: 

1) CWAIT (Continues WAIT), which holds the CPU in WAIT 
states until removed. 

2) WAIT1, WAIT2, WAIT4, WAITS (Collectively WAITn), 
which may be given a four·bit binary value requesting a 
specific number of WAIT States from a to 15. 

3) PER (Peripheral), which inserts five additional WAIT 
states and causes the TCU to reshape the RD and WR 
strobes. This provides the setup and hold times required 
by most MOS peripheral interface devices. 

Combinations of these various WAIT requests are both legal 
and useful. For details of their use, see the NS32C201 TCU 
Data Sheet. 

Figure 3·10 illustrates a typical Read cycle, with two WAIT 
states requested through the TCU WAITn pins. 

T3 
T3 

(WAIT) T4 

TLlEE/8525-18 

FIGURE 3·9. ROY Pin Timing 

3.4.2 Bus Status 

The NS32C016 CPU presents four bits of Bus Status infor· 
mation on pins STO-ST3. The various combinations on 
these pins indicate why the CPU is performing a bus cycle, 
or, if it is idle on the bus, then why it is idle. 

Referring to Figures 3·7 and 3·8, note that Bus Status leads 
the corresponding Bus Cycle, going valid one clock cycle 
before Tl, and changing to the next state at T 4. This allows 
the system designer to fully decode the Bus Status and, if 
desired, latch the decoded signals before ADS initiates the 
Bus Cycle. 

The Bus Status pins are interpreted as a four·bit value, with 
STO the least significant bit. Their values decode as follows: 

0000 - The bus is idle because the CPU does not need 
to perform a bus access. 

0001 - The bus is idle because the CPU is executing 
the WAIT instruction. 

0010- (Reserved for future use.) 

0011 - The bus is idle because the CPU is waiting for a 
Slave Processor to complete an instruction. 

0100 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Master. 

The CPU is performing a Read cycle. To ac· 
knowledge receipt of a Non·Maskable Interrupt 
(on NMI) it will read from address FFFF0016, 
but will ignore any data provided. 

To acknowledge receipt of a Maskable Interrupt 
(on INT) it will read from address FFFE0016, 
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expecting a vector number to be provided from 
the Master NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit. If 
the vectoring mode selected by the last 
SETCFG instruction was Non·Vectored, then 
the CPU will ignore the value it has read and will 
use a default vector instead, having assumed 
that no NS32202 is present. See Section 3.4.5. 

0101 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded. 

The CPU is reading a vector number from a 
Cascaded NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit. The 
address provided is the address of the 
NS32202 Hardware Vector register. See Sec· 
tion 3.4.5. 

0110- End of Interrupt, Master. 

The CPU is performing a Read cycle to indicate 
that it is executing a Return from Interrupt 
(RETI) instruction. See Section 3.4.5. 

0111 - End of Interrupt, Cascaded. 

The CPU is reading from a Cascaded Interrupt 
Control Unit to indicate that it is returning 
(through RETI) from an interrupt service routine 
requested by that unit. See Section 3.4.5. 

1000 - Sequential Instruction Fetch. 

The CPU is reading the next sequential word 
from the instruction stream into the Instruction 
Queue. It will do so whenever the bus would 
otherwise be idle and the queue is not already 
full. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

NS32C016 CPU BUS SIGNA~S 
PREY.eYe~E 

I T4 OR Ti I n I T2 I T3 I (vJ1.T) I (vJ1.n I T4 

PHil [ -!LrL!L!L rL!L IL 
PHI2 [ -

A16·A23 [ ~ 

ADO-AD15 [ ~ 

AiiS[ 

ST(l.ST3 [ ~ 
ODIN [ ~ 

HBF. [ ~ 

-

CWAIT [ ;::j 

~ 

WAmi[ ;::j 

ROY [ 

(TCUTOepU ) 

-

-
DBE [ -

TSO [ -

U1 Lf1 U1 U1 U1 lS J1 
~ [K ADDRESS YA~ID 

~--~ 
~ 

~ ~ ~ to:0 ~ DATA IN ---YA~ID 

:V 
~ STATUS YA~ID X 

~ ~ 

~ ~ YA~ID 

V 
NS32C201 TCU EXTENSION SIGNA~S 

I I I I 
~ ~l '0;; ~ ~ 

tWh W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
I 

~ Wf} ~ W/h ~ ~ ~ 
~ , I 

_. 

NS32C201 Teu BUS SIGNA~S 

V j 

V 
J 
/ :\ / 

FIGURE 3·10. Extended Cycle Example 

NEXTeye~E 

InoRTi I 

!L r-

Ul -

~ NEXT ADD 
I-

R 

R 

IV 
NEXT STATU S 

I;;; r-

~ 
f-

f-

~ ~ 

~ r;;: 

~ % 

Note: Arrows on CWAIT. PEI'i. WAITn indicate pOints at which the TCU samples. Arrows on AOO-AOI5 and 
ROY indicate points at which the CPU samples. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

1001 - Non-Sequential Instruction Fetch. 
The CPU is performing the first fetch of instruc
tion code after the Instruction Queue is purged. 
This will occur as a result of any jump or branch, 
or any interrupt or trap, or execution of certain 
instructions. 

1010- Data Transfer. 
The CPU is reading or writing an operand of an 
instruction. 

1011- Read RMW Operand. 
The CPU is reading an operand which will sub
sequently be modified and rewritten. If memory 
protection circuitry would not allow the following 
Write cycle, it must abort this cycle. 

1100 - Read for Effective Address Calculation. 
The CPU is reading information from memory in 
order to determine the Effective Address of an 
operand. This will occur whenever an instruc
tion uses the Memory Relative or External ad
dressing mode. 

1101 - Transfer Slave Processor Operand. 
The CPU is either transferring an instruction op
erand to or from a Slave Processor, or it is issu
ing the Operation Word of a Slave Processor 
instruction. See Section 3.9.1. 

1110 - Read Slave Processor Status. 
The CPU is reading a Status Word from a Slave 
Processor. This occurs after the Slave Proces
sor has signalled completion of an instruction. 
The transferred word tells the CPU whether a 
trap should be taken, and in some instructions it 
presents new values for the CPU Processor 
Status Register bits N, Z, L or F. See Section 
3.9.1. 

1111 - Broadcast Slave ID. 
The CPU is initiating the execution of a Slave 
Processor instruction. The ID Byte (first byte of 
the instruction) is sent to all Slave Processors, 
one of which will recognize it. From this point 
the CPU is communicating with only one Slave 
Processor. See Section 3.9.1. 

3.4_3 Data Access Sequences 

The 24-bit address provided by the NS32C016 is a byte 
address; that is, it uniquely identifies one of up to 
16,777,216 eight-bit memory locations. An important feature 
of the NS32C016 is that the presence of a 16-bit data bus 
imposes no restrictions on data alignment; any data item, 
regardless of size, may be placed starting at any memory 
address. The NS32C016 provides a special control signal, 
High Byte Enable (HBE), which facilitates individual byte ad
dressing on a 16-bit bus. 
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Memory is intended to be organized as two eight-bit banks, 
each bank receiving the word address (A 1-A23) in parallel. 
One bank, connected to Data Bus pins ADO-AD7, is en
abled to respond to even byte addresses; Le., when the 
least significant address bit (AO) is low. The other bank, 
connected to Data Bus pins AD8-AD15, is enabled when 
HBE is low. See Figure 3-11. 

A1-A23 

HBE AD(LBE) 

BYTE 

TL/EE/8525-20 

FIGURE 3-11. Memory Interface 

Any bus cycle falls into one of three categories: Even Byte 
Access, Odd Byte Access, and Even Word Access. All ac
cesses to any data type are made up of sequences of these 
cycles. Table 3-1 gives the state of AO and HBE for each 
category. 

TABLE 3-1. Bus Cycle Categories 

Category HBE AO 
Even Byte 1 0 
Odd Byte 0 
Even Word 0 0 
Accesses of operands requiring more than one bus cycle 
are performed sequentially, with no idle T-States separating 
them. The number of bus cycles required to transfer an op
erand depends on its size and its alignment (Le., whether it 
starts on an even byte address or an odd byte address). 
Table 3-2 lists the bus cycle performed for each situation. 
For the timing of AO and HBE, see Section 3.4. 
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• 3.0 Functional Description (Continued) CD .... 

CI 
0 TABLE 3-2. Access Sequences N 
C") 

en Cycle Type Address HBE AO High Bus Low Bus Z ....... 
CI .... · CD A. Odd Word Access Sequence .... 
CI 
0 BYTE 1 BYTE 0 +-A N 
C") 

en Odd Byte A 0 1 Byte 0 Don't Care 
Z 

2 Even Byte A+l 0 Don't Care Byte 1 ....... 
CD · CD .... 
CI 
0 B. Even Double-Word Access Sequence N 
C") 

en BYTE 3 BYTE 2 BYTE 1 BYTE 0 +-A Z 
Even Word A 0 0 Byte 1 Byte 0 

2 Even Word A+2 0 0 Byte 3 Byte 2 

C. Odd Double-Word Access Sequence 

BYTE 3 BYTE 2 BYTE 1 BYTE 0 +-A 

1 Odd Byte A 0 1 Byte 0 Don't Care 
2 Even Word A+l 0 0 Byte 2 Byte 1 
3 Even Byte A+3 0 Don't Care Byte 3 

D. Even Quad-Word Access Sequence 

BYTE 7 BYTE 6 BYTE 5 BYTE 4 BYTE 3 BYTE 2 BYTE 1 BYTE 0 +-A 

Even Word A 0 0 Byte 1 Byte 0 
2 Even Word A+2 0 0 Byte 3 Byte 2 

Other bus cycles (instruction prefetch or slave) can occur here. 

3 Even Word A+4 0 0 ByteS Byte 4 
4 Even Word A+6 0 0 Byte 7 Byte 6 

E Odd Quad-Word Access Sequence 

BYTE 7 BYTE 6 BYTE 5 BYTE 4 BYTE 3 BYTE 2 BYTE 1 BYTE 0 +-A 

Odd Byte A 0 Byte 0 Don'teare 
2 Even Word A+l 0 0 Byte 2 Byte 1 
3 Even Byte A+3 0 Don'teare Byte 3 

Other bus cycles (instruction prefetch or slave) can occur here. 

4 Odd Byte A+4 0 1 Byte 4 Don'teare 
S Even Word A+S 0 0 Byte 6 ByteS 
6 Even Byte A+7 0 Don'teare Byte 7 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.3.1 Bit Accesses 

The Bit Instructions perform byte accesses to the byte con
taining the designated bit. The Test and Set Bit instruction 
(SBIT), for example, reads a byte, alters it, and rewrites it, 
having changed the contents of one bit. 

3.4.3.2 Bit Field Accesses 

An access to a Bit Field in memory always generates a Dou
ble-Word transfer at the address containing the least signifi
cant bit of the field. The Double Word is read by an Extract 
instruction; an Insert instruction reads a Double Word, modi
fies it, and rewrites it. 

3.4.3.3 Extending Multiply Accesses 

The Extending Multiply Instruction (MEl) will return a result 
which is twice the size in bytes of the operand it reads. If the 
multiplicand is in memory, the most-significant half of the 
result is written first (at the higher address), then the least
significant half. This is done in order to support retry if this 
instruction is aborted. 

3.4.4 Instruction Fetches 

Instructions for the NS32C016 CPU are "prefetched"; that 
is, they are input before being needed into the next available 
entry of the eight-byte Instruction Queue. The CPU performs 
two types of Instruction Fetch cycles: Sequential and Non
Sequential. These can be distinguished from each other by 
their differing status combinations on pins STO-ST3 (Sec
tion 3.4.2). 
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A Sequential Fetch will be performed by the CPU whenever 
the Data Bus would otherwise be idle and the Instruction 
Queue is not currently full. Sequential Fetches are always 
Even Word Read cycles (Table 3-1). 

A Non-Sequential Fetch occurs as a result of any break in 
the normally sequential flow of a program. Any jump or 
branch instruction, a trap or an interrupt will cause the next 
Instruction Fetch cycle to be Non-Sequential. In addition, 
certain instructions flush the instruction queue, causing the 
next instruction fetch to display Non-Sequential status. Only 
the first bus cycle after a break displays Non-Sequential 
status, and that cycle is either an Even Word Read or an 
Odd Byte Read, depending on whether the destination ad
dress is even or odd. 

3.4.5 Interrupt Control Cycles 

Activating the INT or NMI pin on the CPU will initiate one or 
more bus cycles whose purpose is interrupt control rather 
than the transfer of instructions or data. Execution of the 
Return from Interrupt instruction (RETI) will also cause Inter
rupt Control bus cycles. These differ from instruction or data 
transfers only in the status presented on pins STO-ST3. All 
Interrupt Control cycles are single-byte Read cycles. 

This section describes only the Interrupt Control sequences 
associated with each interrupt and with the return from its 
service routine. For full details of the NS32C016 interrupt 
structure, see Section 3.8. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

TABLE 3-3. Interrupt Sequences 

Cycle Status Address AO High Bus 

A. Non·Maskable Interrupt Control Sequences . 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFF0016 o o Don't Care 

Interrupt Return 

None: Performed through Return from Trap (RETT) instruction. 

B. Non-Vectored Interrupt Control Sequences. 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFE0016 o o Don't Care 

Interrupt Return 

None: Performed through Return from Trap (RETT) instruction. 

e. Vectored Interrupt Sequences: Non-cascaded 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFE0016 o o Don't Care 

Interrupt Return 
1 0110 FFFE0016 o o Don't Care 

D. Vectored Interrupt Sequences: Cascaded 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFE0016 o o Don't Care 

(The CPU here uses the Cascade Index to find the Cascade Address,) 

Low Bus 

Don't Care 

Don't Care 

Vector: 
Range: 0-127 

Vector: Same as 
in Previous In!. 
Ack. Cycle 

Cascade Index: 
range -16 to-1 

2 0101 Cascade 0 1 or 0 or 
Address O' 1 * 

Vector, range 0-255; on appropriate 
half of Data Bus for even/odd address 

Interrupt Return 
1 0110 FFFE0016 o o 

(The CPU here uses the Cascade Index to find the Cascade Address.) 
2 0111 Cascade 0 1 or 0 or 

Address O' 1 * 

Don't Care 

Don't Care 

Cascade Index: 
same as in 
previous In!. 
Ack. Cycle 

Don't Care 

• If the Cascaded ICU Address is Even (AO is low), then the CPU applies HBE high and reads the vector number from bits 0-7 of the Data Bus. 

If the address is Odd (AO is high), then the CPU applies FiBE low and reads the vector number from bits 6-15 of the Data Bus. The vector number may be in the 
range 0-255. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.6 Slave Processor Communication 

In addition to its use as the Address Transiaiion sirap (Sec
tion 3.5.1), the AT /SPC pin is used as the data strobe for 
Slave Processor transfers. In this role, it is referred to as 
Slave Processor Control (SPC). In a Slave Processor bus 
cycle, data is transferred on the Data Bus (ADO-AD15), and 
the status lines STO-ST3 are monitored by each Slave 
Processor in order to determine the type of transfer being 
performed. SPC is bidirectional, but is driven by the CPU 
during all Slave Processor bus cycles. See Section 3.9 for 
full protocol sequences. 

Notes: 

PREVo CYCLE 

PHI I [ 

PHI2 [ 

SPc [ 

ADO-ADI5 [ 

STO-ST3 [ 

ADS [ 

_(3)[ 
DBE 

I T40rTi 

-t--..J 

(I) CPU samples Data Bus here. 

T1 

A ..I\.-. AD(0-15) 0(0-15) 

AT/SPC 
~ 

SPC 

NS32COl8 SLAVE 
CPU PROCESSOR 

STO-ST3 STO-ST3 

TL/EE/8525-21 

FIGURE 3-12. Slave Processor Connections 

T4 
I NEXT CYCLE 

TIORTi I 

TL/EE/8525-22 

(2) DBE and all other NS32C201 TCU bus signals remain inactive because no ADS pulse is received from Ihe CPU. 

FIGURE 3-13. CPU Read from Slave Processor 
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3.4.6.1 Slave Processor Bus Cycles 

A Slave Processor bus cycle always takes exactly two clock 
cycles, labeled T1 and T4 (see Figures 3-13 and 3-14). 
During a Read cycle, SPC is activated at T1, data is sam
pled at T4, and SPC is removed. The Cycle Status pins lead 
the cycle by one clock period, and are sampled at the lead
ing edge of SPC. During a Write cycle, the CPU applies data 
and activates SPC at T1, removing SPC at T 4. The Slave 
Processor latches status on the leading edge of SPC and 
latches data on the trailing edge. 

Since the CPU does not pulse the Address Strobe (ADS), 
no bus signals are generated by the NS32C201 Timing Con
trol Unit. The direction of a transfer is determined by the 
sequence ("protocol") established by the instruction under 

PREVo CYCLE I 
I T40RTi T1 

PHlt [ 

execution; but the CPU indicates the direction on the DDIN 
pin for hardware debugging purposes. 

3.4.6.2 Slave Operand Transfer Sequences 

A Slave Processor operand is transferred in one or more 
Slave bus cycles. A Byte operand is transferred on the 
least-significant byte of the Data Bus (ADO-AD?), and a 
Word operand is transferred on the entire bus. A Double 
Word is transferred in a consecutive pair of bus cycles, 
least-significant word first. A Quad Word is transferred in 
two pairs of Slave cycles, with other bus cycles possibly 
occurring between them. The word order is from least-signif
icant word to most-significant. 

NEXT CYCLE 

T4 T1 OR Ti I 

ADO·ADtS [ 4t:..L.L.L..L..<CL..j'-' \.---t----;-I \. __ -+_ 

STO-ST3 [ 

ADS [ 

ODIN [ 

HBE [~~t:..L.L.L.~~a----r----;~---t-
DBE (2) [ --;I--_~ 

TLlEE/8525-23 

Notes: 

(1) Sla~e Processor samples Data Bus here. 

(2) DBE, being provided by the NS32C20t TCU, remains inactive due to the fact that no pulse is presented on ADS. 
TCU Signals RO, WR and TSO also remain inactive. 

FIGURE 3·14. CPU Write to Slave Processor 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.5 MEMORY MANAGEMENT OPTION 

The NS32C016 CPU, in conjunction with the NS32082 
Memory Management Unit (MMU), provides full support for 
address translation, memory protection, and memory alloca
tion techniques up to and including Virtual Memory. 

3.5.1 Address Translation Strap 

The Bus Interface Control section of the NS32C016 CPU 
has two bus timing modes: With or Without Address Trans
lation. The mode of operation is selected by the CPU by 
sampling the AT /SPC (Address Translation/Slave Proces
sor Control) pin on the rising edge of the RST (Reset) pulse. 
If AT /SPC is sampled as high, the bus timing is as previous-

Iy described in Section 3.4. If it is sampled as low, two 
changes occur: 

1) An extra clock cycle, Tmmu, is inserted into all bus 
cycles except Slave Processor transfers. 

2) The DS/FL T pin changes in function from a Data 
Strobe output (OS) to a Float Command input (FL T). 

The NS32082 MMU will itself pull the CPU AT/SPC pin low 
when it is reset. In non-Memory-Managed systems this pin 
should be pulled up to Vee through a 10 kfl resistor. 

Note that the Address Translation strap does not specifical
ly declare the presence of an NS32082 MMU, but only the 

I T40RTi I Tl Tmmu I T2 T3 T4 I nORTi I 
PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

A16-A23 [ 

ADO-AD15 [ 

ADS [ 

STo-ST3 [ STATUS VALID 

iiiiiN [ 

HBE [ 

ROY [ 
TL/EE/8525-24 

FIGURE 3·15. Read Cycle with Address Translation (CPU Action) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

presence of external address translation circuitry. MMU in
structions will still trap as being undefined unless the 
SETCFG (Set Configuration) instruction is executed to de
clare the MMU instruction set valid. See Section 2.1.3. 

3.5.2 Translated Bus Timing 

Figures 3-15 and 3-16 illustrate the CPU activity during a 
Read cycle and a Write cycle in Address Translation mode. 
The additional T-State, Tmmu, is inserted between Tl and 
T2. During this time the CPU places ADO-AD15 and A16-
A23 into the TRI-STATE® mode, allowing the MMU to as
sert the translated address and issue the physical address 
strobe PAY. T2 through T4 of the cycle are identical to 

their counter-parts without Address Translation, with the ex
ception that the CPU Address lines A16-A23 remain in the 
TRI-STATE condition. This allows the MMU to continue as
serting the translated address on those pins. 

Note that in order for the NS32082 MMU to operate correct
ly, it must be set to the 32C016 mode by forcing A24 high 
during reset. 

Figures 3-17 and 3-18 show a Read cycle and a Write cycle 
as generated by the 32C016/32082/32C201 group. Note 
that with the CPU ADS signal going only to the MMU, and 
with the MMU PAY signal substituting for ADS everywhere 
else, Tmmu through T4 look exactly like Tl through T4 in a 
non-Memory-Managed system. For the connection diagram, 
see Appendix B. 

I T40RTi I T1 Tmmu I T2 T3 T4 

PHil [ 

PHI2 

A16-A23 [ 

ADO·AD15 [ 

ADS [ 

STO·ST3 [ STATUS VALID 

ODIN [ 

HBE [ 

ROV [ 
TLlEE/8525-25 

FIGURE 3·16. Write Cycle with Address Translation (CPU Action) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

NS32C016 CPU BUS SIGNALS 

I T40RTI I T1 Tmmu T2 T3 

PHI 1 [ 
PHI2 [ 

A16-A23 [ 

AOO-A015 [ 

ADS [ 

PAY [ 

STO-ST3 [ 

ODIN [ 

HBE [ 

ROV [ 

AD [ 

TSO [ 

FIGURE 3-17. Memory-Managed Read Cycle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

NS32C016 CPU BUS SIGNALS 

I T4 OR Ti I T1 Tmmu I T2 T3 T4 I T10RTi I 
PHil [ 

PHIZ [ 

Al6-A23 [ 

AOO-A015 [ 

ADS [ 

PAV[ 

STO-S13 [ STATUS VALID NEXT STATUS 

iiDiN[ 

HBE [ VALID 

ROY [ 

NS32C201 TCU BUS SIGNALS 

TSO [ 

TLIEE18525-27 

FIGURE 3·18. Memory-Managed Write Cycle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.5.3 The FL T (Float) Pin 

The FL T pin is used by the CPU for address translation 
support. Activating FL T during Tmmu causes the CPU to 
wait longer than Tmmu for address translation and valida· 
tion. This feature is used occasionally by the NS32082 MMU 
in order to update its internal translation Look·Aside Buffer 
(TLB) from page tables in memory, or to update certain 
status bits within them. 

Figure 3-19 shows the effects of FLT. Upon sampling FLT 
low, late in Tmmu, the CPU enters idle T·States (Tf) during 
which it: 
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1) 

2) 

Sets ADO-AD15, A16-A23 and DDIN to the TRI· 
STATE condition ("floating"). 

Sets HBE low. 

3) Suspends further internal processing of the current in· 
struction. This ensures that the current instruction reo 
mains abortable with retry. (See RST / ABT description, 
Section 3.5.4.) 

Note that the ADO-AD15 pins may be briefly asserted duro 
ing the first idle T·State. The above conditions remain in 
effect until FL T again goes high. See the Timing Specifica· 
tions, Section 4. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.5.4 Aborting Bus Cycles 

The RST / ABT pin, apart from its Reset function (Section 
3.3), also serves as the means to "abort," or cancel, a bus 
cycle and the instruction, if any, which initiated it. An Abort 
request is distinguished from a Resetin that the RST / ABT 
pin is held active for only one clock cycle. 

If RST / ABT is pulled low during Tmmu or n, this signals 
that the cycle must be aborted. The CPU itself will enter T2 
and then Ti, thereby terminating the cycle. Since it is the 
MMU PAY signal which triggers a physical cycle, the rest of 
the system remains unaware that a cycle was started . 

The NS32082 MMU will abort a bus cycle for either of two 
reasons: 

1) The CPU is attempting to access a virtual address 
which is not currently resident in physical memory. The 
reference page must be brought into physical memory 
from mass storage to make it accessible to the CPU. 

2) The CPU is attempting to perform an access which is 
not allowed by the protection level assigned to that 
page. 

When a bus cycle is aborted by the MMU, the instruction 
that caused it to occur is also aborted in such a manner that 
it is guaranteed re-executable later. The information that is 
changed irrecoverably by such a partly-executed instruction 
does not affect its re-execution. 

3.5.4.1 The Abort Interrupt 

Upon aborting an instruction, the CPU immediately performs 
an interrupt through the ABT vector in the Interrupt Table 
(see Section 3.8). The Return Address pushed on the Inter· 
rupt Stack is the address of the aborted instruction, so that 
a Return from Trap (RETTJ instruction will automatically reo 
try it. 

The one exception to this sequence occurs if the aborted 
bus cycle was an instruction prefetch. If so, it is not yet 
certain that the aborted prefetched code is to be executed. 
Instead of causing an interrupt, the CPU only aborts the bus 
cycle, and stops prefetching. If the information in the In
struction Queue runs out, meaning that the instruction will 
actually be executed, the ABT interrupt will occur, in effect 
aborting the instruction that was being fetched. 

3.5.4.2 Hardware Considerations 

In order to guarantee instruction retry, certain rules must be 
followed in applying an Abort to the CPU. These rules are 
followed by the NS32082 Memory Management Unit. 

1) If FL T has not been applied to the CPU, the Abort 
pulse must occur during or before Tmmu. See the Tim
ing SpeCifications, Figure 4-23. 
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2) If FL T has been applied to the CPU, the Abort pulse 
must be applied before the T -State in which FL T goes 
inactive. The CPU will not actually respond to the Abort 
command until FL T is removed. See Figure 4-24. 

3) The Write half of a Read-Modify-Write operand access 
may not be aborted. The CPU guarantees that this will 
never be necessary for Memory Management funtions 
by applying a special RMW status (Status Code 1011) 
during the Read half of the access. When the CPU 
presents RMW status, that cycle must be aborted if it 
would be illegal to write to any of the accessed ad
dresses. 

If RST / ABT is pulsed at any time other than as indicated 
above, it will abort either the instruction currently under exe
cution or the next instruction and will act as a very high-pri
ority interrupt. However, the program that was running at the 
time is not guaranteed recoverable. 

3_6 BUS ACCESS CONTROL 

The NS32C016 CPU has the capability of relinquishing its 
access to the bus upon request from a DMA device or an
other CPU. This capability is implemented on the HOLD 
(Hold Request) and HLDA (Hold Acknowledge) pins. Byas
serting HOLD low, an external device requests access to 
the bus. On receipt of HLDA from the CPU, the device may 
perform bus cycles, as the CPU at this point has set the 
ADO-AD15, A16-A23, ADS, DDIN and HBE pins to the 
TRI-STATE condition. To return control of the bus to the 
CPU, the device sets HOLD inactive, and the CPU acknowl
edges return of the bus by setting HLDA inactive. 

How quickly the CPU releases the bus depends on whether 
it is idle on the bus at the time the HOLD request is made, 
as the CPU must always complete the current bus cycle. 
Figure 3-20 shows the timing sequence when the CPU is 
idle. In this case, the CPU grants the bus during the immedi
ately following clock cycle. Figure 3-21 shows the sequence 
if the CPU is using the bus at the time that the HOLD re
quest is made. If the request is made during or before the 
clock cycle shown (two clock cycles before T 4), the CPU 
will release the bus during the clock cycle following T 4. If 
the request occurs closer to T 4, the CPU may already have 
decided to initiate another bus cycle. In that case it will not 
grant the bus until after the next T4 state. Note that this 
situation will also occur if the CPU is idle on the bus but has 
initiated a bus cycle internally. 

In a Memory-Managed system, the HLDA signal is connect
ed in a daisy-chain through the NS32082, so that the MMU 
can release the bus if it is using it. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

I T, \ Ti \... \ 

PHll[iLrLJ 
Ti Ti \ TiORT4\ TiORT1\ 

PHI2 [ 

HOL6[ 

HLDA [ 

ADs [ 

ODIN [ ---- ~~----------

HBE[ 

ADO-AD15 [ -Lf':.L..<CL..<'--L.<'-f-' 

A16-A23 [ ~""""""""""""'¥' 

STO-ST3 [ -+ ___ ~ ,",,-,,:...<;.,L~ f-L'''"''''''--''I'''"''''''"''''''"'''''-f-<"",,,,''-''--''-''--f' '---I----f--

FIGURE 3-20. HOLD Timing, Bus Initially Idle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

T3 T4 Ti Ti 

PHll[ 

PHI2[ 

HOLD [ 

Hi:i5A[ 

AFFECTED SIGNALS 

ADs [ 

--- ·n---- ----

iii5iN[ -+ ___ +_VA_L_ID_+-___ +_' --- I~--- ----

HBE[ -+ ___ +_V_A_L_ID_+-___ +_' -- 1~-- ----

-- 1~-- ----

A16·A23[ -+ ___ +_VA_L_ID_+-___ +-' 

STO'ST3[ -+-----I----+J 

FIGURE 3-21. HOLD Timing, Bus Initially Not Idle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.7 INSTRUCTION STATUS 

:n addition to the four bits of Bus Cycle status (STO-ST3), 
the NS32C016 CPU also presents Instruction Status infor
mation on three separate pins. These pins differ from STO
ST3 in that they are synchronous to the CPU's internal in
struction execution section rather than to its bus interface 
section. 

PFS (Program Flow Status) is pulsed low as each instruction 
begins execution. It is intended for debugging purposes, and 
is used that way by the NS32082 Memory Management 
Unit. 

U /S originates from the U bit of the Processor Status Regis
ter, and indicates whether the CPU is currently running in 
User or Supervisor mode. It is sampled by the MMU for 
mapping, protection and debugging purposes. Although it is 
not synchronous to bus cycles, there are guarantees on its 
validity during any given bus cycle. See the Timing Specifi
cations, Figure 4-22. 

ILO (Interlocked Operation) is activated during an SBITI (Set 
Bit, Interlocked) or CBITI (Clear Bit, Interlocked) instruction. 
It is made available to external bus arbitration circuitry in 
order to allow these instructions to implement the sema
phore primitive operations for multi-processor communica
tion and resource sharing. As with the U /S pin, there are 
guarantees on its validity during the operand accesses per
formed by the instructions. See the Timing Specification 
Section, Figure 4-20. 

3.S NS32C016 INTERRUPT STRUCTURE 

I NT, on which maskable interrupts may be requested, 

NMI, on which non-maskable interrupts may be request
ed, and 

RST / ABT, which may be used to abort a bus cycle and 
any associated instruction. See Section 3.5.4. 

r~ rr-' 
MEMORY ~ 

/ CASCADE ADDR 0 

· CASCADE TABLE ::: · ~i:: · 
I ,~""""""~ 

CASCADE ADDR " 

CASCADE ADDR 15 

FIXED INTERRUPTS 

AND TRAPS 

In addition, there is a set of internally-generated "traps" 
~Nhich cause interrupt service to be performed as a result 
either of exceptional conditions (e.g., attempted division by 
zero) or of specific instructions whose purpose is to cause a 
trap to occur (e.g., the Supervisor Call instruction). 

3.S.1 Generallnterrupt/Trap Sequence 

Upon receipt of an interrupt or trap request, the CPU goes 
through four major steps: 

1) Adjustment of Registers. 

Depending on the source of the interrupt or trap, the 
CPU may restore and/or adjust the contents of the 
Program Counter (PC), the Processor Status Register 
(PSR) and the currently-selected Stack Pointer (SP). A 
copy of the PSR is made, and the PSR is then set to 
reflect Supervisor Mode and selection of the Interrupt 
Stack. 

2) Saving Processor Status. 

The PSR copy is pushed onto the Interrupt Stack as a 
16-bit quantity. 

3) Vector Acquisition. 

A Vector is either obtained from the Data Bus or is 
supplied by default. 

4) Service Call. 

The Vector is used as an index into the Interrupt Dis
patch Table, whose base address is taken from the 
CPU Interrupt Base (INTBASE) Register. See Figure 
3-22. A 32-bit External Procedure Descriptor is read 
from the table entry, and an Ex1ernal Procedure Call is 
performed using it. The MOD Register (16 bits) and 
Program Counter (32 bits) are pushed on the Interrupt 
Stack. 

~Pj, or-' 

0 NVI N ON-VECTORED INTERRUPT 

1 NMI NON-MASKABLE INTERRUPT 

2 ABT A BORT 

3 SLAVE SLAVE PROCESSOR TRAP 

4 ILL I LLEGAL OPERATION TRAP 

5 SVC S UPERVISOR CALL TRAP REGISTER I 1 
VECTORED t DISPATCH TABLE 

6 DVZ DIVIDE BY ZERO TRAP 

1 INTERRUPTS 1 7 FLG F LAG TRAP 

8 BPT B REAKPOINT TRAP 

9 TRC T RACE TRAP 

10 UNO U NDEFINED INSTRUCTION TRAP 

11-15 ~ t- RESERVED ~ 
16 VECTORED 

INTERRUPTS 

rI.- A. 

TL/EE/8525-31 

FIGURE 3-22. Interrupt Dispatch and Cascade Tables 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

This process is illustrated in Figure 3-23, from the viewpoint 
of the programmer. 

Full sequences of events in processing interrupts and traps 
may be found as follows: 

I RETURN ADDRESS I (PUSH) 

I 

I STATUS 1 MODULE I 
I (PUSH) 

PSR MOD 

INTBASE REGISTER 

l INTERRUPT BASE 

J I VECTOR .4 

f 
DESCRIPTOR 

Interrupt on INT or NMI pin: 
Abort Interrupt: 
Traps (except Trace): 
Trace Trap: 

INTERRUPT 
STACK 

r-------- ------, 
I I 
I I 
I CASCADETABLE I 
I I 
I I 
I 

DISPATCH 
TABLE 

DESCRIPTOR (32 BITS) 

) 

II"" 00----16-----... ,..10_--16----_"1 
OFFSET MODULE 

0 

MOD REGISTER ~ MODULE TABLE 

I NEW MODULE 

I MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

J 

MODULE TiBLE ENTRY 
32 

STATIC BASE POINTER - ---., 

LINK BASE POINTER 

+ PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

PROGRAM COUNTER SBREGISTER 

32 BITS 

32 BITS 

I ENTRY POINT ADDRESS + NEW STATIC BASE -
FIGURE 3·23. Interrupt/Trap Service Routine Calling Sequence 
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I 

Section 3.8.7.1. 
Section 3.8.7.4. 
Section 3.8.7.2. 
Section 3.8.7.3. 

TL/EE/8525-32 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.8.2 Interrupt/Trap Return 

To return controi io an interrupted program, one of two in· 
structions is used. The RETI (Return from Trap) instruction 
(Figure 3-24) restores the PSR, MOD, PC and S8 registers 
to their previous contents and, since traps are often used 
deliberately as a call mechanism for Supervisor Mode pro
cedures, it also discards a specified number of bytes from 
the original stack as surplus parameter space. RETI is used 
to return from any trap or interrupt except the Maskable 
Interrupt. For this, the RETI (Return from Interrupt) instruc
tion is used, which also informs any external Interrupt Con
trol Units that interrupt service has completed. Since inter
rupts are generally asynchronous external events, RETI 
does not pop parameters. See Figure 3-25. 

3.8.3 Maskable Interrupts (The INT Pin) 

The INT pin is a level-sensitive input. A continuous low level 
is allowed for generating multiple interrupt requests. The 

PROGRAM COUNTER 

I RETURN ADDRESS ·1 
STATUS I MODULE 

1 

P5R MOD 

f 
MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

STATIC BASE POINTER - t----, 

LINK BASE POINTER 

PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

SBREGISTER 

STATICBA5E 

(POP) 

(POP) 

POP AND 

DISCARD 

input is maskable, and is therefore enabled to generate in
terrupt requests only \,AJhi!e the Processor Sta1us Register! 
bit is set. The I bit is automatically cleared during service of 
an INT, NMI or Abort request, and is restored to its original 
setting upon return from the interrupt service routine via the 
RETI or RETI instruction. 

The INT pin may be configured via the SETCFG instruction 
as either Non-Vectored (CFG Register bit 1=0) or Vectored 
(bit 1= 1). 

3.8.3.1 Non-Vectored Mode 

In the Non-Vectored mode, an interrupt request on the INT 
pin will cause an Interrupt Acknowledge bus cycle, but the 
CPU will ignore any value read from the bus and use instead 
a default vector of zero. This mode is useful for small sys
tems in which hardware interrupt prioritization is unneces
sary. 

" BYTES 

· · · 
INTERRUPT 

STACK 

MODULE 

TABLE 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

} 32BIT5 

} 32BIT5 

· · · 

,..--------, 

PARAMETERS 

STACK SELECTED 

IN NEWLY· 

POPPEDPSR. 

TL/EE/B525-34 

FIGURE 3-24. Return from Trap (RETI n) Instruction Flow 
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BUS CYCLE 

PROGRAM COUNTER 
(POP) 

RETURN ADDRESS 

INTERRUPT 
CONTROL 

UNIT 

(POP) 
STATUS 1 MODULE -i-----------t-

PSR MOD 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

STATIC BASE POINTER - r-----
LINK BASE POINTER 

PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

STATIC BASE 

SBREGISTER 

INTERRUPT 
STACK 

MODULE 
TABLE 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

) 

FIGURE 3-25. Return from Interrupt (RET I) Instruction Flow 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.8.3.2 Vectored Mode: Non-Cascaded Case 

in the Vectored mode, Ihe CPU uses an interrupt Controi 
Unit (ICU) to prioritize up to 16 interrupt requests. Upon re
ceipt of an interrupt request on the INT pin, the CPU per
forms an "Interrupt Acknowledge, Master" bus cycle (Sec
tion 3.4.2) reading a vector value from the low-order byte of 
the Data Bus. This vector is then used as an index into the 
Dispatch Table in order to find the External Procedure De
scriptor for the proper interrupt service procedure. The serv
ice procedure eventually returns via the Return from Inter
rupt (RETI) instruction, which performs an End of Interrupt 
bus cycle, informing the ICU that it may re-prioritize any in
terrupt requests still pending. The ICU provides the vector 
number again, which the CPU uses to determine whether it 
needs also to inform a Cascaded ICU (see below). 

In a system with only one ICU (16 levels of interrupt), the 
vectors provided must be in the range of 0 through 127; that 
is, they must be positive numbers in eight bits. By providing 
a negative vector number, an ICU flags the interrupt source 
as being a Cascaded ICU (see below). 

3.8.3.3 Vectored Mode: Cascaded Case 

In order to allow up to 256 levels of interrupt, provision is 
made both in the CPU and in the NS32202 Interrupt Control 
Unit (ICU) to transparently support cascading. Figure 3-27 
shows a typical cascaded configuration. Note that the Inter
rupt output from a Cascaded ICU goes to an Interrupt Re
quest input of the Master ICU, which is the only ICU which 
drives the CPU INT pin. 

In a system which uses cascading, two tasks must be per
formed upon initialization: 

1) For each Cascaded ICU in the system, the Master ICU 
must be informed of the line number (0 to 15) on which 
it receives the cascaded requests. 

2) A Cascade Table must be established in memory. The 
Cascade Table is located in a NEGATIVE direction 
from the location indicated by the CPU I nterrupt Base 
(INTBASE) Register. Its entries are 32-bit addresses, 

pointing to the Vector Registers of each of up to 16 
Cascaded !CUs. 

Figure 3-22 illustrates the position of the Cascade Table. To 
find the Cascade Table entry for a Cascaded ICU, take its 
Master ICU line number (0 to 15) and subtract 16 from it, 
giving an index in the range -16 to -1. Multiply this value 
by 4, and add the resulting negative number to the contents 
of the INTBASE Register. The 32-bit entry at this address 
must be set to the address of the Hardware Vector Register 
of the Cascaded ICU. This is referred to as the "Cascade 
Address." 

Upon receipt of an interrupt request from a Cascaded ICU, 
the Master ICU interrupts the CPU and provides the nega
tive Cascade Table index instead of a (positive) vector num
ber. The CPU, seeing the negative value, uses it as an index 
into the Cascade Table and reads the Cascade Address 
from the referenced entry. Applying this address, the CPU 
performs an "Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded" bus cycle 
(Section 3.4.2), reading the final vector value. This vector is 
interpreted by the CPU as an unsigned byte, and can there
fore be in the range of 0 through 255. 

In returning from a Cascaded interrupt, the service proce
dure executes the Return from Interrupt (RETI) instruction, 
as it would for any Maskable Interrupt. The CPU performs 
an "End of Interrupt, Master" bus cycle (Section 3.4.2), 
whereupon the Master ICU again provides the negative 
Cascaded Table index. The CPU, seeing a negative value, 
uses it to find the corresponding Cascade Address from the 
Cascade Table. Applying this address, it performs an "End 
of Interrupt, Cascaded" bus cycle (Section 3.4.2), informing 
the Cascaded ICU of the completion of the service routine. 
The byte read from the Cascaded ICU is discarded. 
Note: If an interrupt must be masked off, the CPU can do so by setting the 

corresponding bit in the Interrupt Mask Register of the Interrupt Con
troller. However, if an interrupt is set pending during the CPU instruc
tion that masks off that interrupt, the CPU may still perform an inter
rupt acknowledge cycle following that instruction since it might have 
sampled the INT line before the leu deasserted it. This CQuid cause 
the leu to provide an invalid vector. To avoid this problem the above 
operation should be performed with the CPU interrupt disabled. 

IRl 

IR3 

IR5 
HARDWARE 

IR7 INTERRUPTS 
OR 

NS32C016 
CPU 

GROUP 

NS32202 IR9 CASCADED 
CONTROLLERS 

IR11 

IRI3 

IR15 
STATUS' 

GOIIRO 

Gl11R2 

G211R4 

G311R6 
INTERRUPTS, 
CASCADED, 

G411R8 OR 
BIT 110 

G511Rl0 

~~g~ESS Cs 
G611R12 

DECODER G711R14 
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FIGURE 3-26. Interrupt Control Unit Connections (16 Levels) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

DATA 

CONTROL 

NS32C016 
CPU ADDR 

GROUP •••••••••• 

STATUS 1 

DATA 

CONTROL 

CASCADED 
ADDR 5 BITS NS32202 

ICU 

STATUS 

FROM 
ADDRESS CS 
DECODER 

FROM 

INT 

MASTER 
NS32202 

ICU 

ADDRESS CS 
DECODER 

HARDWARE 
INTERRUPTS 

INTERRUPTS 
OR 

BIT 110 
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FIGURE 3-27. Cascaded Interrupt Control Unit Connections 

3.8.4 Non-Maskable Interrupt (The NMI Pin) 

The Non-Maskable Interrupt is triggered whenever a falling 
edge is detected on the NMI pin. The CPU performs an 
"Interrupt Acknowledge, Master" bus cycle (Section 3.4.2) 
when processing of this interrupt actually begins. The Inter
rupt Acknowledge cycle differs from that provided for Mask
able Interrupts in that the address presented is FFFF0016. 
The vector value used for the Non-Maskable Interrupt is 
taken as 1, regardless of the value read from the bus. 

The service procedure returns from the Non-Maskable In
terrupt using the Return from Trap (RETT) instruction. No 
special bus cycles occur on return. 

For the full sequence of events in processing the Non
Maskable Interrupt, see Section 3.8.7.1. 
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3.8.5 Traps 

A trap is an internally-generated interrupt request caused as 
a direct and immediate result of the execution of an instruc
tion. The Return Address pushed by any trap except Trap 
(TRC) below is the address of the first by1e of the instruction 
during which the trap occurred. Traps do not disable inter
rupts, as they are not associated with external events. Traps 
recognized by NS32C016 CPU are: 

Trap (SLAVE): An exceptional condition was detected by 
the Floating Point Unit or another Slave Processor during 
the execution of a Slave Instruction. This trap is requested 
via the Status Word returned as pari of the Slave Processor 
Protocol (Section 3.9.1). 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Trap (ILL): Illegal operation. A privileged operation was at
tempted while the CPU was in User Mode (PSR !:lit U = 1). 

Trap (SYC): The Supervisor Call (SVC) instruction was exe
cuted. 
Trap (DYZ): An attempt was made to divide an integer by 
zero. (The FPU trap is used for Floating Point division by 
zero.) 

Trap (FLG): The FLAG instruction detected a "1" in the 
CPU PSR F bit. 

Trap (BPT): The Breakpoint (BPT) instruction was execut
ed. 

Trap (TRC): The instruction just completed is being traced. 
See below. 

Trap (UNO): An undefined opcode was encountered by the 
CPU. 

A special case is the Trace Trap (TRC), which is enabled by 
setting the T bit in the Processor Status Register (PSR). At 
the beginning of each instruction, the T bit is copied into the 
PSR P (Trace "Pending") bit. If the P bit is set at the end of 
an instruction, then the Trace Trap is activated. If any other 
trap or interrupt request is made during a traced instruction, 
its entire service procedure is allowed to complete before 
the Trace Trap occurs. Each interrupt and trap sequence 
handles the P bit for proper tracing, guaranteeing one and 
only one Trace Trap per instruction, and guaranteeing that 
the Return Address pushed during a Trace Trap is always 
the address of the nex1 instruction to be traced. 

3.8.6 Prioritization 

The NS32C016 CPU internally prioritizes simultaneous inter
rupt and trap requests as follows: 

1) Traps other than Trace (Highest priority) 

2) Abort 

3) Non-Maskable Interrupt 

4) Maskable Interrupts 

5) Trace Trap (Lowest priority) 

3.8.7 Interrupt/Trap Sequences: Detail Flow 

For purposes of the following detailed discussion of inter
rupt and trap service sequences, a single sequence called 
"Service" is defined in Figure 3-28. Upon detecting any in
terrupt request or trap condition, the CPU first performs a 
sequence dependent upon the type of interrupt or trap. This 
sequence will include pushing the Processor Status Regis
ter and establishing a Vector and a Return Address. The 
CPU then performs the Service sequence. 

For the sequenced followed in processing either Maskable 
or Non-Maskable Interrupts (on the INT or NMI pins, respec
tively), see Section 3.8.7.1. For Abort interrupts, see Section 
3.8.7.4. For the Trace Trap, see Section 3.8.7.3, and for all 
other traps see Section 3.8.7.2. 

3.8.7.1 MaskablelNon·Maskable Interrupt Sequence 

This sequence is performed by the CPU when the NMI pin 
receives a falling edge, or the INT pin becomes active with 
the PSR I bit set. The interrupt sequence begins either at 
the next instruction boundary or, in the case of the String 
instructions, at the next interruptible point during its execu
tion. 
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1. If a String instruction was interrupted and not yet com
pieted: 

a. Clear the Processor Status Register P bit. 

b. Set "Return Address" to the address of the first 
byte of the interrupted instruction. 

Otherwise, set "Return Address" to the address of the 
next instruction. 

2. Copy the Processor Status Register (PSR) into a tem
porary register, then clear PSR bits S, U, T, P and I. 

3. If the interrupt is Non-Maskable: 

a. Read a byte from address FFFF0016, applying 
Status Code 0100 (Interrupt Acknowledge, Mas
ter: Section 3.4.2). Discard the byte read. 

b. Set "Vector" to 1. 

c. Go to Step 8. 

4. If the interrupt is Non-Vectored: 

a. Read a byte from address FFFF0016, applying 
Status Code 0100 (Interrupt Acknowledge, Mas
ter: Section 3.4.2). Discard the byte read. 

b. Set "Vector" to O. 

c. Go to Step 8. 

5. Here the interrupt is Vectored. Read "Byte" from ad
dress FFFE0016, applying Status Code 0100 (Interrupt 
Acknowledge, Master: Section 3.4.2). 

6. If "Byte" ;0, 0, then set "Vector" to "Byte" and go to 
Step 8. 

7. If "Byte" is in the range -16 through -1, then the 
interrupt source is Cascaded. (More negative values 
are reserved for future use.) Perform the following: 

a. Read the 32-bit Cascade Address from memory. 
The address is calculated as INTBASE + 4· Byte. 

b. Read "Vector," applying the Cascade Address 
just read and Status Code 0101 (Interrupt Ac
knowledge, Cascaded: Section 3.4.2). 

8. Push the PSR copy (from Step 2) onto the Interrupt 
Stack as a 16-bit value. 

9. Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-28. 

Service (Vector, Return Address): 

1) Read the 32-bit External Procedure Descriptor from the Interrupt Dis
patch Table: address is Vector*4+ INTBASE Register contents. 

2) Move the Module field of the Descriptor into the MOD Register. 

3) Read the new Static Base pOinter from the memory address contained 
in MOD, placing it into the S8 Register. 

4) Read the Program Base pointer from memory address MOD + 8, and 
add to it the Offset field from the Descriptor, placing the result in the 
Program Counter. 

5) Flush Queue: Non~sequentially fetch first instruction of Interrupt Rou~ 
tine. 

6) Push MOD Register onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16·bit value. (The 
PSR has already been pushed as a 16·bit value.) 

7) Push the Return Address onto the Interrupt Stack as a 32·bit quantity. 

FIGURE 3·28. Service Sequence 
Invoked during all interrupt/trap sequences 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.8.7.2 Trap Sequence: Traps Other Than Trace 

1) Restore the currently selected Stack Pointer and the 
Processor Status Register to their original values at the 
start of the trapped instruction . 

2) Set "Vector" to the value corresponding to the trap 
type. 

SLAVE: Vector = 3. 

ILL: Vector = 4. 

SVC: Vector = 5. 

DVZ: Vector = 6. 

FLG: Vector = 7. 

BPT: Vector = 8. 

UND: Vector = 10. 

3) Copy the Processor Status Register (PSR) into a tem
porary register, then clear PSR bits S, U, P and T. 

4) Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

5) Set "Return Address" to the address of the first byte of 
the trapped instruction. 

6) Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-28. 

3.8.7.3 Trace Trap Sequence 

1) In the Processor Status Register (PSR), clear the P bit. 

2) Copy the PSR into a temporary register, then clear 
PSR bits S, U and T. 

3) Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

4) Set "Vector" to 9. 
5) Set "Return Address" to the address of the next in-

struction. 

6) Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-28. 

3.8.7.4 Abort Sequence 

1) Restore the currently selected Stack Pointer to its origi
nal contents at the beginning of the aborted instruction. 

2) Clear the PSR P bit. 

3) Copy the PSR into a temporary register, then clear 
PSR bits S, U, T and I. 

4) Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

5) Set "Vector" to 2. 

6) Set "Return Address" to the address of the first byte of 
the aborted instruction. 

7) Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-28. 

3.9 SLAVE PROCESSOR INSTRUCTIONS 

The NS32C016 CPU recognizes three groups of instructions 
as being executable by external Slave Processors: 

Floating Point Instruction Set 

Memory Management Instruction Set 

Custom Instruction Set 
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Each Slave Instruction Set is validated by a bit in the Config
uration Register (Section 2.1.3). Any Slave Instruction which 
does not have its corresponding Configuration Register bit 
set will trap as undefined, without any Slave Processor com
munication attempted by the CPU. This allows software sim
ulation of a non-existent Slave Processor. 

3.9.1 Slave Processor Protocol 

Slave Processor instructions have a three-byte Basic In
struction field, consisting of an ID Byte followed by an Oper
ation Word. The ID Byte has three functions: 

1) It identifies the instruction as being a Slave Processor 
instruction. 

2) It specifies which Slave Processor will execute it. 

3) It determines the format of the following Operation 
Word of the instruction. 

Upon receiving a Slave Processor instruction, the CPU initi
ates the sequence outlined in Figure 3-29. While applying 
Status Code 1111 (Broadcast ID, Section 3.4.2), the CPU 
transfers the ID Byte on the least-significant half of the Data 
Bus (ADO-AD7). All Slave Processors input this byte and 
decode it. The Slave Processor selected by the ID Byte is 
activated, and from this point the CPU is communicating 
only with it. If any other slave protocol was in progress (e.g., 
an aborted Slave instruction), this transfer cancels it. 

The CPU next sends the Operation Word while applying 
Status Code 1101 (Transfer Slave Operand, Section 3.4.2). 
Upon receiving it, the Slave Processor decodes it, and at 
this point both the CPU and the Slave Processor are aware 
of the number of operands to be transferred and their sizes. 
The Operation Word is swapped on the Data Bus; that is, 
bits 0-7 appear on pins AD8-AD15 and bits 8-15 appear 
on pins ADO-AD7. 

Using the Addressing Mode fields within the Operation 
Word, the CPU starts fetching operands and issuing them to 
the Slave Processor. To do so, it references any Addressing 
Mode extensions which may be appended to the Slave 
Processor instruction. Since the CPU is solely responsible 
for memory accesses, these extensions are not sent to the 
Slave Processor. The Status Code applied is 1101 (Transfer 
Slave Processor Operand, Section 3.4.2). 

Status Combinations: 
Send 10 (10): Code 1111 
Xfer Operand (OP): Code 1101 
Read Status (ST): Code 1110 

Step Status Action 
1 ID CPU Send ID Byte. 
2 OP CPU Sends Operation Word. 
3 OP CPU Sends Required Operands. 
4 Slave Starts Execution. CPU Pre-Fetches. 
5 Slave Pulses SPC Low. 
6 ST CPU Reads Status Word. (Trap? Alter Flags?) 
7 OP CPU Reads Results (If Any). 

FIGURE 3-29. Slave Processor Protocol 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

After the CPU has issued the last operand, the Slave Proc
essor starts the actuai execution oi the instruction. Upon 
completion, it will signal the CPU by pulsing SPC low. To 
allow for this, and lor the Address Translation strap lunc
tion, AT ISPC is normally held high only by an internal pull
up device of approximately 5 k!l. 

While the Slave Processor is executing the instruction, the 
CPU is free to preletch instructions into its queue. II it fills 
the queue before the Slave Processor linishes, the CPU will 
wait, applying Status Code 0011 (Waiting lor Slave, Section 
3.4.2). 

Upon receiving the pulse on SPC, the CPU uses SPC to 
read a Status Word lrom the Slave Processor, applying 
Status Code 1110 (Read Slave Status, Section 3.4.2). This 
word has the lormat shown in Figure 3-30. II the Q bit 
("Quit", Bit 0) is set, this indicates that an error was detect
ed by the Slave Processor. The CPU will not continue the 
protocol, but will immediately trap through the Slave vector 
in the Interrupt Table. Certain Slave Processor instructions 
cause CPU PSR bits to be loaded from the Status Word. 

The last step in the protocol is lor the CPU to read a result, 
if any, and transler it to the destination. The Read cycles 
Irom the Slave Processor are performed by the CPU while 
applying Status Code 1101 (Transler Slave Operand, Sec
tion 3.4.2). 

An exception to the protocol above is the LMR (Load Mem
ory Management Register) instruction, and a corresponding 

Custom Slave instruction (LCR: Load Custom Register). In 
executing these instructions, tile protocol ends aiter the 
CPU has issued the last operand. The CPU does not wait lor 
an acknowledgement Irom the Slave Processor, and it does 
not read status. 

3.9.2 Floating Point Instructions 

Table 3-4 gives the protocols lollowed lor each Floating 
Point instruction. The instructions are relerenced by their 
mnemonics. For the bit encodings 01 each instruction, see 
Appendix A. 
The Operand class columns give the Access Class lor each 
general operand, delining how the addressing modes are 
interpreted (see Series 32000 Instruction Set Relerence 
Manual). 

The Operand Issued columns show the sizes 01 the oper
ands issued to the Floating Point Unit by the CPU. "0" indi
cates a 32-bit Double Word. "i" indicates that the instruction 
specilies an integer size for the operand (B = Byte, 
W = Word, 0 = Double Word). "I" indicates that the instruc
tion specifies a Floating Point size lor the operand (F = 32-
bit Standard Floating, L= 64-bit Long Floating). 

The Returned Value Type and Destination column gives the 
size 01 any returned value and where the CPU places it. The 
PSR Bits Aflected column indicates which PSR bits, il any, 
are updated Irom the Slave Processor Status Word (Figure 
3-30). 

TABLE 3-4. Floating Point Instruction Protocols 
Operand 1 Operand 2 

Mnemonic Class Class 

ADDf read.! rmw.! 
SUBf read.! rmw.! 
MULl read.! rmw.f 
DIVI read.1 rmw.1 

MOVI read.1 write.f 
ABSI read.1 write.f 
NEGI read.1 write.f 

CMPf read.! read.f 

FLOORfi read.f write.i 
TRUNCli read.1 write.i 
ROUNDli read.1 write.i 

MOVFL read.F write.L 
MOVLF read.L write.F 

MOVif read.i write.1 

LFSR read.D N/A 
SFSR N/A write.D 

Note: 

D ~ Double Word 

i = integer size (B,W,D) specified in mnemonic. 

c = Custom size (0:32 bits or Q:64 bits) specified in mnemonic. 

>II = Privileged Instruction: will trap if CPU is in User Mode. 

N/ A = Not Applicable to this instruction. 

Operand 1 Operand 2 Returned Value PSR Bits 
Issued Issued Type and Dest. Affected 

f to Op. 2 none 
f to Op. 2 none 
f to Op. 2 none 
I to Op. 2 none 

N/A I to Op. 2 none 
N/A I to Op. 2 none 
N/A f to Op. 2 none 

N/A N,Z,L 

N/A ito Op. 2 none 
N/A ito Op. 2 none 
N/A ito Op. 2 none 

F N/A L to Op. 2 none 
L N/A Fto Op. 2 none 

N/A I to Op. 2 none 

D N/A N/A none 
N/A N/A Dto Op. 2 none 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

15 8 7 

TL/EE/8525-38 

FIGURE 3·30. Slave Processor Status Word Format 

Any operand indicated as being of type "f" will not cause a 
transfer if the Register addressing mode is specified. This is 
because the Floating Point Registers are physically on the 
Floating Point Unit and are therefore available without CPU 
assistance. 

3.9.3 Memory Management Instructions 

Table 3·5 gives the protocols for Memory Management in
structions. Encodings for these instructions may be found in 
Appendix A. 

In executing the RDVAL and WRVAL instructions, the CPU 
calculates and issues the 32·bit Effective Address of the 
single operand. The CPU then performs a single·byte Read 
cycle from that address, allowing the MMU to safely abort 
the instruction if the necessary information is not currently in 
physical memory. Upon seeing the memory cycle complete, 
the MMU continues the protocol, and returns the validation 
result in the F bit of the Slave Status Word . 

The size of a Memory Management operand is always a 32· 
bit Double Word. For further details of the Memory Manage
ment I nstruction set, see the Series 32000 Instruction Set 
Reference Manual and the NS32082 MMU Data Sheet. 

TABLE 3-5. Memory Management Instruction Protocols 
Operand 1 Operand 2 Operand 1 Operand 2 Returned Value PSR Bits 

Mnemonic Class Class Issued Issued Type and Dest. Affected 

RDVAL' addr N/A D N/A N/A F 

WRVAL* addr N/A D N/A N/A F 

LMR* read.D N/A D N/A N/A none 

SMA- write.D N/A N/A N/A D to Op. 1 none 

Note: 

In the ROVAL and WAVAL instructions, the CPU issues the address as a Double Word, and performs a single-byte Read cycle from that memory address. For 
details, see the Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual and the NS32082 Memory Management Unit Data Sheet. 

o ~ Double Word 

• = Privileged Instruction: will trap if CPU is in User Mode. 

N/ A ~ Not Applicable to this instruction. 

._---------_._--_. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.9.4 Custom Slave Instructions 

Piovided in the NS32C016 is the capability of communicat· 
ing with a user-defined, "Custom" Slave Processor. The in
struction set provided for a Custom Slave Processor defines 
the instruction formats, the operand classes and the com
munication protocol. Left to the user are the interpretations 
of the Op Code fields, the programming model of the Cus
tom Slave and the actual types of data transferred. The pro
tocol specifies only the size of an operand, not its data type. 

Table 3-6 lists the relevant information for the Custom Slave 
instruction set. The designation "c" is used to represent an 

operand which can be a 32-bit ("D") or 64-bit ("Q") quantity 
~n any format; the s!ze is determtned by the suffix on the 
mnemonic. Similarly, an "i" indicates an integer size (Byte, 
Word, Double Word) selected by the corresponding mne
monic suffix. 

Any operand indicated as being of type 'c' will not cause a 
transfer if the register addressing mode is specified. It is 
assumed in this case that the slave processor is already 
holding the operand internally. 

For the instruction encodings, see Appendix A. 

TABLE 3-6. Custom Slave Instruction Protocols 
Operand 1 Operand 2 Operand 1 Operand 2 Returned Value PSR Bits 

Mnemonic Class Class Issued Issued Type and Dest. Affected 

CCALOc read.c rmw.c c c c to Op. 2 none 

CCAL1c read.c rmw.C c c cto Op. 2 none 

CCAL2c read.c rmw.C c c cto Op. 2 none 

CCAL3c read.c rmw.c c c ctoOp.2 none 

CMOVOc read.c write.c c N/A cto Op. 2 none 

CMOV1c read.c write.c c N/A c to Op. 2 none 

CMOV2c read.c write.c c N/A c to Op. 2 none 
CMOV3c read.c write.c c N/A c to Op. 2 none 

CCMPOc read.c read.c c c N/A N,Z,L 

CCMP1c read.c read.c c c N/A N,Z,L 

CCVOci read.c write.i c N/A ito Op. 2 none 

CCV1ci read.c write.i c N/A ito Op. 2 none 

CCV2ci read.c write.i c N/A ito Op. 2 none 
CCV3ic readi write.c N/A cto Op. 2 none 
CCV4DQ read.D write.Q D N/A QtoOp.2 none 

CCV5QD read.Q write.D Q N/A D to Op. 2 none 

LCSR read.D N/A D N/A N/A none 

SCSR N/A write.D N/A N/A DtoOp.2 none 

CATSTO* addr N/A D N/A N/A F 

CATST1 * addr N/A D N/A N/A F 

LCR* read.D N/A D N/A N/A none 

SCR* writeD N/A N/A N/A D to Op.1 none 

Notes: 

D ~ Double Word 

i = integer size (B,W,D) specified in mnemonic. 

f = Floating Point type (F,L) specified in mnemonic. 

NI A = Not Applicable to this instruction. 
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4.0 Device Specifications 
4.1 NS32C016 PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

The following is a brief description of all NS32C016 pins. 
The descriptions reference portions of the Functional De· 
scription, Section 3. 

4.1.1 Supplies 

Logic Power (V cell: + 5V positive supply for on·chip logic . 
Section 3.1. 

Buffer Power (Vees): + 5V positive supply for on·chip out· 
put buffers. Section 3.1. 

Logic Ground (GNDL): Ground reference for on·chip logic. 
Section 3.1. 

Buffer Ground (GNDB): Ground reference for on·chip driv· 
ers connected to output pins. Section 3.1. 

4.1.2 Input Signals 

Clocks (PHil, PHI2): Two·phase clocking signals. Section 
3.2. 
Ready (ROY): Active high. While RDY is inactive, the CPU 
extends the current bus cycle to provide for a slower memo
ry or peripheral reference. Upon detecting RDY active, the 
CPU terminates the bus cycle. Section 3.4.1. 

Hold Request (HOLD): Active low. Causes the CPU to re
lease the bus for DMA or multiprocessing purposes. Section 
3.6. 
Note: If the HOLD signal is generated asynchronously, its set up and hold 

times may be violated. In this case it is recommended to synchronize 
it with CTTL to minimize the possibility of metastable states. 

The CPU provides only one synchronization stage to minimize the 
HLDA latency. This is to avoid speed degradations in cases of heavy 
HOLD activity (i.e. DMA controller cycles interleaved with CPU cy~ 
cles). 

Interrupt (I NT): Active low. Maskable Interrupt request. 
Section 3.8. 

Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI): Active low. Non-Maskable 
Interrupt request. Section 3.8. 

Reset/Abort (RST/ABT): Active low. If held active for one 
clock cycle and released, this pin causes an Abort Com
mand, Section 3.5.4. If held longer, it initiates a Reset, Sec
tion 3.3. 

4.1.3 Output Signals 

Address Bits 16-23 (A 16-A23): These are the most sig
nificant 8 bits of the memory address bus. Section 3.4. 

Address Strobe (ADS): Active low. Controls address latch
es; indicates start of a bus cycle. Section 3.4. 

Data Direction In (ODIN): Active low. Status signal indicat
ing direction of data transfer during a bus cycle. Section 3.4. 

High Byte Enable (HBE): Active low. Status signal enabling 
transfer on the most significant byte of the Data Bus. Sec
tion 3.4; Section 3.4.3. 
Nole: In the current NS32C016, the HBE signal is forced low by the CPU 

when FL T is asserted by the MMU. However, in future revisions of the 
CPU, HBE will no longer be affected by FL T. Therefore, in a memory 
managed system, an external 'AND' gate is required. This is shown in 
Figure B~ 1 in Appendix B. 
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Status (STO-ST3): Active high. Bus cycle status code, STO 
least significant. Section 3.4.2. Encodings are: 

OOOO-idle: CPU Inactive on Bus. 

0001-ldle: WAIT Instruction. 

0010-(Reserved) 

0011-ldle: Waiting for Slave. 

01 OO-Interrupt Acknowledge, Master. 

0101-lnterrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded. 

0110-End of Interrupt, Master. 

0111-End of Interrupt, Cascaded. 

1000-Sequential Instruction Fetch. 

1001-Non-Sequentiallnstruction Fetch. 

1010-Data Transfer. 

lOll-Read Read-Modify-Write Operand. 

1100-Read for Effective Address. 
1101-Transfer Slave Operand. 

1110-Read Slave Status Word. 

l111-Broadcast Slave ID. 

Hold Acknowledge (HLDA): Active low. Applied by the 
CPU in response to HOLD input, indicating that the bus has 
been released for DMA or multiprocessing purposes. Sec
tion 3.6. 

User/Supervisor (U/S): User or Supervisor Mode status. 
Section 3.7. High state indicates User Mode, low indicates 
Supervisor Mode. Section 3.7. 

Interlocked Operation (ILO): Active low. Indicates that an 
interlocked instruction is being executed. Section 3.7. 

Program Flow Status (PFS): Active Low. Pulse indicates 
beginning of an instruction execution. Section 3.7. 

4.1.4 Input-Output Signals 

Address/Data 0-15 (ADO-AD15): Multiplexed Address/ 
Data information. Bit 0 is the least significant bit of each. 
Section 3.4. 

Address Translation/Slave Processor Control 
(AT/SPC): Active low. Used by the CPU as the data strobe 
output for Slave Processor transfers; used by Slave Proces
sors to acknowledge completion of a slave instruction. Sec
tion 3.4.6; Section 3.9. Sampled on the rising edge of Reset 
as Address Translation Strap. Section 3.5.1. 

In non-memory-managed systems this pin should be pulled 
up to Vee through a 10 kll resistor. 

Data Strobe/Float (DS/FL T): Active low. Data Strobe out
put, Section 3.4, or Float Command input, Section 3.5.3. Pin 
function is selected on AT /SPC pin, Section 3.5.1. 



4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.2 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Specifications for Military I Aerospace products are not 
contained in this data sheet. Refer to the associated 
reliability electrical test specifications document. 

Note: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond 
which permanent damage may occur. Continuous operation 
at these limits is not intended; operation should be limited to 
those conditions specified under Electrical Characteristics. 

Temperature Under Bias O°C to + 70°C 

Storage Temperature 

All Input or Output Voltages with 

Respect to GND 

Power Dissipation 

-0.5Vto +7V 

1.5 Watt 

4.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS: TA = -40°C to + 85°C, Vee = 5V ± 10%, GND = OV 

Symbol 

VIH 

Vil 

VeH 

Vel 

VeRT 

VOH 

VOL 

IllS 

II 

IO(OFF) 

lee 

Parameter 

Logical 1 Input Voltage 

Logical 0 Input Voltage 

Logical 1 Clock Voltage 

Logical 0 Clock Voltage 

Clock Input 
Ringing Tolerance 

Logical 1 Output Voltage 

Logical 0 Output Voltage 

AT ISPC Input Current (low) 

Input Load Current 

Output Leakage Current 
Output Pins in TRI-STATE 
condition 

Active Supply Current 

Connection Diagram 

Conditions 

PHil, PHI2 pins only 

PHil, PHI2 pins only 

PHil, PHI2 pins only 

IOH = - 400 I-'A 

IOl = 2 mA 

VIN = OAV, AT ISPC in input mode 

o ,;; VIN ,;; Vee, All inputs except 
PHil, PHI2, AT/SPC 

004 ,;; VOUT ,;; Vee 

lOUT = 0, TA = 25°C 

Dual-In-Line Package 

A2~E~§vCCL 

~~~§~ ~;§~ 
A17{§ 6 43 P STO 
A16 7 42 ~ ST1 

A01S 8 41 g 5T2 

A014: § 9 40 g 513 
AD1J 10 39 P PFS 

A012 11 38 ~ ODIN 

AOl1 C 12 NS32C016 37 g AD':; 

A010~ 13 CPU 36 ~ ~s_ 
A09 E 14 35 P AT/spe 
ADS ~ 15 34 g RST/ABT 

AD7 E 16 33 §OSfFLT 
AD6 ~ 17 32 HBE 
ADS ~ 18 31 HlOA 

AD~ ~ 19 30 ~ HOLD 
AD3 c:: 20 29 ~ VCCB 

AD2~ 21 28 ~ ROY 

AD~ ~ 22 27 ~ PHI2 
ADO C 23 26 g PHil 

GNOL c: 24 25 P GNDB 

Top View 

FIGURE 4-1 
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Min 

2.0 

-0.5 

0.90 Vee 

-0.5 

-0.5 

0.90 Vee 

0.05 

-20 

-20 

TLlEE18525-2 

Typ Max Units 

Vee + 0.5 V 

0.8 V 

Vee + 0.5 V 

0.10 Vee V 

0.6 V 

V 

0.10 Vee V 

1.0 mA 

20 

20 

70 mA 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

4.4.1 Definitions 
All the timing specifications given in this section refer to 
15% or 85% of Vee on the rising or falling edges of the 
clock phases PHil and PHI2, and all output signals; to 30% 
or 70% of Vee on all the CMOS input signals, and to 0.8V or 
2.0V on all the TTL input signals as illustrated in Figures 4-2 
and 4-3 unless specifically stated otherwise. 

PH In [ _,"\l1' ... 0::;..9:..;V:.:;CC:;... _____ _ JJ 0.1 Vee 

SIG2 [ I tSIG2h ·l_o:.~c~ ____ _ 
TL/EE/8525-39 

FIGURE 4-2. Timing Specification Standard 
(CMOS Output Signals) 

4.4.2 Timing Tables 

ABBREVIATIONS: 

L.E. - leading edge 

T.E. - trailing edge 

R.E. - rising edge 

F.E. - falling edge 

PH In [ _______ ....::0;.:..9.:.:VC:.::.C~1V 50% 
0.1 Vcc f"\.:.:.,; -

SIGl [ 0.8V \7 - - --

[ 2.0V t 
SIG2 ____ ....t~ ______ :1:2~ 

TL/EE/8525-40 

FIGURE 4-3. Timing Specification Standard 
(TTL Input Signals) 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32C016-6, NS32C016-10 and NS32C016-15 
Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF, on the address/ data bus signals and 50 pF on all other signals. 

NS32C016-6 NS32C016-10 NS32C016-15 
Reference/Conditions f-....:.-;---+-~~r----=--:..:.....j-:..:.:..:.::..::,.::..:--=--:..:....J Units Description Name Figure 

4-4 Address bits 0-15 valid 

4-4 Address bits 0-15 hold 

tDv 4-4 Data valid (write cycle) 

4-4 Data hold (write cycle) 

4-4 Address bits 16-23 valid 

4-4 Address bits 16-23 hold 

after R.E., PHil Tl 

after R.E., PHil 
Tmmu orT2 

after R.E., PHil T2 

after R.E., PHil 
next Tl or Ti 

after R.E., PHil Tl 

after R.E., PHil 
nextTl orTi 

tALADSs 4-5 Address bits 0-15 set up before ADS T.E. 

tAHADSs 4-5 Address bits 16-23 set up before ADS T.E. 

tALADSh 4-9 Address bits 0-15 hold after ADS T.E. 

tAHADSh 4-9 Address bits 16-23 hold after ADS T.E. 

tALI 4-5 Address bits 0-15 floating after R.E., PHil T2 
(noMMU) 

tALMf 4-9 Address bits 0-15 floating after R.E., PHil 
Tmmu (with MMU) 

tAHMf 4-9 Address bits 16-23 floating after R.E., PHil 

tHBEv 4-4 HBE signal valid 

tHBEh 4-4 HBE signal hold 

tSTv 4-4 Status (STO-ST3) valid 

tSTh 4-4 Status (STO-ST3) hold 

tDDINv 4-5 DDIN signal valid 

Tmmu (with MMU) 

after R.E., PHil Tl 

after R.E., PHil 
next Tl orTi 

after R.E., PHil T4 
(before Tl, see note) 

after R.E., PHil T4 
(after Tl) 

after R.E., PHil Tl 
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Min Max 

80 

5 

80 

o 

85 

o 

25 

25 

10 

10 

25 

25 

25 

95 

o 

75 

o 

110 

Min Max Min Max 

50 35 ns 

5 5 ns 

50 38 ns 

o o ns 

50 35 ns 

o o ns 

25 20 ns 

25 20 ns 

10 6 ns 

10 6 ns 

25 18 ns 

25 23 ns 

25 23 ns 

70 38 ns i 

o o ns 

45 38 ns 

o o ns 

65 38 ns 



4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32C01S-S, NS32C01S-10 and NS32C01S-15 (Continued) 

z en w 
I\) 

o 
o ...... 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
I _NS_3_2,C_O_1S_-_S-t-N_S_32_C,O_1_S-_1_0t-N_S_3_2..,CO_1_S_-1-15 cP 
r Units Q) 

tOOINh 4-5 ODIN signal hold 

4-4 ADS signal active (low) 

tAOSia 4-4 ADS signal inactive 

4-4 ADS pulse width 

tOSa 4-4 OS signal active (low) 

tOSia 4-4 OS signal inactive 

4-6 AOO-A015 floating 

4-6 A 16-A23 floating 

tOSt 4-6 OS floating (caused by HOLD) 

tAOSt 4-6 ADS floating (caused by HOLD) 

tHBEt 4-6 HBE floating (caused by HOLD) 

tOOINt 4-6 ODIN floating (caused by HOLD) 

tHlOAa 4-6 HLDA signal active (low) 

tHLDAia 4-8 HLDA signal inactive 

tOSr 4-8 OS signal returns from floating 

tHBEr 

(caused by HOLD) 

4-8 ADS signal returns from floating 
(caused by HOLD) 

4-8 HBE signal returns from floating 
(caused by HOLD) 

tOOINr 4-8 ODIN signal returns from floating 
(caused by HOLD) 

after R.E., PHI1 
nextT10rTi 

after R.E., PHI1 T1 

after R.E., PHI2 T1 

at 10% Vcc (both edges) 

after R.E., PHI1 T2 

after R.E., PHI1 T4 

after R.E., PHI1 T1 
(caused by HOLD) 

after R.E., PHI1 T1 
(caused by HOLD) 

after R.E., PHI1 Ti 

after R.E., PHI1 Ti 

after R.E., PHI1 Ti 

after R.E., PHI1 Ti 

after R.E., PHI1 Ti 

after R.E., PHI1 Ti 

after R.E., PHI1 Ti 

after R.E., PHI1 Ti 

after R.E., PHI1 Ti 

after R.E., PHI1 Ti 

tOOINt 4·9 ODIN signal floating (caused by FL T) after FL T F.E. 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

° ° ° ns 

55 35 26 ns 

60 45 34 ns 

50 30 25 ns 

70 45 30 ns 

60 40 30 ns 

40 25 18 ns 

40 25 18 ns 

90 55 40 ns 

90 55 40 ns 

90 55 40 ns 

90 55 40 ns 

100 75 23 ns 

100 75 23 ns 

90 55 40 ns 

90 55 40 ns 

90 55 40 ns 

90 55 40 ns 

80 50 22 ns 

tHBEI 4-9 HBE signallow . .....:(c._a_u_se_d---'by'--FL_T..:.)_-+a_f_te_r_F_L T_F_.E_. _____ +-_-+_1 0_0-l __ +_6_5_+-_-+_2_2-+_ns_ 

tOOINr 4-10 ODIN signal returns from floating after FL T R.E. 
(caused by FL T) 75 

tHBEr 4-10 HBE signal returns from low 
(caused by FL T) 

after FL T R.E. 
90 

after R.E., PHI1 T1 50 

50 

tSPCnt 4-15 SPC output nonforcing after R.E., PHI2 T4 20 

tov 4-13 Data valid (slave processor write) after R.E., PHI1 T1 80 

tOh 4-13 Data hold (slave processor write) after R.E., PHI1 next T1 or Ti ° 

50 

75 

35 

35 

10 

50 

° ° 

22 

22 

26 

26 

8 

38 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

I :tPFS~: 4-18 ~.f __ s_e __ w_id_t_h ______ -1_at_1_0_01<_o_V..::C:.:::Cc.:(_bo_t_h_e_d.::;g_es..:.)_+-_7_0-l __ -+_70_+-_-I_4_5---'f-_+_n_s_ 

tPFSa 4-,8 PFS pulse active (low) after R.E., PHI2 

tPFSia 4-18 PFS pulse inactive 

tllOs 4-20a I LO signal setup 

tlLOh 4-20b ILO signal hold 

~-lo-a--+I-4--;t]lC5 signal active (low) 

after R.E., PHI2 

before R.E., PHI1 T1 of first 
interlocked write cycle 

after R.E., PHI1 T3 of last 
interlocked read cycle 

after R.E., PHI1 
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30 

10 

70 50 38 ns 

70 50 38 ns 

30 30 ns 

10 7 ns 

70 55 35 ns 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32C016-6, NS32C016-10 and NS32C016-15 (Continued) 

NS32C016-6 NS32C016-10 NS32C016-15 
Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions Units 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tlLOia 4·21 ILO signal inactive after R.E., PHil 70 55 35 ns 

tUSv 4-22 U/S signal valid aiter R.E., PHil T4 70 45 30 ns 

tUSh 4-22 U/S signal hold aiter R.E., PHil T4 10 10 6 ns 

tNSPF 4-19b Nonsequential fetch to after R.E., PHil Tl 
4 4 4 tcp next PFS clock cycle 

tpFNS 4-19a PFS clock cycle to next before R.E., PHI1 Tl 
4 4 4 tcp 

nonsequential fetch 

tLXPF 4-29 Last operand transfer of before R.E., PHil Tl of first 

an instruction to next bus cycle of transfer 0 0 0 tcp 
PFS clock cycle 

Note: Every memory cycle starts with T4, during which Cycle Status is applied. If the CPU was idling, the sequence will be: ". . . Ti, T4. T1. _ .".If the CPU was 
not idling, the sequence will be: " ... T4, T1 ... ". 

4.4.2.2 Input Signal Requirements: NS32C016-6, NS32C016-10 and NS32C016-15 

NS32C016-6 NS32C016-10 NS32CO 16-15 
Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions Units 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tpWR 4·25 Power stable to RST R.E. after V cc reaches 4.5V 50 50 33 !,-S 

tDls 4·5 Data in setup (read cycle) before F.E., PHI2 T3 20 10 10 ns 

tDlh 4·5 Data in hold (read cycle) after F.E., PHil T4 10 10 6 ns 

tHLDa 4-6 HOLD active (low) setup before F.E., PHI2 TXl 
25 25 17 

time (see note) 
ns 

tHLDia 4-8 HOLD inactive setup time before F.E., PHI2 Ti 25 25 17 ns 

tHLDh 4-6 HOLD hold time after R.E., PHil TX2 0 0 0 ns 

tFLTa 4-9 FL T active (low) setup time before F.E., PHI2 Tmmu 25 25 17 ns 

tFLTia 4-10 FL T inactive setup time before F.E., PHI2 T2 25 25 17 ns 

tRDYs 4-11,4-12 ROY setup time before F.E., PHI2 T2 or T3 25 15 10 ns 

tRDYh 4-11,4·12 ROY hold time after F.E., PHil T3 0 0 0 ns 

tA8Ts 4-23 ABT setup time before F.E., PHI2 Tmmu 
30 20 13 

(FL T inactive) 
ns 

tA8Ts 4-24 ABT setup time before F.E .• PHI2 Tf 
20 13 

(FL T active) 
30 ns 

tA8Th 4-23 ABT hold time after R.E., PHil 0 0 0 ns 

tRSTs 4-25,4·26 RST setup time before F.E., PHil 20 10 8 ns 

tRSTw 4-26 RST pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 64 64 64 tcp 

tiNTs 4-27 INT setup time before R.E., PHil 20 20 15 ns 

tNMlw 4-28 NMI pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 70 70 50 ns 

tDls 4-14 Data setup before F.E., PHI2 Tl 
20 10 10 

(slave read cycle) 
ns 

tDlh 4-14 Data hold after R.E., PHil T4 
10 10 7 I 

(slave read cycle) 
ns 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.2 Input Signal Requirements: NS32C016-6, NS32C016-10 and NS32C016-15 (Continued) 

NS32C016-6 NS32C016-10 NS32C016-15 
Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions Units 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tSPCd 4-15 SPC pulse delay after R.E., PHI2 T4 
17 13 10 

from slave 
ns 

tsPCs 4-15 SPC setup time before F.E., PHil 42 32 25 ns 

tsPCw 4-15 SPC pulse width from at 0.8V (both edges) 
slave processor 30 20 20 ns 
(async. input) 

tATs 4-16 AT /SPC setup for before R.E., PHil of cycle 
address translation during which RST pulse 1 1 1 tcp 
strap is removed 

tATh 4-16 AT /SPC hold for after F.E., PHil of cycle 
address translation during which RST pulse 2 2 2 tcp 
strap is removed 

Note: This setup time is necessary to ensure prompt acknowledgement via HLDA and the ensuing floating of CPU eft the buses. Note that the time from the receipt 
of the HOLD signal until the CPU floats is a function of the time HOLD signal goes low, the state of the ROY input (in MMU systems), and the length of the current 
MMU cycle. 

4.4.2.3 Clocking Requirements: NS32C016-6, NS32C016-10 and NS32C016-15 

NS32C016-6 NS32C016-10 NS32C016-15 
Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions Units 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tClr 4-17 PHil, PHI2 rise time 10%t090%Vcc 
9 7 5 

on R.E., PHil, PHI2 
ns 

tCLI 4-17 PHil, PHI2 fall time 90% to 10% VCC 
9 7 5 

on F.E., PHil, PHI2 
ns 

tcp 4-17 Clock period R.E., PHil, PHI2 to 
160 2000 100 2000 66 2000 

next R.E., PHil, PHI2 
ns 

tClw(1,2) 4-17 PHil, PHI2 At2.0V 
0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 

pulse width on PHil, PHI2 
(both edges) 

-14 ns -10 ns -6 ns 

tClh(1,2) 4-17 PHil, PHI2 At 90% VCC 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 
High Time on PHil, PHI2 -18 ns -15 ns -10 ns 

tnOVl(1,2) 4-17 Non-overlap time At 10% VCC 
0 6 

on PHil, PHI2 
0 7 0 7 ns 

lnOVlas Non-overlap asymmetry At 10% VCC 
-4 4 -4 4 -3 3 ns 

(tnOVl(1) - tnOVl(2» on PHil, PHI2 

tClwas PHil, PHI2 asymmetry At2.0V 
-5 5 -5 5 -3 3 

(tClw(1) - tClw(2» on PHil, PHI2 
ns 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.3 Timing Diagrams 

ADO-15 [ 

Al6-23 [ 

T1 T2 T3 T4 

STO-3 [-+ ____ -+ __ V_A_Ll_O_+ ___ -=:.:r--;r '1_NE_X_T __ _ 

[ 
-+-------{~IDSa 

os ~------+_--------n 
RDY [ 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

ADD-15 [ 

AI6-23 [ 

ADS [ 

HBE [ 

DoiN[ 

STOo3 [ 

os[ 
RDY [ 

T1 

--D 
-< ADDRESS 

=1><~IAHAD5' 
-r.,~ 

IALADS. 

=tx 

-~ 
IDDINv 

(HIGH) 
I 

FIGURE 4-4. Write Cycle 

T2 T3 

r- n 
~ 
~ DATA IN 

lAt. ~ 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

'" 
(HIGH) 

FIGURE 4-5. Read Cycle 
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T4 
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I ~1Dth 

>C 

>C 
/' 

1----11 DOtNh 

N"S~A¥~~L" 

TL/EE/8525-4l 

TL/EE/8525-42 



4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

TXl TX2 

PHI1 [ 

PHI2 [ ---1 __ .... 

T4 

tDSf 

tHBEf 
tAOSf 
tOOINf 

Ti Ti Ti 

HBE [ 
ODIN -If-----+------+-------jf--.../ - - - - (FLOATING, - - --

ADO-1S [---1I------+------t-------1I----"\I I~~ _________ L ____ _ 

A16-23 [---1---1----+------+-------1'--' 

(FLOATING) 

tAHf I 
(FL01TING) 

I 

FIGURE 4-6. Floating by HOLD Timing (CPU Not Idle Initially) 
TL/EE/8S2S-43 

Note that whenever the CPU is not idling (not in Ti), the HOLD request (HOLD low) must be active tHLDa before the falling edge of PHI2 of the clock cycle that 
appears two clock cycles before T4 (TX1) and stay low until tHLDh after the rising edge of PHil of the clock cycle that precedes T4 (TX2) for the request to be 
acknowledged. 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

HOLD [ 

J-~~~-

TLlEE/8525-44 

FIGURE 4-7. Floating by HOLD Timing (CPU Initially Idle) 
Note that during Ti1 the CPU is already idling. 
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TI TI TI T4 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

HOLD [ 

HLDA [ -t----+..J 

OS 
ADS 

HBE [ 
ODIN -

At6-23 [ _ 
ADD-t5 

(HIGH) 

(FLOATING) 

(FLOATING) 

TLlEE/8S2S-80 

FIGURE 4-8. Release from HOLD 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

CPU STATES T1 TMMU Tf Tf 

MMU STATES [ 

PHil 

PHI2 [ 

FLT [ 

ADO·1S [ 
(CPU) 

A16·23 [ 
(CPU) 

ADS [ 
(CPU) 

ODIN [ 
(CPU) 

-HBE [ 

(FORCING LOW) 

TL/EE/8525-46 

*Note: In future higher speed versions of the NS32C016, HBE will no longer be affected by FLT. See Figure 8-1 in Appendix 8 for the required modification to the 
interface logic. 

FIGURE 4-9. FL T Initiated Cycle Timing 

CPU STATES Tf T2 T3 T4 

MMU STATES Tmmu 

PHI1 [ 

PHI2 [-<I-_~ 
m[ (MMU) tFLTia 

A16-23 [ 
(CPU) - (FLOAi1NG.~Ri"vENBYMMu) -------t-----

IODINr i5DiN 
(CPU) [ __ 

ADs [ 
(CPU) 

HBE[~_r __ ~~----_r----~----__ 
TL/EE/8525-47 

Note that when FLT is deasserted the CPU restarts driving ODIN before the MMU releases it. This, however, does not cause any conflict, since both CPU and MMU 
force ODIN to the same logic level. 

FIGURE 4-10. Release from FLT Timing 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

ROY [ 

TLlEE/8525-48 

FIGURE 4-11. Ready Sampling (CPU Initially READY) 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

Inn I n 
PHil I n n n 

~ ~ L· ____ ~' ~' ____ ~ ~' ____ _ 

PHI2 [ + __ --' 

RDY [ -+ ____ J 

FIGURE 4-12. Ready Sampling (CPU Initially NOT READY) 

I T1 I T4 I 

TL/EE/8525-49 

PHI1[~ I T1 I T4 I 
PHI1[JLSLJ 

PHI2 [ I 

ADO·'S [ 

SPC [ 

ODIN [ 

STO'3 [ 

Ai5S[ (HIGH) 
I 

TLlEE/8525-50 

PHI2 [ 

ADO-1S [ 

sPc [ 
(CPU) 

I 

DATA (FROM SLAVE),-_-t_ 

ODIN [ -+.....lo.. ___ -+ ____ -+_ 

ST0-3 [-+_S_T_A_TU_S_V_A_L_ID-t-J '-----r--

ADS [ 

FIGURE 4·<3. Slave Processor Write Timing 
TL/EE/8525-51 

FIGURE 4-14. Slave Processor Read Timing 

T1 T4 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ -1-__ --' 

SPC [ 
(FROM CPU) 

(FROM SLA~E1 [- ---------------- ------

FIGURE 4-15. SPC Timing 

After transferring last operand to a Slave Processor, CPU turns 
OFF driver and holds SPC high with internal 5 kD. pullup. 

FIGURE 4-16. Reset Configuration Timing 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

PHI1 [ 

PHI2[ _______ ~ 

tnOVL(2) 

TLlEE/8525-54 

FIGURE 4-17. Clock Waveforms 

TLlEE/8525-55 

FIGURE 4-18. Relationship of PFS to Clock Cycles 

T1 

PHI1 [ 

~[b / tpFNS .1 
ST()'3 [ X CODE 1001 

TLlEE/8525-56 

FIGURE 4-19a. Guaranteed Delay, PFS to Non-Sequential Fetch 

I T1 I T2 I ••• I I I I 
PHI1LrLSLJ~~ 

ADS [ -rv /I 
IJ 

STQ.3 [ CODE 1001 II 
/I 

tNSPF 
TL/EE/8525-57 

FIGURE 4-19b. Guaranteed Delay, Non-Sequential Fetch to PFS 
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,--------------------------------------------------------------------------, z 
4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

Aoi[ 

ADs [ 

TJ OR Ti T40RTi 1"2 

FIGURE 4-20a. Relationship of ILO to First Operand Cycle 
of an Interlocked Instruction 

I T30RT; I T40RTi I T1 T2 T3 T4 

ILO[ ________________ +-____________ ~~ 

FIGURE 4-20b. Relationship of ILO to Last Operand Cycle 
of an Interlocked Instruction 

FIGURE 4-21. Relationship of ILO to Any Clock Cycle 

I T30RT; I T40RTi I T1 T2 T3 

UIS[~~~~~V ~---+----------------------~ 
FIGURE 4-22. U/S Relationship to Any Bus Cycle

Guaranteed Valid Interval 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 
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FIGURE 4-23. Abort Timing, FL T Not Applied 
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FIGURE 4-24. Abort Timing, FL T Applied 
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FIGURE 4-25. Power-On ReBet 
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FIGURE 4-26. Non-Power-On Reset 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

NM{ PHil [ JL.JLSL 
~ttNTS 

tNT [ ).... 

TL/EE/B525-66 

FIGURE 4-27.INT Interrupt Signal Detection 

TLlEE/B525-67 

FIGURE 4-28. NMllnterrupt Signal Timing 

FtRST BUS CYCLE NEXT 

Tt T2 T3 T4 T1 orTi I 

I ' 
FIGURE 4-29. Relationship Between Last Data Transfer of 

an Instruction and PFS Pulse of Next Instruction 
NOTE: 

In a transfer of a Read·Modify-Write type operand, this is the Read transfer, 
displaying RMW Status (Code 1011). 
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Appendix A: Instruction Formats 
NOTATIONS: 

i = Integer Type Field 

B = 00 (Byte) 

W = 01 (Word) 

D = 11 (Double Word) 

f = Floating Point Type Field 

F ~ 1 (Std. Floating: 32 bits) 

L = 0 (Long Floating: 64 bits) 

c = Custom Type Field 

D = 1 (Double Word) 

Q = 0 (Quad Word) 

op = Operation Code 

Valid encodings shown with each format. 

gen, gen 1, gen 2 = General Addressing Mode Field 

See Sec. 2.2 for encodings. 

reg = General Purpose Register Number 

cond = Condition Code Field 

0000 = EQual: Z = 1 

0001 = Not Equal: Z = 0 

0010 = Carry Set: C = 1 

0011 = Carry Clear: C = 0 

0100 = Higher: L = 1 

0101 = Lower or Same: L = 0 

0110 = Greater Than: N = 1 

0111 = Less or Equal: N = 0 

1000 = Flag Set: F = 1 
1001 = Flag Clear: F = 0 

1010 = LOwer: L = 0 and Z = 0 

1011 = Higher or Same: L = 1 or Z = 1 

1100 = Less Than: N = 0 and Z = 0 

1101 = Greater or Equal: N = 1 or Z = 1 

1110 = (Unconditionally True) 

1111 = (Unconditionally False) 

short = Short Immediate Value. May contain: 

quick: Signed 4-bit value, in MOVQ, ADDQ, 

CMPQ, ACB. 

cond: Condition Code (above), in Scond. 

areg: CPU Dedicated Register, in LPR, SPR. 

0000 = US 

0001 - 0111 = (Reserved) 

1000 = FP 

1001 = SP 

1010 = SB 

1011 = (Reserved) 

1100 = (Reserved) 

1101 = PSR 

1110 = INTBASE 

1111 = MOD 
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Options: in String Instruc,t_io_ns_-,-_.,.-----, 

I U/W 

T = Translated 

B = Backward 

U/W = 00: None 

01: While Match 

11: Until Match 

Configuration bits, in SETCFG: 

I C I M I F 

B T 

mreg: MMU Register number, in LMR, SMA. 

0000 = BPRO 

0001 = BPRl 

0010 = (Reserved) 

0011 = (Reserved) 

0100 = PFO 

0101 = PFl 

0110 = (Reserved) 

0111 = (Reserved) 

1000 = SC 

1001 = (Reserved) 

1010 = MSR 

1011 = BCNT 

1100 = PTBO 

1101 = PTBl 

1110 = (Reserved) 

1111 = EIA 
7 0 

I 'co'nd' 11'0'1'01 

Bcond 

BSR 
RET 
CXP 
RXP 
RETT 
RETI 
SAVE 
RESTORE 

15 

gen 

ADDQ 
CMPQ 
SPR 
Scond 

Format 0 

(BR) 
7 

Format 1 
-0000 ENTER 
-0001 EXIT 
-0010 NOP 
-0011 WAIT 
-0100 DIA 
-0101 FLAG 
-0110 SVC 
-0111 BPT 

81 7 

sh~rt 1 op 

Format 2 

-000 
-001 
-010 
-011 

ACB 
MOVQ 
LPR 

o 

-1000 
-1001 
-1010 
-1011 
-1100 
-1101 
-1110 
-1111 

0 

11 ' 1 I 1 

-100 
-101 
-110 



Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

CXPD 
BICPSR 
JUMP 
BISPSR 

15 817 0 
I I I I I [ I Iii I 

gen op 11 1 1 1 1 I 

Format 3 

-0000 
-0010 
-0100 
-0110 

ADJSP 
JSR 
CASE 

-1010 
-1100 
-1110 

Trap (UND) on XXXi, 1000 

o 
I I I 

op 

Format 4 

ADD -0000 SUB -1000 
CMP -0001 AD DR -1001 
BIC -0010 AND -1010 
ADDC -0100 SUBC -1100 
MOV -0101 TBIT -1101 

OR -0110 XOR -1110 

0 

o 000 1 1 1 0 

Format 5 

MOVS -0000 SETCFG -0010 
CMPS -0001 SKPS -0011 
Trap (UND) on 1 XXX, 01XX 

0 

o 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

Format 6 

23 
i i i 

gen 1 

MOVM 
CMPM 
INSS 
EXTS 
MOVXBW 
MOVZBW 
MOVZiD 
MOVXiD 

EXT 
CVTP 
INS 
CHECK 
MOVSU 
MOVUS 

MOVif 
LFSR 
MOVLF 
MOVFL 

16115 817 0 
i I i i i i I i i i i i i i i 

gen 2 op 11 1 0 0 1 1 1 01 

Format 7 

-0000 MUL -1000 
-0001 MEl -1001 
-0010 Trap (UND) -1010 
-0011 DEI -1011 
-0100 QUO -1100 
-0101 REM -1101 
-0110 MOD -1110 
-0111 DIV -1111 

TL/EE/8525-69 

FormatS 

-000 INDEX -100 
-001 FFS -101 
-010 
-011 
-110, reg~OO1 
-110, reg~011 

0 

00 1 1 1 1 1 0 

Format 9 
-000 ROUND -100 
-001 TRUNC -101 
-010 SFSR -110 
-011 FLOOR -111 

7 

]0 1 1 1 11101 

ROT -0000 NEG -1000 TLlEE/8525-70 

ASH -0001 NOT -1001 
CBIT -0010 Trap (UND) -1010 Format 10 
CBITI -0011 SUBP -1011 
Trap (UND) -0100 ABS -1100 Trap (UND) Always 

LSH -0101 COM -1101 
SBIT -0110 IBIT -1110 
SBITI -0111 ADDP -1111 
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Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

AODf 
MOVt 
CMPt 
Trap (SLAVE) 
SUBt 
NEGt 
Trap (UNO) 
Trap (UNO) 

Trap (UNO) Always 

Trap (UNO) Always 

ROVAL 
WRVAL 

o 

11110 

Format 11 

-0000 OIVt -1000 
-0001 Trap (SLAVE) -1001 
-0010 Trap (UNO) -1010 
-0011 Trap (UNO) -1011 
-0100 MULf -1100 
-0101 ABSt -1101 
-0110 Trap (UNO) -1110 
-0111 Trap (UNO) -1111 

7 0 ---1"11"11 
---

,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0, 

TLlEE/8525-71 

Format 12 

7 o 
---I II 1 1 1 I 1 I 
___ 10011110 

Format 13 

Format 14 

-0000 
-0001 

LMR 
SMR 

TL/EE/8525-72 

8 7 o 

000111 0 

-0010 
-0011 

Trap (UNO) on 01XX, 1XXX 
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Operation Word 

Format 15 
(Custom Slave) 

10 Byte 

nnn Operation Word Format 

000 

CATSTO 
CATST1 

23 

gen 1 

Format 15.0 
-0000 LCR 
-0001 SCR 

Trap (UNO) on all others 

001 

Format 15.1 

CCV3 
LCSR 
CCV5 
CCV4 

101 

-000 
-001 
-010 
-011 

23 

gen 1 

CCV2 
CCV1 
SCSR 
CCVO 

Format 15.5 

CCALO 
CMOVO 
CCMPO 
CCMP1 
CCAL1 
CMOV2 
Trap (UNO) 
Trap (UNO) 

-0000 
-0001 
-0010 
-0011 
-0100 
-0101 
-0110 
-0111 

If nnn ~ 010,011,100,110,111 
then Trap (UNO) Always 

CCAL3 
CMOV3 
Trap (UNO) 
Trap (UNO) 
CCAL2 
CMOV1 
Trap (UNO) 
Trap (UNO) 

8 

-0010 
-0011 

-100 
-101 
-110 
-111 

-1000 
-1001 
-1010 
-1011 
-1100 
-1101 
-1110 
-1111 



Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

7 0 

---I II I I " I 1 ___ 0101111~ 

TLlEE/8525-73 

Format 16 

Trap (UNO) Always 

7 0 

---I II I I I I I 1 
___ 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 

TL/EE/8525-75 

Format 17 

Trap (UNO) Always 

---I I I I I I I I 1 
__ . 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 

TL/EE/8525-76 

Format 18 

Trap (UNO) Always 
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Format 19 

Trap (UNO) Always 

Implied Immediate Encodings: 
7 

7 0 

---I I I I I I I I 1 ___ x x x 0 0 1 1 0 

TL/EE/8525-74 

o 

r1 rO 

Register Mask, appended to SAVE, ENTER 

7 o 

r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 

Register Mask, appended to RESTORE, EXIT 

7 o 

: offset: le~gth-1 : 
Offset/Length Modifier appended to INSS, EXTS 
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I ~NatiOnal Semiconductor 
I Corporation 

PRELIMINARY 

NS3201S-S/NS3201S-S/NS3201S-10 
High-Performance Microprocessors 
General Description 
The NS32016 is a 32-bit, virtual memory microprocessor 
with a 16-MByte linear address space and a 16-bit external 
data bus, It has a 32-bit ALU, eight 32-bit general purpose 
registers, an eight-byte prefetch queue, and a slave proces
sor interface, The NS32016 is fabricated with National 
Semiconductor's advanced XMOS process, and is fully ob
ject code compatible with other Series 32000 processors, 
The Series 32000 instructions set is optimized for modular 
high-level languages (HLL), The set is very symmetric, it has 
a two address format, and it incorporates HLL oriented ad
dressing modes, The capabilities of the NS32016 can be 
expanded with the use of the NS32081 floating point unit 
(FPU), and the NS32082 demand-paged virtual memory 
management unit (MMU), Both devices interface to the 
NS32016 as slave processors, The NS32016 is a general 
purpose microprocessor that is ideal for a wide range of 
computational intensive applications, 

Block Diagram 
ADD/DATA CONTROLS & STATUS 

J} J} 

Features 
• 32-bit architecture and implementation 
• Virtual memory support 
• 16-MBy1e linear address space 
• 16-bit external data bus 
• Powerful instruction set 

- General 2-address capability 
- High degree of symmetry 
- Addressing modes optimized for high-level languages 

• Series 32000 slave processor support 
• High-speed XMOSTM technology 
• 48-pin dual-in-line (DIP) package 
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1.0 Product Introduction 
The Series 32000 Microprocessor family is a new genera
tion of devices using National's XMaS and CMOS tech nolo
gi",~ 8y "ornhining ~tflj,,-of-th"-flrt MOS t"r.hnology with" 
very advanced architectural design philosophy, this family 
brings mainframe computer processing power to VLSI proc
essors. 

The Series 32000 family supports a variety of system con
figurations, extending from a minimum low-cost system to a 
powerful 4 gigabyte system. The architecture provides com
plete upward compatibility from one family member to an
other. The family consists of a selection of CPUs supported 
by a set of peripherals and slave processors that provide 
sophisticated interrupt and memory management facilities 
as well as high-speed floating-point operations. The archi
tectural features of the Series 32000 family are described 
briefly below: 

Powerful Addressing Modes: Nine addressing modes 
available to all instructions are included to access data 
structures efficiently. 

Data Types: The architecture provides for numerous data 
types, such as byte, word, doubleword, and BCD, which may 
be arranged into a wide variety of data structures. 

Symmetric Instruction Set: While avoiding special case 
instructions that compilers can't use, the Series 32000 fami
ly incorporates powerful instructions for control operations, 
such as array indexing and external procedure calls, which 
save considerable space and time for compiled code. 

Memory-to-Memory Operations: The Series 32000 CPUs 
represent two-operand machines with each operand ad
dressable by all addressing modes. This powerful memory
to-memory architecture permits memory locations to be 
treated as registers for all useful operations. This is impor
tant for temporary operands as well as for context switch
ing. 

2.0 Architectural Description 
2.1 PROGRAMMING MODEL 

The Series 32000 architecture includes 16 registers on the 
NS32016 CPU. 

DEDICATED 

32 

PROGRAM COUNTER I PC 

STATIC BASE I SB 

FRAME POINTER I FP 

USER STACK PTA. I SP1 } 
SP 

INTERRUPT STACK PTR. I SPO 

INTERRUPT BASE IINTBASE 

PSR MOD 

STATUS MODULE 

Memory Management: Either the NS32382 or the 
NS32082 Memory Management Unit may be added to the 
~y~t"rn to Drovid" "dv"nced oDe rating system support func
tions, including dynamic address translation, virtual memory 
management, and memory protection. 

Large, Uniform Addressing: The NS32016 has 24-bit ad
dress pointers that can address up to 16 megabytes without 
requiring any segmentation; this addressing scheme pro
vides flexible memory management without added-on ex
pense. 

Modular Software Support: Any software package for the 
Series 32000 family can be developed independent of all 
other packages, without regard to individual addressing. In 
addition, ROM code is totally relocatable and easy to ac
cess, which allows a significant reduction in hardware and 
software cost. 

Software Processor Concept: The Series 32000 architec
ture allows future expansions of the instruction set that can 
be executed by special slave processors, acting as exten
sions to the CPU. This concept of slave processors is 
unique to the Series 32000 family. It allows software com
patibility even for future components because the slave 
hardware is transparent to the software. With future ad
vances in semiconductor technology, the slaves can be 
physically integrated on the CPU chip itself. 

To summarize, the architectural features cited above pro
vide three primary performance advantages and character
istics: 

• High-Level Language Support 

• Easy Future Growth Path 

• Application Flexibility 

GENERAL 

32 

RD 

R1 

R2 

R3 

R4 

RS 

R6 

R7 

TLlEE/5054-3 

FIGURE 2-1. The General and Dedicated Registers 

2.1.1 General Purpose Registers 

There are eight registers for meeting high speed general 
storage requirements, such as holding temporary variables 
and addresses. The general purpose registers are free for 
any use by the programmer. They are thirty-two bits in 
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length. If a general register is specified for an operand that 
is eight or sixteen bits long, only the low part of the register 
is used; the high part is not referenced or modified. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

2.1.2 Dedicated Registers 

The eight dedicated registers of the NS32016 are assigned 
specific functions . 

PC: The PROGRAM COUNTER register is a pOinter to the 
first byte of the instruction currently being executed. The PC 
is used to reference memory in the program section. (In the 
NS32016 the upper eight bits of this register are always 
zero.) 

sPa, SP1: The SPO register points to the lowest address of 
the last item stored on the INTERRUPT STACK. This stack 
is normally used only by the operating system. It is used 
primarily for storing temporary data, and holding return infor· 
mation for operating system subroutines and interrupt and 
trap service routines. The SP1 register pOints to the lowest 
address of the last item stored on the USER STACK. This 
stack is used by normal user programs to hold temporary 
data and subroutine return information. 

In this document, reference is made to the SP register. The 
terms "SP register" or "SP" refer to either SPO or S.l, 
depending on the setting of the S bit in the PSR register. If 
the S bit in the PSR is 0 then SP refers to SPO. If the S bit in 
the PSR is 1 then SP refers to SP1. (In the NS32016 the 
upper eight bits of these registers are always zero.) 

Stacks in the Series 32000 family grow downward in memo
ry. A Push operation pre-decrements the Stack Pointer by 
the operand length. A Pop operation post-increments the 
Stack Pointer by the operand length. 

FP: The FRAME POINTER register is used by a procedure 
to access parameters and local variables on the stack. The 
FP register is set up on procedure entry with the ENTER 
instruction and restored on procedure termination with the 
EXIT instruction. 

The frame pointer holds the address in memory occupied by 
the old contents of the frame pointer. (In the NS32016 the 
upper eight bits of this register are always zero.) 

S8: The STATIC BASE register points to the global vari
ables of a software module. This register is used to support 
relocatable global variables for software modules. The SB 
register holds the lowest address in memory occupied by 
the global variables of a module. (In the NS32016 the upper 
eight bits of this register are always zero.) 

INT8ASE: The INTERRUPT BASE register holds the ad
dress of the dispatch table for interrupts and traps (Section 
3.8). The INTBASE register holds the lowest address in 
memory occupied by the dispatch table. (In the NS32016 
the upper eight bits of this register are always zero.) 

MOD: The MODULE register holds the address of the mod
ule descriptor of the currently executing software module. 
The MOD register is sixteen bits long, therefore the module 
table must be contained within the first 64K byles of memo
ry. 

PSR: The PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER (PSR) holds 
the status codes for the NS32016 microprocessor. 

The PSR is sixteen bits long, divided into two eight-bit 
halves. The low order eight bits are accessible to all pro
grams, but the high order eight bits are accessible only to 
programs executing in Supervisor Mode. 

15 817 0 

IXIXIXIXIrlplsluNlzlFIXIXILITlcl 
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FIGURE 2-2. Processor Status Register 
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C: The C bit indicates that a carry or borrow occurred after 
an addition or subtraction instruction. It can be used with the 
ADDC and SUBC instructions to perform multiple-precision 
integer arithmetic calculations. It may have a setting of 0 (no 
carry or borrow) or 1 (carry or borrow). 

T: The T bit causes program tracing. If this bit is a 1, a TRC 
trap is executed after every instruction (Section 3.8.5). 

L: The L bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a com
parison instruction the L bit is set to "1" if the second oper
and is less than the first operand, when both operands are 
interpreted as unsigned integers. Otherwise, it is set to "0". 
In Floating Point comparisons, this bit is always cleared. 

F: The F bit is a general condition flag, which is altered by 
many instructions (e.g., integer arithmetic instructions use it 
to indicate overflow). 

Z: The Z bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a com
parison instruction the Z bit is set to "1" if the second oper
and is equal to the first operand; otherwise it is set to "0". 

N: The N bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a com
parison instruction the N bit is set to "1" if the second oper
and is less than the first operand, when both operands are 
interpreted as signed integers. Otherwise, it is set to "0". 

U: If the U bit is "1" no privileged instructions may be exe
cuted. If the U bit is "0" then all instructions may be execut
ed. When U=O the NS32016 is said to be in Supervisor 
Mode; when U = 1 the NS32016 is said to be in User Mode. 
A User Mode program is restricted from executing certain 
instructions and accessing certain registers which could in
terfere with the operating system. For example, a User 
Mode program is prevented from changing the setting of the 
flag used to indicate its own privilege mode. A Supervisor 
Mode program is assumed to be a trusted part of the oper
ating system, hence it has no such restrictions. 

S: The S bit specifies whether the SPO register or SP1 regis
ter is used as the stack pointer. The bit is automatically 
cleared on interrupts and traps. It may have a setting of 0 
(use the SPO register) or 1 (use the SP1 register). 

P: The P bit prevents a TRC trap from occurring more than 
once for an instruction (Section 3.8.5). It may have a setting 
of 0 (no trace pending) or 1 (trace pending). 

I: If 1= 1, then all interrupts will be accepted (Section 3.8). If 
1=0, only the NMI interrupt is accepted. Trap enables are 
not affected by this bit. 

2.1.3 The Configuration Register (CFG) 

Within the Control section of the NS32016 CPU is the four
bit CFG Register, which declares the presence of certain 
external devices. It is referenced by only one instruction, 
SETCFG, which is intended to be executed only as part of 
system initialization after reset. The format of the CFG Reg
ister is shown in Figure 2-3. 

FIGURE 2-3. CFG Register 

The CFG I bit declares the presence of external interrupt 
vectoring circuitry (specifically, the NS32202 Interrupt Con
trol Unit). If the CFG I bit is set, interrupts requested through 
the INT pin are "Vectored." If it is clear, these interrupts are 
"Non-Vectored." See Section 3.8. 

The F, M and C bits declare the presence of the FPU, MMU 
and Custom Slave Processors. If these bits are not set, the 
corresponding instructions are trapped as being undefined. 



2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

2.1.4 Memory Organization 

The main memory of the NS32016 is a uniform linear ad
~rcsc zpacc. Memory !oca!ior.s arc r.umbcrec cequent!a!!y 
starting at zero and ending at 224 - 1. The number specify· 
ing a memory location is called an address. The contents of 
each memory location is a byte consisting of eight bits. Un· 
less otherwise noted, diagrams in this document show data 
stored in memory with the lowest address on the right and 
the highest address on the left. Also, when data is shown 
vertically, the lowest address is at the top of a diagram and 
the highest address at the bottom of the diagram. When bits 
are numbered in a diagram, the least significant bit is given 
the number zero, and is shown at the right of the diagram. 
Bits are numbered in increasing significance and toward the 
left. 

Byte at Address A 

Two contiguous bytes are called a word. Except where not· 
ed (Section 2.2.1), the least significant byte of a word is 
stored at the lower address, and the most significant byte of 
the word is stored at the next higher address. In memory, 
the address of a word is the address of its least significant 
byte, and a word may start at any address. 

115 MSB's 817 LSB's 0 I 
A+1 A 

Word at Address A 

Two contiguous words are called a double word. Except 
where noted (Section 2.2.1), the least significant word of a 
double word is stored at the lowest address and the most 
significant word of the double word is stored at the address 
two greater. In memory, the address of a double word is the 
address of its least significant byte, and a double word may 
start at any address. 

15 

I MOD I 

I 

31 oj 
STATIC BASE 

LINK TABI..E ADDRESS 

PROGRAM BASE 

RESERVED 

TL/EE/SOS4-4 

FIGURE 2-4. Module Descriptor Format 

131 MSB's 24123 16115 817 LSB's 01 

A+::l A+~ A+1 A 

Double Word at Address A 

Although memory is addressed as bytes, it is actually orga· 
nized as words. Therefore, words and double words that are 
aligned to start at even addresses (multiples of two) are 
accessed more quickly than words and double words that 
are not so aligned. 

2.1.5 Dedicated Tables 

Two of the NS32016 dedicated registers (MOD and INT· 
BASE) serve as pointers to dedicated tables in memory. 

The INTBASE register points to the Interrupt Dispatch and 
Cascade tables. These are described in Section 3.8. 

The MOD register contains a pointer into the Module Table, 
whose entries are called Module Descriptors. A Module De· 
scriptor contains four pointers, three of which are used by 
the NS32016. The MOD register contains the address of the 
Module Descriptor for the currently running module. It is au· 
tomatically updated by the Call External Procedure instruc· 
tions (CXP and CXPD). 

The format of a Module Descriptor is shown in Figure 2·4. 
The Static Base entry contains the address of static data 
assigned to the running module. It is loaded into the CPU 
Static Base register by the CXP and CXPD instructions. The 
Program Base entry contains the address of the first byte of 
instruction code in the module. Since a module may have 
multiple entry points, the Program Base pointer serves only 
as a reference to find them. 

The Link Table Address points to the Link Table for the 
currently running module. The Link Table provides the infor· 
mation needed for: 

1) Sharing variables between modules. Such variables 
are accessed through the Link Table via the External 
addressing mode. 

ENTRY 31 0 

ABSOLUTE ADDRESS I VARIABLE) 

ABSOLUTE ADDRESS I VARIABLE) 

OFFSET I MODULE I PROCEDURE) 

-
TL/EE/SOS4-S 

FIGURE 2-5. A Sample Link Table 

OPTIONAL BASIC 
EXTENSIONS INSTRUCTION 

~ ______________ A~ ________________ \( _______ ~A _______ _ 

DISP2DISPl DISP2jOlSPl 
, , 

GEN I GEN IMPLIED INDEX INDEX ADDR ADDR OPCODE IMMEDIATE DISP DISP BYTE BYTE MODE MoDe OPERAND(S) 
A r B 

OMM OMM : 

t r y 
~ 
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FIGURE 2-6. General Instruction Format 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

2) Transferring control from one module to another. This 
is done via the Call External Procedure (CXP) instruc
tion. 

The format of a Link Table is given in Figure 2-5. A Link 
Table Entry for an external variable contains the 32-bit ad
dress of that variable. An entry for an external procedure 
contains two 16-bit fields: Module and Offset. The Module 
field contains the new MOD register contents for the mod
ule being entered. The Offset field is an unsigned number 
giving the position of the entry point relative to the new 
module's Program Base pointer . 

For further details of the functions of these tables, see the 
Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual. 

2.2 INSTRUCTION SET 

2.2.1 General Instruction Format 

Figure 2-6 shows the general format of a Series 32000 in
struction. The Basic Instruction is one to three bytes long 
and contains the Opcode and up to 5-bit General Address
ing Mode ("Gen") fields. Following the Basic Instruction 
field is a set of optional extensions, which may appear de
pending on the instruction and the addressing modes se
lected. 

Index Bytes appear when either or both Gen fields specify 
Scaled Index. In this case, the Gen field specifies only the 
Scale Factor (1, 2, 4 or 8), and the Index Byte specifies 
which General Purpose Register to use as the index, and 
which addressing mode calculation to perform before index
ing. See Figure 2-7. 

GEN. ADDR. MODE l REG. NO. 

TLlEE/5054-7 

FIGURE 2·7. Index Byte Format 

Following Index Bytes come any displacements (addressing 
constants) or immediate values associated with the select· 
ed addressing modes. Each Displlmm field may contain 
one of two displacements, or one immediate value. The size 
of a Displacement field is encoded within the top bits of that 
field, as shown in Figure 2-8, with the remaining bits inter
preted as a signed (two's complement) value. The size of an 
immediate value is determined from the Opcode field. Both 
Displacement and Immediate fields are stored most-signifi
cant byte first. Note that this is different from the memory 
representation of data (Section 2.1.4). 

Some instructions require additional "implied" immediates 
and/or displacements, apart from those associated with ad
dreSSing modes. Any such extensions appear at the end of 
the instruction, in the order that they appear within the list of 
operands in the instruction definition (Section 2.2.3). 

2.2.2 Addressing Modes 

The NS32016 CPU generally accesses an operand by cal
culating its Effective Address based on information avail
able when the operand is to be accessed. The method to be 
used in performing this calculation is specified by the pro
grammer as an "addressing mode." 

Addressing modes in the NS32016 are designed to optimal
ly support high-level language accesses to variables. In 
nearly all cases, a variable access requires only one ad
dressing mode, within the instruction that acts upon that 
variable. Extraneous data movement is therefore minimized. 
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NS32016 Addressing Modes fall into nine basic types: 

Register: The operand is available in one of the eight Gen
eral Purpose Registers. In certain Slave Processor instruc
tions, an auxiliary set of eight registers may be referenced 
instead. 

Register Relative: A General Purpose Register contains an 
address to which is added a displacement value from the 
instruction, yielding the Effective Address of the operand in 
memory. 

Memory Space: Identical to Register Relative above, ex
cept that the register used is one of the dedicated registers 
PC, SP, SB or FP. These registers point to data areas gen
erally needed by high-level languages. 

Byte Displacement: Range -64 to +63 

I' 0 0 I 
. SIGNED DISPLACEMENT . 

Word Displacement: Range -8192 to +8191 

Double Word Displacement: 
Range (Entire Addressing Space) 

, 0 

1 : 1 I 
~"'~ v'" ",,,<tY. 

~",Q .. ,,, 
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FIGURE 2·8. Displacement Encodings 

Memory Relative: A pointer variable is found within the 
memory space pOinted to by the SP, SB or FP register. A 
displacement is added to that pointer to generate the Effec
tive Address of the operand. 

Immediate: The operand is encoded within the instruction. 
This addressing mode is not allowed if the operand is to be 
written. 

Absolute: The address of the operand is specified by a 
displacement field in the instruction. 

External: A pOinter value is read from a specified entry of 
the current Link Table. To this pointer value is added a dis
placement, yielding the Effective Address of the operand. 

Top of Stack: The currently-selected Stack Pointer (SPO or 
SP1) specifies the location of the operand. The operand is 
pushed or popped, depending on whether it is written or 
read. 

Scaled Index: Although encoded as an addressing mode, 
Scaled Indexing is an option on any addressing mode ex
cept Immediate or another Scaled Index. It has the effect of 
calculating an Effective Address, then multiplying any Gen
eral Purpose Register by 1, 2, 4 or 8 and adding into the 
total, yielding the final Effective Address of the operand. 

Table 2-1 is a brief summary of the addreSSing modes. For a 
complete description of their actions, see the Series 32000 
Instruction Set Reference Manual. 
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ENCODING MODE ASSEMBLER SYNTAX EFFECTIVE ADDRESS 
Z 
en 

Register Cio) 
N 

00000 Register 0 RO or FO None: Operand is in the specified 0 ...... 
00001 Register 1 R1 or F1 register. 0) 

I 

00010 Register 2 R2 or F2 co 
........ 

00011 Register 3 R3 or F3 Z en 
00100 Register 4 R4 or F4 Cio) 

00101 Register 5 R5 or F5 
N 
0 

00110 Register 6 R6 or F6 
...... 
0) 

00111 Register 7 R6 or F7 
I ...... 

Register Relative 
0 

01000 Register 0 relative disp(RO) Disp + Register. 

01001 Register 1 relative disp(R1) 
01010 Register 2 relative disp(R2) 
01011 Register 3 relative disp(R3) 

01100 Register 4 relative disp(R4) 

01101 Register 5 relative disp(R5) 
01110 Register 6 relative disp(R6) 

01111 Register 7 relative disp(R7) 
Memory Relative 
10000 Frame memory relative disp2(disp1 (FP)) Disp2 + Pointer; Pointer found at 

10001 Stack memory relative disp2(disp1 (SP)) address Disp 1 + Register. "SP" 
10010 Static memory relative disp2(disp1 (SB)) is either SPO or SP1, as selected 

inPSR. 

Reserved 
10011 (Reserved for Future Use) 
Immediate 
10100 Immediate value None: Operand is input from 

instruction queue. 
Absolute 
10101 Absolute @disp Disp. 
External 
10110 External EXT (disp1) + disp2 Disp2 + Pointer; Pointer is found 

at Link Table Entry number Disp1. 
Top Of Stack 
10111 Top of stack TOS Top of current stack, using either 

User or Interrupt Stack Pointer, 
as selected in PSR. Automatic 
Push/Pop included. 

Memory Space 
11000 Frame memory disp(FP) Disp + Register; "SP" is either 
11001 Stack memory disp(SP) SPO or SP1, as selected in PSR. 
11010 Static memory disp(SB) 
11011 Program memory * + disp 
Scaled Index 
11100 Index, bytes mode[Rn:B] EA (mode) + Rn. 
11101 Index, words mode[Rn:W] EA (mode) + 2 x Rn. 
11110 Index, double words mode[Rn:D] EA (mode) + 4 x Rn. 
11111 Index, quad words mode[Rn:Q] EA (mode) + 8 x Rn. 

"Mode" and "n" are contained 
within the Index Byte. 
EA (mode) denotes the effective 
address generated using mode. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

2.2.3 Instruction Set Summary short = A 4-bit value encoded within the Basic Instruction 
(see Appendix A for encodings). Table 2-2 presents a brief description of the NS32016 in

struction set. The Format column refers to the Instruction 
Format tables (Appendix A). The Instruction column gives 
the instruction as coded in assembly language, and the De
scription column provides a short description of the function 
provided by that instruction. Further details of the exact op
erations performed by each instruction may be found in the 
Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual. 

Notations: 

imm = Implied immediate operand. An 8-bit value appended 
after any addressing extensions. 

disp = Displacement (addressing constant): 8, 16 or 32 bits . 
All three lengths legal. 

reg = Any General Purpose Register: RO-R7. 

areg=Any Dedicated/Address Register: SP, SB, FP, MOD, 
INTBASE, PSR, US (bottom 8 PSR bits). 

i = Integer length suffix: B = Byte 
W= Word 
o = Double Word 

f = Floating Point length suffix: F = Standard Floating 
L = Long Floating 

mreg = Any Memory Management Status/Control Register. 

creg=A Custom Slave Processor Register (Implementation 
Dependent). 

cond = Any condition code, encoded as a 4-bit field within 
the Basic Instruction (see Appendix A for encodings). 

gen = General operand. Any addressing mode can be speci
fied. 

TABLE 2-2 
NS32016 Instruction Set Summary 

MOVES 
Format Operation Operands Description 

4 MOVi gen,gen Move a value. 
2 MOVQi short,gen Extend and move a signed 4-bit constant. 
7 MOVMi gen,gen,disp Move multiple: disp bytes (1 to 16). 
7 MOVZBW gen,gen Move with zero extension. 
7 MOVZiD gen,gen Move with zero extension. 
7 MOVXBW gen,gen Move with sign extension. 
7 MOVXiD gen,gen Move with sign extension. 
4 AD DR gen,gen Move effective address. 

INTEGER ARITHMETIC 
Format Operation Operands Description 

4 ADDi gen,gen Add. 
2 ADDQi short,gen Add signed 4-bit constant. 
4 ADDCi gen,gen Add with carry. 
4 SUBi gen,gen Subtract. 
4 SUBCi gen,gen Subtract with carry (borrow). 
6 NEGi gen,gen Negate (2's complement). 
6 ABSi gen,gen Take absolute value. 
7 MULi gen,gen Multiply. 
7 QUOi gen,gen Divide, rounding toward zero. 
7 REMi gen,gen Remainder from QUO. 
7 DIVi gen,gen Divide, rounding down. 
7 MODi gen,gen Remainder from DIV (Modulus). 
7 MEIi gen,gen Multiply to extended integer. 
7 DEli gen,gen Divide extended integer. 

PACKED DECIMAL (BCD) ARITHMETIC 
Format Operation Operands Description 

6 ADDPi gen,gen Add packed. 
6 SUBPi gen,gen Subtract packed. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

TABLE 2-2 
NS32016 Instruction Set Summary (Continued) 

INTEGER COMPARISON 
Format Operation Operands Description 

4 CMPi gen,gen Compare. 
2 CMPQi short,gen Compare to signed 4-bit constant. 
7 CMPMi gen,gen,disp Compare multiple: disp bytes (1 to 16). 

LOGICAL AND BOOLEAN 
Format Operation Operands Description 

4 ANDi gen,gen Logical AND. 
4 ORi gen,gen Logical OR. 
4 BICi gen,gen Clear selected bits. 
4 XORi gen,gen Logical exclusive OR. 
6 COMi gen,gen Complement all bits. 
6 NOTi gen,gen Boolean complement: LSB only. 
2 Scondi gen Save condition code (cond) as a Boolean variable of size i. 

SHIFTS 
Format Operation Operands Description 

6 LSHi gen,gen Logical shift, left or right. 

6 ASHi gen,gen Arithmetic shift, left or right. 
6 ROTi gen,gen Rotate, left or right. 

BITS 
Format Operation Operands Description 

4 TBITi gen,gen Test bit. 
6 SBITi gen,gen Test and set bit. 
6 SBITIi gen,gen Test and set bit, interlocked. 
6 CBITi gen,gen Test and clear bit. 
6 CBITli gen,gen Test and clear bit, interlocked. 
6 IBITi gen,gen Test and invert bit. 
8 FFSi gen,gen Find first set bit. 

BIT FIELDS 

Bit fields are values in memory that are not aligned to byte boundaries. Examples are PACKED arrays and records used in 
Pascal. "Extract" instructions read and align a bit field. "Insert" instructions write a bit field from an aligned source. 

Format Operation Operands Description 

8 EXTi reg,gen,gen,disp Extract bit field (array oriented). 
8 INSi reg,gen,gen,disp Insert bit field (array oriented). 
7 EXTSi gen,gen,imm,imm Extract bit field (short form). 
7 INSSi gen,gen,imm,imm Insert bit field (short form). 
8 CVTP reg,gen,gen Convert to bit field pointer. 

ARRAYS 
Format Operation Operands Description 

8 CHECKi reg,gen,gen I ndex bounds check. 
8 INDEXi reg,gen,gen Recursive indexing step for multiple-dimensional arrays. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

TABLE 2·2 
NS32016 Instruction Set Summary (Continued) 

STRINGS Options on all string instructions are: 
String instructions assign specific functions to the General 
Purpose Registers: 

B (Backward): Decrement strong pointers after each 
step rather than incrementing. 

R4 - Comparison Value 

R3 - Translation Table Pointer 

R2 - String 2 Pointer 

R1 - String 1 Pointer 

RO - Limit Count 

Format Operation 

5 MOVSi 
MOVST 

5 CMPSi 

CMPST 

5 SKPSi 
SKPST 

JUMPS AND LINKAGE 

Format Operation 

3 JUMP 
0 BR 

0 Bcond 
3 CASEi 
2 ACBi 

3 JSR 
BSR 

CXP 
3 CXPD 

SVC 
FLAG 

BPT 
ENTER 

EXIT 
RET 
RXP 
RETT 
RETI 

CPU REGISTER MANIPULATION 

Format Operation 

1 SAVE 
1 RESTORE 
2 LPRi 
2 SPRi 

3 ADJSPi 
3 BISPSRi 
3 BICPSRi 
5 SETCFG 

Operands 

options 
options 
options 

options 

options 
options 

Operands 

gen 
disp 

disp 

gen 
short,gen,disp 

gen 
disp 

disp 
gen 

[reg list], disp 
[reg list] 

disp 

disp 
disp 

Operands 

[reg list] 
[reg list] 

areg,gen 

areg,gen 
gen 

gen 
gen 
[option list] 

U (Until match): End instruction if String 1 entry matches 
R4. 

W (While match): End instruction if String 1 entry does not 
match R4. 

All string instructions end when RO decrements to zero. 

Description 

Move string 1 to string 2. 
Move string, translating bytes. 
Compare string 1 to string 2. 

Compare, translating string 1 bytes. 
Skip over string 1 entries. 

Skip, translating bytes for until/while. 

Description 

Jump. 

Branch (PC Relative). 

Conditional branch. 
Multiway branch. 
Add 4-bit constant and branch if non-zero. 

Jump to subroutine. 
Branch to subroutine. 

Call external procedure 
Call external procedure using descriptor. 

Supervisor call. 
Flag trap. 
Breakpoint trap. 
Save registers and allocate stack frame (Enter Procedure). 

Restore registers and reclaim stack frame (Exit Procedure). 
Return from subroutine. 

Return from external procedure call. 
Return from trap. (Privileged) 
Return from interrupt. (Privileged) 

Description 

Save general purpose registers. 
Restore general purpose registers. 
Load dedicated register. (Privileged if PSR or INTBASE) 

Store dedicated register. (Privileged if PSR or INTBASE) 
Adjust stack pointer. 
Set selected bits in PSR. (Privileged if not Byte length) 
Clear selected bits in PSR. (Privileged if not Byte length) 

Set configuration register. (Privileged) 
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z 
2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

en 
Co) 
N 

TABLE 2-2 e 
NS32016 Instruction Set Summary (Continued) 

..... 
Q) 

FLOATING POINT · Q) 

Format Operation Operands Description -. Z 
11 MOVf gen,gen Move a floating point value. en 

Co) 
9 MOVLF gen,gen Move and shorten a long value to standard. N 

9 MOVFL Move and lengthen a standard value to long. 
e 

gen,gen ..... 
9 MOVif gen,gen Convert any integer to standard or long floating. Q) · 9 ROUNDfi Convert to integer by rounding. CD 

gen,gen "-
9 TRUNCfi gen,gen Convert to integer by truncating, toward zero. Z en 
9 FLOORfi gen,gen Convert to largest integer less than or equal to value. Co) 

11 ADDf Add. 
N 

gen,gen e 
11 SUBf gen,gen Subtract. 

.... 
Q) 

11 MULl gen,gen Multiply. · .... 
11 DIVf gen,gen Divide. e 
11 CMPf gen,gen Compare. 
11 NEGf gen,gen Negate. 
11 ABSf gen,gen Take absolute value. 
9 LFSR gen Load FSR. 
9 SFSR gen Store FSR. 

MEMORY MANAGEMENT 
Format Operation Operands Description 

14 LMR mreg,gen Load memory management register. (Privileged) 
14 SMR mreg,gen Store memory management register. (Privileged) 
14 RDVAL gen Validate address for reading. (Privileged) 
14 WRVAL gen Validate address for writing. (Privileged) 
8 MOVSUi gen,gen Move a value from supervisor 

space to user space. (Privileged) 
8 MOVUSi gen,gen Move a value from user space 

to supervisor space. (Privileged) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Format Operation Operands Description 

NOP No operation. 
WAIT Wait for interrupt. 

fII DIA Diagnose. Single-byte "Branch to Self" for hardware 
breakpointing. Not for use in programming. 

CUSTOM SLAVE 
Format Operation Operands Description 

15.5 CCALOc gen,gen Custom calculate. 
15.5 CCAL1c gen,gen 
15.5 CCAL2c gen,gen 
15.5 CCAL3c gen,gen 
15.5 CMOVOc gen,gen Custom move. 
15.5 CMOV1c gen,gen 
15.5 CMOV2c gen,gen 

CMOV3c gen,gen 
15.5 CCMPc gen,gen Custom compare. 

CCMP1c gen,gen 
15.1 CCVOci gen,gen Custom convert. 
15.1 CCV1ci gen,gen 
15.1 CCV2ci gen,gen 
15.1 CCV3ic gen,gen 
15.1 CCV4DO gen,gen 
15.1 CCV50D gen,gen 
15.1 LCSR gen Load custom status register. 
15.1 SCSR gen Store custom status register. 
15.0 CATSTO gen Custom address/test. (Privileged) 
15.0 CATST1 gen (Privileged) 
15.0 LCR creg,gen Load custom register. (Privileged) 
15.0 SCR creg,gen Store custom register. (Privileged) 
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3.0 Functional Description 
3.1 POWER AND GROUNDING 

The NS32016 requires a single 5-volt power supply, applied 
on pin 48 (Vee>. 

Grounding connections are made on two pins. Logic Ground 
(GNDL, pin 24) is the common pin for on-chip logic, and 
Buffer Ground (GNDB, pin 25) is the common pin for the 
output drivers. For optimal noise immunity, it is recommend
ed that GNDL be attached through a single conductor di
rectly to GNDB, and that all other grounding connections be 
made only to GNDB, as shown below (Figure 3-1). 

In addition to Vee and Ground, the NS32016 CPU uses an 
internally-generated negative voltage. It is necessary to filter 
this voltage externally by attaching a pair of capacitors (Fig
ure 3-1) from the BBG pin to ground. Recommended values 
of these are: 

C,: 1 ,..F, Tantalum. 

C2: 1000 pF, low inductance. This should be either a disc or 
monolithic ceramic capacitor. 

~ ,+sv 
1 vccp-

NS32016 
cpu 

TL/EE/SOS4-11 

FIGURE 3-1. Recommended Supply Connections 

3.2 CLOCKING 

The NS32016 inputs clocking signals from the NS32201 
Timing Control Unit (TCU), which presents two non-overlap
ping phases of a single clock frequency. These phases are 
called PHil (pin 26) and PHI2 (pin 27). Their relationship to 
each other is shown in Figure 3-2. 

VCC 

Each rising edge of PHil defines a transition in the timing 
state ("T-State") of the CPU. One T-State represents the 
execution of one microinstruction within the CPU, and/or 
one step of an external bus transfer. See Section 4 for com
plete specifications of PHil and PHI2 . 

PHI1 

PHI2 

TL/EE/50S4-12 

FIGURE 3-2. Clock Timing Relationships 

As the TCU presents Signals with very fast transitions, it is 
recommended that the conductors carrying PHil and PHI2 
be kept as short as possible, and that they not be connect
ed anywhere except from the TCU to the CPU and, if pres
ent, the MMU. A TIL Clock signal (CTTL) is provided by the 
TCU for all other clocking. 

3.3 RESETTING 

The RST / ABT pin serves both as a Reset for on-chip logic 
and as the Abort input for Memory-Managed systems. For 
its use as the Abort Command, see Section 3.5.4. 

The CPU may be reset at any time by pulling the RST / ABT 
pin low for at least 64 clock cycles. Upon detecting a reset, 
the CPU terminates instruction processing, resets its inter
nal logic, and clears the Program Counter (PC) and Proces
sor Status Register (PSR) to all zeroes. 

On application of power, RST/ABT must be held low for at 
least 50 ,..S after Vee is stable. This is to ensure that all on
chip voltages are completely stable before operation. 
Whenever a Reset is applied, it must also remain active 

PHI'-__ t-_-~ ~ 
I l!: 64 CLOCK t-- CYCLES 

mIT/MIT ---+----------4 
1------l!:50~sec: -----0-

TL/EE/50S4-13 

FIGURE 3-3. Power-On Reset Requirements 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

for not less than 64 clock cycles. The rising edge must oc
cur while PHI1 is high. See Figures 3-3 and 3-4. 

The NS322C1 Timing Contra: Unit (TCLJ) provides ~ircuitr'i 
to meet the Reset requirements of the NS32016 CPU. Fig
ure 3-5a shows the recommended connections for a non
Memory-Managed system. Figure 3-5b shows the connec
tions for a Memory-Managed system. 

vcc 

r--- ------- - --, 
I , 

nnrinn 
"~!'-.J LJ LJ y~ LJ L 

I· ;,:64cLOCK-1 

RSTIABT----~ ............ " CYCLES I 
- n . 

NS32201 
TCU 

TL/EE15054-14 

FIGURE 3-4. General Reset Timing 

NS3201e 
CPU 

I RESET 1>-+1 -!--~-:--+";"'''''----..J RSTI RSTO 1----....., ...... ----1 RSTIABT 
I 
! I L.. _____________ .J 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTIONAL) 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAL) 

~ SOIJ.S8C 

SYSTEM RESET 

TLlEE15054-15 

FIGURE 3-5a. Recommended Reset Connections, Non-Memory-Managed System 

vcc 

r-------------, I , 

NS32201 
TCU 

NS32082 
MMU 

NS3201e 
CPU 

I I I RESET 1>--+' --;-....,.--;---+->,;-4------j RSTI RSTO 

! I L.. _____________ .J 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTIONAL) 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAL) 

~ 50 ,usee 

TL/EEI50S4-16 

FIGURE 3-5b. Recommended Reset Connections, Memory-Managed System 

3.4 BUS CYCLES 

The NS32016 CPU has a strap option which defines the Bus 
Timing Mode as either With or Without Address Translation. 
This section describes only bus cycles under the No Ad· 
dress Translation option. For details of the use of the strap 
and of bus cycles with address translation, see Section 3.5. 

The CPU will perform a bus cycle for one of the following 
reasons: 

1) To write or read data, to or from memory or a peripheral 
interface device. Peripheral input and output are memo
ry·mapped in the Series 32000 family. 

2) To fetch instructions into the eight-byte instruction 
queue. This happens whenever the bus would otherwise 
be idle and the queue is not already full. 
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3) To acknowledge an interrupt and allow external circuitry 
to provide a vector number, or to acknowledge comple· 
tion of an interrupt service routine. 

4) To transfer information to or from a Slave Processor. 

In terms of bus timing, cases 1 through 3 above are identi
cal. For timing specifications, see Section 4. The only exter
nal difference between them is the four-bit code placed on 
the Bus Status pins (STO-ST3). Slave Processor cycles dif
fer in that separate control signals are applied (Section 
3.4.6). 

The sequence of events in a non-Slave bus cycle is shown 
in Figure 3-7 for a Read cycle and Figure 3-8 for a Write 
cycle. The cases shown assume that the selected memory 
or interface device is capable of communicating with the 
CPU at full speed. If it is not, then cycle extension may be 
requested through the RDY line (Section 3.4.1). 

z 
U) 
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N 
o ..... 
en · en ..... 
Z 
U) 
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N 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

A full-speed bus cycle is performed in four cycles of the 
PHI1 clock signal, labeled T1 through T4. Clock cycles not 
associated with a bus cycle are designated Ti (for "Idle"). 

During T1, the CPU applies an address on pins ADO-AD15 
and A16-A23. It also provides a low-going pulse on the 
ADS pin, which serves the dual purpose of informing exter
nal circuitry that a bus cycle is starting and of providing con
trol to an external latch for demultiplexing Address bits 0-
15 from the ADO-AD15 pins. See Figure 3-6. During this 
time also the status signals DDIN, indicating the direction of 
the transfer, and HBE, indicating whether the high byte 
(AD8-A015) is to be referenced, become valid . 

During T2 the CPU switches the Data Bus, ADO-AD15, to 
either accept or present data. Note that the signals A 16-
A23 remain valid, and need not be latched. It also starts the 
data strobe (OS), signaling the beginning of the data trans
fer. Associated signals from the NS32201 Timing Control 
Unit are also activated at this time: RD (Read Strobe) or WR 
(Write Strobe), TSO (Timing State Output, indicating that T2 
has been reached) and DBE (Data Buffer Enable). 

PHil PHI2 ADS ODIN 

NS32201 

The T3 state provides for access time requirements, and it 
occurs at least once in a bus cycle. At the end of T2 or T3, 
on the falling edge of the PHI2 clock, the ROY (Ready) line 
is sampled to determine whether the bus cycle will be ex
tended (Section 3.4.1). 

If the CPU is performing a Read cycle, the Data Bus (AOO
AD15) is sampled at the falling edge of PHI2 of the last T3 
state. See Section 4. Data must, however, be held at least 
until the beginning of T 4. DS and RD are guaranteed not to 
go inactive before this point, so the rising edge of either of 
them may safely be used to disable the device providing the 
input data. 

The T 4 state finishes the bus cycle. At the beginning of T 4, 
the DS, RD, or WR, and TSO signals go inactive, and at the 
rising edge of PHI2, OBE goes inactive, having provided for 
necessary data hold times. Data during Write cycles re
mains valid from the CPU throughout T 4. Note that the Bus 
Status lines (STO-ST3) change at the beginning of T 4, an
ticipating the following bus cycle (if any). 

DBE AD 
i!ol-------------

WR 
WR 1------------

TSO 
TSOI------------

TL/EE/5054-17 

FIGURE 3-5. Bus Connections 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

NS320,6 CPU BUS SIGNALS 

Tl T2 T3 

PHI, 

PHI 2 [ 

A'6-A23 [ 

ADO-AD'5 [ 

ADS [ 

5TO·$T3 [ 

ODIN [ 

HBE [ 

Os [ 

ROY [ 

TSO [ 

FIGURE 3·7. Read Cycle Timing 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.1 Cycle Extension 

To aUow sufficient strobe widths and access times for any 
ti~t:H:~U vi rnerllury ur JJt::riiJilera.i Jevi ..... ~, lilt::: N33201G j-if\j

vides for extension of a bus cycle. Any type of bus cycle 
except a Slave Processor cycle can be extended. 

In Figures 3-7 and 3-8, note that during T3 all bus control 
signals from the CPU and TCU are flat. Therefore, a bus 
cycle can be cleanly extended by causing the T3 state to be 
repeated. This is the purpose of the RDY (Ready) pin. 

At the end of T2 on the falling edge of PHI2, the RDY line is 
sampled by the CPU. If RDY is high, the next T-states will be 
T3 and then T4, ending the bus cycle. If it is sampled low, 
then another T3 state will be inserted after the next T-state 
and the RDY line will again be sampled on the falling edge 
of PH 12. Each additional T3 state after the first is referred to 
as a "wait state." See Figure 3-9. 

Tl T2 

PHil 

PHI 2 

ROY 

The RDY pin is driven by the NS32201 Timing Control Unit, 
which applies WAIT States to the CPU as requested on 
~hree 5et~ 0f ::'~r!~. 

1) CWAIT (Continues WAIT), which holds the CPU in WAIT 
states until removed. 

2) WAIT1, WAIT2, WAIT4, WAITS (Collectively WAITn), 
which may be given a four-bit binary value requesting a 
specific number of WAIT States from 0 to 15. 

3) PER (Peripheral), which inserts five additional WAIT 
states and causes the TCU to reshape the RD and WR 
strobes. This provides the setup and hold times required 
by most MOS peripheral interface devices. 

Combinations of these various WAIT requests are both legal 
and useful. For details of their use, see the NS32201 TCU 
Data Sheet. 

Figure 3-10 illustrates a typical Read cycle, with two WAIT 
states requested through the TCU WAITn pins. 

T3 
T3 

(WAIT) T4 

TL/EE/5054-20 

FIGURE 3-9. ROY Pin Timing 

3.4.2 Bus Status 

The NS32016 CPU presents four bits of Bus Status informa
tion on pins STO-ST3. The various combinations on these 
pins indicate why the CPU is performing a bus cycle, or, if it 
is idle on the bus, then why it is idle. 

Referring to Figures 3-7 and 3-8, note that Bus Status leads 
the corresponding Bus Cycle, going valid one clock cycle 
before T1, and changing to the next state at T 4. This allows 
the system designer to fully decode the Bus Status and, if 
desired, latch the decoded signals before ADS initiates the 
Bus Cycle. 

The Bus Status pins are interpreted as a four-bit value, with 
STO the least significant bit. Their values decode as follows: 

0000 - The bus is idle because the CPU does not need 
to perform a bus access. 

0001 - The bus is idle because the CPU is executing 
the WAIT instruction. 

0010- (Reserved for future use.) 

0011 - The bus is idle because the CPU is waiting for a 
Slave Processor to complete an instruction. 

0100 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Master. 
The CPU is performing a Read cycle. To ac
knowledge receipt of a Non-Maskable Interrupt 
(on NMI) it will read from address FFFF0016, 
but will ignore any data provided. 

To acknowledge receipt of a Maskable Interrupt 
(on INT) it will read from address FFFE0016, 
expecting a vector number to be provided from 
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the Master NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit. If 
the vectoring mode selected by the last 
SETCFG instruction was Non-Vectored, then 
the CPU will ignore the value it has read and will 
use a default vector instead, having assumed 
that no NS32202 is present. See Section 3.4.5. 

0101 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded. 
The CPU is reading a vector number from a 
Cascaded NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit. The 
address provided is the address of the 
NS32202 Hardware Vector register. See Sec
tion 3.4.5. 

0110- End of Interrupt, Master. 
The CPU is performing a Read cycle to indicate 
that it is executing a Return from Interrupt 
(RETI) instruction. See Section 3.4.5. 

0111 - End of Interrupt, Cascaded. 
The CPU is reading from a Cascaded Interrupt 
Control Unit to indicate that it is returning 
(through RETI) from an interrupt service routine 
requested by that unit. See Section 3.4.5. 

1000 - Sequential I nstruction Fetch. 
The CPU is reading the next sequential word 
from the instruction stream into the Instruction 
Queue. It will do so whenever the bus would 
otherwise be idle and the queue is not already 
full, 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

NS3201 B CPU BUS SIGNALS 
PREV,CYCLE 

I T4 OR Ti I Tl I T2 I T3 I (vJitT) I (vJitT) I T4 

PHil [ -L!L!L!LILrL!L 
PHI2 [ 

-

A16-A23 [ ~ 

ADO-ADIS [ %; 

ADS [ 

STo-ST3 [ ~ 
ODIN [ ~ 

HBF. [ ~ 

-

CWAIT [ ~ 

~ 

WAITn [ ~ 

ROY [ 

(TCUTOCPU ) 

-

-

-

-

~ ~ ~ U1 U1 J ~ 
~ ~ ADDRESS VALID , 
~ ~ ADDR )--~ ~ ~ ~ DATA IN ---VALID 

IV 
~ STATUS VALID lX 

~ ~ 

W0 ~ VALID 

V 
NS32201 TCU CYCLE EXTENSION SIGNALS 

t ~ ~ ~ 

~ W! ~ ~ ~ 

~ W ~ ~ ~ r{@ ~ 
I 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W2 ~ 
I , I 

NS32201 TCU BUS SIGNALS 

V l/ 

V 
~ 
V \ / 

FIGURE 3-10. Extended Cycle Example 

NEXT CYCLE 

IT10RTi I 

~ 
r-

~ r-

~ 
NEXT ADD 

NEXTA~ 

R 

R 

IV 
NEXTSTATU S 

~ 
-

~ 
r-
~ 

~ ~ 

~ ~ 

~ ~ 

Note: Arrows on CWAIT, PER, WAITn indicate points at which the TCU samples, Arrows on ADO-AD15 and 
ROY indicate pOints at which the CPU samples, 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

1001 - Non-Sequential Instruction Fetch. 
The CPU is performing the first fetch of instruc
tion code after the Instruction Queue is purged. 
This will occur as a result of any jump or branch, 
or any interrupt or trap, or execution of certain 
instructions. 

1010 - Data Transfer. 
The CPU is reading or writing an operand of an 
instruction. 

1011 - Read RMW Operand. 
The CPU is reading an operand which will sub
sequently be modified and rewritten. If memory 
protection circuitry would not allow the following 
Write cycle, it must abort this cycle. 

1100 - Read for Effective Address Calculation. 
The CPU is reading information from memory in 
order to determine the Effective Address of an 
operand. This will occur whenever an instruc
tion uses the Memory Relative or External ad
dressing mode. 

1101 - Transfer Slave Processor Operand. 
The CPU is either transferring an instruction op
erand to or from a Slave Processor, or it is issu
ing the Operation Word of a Slave Processor 
instruction. See Section 3.9.1. 

1110 - Read Slave Processor Status. 
The CPU is reading a Status Word from a Slave 
Processor. This occurs after the Slave Proces
sor has signalled completion of an instruction. 
The transferred word tells the CPU whether a 
trap should be taken, and in some instructions it 
presents new values for the CPU Processor 
Status Register bits N, Z, L or F. See Section 
3.9.1. 

1111 - Broadcast Slave 10. 
The CPU is initiating the execution of a Slave 
Processor instruction. The 10 Byte (first byte of 
the instruction) is sent to all Slave Processors, 
one of which will recognize it. From this point 
the CPU is communicating with only one Slave 
Processor. See Section 3.9.1. 

3.4.3 Data Access Sequences 

The 24-bit address provided by the NS32016 is a byte ad
dress; that is, it uniquely identifies one of up to 16,777,216 
eight-bit memory locations. An important feature of the 
NS32016 is that the presence of a 16-bit data bus imposes 
no restrictions on data alignment; any data item, regardless 
of size, may be placed starting at any memory address. The 
NS32016 provides a special control signal, High Byte En
able (HBE), which facilitates individual byte addressing on a 
16-bit bus. 
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Memory is intended to be organized as two eight-bit banks, 
each bank receiving the word address (Ai -A23) in parallei. 
One bank, connected to Uata I:lus pinS AUO-AUf, IS en
abled to respond to even byte addresses; i.e., when the 
least significant address bit (AO) is low. The other bank, 
connected to Data Bus pins AD8-ADI5, is enabled when 
HBE is low. See Figure 3-11. 

~ 
--,.-

HBE AO(LBE) 

1 1 
BBITS BBITS 

~ 

... 

~~' 16 BITS DATA .I~'~ 
TLlEE/5054-22 

FIGURE 3-11. Memory Interface 

Any bus cycle falls into one of three categories: Even Byte 
Access, Odd Byte Access, and Even Word Access. All ac
cesses to any data type are made up of sequences of these 
cycles. Table 3-1 gives the state of AO and HBE for each 
category. 

TABLE 3-1 
Bus Cycle Categories 

Category HBE AO 
Even Byte 1 0 
Odd Byte 0 
Even Word 0 0 

Accesses of operands requiring more than one bus cycle 
are performed sequentially, with no idle T-States separating 
them. The number of bus cycles required to transfer an op
erand depends on its size and its alignment (i.e., whether it 
starts on an even byte address or an odd byte address). 
Table 3-2 lists the bus cycle performed for each situation. 
For the timing of AO and HBE, see Section 3.4. 
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0 
N TABLE 3.2 C') 
CI) Access Sequences 
Z 
....... Cycle Type Address HBE AO High Bus Low Bus co 

I 
CD .... 
0 
N A. Odd Word Access Sequence 
C') 
CI) 
Z BYTE 1 BYTE 0 +-A ....... 
CD 

I Odd Byte A 0 Byte 0 Don't Care CD .... 2 Even Byte A+1 0 Don't Care Byte 1 0 
N 
C') 
CI) 
Z 

B. Even Oouble-Word Access Sequence 

BYTE 3 BYTE 2 BYTE 1 BYTE 0 +-A 

Even Word A 0 0 Byte 1 Byte 0 
2 Even Word A+2 0 0 Byte 3 Byte 2 

C. Odd Double-Word Access Sequence 

BYTE 3 BYTE 2 BYTE 1 BYTE 0 +-A 

Odd Byte A 0 Byte 0 Don't Care 
2 Even Word A+1 0 0 Byte 2 Byte 1 
3 Even Byte A+3 0 Don't Care Byte 3 

D. Even Quad-Word Access Sequence 

BYTE 7 BYTE 6 BYTES BYTE 4 BYTE 3 BYTE 2 BYTE 1 BYTE 0 +-A 

1 Even Word A 0 0 Byte 1 Byte 0 
2 Even Word A+2 0 0 Byte 3 Byte 2 

Other bus cycles (instruction prefetch or slave) can occur here. 

3 Even Word A+4 0 0 Byte 5 Byte 4 
4 Even Word A+6 0 0 Byte 7 Byte 6 

E. Odd Quad-Word Access Sequence 

BYTE 7 BYTE 6 BYTES BYTE 4 BYTE 3 BYTE 2 BYTE 1 BYTE 0 +-A 

1 Odd Byte A 0 Byte 0 Don't Care 
2 Even Word A+1 0 0 Byte 2 Byte 1 
3 Even Byte A+3 1 0 Don't Care Byte 3 

Other bus cycles (instruction prefetch or slave) can occur here. 

4 Odd Byte A+4 0 1 Byte 4 Don't Care 
5 Even Word A+5 0 0 Byte 6 Byte 5 
6 Even Byte A+7 0 Don't Care Byte 7 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.3.1 Bit Accesses 

The Bit Instructions perform byte accesses to the byte con
taining the designated bit. The Test and Set Bit instruction 
(SBIT), for example, reads a byte, alters it, and rewrites it, 
having changed the contents of one bit. 

3.4.3.2 Bit Field Accesses 

An access to a Bit Field in memory always generates a Dou
ble-Word transfer at the address containing the least signifi
cant bit of the field. The Double Word is read by an Extract 
instruction; an Insert instruction reads a Double Word, modi
fies it, and rewrites it. 

3.4.3.3 Extending Multiply Accesses 

The Extending Multiply Instruction (MEl) will return a result 
which is twice the size in bytes of the operand it reads. If the 
multiplicand is in memory, the most-significant half of the 
result is written first (at the higher address), then the least
significant half. This is done in order to support retry if this 
instruction is aborted. 

3.4.4 Instruction Fetches 

Instructions for the NS32016 CPU are "prefetched"; that is, 
they are input before being needed into the next available 
entry of the eight-byte Instruction Queue. The CPU performs 
two types of Instruction Fetch cycles: Sequential and Non
Sequential. These can be distinguished from each other by 
their differing status combinations on pins STO-ST3 (Sec
tion 3.4.2). 
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A Sequential Fetch will be performed by the CPU whenever 
the Data Bus would otherNisc be idle and the Instruction 
(JUtluoe:; ;~ {Iut ("uiiantl}i fu::' Cequantia: ietc~es arE: oJwa:;$ 
Even Word Read cycles (Table 3-1). 

A Non-Sequential Fetch occurs as a result of any break in 
the normally sequential flow of a program. Any jump or 
branch instruction, a trap or an interrupt will cause the next 
Instruction Fetch cycle to be Non-Sequential. In addition, 
certain instructions flush the instruction queue, causing the 
next instruction fetch to display Non-Sequential status. Only 
the first bus cycle after a break displays Non-Sequential 
status, and that cycle is either an Even Word Read or an 
Odd Byte Read, depending on whether the destination ad
dress is even or odd. 

3.4.5 Interrupt Control Cycles 

Activating the INT or NMI pin on the CPU will initiate one or 
more bus cycles whose purpose is inerrupt control rather 
than the transfer of instructions or data. Execution of the 
Return from Interrupt instruction (RETI) will also cause Inter
rupt Control bus cycles. These differ from instruction or data 
transfers only in the status presented on pins STO-ST3. All 
Interrupt Control cycles are single-byte Read cycles. 

This section describes only the Interrupt Control sequences 
associated with each interrupt and with the return from its 
service routine. For full details of the NS32016 interrupt 
structure, see Section 3.B. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Cycle Status Address 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFFOO'6 

TABLE 3-3 
Interrupt Sequences 

AO High Bus 

A. Non-Maskable Interrupt Control Sequences. 

o o Don't Care 

Low Bus 

Don't Care 

~ Interrupt Return 

~ None: Performed through Return from Trap (RETT) instruction. 
Z 

B. Non-Vectored Interrupt Control Sequences. 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFEOO'6 o o Don't Care 

Interrupt Return 

None: Performed through Return from Trap (RETT) instruction. 

C. Vectored Interrupt Sequences: Non-Cascaded 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFEOO'6 o o Don't Care 

Interrupt Return 
1 0110 FFFEOO'6 o o Don't Care 

D. Vectored Interrupt Sequences: Cascaded. 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
1 0100 FFFEOO'6 o o Don't Care 

(The CPU here uses the Cascade Indx to find the Cascade Address.) 

Don't Care 

Vector: 
Range: 0-127 

Vector: Same as 
in Previous Int. 
Ack.Cycle 

Cascade Index: 
range -16to-l 

2 0101 Cascade 0 lor 0 or 
Address 0* 1* 

Vector, range 0-255; on appropriate 
half of Data Bus for even/odd address 

Interrupt Return 
1 0110 FFFEOO

'
6 o o 

(The CPU here uses the Cascade Index to find the Cascade Address.) 
2 0111 Cascade 0 1 or 0 or 

Address 0* 1 • 

Don't Care 

Don't Care 

Cascade Index: 
same as in 
previous Int. 
Ack. Cycle 

Don't Care 

• If the Cascaded ICU Address is Even lAO is low), then the CPU applies HID: high and reads the vector number from bits 0-7 of the Data Bus. 

"the address is Odd lAO is high), then the CPU applies HBE low and reads the vector number from bits 8-15 of the Data Bus. The vector number may be in the 
range 0-255. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.6 Slave Processor Communication 

In addition to its use as the Address Translation strap (Sec
Lioll 8.S.i)I thG AT/SPC pir. ;s used a:; thG dato. ::;trobc: ~O~ 
Slave Processor transfers. In this role, it is referred to as 
Slave Processor Control (SPC). In a slave processor bus 
cycle, data is transferred on the Data Bus (AOO-AOI5), and 
the Status Lines STO-ST3 are monitored by each Slave 
Processor in order to determine the type of transfer being 
performed. SPC is bidirectional, but is driven by the CPU 
during all Slave Processor bus cycles. See Section 3.9 for 
full protocol sequences. 

PREVo CYCLE 

I T40r Tl 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

SPC [ 

ADO-ADIS [ 

STO-ST3 [ 

ADS [ 

DoiN [ 

HiiE [ 
_(3)[ 
DBE 

Note: 

(1) CPU samples Data Bus here. 

TI 

AD(D-15) ~r:;:;I 
AT,;uir. ~I ~ .. , I 

NS32016 
CPU 

SLAVE 
PROCESSOR 

STO-ST3 )-------1 STO-ST3 

TL/EE/SOS4-23 

FIGURE 3-12_ Slave Processor Connections 

T4 
I NEXT CYCLE 

TIORT; I 

TLlEE/SOS4-24 

(2) DBE and all other NS32201 TCU bus signals remain inactive because no ADS pulse is received from the CPU. 

FIGURE 3-13. CPU Read from Slave Processor 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.6.1 Slave Processor Bus Cycles 

A Slave Processor bus cycle always takes exactly two clock 
cycles, labeled T1 and T4 (see Figures 3-13 and 3-14). 
During a Read cycle, SPC is activated at T1, data is sam
pled at T 4, and SPC is removed. The Cycle Status pins lead 
the cycle by one clock period, and are sampled at the lead· 
ing edge of SPC. During a Write cycle, the CPU applies data 
and activates SPC at T1, removing SPC at T 4. The Slave 
Processor latches status on the leading edge of SPC and 
latches data on the trailing edge. 

Since the CPU does not pulse the Address Strobe (ADS), 
no bus signals are generated by the NS32201 Timing Con
trol Unit. The direction of a transfer is determined by the 
sequence ("protocol") established by the instruction under 

PREVo CYCLE I 
I T40RTi 

PHlt [ 

sPc [ 

T1 

execution; but the CPU indicates the direction on the DDIN 
pin for hardware debugging purposes. 

3.4.6.2 Slave Operand Transfer Sequences 

A Slave Processor operand is transferred in one or more 
Slave bus cycles. A Byte operand is transferred on the 
least·significant byte of the Data Bus (ADO-AD7), and a 
Word operand is transferred on the entire bus. A Double 
Word is transferred in a consecutive pair of bus cycles, 
least·significant word first. A Quad Word is transferred in 
two pairs of Slave cycles, with other bus cycles possibly 
occurring between them. The word order is from least·signif· 
icant word to most-significant. 

T4 

NEXT CYCLE 

T1 ORTi I 

ADO-ADtS [ ~~~~qa I.....--+---...,-J '---t-

Nole: 

STO-ST3 [ 

ADS [ 

HBE [L4~~~L4~~-~~---~-----t-
_(2)[ 
DBE 

(1) Slave Processor samples data bus here. 

TL/EE/SOS4-2S 

(2) DB1:, being provided by the NS32201 TCU, remains inaclive due to the fact thai no pulse is presented on ~. 
;eo signals RD. WR and 'fSO also remain inactive. 

FIGURE 3-14. CPU Write to Slave Processor 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.5 MEMORY MANAGEMENT OPTION 

The NS320i6 CPU, in conjunction with the NS32082 Mem· 
ory Management Unit (MMUj, provides IUli support TOr ao
dress translation, memory protection, and memory alloca
tion techniques up to and including Virtual Memory. 

3.5.1 Address Translation Strap 

The Bus Interface Control section of the NS32016 CPU has 
two bus timing modes: With or Without Address Translation. 
The mode of operation is selected by the CPU by sampling 
the AT /SPC (Address Translation/Slave Processor Control) 
pin on the rising edge of the RST (Reset) pulse. If AT/SPC 
is sampled as high, the bus timing is as previously 

I HORTi I Tl Tmmu 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

A16·A23 [ 

ADO-AD15 [ 

ADS [ 

STo-ST3 [ 

ODIN [ 

HBE [ 

ROY [ 

I 

described in Section 3.4. If it is sampled as low, two chang
es occur: 

1) An extra ClOCK cycle, I mmu, IS InserteO Into all bus 
cycles except Slave Processor transfers. 

2) The OS/FL T pin changes in function from a Data 
Strobe output (OS) to a Float Command input (FL T). 

The NS32082 MMU will itself pull the CPU AT/SPC pin low 
when it is reset. In non-Memory-Managed systems this pin 
should be pulled up to Vee through a 10 kn resistor. 

Note that the Address Translation strap does not specifical
ly declare the presence of an NS32082 MMU, but only the 

T2 T3 T4 

TL/EE/5054-26 

FIGURE 3-15. Read Cycle with Address Translation (CPU Action) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

presence of external address translation circuitry. MMU in
structions will still trap as being undefined unless the 
SETCFG (Set Configuration) instruction is executed to de
clare the MMU instruction set valid. See Section 2.1.3 . 

3.5.2 Translated Bus Timing 

Figures 3-15 and 3-16 illustrate the CPU activity during a 
Read cycle and a Write cycle in Address Translation mode. 
The additional T-State, Tmmu, is inserted between T1 and 
T2. During this time the CPU places ADO-AD15 and A16-
A23 into the TRI-STATE® mode, allowing the MMU to as
sert the translated address and issue the physical address 
strobe PAY. T2 through T4 of the cycle are identical to their 
counter-parts without Address Translation, with the excep-

I HORTi I Tl Tmmu I 

PHil [ 

PHI2 

A16-A23 [ 

ADO-AD15 [ 

ADS [ 

STO·ST3 [ 

ODIN [ 

HiiE [ 

ROY [ 

tion that the CPU Address lines A 16-A23 remain in the 
TRI-STATE condition. This allows the MMU to continue as
serting the translated address on those pins. 

Note that in order for the NS32082 MMU to operate correct
ly it must be set to the 32016 mode by forcing A24/HBF 
high during reset. 

Figures 3-17 and 3-18 show a Read cycle and a Write cycle 
as generated by the 32016/32082/32201 group. Note that 
with the CPU ADS signal going only to the MMU, and with 
the MMU PAY signal substituting for ADS everywhere else, 
Tmmu through T4 look exactly like T1 through T4 in a non
Memory-Managed system. For the connection diagram, see 
Appendix B. 

T2 T3 T4 I TIORTi I 

TL/EE/5054-27 

FIGURE 3-16. Write Cycle with Address Translation (CPU Action) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

NS32016 CPU BUS SIGNALS 

I T40RTi I T1 Tmmu T2 T3 

PHil [ 
PHI2 [ 

A16-A23 [ 

AOO-AD15 [ 

AD5 [ 

PAY [ 

5TO-5T3 [ 

ODiN [ 

HBE [ 
RDY [ 

R5[ 

DBE [ 

FIGURE 3-17_ Memory-Managed Read Cycle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

NS32016 CPU BUS SIGNALS 

I T40RTi I n I Tmmu I T2 T3 T4 I nORTi I 
PHI1 [ -1LfLfL ILrL rL !LJ 
PHI 2 [ 

-Jl Jl Ul LJl Ln Jl Ln r-
VIRTUAL PHYSICAL 

A16-A23 [ 

ADO-AD15 [ 

~ WM ~ ADDRESS VALID I XNEXTAD?R VALID 

~~x'-:x ~ ~ ~ ADDRESS ADDRESS DATA OUT 
VALID VALID 

ADS [ IV IV 
IV 

STO-ST3 [ ~ :.:::; ~ STATUS VALID NEXT5TATUS 

DoiN[ ~ ~ t7' \ NEXT 

- r 

~ f-

2 W& ~ VALID X NEXT iiiiE[ 
I 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ /////-0 ~ ~ V/////. ROY [ 

NS32201 feu BUS SIGNALS 

-V 
-V 

DBE [ -~ 

- II T50 [ 

TL/EE/5054-29 

FIGURE 3-18. Memory-Managed Write Cycle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.5.3 The FL T (Float) Pin 
The FL T pin is used by the CPU for address iransiaiion 
support. Activating f U dUring I mmu causes me L;I-'U to 
wait longer than Tmmu for address translation and valida
tion. This feature is used occasionally by the NS32082 MMU 
in order to update its internal translation look.aside buffer 
(TLB) from page tables in memory, or to update certain 
status bits within them. 

Figure 3-19 shows the effects of FLT. Upon sampling FLT 
low, late in Tmmu, the CPU enters idle T·States (Tf) during 
which it: 

1) Sets ADO-AD15, A16-A23 and DDIN to the TRI
STATE condition '''floating''). 

<!.) Sets HBE iow. 

3) Suspends further internal processing of the current in· 
struction. This ensures that the current instruction re
mains abortable with retry. (See RST/ABT description, 
Section 3.5.4.) 

Note that the ADO-AD15 pins may be briefly asserted duro 
ing the first idle T-State. The above conditions remain in 
effect until FL T again goes high. See the Timing Specifica
tions, Section 4. 

TLlEE/5054-30 

FIGURE 3-19. FL T Timing 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.5.4 Aborting Bus Cycles 

The RST I ABT pin, apart from its Reset function (Section 
3.3), also serves as the means to "abort," or cancel, a bus 
cycle and the instruction, if any, which initiated it. An Abort 
request is distinguished from a Reset in that the RST I ABT 
pin is held active for only one clock cycle. 

If RST/ABT is pulled low during Tmmu or n, this signals 
that the cycle must be aborted. The CPU itself will enter T2 
and then Ti, thereby terminating the cycle. Since it is the 
MMU PAY signal which triggers a physical cycle, the rest of 
the system remains unaware that a cycle was started . 

The NS32082 MMU will abort a bus cycle for either of two 
reasons: 

1) The CPU is attempting to access a virtual address 
which is not currently resident in physical memory. The 
reference page must be brought into physical memory 
from mass storage to make it accessible to the CPU. 

2) The CPU is attempting to perform an access which is 
not allowed by the protection level assigned to that 
page. 

When a bus cycle is aborted by the MMU, the instruction 
that caused it to occur is also aborted in such a manner that 
it is guaranteed re-executable later. The information that is 
changed irrecoverably by such a partly-executed instruction 
does not affect its re-execution. 

3.5.4.1 The Abort Interrupt 

Upon aborting an instruction, the CPU immediately performs 
an interrupt through the ABT vector in the Interrupt Table 
(see Section 3.8). The Return Address pushed on the Inter
rupt Stack is the address of the aborted instruction, so that 
a Return from Trap (RED) instruction will automatically re
try it. 

The one exception to this sequence occurs if the aborted 
bus cycle was an instruction prefetch. If so, it is not yet 
certain that the aborted prefetched code is to be executed. 
Instead of causing an interrupt, the CPU only aborts the bus 
cycle, and stops prefetching. If the information in the In
struction Queue runs out, meaning that the instruction will 
actually be executed, the ABT interrupt will occur, in effect 
aborting the instruction that was being fetched. 

3.5.4.2 Hardware Considerations 

In order to guarantee instruction retry, certain rules must be 
followed in applying an Abort to the CPU. These rules are 
followed by the NS32082 Memory Management Unit. 

1) If FL T has not been applied to the CPU, the Abort 
pulse must occur during or before Tmmu. See the Tim
ing Specifications, Figure 4-22. 
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2) If FL T has been applied to the CPU, the Abort pulse 
must be applied before the T -State in which FL T goes 
inactive. The CPU will not actually respond to the Abort 
command until FL T is removed. See Figure 4-23 . 

3) The Write half of a Read-Modify-Write operand access 
may not be aborted. The CPU guarantees that this will 
never be necessary for Memory Management funtions 
by applying a special RMW status (Status Code 1011) 
during the Read half of the access. When the CPU 
presents RMW status, that cycle must be aborted if it 
would be illegal to write to any of the accessed ad
dresses. 

If RST I ABT is pulsed at any time other than as indicated 
above, it will abort either the instruction currently under exe
cution or the next instruction and will act as a very high-pri
ority interrupt. However, the program that was running at the 
time is not guaranteed recoverable. 

3.6 BUS ACCESS CONTROL 

The NS32016 CPU has the capability of relinquishing its 
access to the bus upon request from a DMA device or an
other CPU. This capability is implemented on the HOLD 
(Hold Request) and HLDA (Hold Acknowledge) pins. By as
serting HOLD low, an external device requests access to 
the bus. On receipt of HLDA from the CPU, the device may 
perform bus cycles, as the CPU at this point has set the 
ADO-AD15, A16-A23, ADS, DDIN and HBE pins to the 
TRI-ST ATE condition. To return control of the bus to the 
CPU, the device sets HOLD inactive, and the CPU acknowl
edges return of the bus by setting HLDA inactive. 

How quickly the CPU releases the bus depends on whether 
it is idle on the bus. at the time the HOLD request is made, 
as the CPU must always complete the current bus cycle. 
Figure 3-20 shows the timing sequence when the CPU is 
idle. In this case, the CPU grants the bus during the immedi
ately following clock cycle. Figure 3-21 shows the sequence 
if the CPU is using the bus at the time that the HOLD re
quest is made. If the request is made during or before the 
clock cycle shown (two clock cycles before T4), the CPU 
will release the bus during the clock cycle following T 4. If 
the request occurs closer to T 4, the CPU may already have 
decided to initiate another bus cycle. In that case it will not 
grant the bus until after the next T 4 state. Note that this 
situation will also occur if the CPU is idle on the bus but has 
initiated a bus cycle internally. 

In a Memory-Managed system, the HLDA signal is connect
ed in a daisy-chain through the NS32082, so that the MMU 
can release the bus if it is using it. 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

PHil 

I T; I T; I··· I 
[iLrLr 

r; I T; OR T4 I T;ORTl I T; 

PHI2 [ 

HOLD [ 

HLDA [ 

I 
AFFECTED SIGNALS 

ADs [ ------- Ir------ -------

----- 1r----- -----

~[ ---- 1~----------

HBE [ 

ADO-4015 [-Li',"",,"LL.L.£-Lf'J 

416-A23 [ ~L.L-LJ.:..L.<'-.<.ju 

STO-ST3 [ -t----tJ "''-'-L.L-<r'I f..<:..<,£,,c..LjL<:"':"'~~jL<CL...<:"':"'<-L..f' '-__ +-___ +_ 

FIGURE 3-20. HOLD Timing, Bus Initially Idle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

T3 T4 Ti Ti Ti Ti 

PHll[ 

PHI2[ 

HOLD [ 

HLBA[ 

AFFECTED SIGNALS 

AiiS[ 

--- 1~--- ----

DoiN [ -+-___ +_VA_L_ID_+-___ j-I --- ~~--- ---- NEXT 

HiE[ -+-__ -+-V-A-Ll-D-+--__ 1-' -- 1r-- ---- NEXT 

-- 1t--- ---- NEXTADDR 

A16-A23 [ -+ ___ +_VA_L_ID_+-___ j-I 

STO-ST3[ -+---+---fJ ~~4:"'::"':"":"''-''-'TI joU:"'::"'~'-"-'-"-~""f~~:"'::"'''f'' '-_+ ___ j-
TL/EE/5054-32 

FIGURE 3-21. HOLD Timing, Bus Initially Not Idle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.7 INSTRUCTION STATUS 

In addition to the four bits of Bus Cycle status (STO-ST3), 
the NS32016 CPU also presents Instruction Status informa
tion on three separate pins. These pins differ from STO
ST3 in that they are synchronous to the CPU's internal in
struction execution section rather than to its bus interface 
section. 

PFS (Program Flow Status) is pulsed low as each instruction 
begins execution. It is intended for debugging purposes, and 
is used that way by the NS32082 Memory Management 
Unit. 

U/S originates from the U bit of the Processor Status Regis
ter, and indicates whether the CPU is currently running in 
User or Supervisor mode. It is sampled by the MMU for 
mapping, protection and debugging purposes. Although it is 
not synchronous to bus cycles, there are guarantees on its 
validity during any given bus cycle. See the Timing Specifi
cations, Figure 4-21. 

ILO (Interlocked Operation) is activated during an SBITI (Set 
Bit, Interlocked) or CBITI (Clear Bit, Interlocked) instruction. 
It is made available to external bus arbitration circuitry in 
order to allow these instructions to implement the sema
phore primitive operations for multi-processor communica
tion and resource sharing. As with the U/S pin, there are 
guarantees on its validity during the operand accesses per
formed by the instructions. See the Timing Specification 
Section, Figure 4-19. 

3.8 NS32016 INTERRUPT STRUCTURE 

INT, on which maskable interrupts may be requested, 

NMI, on which non-maskable interrupts may be request
ed, and 

RST / ABT, which may be used to abort a bus cycle and 
any associated instruction. See Section 3.5.4. 

'I"' 

MEMORY I 'I'-' 

/ CASCADE ADDR 0 

· CASCADE TABLE .:; · ~i::: · 

Ion","" ""~ 
CASCADE ADDR 14 

CASCADE ADDR 15 

REGISTER I FIXED INTERRUPTS 

AND TRAPS 

In addition, there is a set of internally-generated "traps" 
which cause interrupt service to be performed as a result 
either OT exceptlonai conditions (e.g., attempted division by 
zero) or of specific instructions whose purpose is to cause a 
trap to occur (e.g., the Supervisor Call instruction). 

3.8.1 General Interrupt/Trap Sequence 

Upon receipt of an interrupt or trap request, the CPU goes 
through four major steps: 

1) Adjustment of Registers. 

Depending on the source of the interrupt or trap, the 
CPU may restOTe and/or adjust the contents of the 
Program Counter (PC), the Processor Status Register 
(PSR) and the currently-selected Stack Pointer (SP). A 
copy of the PSR is made, and the PSR is then set to 
reflect SupervisOT Mode and selection of the Interrupt 
Stack. 

2) Saving Processor Status. 

The PSR copy is pushed onto the Interrupt Stack as a 
16-bit quantity. 

3) Vector Acquisition. 

A Vector is either obtained from the Data Bus or is 
supplied by default. 

4) Service Call. 

The Vector is used as an index into the Interrupt Dis
patch Table, whose base address is taken from the 
CPU Interrupt Base (INTBASE) Register. See Figure 
3-22. A 32-bit External Procedure Descriptor is read 
from the table entry, and an External Procedure Call is 
performed using it. The MOD Register (16 bits) and 
Program Counter (32 bits) are pushed on the Interrupt 
Stack. 

' 31 61'-' 
0 NVI NON·VECTORED INTERRUPT 

1 NMI NON-MASKABLE INTERRUPT 

2 ABT ABORT 

3 SLAVE SLAVE PROCESSOR TRAP 

4 ILL I LLEGAL OPERATION TRAP 

5 SVC SUPERVISOR CALL TRAP 

t VECTORED r DISPATCH TABLE 
6 DVZ DIVIDE BY ZERO TRAP 

INTERRUPTS 1 7 FLG FLAG TRAP 

8 BPT BREAKPOINT TRAP 

9 TRC TRACE TRAP 

10 UND UNDEFINED INSTRUCTION TRAP 

11-15 ~ RESERVED ;.," 
16 VECTORED 

INTERRUPTS 

" ~ 

TL/EE/50S4-33 

FIGURE 3-22. Interrupt Dispatch and Cascade Tables 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

This process is illustrated in Figure 3-23, from the viewpoint 
of the programmer. 

Full sequences of events in processing interrupts and traps 
may be found as follows: 

I RETURN ADDRESS IIPUSH) 

I 

I STATUS I MODULE I 
IIPUSH) 

PSR MOD 

INTBASE REGISTER 

l INTERRUPT BASE 

I VECTOR .4 ~ 

f 
DESCRIPTOR 

Interrupt on INT or NMI pin: 
Abort Interrupt: 
Traps (except Trace): 
Trace Trap: 

INTERRUPT 

STACK 

r-------- ------, 
I I 
I I 
i CASCADE TABLE I 
I I 
I 

DISPATCH 

TABLE 

DESCRIPTOR (32 BITS) 

) 

i-_--- 16----·,...i ____ --16----; __ 1 

OFFSET MODULE 

0 

MOD REGISTER ~ MODULE TABLE 

I NEW MODULE 

I MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

) 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 
32 

STATIC BASE POINTER -I-------

LINK BASE POINTER 

(+ PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

PROGRAM COUNTER SBREGISTER 

32 BITS 

32 BITS 

I ENTRY POINT ADDRESS ~ --- NEW STATIC BASE 

FIGURE 3-23. Interrupt/Trap Service Routine Calling Sequence 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.8.2 I nterruptlTrap Return 

To return control to an interrupted program, one of two in
s!ructio!1s if: used. The RETT {Rctu:-r: trom Trap} :nstruct;o~ 
(Figure 3-24) restores the PSR, MOD, PC and S8 registers 
to their previous contents and, since traps are often used 
deliberately as a call mechanism for Supervisor Mode pro
cedures, it also discards a specified number of bytes from 
the original stack as surplus parameter space. RETT is used 
to return from any trap or interrupt except the Maskable 
Interrupt. For this, the RETI (Return from Interrupt) instruc
tion is used, which also informs any external Interrupt Con
trol Units that interrupt service has completed. Since inter
rupts are generally asynchronous external eVl9nts, RETI 
does not pop parameters. See Figure 3-25. . 

3.8.3 Maskable Interrupts (The INT Pin) 

The INT pin is a level-sensitive input. A continuous low level 
is allowed for generating multiple interrupt requests. The 

PROGRAM COUNTER 

I ·1 
(POP) 

RETURN ADDRESS 

STATUS I MODULE 

PSR MOD 

MODULE T~BLE ENTRY 

STATIC BASE POINTER -h 

LINK BASE POINTER 

PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

SBREGISTER 

STATIC BASE 

(POP) 

POP AND 

DISCARD 

input is maskable, and is therefore enabled to generate in
terrupt requests only while the Processor Status Register I 
hit i!=:; !=;P.t ThA I hit i~ ~lltomAti("~II\I ("Ip~rprl ('h Irin" ~pn,i,..p. "f 

--.- J __ " _." _- __ '0'" --'- Y._- ~. 

an INT, NMI or Abort request, and is restored to its original 
setting upon return from the interrupt service routine via the 
RETT or RETI instruction. 

The INT pin may be configured via the SETCFG instruction 
as either Non-Vectored (CFG Register bit 1=0) or Vectored 
(bit 1=1). 

3.8.3.1 Non-Vectored Mode 

In the Non-Vectored mode, an interrupt request on the INT 
pin will cause an Interrupt Acknowledge bus cycle, but the 
CPU will ignore any value read from the bus and use instead 
a default vector of zero. This mode is useful for small sys
tems in which hardware interrupt prioritization is unneces
sary. 

n 
BYTES 

} 32 BITS 

1--------1 

} 32 BITS 

1--------1 

INTERRUPT 

STACK 

MOOULE 

TABLE 

MOOULE TABLE ENTRY 

r-,.--------, 

PARAMETERS 

STACK SELECTED 

IN NEWLY· 

POPPEDPSR. 

TLlEE/SOS4-36 

FIGURE 3-24. Return from Trap (RETT n) Instruction Flow 
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cb 3.0 Functional Description (Continued) ..... 
C) 
N 
C') 

en 
z ...... 
CO . 
CD 
..... "END OF INTERRUPT" 
C) 

~ BUS CYCLE 

en 
Z ...... 
~ ..... 
C) INTERRUPT 
N CONTROL 

~ ~ 
Z 

PROGRAM COUNTER 
(POP) 

RETURN ADDRESS 

I (POP) 
STATUS J MODULE -1----------;-

PSR MOD 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

STATIC BASE POINTER - ~ 

LINK BASE POINTER 

PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

STATIC BASE 

SBREGISTER 

INTERRUPT 
STACK 

MODULE 
TABLE 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

) 

FIGURE 3-25. Return from Interrupt (RET) Instruction Flow 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.8.3.2 Vectored Mode: Non-Cascaded Case 

In the Vectored mode, ihe CPU uses an Interrupt Control 
Umt (IGU) to Prioritize up to 1 b Interrupt requests. iJpon re
ceipt of an interrupt request on the INT pin, the CPU per
forms an "Interrupt Acknowledge, Master" bus cycle (Sec
tion 3.4.2) reading a vector value from the low-order byte of 
the Data Bus. This vector is then used as an index into the 
Dispatch Table in order to find the External Procedure De
scriptor for the proper interrupt service procedure. The serv
ice procedure eventually returns via the Return from Inter
rupt (RETI) instruction, which performs an End of Interrupt 
bus cycle, informing the ICU that it may re-prioritize any in
terrupt requests still pending. The ICU provides the vector 
number again, which the CPU uses to determine whether it 
needs also to inform a Cascaded ICU (see below). 

In a system with only one ICU (16 levels of interrupt), the 
vectors provided must be in the range of 0 through 127; that 
is, they must be positive numbers in eight bits. By providing 
a negative vector number, an ICU flags the interrupt source 
as being a Cascaded ICU (see below). 

3.8.3.3 Vectored Mode: Cascaded Case 

In order to allow up to 256 levels of interrupt, provision is 
made both in the CPU and in the NS32202 Interrupt Control 
Unit (ICU) to transparently support cascading. Figure 3-27 
shows a typical cascaded configuration. Note that the Inter
rupt output from a Cascaded ICU goes to an Interrupt Re
quest input of the Master ICU, which is the only ICU which 
drives the CPU INT pin. 

In a system which uses cascading, two tasks must be per
formed upon initialization: 

1) For each Cascaded ICU in the system, the Master ICU 
must be informed of the line number (0 to (5) on which 
it receives the cascaded requests. 

2) A Cascade Table must be established in memory. The 
Cascade Table is located in a NEGATIVE direction 
from the location indicated by the CPU Interrupt Base 
(INTBASE) Register. Its entries are 32-bit addresses, 
pointing to the Vector Registers of each of up to 16 
Cascaded ICUs. 

NS32016 
cpu 

GROUP 

iNT 1-------1 

Figure 3-22 illustrates the position of the Cascade Table. To 
find the Cascade Table entry for a Cascaded ICU. take its 
Mastor !CU !~~e ~~rr.be~ (0 !c ~ 5) ~~d SlJbtr~'.I:t ~ t3 frl)m it, 

giving an index in the range -16 to -1. Multiply this value 
by 4, and add the resulting negative number to the contents 
of the INTBASE Register. The 32-bit entry at this address 
must be set to the address of the Hardware Vector Register 
of the Cascaded ICU. This is referred to as the "Cascade 
Address." 

Upon receipt of an interrupt request from a Cascaded ICU, 
the Master ICU interrupts the CPU and provides the nega
tive Cascade Table index instead of a (positive) vector num
ber. The CPU, seeing the negative value, uses it as an index 
into the Cascade Table and reads the Cascade Address 
from the referenced entry. Applying this address, the CPU 
performs an "Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded" bus cycle 
(Section 3.4.2), reading the final vector value. This vector is 
interpreted by the CPU as an unsigned byte, and can there
fore be in the range of 0 through 255. 

In returning from a Cascaded interrupt, the service proce
dure executes the Return from Interrupt (RETI) instruction, 
as it would for any Maskable Interrupt. The CPU performs 
an "End of Interrupt, Master" bus cycle (Section 3.4.2), 
whereupon the Master ICU again provides the negative 
Cascaded Table index. The CPU, seeing a negative value, 
uses it to find the corresponding Cascade Address from the 
Cascade Table. Applying this address, it performs an "End 
of Interrupt, Cascaded" bus cycle (Section 3.4.2), informing 
the Cascaded ICU of the completion of the service routine. 
The byte read from the Cascaded ICU is discarded. 
Note: If an interrupt must be masked off, the CPU can do so by setting the 

corresponding bit in the interrupt mask register of the interrupt con
troller. However, if an interrupt is set pending during the CPU instruc
tion that masks off that interrupt, the CPU may still perform an inter
rupt acknowledge cycle following that instruction since it might have 
sampled the INT line before the leu deasserted it. This could cause 
the ICU to provide an invalid vector. To avoid this problem the above 
operation should be performed with the CPU interrupt disabled. 

IRl 

IR3 

IRS 
HARDWARE 

IR7 INTERRUPTS 
OR 

IR9 CASCADED 
CONTROLLERS 

IRll 

IR13 

IR15 

GOIIRO 

GlIIR2 

G211R4 
INTERRUPTS, 
CASCADED. 

G411RB OR 
BIT 1/0 

G711R14 
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FIGURE 3-26. Interrupt Control Unit Connections (16 Levels) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

CONTROL 

ADDR S BITS 

STATUS 

FROM 
ADDRESS CS 
DECODER 

DATA 

CONTROL 

NS3201e MASTER 

CPU ADDR NS32202 

GROUP ICU 

STATUS 1 

iNr iNr 

FROM 
ADORESS cs 
DECODER 

IRl 

IR3 

IRS 

IR7 

IR9 

IRll 

IRU 

IRIS 

GOIIRO 

G111R2 

G411R8 

GSIIR10 

2 

G7IIR14 

HARDWARE 
INTERRUPTS 

INTERRUPTS 
OR 

BITI/O 
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FIGURE 3-27. Cascaded Interrupt Control Unit Connections 

3.8.4 Non-Maskable Interrupt (The NMI Pin) 

The Non-Maskable Interrupt is triggered whenever a falling 
edge is detected on the NMI pin. The CPU performs an 
"Interrupt Acknowledge, Master" bus cycle (Section 3.4.2) 
when processing of this interrupt actually begins. The Inter
rupt Acknowledge cycle differs from that provided for Mask
able Interrupts in that the address presented is FFFF0016. 
ihe vector value used for the Non-Maskable Interrupt is 
taken as 1, regardless of the value read from the bus. 

The service procedure returns from the Non-Maskable In
terrupt using the Return from Trap (RETT) instruction. No 
special bus cycles occur on return. 

For the full sequence of events in processing the Non
Maskable Interrupt, see Section 3.8.7.1. 
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3.8.5 Traps 

A trap is an internally-generated interrupt request caused as 
a direct and immediate result of the execution of an instruc
tion. The Return Address pushed by any trap except Trap 
(TRC) below is the address of the first byte of the instruction 
during which the trap occurred. Traps do not disable inter
rupts, as they are not associated with external events. Traps 
recognized by NS32016 CPU are: 

Trap (Slave): An exceptional condition was detected by the 
Floating Point Unit or another Slave Processor during the 
execution of a Slave Instruction. This trap is requested via 
the Status Word returned as part of the Slave Processor 
Protocol (Section 3.9.1). 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 
Trap (ILL): Illegal operation. A privileged operation was at
tempted while the CPU was in User Mode (PSR bit U = 1). 

Tr3~ {SVC}: The S!Jpe!"!!scr C9!! ~S\lC~ !~st!"u~t!0n w~s t?x~
cuted. 

Trap (DVZ): An attempt was made to divide an integer by 
zero. (The FPU trap is used for Floating Point division by 
zero.) 

Trap (FLG): The FLAG instruction detected a "1" in the 
CPU PSR F bit. 

Trap (BPT): The Breakpoint (BPT) instruction was execut
ed. 

Trap (TRC): The instruction just completed is being traced. 
See below. 

Trap (UNO): An undefined opcode was encountered by the 
CPU. 

A special case is the Trace Trap (TRC), which is enabled by 
setting the T bit in the Processor Status Register (PSR). At 
the beginning of each instruction, the T bit is copied into the 
PSR P (Trace "Pending") bit. If the P bit is set at the end of 
an instruction, then the Trace Trap is activated. If any other 
trap or interrupt request is made during a traced instruction, 
its entire service procedure is allowed to complete before 
the Trace Trap occurs. Each interrupt and trap sequence 
handles the P bit for proper tracing, guaranteeing one and 
only one Trace Trap per instruction, and guaranteeing that 
the Return Address pushed during a Trace Trap is always 
the address of the next instruction to be traced. 

3.8,6 Prioritization 

The NS32016 CPU internally prioritizes simultaneous inter
rupt and trap requests as follows: 

1) Traps other than Trace (Highest priority) 

2) Abort 

3) Non-Maskable Interrupt 

4) Maskable Interrupts 

5) Trace Trap (Lowest priority) 

3.8.7 Interrupt/Trap Sequences: Detail Flow 

For purposes of the following detailed discussion of inter
rupt and trap service sequences, a single sequence called 
"Service" is defined in Figure 3-28. Upon detecting any in
terrupt request or trap condition, the CPU first performs a 
sequence dependent upon the type of interrupt or trap. This 
sequence will include pushing the Processor Status Regis
ter and establishing a Vector and a Return Address. The 
CPU then performs the Service sequence. 

For the sequenced followed in processing either Maskable 
or Non-Maskable Interrupts (on the INT or NMI pins, respec
tively), see Section 3.B.7.1. For Abort interrupts, see Section 
3.B.7.4. For the Trace Trap, see Section 3.B.7.3, and for all 
other traps see Section 3.B.7.2. 

3.8.7,1 Maskable/Non·Maskable Interrupt Sequence 

This sequence is performed by the CPU when the NMI pin 
receives a falling edge, or the INT pin becomes active with 
the PSR I bit set. The interrupt sequence begins either at 
the next instruction boundary or, in the case of the String 
instructions, at the next interruptible pOint during its execu
tion. 
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1. If a String instruction was interrupted and not yet com
pleted: 
~ r;1 .. Ar th .. Prnr.A""or StAt"" RAgi,,!er P hit. 

b. Set "Return Address" to the address of the first 
byte of the interrupted instruction. 

Otherwise, set "Return Address" to the address of the 
next instruction. 

2. Copy the Processor Status Register (PSR) into a tem
porary register, then clear PSR bits S, U, T, P and I. 

3. If the interrupt is Non-Maskable: 

a. Read a byte from address FFFF0016, applying 
Status Code 0100 (Interrupt Acknowledge, Mas
ter: Section 3.4.2). Discard the byte read. 

b. Set "Vector" to 1. 

c. Go to Step B. 

4. If the interrupt is Non-Vectored: 

a. Read a byte from address FFFF0016, applying 
Status Code 0100 (Interrupt Acknowledge, Mas
ter: Section 3.4.2). Discard the byte read. 

b. Set "Vector" to O. 

c. Go to Step B. 

5. Here the interrupt is Vectored. Read "Byte" from ad
dress FFFE0016, applying Status Code 0100 (Interrupt 
Acknowledge, Master: Section 3.4.2). 

6. If "Byte" ? 0, then set "Vector" to "Byte" and go to 
Step B. 

7. If "Byte" is in the range -16 through -1, then the 
interrupt source is Cascaded. (More negative values 
are reserved for future use.) Perform the following: 

a. Read the 32-bit Cascade Address from memory. 
The address is calculated as INTBASE + 4' Byte. 

b. Read "Vector," applying the Cascade Address 
just read and Status Code 0101 (Interrupt Ac
knowledge, Cascaded: Section 3.4.2). 

B. Push the PSR copy (from Step 2) onto the Interrupt 
Stack as a 16-bit value. 

9. pprform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-28. 

Service (Vector, Return Address): 

1) Read the 32-bit External Procedure Descriptor from the Interrupt Dis
patch Table: address is Vector'4 + INTBASE Register contents. 

2) Move the Module field of the Descriptor into the MOD Register. 

3) Read the new Static Base pointer from the memory address contained 
in MOD, placing it into the 58 Register. 

4) Read the Program Base pOinter from memory address MOD + 8, and 
add to it the Offset field from the Descriptor, placing the result in the 
Program Counter. 

5) Flush Queue: Non-sequentially fetch first instruction of Interrupt Rou-
tine. 

6) Push MOD Register onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit value. (The 
PSR has already been pushed as a 16-bit value.) 

7) Push the Return Address onto the Interrupt Stack as a 32-bit quantity. 

FIGURE 3-28. Service Sequence 
Invoked during all interrupt/trap sequences 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.8.7.2 Trap Sequence: Traps Other Than Trace 

1) Restore the currently selected Stack Pointer and the 
Processor Status Register to their original values at the 
start of the trapped instruction. 

2) Set "Vector" to the value corresponding to the trap 
type. 

SLAVE: Vector = 3. 

ILL: Vector = 4. 

SVC: Vector = 5. 

DVZ: Vector = 6. 
FLG: Vector = 7. 

BPT: Vector = 8. 

UND: Vector = 10. 

3) Copy the Processor Status Register (PSR) into a tem
porary register, then clear PSR bits S, U, P and T. 

4) Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

5) Set "Return Address" to the address of the first byte of 
the trapped instruction. 

6) Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Rgure 3-28. 

3.8.7.3 Trace Trap Sequence 

1) In the Processor Status Register (PSR), clear the P bit. 

2) Copy the PSR into a temporary register, then clear 
PSR bits S, U and T. 

3) Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

4) Set "Vector" to 9. 

5) Set "Return Address" to the address of the next in-
struction. 

6) Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-28. 

3.8.7.4 Abort Sequence 

1) Restore the currently selected Stack Pointer to its origi
nal contents at the beginning of the aborted instruction. 

2) Clear the PSR P bit. 

3) Copy the PSR into a temporary register, then clear 
PSR bits S, U, T and I. 

4) Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

5) Set "Vector" to 2. 

6) Set "Return Address" to the address of the first by1e of 
the aborted instruction. 

7) Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-28. 

3.9 SLAVE PROCESSOR INSTRUCTIONS 

The NS32016 CPU recognizes three groups of instructions 
as being executable by external Slave Processors: 

Floating Point Instruction Set 

Memory Management Instruction Set 

Custom Instruction Set 
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Each Slave Instruction Set is validated by a bit in the Config
uration Register (Section 2.1.3). Any Slave Instruction which 
does not have its corresponding Configuration Register bit 
set will trap as undefined, without any Slave Processor com
munication attempted by the CPU. This allows software sim
ulation of a non-existent Slave Processor . 

3.9.1 Slave Processor Protocol 

Slave Processor instructions have a three-byte Basic In
struction field, consisting of an ID Byte followed by an Oper
ation Word. The ID By1e has three functions: 

1) It identifies the instruction as being a Slave Processor 
instruction. 

2) It specifies which Slave Processor will execute it. 

3) It determines the format of the following Operation 
Word of the instruction. 

Upon receiving a Slave Processor instruction, the CPU initi
ates the sequence outlined in Figure 3-29. While applying 
Status Code 1111 (Broadcast ID, Section 3.4.2), the CPU 
transfers the ID Byte on the least-significant half of the Data 
Bus (ADO-AD7). All Slave Processors input this byte and 
decode it. The Slave Processor selected by the ID Byte is 
activated, and from this point the CPU is communicating 
only with it. If any other slave protocol was in progress (e.g., 
an aborted Slave instruction), this transfer cancels it. 

The CPU next sends the Operation Word while applying 
Status Code 1101 (Transfer Slave Operand, Section 3.4.2). 
Upon receiving it, the Slave Processor decodes it, and at 
this point both the CPU and the Slave Processor are aware 
of the number of operands to be transferred and their sizes. 
The Operation Word is swapped on the Data Bus; that is, 
bits 0-7 appear on pins AD8-ADI5 and bits 8-15 appear 
on pins ADO-AD7. 

Using the Addressing Mode fields within the Operation 
Word, the CPU starts fetching operands and issuing them to 
the Slave Processor. To do so, it references any Addressing 
Mode extensions which may be appended to the Slave 
Processor instruction. Since the CPU is solely responsible 
for memory accesses, these extensions are not sent to the 
Slave Processor. The Status Code applied is 1101 (Transfer 
Slave Processor Operand, Section 3.4.2). 

Status Combinations: 
Send ID (ID): Code 1111 
Xfer Operand (OP): Code 1101 
Read Status (ST): Code 1110 

Step Status Action 
1 ID CPU Send ID Byte. 
2 OP CPU Sends Operation Word. 
3 OP CPU Sends Required Operands. 
4 Slave Starts Execution. CPU Pre-Fetches. 
5 Slave Pulses SPC Low. 
6 ST CPU Reads Status Word. (Trap? Alter Flags?) 
7 OP CPU Reads Results (If Any). 

FIGURE 3·29. Slave Processor Protocol 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

After the CPU has issued the last operand, the Slave Proc
essor starts the actua~ execution of the instruction. Upon 
compieiion, it wiii signai ihe CPU uy t-iubillY SPC :vvv. Tv 
allow for this, and for the Address Translation strap func
tion, AT/SPC is normally held high only by an intemal pull
up device of approximately 5 kn. 

While the Slave Processor is executing the instruction, the 
CPU is free to prefetch instructions into its queue. If it fills 
the queue before the Slave Processor finishes, the CPU will 
wait, applying Status Code 0011 (Waiting for Slave, Section 
3.4.2). 

Upon receiving the pulse on SPC, the CPU uses SPC to 
read a Status Word from the Slave Processor, applying 
Status Code 1110 (Read Slave Status, Section 3.4.2). This 
word has the format shown in Figure 3-30. If the Q bit 
("Quit", Bit 0) is set, this indicates that an error was detect
ed by the Slave Processor. The CPU will not continue the 
protocol, but will immediately trap through the Slave vector 
in the Interrupt Table. Certain Slave Processor instructions 
cause CPU PSR bits to be loaded from the Status Word. 

The last step in the protocol is for the CPU to read a result, 
if any, and transfer it to the destination. The Read cycles 
from the Slave Processor are performed by the CPU while 
applying Status Code 1101 (Transfer Slave Operand, Sec
tion 3.4.2). 

An exception to the protocol above is the LMR (Load Mem
ory Management Register) instruction, and a corresponding 

Custom Slave instruction (LCR: Load Custom Register). In 
executing these instr!..!ct!ons, the protocol ends after the 
cr~ ~o.:; :ss:Jcd !hc !a~t ()pe~3.~~. "'!'"~e CPU dC'~~ ~ot w::-it fnr 

an acknowledgement from the Slave Processor, and it does 
not read status. 

3.9.2 Floating Point Instructions 

Table 3-4 gives the protocols followed for each Floating 
Point instruction. The instructions are referenced by their 
mnemonics. For the bit encodings of each instruction, see 
Appendix A. 

The Operand class columns give the Access Class for each 
general operand, defining how the addressing modes are 
interpreted (see Series 32000 I nstruction Set Reference 
Manual). 

The Operand Issued columns show the sizes of the oper
ands issued to the Floating Point Unit by the CPU. "D" indi
cates a 32-bit Double Word. "i" indicates that the instruction 
specifies an integer size for the operand (B = Byte, 
W = Word, D = Double Word). "f" indicates that the instruc
tion specifies a Floating Point size for the operand (F = 32-
bit Standard Floating, L = 64-bit Long Floating). 

The Returned Value Type and Destination column gives the 
size of any returned value and where the CPU places it. The 
PSR Bits Affected column indicates which PSR bits, if any, 
are updated from the Slave Processor Status Word (Figure 
3-30). 

TABLE 3-4 
Floating Point Instruction Protocols 

Operand 1 Operand 2 Operand 1 Operand 2 Returned Value PSR Bits 
Mnemonic Class Class Issued Issued Type and Dest. Affected 

ADDf read.! rmw.! f to Op. 2 none 
SUBf read.f rmw.f f to Op. 2 none 
MUll read.f rmw.f f to Op. 2 none 
DIV! read.f rmw.f f to Op. 2 none 

MOVf read.! write.f N/A f to Op. 2 none 
ABSf read.f write.f N/A f to Op. 2 none 
NEG! read.! write.f N/A fto Op. 2 none 

CMP! read.! read.! N/A N,Z,L 

FLOORfi read.! write.i N/A ito Op. 2 none 
TRUNCfi read.! write.i N/A ito Op. 2 none 
ROUNDfi read.f write.i N/A ito Op. 2 none 

MOVFL read.F write.L F N/A L toOp. 2 none 
MOVLF read.L write.F L N/A Fto Op. 2 none 

MOVif read.i write.f N/A f to Op. 2 none 

LFSR read.D N/A D N/A N/A none 
SFSR N/A write.D N/A N/A D to Op. 2 none 

Note: 

D ~ Double Word 

i = integer size (B,W,D) specified in mnemonic. 

c = Custom size (0:32 bits or Q:64 bits) specified in mnemonic. 

'" = Privileged Instruction: will trap if CPU is in User Mode. 

N/ A = Not Applicable to this instruction. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

15 8 7 

lOOOOOOOO INZFOO lOoJ 
New PSR Bit VaIUe(S)~ .-A) 
"Quit"; Terminate Protocol. Trap(FPU).· 

TL/EE/5054·41 

FIGURE 3-30. Slave Processor Status Word Format 

Any operand indicated as being of type "f" will not cause a 
transfer if the Register addressing mode is specified. This is 
because the Floating Point Registers are physically on the 
Floating Point Unit and are therefore available without CPU 
assistance. 

3.9.3 Memory Management Instructions 

Table 3-5 gives the protocols for Memory Management in
structions. Encodings for these instructions may be found in 
Appendix A. 
In executing the RDVAL and WRVAL instructions, the CPU 
calculates and issues the 32-bit Effective Address of the 
single operand. The CPU then performs a single-byte Read 
cycle from that address, allowing the MMU to safely abort 
the instruction if the necessary information is not currently in 
physical memory. Upon seeing the memory cycle complete, 
the MMU continues the protocol, and returns the validation 
result in the F bit of the Slave Status Word . 

The size of a Memory Management operand is always a 32-
bit Double Word. For further details of the Memory Manage
ment Instruction set, see the Series 32000 Instruction Set 
Reference Manual and the NS32082 MMU Data Sheet. 

TABLE 3-5. 
Memory Management Instruction Protocols 

Operand 1 Operand 2 Operand 1 Operand 2 Returned Value PSR Bits 
Mnemonic Class Class Issued Issued Type and Dest. Affected 

RDVAL' addr N/A D N/A N/A F 
WRVAL' addr N/A D N/A N/A F 

LMR* read.D N/A D N/A N/A none 
SMR* write.D N/A N/A N/A D toOp. 1 none 

Note: 

In the RDVAL and WRVAL instructions, the CPU issues the address as a Double Word, and performs a single·byte Read cycle from that memory address. For 
details, see the Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual and the NS32082 Memory Management Unit Data Sheet. 

o ~ Double Word 

• = Privileged Instruction: will trap if CPU is in User Mode. 

NI A ~ Not Applicable to this instruction. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.9.4 Custom Slave Instructions 

Provided in the NS32016 IS the capability oi communicating 
with a user-defined, "Custom" Slave Processor. I he In
struction set provided for a Custom Slave Processor defines 
the instruction formats, the operand classes and the com
munication protocol. Left to the user are the interpretations 
of the Op Code fields, the programming model of the Cus
tom Slave and the actual types of data transferred. The pro
tocol specifies only the size of an operand, not its data type. 

Table 3-6 lists the relevant information for the Custom Slave 
instruction set. The designation "c" is used to represent an 

operand which can be a 32-bit ("D") or 64·bit ("Q") quantity 
::1 a:-:y format; the size is determined by the suffix on the 

Word, Double Word) selected by the corresponding mne
monic suffix. 

Any operand indicated as being of type 'c' will not cause a 
transfer if the register addressing mode is specified. It is 
assumed in this case that the slave processor is already 
holding the operand internally. 

For the instruction encodings, see Appendix A. 

TABLE 3·6. 
Custom Slave Instruction Protocols 

Operand 1 Operand 2 

Mnemonic Class Class 

CCALOc read.c rmw.c 
CCAL1c read.c rmw.c 
CCAL2c read.c rmw.c 
CCAL3c read.c rmw.c 

CMOVOc read.c write.c 
CMOV1c read.c write.c 
CMOV2c read.c write.c 

CMOV3c read.c write.c 
CCMPc read.c read.c 
CCMP1c read.c read.c 

CCVOci read.c write.i 
CCV1ci read.c write.i 
CCV2ci read.c write.i 
CCV3ic readi write.c 
CCV4DQ read.D write.Q 
CCV5QD read.Q write.D 

LCSR read.D N/A 
SCSR N/A write.D 

CATSTO* addr N/A 
CATST1* addr N/A 

LCR* read.D N/A 
SCR* write.D N/A 

NOTE: 

D = Double Word 

j = integer size (B,W,D) specified in mnemonic. 

f = Floating Point type (F,L) specified in mnemonic. 

NI A = Not Applicable to this instruction. 

Operand 1 Operand 2 

Issued Issued 

c c 
c c 
c c 
c c 

c N/A 
c N/A 
c N/A 

c N/A 
c c 
c c 

c N/A 
c N/A 
c N/A 

N/A 
D N/A 
Q N/A 

D N/A 
N/A N/A 

D N/A 
D N/A 

D N/A 
N/A N/A 
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Returned Value PSR Bits 

Type and Dest. Affected 

ctoOp.2 none 
cto Op. 2 none 
ctoOp.2 none 
ctoOp.2 none 

ctoOp.2 none 
cto Op. 2 none 
ctoOp.2 none 

ctoOp.2 none 
N/A N,Z,L 
N/A N,Z,L 

itoOp.2 none 
itoOp.2 none 
itoOp.2 none 
cto Op. 2 none 
QtoOp.2 none 
DtoOp.2 none 

N/A none 
DtoOp.2 none 

N/A F 
N/A F 

N/A none 
DtoOp.1 none 
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4.0 Device Specifications 
4.1 PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

The following is a brief description of all NS32016 pins. The 
descriptions reference portions of the Functional Descrip· 
tion, Section 3. 

4.1.1 Supplies 

Power (Vee): +5V positive supply. Section 3.1 

Logic Ground (GNDL): Ground reference for on-chip logic. 
Section 3-1 . 

Buffer Ground (GNDB): Ground reference for on-chip driv
ers connected to output pins. Section 3.1. 

Back-Bias Generator (BBG): Output of on-chip substrate 
voltage generator. Section 3.1. 

4.1.2 Input Signals 

Clocks (PHil, PHI2): Two-phase clocking signals. Section 
3.2. 

Ready (ROY): Active high. While RDY is inactive, the CPU 
extends the current bus cycle to provide for a slower memo
ry or peripheral reference. Upon detecting RDY active, the 
CPU terminates the bus cycle. Section 3.4.1. 

Hold Request (HOLD): Active low. Causes the CPU to re
lease the bus for DMA or multiprocessing purposes. Section 
3.6. 
Note: If the HOLD signal is generated asynchronously, it's set up and hold 

times may be violated. 

In this case it is recommended to synchronize it with CTTL to mini· 
mize the possibility of metastable states. 

The CPU provides only one synchronization stage to minimize the 
HLDA latency. This is to avoid speed degradations in cases of heavy 
HOLD activity (Le. DMA controller cycles interleaved with CPU 
cycles.) 

Interrupt (I NT): Active low, Maskable interrupt request. 
Section 3.B. 

Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI): Active low, Non-Maskable 
interrupt request. Section 3.B. 

Reset/Abort (RST/ABT): Active low, If held active for one 
clock cycle and released, this pin causes an Abort Com
mand, Section 3.5.4. If held longer, it initiates a Reset, Sec
tion 3.3. 

4.1.3 Output Signals 

Address Bits 16-23 (A16-A23): These are the most sig
nificant B bits of the memory address bus. Section 3.4. 

Address Strobe (ADS): Address low. Controls address 
latches; indicates start of a bus cycle. Section 3.4. 

Data Direction In (ODIN): Active low. Status Signal indicat
ing direction of data transfer during a bus cycle. Section 3.4. 

High Byte Enable (HBE): Active low. Status signal enabling 
transfer on the most significant by1e of the Data Bus. Sec
tion 3.4; Section 3.4.3. 
Note: The HBE Signal is normally floated when the CPU grants the bus in 

response to a DMA request on the HOLD pin. 

However, when an MMU is used and the bus is granted during an 
MMU page table look-up, HBE is not floated since the CPU does not 
have sufficient information to synchronize the release of HBE to the 
MMU's bus cycles. 

Therefore, in a memory managed system, an external TRI·STATE 
buffer is required. This is shown in Figure 8-1 in Appendix B. 
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Status (STO-ST3): Active high. Bus cycle status code, STO 
least significant. Section 3.4.2. Encodings are: 

0000 - Idle: CPU Inactive on Bus. 

0001 - Idle: WAIT Instruction. 

0010 - (Reserved) 

0011 - Idle: Waiting for Slave. 

0100 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Master. 

0101 - Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded. 

0110 - End of Interrupt, Master. 

0111 - End of Interrupt, Cascaded . 

1000 - Sequential Instruction Fetch. 

1001 - Non-Sequential Instruction Fetch. 

1010 - Data Transfer. 

1011 - Read Read-Modify-Write Operand. 

1100 - Read for Effective Address. 

1101 - Transfer Slave Operand. 

1110 - Read Slave Status Word. 

1111 - Broadcast Slave ID. 

Hold Acknowledge (HLDA): Active low. Applied by the 
CPU isn response to HOLD input, indicating that the bus has 
been released for DMA or multiprocessing purposes. Sec
tion 3.7. 

User/Superior (U/S): User or Supervisor Mode status. 
Section 3.7. High state indicates User Mode, low indicates 
Supervisor Mode. Section 3.7. 

Interlocked Operation (ILO): Active low. Indicates that an 
interlocked instruction is being executed. Section 3.7. 

Program Flow Status (PFS): Active low. Pulse indicates 
beginning of an instruction execution. Section 3.7. 

4.1.4 Input/Output Signals 

Address/Data 0-15 (ADO-AD15): Multiplexed Address/ 
Data information. Bit 0 is the least significant bit of each. 
Section 3.4. 

Address Translation/Slave Processor Control 
(AT /SPC): Active low. Used by the CPU as the data strobe 
output for Slave Processor transfers; used by Slave Proces
sors to acknowledge completion of a slave instruction. Sec
tion 3.4.6. Section 3.9. Sampled on the rising edge of Reset 
as Address Translation Strap. Section 3.5.1. 

In Non-Memory-Managed systems this pin should be pulled
up to V CC through a 10 kO resistor. 

Data Strobe/Float (DS/FL T): Active low. Data Strobe out
put, Section 3.4, or Float Command input, Section 3.5.3. Pin 
function is selected on AT /SPC pin, Section 3.5.1. 



4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.2 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Speciiications for Military I Aerospace products are not 
containea in this ciatasneel. Heier 10 ihe associateci 
reliability electrical test specifications document. 

Temperature Under Bias 

Storage Temperature 

O°C to + 70°C 

- 65°C to + 150°C 

All Input or Output Voltages \OVith 

Respect to GND 

Power Dissipation 

-0.5Vto +7V 

1.5 Watt 

Note: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond 
which permanent damage may occur. Continuous operation 
at these limits is not intended; operation should be limited to 
those conditions specified under Electrical Characteristics. 

4.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA ~ 0 to + 70°C, Vcc ~ 5V±5%, GND ~ OV 

Symbol 

VIH 

VIL 

VCH 

VCL 

VCLT 

VOH 

VOL 

IlLS 

II 

IO(OFF) 

ICC 

Parameter 

Logical 1 Input Voltage 

Logical 0 Input Voltage 

Logical 1 Clock Voltage 

Logical 0 Clock Voltage 

Logical 0 Clock Voltage, 
Transient (ringing tolerance) 

Logical 1 Output Voltage 

Logical 0 Output Voltage 

AT/SPC Input Current (low) 

Input Leakage Current 

Output Leakage Current 
Output Pins in 
TRI-STATE condition 

Active Supply Current 

Conditions 

PHil, PHI2 pins only 

PHil, PHI2 pins only 

PHil, PHI2 pins only 

IOL ~2 mA 

VIN ~ OAV, AT ISPC in input mode 

OSVINSVCC, All inputs except 
PHil, PHI2, AT/SPC 

OAsVOUTSVCC 

Min Typ Max 

2.0 Vcc+0.5 

-0.5 0.8 

Vcc-0.35 Vcc+0.5 

-0.5 0.3 

-0.5 0.6 

2A 

0.45 

0.05 1.0 

-20 20 

-20 30 

200 300 

Connection Diagram 
Dual-In-Line Package 

A22~~bvcc 
A21 ~ 2 47 g A23 

A20~ 3 46 g INT 

A19~ 4 45 P NMI 

A18~ 5 44 ~ iL6 
A17~ 6 43 §5TO 
A16 ~ 7 42 5n 

AD15 ~ 8 41 ST2 

AD14~ 9 40 Q ST3 

AD13 ~ 10 39 g PFS 

AD12 ~ 11 38 g ODIN 

ADll ~ 12 NS32016 37 Q ADS 
AD10 c:: 13 CPU 36 g U/S 

AD9 ~ 14 35 g Ar/SPC 
AD8 ~ 15 34 g RST/ABT 

AD7 ~ 16 33 E5 DS/FLT 

AD6~ 17 32 g HBE 

ADS ~ 18 31 g HLDA 

AD41:::; 19 30 g HOLD 

AD3 E 20 29 g BBG 

AD21:::; 21 28 g ROY 

ADl ~ 22 27 g PHI2 

ADO ~ 23 26 g PHil 

GNDL E 24 25 P GNDB 

Top View 

FIGURE 4-1 
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Order Number NS32016D or NS32016N 
See NS Package Number D48A or N48A 

TL/EE/5054-2 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

4.4.1 Definitions ed in Figures 4-2 and 4-3, unless specifically stated other-

All the timing specifications given in this section refer to wise. 

2.0V on the rising or falling edges of the clock phases PHI1 ABBREVIATIONS: 
and PHI2 and 0.8V or 2.0V on all other signals as iIIustrat-

L.E. - leading edge R.E. - rising edge 

[~ 
T.E. - trailing edge F.E. - falling edge 

PHln 

~ [ PHln 

[- ~2'4V 
SlG1 

tSIGH 

[ 
---- --2.4V 

O.4SV SlG1 

[ 
I 

1'~ 
24V O.SV \. 

tSlG11 
tSlG2h O.4SV 

2.4V 
SlG2 [ / tSIG2h 2.0V 

-------04SV 

TL/EE/5054-42 SIG2 

FIGURE 4-2. Timing Specification Standard ------O.4SV 
(Signal Valid After Clock Edge) TL/EE/5054-43 

FIGURE 4-3. Timing Specification Standard 
(Signal Valid Before Clock Edge) 

4.4.2 Timing Tables 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32016-6, NS32016-8 and NS32016-10 

Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF. 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32016-6 NS32016-8 NS32016-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tALv 4-4 Address bits 0-15 valid after R.E., PHI1 T1 65 55 40 ns 

tALh 4-4 Address bits 0-15 hold after R.E., PHI1 Tmmu or T2 5 5 5 ns 

tov 4-4 Data valid (write cycle) after R.E., PHI1 T2 70 60 50 ns 

tOh 4-4 Data hold (write cycle) after R.E., PHI1 next T1 or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tAHv 4-4 Address bits 16-23 valid after R.E., PHI1 T1 65 55 40 ns 

tAHh 4-4 Address bits 16-23 hold after R.E., PHI1 next T1 or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tALAOSs 4-5 Address bits 0-15 setup before ADS T.E. 25 25 25 ns 

tAHAOSs 4-5 Address bits 16-23 set up before ADS T.E. 25 25 25 ns 

tALAOSh 4-9 Address bits 0-15 hold after ADS T.E. 20 20 15 ns 

tAHAOSh 4-9 Address bits 16-23 hold after ADS T.E. 20 20 15 ns 

tAL! 4-5 Address bits 0-15 floating after R.E., PHI1 T2 25 25 25 ns 
(noMMU) 

tALMf 4-9 Address bits 0-15 floating after R.E., PHI1 Tmmu 25 25 25 ns 
(with MMU) 

tAHMf 4-9 Address bits 16-23 floating after R.E., PHI1 Tmmu 25 25 25 ns 
(with MMU) 

tHBEv 4-4 HBE signal valid after R.E., PHI1 T1 70 60 50 ns 

tHBEh 4-4 HBE signal hold after R.E., PHI1 next T1 or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tSTv 4-4 Status (STO-ST3) valid after R.E., PHI1 T4 65 55 45 ns 
(before T1, see note) 

tSTh 4-4 Status (STO-ST3) hold after R.E., PHI1 T4 (after T1) 0 0 0 ns 

tOOINv 4-5 DDIN signal valid after R.E., PHI1 T1 83 62 50 ns 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32016·6, NS32016·8 and NS32016-10 (Continued) 
j j I I I 

I ,, ___ 1 ... ,_ •.• _1 
~ZSCi;P:;:;;-; 1 r:o!~:-~r:cc,'C::i.d:t:cr::; 1 NS32016-6 1 NS32016-8 

j'WCUII'C. • • ~',II'" 

Min Max Min Max 

toolNh 4-5 DDIN signal hold after R.E .. PHI1 nextT1 or Ti 0 0 

tAOSa 4-4 ADS signal active (low) after R.E .. PHI1 T1 55 45 

tAOSia 4-4 ADS signal inactive after R.E., PHI2 T1 15 60 15 55 

tAOSw 4-4 ADS pulse width at O.SV (both edges) 60 4S 

tOSa 4-4 DS signal active (low) after R.E., PHI1 T2 70 60 

tOSia 4-4 DS signal inactive after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 60 10 50 

tALI 4-6 ADO-AD15 floating (caused by after R.E., PHI1 T1 100 65 
HOLD) 

tAHf 4-6 A 16-A23 floating (caused by after R.E., PHI1 T1 100 65 
HOLD) 

tOSt 4-6 DS floating (caused by HOLD) after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 SO 

tAOSt 4-6 ADS floating (caused by HOLD) after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 SO 

tHBEt 4-6 HBE floating (caused by HOLD) after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 SO 

tOOl Nt 4-6 ODIN floating (caused by HOLD) after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 SO 

tHLOAa 4-6 HLDA signal active (low) after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 90 

tHLDAia 4-S HLDA signal inactive after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 90 

tDSr 4-8 OS signal returns from floating after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 SO 
(caused by HOLD) 

tAOSr 4-S ADS signal returns from floating after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 SO 
(caused by HOLD) 

tHBEr 4-S HBE signal returns from floating after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 SO 
(caused by HOLD) 

tDOINr 4-S 001 N signal returns from floating after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 SO 
(caused by HOLD) 

tOOINt 4-9 ODIN Signal floating (caused by after FL T F.E. SO 65 
FLT) 

tHBEI 4-9 HBE signal low (caused by FL T) after FL T F.E. 100 S5 

tODINr 4-10 DOl N signal returns from floating after FL T F.E. 75 65 
(caused by FL T) 

tHBEr 4-10 HBE signal returns from LOW after FLT F.E. 90 S5 
(caused by FL T) 

tSPCa 4-13 SPC output active (low) after R.E., PHI1 T1 50 45 

tSPCia 4-13 SPC output inactive after R.E., PHI1 T4 50 45 

tSPCnt 4-15 SPC output nonforcing after R.E., PHI2 T4 40 25 

tov 4-13 Data valid (slave processor write) after R.E., PHI1 T1 SO 65 

tDh 4-13 Data hold (slave processor write) after R.E., PHI1 next T1 or Ti 0 0 

tpFSw 4-1S PFS pulse width at O.SV (both edges) 70 70 

tPFSa 4-1S PFS pulse active (low) after R.E., PHI2 70 60 

tPFSia 4-1S PFS pulse inactive after R.E., PHI2 70 60 

t,LOs 4-20a ILO signal setup before R.E., PHI1 T1 of first 30 30 
interlocked write cycle 

t'LOh 4-20b ILO signal hold after R.E., PHI1 T3 of last 10 10 
interlocked read cycle 

t'LOa 4-21 ILO Signal active (low) after R.E., PHI1 70 65 
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I 
NS32016-10 1 ~:-:it:; 1 

Min Max 

0 ns 

35 ns 

15 45 ns 

35 ns 

45 ns 

10 40 ns 

25 ns 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32016-6, NS32016-8 and NS32016-10 (Continued) 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32016-6 NS32016-8 NS32016-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tlLOia 4-21 ILO signal inactive after R.E., PHI1 55 45 35 ns 

tuSv 4-22 U/S signal valid after RE., PHI1 T4 55 45 35 ns 

tUSh 4-22 U/S signal hold after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 10 8 ns 

tNSPF 4-19b Nonsequential fetch to next PFS after R.E., PHI1 T1 4 4 4 tcp 
clock cycle 

tpFNS 4-19a PFS clock cycle to next non- before R.E., PHI1 T1 4 4 4 tcp 
sequential fetch 

tLXPF 4-29 Last operand transfer of an instruc- before RE., PHI1 T1 of first 0 0 0 tcp 
tion to next PFS clock cycle bus cycle of transfer 

Note: Every memory cycle starts with T4. during which Cycle Status is applied. If the CPU was idling, the sequence will be: ", .. Ti, T4, T1 . . . ". If the CPU was 
not idling, the sequence will be: " ... T4, T1 .. ,". 

4.4.2.2 Input Signal Requirements: NS32016-6, NS32016-8 and NS32016-10 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32016-6 NS32016-8 NS32016-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tPWR 4-25 Power stable to RST RE. after V cc reaches 4.5V 50 50 50 ,..,s 

tOls 4-5 Data in setup (read cycle) before F.E., PHI2 T3 25 20 15 ns 

tOlh 4-5 Data in hold (read cycle) after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 10 10 ns 

tHLOa 4-6 HOLD active (low) setup time before F.E., PHI2 TX1 25 25 25 ns 
(see note) 

tHLOia 4-8 HOLD inactive setup time before F.E., PHI2 Ti 25 25 25 ns 

tHLOh 4-6 HOLD hold time after R.E., PHI1 TX2 0 0 0 ns 

tFLTa 4-9 FL T active (low) setup time before F.E., PHI2 Tmmu 25 25 25 ns 

tFLTia 4·11 FL T inactive setup time before F.E., PHI2 T2 25 25 25 ns 

tROYs 4·11,4-12 RDY setup time before F.E., PHI2 T2 or T3 25 20 15 ns 

tROYh 4·11,4-12 RDY hold time after F.E., PHI1 T3 0 0 0 ns 

tASTs 4-23 ABT setup time (FL T inactive) before F.E., PHI2 Tmmu 30 25 20 ns 

tASTs 4·24 ABT setup time (FL T active) before F.E., PHI2 Tf 30 25 20 ns 

tASTh 4·23 ABT hold time after R.E., PHI1 0 0 0 ns 

tRSTs 4·25,4·26 RST setup time before F.E., PHI1 20 20 15 ns 

tRSTw 4-26 RST pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 64 64 64 tcp 

tiNTs 4-27 INT setup time before F.E., PHI1 25 25 25 ns 

tNMlw 4·28 NMI pulse width at 0.8V (both edges) 80 75 70 ns 

tOls 4-14 Data setup (slave read cycle) before F.E., PHI2 T1 30 25 20 ns 

tOlh 4-14 Data hold (slave read cycle) after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 10 10 ns 

tSPcd 4-15 SPC pulse delay from slave after R.E., PHI2 T4 40 35 25 ns 

tspcs 4-15 SPC setup time before F.E., PHI1 35 30 25 ns 

tsPCw 4·15 SPC pulse width from slave at 0.8V (both edges) 30 25 20 ns 
processor (async.input) 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.2 Input Signal Requirements: NS32016-6, NS32016-8 and NS32016-10 (Continued) 
i i 

~arne ... ~ .... ""~-
"--I~Ui'C ~escliptiv.1i ::;efei"€i"'ice/ "'vridit~oi"'is 

I NS32016-6 I NS32016-8 

Min Max Min Max 

tATh 4-16 AT /SPC hold for address after F.E., PHI1 of cycle during 2 2 
translation strap which RST pulse is removed 

tATs 4-16 AT /SPC setup for address before R.E., PHI1 of cycle during 1 1 
translation strap which RST pulse is removed 

I 
NS32016-10 I •• 

uiii~S 

Min Max 

2 tep 

1 tep 

Note: This setup time is necessary to ensure prompt acknowledgement via HLDA and the ensuing floating of CPU off the buses. Note that the time from the receipt 
of the HOLD signal until the CPU floats is a function of the time HOLD signal goes low, the state of the ROY input (in MMU systems), and the length of the current 
MMU cycle. 

4.2.3 Clocking Requirements: NS32016-6, NS32016-8 and NS32016-10 

Reference/ NS32016-6 NS32016-8 NS32016-10 
Name Figure Description 

Conditions 
Units 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tClr 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 rise time 0.8V to VCC - 0.9V 
9 8 7 

on R.E., PHI1, PHI2 
ns 

tCLI 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 fall time VCC - 0.9V to 0.8V 
9 8 7 

on F.E., PHI1, PHI2 
ns 

tcp 4-17 Clock period R.E., PHI1, PHI2 to next 
170 5000 130 5000 100 5000 

R.E., PHI1, PHI2 
ns 

tClw(1,2) 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 At 2.0V on PHI1, PHI2 
0.5 tcp - 14 0.5 tep - 12 0.5 tcp - 10 

pulse width (both edges) 
ns 

tClh(1,2) 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 high time at Vee - 0.9Von 
0.5 tcp - 18 0.5 tcp - 17 0.5tCp - 15 

PHI1, PHI2 (both edges) 
ns 

tnOVl(1,2) 4-17 Non-overlap time 0.8V on F.E., PHI1, PHI2 to 
0 7 0 7 0 7 

0.8Von R.E., PHI2, PHI1 
ns 

tnOVlas Non-overlap asymmetry At 0.8V on PHI1, PHI2 
-4 4 -4 4 -4 4 ns 

(tnOVl(1) - tnOVl(2)) 

tCLwas PHI1, PHI2 asymmetry At 2.0V on PHI1, PHI2 
-5 5 -5 5 -5 5 ns 

(tCLw(1) - tCLw(2)) 
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~ 4.4.3 Timing Diagrams 
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FIGURE 4-4. Write Cycle 
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FIGURE 4-5. Read Cycle 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

TXl TX2 T4 To To To 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

HOLD [ 

HIl?![ os 
ADS 

TL/EE/5054-46 

FIGURE 4-6. Floating by HOLD Timing (CPU Not Idle Initially) 
Note that whenever the CPU is not idling (not in Ti), the HOLD request (HOLD low) must be active tHLOa before the falling edge of PHl2 of the clock cycle that 
appears two clock cycles before T4 (TX1) and stay low until tHLOh after the rising edge of PHI1 of the clock cycle that precedes T4 (TX2) for the request to be 
acknowledged. 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

Hi.DA[ 
OS 

ADS [ ________ _ 

ADDO~.BlIN5E [ --It-------------I~-.JI- - - - - -t ~~O~T~N:~_ 
(FLOATING) 

A16.23 [- - - - - - - (FLOATING) 

TL/EE/5054-47 

FIGURE 4-7. Floating by HOLD Timing (CPU Initially Idle) 
Note that during Til the CPU is already idling. 
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Ti 
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OS 

Ti 
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FIGURE 4-8. Release from HOLD 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

CPU STATES Tl TMMU TI TI 

MMUSTATES T1 TMMU T4 T1 

PHI1 [ 

PHI2 [ 

m[ 
ADO·1S [ 

(CPU) 

A16·23 [ 
(CPU) 

ADS [ 
(CPU) 

liDiN[ 
(CPU) 

HBE [ 

TL/EE/5054-49 

FIGURE 4-9. FL T Initiated Cycle Timing 

CPU STATES TI T2 T3 T4 

MMU STATES Tmmu 

PHI1[ 

PHI2[ 

Fif[ 
(MMU) tFLTia 

A16·23 [ 
(CPU) -

ODIN 
(CPU) [ __ 

(FLOAnNGJruvENBYMMu) ------1-----
tODINr 

ADs [ 
(CPU) 

HBE [~ ______ ~-+ ________ ~ ________ +-______ __ 

TL/EE/5054-50 

Note that when FL Tis deasserted the CPU restarts driving ODIN before the MMU releases it. This, however, does not cause any conflict, since both CPU and MMU 
force DDIN to the same logic level. 

FIGURE 4-10. Release from FLT Timing 

TL/EE/5054-51 

FIGURE 4-11. Ready Sampling (CPU Initially READY) 
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i 
PHI1L J 
PHI2 [ 
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T3 , I T3 I T4 

LJ--L-j-L-
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FIGURE 4-12. Ready Sampling (CPU Initially NOT READY) 
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FIGURE 4-13. Slave Processor Write Timing 
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FIGURE 4-14. Slave Processor Read Timing 

T1 T4 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

SPc[ 
(FRO~ CPU) 

(FRO~ SLA~E) [- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

FIGURE 4-15. SPC Timing 

After transferring last operand to a Slave Processor, CPU turns 
OFF driver and holds SPC high with internal 5 k!1 pullup. 

FIGURE 4-16. Reset Configuration Timing 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

PHil [ 

PHI2[ --------t 
tnOVL(2) 

TL/EE/5054-57 

FIGURE 4·17. Clock Waveforms 

PHI2[~~ 

,~[~rer-
TLlEE/5054-58 

FIGURE 4·18. Relationship of PFS to Clock Cycles 

T1 

tpFNS .1 
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TLlEE/5054-59 

FIGURE 4·19a. Guaranteed Delay, PFS to Non·Sequential Fetch 
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FIGURE 4·19b. Guaranteed Delay, Non·Sequentlal Fetch to PFS 
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ADS[ 

ILO[ 

,J OR ri T40R,i 

FIGURE 4-20a. Relationship of ILO to First Operand Cycle 
of an Interlocked Instruction 

I 'T30RTi I T40RTi I T1 T2 T3 T4 

ILO[ ________________ ~------------~ 

PHI1[ 

FIGURE 4-20b. Relationship of ILO to Last Operand Cycle 
of an Interlocked Instruction 

FIGURE 4-21. Relationship of ILO to Any Clock Cycle 

I T30RTi I T40RTI I T1 T2 T3 

FIGURE 4-22. U/S Relationship to Any Bus Cycle
Guaranteed Valid Interval 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

T1 I Tmmu T2 Ti 

PHI1 [ 

PHI2 [ 

AFs[ 

TLlEE/5054--65 

FIGURE 4-23. Abort Timing, FL T Not Applied 

Tf TI TI TI T2 Ti 

PHI1 [ 

PHI2 [ 

Oslm[ 
-+-----+-----r----~~ 
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FIGURE 4-24. Abort Timing, FL T Applied 

v-----------\\__ 
vee 
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FIGURE 4-25. Power-On Reset 

PHI{~JLJ1-
tFlS~r-

RST/AiiT [ ~ tRSTw 
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FIGURE 4-26, Non·Power-On Reset 
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PHI1[~ 
____ ....,~1INTS 

NM{ 

~[ ~~--------------
TL/EE/5054-69 

FIGURE 4-27. INT Interrupt Signal Detection 

TL/EE/5054-70 

FIGURE 4·28. NMI Interrupt Signal Timing 

FIRST BUS CYCLE NEXT 

T1 T2 T3 T4 T1 orTi I 

FIGURE 4-29. Relationship Between Last Data Transfer of 
an Instruction and PFS Pulse of Next Instruction 

NOTE: 

In a transfer of a Read~Modify~Write type operand, this is the Read transfer, 
displaying RMW Status (Code 1011). 
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Appendix A: Instruction Formats 
NOTATIONS: 

i = Integer Type Field 

B = 00 (Byte) 

W = 01 (Word) 

D = 11 (Double Word) 

f = Floating Point Type Field 

F = 1 (Std. Floating: 32 bits) 

L = 0 (Long Floating: 64 bits) 

c = Custom Type Field 

D = 1 (Double Word) 

Q = 0 (Quad Word) 

op = Operation Code 

Valid encodings shown with each format. 

gen, gen 1, gen 2 = General Addressing Mode Field 

See Sec. 2.2 for encodings. 

reg = General Purpose Register Number 

cond = Condition Code Field 

0000 = EQual: Z = 1 

0001 = Not Equal: Z = 0 

0010 = Carry Set: C = 1 

0011 = Carry Clear: C = 0 

0100 = Higher: L = 1 

0101 = Lower or Same: L = 0 

0110 = Greater Than: N = 1 

0111 = Less or Equal: N = 0 

1000 = Flag Set: F = 1 

1001 = Flag Clear: F = 0 

1010 = LOwer: L = 0 and Z = 0 

1011 = Higher or Same: L = 1 or Z = 1 

1100 = Less Than: N = 0 and Z = 0 

1101 = Greater or Equal: N = 1 or Z = 1 

1110 = (Unconditionally True) 

1111 = (Unconditionally False) 

short = Short Immediate Value. May contain: 

quick: Signed 4·bit value, in MOVQ, ADDQ, 

CMPQ, ACB. 

cond: Condition Code (above), in Scond. 

areg: CPU Dedicated Register, in LPR, SPR. 

0000 = US 

0001 - 0111 = (Reserved) 

1000 = FP 

1001 = SP 

1010 = SB 

1011 = (Reserved) 

1100 = (Reserved) 

1101 = PSR 

1110 = INTBASE 

1111 = MOD 
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Options: in String Instructions 

'I -U'-W-"--B-'--T' 

T = Translated 

B = Backward 

U/W = 00: None 

01: While Match 

11: Until Match 

Configuration bits, in SETCFG: 

1 C 1 M 1 F 

mreg: MMU Register number, in LMR, SMR. 

0000 = BPRO 

0001 = BPR1 

0010 = (Reserved) 

0011 = (Reserved) 

0100 = PFO 

0101 = PF1 

0110 = (Reserved) 

0111 = (R eserved) 

1000 = SC 

1001 = (Reserved) 

1010 = MSR 

1011 = BCNT 

1100 = PTBO 

1101 = PTB1 

1110 = (Reserved) 

1111 = EIA 
7 0 

I I c~nd I 11 I 0 I 1 I 0 I 
FormatO 

Bcond (SR) 
7 0 

I 
I 

10 ' 0 ' 1 101 op 

Format 1 
BSR -0000 ENTER -1000 
RET -0001 EXIT -1001 

CXP -0010 Nap -1010 

RXP -0011 WAIT -1011 

RETT -0100 DIA -1100 

RETI -0101 FLAG -1101 

SAVE -0110 SVC -1110 

RESTORE -0111 BPT -1111 

sl7 0 

Sh~rt 1 op 11 I 1 1 
1 

15 

gen 

Format 2 

ADDQ -000 ACB -100 
CMPQ -001 MOVQ -101 

SPR -010 LPR -110 

Scond -011 



Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

CXPD 
BICPSR 
JUMP 
BISPSR 

15 

I ' 
I gen 

817 0 
I I • I t I I , I ~ I 

II I I I II I I op 

Format 3 

-0000 
-0010 
-0100 
-0110 

ADJSP 
JSR 
CASE 

-1010 
-1100 
-1110 

Trap (UND) on XXX1, 1000 

15 817 0 

I I g~nl1 I I I g~n 2 I I I ~p I I I I 

Format 4 

ADD -0000 SUB -1000 

CMP -0001 ADDR -1001 
BIC -0010 AND -1010 
ADDC -0100 SUBC -1100 
MOV -0101 TBIT -1101 

OR -0110 XOR -1110 

0 

o 0 o 0 1 1 1 0 

Format 5 

MOVS -0000 SETCFG -0010 
CMPS -0001 SKPS -0011 
Trap (UND) on 1XXX, 01XX 

0 

o 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

Format 6 

ROT -0000 NEG -1000 
ASH -0001 NOT -1001 
CBIT -0010 Trap (UND) -1010 
CBITI -0011 SUBP -1011 
Trap (UND) -0100 ABS -1100 
LSH -0101 COM -1101 
SBIT -0110 IBIT -1110 
SBITI -0111 ADDP -1111 
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23 

I 
yen i I 

MOVM 
CMPM 
INSS 
EXTS 
MOVXBW 
MOVZBW 
MOVZiD 
MOVXiD 

EXT 
CVTP 
INS 
CHECK 
MOVSU 
MOVUS 

MOVif 
LFSR 
MOVLF 
MOVFL 

~611~ 81 7 , 0 
: , ! . 

J yt:H12 
I ~ 

~ ~ VI-' , 
I' I V V I VI 

Format 7 

-0000 MUL -1000 
-0001 MEl -1001 
-0010 Trap (UND) -1010 
-0011 DEI 
-0100 QUO 
-0101 REM 
-0110 MOD 
-0111 DIV 

Format 8 

-000 
-001 
-010 
-011 

INDEX 
FFS 

-110, reg=001 
-110, reg=011 

-1011 
-1100 
-1101 
-1110 
-1111 

TL/EE/50S4-72 

-100 
-101 

o 

o 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 

Format 9 
-000 ROUND -100 
-001 TRUNC -101 

-010 SFSR -110 

-011 FLOOR -111 

10 1 11 
---

1 1 1 o I 
TL/EE/5054-37 

Format 10 

Trap (UND) Always 

I~ 
10, -.... 

Z en w 
N 
0 ...... 
0) . 
()C) 
....... 
Z en w 
N 
0 ..... 
0) . ..... 
0 
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cp 
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Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

ADD! 
MOV! 
CMP! 
Trap (SLAVE) 
SUB! 
NEG! 
Trap (UNO) 
Trap (UNO) 

Trap (UNO) Always 

Trap (UNO) Always 

RDVAL 
WRVAL 

o 

1 1 1 1 0 

Format 11 

-0000 DIV! -1(ioo 
-0001 Trap (SLAVE) -1001 
-0010 Trap (UNO) -1010 
-0011 Trap (UNO) -1011 
-0100 MUll -1100 
-0101 ABS! -1101 
-0110 Trap (UNO) -1110 
-0111 Trap (UNO) -1111 

7 0 

---I I I I I I I I 1 
• __ .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o. 

TLlEE/5054-75 

Format 12 

7 o 
---I I I I I I I I 1 
__ . 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 

Format 13 

Format 14 

-0000 
-0001 

LMR 
SMR 

TL/EE/5054-76 

8 7 o 

00011110 

-0010 
-0011 

Trap (UNO) on 01XX. lXXX 
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Operation Word 10 Byte 

Format 15 
(Custom Slave) 

nnn Operation Word Format 

000 

Format 15.0 
CATSTO -0000 LCR 
CATSTl -0001 SCR 

Trap (UNO) on all others 

001 

Format 15.1 

CCV3 
LCSR 
CCV5 
CCV4 

101 

-000 
-001 
-010 
-011 

23 

gen 1 

CCV2 
CCVl 
SCSR 
CCVO 

Format 15.5 

CCALO 
CMOVO 
CCMPO 
CCMP1 
CCAL1 
CMOV2 
Trap (UNO) 
Trap (UNO) 

-0000 
-0001 
-0010 
-0011 
-0100 
-0101 
-0110 
-0111 

If nnn ~ 010.011.100,110.111 
then Trap (UNO) Always 

CCAL3 
CMOV3 
Trap (UNO) 
Trap (UNO) 
CCAL2 
CMOVl 
Trap (UNO) 
Trap (UNO) 

-0010 
-0011 

-100 
-101 
-110 
-111 

-1000 
-1001 
-1010 
-1011 
-1100 
-1101 
-1110 
-1111 



Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

7 0 

---I I I I I I I I 1 
___ 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 

TLlEE/S054-77 

Format 16 

Trap (UNO) Always 

7 0 

---I II I I I I I 1 
_ 1 1 0 1 1 ·1 1 ~ 

TLlEE/SOS4-76 

Format 17 

Trap (UNO) Always 

---I I I I I I I I 1 
___ 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 ~ 

TLlEE/SOS4-79 

Format 18 

Trap (UNO) Always 
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Format 19 

Trap (UNO) Always 

Implied Immediate Encodlngs: 
7 

7 0 

---I I I I I I I I 1 ___ x x x 0 0 1 1 0 

TL/EE/SOS4-60 

o 

r1 rO 

Register Mask, appended to SAVE, ENTER 

7 o 

ro r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 

Register Mask, appended to RESTORE, EXIT 

7 o 

: offset : lengt~-1 
Offset/Length Modifier appended to INSS, EXTS PI 
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! ~NatiOnal Semiconductor 
I Corporation 

NS32008-6/NS32008-8/NS32008-10 
High-Performance 8-Bit Microprocessors 

General Description 
The NS32008 is a 32-bit microprocessor with a 16-MByte 
linear address space and a 8-bit external data bus. It has a 
32-bit ALU, eight 32-bit general purpose registers, a four
byte prefetch queue, and a slave processor interface. The 
NS32008 is fabricated with National Semiconductor's ad
vanced XMOSTM process, and is fully object code compati
ble with other Series 32000® processors. The Series 32000 
instructions set is optimized for modular high-level lan
guages (HLL). The set is very symmetric, it has a two ad
dress format, and it incorporates HLL oriented addressing 
modes. The capabilities of the NS32008 can be expanded 
with the use of the NS32081 floating pOint unit (FPU), which 
interfaces to the NS32008 as a slave processor. The 
NS32008 is a general purpose microprocessor that is ideal 
for a wide range of computational intensive applications. 
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1.0 Product Introduction 
The Series 32000 Microprocessor family is a new genera
tion of devices using National's XMOS and CMOS technolo
gies. By combining state-of-the-art MOS technology with a 
very advanced architectural design philosophy, this family 
brings mainframe computer processing power to VLSI proc
essors. 

The Series 32000 family supports a variety of system con
figurations, extending from a minimum low-cost system to a 
powerful 4 gigabyte system. The architecture provides com
plete upward compatibility from one family member to an
other. The family consists of a selection of CPUs supported 
by a set of peripherals and slave processors that provide 
sophisticated interrupt and memory management facilities 
as well as high-speed floating-point operations. The archi
tectural features of the Series 32000 family are described 
briefly below: 

Powerful Addressing Modes. Nine addressing modes 
available to all instructions are included to access data 
structures efficiently. 

Data Types. The architecture provides for numerous data 
types, such as byte, word, doubleword, and BCD, which may 
be arranged into a wide variety of data structures. 

Symmetric Instruction Set. While avoiding special case 
instructions that compilers can't use, the Series 32000 fami
ly incorporates powerful instructions for control operations, 
such as array indexing and external procedure calls, which 
save considerable space and time for compiled code. 

Memory-to-Memory Operations. The Series 32000 CPUs 
represent two-operand machines with each operand ad
dressable by all addressing modes. This powerful memory
to-memory architecture permits memory locations to be 
treated as registers for all useful operations. This is impor
tant for temporary operands as well as for context switch
ing. 

Memory Management. Either the NS32382 or the 
NS32082 Memory Management Unit may be added to the 
system to provide advanced operating system support func
tions, including dynamic address translation, virtual memory 
management, and memory protection. 

Large, Uniform Addressing. The NS32008 has 24-bit ad
dress pOinters that can address up to 16 megabytes without 
requiring any segmentation; this addressing scheme pro
vides flexible memory management without added-on ex
pense. 

Modular Software Support. Any software package for the 
Series 32000 family can be developed independent of all 
other packages, without regard to individual addressing. In 
addition, ROM code is totally relocatable and easy to ac-
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FRAME POINTER I FP 

USER STACK PTR. I SP1 

I SPO I INTERRUPT STACK PTR. 

INTERRUPT BASE IINTBASE 

SR MOD 

STATUS MODULE 

SP 

cess, which allows a significant reduction in hardware and 
software cost. 

Software Processor Concept. The Series 32000 architec
ture allows future expansions of the instruction set that can 
be executed by special slave processors, acting as exten
sions to the CPU. This concept of slave processors is 
unique to the Series 32000 family. It allows software com
patibility even for future components because the slave 
hardware is transparent to the software. With future ad
vances in semiconductor technOlogy, the slaves can be 
physically integrated on the CPU chip itself. 

To summarize, the architectural features cited above pro
vide three primary performance advantages and character
istics: 

• High-Level Language Support 

• Easy Future Growth Path 

• Application Flexibility 

1.1 NS32008 DESIGN GOALS 

The NS32008 is aimed at small to medium size systems, 
and is designed to bridge the gap between 8-bit CPUs and 
the higher-end members of the Series 32000 family. The 
NS32008 provides an 8-bit data bus and is the only CPU in 
the Series 32000 family that does not support virtual memo
ry. 

The NS32008 is most suitable for systems designed with 
B-bit memory and peripherals. 

2.0 Architectural Description 
2.1 PROGRAMMING MODEL 

The Series 32000 architecture includes 16 registers on the 
NS32008 CPU. 

2.1.1 General Purpose Registers 

There are eight registers for meeting high-speed general 
storage requirements, such as holding temporary variables 
and addresses. The general purpose registers are free for 
any use by the programmer. They are 32 bits in length. If a 
general register is specified for an operand that is 8 or 16 
bits long, only the low part of the register is used; the high 
part is not referenced or modified. 

2.1.2 Dedicated Registers 
The eight dedicated registers of the NS32008 are assigned 
specific functions: 

PC: The PROGRAM COUNTER register is a pointer to the 
first byte of the instruction currently being executed. The PC 
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FIGURE 2-1. The General and Dedicated Registers 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

is used to reference memory in the program section. (In the 
NS32008, the upper eight bits of this register are always 
~e!'o.) 

sPa, SP1: The SPO register points to the lowest address of 
the last item stored on the INTERRUPT STACK. This stack 
is normally used only by the operating system. It is used 
primarily for storing temporary data, and holding return infor
mation for operating system subroutines and interrupt and 
trap service routines. The SPl register points to the lowest 
address of the last item stored on the USER STACK. This 
stack is used by normal user programs to hold temporary 
data and subroutine return information. 

In this document, reference is made to the SP register. The 
terms "SP register" or "SP" refer to either SPO or SP1, 
depending on the setting of the S bit in the PSR register. If 
the S bit in the PSR is 0, then SP refers to SPO. If the S bit in 
the PSR is 1, the SP refers to SP1. (In the NS32008, the 
upper eight bits of these registers are always zero.) 

Stacks in the Series 32000 family grow downward in memo
ry. A push operation pre-decrements the stack pOinter by 
the operand length. A pop operation post-increments the 
stack pointer by the operand length. 

FP: The FRAME POINTER register is used by a procedure 
to access parameters and local variables on the stack. The 
FP register is set up on procedure entry with the ENTER 
instruction and restored on procedure termination with the 
EXIT instruction. 

The frame pointer holds the address in memory occupied by 
the old contents of the frame pOinter. (In the NS32008, the 
upper eight bits of this register are always zero.) 

SB: The STATIC BASE register points to the global vari
ables of a software module. This register is used to support 
relocatable global variables for software modules. The SB 
register holds the lowest address in memory occupied by 
the global variables of a module. (In the NS32008, the upper 
eight bits of this register are always zero.) 

INTBASE: The INTERRUPT BASE register holds the ad
dress of the dispatch table for interrupts and traps (Section 
3.7). The INTBASE register holds the lowest address in 
memory occupied by the dispatch table. (In the NS32008, 
the upper eight bits of this register are always zero.) 

MOD: The MODULE register holds the address of the mod
ule descriptor of the currently executing software module. 
The MOD register is 16 bits long, therefore the module table 
must be contained within the first 64K bytes of memory. 

PSR: The PROCESSOR STATUS REGISTER holds the 
status codes for the NS32008 microprocessor. 

The PSR is 16 bits long, divided into two 8-bit halves (Figure 
2-2). The low order eight bits are accessible to all pro
grams, but the high order eight bits are accessible only to 
programs executing in Supervisor Mode. 

TLlEE/6156-4 

FIGURE 2-2. The Processor Status Register 

C: The C bit indicates that a carry or borrow occurred after 
an addition or subtraction instruction. It can be used with the 
ADDC and SUBC instructions to perform multiple-precision 
integer arithmetic calculations. It may have a setting of 0 (no 
carry or borrow) or 1 (carry or borrow). 
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T: The T bit causes program tracing. If this bit is a 1, a TRC 
trap is executed after every instruction (Section 3.7.5). 

i..: Tile i.. oii is aiiered oy comparison insiruciions. in a com
parison instruction, the L bit is set to "1" if the second oper
and is less than the first operand, when both operands are 
interpreted as unsigned integers. Otherwise, it is set to "0". 
In Floating-Point comparisons, this bit is always cleared. 

F: The F bit is a general condition flag, which is altered by 
many instructions (e.g., integer arithmetic instructions use it 
to indicate overflow). 

Z: The Z bit is altered by comparison instructions. I n a com
parison instruction, the Z bit is set to "1" if the second oper
and is equal to the first operand; otherwise it is set to "0". 

N: The N bit is altered by comparison instructions. In a com
parison instruction, the N bit is set to "1" if the second 
operand is less than the first operand, when both operands 
are interpreted as signed integers. Otherwise, it is set to 
"0". 

U: If the U bit is "1", no privileged instructions may be exe
cuted. if the U bit is "0", then all instructions may be execut
ed. When U = 0, the NS32008 is said to be in Supervisor 
Mode; when U = 1, the NS32008 is said to be in User Mode. 
A User Mode program is restricted from executing certain 
instructions and accessing certain registers which could in
terfere with the operating system. For example, a User 
Mode program is prevented from changing the setting of the 
flag used to indicate its own privilege mode. A Supervisor 
Mode program is assumed to be a trusted part of the oper
ating system, hence it has no such restrictions. 

S: The S bit specifies whether the SPO register on SP1 reg
ister is used as the stack pointer. The bit is automatically 
cleared on interrupts and traps it. It may have a setting of 0 
(use the SPO register) or 1 (use the SP1 register). 

P: The P bit prevents a TRC trap from occurring more than 
once for an instruction (Section 3.7.5). It may have a setting 
of 0 (no trace pending) or 1 (trace pending). 

I: If I = 1, then all interrupts will be accepted (Section 3.7). If 
I = 0, only the NMI interrupt is accepted. Trap enables are 
not affected by this bit. 

2.1.3 The Configuration Register (CFG) 

Within the Control section of the NS32008 CPU is the 4-bit 
CFG Register, which declares the presence of certain exter
nal devices. It is referenced by only one instruction, 
SETCFG, which is intended to be executed only as part of 
system initialization after reset. The format of the CFG Reg
ister is shown in Figure 2-3. 

Ic W F II I 
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FIGURE 2-3. CFG Register 

The CFG I bit declares the presence of external interrupt 
vectoring circuitry (specifically, the NS32202 Interrupt Con
trol Unit). If the CFG I bit is set, interrupts requested through 
the INT pin are "Vectored." If it is clear, these interrupts are 
"Non-Vectored." See Section 3.7. 

The F and C bits declare the presence of the FPU and Cus
tom Slave Processors. If these bits are not set, the corre
sponding instructions are trapped as being undefined. 

2.1.4 Memory Organization 

The main memory of the NS32008 is a uniform linear ad
dress space. Memory locations are numbered sequentially 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

starting at zero and ending at 224 -1. The number specify
ing a memory location is called an address. The contents of 
each memory location is a byte consisting of eight bits (Fig
ure 2-4A). Unless otherwise noted, diagrams in this docu
ment show data stored in memory with the lowest address 
on the right and the highest address on the left. Also, when 
data is shown vertically, the lowest address is at the top of a 
diagram and the highest address at the bottom of the dia
gram. When bits are numbered in a diagram, the least signif
icant bit is given the number zero, and is shown at the right 
of the diagram. Bits are numbered in increasing significance 
and toward the left. 
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FIGURE 2-4. Data Formats for NS32008 Memory 

Two contiguous bytes are called a word (Figure 2-48). Ex
cept where noted (Section 2.2.1), the least significant byte 
of a word is stored at the lower address, and the most signif
icant byte of the word is stored at the next higher address. 
In memory, the address of a word is the address of its least 
significant byte, and a word may start at any address. 

Two contiguous words are called a double word (Figure 2-
4C). Except where noted (Section 2.2.1), the least signifi
cant word of a double word is stored at the lowest address 
and the most significant word of the double word is stored at 
the address two greater. In memory, the address of a dou
ble word is the address of its least significant byte, and a 
double word may start at any address. 

2.1.5 Dedicated Tables 

Two of the NS32008 dedicated registers (MOD and INT
BASE) serve as pointers to dedicated tables in memory. 

The INTBASE register points to the Interrupt Dispatch and 
Cascade tables. These are described in Section 3.7. 

The MOD register contains a pointer into the Module Table, 
whose entries are called Module Descriptors. A Module De
scriptor contains four pointers, three of which are used by 
the NS32008. The MOD register contains the address of the 
Module Descriptor for the currently running module. It is au
tomatically updated by the Call External Procedure instruc
tions (CXP and CXPD). 
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The format of a Module Descriptor is shown in Figure 2-5 . 
The Static Base entry contains the address of static data 
assigned to the running module. It is loaded into the CPU 
Static Base register by the CXP and CXPD instructions. The 
Program Base entry contains the address of the first byte of 
instruction code in the module. Since a module may have 
multiple entry points, the Program Base pointer serves only 
as a reference to find them. 

15 o 

I MOO I 
I 

31 aU 
STATIC BASE 

LINK TABLE ADDRESS 

PROGRAM BASE 

RESERVED 

TLlEE/6156-7 
FIGURE 2-5_ Module Descriptor Format 

The Link Table Address points to the Link Table for the 
currently running module. The Link Table provides the infor
mation needed for: 

1. Sharing variables between modules. Such variables are 
accessed through the Link Table via the External ad
dressing mode. 

2. Transferring control from one module to another. This is 
done via the Call External Procedure (CXP) instruction. 

The format of a Link Table is given in Figure 2-6. A Link 
Table Entry for an external variable contains the 32-bit ad
dress of that variable. An entry for an external procedure 
contains two 16-bit fields: Module and Offset. The Module 
field contains the new MOD register contents for the mod
ule being entered. The Offset field is an unsigned number 
giving the position of the entry point relative to the new 
module's Program Base pOinter. 

For further details of the functions of these tables, see the 
Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual. 

ENTRY 31 a 

ABSOLUTE ADDRESS (VARIABLE) 

ABSOLUTE ADDRESS (VARIABLE) 

OFF.SET I MOOULE (PROCEDURE) 

TL/EE/6156-8 
FIGURE 2-6. A Sample Link Table 
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FIGURE 2-7. General Instruction Format 

2.2 INSTRUCTION SET 

2.2.1 General Instruction Format 

Figure 2-7 shows the general format of a Series 32000 in
struction. The Basic Instruct;)n is one to three bytes long 
and contains the opcode and up to two 5-bit General Ad
dressing Mode ("Gen") fields. Following the Basic Instruc
tion field is a set of optional extensions which may appear, 
depending on the instruction and the addressing modes se
lected. 

Index Bytes appear when either or both Gen fields specify 
Scaled Index. In this case, the Gen field specifies only the 
Scale Factor (1, 2, 4 or 8), and the Index Byte specifies 
which General Purpose register to use as the index, and 
which addressing mode calculation to perform before index
ing. See Figure 2-8. 

GEN. ADDR. MODE REG. NO. 

TL/EE/6156-9 

FIGURE 2-8. Index Byte Format 

Following Index Bytes come any displacements (addressing 
constants) or immediate values associated with the select
ed addressing modes. Each Displacement/Immediate field 
may contain one or two displacements, or one immediate 
value. The size of a Displacement field is encoded within the 
top bits of that field, as shown in Figure 2-9, with the remain
ing bits interpreted as a signed (two's complement) value. 
The size of an Immediate value is determined from the Op
code field. Both Displacement and Immediate fields are 
stored most-significant byte first. Note that this is different 
from the memory representation of data (Section 2.1.4.). 

Some instructions require additional, "implied" immediates 
and/ or displacements, apart from those associated with ad
dressing modes. Any such extensions appear at the end of 
the instruction, in the order that they appear within the list of 
operands in the instruction definition (Section 2.2.3). 
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2.2.2 Addressing Modes 

The NS32008 CPU generally accesses an operand by cal
culating its Effective Address based on information avail
able when the operand is to be accessed. The method to be 
used in performing this calculation is specified by the pro
grammer as an "addressing mode." 

Addressing modes in the NS32008 are designed to optimal
ly support high-level language accesses to variables. In 
nearly all cases, a variable access requires only one ad
dressing mode, within the instruction that acts upon that 
variable. Extraneous data movement is therefore minimized. 

NS32008 Addressing Modes fall into nine basic types: 

Register: The operand is available in one of the eight Gen
eral Purpose Registers. In certain Slave Processor instruc
tions, an auxiliary set of eight registers may be referenced 
instead. 

Register Relative: A General Purpose Register contains an 
address to which is added a displacement value from the 
instruction, yielding the effective address of the operand in 
memory. 

Memory Space: Identical to Register Relative above, ex
cept that the register used is one of the dedicated registers 
PC, SP, SB or FP. These registers point to data areas gen
erally needed by high-level languages. 

Memory Relative: A pointer variable is found within the 
memory space pointed to by the SP, SB or FP register. A 
displacement is added to that pointer to generate the Effec
tive Address of the operand. 

Immediate: The operand is encoded within the instruction. 
This addressing mode is not allowed if the operand is to be 
written. 

Absolute: The address of the operand is specified by a 
displacement field in the instruction. 

External: A pointer value is read from a specified entry of 
the current Link Table. To this pointer value is added a dis
placement, yielding the Effective Address of the operand. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

Byte Displacement: Range - 64 to + 63 

SIGNED DISPLACEMENT 

Word Displacement: Range -8192 to + 8191 

Double Word Displacement: 
Range (Entire Addressing Space) 

7 

I 

1 I 1 

I 

~,,~ 

c~'" <;~\-P' 
00\ 

<;,<::>"f::. 

TL/EE/6156-13 

FIGURE 2-9. Displacement Encodings 

Top of Stack: The currently-selected Stack Pointer (SPO or 
SP1) specifies the location of the operand. The operand is 
pushed or popped, depending on whether it is written or 
read. 

Scaled Index: Although encoded as an addressing mode, 
Scaled Indexing is an option on any addressing mode ex
cept Immediate or another Scaled Index. It has the effect of 
calculating an Effective Address, then multiplying any Gen-
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eral Purpose Register by 1, 2, 4 or 8 and adding it into the 
total, yielding the final Effective Address of the operand. 

Table 2-1 is a brief summary of the addressing modes. For a 
complete description of their actions, see the Instruction Set 
Reference Manual. 

2.2.3 Instruction Set Summary 

Table 2-2 presents a brief description of the NS32008 in
struction set. The Format column refers to the Instruction 
Format tables (Appendix A). The Instruction column gives 
the instruction as coded in assembly language, and the De
scription column provides a short description of the function 
provided by that instruction. Further details of the exact op
erations performed by each instruction may be found in the 
Instruction Set Reference Manual. 

Notations: 

i = Integer length suffix: B = Byte 

W = Word 

D = Double Word 

f = Floating-Point length suffix: F = Standard Floating 

L = Long Floating 

gen = General operand. Any addressing mode can be 
specified. 

short = A 4-bit value encoded within the Basic Instruction. 
(See Appendix A for encodings.) 

imm = Immediate operand. An 8-bit value appended after 
any addressing extensions. 

disp = Displacement (addressing constant): 8, 16, 32 bits. 
All three lengths legal. 

reg = Any General Purpose Register: RO-R7. 

areg = Any Dedicated/Address Register: SP, SB, FP, 
MOD, INTBASE, PSR, UPSR, (bottom eight PSR bits). 

creg = A Custom Slave Processor Register (implementa
tion dependent). 

cond = Any condition code, encoded as a 4-bit field within 
the Basic Instruction. (See Appendix A for encodings.) 
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NS32008 Addressing Modes · en ...... 
I:.NCUlJlNu MuuE AS5ENitiLEA <i'iNTA" EFFECTrvc HDDRESS Z en 
Register w 

N 
00000 Register 0 ROor FO None: Operand is in the cpecified 0 

0 
00001 Register 1 RlorFl register. CO · 00010 Register 2 R20rF2 CO ...... 
00011 Register 3 R3 or F3 Z 
00100 Register 4 R40r F4 en w 
00101 Register 5 R5 or F5 N 

0 
00110 Register 6 R60r F6 0 

CO 
00111 Register 7 R7 or F7 · ~ 0 
Register Relative 
01000 Register a relative disp(RO) Disp + Register. 

01001 Register 1 relative disp(Rl) 
01010 Register 2 relative disp(R2) 
01011 Register 3 relative disp(R3) 

01100 Register 4 relative disp(R4) 

01101 Register 5 relative disp(R5) 

01110 Register 6 relative disp(R6) 

01111 Register 7 relative disp(R7) 

Memory Relative 
10000 Frame memory relative disp2(displ (FP)) Disp2 + Pointer; Pointer found at 
10001 Stack memory relative disp2(displ (SP)) address Displ + Register. "SP" 

10010 Static memory relative disp2(displ (SB)) is either SPO or SP1, as selected 
in PSR. 

Reserved 
10011 (Reserved for Future Use) 

Immediate 
10100 Immediate value None: Operand is input from 

instruction queue. 

Absolute 
10101 Absolute @disp Disp. 

External 
10110 External EXT (displ) + disp2 Disp2 + Pointer; Pointer is found 

at Link Table Entry number Displ. 

Top of Stack 
10111 Top of stack TOS Top of current stack, using either 

User or Interrupt Stack Pointer, 
as selected in PSR. Automatic 
Push/Pop included. 

Memory Space 
11000 Frame memory disp(FP) Disp + Register; "SP" is either 
11001 Stack memory disp(SP) SPO or SP1, as selected in PSR. 
11010 Static memory disp(SB) 
11011 Program memory • +disp 

Scaled Index 
11100 Index, bytes mode[Rn:B] EA (mode) + Rn. 
11101 Index, words mode[Rn:W] EA (mode) + 2 x Rn. 
11110 Index, double words mode[Rn:D] EA (mode) + 4 X Rn. 
11111 Index, quad words mode[Rn:Q] EA (mode) + 8 x Rn. 

'Mode' and 'n' are contained 
within the Index Byte. 
EA (mode) denotes the effective 
address generated using mode. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

MOVES 
Format Operation 

4 MOVi 
2 MOVQi 
7 MOVMi 
7 MOVZBW 
7 MOVZiD 
7 MOVXBW 
7 MOVXiD 
4 ADDR 

INTEGER ARITHMETIC 

Format Operation 

4 ADDi 
2 ADDQi 
4 ADDCi 
4 SUBi 
4 SUBCi 
6 NEGi 
6 ABSi 
7 MULi 
7 QUai 
7 REMi 
7 DIVi 
7 MODi 
7 MEIi 
7 DEli 

TABLE 2-2 
NS32008 Instruction Set Summary 

Operands 
gen,gen 
short,gen 
gen,gen,disp 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 

Operands 

gen,gen 
short,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 

Description 
Move a value. 
Extend and move a signed 4-bit constant. 
Move multiple: disp bytes (1 to 16). 
Move with zero extension . 
Move with zero extension. 
Move with sign extension. 
Move with sign extension. 
Move effective address. 

Description 

Add. 
Add signed 4-bit constant. 
Add with carry. 
Subtract. 
Subtract with carry (borrow). 
Negate (2's complement). 
Take absolute value. 
Multiply. 
Divide, rounding toward zero. 
Remainder from QUO. 
Divide, rounding down. 
Remainder from DIV (Modulus). 
Multiply to extended integer. 
Divide extended integer. 

PACKED DECIMAL (BCD) ARITHMETIC 

Format Operation 

6 ADDPi 
6 SUBPi 

INTEGER COMPARISON 
Format Operation 

4 CMPi 
2 CMPQi 
7 CMPMi 

LOGICAL AND BOOLEAN 

Format Operation 
4 ANDi 
4 ORi 
4 BICi 
4 XORi 
6 COMi 
6 NOTi 
2 Scondi 

Operands 

gen,gen 
gen,gen 

Operands 
gen,gen 
short,gen 
gen,gen,disp 

Operands 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen 

Description 

Add packed. 
Subtract packed. 

Description 
Compare. 
Compare to signed 4-bit constant. 
Compare multiple: disp bytes (1 to 16). 

Description 
Logical AND. 
Logical OR. 
Clear selected bits. 
Logical exclusive OR. 
Complement ali bits. 
Boolean complement: LSB only. 
Save condition code (cond) as a Boolean variable of size i. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

TABLE 2-2 
~nstn:ction Set Summa.rl {Continued) 

SHIFTS 
Format Operation Operands Description 

6 LSHi gen,gen Logical shift, left or right. 
6 ASHi gen,gen Arithmetic shift, left or right. 

6 ROTi gen,gen Rotate, left or right. 

BITS 
Format Operation Operands Description 

4 TBITi gen,gen Test bit. 
6 SBITi gen,gen Test and set bit. 

6 SBITIi gen,gen Test and set bit, interlocked. 
6 CBITi gen,gen Test and clear bit. 

6 CBITIi gen,gen Test and clear bit, interlocked. 

6 IBITi gen,gen Test and invert bit. 

8 FFSi gen,gen Find first set bit. 

BIT FIELDS 
Bit fields are values in memory that are not aligned to byte boundaries. Examples are PACKED arrays and records used 
in Pascal. "Extract" instructions read and align a bit field. "Insert" instructions write a bit field from an aligned source. 

Format Operation Operands 
8 EXTi reg,gen,gen,disp 

8 INSi reg,gen,gen,disp 
7 EXTSi gen,gen,imm,imm 
7 INSSi gen,gen,imm,imm 
8 CVTP reg,gen,gen 

ARRAYS 
Format Operation Operands 

8 CHECKi reg,gen,gen 
8 INDEXi reg,gen,gen 

STRINGS 
String instructions assign specific functions to the 
General Purpose Registers: 
R4 - Comparison Value 
R3 - Translation Table Pointer 
R2 - String 2 Pointer 
R1 - String 1 Pointer 
RO - Limit Count 

Format Operation 
5 MOVSi 

MOVST 

5 CMPSi 
CMPST 

5 SKPSi 
SKPST 

Operands 
options 
options 

options 
options 

options 
options 

Description 
Extract bit field (array oriented). 
Insert bit field (array oriented). 
Extract bit field (short form). 
Insert bit field (short form). 
Convert to bit field pointer. 

Description 
Index bound check. 
Recursive indexing step for multiple-dimensional arrays. 

Options on all string instructions are: 
B (Backward): Decrement string pointers after each 

U (Until match): 

W (While match): 

step rather than incrementing. 
End instruction if String 1 entry 
matches R4. 
End instruction if String 1 entry does 
not match R4. 

All string instructions end when RO decrements to zero. 

Description 
Move String 1 to String 2. 
Move string, translating bytes. 

Compare String 1 to String 2. 
Compare, translating String 1 bytes. 

Skip over String 1 entries. 
Skip, translating bytes for Until/While. 
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~ TABLE 2·2 
~ Instruction Set Summary (Continued) 
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Format Operation 
3 JUMP 
0 BR 
0 Bcond 

3 CASEi 
2 ACBi 

3 JSR 

BSR 
1 CXP 

3 CXPD 

SVC 
FLAG 

BPT 
ENTER 
EXIT 

RET 
RXP 

RED 
RETI 

CPU REGISTER MANIPULATION 
Format Operation 

1 SAVE 

1 RESTORE 

2 LPRi 
2 SPRi 
3 ADJSPi 
3 BISPSRi 

3 BICPSRi 
5 SETCFG 

FLOATING POINT 
Format Operation 

11 MOVf 

9 MOVLF 
9 MOVFL 
9 MOVif 

9 ROUNDfi 
9 TRUNCfi 
9 FLOORfi 
11 ADDf 
11 SUBf 
11 MULf 
11 DIVf 
11 CMPf 
11 NEGf 
11 ABSf 

9 LFSR 
9 SFSR 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Format Operation 

1 NOP 
WAIT 

DIA 

Operands Description 
gen Jump. 
disp Branch (PC Relative). 
disp Conditional branch. 

gen Multiway branch. 
short,gen,disp Add 4·bit constant and branch if non-zero. 

gen Jump to subroutine. 
disp Branch to subroutine. 
disp Call external procedure. 
gen Call external procedure using descriptor. 

Supervisor call. 
Flag trap. 

Breakpoint trap. 
[reg list],disp Save registers and allocate stack frame. (Enter Procedure) 
[reg list] Restore registers and reclaim stack frame. (Exit Procedure) 
disp Return from subroutine. 
disp Return from external procedure call. 

disp Return from trap. (Privileged) 
Return from interrupt. (Privileged) 

Operands Description 
[reg list] Save general purpose registers. 
[reg list] Restore general purpose registers. 

areg,gen Load dedicated register. (Privileged if PSR or INTBASE) 

areg,gen Store dedicated register. (Privileged if PSR or INTBASE) 
gen Adjust stack pointer. 

gen Set selected bits in PSR. (Privileged if not Byte length) 
gen Clear selected bits in PSR. (Privileged if not Byte length) 
[option list] Set configuration register. (Privileged) 

Operands Description 
gen,gen Move a floating point value. 
gen,gen Move and shorten a long value to standard. 

gen,gen Move and lengthen a standard value to long. 
gen,gen Convert any integer to standard or long floating. 
gen,gen Convert to integer by rounding. 
gen,gen Convert to integer by truncating, toward zero. 

gen,gen Convert to largest integer less than or equal to value. 
gen,gen Add. 
gen,gen Subtract. 
gen,gen Multiply. 
gen,gen Divide. 
gen,gen Compare. 

gen,gen Negate. 
gen,gen Take absolute value. 

gen Load FSR. 
gen Store FSR. 

Operands Description 
No operation. 
Wait for interrupt. 

Diagnose. Single-byte "Branch to Self" for hardware 
breakpointing. Not for use in programming. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

TABLE 2-2 
insiruciiotl Set Suitunary (Continued) 

CUSTOM SLAVE 
Format Operation Operands Description 

Custom calculate. 15.5 CCALOc 
15.5 CCAL1c 
15.5 CCAL2c 
15.5 CCAL3c 

15.5 CMOVOc 
15.5 CMOV1c 
15.5 CMOV2c 

CCMP1c 
15.5 CCMPOc 

CMOV3c 

15.1 CCVOci 
15.1 CCV1ci 
15.1 CCV2ci 
15.1 CCV3ic 
15.1 CCV4DO 
15.1 CCV50D 

15.1 LCSR 
15.1 SCSR 

15.0 CATSTO 
15.0 CATST1 

15.0 LCR 
15.0 SCR 

3.0 Functional Description 
3.1 POWER AND GROUNDING 

gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 

gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 

gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 

gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 
gen,gen 

gen 
gen 

gen 
gen 

creg,gen 
creg,gen 

The NS32008 requires a single 5V power supply, applied on 
pin 48 (Vecl. 

Grounding connections are made on two pins. Logic Ground 
(GNDL, pin 24) is the common pin for on-chip logic, and 
Buffer Ground (GNDB, pin 25) is the common pin for the 
output drivers. For optimal noise immunity, it is recommend
ed that GNDL be attached through a single conductor di
rectly to GNDB, and that all other grounding connections be 
made only to GNDB, as shown below (Figure 3-1). 

In addition to Vee and Ground, the NS32008 CPU uses an 
internally-generated negative voltage. It is necessary to filter 
this voltage externally by attaching a pair of capacitors (Fig
ure 3-1) from the BBG pin to ground. Recommended values 
for these are: 

C1: 1 ,..F, Tantalum. 

C2: 1000 pF, low inductance. This should be either a 

disc or monolithic ceramic capacitor. 

~ i'5V 
1 vcc~ 

NS32008 
CPU 

BBG 

TL/EE/6156-14 

FIGURE 3-1. Recommended Supply Connections 
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Custom move. 

Custom compare. 

Custom convert. 

Load custom status register. 
Store custom status register. 

Custom address/test. (Privileged) 
(Privileged) 

Load custom regi,lter. (Privileged) 
Store custom register. (Privileged) 

3.2 CLOCKING 

The NS32008 inputs clocking signals from the NS32201 
Timing Control Unit (TCU), which presents two non-overlap
ping phases of a single clock frequency. These phases are 
called PHI1 (pin 26) and PHI2 (pin 27). Their relationship to 
each other is shown in Figure 3-2. 

Each rising edge of PHI1 defines a transition in the timing 
state ("T-State") of the CPU. One T-State represents the 
execution of one microinstruction within the CPU and/or 
one step of an external bus transfer. See Section 4 for com
plete specifications of PHI1 and PHI2. 

PHI1 

PHI2 

TLlEE/6156-15 

FIGURE 3-2. Clock Timing Relationships 

As the TCU presents Signals with very fast transitions, it is 
recommended that the conductors carrying PHI1 and PHI2 
be kept as short as possible, and that they not be 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

connected anywhere except from the TCU to the CPU. A 
TTL clock signal (CTTL) is provided by the TCU for all other 
clocking. 

3.3 RESETTING 

The RST pin serves as a reset for on-chip logic. The CPU 
may be reset at any time by pulling the RST pin low for at 
least 64 clock cycles. Upon detecting a reset, the CPU ter
minates instruction processing, resets its internal logic, and 
clears the Program Counter (PC) and Processor Status 
Register (PSR) to all zeroes. 

On application of power, RST must be held low for at least 
50 ,""S after Vee is stable. This is to ensure that all on-chip 
voltages are completely stable before operation. Whenever 
a Reset is applied, it must also remain active for not less 
than 64 clock cycles. The rising edge must occur while PH 11 
is high. See Figures 3-3 and 3-4. 

4.5V 

vcc 

PHI 1 rf1-J1 

RsTr---+----f---1!:-5-0-~-:-:-~-~-~-·-l-1 
TLlEE/6156-16 

FIGURE 3-3. Power-On Reset Requirements 

The NS32201 Timing Contol Unit (TCU) provides circuitry to 
meet the Reset requirements of the NS32008 CPU. Figure 
3-5 shows the recommended connections. 

vcc 

1"-------------, 
I I 
I I 

PHI1~JUl-
f---- 64 CLOCK -I 

RST-----,.~""""" C~CLES I 
TLlEE/6156-17 

FIGURE 3-4. General Reset Timing 

3.4 BUS CYCLES 

The NS32008 will perform a bus cycle for one of the follow
ing reasons: 

1. To write or read data to or from memory or a peripheral 
interface device. Peripheral input and output are memory
mapped in the Series 32000 family. 

2. To fetch instructions into the 4-byte instruction queue. 
This happens whenever the bus would otherwise be idle 
and the queue is not already full. 

3. To acknowledge an interrupt and allow external circuitry 
to provide a vector number, or to acknowledge comple
tion of an interrupt service routine. 

4. To transfer information to or from a Slave Processor. 

In terms of bus timing, cases 1 through 3 above are identi
cal. For timing specifications, see Section 4. The only exter
nal difference between them is the 4-bit code placed on the 
Bus Status pins (STO-ST3). Slave Processor cycles differ in 
that separate control signals are applied and transfers are 
performed 16 bits at a time (Section 3.4.6). 

Figure 3-6 shows typical bus connections for the NS32008. 
The address, data, and control Signals referenced in the 
following discussion are shown in this figure. 

The sequence of events in a non-Slave Processor bus cycle 
is shown in Figure 3-7 for a Read cycle and Figure 3-8 for a 
Write cycle. The cases shown assume that the selected 
memory or interface device is capable of communicating 
with the CPU at full speed. If it is not, then cycle extension 
may be requested through the RDY line (Section 3.4.1). 

NS32201 
Teu NS32008 

CPU 

I RESET .J>---+'-+-....,.-+---+...:..,~----~ RSTI RSTO t-------<r------i RST 

! I L. _____________ .J 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTIONAL) 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAL) 

50 !lsec 

FIGURE 3-5. Recommended Reset Connections 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

A full-speed bus cycle is performed in four cycles of the 
PHI1 clock signal, labeled T1 through T4. ClocK cycles not 
as;;oclated v"Yith a bU5 cyC:e arc desigliated T; (fa;" ":dlB"). 

During T1, the CPU applies an address on pins ADO-AD15 
and A16-A23. It also provides a low-going pulse on the 
ADS pin, which serves the dual purpose of informing exter
nal circuitry that a bus cycle is starting and of providing con
trol to an external latch for demultiplexing address bits O-? 
from the ADO-AD? pins. See Figure 3-6. Also during this 
time the status signal DDIN, indicating the direction of the 
transfer, becomes valid. 

During T2, the CPU switches the Data Bus, ADO-AD?, to 
either accept or present data. Note that the signals AD8-
AD15 and AD16-AD23 remain valid, and need not be 
latched. It also starts the Data Strobe (DS), Signaling the 
beginning of the data transfer. Associated signals from the 
NS32201 Timing Control Unit are also activated at this time: 
RD (Read Strobe) or WR (Write Strobe), TSO (Timing State 
Output, indicating that T2 has been reached) and DBE (Data 
Buffer Enable). 

ODIN 

ADO-AD7 

NS32008 

-
ADS 

A08-A015 
A16-A23 -

PHI1 PHI2 DS 

r r 

I 

PHil PHI2 ADS ODIN 

NS32201 

The T3 state provides for access time requirements, and it 
occurs at least once in a bus cycle. At the end of T2 or T3, 
or: ~ho fo.l!i~g :)d~c of ~hc P~!2 ~!cck, !~e ~~y ~Ready) !!r.e 
is sampled to determine whether the bus cycle will be ex
tended (Section 3.4.1). 

If the CPU is performing a Read cycle, the Data Bus (ADO
AD?) is sampled at the falling edge of PHI2 of the last T3 
state. See Timing Specification, Section 4. Data must, how
ever, be held at least until the beginning of T4. DS and RD 
are guaranteed not to go inactive before this point, so the 
rising edge of either of them may safely be used to disable 
the device providing the input data. 

The T 4 state finishes the bus cycle. At the beginning of T 4, 
the DS, RD or WR, and TSO signals go inactive, and at the 
rising edge of PHI2, DBE goes inactive, having provided for 
necessary data hold times. Data during Write cycles re
mains valid from the CPU throughout T 4. Note that the Bus 
Status lines (STO-ST3) change at the beginning of T4, an
ticipating the following bus cycle (if any). 

4 
DATA 

~ BUFFER 

.----

I 

OCTAL -LATCH 

AO-A23 

-
OS 

DBE -
- RD 
RD 

-
- WR 
WR 

TSO -
TSO 

TL/EE/6156-19 

FIGURE 3-6. Bus Connections 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

NS3200B CPU BUS SIGNALS 

I T40RTi I 11 T2 T3 T4 I nORTi I 
PHil [ 

PHI 2 [ 
AD8-AD15 [ A16-A23 

ADO-AD7 [ 

AOS [ 

5To-ST3 [ 

ODIN [ 

Os [ 

ROY [ 

TSO [ 

TL/EE/6156-2D 

FIGURE 3·7. Read Cycle Timing 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

NS3200& CPU BUSSIGNALS 

NS32201 TCU BUSSIGNALS 

DBE [ 

TSO [ 

FIGURE 3·8. Write Cycle Timing 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.1 Cycle Extension 

To allow sufficient strobe widths and access times for any 
speed of memory or peripheral device, the NS32008 pro
vides for extension of a bus cycle. Any type of bus cycle 
except a Slave Processor cycle can be extended. 

In Figures 3-7 and 3-8, note that during T3 all bus control 
signals from the CPU and TCU are flat. Therefore, a bus 
cycle can be cleanly extended by causing the T3 state to be 
repeated. This is the purpose of the ROY (Ready) pin. 

At the end of T2 on the falling edge of PHI2, the ROY line is 
sampled by the CPU. If ROY is high, the next T-states will be 
T3 and T 4, ending the bus cycle. If ROY is low, then another 
T3 state will be inserted after the next T -state and the ROY 
line will again be sampled on the falling edge of PHI2. Each 
additional T3 state after the first is referred to as a "WAIT 
STATE". See Figure 3-9. 

T1 T2 

PHil 

PHI 2 

RDY 

The ROY pin is driven by the NS32201 Timing Control Unit, 
which applies WAIT States to the CPU as requested on 
three sets of pins: 

1. CWAIT (Continuous WAIT), which holds the CPU in WAIT 
States until removed. 

2. WAIT1, WAIT2, WAIT4, WAIT8 (collectively, WAITn), 
which may be given a 4-bit binary value requesting a spe
cific number of WAIT States from 0 to 15. 

3. PER (Peripheral), which inserts five additional WAIT 
states and causes the TCU to reshape the RO and WR 
strobes. This provides the setup and hold times required 
by most MOS peripheral interface devices. 

Combinations of these various WAIT requests are both legal 
and useful. For details of their use, see the NS32201 Oata 
Sheet. 

Figure 3-10 illustrates a typical Read cycle, with two WAIT 
states requested through the TCU WAITn pins. 

T3 I (yJ~T) I T4 

TL/EE/6l56-22 

FIGURE 3-9. ROY Pin Timing 
3.4.2 Bus Status 

The NS32008 CPU presents four bits of Bus Status informa
tion on pins STO-ST3. The various combinations on these 
pins indicate why the CPU is performing a bus cycle, or, if it 
is idle on the bus, why it is idle. 

Referring to Figures 3-7 and 3-8, note that Bus Status leads 
the corresponding Bus Cycle, gOing valid one clock cycle 
before T1, and changing to the next state at T 4. This allows 
the system designer to fully decode the bus status and, if 
desired, latch the decoded signals before AOS initiates the 
Bus Cycle. 

The Bus Status pins are interpreted as a 4-bit value, with 
STO the least significant bit. Their values decode a$ follows: 

0000 The bus is idle because the CPU does not need to 
perform a bus access. 

0001 The bus is idle because the CPU is executing the 
WAIT instruction. 

0010 (Reserved for future use.) 

0011 The bus is idle because the CPU is waiting for a 
Slave Processor to complete an instruction. 

0100 Interrupt Acknowledge, Master. 

The CPU is performing a Read cycle. To acknowl
edge receipt of a Non-Maskable Interrupt (on NMI), 
it will read from address FFFF0016, but will ignore 
any data provided. To acknowledge receipt of a 
Maskable Interrupt (on INT), it will read from 
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address FFFE0016, expecting a vector number to be provid
ed from the Master NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit. If the 
vectoring mode selected by the last SETCFG instruction 
was Non-Vectored, then the CPU will ignore the value it has 
read and will use a default vector instead, having assumed 
that no NS32202 is present. See Section 3.4.5. 

0101 Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded. 

The CPU is reading a vector number from a Cascad
ed NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit. The address 
provided is the address of the NS32202 Hardware 
Vector register. See Section 3.4.5. 

0110 End of Interrupt, Master. 

The CPU is performing a Read cycle to indicate that 
it is executing a Return from Interrupt (RETI) instruc
tion. See Section 3.4.5. 

0111 End of Interrupt, Cascaded. 

The CPU is reading from a Cascaded Interrupt Con
trol Unit to indicate that it is returning (through RETI) 
from an interrupt service routine requested by that 
unit. See Section 3.4.5. 

1000 Sequential Instruction Fetch. 

The CPU is reading the next sequential word from 
the instruction stream into the Instruction Queue. It 
will do so whenever the bus would otherwise be idle 
and the queue is not already full. 
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PREV.CYCLE 
NS3200B CPU BUS SIGNALS 

IT40RTii Tl I T2 I T3 I (W~T) I (vi~T) I T4 

PHil [ SLfUL !L ~ 
PHI2 [ 

A08-15 [ 
A 16-A23 

ADO-AD7 [ 

ADS [ 

STO-ST3 [ 

DoiN[ 

CwAiT[ 

PER [ 

WAITn [ 

ROY [ 
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NS32201 TCU CYCLE EXTENSION SIGNALS 
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NS3220t TCU BUS SIGNALS 
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Note: Arrows on CWAIT, PER, WAITn indicate points at which the TCU samples. 

Arrows on ADO-AD? and ROY indicate points at which the CPU samples. 

FIGURE 3-10. Extended Cycle Example 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

1001 Non-Sequential Instruction Fetch. 

The CPU is performing the first fetch of instruction 
code after the Instruction Queue is purged. This will 
occur as a result of any jump or branch, or any inter
rupt or trap, or execution of certain instructions. 

1 01 0 Data Transfer. 

The CPU is reading or writing an operand of an in
struction. 

1011 Read RMW Operand. 

The CPU is reading an operand which will subse
quently be modified and rewritten. 

1100 Read for Effective Address Calculation. 

The CPU is reading information from memory in or
der to determine the Effective Address of an oper
and. This will occur whenever an instruction uses 
the Memory Relative or External addressing mode. 

1101 Transfer Slave Processor Operand. 

The CPU is either transferring an instruction oper
and to or from a Slave Processor, or it is issuing the 
Operation Word of a Slave Processor instruction. 
See Section 3.8.1. 

1110 Read Slave Processor Status. 

The CPU is reading a status word from a Slave 
Processor. This occurs after the Slave Processor 
has Signaled completion of an instruction. The 
transferred word tells the CPU whether a trap 
should be taken, and in some instructions, it pres
ents new values for the CPU Processor Status Reg
ister bits N, Z, L or F. See Section 3.8.1. 

1111 Broadcast Slave 10. 
The CPU is initiating the execution of a Slave Proc
essor instruction. The 10 Byte (first byte of the in
struction) is sent to all Slave Processors, one of 
which will recognize it. From this pOint, the CPU is 
communicating with only one Slave Processor. See 
Section 3.8.1. 

3.4.3 Data Access Sequences 
The NS32008 accesses all memory and peripheral devices 
in sequences of single-byte transfers. Transfer of values 
larger than bytes is performed from least-significant byte 
(lowest address) to most-significant byte. 

3.4_3.1 Bit Accesses 
The bit instructions access the byte containing the designat
ed bit. The Test and Set Bit instruction (SBIT), for example, 
reads a byte, alters it, and rewrites it, having changed the 
contents of one bit. 
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3.4.3.2 Bit Field Accesses 
An access to a Bit Field in memory always generates a Dou
ble Word transfer starting at the address containing the 
least-significant bit of the field. The Double Word is read by 
an Exact instruction; an Insert instruction reads a Double 
Word, modifies it, and rewrites it. 

3.4.3.3 Extending Multiply Accesses 
The extending multiply instruction (MEl) will return a result 
which is twice the size in bytes of the operand that it reads. 
If the multiplicand is in memory, the most-significant half of 
the result is written first (at the higher address), then the 
least-significant half. 

3.4.4 Instruction Fetches 
Instructions for the NS32008 CPU are "prefetched"; that is, 
they are input before being needed into the next available 
entry of the 4-byte Instruction Queue. The CPU performs 
two types of Instruction Fetch cycles: Sequential and Non
Sequential. These can be distinguished from each other by 
their differing status combinations on pins STO-ST3 (Sec
tion 3.4.2). 

A Sequential Fetch will be performed by the CPU whenever 
the Data Bus would otherwise be idle and the Instruction 
Queue is not currently full. 

A Non-Sequential Fetch occurs as a result of any break in 
the normally sequential flow of a program. Any jump or 
branch instruction, a trap or an interrupt will cause the next 
Instruction Fetch cycle to be Non-Sequential. In addition, 
certain instructions flush the Instruction Queue, causing the 
next instruction fetch to display Non-Sequential status. Only 
the first bus cycle after a break displays Non-Sequential 
status. 

3.4.5 Interrupt Control Cycles 
Activating the INT or NMI pin on the CPU will initiate one or 
more bus cycles whose purpose is interrupt control rather 
than the transfer of instructions or data. Execution of the 
Return from Interrupt instruction (RETI) will also cause Inter
rupt Control bus cycles. These differ from instruction or data 
transfers only in the status presented on pins STO-ST3. All 
Interrupt Control cycles are Read cycles. Table 3-1 summa
rizes NS32008 interrupt sequences. 

This section describes only the Interrupt Control sequences 
associated with each interrupt and with the return from its 
service routine. For full details of the NS32008 interrupt 
structure, see Section 3.7. 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

TABLE 3·1 
Interrupt Sequences 

Cycle Status 
A. Nonmaskable Interrupt Control Sequences. 
Interrupt Acknowledge 

1 0100 
Interrupt Return 

Address 

FFFF0016 

None: Performed through Return from Trap (RED) instruction. 

B. Nonvectored Interrupt Control Sequences. 
Interrupt Acknowledge 

1 0100 FFFE0016 
Interrupt Return 
None. Performed through return from Trap (RETT) instruction. 

C. Vectored Interrupt Sequences: Noncascaded. 
Interrupt Acknowledge 

1 0100 FFFE0016 
Interrupt Return 

1 0110 

D. Vectored Interrupt Sequences: Cascaded. 
Interrupt Acknowledge 

1 0100 

FFFE0016 

FFFE0016 

(The CPU here uses the Cascade Index to find the Cascade Address.) 
2 0101 Cascade 

Interrupt Return 
1 0110 

Address 

FFFE0016 

(The CPU here uses the Cascade Index to find the Cascade Address.) 
2 0111 Cascade 

Address 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.6 Slave Processor Communication 
The SPC pin is used as the data strobe for Slave Processor 
transfers. In a Slave Processor bus cycle, data is transferred 
16 bits at a time on the Data Bus (ADO-AD15) and the 
status lines STO-ST3 are monitored by each Slave Proces
sor in order to determine the type of transfer being per
formed. Figure 3-11 shows typical Slave Processor connec
tions. SPC is bidirectional, but is driven by the CPU during all 
Slave Processor bus cycles. See Section 3.8 for full proto
col sequences. 

AD(O·15) 

AT/SPC 

NS32032 
CPU 

STO-ST3 

""r 
0(0-15) 

v 
SPC 

SLAVE 
PROCESSOR 

STO-ST3 

TL/EE/6156-24 

FIGURE 3-11. Slave Processor Connections 

PREVo CYCLE 

PHI1 [ 

PHI2 [ 

SPC [ 

ADO-AD7 [ 

STO-ST3 [ 

ADS [ 

_(2)[ 
DBE 

I T40rTi 

Note 1. CPU samples Data Bus here. 

NEXT CYCLE 

Tl T4 Tl0RTi I 

Note 2. DBE and all other NS32201 TCU bus signals remain inactive be
cause no ADS pulse is received from the CPU. 

FIGURE 3-12. CPU Read from Slave Processor 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.4.6.1 Slave Processor Bus Cycles 

A Slave Processor bus cycle always takes exactly tvvo clock 
cycles, labeled T1 and T4 (see Figures 3-12 and 3-13). Dur
ing a Read cycle, SPC is activated at T1, data is sampled at 
T 4, and SPC is removed. The Cycle Status pins lead the 
cycle by one clock period, and are sampled at the leading 
edge of SPC. During a Write cycle, the CPU applies data 
and activates SPC at T1, removing SPC at T 4. The Slave 
Processor latches status on the leading edge of SPC and 
latches data on the trailing edge. 

Since the CPU does not pulse the Address Strobe (ADS), 
no bus signals are generated by the NS32201 Timing Con
trol Unit. The direction of a transfer is determined by the 

PREVo CYCLE 

PHil 

sPC [ 

ADO-AD' [ 

STD. sn [ 

_(21 [ 
DBE 

T4 OR Ti 

4'~~~f-' 

n 

sequence ("protocol") established by the instruction under 
execution; but the CPU indicates the direction on the DDIN 
pin for hardware debugging purposes. 

3.4.6.2 Slave Operand Transfer Sequences 

A Slave Processor operand is transferred in one or more 
Slave bus cycles. A Byte operand is transferred on the 
least-significant byte of the Data Bus (ADO-AD?), and a 
Word operand is transferred on the entire 16-bit bus (ADO
AD15). A Double Word is transferred in a consecutive pair 
of bus cycles, least-significant word first. A Quad Word is 
transferred in two pairs of Slave cycles, with other bus cy
cles possibly occurring between them. The word order is 
from least-significant to most-significant word. 

T4 

NEXT CYCLE 

T10RTi I 

TLlEE/6156-26 

Note 1. Slave Processor samples Data Bus here. 

Note 2. DBE, being provided by the NS32201 reu, remains inactive due to 
the fact that no pulse is presented on ADS, reu signals RD, WR and TSO 
also remain inactive. 

FIGURE 3-13. CPU Write to Slave Processor 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.5 BUS ACCESS CONTROL 

The NS32008 CPU has the capability of relinquishing its 
access to the bus request from a DMA device or another 
CPU. This capability is implemented on the HOLD (Hold Re· 
quest) and HLDA (Hold Acknowledge) pins. By asserting 
HOLD low, an external device requests access to the bus. 
On receipt of HLDA from the CPU, the device may perform 
bus cycles, as the CPU at this point has set the ADO-AD15, 
A16-A23, ADS and DDIN pins to the TRI·STATE® condi· 
tion. To return control of the bus to the CPU, the device sets 
HOLD inactive, and the CPU acknowledges return of the 
bus by setting HLDA inactive. 

PHil 

I Ti I Ti I··· I 
[JLJLf 

PHI2 [ 

HOLD [ 

HLoA[ 

How quickly the CPU releases the bus depends on .whether 
it is idle on the bus at the time the HOLD request IS made, 
as the CPU must always complete the current bus cycle. 
Figure 3-14 shows the timing sequence when the CPU is 
idle. In this case, the CPU grants the bus during the immedi
ately following clock cycle. Figure 3-15 shows the sequence 
if the CPU is using the bus at the time that the HOLD re
quest is made. If the request is made during or before the 
clock cycle shown (two clock cycles before T4), the CPU 
will release the: bus during the clock cycle following T 4. If 
the request occurs closer to T 4, the CPU may already have 
decided to initiate another bus cycle. In that case, it will not 
grant the bus until after the next T 4 state. Note that this 
situation will also occur if the CPU is idle on the bus, but has 
initiated a bus cycle internally. 

Ti Ti Ti I TiORT1 

AFFECTED SIGNALS 

ADS [ ------- It------ -------

ADO-AD7 [.Lf<.L.'-"-<..L.f 

A08-A01S [ 
A16·A23 

'".Lt'-"-'-"-....... '"f" 

----- it----- -----

---- ~r----------

STO·ST3 [ -t----t' '-£.£.LL"'i1"l J:.CL.CL.¥.LL..LL.L.L.¥"L.L.:L.<""1" \. __ +-__ -+_ 

FIGURE 3-14. HOLD Timing, Bus Initially Idle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

PHI1[ 

PHI 2 [ 

HOlD [ 

Hi:DA[ 

ADS [ 

ODiN [ -+ ___ + ___ .j-__ ~I-' 

ADS-AD15[ 
A16-A23 

-r----~----+-----~ 

STO-ST3[ -+ ___ + ___ +-' 

AFFECTED SIGNALS 

--- 1t---- ----

--- I~--- ----

-- lr-- ---- ---- ---

FIGURE 3-15. HOLD Timing, Bus Initially Not Idle 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.6 INSTRUCTION STATUS 

In addition to the four bits of bus cycle status (STO-ST3), 
the NS32008 CPU also presents Instruction Status informa
tion on three separate pins. These pins differ from STO
ST3 in that they are synchronous to the CPU's internal in
struction execution section rather than to its bus inerface 
section. 

PFS (Program Flow Status) is pulsed low as each instruction 
begins execution. It is intended for debugging purposes . 

U/S originates from the U bit of the Processor Status Regis
ter, and indicates whether the CPU is currently running in 
User or Supervisor mode. Although it is not synchronous to 
bus cycles, there are guarantees on its validity during any 
given bus cycle. See the Timing Specifications, Figure 4-19. 

ILO (Interlocked Operation) is activated during an SBIT! (Set 
Bit, Interlocked) or CBITI (Clear Bit, Interlocked) instruction. 
It is made available to external bus arbitration circuitry in 
order to allow these instructions to implement the sema
phore primitive operations for multiprocessor communica
tion and resource sharing. As with the U/S pin, there are 
guarantees on its validity during the operand accesses per
formed by the instructions. See the Timing SpeCification 
section, Figures 4-16 and 4-17. 

3.7 NS32008 INTERRUPT STRUCTURE 

The NS32008 CPU has two interrupt pins: INT, on which 
maskable interrupts may be requested, and NMI, on which 
nonmaskable interrupts may be requested. 

In addition, there is a set of internally-generated "traps" 
which cause interrupt service to be performed as a result 

rl""' 

MEMORY ~ 
II""' 

/ CASCADE ADDR 0 

· CASCADE TABLE ; · ~~ · 
I '''ffiOO'' M'~ 

CASCADE ADDR 14 

CASCADE ADDR 15 

REGISTER I 
FIXED INTERRUPTS 

AND TRAPS 

either of exceptional conditions (e.g., attempted division by 
zero) or of specific instructions whose purpose is to cause a 
trap to occur (e.g., the Supervisor Call instruction). 

3.7.1 GenerallnterruptiTrap Sequence 

Upon receipt of an interrupt or trap request, the CPU goes 
through four major steps: 

1. Adjustment of Registers. 

Depending on the source of the interrupt or trap, the CPU 
may restore and/or adjust the contents of the Program 
Counter (PC), the Processor Status Register (PSR) and 
the currently-selected Stack Pointer (SP). A copy of the 
PSR is made, and the PSR is then set to reflect Supervi
sor Mode and selection of the Interrupt Stack. 

2. Saving Processor Status. 

The PSR copy is pushed onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-
bit quantity. 

3. Vector Acquisition. 

A Vector is either obtained from the Data Bus or is sup· 
plied by default. 

4. Service Call. 

The Vector is used as an index into the Interrupt Dispatch 
Table, whose base address is taken from the CPU Inter
rupt Base (INTBASE) Register. See Figure 3-16. A 32-bit 
External Procedure Descriptor is read from the table en
try, and an External Procedure Call is performed using it. 
The MOD Register (16 bits) and Program Counter (32 
bits) are pushed on the Interrupt Stack. 

~ 31 0"" 

0 NVI N ON·VECTORED INTERRUPT 

1 NMI N ON·MASKABLE INTERRUPT 

2 RESERVED 

3 SLAVE S LAVE PROCESSOR TRAP 

4 ILL I LLEGAL OPERATION TRAP 

5 SVC S UPERVISOR CALL TRAP 

t r DISPATCH TABLE 6 DVZ 0 IVIDE BY ZERO TRAP VECTORED 
INTERRUPTS 1 7 FLG F LAG TRAP 

8 BPT B REAKPOINT TRAP 

9 TRC T RACE TRAP 

10 UNO U NDEFINED INSTRUCTION TRAP 

11-15 RESERVED ~ 
16 VECTORED 

INTERRUPTS 

r ... "" 
TLlEE/6156-29 

FIGURE 3-16. Interrupt Dispatch and Cascade Tables 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

This process is illustrated in Figure 3-17, from the viewpoint Interrupt on INT or NMI pin: 
of the programmer. Traps (except Trace): 
Full sequences of events in processing interrupts and traps 
may be found as follows: 

Trace Trap: 

RETURN ADDRESS I (PUSH) 
32 BITS 

I 

STATUS I MODULE I 
32 BITS I (PUSH) 

PSR MOO 
INTERRUPT 

STACK 

· · · · · · 
r--------------, 
I I 
I I 
I 

CASCADE TABLE I I I 
I I I I INTBASE REGISTER I 

l INTERRUPT BASE DISPATCH 

j TABLE 

I VECTOR .4 
DESCRIPTOR (32 BITS) 

) 

DESCRIPTOR 

I" 
16 

·I~ 
16 

~I 
OFFSET MODULE 

0 

MOD REGISTER ~ MODULE TABLE 

I NEW MODULE 

I MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

) 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 
32 

STATIC BASE POINTER - r-----
LINK BASE POINTER 

(+ PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

PROGRAM COUNTER SBREGISTER 

I 
ENTRY POINT ADDRESS ~ NEW STATIC BASE 

FIGURE 3-17. Interrupt/Trap Service Routine Calling Sequence 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.7.2InterruptlTrap Return 

To return control to an interrupted program, one of two in
struction is used. The RETT (Return From Trap) instruction 
(Figure 3-18) restores the PSR, MOD, PC and S8 registers 
to their previous contents and, since traps are often used 
deliberately as a call mechanism for Supervisor Mode pro
cedures, it also discards a specified number of bytes from 
the original stack as surplus parameter space. RETT is used 
to return from any trap or interrupt except the Maskable 
Interrupt. For this, the RETI (Return from Interrupt) instruc
tion is used, which also informs any external Interrupt Con
trol Units that interrupt service has been completed. Since 
interrupts are generally asynchronous external events, RETI 
does not pop parameters. See Figure 3-19. 

PROGRAM COUNTER 

(POP) 
RETURN ADDRESS 

3.7.3 Maskable Interrupts (The INT Pin) 

The INT pin is a level-sensitive input. A continuous low level 
is allowed for generating multiple interrupt requests. The in
put is maskable, and is therefore enabled to generate inter
rupt requests only while the Processor Status Register I bit 
is set. The I bit is automatically cleared during service of an 
INT or NMI request, and is restored to its original setting 
upon return from the interrupt service routine via the RETT 
or RETI instruction. 

The INT pin may be configured via the SETCFG instruction 
as either Non-Vectored (CFG register bit 1=0) or Vectored 
(bit 1=1). 

3.7.3.1 Non-Vectored Mode 

In the Non-Vectored Mode, an interrupt request on the INT 
pin will cause an Interrupt Acknowledge bus cycle, but the 
CPU will ignore any value read from the bus and use instead 
a default vector of zero. This mode is useful for small sys
tems in which hardware interrupt prioritization is unneces
sary. The RETT instruction should be used to return from an 
interrupt in Non-Vectored Mode. 

I ·1 
I J (POP) 

STATUS MODULE 

} 32 BITS 

--li-________ :~~~~~--------i} 32 BITS 

PSR MOD 

I 
MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

STATIC BASE POINTER -___, 

LINK BASE POINTER 

PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

SBREGISTER 

STATIC BASE + 

pOP AND 

DISCARD 

n 
BYTES 

o 

INTERRUPT 

STACK 

MODULE 

TABLE 

MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

,r-----------~ 

PARAMETERS 

STACK SELECTED 

IN NEWLY· 

POPPED PSR. 

FIGURE 3-18. Return from Trap (RETTn) Instruction Flow 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

i 

··END OF INTERRUPT"" 

BUS CYCLE 

INTERRUPT 
CONTROL 

UNIT 

PROGRAM COUNTER 

I ·1 
(POP) 

RETURN ADDRESS 

I .1 (POP) 
STATUS MODULE 

PSR MOD 

INTERRUPT 
STACK 

· · · 

0 

MODULE 
TABLE 

I 
MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

j 
MODULE TABLE ENTRY 

STATIC BASE POINTER -~ 

LINK BASE POINTER 

PROGRAM BASE POINTER 

(RESERVED) 

STATIC BASE 

SB REGISTER 

FIGURE 3-19. Return from Interrupt (RETI) Instruction Flow 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.7.3.2 Vectored Mode: Non-Cascaded Case 

In the Vectored mode, the CPU uses an Interrupt Control 
Unit (lCU) to prioritize up to 16 interrupt requests. Figure 3-
20 shows the connections required for a single ICU. Upon 
receipt of an interrupt request on the INT pin, the CPU per
forms an "Interrupt Acknowledge, Master" bus cycle (Sec
tion 3.4.2) reading a vector value from the Data Bus. This 
vector is then used as an index into the Dispatch Table in 
order to find the External Procedure Descriptor for the prop
er interrupt service procedure. The service procedure even
tually returns via the Return from Interrupt (RETI) instruc
tion, which performs an End of Interrupt bus cycle, informing 
the ICU that it may reprioritize any interrupt requests still 
pending. The ICU provides the vector number again, which 
the CPU uses to determine whether it needs also to inform a 
Cascaded ICU (see below). 

In a system with only one ICU (16 levels of interrupt), the 
vectors provided must be in the range of 0 through 127; that 
is, they must be positive numbers in eight bits. By providing 
a negative vector number, an ICU flags the interrupt source 
as being a Cascaded ICU (see below). 

3.7.3.3 Vectored Mode: Cascaded Case 

In order to allow up to 256 levels of interrupt, provision is 
made both in the CPU and in the NS32202 Interrupt Control 
Unit (ICU) to transparently support cascading. Figure 3-21 
shows a typical cascaded configuration. Note that the Inter
rupt output from a Cascaded ICU goes to an Interrupt Re
quest input of the Master ICU, which is the only ICU which 
drives the CPU INT pin. 

In a system which uses cascading, two tasks must be per
formed upon initialization: 

1. For each Cascaded ICU in the system, the Master ICU 
must be informed of the line number (0 to 15) on which it 
receives the cascaded requests. 

2. A Cascade Table must be established in memory. The 
Cascade Table is located in a negative direction from the 
location indicated by the CPU Interrupt Base (INTBASE) 

DATA 

(8) 

CONTROL 

ADDR 581TS 

register. Its entries are 32·bit addresses, pOinting to the 
Vector Registers of each of up to 16 Cascaded ICUs. 

Figure 3-16 illustrates the pOSition of the Cascade Table. To 
find the Cascade Table entry for a Cascaded ICU, take its 
Master ICU line number (0 to 15) and subtract 16 from it, 
giving an index in the range -16 to -1. Multiply this value 
by 4, and add the resulting negative number to the contents 
of the INTBASE Register. The 32-bit entry at this address 
must be set to the address of the Hardware Vector Register 
of the Cascaded ICU. This is referred to as the "Cascade 
Address." 

Upon receipt of an interrupt request from a Cascaded ICU, 
the Master ICU interrupts the CPU and provides the nega
tive Cascade Table index instead of a (positive) vector num
ber. The CPU, seeing the negative value, uses it as an index 
into the Cascade Table and reads the Cascade Address 
from the referenced entry. Applying this address, the CPU 
performs an "Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded" bus cycle 
(Section 3.4.2), reading the final vector value. This vector is 
interpreted by the CPU as an unsigned byte, and can there
fore be in the range of 0 through 255. 

In returning from a Cascaded interrupt, the service proce
dure executes the Return from Interrupt (RETI) instruction, 
as it would for any Maskable Interrupt. The CPU performs 
an "End of Interrupt, Master" bus cycle (Section 3.4.2), 
whereupon the Master ICU again provides the negative 
Cascade Table index. The CPU, seeing a negative value, 
uses it to find the corresponding Cascade Address from the 
Cascade Table. Applying this address, it performs an "End 
of Interrupt, Cascaded" bus cycle (Section 3.4.2), informing 
the cascaded ICU of the completion of the service routine. 
The byte read from the Cascaded ICU is discarded. 
Note: If an interrupt must be masked off, the CPU can do so by setting the 

corresponding bit in the interrupt mask register of the interrupt con
troller. However, if an interrupt is set pending during the CPU instruc
tion that masks off that interrupt, the CPU may still perform an inter
rupt acknowledge cycle following that instruction since it might have 
sampled the INT line before the ICU deasserted it. This could cause 
the leu to provide an invalid vector. To avoid this problem the above 
operation should be performed with the CPU interrupt disabled. 
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FIGURE 3-20. Interrupt Control Unit Connections (16 Levels) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 
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FIGURE 3·21. Cascaded Interrupt Control Unit Connections 

3.7.4 Non·Maskable Interrupt (The NMI Pin) 

The Non-Maskable interrupt is triggered whenever a falling 
edge is detected on the NMI pin. The CPU performs an 
"Interrupt Acknowledge, Master" bus cycle (Section 3.4.2) 
when processing of this interrupt actually begins. The Inter
rupt Acknowledge cycle differs from that provided for Mask
able Interrupts in that the address presented is FFFF0016' 
The vector value used for the Non-Maskable Interrupt is 
taken as 1, regardless of the value read from the bus. 

The service procedure returns from the Non-Maskable In
terrupt using the Return from Trap (RETT) instruction. No 
special bus cycles occur on return. 

For the full sequence of events in processing the Non
Maskable I nterrupt, see Section 3.7.7.1. 

3.7.5 Traps 

A trap is an internally-generated interrupt request caused as 
a direct and immediate result of the execution of an instruc
tion. The Return Address pushed by any trap except TRC is 
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the address of the first byte of the instruction during which 
the trap occurred. Traps do not disable interrupts, as they 
are not associated with external events. Traps recognized 
by the NS32008 are: 

Trap (Slave): An exceptional condition was detected by the 
Floating-Point unit or another Slave Processor during the 
execution of a Slave Instruction. This trap is requested via 
the Status Word returned as part of the Slave Processor 
Protocol (Section 3.8.1). 

Trap (ILL): Illegal operation. A privileged operation was at
tempted while the CPU was in User Mode (PSR bit U = 1). 

Trap (SVC): The Supervisor Call (SVC) instruction was exe
cuted. 

Trap (DVZ): An attempt was made to divide an integer by 
zero. (The FPU trap is used for Floating-Point division by 
zero.) 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Trap (FLG): The FLAG instruction detected a "1" in the 
CPU PSR F bit. 

Trap (BPT): The Breakpoint (BPT) instruction was execut· 
ed. 

Trap (TRC): The instruction just completed is being traced. 
See below. 

Trap (UNO): An undefined opcode was encountered by the 
CPU. 

A special case is the Trace Trap (TRC), which is enabled by 
setting the T bit in the Processor Status Register (PSR). At 
the beginning of each instruction, the T bit is copied into the 
PSR P (Trace "Pending") bit. If the P bit is set at the end of 
an instruction, then the Trace Trap is activated. If any other 
trap or interrupt request is made during a traced instruction, 
its entire service procedure is allowed to complete before 
the Trace Trap occurs. Each interrupt and trap sequence 
handles the P bit for proper tracing, guaranteeing one and 
only one Trace Trap per instruction, and guaranteeing that 
the Return Address pushed during a Trace Trap is always 
the address of the next instruction to be traced. 

3.7.6 Prioritization 

The NS32008 CPU internally prioritizes simultaneous inter· 
rupt and trap requests as follows: 

1. Traps other than Trace (Highest priority) 

2. Non·Maskable Interrupt 

3. Maskable Interrupts 

4. Trace Trap (Lowest priority) 

3.7.7Interrupt/Trap Sequences: Detailed Flow 

For purposes of the following detailed discussion of inter· 
rupt and trap service sequences, a single sequence called 
"Service" is defined in Figure 3·22. Upon detecting any in· 
terrupt request or trap condition, the CPU first performs a 
sequence dependent upon the type of interrupt or trap. This 
sequence will include pushing the Processor Status Regis· 
ter and establishing a Vector and a Return Address. The 
CPU then performs the Service sequence. 

For the sequence followed in processing either Maskable or 
Non·Maskable interrupts (on the INT or NMI pins, respec· 
tively), see Section 3.7.7.1. For the Trace Trap, see Section 
3.7.7.3, and for all other traps, see Section 3.7.7.2. 

3.7.7.1 Maskable/Non-Maskable Interrupt Sequence 

This sequence is performed by the CPU when the NMI pin 
receives a falling edge, or the INT pin becomes active with 
the PSR I bit set. The interrupt sequence begins either at 
the next instruction boundary or, in the case of the String 
instructions, at the next interruptable point during its execu
tion. 

1. If a String instruction was interrupted and not yet com
pleted: 

a. Clear the Processor Status Register P bit. 

b. Set "Return Address" to the address of the first byte of 
the interrupted instruction. 

Otherwise, set "Return Address" to the address of the 
next instruction. 
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2. Copy the Processor Status Register (PSR) into a tempo
rary register, then clear PSR bits S, U, T, P and I. 

3. If the interrupt is Non-Maskable: 

a. Read a byte from address FFFF0016, applying Status 
Code 0100 (Interrupt Acknowledge, Master: Section 
3.4.2). Discard the byte read. 

b. Set "Vector" to 1. 

c. Go to Step 8. 

4. If the interrupt is Non-Vectored: 

a. Read a byte from address FFFE0016, applying Status 
Code 0100 (Interrupt Acknowledge, Master: Section 
3.4.2). Discard the byte read. 

b. Set "Vector" to O. 

c. Go to Step 8. 

5. Here the interrupt is Vectored. Read "Byte" from address 
FFFE0016, applying Status Code 0100 (Interrupt Ac
knowledge, Master, Section 3.4.2). 

6. If "Byte" ~ 0, then set "Vector" to "Byte" and go to Step 
8. 

7. If "Byte" is in the range -16 through -1, then the inter· 
rupt source is Cascaded. (More negative values are reo 
served for future use.) Perform the following: 

a. Read the 32·bit Cascade Address from memory. The 
address is calculated as INTBASE +4* Byte. 

b. Read "Vector," applying the Cascade Address just 
read and Status Code 0101 (Interrupt Acknowledge, 
Cascaded, Section 3.4.2). 

8. Push the PSR copy (from Step 2) onto the Interrupt Stack 
as a 16·bit value. 

9. Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-22. 

Service (Vector, Return Address): 
I) Read the 32·bit External Procedure Descriptor from the Interrupt 

Dispatch Table: address is Vector'4 + INTBASE Register 
contents. 

2) Move the Module field of the DeSCriptor into the MOD Register. 

3) Read the new Static Base pOinter from the memory address 
contained in MOD, placing it into the SB Register. 

4) Read the Program Base pOinter from memory address MOD + 8. 
and add to it the Offset field from the Descriptor, placing the 
result in the Program Counter. 

5) Flush queue: Non.sequentially fetch first instruction of Interrupt routine. 

6) Push MOD Register onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit value. 
(The PSR has already been pushed as a 16-bit value.) 

7) Push the Return Address onto the Interrupt Stack as a 32·bit 
quantity. 

FIGURE 3-22. Service Sequence 
Invoked during all interrupt/trap sequences. 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.7.7.2 Trap Sequence: Traps Other Than Trace 

1. Restore the currently selected Stack Pointer and the 
Processor Status Register to their original values at the 
start of the trapped instruction. 

2. Set "Vector" to the value corresponding to the trap type. 

SLAVE: Vector~3 

ILL: Vector~4 

SVC: Vector~5 

DVZ: Vector~ 6 

FLG: Vector~7 

BPT: Vector~8 

UND: Vector~10 

3. Copy the Processor Status Register (PSR) into a tempo
rary register, then clear PSR bits S, U, T and P. 

4. Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

5. Set "Return Address" to the address of the first by1e of 
the trapped instruction. 

6. Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-22. 

3.7.7.3 Trace Trap Sequence 

1. In the Processor Status Register (PSR), clear the P bit. 

2. Copy the PSR into a temporary register, then clear PSR 
bits S, U and T. 

3. Push the PSR copy onto the Interrupt Stack as a 16-bit 
value. 

4. Set "Vector" to 9. 

5. Set "Return Address" to the address of the next instruc-
tion. 

6. Perform Service (Vector, Return Address), Figure 3-22. 

3.B SLAVE PROCESSOR INSTRUCTIONS 

The NS32008 CPU recognizes two groups of instructions as 
being executable by external Slave Processors: 

Floating-Point Instruction Set 

Custom Instruction Set 

Each Slave Instruction Set is validated by a bit in the Config
uration Register (Section 2.1.3). Any Slave Instruction which 
does not have its corresponding Configuration Register 

Step 

Status Combinations: 

Send ID (ID): Code 1111 
Xler Operand (OP): Code 1101 
Read Status (ST): Code 1110 

Status Action 
ID CPU Send ID Byte. 

OP 

OP 

ST 

OP 

CPU Sends Operation Word. 

CPU Sends Required Operands. 

Slave Starts Execution. CPU Pre-Fetches. 

Slave Pulses SPC Low. 

CPU Reads Status Word. (Trap? Alter Flags?) 

CPU Reads Results (If Any). 

FIGURE 3-23. Slave Processor Protocol 
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bit set will trap as undefined, without any Slave Processor 
communication attempted by the CPU. This allows software 
simulation of a nonexistent S!ave Processor. Slave Proces
sor cycles use pins ADO-AD15 as a 16-bit data bus. 

3.B.1 Slave Processor Protocol 

Slave Processor instructions have a 3-by1e Basic Instruction 
field, consisting of an ID Byte followed by an Operation 
Word. The ID By1e has three functions: 

1. It identifies the instruction as being a Slave Processor 
instruction. 

2. It specifies which Slave Processor will execute it. 

3. It determines the format of the following Operation Word 
of the instruction. 

Upon receiving a Slave Processor instruction, the CPU initi
ates the sequence outlined in Figure 3-23. While applying 
Status Code 1111 (Broadcast ID, Section 3.4.2), the CPU 
transfers the ID By1e on the least-significant half of the data 
bus (ADO-AD7). All Slave Processors input this Byte and 
decode it. The Slave Processor selected by the I D Byte is 
activated, and from this point the CPU is communicating 
only with it. If any other slave protocol was in progress (e.g., 
an aborted Slave instruction), this tranfer cancels it. 

The CPU next sends the Operation Word while applying 
Status Code 1101 (Transfer Slave Operand, Section 3.4.2). 
Upon receiving it, the Slave Processor decodes it, and at 
this point both the CPU and the Slave Processor are aware 
of the number of operands to be transferred and their sizes. 
The Operation Word is swapped on the Data Bus; that is, 
bits 0-7 appear on pins AD8-AD15 and bits 8-15 appear 
on pins ADO-AD7. 

Using the Addressing Mode fields within the Operation 
Word, the CPU starts fetching operands and issuing them to 
the Slave Processor. To do so, it references any Addressing 
Mode extensions which may be appended to the Slave 
Processor instruction. Since the CPU is solely responsible 
for memory accesses, these extensions are not sent to the 
Slave Processor. The Status Code applied is 1101 (Transfer 
Slave Processor Operand, Section 3.4.2). 

After the CPU has issued the last operand, the Slave Proc
essor starts the actual execution of the instruction. Upon 
completion, it will signal the CPU by pulsing SPC low. To 
allow for this, SPC is normally held high only by an internal 
pull-up device of approximately 5 kO. 

While the Slave Processor is executing the instruction, the 
CPU is free to prefetch instructions into its queue. If it filis 
the queue before the Slave Processor finishes, the CPU will 
wait, applying Status Code 0011 (Waiting for Slave, Section 
3.4.2). 

Upon receiving the pulse on SPC, the CPU uses SPC to 
read a Status Word from the Slave Processor, applying 
Status Code 1110 (Read Slave Status, Section 3.4.2). This 
word has the format shown in Figure 3·24. If the Q bit 
("Quit," Bit 0) is set, this indicates that an error was detect
ed by the Slave Processor. The CPU will not continue the 
protocol, but will immediately trap through the Slave vector 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

in the Interrupt Table. Certain Slave Processor instructions 
cause CPU PSR bits to be loaded from the Status Word. 

The last step in the protocol is for the CPU to read a result, 
if any, and transfer it to the destination. The Read cycles 
from the Slave Processor are performed by the CPU while 
applying Status Code 1101 (Transfer Slave Operand, Sec· 
tion 3.4.2). 

An exception to the protocol above is a Custom Slave in· 
struction (LCR: Load Custom Register). In executing this in· 
struction, the protocol ends after the CPU has issued the 
last operand. The CPU does not wait for an acknowledge· 
ment from the Slave Processor, and it does not read status. 

3.8.2 Floating-Point Instructions 

Table 3·2 gives the protocols followed for each Floating. 
Point instruction. The instructions are referenced by their 
mnemonics. For the bit encoding of each instruction, see 
Appendix A. 

The Operand class columns give the Access Class for each 
general operand, defining how the addressing modes are 
interpreted (see Instruction Set Reference Manual). 

The Operand Issued columns show the sizes of the oper
ands issued to the Floating-Point Unit by the CPU. "D" indio 
cates a 32-bit Double Word. "i" indicates that the instruction 
specifies an integer size for the operand (B = byte, 
W = word, D = double word). "f" indicates that the instruc
tion specifies a Floating·Point size for the operand (F=32-
bit standard floating, L = 64-bit Long Floating). 

The Returned Value type and Destination column gives the 
size of any returned value and where the CPU places it. The 
PSR Bits Affected column indicates which PSR bits, if any, 
are updated from the Slave Processor Status Word (Figure 
3-24). 

Any operand indicated as being of type "f" will not cause a 
transfer if the Register addressing mode is specified. This is 
because the Floating-Point Registers are physically on the 
Floating-Point Unit and are therefore available without CPU 
assistance. 

TABLE 3-2 
Floating-Point Instruction Protocols 

Operand 1 Operand 2 
Mnemonic Class 
ADD! read.! 
SUBf read.! 
MUll read.! 
DIVf read.! 

MOVf read.! 
ABSf read.! 
NEGf read.! 

CMPf read.! 

FLOORfi read.! 
TRUNCli read.! 
ROUNDfi read.f 

MOVFL read.F 
MOVLF read.L 

MOVif read.i 

LFSR read.D 
SFSR N/A 

Note: 

D = Double word. 

i=lnteger size (B,W,O) specified in mnemonic. 

f = Floating·point type (F .L) specified in mnemonic. 

N/A=Not applicable to this instruction. 

Class 
rmw.! 
rmw.! 
rmw.f 
rmw.f 

write.! 
write.! 
write.! 

read.! 

write.i 
write.i 
write.i 

write.L 
write.F 

write.f 

N/A 
write.D 

Operand 1 Operand 2 Returned Value PSR Bits 
Issued Issued Type and Dest. Affected 

f f fto Op. 2 none 
f ftoOp.2 none 

fto Op. 2 none 
ftoOp.2 none 

N/A ftoOp.2 none 
N/A ftoOp.2 none 
N/A fto Op. 2 none 

N/A N,Z,L 

N/A itoOp.2 none 
N/A itoOp.2 none 
N/A itoOp.2 none 

F N/A LtoOp.2 none 
L N/A FtoOp.2 none 

N/A ftoOp.2 none 

D N/A N/A none 
N/A N/A DtoOp.2 none 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.8.3 Custom Slave Instruction 

Provided in the NS32008 is the capability of communicating 
with a user-defined, "Custom" Slave Processor. The in
struction set provided for a Custom Slave Processor defines 
the instruction formats, the operand classes and the com
munication protocol. Left to the user are the interpretations 
of the opcode fields, the programming model of the Custom 
Slave and the actual types of data transferred. The protocol 
specifies only the size of an operand, not its data type. 

Table 3-3 lists the relevant information for the Custom Slave 
instruction set. The designation "c" is used to represent an 
operand which can be a 32-bit ("D") or 64-bit ("a") quantity 
in any format; the size is determined by the suffix on the 
mnemonic. Similarly, an "i" indicates an integer size (Byte, 
Word, Double Word) selected by the corresponding mne
monic suffix. 

[15 8 7 OJ 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N Z F 0 0 L 0 01 
New PSR 8,t VatueIS).!:::::!'--- ---" ) 
"Quit": Terminate Protocol. Trap(FPU). 

TLlEE/6156-37 

FIGURE 3-24. Slave Processor Status Word Format 

Any operand indicated as being of type "c" will not cause a 
transfer if the register addressing mode is specified. It is 
assumed in this case that the slave processor is already 
holding the operand internally. 

For the instruction encodings, see Appendix A. 

TABLE 3-3 
Custom Slave Instruction Protocols 

Operand 1 Operand 2 Operand 1 Operand 2 Returned Value PSR Bits 
Mnemonic Class Class Issued Issued Type and Dest. Affected 
CCALOc read.c rmw.c c c cto Op. 2 none 
CCALlc read.c rmw.c c c cto Op. 2 none 
CCAL2c read.c rmw.c c c cto Op. 2 none 
CCAL3c read.c rmw.c c c ctoOp.2 none 

CMOVOc read.c write.c c N/A cto Op. 2 none 
CMOVlc read.c write.c c N/A cto Op. 2 none 
CMOV2c read.c write.c c N/A cto Op. 2 none 

CMOV3c read.c write.c c N/A ctoOp.2 none 
CCMPOc read.c read.c c c N/A N,Z,L 
CCMPlc read.c read.c c c N/A N,Z,L 

CCVOci read.c write.i c N/A itoOp.2 none 
CCVlci read.c write.i c N/A itoOp.2 none 
CCV2ci read.c write.i c N/A itoOp.2 none 
CCV3ic read.i write.c N/A ctoOp.2 none 
CCV4Do read.D write.o D N/A otoOp.2 none 
CCV50D read.o write.D a N/A DtoOp.2 none 

LCSR read.D N/A D N/A N/A none 
SCSR N/A write.D N/A N/A DtoOp.2 none 

CATSTO" addr N/A D N/A N/A F 
CATST1" addr N/A D N/A N/A F 

LCR' read.D N/A D N/A N/A none 
SCR" write.D N/A N/A N/A DtoOp.l none 

Note: 

D = Double word. 

i=lnteger size (8, W, D) specified in mnemonic. 

c = Custom size (0: 32 bits or Q: 64 bits) specified in mnemonic. 

* = Privileged instruction; will trap if CPU is in User Mode. 

N! A ~ Not applicab)e to this instruction. 
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4.0 Device Specifications 
4.1 NS32008 PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

The following is a brief description of all NS3200S pins. The 
descriptions reference portions of the Functional Descrip
tion, Section 3. 

4.1.1 Supplies 

Power (Vee): +5V Positive Supply. Section 3.1. 

Logical Ground (GNDL): Ground reference for on-chip log
ic. Section 3.1 . 

Buffer Ground (GNDB): Ground reference for on-chip driv
ers connected to output pins. Section 3.1. 

Back-Bias Generator (BBG): Output of on-chip substrate 
voltage generator. Section 3.1. 

4.1.2 Input Signals 

Clocks (PHI1, PHI2): Two-phase clocking signals. Section 
3.2. 

Ready (ROY): Active high. While ROY is inactive, the CPU 
extends the current bus cycle to provide for a slower memo
ry or peripheral reference. Upon detecting ROY active, the 
CPU terminates the bus cycle. Section 3.4.1. 

Hold Request (HOLD): Active low. Causes the CPU to re
lease the bus for DMA or multiprocessing purposes. Section 
3.5. 
Note: If the HOLD signal is generated asynchronously, it's set up and hold 

times may be violated. In this case it is recommended to synchronize 
it with CTTL to minimize the possibility of metastable states. 

The CPU provides only one synchronization stage to minimize the 
HLDA latency. This is to avoid speed degradations in cases of heavy 
FiOiJ5 activity (Le. DMA controlier cycles interleaved with CPU 
cycles.) 

Interrupt (I NT): Active low. Maskable Interrupt Request. 
Section 3.7. 

Dual-In-Line Package 

A22 48 VCC 
A21 47 A23 
A20 46 INT 

A19 45 NMI 

A18 44 [Q 
A17 43 STO 

A16 42 STI 

AD15 41 ST2 
AD14 40 ST3 
AD13 10 39 PFS 
AD12 11 38 ODIN 

AD11 12 37 ADS 
AD10 13 

NS32008 
36 U/S 

AD9 14 35 spc 
AD8 15 34 RST 
AD7 16 33 55 
AD6 17 32 NC 
ADS 18 31 HLDA 
AD4 19 30 HOLD 
AD3 20 29 BBG 
AD2 21 28 ROY 
ADI 22 27 PHI2 
ADO 23 26 PHil 

GNDL 24 25 GNDB 

Top View TLlEE/6156-2 

Figure 4-1. NS32008 Connection Diagram 

Order Number NS32008D or NS32008N 
See NS Package Number D48A or N48A 
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Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI): Active low. Non-Maskable 
Interrupt Request. Section 3.7. 

Reset (RST): Active low. It initiates a Reset. Section 3.3. 

4.1.3 Output Signals 

Address Bits 16-23 (A 16-A23): These are the most sig
nificant eight bits of the memory address bus. Section 3.4. 

Address Strobe (ADS): Active low. Controls address latch
es; indicates start of a bus cycle. Section 3.4. 

Data Direction In (ODIN): Active low. Status signal indicat
ing direction of data transfer during a bus cycle. Section 3.4. 

Status (STO-ST3): Bus cycle status code, STO least signifi
cant. Section 3.4.2. Encodings are: 

OOOO-idle: CPU Inactive on Bus 

0001-ldle: WAIT Instruction 

0010-(Reserved) 

0011-ldle: Waiting for Slave 
0100-lnterrupt Acknowledge, Master 

01 01-lnterrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded 

0110-End of Interrupt, Master 

0111-End of Interrupt, Cascaded 

1000-Sequential Instruction Fetch 

1001-Nonsequential Instruction Fetch 

1010-Data Transfer 

1 011-Read Read-Modify-Write Operand 

1100-Read for Effective Address 

1101-Transfer Slave Operand 

1110-Read Slave Status Word 

1111-Broadcast Slave 10. 

Hold Acknowledge (HLDA): Active low. Applied by the 
CPU in response to HOLD input, indicating that the bus has 
been released for DMA or multiprocessing purposes. Sec
tion 3.5. 

User/Supervisor (U/S): User or Supervisor Mode status. 
High state indicates User Mode, low indicates Supervisor 
Mode. Section 3.6. 

Interlocked Operation (ILO): Active low. Indicates that an 
interlocked instruction is being executed. Section 3.6. 

Program Flow Status (PFS): Active low. Pulse indicates 
beginning of an instruction execution. Section 3.6. 

Data Strobe (OS): Active low. Data strobe output. Section 
3.4. 

4.1.4 Input-Output Signals 

Address/Data 0-15 (ADO-AD15): In all except Slave 
Processor bus cycles, pins ADO-AD7 serve as an S-bit Mul
tiplexed Address/Data bus, and pins ADS-AD15 hold ad
dress bits S-15 throughout the bus cycle. Bit 0 is defined as 
the least-significant bit. Section 3.4. 

In Slave Processor bus cycles, all 16 pins are used as a 
data bus (Section 3.4.6). 

Slave Processor Control (SPC): Active low. Used by the 
CPU as the data strobe output for Slave Processor trans
fers; used by Slave Processors to acknowledge completion 
of a slave instruction. Section 3.4.6 and Section 3.S. This 
pin should be pulled up to Vee through a 10 kO resistor. 

Data Strobe (OS): Active low. Data Strobe output. Section 
3.4. 



4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.2 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not 

Temperature Under Bias O'Cto +70'C 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated 
reliability electrical test specifications document. 

Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C 
Note: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond 

All Input or Output Voltages With which permanent damage may occur. Continuous operation 
Respect to GND -0.5Vto +7V at these limits is not intended; operation should be limited to 

Power Dissipation 1.5 Watt those conditions specified under Electrical Characteristics. 

4.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS T A = a to + 70'C, Vee = 5V ± 5%, GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH Logical 1 Input Voltage 2.0 Vee+ 0.5 V 

Vil Logical a Input Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VeH Logical 1 Clock Voltage PHI1, PHI2 pins only Vee- 0.35 Vee+ 0.5 V 

Vel Logical a Clock Voltage PHI1, PHI2 pins only -0.5 0.3 V 

VelT 
Logical a Clock Voltage, Transient 

PHI1, PHI2 pins only -0.5 0.6 V 
(ringing tolerance) 

VOH Logical 1 Output Voltage IOH = - 400 /LA 2.4 V 

VOL Logical a Output Voltage IOl = 2mA 0.45 V 

IllS SPC Input Current (low) VIN = O.4V, SPC in input mode 0.05 1.0 mA 

II Input leakage Current OsVINsVee, All inputs except 
-10 10 /LA 

PHI1, PHI2, SPC 

IO(OFF) Output Leakage Current 
(Output Pins in O.4sVOUTsVee -20 30 /LA 
TRI·STATE Condition) 

Icc Active Supply Current IOUT=O, TA=25'C 180 300 mA 

4.4 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

4.4.1 Definitions Abbreviations: 

All the timing specifications given in this section refer to L.E.-Ieading edge 
2.0V on the rising or falling edges of the clock phases PHI1 T.E.-trailing edge 
and PHI2 and 0.8V or 2.0V on all other signals as illustrated 

R.E.-rising edge 
in Figures 4-2 and 4-3, unless specifically stated otherwise. 

FE-falling edge 

PHI" [~ PHln [ t 
~ 

2.4V 

SIG, [- SIG' [ tSlG1I 
'S'G" O.BV \ O.BV 

O.45V O.4SV 

2,4V 2.4V 

[ 
I tSIG2h 

i.'~ [ / 
• 

2.0V 'SIG2h 

SIG2 SIG2 

O,45V 

TLlEE/6156-38 TLlEE/6156-39 

FIGURE 4·2. Timing Specification Standard FIGURE 4-3, Timing Specification Standard 
(Signal Valid After Edge) (Signal Valid Before Edge) 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2 Timing Tables 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32008-6, NS32008-8, NS32008-10 
Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32008-6 

Min Max 

tALv 4-4 Address Bits 0-7 Valid after R.E., PHil T1 80 

tALh 4-4 Address Bits 0-7 Hold after R.E., PHil T2 5 

tov 4-4 Data Valid (Write Cycle) after RE., PHil T2 80 

tOh 4-4 Data Hold (Write Cycle) after R.E., PHil next Tl or Ti 0 

tAHv 4-4 Address Bits 8-23 Valid after R.E., PHil Tl 95 

tAHh 4-4 Address Bits 8-23 Hold after R.E., PHil next Tl or Ti 0 

tALAOSs 4-5 Address Bits 0-7 Set Up before ADS reaches 2.0V 25 
toADS T.E. 

tAHAOSs 4-5 Address Bits 8-23 Set Up before ADS reaches 2.0V 25 
toADST.E. 

tALAOSh 4-10 Address Bits 0-7 Hold after ADS reaches 2.0V 15 
from ADS T.E. 

tAu 4-5 Address Bits 0-7 Floating after RE., PHil T2 25 

tSTv 4-4 Status (STO-ST3) Valid after R.E., PHil T 4 90 
(before Tl, see note) 

tsTh 4-4 Status (STO-ST3) Hold after R.E., PHil T 4 (after Tl) 0 

tOOINv 4-5 DDIN Signal Valid after R.E., PHil Tl 83 

tOOINh 4-5 DDIN Signal Hold after R.E., PHil next Tl or Ti 0 

tAOSa 4-4 ADS Signal Active (Low) after RE., PHil Tl 55 

tAOSia 4-4 ADS Signal Inactive after R.E., PHI2 Tl 60 

tAOSw 4-4 ADS Pulse Width at 0.8V (both edges) 50 

tOSa 4-4 DS Signal Active (Low) after R.E., PHil T2 70 

tOSia 4-4 DS Signal Inactive after R.E., PHil T4 10 60 

tAU 4-6 ADO-AD7 Floating (Caused by HOLD) after RE., PHil Tl 100 

tAH! 4-6 A8-A23 Floating (Caused by HOLD) after R.E., PHil Tl 100 

tAOS! 4-6 ADS Floating (Caused by HOLD) after RE., PHil Ti 100 

tOOIN! 4-6 DDIN Floating (Caused by HOLD) after R.E., PHil Ti 100 

tHLOAa 4-6 HLDA Signal Active (Low) after RE., PHil Ti 100 

tHLOAia 4-8 HLDA Signal Inactive after R.E., PHil Ti 100 

tAOSr 4-8 ADS Signal Returns frorn Floating after R.E., PHil Ti 100 
(Caused by HOLD) 

tOOINr 4-8 DDIN Signal Returns from Floating after R.E., PHil Ti 100 
(Caused by HOLD) 

tSPCa 4-13 SPC Output Active (Low) after R.E., PHil Tl 50 

tSPCia 4-13 SPC Output Inactive after RE., PHil T4 50 

tSPCn! 4-15 SPC Output Nonforcing after RE., PHI2 T4 40 

tov 4-11 Data Valid (Slave Processor Write) after R.E., PHil Tl 80 

tOh 4-11 Data Hold (Slave Processor Write) after R.E., PHil nextT1 or Ti 0 

tpFSw 4-15 PFS Pulse Width at 0.8V (both edges) 70 

tPFSa 4-15 PFS Pulse Active (Low) after R.E., PHI2 70 

tPFSia 4-15 PFS Pulse Inactive after R.E., PHI2 70 
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NS32008-8 NS32008-10 
Units 

Min Max Min Max 

65 50 ns 

5 5 ns 

65 50 ns 

0 0 ns 

75 50 ns 

0 0 ns 

25 25 ns 

25 25 ns 

15 15 ns 

25 25 ns 

70 45 ns 

0 0 ns 

62 50 ns 

0 0 ns 

45 35 ns 

55 45 ns 

40 30 ns 

60 45 ns 

10 50 10 40 ns 

65 25 ns 

65 25 ns 

80 55 ns 

80 55 ns 

90 75 ns 

90 75 ns 

80 55 ns 

80 55 ns 

45 35 ns 

45 35 ns 

25 10 ns 

65 50 ns 

0 0 ns 

70 70 ns 

60 50 ns 

60 50 ns 



4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32008-6, NS320008-8, NS32008-10 (Continued) 

I I I Referencel ! NS32008-6 1 NS32008-8 I NS32008-10 I Name Figure Description Units 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tlLOs 4-17 ILO Signal Setup before R.E., PHI1 T1 30 30 30 ns 
of first interlocked 
read cycle 

tlLOh 4-18 ILO Signal Hold after R.E., PHI1 T3 10 10 10 ns 
of last interlocked 
write cycle 

tlLOa 4-19 ILO Signal Active (Low) after R.E., PHI1 70 65 55 ns 

tlLOia 4-19 ILO Signal Inactive after R.E., PHI1 70 65 55 ns 

tUSv 4-20 U/S Signal Valid after R.E., PHI1 T4 70 60 45 ns 

tUSh 4-20 U/S Signal Hold after R.E., PHI1 T1 10 10 10 ns 

tNSPF 4-16b Nonsequential Fetch to Next PFS after R.E., PHI1 T1 4 4 4 tcp 
Clock Cycle 

tPFNS 4-16a PFS Clock Cycle to Next Non- before R.E., PHI1 T1 4 4 4 tcp 
Sequential Fetch 

tLXPF 4-25 Last Operand Transfer of an before R.E., PHI1 T1 0 0 0 tcp 
Instruction to Next PFS clock of first bus 
Cycle cycle of transfer 

Note 1: Timing parameters for components with an "S" suffix are not guaranteed compatible with an NS32081 Slave Processor at a clock rate greater than 4 MHz. 

Note 2: Every memory cycle starts with T 4, during which Cycle Status is applied. If the CPU was idling, the sequence will be: ". . .Ti, T 4, T1. .". If the CPU was 
not idling, the sequence will be: ". .T4. Tl. " 

4.4.2.2 Input Signal Requirements: NS32008-6, NS32008-8, NS32008-10 

Name Figure Description 
Referencel NS32008-6 NS32008-8 NS32008-10 

Units 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tpWR 4-21 Power Stable to RST R.E. after Vcc reaches 4.5V 50 50 50 }Jos 

tOls 4-5 Data in Setup (Read Cycle) before F.E., PHI2 T3 20 15 10 ns 

tOlh 4-5 Data in Hold (Read Cycle) after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 10 10 ns 

tHLOa 4-6 HOLD Active (Low) Setup Time before FE, PHI2 TX1 25 25 25 ns 
(See Note) 

tHLOia 4-8 HOLD Inactive Setup Time before FE, PHI2 Ti 25 25 25 ns 

tHLOh 4-6 HOLD Hold Time after R.E., PHI1 TX2 0 0 0 ns 

tROYs 4-9,4-10 ROY Setup Time before FE, PHI2 25 25 25 ns 
T20rT3 

tROYh 4-9,4-10 ROY Hold Time after F.E., PHI1 T3 0 0 0 ns 

tRSTs 4-21,4-22 RST Setup Time before FE, PHI1 20 15 10 ns 

tRSTw 4-22 RST Pulse Width at 0.8V (both edges) 64 64 64 tco 

tiNTs 4-23 INT Setup Time before T.E., PHI1 20 20 20 ns 

tNMlw 4-28 NMI Pulse Width at 0.8V (both edges) 70 70 70 ns 

tOls 4-12 Data Setup (Slave Read Cycle) before FE, PHI2 T1 20 15 10 ns 

tOlh 4-12 Data Hold (Slave Read Cycle) after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 10 10 ns 

tSPCd 4-13 SPC Pulse Delay from Slave after R.E., PHI2 T4 17 13 10 ns 

tspcs 4-13 SPC Setup Time Before FE, PHI1 42 32 25 ns 

tsPCw 4-13 SPC Pulse Width from Slave at 0.8V (both edges) 30 25 20 ns 
Processor (Async. Input) 

NOTE: This setup time is necessary to ensure prompt acknowledgement via HLDA and the ensuing floating of CPU off the buses. Note that the time from the 
receipt of the HOLD signal until the CPU floats is a function of the time HOLD signal goes low, and the state of the ROY input. 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.3 Clocking Requirements: NS32008-6, NS32008-8, NS32008-10 

Name Figure Description 
Reference! NS32008-6 
Conditions Min Max 

telr 4-14 PHil, PHI2 Rise Time 0.8V to Vcc - 0.9V 9 
on R.E., PHil, t;'H12 

tcu 4-14 PHil, PHI2 Fall Time V cc - 0.9V to 0.8V 9 
on F.E., PHil, PHI2 

tep 4-14 Clock Period R.E., PHil, PHI2 to next 170 5000 
R.E., PHil, PHI2 

tClw(1,2) 4-14 PHil, PHI2 at 2.0V on PHil, 0.5 tcp - 14 
Pulse Width PHI2 (both edges) 

tClh(1,2) 4-14 PHil, PHI2 High Time at VCC - 0.9Von 0.5tcp-18 
PHil, PHI2 (both edges) 

tnOVl(1,2) 4-14 Non-Overlap Time 0.8Von F.E., PHil, PHI2 to 0 7 
0.8Von R.E., PHil, PHI2 

tnOVlas Non-Overlap Asymmetry at 0.8V on PHil, PHI2 -4 4 

(tnOVl(1) - tnOVl(2» 

tClwas PHil, PHI2 Asymmetry at '2:.0V on PHil, PHI2 -5 5 

(tClw(1) - tClw(2» 
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NS32008-8 NS32008-10 
Unit 

Min Max Min Max 

8 7 ns 

8 7 ns 

130 5000 100 5000 ns 

0.5 tcp - 12 0.5 tcp - 10 ns 

O.5tcp-17 O.5tcp-15 ns 

0 7 0 7 ns 

-4 4 -4 4 ns 

-5 5 -5 5 ns 



4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.3 Timing Diagrams 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

ADO-AD7 [ 

AD8-AD15 [ 
A16-23 

T1 T2 T3 

5TO-3 [---4-----+-----+-----"'-'-'f=r 
os[ 

ROY [ 

FIGURE 4-4. Write Cycle 

Tl T2 T3 T4 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

ADO-AD7 [ 

AD8-AD15 [ 
A16-23 

AliS[ 

ODIN [ 

5TO-3 [ 

os[ 

ROY [ (HIGH) 

FIGURE 4-5. Read Cycle 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

TXl TX2 T4 Ti Ti Ti 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

HoOl[ 
HLDA [ 

~[ 

ADO-AD7 [ 
---1 _____ +-____ + ____ --;-_ ...... ll~~~j~_~~~:~IN~~~~~ 

AD8-AD15 [ 
Al6-23 

I (FLOATING) 

....,-----+-----+-----+-,1 ~~H~ __ , _______ J-------
I (FLO~TING) 

TL/EE/6156-42 

Note: Whenever the CPU is not idling (not in Ti), the HOLD request (HOLD low) must be active tHLDa before the falling edge of PHI2 of the clock cycle that appears 
two clock cycles before T4(TX1) and stay low until tHLDh a!terthe rising edge of PHil of the clock cycle that precedes T4(TX2) for the request to be acknowledged. 

FIGURE 4-6. Floating by HOLD Timing (CPU Not Idle Initially) 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

HoOl[ 
--l-~~~-

HLDA [ 

M!!,[ ODIN -j _____ +-..J1 

ADO-AD7 [- (FLOATING) 

A 16·23 
AD8-AD15 [- --- - --

TL/EE/6156-43 

FIGURE 4·7. Floating by HOLD Timing 
(CPU Initially Idle) 
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Ti Ti T4 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

HOLD [ 

HCi5A [ + ____ -+-' 

~ [ -t-------- (HIGH) 
Al6-23 [ __ ~~~T:~ ________ 1 ______ _ 

ADO-15 
(FLOATING) 

TL/EE/6156-44 

FIGURE 4·8. Release from HOLD 



4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

FIGURE 4·9. Ready Sampling 
(CPU Initially READY) 

I T1 I T4 I 
PHI1[~ 

PHI2 [ 

ADO-15 [ 

s.;c[ 

STO·3 [ -r-----+-J '\.-'!.=~ 

TL/EE/6156-45 

TL/EE/6156-47 

FIGURE 4·11. Slave Processor Write Timing 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ ..,.._...J 
SPC [ 

(FROM CPU) 

T1 T4 

(FROM SLAt"E~ [. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

FIGURE 4·10. Ready Sampling 
(CPU Initially NOT READY) 

TL/EE/6156-46 

I T1 I T4 I 
PHI1[lLILJ 

PHI2 [ 

ADO-15 [ 

SPC [ 
(CPU) 

ODIN [ 
~~----~------r 

STO·15 [ -+_ST_A_:TU_S_V_A_L_ID+J ,-N_E_XT_S_T_AT+-U_S 

AiiS[ (HIGH) 

TL/EE/6156-46 

FIGURE 4-12. Slave Processor Read Timing 

TLlEE/6156-82 

Note: After transferring last operand to a Slave Processor, CPU 
turns OFF driver and holds SPC high with Internal 5 kll pull up. 

FIGURE 4·13. SPC Timing 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

PHil [ 

PHI2[ ______ ~. 

tnOVL(2) 

TL/EE/6156-50 

FIGURE 4-14. Clock Waveforms 

TLlEE/6156-51 

FIGURE 4-15. Relationship of PFS to Clock Cycles 

T1 

PHil [ 

~[b I 
tPFNS .1 

STO-S [ X CODE 1001 

TLlEE/6156-52 

FIGURE 4-16a. Guaranteed Delay, PFS to Non-Sequential Fetch 

I T1 I T2 I ••• I I I I 
PHI1[~~ 

ADS [ 

CODE 1001 sr0-3 [ 
-r--------------, 

tNSPF 

TL/EE/6156-53 

FIGURE 4-16b. Guaranteed, Delay, Non-Sequential Fetch to PFS 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

I TJORTi I T40RTi I Tl T2 T3 T4 

ADS [ 

ILa[ 

FIGURE 4·17. Relationship of ILO to First Operand Cycle 
of an Interlocked Instruction 

T30RTI I T40RTi I T1 T2 T3 

- 'ILOh 

.LO[ ___ -+-I __ ---+--"V 
I 

T4 

FIGURE 4·18. Relationship of ILO to Last Operand Cycle 
of an Interlocked Instruction 

FIGURE 4·19. Relationship of ILO to Any Clock Cycle 

I T30RTi i T40RTi I Tl T2 T3 

PHil [ 

UlS[ ,",,-,<-L..<'"'-'~f4' I'--+----------+JI 

FIGURE 4·20. U/S Relationship to Any Bus Cycle
Guarantee Valid Interval 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

--------I!t--

[ 
tpWR 

RST 
--------------~---I\ 

FIGURE 4-21. Power-On Reset 

JiRSTS 

TLlEE/6156-58 

PHI1[ JL.JlJL 
~tINTS 

iNT[ ~ 
TLlEE/S156-S0 

FIGURE 4-23. INT Interrupt Signal Detection 

FIRST BUS CYCLE 

11 T2 T3 

TLlEE/6156-59 

FIGURE 4-22. Non-Power·On Reset 

NMi[ 

TLlEE/6l5S-61 

FIGURE 4-24. NMllnterrupt Signal Timing 

NEXT 

T4 T1 orTi I 

TL/EE/S15S-S2 

Note: In a transfer of a Read~Modify~Write type operand, this is the Read transfer, 
displaying RMW Slatus (Code 1011). 

FIGURE 4-25. Relationship Between Last Data Transfer of an 
Instruction and PFS Pulse of Next Instruction 
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Appendix A: Instruction Formats 
NOTATIONS 

i .............. Integer Type Field 

B=OO (Byte) 

W=01 (Word) 

D = 11 (Double Word) 

f .............. Floating-Point Type Field 

F= 1 (Standard Floating: 32 bits) 

L = 0 (Long Floating: 64 bits) 

c ............ Custom Type Field 

D= 1 (Double Word) 

Q=O (Quad Word) 

op ............ Operation Code 

Valid encodings shown with each format. 

gen, gen1, 

gen2 .......... General Addressing Mode Field. 

See Section 2.2 for encodings. 

reg ........... General Purpose Register Number 

cond .......... Condition Code Field 

0000 = EQual: Z = 1 

0001 =Not Equal: Z=O 

0010=Carry Set: C=1 

0011 = Carry Clear: C = 0 

0100= Higher: L= 1 

0101 = Lower or Same: L=O 

0110= Greater Than: N = 1 

0111 = Less or Equal: N = 0 

1000= Flag Set: F= 1 

1001 = Flag Clear: F=O 

1010=LOwer: L=O and Z=O 

1011 = Higher or Same: L= 1 or Z= 1 

1100=Less Than: N=O and Z=O 

1101 = Greater or Equal: N= 1 or Z= 1 

1110= (Unconditionally True) 

1111 = (Unconditionally False) 

short .......... Short Immediate Valile. May contain: 

quick: Signed 4-bit value, in MOVQ, 

ADDQ,CMPQ,ACB 

cond: Condition Code (above), in 

Scond. 

areg: CPU Dedicated Register, in 

LPR, SPR. 

OOOO=US 

0001 -0111 = (Reserved) 

1000=FP 

1001 =SP 

1010=SB 

1011 = (Reserved) 

1100= (Reserved) 

1101 =PSR 

1110=INTBASE 

1111=MOD 
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Options: in String Instructions 

CU /W I BIT 
T = Translated 

B=Backward 

U/W=OO: None 

01: While Match 

11: Until Match 

Configuration bits, in SETCFG: 

Bcond 

BSR 
RET 
CXP 
RXP 
RETT 
RETI 
SAVE 
RESTORE 

ADDQ 
CMPQ 
SPR 
Scond 

FormatO 
(BR) 

7 

TL/EE/6156-63 

o 

cond T 1 0 1 0 

17 , op ",01 . 10 0 1 0 

Format 1 
-0000 ENTER -1000 
-0001 EXIT -1001 
-0010 NOP -1010 
-0011 WAIT -1011 
-0100 DIA -1100 
-0101 FLAG -1101 
-0110 SVC -1110 
-0111 BPT -1111 

i I I I 

, sh~rt I gen op 

Format 2 
-000 ACB -100 
-001 MOVQ -101 
-010 LPR -110 
-011 
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Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

CXPD 
BICPSR 
JUMP 
BISPSR 

115 817 01 
iii iii iii iii I ~ 

gen op 11111 i 

Format 3 

-0000 
-0010 
-0100 
-0110 

ADJSP 
JSR 
CASE 

-1010 
-1100 
-1110 

Trap (UND) on XXX1, 1000 

ADD 
CMP 
BIC 
ADDC 
MOV 
OR 

Format 4 

-0000 
-0001 
-0010 
-0100 
-0101 
-0110 

SUB 
ADDR 
AND 
SUBC 
TBIT 
XOR 

i I I 

op 

-1000 
-1001 
-1010 
-1100 
-1101 
-1110 

8 7 o 

i 0 000 1 1 1 0 

MOVS 
CMPS 

Format 5 

-0000 SETCFG 
-0001 SKPS 

Trap (UND) on 1XXX, 01XX 

23 

gen 1 

ROT 
ASH 
CBIT 
CBITI 
Trap (UND) 
LSH 
SBIT 
SBITI 

I 
16115 8 7 

gen 2 I op I i 0 

Format 6 

-0000 
-0001 
-0010 
-0011 
-0100 
-0101 
-0110 
-0111 

NEG 
Trap (UND) 
SUBP 
ABS 
COM 
IBIT 
ADDP 

Trap (UND) on all others 

-0010 
-0011 

0 

1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

-1000 
-1010 
-1011 
-1100 
-1101 
-1110 
-1111 

2-386 

MOVM 
CMPM 
INSS 
EXTS 
MOVXBW 
MOVZBW 
MOVZiD 
MOVXiD 

o 

11001110 

Format? 

-0000 
-0001 
-0010 
-0011 
-0100 
-0101 
-0110 
-0111 

MUL 
MEl 
Trap (UND) 
DEI 
QUO 
REM 
MOD 
DIV 

-1000 
-1001 
-1010 
-1011 
-1100 
-1101 
-1110 
-1111 

123 lSrS 

EXT 
CVTP 
INS 
CHECK 

23 

FormatS 

-000 INDEX 
-001 FFS 
-010 
-011 

TL/EE/6156-64 

-100 
-101 

8 ? o 

gen 1 I gen2 lop If I i 001 1 1 1 1 0 

MOVif 
LFSR 
MOVLF 
MOVFL 

Trap (UND) Always 

Format 9 

-000 
-001 
-010 
-011 

ROUND 
TRUNC 
SFSR 
FLOOR 

-100 
-101 
-110 
-111 

~~~ I: 1 1 1 1 1 1 :1 
TL/EE/6156-65 

Format 10 



Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

AOOI 
MOVI 
CMPI 
Trap (Slave) 
SUBI 
NEGI 
Trap (UNO) 
Trap (UNO) 

Trap (UNO) Always 

Trap (UNO) Always 

Format 11 

-0000 
-0001 
-0010 
-0011 
-0100 
-0101 
-0110 
-0111 

OIVI 
Trap (Slave) 
Trap (UNO) 
Trap (UNO) 
MUll 
ABSI 
Trap (UNO) 
Trap (UNO) 

Format 12 

-1000 
-1001 
-1010 
-1011 
-1100 
-1110 
-1110 
-1111 

17 01 --- I I I I I I I 
___ 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 

TLlEE/6156-77 

Format 13 

123 16115 8 7 o 

I gen 1 I short a I op I i 00011110 

Format 14 

Trap (UNO) Always 

2-387 

nnn 

000 

CATSTO 
CATSTl 

001 

CCV3 
LCSR 
CCV5 
CCV4 

101 

CCALO 
CMOVO 
CCMPO 
CCMPl 
CCALl 
CMOV2 
Trap (UNO) 
Trap (UNO) 

817 °1 
Operation Word 10 Byte 

1
23

, 

12~ 

12~ 

Format 15 
(Custom Slave) 

Operation Word Format 

i I 

gen 1 

Format 15.0 

-0000 LCR 
-0001 SCR 

i f ,16115, 
, I ' gen 2 I gen 1 

Format 15.1 

-000 CCV2 
-001 CCVl 
-010 SCSR 
-all CCVO 

i i 
~6115, 

gen 1 , I 'gen2 I 

Format 15.5 

-0000 
-0001 
-0010 
-0011 
-0100 
-0101 
-0110 
-0111 

CCAL3 
CMOV3 
Trap (UNO) 
Trap (UNO) 
CCAL2 
CMOVl 
Trap (UNO) 
Trap (UND) 

i i 

op 

-0010 
-0011 

-100 
-101 
-110 
-111 

-1000 
-1001 
-1010 
-1011 
-1100 
-1101 
-1110 
-1111 

II nnn = 01 0, all, 100, 110, 111, then Trap (UNO) Always 

z en 
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N o 
o 
QO 

I en 
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Z en 
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Appendix A: Instruction Formats (Continued) 

r 0

1 
-- I I I I I I I 

o 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 

TLlEE/6156-7B 

Format 16 

Trap (UNO) Always 

17 0 I --- I I I I I I I 
___ 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 

TL/EE/6156-79 

Format 17 

Trap (UNO) Always 

17 01 I I I I I I I 
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 ~ 

TL/EE/61SS-BO 

Format 18 

Trap (UNO) Always 

r 0
1 

I I I I I I I 
___ x x x 0 0 1 1 0 

TL/EE/6156-Bl 

Format 19 

Trap (UNO) Always 

2-388 

Implied Immediate Encodings: 

17 r7 r6 r5 r4 r3 r2 r1 ~ °1 

Register Mask, appended to SAVE, ENTER 

17 ~ 
r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 °1 

Register Mask, appended to RESTORE, EXIT 

I' : offset: len9+ -1 °1 
Offset/Length Modifier, appended to INSS, EXTS 
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NS32081-6/NS32081-8/NS32081-10 Floating-Point Unit 

General Description 
The NS32081 Floating-Point Unit functions as a slave proc
essor in National Semiconductor's Series 32000® micro
processor family. It provides a high-speed floating-point in
struction set for any Series 32000 family CPU, while remain
ing architecturally consistent with the full two-address archi
tecture and powerful addressing modes of the Series 32000 
micro-processor family. 
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Features 
• Eight on-chip data registers 
• 32-bit and 64-bit operations 
• Supports proposed IEEE standard for binary floating

point arithmetic, Task P754 
• Directly compatible with NS32016, NS32008 and 

NS32032 CPUs 
• High-speed XMOSTM technology 
• Single 5V supply 
• 24-pin dual in-line package 
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1.0 Product Introduction 
The NS32081 Floating-Point Unit (FPU) provides high 
speed floating-point operations for the Series 32000 family, 
and is fabricated using National high-speed XMaS technol
ogy. It operates as a slave processor for transparent expan
sion of the Series 32000 CPU's basic instruction set. The 
FPU can also be used with other microprocessors as a pe
ripheral device by using additional TTL interface logic. The 
NS32081 is compatible with the IEEE Floating-Point For
mats by means of its hardware and software features. 

1.1 OPERAND FORMATS 

The NS32081 FPU operates on two floating-point data 
types-single precision (32 bits) and double precision (64 
bits). Floating-point instruction mnemonics use the suffix F 
(Floating) to select the single precision data type, and the 
suffix L (Long Floating) to select the double precision data 
type. 

A floating-point number is divided into three fields, as shown 
in Figure 1-1. 

The F field is the fractional portion of the represented num
ber. In Normalized numbers (Section 1.1.1), the binary point 
is assumed to be immediately to the left of the most signifi
cant bit of the F field, with an implied 1 bit to the left of the 
binary point. Thus, the F field represents values in the range 
1.0 s x s 2.0. 

TABLE 1-1_ Sample F Fields 

FField Binary Value Decimal Value 
000 ... 0 1.000 ... 0 1.000 ... 0 
010 ... 0 1.010 ... 0 1.250 ... 0 
100 ... 0 1.100 ... 0 1.500 ... 0 
110 ... 0 1.110 ... 0 1.750 ... 0 

t 
Implied Bit 

The E field contains an unsigned number that gives the bi
nary exponent of the represented number. The value in the 
E field is biased; that is, a constant bias value must be sub
tracted from the E field value in order to obtain the true 
exponent. The bias value is 011 ... 112, which is either 127 
(single precision) or 1023 (double preciSion). Thus, the true 
exponent can be either positive or negative, as shown in 
Table 1-2. 

31 30 

Is I 

TABLE 1-2. Sample E Fields 

EField 
011. .. 110 
011. .. 111 
100 ... 000 

F Field Represented Value 
100 ... 0 1.5X2-1 =0.75 
100 ... 0 
100 ... 0 

1.5X20 = 1.50 
1.5X21 = 3.00 

Two values of the E field are not exponents. 11 ... 11 sig
nals a reserved operand (Section 2.1.3). 00 ... 00 repre
sents the number zero if the F field is also all zeroes, other
wise it signals a reserved operand . 

The S bit indicates the sign of the operand. It is 0 for posi
tive and 1 for negative. Floating-point numbers are in sign
magnitude form, that is, only the S bit is complemented in 
order to change the sign of the represented number. 

1_1_1 Normalized Numbers 

Normalized numbers are numbers which can be expressed 
as floating-point operands, as described above, where the E 
field is neither all zeroes nor all ones. 

The value of a Normalized number can be derived by the 
formula: 

(-1)8 X 2(E-Bias) X (1 + F) 

The range of Normalized numbers is given in Table 1-3. 

1.1.2 Zero 

There are two representations for zero-positive and nega
tive. Positive zero has all-zero F and E fields, and the S bit is 
zero. Negative zero also has all-zero F and E fields, but its S 
bit is one. 

1.1.3 Reserved Operands 

The proposed IEEE Standard for Binary Floating-Point Arith
metic (Task P754) provides for certain exceptional forms of 
floating-point operands. The NS32081 FPU treats these 
forms as reserved operands. The reserved operands are: 

• Positive and negative infinity 

• Not-a-Number (NaN) values 

• Denormalized numbers 

Both Infinity and NaN values have all ones in their E fields. 
Denormalized numbers have all zeroes in their E fields and 
non-zero values in their F fields. 

The NS32081 FPU causes an Invalid Operation trap (Sec
tion 2.1.2.2) if it receives a reserved operand, unless the 
operation is simply a move (without conversion). The FPU 
does not generate reserved operands as results. 

Single Precision 

23 22 o 
E F 

8 23 

Double Precision 

63 62 52 51 o 

Is I E F 

11 52 

FIGURE 1-1. Floating-Point Operand Formats 
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1.0 Product Introduction (Continued) 

TABLE 1-3. Normalized Number Ranges 

Most Positive 
Single Precision 

2127X(2-2-23) 
Double Precision 

21023X(2-2-52) 

Least Positive 

= 3.40282346 x 1038 

2- 126 

= 1.7976931348623157 Xl 0308 

2- 1022 

= 1.17549436 x 1 0- 38 = 2.2250738585072014 x 1 0- 308 

Least Negative -(2- 126) -(2- 1022) 

= -1.17549436 x 10-38 = -2.2250738585072014X 10-308 

Most Negative -2127X(2-2-23) -21023X(2-2-52) 

= - 3.40282346 x 1038 = -1.7976931348623157 X 10308 

Note: The values given are extended one full digit beyond their represented accuracy to help in generating rounding and conversion algorithms. 

1.1.4 Integers 

In addition to performing floating-point arithmetic, the 
NS32081 FPU performs conversions between integer and 
floating-point data types. Integers are accepted or generat· 
ed by the FPU as two's complement values of byte (8 bits), 
word (16 bits) or double word (32 bits) length. 

1.1.5 Memory Representations 

The NS32081 FPU does not directly access memory. How
ever, it is cooperatively involved in the execution of a set of 
two-address instructions with its Series 32000 Family CPU. 
The CPU determines the representation of operands in 
memory. 

In the Series 32000 family of CPUs, operands are stored in 
memory with the least significant byte at the lowest byte 
address. The only exception to this rule is the Immediate 
addressing mode, where the operand is held (within the in
struction format) with the most significant byte at the lowest 
address. 

2.0 Architectural Description 
2.1 PROGRAMMING MODEL 

The Series 32000 architecture includes nine registers that 
are implemented on the NS32081 Floating-Point Unit (FPU). 

DEDICATED DATA 
~32- ~32-

TL/EE/5234-4 

FIGURE 2-1. Register Set 
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2.1.1 Floating-Point Registers 

There are eight registers (FO-F7) on the NS32081 FPU for 
providing high-speed access to floating-point operands. 
Each is 32 bits long. A floating-point register is referenced 
whenever a floating-point instruction uses the Register ad
dressing mode (Section 2.2.2) for a floating-point operand. 
All other Register mode usages (i.e., integer operands) refer 
to the General Purpose Registers (RO-R7) of the CPU, and 
the FPU transfers the operand as if it were in memory. 
When the Register addressing mode is specified for a dou
ble precision (64-bit) operand, a pair of registers holds the 
operand. The programmer must specify the even register of 
the pair. The even register contains the least significant half 
of the operand and the next consecutive register contains 
the most significant half. 

2.1.2 Floating-Point Status Register (FSR) 

The Floating-Point Status Register (FSR) selects operating 
modes and records any exceptional conditions encountered 
during execution of a floating-point operation. Figure 2-2 
shows the format of the FSR. 

31 ~16~1~5 ____________ ~9~8~7-r6~5~4~~3~1~1~O~ 

~e:~r:e_d....l.I.........L.......J __ !LSW_FL-.L......L....J.I.......JR!M.......JIL'_F L! IE_NLI U_F.LIU_EN.J..I....l.I_TT..JI---l 

TL/EE/5234-5 

FIGURE 2-2. The Floating-Point Status Register 

2.1.2.1 FSR Mode Control Fields 

The FSR mode control fields select FPU operation modes. 
The meanings of the FSR mode control bits are given be
low. 

Rounding Mode (RM): Bits 7 and 8. This field selects the 
rounding method. Floating-point results are rounded when
ever they cannot be exactly represented. The rounding 
modes are: 

00 Round to nearest value. The value which is nearest to 
the exact result is returned. II the result is exactly half
way between the two nearest values the even value 
(LSB = 0) is returned. 

01 Round toward zero. The nearest value which is closer to 
zero or equal to the exact result is returned. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

10 Round toward positive infinity. The nearest value which 
is greater than or equal to the exact result is returned. 

11 Round toward negative infinity. The nearest value which 
is less than or equal to the exact result is returned. 

Underflow Trap Enable (UEN): Bit 3. If this bit is set, the 
FPU requests a trap whenever a result is too small in abso
lute value to be represented as a normalized number. If it is 
not set, any underflow condition returns a result of exactly 
zero. 

Inexact Result Trap Enable (lEN): Bit 5. If this bit is set, 
the FPU requests a trap whenever the result of an operation 
cannot be represented exactly in the operand format of the 
destination. If it is not set, the result is rounded according to 
the selected rounding mode. 

2.1.2.2 FSR Status Fields 

The FSR Status Fields record exceptional conditions en
countered during floating'point data processing. The mean
ings of the FSR status bits are given below: 

Trap Type (TT): bits 0-2. This 3-bit field records any excep
tional condition detected by a floating-point instruction. The 
TT field is loaded with zero whenever any floating-point in· 
struction except LFSR or SFSR completes without encoun
tering an exceptional condition. It is also set to zero by a 
hardware reset or by writing zero into it with the Load FSR 
(LFSR) instruction. Underflow and Inexact Result are always 
reported in the n field, regardless of the settings of the 
UEN and lEN bits. 

000 No exceptional condition occurred. 

001 Underflow. A non-zero floating-point result is too small 
in magnitude to be represented as a normalized float
ing-point number in the format of the destination oper
and. This condition is always reported in the n field 
and UF bit, but causes a trap only if the UEN bit is set. If 
the UEN bit is not set, a result of Positive Zero is pro
duced, and no trap occurs. 

010 Overflow. A result (either floating-point or integer) of a 
floating-point instruction is too great in magnitude to be 
held in the format of the destination operand. Note that 
rounding, as well as calculations, can cause this condi
tion. 

011 Divide by zero. An attempt has been made to divide a 
non-zero floating-point number by zero. Dividing zero by 
zero is considered an Invalid Operation instead (below). 

100 Illegal Instruction. Two undefined floating-point instruc
tion forms are detected by the FPU as being illegal. The 
binary formats causing this trap are: 

xxxxxxxxxx0011xx10111110 

xxxxxxxxxx1001xx10111110 

101 Invalid Operation. One of the floating-point operands of 
a floating-point instruction is a Reserved operand, or an 
attempt has been made to divide zero by zero using the 
DIVf instruction . 

110 Inexact Result. The result (either floating-point or inte
ger) of a floating-point instruction cannot be represent
ed exactly in the format of the destination operand, and 
a rounding step must alter it to fit. This condition is al
ways reported in the TT field and IF bit unless any other 
exceptional condition has occurred in the same instruc
tion. In this case, the n field always contains the code 
for the other exception and the IF bit is not altered. A 
trap is caused by this condition only if the lEN bit is set; 
otherwise the result is rounded and delivered, and no 
trap occurs. 

111 (Reserved for future use.) 

Underflow Flag (UF): Bit 4. This bit is set by the FPU when
ever a result is too small in absolute value to be represented 
as a normalized number. Its function is not affected by the 
state of the UEN bit. The UF bit is cleared only by writing a 
zero into it with the Load FSR instruction or by a hardware 
reset. 

Inexact Result Flag (IF): Bit 6. This bit is set by the FPU 
whenever the result of an operation must be rounded to fit 
within the destination format. The IF bit is set only if no other 
error has occurred. It is cleared only by writing a zero into it 
with the Load FSR instruction or by a hardware reset. 

2.1.2.3 FSR Software Field (SWF) 

Bits 9-15 of the FSR hold and display any information writ
ten to them (using the LFSR and SFSR instructions), but are 
not otherwise used by FPU hardware. They are reserved for 
use with NSC floating-point extension software. 

2.2 INSTRUCTION SET 

2.2.1 General Instruction Format 

Figure 2-3 shows the general format of an Series 32000 
instruction. The Basic Instruction is one to three bytes long 

OPTIONAL BASIC 
EXTENSIONS INSTRUCTION 

rr-------------------A~-------------------\rr---------J'-------~-\ 

DISP2 DISPI DISP21DISPI 
, 
: 

GEN 
, 

GEN IMPUED INDEX INDEX , 
ADDR , ADDR OPCODE IMMEDIATE DISP DISP BYTE BYTE , 

OPERAND(S) MODE , MODE 
A , B I 

IMM IMM 1 

t ~ 1 
TL/EE/5234-6 

FIGURE 2-3. General Instruction Format 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

and contains the opcode and up to two 5-bit General Ad
dressing Mode (Gen) fields. Following the Basic Instruction 
field is a set of optional extensions, which may appear de
pending on the instruction and the addressing modes se
lected. 

The only form of extension issued to the NS32081 FPU is 
an Immediate operand. Other extensions are used only by 
the CPU to reference memory operands needed by the 
FPU. 

Index Bytes appear when either or both Gen fields specify 
Scaled Index. In this case, the Gen field specifies only the 
Scale Factor (I, 2, 4 or 8), and the Index Byte specifies 
which General Purpose Register to use as the index, and 
which addressing mode calculation to perform before index
ing. See Figure 2-4. 

Following Index Bytes come any displacements (addressing 
constants) or immediate values associated with the select
ed addressing modes. Each Disp/lmm field may contain 
one or two displacements, or one immediate value. The size 
of a Displacement field is encoded within the top bits of that 
field, as shown in Figure 2-5, with the remaining bits inter
preted as a signed (two's complement) value. The size of an 
immediate value is determined from the Opcode field. Both 
Displacement and Immediate fields are stored most signifi
cant byte first. 

Some non-FPU instructions require additional, "implied" im
mediates and/or displacements, apart from those associat
ed with addressing modes. Any such extensions appear at 
the end of the instruction, in the order that they appear with
in the list of operands in the instruction definition. 

2.2.2 Addressing Modes 

The Series 32000 Family CPUs generally access an oper
and by calculating its Effective Address based on informa
tion available when the operand is to be accessed. The 
method to be used in performing this calculation is specified 
by the programmer as an "addressing mode." 

Addressing modes in the Series 32000 family are designed 
to optimally support high-level language accesses to vari
ables. In nearly all cases, a variable access requires only 
one addressing mode within the instruction which acts upon 
that variable. Extraneous data movement is therefore mini
mized. 

Series 32000 Addressing Modes fall into nine basic types: 

Register: In floating-point instructions, these addressing 
modes refer to a Floating-Point Register (FO-F7) if the op
erand is of a floating-point type. Otherwise, a CPU General 
Purpose Register (RO-R?) is referenced. See Section 2.1.1. 

Register Relative: A CPU General Purpose Register con
tains an address to which is added a displacement value 
from the instruction, yielding the Effective Address of the 
operand in memory. 

GEN. ADDR. MODE 

TLlEE/5234-7 

FIGURE 2·4. Index Byte Format 
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Memory Space: Identical to Register Relative above, ex
cept that the register used is one of the dedicated CPU 
registers PC, SP, SB or FP. These registers point to data 
areas generally needed by high-level languages. 

Memory Relative: A pointer variable is found within the 
memory space pointed to by the CPU SP, SB or FP register. 
A displacement is added to that pointer to generate the Ef
fective Address of the operand. 

Immediate: The operand is encoded within the instruction. 
This addressing mode is not allowed if the operand is to be 
written. Floating-point operands as well as integer operands 
may be specified using Immediate mode. 

Absolute: The address of the operand is specified by a 
Displacement field in the instruction. 

External: A pointer value is read from a specified entry of 
the current Link Table. To this pointer value is added a dis
placement, yielding the Effective Address of the operand. 

Top of Stack: The currently-selected CPU Stack Pointer 
(SPO or SP1) specifies the location of the operand. The op
erand is pushed or popped, depending on whether it is writ
ten or read. 

Scaled Index: Although encoded as an addressing mode, 
Scaled Indexing is an option on any addressing mode ex
cept Immediate or another Scaled Index. It has the effect of 
calculating an Effective Address, then multiplying any Gen
eral Purpose Register by I, 2, 4 or 8 and adding it into the 
total, yielding the final Effective Address of the operand. 

The following table, Table 2-1, is a brief summary of the 
addressing modes. For a complete description of their ac
tions, see the Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference Man
ual. 

SIGNED DISPLACEMENT 

7 0 

1 I 1 I 
C~".~~' 

'3\"V\.~ 
",\r;.~~'3 
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FIGURE 2·5. Displacement Encodings 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

TABLE 2·1. Series 32000 Family Addressing Modes 

Encoding 

REGISTER 

Mode 

00000 Register 0 
00001 Register 1 
00010 Register 2 
00011 Register 3 
00100 Register 4 
00101 Register 5 
00110 Register 6 
00111 Register 7 

REGISTER RELATIVE 

01000 Register 0 relative 
01001 Register 1 relative 
01010 Register 2 relative 
01011 Register 3 relative 
01100 Register 4 relative 
01101 Register 5 relative 
01110 Register 6 relative 
01111 Register 7 relative 

MEMORY SPACE 

11000 Frame memory 
11001 Stack memory 
11010 Static memory 
11011 Program memory 

MEMORY RELATIVE 

10000 
10001 
10010 

IMMEDIATE 

10100 

ABSOLUTE 

10101 

EXTERNAL 

10110 

TOP OF STACK 

10111 

SCALED INDEX 

11100 
11101 
11110 
11111 

10011 

Frame memory relative 
Stack memory relative 
Static memory relative 

Immediate 

Absolute 

External 

Top of Stack 

Index, bytes 
Index, words 
Index, double words 
Index, quad words 

(Reserved for Future Use) 

Assembler Syntax 

RO or FO 
R1 or F1 
R2 or F2 
R3 or F3 
R4 or F4 
R5 or F5 
R6 or F6 
R7 or F7 

disp(RO) 
disp(R1) 
disp(R2) 
disp(R3) 
disp(R4) 
disp(R5) 
disp(R6) 
disp(R7) 

disp(FP) 
disp(SP) 
disp(SB) 
*+disp 

disp2(disp1 (FP)) 
disp2(disp1 (SP)) 
disp2(disp1 (SB)) 

value 

@disp 

EXT (disp1)+disp2 

TOS 

mode[Rn:B] 
mode[Rn:W] 
mode[Rn:D] 
mode[Rn:Q] 
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Effective Address 

None: Operand is in the specified register. 

Disp + Register. 

Disp + Register; "SP" is either 
SPO or SP1 , as selected in PSR. 

Disp2 + Pointer; Pointer found at 
address Disp1 + Register. "SP" is 
either SPO or SP1, as selected in PSR. 

None: Operand is issued from 
CPU instruction queue. 

Disp. 

Disp2 + Pointer; Pointer is found 
at Link Table Entry number Disp1. 

Top of current stack, using either 
User or Interrupt Stack Pointer, 
as selected in PSR. Automatic 
Push/Pop included. 

Mode + Rn. 
Mode + 2 X Rn. 
Mode + 4 X Rn. 
Mode + 8 X Rn. 
"Mode" and "n" are contained 
within the Index Byte. 



2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

2.2.3 Floating-Point Instruction Set 

The NS32081 FPU instructions occupy formats 9 and 11 of 
the Series 32000 Family instruction set (Figure 2-6). A list 
of all Series 32000 family instruction formats is found in the 
applicable CPU data sheet. 

Certain notations in the following instruction description ta
bles serve to relate the assembly language form of each 
instruction to its binary format in Figure 2-6. 

13 ! I ~en~ I 

23 
I i 
genl 

Format 9 

16 115 
I I I I I I I gen2 op f 

OPERATION WORD 

Format 11 

T 0 I I I I I I I I I 
j i\ 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0; 

ID BYTE 
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1
15 I I I I I 

. ga02 
I 

op 
I I I I I 1 I I 0 I, 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 I 

OPERATION WORO 

II ,/ 

10 BYTE 

TL/EE/5234-12 

FIGURE 2-6. Floating-Point Instruction Formats 

The Format column indicates which of the two formats in 
Figure 2-6 represents each instruction. 

The Op column indicates the binary pattern for the field 
called "op" in the applicable format. 

The Instruction column gives the form of each instruction as 
it appears in assembly language. The form consists of an 
instruction mnemonic in upper case, with one or more suffix
es (i or f) indicating data types, followed by a list of oper
ands (gen1, gen2). 

An i suffix on an instruction mnemonic indicates a choice of 
integer data types. This choice affects the binary pattern in 
the i field of the corresponding instruction format (Figure 2-6 ) 
as follows: 

Suffix i 
B 
W 
D 

Data Type 
Byte 
Word 
Double Word 

iField 

00 
01 
11 

An f suffix on an instruction mnemonic indicates a choice of 
floating-point data types. This choice affects the setting of 
the f bit of the corresponding instruction format (Figure 2-6 ) 
as follows: 

Suffix f 

F 
L 

Data Type 
Single Precision 
Double Precision (Long) 

f Bit 

1 
o 

An operand designation (gen1, gen2) indicates a choice of 
addressing mode expressions. This choice affects the bina
ry pattern in the corresponding gen1 or gen2 field of the 
instruction format (Figure 2-6). Refer to Table 2-1 for the 
options available and their patterns. 

Further details of the exact operations performed by each 
instruction are found in the Series 32000 Instruction Set 
Reference Manual. 
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Movement and Conversion 

The following instructions move the gen1 operand to the 
gen2 operand, leaving the gen1 operand intact. 

Format Op Instruction 
gen1, gen2 

Description 
Move without 

conversion 

11 0001 MOVf 

9 010 MOVLF gen1, gen2 Move, converting 

from double 
precision to 
single precision. 

9 011 MOVFL gen1, gen2 Move, converting 

from single 

9 

9 

9 

9 

000 MOVif gen1,gen2 

precision to 

double 
precision. 

Move, converting 
from any integer 

type to any 

floating-point 
type. 

100 ROUNDfi gen1, gen2 Move, converting 
from floating

point to the 
nearest integer. 

101 TRUNCfi gen1, gen2 Move, converting 

from floating
point to the 
nearest integer 

closer to zero. 

111 FLOORfi gen1, gen2 Move, converting 

from floating

point to the 
largest integer 
less than or 

equal to its 

value. 

Note: The MOVLF instruction f bit must be 1 and the j field must be 10. 

The MOVFL instruction f bit must be 0 and the i field must be 11. 

Arithmetic Operations 

The following instructions perform floating-point arithmetic 
operations on the gen1 and gen2 operands, leaving the re
sult in the gen2 operand. 

Format Op Instruction Description 

11 0000 ADDf gen1, gen2 Add gen1 to gen2. 

11 0100 SUBf gen1, gen2 Subtract gen1 

from gen2. 

11 1100 MUll gen1,gen2 Multiply gen2 by 
g9n1. 

11 1000 DIVf gen1,gen2 Divide gen2 by 

gen1. 

11 0101 NEGf gen1,gen2 Move negative of 
gen 1 to gen2. 

11 1101 ABSf gen1,gen2 Move absolute 
value of gen1 to 

gen2. 
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2.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

Comparison 

The Compare instruction compares two floating-point val
ues, sending the result to the CPU PSR Z and N bits for use 
as condition codes. See Figure 3-6. The Z bit is set if the 
gen1 and gen2 operands are equal; it is cleared otherwise. 
The N bit is set if the gen1 operand is greater than the gen2 
operand; it is cleared otherwise. The CPU PSR l bit is un
conditionally cleared. Positive and negative zero are consid
ered equal. 

Format 
11 

Op 
0010 

Instruction 
CMPf gen1, gen2 

Floating-Point Status Register Access 

Description 
Compare gen1 
to gen2. 

The following instructions load and store the FSR as a 32-
bit integer. 

Format 
9 
9 

2.3 TRAPS 

Op 
001 
110 

Instruction 
lFSR gen1 
SFSR gen2 

Description 
load FSR 
Store FSR 

Upon detecting an exceptional condition in executing a 
floating-point instruction, the NS32081 FPU requests a trap 
by setting the Q bit of the status word transferred during the 
slave protocol (Section 3.5). The CPU responds by perform
ing a trap using a default vector value of 3. See the Series 
32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual and the applicable 
CPU data sheet for trap service details. 

A trapped floating-point instruction returns no result, and 
does not affect the CPU Processor Status Register (PSR). 
The FPU displays the reason for the trap in the Trap Type 
(TI) field of the FSR (Section 2.1.2.2). 

3.0 Functional Description 
3.1 POWER AND GROUNDING 

The NS32081 requires a single 5V power supply, applied on 
pin 24 (Veel. See DC Electrical Characteristics table. 

Grounding connections are made on two pins. logic Ground 
(GNDl, pin 12) is the common pin for on-chip logic, and 
Buffer Ground (GNDB, pin 13) is the common pin for the 
output drivers. For optimal noise immunity, it is recommend· 
ed that GNDl be attached through a single conductor di
rectly to GNDB, and that all other grounding connections be 
made only to GNDB, as shown below (Figure 3-1). 

12 
GNDL 

NS32081 
FPU 

+5V 

Vee 24 

13 OTHER 
GNOB ~-t~ ... -. GROUND L.. ______ ..I -=- CONNECTIONS 

TL/EE/S234-13 

FIGURE 3-1. Recommended Supply Connections 
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3.2 CLOCKING 

The NS32081 FPU requires a single·phase TTL clock input 
on its ClK pin (pin 14). When the FPU is connected to a 
Series 32000 CPU, the ClK signal is provided from the 
CTIl pin of the NS32201 Timing Control Unit. 

3.3 RESETTING 

The RST pin serves as a reset for on-chip logic. The FPU 
may be reset at any time by pulling the RST pin low for at 
least 64 clock cycles. Upon detecting a reset, the FPU ter
minates instruction processing, resets its internal logic, and 
clears the FSR to all zeroes. 

On application of power, RST must be held low for at least 
50 p.s after Vee is stable. This ensures that all on-chip volt
ages are completely stable before operation. See Figures 3-2 
and 3-3. 

Vee 4.5V 

ClK JlJl 
RSi 

I 264ClOCKJ r--- CYCLES _ 

~----"50 "s----~ 

TLlEE/S234-14 

FIGURE 3-2. Power-On Reset Requirements 

CLK~Jl..Sl 
I• > 64 CLOCK---I ---..... ==m CYCLES I 

RST '" I 
TL/EE/S234-1S 

FIGURE 3-3. General Reset Timing 

3.4 BUS OPERATION 

Instructions and operands are passed to the NS32081 FPU 
with slave processor bus cycles. Each bus cycle transfers 
either one byte (8 bits) or one word (16 bits) to or from the 
FPU. During all bus cycles, the SPC line is driven by the 
CPU as an active low data strobe, and the FPU monitors 

-
SPC 

SPC SPC 

AID 0-15 
... 16-BIT .. 

D 0-15 
... DATA BUS .. 

SERIES STO NS32081 
32000 STO STO 

FPU sn 
CPU sn sn 

RST 
RST 

I I ClK 

RST cm 
NS32201 

TCU 

TL/EE/S234-2 

FIGURE 3-4. System Connection Diagram 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

pins STO and ST1 to keep track of the sequence (protocol) 
established for the instruction being executed. This is nec
essary in a virtual memory environment, allowing the FPU to 
retry an aborted instruction. 

3.4.1 Bus Cycles 

A bus cycle is initiated by the CPU, which asserts the proper 
status on STO and ST1 and pulses SPC low. STO and ST1 
are sampled by the FPU on the leading (falling) edge of the 
SPC pulse. If the transfer is from the FPU (a slave processor 
read cycle), the FPU asserts data on the data bus for the 
duration of the SPC pulse. If the transfer is to the FPU (a 
slave processor write cycle), the FPU latches data from the 
data bus on the trailing (rising) edge of the SPC pulse. Fig
ures 3-5 and 3-6 illustrate these sequences. 

The direction of the transfer and the role of the bidirectional 
SPC line are determined by the instruction protocol being 
performed. SPC is always driven by the CPU during slave 
processor bus cycles. Protocol sequences for each instruc
tion are given in Section 3.5. 

3.4.2 Operand Transfer Sequences 

An operand is transferred in one or more bus cycles. A 1-
byte operand is transferred on the least significant byte of 
the data bus (00-07). A 2-byte operand is transferred on 
the entire bus. A 4-byte or 8-byte operand is transferred in 
consecutive bus cycles, least significant word first. 

3.5 INSTRUCTION PROTOCOLS 

3.5.1 General Protocol Sequence 

Slave Processor instructions have a three-byte Basic In
struction field, consisting of an 10 byte followed by an Oper
ation Word. See Figure 2-7 for FPU instruction encodings. 
The 10 Byte has three functions: 

1) It identifies the instruction to the CPU as being a Slave 
Processor instruction. 

2) It specifies which Slave Processor will execute it. 

3) It determines the format of the following Operation Word 
of the instruction. 

Upon receiving a Slave Processor instruction, the CPU initi
ates the sequence outlined in Table 3-2. While applying 
Status Code 11 (Broadcast 10. Table 3-1), the CPU trans
fers the 10 Byte on the least significant half of the Data Bus 
(00-07). All Slave Processors input this byte and decode it. 
The Slave Processor selected by the 10 Byte is activated, 
and from this point the CPU is communicating only with it. If 
any other slave protocol was in progress (e.g., an aborted 
Slave instruction), this transfer cancels it. 

The CPU next sends the Operation Word while applying 
Status Code 01 (Transfer Slave Operand, Table 3-1). Upon 
receiving it, the FPU decodes it, and at this point both the 
CPU and the FPU are aware of the number of operands to 
be transferred and their sizes. The Operation Word is 
swapped on the Data Bus; that is, bits 0-7 appear on pins 
08-015, and bits 8-15 appear on pins 00-07. 

8TO,8Tl __ ,"-__ VALor-IO _--1~~ 
___________ 1,"'", _ 

8PC \ 

00-015 ---- -- - --- --(,, ___ V_A_LI_O_FR_O_M_F_PU __ ..Jr --
Note 1: FPU samples CPU status here. 

FIGURE 3-5. Slave Processor Read Cycle 

STO, 8T1 VAliD 

___________ , (NOTE 1) 

00-015 ------ VAliD FROM CPU 

Note 1: FPU samples CPU status here. 

Note 2: FPU samples data bus here. 

FIGURE 3-6. Slave Processor Write Cycle 
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3_0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Using the Addressing Mode fields within the Operation 
Word, the CPU starts fetching operands and issuing them to 
the FPU. To do so, it references any Addressing Mode ex
tensions appended to the FPU instruction. Since the CPU is 
solely responsible for memory accesses, these extensions 
are not sent to the Slave Processor. The Status Code ap
plied is 01 (Transfer Slave Processor Operand, Table 3-1). 

After the CPU has issued the last operand, the FPU starts 
the actual execution of the instruction. Upon completion, it 
will Signal the CPU by pulsing SPC low. To allow for this, the 
CPU releases the SPC signal, causing it to float. SPC must 
be held high by an external pull-up resistor. 

Upon receiving the pulse on SPC, the CPU uses SPC to 
read a Status Word from the FPU, applying Status Code 10. 
This word has the format shown in Figure 3-7. If the Q bit 
("Quit", Bit 0) is set, this indicates that an error has been 
detected by the FPU. The CPU will not continue the proto
col, but will immediately trap through the Slave vector in the 
Interrupt Table. If the instruction being performed is CMPf 
(Section 2.3.3) and the Q bit is not set, the CPU loads Proc
essor Status Register (PSR) bits N, Z and L from the corre
sponding bits in the Status Word. The NS32081 FPU always 
sets the L bit to zero. 

15 8 7 

loooooooolNZOOOlOCI 

NEW PSR BIT VAlUE(S)~ J 
"CUlT": TERMINATE PROTOCOL, TRAP (FPU). 

TL/EE/5234-18 

FIGURE 3-7. FPU Protocol Status Word Format 

The last step in the protocol is for the CPU to read a result, 
if any, and transfer it to the destination. The Read cycles 
from the FPU are performed by the CPU while applying 
Status Code 01 (Section 4.1.2). 

TABLE 3-1_ General Instruction Protocol 

Step Status Action 
1 11 CPU sends ID Byte. 
2 01 CPU sends Operation Word. 
3 01 CPU sends required operands. 
4 XX FPU starts execution. 
5 XX FPU pulses SPC low. 
6 10 CPU reads Status Word. 
7 01 CPU reads result (if any). 

3.5.2 Floating-Point Protocols 

Table 3-2 gives the protocols followed for each floating
point instruction. The instructions are referenced by their 
mnemonics. For the bit encodings of each instruction, see 
Section 2.3.3. 

The Operand Class columns give the Access Classes for 
each general operand, defining how the addressing modes 
are interpreted by the CPU (see Series 32000 Instruction 
Set Reference Manual). 

The Operand Issued columns show the sizes of the oper
ands issued to the Floating-Point Unit by the CPU. "D" indi
cates a 32-bit Double Word. "i" indicates that the instruction 
specifies an integer size for the operand (B = Byte, W = 
Word, D = Double Word). "f" indicates that the instruction 
specifies a floating-point size for the operand (F = 32-bit 
Standard Floating, L = 64-bit Long Floating). 

The Returned Value Type and Destination column gives the 
size of any returned value and where the CPU places it. The 
PSR Bits Affected column indicates which PSR bits, if any, 
are updated from the Slave Processor Status Word (Figure 
3-6). 

Any operand indicated as being of type "f" will not cause a 
transfer if the Register addressing mode is specified, be
cause the Floating-Point Registers are physically on the 
Floating-Point Unit and are therefore available without CPU 
assistance. 

TABLE 3-2. Floating Point Instruction Protocols 

Mnemonic 
Operand 1 Operand 2 

Class Class 
ADDf read.f rmw.f 
SUBf read.f rmw.f 
MULf read.f rmw.f 
DIVf read.f rmw.f 
MOVf read.f write.f 
ABSf read.f write.f 
NEGf read.f write.f 
CMPf read.f read.f 
FLOORfi read.f write.i 
TRUNCfi read.f write.i 
ROUNDfi read.f write.i 
MOVFL read.F write.L 
MOVLF read.L write.F 
MOVif read.i write.f 
LFSR read.D N/A 
SFSR N/A write.D 

D ~ Double Word 

i = Integer size (8, W, D) specified in mnemonic. 

f = Floating-Point type (F, L) specified in mnemonic. 

NI A ~ Not Applicable to this instruction. 

Operand 1 Operand 2 Returned Value PSR Bits 
Issued Issued Type and Dest. Affected 

f f f to Op. 2 none 
f to Op. 2 none 
f to Op. 2 none 

f f to Op. 2 none 
N/A f to Op. 2 none 
N/A f to Op. 2 none 
N/A f to Op. 2 none 

N/A N,Z,L 
N/A ito Op. 2 none 
N/A ito Op. 2 none 

f N/A ito Op. 2 none 
F N/A LtoOp.2 none 
L N/A Fto Op. 2 none 

N/A f to Op. 2 none 
D N/A N/A none 

N/A N/A DtoOp.2 none 
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4.0 Device Specifications 4.1.1 Supplies 

Power (Vee): + 5V positive supply. Section 3.1. 
4.1 PIN DESCRIPTIONS logic Ground (GNDl): Ground reference for on-chip logic. 
The following are brief descriptions of all NS32081 FPU Section 3.1. 
pins. The descriptions reference the relevant portions of the Buffer Ground (GNDB): Ground reference for on-chip driv-
Functional Description, Section 3. ers connected to output pins. Section 3.1. 

Dual-In-line Package 
4.1.2 Input Signals 

010-~'-Vcc Clock (ClK): TTL-level clock signal. 

09- 2 23 f-- STO Reset (RST): Active low. Initiates a Reset, Section 3.3. 

08- 3 22 f-- ST1 

07- 4 21 r-SPC 
Status (STO, ST1): Input from CPU. STO is the least signifi-
cant bit. Section 3.4 encodings are: 

06- 5 20 r- 011 OO-(Reserved) 

05- 6 
NS320S1 

19 r-012 
01-Transferring Operation Word or Operand 

FPU 
10-Reading Status Word 

04- 7 18 f-- 013 ll-Broadcasting Slave ID 

03- 8 17 r- 014 4.1.3 Input/Output Signals 

02- 9 16 r-015 Slave Processor Control (SPC): Active low. Driven by the 
CPU as the data strobe for bus transfers to and from the 

01- 10 15r-m NS32081 FPU, Section 3.4. Driven by the FPU to signal 
completion of an operation, Section 3.5.1. Must be held high 

00- 11 14 r-ClK with an external pull-up resistor while floating. 

GNOl- 12 13 r- GNOB Data Bus (DO-D15): 16-bit bus for data transfer. DO is the 
least significant bit. Section 3.4. 

TL/EE/5234-3 

Top View 
FIGURE 4-1. Connection Diagram 

Order Number NS32081D-6, NS32081D-8 
or NS32081D-10 

See NS Package Number D24C 

Order Number NS32081N-6, NS32081N-8 
or NS32081N-10 

See NS Package Number N24A 

4.2 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not 

Temperature Under Bias O'Cto +70'C 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated 
reliability electrical test specifications document. 

Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C Note: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond 
All Input or Output Voltages which permanent damage may occur. Continuous operation 

with Respect to GND -0.5V to + 7.0V at these limits is not intended; operation should be limited to 

Power Dissipation 1.5W those conditions specified under Electrical Characteristics. 

4.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA = O°C to 70'C, Vee = 5V ± 5%, GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH Logical 1 Input Voltage 2.0 Vee +0.5 V 

VIL Logical 0 Input Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VOH Logical 1 Output Voltage IOH = -400,...A 2.4 V 

VOL Logical 0 Output Voltage IOL = 2mA 0.45 V 

II Input load Current 0,;; VIN';; Vee -10.0 10.0 ,...A 

IO(OFF) Output Leakage Current 0.45 ,;; VIN ,;; 2.4V 
(Output Pins in -20.0 20.0 ,...A 
TRI-STATE Condition) 

lee Active Supply Current lOUT = 0, TA = O'C 300 mA 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

4.4.1 Definitions 

All the Timing Specifications given in this section refer to O.BV 
and 2.0V on all the input and output signals as illustrated in 
Figures 4.2 and 4.3, unless specifically stated otherwise. 

2.0V 

O.8V 

[ 
-----2.4V 

SIGI 
tSIGll 

2.4V 

[ 
tSlG2h 

1~ SlG2 

---O.45V 

TL/EE/5234-26 

FIGURE 4·2. Timing Specification Standard 
(Signal Valid After Clock Edge) 

ABBREVIATIONS 

L.E. - Leading Edge 

T.E. - Trailing Edge 

SIGl [ 
SlG2 [ 

R.E. - Rising Edge 

F.E. - Falling Edge 

2.4V 

tSlG2h 

TLlEE/5234-27 

FIGURE 4·3. Timing Specification Standard 
(Signal Valid Before Clock Edge) 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2 Timing Tables 

4.4.2.1 Output Signal Propagation Delays 

Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF. 

Reference! NS32081-6 
Name Figure Description 

Conditions Min Max 

tDv 4·7 Data Valid After SPC L.E. 65 

tOf 4·7 00-015 Floating After SPC T.E. 50 

tgPCFw 4-9 SPC Pulse Width AtO.8V 
tCLKp - 50 tCLKp + 50 

from FPU (Both Edges) 

tSPCFI 4-9 SPC Output Active After ClK R.E. 90 

tSPCFh 4-9 SPC Output Inactive After ClK R.E. 90 

tSPCFnf 4-9 SPCOutput After ClK F.E. 
75 

Nonforcing 

4.4.2.2 Input Signal Requirements 

Name Figure Description 
Reference! 

Min Max 
Conditions 

tpWR 4-5 Power Stable to AfterVcc 
50 

RSTR.E. Reaches 4.5V 

tRSTw 4-6 RST Pulse Width AtO.8V 
64 

(Both Edges) 

tSs 4-7 Status (STO-ST1) Before SPC L.E. 
75 

Setup 

tSh 4-7 Status (STO-ST1) After SPC L.E. 
90 

Hold 

tDs 4-8 00-D15 Setup Time Before SPC T. E. 75 

tDh 4-8 00-015 Hold Time After SPC T.E. 80 

'sPcw 4-7 SPC Pulse Width AtO.8V 
100 

from CPU (Both Edges) 

tsPCs 4-7 SPC Input Active Before ClK R.E. 50 

tSPCh 4-7 SPC Input Inactive After ClK R.E. 0 

tRSTs 4-10 RST Setup Before ClK F.E. 10 

tRSTh 4-10 RST R.E. Delay After elK R.E. 0 

4.4.2.3 Clocking Requirements 

Name Figure Description 
Reference! 

Min Max 
Conditions 

tCLKh 4-4 Clock High Time At2.0V 
60 1000 

(Both Edges) 

!eLKI 4-4 Clock low Time AtO.8V 
60 1000 

(Both Edges) 

tCLKp 4-4 Clock Period ClK R.E. to Next 
160 2000 

ClK R.E. 
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Min Max 

55 

50 

tCLKp - 50 tCLKp + 50 

70 

70 

55 

Min Max 

50 

64 

60 

70 

55 

65 

85 

45 
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10 
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Min Max 

50 1000 

50 1000 

125 2000 
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Min Max 

45 

50 

tCLKp - 50 tCLKp + 50 

55 

55 

45 

Min Max 

50 
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50 

40 
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40 
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~ 4.4.3 Timing Diagrams 
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Q 
N 
C") 

en 

Vee 

ClK Sl 2:: ClK 
CD 

I .,... 
ClO 
Q 
N 
C") 

im' _____ ,F 
~ FIGURE 4-4. Clock Timing FIGURE 4-5. Power-On Reset 

elK SUUl..JLfL 
iID ____ \ 'RST. t-

FIGURE 4-6. Non-Power-On Reset 

elK 
--~ 

STD. STl 

VALID FROM FPU 

FIGURE 4-7. Read Cycle from FPU 
Note: SPC pulse musl be (nominally) 1 clock wide when wriling inlo FPU. 

STD. STI 

I' 
00-015 ~\, ____ VA_l_ID_F_R_Ot.f_C_PU ___ _ 

FIGURE 4-8. Write Cycle to FPU 

Tl/EE/5234-21 
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Note: SPC pulse may also be 2 clocks wide, but ils edges must meel the tspcs and tSPCh requiremenls wilh respect 10 ClK. 
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-I rtSPCFh 

CLK\ I , I 
I 

L 
-j 

SPC ---------"'\! I 
I-tsPcFw-1 

FIGURE 4-9. SPC Pulse from FPU 

CLK...J t I r 
~

RSTS 

_ tRSTh ~ 
RST 

FIGURE 4-10. RST Release Timing 
Note: The rising edge of RSf must occur while eLK is high, as shown. 
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Corporation 

NS32082-6/NS32082-8/NS32082-10 
Memory Management Unit (MMU) 

General Description 
The NS32082 Memory Management Unit (MMU) provides 
hardware support for demand-paged virtual memory imple
mentations. The NS32082 functions as a slave processor in 
Series 32000 microprocessor-based systems. Its specific 
capabilities include fast dynamic translation, protection, and 
detailed status to assist an operating system in efficiently 
managing up to 32 Mbytes of physical memory. Support for 
multiple address spaces, virtual machines, and program de
bugging is provided. 

High-speed address translation is performed on-chip 
through a 32-entry fully associative translation look-aside 
buffer (TLB), which maintains itself from tables in memory 
with no software intervention. Protection violations and 
page faults (references to non-resident pages) are automat
ically detected by the MMU, which invokes the instruction 
abort feature of the CPU. 

Additional features for program debugging include two 
breakpoint registers and a breakpoint counter, which pro
vide the programmer with powerful stand-alone debugging 
capability. 

Features 
• Totally automatic mapping of 16 Mbyte virtual address 

space using memory based tables 
• On-chip translation look-aside buffer allows 97% of 

translations to occur in one clock for most applications 
• Full hardware support for virtual memory and virtual 

machines 
• Implements "referenced" bits for simple, efficient work

ing set management 
• Protection mechanisms implemented via access level 

checking and dual space mapping 
• Program debugging support 
• Compatible with NS32016, NS32032 and NS32332 

CPUs 
• 48-pin dual-in-line package 

Conceptual Address Translation Model 

...----., VIRTUAL ADDRESS .. ...----., PHYSICAL ADDRESS .. ,----, 

SERIES 
32000 

CPU 

... ... 
ADDRESS STROBE NS32082 ADDRESS STROBE 

FLOAT MMU 

ABORT 
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1.0 Product Introduction 
The NS32082 MMU provides hardware support for three 
basic features of the Series 32000; dynamic address trans
lation, access level checking and software debugging. Dy
namic Address Translation is required to implement de
mand-paged virtual memory. Access level checking is per
formed during address translation, ensuring that unautho
rized accesses do not occur. Because the MMU resides on 
the local bus and is in an ideal location to monitor CPU 
activity, debugging functions are also included. 

The MMU is intended for use in implementing demand
paged virtual memory. The concept of demand-paged virtu
al memory is illustrated in Figure 1-1. At any point in time, a 
program sees a uniform addressing space of up to 16 mega
bytes (the "virtual" space), regardless of the actual size of 
the memory physically present in the system (the "physical" 
space). The full virtual space is recorded as an image on a 
mass storage device. Portions of the virtual space needed 
by a running program are copied into physical memory when 
needed. 

To make the virtual information directly available to a run
ning program, a mapping must be established between the 
virtual addresses asserted by the CPU and the physical ad
dresses of the data being referenced. 

To perform this mapping, the MMU divides the virtual mem
ory space into 512-byte blocks called "pages." It interprets 
the 24-bit address from the CPU as a 15-bit "page number" 
followed by a 9-bit offset, which indicates the position of a 
byte within the selected page. Similarly, the MMU divides 
the physical memory into 512-byte frames, each of which 
can hold a virtual page. 

VIRTUAL 
MEMORY 

HIGH MEMORY '-______ .1 

ADDRESS 

The translation process is therefore modeled as accepting a 
virtual page number from the CPU and substituting the cor
responding physical page frame number for it, as shown in 
A'gure 1-2. The offset is not changed. The translated page 
frame number is 16 bits long, including an additional ad
dress bit (A24) intended for physical bank selection. Physi
cal addresses issued by the MMU are 25 bits wide. 

TL/EE/8692-3 

FIGURE 1-2. NS32082 Address Translation Model 

Generally, in virtual memory systems the available physical 
memory space is smaller than the maximum virtual memory 
space. Therefore, not all virtual pages are simultaneously 
resident. Nonresident pages are not directly addressable by 
the CPU. Whenever the CPU issues a virtual address for a 
nonresident or nonexistent page, a "page fault" will result. 
The MMU Signals this condition by invoking the Abort fea
ture of the CPU. The CPU then halts the memory cycle, 

PHYSICAL 
MEMORY 

HIGH 
'-______ ..1 MEMORY 

ADDRESS 

MASS STORAGE 
TL/EE/8692-2 

FIGURE 1-1. The Virtual Memory Model 
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1.0 Product Introduction (Continued) 

restores its internal state to the point prior to the instruction 
being executed, and enters the operating system through 
the abort trap vector. 

The operating system reads from the MMU the virtual ad
dress which caused the abort. It selects a page frame which 
is either vacant or not recently used and, if necessary, 
writes this frame back to mass storage. The required virtual 
page is then copied into the selected page frame. 

The MMU is informed of this change by updating the page 
tables (Section 3.2), and the operating system returns con
trol to the aborted program using the RETT instruction. 
Since the return address supplied by the abort trap is the 
address of the aborted instruction, execution resumes by 
retrying the instruction. 

This sequence is called paging. Since a page fault encoun
tered in normal execution serves as a demand for a given 
page, the whole scheme is called demand-paged virtual 
memory. 
The MMU also provides debugging support. It may be pro
grammed to monitor the bus for two virtual or physical ad
dresses in real time. A counter register is associated with 
one of these, providing a "break-on-N-occurrences" capa
bility. 

1.1 PROGRAMMING CONSIDERATIONS 

When a CPU instruction is aborted as a result of a page 
fault, some memory resident data might have been already 
modified by the instruction before the occurrence of the 
abort. 

This could compromise the restartability of the instruction 
when the CPU returns from the abort routine. 

To guarantee correct results following the re-execution of 
the aborted instruction, the following actions should not be 
attempted: 

a) No instruction should try to overlay part of a source oper
and with part of the result. It is, however, permissible to 
rewrite the result into the source operand exactly (for ex
ample, the instruction "ABSW X, X", which replaces X 
with its absolute value). Also, never write to any memory 
location which is necessary for calculating the effective 
address of either operand (Le. the pointer in "Memory 
Relative" addressing mode; the Link Table pointer or Link 
Table Entry in "External" addressing mode). 

b) No instruction should perform a conversion in place from 
one data type to another larger data type (Example: 
MOVWF X, X which replaces the 16-bit integer value in 
memory location X with its 32-bit floating-point value). 
The addressing mode combination "TOS, TOS" is an ex
ception, and is allowed. This is because the least-signifi
cant part of the result is written to the possibly invalid 
page before the source operand is affected. Also, integer 
conversions to larger integers always work correctly in 
place, because the low-order portion of the result always 
matches the source value. 

c) When performing the MOVM instruction, the entire 
source and destination blocks must be considered "oper
ands" as above, and they must not overlap. 
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2.0 Functional Description 
2.1 POWER AND GROUNDING 

The NS32082 requires a single 5V power supply, applied on 
pin 48 (Ved. 

Grounding connections are made on two pins. Logic Ground 
(GNDL, pin 24) is the common pin for on-chip logic, and 
Buffer Ground (GNDB, pin 25) is the common pin for the 
output drivers. For optimal noise immunity, it is recommend
ed that GNDL be attached through a single conductor di
rectly to GNDB, and that all other grounding connections be 
made only to GNDB, as shown below (Figure 2-1). 

~ i+sV 

1 vcc~ 

24 GNDL 

TL/EE/8692-4 

FIGURE 2·1. Recommended Supply Connections 

2.2 CLOCKING 

The NS32082 inputs clocking signals from the NS32201 
Timing Control Unit (TCU), which presents two non-overlap
ping phases of a single clock frequency. These phases are 
called PHI1 (pin 26) and PHI2 (pin 27). Their relationship to 
each other is shown in Figure 2-2. 

Each rising edge of PHil defines a transition in the timing 
state ("T-State") of the MMU. One T-State represents one 
hardware cycle within the MMU, and/or one step of an ex· 
ternal bus transfer. See Section 4 for complete specifica
tions of PHI1 and PHI2. 

PHIl 

PHI2 

NON.()VERLAPPING 

TL/EE/8692-S 

FIGURE 2·2. Clock Timing Relationships 

As the TCU presents signals with very fast transitions, it is 
recommended that the conductors carrying PHI1 and PHI2 
be kept as short as possible, and that they not be connect
ed to any devices other than the CPU and MMU. A TTL 
Clock signal (CTTL) is provided by the TCU for all other 
clocking. 



2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

2.3 RESETTING 

The RSTI input pin is used to reset the NS32082. The MMU 
responds to RSTI by terminating processing, resetting its 
internal logic and clearing the appropriate bits in the MSR 
register. 

Only the MSR register is changed on reset. No other pro· 
gram accessible registers, including the TLB are affected. 

The RST / ABT signal is activated by the MMU on reset. This 
signal should be used to reset the CPU. AT /SPC is held low 
for five clock cycles after the rising edge of RSTI to indicate 
to the CPU that the address translation mode must be se
lected. 

The A24/HBF signal is sampled by the MMU on the rising 
edge of RSTI. It indicates the bus size of the attached CPU. 
A24/HBF must be sampled high for a 16-bit bus and low for 
a 32-bit bus. 

On application of power, RSTI must be held low for at least 
50 J.l-s after Vee is stable. This is to ensure that all on-chip 
voltages are completely stable before operation. Whenever 
a Reset is applied, it must also remain active for not less 
than 64 clock cycles. The rising edge must occur while PHil 
is high. See Figures 2-3 and 2-4. 

The NS32201 Timing Control Unit (TCU) provides circuitry 
to meet the Reset requirements of the NS32082 MMU. Fig
ure 2-5 shows the recommended connections. 

Vee 

PHil ---+--~ Jl-fL 
1 ~64CLOCK r---- CYCLES 

ii5Ti ----1---------;)--' 

TLlEE/8692-6 

FIGURE 2-3. Power-On Reset Requirements 

Vee 

r---------, 
I I 

2.4 BUS OPERATION 

2.4.1 Interconnections 

The MMU runs synchronously with the CPU, sharing with it a 
single multiplexed address/data bus. The interconnections 
used by the MMU for bus control, when used in conjunction 
with the NS32016, are shown in Figure A-1 (Appendix A). 

The CPU issues 24-bit virtual addresses on the bus, and 
status information on other pins, pulsing the signal ADS low. 
These are monitored by the MMU. The MMU issues 25-bit 
physical addresses on the bus, pulsing the PAV line low. 
The PAV pulse triggers the address latches and signals the 
NS32201 TCU to begin a bus cycle. The TCU in turn gener
ates the necessary bus control signals and synchronizes 
the insertion of WAIT states, by providing the signal RDY to 
the MMU and CPU. Note that it is the MMU rather than the 
CPU that actually triggers bus activity in the system. 

The functions of other interface signals used by the MMU to 
control bus activity are described below. 

The STO-ST3 pins indicate the type of cycle being initiated 
by the CPU. STO is the least-significant bit of the code. Ta
ble 2-1 shows the interpretations of the status codes pre
sented on these lines. 

PHll~JUL 
I--- 2: 64 CLOCK ---I 

RSTI ---"'~""''''' e~eLES I 

NS32201 
TCU 

TLlEE/8692-7 

FIGURE 2-4. General Reset Timing 

NS32082 
MMU 

SERIES 32000 
CPU 

I RESET .!>--+-i--.--ii---,,--,<:--4>---.' RSTI 
I I 

RSTI RST/ 
AB"f RST/ABT 

L _________ .J 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTlONAll 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAll 

2: 50 ,",sec 

FIGURE 2-5. Recommended Reset Connections, Memory-Managed System 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Status codes that are relevant to the MMU's function during 
a memory reference are: 

1000, 1001 Instruction Fetch status, used by the debug
ging features to distinguish between data and 
instruction references. 

1010 Data Transfer. A data value is to be trans
ferred. 

1011 Read RMW Operand. Although this is always 
a Read cycle, the MMU treats it as a Write 
cycle for purposes of protection and break
pointing. 

All other status codes are treated as data accesses if they 
occur in conjunction with a pulse on the ADS pin. Note that 
these include Interrupt Acknowledge and End of Interrupt 
cycles performed by the CPU. The status codes 11 01, 111 0 
and 1111 are also recognized by the MMU in conjunction 
with pulses on the SPC line while it is executing Slave Proc
essor instructions, but these do not occur in a context rele
vant to address translation. 

TABLE 2-1. STO-ST3 Encodings 
(STO is the Least Significant) 

0000 -Idle: CPU Inactive on Bus 
0001 -Idle: WAIT Instruction 
0010- (Reserved) 
0011 - Idle: Waiting for Slave 
0100 -Interrupt Acknowledge, Master 
0101 -Interrupt Acknowledge, Cascaded 
0110- End of Interrupt, Master 
0111 - End of Interrupt, Cascaded 
1000 - Sequential Instruction Fetch 
1001 - Non-Sequential Instruction Fetch 
1010 - Data Transfer 
1011 - Read Read-Modify-Write Operand 
1100 - Read for Effective Address 
1101 - Transfer Slave Operand 
1110 - Read Slave Status Word 
1111 - Broadcast Slave ID 

The DDIN line indicates the direction of the transfer: 0 = 
Read, 1 = Write. 

DDIN is monitored by the MMU during CPU cycles to detect 
write operations, and is driven by the MMU during MMU-ini
tiated bus cycles. 

The U/S pin indicates the privilege level at which the CPU is 
making the access: 0 = Supervisor Mode, 1 = User Mode. 
It is used by the MMU to select the address space for trans
lation and to perform protection level checking. Normally, 
the U/S pin is a direct reflection of the U bit in the CPU's 
Processor Status Register (PSR). The MOVUS and MOVSU 
CPU instructions, however, toggle this pin on successive 
operand accesses in order to move data between virtual 
spaces. 

The MMU uses the FL T line to take control of the bus from 
the CPU. It does so as necessary for updating its internal 
TLB from the Page Tables in memory, for maintaining the 
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contents of the status bits (R and M) in the Page Table 
Entries, and for implementing bus timing adjustments need
ed by the debugging features. 

The MMU also aborts invalid accesses aijempted by the 
CPU. This is done by pulsing the RST I ABT pin low for one 
clock period. (A pulse longer than one clock period is inter
preted by the CPU as a Reset command). 

Because the MMU performs only 16-bit transfers, some ad
ditional circuitry is needed to interface it to the 32-bit data 
bus of an NS32032-based system. However, since the 
MMU never writes to the most-significant word of a Page 
Table Entry, the only special requirement is that it must be 
able to read from the top half of the bus. This can be ac
complished as shown in Figure A-2 (Appendix A) by using a 
16-bit unidirectional buffer and some gating circuitry that en
ables it whenever an MMU-initiated bus cycle accesses an 
address ending in binary "10". 

The bus connections required in conjunction with the 
NS32332 CPU are somewhat more complex (see the 
NS32332 data sheet), but the sequences of events docu
mented here still hold. 

2.4.2 CPU-Initiated Bus Cycles 

A CPU-initiated bus cycle is performed in a minimum of five 
clock cycles (four in the case of the NS32332): T1, TMMU, 
T2, T3 and T4, as shown in Figure 2-6. 

During period T1, the CPU places the virtual address to be 
translated on the bus, and the MMU latches it internally and 
begins translation. The MMU also samples the DDIN pin, 
the status lines STO-ST3, and the U/S pin to determine 
how the CPU intends to use the bus. 

During period TMMU the CPU floats it bus drivers and the 
MMU takes one of three actions: 

1) If the translation for the virtual address is resident in the 
MMU's TLB, and the access being attempted by the CPU 
does not violate the protection level of the page being 
referenced, the MMU presents the translated address 
and generates a PAY pulse to trigger a bus cycle in the 
rest of the system. See Figure 2-6. 

2) If the translation for the virtual address is resident in the 
MMU's TLB, but the access being attempted by the CPU 
is not allowed due to the protection level of the page 
being referenced, the MMU generates a pulse on the 
RST/ABT pin to abort the CPU's access. No PAY pulse 
is generated. See Figure 2-7. 

3) If the translation for the virtual address is not resident in 
the TLB, or if the CPU is writing to a page whose M bit is 
not yet set, the MMU takes control of the bus asserting 
the FL T signal as shown in Figure 2-8. This causes the 
CPU to float its bus and wait. The MMU then initiates a 
sequence of bus cycles as described in Section 2.4.3. 

From state T2 through T 4 data is transferred on the bus 
between the CPU and memory, and the TCU provides the 
strobes for the transfer. During this time the MMU floats 



2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

pins ADO-AD15, and handles pins A16-A24 according to 
the mode of operation (16-bit or 32-bit) selected during re
set (Section 2.3). 

In 16-bit bus mode, the MMU drives address lines A16-A24 
from TMMU through T4 and they need not be latched exter
nally. This is appropriate for the NS32016 CPU, which uses 
only ADO-AD15 for data transfers. In 32-bit bus mode, the 
MMU asserts the physical address on pins A16-A24 only 
during TMMU, and floats them from T2 through T4 because 
the CPU uses them for data transfer. In this case the physi
cal address presented on these lines must be latched exter
nally using PAV. 

Whenever the MMU generates an Abort pulse on the 
RST / ABT pin, the CPU enters state T2 and then Ti (idle), 
ending the bus cycle. Since no PAV pulse is issued by the 
MMU, the rest of the system remains unaware that an ac
cess has been attempted. The MMU requires that no further 
memory references be attempted by the CPU for at least 
two clock cycles after the T2 state, as shown in Figure 2-7. 
This requirement is met by all Series 32000 CPU's. During 
this time, the RDY line must remain high. This requirement 
is met by the NS32201 TCU. 

2.4_3 MMU-Initiated Cycles 

Bus cycles initiated by the MMU are always nested within 
CPU-initiated bus cycles; that is, they appear after the MMU 
has accepted a virtual address from the CPU and has set 
the FL T line active. The MMU will initiate memory cycles in 
the following cases: 

1) There is no translation in the MMU's TLB for the virtual 
address issued by the CPU, meaning that the MMU must 
reference the Page Tables in memory to obtain the trans
lation. 

PHil [ 

T4 OR Ti T1 TMMU 

PHI2 [ 

A16- 24 [ 

ADO-15 [ 

ADS [ 

PAY [ 

DDiN [ 

m[ 
u/s [ 

STO- 3 [ 

2) There is a translation for that virtual address in the TLB, 
but the page is being written for the first time (the M bit in 
its Level-2 Page Table Entry is 0). The MMU treats this 
case as if there were no translation in the TLB, and per
forms a Page Table lookup in order to set the M bit in the 
Level-2 Page Table Entry as well as in the TLB. 

Having made the necessary memory references, the MMU 
either aborts the CPU access or it provides the translated 
address and allows the CPU's access to continue to T2. 

Figure 2-8 shows the sequence of events in a Page Table 
lookup. After asserting FL T, the MMU waits for one addition
al clock cycle, then reads the Level-1 Page Table Entry and 
the Level-2 Page Table Entry in four consecutive memory 
Read cycles. Note that the MMU performs two 16-bit trans
fers to read each Page Table Entry, regardless of the width 
of the CPU's data bus. There are no idle clock cycles be
tween MMU-initiated bus cycles unless a bus request is 
made on the HOLD line (Section 2.6). 

During the Page Table lookup the MMU drives the DDIN 
signal. The status lines STO-ST3 and the U/S pin are not 
released by the CPU, and retain their original settings while 
the MMU uses the bus. The Byte Enable signals from the 
CPU (HBE in 16-bit systems, BEO-BE3 in 32-bit systems) 
should in general be handled externally for correct memory 
referencing. (The current NS32016 CPU does, however, 
handle HBE in a manner that is acceptable in many systems 
at clock rates of 12.5 MHz or less.) 

In the clock cycle immediately after T4 of the last lookup 
cycle, the MMU removes the FL T signal, issues the translat
ed address, and pulses PAV to continue the CPU's access. 

Note that when the MMU sets FL T active, the clock cycle 
originally called TMMU is redesignated T1. Clock cycles in 
which the PAV pulse occurs are designated TMMU. 

T2 T3 T4 I T1 OR n 

'---t---J - - - c 

(HIGH) 

TLlEE/8692-9 

FIGURE 2·6. CPU Read Cycle; Translation in TLB (TLB Hit) 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

PHil [ 

n TMMU T2 T3 T4 TI OR Ii 

PHI2[ 

AI6-24[ -------- -c= 
AOO-IS[ ----------c= 

AbS[ 

PAV[ (HIGH) 

RSf/ABf[ 

m[ 
HOLD [ 

ROV[ 
(BY CPU) 

TL/EE/8692-10 

Note 1: The CPU drives the bus if a write cycle is aborted. 

Note 2: FIT may be pulsed if a breakpoint on physical address is enabled or an execution breakpoint is triggered. 

Note 3: If this bus cycle is a write cycle to a write-protected page, FL T is asserted for two clock cycles and the abort pulse is delayed by one clock cycle. 

FIGURE 2·7. Abort Resulting from Protection Violation; Translation in TLB 

CPU 
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1 
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Note 1: If the R bit on the Level-1 PTE must be set, a write cycle is inserted here. 

Note 2: If either the R or the M bit on the Level-2 PTE must be set, a write cycle is inserted here. 

Note 3: If a breakpoint on physical address is enabled, an extra clock cycle is inserted here. 

FIGURE 2·8. Page Table Lookup 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

The Page Table Entries are read starting with the low-order 
word. If the V bit (bit 0) of the low-order word is zero, or the 
protection level field PL (bits t and 2) indicates that the 
CPU's attempted access is illegal, the MMU does not gener
ate any further memory cycles, but instead issues an Abort 
pulse during the clock cycle after T 4 and removes the FL T 
signal. The CPU continues to T2 and then becomes idle on 
the bus, as shown in Figure 2-9. 

If the Rand/or M bit (bit 3 or 4) of the low-order word must 
be updated, the MMU does this immediately in a single 
Write cycle, before reading the high-order word of the Page 
Table Entry. All bits except those updated are rewritten with 
their original values. 

At most, the MMU writes two 16-bit words to memory during 
a translation: the first to the Level-1 table to update the R 
bit, and the second to the Level-2 table to update the R 
and/ or M bits. 

2.4_4 Cycle Extension 

To allow sufficient strobe widths and access time require
ments for any speed of memory or peripheral device, the 
NS32082 provides for extension of a bus cycle. Any type of 
bus cycle, CPU-initiated or MMU-initiated, can be extended, 
except Slave Processor cycles, which are not memory or 
peripheral references. 

READ L.S. WORD PTE 

TMMU T2 T3 T4 

RST/ 

In Figures 2-6 and 2-8, note that during T3 all bus control 
signals are flat. Therefore, a bus cycle can be cleanly ex
tended by causing the T3 state to be repeated. This is the 
purpose of the RDY (Ready) pin. 

Immediately before T3 begins, on the falling edge of clock 
phase PHI2, the RDY line is sampled by the CPU and/or the 
MMU. If RDY is high, the next state after T3 will be T4, 
ending the bus cycle. If it is low, the next state after T3 will 
be another T3 and the RDY line will be sampled again. RDY 
is sampled in each following clock period, with insertion of 
additional T3 states, until it is sampled high. Each additional 
T3 state inserted is called a "WAIT state." 

During CPU bus cycles, the MMU monitors the RDY pin only 
if the 16-bit mode is selected. This is necessary since the 
MMU drives the address lines A 16-A24, and needs to de
tect the end of the bus cycle in order to float them. 

If the 32-bit mode is selected, the above address lines are 
floated following the TMMU state. The MMU will be ready to 
perform another translation after three clock cycles, and the 
RDY line is ignored. 

The RDY pin is driven by the NS32201 Timing Control Unit, 
which applies WAIT states to the CPU and MMU as request
ed on its own WAIT request input pins. 

BUS IDLE 

T2 I T3 T4 

(BY CPU) 

In OR Ti 

c 
c 

TL/EE/8692-12 

Note 1: If a breakpoint on physical address is enabled, an extra clock cycle is inserted here. 

FIGURE 2-9. Abort Resulting after a Page Table Lookup 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

2.5 SLAVE PROCESSOR INTERFACE 

The CPU and MMU execute four instructions cooperatively. 
These are LMR, SMR, RDVAL and WRVAL, as described in 
Section 2.5.2. The MMU takes the role of a Slave Processor 
in executing these instructions, accepting them as they are 
issued to it by the CPU. The CPU calculates all effective 
addresses and performs all operand transfers to and from 
memory and the MMU. The MMU does not take control of 
the bus except as necessary in normal operation; i.e., to 
translate and validate memory addresses as they are pre
sented by the CPU. 

The sequence of transfers ("protocol") followed by the CPU 
and MMU involves a special type of bus cycle performed by 
the CPU. This "Slave Processor" bus cycle does not involve 
the issuing of an address, but rather performs a fast data 
transfer whose purpose is pre-determined by the form of the 
instruction under execution and by status codes asserted by 
the CPU. 

2.5.1 Slave Processor Bus Cycles 

The interconnections between the CPU and MMU for Slave 
Processor communication are shown in Figures A-1 and A-2 
(Appendix A). The low-order 16 bits of the bus are used for 
data transfers. The SPC signal is bidirectional. It is pulsed by 
the CPU as a low-active data strobe for Slave Processor 

PREV.CYCLE 

I T40RTi 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

m [ 

ADO-AD15 [ 

STO-ST3 [ 

ADS [ 

CoiN [ 
Note 1: CPU samples Data Bus here. 

Tl 

transfers, and is also pulsed low by the MMU to acknowl
edge, when necessary, that it is ready to continue execution 
of an MMU instruction. Since SPC is normally in a high-im
pedance state, it must be pulled high with a 10 kO resistor, 
as shown. The MMU also monitors the status lines STO
ST3 to follow the protocol for the instruction being execut
ed. 

Data is transferred between the CPU and the MMU with 
Slave Processor bus cycles, illustrated in Figures 2-10 and 
2-11. Each bus cycle transfers one byte or one word (16 
bits) to or from the MMU. 

Slave Processor bus cycles are performed by the CPU in 
two clock periods, which are labeled T1 and T 4. During T1, 
the CPU activates SPC and, if it is writing to the MMU, it 
presents data on the bus. During T 4, the CPU deactivates 
SPC and, if it is reading from the MMU, it latches data from 
the bus. The CPU guarantees that data written to the MMU 
is held through T4 to provide for the MMU's hold time re
quirements. The CPU also guarantees that the status code 
on STO-ST3 becomes valid, at the latest, during the clock 
period preceding T1. The status code changes during T 4 to 
anticipate the next bus cycle, if any. 

Note that Slave Processor bus cycles are never extended 
with WAIT states. The RDY line is not sampled. 

T4 

NEXT CYCLE 

Tl0RTi I 

TLlEE/8692-13 

FIGURE 2-10. Slave Access Timing; CPU Reading from MMU 
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PREVo CYCLE I 
I T40RTi 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

ADO-AD15 [ 

STO-ST3 [ 

ADS [ 

ODIN [ 

Note 1: MMU samples Data Bus here. 

T1 T4 

NEXT CYCLE 

T1 ORTi I 

TL/EE/8692-14 

FIGURE 2·11. Slave Access Timing; CPU Writing to MMU 

2.5.2 Instruction Protocols 

MMU instructions have a three-byte Basic Instruction field 
consisting of an 10 byte followed by an Operation Word. See 
Figure 3-10 for the MMU instruction encodings. The 10 Byte 
has three functions: 

1) It identifies the instruction as being a Slave Processor 
instruction. 

2) It specifies that the MMU will execute it. 

3) It determines the format of the following Operation Word 
of the instruction. 

The CPU initiates an MMU instruction by issuing first the 10 
Byte and then the Operation Word, using Slave Processor 
bus cycles. The 10 Byte is sent on the least-significant byte 
of the bus, in conjunction with status code 1111 (Broadcast 
10 Byte). The Operation Word is sent on the entire 16-bit 
data bus, with status code 1101 (Transfer Operation Word / 
Operand). The Operation Word is sent with its bytes 
swapped; i.e., its least-significant byte is presented to the 
MMU on the most-significant half of the 16-bit bus. 

Other actions are taken by the CPU and the MMU according 
to the instruction under execution, as shown in Tables 2-2, 
2-3 and 2-4. 

In executing the LMR instruction (Load MMU Register, Ta
ble 2-2), the CPU issues the 10 Byte, the Operation Word, 
and then the operand value to be loaded by the MMU. The 
register to be loaded is specified in a field within the Opera
tion Word of the instruction. 
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In executing the SMR instruction (Store MMU Register, Ta
ble 2-3), the CPU also issues the 10 Byte and the Operation 
Word of the instruction to the MMU. It then waits for the 
MMU to signal (by pulsing SPC low) that it is ready to pre
sent the specified register's contents to the CPU. Upon re
ceiving this "Oone" pulse, the CPU reads first a "Status 
Word" (dictated by the protocol for Slave Processor instruc
tions) which the MMU provides as a word of all zeroes. The 
CPU then reads the contents of the selected register in two 
successive Slave Processor bus cycles, and places this re
sult value into the instruction's destination (a CPU general
purpose register or a memory location). 

In executing the ROVAL (Read-Validate) or WRVAL (Write
Validate) instruction, the CPU again issues the 10 Byte and 
the Operation Word to the MMU. However, its next action is 
to initiate a one-byte Read cycle from the memory address 
whose protection level is being tested. It does so while pre
senting status code 1010; this being the only place that this 
status code appears during a ROVAL or WRVAL instruction. 
This memory access triggers a special address translation 
from t'le MMU. The translation is performed by the MMU 
using User-Mode mapping, and any protection violation oc
curring during this memory cycle does not cause an Abort. 
The MMU will, however, abort the CPU if the Level-1 Page 
Table Entry is invalid. 

Upon completion of the address translation, the MMU puls
es SPC to acknowledge that the instruction may continue 
execution. 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

TABLE 2·2. LMR Instruction Protocol 

CPU Action Status MMUAction 

Issues ID Byte of instruction, pulsing SPC. 1111 Accepts ID Byte. 
Sends Operation Word of Instruction, pulsing SPC. 1101 Decodes instruction. 
Issues low-order word of new register value to 1101 Accepts word from bus; places it into low-order half 
MMU, pulsing SPC. of referenced MMU register. 
Issues high-order word of new register value to 1101 Accepts word from bus; places it into high-order 
MMU, pulsing SPC. half of referenced MMU register. 

TABLE 2-3. SMR Instruction Protocol 

CPU Action Status MMUAction 

Issues ID Byte of Instruction, pulsing SPC. 1111 Accepts ID Byte. 
Sends Operation Word of instruction, pulsing SPC. 1101 Decodes instruction. 
Waits for Done pulse from MMU. xxxx Sends Done pulse on SPC. 
Pulses SPC and reads Status Word from MMU. 1110 Presents Status Word (all zeroes) on bus. 
Pulses SPC, reading low-order word of result from 1101 Presents low-order word of referenced MMU 
MMU. register on bus. 
Pulses SPC, reading high-order word of result from 1101 Presents high-order word of referenced MMU 
MMU. register on bus. 

TABLE 2-4. RDVAL/WRVAL Instruction Protocol 

CPU Action Status MMU Action 

Issues ID Byte of instruction, pulsing SPC. 1111 Accepts I D Byte. 
Sends Operation Word of instruction, pulsing SPC. 1101 Decodes instruction. 
Performs dummy one-byte memory read from 1010 Translates CPU's address, using User-Mode 
operand's location. mapping, and performs requested test on the 

address presented by the CPU. Aborts the CPU if 
the level-1 page table entry is invalid. Starts a 
Memory Cycle from the Translated Address if the 
translation is successful. Aborts on protection 
violations are temporarily suppressed. 

Waits for Done pulse from MMU xxxx Sends Done pulse on SPC. 
Sends SPC pulse and reads Status Word from 1110 Presents Status Word on bus, indicating in bit 5 the 
MMU; places bit 5 of this word into the F bit of the result of the test. 
PSR register. 

If the translation is successful the MMU will also start a Requests for DMA are presented in parallel to both the CPU 
dummy memory cycle from the translated address. See Fig- and MMU on the HOLD pin of each. The component that 
ure 2-12. Note that, during this time the CPU will monitor the currently controls the bus then activates its Hold Acknowl-
RDY line. Therefore, for proper operation, the RDY line edge output to grant bus access to the requesting device. 
must be kept high if the memory cycle is not performed. When the CPU grants the bus, the MMU passes the CPU's 

The CPU then reads from the MMU a Status Word. Bit 5 of HLDA signal to its own HLDAO pin. When the MMU grants 

this Status Word indicates the result of the instruction: the bus, it does so by activating its HLDAO pin directly, and 

o if the CPU in User Mode could have made the corre- the CPU is not involved. H LDAI in this case is ignored. 

sponding access to the operand at the specified ad- Refer to Figures 4-14, 4-15 and 4-16 for details on bus 

dress (Read in RDVAL, Write in WRVAL), granting sequences. 

1 if the CPU would have been aborted for a protection 2.7 BREAKPOINTING 
violation. The MMU provides the ability to monitor references to two 

Bit 5 of the Status Word is placed by the CPU into the F bit memory locations in real time, generating a Breakpoint trap 
of the PSR register, where it can be tested by subsequent on occurrence of any specified type of reference to either 
instructions as a condition code. location made by a program. In addition, a Breakpoint trap 
Note: The MMU sets the R bit on ROVAL; Rand M bits on WRVAL. may be inhibited until a specified number of such references 

2.6 BUS ACCESS CONTROL 
have been performed. 

The NS32082 MMU has the capability of relinquishing its 
Breakpoint monitoring is enabled and regulated by the set-

access to the bus upon rquest from a DMA device. It does 
ting of appropriate bits in the MSR and BPRO-1 registers. 

this by using HOLD, HLDAI and HLDAO. 
See Sections 3.5 and 3.7. 

Details on the interconnections of these pins are provided in 
A Breakpoint trap is signalled to the CPU as either a Non-

Figures A-1 and A-2 (Appendix A). 
Maskable I nterrupt or an Abort trap, depending on the set-
ting of the AI bit in the MSR register. 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 
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Note 1: FLT is asserted if the translation is not in the TLB or a WRY AL instruction is executed and the M Bit is not set. 

Note 2: If the Level-1 PTE is not valid, an abort is generated, SPC is issued in TMMU and FL T is deasserted in T 2. 

Note 3: If a protection violation occurs or the Level-2 PTE is invalid, an Idle State is inserted here, PAY is not pulsed and SPC is pulsed during this Idle State. 

FIGURE 2-12. FLT Deassertion During RDVAL/WRVAL Execution 

The MSR register also indicates which breakpoint register 
triggered the break, and the direction (read or write) and 
type of memory cycle that was detected. The breakpoint 
address is not placed into the EIA register, as this register 
holds the addresses of address translation errors only. The 
breakpoint address is, however, available in the indicated 
Breakpoint register. 

On occurrence of any trap generated by the MMU, including 
the Breakpoint trap, the BEN bit in the MSR register is im
mediately cleared, disabling any further Breakpoint traps. 

Enabling breakpoints may cause variations in the bus timing 
given in the previous sections. Specifically: 

1) While either breakpoint is enabled to monitor physical ad
dresses, the MMU inserts an additional clock period into 
all bus cycles by asserting the FL T line for one clock. See 
Figure 2-13. 

2) If the CPU initiates an instruction prefetch from a location 
at which a breakpoint is enabled on Execution, the MMU 
asserts the FL T line to the CPU, performs the memory 
cycle itself, and issues an edited instruction word to the 
CPU. See Figure 2-14 and Section 2.7.1. 

Note: Instructions which use two operands, a read-type and a write-type 
(e.g .• MOVO 0(r1 ).0(r2), with the first operand valid and protected to 
allow user reads, and the second operand either invalid (page fault) or 
write protected, cause a read-type break event to occur for the first 
operand regardless of the outcome of the instruction. Each time the 
instruction is retried, the read-event is recorded. Hence, the break· 
point count register may reflect a different count than a casual as
sumption would lead one to. The same effect can occur on a RMW 
type operand with read only protection. 
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2.7.1 Breakpoints on Execution 

The Series 32000 CPUs have an instruction prefetch which 
requires synchronization with execution breakpoints. In con
sideration of this, the MMU only issues an execution break
point when an instruction is prefetched with a nonsequential 
status code and the conditions specified in a breakpoint reg
ister are met. This guarantees that the instruction prefetch 
queue is empty and there are not pending instructions in the 
pipeline. There are three cases to consider: 

Case 1 : A nonsequential instruction prefetch is made to 
a breakpointed address. 

Response: The queue is necessarily empty. The breakpoint 
is issued. 

Case 2, 3: A sequential prefetch is made to a breakpointed 
address OR a prefetch is made to an even ad
dress and the breakpoint is on the next odd ad
dress. 

Response: In these cases, there may be instructions pend
ing in the queue which must finish before the 
breakpoint is fired. Instead of putting the op
code byte (the one specified by the breakpoint
ed address) in the queue, a DIA instruction is 
substituted for it. DIA is a single byte instruction 
which branches to itself, causing a queue flush. 
When the DIA executes, the breakpoint address 
is again issued, this time with nonsequential 
fetch status and the problem is reduced to 
case 1. 

Note: Execution breakpoints cannot be used when the MMU is connected 
to either an NS32032 or an NS32332 CPU. 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 
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Note: If a breakpoint condition is met and abort on breakpoint is enabled, the bus cycle is aborted. In this case FL T is stretched by one clock cycle. 
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FIGURE 2-13. Bus Timing with Breakpoint on Physical Address Enabled 
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Note 1: If a breakpoint on physical address is enabled, an extra clock cycle is inserted here. 

FIGURE 2-14. Execution Breakpoint Timing; Insertion of DIA Instruction 
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3.0 Architectural Description 
3.1 PROGRAMMING MODEL 

The MMU contains a set of registers through which the CPU 
controls and monitors management and debugging func
tions. These registers are not memory-mapped. They are 
examined and modified by executing the Slave Processor 
instructions LMR (Load Memory Management Register) and 
SMR (Store Memory Management Register). These instruc
tions are explained in Section 3.11, along with the other 
Slave Processor instructions executed by the MMU. 

A brief description of the MMU registers is provided below. 
Details on their formats and functions are provided in the 
following sections. 

PTBO, PTB1-Page Table Base Registers. They hold the 
physical memory addresses of the Page Tables referenced 
by the MMU for address translation. See Section 3.3. 

EIA-Errorllnvalidate Register. Dual-function register, 
used to display error addresses and also to purge cached 
translation information from the TLB. See Section 3.4. 

BPRO, BPR1-Breakpoint Registers. Specify the condi
tions under which a breakpoint trap is generated. See Sec
tion 3.5. 

BCNT-Breakpoint Counter Register. 24-bit counter used 
to count BPRO events. Allows the breakpoint trap from the 
BPRO register to be inhibited until a specified number of 
events have occurred. See Section 3.6. 

MSR-Memory Management Status Register. Contains 
basic control and status fields for all MMU functions. See 
Section 3.7. 

PTBn ~ 
..... _--...,j ~-32BITS-

256 1 ..... ----1 

LEVEL·1 
PAGE TABLE 

-I 
128 

ENTRIES 

3.2 MEMORY MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS 

The NS32082 uses sets of tables in physical memory (the 
"Page Tables") to define the mapping from virtual to physi
cal addresses. These tables are found by the MMU using 
one of its two Page Table Base registers: PTBO or PTB1. 
Which register is used depends on the currently selected 
address space. See Section 3.2.2. 

3.2.1. Page Table Structure 

The page tables are arranged in a two-level structure, as 
shown in Figure 3-1. Each of the MMU's PTBn registers may 
point to a Level-1 page table. Each entry of the Level-1 
page table may in turn point to a Level-2 page table. Each 
Level-2 page table entry contains translation information for 
one page of the virtual space. 

The Level-1 page table must remain in physical memory 
while the PTBn register contains its address and translation 
is enabled. Level-2 Page Tables need not reside in physical 
memory permanently, but may be swapped into physical 
memory on demand as is done with the pages of the virtual 
space. 

The Level-1 Page Table contains 256 32-bit Page Table 
Entries (PTE'S) and therefore occupies 1 Kbyte. Each entry 
of the Level-1 Page Table contains fields used to construct 
the physical base address of a Level-2 Page Table. These 
fields are a 15-bit PFN field, providing bits 9-23 of the physi
cal address, and an MS bit providing bit 24. The remaining 
bits (0-8) are assumed zero, placing a Level-2 Page Table 
always on a 512-byte (page) boundary. 

-32BITS-

512 BYTES 

_1~ 
MEMORY 

LEVEL·2 
PAGE TABLES 

TL/EE/8692-18 

FIGURE 3-1. Two-Level Page Tables 
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3.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

Level-2 Page Tables contain 128 32-bit Page Table entries, 
and so occupy 512 bytes (1 page). Each Level-2 Page Table 
Entry pOints to a final 512-byte physical page frame. In other 
words, its PFN and MS fields provide the Page Frame Num
ber portion (bits 9-24) of the translated address (Figure 3-3). 
The OFFSET field of the translated address is taken directly 
from the corresponding field of the virtual address. 

3.2.2 Virtual Address Spaces 

When the Dual Space option is selected for address transla
tion in the MSR (Sec. 3.7) the MMU uses two maps: one for 
translating addresses presented to it in Supervisor Mode 
and another for User Mode addresses. Each map is refer
enced by the MMU using one of the two Page Table Base 
registers: PTBO or PTB1. The MMU determines the CPU's 
current mode by monitoring the state of the U/S pin and 
applying the following rules. 

1) While the CPU is in Supervisor Mode (U/S pin = 0), the 
CPU is said to be presenting addresses belonging to Ad
dress Space 0, and the MMU uses the PTBO register as 
its reference for looking up translations from memory. 

2) While the CPU is in User Mode (U/S pin = 1), and the 
MSR DS bit is set to enable Dual Space translation, the 
CPU is said to be presenting addresses belonging to Ad
dress Space 1, and the MMU uses the PTB1 register to 
look up translations. 

3) If Dual Space translation is not selected in the MSR, 
there is no Address Space 1, and all addresses present
ed in both Supervisor and User modes are considered by 
the MMU to be in Address Space O. The privilege level of 
the CPU is used then only for access level checking. 

Note: When the CPU executes a Dual-Space Move instruction (MOVUSi or 
MOVSUi). it temporarily enters User Mode by switching the state of 
the U/S pin. Accesses made by the CPU during this time are treated 
by the MMU as User-Mode accesses for both mapping and access 
level checking. It is possible, however, to force the MMU to assume 
Supervisor-Mode privilege on such accesses by setting the Access 
Override (AO) bit in the MSR (Sec. 3.7). 

3.2.3 Page Table Entry Formats 

Figure 3-2 shows the formats of Level-1 and Level-2 Page 
Table Entries (PTE's). Their formats are identical except for 
the "M" bit, which appears only in a Level-2 PTE. 

The bits are defined as follows: 

V Valid. The V bit is set and cleared only by software. 

V = 1 => The PTE is valid and may be used for trans
lation by the MMU. 

V = 0 => The PTE does not represent a valid transla
tion. Any attempt to use this PTE will cause 
the MMU to generate an Abort trap. While 
V = 0, the operating system may use all oth
er bits except the PL field for any desired 
function. 

PL Protection Level. This two-bit field establishes the 
types of accesses permitted for the page in both User 
Mode and Supervisor Mode, as shown in Table 3-1. 

The PL field is modified only by software. In a Level-1 
PTE, it limits the maximum access level allowed for all 
pages mapped through that PTE. 

TABLE 3·1. Access Protection Levels 

Mode U/S 
Protection Level Bits (PL) 

00 01 10 11 

User 1 no no read full 
access access only access 

Supervisor 0 read full full full 
only access access access 

R Referenced. This is a status bit, set by the MMU and 
cleared by the operating system, that indicates wheth
er the page mapped by this PTE has been referenced 
within a period of time determined by the operating 
system. It is intended to assist in implementing memo
ry allocation strategies. In a Level-! PTE, the R bit 
indicates only that the Level-2 Page Table has been 
referenced for a translation, without necessarily imply
ing that the translation was successful. In a Level-2 
PTE, it indicates that the page mapped by the PTE 
has been successfully referenced. 

R = 1 => The page has been referenced since the R 
bit was last cleared. 

R = 0 => The page has not been referenced since the 
R bit was last cleared. 

Note: The RDVAL and WRVAL instructions selthe Level·l and Level·2 bits 
for the page whose protection level is tested. See Sections 2.5.2 and 
3.11. 

M Modified. This is a status bit, set by the MMU whenev
er a write cycle is successfully performed to the page 
mapped by this PTE. It is initialized to zero by the 
operating system when the page is brought into physi
cal memory. 

M = 1 => The page has been modified since it was 
last brought into physical memory. 

M=O=> The page has not been modified since it 
was last brought into physical memory. 

In Level-1 Page Table Entries, this bit position is unde
fined, and is altered in an undefined manner by the 
MMU while the V bit is 1. 

Note: The WRVAL instruction sets the M bit for the page whose protection 
level is tested. See Sections 2.5.2 and 3.11. 

NSC Reserved. These bits are ignored by the MMU and 
their values are not changed. 

They are reserved by National, and therefore should 
not be used by the user software. 

USR User bits. These bits are ignored by the MMU and 
their values are not changed. 

They can be used by the user software. 

TL/EE/8692-19 

FIGURE 3-2. A Page Table Entry 
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3.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

PFN Page Frame Number. This 15-bit field provides bits 
9-23 of the Page Frame Number of the physical ad
dress. See Figure 3-3. 

MS Memory System. This bit represents the most signifi
cant bit of the physical address, and is presented by 
the MMU on pin A24. This bit is treated by the MMU no 
differently than any other physical address bit, and can 
be used to implement a 32-Mbyte physical addressing 
space if desired. 

3.2.4 Physical Address Generation 

When a virtual address is presented to the MMU by the CPU 
and the translation information is not in the TLB, the MMU 
performs a page table lookup in order to generate the physi
cal address. 

The Page Table structure is traversed by the MMU using 
fields taken from the virtual address. This sequence is dia
grammed in Figure 3-3. 

Bits 9-23 of the virtual address hold the 15-bit Page Num
ber, which in the course of the translation is replaced with 
the 16-bit Page Frame Number of the physical address. The 

VIRTUAL ADDRESS 
23 1615 98 

(1) SELECT 1ST PTE 
IF OS ~O THEN 

n~O 

ELSE 
n ~ 1 FOR USER MOOE 
n ~ 0 FOR SUPV MODE 

virtual Page Number field is further divided into two fields, 
INDEX 1 and INDEX 2. 

Bits 0-8 constitute the OFFSET field, which identifies a 
byte's position within the accessed page. Since the byte 
position within a page does not change with translation, this 
value is not used, and is simply echoed by the MMU as bits 
0-8 of the final physical address. 

The 8-bit INDEX 1 field of the virtual address is used as an 
index into the Level-l Page Table, selecting one of its 256 
entries. The address of the entry is computed by adding 
INDEX 1 (scaled by 4) to the contents of the current Page 
Table Base register. The PFN and MS fields of that entry 
give the base address of the selected Level-2 Page Table. 

The INDEX 2 field of the virtual address (7 bits) is used as 
the index into the Level-2 Page Table, by adding it (scaled 
by 4) to the base address taken from the Level-l Page Ta
ble Entry. the PFN and MS fields of the selected entry pro
vide the entire Page Frame Number of the translated ad
dress. 

The offset field of the virtual address is then appended to 
this frame number to generate the final physical address. 

-----, 
I 
I 
I 
~ 

000000000 

I LEVEL-2 PAGE TABLE ] ~.,--;==;;,;,;;,,;;:......,-.-

IMSI PFN INDEX 2 I 00 t-I ---~~L,....tO ..... -"",,-.L..I.."""" 
~24·2~3-----9~8----~2~1~0 ~ 

(2) SELECT 2ND PTE 

PHYSICAL ADOREssl .. M":,s:,,l=p_F_N-::-,~O_FF_S_ET~ 
24 23 9 8 

FIGURE 3-3. Virtual to Physical Address Translation 
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3.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

3.3 PAGE TABLE BASE REGISTERS (PTBO, PTB1) 

The PTBn registers hold the physical addresses of the Lev
el-1 Page Tables . 

The format of these registers is shown in Figure 3-4. The 
least-significant 10 bits are permanently zero, so that each 
register always points to a 1 Kbyte boundary in memory. 

The PTBn registers may be loaded or stored using the MMU 
Slave Processor instructions LMR and SMR (Section 3.11). 

3.4 ERRORIINVALIDATE ADDRESS REGISTER (EIA) 

The Error/Invalidate Address register is a dual-purpose reg
ister. 

1) When it is read using the SMR instruction, it presents the 
virtual address which last generated an address transla
tion error. 

2) When a virtual address is written into it using the LMR 
instruction, the translation for that virtual address is 
purged, if present, from the TLB. This must be done 
whenever a Page Table Entry has been changed in mem
ory, since the TLB might otherwise contain an incorrect 
translation value. 

The format of the EIA register is shown in Figure 3-5. When 
a translation error occurs, the cause of the error is reported 
by the MMU in the appropriate fields of the MSR register 

MS (RESERVED) ADDRESS BITS 10·23 

I 31 24 I 23 

(Section 3.7). The ADDRESS field of the EIA register holds 
the virtual address at which the error occurred, and the AS 
bit indicates the address space that was in use. 

In writing a virtual address to the EIA register, the virtual 
address is specified in the low-order 24 bits, and the AS bit 
specifies the address space. A TLB entry is purged only if it 
matches both the ADDRESS and AS fields. 

Another technique for purging TLB entries is to load a PTBn 
register. This automatically purges all entries associated 
with the addressing space mapped by that register. Turning 
off translation (clearing the MSR TU and/or TS bits) does 
not purge any entries from the TLB. 

3.5 BREAKPOINT REGISTERS (BPRO, BPR1) 

The Breakpoint registers BPRO and BPR 1 specify the ad
dresses and conditions on which a Breakpoint trap will be 
generated. They are each 32 bits in length and have the 
format shown in Figure 3-6. All implemented bits of BPRO 
and BPR1 are readable and writable. 

Bits 0 through 23 and bit 31 (AS) specify the breakpoint 
address. This address may be either virtual or physical, as 
specified in the VP bit. 

Bits 24 and 25 are not implemented. Bit 26 (CE) is not im
plemented in register BPR1. 

TL/EE/8692-21 

FIGURE 3-4. Page Table Base Registers (PTBO, PTB1) 

I 31 24 I 23 

FIGURE 3-5. EIA Register 

I AS I VP I BE I BR I BW I CE IXIXI 

FIGURE 3-6. Breakpoint Registers (BPRO, BPR1) 
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3.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

Bits 26 through 30 specify the breakpoint conditions. Break
point conditions define how the breakpoint address is com
pared and which conditions permit a break to be generated. 
A Breakpoint register can be selectively disabled by setting 
all of these bits to zero. 

AS Address Space. This bit depends on the setting of 
the VP bit. For virtual addresses, this bit contains the 
AS (Address Space) qualifier of the virtual address 
(Section 3.2.2). For physical addresses, this bit con
tains the MS (Memory System) bit of the physical 
address. 

VP Virtual/Physical. If VP is 0, the breakpoint address is 
compared against each referenced virtual address. If 
VP is 1, the breakpoint address is compared against 
each physical address that is referenced by the CPU 
(i.e. after translation). 

BE Break on Execution. If BE is 1, a break is generated 
immediately before the instruction at the breakpoint 
address is executed. While this option is enabled, the 
breakpoint address must be the address of the first 
byte of an instruction. If BE is 0, this condition is 
disabled. 

Note: This option cannot be used in systems based on any CPU with a 32-
bit wide bus. 

The BE bit should only be set when the CPU has a 16-bit bus (i.e. 
NS32016, NS32C016). In other systems, use instead the BPT instruc
tion placed in memory, to signal a break. 

BR Break on Read. If BR is 1, a break is generated when 
data is read from the breakpoint address. Instruction 
fetches do not trigger a Read breakpoint. If BR is 0, 
this condition is disabled. 

BW Break on Write. If BW is 1, a break is generated when 
data is written to the breakpoint address or when 
data is read from the breakpoint address as the first 
part of a read-modify-write access. If BW is 0, this 
condition is disabled. 

CE Counter Enable. This bit is implemented only in the 
BPRO register. If CE is 1, no break is generated un
less the Breakpoint Count register (BCNT, see be
low) is zero. The BCNT register decrements when 
the condition for the breakpoint in register BPRO is 
met and the BCNT register is not already zero. If CE 
is 0, the BCNT register is disabled, and breaks from 
BPRO occur immediately. 

Note 1: The bits SA, BW and CE should not all be set. The counting per
formed by the MMU becomes inaccurate, and in Abort Mode (MSR 
AI bit set), it can trap a program in such a way as to make it impossi
ble to retry the breakpointed instruction correctly. 

Note 2: An execution breakpoint should not be counted (BE and CE bits 
both set) If it is placed at an address that is the destination of a 
branch, or if it follows a queue-flushing instruction. See Table 3-2. 
The counting performed by the MMU will be inaccurate if interrupts 
occur during the fetch of that address. 

I~ "In 

Branch 

ACBi 

BR 

BSR 

Bcond 

CASEi 

CXP 

CXPD 

DIA 

JSR 

JUMP 

RET 

RXP 

BPT 

FLAG 

RETI 

RETT 

SVC 

TABLE 3-2. Instructions Causing 
Non-Sequential Fetches 

Add, Compare and Branch: unless result is zero 

Branch (Unconditional) 

Branch to Subroutine 

Branch (Conditional): only if condition is met 

Case Branch 

Call External Procedure 

Call External Procedure with Descriptor 

Diagnose 

Jump to Subroutine 

Jump 

Return from Subroutine 

Return from External Procedure 

Breakpoint Trap 

Trap on Flag 

Return from Interrupt: if MSR loaded properly 
by supervisor 

Return from Trap: if MSR loaded properly by 
supervisor 

Supervisor Call 

Also all traps or interrupts not generated by the MMU. 

Branch to Following Instruction 

BICPSRi Bit Clear in PSR 

BISPSRi 

LMR 

LPRi 

MOVSUi 

MOVUSi 

WAIT 

Bit Set in PSR 

Load Memory Management Register 

Load Processor Register: unless UPSR is the 
register specified 

Move Value from Supervisor to User Space 

Move Value from User to Supervisor Space 

Wait: fetches next instruction before waiting 

3.6 BREAKPOINT COUNT REGISTER (BCNT) 

The Breakpoint Count register (BCNT) permits the user to 
specify the number of breakpoint conditions given by regis
ter BPRO that should be ignored before generating a Break
point trap. The BCNT register is 32 bits in length, containing 
a counter in its low-order 24 bits, as shown in Figure 3-7. 
The high-order eight bits are not used. 

o I 
TLlEE/8692-24 

FIGURE 3-7. Breakpoint Count Register (BCNT) 
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3.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

The BCNT register affects the generation of Breakpoint 
traps only when it is enabled by the CE bit in the BPRO 
register. When the BPRO breakpoint condition is encoun
tered, and the BPRO CE bit is 1, the contents of the BCNT 
register are checked against zero. If the BCNT contents are 
zero, a breakpoint trap is generated. If the contents are not 
equal to zero, no breakpoint trap is generated and the 
BCNT register is decremented by 1. 

If the CE bit in the BPRO register is 0, the BCNT register is 
ignored and the BPRO condition breaks the program execu
tion regardless of the BCNT register's contents. The BCNT 
register contents are unaffected. 

3.7 MEMORY MANAGEMENT STATUS REGISTER (MSR) 

The Memory Management Status Register (MSR) provides 
overall control and status fields for both address translation 
and debugging functions. The format of the MSR register is 
shown in Figure 3-8. 

The MSR fields relevant to either of the above functions are 
described in the following sub-sections. 

3.7.1 MSR Fields for Address Translation. 

Control Functions 

The address translation control bits in the MSR, ad excep
tion of the R bit, are both readable (using the SMR instruc
tion) and writable (using LMR). 

R Reset. When read, this bit's contents are undefined. 
Whenever a "1" is written into it, MSR status fields 
TE, B, TET, ED, BD, EST and BST are cleared to all 
zeroes. (The BN bit is not affected.) 

TU Translate User-Mode Addresses. While this bit is "1", 
the MMU translates all addresses presented while the 
CPU is in User Mode. While it is "0", the MMU ech
oes all User-Mode virtual addresses without perform
ing translation or access level checking. This bit is 
cleared by a hardware Reset. 

Note: Altering the TU bit has no effect on the contents of the TLB. 

TS Translate Supervisor-Mode Addresses. While this bit 
is "1", the MMU translates all addresses presented 
while the CPU is in Supervisor Mode. While it is "0", 
the MMU echoes all Supervisor-Mode virtual address
es without translation or access level checking. This 
bit is cleared by a hardware Reset. 

Note: Altering the TS bit has no effect on the contents of the TLB. 

DS Dual-Space Translation. While this bit is "1", Supervi
sor Mode addresses and User Mode addresses are 
translated independently of each other, using sepa
rate mappings. While it is "0", both Supervisor Mode 
addresses and User Mode addresses are translated 
using the same mapping. See Section 3.2.2. 

AO Access Level Override. This bit may be set to tempo
rarily cause User Mode accesses to be given Supervi
sor Mode privilege. See Section 3.10. 

Status Fields 

The MSR status fields may be read using the MSR instruc
tion, but are not writable. Instead, all status fields (except 
the BN bit) may be cleared by loading a "1" into the R bit 
using the LMR instruction. 

TE Translation Error. This bit is set by the MMU to indi
cate that an address translation error has occurred. 
This bit is cleared by a hardware reset. 

TET Translation Error Type. This three-bit field shows the 
reason(s) for the last address translation error report
ed by the MMU. The format of the TET field is shown 
below. 

I IL2 I IL 1 I PL I 
PL Protection Level error. The access attempted 

by the CPU was not allowed by the protection 
level assigned to the page it attempted to ac
cess (forbidden by either of the Page Table 
Entry PL fields). 

IL 1 Invalid Level 1. The Level-1 Page Table Entry 
was invalid (V bit = 0). 

IL2 Invalid Level 2. The Level-2 Page Table Entry 
was invalid (V bit = 0). 

These error indications are not mutually exclusive. A 
protection level error and an invalid translation error 
can be reported simultaneously by the MMU. 

ED Error Direction. This bit indicates the direction of the 
transfer that the CPU was attempting on the most 
recent address translation error. 

ED=O=>Write cycle. 

ED = 1 => Read cycle. 

EST Error Status. This 3-bit field is set on an address 
translation error to the low-order three bits of the CPU 
status bus. Combinations appearing in this field are 
summarized below. 

000 Sequential instruction fetch 

001 Non-sequential instruction fetch 

010 Operand transfer (read or write) 

011 The Read action of a read-modify-write trans
fer (operands of access class "rmw" only: See 
the Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference 
Manual for further details). 

1 00 A read transfer which is part of an effective 
address calculation (Memory Relative or Exter
nal mode) 

TL/EE/8692-2S 

Note: In some Series 32000 documentation, the bits TE, Rand B are jointly referenced with the keyword "ERG". 

FIGURE 3·8. Memory Management Status Register (MSR) 
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3.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

3.7.2 MSR Fields for Debugging 

Control Functions 

Breakpoint control bits in the MSR are both readable (using 
the SMR instruction) and writable (using LMR). 

BEN Breakpoint Enable. Setting this bit enables both 
Breakpoint Registers (BPRO, BPR1) to monitor CPU 
activity. This bit is cleared by a hardware reset or 
whenever a Breakpoint trap or an address translation 
error occurs. If only one breakpoint register must be 
enabled, the other register should be disabled by 
clearing all of its control bits (bits 26-31) to zeroes. 

Note: When the BEN bit is set (using the LMR instruction), the MMU en
ables breakpoints only after two non-sequential instruction fetch cy
cles have been completed by the CPU. See Section 3.9. 

UB User-Only Breakpointing. When this bit is set in con
junction with the BEN bit, it limits the Breakpoint 
Registers to monitor addresses only while the CPU is 
in User Mode. 

AI Abort/Interrupt. This bit selects the action taken by 
the MMU on a breakpoint. While AI is "0" the MMU 
generates a pulse on the INT pin (this can be used to 
generate a non-maskable interrupt). While AI is "1" 
the MMU generates an Abort pulse instead. 

Status Fields 

The MSR status fields may be read using the SMR instruc
tion, but are not writable. Instead, all status fields (except 
the BN bit) may be cleared by loading a "1" into the R bit 
using the LM R instruction. See Section 3.7.1 . 

B Break. This bit is set to indicate that a breakpoint trap 
has been generated by the MMU. 

BN Breakpoint Number. The BN bit contains the register 
number for the most recent breakpoint trap generat
ed by the MMU. If BN is 1, the breakpoint was trig
gered by the BPR1 register. If BN is 0, the breakpoint 
was triggered by the BPRO register. If both registers 
trigger a breakpoint simultaneously, the BN bit is set 
to 1. 

BD Break Direction. This bit indicates the direction of the 
transfer that the CPU was attempting on the access 
that triggered the most recent breakpoint trap. It is 
loaded from the complement of the DDIN pin. 

BD=O=>Write cycle. 

BD = 1 => Read cycle. 

BST Breakpoint Status. This 3-bit field is loaded on a 
Breakpoint trap from the low-order three bits of the 
CPU status bus. Combinations appearing in this field 
are summarized below. 

000 No break has occurred since the field was last 
reset. 

001 Instruction fetch 

010 Operand transfer (read or write) 

011 The Read action of a read-modify-write trans
fer (operands of access class "rmw" only: 
See the Series 32000 Instruction Set Refer
ence Manual for further details). 
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1 00 A read transfer which is part of an effective 
address calculation (Memory Relative or Ex
ternal mode) 

Note: The SST field encodings 000 and 001 differ from those of the EST 
field (Section 3.7.1) because the MMU inserts a DIA instruction into 
the instruction stream in implementing Execution breakpoints (Section 
2.7.1). One side effect of this is that a breakpoint trap is never trig
gered directly by a sequential instruction fetch cycle. 

3.8 TRANSLATION LOOKASIDE BUFFER (TLB) 

The Translation Lookaside Buffer is an on-chip fully asso
ciative memory. It provides direct virtual to physical mapping 
for the 32 most recently used pages, requiring only one 
clock period to perform the address translation. 

The efficiency of the MMU is greatly increased by the TLB, 
which bypasses the much longer Page Table lookup in over 
97% of the accesses made by the CPU. 

Entries in the TLB are allocated and replaced by the MMU 
itself; the operating system is not involved. The TLB entries 
cannot be read or written by software; however, they can be 
purged from it under program control. 

Figure 3-9 models the TLB. Information is placed into the 
TLB whenever the MMU peforms a lookup from the Page 
Tables in memory. If the retrieved mapping is valid (V = 1 in 
both levels of the Page Tables), and the access attempted 
is permitted by the protection level, an entry of the TLB is 
loaded from the information retrieved from memory. The re
cipient entry is selected by an on-chip circuit that imple
ments a Least-Recently-Used (LRU) algorithm. The MMU 
places the virtual page number (15 bits) and the Address 
Space qualifier bit into the Tag field of the TLB entry. 

The Value portion of the entry is loaded from the Page Ta
bles as follows: 

The Translation field (16 bits) is loaded from the MS bit 
and PFN field of the Level-2 Page Table Entry. 

The M bit is loaded from the M bit of the Level-2 Page 
Table Entry. 

The PL field (2 bits) is loaded to reflect the net protection 
level imposed by the PL fields of the Level-1 and Level-2 
Page Table Entries. 

(Not shown in the figure are additional bits associated with 
each TLB entry which flag it as full or empty, and which 
select it as the recipient when a Page Table lookup is per
formed.) 

When a virtual address is presented to the MMU for transla
tion, the high-order 15 bits (page number) and the Address 
Space qualifier are compared associatively to the corre
sponding fields in all entries of the TLB. When the Tag por
tion of a TLB entry completely matches the input values, the 
Value portion is produced as output. If the protection level is 
not violated, and the M bit does not need to be changed, 
then the physical address Page Frame number is output in 
the next clock cycle. If the protection level is violated, the 
MMU instead activates the Abort output. If no TLB entry 
matches, or if the matching entry's M bit needs to be 
changed, the MMU performs a page-table lookup from 
memory. 

Note that for a translation to be loaded into the TLB it is 
necessary that the Level-1 and Level-2 Page Table Entries 
be valid (V bit = 1). Also, it is guaranteed that in 
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3.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

the process of loading a TLB entry (during a Page Table 
lookup) the Level-1 and Level-2 R bits will be set in memory 
if they were not already set. For these reasons, there is no 
need to replicate either the V bit or the R bit in the TLB 
entries. 

Whenever a Page Table Entry in memory is altered by soft
ware, it is necessary to purge any matching entry from the 
TLB, otherwise the MMU would be translating the corre
sponding addresses according to obsolete information. TLB 
entries may be selectively purged by writing a virtual ad
dress to the EIA register using the LMR instruction. The TLB 
entry (if any) that matches that virtual address is then 
purged, and its space is made available for another transla
tion. Purging is also performed by the MMU whenever an 
address space is remapped by altering the contents of the 
PTBO or PTB1 register. When this is done, the MMU purges 
all the TLB entries corresponding to the address space 
mapped by that register. Turning translation on or off (via 
the MSR TU and TS bits) does not affect the contents of the 
TLB. 
Note: If the value in the PTBO register must be changed, it is strongly r8com~ 

mended that the translation be disabled before loading the new value, 
otherwise the purge performed may be incomplete. This is due to 
instruction prefetches and/or memory read cycles occurring during 
the LMR instruction which may restore TLB entries from the old map. 

TAG 

VIRTUAL 
ADDRESS 

(U/S, ZZZ) 
COMPARISON 

AS 

0 

1 

0 

1 

PAGE NUMBER 
(15 BITS) 

xxx 

YYY 

zz% 

www 

3.9 ENTRY IRE-ENTRY INTO PROGRAMS 
UNDER DEBUGGING 

Whenever the MSR is written, breakpoints are disabled. Af
ter two non-sequential instruction fetch cycles have com
pleted, they are again enabled if the new BEN bit value is 
'1 '. The recommended sequence for entering a program un
der test is: 

LMR MSR, New_Value 
RED n ; or RETI 

executed with interrupts disabled (CPU PSR I bit off). 

This feature allows a debugger or monitor program to return 
control to a program being debugged without the risk of a 
false breakpoint trap being triggered during the return. 

The LMR instruction performs the first non-sequential fetch 
cycle, in effect branching to the next sequential instruction. 
The RETT (or RETI) instruction performs the second non
sequential fetch as its last memory reference, branching to 
the first (next) instruction of the program under debug. The 
non-sequential fetch caused by the RETT instruction, which 
might not have occurred otherwise, is not monitored. 

3_10 ADDRESS TRANSLATION ALGORITHM 

The MMU either translates the 24-bit virtual address to a 
25-bit physical address or reports a translation error. This 
process is described algorithmically in the fOllowing pages. 
See also Figure 3-3. 

PL M 

11 0 

11 0 

11 1 

00 1 

VALUE 

TRANSLATION 
(16 BITS) 

mmm 

nnn 

ppp 

qqq 

TRANSLATED 
ADDRESS 

(PPP) 

TL/EE/8692-26 

FIGURE 3-9. TLB Model 
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MMU Page Table Lookup and Access Validation Algorithm 
Legend: 
x = y 

x == y 

x AND y 

x OR y 

{ ... I 
item(i) 
item(i:j) 
item.x 
DONE 
ABORT 

x is assigned the value y 
Comparison expression, true if x is equal to y 
Boolean AND expression, true only if assertions x and yare both true 
Boolean inclusive OR expression, true if either of assertions x and y is true 
Delimiter marking end of statement 
Delimiters enclosing a statement block 
Bit number i of structure "item" 
The field from bit number i through bit number of structure "item" 
The bit or field named ·x· in structure "item" 
Successful end of translation; MMU provides translated address 
Unsuccessful end of translation; MMU aborts CPU access 

This algorithm represents for all cases a valid definition of address translation. 
Bus activity implied here occurs only if the TLB does not contain the mapping, 
or if the reference requires that the MMU alter the M bit of the Page Table Entry. 
Otherwise, the MMU provides the translated address in one clock period. 
Input (from CPU) : 

U (1 if U/S is high) 
W (1 if DDIN input is high) 
VA Virtual address consisting of: 

INDEX_l (from pins A23-A16) 
INDEX_2 (from pins AD15-AD9) 
OFFSET (from pins ADS-ADO) 

ACCESS_LEVEL The access level of a reference is a 2-bit value synthesized by the MMU from CPU status: 
bit 1 U AND NOT MSR.AO (U from U/S input pin) 
bit 0 = 1 for Write cycle, or Read cycle of an "rmw· class operand access 

o otherwise. 

Output: 

Uses: 

PA Physical Address on pins A24-A16, AD15-ADO; 
or 

Abort pulse on RST/ABT pin. 

MSR Status Register: 
fields TU, TS and DS 

iii 
o ~ -lSOU;SN/S-lSOlCSN/9-lS0lCSN 
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MMU Page Table Lookup and Access Validation Algorithm (Continued) 

PTBO 
PTBl 
PTE_l 

PTEP_l 
PTE.2 

Page Table Base Register 0 
Page Table Base Register 1 
Level-l Page Table Entry: 

fields PFN, PL, V, Rand MS 
Pointer, holding address of PTE_l 
Level-2 Page Table Entry: 

fields PFN, PL, V, M, Rand MS 
PTEP_2 Pointer, holding address of PTE_2 

IF ( (MSR. TU = = 0) AND (U = = 1) OR «MSR. TS 0) AND (U = =0)) If translation not enabled then echo 
THEN { PA(0:23) = VA(0:23) ; PA(24) = 0 ; DONE ) virtual address as physical address. 

IF (MSR.DS = = 1) AND (U = = 1) 
THEN { PTEP _1 (24) = PTB1.MS ; PTEP _1 (23 :10) = PTBl (23 :10) 

PTEP_l(9:2) = VA.INDEX.l ; PTEP_l(l:O) =0 ) 
ELSE PTEP.l(24) = PTBO.MS ; PTEP_l(23:10) = PTBO(23:10) 

PTEP_l(9:2) = VA.INDEX_l; PTEP.l(l:O) = 0 

If Dual Space mode and CPU in User Mode 
then form Level-l PTE address 

from PTBl register, 
else form Level-l PTE address 

from PTBO register. 

• - - LEVEL 1 PAGE TABLE LOOKUP - - -

IF ( ACCESS_LEVEL> PTE.l.PL ) OR (PTE_l.V 
THEN ABORT ; 

IF PTE_loR = = 0 THEN PTE.loR 
PTE.l(4) = (undefined value) ; 

1 

0) 

PTEP.2(24) = PTE.l.MS ; PTEP.2(23:9) = PTE.l.PFN 
PTEP.2(8:2) = VA.INDEX.2 ; PTEP.2(1:0) = 0 ; 

IF (ACCESS.LEVEL > PTE.2.PL) OR (PTE.2.V ==0) 
THEN ABORT ; 

IF PTE.2.R = = 0 THEN PTE.2.R = = 1 
IF ( W = = 1) AND ( PTE.2.M = = 0 ) THEN PTE.2.M 

PA(24) PTE.2.MS; PA(23:9) PTE.2.PFN PA(8:0) 
DONE; 

If protection violation or invalid Level-2 page 
table then abort the access. 

Otherwise, set Reference bit if not already set, 
(the M bit position may be garbaged) 

and form Level·2 PTE address. 

• • • LEVEL 2 PAGE TABLE LOOKUP • 

1 

VA. OFFSET 

If protection violation or invalid page 
then abort the access. 

Otherwise, set Referenced bit if not already set, 
if Write cycle set Modified bit if not 

already set, 
and generate physical address. 



3.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

3.11 INSTRUCTION SET 

Four instructions of the Series 32000 instruction set are ex· 
ecuted cooperatively by the CPU and MMU. These are: 

LMR Load Memory Management Register 

SMR Store Memory Management Register 

RDVAL Validate Address for Reading 

WRVAL Validate Address for Writing 

The format of the MMU slave instructions is shown in Figure 
3-10. Table 3-3 shows the encodings of the "short" field for 
selecting the various MMU internal registers. 

TABLE 3-3. "Short" Field Encodings 

"Short" Field Register 

0000 BPRO 
0001 BPR1 
1010 MSR 
1011 BCNT 
1100 PTBO 
1101 PTB1 
1111 EIA 

Note: All other codes are illegal. They will cause unpredictable registers to 
be selected if used in an instruction. 

For reasons of system security, all MMU instructions are 
privileged, and the CPU does not issue them to the MMU in 
User Mode. Any such attempt made by a User-Mode pro
gram generates the Illegal Operation trap, Trap (ILL). In ad
dition, the CPU will not issue MMU instructions unless its 
CFG register's M bit has been set to validate the MMU in
struction set. If this has not been done, MMU instructions 
are not recognized by the CPU, and an Undefined Instruc
tion trap, Trap (UNO), results. 

The LMR and SMR instructions load and store MMU regis
ters as 32-bit quantities to and from any general operand 
(including CPU General-Purpose Registers). 

The RDVAL and WRVAL instructions probe a memory ad
dress and determine whether its current protection level 
would allow reading or writing, respectively, if the CPU were 
in User Mode. Instead of triggering an Abort trap, these in
structions have the effect of setting the CPU PSR F bit if the 
type of access being tested for would be illegal. The PSR F 
bit can then be tested as a condition code. 
Note: The Series 32000 Dual-Space Move instructions (MOVSUi and 

MOVUSi), although they involve memory management action, are not 
Slave Processor instructions. The CPU implements them by switching 
the state of its U/S pin at appropriate times to select the desired 
mapping and protection from the MMU. 

For full architectural details of these instructions, see the 
Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual. 

4_0 Device Specifications 
4.1 NS32082 PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

The following is a brief description of all NS320B2 pins. The 
descriptions reference portions of the Functional Descrip
tion, Section 2.0. 

A22 VCC 

A21 A23 

A20 A24/HBF 

AI9 iNf 
AlB PAV 

AI7 STO 

AI6 sn 
ADIS ST2 

ADI4 ST3 

AD13 PfS 
ADI2 DDIN 

ADII ADS 

ADIO u/s 
AD9 ATjSPC 

ADB RsT/AS'f 
AD7 m 
AD6 HLDAO 

ADS HLDAI 

AD4 HOLD 

AD3 RSTI 

AD2 ROY 

ADI PHI2 

ADD PHil 

GNDL GNDS 

TL/EE/B692-28 

Top View 

Order Number NS16082D 
See NS Package Number D48A 

FIGURE 4-1. Dual-In-Line Package Connection Diagram 

4.1.1 Supplies 

Power (Vee): + 5V positive supply. Section 2.1. 

Logic Ground (GNDL): Ground reference for on-chip logic. 
Section 2.1. 

Buffer Ground (GNDB): Ground reference for on-chip driv
ers connected to output pins. Section 2.1. 

4.1.2 Input Signals 

Clocks (PHI1, PHI2): Two-phase clocking signals. Section 
2.2. 

Ready (ROY): Active high. Used by slow memories to ex
tend MMU originated memory cycles. Section 2.4.4. 

Hold Request (HOLD): Active low. Causes a release of the 
bus for DMA or multiprocessing purposes. Section 2.6. 

Hold Acknowledge in (HLDAI): Active low. Applied by the 
CPU in response to HOLD input, indicating that the CPU has 
released the bus for DMA or multiprocessing purposes. 
Section 2.6. 

OPERATION WORD 817 10 CODE 0 I 
TL/EE/B692-27 

FIGURE 3-10. MMU Slave Instruction Format 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

Reset Input (RSTI): Active low. System reset. Section 2.3. Hold Acknowledge Output (HLDAO): Active low. When 

Status Lines (STO-ST3): Status code input from the CPU. active, indicates that the bus has been released. 

Active from T 4 of previous bus cycle through T3 of current 4.1.4 Input-Output Signals 
bus cycle. Section 2.4 . 

Data Direction In (ODIN): Active low. Status signal indicat· 
Program Flow Status (PFS): Active low. Pulse issued by ing direction of data transfer during a bus cycle. Driven by 
the CPU at the beginning of each instruction. the MMU during a page·table lookup. 
User/Supervisor Mode (U/S): This signal is provided by Address Translation/Slave Processor Control (AT/ 
the CPU. It is used by the MMU for protection and for select- SPC): Active low. Used by the CPU as the data strobe out· 
ing the address space (in dual address space mode only). put for Slave Processor transfers; used by the MMU to ac-
Section 2.4. knowledge completion of an MMU instruction. Section 2.3 
Address Strobe Input (ADS): Active low. Pulse indicating and 2.5. Held low during reset to select the address transla-
that a virtual address is present on the bus. tion mode on the CPU. 

4.1.3 Output Signals M.S. Bit of Physical Address/High Byte Float {A24/ 

Reset Output! Abort (RST / ABT): Active Low. Held active HBF): Most significant bit of physical address. Sampled on 
the rising edge of the reset input to select 16 or 32-bit bus longer than one clock cycle to reset the CPU. Pulsed low 
mode. This pin outputs a low level if address translation is during T2 or TMMU to abort the current CPU instruction. 
not enabled. It is floated during T2-T 4 if 32-bit bus mode is 

Interrupt Output (I NT): Active low. Pulse used by the de· selected. 
bug functions to inform the CPU that a break condition has 

Address Bits 16-23 (A 16-A23): High order bits of the ad-occurred. 
dress bus. These signals are floated by the MMU during 

Float Output (FL T): Active low. Floats the CPU from the T2-T4 if 32·bit bus mode is selected. 
bus when the MMU accesses page table entries or per-

Address/Data 0-15 (ADO-AD15): Multiplexed Addressl forms a physical breakpoint check. Section 2.4.3. 
Data Information. Bit 0 is the least significant bit. 

Physical Address Valid (PAV): Active low. Pulse generat-
ed during TMMU indicating that a physical address is pres· 
ent on the bus. 

4.2 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Note: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond 
which permanent damage may occur. Continuous operation 

Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not at these limits is not intended; operation should be limited to 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the aSSOCiated those conditions specified under Electrical Characteristics. 
reliability electrical test specifications document. 
Temperature Under Bias O·C to + 70·C 

Storage Temperature - 65·C to + 150·C 

All Input or Output Voltages with 
Respect to GND -0.5Vto +7V 

Power Dissipation 1.5W 

4.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA = 0 to + 70·C, Vcc = 5V ±5%, GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH Logical 1 Input Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 0.5 V 

Vil Logical 0 Input Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VCH Logical 1 Clock Voltage PHil, PHI2 pins only Vcc - 0.35 Vcc + 0.5 V 

VCl Logical 0 Clock Voltage PHil, PHI2 pins only -0.5 0.3 V 

VClT Logical 0 Clock Voltage, PHil, PHI2 pins only 
-0.5 0.6 V 

Transient (ringing tolerance) 

VOH Logical 1 Output Voltage IOH = -400)LA 2.4 V 

VOL Logical 0 Output Voltage IOl = 2mA 0.45 V 

IllS AT ISPC Input Current (low) VIN = O.4V, AT ISPC in input mode 0.05 1.0 mA 

II Input Load Current 0;<:; VIN ;<:; Vcc, All inputs except 
-20 20 )LA 

PHil, PHI2, AT/SPC 

IO(OFF) Output Leakage Current 0.4 ;<:; VOUT ;<:; Vc 
(Output Pins In -20 30 )LA 
TRI-STATE Condition) 

Icc Active Supply Current lOUT = 0, TA = 25·C 200 300 mA 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS and PHI2, and O.BV or 2.0V on all other signals as illustrated 
in Figures 4-2 and 4-3, unless specifically stated otherwise. 

4.4.1 Definitions 

All the timing specifications given in this section refer to 
2.0V on the rising or falling edges of the clock phases PHI1 

[

- ~2.4V 
tSIGll f--------- O.BV 

O.45V 

SIGl 

SIG2 

[ 
I r------24V -1 ~_~_2:V ______ 045V 

ABBREVIATIONS: 

L.E. - leading edge R.E. - rising edge 

T.E. - trailing edge F.E. - falling edge 

PHln 

SIGl 

SlG2 

[ 

[ 
[ 

_-k 
I 

-------,--. ----- - 2.4V 

O.BV '\ tSIG 11 
'----I--O.45V 

r----+-- 2.4V 

2.0V ..,/J'-..--~I tSlG2h 

_____ -J. ____ ---- - O.45V 

TL/EE/8692-29 

FIGURE 4-2. Timing Specification Standard 
(Signal Valid after Clock Edge) 

TL/EE/8692-30 

FIGURE 4-3. Timing Specification Standard 
(Signal Valid before Clock Edge) 

4.4.2 Timing Tables 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32082-6, NS32082-8, NS32082-10. 
Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF. 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32082-6 NS32082-8 NS32082-10 U 

nits 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tALv 4-4 Address Bits 0-15 Valid After R.E., PHI1 TMMU orT1 65 55 40 ns 

tALh 4-4 Address Bits 0-15 Hold After R.E., PHI1 T2 5 5 5 ns 

tAHh 4-4,4-6 Address Bits 16-24 Valid After R.E., PHI1 TMMU orT1 65 55 40 ns 

tAHh 4-4 Address Bits 16-24 Hold After R.E., PHI1 T2 5 5 5 ns 

tALPAVs 4-5 Address Bits 0-15 Set Up Before PAY T.E. 25 25 25 ns 

tAHPAVs 4-5 Address Bits 16-24 Set Up Before PAY T.E. 25 25 25 ns 

tALPAVh 4-5 Address Bits 0-15 Hold After PAY T.E. 20 20 15 ns 

tAHPAVh 4-5 Address Bits 16-24 Hold After PAY T.E. 20 20 15 ns 

tAU 4-10 AOO-A015 Floating After R.E., PHI1 T2 25 25 25 ns 

tAHf 4-7,4-10 A16-A24 Floating After R.E., PHI1 T2 or T1 25 25 25 ns 

tALz 4-15,4-16 AOO-A015 Floating After R.E., PHI1 Ti 
45 35 25 

(Caused by HOLD) 
ns 

tAHZ 4-15,4-16 A16-A24 Floating After R.E., PHI1 Ti 
45 35 25 

(Caused by HOLD) 
ns 

tALr 4-15,4-16 AOO-A015 Return from Floating After R.E., PHI1 T1 
75 65 50 

(Caused by HOLD) 
ns 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32082-6, NS32082-8, NS32082-10. (Continued) 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32082-6 NS32082-8 

Min Max Min Max 

tAHr 4-15,4-16 A 16-A24 Return from Floating After R.E., PHI1 T1 
80 65 

(Caused by HOLD) 

tDv 4-6 Data Valid After R.E., PHI1 T2 
80 65 

(Memory Write) 

tDh 4-6 Data Hold After R.E., PHI1 next T1 or Ti 
0 

(Memory Write) 
0 

tDf 4-11 Data Bits Floating After R.E., PHI1 T1 or Ti 
10 10 

(Slave Prccessor Read) 

tDv 4-11 Data Valid After R.E., PHI1 T1 
80 65 

(Slave Processor Read) 

tDh 4-11 Data Hold After R.E., PHI1 next T1 or Ti 
0 

(Slave Processor Read) 
0 

tDDINv 4-5,4-7 DDIN Signal Valid After R.E., PHI1 T1 or T MMU 80 65 

tDDINh 4-5 DDIN Signal Hold After R.E., PHI1 T1 or Ti 0 0 

tDDINf 4-7 DDIN Signal Floating After R.E., PHI1 T2 

tDDINz 4-16 DDIN Signal Floating After R.E., PHI1 Ti 
85 

(Caused by HOLD) 
70 

tDDINr 4-16 DDI N Return from Floating After R.E., PHI1 T1 or Ti 
85 70 

(Caused by HOLD) 

tDDINAf 4-9 DDI N Floating after After R.E., PHI1 T2 
25 

Abort (FL T = 0) 
25 

tPAVa 4-4 P'lW Signal Active After R.E., PHI1 TMMU orT1 55 45 

tPAVia 4-4 PAY Signal Inactive After R.E., PHI2 T MMU or T1 60 55 

tpAVw 4-4 PAY Pulse Width At 0.8V (Both Edges) 50 40 

tpAVdz 4-14,4-15 PAY Floating Delay After HLDAI F.E. 40 30 

tPAVdr 4-14,4-15 PAY Return from Floating After HLDAI R.E. 40 30 

tpAVz 4-16 PAY Floating After R.E., PHI2 T4 
50 40 

(Caused by HOLD) 

tPAVr 4-16 PAY Return from Floating After R.E., PHI2 Ti 
50 

(Caused by HOLD) 
40 

tFLTa 4-5,4-10 FL T Signal Active After R.E., PHI1 T MMU 90 75 

tFLTia 4-7,4-10 FL T Signal Inactive After R.E., PHI1 T MMU, Tf or T2 55 45 

tABTa 4-8,4-10 Abort Signal Active After R.E., PHI1 T MMU or T1 90 70 

tABTia 4-8,4-10 Abort Signal Inactive After R.E., PHI1 T2 80 65 

tABTw 4-8,4-10 Abort Pulse Width At 0.8V (Both Edges) 110 90 

tlNTa 4-4,4-10 INT Signal Active After R.E., PHI1 T MMU or Tf 

tlNTia 4-4,4-10 INT Signal Inactive After R.E., PHI1 T2 80 65 

tlNTw 4-10 INT Pulse Width At 0.8V (Both Edges) 110 90 

tSPCa 4-13 SPC Signal Active After R.E., PHI1 T1 55 45 

tSPCia 4-13 SPC Signal Inactive After R.E., PHI1 T4 55 45 
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NS32082-10 
Units 

Min Max 

50 ns 

50 ns 

0 ns 

10 ns 

50 ns 

0 ns 

50 ns 

0 ns 

25 ns 

50 ns 

50 ns 

25 ns 

35 ns 

45 ns 

30 ns 

25 ns 

25 ns 

30 ns 

30 ns 

60 ns 

35 ns 

55 ns 

50 ns 

70 ns 

55 ns 

50 ns 

70 ns 

35 ns 

35 ns 



4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.1 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays, NS32082-6, NS32082-8, NS32082-10. (Continued) 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32082-6 NS32082-8 

Min Max Min Max 

tSPCf 4-13 SPC Signal Floating After F.E., PHil T4 35 30 

tsPCw 4-13 SPC Pulse Width At 0.8V (Both Edges) 110 90 

tHLOOda 4-14 HLDAO Assertion Delay After HLDAI F.E. 60 55 

tHLOOdia 4-14,4-15 HLDAO Deassertion Delay After HLDAI R.E. 60 55 

tHLDOa 4-15,4-16 HLDAO Signal Active After R.E., PHil Ti 50 40 

tHLOOia 4-16 HLDAO Signal Inactive After R.E, PHil Ti 50 40 

tATa 4-18 AT /SPC Signal Active After R.E., PHil 50 40 

tATia 4-18 AT /SPC Signal Inactive After R.E., PHil 50 40 

tATf 4-18 AT /SPC Signal Floating After F.E., PHil 35 30 

tRSTOa 4-18 RST / ABT Asserted (Low) After R.E. PHil 40 35 

lRSTOia 4-18 RST / ABT Deasserted (High) After R.E. PHil Ti 40 35 

4.4.2.2 Input Signal Requirements: NS32082-6, NS32082-8, NS32082-10 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32082-6 NS32082-8 

Min Max Min Max 

tOls 4-5 Data In Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 T3 
25 20 

(Memory Read) 

tOlh 4-5 Data In Hold After R.E., PHil T4 
0 0 

(Memory Read) 

tOls 4-11 Data In Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 Tl 
30 25 

(Slave Processor Write) 

tOlh 4-11 Data In Hold After R.E., PHil T4 
0 

(Slave Processor Write) 
0 

tROYs 4-5 RDY Signal Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 T2 or T3 25 20 

lROYh 4-5 RDY Signal Hold After F.E., PHil T3 0 0 

tUSs 4-4,4-11 U/S Signal Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 T4 or Ti 45 40 

tUSh 4-4,4-11 U/S Signal Hold After R.E., PHil Next T4 0 0 
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NS32082-10 

Min Max 

25 

70 

50 

50 

30 

30 

35 

35 

25 

30 
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NS32082-10 

Min Max 
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35 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.2.2 Input Signal Requirements: NS32082-S, NS32082-8, NS32082-10 (Continued) 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32082-S NS32082-8 

Min Max Min Max 

tSTs 4-4,4-11 Status Signals Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 T4 or Ti 70 60 

tSTh 4-4,4-11 Status Signals Hold After R.E., PHI1 NextT4 0 0 

tsPCs 4-11 SPC Input Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 T1 70 55 

tSPCh 4-11 SPC Input Hold After R.E., PHI1 T4 0 0 

tHLDs 4-16 HOLD Signal Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 T4 or Ti 25 25 

tHLDh 4-16 HOLD Signal Hold After F.E., PHI2 T4 or Ti 0 0 

tHLDls 4-15 HLDAI Signal Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 Ti 30 25 

tHLDlh 4-15 HLDAI Signal Hold After F.E., PHI2 Ti 0 0 

tHBFs 4-18 A24/HBF Signal Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 20 15 

tHBFh 4-18 A24/HBF Signal Hold After F.E., PHI2 0 0 

tRSTls 4·18 Reset Input Set Up Before F.E., PHI1 20 20 

tPWR 4·19 Power Stable to RSTI R.E. After V CC Reaches 4.5V 50 50 

tRSTlw RSTI Pulse Width At 0.8V (Both Edges) 64 64 

4.4.2.3 Clocking Requirements: NS32082-S, NS32082-8, NS32082-10 

Name Figure Description 
Reference/ NS32082-S NS32082-8 
Conditions Min Max Min Max 

tcLr 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 Rise Time 0.8V to Vcc - 0.9V 
9 8 

on R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tCLf 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 Fall Time VCC - 0.9V to 0.8V 
9 8 

on F.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tcp 4-17 Clock Period R.E., PHI1, PHI2 to Next 
170 5000 130 5000 

R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tCLw(1,2) 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 At 2.0V on PHI1, 
0.5tcp-14 0.5tcp-12 

Pulse Width PHI2 (Both Edges) 

tcLh(1,2) 4-17 PHI1, PHI2 High Time At VCC - 0.9V on 
0.5tcp-18 0.5tcp-17 

PHI1, PHI2 (Both Edges) 

tnOVL (1,2) 4-17 Non·overlap Time 0.8V on F.E. PHI1, PHI2 to 
0 7 0 7 

0.8V on R.E., PHI2, PHI1 

tnOVLas Non·overlap Asymmetry At 0.8V on PHI1, PHI2 
-4 4 -4 4 

(tnOVL(1) - tnOVL(2» 

tCLwas PHI1, PHI2 Asymmetry At2.0Von 
-5 5 -5 5 

tCLw(1) - tCLw(2» PHI1, PHI2 
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NS32082-10 
Units 

Min Max 

45 ns 

0 ns 

45 ns 

0 ns 

25 ns 

0 ns 

20 ns 

0 ns 

10 ns 

0 ns 

20 ns 

50 /Ls 

64 tcp 

NS32082-10 
Units 

Min Max 

7 ns 

7 ns 

100 5000 ns 

0.5tcp-10 ns 

0.5tcp-15 ns 

0 7 ns 

-4 4 ns 

-5 5 ns 



4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.3 Timing Diagrams 

T4 OR Ti T1 TMMU T2 T3 T4 

~---""f+--''---:--r-'1'+---;-__'I tALh (FLOATED BY MMU) 

~--++--..,----!--., Jr+----I--.I ___ -l- ______ 1 ______ _ 

ADH[ 

PAV[ 

(FLOATED BY MMU) 

I T1 OR n 

DDIN[~ ___ ~r-~~_~_-_-_-_-_-_-_-+-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~-_-_-_---------r--------------+---

m[ (HIGH) 

U/s[,-+_-'~-++_---_+---+---_I_---+___'l'\...._+-
STO- 3[,..-t-.Jl'--+t----+-~-_+-__:_--t_---+--'I' '"_-+ __ 

tlNTia 

FIGURE 4-4. CPU Read (Write) Cycle Timing (32-Bit Mode); Translation in TLB 

FIGURE 4-5. MMU Read Cycle Timing (32-Bit Mode); After a TLB Miss 

TL/EE/8692-31 

TLlEE/8692-32 

Note: After FLT is asserted, ODIN may be driven temporarily by both CPU and MMU. This, however, does not cause any conflict, since both CPU and MMU force 
ODIN to the same logic level. 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

CPU STATES 

~~U STATES r 
PHil L: 

Tf 

T4 

Tf 

T1 

Tf 

T2 

Tf Tf Tf 

T3 T4 Tl OR n 

AI6-24[_+--------+-J~----_+--------~P-H.-A-D-DR-.--~--------~~,----~-----

ADD - 15 [_+--------+-.1 ~--_t_J .,. ____ _+-----D-A-TA-O"'!U-T------~-'I'-----+---

ADS [ 

PAV[ 

RDY[ 

DDlN[,...-+ ____ +-J 

(HIGH) 

(HIGH) 

nJ[,...-+ ____ +-___ ~---~~{L~O~W)~-_+----~---+_---

FIGURE 4-6. MMU Write Cycle Timing; after a TLB Miss 

CPU STATES Tf 

T4 

T~MU 

TMMU 

T2 

T2 

T3 

T3 

T4 

T4 

AI6-24[~--------1-J,----~---------P~H~.~AD~D~R.~--~------_+~ 
ADO - 15 [-+ ________ +.1 , ____ --,-' 

ADS[ 

PAV[ 

(FLOATED BY MMU) 

(HIGH) 

T1 

Tl 

ODIN [-+----+-'_---I-JI --------------------(FLOATED BY MMU) 

m[_+--------+-J 

TL/EE/8692-33 

TL/EE/8692-34 

FIGURE 4-7. FLT Deassertion Timing 
Note: After FLT is deasserted, DDIN may be driven temporarily by both CPU and MMU. This, however, does not cause any conflict. Since CPU and MMU force 

ODIN to the same logic level. 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

:ws[ 

CPU STATES I 
MMU STATES 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

:ws[ 

rn[ 
m[ 

RSr/ ABT [ 

ODIN [ 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

A16-24 [ 

ADO-15 [ 

:ws[ 
m[ 

ODIN [ 

m[ 
Rsl/ili [ 

iNT[ 

T4 OR n 

Tf 

T4 

T1 

T1 TMMU 

FIGURE 4-8. Abort Timing (FL T = 1) 

Tf 

T1 

T2 

T2 

FIGURE 4-9. Abort Timing (FL T = 0) 

TMMU T2 T3 

T2 

T3 

T3 

T4 

(FLOATED BY MMU) 

n 

T4 

T4 

--{ 

- - (FLOATED ~Y-M'i.iii)- - - - - - { 

FIGURE 4-10. CPU Operand Access Cycle with Breakpoint on Physical Address Enabled 

TLlEE/B692-35 

TLlEE/B692-36 

TL/EE/B692-37 

Note: If a breakpoint condition is met and abort on breakpoint is enabled, the bus cycle is aborted. In this case FL T is stretched by one clock cycle. 
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I 4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) N 

CO 
0 
N 
C") 

tn T4 OR n T1 T4 T1 OR n Z ...... 
PHil [ 

CO 
I 

N 
CO 
0 

PHI2 [ N 
C") 

tn 
Z 

ADO-15 [ •• ...... 
CD 

I 
N 
CO 

SPC [ 0 
N 
C") 

tn 
u/s [ Z 

STO-3 [ 

1sT, 

ODIN [ 

TLlEE/8692-38 

FIGURE 4·11. Slave Access Timing; CPU Reading from MMU 

T4 OR Ti T1 T4 T1 OR n 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ L+-_ .... 

ADO-15[ ___ ~ _______________ ~ ___ J1~ ______ ~ ______ ~' ______ ~ ____________ _ 

SPC [ 

U/S [ 

STO- 3 [ 

ODIN [ ___ ~ _________ ~ ___ J 

TL/EE/8692-39 

FIGURE 4-12. Slave Access Timing; CPU Writing to MMU 

T4 T1 T4 T1 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ L.t--------' 

TL/EE/8692-40 

FIGURE 4·13. SPC Pulse from the MMU 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

HLOAI [ 

HLOAO [ 

PAY [ 

m[ 
16 BIT MODE __ 

A16-24 [---32 BIT ~OOE-- -

AOO-IS[- -------

-- ------- ~ r----

'AHf 

------- i S-----

(HIGH) 

(FL~TI~)--------------

TL/EE/B692-4l 

FIGURE 4·14. Hold Timing (FL T = 1); SMR Instruction Not Being Executed 

PHil [ I 

PHI2 [ 

HLOAI [ 

HLOAO [ 

PAY [ 

m[ 

ADD-IS [-:. ____ .... ___ ..:...1, 

(HIGH) 

i S -- - - - -(FLOATING)- - ---~~- --~ 
i S----- (FLOATING)-----~~r---C: 

FIGURE 4·15. Hold Timing (FLT = 1); SMR Instruction Being Executed 
TL/EE/B692-42 

PHil [ 

PHI2 [ 

HOLD [ 

HLOAO [ 

u---L.J---U-il 

PAY [ 
(FLOATING) 

m[~ _________ -+ _________ -+ ___ ~ ___ --+ _________ ~~ ~ ______ ~~~~-+ ___ ~ ___ -+~_ 
(LOW) _ ~ 

A 16-24 [+ _________ -+ _________ -+..1 ------- i S - - - - - -(FLOA-rlNG) - {., 

ADO-IS [-+ ___ +-__ -+-" 1 t _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ 
------- 1 1 -(FLOATING)- "<-

ODIN [+ _________ -+ _________ --+..1, - - - - - - - i f - - - - - -(fLOArING) - - C 
FIGURE 4-16. Hold Timing (FL T = 0) 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

PHil [ 

tCLw(l) 

tCLh(l) 

PHI2[ _l_Ic_Lr _--1'1 

FIGURE 4-17. Clock Waveforms 

tnOVL(2) 

TLlEE/B692-49 

PHil [l-U--L.tLJ--LJLJ-U-Uu-Lh 
PHI2 [ 

RSTI [ 

RST/ ill [ 

Ar/SPC [-

A24/ HBf [+--+---K 1---+-----H"l--.,.'--!---1~ 1---+--+-

FIGURE 4-18. Reset Timing 

vee 
~----~I--

PHll[ ---f---.... 

[ 
'PWR 

RSft ______________ \~-J 

TL/EE/B692-46 

FIGURE 4-19. Power-On Reset 
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XCTAL2 PER 

£ CWAIT 

~ XCTAl1 "'''T8 ~! WAIT4 ~ WAIT REQUESTS 

RESET 
NS32201 WAIT2 1:= (ADDA DECODED OR STRAPPED) 

RSTI Teu 
-'-1T1 

PHil RD 

PHI2 WR 

ADS 

RSTO CTIL "iJiJiN ROY oaE 

I 

~ 
ROY PHil PHI2 IlO HBE HOLD 

HOLD ROY RSTI 

'" PHil 

&. ..., 
INTS ::::: iNf 

PHI2 

Niii 
HlDA HLOAI HlDAO 

NS32016J OS/FlT m PAV 
NS32C016 PFS PFs 

CPU 
UfS UlS NS32082 

ADS ADS 
MMU 

ODIN ODIN 

AJL 

5TO-SI3 510-513 

RSTIAST RST/AST 

AODRIDATA ATlSPC~ SPC ACDR/OATA 

(24). .5 (24)~ 
(24) (24) • 

AODRIDATA (16). 

I I 
(16'" MULTIPLEXED 

BUS 
ADO-AC1S DATA 

SPC 
MULTIPLEXED 

NS32081 sro STl 
BUS 

FPU MEMORYI 
RST RST 

PERIPERALS 
ClK l-----i elK 

Note: The "AND" gate on the HBE line is not needed when an NS32016 is used. 

FIGURE A·1. System Connection Diagram 
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ADVANCED INFORMATION 

NS32382-1 O/NS32382-15 Memory Management Unit 
1.0 General Description 
The NS32382 Memory Management Unit (MMU) provides 
hardware support for demand paged virtual memory man
agement for the NS32332 CPU. The MMU has a 32-bit data 
path and translates 32-bit virtual addresses from the CPU 
into 32-bit physical addresses. The physical address is car
ried on a dedicated 32-bit bus. Memory page size is 
4 kbytes. 

High-speed address translation is performed on-chip 
through a Translation Buffer (TB) which holds the address 
mappings for 32 pages. If the virtual address generated by 
the CPU has no corresponding entry in the translation buff
er, the MMU will perform address translation on the virtual 
address using a two level page table algorithm. 

Protection violations and page faults are automatically de
tected by the MMU, invoking the instruction abort feature of 
the CPU. This feature provides a mechanism to operate a 
demand paged virtual memory. 

Pages can be declared non-cacheable through the CI bit in 
the second level Page Table Entry (PTE). This bit is avail
able as an output from the MMU with the same timing as the 
physical address bits. Multiprocessor support is provided by 
incorporating features such as the running of interlocked 
bus cycles when updating the R (reference) and M (modify) 
bits in the PTE (Page Table Entry). 

The architectural interface of the NS32382 MMU has been 
refined from that of the NS32082 MMU to provide a cleaner 

programming model with improved performance. The debug 
features have been simplified; a single virtual address 
breakpoint is provided. 

2.0 Features 
• NS32332 CPU compatible (not intended to be used 

with the NS32016 and NS32032 CPUs) 

• 15 MHz maximum operating frequency 
• Full hardware support for virtual memory and virtual 

machines 

• 4k page size 
• 32-bit virtual and physical addresses 

• 32-bit data bus 
• Dedicated 32-bit physical address bus 
• 32-entry translation buffer 
• Security mechanisms implemented access level 

checking and dual space mapping 

• Non-cacheable page support 
• Improved architectural interface 
• Dynamic address translation 

• Single 5V Supply 
• 125-pin PGA package 
• High speed XMOSTM process 

-------------------------_._----_._----_. __ ._-_.-
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3.0 Pin Descriptions 
The following are brief descriptions of the NS32382 pins. 

3.1 SUPPLIES 

VDD: Multiple pins, connected to the + 5V power supply. 

GND: Multiple pins, connected to ground. 

VBB: 1 pin, output of on-chip substrate voltage generator. 

3.2 INPUT SIGNALS 

ADS: 1 pin, Address Strobe Input, Active Low. This input is 
pulsed by the CPU during T1; used as a strobe to latch in 
the virtual address. 

BER: 1 pin, Bus Error, Active Low. Activation of this signal 
indicates that a hard error has occurred during the current 
bus cycle. 

BRT: 1 pin, Bus Retry, Active Low. Activation of this signal 
indicates the occurrence of a correctable error or a transient 
error. 

PHI1, PHI2: 2 pins, Clocks, Active High. PHI1 and PHI2 are 
the two-phase non-overlapping clocks generated by the 
TCU. 

HOLD, HLDAI: 2 pins, Hold Request and Hold Acknowl
edge In, Active Low. These signals in conjunction with the 
HLDAO output are used in DMA transfers. A DMA device 
requests the bus by asserting the HOLD line low. HLDAI 
input is connected to the HLDA output from the CPU and 
HLDAO from the MMU is connected to the DMA device. 

ROY: 1 pin, Ready, Active High. Used by slower devices to 
extend the access cycle. RDY is sampled by the falling 
edge of PHI1 in T3. 

RES: 1 pin, Reset, Active Low. System reset. 

STO-3: 4 pins, System Status. These 4 status lines are gen
erated by the CPU. They are activated one clock cycle be
fore T1 and stay valid until the end of T3 of the current 
access. 

MC: 1 pin, Multiple Cycle, Active Low. The value of this pin 
will be loaded into the appropriate MC bit in the ASR when 
ASR is clocked. 

SPC: 1 pin, Slave Processor Control, Active Low. This signal 
is used by the CPU to strobe the slaves during a slave in
struction. For more details, refer to the NS32332 CPU data 
sheet. 

U/S: 1 pin, User/Supervisor Mode Indicator. This CPU gen
erated signal reflects the state of the U bit (low = supervi
sor, high = user) inside the Program Status Register (PSR). 
It is used by the MMU to implement memory protection as 
well as the selection of address spaces in the dual space 
mode. 

3.3 OUTPUT SIGNALS 

CI: 1 pin, Cache Inhibit, Active High. The CI bit in the PTE is 
stored in the translation buffer (TB) with the upper physical 
address bits. This bit is available with the same timing as the 
physical address. During MMU generated bus cycles, the CI 
pin is held low. When the MMU is in No-Translation mode, 
the CI pin will be held low. 

DONE: 1 pin, Slave Done, Active Low. This signal is gener
ated by the MMU to inform the CPU that the slave activities 
which the CPU requested have been completed. DONE is in 
TRI-STATE® when it is not active. 

FL T: 1 pin, Float, Active Low. FL T is used to float the CPU 
off the bus when the MMU has to access the page table 
entries in memory. It is sampled by the CPU during TMMU. 
During reset, this signal is driven high. 
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HLDAO: 1 pin, Hold Acknowledge Out, Active Low. This 
signal in conjunction with the HOLD and HLDAI inputs is 
used in DMA operations. 

MADS: 1 pin, MMU Address Strobe, Active Low. This signal 
is asserted in T1 of an MMU initiated cycle. It is used to 
inform users that physical address is available on the physi
cal address bus. MADS has the same timing as ADS from 
the CPU. (A separate pin is needed because ADS is not in a 
TRI-STATE condition during float.) MADS will be TRI
STATE during Hold Acknowledge. 

MILO: 1 pin, MMU Interlock, Active Low. This signal is as
serted by the MMU when it performs a read-modify-write 
operation to update the R (reference) and/or the M (modify) 
bit in the Page Table Entry (PTE). MILO has the same timing 
as the CPU's NILO signal. MILO will be deactivated (high) 
during Hold Acknowledge. 

PAO-PA31: 32 pins, Physical Address Bus, Active High. 
The physical addresses will be in a TRI-STATE condition 
during hold acknowledge. 

PAY: 1 pin, Physical Address Valid, Active Low. A pulse on 
the PAV line during TMMU indicates that the physical ad
dress presented by PAO-PA31 is valid. This signal will not 
be generated if an abort occurs. PAV will be in a TRI-STATE 
mode during hold acknowledge. 

RST/ABT: 1 pin, Reset or Abort, Active Low. This is a dual 
function pin. When this line is pulsed during T2/TMMU of a 
CPU initiated access, the CPU will be aborted. Abort infor
mation is held in the MMU Abort Status Register (ASR). 
When the RES (reset) input is activated, the MMU will re
spond by holding the RST / ABT output low. This causes the 
CPU to reset since a RST / ABT signal held active longer 
than one clock cycle is interpreted by the CPU as a valid 
reset. 

3.4 INPUT-OUTPUT SIGNALS 

ADO-AD31: 32 pins, Multiplexed Address/Data Bus, Active 
High. During T1 of a CPU access, these lines carry the virtu
al address. During T2, T3, and T 4, the bus contains data. 
When FL T is active, the CPU puts ADO-AD31 into a TRI
STATE condition and their signals are driven by the MMU. 

ODIN: 1 pin, Data Direction Indicator. This signals an input 
to the MMU during CPU cycles: low during read and high 
during write. In MMU cycles, the DDIN signal is driven by the 
MMU to indicate the type of access: low for read and high 
for write. DDIN will be in a TRI-STATE condition during Hold 
Acknowledge. 

4.0 Functional Description 
4.1 MMU REGISTERS 

The NS32382 MMU provides the following interface regis
ters: 

FEW 
ASR 
TEAR 
BEAR 
PTBO 
PTB1 
IVARO 
IVAR1 
BAR 
BMR 
BDR 

Feature Enable Word, 32 bits 
Abort Status Register, 32 bits 
Translation Exception Addr Reg, 32 bits 
Bus Error Address Register, 32 bits 
Page Table Base Register 0, 32 bits 
Page Table Base Register 1, 32 bits 
Invalidate Virtual Addr Register 0, 32 bits 
Invalidate Virtual Addr Register 1, 32 bits 
Breakpoint Address Register, 32 bits 
Breakpoint Mask Register, 32 bits 
Breakpoint Data Register, 32 bits 



4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

All registers except IVARO and IVAR1 can be read by the 
SMR instruction. IVARO and IVAR1 are write-only pseudo
registers. All registers except TEAR, BEAR, and BDR can 
be loaded by the LMR instruction. TEAR, BEAR, and BDR 
are read-only registers. Writing to a read-only register will 
have no effect on the MMU. However, reading a write-only 
register should be avoided since random data patterns may 
be returned. 

4.1.1 Feature Enable Word (FEW) 

The Feature Enable Word (FEW) controls the different fea
tures provided by the MMU. The FEW is 32 bits in length 
and has the format shown in Figure 2. All bits inside the 
FEW will be cleared on reset. Bits 8 to 31 are RESERVED 
for future use. When FEW is loaded, bits 8 to 31 must con
tain zeros. The control bits in the FEW are described below: 

TU: TU is the Tranlsate User bit. If TU is 1, MMU will trans
late all addresses specified in the User mode. If TU is 0, 
MMU will interpret addresses specified in the User mode as 
physical addresses. 

TS: TS is the Translate Supervisor bit. If TS is 1, MMU will 
translate all addresses specified in the Supervisor mode. If 
TS is 0, MMU will interpret addresses specified in the Super
visor mode as physical addresses. 

OS: DS is the dual space bit. If DS is 1, then PTB1 contains 
the first level Page Table Base address of all addresses 

r1 VIRTUAL ADDRESS 

32 

r' PAGE FRAME NUMBER 

20 

r PAGE FRAME NUMBER 

20 

r' PAGE FRAME NUMBER 

20 

r 22r ' 
INDEX 1 INDEX 2 

10 10 

specified in the User mode and PTBO contains the first level 
Page Table Base address of all addresses specified in the 
Supervisor mode. If DS is 0, then PTBO contains the first 
level Page Table Base address of all addresses specified in 
both User and Supervisor modes. 

AO: AO is the access override bit. If AO is 1, MMU will 
override the protection level of all addresses. This permits a 
program to access memory which is normally accessible 
only to the Supervisor while the system is in the User mode. 

BR, BW, BX, BS: These are the four Breakpoint Address 
Enable (BAE) bits. 

BR is the breakpoint enable bit for operand read operations. 
BR = 1 enables the address comparison logic for operand 
reads, effective address reads, and the dummy read before 
read-modify-write. 

BW is the breakpoint enable bit for operand write opera
tions. BW = 1 enables the address comparison logic for 
operand writes. 

BX is the breakpoint enable bit for instruction read opera
tions. BX = 1 enables the address comparison logic for 
instruction reads. 

BS is the address space select bit for the Compare Feature. 
BS = a selects address space a (PTBO). BS = 1 selects 
address space 1 (PTB1). 

The Address Compare feature will be disabled if BR, BW 
and BX are cleared (Le., BR = BW = BX = 0). 

BAE 

ASR 

0 I TEAR BEAR 
IVARO IVARI 
BAR BMR BDR 

12~ 
PTBO PTBI 

1211-9876 3210 

I SW EaR~ PL!vI ~~:L 
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'l:w 
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FIGURE 2. MMU Register Assignments 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

4.1.2 Abort Status Register (ASR) 

The Abort Status Register (ASR) contains the status of the 
MMU at the time a translation exception or a bus error was 
reported to the CPU. When a bus error is detected, the bus 
error (E) bits in the ASR will be clocked. In case of a transla
tion exception, the translation exception (T) bits in the ASR 
will be updated. CPU error is recognized when a bus error 
occurs while CPU is controlling the bus. MMU error is recog
nized when a bus error occurs while MMU is controlling the 
bus. If a successful address comparison is found, only ABO 
in the ASR will set, all other bits are not modified. The ASR 
is loadable via the LMR instruction. 

ASR is 32 bits in length and has the format shown in Figure 
2. Bits 19 to 31 are RESERVED for future use. When the 
ASR is read, bits 19 to 31 will be returned as zeros. All bits 
in the ASR are cleared to zero upon reset. 

TXO-1: These are the two Translation Exception bits. They 
specify the cause of the current address translation excep
tion. 

TX1 TXO 

0 0 No Translation Exception 

0 1 First Level PTE Invalid 

1 0 Second Level PTE Invalid 

1 1 Protection Exception 

bDI (El: 001 (E) is the data direction when a bus error is 
recognized. If 001 = 0, a read operation or the first part of a 
read-modify-write was in progress when a bus error is de
tected. If 001 = 1, a write or the last part of a read-modify
write is in progress when a bus error is detected. 

UNS (El: This is the state of the User/Supervisor pin from 
the CPU when the bus error is recognized. 

STO-3 (El: These four bits represent the state of the status 
bits from the CPU when the bus error is recognized. 

MC (E): This is the Multiple Cycle signal from CPU when the 
bus error is recognized. 

The next three bits in the ASR are the Abort Indicators: 

BP: This is the breakpoint indicator bit. BP is set to 1 when a 
breakpoint is detected. 

CE: This is the CPU error indicator bit. CE is set to 1 when a 
CPU error is detected. 

ME: This is the MMU error indicator bit. ME is set to 1 when 
an MMU error is detected. 

001 (Tl: 001 (T) is the data direction when a translation 
exception is recognized. If 001 = 0, a read operation or the 
first part of a read-modify-write was in progress when the 
exception is detected. If 001 = 1, a write or the last part of 
a read-modify-write was in progress when the exception is 
detected. 

UNS (T): This is the state of the User/Supervisor pin from 
the CPU when a translation exception is recognized. 

STO-3 (T): These four bits represent the state of the status 
bits from the CPU when a translation exception is recog
nized. 

MC (Tl: This is the Multiple Cycle Signal from the CPU when 
a translation exception is recognized. 

4.1.3 Translation Exception Address Register (TEAR) 

The TEAR is clocked when an abort due to a translation 
exception occurs. The format of the TEAR is shown in Fig-
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ure 2. This register contains the 32-bit virtual address which 
caused the translation exception. TEAR is a read only regis
ter. 

4.1.4 Bus Error Address Register for Bus Error (BEAR) 

The BEAR is clocked when a CPU or MMU error occurs. 
The format of the BEAR is shown in Figure 2. This register 
contains the 32-bit virtual address which triggered the bus 
error. BEAR is a read only register. 

4.1.5 Page Table Base Registers (PTBO, PTB1) 

PTBO and PTB1 are 32-bit registers. Their format is shown 
in Figure 2. Bits 0-11 of the PTB registers are RESERVED 
and will be returned as zeros upon read. The PFN field 
specifies the base address of the first table used by the 
MMU during address translation. 

The current mode of system operation (User or Supervisor) 
and the Dual Space bit (OS) in the Feature Enable Word 
(FEW) specify which register (PTBO or PTB1) will be used 
for address translation. If OS = 0, PTBO will be used in 
either User or Supervisor mode. If OS = 1, PTBO will be 
used in Supervisor mode and PTB1 will be used in User 
mode. 

When PTBO is loaded by the CPU, all entries in the Transla
tion Buffer (TB) with AS = 0 are invalidated. Loading PTB1 
invalidates entries with AS = 1. In this way, user entries in 
the Translation Buffer are automatically flushed on a con
text switch. 

4.1.6 Invalidate Virtual Address Registers 
(IVARO,IVAR1) 

The Invalidate Address Registers are 32-bit write-only pseu
do-registers. They are used to remove invalid Page Table 
Entries (PTEs) from the MMU's Translation Buffer (TB). 
These registers do not physically exist in hardware but a 
write to IVARO or IVAR1 will cause the execution of an ad
dress invalidation operation. 

The translation buffer contains 20-bit physical page num
bers and 20-bit virtual address tags of the 32 most recently 
used pages. A virtual address written into IVARx causes the 
MMU to invalidate the one entry, if that entry exists, in the 
TB which corresponds to the virtual address. IVARO is used 
to invalidate entries with AS = 0 while IVAR1 is used to 
invalidate entries with AS = 1. 

Page Table Entries (PTEs) in the translation buffer must be 
invalidated whenever the corresponding entries in the page 
tables are modified. Entries can also be invalidated by load
ing the PTBx registers. 

4.1.7 Breakpoint Address Register (BAR) 

The Breakpoint Address Register (BAR) is 32 bits in length. 
Its format is shown in Figure 2. BAR is used to hold a virtual 
address for the purpose of address comparison during in
struction and operand accesses. 

4.1.8 Breakpoint Mask Register (BMRl 

The Breakpoint Mask Register is 32 bits in length. Its format 
is shown in Figure 2. The content of BMR indicates which bit 
positions of the virtual address are to be compared when 
the Compare Function is enabled. Bits which are set are 
used for matching while bits which are cleared become 
"don't cares." This feature allows an abort to be generated 
upon an access to any location within a block of addresses. 

4.1.9 Breakpoint Data Register (BDR) 

The Breakpoint Data Register is 32 bits in length. Its format 
is shown in Figure 2. The BDR contains the virtual ad-



4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

dress on the multiplexed address/data bus from the CPU 
when a breakpoint is detected. BDR is a read only register. 

4.2 TRANSLATION BUFFER 

The Translation Buffer (TB) contains second level Page Ta
ble Entries (PTEs) of the 32 most recently used pages. Di
rect mapping from virtual to physical address for locations 
inside those pages are immediately available without going 
through the address translation process. 

The 32-entry Translation Buffer is a Content-Addressable
Memory (CAM). The virtual page frame number represented 
by the upper 20 bits of the CPU address and the Address 
Space Bit (AS) are compared against entries in the buffer. If 
a match is found, the mapped physical address in the se
lected entry will be presented to the Physical Address Bus 
immediately. If a match is not found, the control block will be 
notified to perform address translation using page tables in 
memory and the new mapping will be stored into an entry 
selected by a sequential replacement scheme. 

Each entry in the TB contains a 20-bit Virtual Address Tag 
(VA12-VA31), an address space bit (AS), a 20-bit Physical 
Page Number (PA12-PA31), a Presence bit (P) which indi
cates the validity of the entry, and the following PTE bits: CI, 
M, and PLO-1. 

The CI (Cache Inhibit) bit determines whether the page as
sociated with an entry is cacheable while the M (Modify) 
indicates whether the page has been modified. 

The protection level field (PLO-1) contains the most restric
tive combination of the level 1 and level 2 PTEs. The M bit 
and the PLO-1 bits are used by the MMU to implement the 
address translation and error handling algorithms described 
in the Address Translation Section. 

4.3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

4.3.1 Address Translation 

In T1 of each access, the CPU presents a virtual address on 
the AID bus. MMU strobes in the virtual address using the 
ADS signal from the CPU and checks the Translation Buffer 
(TB) entries for possible match. The 20-bit Virtual Address 
Tag and the AS bit in each entry are compared with virtual 
address bits VA12-31 and the current address space reo 
spectively. A TB miss will occur in the following cases: 

1. No match is found after the Virtual Address Tag and the 
AS bit in each entry have been compared with virtual ad· 
dress bits VA12-31 and the current address space. 

2. The Virtual Address Tag and the AS bit of an entry 
matches virtual address bits VA12-31 and the current 
address space. However, the Presence bit (P) of the en· 
try is not set. 

3. A match is found, but the current access is a write to an 
un-modified page (M = 0 and CPU access = write). 

If a miss occurs in the TB, the MMU translates the address 
by referencing page tables contained in memory. The virtual 
address is partitioned into three (3) fields: INDEX1, INDEX2, 
and OFFSET. 

The contents of the Page Table Base (PTBx) register pOint 
to the base of the first level page table. The INDEX1 field is 
used to index into the first level page table and select the 
first level Page Table Entry (PTE). The Page Frame Number 
field (PFN) inside this PTE pOints to the base of the second 
level page table. The INDEX2 field of the virtual address is 
used to index into the second level page table and select 
the second level Page Table Entry. The PFN field in the 
second level PTE is concatenated with the OFFSET field in 
the virtual address to form the physical address. Figure 3 
illustrates the translation process. 

4.3.2 Page Table Entry Format 

The Page Table Entry (PTE) format is shown in Figure 2. 
The individual fields in the entry are defined below: 

V: The V bit is the Valid bit. If V = 1, the corresponding 
page is resident in memory. If V = 0, any reference to that 
page will cause the MMU to generate an abort to the CPU. 
When the V bit in a PTE is set to zero, it indicates that the 
page associated with that PTE is not resident in memory. 
However, the protection bits and the CI bit in the PTE are 
still valid. 

PLO-1: These are protection bits. The PL field is used to 
control access to a page. The PL bits in the selected entry 
are checked during each access. The protection levels for 
both user and supervisor modes are shown in Table I. 

R: R is the Reference bit. R is set to 1 whenever the page 
associated with the PTE is referenced. 

M: M is the Modified bit. The M bit is used only in second 
level PTEs. M is set to 1 whenever the page associated with 
the PTE is modified. M and R bits are located in different 
bytes of the PTE to prevent PTE inconsistency in multiproc-
essor environments where pages tables are shared. 

CI: Cache Inhibit bit is used only in second level PTEs. If a 
page is non-cacheable, the CI bit in its associated PTE will 
be set to 1. The CI bit is stored in the translation buffer and 
driven onto the CI pin with the same timing as the Page 
Frame Number of the physical address. In all MMU initiated 
bus accesses, the CI pin will be driven inactive (low). 

SWO-2: These are three software bits. They are reserved 
for the operating system and will not be modified by the 
MMU. 

PFN: PFN is the 20·bit Page Frame Number. It contains the 
higher address bits of the physical address. 

BITS 3, 4, 5: Reserved for future use. 

4.4 ADDRESS COMPARISON 

One 32·bit Address Comparison Register is provided. Ad· 
dress comparison is controlled by 4 enable bits (BAEO-3) in 
the Feature Enable Word (FEW). 

When address comparison is enabled in the MMU, the Burst 
Feature in the NS32332 CPU should be turned off. The 
Burst Feature must be disabled because of two reasons: 
first, the CPU is capable of starting and ending a burst cycle 
anywhere inside a 16 byte boundary and second, addresses 
are not incremented during burst. It is therefore 

TABLE I. Protection Levels 

Protection Level 00 01 10 11 

User no access no access read only full access 

Supervisor read only full access full access full access 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 
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FIGURE 3. Address Translation 

possible to skip over the 32-bit address specified in the Ad
dress Compare Register during a burst cycle. 

The MMU offers users a high degree of flexibility in specify
ing address comparison conditions. 

The following selections are provided through the 4 address 
compare control bits in the FEW: 

BR, BW, BX, BS are the four Breakpoint Address Enable 
(BAE) bits. 

BR is the breakpoint enable bit an operand read opera
tions. BR = 1 enables the address comparison logic for 
operand reads, effective address reads, and the dummy 
read before read-modify-write. 

BW is the breakpoint enable bit for operand write opera
tions. BW = 1 enables the address comparison logic for 
operand writes. 

BX is the breakpoint enable bit for instruction read oper
ations (execution). BX = 1 enables the address compar
ison logic for instruction reads. 

BS is the address space select bit for the Compare Fea
ture. BS = 0 selects address space 0 (PTBO). BS = 1 
selects address space 1 (PTB1). 

The Address Compare feature will be disabled if BR, BW 
and BX are cleared (Le., BR = BW = BX = 0). 

The full 32-bit address specified in the BAR will be com
pared with the virtual address from the CPU. However, se
lected bits can be masked by the pattern stored in the 
Breakpoint Mask Register (BMR). Only those bit positions 
which are set in the BMR will be used in the comparison 
process, the other bit positions become "don't cares." 

If an address match is detected, an abort will be issued to 
the CPU and the BP bit of the Abort Status Register will be 
set. The virtual address on the multiplexed address/data 
bus from the CPU will be latched into the Breakpoint Data 
Register (BDR). 

If instruction address comparison is enabled, users should 
align the instruction address they wish to trap on double 
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word boundaries since the NS32332 CPU fetches instruc
tions on double word boundaries. 

4.5 BUS OPERATION 

The MMU supports the bus timing of the NS32332 CPU. 
Refer to the NS32332 specification for details. In particular, 
the MMU supports the READY timing, Bus Error, and Bus 
Retry features of the CPU. 

4.5.1 Clock 

The two phase non-overlap clocks PHil and PHI2 generat
ed by the NS32301 TCU are connected to both CPU and 
MMU for bus timing. 

4.5.2 Reset 

In a typical system, the reset signal generated by system 
logic will be first synchronized by the TCU before it is fed to 
the RES input of the MMU. The MMU passes the reset sig
nal to the CPU via its RST / ABT output. When RES acti
vates, MMU resets its internal states and asserts RST (low) 
until RES is released (high). 

4.5.3 Address Translation Bus Timing 

The NS32382 MMU bus timing matches the NS32332 CPU 
bus timing. All bus accesses contain four basic time states: 
T1-T2-T3-T4. The READY line is sampled in mid T3. If 
the sampled value is low, an additional time state will be 
inserted by repeating T3. During read accesses, data must 
be available to the MMU at the falling edge of PHI2 in T3. 

In Tl, the CPU places the virtual address on ADO-AD31 
and strobes ADS. Virtual address bits 0-11 are latched by 
the MMU on ADS and immediately placed onto bits 0-11 of 
the Physical Address Bus (PAO-ll). These 12 address bits 
are the physical byte off-set inside the 4k page and will not 
be translated by the MMU. The rest of the virtual address 
(VA12-31) is used by the MMU to generate physical ad
dress bits PA12-31. At the beginning of T2, the virtual ad
dress lines from the CPU are deactivated. 



4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

The translation buffer (TB) is implemented as a Content-Ad
dressable Memory (CAM). Virtual address bits VA12-31 
from the CPU and the current address space are compared 
with the virtual address tag field and the AS bit in each entry 
of the buffer. If a match is found and the Presence (P) bit in 
that entry is set, the 20-bit Physical Page Frame Number in 
the buffer entry will be placed onto bits 12-31 of the Physi
cal Address Bus (PAI2-31) and PAV will be activated. The 
Cache Inhibit bit (CI) in the buffer entry will be driven onto 
the CI pin with the same timing as PA 12-31. 

If a TB miss occurs, PAV will stay inactive and the FLT line 
will be asserted (low) in T2 of the CPU cycle to float the 
CPU off the bus. Before floating the CPU, the DDIN signal is 
latched by the MMU. This signal will be used when the MMU 
restarts the original CPU access. After gaining control of the 
bus, the MMU executes interlocked memory cycles to fetch 
the first and second level page table entries needed to per
form the translation algorithm. All MMU accesses contain 
four time states: Tl-T2-T3-T4. 

In Tl of an MMU generated access the MMU puts the physi
cal address on PAO-PA31 and strobes MADS. PAV is 
pulsed in T2 with the same timing as in the case of a TB hit. 
Addresses are put out in Tl because some cache designs 
take advantage of the lower 12 address bits available in the 
Tl time state of a CPU access to perform directory search 
and qualify their match logic with PAV in T2. By strobing 
MADS in Tl and PAV in T2, MMU accesses would appear 
identical to CPU accesses. 

After the MMU has completed the address translation proc
ess, it restarts the original bus cycle by putting the physical 
address on PAO-PA31 in Tl and pulses MADS. PAV is then 
strobed in T2 with the same timing as in the case of a TB hit. 
The latched CPU DDIN value is driven onto the DDIN line 
and will remain driven until the rising edge of PHil in T3. 
FL T is released in T2, allowing the memory access initiated 
originally by the CPU to resume from the point where it was 
stopped. 

Cycle extension in both CPU and MMU accesses are 
achieved via the READY signal. READY is generated by the 
TCU and sampled by the processors at the falling edge of 
PHil in T3. If READY is sampled low, both processors will 
insert one wait state into the access by repeating T3. 
READY is tested in each wait state and as long as READY 
remains low, additional cycles will be added. A sampled 
high on READY breaks the wait loop and the processors 
proceed to T 4 at the next clock. 

4.5.4 Interlocked Bus Transfers 

The NS32382 MMU is capable of executing interlocked cy
cles to access a stream of data from memory without inter
vention from other devices. NS32382 MMU executes inter
locked Read-Modify-Write memory cycles to access Page 
Table Entries (PTEs) and update the Reference (R) and 
Modify (M) bit in the PTEs when necessary. During interlock 
access cycles, the MILO signal from the MMU will be as
serted. MILO is asserted in the clock cycle immediately be
fore the Read-Modify-Write access and deactivated in the 
clock cycle following T4 of the write cycle. If a Bus Error is 
detected in T 4 of the write cycle. If a Bus Error is detected in 
T 4 of the read or the write portion of an interlocked access, 
the interlocked access will be terminated and MILO will be 
deactivated in the clock cycle following the T 4 state where 
Bus Error is recognized. 
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4.5.5 Bus Retry 

The Bus Retry signal (BRT) will be asserted on the bus 
when a soft, or correctable error occurs. If the MMU gets a 
Bus Retry when it is controlling the bus, it will re-run the bus 
cycle until BRT is deactivated. 

If Retry is to occur, BRT must be asserted (low) by the fail
ing edge of PHil in T3. This signal is sampled again at the 
falling edge of PHil in T4. The sampled value of BRT in 
both T3 and T 4 must be low before a valid bus retry is 
recognized by the MMU. 

During Hold Acknowledge, the MMU will not recognize the 
Bus Retry signal. 

4.5.6 Bus Error 

The Bus Error signal (BER) will be asserted (low) when a 
hard, or uncorrectable error occurs (e.g., bus timeout, dou
ble ECC error). This signal is sampled at the falling edge of 
PHil in T4. If the MMU detects Bus Error while it is control
ling the bus, it will store the virtual address which caused 
the error in the BEAR (Bus Error Address Register), set the 
ME bit in the ASR to indicate MMU ERROR. An abort signal 
(ABT) will be generated and further memory accesses by 
the MMU will be inhibited. The NS32382 then returns bus 
control to the CPU by releasing the FL T signal (FL T returns 
high). If the Bus Error signal is received when the CPU is 
controlling the bus, the MMU will store the virtual address in 
BEAR, and set the CE bit in the ASR to indicate CPU 
ERROR. During Hold Acknowledge, the MMU will not recog
nize the Bus Error signal. 

4.5.7 Hold 

An external DMA device asserts the HOLD line (low) to re
quest the CPU cluster bus. This line is an input to both the 
CPU and the MMU. If the MMU is not floating CPU (FL T line 
high), it will transfer acknowledge signal, from the CPU di
rectly to its own HLDAO output through its HLDAI input. 

If the CPU is floated off the bus by the MMU when the hold 
request is received, it (the CPU) will not acknowledge the 
request. In this case, the HLDA input of the MMU remains 
high. MMU, being the bus master, will grant the bus to the 
requesting device by pulling its HLDAO output low at the 
end of a write access provided a bus error or bus retry has 
not occurred. 

When the DMA device has completed its access, it will re
lease HOLD (returns high) and return bus control to the cur
rent bus master. 

4.5.8 Slave Instruction Bus Operation 

For slave instructions, the bus operation follows a different 
protocol. A slave bus cycle contains only two clock cycles: 
Tl and T4. Data transfer between CPU and MMU is con
trolled by one clock cycle wide pulse on the Slave Protocol 
Control line (SPC). 

Slave operations are specified in the 4-bit status code from 
the CPU. CPU starts its slave operation by putting a slave 
I.D. on the data bus with a status code of 1111. It then 
pulses the SPC line for a one clock cycle. All slaves match 
their own I.D. with the one on the data bus and only the 
selected slave will respond to the following sequence of 
slave transfers. The NS32382 MMU responds to a slave I.D. 
of 1 E(hex). A slave write is accomplished by a one clock 
SPC pulse with status code 1101 while a slave read is ac
complished by a one clock SPC pulse with status code 
1110. 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

When the slave completes the operation specified by the 
CPU, it will activate the DONE line to signal completion. 

4.6 ABORTS AND ERRORS 

4.6.1 Aborts 

In normal accesses (not RDVAL or WRVAL cycles), the 
abort signal is asserted by the MMU under the following 
conditions: 

1. A protection exception has occurred. 

2. During address translation, the first or second level PTE 
is invalid. 

3. A breakpoint is detected. 

4. An MMU bus error has occurred. 

In RDVAL or WRVAL cycles, the abort signal is asserted by 
the MMU only if the first level PTE is invalid and no protec
tion violation is detected. 

When a translation exception causes an abort, the TX field 
in the Abort Status Register (ASR) will be encoded to reflect 
the type of translation exception which has occurred and 
the Translation Exception Address Register (TEAR) will be 
loaded with the current virtual address. The format of the TX 
field is as follows: 

TX1 TXO 

0 0 No Translation Exception 

0 1 First Level PTE Invalid 

1 0 Second Level PTE Invalid 

1 1 Protection Exception 

If the abort is triggered by a breakpoint detection, the BP bit 
in the ASR is set. The actual virtual address which caused 
the abort is found in the Breakpoint Datas Register (BDR). 

4.6.2 Errors 

There are two types of errors, CPU error and MMU error. A 
CPU error occurs when the Bus Error signal (BER) is sam
pled low at mid T4 of a CPU access. An MMU error happens 
when the same signal is found to be low at mid T4 of an 
MMU access. Since the MMU monitors the BER signal con
tinuously, it will set the CE bit or the ME bit in the ASR 
(depending on a CPU or an MMU error) when an error is 
detected. The virtual address which caused the error will be 
recorded in the Bus Error Address Register (BEAR). An 
abort signal will be generated if an MMU error is detected. 

4.7 SLAVE INSTRUCTION EXECUTION 

The NS32382 MMU suppports the 32-bit fast slave protocol 
of the NS32332 CPU. This protocol is optimized for 32-bit 
transfers. The old 16-bit protocol is not supported by the 
NS32382 MMU. 

There are two types of MMU slave instructions. The first 
type contains register read and write instructions (LMR and 
SMR). LMR allows the CPU to load the internal registers in 
the MMU while SMR enables the CPU to read the contents 
of those registers. The second type contains address vali
dation instructions (RDVAL and WRVAL) which the CPU 
uses to detect possible access violations associated with 
the address. 

All MMU instructions are privileged. If they are executed in 
the user mode, the CPU will trap on all MMU instructions. 

4.7.1 MMU Slave Instruction Format 

The 3-byte general format of an MMU instruction is shown 
in Figure 4. Bit 0 to bit 7 contains the hex number 1 E which 
corresponds to the slave I.D. of the MMU. Bit 10 to bit 13 is 
the 4-bit opcode field which specifies one of the four MMU 
operations. Bit 15 to bit 18 is the short code which the CPU 
uses to select MMU registers. Bit 19 to bit 23 is the general 
operand field which is not used in MMU instructions. Figure 
4 shows the format of MMU instructions as they are stored 
in memory. When the CPU sends a slave instruction to the 
MMU (with status 1111), the byte order is reversed. For ex
ample, the LMR instruction stored in memory has the follow
ing format: 

GGGGGSSS 
Byte 2 I 

S0001011 
Byte 1 I 

00011110 
Byte 0 

GGGGG = general operand SSSS = short code 
0010 in byte 1 = opcode of LMR instruction 
00011110 = slavelDofMMU 

The same instruction, when transferred to the MMU over 
the 32-bit data bus, will take on the following format: 

Figure 5 illustrates the format of the 4 MMU instructions. 
Figure 6 contains the possible combinations of the 4-bit 
MMU short code. 

19 18 15 13 10 9 8 7 0 

TL/EE/8776-4 

FIGURE 4. MMU Slave Instruction Format 

Gen Short 0 Opcode D Slave ID Instruction 

GGGGG SSSS 0 0010 11 00011110 LMR mreg, src 
GGGGG SSSS 0 0011 11 00011110 SMR mreg, src 
GGGGG 0000 0 0000 11 00011110 RDVAL loc 
GGGGG 0000 0 0001 11 00011110 WRVALloc 

FIGURE 5. MMU Instruction 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Short Code Register Description 

0000 BAR Breakpoint Address Register 

0001 Reserved 

0010 BMR Breakpoint Mask Register 

0011 BDR Breakpoint Data Register 

1110 IVARO Invalidate Virtual Address Register 0 

1111 IVAR1 Invalidate Virtual Address Register 1 

1001 FEW Feature Enable Work 

1010 ASR Abort Status Register 

1011 TEAR Translation Exception Address Register 

0110 BEAR Bus Error Address Register 

1100 PTBO Page Table Base 0 

1101 PTB1 Page Table Base 1 

FIGURE 6. MMU Short Code 

CPU STATE 
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T2 13 T4-

~ ILJ ILJ ~ 
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U/S \\\\\ :\ \ \ \\ \ 

ADS I I 

ADO-31 \\\\\\\\\\\ VA DATA 

PAO-ll \\\\\\\\\\\\ PA (LOWER 12 BITS OF VA) 

PA12-31 ~. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \\ \ \ \ \ PA 

PAY I J 

ODIN \\ \\\\\\ \\. 

ROY II I 
(HIGH) 

FLT 

FIGURE 7. Address Translation: TLB Hit CPU Read 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

CPU 
MMU 

PHil 

STO-3 
U/S 

ADS 

ADO - 31 

PAO-ll 

PA12-31 

PAV 

ADS 

ODIN 

-T4 Tl T2 TI - T2 T4 

- r--L-r--L-r--L-r--L-

\\ ,\ \ 

I I 

\\\\\\\\\ ,\X VA 

\\\\\\\\\\\\ LOWER 12 BITS OF VA 

\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

\\\\\\\\\ ,\x FLOAT 

I 

I 

FIGURE 8. FLT Assertion on TLB Miss 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

PHI1 

PAY 

PAO- 31 ....... ~;;;...;;, 

ADO-31 ---1---------t---------t----<:::~DA~~~:J~--_t--------
(FROM MEMORY) 

DDiN 

ROY 

--~------~------~ 

FLT (LOW) 

MADS 

MILO (LOW) 

FIGURE 9. MMU Generated Read Cycle 

r---- T1 T2 T3 T4-

- r----t-r----t-r--L-IL-r-L PHI1 

PAY 

PAO - 31 \\ ,\\X 

ADO-31 DATA (FROM MMU) 

DDIN 

RDY I I 

(LOW) 

- L---.l MADS 

NMILO (LOW) 

FIGURE 10. MMU Generated Write Cycle 
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FIGURE 11. FLT Release: MMU Read, CPU Write Originally 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

NS32082 vs NS32382 Register Comparison 

NS32082 MSR Register 

ERC Bit 0 Translation Exception 

ERC Bit 1 Not Used 
Bit 2 1 = Address Compare Trap 

o = Branch Trace Trap 

TET Bit3 Protection Exception 
Bit4 First Level PTE Invalid 

BitS Second Level PTE Invalid 

Bit6 BN, Breakpoint Register Number 

Bit7 Not Used 

Bit8 ED, Data Direction Bit 

Bit 9 BD, Breakpoint Direction 

Bit 10-12 EST, Error Status Flag 

(STO: 2 from CPU) 

Bit 13-15 BST, Breakpoint Status Flag 

Bit 16 TU, Translate User Bit 

Bit 17 TS, Translate Supervisor Bit 

Bit 18 DS, Dual Space Bit 

Bit 19 AO, Access Override Bit 

Bit 20 BEN, Breakpoint Enable Bit 

Bit 21 UB, User Break Bit 

Bit 22 AI, Abort/Interrupt Select 

Bit 23 FT, Flow Trace Bit Trace 

Bit 24 UT, User Trace Bit Trace 

Bit 25 NT, Nonsequential Trace Bit Trace 
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NS32382 MSR Register 

ASR: TX Code 
(TX = 00 Means No 
Translation Exception) 

ASR:BP 
Not Implemented 

ASR: TX Code 11 
ASR: TX Code 01 
ASR: TX Code 10 

Only 1 Breakpoint Register 

ASR: DDI 

FEW: BR, BW, BX 

FEW: STO-ST3 
(STO: 3 from CPU) 

FEW: STO-ST3 

FEW:TU 

FEW:TS 

FEW: DS 

FEW:AO 

FEW: BR, BW, BX 

FEW: BS 

Always Abort, No Interrupt 

Not Supported 

Not Supported 

Not Supported 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

NS32082 vs. NS32382 Register Comparison (Continued) 

NS32082 NS32382 

PTBO/PTB1 Bit 31 No Emulation Support 
M = Memory Space Bit Used in System Emulation 

PFO/PFI Bit 31 No Program Flow Support 
AS = Address Space Bit 

EIA Bit 32 AS Bit For exception report. The OS field in FEW in 
-During exception report indicates which PTB conjunction with the UNS field in ASR yield the same 

is active for the current translation. information. 
-During TB invalidation, indicates the address For invalidation. Address space is selected by 

space of the entry to be invalidated. loading into either IVARO or INVAR1. 

BPRO/BPR1 Bit 16 Breakpoint Counter Not Supported 

CE = Breakpoint Counter Enable 

BPRO/BPR1 Bit 27 FEW:BW 
BW = Break on Write Bit 

BPRO/BPR1 Bit 28 FEW: BR 

BR = Break on Read Bit 

BPRO/BPR1 Bit 29 FEW: BR, BW, BX 
BE = Breakpoint on Execution Bit BR, BW ~ Operand 

BX ~ Instruction 

BPRO/BPRl Bit 30 Virtual Address Compare Only 
VP = Virtual/Physical Address Compare 

BPRO/BPR1 Bit 31 IVARO for AS = 0 
AS = PTBO or PTB1 Pointer for Breakpoint IVAR1 for AS = 1 

PTEII Bit32 25th Bit of PA Bank Select Not Supported 
BS = Bank Select Bit 32-Bit Physical Address 

PIEI Bit 4 Modified Bit Not Used 
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Timing Control Units 

General Description 
The NS32C201 Timing Control Unit (TCU) is a 24-pin device 
fabricated using National's microCMOS technology. It pro
vides a two-phase clock, system control logic and cycle ex
tension logic for the Series 32000® microprocessor family. 
The TCU input clock can be provided by either a crystal or 
an external clock signal whose frequency is twice the sys
tem clock frequency. 

In addition to the two-phase clock for the CPU and MMU 
(PHI1 and PHI2), it also provides two system clocks for gen
eral use within the system (FCLK and CTTL). FCLK is a fast 
clock whose frequency is the same as the input clock, while 
CTTL is a replica of PH 11 clock. 

The system control logic and cycle extension logic make the 
TCU very attractive by providing extremely accurate bus 
control signals, and allowing extensive control over the bus 
cycle timing. 

Features 
• Oscillator at twice the CPU clock frequency 
• 2 phase full Vee swing clock drivers (PHI1 and PHI2) 

Block Diagram 
XIN 

XOUT 

RSTI 

RWEN/SYN 

ADS 

ODIN 

PER 

C 

OSC 

r----
a Rb -2 

LOGIC Q 

IT~ := 
.... 0 Q 

'---..... 
v 

6 

T-STATE 
COUNTER 
& LOGIC 

• 4-bit input (WAITn) allowing precise specification of 0 to 
15 wait states 

• Cycle Hold for system arbitration and! or memory 
refresh 

• System timing (FCLK, CTTL) and control (RO, WR, and 
OBE) outputs 

• General purpose Timing State Output (TSO) that 
identifies internal states 

• Peripheral cycle to accommodate slower MOS 
peripherals 

• Provides "ready" (ROY) output for the Series 32000 
CPUs 

• Synchronous system reset generation from Schmitt 
trigger input 

• Phase synchronization to a reference signal 
• High-speed CMOS technology 
• TTL compatible inputs 
• Single 5V power supply 
• 24-pin dual-in-line package 
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1.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

1.1 Power and Grounding 

1 .2 Crystal Oscillator Characteristics 

1.3 Clocks 

1.4 Resetting 

1.5 Synchronizing Two or More TCUs 

1.6 Bus Cycles 

1.7 Bus Cycle Extension 

1.7.1 Normal Wait States 

1.7.2 Peripheral Cycle 

1.7.3 Cycle Hold 

1.8 Bus Cycle Extension Combinations 

1.9 Overriding WAIT Wait States 
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1.0 Functional Description 
1.1 POWER AND GROUNDING 

The NS32C201 requires a single + 5V power supply, ap
plied to pin 24 (Vecl. See Electrical Characteristics. The 
Logic Ground on pin 12 (GND), is the common pin for the 
TCU. 

A 0.1 fA-F, ceramic decoupling capacitor must be connected 
across Vee and GND, as close to the TCU as possible. 

1.2 CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR CHARACTERISTICS 

The NS32C201 has an internal oscillator that requires con
nections of the crystal and bias components to XIN and 
XOUT as shown in Figure 1-1. It is important that the crystal 
and the RC components be mounted in close proximity to 
the XIN, XOUT and Vee pins to keep printed circuit trace 
lengths to an absolute minimum. 

Typical Crystal Specifications: 

Type ........................................... At-Cut 

Tolerance .............................. 0.005% at 25'C 

Stability .......................... 0.01 % from 0' to 70'C 

Resonance ...................... Fundamental (parallel) 

Capacitance .................................... 20 pF 

Maximum Series Resistance ........................ 500 

1Yee CRYSTAL 

s"" FREQUENCY R 
XOUT (MHz) (OHM) (14) 

l00knc=:J 
6-12 470 

12-18 220 
XIN 18-24 100 (13) 

TLlEE/8524-3 24-30 47 

FIGURE 1-1. Crystal Connection Diagram 

Vce 

r-------------, 
I I 

1.3 CLOCKS 

The NS32C201 TCU has four clock output pins. The PHI1 
and PHI2 clocks are required by the Series 32000 CPUs. 
These clocks are non-overlapping as shown in Figure 1-2. 

PHI' 

PHI2 

TL/EE/8524-4 

FIGURE 1.2. PHil and PHI2 Clock Signals 

Each rising edge of PHI1 defines a transition in the timing 
state of the CPU. 

As the TCU generates the various clock signals with very 
short transition timings, it is recommended that the conduc
tors carrying PHI1 and PHI2 be kept as short as possible. It 
is also recommended that only the Series 32000 CPU and, if 
used, the MMU (Memory Management Unit) be connected 
to the PHI1 and PHI2 clocks. 

CTTL is a clock signal which runs at the same frequency as 
PHI1 and is closely balanced with it. 

FCLK is a clock, running at the frequency of XIN input. This 
clock has a frequency that is twice the CTTL clock frequen
cy. The exact phase relationship between PHI1, PHI2, CTTL 
and FLCK can be found in Section 2. 

NS32C201 
reu 

NS32C016 
CPU 

I I 
: RESET l>-....,:i--;-..,..---+-~I___'c_+---_I RSri RSTO 1----~---_iRST/AeT 

! : L. _____________ ..l 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTIONAL) 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAL) 

SYSTEM RESET 

FIGURE 1-3a. Recommended Reset Connections (Non Memory-Managed System) 

r------------ .., 
I I 

Vce 
NS32e201 

Teu 

I I 
I RESET I>---"f--+....,.-+--+~+-----l ASii ASTo 
! I L _____________ .l 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTIONAL) 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAL) 

~ 50 fJ-sec 

NS32082 
MMU 

FIGURE 1-3b. Recommended Reset Connections (Memory-Managed System) 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

1.4 RESETTING 

The NS32C201 TCU provides circuitry to meet the reset 
requirements of the Series 32000 CPUs. If the Reset Input 
line, RSTI is pulled low, the TCU asserts RSTO which resets 
the Series 32000 CPU. This Reset Output may also be used 
as a system reset signal. Figure 1-38 illustrates the reset 
connections for a non Memory-Managed system. Figure 
1-3b illustrates the reset connections for a Memory-Man
aged system. 

1.5 SYNCHRONIZING TWO OR MORE TCUs 

During reset, (when RSTO is low), one or more TCUs can 
be synchronized with a reference (Master) TCU. The 

RWEN/SYNC 
(Must Be Low 
During Reset) 

RWEN/SYNC input to the slave TCU(s) is used for synchro
nization. The Slave TCU samples the RWEN/SYNC input 
on the rising edge of XIN. When RSTO is low and CTTL is 
high (see Figure 1-5>, if RWEN/SYNC is sampled high, the 
phase of CTTL of the Slave TCU is shifted by one XI N clock 
cycle . 

Two possible circuits for TCU synchronization are illustrated 
in Figures 1-48 and 1-4b. It should be noted that when 
RWEN/SYNC is high, the RD and WR signals will be TRI
STATE on the slave TCU. 

TL/EE/8524-7 

FIGURE 1-4a_ Slave TCU Does Not Use RWEN During Normal Operation 

RWEN/SYNC 
(Must Be Low 
During Reset) 

RWEN>---~----------~~r-~ 

FIGURE 1-4b. Slave TCU Uses Both SYNC and RWEN 

TLlEE/8524-8 

Note: When two or more TCUs are to be synchronized, the XIN of all the TCUs should be connected to an external clock source. For details on the external clock, 
see Switching Specifications in Section 2. 

XIN 

I CTTL(s) \'-__ --' : PHASE CHANGE: \ I ''------..II 
t t 

RWEN/SYNC I ___ -..J \ I \ 
RSTI~'" __________________________________________________ _ 

,~--------------------------- TL/EE/8524-9 

FIGURE 1-5. Synchronizing Two TCUs 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

rurro~LO~W~--------------------------------------------------------------------

XIN 

RWEN/SYNC / ___ .....J \~------------------------------
CTTL(SI~ \ ...... ___ ..JI 

TLlEE/8524-10 

FIGURE 1-6. Synchronizing One TCU to An External Pulse 

In addition to synchronizing two or more TCUs, the RWENI 
SYNC input can be used to "fix" the phase of one TCU to 
an external pulse. The pulse to be used must be high for 
only one rising edge of XIN. Independent of CTTl's state at 
the XIN rising edge, the CTTl state following the XIN rising 
edge will be high. Figure 1-6 shows the timing of this se
quence. 

1.6 BUS CYCLES 

In addition to providing all the necessary clock signals, the 
NS32C201 TCU provides bus control signals to the system. 
The TCU senses Ihe ADS signal from Ihe CPU or MMU to 
start a bus cycle. The 1X5lN input signal is also sampled to 
determine whether a Read or Write cycle is to be gener· 

CPU STATES 
TCU STATES 

PHil 

AOS 

TSO 

ODIN 

Wii 

liD 

DBE 

ROY 

Tl 
T1 

T2 
T2 

HIGH 

T3 
T3 

T4 
T4 

FIGURE 1-7. Basic TCU Cycle (Fast Cycle) 
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ated. In addition to RD and WR, other signals are provided: 
DBE and TSO. DBE is used to enable data buffers. The 
leading edge of DBE is delayed a half clock period during 
Read cycles to avoid bus conflicts between data buffers and 
either the CPU or the MMU. This is shown in Figure 1-7. 

. The Timing State Output (TSO) is a general purpose signal 
that may be used by external logic for synchronizing to a 
System cycle. 'i'SO is activated at the beginning of state T2 
and returns to the high level at the beginning of state T 4 of 
the CPU cycle. 'rnO can be used to gate the CWAIT signal 
when continuous waits are required. Another application of 
'i'SO is the control of interface circuitry for dynamic RAMs. 

Notos: 

1. The CPU and TCU view some tim
ing states (T-states) differently. 
For clarity, references to T~states 
will sometimes be followed by 
(TCU) or (CPU). (CPU) also im
plies (MMU). 

2. Arrows indicate when the TCU 
samples the input. 

3. RWEN is assumed low (REi and 
WR enabled) unless specified dif
ferently. 

4. For clarity. T-states for both the 
TCU and CPU are shown above 
the diagrams. (See Note 1.) 

TL/EE/8524-11 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

1.7 BUS CYCLE EXTENSION 

The NS32C201 TCU uses the Wait input signals to extend 
normal bus cycles. A normal bus cycle consists of four PHil 
clock cycles. Whenever one or more Wait inputs to the TCU 
are activated, a bus cycle is extended by at least one PHil 
clock cycle. The purpose is to allow the CPU to access slow 
memories or peripherals. The TCU responds to the Wait 
signals by pulling the RDY signal low as long as Wait States 
are to be inserted in the Bus cycle. 

CPU STATES Tl T2 

TCU STATES 

PHI1 

There are three basic cycle extension modes provided by 
the TCU, as described below. 

1.7.1 Normal Wait States 

This is a normal Wait State insertion mode. It is initiated by 
pulling CWAIT or any of the WAITn lines low in the middle of 
T2. Figure 1-8 shows the timing diagram of a bus cycle 
when CWAIT is sampled high at the end of Tl and low in the 
middle of T2. 

T3 ......... T3 T3 T4 

TL/EE/8524-12 

FIGURE 1-8. Wait State Insertion Using CWAIT (Fast Cycle) 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

The RDY signal goes low during T2 and remains low until 
CWAIT is sampled high by the TCU. RDY is pulled high by 
the TCU during the same PHil cycle in which the CWAIT 
line is sampled high. 

If any of the WAITn signals are sampled low during T2 and 

CPU STATES T1 T2 T3 

TCU STATES T1 T2 TWl 

PHil 

CWAIT is high during the entire bus cycle, then the RDY line 
goes low for 1 to 15 clock cycles, depending on the binary 
weighted value of WAITn. If, for example, WAITI and 
WAIT4 are sampled low, then five wait states will be insert
ed. This is shown in Figure 1-9. 

T3 .......... T3 T3 T4 

TW2... ..TWn T3 T4 

TLlEE/B524-13 

FIGURE 1-9. Wait State Insertion Using WAITn (Fast Cycle) 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

1.7.2 Peripheral Cycle 

This cycle is entered when the PER signal line is sampled 
low at the beginning of T2. The TCU adds five wait states 
identified as TDO-TD4 into a normal bus cycle. The RD and 

CPU STATES 
TCU STATES 

PHil 

ROY 

Tl 

Tl 

T2 

T2 

T3 

TOO 

T3 

TDl 

WR signals are also re-shaped so the setup and hold times 
for address and data will be increased. 

This may be necessary when slower peripherals must be 
accessed . 

Figure 1-10 shows the timing diagram of a peripheral cycle. 

T3 

T02 

T3 

TD3 

T3 

TD4 

T3 

T3 

T4 

T4 

TL/EE/8524-14 

FIGURE 1-10. Peripheral Cycle 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

1.7.3 Cycle Hold 

If the CWAIT input is sampled low at the end of state Tl, the 
TCU will go into cycle hold mode and stay in this mode for 
as long as CWAIT is kept low. During this mode the control 
signals RD, WR, T80 and DBE are kept inactive; RDY is 

CPU STATES T1 T2 T3 

TCU STATES T1 TH ....... TH 

pulled low, thus causing wait states to be inserted into the 
bus cycle. The cycle hold feature can be used in applica
tions involving dynamic RAMs. A timing diagram showing 
the cycle hold feature is shown in Figure 1-11. 

T3 T3 T4 

T2 T3 T4 

TL/EE/8524-15 

FIGURE 1-11. Cycle Hold Timing Diagram 

1.8 BUS CYCLE EXTENSION COMBINATIONS 

Any combination of the TCU input signals used for extend
ing a bus cycle can be activated at one time. The TCU will 
honor all of the requests according to a certain priority 
scheme. A cycle hold request is assigned top priority. It fol
lows a peripheral cycle request, and then CWAIT and 
WAITn respectively. 

If, for example, all the input signals CWAIT, PER and WAITn 
are asserted at the beginning of the cycle, the TCU will en
ter the cycle hold mode. As soon as CWAIT goes high, the 

4-11 

input signal PER is sampled to determine whether a periph
eral cycle is requested. 

Next, the TCU samples CWAIT again and WAITn to check 
whether additional wait states have to be inserted inl0 the 
bus cycle. This sampling point depends on whether PER 
was sampled high or low. If PER was sampled high, then the 
sampling point will be in the middle of the TCU state T2, 
(Figure 1-14), otherwise it will occur three clock cycles later 
(Figure 1-15). Figures 1-12 to 1-15 show the timing dia
grams for different combinations of cycle extensions. 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

epu STATES T1 

TeU STATES T1 

PHil 

ADS 

TSO 

WR 

iiD 

DBE 

PER 

eWAIT 

WAIT1 

WAIT2 

WAIT4 

WAlTa 

WAlTo 
value 

sampled 

ROY 

T2 T3 T3 T3 ......... T3 

T2 TeW TeW TW1. •• .rWl0 

11112 10102 
15,0 10'0 

FIGURE 1·12. Fast Cycle With 12 Wait States 
(2 CWAIT and WAIT10) (Read Cycle) 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

CJ) 
W 
N 
0 
N 

CPU STATES T1 T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 ........ T3 T3 T3 T3 0 ..... 
I 

TeU STATES T1 T2 TDO TDl lO2 TeW TW1 ..••• TW5 lO3 TD4 T3 
Q) -Z 
CJ) 

PHil W 
N 
0 
N 
0 ..... 

I 

ADS ..... 
0 -Z 
CJ) 
W 

TSO 
N 
0 
N 
0 ..... 

I ..... 
Wi! U1 

jjjj HIGH 

DBE 

PER 

eWAIT 

WAIT1 
LOW 

WAIT2 
HIGH 

II 
WAIT4 

LOW 

WAIT8 
HIGH 

WAlTn 0101 2 value 
sampled 5,0 

ROY 

TLlEE/8S24-17 

FIGURE 1·13. Peripheral Cycle with Six Wait States 
(1 CWAIT and WAITS) (Write Cycle) 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

CPU STATES Tl 

TCU STATES T1 

PHil 

ADS 

TSO 

WR 

Rii 

OBE 

PER 

CWAIT 

WAin 

WAIT2 

WAIT4 

WAITB 

WAlTn 

ROY 

T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 

TH TH T2 TCW TW1 TW2 

HIGH 

LOW 

HIGH 

HIGH 

FIGURE 1-14. Cycle Hold with Three Wait States 
(1 CWAITand WAIT2) (Read Cycle) 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

CPU STATES T1 T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 

TCU STATES T1 TH ....... TH T2 TOO Tol T02 T03 T04 T3 T4 

PHil 

TLlEE/8524-19 

FIGURE 1-15. CyCle Hold of a Peripheral Cycle 

1.9 OVERRIDING WAITn WAIT STATES 

The TCU handles the WAITn Wait States by means of an 
internal counter that is reloaded with the binary value corre
sponding to the state of the WAITn inputs each time CWAIT 
is sampled low, and is decremented when CWAIT is high. 

This allows to either extend a bus cycle of a predefined 
number of clock cycles, or prematurely terminate it. To ter-

4-15 

minate a bus cycle, for example, CWAIT must be asserted 
for at least one clock cycle, and the WAITn inputs must be 
forced to their inactive state. 

At least one wait state is always inserted when using this 
procedure as a result of CWAIT being sampled low. Figure 
1-16 shows the timing diagram of a prematurely terminated 
bus cycle where eleven wait states were being inserted. 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

CPU STATES 

TCU STATES 

PHil 

WAITn 
valua 

sampled 

RDY 

T1 

T1 

T2 T3 T3 

T2 TWl TW2 

T3 

TW3 

T3 

TCW 

FIGURE 1-16. Overriding WAITn Wait States 
(Write Cycle) 
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2.0 Device Specifications 
2.1 PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

The following is a description of all NS32C201 pins. The 
descriptions reference portions of the Functional Descrip
tion, Section 1. 

2.1.1 Supplies 

Power (V cd: + 5V positive supply. Section 1.1. 

Ground (GND): Power supply return. Section 1.1. 

2.1.2 Input Signals 

Reset Input (RSTI): Active low. Schmitt triggered, asyn
chronous signal used to generate a system reset. Section 
lA. 

Address Strobe (ADS): Active low. Identifies the first timing 
state (Tl) of a bus cycle. 

Data Direction Input (ODIN): Active low. Indicates the di
rection of the data transfer during a bus cycle. Implies a 
Read when low and a Write when high. 
Note: In Rev. A of the NS32C201 this signal is CMOS compatible. In later 

revisions it is TTL compatible. 

Read/Write Enable and Synchronization (RWEN/ 
SYNC): TRI-STATE® the RD and the WR outputs when high 
and enables them when low. Also used to synchronize the 
phase of the TCU clock signals, when two or more TCUs 
are used. Section 1.5. 

Crystal or External Clock Source (XIN): Input from a crys
tal or an external clock source. Section 1 .3. 

Continuous Wait (CWAIT): Active low. Initiates a continu
ous wait if sampled low in the middle of T2 during a Fast 
cycle, or in the middle of TD2, during a peripheral cycle. If 
CWAIT is low at the end of Tl, it initiates a Cycle Hold. 
Section 1.7.1. 

Four-Bit Wait State Inputs (WAIT1, WAIT2, WAIT4 and 
WAITS): Active low. These inputs, (collectively called 
WAITn), allow from zero to fifteen wait states to be speci
fied. They are binary weighted. Section 1.7.1. 

Peripheral Cycle (PER): Active low. If active, causes the 
TCU to insert five wait states into a normal bus cycle. It also 
causes the Read and Write signals to be re-shaped to meet 
the setup and hold timing requirement of slower MOS pe
ripherals. Section 1.7.2. 

4-17 

2.1.3 Output Signals 

Reset Output (RSTO): Active low. This signal becomes ac
tive when RSTI is low, initiating a system reset. RSTO goes 
high on the first rising edge of PHil after RSTI goes high. 
Section 1 A. 

Read Strobe (RD): (TRI-STATE) Active low. Identifies a 
Read cycle. It is decoded from ODIN and TRI-STATE by 
RWEN/SYNC. Section 1.6. 

Write Strobe (WR): (TRI-STATE) Active low. Identifies a 
Write cycle. It is decoded from ODIN and TRI-STATE by 
RWEN/SYNC. Section 1.6. 
Note: AD and WR are mutually exclusive in any cycle. Hence they are never 

low at the same time. 

Data Buffer Enable (DB E): Active low. This signal is used 
to control the data bus buffers. It is low when the data buff
ers are to be enabled. Section 1.6. 

Timing State Output (TSO): Active low. The falling edge of 
TSO signals the beginning of state T2 of a bus cycle. The 
rising edge of TSO Signals the beginning of state T 4. Sec
tion 1.6. 

Ready (ROY): Active high. This signal will go low and re
main low as long as wait states are to be inserted in a bus 
cycle. It is normally connected to the ROY input of the CPU. 
Section 1.7. 

Fast Clock (FCLK): This is a clock running at the same 
frequency as the crystal or the external source. Its frequen
cy is twice that of the CPU cloc~s. Section 1.3. 

CPU Clocks (PHI1 and PHI2): These outputs provide the 
Series 32000 CPU with two phase, non-overlapping clock 
signals. Their frequency is half that of the crystal or external 
source. Section 1.3. 

System Clock (CTTL): This is a system version of the PHil 
clock. Hence, it operates at the CPU clock frequency. Sec
tion 1.3. 

Crystal Output (XOUT): This line is used as the return path 
for the crystal (if used). It must be left open when an exter
nal clock source is used to drive XIN. Section 1.2. 
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2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

2.2 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (Note 1) Note: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond 

Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not which permament damage may occur. Continuous opera-

contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated tion at these limits is not intended; operation should be limit-

reliability electrical test specifications document . ed to those conditions specified under Electrical Character-

Supply Voltage 7V 
istics. 

Input Voltages -0.5V to Vee + 0.5V 

Output Voltages -0.5V to Vee + 0.5V 

Storage Temperature -65'Cto +150'C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.) 300'C 

Continous Power Dissipation lW 

2.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA = -40'C to + 85'C, Vee = 5V ± 5%, GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIL Input Low Voltage All Inputs Except RSTI & XIN 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage All Inputs Except RSTI & XIN 2.0 V 

VT+ RSTI Rising Threshold Voltage Vee = 5.0V 2.5 3.5 V 

VHYS RSTI Hysteresis Voltage Vee = 5.0V 0.8 1.8 V 

VXL XIN Input Low Voltage 0.20 Vee V 

VXH XIN Input High Voltage 0.80 Vee V 

IlL Input Low Current VIN = OV -10 ,..,A 

IIH Input High Current VIN = Vee 10 ,..,A 

VOL 
Output Low Voltage 

1= 2 rnA 0.10 Vee V 
All Outputs Except XOUT 

VOH 
Output High Voltage 

1= -1 rnA 0.90 Vee V 
All Outputs Except XOUT 

IO(OFF) Output Leakage Current on RD/WR O.4V :;;; VOUT :;;; Vee -20 +20 ,..,A 

Icc Supply Current Ixin = 20 MHz 100 12011 rnA 

Note 1: All typical values are for Vee ~ SV and TA ~ 2s'e. 

Connection Diagram 
Dual-In-Llne Package 

iIiE-~-Yce 
RWEN/SYNC- 2 23 -PER 

iIli-3 22 -CWAiT 

Wii-4 21 -WAIT1 

DDIN- 5 20 I--WAIT2 

ADS- 6 NS32C201 19 I--WAIT4 

RSTI- 7 Teu 18 I--WAIT8 

RSTO- 8 17 I-- TSD 

RDY- 9 16~CTTL 

PHI2- 10 15 ~FeLK 

PHI1- 11 14~XDUT 

GND- 12 13~XIN 

TL/EE/8524-2 

Top View 

Order Number NS32C201D or NS32C201N 
See NS Package Number D24C or N24A 

FIGURE 2.1 
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2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

2.4 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 2.4.2 Output Loading 

2.4.1 Definitions Capacitive loading on output pins for the NS32C201. 

All the timing specifications given in this section refer to ROY, OBE, TSO ................................. 50 pF 

15% or 85% of Vee on the rising or falling edges of the RO, WR ........................................ 75 pF 
clock phases PHil and PHI2, and all output signals; to 30% CTTL ..................................... 50~ 100 pF 
or 70% of Vee on all the CMOS input signals, and to 0.8V or FCLK ......................................... 100 pF 
2.0V on all the TTL input signals, unless specifically stated 
otherwise. PHil, PHI2 ......... ............................ 170 pF 

These specifications are guaranteed under the following ABBREVIATIONS 
conditions: L.E.-Leading Edge 

TA ~ -40°C to + 85°C, Vee ~ 5V ± 5%, GNO ~ OV T.E.-Trailing Edge 

R.E.-Rising Edge 

F.E.-Falling Edge 

2.4.3 Timing Tables 

Symbol Figure Description Reference/Conditions NS32C201-6 NS32C201-l0 NS32C201-15 
Units 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

CLOCK-SIGNALS (XIN, FCLK, PHil & PHI2) TIMING 

tcp 2.2 Clock Period PHil R.E. to Next 160 100 66 ns PHil R.E. 

tCLh 2.2 Clock High Time At 90% Vcc on PHil 0.5 tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp 
(Both Edges) -17 ns -7 ns -15 ns -7 ns -10 ns -3 ns 

tCLI 2.2 Clock Low Time At 10% Vcc on PHil 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 
-3 ns +12ns -3 ns +10 ns -3 ns +6 ns 

tCLw(1.2) 2.2 Clock Pulse Width At 2.0V on PHil, PHI2 0.5 tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 
(Both Edges) -14 ns -4ns -10 ns -4ns -6 ns -4ns 

tCLwas PHil, PHI2 Asymmetry At 2.0V on PHil, -5 5 -5 5 -3 3 ns 
(tCLw (Note 1) - tCLw (Note 2)) PHI2 

tCLR 2.2 Clock Rise Time 10% to 90% Vcc 9 7 5 on PHil R.E. ns 

tCLF 2.2 Clock Fall Time 90% to 10% Vcc 7 7 6 ns 
on PHil F.E. 

tnOVL 2.2 Clock Non-Overlap Time At 10% Vccon PHil, 0 5 0 5 0 5 ns (Notes 1, 2) PHI2 

tnOVLas Non-Overlap Asymmetry At 10% Vce on PHil, -4 4 -4 4 -3 3 ns 
(tnOVL (Note 1) - tnOVL (Note 2)) PHI2 

tXh 2.2 XIN High Time At 80% Vcc on XIN 25 16 10 ns 
(External Input) (Both Edges) 

tXI 2.2 XIN Low Time At 20% Vcc on XIN 25 16 10 ns 
(External Input) (Both Edges) 

tXFr 2.2 XIN to FCLK R.E. Delay 80% Vcc on XIN R.E. 6 31 6 29 6 29 
to FCLK R.E. 

ns 

tXFf 2.2 XIN to FCLK F.E. Delay 20% Vcc on XIN F.E. 6 31 6 29 6 29 ns 
to FCLK F.E. 

txcr 2.2 XIN to CTTL R.E. Delay 80% Vcc on XIN R.E. 6 40 6 34 18 
toCTTLR.E. 

ns 

tXPr 2.2 XIN to PHil R.E. Delay 80% Vcc on XIN R.E. 6 40 6 32 18 
to PHil R.E. 

ns 

tFCr 2.2 FCLK to CTTL R.E. Delay FCLK R.E. to CTTL R.E. 0 10 0 6 0 6 ns 

tFCf 2.2 FCLK to CTTL F.E. Delay FCLK R.E. to CTTL F.E. -1 6 -1 4 -1 4 ns 

tFPr 2.3 FCLK to PHil R.E. Delay FCLK R.E. to PHil R.E. -1 6 -1 4 -1 4 ns 

tFPf 2.3 FCLK to PHil F.E. Delay FCLK R.E. to PHil F.E. -5 4 -5 2 -5 2 ns 

tFh 2.3 FCLK High Time At 85% Vec on FCLK 0.25 tcp 0.25 tep 0.25 tcp 0.25 tep 0.25 tcp 0.25 tcp 
with Crystal (Both Edges) -7 ns +7 ns -5 ns +5 ns -5 ns +5 ns 

tpCf 2.3 PHI2 R.E.to CTTL PHI2 R.E. to CTTL F.E. -3 6 -3 4 -3 3 F.E. Delay ns 

tCTh 2.3 CTTL High Time At 85% Vcc on CTTL 0.5 tcp 0.5tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5 tcp 
(Both Edges) -14ns +2 ns -12 ns + 1 ns -10 ns + 1 ns 

Note 1: tXGr, tFCr, tFCf, tpCf, teTh are measured with 100 pF load on CTTL. 

Note 2: PHI1 and PHI2 are interchangeable for the following parameters: tcp, tCLh. tell, tCLw. telR, tCLF, tnOVL, tXPr, tFPr, tFPf. 
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2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

2.4.3 Timing Tables (Continued) 

Symbol Figure Description Reference/Conditions 

CTTl TIMING (Cl = 50 pF) 

tpcr 2.3 PHil to CTTL R.E. Delay PHil R.E. to CTTL R.E. 

tCTA 2.3 CTTL Rise Time 10% to 90% Vcc 
onCTTLR.E. 

teTF 2.3 CTTL Fall Time 90% to 10% Vec 
onCTTL F.E. 

CTTl TIMING (Cl = 100 pF) 

tpcr 2.3 PHil to CTTL R.E. Delay PHil R.E. to CTTL R.E. 

tCTA 2.3 CTTL Rise Time 10% to 90% Vcc 
onCTTLR.E. 

tcTF 2.3 CTTL Fall Time 90% to 10% Vcc 
on CTTL F.E. 

CONTROL INPUTS (RST1, RSTO, ADS, ODIN) TIMING 

tASTr 2.4 RSTO R.E. Delay After PHil R.E. 

tRSTs 2.4 RST1 Setup Time Before PH 11 R. E. 

tADs 2.4 ADS Setup Time Before PHI1 R.E. 

tADw 2.4 ADS Pulse Width ADS L.E. to ADS T.E. 

tDDs 2.4 DDIN Setup Time Before PHil R.E. 

CONTROL OUTPUTS (TSD, RD, WR, DBE & RWEN/SYNC) TIMING 

tTf 2.5 TSO L. E. Delay After PHil R.E. 

tTr 2.5 TSO T.E. Delay After PHil R.E. 

tAWf(F) 2.5 RD/WR L.E. Delay (Fast Cycle) After PHil R.E. 

tAWf(S) 2.6 RD/WR L.E. Delay After PHil R.E. 
(Peripheral Cycle) 

tAWr 2.5/6 RD/WR T.E. Delay After PHil R.E. 

tDBf(W) 2.5/6 DBE L.E. Delay (Write Cycle) After PHil R.E. 

tDBf(A) 2.5/6 DBE L.E. Delay (Read Cycle) After PHI2 R.E. 

tDBr 2.5/6 DBE T.E. Delay After PHI2 R.E. 

tpLZ 2.7 RD,wR Low Level to TRI·STATE After RWEN/SYNC R.E. 

tpHZ 2.7 RD,wR High Level to TRI-STATE After RWEN/SYNC R.E. 

tpZL 2.7 RD,WR TRI-STATE to Low Level After RWEN/SYNC F.E. 

tpZH 2.7 RD,wR TRI-STATE to High Level After RWEN/SYNC F.E. 

WAIT STATES & CYCLE HOLD (CWAIT, WAITn, PER & ROY) TIMING 

tCWs(H) 2.8 CWAIT Setup Time (Cycle Hold) Before PHil R.E. 

teWh(H) 2.8 CWAIT Hold Time (Cycle Hold) After PHil R.E. 

tCWs(W) 2.8/9 CWAIT Setup Time (Wait States) Before PHI2 R.E. 

tCWh(W) 2.9 CWAIT Hold Time (Wait States) After PHI2 R.E. 

tws 2.9 WAITn Setup Time Before PHI2 R.E. 

tWh 2.9 WAITn Hold Time After PHI2 R.E. 

tps 2.10 PER Setup Time Before PHil R.E. 

tph 2.10 PER Hold Time After PHil R.E. 

tAd 2.8/9/10 RDYDelay After PHI2 R.E. 

SYNCHRONIZATION (SYNC) TIMING 

tSys 2.11 SYNC Setup Time Before XI N R. E. 

tSyh 2.11 SYNC Hold Time After XIN R.E. 

tcs 2.11 CTTL/SYNC Inversion Delay CTTL (master) to 
RWEN/SYNC (slave) 

4-20 

NS32C201·6 NS32C20 1·1 0 NS32C201·15 
Units 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

-2 7 -2 5 -2 2 ns 

6 5 3 ns 

6 5 3 ns 

-2 8 -2 6 3 ns 

8 7 5 ns 

7 7 5 ns 

25 21 10 ns 

15 15 10 

35 30 20 ns 

25 25 20 ns 

10 10 10 ns 

15 12 6 ns 

20 18 10 ns 

50 35 21 ns 

30 25 15 ns 

25 25 15 ns 

28 28 15 ns 

25 21 11 ns 

23 23 20 ns 

20 20 15 ns 

20 20 15 ns 

25 25 18 ns 

25 25 18 ns 

35 30 20 ns 

0 0 0 ns 

10 10 6 ns 

20 20 15 ns 

7 7 5 ns 

25 20 15 ns 

0 0 0 ns 

30 30 30 ns 

30 25 12 ns 

6 6 6 ns 

3 0 0 ns 

15 10 7 ns 



2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

2.4.4 Timing Diagrams 

FCLK 

CTTL 

PHil 

PHI2 

FIGURE 2-2. Clock Signals (a) 

XIN 

FCLK 

PHil 

PHI2 

cm 

FIGURE 2-3. Clock Signals (b) 

T1 
PHil 

RSTI 

RSTO 

ADS 

ODIN 

FIGURE 2-4. Control Inputs 
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2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

PH11 

PH12 

TSO 

WR 

iiii 

OBE 

T1 T2 T3 T4 

PHil 

PHI2 

Rii--+------h. 
WR 

TLlEE/8524-24 

FIGURE 2-5. Control Outputs (Fast Cycle) 

T1 T2 TOO T01 T02 T03 104 T3 T4 

tRWfIS) tRW, 

tOBfIR) tOB, 
----1..,-.., 

tOBf(W) 
I I 

FIGURE 2-6. Control Outputs (Peripheral Cycle) 

FIGURE 2-7. Control Outputs (TRI-STATE Timing) 
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2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

T1 TH' (FIRST) THn (LAST) 

PHI' 

PHI2 

ROY 

FIGURE 2-8. Cycle Hold 

T1 T2 TCW OR TWn 

PHI' 

PHI2 

CWAIT 

WAITn 

ROY 

FIGURE 2-9. Wait State (Fast Cycle) 

T1 T2 TOO TO' T02 TCW OR TW n T03 

PHI' 

PHI2 

CWAIT ---++-+-+---+---t" 
OR 

WAITn 

PER 

ROY 

FIGURE 2-10. Wait State (Peripheral Cycle) 
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2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

CTTL 

RWEN/SYNC 

FCLK 

TLlEE/8S24-30 

FIGURE 2-11. Synchronization Timing 
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1.0 Functional Description 
1.1 POWER AND GROUNDING 

The NS32201 requires a single + 5V power supply, applied 
to pin 24 (Vee). See D.C. Electrical Characteristics. The 
Logic Ground on pin 12 (GND), is the common pin for the 
TCU. 

A 0.1 ILf, ceramic decoupling capacitor must be connected 
across Vee and GND, as close to the TCU as possible. 

1.2 CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR CHARACTERISTICS 

The NS32201 has a "Pierce"-type oscillator. Connections 
of the crystal and bias components to XIN and XOUT are 
shown in Figure 1-1. It is important that the crystal and the 
RC components be mounted in close proximity to the XIN, 
XOUT and Vee pins to keep printed circuit trace lengths to 
an absolute minimum. 

Typical Crystal Specifications: 

Type ........................................... At-Cut 

Tolerance .............................. 0.005% at 25"C 

Stability .......................... 0.01 % from 0" to 70"C 

Resonance ........................ Fundamental parallel 

Capacitance .................................... 20 pF 

Maximum Series Resistance ........................ 50n 

l vce CRYSTAL 

4 30PF 
FREQUENCY R loon 

XOUT (MHz) (OHM) 
(14) 

CJ 6-12 470 

T 12-18 220 
XIN 18-24 100 (13) 

24-30 47 
TL/EE/5590-3 

FIGURE 1-1. Crystal Connection Diagram 

1.3 CLOCKS 

The NS32201 TCU has four clock output pins. The PHI1 
and PHI2 clocks are required by the Series 32000 CPUs. 
These clocks are non-overlapping as shown in Figure 1-2. 

Each rising edge of PHI1 defines a transition in the timing 
state of the CPU. 

PHil 

PHI2 

As the TCU generates the various clock signals with very 
short transition timings, it is recommended that the conduc
tors carrying PHI1 and PHI2 be kept as short as possible. It 

is also recommended that only the Series 32000 CPU and, if 
used, the MMU (Memory Management Unit) be connected 
to the PHI1 and PHI2 clocks. In addition to the CPU and 
MMU, 25 pF ceramic capacitors from these pins to ground 
are recommended as they provide a beUer VOH on the out
puts. These capacitors should be mounted close to the TCU 
to minimize trace inductances. 

CTTL is a TTL compatible clock signal which runs at the 
same frequency as PH 11 and is closely balanced with it. 
CTTL is intended for driving TTL loads. 

FCLK is also a TTL compatible clock, running at the fre
quency of XIN input. This clock is also intended for driving 
TTL loads and has a frequency that is twice the CTTL clock 
frequency. The exact phase relationship between PHI1, 
PHI2, CTTL and FLCK can be found in Section 2. 

1.4 RESETTING 

The NS32201 TCU provides circuitry to meet the reset re
quirements of the Series 32000 CPUs. If the Reset Input 
line, RSTI is pulled low, the TCU asserts RSTO which resets 
the Series 32000 CPU. This Reset Output may also be used 
as a system reset signal. Figure 1-38 illustrates the reset 
connections for a non Memory-Managed system. Figure 1-
3b illustrates the reset connections for a Memory-Managed 
system. 

1.5 SYNCHRONIZING TWO OR MORE TCUs 

During reset, (when RSTO is low), one or more TCUs can 
be synchronized with a reference (Master) TCU. The 
RWEN/SYNC input to the slave TCU(s) is used for synchro
nization. The Slave TCU samples the RWEN/SYNC input 
on the rising edge of FCLK when RSTO is low and CTTL is 
high (see Figure 1-5). If RWEN/SYNC is sampled high, the 
phase of CTTL of the Slave TCU is shifted by one XIN clock 
cycle. 

Two possible circuits for TCU synchronization are illustrated 
in Figures 1-48 and 1-4b. It should be noted that when 
RWEN/SYNC is high, the RD and WR signals will be TRI
STATE on the slave TCU. 

NON·OVERLAPPING 
TiMES 

TL/EE/5590-4 

FIGURE 1.2. PHI1 and PHI2 Clock Signals 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

Vee 

,..------------ ., 
I , 

NS32201 
TCU 

NS32016 
CPU 

! RESET J>--+i_+-....,._+-_-+.....,~ ____ _I RSTI RSTO I----~-----l FiSr/A"BT 

! I L. _____________ .J 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTIONAL, 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAL) 

2: 50IJ.sec 

SYSTEM RESET 

FIGURE 1-3a. Recommended Reset Connections (Non Memory-Managed System) 

Vee 

r------------..., 
I , 

NS32201 
TCU 

NS32082 
MMU 

NS32018 
CPU 

I , 

t AESET l>--+'-+---,-+---t-"r-----i RSTI RSTo 
! , L _____________ .J 

EXTERNAL RESET 
(OPTIONAL) 

RESET SWITCH 
(OPTIONAL) 

:;:?: 50 I,sec 

FIGURE 1-3b. Recommended Reset Connections (Memory-Managed System) 

RWEN/SYNC_ 

( MUST BE lOW ) MASTER 
DURING RESET XIN TCU cm 

SLAVE 

EXT~~~~~ _",,,,":XI,:-N t> TCU 
RWEN/SYNC 

TL/EE/5590-7 

FIGURE 1-4a. Slave TCU does not use 
RWEN during Normal Operation 

RWEN/SYNC--.... r---, 
( MUST BE lOW ) 

DURING RESET 

RWEN>--+------~~~--~ 

8 RWEN/SYNC 

FIGURE 1-4b. Slave TCU Uses 
Both SYNC and RWEN 

TLlEE/5590-5 

TLlEE/5590-6 

TL/EE/5590-B 

Note: When two or more Teus are to be synchronized, the XIN of all the reus should be connected to an external clock source. For details on the external clock, 
see Switching Characteristics in Section 2. 

FCLK 

I CTTl(S,\I-___ -' \ PHASE CHANGE I \ I 
j I 

RWmISYNC I \ I \ I '--
RfI ~~ ____________________________________________________ ___ 

\~--------------------------------------
TLlEE/5590-9 

FIGURE 1-5. Synchronizing Two TCUs 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

ASTO~LO~W~-----------------------------------------------------------------------

FCLK 

AWEN/SYNC / ___ -J \~--------------------------------------
CTTLISI~ / \'-------Jr 

TL/EE/5590-10 

FIGURE 1-6. Synchronizing one TCU to an External Pulse 

In addition to synchronizing two or more TCUs, the RWENI 
SYNC input can be used to '"fix" the phase of one TCU to 
an external pulse. The pulse to be used must be high for 
only one rising edge of FCLK. Independent of CTTL's state 
at the FCLK rising edge, its state following the next FCLK 
rising edge should be low. Figure 1-6 shows the timing of 
this sequence. 

1.6 BUS CYCLES 

In addition to providing all the necessary clock signals, the 
NS32201 TCU provides bus control signals to the system. 
The TCU senses the ADS signal from the CPU or MMU to 
start a bus cycle. The DDIN input signal is also sampled to 

CPU STATES 
TCU STATES 

PHI1 

ADS 

TSD 

DDIN 

ViR 

j\lj 

OBE 

ADY 

T1 
T1 

T2 
T2 

HIGH 

T3 
T3 

T4 
T4 

FIGURE 1-7. Basic TCU Cycle (Fast Cycle) 
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determine whether a Read or Write cycle is to be generated. 
In addition to RD and WR, other signals are provided: DBE 
and TSO. DBE is used to enable data buffers. The leading 
edge of DBE is delayed a half clock period during Read 
cycles to avoid bus conflicts between data buffers and ei
ther the CPU or the MMU. This is shown in Figure 1-7. 

The Timing State Output (TSO) is a general purpose signal 
that may be used by external logic for synchronizing to a 
System cycle. TSO is activated at the beginning of state T2 
and returns to the high level at the beginning of state T 4 of 
the CPU cycle. TSO can be used to gate the CWAIT signal 
when continuous waits are required. Another application of 
TSO is the control of interface circuitry for dynamic RAMs. 

TLlEE/5590-11 

Notes: 

1. The CPU and TCU view some tim~ 
ing states (T·states) differently. 
For clarity, references to T·states 
will sometimes be followed by 
(TCU) or (CPU). (CPU) also im· 
plies (MMU). 

2. Arrows indicate when the TCU 
samples the input. 

3. RWEN is assumed low (AD and 
WR enabled) unless specified dif
ferently. 

4. For clarity, T-states for both the 
TCU and CPU are shown above 
the diagrams. (See Note 1.) 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

1.7 BUS CYCLE EXTENSION 

The NS32201 TCU uses the Wait input signals to extend 
normal bus cycles. A normal bus cycle consists of four PHil 
clock cycles. Whenever one or more Wait inputs to the TCU 
are activated, a bus cycle is extended by at least one PHil 
clock cycle. The purpose is to allow the CPU to access slow 
memories or peripherals. The TCU responds to the Wait 
signals by pulling the RDY signal low as long as Wait States 
are to be inserted in the Bus cycle . 

CPU STATES Tl T2 

TCU STATES T1 T2 

PHil 

There are three basic cycle extension modes provided by 
the TCU, as described below. 

1.7.1 Normal Wait States 

This is a normal Wait State insertion mode. It is initiated by 
pulling CWAIT or any of the WAITn lines low in the middle of 
T2. Figure 1-8 shows the timing diagram of a bus cycle 
when CWAIT is sampled high at the end of T1 and low in the 
middle of T2. 

T3 ......... T3 T3 T4 

TCW •••••• TCW T3 T4 

TLlEE/5590-12 

FIGURE 1-8. Wait State Insertion Using CWAIT (Fast Cycle) 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

The ROY signal goes low during T2 and remains low until 
CWAIT is sampled high by the TCU. ROY is pulled high by 
the TCU during the same PHI1 cycle in which the CWAIT 
line is sampled high. 

If any of the WAITn signals are sampled low during T2 and 

CPU STATES T1 T2 T3 

TCU STATES T1 T2 TW1 

CWAIT is high during the entire bus cycle, then the ROY line 
goes low for 1 to 15 clock cycles, depending on the binary 
weighted value of WAITn. If, for example, WAIT1 and 
WAIT4 are sampled low, then five wait states will be insert
ed. This is shown in Figure 1-9. 

T3 .......... T3 T3 T4 

TW2 ....... TWn T3 T4 

TLlEE/5590-13 

FIGURE 1-9. Wait State Insertion Using WAITn (Fast Cycle) 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

1.7.2 Peripheral Cycle 

This cycle is entered when the PER signal line is sampled 
low at the beginning of T2. The TCU adds five wait states 
identified as TOO-T04 into a normal bus cycle. The RO and 
WR signals are also re-shaped so the setup and hold times 

CPU STATES 

TCU STATES 

PHil 

T1 

T1 

T2 

T2 

T3 

TOO 

T3 

TOl 

for address and data will be increased. 

This may be necessary when slower peripherals must be 
accessed. 

Figure 1-10 shows the timing diagram of a peripheral cycle. 

T3 

T02 

T3 

TD3 

T3 

T04 

T3 

T3 

T4 

T4 

TL/EE/5590-14 

FIGURE 1·10. Peripheral Cycle 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

1.7.3 Cycle Hold 

If the CWAIT input is sampled low at the end of state Tl, the 
TCU will go into cycle hold mode and stay in this mode for 
as long as CWAIT is kept low. During this mode the control 
signals RD, WR, TSO and DBE are kept inactive; ROY is 

CPU STATES T1 T2 T3 

TCU STATES T1 TH ....... TH 

PHil 

pulled low, thus causing wait states to be inserted into the 
bus cycle. The cycle hold feature can be used in applica· 
tions involving dynamic RAMs. A timing diagram showing 
the cycle hold feature is shown in Figure ,-". 

T3 T3 T4 

T2 T3 T4 

TL/EE/5590-15 

FIGURE 1-11. Cycle Hold Timing Diagram 

1.8 BUS CYCLE EXTENSION COMBINATIONS 

Any combination of the TCU input signals used for extend
ing a bus cycle can be activated at one time. The TCU will 
honor all of the requests according to a certain priority 
scheme. A cycle hold request is assigned top priority. It fol
lows a peripheral cycle request, and then CWAIT and 
WAITn respectively. 

If, for example, all the input signals CWAIT, PER and WAITn 
are asserted at the beginning of the cycle, the TCU will en
ter the cycle hold mode. As soon as CWAIT goes high, the 
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input signal PER is sampled to determine whether a periph
eral cycle is requested. 

Next, the TCU samples CWAIT again and WAITn to check 
whether additional wait states have to be inserted into the 
bus cycle. This sampling point depends on whether PER 
was sampled high or low. If PER was sampled high, then the 
sampling point will be in the middle of the TCU state T2, 
(Figure 1-14), otherwise it will occur three clock cycles later 
(Figure 1-15). Figures 1-12 to 1-15 show the timing dia
grams for different combinations of cycle extensions. 
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CWAIT 

WAITI 

WAIT2 

WAIT4 
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sampled 15" 10" 

RDY 
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FIGURE 1-12. Fast Cycle With 12 Walt States 
(2 CWAIT and WAIT10) (Read Cycle) 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

CPU STATES T1 

TCU STATES 11 

PHI1 

ADS 

TSO 

WR 

RD 

DBE 

PER 

eWAIT 

WAIT! 

WAIT2 

WAIT4 

WAITS 

WAIT. 
value 

sampled 

ROY 

T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 ........ T3 

T2 TOO TD1 TD2 Tew TW1 TW5 

HIGH 

LOW 

HIGH 

LOW 

HIGH 

0101, 
5" 

FIGURE 1-13. Peripheral Cycle With Six Wait States 
(1 CWAIT and WAITS) (Write Cycle) 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

CPU STATES 

Teu STATES 

PHil 

TSO 

Wii 

Rii 

OBE 

PER 

eWAIT 

WAITl 

WAIT2 

WAIT4 

WAITS 

WAITo 

ROY 

Tl 

T1 

T2 

TH 

T3 

TH 

HIGH 

LOW 

HIGH 

HIGH 

T3 

12 

T3 

Tew 

T3 

TW1 

T3 

TW2 

FIGURE 1-14. Cycle Hold With Three Walt States 
(1 CWAIT and WAIT2) (Read Cycle) 
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1.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

CPU STATES T1 T2 T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T3 T4 

TCU STATES T1 TH TH T2 TOO TDl TD2 T03 TD4 T3 T4 

TL/EE/5590-19 

FIGURE 1·15. Cycle Hold of a Peripheral Cycle 

1.9 OVERRIDING WAITn Wait STATES 

The TCU handles the WAITn Wait States by means of an 
internal counter that is reloaded with the binary value corre
sponding to the state of the WAITn inputs each time CWAIT 
is sampled low, and is decremented when CWAIT is high. 

This allows to either extend a bus cycle of a predefined 
number of clock cycles, or prematurely terminate it. To ter-
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minate a bus cycle, for example, CWAIT must be asserted 
for at least one clock cycle, and the WAITn inputs must be 
forced to their inactive state. 

At least one wait state is always inserted when using this 
procedure as a result of CWAIT being sampled low. Figure 
1-16 shows the timing diagram of a prematurely terminated 
bus cycle where eleven wait states were being inserted. 
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FIGURE 1·16. Overriding WAITn Wait States 
(Write Cycle) 
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2.0 Device Specifications 
2.1 NS32201 PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

The following is a description of all NS32201 pins. The de
scriptions reference portions of the Functional Description, 
Chapter 2. 

2.1.1 SUPPLIES 

Power (Vee): + 5V positive supply. Sec. 1.1. 

Ground (GND): Power supply return. Sec. 1 .1. 

2.1.2 INPUT SIGNALS 

Reset Input (RSTI): Active low. Schmitt triggered, asyn
chronous signal used to generate a system reset. Sec. 1.4. 

Address Strobe (ADS): Active low. Identifies the first timing 
state (T1) of a bus cycle. 

Data Direction Input (ODIN): Active low. Indicates the di
rection of the data transfer during a bus cycle. Implies a 
Read when low and a Write when high. 

Read/Write Enable and Synchronization (RWEN/ 
SYNC): TRI-STATE® the RD and the WR outputs when high 
and enables them when low. Also used to synchronize the 
phase of the TCU clock signals, when two or more TCUs 
are used. Sec. 1.5. 

Crystal or External Clock Source (XIN): Input from a crys
tal or an external clock source. Sec. 1.3. 

Continuous Walt (CWAIT): Active low. Initiates a continu
ous wait if sampled low in the middle of T2 during a fast 
cycle, or in the middle of TD2 during a peripheral cycle. If 
CWAIT is low at the end of T1, it initiates a Cycle Hold. Sec. 
1.7.1. 

Four-Bit Walt State Inputs (WAin, WAIT2, WAIT4 and 
WAITS): Active low. These inputs, (collectively called 
WAITn), allow from zero to fifteen wait states to be speci
fied. They are binary weighted. Sec. 1.7.1. 

Peripheral Cycle (PER): Active low. If active, causes the 
TCU to insert five wait states into a normal bus cycle. It also 
causes the Read and Write signals to be re-shaped to meet 
the setup and hold timing requirement of slower MaS pe
ripherals. Sec. 1.7.2. 
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2.1.3 OUTPUT SIGNALS 

Reset Output (RSTO): Active low. This signal becomes ac
tive when RSTI is low, initiating a system reset. RSTO goes 
high on the first rising edge of PHI1 after RSTI goes high. 
Sec. 1.4. 

Read Strobe (RD): (TRI-STATE) Active low. Identifies a 
Read cycle. It is decoded from ODIN and TRI-STATE by 
RWEN/SYNC. Sec. 1.6. 

Write Strobe (WR): (TRI-STATE) Active low. Identifies a 
Write cycle. It is decoded from ODIN and TRI-STATE by 
RWEN/SYNC. Sec. 1.6. 

NOTE: RD and WR are mutually exclusive in any cycle. 
Hence they are never low at the same time. 

Data Buffer Enable (DB E): Active low. This signal is used 
to control the data bus buffers. It is low when the data buff
ers are to be enabled. Sec. 1.6. 

Timing State Output (TSO): Active low. The falling edge of 
TSO signals the beginning of state T2 of a bus cycle. The 
rising edge of TSO signals the beginning of state T 4. Sec. 
1.6. 

Ready (ROY): Active high. This signal will go low and re
main low as long as wait states are to be inserted in a bus 
cycle. It is normally connected to the ROY input of the CPU. 
Sec. 1.7. 

Fast Clock (FCLK): This is a TTL level clock running at the 
same frequency as the crystal or the external source. Its 
frequency is twice that of the CPU clocks. Sec. 1.3. 

CPU Clocks (PHil and PHI2): These outputs provide the 
Series 32000 CPU with two phase, non-overlapping clock 
signals. Their frequency is half that of the crystal or external 
source. Sec. 1.3. 

TTL System Clock (CTTL): This is a TTL compatible ver
sion of the PHI1 clock. Hence, it operates at the CPU clock 
frequency. Sec. 1.3. 

Crystal Output (XOUT): This line is used as the return path 
for the crystal (if used). It must be left open when an exter
nal clock source is used to drive XIN. Sec. 1.2. 
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2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

2.2 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (Note 1) Note: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond 

Supply Voltage 7V 
which permament damage may occur. Continuous opera-
tion at these limits is not intended, operation should be limit-

Input Voltages -1 to +5.5V ed to those conditions specified under £/ectrial Characteris-
Output Voltages -1 to +5.5V tics. 

Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.) 300'C 

Continuous Power Dissipation at 25'C 
Free-Air (Note 1) 

Cavity Package 3030mW 
Molded Package 2840mW 

2.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA = 0' to +70'C, Vcc = 5V ±5%, GND=OV 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIL Input Low Voltage All Inputs Except RSTI & XIN 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage All Inputs Except RSTI & XIN 2 V 

VT+ RSTI Rising Threshold 
0.50 Vee 0.60 Vee 0.70 Vee V 

Voltage 

VHYS RSTI Hysteresis Voltage 0.10 Vee 0.20 Vee 0.25 Vee V 

VIX XIN Input Threshold 
0.40 Vee 0.5 Vee 0.60Vec V 

Voltage 

IIX XIN Input Load 
0.5V s: VIN s: 4.5V ±500 fLA Current 

IlL Input Low Current VIN = 0.5V Except XIN -500 fLA 

IIH Input High Current VIN = 5.25V Except XIN 50 fLA 

VOL Output Low Voltage PHil & PHI2 1= 1 mA -0.5 0.3 

All Other Outputs Except V 

XOUT 1= 20mA 
0.5 

VOH Output High Voltage PHil &PHI2 1= -1 mA Vee- 0.3 

All Other Outputs Except V 

XOUT 1= -1 mA 
2.4 

IO(off) Output Leakage Current O.4V s: VOUT s: Vcc ±50 fLA On RDand WR 

VCLAMP Input Clamp Voltage IIN= -18 mA ExceptXIN -0.7 -1.2 V 

Icc Supply Current fXIN = 20 MHz 180 260 mA 

Note 1: For operation over 25"C free-air temperature, for cavity package, derate linearly to 2121 mW at 70"C at the rate of 20.2 mwrc, and for molded package, 
derate linearly to 1818 mW at 70'C at the rate of 22.7 mW/,C. 

Nole 2: All typical values are for V cc ~ 5V and T A ~ 25'C. 

Connection Diagram 
Dual-In-Line Package 

iIiE-~-'lCC 
RWEN/SYNC - 2 23 -1'Eil 

!Iii-3 22 -CWAIT 

Wii_4 21 _WAIT1 

DDIN- 5 20 _WAlT2 
Order Number NS32201D or AiiS-6 19 -WAIT4 

NS32201N 
RSTI- 7 18 -WAITB See NS Package Number D24C or 
RSTD- 8 17-fSO N24A 
RDY- 9 16 -CTTL 

PHI2- 10 15 -FCLK 

PHI1- 11 14 -XOUT 

GND- 12 13 -XIN 

TL/EE/5590-1 
Top View 

FIGURE 2-1 
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2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

2.4 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS ABBREVIATIONS 

2.4.1 Definitions L.E.-Leading Edge 

All the timing specifications given in this section refer to T.E.-Trailing Edge 

2.0V on the rising or falling edges of the clock phases PHI1 R.E.-Rising Edge 
or PHI2. and to O.BV or 2.0V on all TTL compatible signals. F.E.-Falling Edge 
unless specifically stated otherwise. 

2.4.2 Output Load Circuits (Notes 1. 2. 3) 

vee vee 
280Q 1k 

vee L .... ..... 
TO OUTPUi 1 ... ~ 

~ TO OUTPUi 1 ... ~, 
4.7k UNDER TEST - UNDER TEST -

rL 

~~ rSPF 

1k ~,. 

TO OUTPUT :l 
UNDER TEST "'P( 4.7k V V 

200pF ..; 

':" 
':" ':" 

TL/EE/5590-21 TLlEE/5590-22 TL/EE/5590-23 

LOAD 1 LOAD 2 LOAD 3 

Note 1: Unless otherwise specified, the timing measurements are taken with the output pins in the following conditions. 

Load 1 PHil and PHI2 
Load 2 CL ~ 50 pF ali TTL outputs 

CL ~ 100 pF only CTTL 
Load 3 Ri5 and WR for TRI-STATE measurements only. 

Note 2: Load Capacitance includes probe and jig capacitance. 

Note 3: All diodes are 1N914 or equivalent. 

2.4_3 Timing Tables 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32201-6 NS32201-8 NS32201-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

CLOCK-SIGNALS (XIN, FCLK, PHil & PHI2) TIMING (Note 3) 

tcp 2.2 Clock Period PHI1 R.E. to Next PHI1 R.E. 160 120 100 ns 

tCLh 2.2 Clock High Time At Vcc -0.9Von PHil. PHI2 0.5 Icp 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5tcp 0.5 tcp 
(Both Edges) -17 ns -7 ns -16 ns -7 ns -15 ns -7 ns 

tCLI 2.2 Clock Low Time At O.BV on PHil. PHI2 
0.5 tcp 

0.5 tcp 
0.5 tcp 

0.5 tcp 
0.5tcp 

0.5tcp 
(Both Edges) + 12 ns +11 ns + 10 ns 

tCLw(1.2) 2.2 Clock Pulse Width At 2.0V on PHil. PHI2 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5tcp 0.5 tcp 
(Both Edges) -14 ns -4ns -12 ns -4ns -10 ns -4ns 

tCLwas 
PHil. PHI2 Asymmetry 

At 2.0V on PHil. PHI2 -5 5 -5 5 -5 5 ns 
(tCLW1) - tCLW(2) 

tCLR 2.2 Clock Rise Time 0.8VtoVcc -0.9V 
9 B 7 ns 

on PHil. PHI2 R.E. 

tCLF 2.2 Clock Fall Time Vcc -0.9V to O.BV 7 7 7 ns 
on PHil. PHI2 F.E. 

tnOVL(1.2) 2.2 Clock Nonoverlap Time O.BV on PHil. PHI2 F.E. to 
0 5 0 5 0 5 ns 

O.BV on PHI2. PHil R.E. 

tnOVLas 
Non-Overlap Asymmetry At O.BV on PHil, PHI2 -4 4 -4 4 -4 4 ns 
(tnOVL(l) - tnOVL(2» 

tXIR 2.3 XIN Rise Time 1.5V to Vcc -1.5V on XIN R.E. 15 11 9 ns 

tXIF 2.3 XIN Fall Time Vcc -1.5Vtol.5VonXINF.E. 15 11 9 ns 

tXh 2.2 XIN High Time 2.5V on XIN R.E. to 25 20 16 ns 
(External Input) 2.5V on XIN F.E. 
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2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

2.4 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

2.4.3 Timing Tables 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions NS32201-6 NS32201-8 

Min Max Min Max 

tXI 2.2 XIN Low Time 2.5V on XIN F.E. to 25 20 
(External Input) 2.5V on XIN R.E. 

tXFr 2.2 XIN to FCLK R.E. Delay 2.5V on XIN R.E. to FCLK R.E. 15 29 15 2B 

tXF! 2.2 XIN to FCLK F.E. Delay 2.5V on XIN F.E. to FCLK F.E. 15 29 15 2B 

tXCr 2.2 XIN to CTTL R.E. Delay 2.5V on XIN R.E. to CTTL R.E. 24 40 24 39 

IXPr 2.2 XIN to PHil R.E. Delay 2.5V on XIN R.E. 10 PHil R.E. 21 40 21 37 

IFCR 2.3 FCLK Rise Time O.BV 10 2.0V on FCLK R.E. 12 9 

tFCF 2.3 FCLK Fall Time 2.0V to O.BV on FCLK F.E. 12 9 

tFCr 2.2 FCLK to CTTL R.E. Delay FCLK R.E. to CTTL R.E. 5 17 5 16 

tFC! 2.2 FCLK to CTTL F.E. Delay FCLK R.E. to CTTL F.E. 5 17 5 16 

tFPr 2.3 FCLK to PHil R.E. Delay FCLK R.E. to PHil R.E. 2 17 2 13 

tFP! 2.3 FCLK to PHil F.E. Delay FCLK R.E. to PHil F.E. -4 B -4 6 

tFw 2.3 FCLK High Time At 2.0V on FCLK (Both Edges) 0.25 tcp 0.25 tcp 0.25 tcp 0.25 tcp 
with Crystal -7ns +7ns -6ns +6 ns 

tpC! 2.3 PHI2 R.E.to CTTL PHI2 R.E. to CTTL F.E. -B 12 -7 11 
F.E. Delay 

tCTw 2.3 CTTL High Time At 2.0V on CTTL (Both Edges) 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp 
-B ns +B ns -B ns +Bns 

CTTL TIMING (CL = 50 pF) 

tPCr 2.4 PHil to CTTL R.E. Delay PHil R.E. to CTTL R.E. -2 7 -2 6 

tCTR 2.3 CTTL Rise Time O.BV to 2.0V on CTTL R.E. 6 6 

tCTF 2.3 CTTL Fall Time 2.0V to O.BV on CTTL F.E. 5 5 

Not. I: PHil and PHI2 ara interchangeable for the following parameters: tcp. tCLh. tCLI. tCLw. tCLR. tCLF. tnOVL. tXPr. tFPr. tFPf' 
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NS32201-10 Units 
Min Max 

16 ns 

15 27 ns 

15 27 ns 

24 35 ns 

21 32 ns 

7 ns 

7 ns 

5 15 ns 

5 15 ns 

2 10 ns 

-4 4 ns 

0.25 tcp 0.25 tcp 
-5 ns +5ns 

-6 10 ns 

0.5 tcp 
-7ns 

0.5 tcp 
+7ns 

-2 5 ns 

5 ns 

4 ns 



2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

2.4.3 Timing Tables (Continued) 

Name Figure Description Reference/Conditions 

CTTL TIMING (CL~ 100 pF) 

tpc, 2.3 PHil to CTTL R.E. Delay PHil R.E. to CTTL R.E. 

tCTA 2.3 CTTL Rise Time O.8V to 2.OV on CTTL R.E. 

tCTF 2.2 CTTL Fall Time 2.OV to 0.8V on CTTL F.E. 

CONTROL INPUTS (RST1, RSTO, ADS, ODIN) TIMING 

tRST, 2.4 RSTO R.E. Delay After PHil R.E. 

tRSTs 2.4 RSTI Setup Time Before PHil R.E. 

tAOs 2.4 ADS Setup Time Before PHil R.E. 

tAOw 2.4 ADS Pulse Width ADS L.E. to ADS T.E. 

tOOs 2.4 DDIN Setup Time Before PHil R.E. 

tOOh 2.4 DDIN Hold Time After PHil R.E. 

CONTROL OUTPUTS (TSD, RD, WR, DBE & RWEN/SYNC) TIMING 

tTl 2.5 TSO L.E. Delay After PHil R.E. 

tT, 2.5 TSO T.E. Delay After PHil R.E. 

tRWI(F) 2.5 RD/WR L.E. Delay (Fast Cycle) After PHil R.E. 

tRWI(S) 2.6 RD/WR L.E. Delay After PHil R.E. 
(Peripheral Cycle) 

tRW, 2.5/6 RD/WR T.E. Delay After PHil R.E. 

tOBI(W) 2.5/6 DBE L.E. Delay (Write Cycle) After PHil R.E. 

tOBI(R) 2.5/6 DBE L.E. Delay (Read Cycle) After PHI2 R.E. 

tOB, 2.5/6 DBE T.E. Delay After PHI2 R.E. 

tpLZ 2.7 RD,WR Low Level to TRI-STATE After RWEN/SYNC R.E. 

tpHZ 2.7 RD,WR High Level to TRI-STATE After RWEN/SYNC R.E. 

tpZL 2.7 RD,WR TRI-STATE to Low Level After RWEN/SYNC F.E. 
--

tpZH 2.7 RD,WR TRI-STATE to High Level After RWEN/SYNC F.E. 

WAIT STATES & CYCLE HOLD (CWAIT, WAITn, PER & ROY) TIMING 

tCWs(H) 2.8 CWAIT Setup Time (Cycle Hold) Before PHil R.E. 

tCWh(H) 2.8 CWAIT Hold Time (Cycle Hold) After PHil R.E. 

tcWs(W) 2.8/9 CWAIT Setup Time (Wait States) Before PHI2 R.E. 

tcWh(W) 2.9 CWAIT Hold Time (Wait States) After PHI2 R.E. 

tws 2.9 WAITn Setup Time Before PHI2 R.E. 

tWh 2.9 WAITn Hold Time After PHI2 R.E. 

tps 2.10 PER Setup Time Before PHil R.E. 

tph 2.10 PER Hold Time After PHil R.E. 

tRd 2.8/9/10 RDY Delay After PHI2 R.E. 

SYNCHRONIZATION (SYNC) TIMING 

tSys 2.11 SYNC Setup Time Before FCLK R.E. 

tSyh 2.11 SYNC Hold Time After FCLK R.E. 

tcs 2.11 CTTL/SYNC Inversion Delay CTTL (master) to 
RWEN/SYNC (slave) 
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NS32201-6 NS32201-8 

Min Max Min Max 

-2 8 -2 7 

8 8 

6 6 

25 20 

20 20 

30 28 

25 25 

10 10 

15 15 

12 11 

20 18 

50 40 

30 23 

25 23 

35 30 

30 23 

20 20 

20 20 

20 20 

25 23 

25 23 

35 30 

0 0 

13 12 

20 14 

5 5 

25 20 

0 0 

30 25 

30 26 

20 19 

3 2 

25 20 
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C) r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
..-c; 2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

~ 2.4.4 Timing Diagrams 
("I) 

en z ..... 
ep 
;; XIN 

N 
N 
("I) 

~ FCLK ..... 
<0 

I ..-
~ cm 
N 
("I) 

en z 
PHll 

PH12 

XIN 

FCLK 

PHil 

PHI2 

CTIL 

FIGURE 2·2. Clock Signals (a) 

FIGURE 2·3. Clock Signals (b) 
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2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

PHil 

PHI2 

TSO 

WR& 
lID 

ADS 

T1 

T1 

O.8V 

FIGURE 2-4. Control Inputs 

T2 T3 

FIGURE 2-5. Control Outputs (Fast Cycle) 
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2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

Tl T2 TOO TOI T02 T03 T04 T3 T4 

PHIl 

PH12 

Wii 

tRWIIS) tRWr 

loBr 
---- ----- ----- ----- ----- I ---"""'r.-.., 

tOBIIR) 

PH11 

PH12 

RoV 

toBIIW) 
I I 

FIGURE 2-6. Control Outputs (Peripheral Cycle) 

RWEN/SYNC 

_---"'1.5V 

Wii&Rii 

FIGURE 2-7. Control Outputs (TRI-STATE Timing) 

T1 THt IFIRST) THnILAST) 

CVCLE HOLD 

tRd 

FIGURE 2-8. Cycle Hold 
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2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

n T2 TCW OR TWn 

PHI' 

PHIZ 

CWAIT 

ROY 

FIGURE 2·9. Walt States (Fast Cycle) 

n T2 TOO TO' T02 TCWor TWn T03 

PHil 

PHIZ 

CWAIT ............ ~ .... ~ .... r-........ -+ ............ ~ 
-'lL 
WAITn 

PER 

ROY 

FIGURE 2·10. Walt States (Peripheral Cycle), 
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2.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

CTIL 11-------1 
RWEN/SYNC 
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FIGURE 2-11. Synchronization Timing 
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ADVANCED INFORMATION 

NS32301-10/NS32301-15 Timing Control Unit 

1.0 General Description 
The NS32301 Timing Control Unit (TCU) is a 28 pin device 
fabricated using an Advanced Low Power Schottky bipolar 
process. It provides a two phase clock, system control logic 
and cycle extension logic for the Series 32000® microproc
essor family. The TCU input clock can be provided by either 
a crystal or an external clock signal whose frequency is 
twice the system clock frequency. 

In addition to the two phase clock for the CPU and MMU 
(PHI1 and PHI2), the NS32301 TCU also provides a system 
clock for general system use (CTTL). CTTL is a TTL replica 
of the PHI1 clock. 

The system control logic and cycle extension logic make the 
TCU very attractive by providing extremely accurate bus 
control signals, and allowing extensive control over the bus 
cycle timing. 

The NS32301 provides all the essential functions found in 
the NS32201. It supports protocols in both 320XX and 
323XX series microprocessors. Nominal operating frequen
cy is increased to 15 MHz. Due to high switching currents 
and additional functions, the package and pin-out of the 
NS32301 are different from that of the NS32201. 

In order to accommodate new functions required for the 
support of the NS32332 CPU and mixed 320XX and 323XX 
protocols, the peripheral and fast clock functions are 
dropped from the NS32201 TCU. New features include 
burst access support and a dedicated synchronization pin. 

Connection Diagram 

2.0 Features 
• Oscillator at twice the CPU clock frequency 
• 2 phase full Vee swing high capacitance clock drivers 

(PHI1 and PHI2) 
• Provides all the essential functions in the NS3220 1-10 

TCU 
• Nominal operating frequency of 15 MHz with 10% 

guard band 
• Supports protocols in both 320XX and 323XX series 

microprocessors 

• NS32332 burst access support 
• Improved noise level at all outputs 
• TSO timing tightened to ease memory access 
• Dedicated synchronization input 
• 3-bit input (WAITn) allowing precise specification of 0 to 

7 wait states 
• Cycle HOLD for system arbitration and/or memory 

refresh 
• System timing (CTTL) and control (RD, WR, and DBE) 

outputs 
• General purpose Timing State Output (TSO) that identi

fies internal states 
• Provides "ready" outputs for the Series 32000 CPUs 
• Synchronous system reset generation from Schmitt trig

ger input 

• Single 5V power supply 
• 28-pin dual-in-line package 

Dual-In-Line Package 

- '--./ 
AOS- 1 28 I-PHII 
-
RSTI- 2 27 I-PHI2 
-
XTD- 3 26 rCTIL 

--
CWAIT- 4 25 t-REAOY 

XIN- 5 24 t-320ROY 

XOUT- 6 23 t-TSO 

Vee l - 7 22 I-RSTO 
NS32301 

GNOI - 8 21 '-GN02 

SYNC- 9 20 I- EXTCLK 
-
ODlN- 10 19 !-OBE 

WAin - 11 181-RD 
-- -
WAIT2- 12 17 -WR 
--
WAIT4- 13 161-GN03 

Vee2 - 14 151-BREQ 

TL/EE/8777-1 

Top View 
(Pin-Out Subject to Change) 
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3.0 Pin Descriptions 
3.1 SUPPLIES 

VCC1. +5V 

VCC2. +5V 

GND 1. Ground 

GND 2. Ground 

GND 3. Ground 

3.2 INPUT SIGNALS 

Reset Input (RSTI) Active low: Schmitt triggered, asyn
chronous signal used to generate the system reset. 

Address Strobe (ADS): Active low. Identifies the first cycle 
(T2/TMMU) of the three-cycle access timing. 

Synchronization Input (SYNC): This input is used to ac
cept an external clock synchronization signal from the mas
ter TCU during reset. Internal TCU logic samples this input 
and aligns the phase of its local clocks to that of the master 
TCU. During reset (RSTO active), the TCU samples this sig
nal at the rising edge of EXTCLK when CTTL is high. If the 
sampled value is low, the phase of CTTL, PHI1, and PHI2 of 
the slave TCU will be shifted by one EXTCLK clock cycle. If 
only one TCU is used in a system, the SYNC input should be 
tied high through a resistor. 

Burst Request Input (BREQ): Active low. Indicates the ac
tivation of a burst cycle. This signal is sampled at the falling 
edge of PHI1 in T4 of each access. If BREQ is sampled low, 
the TCU will enter the T3 - T 4 burst loop. Once inside the 
burst loop, BREQ will be sampled at the falling edge of each 
PHI1. If BREQ is is sampled high, the TCU will terminate the 
burst loop. 

Data Direction Input (ODIN): Indicates the direction of data 
transfer. Implies a read when low and a write when high. 

Crystal or External Clock Input (XIN): Input from a crystal. 

Continuous Wait Input (CWAIT): Active low. Indicates a 
continuous wait if sampled low at the beginning of T3. This 
signal is also sampled in mid T2/TMMU and a CYCLE 
HOLD is initiated if CWAIT is found active. 
Note: Activation of the CWAIT line in any cycle other than T2/TMMU and T3 

(including wait states) will be ignored by the TCU. 

Three·Blt Walt State Inputs (WAIT1, WAIT2, WAIT4): Ac
tive low. These inputs allow from zero to seven wait states 
to be inserted into an access. They are binary weighted and 
sampled at the rising edge of PHI1 in the first T3 and resam
pled at the rising edge of PHI1 in each T3 where CWAIT is 
low. 

Extend Input (XTD): Active low. This signal is sampled at 
the rising edge of PHI1 in the first T3 of an access. A low on 
this line will extend the duration of RD, WR, TSO, and DBE 
by one clock cycle. 

External Clock Input (EXTCLK): When an external clock 
source is used to drive the TCU, it should be connected to 
the EXTCLK input. In applications where a crystal is used, 
this input should be tied high through a resistor. 

3.3 OUTPUT SIGNALS 

Reset Output (RSTO): Active low. This signal becomes ac
tive when RSTI is low, initiating a reset. RSTO goes high on 
the first rising edge of PHI1 after RST1 goes high. 

Read Strobe (RD): Active low. Identifies a read cycle. It is 
decoded from DDIN. This signal will be extended by one 
clock cycle if XTD is active. During a burst access, RD will 
be activated between each T3 - T 4 burst pair (see section 
on burst support). 

4-50 

Write Strobe (WR): Active low. Identifies a write cycle. It is 
decoded from DDIN. This signal will be extended by one 
clock cycle if XTD is active. 

Data Buffer Enable (DB E): Active low. This signal is used 
to control the data bus buffers. It is low when the data buff
ers are to be enabled. DBE will be extended by one clock 
cycle if XTD is active. DBE is activated at the beginning of 
T3 in each access. Deactivation of DBE is controlled by the 
BREQ signal. BREQ is sampled at the falling edge of PHI1 
in T4. If BREQ is sampled inactive, DBE will return high after 
the rising edge of PHI2 in T4. If BREQ is sampled active, 
DBE will remain low until BREQ is deactivated (I.e., DBE will 
stay low throughout a burst access). 

Timing State Output (TSO): Active low. The falling edge of 
this signal marks the beginning of T3 while its rising edge 
marks the beginning of T 4. This signal will be extended by 
one clock cycle if XTD is active. TSO is also active between 
T3 and T4 in burst accesses. 

Ready (ROY): Active high. This signal stays low as long as 
wait states are inserted in the access. RDY goes high only 
during the last T3 of an access. 

320 Ready (320RDY): Active high. This ready signal is used 
by the NS32032 CPU and the NS32082 MMU. If no wait 
states are inserted in an access, 320RDY stays high. If wait 
states are introduced by WAITn or CWAIT, 320RDY will be 
pulled to a low level beginning at the middle of the first T3, 
or in the case of a cycle hold, in the middle of the first cycle 
hold time state. This signal will return to a high level at the 
middle of the last T3 state. 

PHI1 and PHI2: These two clocks provide the CPU with a 
two-phase, non-overlapping clock Signal. Their frequency is 
half that of the crystal or external clock source. 

TTL System Clock (CTTL): This is a 50% duty cycle TTL 
clock running at system frequency. The rising edge of CTTL 
is closely synchronized to the leading edge of the PHI1 
clock. 

Crystal Output (XOUT): This line is used as the return path 
of the crystal. 

4.0 Functional Description 
The NS32301 TCU is a three (3) cycle state machine. The 
basic states are: T2/TMMU - T3 - T4. Wait states are 
inserted as additional T3s. The last T3 is the time state 
where RDY goes high. The T2/TMMU state is entered 
whenever the ADS input is pulsed low. 

CWAIT is sampled at the falling edge of CTTL in the 
T2/TMMU state. The TCU enters the CYCLE HOLD mode 
and stays in this mode for as long as the sampled CWAIT 
value remains low. Cycle Hold states (TH) are inserted be
tween T2/TMMU and the first T3. 

If no cycle hold is detected, CWAIT is sampled at the rising 
edge of PHI1 in each T3 of a regular access. As long as 
CWAIT is sampled active, the TCU will continue to insert 
wait states by repeating T3. 

The XTD line is sampled at the rising edge of PHI1 in the 
first T3 of an access. A low on this line will extend the dura
tion of TSO, RD, WR, and DBE signals by one clock cycle. 
When the Extend function is active, a Tx state will be insert
ed between the last T3, and T 4. 



4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

The BREQ line is sampled at the falling edge of PHI1 in 
each T4. If this line is sampled low, a burst cycle is detect
ed. The TCU will complete T 4 normally and then loop be
tween states T3 and T 4. TSO will be activated at the begin
ning of T3 and released at the beginning of T 4 of each T3 -
T4 pair. While looping between T3 and T4 states, the BREQ 
line will be sampled at the falling edge of PH 11 in each T3 
and T 4. If the sampled BREQ signal is high, the NS32301 
will terminate its burst loop. 

The first T3 is in the time state where all access related 
signals are activated: 

• TSO 
• RD or WR 

• DBE 
• READY 

• 320RDY 

READY is a normally low signal. It goes high only during the 
T3 state. In accesses where wait states are inserted, 
READY will go high only during the last T3. 

320RDY is the ready signal used by the NS32032 CPU and 
the NS32082 MMU. If the TCU enters cycle hold, 320RDY 
will be asserted (low) in the middle of the first cycle hold 
time state (TH). If no wait states are inserted in the access 

after cycle hold is released, 320RDY will return high in the 
middle of T3. If one or more wait states are inserted, 
320RDY will remain low until the middle of the last T3 state. 
In accesses without cycle hold, if no wait states are inserted 
in the access, 320RDY will remain high. If one or more wait 
states are inserted, 320RDY will drop to a low level at the 
middle of the first T3 and return high at the middle of the last 
T3. 

DDIN is sampled at the rising edge of PHI1 in the first T3. Its 
sampled value controls the subsequent generation of either 
a read or a write signal. 

WAIT n are 3 negative true wait signals. The binary weighted 
value of the WAITn lines determines the number of pro
grammed wait states to be inserted into the access cycle. 
These lines are sampled at the rising edge of PHI1 in the 
first T3 of an access, and are sampled at the rising edge of 
PHI1 in each T3 where the CWAIT signal is low. 

4.1 BURST SUPPORT 

The NS32332 CPU is capable of reading in bursts of up to 
16 bytes each. The basic burst access states are: T1 - T2 -
T3 - T4 - T3 - T4 - T3 - T4 - T3 - T4. In order to 
accommodate the burst feature, the TCU must sample the 
Burst Request signal (BREQ) in mid T 4 of each access. If 
BREQ is detected low, the NS32301 will complete T4 nor
mally and enter into a T3 - T 4 burst loop. Once in the burst 

(THIS EXAMPLE AN ACCESS WITH ONE WAIT STATE) 

TCUSTATES __ -+ ___ T~2~/~M~M~U __ ~ ____ ~T~3 ____ -+ _____ T~3~ __ ~ ____ ~T~X ____ -+ _____ T~4~ __ __ 

CPU STATES T1 T2 TW T3 T4 

PHI1 -
--+--'1 CPU ADS 

320RDY 

READY 

1 

1 

EXTENDED --+------------1 
TSO 

1 1 1 1 

CPU DETECTS CPU DETECTS 
NOT READY READY 

1 1 

1 

32032 CPU 

--+ READY ADS t---

PHI 

U READY 3236~1 TCU ADS L I XTD 1"'---

~ TL/EE/B777-3 

FIGURE 1. NS32032 CPU 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

loop, the TCU will sample the BREQ line at the falling edge 
of PHI1 in each T3 and T 4. If the sampled BREQ is high, the 
TCU will terminate the burst loop, (i.e., T2/TMMU - T3 - T4 
(BREQ low) - T3 - T4 (BREQ low) - T3 - T4 (BREQ high) . 

The CWAIT line will be sampled at the rising edge of PHI1 in 
each T3 of a burst loop. The WAITn lines are sampled at the 
rising edge of PHI1 in the first T3 of each burst nibble and 
resampled at the rising edge of PHI1 in each T3 of that burst 
nibble where CWAIT is low. The appropriate number of wait 
states will be inserted through the READY and 320RDY sig
nals. TSO and RD (burst access occurs only during read 
operations) will be activated at the beginning of the first T3 
state and deactivated at the beginning of the T 4 state in 
each T3 - T4 pair. The DBE (data buffer enable) signal will 
remain active (low) throughout the burst access: it will go 
low at the beginning of the first T3 and return high after the 
middle of the last T4. 

The relative burst cycle timing is shown in Figure 15 and 16. 

4.2 MIXED PROTOCOL 

The NS32301 TCU supports both NS32032 and NS32332 
type protocols. The NS32301 TCU also handles situations 
where a mixture of the two protocols are used together. One 
such case occurs when the NS32332 CPU uses an 
NS32082 MMU to perform address translation. 

The possible combinations are: 

• NS32332 CPU running by itself 

• NS32032 CPU running by itself 

• NS32032 CPU running with the NS32082 MMU 

• NS32332 CPU running with the NS32082 MMU 

• NS32332 CPU running with the NS32382 MMU 

The timing and block diagrams in Figures 1 through 8 dem
onstrate the use of the NS32301 TCU in each of the five 
combinations. 

(ONE WAIT STATE REQUIRED TO 
IMPLEMENT THIS CONFIGURATION) 

TCUSTATES __ ~--~T=2/~M~M~U~--~--~T~3----~----~T3~--~----~T4~--~--------__ __ 

CPU STATES T1 T2 T3 T4 

PHil 

CPU ADS 

READY 

I -
I I 

I 

CPU EXAMPLES 
READY 

I 

---~------------~------------~ 
II 

II II 

32332 CPU 

r-+ READY 

PHI 

-1 PHI : I+-READ!......32301 TC~ ADS 
XTD WAIT 1 

TL/EE/8777-5 

FIGURE 2. NS32332 CPU 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

TCU STATES 

MMU STATES 

CPU STATES 

PHil 

CPU ADS 

MMU PAY 

READY 

T1 

T1 

- L 

L 

T2!MMU 

T2 

T2 

L 

J 

I I 

U 

32332 CPU 
ADS 

FLT 
READY PHI 

t 

{ READY 
PHI 

32301 TCU 
XTD 

lj 

T3 

T3 

T3 

CPU & MMU 
SAMPLES READY 

II 

32382 f.4MU 
ADS 

PAY 

FLT 
READY PHI 

t 

ADS I 
J 

FIGURE 3. NS32332 CPU and NS32382 MMU 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

TCU STATES 

MMU STATES 

CPU STATES T1 

T2/TMMU 

TMMU 

TMMU 

T3 

T2 

T2 

(THIS EXAMPLE SHOWS ONE WAIT STATE) 

T3 TX T4 

TW T3 T4 

TW T3 T4 

PHil - r----L-~ r---l L-~ I 

CPU ADS 

MMU PAY 

READY 

320RDY 

TSO 
(EXTENDED) 

- IL-I 

...... 

I I 

II II 
CPU & MMU NOT READY- I+- CPU & MMU READY 

I I 

TLlEE/8777-8 

32032 CPU 32082 MMU 
ADS ADS 

READY PAY -
-

FLT FLT 
PHI READY PHI 

t t 

I PHI 320RDY I 
323~ TCU ADS I 

XTD 

~ 
TL/EE/8777-9 

FIGURE 4. NS32032 CPU and NS32082 MMU 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

TCU STATES 

MMU STATES 

CPU STATES 

PHil 

CPU ADS 

MMU PAY 

READY 

320RDY 

TSO 

FLT 

-
I 

(THIS EXAMPLE SHOWS ZERO WAIT STATES AND A TLB HIT) 

T2!TMMU 13 T4 

TMMU T2 T3 T4 

T1 T2 T3 T4 T1 

I L- I I 

I MMU IS INTERRUPTED 
BY ADS IN ITS T4 

I I 
CPU MMU 

READY READY 

!I I 

(HIGH) 

I I 
(HIGH) 

TLlEE/8777-10 

32332 CPU 32082 MMU 
ADS ADS 

r+ READY PAY I--
FLT FLT 

PHI READY PHI 

t t 
I 

I XTD PHI 320R~ I 
I READY ADS I 

32301 TCU 
TLIEEIB777-11 

FIGURE 5. NS32332 CPU and NS32082 MMU 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

TCU STATES 

MMU STATES 

CPU STATES 
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32332 CPU 
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T2 T3 

Tf Tf ---

(THIS EXAMPLE SHOWS AN MMU ACCESS WITH 
ZERO WAIT STATES AFTER FLOATING THE 
CPU OFF THE BUS DURING A TLB MISS) 

T4 

T4 

Tf 

I L-~ ~ 

MMU 
READY 

II II 

II II 

TL/EE/8777-12 
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PAY -
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READY PHI 
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I 

I XTD PHI 320R~ I 
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FIGURE 6. NS32332 CPU and NS32082 MMU 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

TCU STATES 

MMU STATES 

CPU STATES 

PHil 

CPU ADS 

MMU PAY 

READY 

320RDY 

TSO 

FLT 

-
-

(THIS EXAMPLE SHOWS ONE WAIT STATE AND A TLB HIT) 

T2/TMMU T3 13 T4 

TMMU T2 TW T3 T4 
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IL-J MMU IS INTERRUPTED BY AN 
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I I 
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READY 

II II 
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READY 

I II 
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TL/EE/8777-14 

32332 CPU 32082 MMU 
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PHI READY PHI 
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I 
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'---------11 READY ADS 11+------' 
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FIGURE 7. NS32332 CPU and NS32082 MMU 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

TCU STATES 

MMU STATES 

CPU STATES 

PHI1 

CPU ADS 

READY 

32DRDY 

TSO 
EXTENDED 

FLT 

Tf 

-~ 
(HIGH) 

(LOW) 

r+ 

T2/TMMU 

TMMU 

Tf 

r-l .. 

32332 CPU 

READY 

PHI 

t 

T3 T3 

T2 TW 

Tf Tf 

(THIS EXAMPLE SHOWS AN MMU ACCESS WITH 
ONE WAIT STATE AfTER FLOATING THE CPU 

OFF THE BUS DURING A TLB MISS) 

TX T4 

T3 T4 

Tf Tf 

L-~ ~ r--l 

MMU MMU 
NOT READY 
READY 

I I 

I I 

II I 

TLlEE/6777-1S 

32082 MMU 
ADS ADS 

PAY r--
FLT FLT 

READY PHI 

t 
I 

I XTD PHI 320RDY , I 
I READY ADS I 

32301 TCU 
TL/EE/6777 - 1 7 

FIGURE 8. NS32332 CPU and NS32082 MMU 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

4.3 CONTROL INPUT IOUTPUT TIMING Cycle extensions are shown in Figure 14. 

4.5 BURST TIMING The relative timing for the control input signals and the re
spective control output signals is shown in Figures 9 and 10. Burst related timings are shown in Figures 15 and 16. 

4.6 SYSTEM CLOCKS 4.4 CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION IN CYCLE EXTENSION 

The relative wait state timing is shown in Figure 11. Cycle 
holds are shown in Figure 12 clock synchronization timing is 
shown in Figure 13. 

System clock relations are shown in Figure 17. 

T2/HAMU T3 

PHil 50% jJ \. r-
L 

RSTI 
, , 

RSTO / 

ADS 
, 

, X ODIN 
, 

, 

FIGURE 9. Control Inputs 

T2/TMMU 13 14 

PHil \. v---
----J 50% 

PHI2 
, 

TSO V 

WR&RD V 

\. / 

READY ./ 

FIGURE 10. Control Outputs (Fast Cycle) 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

T2/TMt.1U 

PHil 

PHI2 

WAITN -----' 

T3 
(WAIT) 

T3 
(LAST WAIT) 

T3 

R~~ ______________ ~----------~------~ 

320RDY 

cm 

NCWAIT 

READY 

FIGURE 11. Wait States with NCWAIT and WAIT n (Fast Cycle) 

T2/Tt.1MU (FIRST) 
THl 

THn-l (LAST) 
THn 

--~--------~--------+---------+---------~ 

320RDY 

FIGURE 12. Cycle Hold (No Wait States) 

NRSTO (LOW) 

SYNC -----..1 

EXCLK --_ ..... 
CTIL ---------' 

FIGURE 13. Synchronization Timing 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 
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~ 4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 
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BURST LOOP 

TMMU T3 T4 T3 T4 
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READY 
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320RDY 

FIGURE 15. Burst Support Timing (No Wait State) 
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(CPU SIGNAL) 
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READY 
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FIGURE 16. BREQ Release Before End of Burst Due to Bus Error (No Walt State) 
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4.0 Functional Description (Continued) 
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FIGURE 17. Clock Signals 
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NS32202-6/NS32202-8/NS32202-10 
Interrupt Control Units 

General Description 
The NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit (ICU) is the interrupt 
controlier for the Series 32000® microprocessor family. It is 
a support circuit that minimizes the software and real-time 
overhead required to handle multi-level, prioritized inter
rupts. A Single NS32202 manages up to 16 interrupt sources, 
resolves interrupt priorities, and supplies a single-byte interrupt 
vector to the CPU. 

The NS32202 can operate in either of two data bus modes: 
16-bit or 8-bit. In the 16-bit mode, eight hardware and eight 
software interrupt positions are available. In the 8-bit mode, 
16 hardware interrupt positions are available, 8 of which can 
be used as software interrupts. In this mode, up to 16 addi
tional ICUs may be cascaded to handle a maximum of 256 
interrupts. 

Two 16-bit counters, which may be concatenated under pro
gram control into a single 32-bit counter, are also available 
for real-time applications. 

Basic System Configuration 

Features 
• 16 maskable interrupt sources, cascadable to 256 
• Programmable 8- or 16-bit data bus mode 
• Edge or level triggering for each hardware interrupt with 

individually selectable polarities 

• 8 software interrupts 
• Fixed or rotating priority modes 
• Two 16-bit, DC to 10 MHz counters, that may be con-

catenated into a single 32-bit counter 
• Optional 8-bit 1/0 port available in 8-bit data bus mode 
• High-speed XMOSTM technology 

• Single, + 5V supply 
• 40-pin, dual in-line package 

!- iNT -) _ NON·CASCADED 

NS32016 MASTER ..i- INTERRUPT SOURCES 
CPU NS32202 

GROUP ICU ~INT _ 

" ~ ." CASCADED " " NS32202 " ICU 

...:-
CASCADED 
INTERRUPT 
SOURCES 

'-- iNT -~ 
CASCADED 
NS32202 

ICU 

...:-
TLlEE/5117-1 
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1.0 Product Introduction 
The NS32202 ICU functions as an overall manager in an 
interrupt-oriented system environment. Its many features 
and options permit the design of sophisticated interrupt sys
tems. 

Figure 1- 1 shows the internal organization of the NS32202. 
As shown, the NS32202 is divided into five functional 
blocks. These are described in the following paragraphs: 

1_11/0 BUFFERS AND LATCHES 

The I/O Buffers and Latches block is the interface with the 
system data bus. It contains bidirectional buffers for the 
data I/O pins. It also contains registers and logic circuits 
that control the operation of pins GO/IRO, ... ,G7/IR14 
when the ICU is in the 8-bit bus mode. 

1.2 READ/WRITE LOGIC AND DECODERS 

The Read/Write Logic and Decoders manage all internal 
and external data transfers for the ICU. These include Data, 
Control, and Status Transfers. This circuit accepts inputs 
from the CPU address and control buses. In turn, it issues 
commands to access the internal registers of the ICU. 

1.3 TIMING AND CONTROL 

The Timing and Control Block contains status elements that 
select the ICU operating mode. It also contains state ma
chines that generate all the necessary sequencing and con
trol signals. 

GNO Vee ST! IRT IRI 

1_4 PRIORITY CONTROL 

The Priority Control Block contains 16 units, one for each 
interrupt position. These units provide the following func
tions. 

• Sensing the various forms of hardware interrupt sig
nals e.g. level (high/low) or edge (rising/falling) 

• Resolving priorities and generating an interrupt re-
quest to the CPU 

• Handling cascaded arrangements 
• Enabling software interrupts 
• Providing for an automatic return from interrupt 
• Enabling the assignment of any interrupt position to 

the internal counters 
• Providing for rearrangement of priorities by assigning 

the first priority to any interrupt position 
• Enabling automatic rotation of priorities 

1.5 COUNTERS 

This block contains two 16-bit counters, called the H-coun
ter and the L-counter. These are down counters that count 
from an initial value to zero. Both counters have a 16-bit 
register (designated HCSV and LCSV) for loading their re
starting values. They also have registers containing the cur
rent count values (HCCV and LCCV). Both sets of registers 
are fully described in Section 3. 

IR3 IRS IR7 IR9 IRll IR13 IRIS 

Il~.-...-..-, 
L--: PftIORITY 

.L.L 
G7/1R14 +-+ 
G6/1H12 +-+ 
G5/1Rl0 +-+ 
G4/1R8+-+ 
G3/1R6+-+ 
G2IIR4+-+ 

Gl/1R2 +-+ liD BUFFERS 
GO/IRO +-+ AND .+--"1 

07 +-+ LATCHES 

06+-+ 
05+-+ 
04+-+ 
03+-+ 
02+-+ 
01+-+ 
00+-+ 

+-

HST 
f 
iiii 

TIMING 
AND 

CONTROL 

WR 

CONTROL 

COUNTERS 

READ IWflITE LOGIC 
AND DECODERS 

f t f 
tin AD AI A2 A3 

FIGURE 1-1_ NS322021CU Block Diagram 
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1.0 Product Introduction (Continued) 

The counters are under program control and can be used to 
generate interrupts. When the count reaches zero, either 
counter can generate an interrupt request to any of the 16 
interrupt positions. The counter then reloads the start value 
from the appropriate registers and resumes counting. Figure 
1-2 shows typical counter output signals available from the 
NS32202. 

The maximum input clock frequency is 2.5 MHz. 

A divide-by-four prescaler is also provided. When the pre
scaler is used, the input clock frequency can be up to 10 
MHz. 

When intervals longer than provided by a 16-bit counter are 
needed, the L - and H-counters can be concatenated to form 
a 32-bit counter. In this case, both counters are controlled 
by the H-counter control bits. Refer to the discussion of the 
Counter Control Register in Section 3 for additional informa
tion. Figure 1-3 summarizes counter read/write operations. 

INPUT CLOCK 

COUNTER 
CONTENTS 

2.0 Functional Description 
2.1 RESET 

The ICU is reset when a logic low signal is present on the 
RST pin. At reset, most internal ICU registers are affected, 
and the ICU becomes inactive. 

2.2 INITIALIZATION 

After reset, the CPU must initialize the NS32202 to establish 
its configuration. Proper initialization requires knowledge of 
the ICU register's formats. Therefore, a flowchart of a rec
ommended initialization sequence is shown in (Figure 3-3) 
after the discussion of the ICU registers. 

The operation sequence shown in Figure 3-3 ensures that 
all counter output pins remain inactive until the counters are 
completely initialized. 

2.3 VECTORED INTERRUPT HANDLING 

For details on the operation of the vectored interrupt mode 
for a particular Series 32000 CPU, refer to the data sheet for 

(INIT. VALUE = 2) ____________ -, r----------., 
OUTPUT IN U I r 

PULSEO FORM U 

OUTPUT IN 
SQUARE WAVEFORM 

COUNTER 
CONTENTS 

1....----........ 1 
(INIT. VALUE = 1) ________ --, r------., r------, 

OUTPUT IN U U I r 
PULSED FORM U 

OUTPUT IN 
SQUARE WAVEFORM 

COUNTER 
CONTENTS 

(INIT. VALUE =0) _____ -, 

OUTPUT IN 
PULSED FORM 

OUTPUT IN 
SQUARE WAVEFORM 

L 

TLlEE/5117-4 

FIGURE 1-2. Counter Output Signals in Pulsed Form and Square Waveform for Three Different Initial Values 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

that CPU. In this discussion, it is assumed that the NS32202 
is working with a CPU in the vectored interrupt mode. Sever
al ICU applications are discussed, including non-cascaded 
and cascaded operation. Figures 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3 show 
typical configurations of the ICU used with the NS32016 
CPU. 

A peripheral device issues an interrupt request by sending 
the proper signal to one of the NS32202 interrupt inputs. If 
the interrupt input is not masked, the ICU activates its Inter-

rupt Output (INT) pin and generates an interrupt vector byte. 
The interrupt vector byte identifies the interrupt source in its 
four least significant bits. When the CPU detects a low level 
on its Interrupt Input pin, it performs one or two interrupt 
acknowledge cycles depending on whether the interrupt re
quest is from the master ICU or a cascaded ICU. Figure 2-4 
shows a flowchart of a typical CPU Interrupt Acknowledge 
sequence. 

I STARTING VALUE 
LCSV/HCSV 0: 

~ COUNTER 0~ 
FREEZE COUNTER REAOINGS I 

l CURRENT VALUE CD I. 
LCCV/HCCV 1 

BASIC OPERATIONS: 

WRITING TO LCSV/HCSV 

READING LCSV IHCSV 

WRITING TO LCCV/HCCV 

(only possible when counters are halted) 

READING LCCV/HCCV 

(only possible when counter 
readings are frozen) 

COUNTER COUNTS AND READINGS ARE 
NOT FROZEN 

COUNTER RELOADS STARTING VALUE 

(occurs on the clock cycle following 
the one in which it reaches zero) 

.... ,-..p... 

<D .. 
"" '" ::0 

'" 
~ .. .... .. :z 

r& 
i!l 

"'",110-
TLlEE/5117-5 

o +- (lOB) 

0-+ (lOB) 

® +- (lOB) 

@) +- (lOB) 

@) -+ (lOB) 

FIGURE 1-3. Counter Configuration and Basic Operations 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

AI6-A23 AD-A23 
HBE 

M LATCH 
lO-A4 

AO-A4 
NS32016 HBE IRIS I+-CPU 1 ADS I ADDRESS 1--- CS IR13 -DECODER 

sn STI IRll -INT iNT 
NS32202 IR9_ 

ODIN ICU 

BUFFER 
DO-DIS IR7 -DO-D7 & ADO-ADIS 

GOIIRO-G7/IRI4 
PHil PHIZ IRS -t t 

ODIN RD L 
IR3 -PHil PHI2 ADS iiii NS32201 

Wii' TCU Viii IRI -
DO-015 

FIGURE 2-l_lnterrupt Control Unit Connections in l6-Bit Bus Mode 

AI6-A23 lO-A23 

M L AI-AS 
LATCH AO-A4 G7/IRI4 1+-+ .J HBE NS32016 GND_ G6/IRI2 +-+ 

CPU T G5/IR1D +-+ 
ADS l AOORESS 1-- cs G4/IRI +-+ DECODER 

G3/IRI +-+ 
STI sn G2I1R4 +-+ 
iNT iNT Gl/IRZ I: : NS32202 GOIIRO 

DOIN ICU 
IRIS +-

BUFFER 
DO-07 IH13 -ADD-lOIS DO-D7 IHll +-

PHil PHIZ 1R9 -f f IH7 +-
PHil PHI2 

IRS -ADS ODIN iiiiL 
NS32201 WiiL 

iiii IR3 +-
TCU Viii 

DO-DIS 

NOTE: In the 8-Bit Bus Mode 1he Master ICU Registers appear at even 
addresses (AD = 0) since the leu communicates with the least sig~ 
nificant byte of the CPU data bus. 

FIGURE 2-2. Interrupt Control Unit Connections in a-Bit Bus Mode 
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S 2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 
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FIGURE 2-3. Cascaded Interrupt Control Unit Connections in a-Bit Bus Mode 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

... Condo A is true if current instruction is terminated 
or an interruptible point in a string instruction is 
reached. 

FIGURE 2-4. CPU Interrupt Acknowledge Sequence 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

In general, vectored interrupts are serviced by interrupt rou
tines stored in system memory. The Dispatch Table stores 
up to 256 external procedure descriptors for the various 
service procedures. The CPU INTBASE register points to 
the top of the Dispatch Table. Figure 2-5 shows the layout 
of the Dispatch Table. This figure also shows the layout of 
the Cascade Table, which is discussed with ICU cascaded 
operation. 

2.3.1 Non-Cascaded Operation. Whenever an interrupt re
quest from a peripheral device is issued directly to the mas
ter ICU, a non-cascaded interrupt request to the CPU re
sults. In a system using a single NS32202, up to 16 interrupt 
requests can be prioritized. Upon receipt of an interrupt re
quest on the INT pin, the CPU performs a Master Interrupt
Acknowledge bus cycle, reading a vector byte from address 
FFFEOOI6. This vector is then used as an index into the 
dispatch table in order to find the External Procedure De
scriptor for the proper interrupt service procedure. The serv
ice procedure eventually returns via the Return-from-Inter
rupt (RET) instruction, which performs a Return-from-Inter
rupt bus cycle, informing the ICU that it may re-prioritize any 
interrupt requests still pending. Figure 2-6 shows a typical 
CPU RETI sequence. In a system with only one ICU, the 
vectors provided must be in the range of 0 through 127; this 
can be ensured by writing OXXXXXXX into the SVCT regis
ter. By providing a negative vector value, the master ICU 
flags the interrupt source as a cascaded ICU (see below). 

MEMORY 

j 
CASCADED ICU ADDRESS 0 

CASCADE TABLE 

2.3.2 Cascaded Operation. In cascaded operation, one or 
more of the interrupt inputs of the master ICU are connect
ed to the Interrupt Output pin of one or more cascaded 
ICUs. Up to 16 cascaded ICUs may be used, giving a sys
tem total of 256 interrupts. 
Note: The number of cascaded ICUs is practically limited to 15 because the 

Dispatch Table for the NS32016 CPU is constructed with entries 1 
through 15 either used for NMI and Trap descriptors, or reserved for 
future use. Interrupt position 0 of the master ICU should not be cas~ 
caded, so it can be vectored through Dispatch Table entry 0, reserved 
for non~vectored interrupts. In this case, the non-vectored interrupt 
entry (entry 0) is also available for vectored interrupt operation, since 
the CPU is operating in the vectored interrupt mode. 

The address of the master ICU should be FFFEOOI 6. (*) 
Cascaded ICUs can be located at any system address. A list 
of cascaded ICU addresses is maintained in the Cascade 
Table as a series of sixteen 32-bit entries. 
(*)Note: The CPU status corresponding to both, master interrupt acknowl~ 

edge and return from interrupt bus cycles, as well as address bit 
AS, could be used to generate the chip select (CS) signal for ac~ 
cessing the master ICU during one of the above cycles. In this case 
the master ICU can reside at any system address. The only limita~ 
tion is that the least significant 5 or 6 address bits (6 in the 8~bit bus 
mode) must be zero. The address bit AS must be decoded to pre~ 
vent an NMI bus cycle from reading the hardware vector register of 
the ICU. This could happen. since the NS32016 CPU pertorms a 
dummy read cycle from address FFFF0016, with the same status 
as a master INTA cycle, when a non~maskable~interrupt is acknowl~ 
edged. 

THESE ADDRESSES ARE 
USED BY THE CPU DURING 
THE SECOND CYCLE OF 
AN INTA OR RET! 
SEQUENCE TO GET THE 
INTERRUPT VECTOR FROM 
A CASCADED ICU. 

CASCADED ICU ADDRESS 14 

~:~~~~~ ___ -I_C_AS_C_AD_E_D_IC_U_A_DD_R_ES_S_I_5-+_ 

NVI DESCRIPTOR 

INTERRUPT 
DISPATCH TABLE 

I 

(ADDRESS FFFEOo,,)-

NMI AND TRAP 
DESCRIPTORS' 

RESERVED* 

INT. DESCRIPTOR 16 

INT. DESCRIPTOR N 

INT. DESCRIPTOR 255 

MASTER ICU'S 
HVCT REGISTER 

I 
(lNTRASE +4- VECTOR) 

- CPU READS THIS LOCATION DURING 
FIRST CYCLE OF INTA OR RETI 
SEQUENCE TO GET EITHER 
THE INTERRUPT VECTOR OR 
A CASCADE TABLE INDEX FROM 
THE MASTER ICU. TL/EE/5117-10 

... Table entries 1 to 15 should not be used by the leu since they contain NMI and Trap Descriptors 
or are reserved for future use. (For more details refer to NS32016 data sheet.) 

FIGURE 2-5. Interrupt Dispatch and Cascade Tables 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

cp 

EXECUTE CASCADED 
ICU CYCLE AND READ 

VECTOR FROM 
CASCADED ICU 

TLlEE/5117-1' 

FIGURE 2-6. CPU Return from Interrupt Sequence 

The master ICU maintains a list (in the CSRC register pair) 
of its interrupt positions that are cascaded. It also provides a 
4-bit (hidden) counter (in-service counter) for each interrupt 
position to keep track of the number of interrupts being 
serviced in the cascade ICUs. When a cascaded interrupt 
input is active, the master ICU activates its interrupt output 
and the CPU responds with a Master Interrupt Acknowledge 
Cycle. However, instead of generating a positive interrupt 
vector, the master ICU generates a negative Cascade Table 
index. 

The CPU interprets the negative number returned from the 
master ICU as an index into the Cascade Table. The Cas
cade Table is located in a negative direction from the Dis
patch Table, and it contains the virtual addresses of the 
hardware vector registers for any cascaded NS32202s in 
the system. Thus, the Cascade Table index supplied by the 
master ICU identifies the cascaded ICU that requested the 
interrupt. 

Once the cascaded ICU is identified, the CPU performs a 
Cascaded Interrupt Acknowledge cycle. During this cycle, 
the CPU reads the final vector value directly from the cas
caded ICU, and uses it to access the Dispatch Table. Each 
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cascaded ICU, of course, has its own set of 16 unique inter
rupt vectors, one vector for each of its 16 interrupt positions. 

The CPU interprets the vector value read during a Cascad
ed Interrupt Acknowledge cycle as an unsigned number. 
Thus, this vector can be in the range 0 through 255. 

When a cascaded interrupt service routine completes its 
task, it must return control to the interrupted program with 
the same RETI instruction used in non-cascaded interrupt 
service routines. However, when the CPU performs a Mas
ter Return From Interrupt cycle, the CPU accesses the mas
ter ICU and reads the negative Cascade Table index identi
fying the cascaded ICU that originally received the interrupt 
request. Using the cascaded ICU address, the CPU now 
performs a Cascaded Return From Interrupt cycle, informing 
the cascaded ICU that the service routine is over. The byte 
provided by the cascaded ICU during this cycle is ignored. 

2.4 INTERNAL ICU OPERATING SEQUENCE 

The NS32202 ICU accepts two interrupt types, software and 
hardware. 

Software interrupts are initiated when the CPU sets the 
proper bit in the Interrupt Pending (IPND) registers (R6, R7), 
located in the ICU. Bits are set and reset by writing the 
proper byte to either R6 or R7. Software interrupts can be 
masked, by setting the proper bit in the mask registers (R10, 
R11). 

Hardware interrupts can be either internal or external to the 
ICU. Internal ICU hardware interrupts are initiated by the on
chip counter outputs. External hardware interrupts are initia
ted by devices external to the ICU, that are connected to 
any of the ICU interrupt input pins. 

Hardware interrupts can be masked by setting the proper bit 
in the mask registers (R10, R11). If the Freeze bit (FRZ), 
located in the Mode Control Register (MCTL), is set, all in
coming hardware interrupts are inhibited from setting their 
corresponding bits in the IPND registers. This prevents the 
ICU from recognizing any hardware interrupts. 

Once the ICU is initialized, it is enabled to accept interrupts. 
If an active interrupt is not masked, and has a higher priority 
than any interrupt currently being serviced, the ICU acti
vates its Interrupt Output (INT). Figure 2-7 is a flowchart 
showing the ICU interrupt acknowledge sequence. 

The CPU responds to the active INT line by performing an 
Interrupt Acknowledge bus cycle. During this cycle, the ICU 
clears the IPND bit corresponding to the active interrupt po
sition and sets the corresponding bit in the Interrupt In-Serv
ice Registers (lSRV). The 4-bit in-service counter in the 
master ICU is also incremented by one if the fixed priority 
mode is selected and the interrupt is from a cascaded ICU. 
The ISRV bit remains set until the CPU performs a RETI bus 
cycle and the 4-bit in-service counter is decremented to 
zero. Figure 2-8 is a flowchart showing ICU operation dur
ing a RETI bus cycle. 

When the ISRV bit is set, the INT output is disabled. This 
output remains inactive until a higher priority interrupt posi
tion becomes active, or the ISRV bit is cleared. 

An exception to the above occurs in the master ICU when 
the fixed priority mode is selected, and the interrupt input is 
connected to the INT output of a cascaded ICU. In this case 
the ISRV bit does not inhibit an interrupt of the same priority. 

This is to allow nesting of interrupts in a cascaded ICU. 
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• Condo 8 is true if anyone of the following condi
tions is satisfied. 

1) No interrupt is being serviced 

2) There is a pending unmasked interrupt with 
priority higher than that of the interrupt being 
serviced. 

3) There is a pending unmasked interrupt from a 
cascaded ICU with priority higher or same as that 
of the highest priority interrupt position in the 
master ICU with the ISRV bit set. 

TLlEE/5117-12 

FIGURE 2-7. leu Interrupt Acknowledge Sequence 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

~------~-------------~ 

RESET 
INTERRUPT ISRV BIT 
AND ASSIGN FIRST 
PRIORITY TO NEXT 

INTERRUPT PIlSITION 

YES 

RESET 
INTERRUPT 

ISRV BIT 

FIGURE 2-8. leu Return from Interrupt Sequence 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

2.5 INTERRUPT PRIORITY MODES 

The NS32202 ICU can operate in one of four interrupt priori
ty modes: Fixed Priority; Auto-Rotate; Special Mask; and 
Polling. Each mode is described below. 

2.5.1 Fixed Priority Mode 

In the Fixed Priority Mode (also called Fully Nested Mode), 
each interrupt position is ranked in priority from 0 to 15, with 
o being the highest priority. In this mode, the processing of 
lower priority interrupts is nested with higher priority inter
rupts. Thus, while an interrupt is being serviced, any other 
interrupts of the same or lower priority are inhibited. The ICU 
does, however, recognize higher priority interrupt requests. 

When the interrupt service routine executes its RETI instruc
tion, the corresponding ISRV bit is cleared. This allows any 
lower priority interrupt request to be serviced by the CPU. 

At reset, the default priority assignment gives interrupt IRO 
priority 0 (highest priority), interrupt IR1 priority 1, and so 
forth. Interrupt IR15 is, of course, aSSigned priority 15, the 
lowest priority. The default priority assignment can be al
tered by writing an appropriate value into register FPRT (L) 
as explained in Section 3.9. 
Note: When the leu generates an interrupt request to the CPU for a higher 

priority interrupt while a lower priority interrupt is still being serviced by 
the CPU I the CPU responds to the interrupt request only if its internal 
interrupt enable flag is set. Normally, this flag is reset at the beginning 
of an interrupt acknowledge cycle and set during the RETI cycle. If the 
CPU is to respond to higher priority interrupts during any interrupt 
service routine, the service routine must set the internal CPU interrupt 
enable flag, as soon during the service routine as desired. 

2.5.2 Auto-Rotate Mode 

The Auto Rotate Mode is selected when the NT AR bit is set 
to 0, and is automatically entered after Reset. In this mode 
an interrupt source position is automatically assigned lowest 
priority after a request at that position has been serviced. 
Highest priority then passes to the next lower priority posi· 
tion. For example, when servicing of the interrupt request at 
position 3 is completed (ISRV bit 3 is cleared), interrupt po
sition 3 is assigned lowest priority and position 4 assumes 
highest priority. The nesting of interrupts is inhibited, since 
the interrupt being serviced always has the highest priority. 

This mode is used when the interrupting devices have to be 
assigned equal priority. A device requesting an interrupt, ~iII 
have to wait, in the worst case, until each of the 15 other 
devices has been serviced at most once. 

2.5.3 Special Mask Mode 

The Special Mask Mode is used when it is necessary to 
dynamically alter the ICU priority structure while an interrupt 
is being serviced. For example, it may be desired in a partic
ular interrupt service routine to enable lower priority inter
rupts during a part of the routine. To do so, the ICU must be 
programmed in fixed priority mode and the interrupt service 
routine must control its own in-service bit in the ISRV regis
ters. 
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The bits of the ISRV registers are changed with either the 
Set Bit Interlocked or Clear Bit Interlocked instructions (SBI
TIW or CBITIW). The in-service bit is cleared to enable low
er priority interrupts and set to disable them. 
Note: For proper operation of the ICU, an interrupt service routine must set 

its ISRV bit before executing the RETI instruction. This prevents the 
RETI cycle from clearing the wrong ISRV bit. 

2.5.4 Polling Mode 

The Polling Mode gives complete control of interrupt priority 
to the system software. Either some or all of the interrupt 
positions can be assigned to the polling mode. To assign all 
interrupt positions to the polling mode, the CPU interrupt 
enable flag is reset. To assign only some of the interrupt 
pOSitions to the polling mode, the desired interrupt positions 
are masked in the Interrupt Mask registers (lMSK). In either 
case, the polling operation consists of reading the Interrupt 
Pending (IPND) registers. 

If necessary, the IPND read can be synchronized by setting 
the Freeze (FRZ) bit in the Mode Control register (MCTL). 
This prevents any change in the IPND registers during the 
read. The PRZ bit must be reset after the polling operation 
so the IPND contents can be updated. If an edge-triggered 
interrupt occurs while the IPND registers are frozen, the in
terrupt request is latched, and transferred to the IPND regis
ters as soon as FRZ is reset. 

The polling mode is useful when a single routine is used to 
service several interrupt levels. 

3.0 Architectural Description 
The NS32202 has thirty-two 8-bit registers that can be ac
cessed either individually or in pairs. In 16-bit data bus 
mode, register pairs can be accessed with the CPU word or 
double-word reference instructions. Figure 3-1 shows the 
ICU internal registers. This figure summarizes the name, 
function, and offset address for each register. 

Because some registers hold Similar data, they are grouped 
into functional pairs and assigned a single name. However, 
if a Single register in a pair is referenced, either an L or an H 
is appended to the register name. The letters are placed in 
parentheses and stand for the low order 8 bits (L) and the 
high order 8 bits (H). For example, register R6, part of the 
Interrupt Pending (IPND) register pair, is referred to individu
ally as IPND(L). 

The following paragraphs give detailed descriptions of the 
registers shown in Figure 3-1. 

3.1 HVCT - HARDWARE VECTOR REGISTER (RO) 

The HVCT register is a single register that contains the in
terrupt vector byte supplied to the CPU during an Interrupt 
Acknowledge (INTA) or Return From Interrupt (RETI) cycle. 
The HVCT bit map is shown below: 
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R1 (0116) SVCT- SOFTWARE VECTOR en 
Co) 
I'.) 

R3 (0316) R2 (0216) ELTG- EDGE/LEVEL TRIGGERING I'.) 
0 
I'.) 

I 

R5 (0516) R4 (0416) TPL- TRIGGERING POLARITY ....... 
0 

R7 (0716) R6 (0616) IPND- INTERRUPTS PENDING 

R9 (0916) R8 (0816) ISRV- INTERRUPTS IN-SERVICE 

R11 (OB16) RiO (OA16) IMSK- INTERRUPT MASK 

R13 (OD16) R12 (OCi6) CSRC- CASCADED SOURCE 

R15 (OF16) R14 (OE16) FPRT- FIRST PRIORITY 

R16 (1016) MCTL- MODE CONTROL 

R17 (1116) OCASN- OUTPUT CLOCK ASSIGNMENl 

R18 (1216) CIPTR- COUNTER INTERRUPT POINH f I 

Ri9 (1316) ] PDAT- PORT DATA 

R20 (1416) IPS- INTERRUPT/PORT SELECT 

R21 (1516) PDIR- PORT DIRECTION 

R22 (1616) CCTL- COUNTER CONTROL 

R23 (1716) CICTL- COUNTER INTERRUPT CONTROL 

R25 (1916) R24 (1816) LCSV- L-COUNTER STARTING VALUE 

R27 (1B16) R26 (1A16) HCSV- H-COUNTER STARTING VALUE II 
R29 (1 D16) R28 (1C16) LCCV- L-COUNTER CURRENT VALUE 

R31 (1 F16) R30 (1 E16) HCCV- H-COUNTER CURRENT VALUE 

FIGURE 3-1. leu Internal Registers 
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3.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

The BBBB field is the bias which is programmed by writing 
BBBB00002 to tho SVCT register (Rl)_ The VVVV fiold iden
tifies one of the 16 interrupt positions. The contents of the 
HVCT register provide various information to the CPU, as 
shown in Figure 3-2: 
Note 1: The leu always Intorprets a read of the HVCT register as eitllOr an 

INTA or RETI eyelo. Since these cycles cause internal changos to 
the leU, normal pronrams must never read the leu HVCT register. 

Note 2: If the HVCT r{!ql~;tnr is read with 8T1 = 0 (INTA cycle) and no 
unmasked intotlUI)t IS pending, the binary valve 88881111 is re
turned and any IJIlrlding adgsMtriggered interrupt in position 15 is 
cleared. 

If the auto-retalo prlonty mode is selected, the FPRT register is also 
cleared, thus provtlnling any interrupt from being acknowledged. In 
this case a re-intiulllHtion of the FPRT register is required for the 
leu to acknowlodgo Interrupts again. 

If a read of the HVCT register is performed with ST1 ~ 1 (RETI 
cycle), the binary VAlvo 88881111 is returned. 

If the auto~rotate modo is selected, a priority rotation is also per~ 
formed. 

3.2SVCT-SOFTWARE VECTOR REGISTER (R1) 

The SVCT register is a copy of the HVCT register. It allows 
the programmer to rEliid tho contents of the HVCT register 
without initiating a IN I A or RETI cycle in the ICU. It also 
allows a programmer 10 cil;trlge the BBBB field of the HVCT 
register. The bit map of H", SVCT register is the same as for 
the HVCT register. 

During a write to SVC I, tho four least significant bits are 
unaffected while the four most significant bits are written 
into both SVCT and Hve: I (111 and ROj. 

The SVCT register is updatud dynamically by the ICU. The 
four least significant I>lts always contain the vector value 
that would be returnod to Hlo CPU if a INTA or RETI cycle 
were executed. Theroforo, wilen reading the SVCT register, 
the state of the CPU S T 1 pin is used to select either pend
ing interrupt data or in '" 'IVIC() interrupt data. For example, if 
the SVCT register is """I With STl = 0 (as for an INTA 
cycle), the VVVV field contains the encoded value of the 
highest priority pending Interrupt. On the other hand, if the 
SVCT register is read with STl = 1, the VVVV field contains 
the encoded value of tho highest priority in-service interrupt. 
Note: If the CPU ST1 output '" connected directly to the ICU ST1 input, the 

vector read from SVI: I IS always the RETI vector. If both the INTA 
and RETI vectors aro dosired, additional logic must be added to drive 
the ICU ST1 input. A typical circuit is shown below. In this circuit, the 
state of the ICU ST I Inpul IS controlled by both the CPU STI output 
and the selected addross bit. 

ST1 
ST1 

CPU LA50RA6 •• 

3.3 EL TG - EDGE/LEVEL TRIGGERING 
REGISTERS (R2, R3) 

ICU 

TLlEE/5117-14 

The EL TG registers determine the input trigger mode for 
each of the 16 interrupt inputs. Each input is assigned a bit 
in this register pair. An interrupt input is level-triggered if its 
bit in EL TG is set to 1. The input is edge·triggered if its bit is 
cleared. At reset, all bits in EL TG are set to 1. 

Software interrupt positions are not affected by the state of 
their EL TG bits. 

3.4 TPL - TRIGGERING POLARITY 
REGISTERS (R4, RS) 

The TPL registers determine the polarity of either the active 
level or the active edge for each of the 16 interrupt inputs. 
As with the EL TG registers, each input is assigned a bit. 
Possible triggering modes for the various combinations of 
EL TG and TPL bits are shown below. 

EL TG BIT TPL BIT TRIGGERING MODE 
o 
o 
1 
1 

o 
1 
o 
1 

Falling Edge 
Rising Edge 
Low Level 
High Level 

Software interrupt positions are not affected by their TPL 
bits. At reset, all TPL bits are set to O. 
Note 1: If edged-triggered interrupts are to be handled, the TPL register 

should be programmed before the EL TG register. 

This prevents spurious interrupt requests from being generated dur
ing the leu initialization from edge-triggered interrupt positions. 

Note 2: Hardware interrupt inputs connected to cascaded ICUs must have 
their TPL bits set to o. 

3.S IPND -INTERRUPT PENDING REGISTERS (R6, R7) 

The IPND registers track interrupt requests that are pending 
but not yet serviced. Each interrupt position is assigned a bit 
in IPND. When an interrupt is pending, the corresponding bit 
in IPND is set. The IPND data are used by the ICU to gener· 
ate interrupts to the CPU. These data are also used in poll· 
ing operations. 

INTA CYCLE (ST1 = 0) RETI CYCLE (ST1 = 1) 
--------------------~----~-----------+--------------------~----~----------

BBBB 

VWV 

Highest priority pending interrupt is from: 

cascaded ICU I any other source 

1111 I programmed bias· 

encoded value of the highest 
priority pending interrupt 

Highest priority in-service interrupt was from: 

cascaded ICU I any other source 

1111 I programmed bias· 

encoded value of the highest 
priority in-service interrupt 

'The Programmed bias for the master leu must range from 0000 to 01112 because the CPU interprets a one in the most significant bit position as a Cascade Table 
Index indicator for a cascaded ICU. 

FIGURE 3-2. HVCT Register Data Coding 
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3.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

The IPND registers are also used for requesting software 
interrupts. This is done by writing specially formatted data 
bytes to either IPND(L) or IPND(H). The formats differ for 
registers R6 and R7. These formats are shown below: 

IPND(L) (R6) - SOOOOPPP 

IPND(H) (R7) - S0001 PPP 

Where: S = Set (S = 1) or Clear (S = 0) 

PPP = is a binary number identifying one of 
eight bits 

Note: The data read from either R6 or R7 are different from that written to 
the register because the leu returns the register contents, rather than 
the formatted byte used to set the register bits. 

The ICU automatically clears a set IPND bit when the pend
ing interrupt request is serviced. All pending interrupts in a 
register can be cleared by writing the pattern 'X1XXXXXX' 
to it (X = don't care). To avoid conflicts with asynchronous 
hardware interrupt requests, the IPND registers should be 
frozen before pending interrupts are cleared. Refer to the 
Mode Control Register description for details on freezing 
the IPND registers. 

At reset, all IPND bits are set to O. 
Note: The edge sensing mechanism used for hardware interrupts in the 

NS32202 ICU is a latching device that can be cleared only by ac· 
knowledging the interrupt or by changing the trigger mode to level 
sensing. Therefore, before clearing pending interrupts in the IPND 
registers, any edge-triggered interrupt inputs must first be switched to 
the level-triggered mode. This clears the edge-triggered interrupts; 
the remaining interrupts can then be cleared in the manner described 
above. This applies to clearing the interrupts only. Edge-triggered in· 
terrupts can be set without changing the trigger mode. 

3.6 ISRV -INTERRUPT IN-SERVICE 
REGISTERS (RS, R9) 

The ISRV registers track interrupt requests that are current
ly being serviced. Each interrupt position is assigned a bit in 
ISRV. When an interrupt request is serviced by the ICU, its 
corresponding bit is set in the ISRV registers. Before gener
ating an interrupt to the CPU, the ICU checks the ISRV reg
isters to ensure that no higher priority interrupt is currently 
being serviced. 

Each time the CPU executes an RETI instruction, the ICU 
clears the ISRV bit corresponding to the highest priority in
terrupt in service. The ISRV registers can also be written 
into by the CPU. This is done to implement the special mask 
priority mode. 

At reset, the ISRV registers are set to O. 
Note: If the leu initialization does not foHow a hardware reset, the ISRV 

register should be cleared during initialization by writing zeroes into it. 
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3.7 IMSK -INTERRUPT MASK REGISTERS (R10, R11) 

Each NS32202 interrupt position can be individually 
masked. A masked interrupt source is not acknowledged by 
the ICU. The IMSK registers store a mask bit for each of the 
ICU interrupt positions. If an interrupt position's IMSK bit is 
set to 1, the position is masked. 

The IMSK registers are controlled by the system software. 
At reset, all IMSK bits are set to 1, disabling all interrupts. 
Note: If an interrupt must be masked off, the CPU can do so by setting the 

corresponding bit in the IMSK register. However, if an interrupt is set 
pending during the CPU instruction that masks off that interrupt, the 
CPU may still perform an interrupt acknowledge cycle following that 
instruction since it might have sampled the INT line before the leu 
deasserted it. This could cause the ICU to provide an invalid vector. 
To avoid this problem, the above operation should be performed with 
the CPU interrupt disabled. 

3.S CSRC - CASCADED SOURCE 
REGISTERS (R12, R13) 

The CSRC registers track any cascaded interrupt positions. 
Each interrupt position is assigned a bit in the CSRC regis
ters. If an interrupt position'S CSRC bit is set, that position is 
connected to the INT output of another NS32202 ICU, i.e., it 
is a cascaded interrupt. 

At reset, the CSRC registers are set to O. 
Note 1: If any cascaded ICU is used, the CSRC register should be cleared 

during initialization (if the initialization does not follow a hardware 
reset) by writing zeroes into it. This should be done before setting 
the bits corresponding to the cascaded interrupt positions. This op
eration ensures that the 4-bit in-service counters (aSSOCiated with 
each interrupt position to keep track of cascaded interrupts) always 
get cleared when the ICU is re-initialized. 

Note 2: Only the Master ICU should have any CSRC bits set. If CSRC bits 
are set in a cascaded ICU, incorrect operation results. 

3.9 FPRT - FIRST PRIORITY REGISTERS (R14, R15) 

The FPRT registers track the ICU interrupt position that cur
rently holds first priority. Only one bit of the FPRT registers 
is set at one time. The set bit indicates the interrupt position 
with first (highest) priority. 

The FPRT registers are automatically updated when the ICU 
is in the auto-rotate mode. The first priority interrupt can be 
determined by reading the FPRT registers. This operation 
returns a 16-bit word with only one bit set. An interrupt posi
tion can be assigned first priority by writing a formatted data 
byte to the FPRT(L) register. The format is shown below: 

7 6 543 210 

X X X X F F F F 

Where: XXXX = Don't Care 

FFFF = A binary number from 0 to 15 indi
cating the interrupt position as
signed first priority. 

Note: The byte above is written only to the FPRT(L) register. Any data writ-
ten to FPRT(H) is ignored. 

At reset the FFFF field is set to 0, thus giving interrupt posi
tion 0 first priority. 

3.10 MCTL - MODE CONTROL REGISTER (R16) 

The contents of the MCTL set the operating mode of the 
NS32202 ICU. The MCTL bit map is shown below. 
76543210 
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3.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

CFRZ 

COUTD 

COUTM 

CLKM 

FRZ 

NTAR 

T16N8 

Determines whether or not the NS32202 coun
ter readings are frozen. When frozen, the 
counters continue counting but the LCCV and 
HCCV registers are not updated. Reading of 
the true value of LCCV and HCCV is possible 
only while they are frozen. 

CFRZ = 0 = > LCCV and HCCV Not Frozen 

CFRZ = 1 = > LCCV and HCCV Frozen 

Determines whether the COUT /SCIN pin is an 
input or an output. COUT /SCIN should be 
used as an input only for testing purposes. In 
this case an external sampling clock must be 
provided otherwise hardware interrupts will not 
be recognized. 

COUTD = 0 = > COUT /SCIN is Output 

COUTD = 1 = > COUT/SCIN is Input 

When the COUT /SCIN pin is programmed as 
an output (COUTD = 0), this bit determines 
whether the output signal is in pulsed form or in 
square wave form. 

COUTM = 0 = > Square Wave Form 

COUTM = 1 = > Pulsed Form 

Used only in the 8-bit Bus Mode. This bit con
trols the clock wave form on any of the pins 
GO/IRO, ... ,G3/IR6 programmed as counter 
output. 

CLKM = 0 = > Square Wave Form 

CLKM = 1 = > Pulsed Form 

Freeze Bit. In order to allow a synchronous 
reading of the interrupt pending registers 
(IPND), their status may be frozen, causing the 
ICU to ignore incoming requests. This is of spe
cial importance if a polling method is used. 

FRZ = 0 = > IPND Not Frozen 

FRZ = 1 = > IPND Frozen 

Determines whether the ICU is in the AUTO
ROTATE or FIXED Priority Mode. In AUTO
ROTATE mode, the interrupt source at the 
highest priority position, after being serviced, is 
aSSigned automatically lowest priority. In this 
mode, the interrupt in service always has high
est priority and nesting of interrupts is therefore 
inhibited. 

NTAR = 0 = > Auto-Rotate Mode 

NT AR = 1 = > Fixed Mode 

Controls the data bus mode of operation. 

T16N8 = 0 = > 8-Bit Bus Mode 

T16N8 = 1 = > 16-Bit Bus Mode 

At reset, all MCTL bits except COUTD, are reset to O. 
COUTD is set to 1. 

3.11 OCASN - OUTPUT CLOCK 
ASSIGNMENT REGISTER (R17) 

Used only in the 8-bit Bus Mode. The four least significant 
bits of this register control the output clock aSSignments on 
pins GO/IRO, ... ,G3/IR6. If any of these bits is set to 1, the 
clock generated by either the H-Counter or the H + L-Coun
ter will be output to the corresponding pin. The four most 
significant bits of OCASN are not used. At Reset the four 
least significant bits are set to O. 

Note: The interrupt sensing mechanism on pins GO/IRO, ... ,G3/1R6 is not 
disabled when any of these pins is programmed as clock output. 
Thus, to avoid spurious interrupts, the corresponding bits in register 
IPS should also be set to zero. 

3.12 CIPTR - COUNTER INTERRUPT 
POINTER REGISTER (R18) 

The CIPTR register tracks the assignment of counter out
puts to interrupt positions. A bit map of this register is shown 
below. 
765432 0 

H H H H L L L L 

Where: HHHH = A 4-bit binary number identifying the 
interrupt position assigned to the H
Counter (or the H + L-counter if the 
counters are concatenated). 

LLLL = A 4-bit binary number identifying the 
interrupt position assigned to the L
counter. 

Note: Assignment of a counter output to an interrupt position also requires 
control bits to be set in the CICTL register. If a counter output is 
assigned to an interrupt position, external hardware interrupts at that 
position are ignored. 

At reset, all bits in the CIPTR are set to 1. (This means both 
counters are assigned to interrupt pOSition 15.) 

3.13 PDAT - PORT DATA REGISTER (R19) 

Used only in the 8-bit Bus Mode. This register is used to 
input or output data through any of the pins GO/ 
IRO, ... ,G7/IR14 programmed as I/O ports by the IPS reg
ister. Any pin programmed as an output delivers the data 
written into PDAT. The input pins ignore it. Reading PDAT 
provides the logical value of all I/O pins, INPUT and OUT
PUT. 

3.14 IPS-INTERRUPT/PORT SELECT REGISTER (R20) 

Used only in the 8-bit Bus Mode. This register controls the 
function of the pins GO/IRO, ... ,G7/IR14. Each of these 
pins is individually programmed as an I/O port, if the corre
sponding bit of IPS is 0; as an interrupt source, if the corre
sponding bit is 1. The assignment of the H-Counter output 
to GO/IRO, ... ,G3/IR6 by means of reg. OCASN overrides 
the assignment to these pins as I/O ports or interrupt in
puts. 

At Reset, all the IPS bits are set to 1. 
Note: Whenever a bit in the IPS register is set to zero, to program the 

corresponding pin as an 1/0 port, any pending interrupt on the corre
sponding interrupt position will be cleared. 

3.15 PDIR - PORT DIRECTION REGISTER (R21) 

Used only in the 8-bit Bus Mode. This register determines 
the direction of any of the pins GO/IRO, ... ,G7/IR14 pro
grammed as I/O ports by the IPS register. A logic 1 indi
cates an input, while a logiC 0 indicates an output. 

At Reset, all the PDI R bits are set to 1. 

3.16 CCTL - COUNTER CONTROL REGISTER (R22) 

The CCTL register controls the operating modes of the 
counters. A bit map of CCTL is shown below. 
76543210 

ICCONlcFNPS ICOUT11cOUTO ICRUNHlcRUN L ICDCRHlcDCRLI 

CCON 
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Determines whether the counters are indepen
dent or concatenated to form a single 32-bit 
counter (H + L-Counter). If a 32-bit counter is 
selected, the bits corresponding to the H-



3.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

Counter will control the H + L -Counter, while 
the bits corresponding to the L-Counter are not 
used. 

CFNPS 

COUT1& 

COUTO 

CRUNH 

CRUNL 

CDCRH 

CDCRL 

CCON = 0 = > Two 16-bit Counters 

CCON = 1 = > One 32-bit Counter 

Determines whether the external clock is 
prescaled or not. 

CFNPS = 0 = > Clock Prescaled (divided by 4) 

CFNPS = 1 = > Clock Not Prescaled. 

These bits are effective only when the COUT I 
SCIN pin is programmed as an OUTPUT 
(COUTD bit in reg. MCTL is 0). Their logic lev
els are decoded to provide different outputs for 
COUT ISCIN, as detailed in the table below: 

~OUTl COUTO COUT ISCIN Output Signal 

0 0 Internal Sampling Oscillator 
0 1 Zero Detect Of L-Counter 
1 0 Zero Detect Of H-Counter 
1 1 Zero Detect Of H + L-Counter* 

*11 the H- and L-Counters are not concatenated and 
GOUT1/GOUTO are both 1, the GOUT ISGIN pin is active 
when either countsr reaches zero. 

Determines the state of either the H-Counter or 
the H + L-Counter, depending upon the status 
of CCON. 

CRUNH = 0 = > H-Counter or H + L-Counter 
Halted 

CRUNH = 1 = > H-Counter or H + L-Counter 
Running 

Effective only when CCON = O. This bit deter
mines whether the L-Counter is running or halt
ed. 

CRUNL = 0 = > L-Counter Halted 

CRUNL = 1 = > L-counter Running 

Effective only when CRUNH = 0 (Counter Halt
ed). This bit is the single cycle decrement sig
nal for either the H-Counter or the H + L-Coun
ter. 

CDCRH = 0 = > No Effect 

CDCRH = 1 = > Decrement H-Counter or 
H + L-Counter 

Effective only when CRUNL = 0 and CCON = 
o. This bit is the single cycle decrement Signal 
for the L-Counter. 

CDCRL = 0 = > No Effect 

CDCRL = 1 = > Decrement L-Counter 
Note: The bits CDCRL and CDCRH are set when a logic 1 is written into 

them, but, they afe automatically cleared after the end of the write 
operation. This is needed to accomplish the decrement operation. 
Therefore, these bits always contain 0 when read. 

Reset does not affect the CCTL bits. 

3.17 CICTL - COUNTER INTERRUPT 
CONTROL REGISTER (R23) 

The CICTL register controls the counter interrupts and rec
ords counter interrupt status. Interrupts can be generated 
from either of the 16-bit counters. When the counters are 
concatenated, the interrupt control is through the H-Counter 
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control bits. In this case the CIEL bit should be set to zero to 
avoid spurious interrupts from the L-Counter. A bit map of 
the CICTL register is shown following. 
76543210 

I CERH I CIRH I CIEH I WENH I CERL I CIRL I CIEL I WENL I 
CERH 

CIRH 

CIEH 

WENH 

CERL 

CIRL 

CIEL 

WENL 

H-Counter Error Flag. This bit is set (1) when a 
second interrupt request from the H-Counter 
(or H + L-Counter) occurs before the first re
quest is acknowledged. 

H-Counter Interrupt Request. It is set (1) when 
an interrupt is pending from the H-Counter (or 
H + L-Counter). It is automatically reset when 
the interrupt is acknowledged. 

H-Counter Interrupt Enable. When it is set, the 
H-Counter (or H + L-Counter) interrupt is en
abled. 

H-Counter Control Write Enable. When WEHN 
is set (1), bits CERH, CIRH, and CIEH can be 
written. 

L-Counter Error Flag. This bit is set (1) when a 
second interrupt request from the L-Counter 
occurs before the first request is acknowl
edged. 

L-Counter Interrupt Request. It is set (1) when 
an interrupt is pending from the L-Counter. It is 
automatically reset when the interrupt is ac
knowledged. 

L-Counter Interrupt Enable. When it is set (1), 
the L-Counter interrupt is enabled. 

L-Counter Control Write Enable. When WENL 
is set (1), bits CERL, CIRL, and CIEL can be 
written. 

Nole: Setting the write enable bits (WENH or WENL) and writing any of the 
other CICTL bits are concurrent operations. That is, the leu will ig
nore any attempt to alter CICTL bits if the proper write enable bit is 
not set in the data byte. 

At reset, all CICTL bits are set to o. However, if the counters 
are running, the bits CIRL, CERL, CIRH and CERH may be 
set again after the reset signal is removed. 

3.18 LCSV IHCSV - L-COUNTER STARTING VALUEI 
H-COUNTER STARTING VALUE REGISTERS 
(R24, R25, R26, AND R27) 

The LCSV and HCSV registers store the start values for the 
L-Counter and H-Counter, respectively. Each time a counter 
reaches zero, the start value is automatically reloaded from 
either LCSV or HCSV, one clock cycle after zero count is 
reached. Loading LCSV or HCSV from the CPU must be 
synchronized to avoid writing the registers while the reload
ing of the counters is occurring. One method is to halt the 
counters while the registers are loaded. 

When the 16-bit counters are concatenated, the LCSV and 
HCSV registers hold the 32-bit start count, with the least 
significant by1e in R24 and the most significant by1e in R27. 

3.19 LCCV IHCCV - L-COUNTER CURRENT VALUEI 
H-COUNTER CURRENT VALUE REGISTERS 
(R28, R29, R30, AND R31) 

The LCCV and HCCV registers hold the current value of the 
counters. If the CFRZ bit in the MCTL register is reset (0), 
these registers are updated on each clock cycle with the 
current value of the counters. LCCV and HCCV can be read 
only when the counter readings are frozen (CFRZ bit in the 
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3.0 Architectural Description (Continued) 

HALT COUNTERS 
BY CLfARING 

BITS CRUNL AND 
CRUNH IN 
REG. CClL 

WRITE COUNTER'S 
STARTING VALUES 

INTO LCCV ANO 
HCCV TO AVOID 

LONG INITIAL 
COUNTS 

o 

RESET COUTO BIT 
IN MCTL TO 

PROGRAM CaUT ISCtN 
PIN AS AN OUTPUT 
AND ENABLE THE 

INTERNAL INTERRUPT 
SAMPLING CLOCK 

START COUNTERS 
BY SmlNG BITS 
CRUNL ANO/OR 

CRUNH IN REG. CCTL 

FIGURE 3-3. Recommended leU's Initialization Sequence 
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3.0 Architectural 
Description (Continued) 

MCTL register is 1). They can be written only when the 
counters are halted (CRUNL and/or CRUNH bits in the 
CCTL register are 0). This last feature allows new initial 
count values to be loaded immediately into the counters, 
and can be used during initialization to avoid long initial 
counts. 

When the 16-bit counters are concatenated, the LCCV and 
HCCV registers hold the 32-bit current value, with the least 
significant byte in R28 and the most significant byte in R31. 

3.20 REGISTER INITIALIZATION 

Figure 3-3 shows a recommended initialization procedure 
for the ICU that sets up all the ICU registers for proper oper
ation. 

4.0 Device Specifications 
4.1 NS32202 PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

4.1.1 Power Supply 
Power (V eel: + 5V DC Supply 
Ground (GND): Power Supply Return 

4.1.2 Input Signals 
Reset (RST): Active low. This signal initializes the ICU. (The 
ICU initializes to the 8-bit bus mode.) 
Chip Select (CS): Active low. This signal enables the ICU to 
respond to address, data, and control signals from the CPU. 
Addresses (AO through A4): Address lines used to select 
the ICU internal registers for read/write operations. 
High Byte Enable (HBE): Active low. Enables data trans
fers on the most-significant byte of the Data Bus. If the ICU 
is in the 8-bit Bus Mode, this signal is not used and should 
be connected to either GND or Vee. 
Read (RD): Active low. Enables data to be read from the 
ICU's internal registers. 
Write (WR): Active low. Enables data to be written into the 
ICU's internal registers. 
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Status (ST1): Status signal from the CPU. When the Hard
ware Vector Register is read, this signal diHerentiates an 
INTA cycle from an RETI cycle. If STI ~O the ICU initiates 
an INTA cycle. If STI ~ 1 an RETI cycle will result. 
Interrupt Requests (IR1, IR3 .. _, IR15): These eight in
puts are used for hardware interrupts. Each may be individu
ally triggered in one of four modes: Rising Edge, Falling 
Edge, Low Level, or High Level. 
Counter Clock (CLK): External clock signal to drive the ICU 
internal counters. 

4_1.3 Output Signals 
Interrupt Output (I NT): Active low. This signal indicates 
that an interrupt is pending. 

4.1.4 Input/Output Signals 
Data Bus 0-7 (DO through 07): Eight low-order data bus 
lines used in both 8-bit and 16-bit bus modes. 
General Purpose I/O Lines (GO/IRO, G1/IR2, ... ,G71 
IR14): These pins are the high-order data bits when the ICU 
is in the 16-bit bus mode. When the ICU is in the 8-bit bus 
mode, each of these can be individually assigned one of the 
following functions: 

• Additional Hardware Interrupt Input (IRO through 
IRI4) 

• General Purpose Data Input 
• General Purpose Data Output 
• Clock Output from H-Counter (Pins GO/IRO through 

G3/IR6 only) 

It should be noted that, for maximum flexibility in assigning 
interrupt priorities, the interrupt positions corresponding to 
pins GO/IRO, ... ,G7/IRI4 and IR1, ... ,IR15 are inter
leaved. 

Counter or Oscillator Output/Sampling Clock Input 
(COUT/SCIN): As an output, this pin provides either a clock 
signal generated by the ICU internal oscillator, or a zero 
detect signal from one or both of the ICU counters. As an 
input, it is used for an external clock, to override the internal 
oscillator used for interrupt sampling. This is done only for 
testing purposes. 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.2 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Temperature Under Bias O'Cto +70'C Note: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond 

Storage Temperature -65'C to + 150'C which permanent damage may occur. Continuous operation 

All Input or Output Voltages with 
at these limits is not intended; operation should be limited to 

I 

Respect to GND -0.5Vto +7.0V 
those conditions specified under Electrical Characteristics. i 

Power Dissipation 1.5 Watt 

4.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

TA = 0' to 70'C, Vee = +5V ± 5%, GND = OV 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIL Input Low Voltage 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L = 2mA 0.45 V 

VOH Output High Voltage 10H = -400J-LA 2.4 V 

10 (OFF) Output Leakage Current 0.4 S VOUT S Vee -20 20 J-LA 
(Output Pins in TRI-STA TE Condition) 

II Input Load Current Yin = o to Vee -20 20 J-LA 

lee Power Supply Current lout = 0, T = O'C 300 mA 

Connection Diagram 

'-" 
IRI5- 1 40-Vee 
00-2 39 -IRU 
STI- 3 38 -IRn 

G7/1R14- 4 37 -IR9 
G6/IR12- 5 36 -IR7 
G5/1Rl0- 6 35 -IR5 
G4IIRB- 7 341--IR3 
G3/1R6- 8 331--IRI 
G2IIR4- 9 NS32202 321--CLI( 
Gl/IR2- 10 

ICU 
31 I--Wii 

GO/IRO- 11 3OI--iiD 
07- 12 29 r-- CoUT I sc,. 
06- 13 28 I-- HBE 
05- 14 27 r-- ill 
04- 15 261--A4 
03- 16 25 '"- A3 
02- 17 24 -A2 
01- 18 23'"- Al 
00- 19 22 -AD 

GNO- 20 21 :--- e! 

Top View TL/EE/5117-3 

Order Number NS32202D-6, NS32202D-10 
See NS Package Number D40C 

FIGURE 4-1 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

4.4.1 Definitions 

All the timing specifications given in this section refer to 
0.8V or 2.0V on the input and output signals as illustrated in 
Figure 1, unless specifically stated otherwise. 

==x: ::: TEST POINTS TEST POINTS ::: x:: 
TLlEE/5117-16 

FIGURE 4-2. Timing Specification Standard 

4.4.1.1 Timing Tables 

Symbol Figure Description Reference/Conditions 

READ CYCLE 

tAhRDia 4·3 Address Hold Time After RD T.E. 

tAsRDa 4-3 Address Setup Time Before RD L.E. 

leShRDia 4-3 CSHoldTime After RD T.E. 

leSsRDa 4-3 CS Setup Time Before RD L.E. 

tDhRDia 4-3 Data Hold Time After RD T.E. 

tRDaDv 4-3 Data Valid After RD L.E. 

tRDw 4-3 RD Pulse Width At 0.8V (Both Edges) 

tssRDa 4-3 ST1 Setup Time Before RD L.E. 

tShRDia 4-3 ST1 Hold Time After RD T.E. 

WRITE CYCLE 

tAhWRia 4-4 Address Hold Time After WR T.E. 

tAsWRa 4-4 Address Setup Time Before WR L.E. 

leShWRia 4-4 CSHoldTime After WR T.E. 

leSsWRa 4-4 CS Setup Time Before WR L.E. 

tDhWRia 4-4 Data Hold Time After WR T.E. 

tDsWRia 4-4 Data Setup Time Before WR T.E. 

tWRiaPf 4-4 Port Output Floating After WR T.E. (To PDIR) 

tWRiaPv 4-4 Port Output Valid After WR T.E. 

tWRw 4-4 WR Pulse Width At 0.8V (Both Edges) 
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Abbreviations: 

L.E.-Ieading edge 

T.E.-trailing edge 

NS32202-6 

Min Max 

80 

50 

80 

50 

0 50 

200 

220 

50 

-30 

80 

50 

80 

50 

60 

150 

200 

200 

220 

R.E.-rising edge 

F.E.-falling edge 

NS32202·8 NS32202-10 

Min Max Min Max 

80 80 

50 40 

80 80 

50 30 

0 50 0 50 

175 150 

190 160 

50 50 

-30 -30 

80 80 

50 50 

80 80 

50 50 

60 50 

125 100 

200 200 

200 200 

190 160 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

4.4.1.1 Timing Tables (Continued) 

Symbol Figure Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32202·6 NS32202·8 NS32202·10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

OTHER TIMINGS 

tCOUTI 4-8 Internal Sampling Clock At 0.8V (Both Edges) 
50 50 50 ns low Time 

tcoUTp 4-8 Internal Sampling Clock Period 400 400 400 ns 

tSCINh 4-7 External Sampling Clock High Time At 2.0V (Both Edges) 100 100 100 ns 

tSCINI 4-7 External Sampling Clock low Time At 0.8V (Both Edges) 100 100 100 ns 

lsCINp 4-7 External Sampling Clock Period 800 800 800 ns 

teh 4-9 External Clock High Time At 2.0V (Both Edges) 
160 130 100 (Without Prescaler) ns 

tChp 4-9 External Clock High Time At 2.0V (Both Edges) 
(With Prescaler) 80 65 50 ns 

tel 4-9 External Clock low Time At 0.8V (Both Edges) 
160 130 100 (Without Prescaler) ns 

telp 4-9 External Clock low Time At 0.8V (Both Edges) 
(With Prescaler) 

80 65 50 ns 

ley 4-9 External Clock Period 
(Without Prescaler) 

650 500 400 ns 

tCyp 4-9 External Clock Period 
(With Prescaler) 160 130 100 ns 

tGCOUTI 4-9 Counter Output Transition Delay After ClK F.E. 300 300 300 ns 

tCOUTw 4-9 Counter Output Pulse At 0.8V (Both Edges) 
50 50 50 ns 

Width in Pulsed Form 

tACKIR 4-5 Interrupt Request Delay After Previous Interrupt 
500 500 500 ns 

Acknowledge 

tlRld 4-5 INT Output Delay After Interrupt 
800 800 800 ns 

Request Active 

tlRw 4-5 Interrupt Request Pulse 
50 50 50 

Width in Edge Trigger ns 

tRSTw RST Pulse Width At 0.8V (Both Edges) 400 400 400 ns 

4.4.1.2 Timing Diagrams 

ADDRESS ) K 

ST1~ K 
-IAlODo-+ lahRDia -

cs "\tICS'ODo + -1.\.00;,- L 
-IS,ODl- . 100. . -tCShRDiI-I 

iii 

. 10- . tohRDi.-! 
DATA BUS - - - - - - - - - - - - - J DATAVAUD K ----

------------- ----
TL/EE/5117-17 

FIGURE 4-3. READIINTA Cycle 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

ADDRESS 

DATA BUS 

OUTPUT PORT 
DATA 

-tCSsWAa-

FIGURE 4-4. Write Cycle 

---Q~"-IR 

1, ... ---0-1 

IlIT 

1m" (lNTA) 

FIGURE 4-5. Interrupt Timing In Edge Triggering Mode 

IR 

!iii (INTA) \'--_----If 
FIGURE 4-6. Interrupt Timing in Level Triggering Mode 
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TL/EE/5117-19 
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4.0 Device Specifications (Continued) 

CLK 

TL/EE/5117 -21 

Note: Interrupts are sampled on the rising edge of eLK. 

FIGURE 4-7. Externallnterrupt-Sampling-Clock to be Provided at Pin COUT ISCIN When in Test Mode 

SCLK 

TL/EE/5117-22 

FIGURE 4-8. Internal Interrupt-Sampling-Clock Provided at Pin COUT ISCIN 

elK 

COUNTER OUTPUT 
IN SQUARE ----~ 
WAVEFORM 

TL/EE/5117-23 

FIGURE 4-9. Relationship Between Clock Input at Pin ClK and Counter Output Signals at Pins COUT ISCIN or 
GO/RO, ••• ,G3/R6, in Both Pulsed Form and Square Waveform 
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~NatiOnal 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

NS 16450/lNS8250A/NS 16C450/1 NS82C50A 
Asynchronous Communications Element 
General Description 
The NS16450 is an improved specification version of the 
INS8250A Asynchronous Communications Element (ACE). 
The improved specifications ensure compatibility with the 
NS32016 and other state-of-the-art CPUs. Functionally, the 
NS16450 is equivalent to the INS8250A. The ACE is fabri
cated using National Semiconductor's advanced scaled 
N-channel silicon-gate MOS process, XMOS. 

The NS16C450 and INS82C50A are functionally equivalent 
to their XMOS counterparts, except that they are CMOS 
parts. (The CMOS parts will be available after June 1985.) It 
functions as a serial data input! output interface in a micro
computer system. The functional configuration of the ACE is 
programmed by the system software via a TRI-STATE® 
8-bit bidirectional data bus; this includes the on-board baud 
rate generator. 

The ACE performs serial-to-parallel conversion on data 
characters received from a peripheral device or a MODEM, 
and parallel-to-serial conversion on data characters re
ceived from the CPU. The CPU can read the complete 
status of the ACE at any time during the functional opera
tion. Status information reported includes the type and con
dition of the transfer operations being performed by the 
ACE, as well as any error conditions (parity, overrun, fram
ing, or break interrupt). 

The ACE includes a programmable baud rate generator that 
is capable of dividing the timing reference clock input by 
divisors of 1 to (216 -1), and producing a 16 x clock for 
driving the internal transmitter logic. Provisions are also in
cluded to use this 16 x clock to drive the receiver logic. 
Also included in the ACE is a complete MODEM-control ca
pability, and a processor-interrupt system that may be soft
ware tailored to the user's requirements to minimize the 
computing required to handle the communications link. 

Connection Diagram 
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Features 
• Easily interfaces to most popular microprocessors. 
• Adds or deletes standard asynchronous communication 

bits (start, stop, and parity) to or from serial data 
stream. 

• Full double buffering eliminates need for precise 
synchronization. 

• Independently controlled transmit, receive, line status, 
and data set interrupts. 

• Programmable baud generator allows division of any in
put clock by 1 to (216 - 1) and generates the internal 
16 x clock. 

• Independent receiver clock input. 
• MODEM control functions (CTS, RTS, DSR, DTR, RI, 

and DCD). 
• Fully programmable serial-interface characteristics: 

- 5-, 6-, 7-, or 8-bit characters 
- Even, odd, or no-parity bit generation and detection 
- 1-, 1 %-, or 2-stop bit generation 
- Baud generation (DC to 56k baud). 

• False start bit detection. 
• Complete status reporting capabilities. 
• TRI-STATE TTL drive capabilities for bidirectional data 

bus and control bus. 
• Line break generation and detection. 
• Internal diagnostic capabilities: 

- Loopback controls for communications link fault 
isolation 

- Break, parity, overrun, framing error simulation. 
• Full prioritized interrupt system controls. 

"A 
DRIVERS 

t..&-..a.. TO AS m 
1""------'- INTERFACE 

TL/C/8401-1 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Specifications for Military I Aerospace products are not All Input or Output Voltages 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated with Respect to Vss -0.5V to + 7.0V 
reliability electrical test specifications document. Power Dissipation 700mW 
Temperature Under Bias O'Cto +70'C Note: Maximum ratings indicate limits beyond which perma-
Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C nent damage may occur. Continuous operation at these lim-

its is not intended and should be limited to those conditions 
specified under DC electrical characteristics. 

DC Electrical Characteristics 
TA = O'Cto +70'C, Vee = +5V ±5%, Vss = OV, unless otherwise specified. 

NS16450 INS8250A 

Symbol Parameter Conditions NS16C450 (Note 1) INS82C50A (Note 1) Units 

Min Max Min Max 

VILX Clock Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 -0.5 0.8 V 

VIHX Clock Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee 2.0 Vee V 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee 2.0 Vee V 

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 1.6 mA on all • 0.4 0.4 V 

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -1.0 mA' 2.4 2.4 V 

ledAV) Avg. Power Supply Vee = 5.25V, TA = 25'C 
Current (Veel No Loads on output 

SIN, DSR, RLSD, 
CTS, RI = 2.0V 120 95 mA 
All other inputs = 0.8V 

ledAV) Avg. Power Supply Vee = 5.25V, TA = 25'C 
Current (Veel No Loads on output 
CMOS Parts Only SIN, DSR, RLSD, 

CTS, RI = 2.0V 10 10 mA 
All other inputs = 0.8V 
Baud Rate Generator 
is4 MHz 
Baud Rate is 56k 

IlL Input Leakge Vee = 5.25V, Vss = OV ±10 ±10 I'oA 

leL Clock Leakage All other pins floating. ±10 ±10 I'oA 
VIN = OV, 5.25V 

loz TRI-STATE Leakage Vee = 5.25V, Vss = OV 
VOUT = OV,5.25V 

1) Chip deselected ±20 ±20 I'oA 
2) WRITE mode, 

chip selected 

VILMR MR Schmitt VIL 0.8 0.8 V 

VIHMR MR Schmitt VIH 2.0 2.0 V 
• Does not apply to XTAL2 

Capacitance TA = 25'C, Vee = Vss = OV 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

CXTAL2 Clock Input Capacitance 15 20 pF 

CXTAL1 Clock Output Capacitance Ie = 1 MHz 20 30 pF 

CIN Input Capacitance Unmeasured pins 6 10 pF 

COUT Output Capacitance returned to V ss 10 20 pF 

Note 1: AU specifications for CMOS parts are preliminary. Inputs on the CMOS parts are TTL compatible; outputs on the CMOS parts drive to the rails. 
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AC Electrical Characteristics TA = O'Cto +70'C, Vee = +5V ±5% 

NS16450 

Symbol Parameter Conditions NS16C450 (Note 1) 

Min Max 

tAW Address Strobe Width 60 

tAS Address Setup Time 60 

tAH Address Hold Time 0 

tcs Chip Select Setup Time 60 

tCH Chip Select Hold Time 0 

tOIW DISTR/DISTR Strobe Width 125 

tRC Ready Cycle Delay 175 

RC Ready Cycle = tAR' + tOIW + tRC 360 

too DISTR/DISTR to Driver Disable Delay @100 pF loading'" 60 

tO~~ Delay from DISTR/DlSTR to Data @100 pF loading 125 

tHZ DISTR/DISTR to Floating Data Delay @100 pF loading'" 0 100 

toow DOSTR/DOSTR Strobe Width 100 

twc Write Cycle Delay 200 

WC Write Cycle = tAW + toow + twc 360 

tos Data Setup Time 40 

tOH Data Hold Time 40 

leSC' Chip Select Output Delay from Select @100pF loading 100 

tRA' Address Hold Time from DISTR/DISTR 20 

tRCS' Chip Select Hold Time from DISTR/DISTR 20 

tAR' DlSTR/DISTR Delay from Address 60 

tCSR' DISTR/DISTR Delay from Chip Select 50 

tWA' Address Hold Time from DOSTR/DOSTR 20 

tWCS' Chip Select Hold Time from 20 
DOSTR/DOSTR 

tAW' DOSTR/DOSTR Delay from Address 60 

leSW' DOSTR/DOSTR Delay from Select 50 

tMRW Master Reset Pulse Width 5 

tXH Duration of Clock High Pulse External Clock (3.1 MHz Max.) 140 

tXL Duration of Clock Low Pulse External Clock (3.1 MHz Max.) 140 

Baud Generator 

N Baud Divisor 1 216 -1 

tBLD Baud Output Negative Edge Delay 100 pF Load 125 

tBHO Baud Output Positive Edge Delay 100 pF Load 125 

tLW Baud Output Down Time fx = 2 MHz, + 2, 100 pF Load 425 

tHW Baud Output Up Time fx = 3 MHz, + 3, 100 pF Load 330 

Receiver 

tsco Delay from RCLK to Sample Time 2 

tSINT Delay from Stop to Set Interrupt 1 1 

Delay from DISTR/DISTR 
tRINT (RD RBR/RDLSR) 100 pF Load 1 

to Reset Interrupt 

'" Applicable only when ADS is tied low. 
"'*RCLK is equal to tXH and tXL. 

*","Charge and discharge time is determined by VOL, VOH and the external loading. 

Note 1: All specifications for CMOS parts are preliminary. 
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INS8250A 
INS82C50A (Note 1) 
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AC Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 

NS16450 INS8250A 

Symbol Parameter Conditions NS16C450 (Note 1) INS82C50A (Note 1) Units 

Min Max Min Max 

Transmitter 

tHR Delay from DOSTR/DOSTR (WR THR) 100pF Load 175 1000 ns 
to Reset Interrupt 

tlRS Delay from Initial INTR Reset to Transmit B 24 B 24 RCLK 
Start Cycles 

tsl Delay from Initial Write to Interrupt 16 32 16 32 RCLK 
Cycles 

tSTI Delay from Stop to Interrupt (THRE) B B B B RCLK 
Cycles 

tlR Delay from DISTR/DISTR (RD IIR) to Reset 100 pF Load 250 1000 ns 
Interrupt (THRE) 

Modem Control 

tMDO Delay from DOSTR/DOSTR (WR MCR) to 100 pF Load 200 1000 ns 
Output 

tSIM Delay to Set Interrupt from MODEM Input 100 pF Load 1000 ns 

tRIM Delay to Reset Interrupt from DISTR/DISTR 100 pF Load 250 1000 ns 
(RDMSR) 

Note 1: All specifications for CMOS parts are preliminary. 

Timing Waveforms (All timings are referenced to valid 0 and valid 1) 

External Clock Input (3.1 MHz Max.) AC Test POints 

~ltXH 
2.0V 2.0V 

XTAll 

D.RV D.SV 

l __ tXl_1 TLlC/8401-3 

TLlC/8401-2 

BAUDOUT Timing 

~---N -I 
XTAL1 JUUlSL 

tBHD.....j I--

tllD --J I- ~ I-- tHW 

mo-uuflJ1J1J1JlJ1 1+11 

-..j I--tBHO -I t.tLW 
--..j I--tBlD IlW-.! 

ilmfIWf 
1+21 

--..j I--tBlD 
!+tHw·1 

-Il+-tBHD !+tHW..J-tlW----! 

ilmfIWf 
1+3) 

--I I--tBlD --Il--tBHD I" II tHW'" IN - 2) XTALt CYCLES 

~~~~ 1+11. N>3) 

I- .. ! tLW:: 2 XTAL 1 CYCLES 
TL/C/8401-4 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

Write Cycle 

* Applicable Only When ADS is Tied Low. 

Read Cycle 

~tAS-+1tAH 
---v Xr-------,~X~ 

AZ.Al,AO --.1\ VAllO I -----------~_ 

I r-'cs-H,eH ~I'RA" 
""cs"CSo ~ I---;x= 

1 r'CSC"--1 ['RCS"-1 
CSOUT -I"I---''-____ i ___ _ 

l'=_'A;~S""-____==L_--1 RC- ~'7---------' I 
1~~"OIOIw~I~'RC .1 
X ACTIVE X :: ~ 

---------'1 1 II 0;" 

I I /I E 
r--i'DS 1..--1'00 

OOiS -----;---\l \ 1;-
1000--1 HtHZ 

1iiSfR101STR 

nom/DOSTR 

DATA ---------------1~}_----
00- 07 c:::.::J 

* Applicable Only When ADS is Tied Low. 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

Receiver Timing 

'ClK~'I--' ----,rL 
1---------BClKS--------II-~CD 

SAMPlEClK n _______ IL 

fREC!~~:~~ \I.._ST_A_.T--'C'-__ ~DA ... T-A _BlT_'_"_,'_' __ ... 

SAMPLE I I 
ClK~ __ ~~_~ __ ~I'~---~---L---L---L----L_.I,'"" 

t--tSINT 

INTERRUPT fIr IL 
lDATAREADYOR RCVRERR) _____________________ J ~ 

iilSfR/DIST,(j) ~'RlNT 
DAi~E:~F~~~ __________________ ------~-----

OR RDlSR) 

Transmitter Timing 

~SI..T_A.~Jf'_ ______ _ OUT ~§~LAT~ \, START / 

---,r"RS~ 
DATA 15-81 

INTERRUPT 
(THRE) 

I-'H.-I =1 I-'H.-I 1 

ilil!'fRiDOSTR<D J'\r--'" T\ 
IWRTHR) I ______ -', I.. ____________ ~__:_-

~'IR'-DISTRIDISTR<J) ~ (ROIIR) ___________________________ ... 1 ~ 

MODEM Controls Timing 

/'1 \1'------
INTERRUPT _---:-------/,I ~ r-\I 1'_ -1 

_ _ I-'''M---J-n-I\.-'RlMi-_'----J'''M-nt'Mi-i'''M--i 
O'iS'fFi/OISTRIZ 

IRD MSR) 

iii -------""\ Y..----
Note 1: See Write Cycle Timing 

Note 2: See Read Cycle Timing 
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Block Diagram 
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SELECT • CONTROL 
LOGIC 

INTERNAL 
OATA BUS 

Note: Applicable pinout numbers are included within parenthesis. 

Functional Pin Description 
The following describes the function of all NS16450, 
NS16C450 and INS8250A, INS82C50A input and output 
pins. Some of these descriptions reference internal circuits. 
Nole: In the following descriptions, a low represents a logic 0 (OV nominal) 
and a high represents a logic 1 (+ 2.4V nominal). 

INPUT SIGNALS 

Chip Select (CSO, CS1, CS2), Pins 12-14: When CSO and 
CS1 are high and CS2 is low, the chip is selected. Chip 
selection is complete when the decoded chip select signal 
is latched with an active (low) Address Strobe (ADS) input. 
This enables communication bE tween the ACE and the 
CPU. 

Data Input Strobe (DISTR, DISTR), Pins 22 and 21: When 
DISTR is high or DISTR is low while the chip is selected, it 
allows the CPU to read status information or data from a 
selected register of the ACE. 
Note: Only an active OISTR or OISTR input is required to transfer data from 
the ACE during a read operation. Therefore, tie either the DISTR input per
manently low or the OISTR input permanently high, if not used. 
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Data Output Strobe (DOSTR, DOSTR), Pins 19 and 18: 
When DOSTR is high or DOSTR is low while the chip is 
selected, allows the CPU to write data or control words into 
a selected register of the ACE. 
Nole: Only an active DOSTR or DOSTR input is required to transfer data to 
the ACE during a write operation. Therefore, iie either the DOSTR input 
permanently low or the DOSTR input permanently high, if not used. 

Address Strobe (ADS), Pin 25: When low, provides latch
ing for the Register Select (AO, A 1, A2) and Chip Select 
(CSO, CS1, CS2) signals. 
Nole: An active ADS input is required when the Register Select (AO, A 1, A2) 
signals are not stable for the duration of a read or write operation. If not 
required, tie the ADS input permanently low. 

Register Select (AD, A1, A2), Pins 26-28: These three 
inputs are used during a read or write operation to select an 
ACE register to read from or write into as indicated in the 
table below. Note that the state of the Divisor Latch Access 
Bit (DLAB), which is the most significant bit of the Line Con
trol Register, affects the selection of certain ACE registers. 
The DLAB must be set high by the system software to ac
cess the Baud Generator Divisor Latches. 
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Functional Pin Description (Continued) 

DLAB A2 A1 Ao Register 

0 0 0 0 Receiver Buffer (read), 
Transmitter Holding 
Register (write) 

0 0 0 1 Interrupt Enable 

X 0 1 0 Interrupt Identification 
(read only) 

X 0 1 1 Line Control 
X 1 0 0 MODEM Control 
X 1 0 1 Line Status 
X 1 1 0 MODEM Status 
X 1 1 1 Scratch 
1 0 0 0 Divisor Latch 

(least significant byte) 

1 0 0 1 Divisor Latch 
(most significant byte) 

Master Reset (MR), Pin 35: This input is buffered with a 
TTL-compatible Schmitt Trigger with O.5V typical hysteresis. 
When high, it clears all the registers (except the Receiver 
Buffer, Transmitter Holding, and Divisor Latches), and the 
control logic of the ACE. Also, the state of various output 
signals (SOUT, INTRPT, OUT 1, OUT 2, FITS, DTR) are 
affected by an active MR input. (Refer to Table I.) 

Receiver Clock (RCLK), Pin 9: This input is the 16 x baud 
rate clock for the receiver section of the Chip. 

Serial Input (SIN), Pin 10: Serial data input from the com
munications link (peripheral device, MODEM, or data set). 

Clear to Send (CTS), Pin 36: The CTS signal is a MODEM 
control function input whose conditions can be tested by the 
CPU by reading bit 4 (CTS) of the MODEM Status Register. 
Bit 0 (DCTS) of the MODEM Status Register indicates 
whether the CTS input has changed state since the previ
ous reading of the MODEM Status Register. CTS has no 
effect on the Transmitter. 
Note: Whenever the CTS bit of the MODEM Status Register changes state, 
an interrupt is generated if the MODEM Status Interrupt is enabled. 

Data Set Ready (DSR), Pin 37: When low, this indicates 
that the MODEM or data set is ready to establish the com
munications link and transfer data with the ACE. The DSR 
signal is a MODEM-control function input whose condition 
can be tested by the CPU by reading bit 5 (DSR) of the 
MODEM Status Register. Bit 1 (DDSR) of the MODEM 
Status Register indicates whether the DSR input has 
changed state since the previous reading of the MODEM 
Status Register. 
Note: Whenever the DSR bit of the MODEM Status Register changes state, 
an interrupt is generated if the MODEM Status Interrupt is enabled. 

Data Carrier Detect (DCD), Pin 38: When low, indicates 
that the data carrier has been detected by the MODEM or 
data set. The DCD signal is a MODEM-control function input 
whose condition can be tested by the CPU by reading bit 7 
(DCD) of the MODEM Status Register. Bit 3 (DDCD) of the 
MODEM Status Register indicates whether the DCD input 
has changed state since the previous reading of the 
MODEM Status Register. DCD has no effect on the receiv-
er. 
Nole: Whenever the DCD bit of the MODEM Status Register changes state, 
an interrupt is generated if the MODEM Status Interrupt is enabled. 
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Ring Indicator (Ai), Pin 39: When low, indicates that a tele
phone ringing signal has been received by the MODEM or 
data set. The Ai signal is a MODEM-control function input 
whose condition can be tested by the CPU by reading bit 6 
(RI) of the MODEM Status Register. Bit 2 (TERI) of the 
MODEM Status Register indicates whether the Ai input has 
changed from a low to a high state since the previous read
ing of the MODEM Status Register. 
Nole: Whenever the RI bit of the MODEM Status Register changes from a 
high to a low state, an interrupt is generated if the MODEM Status Register 
is enabled. 

Vee, Pin 40: + 5V supply. 

Vss, Pin 20: Ground (OV) reference. 

OUTPUT SIGNALS 

Data Terminal Ready (DTR), Pin 33: When low, informs 
the MODEM or data set that the ACE is ready to communi
cate. The DTR output signal can be set to an active low by 
programming bit 0 (DTR) of the MODEM Control Register to 
a high level. The DTR signal is set high upon a Master Re
set operation. The DTR signal is forced to its inactive state 
(high) during loop mode operation. 

Request to Send (RTS), Pin 32: When low, informs the 
MODEM or data set that the ACE is ready to transmit data. 
The RTS output signal can be set to an active low by pro
gramming bit 1 (RTS) of the MODEM Control Register. The 
RTS signal is set high upon a Master Reset operation. The 
RTS signal is forced to its inactive state (high) during loop 
mode operation. 

Output 1 (OUT 1), Pin 34: User-designated output that can 
be set to an active low by programming bit 2 (OUT 1) of the 
MODEM Control Register to a high level. The OUT 1 signal 
is set high upon a Master Reset Operation. The OUT 1 sig
nal is forced to its inactive state (high) during loop mode 
operation. In the XMOS parts this will achieve TTL levels. 

Output 2 (OUT 2), Pin 31: User-designated output that can 
be set to an active low by programming bit 3 (OUT 2) of the 
MODEM Control Register to a high level. The OUT 2 Signal 
is set high upon a Master Reset Operation. The OUT 2 sig
nal is forced to its inactive state (high) during loop mode 
operation. In the XMOS parts this will achieve TTL levels. 

Chip Select Out (CSOUT), Pin 24: When high, indicates 
that the chip has been selected by active, CSO, CS1, and 
CS2 inputs. No data transfer can be initiated until the 
CSOUT signal is a logic 1. CSOUT goes low when chip is 
deselected. 

Driver Disable (DDIS), Pin 23: Goes low whenever the 
CPU is reading data from the ACE. A high-level DDIS output 
can be used to disable an external transceiver (if used be
tween the CPU and ACE on the D7-DO Data Bus) at all 
times, except when the CPU is reading data. 

Baud Out (BAUDOUT), Pin 15: 16 X clock signal for the 
transmitter section of the ACE. The clock rate is equal to the 
main reference oscillator frequency divided by the specified 
divisor in the Baud Generator Divisor Latches. The 
BAUDOUT may also be used for the receiver section by 
tying this output to the RCLK input of the Chip. 



Functional Pin Description (Continued) 

Interrupt (INTRPT), Pin 30: Goes high whenever anyone INPUT/OUTPUT SIGNALS 
of the following interrupt types has an active high condition Data (07-00) Bus, Pins 1-8: This bus comprises eight 
and is enabled via the IER: Receiver Error Flag; Received TRI-STATE input/output lines. The bus provides bidirection-
Data Available; Transmitter Holding Register Empty; and al communications between the ACE and the CPU. Data, 
MODEM Status. The INTRPT signal is reset low upon the control words, and status information are transferred via the 
appropriate interrupt service or a Master Reset operation. DrDo Data Bus. 
Serial Output (SOUT), Pin 11: Composite serial data output External Clock Input/Output (XTAL 1, XTAL 2) Pins 16 
to the communications link (peripheral, MODEM or data and 17: These two pins connect the main timing reference 
set). The SOUT signal is set to the Marking (logic 1) state (crystal or signal clock) to the ACE. 
upon a Master Reset operation. 

Connection Diagrams 
Dual-In-Line Package PCC Package 
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181920212223242526 2728 

ffiOOUT- 15 26 rAt 

// / / INC/ \ \,,~ XTALl- 16 25 t-AOS 
XTA12- 17 24 r-CSOUT XTAl1 XTAL2 DOSTR DOSTR IJss Dim mSTR DDiSCSOUTADS 

OOSTR- 18 23 rOD1S TL/C/8401 -18 
DOSTR - 19 22 rOISTR 

TOp View vss- 10 21 rDISTR 

Order Number NS16450V, NS-16450V, 
TL/C/8401-11 

INS8250A, NS16C450Vor INS82C50AV 
Top View 

See NS Package V44A 
Order Number NS16450N, NS-16450N, 

INS8250AN, NS16C450N or INS82C50AN 
See NS Package N40A 

TABLE I. ACE Reset Functions 

Register/Signal Reset Control Reset State 

Interrupt Enable Register Master Reset All Bits Low (0-3 forced and 
4-7 permanent) 

Interrupt Identification Register Master Reset Bit 0 is High, Bits 1 and 2 Low 
Bits 3-7 are Permanently Low 

Line Control Register Master Reset All Bits Low 

MODEM Control Register Master Reset All Bits Low 

Line Status Register Master Reset All Bits Low, 
Except Bits 5 and 6 are High 

MODEM Status Register Master Reset Bits 0-3 Low 
Bits 4-7-lnput Signal 

SOUT Master Reset High 

INTRPT (RCVR Errs) Read LSR/MR Low 

INTRPT (RCVR Data Ready) Read RBR/MR Low 

INTRPT (THRE) Read IIR/Write THR/MR Low 

INTRPT (Modem Status Changes) Read MSR/MR Low 

OUT2 Master Reset High 

RTS Master Reset High 

DTR Master Reset High 

OUT1 Master Reset High 
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Accessible Registers 
The system programmer may access or control any of the Bits 0 and 1: These two bits specify the number of bits in 
ACE registers summarized in Table" via the CPU. These each transmitted or received serial character. The encoding 
registers are used to control ACE operations and to transmit of bits 0 and 1 is as follows: 
and receive data. 

LINE CONTROL REGISTER 
Bit 1 Bit 0 Word Length 

The system programmer specifies the format of the asyn- 0 0 5 Bits 
0 1 S Bits 

chronous data communications exchange via the Line Con- 1 0 ? Bits 
trol Register. In addition to controlling the format, the pro- 1 1 8 Bits 
gram mer may retreive the contents of the Line Control Reg-
ister for inspection. This feature simplifies system program-

Bit 2: This bit specifies the number of Stop bits in each ming and eliminates the need for separate storage in sys-
tem memory of the line characteristics. The contents of the transmitted character. If bit 2 is a logic 0, one Stop bit is 

Line Control Register are indicated in Table" and are de- generated in the transmitted data. If bit 2 is a logic 1 when a 

scribed below. 5-bit word length is selected via bits 0 and 1, one and a 

Table II. Summary of Accessible Registers 

Register Address 

ODLAB=O ODLAB=O 1 DLAB=O 2 3 4 5 6 ? ODLAB=1 1 DLAB=1 
Bit Receiver Transmitter Interrupt 
No. Buffer Holding Interrupt Ident. Line MODEM Line MODEM Scratch Divisor 

Latch Register Register Enable Register Control Control Status Status Reg" Latch 
(MS) (Read (Write Register (Read Register Register Register Register Ister (LS) 

Only) Only) Only) 

RBR THR IER IIR LCR MCR LSR MSR SCR DLL DLM 

0 Data BitO' Data Bit 0 Enable uO" if Word Data Data Delta BitO Bit 0 Bit 8 
Received Interrupt Length Terminal Ready Clear 

Data Pending Select Ready (DR) to Send 
Available BitO (DTR) (DCTS) 
Interrupt (WLSO) 
(ERBFI) 

1 Data Bit 1 Data Bit 1 Enable Interrupt Word Request Overrun Delta Bit 1 Bit 1 BitS 
Transmitter 10 Length to Send Error Data 

Holding Bit (0) Select (RTS) (OE) Set 
Register Bit 1 Ready 
Empty (WLS1) (DDSR) 

Interrupt 
(ETBEI) 

2 DataBit2 Data Bit2 Enable Interrupt Number of Out 1 Parity Trailing Bit 2 Bit2 Bit 10 
Receiver 10 Stop Bits Error Edge Ring 

Line Status Bit (1) (STB) (PE) Indicator 
Interrupt (TERI) 
(ELSI) 

3 DataBit3 Data Bit3 Enable 0 Parity Out 2 Framing Delta Bit 3 Bit 3 Bit 11 
MODEM Enable Error Data 
Status (PEN) (FE) Carrier 

Interrupt Detect 
(EDSSI) (DDCD) 

4 Data Bit4 Data Bit4 0 0 Even Loop Break Clear Bit4 Bit4 Bit12 
Parity Interrupt to 
Select (BI) Send 
(EPS) (CTS) 

5 Data Bit5 Data Bit5 0 0 Stick 0 Transmitter Data Bit5 Bit5 Bit 13 
Parity Holding Set 

Register Ready 
(THRE) (DSR) 

S Data BitS Data BitS 0 0 Set 0 Transmitter Ring BitS BitS Bit 14 
Break Empty Indicator 

(TEMT) (RI) 

? Data Bit? Data Bit? 0 0 Divisor 0 0 Data Bit? Bit? Bit15 
Latch Carrier 

Access Detect 
Bit (DCD) 

(DLAB) 

*Bit 0 is the least significant bit. It is the first bit serially transmitted or received. 
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Accessible Registers (Continued) 

half Stop bits are generated. If bit 2 is a logic 1 when either 
a 6-, 7-, or 8-bit word length is selected, two Stop bits are 
generated. The Receiver checks the first Stop-bit only, re
gardless of the number of Stop bits selected. 

Bit 3: This bit is the Parity Enable bit. When bit 3 is a logic 1, 
a Parity bit is generated (transmit data) or checked (receive 
data) between the last data word bit and Stop bit of the 
serial data. (The Parity bit is used to produce an even or odd 
number of 1 s when the data word bits and the Parity bit are 
summed.) 

Bit 4: This bit is the Even Parity Select bit. When bit 3 is a 
logic 1 and bit 4 is a logic 0, an odd number of logic 1 s is 
transmitted or checked in the data word bits and Parity bit. 
When bit 3 is a logic 1 and bit 4 is a logic 1, an even number 
of logic 1 s is transmitted or checked. 

Bit 5: This bit is the Stick Parity bit. When bits 3, 4 and 5 are 
logic 1 the Parity bit is transmitted and checked as a logic O. 
If bits 3 and 5 are 1 and bit 4 is a logic 0 then the Parity bit is 
transmitted and checked as a logic 1. 

Bit 6: This bit is the Break Control bit. When it is set to a 
logic 1, the serial output (SOUT) is forced to the Spacing 
(logic 0) state. The break is disabled by setting bit 6 to a 
logic O. The Break Control bit acts only on SOUT and has no 
effect on the transmitter logic. 
Note: This feature enables the CPU to alert a terminal in a computer com
munications system. If the following sequence is followed, no erroneous or 
extraneous characters will be transmitted because of the break. 

1. Load an all as, pad character, in response to THRE. 

2. Set break after the next THRE. 

3. Wait for the transmitter to be idle, (TEMT= 1), and clear break when 
normal transmission has to be restored. 

During the break, the Transmitter can be used as a character timer to accu
rately establish the break duration. 

Bit 7: This bit is the Divisor Latch Access Bit (DLAB). It must 
be set high (logic 1) to access the Divisor Latches of the 
Baud Generator during a Read or Write operation. It must 
be set low (logic 0) to access the Receiver Buffer, the 
Transmitter Holding Register, or the Interrupt Enable Regis
ter. 

Table III. Baud Rates Using 1.8432 MHz Crystal 

Divisor Used Percent Error 
Desired to Generate Difference Between 

Baud Rate 16 x Clock Desired and Actual 

50 2304 -
75 1536 -
110 1047 0.026 

134.5 857 0.058 
150 768 -
300 384 -
600 192 -
1200 96 -
1800 64 -
2000 58 0.69 
2400 48 -
3600 32 -
4800 24 -
7200 16 -
9600 12 -
19200 6 -
38400 3 -
56000 2 2.86 
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Typical Crystal Oscillator Network 

CRYSTAL Rp RX2 Cl C2 

3.1 MHz 1 MD 1.5k 10-30 pF 40-60 pF 

1.8 MHz 1 MD 1.5k 10-30 pF 40-60 pF 

Table IV. Baud Rates Using 3.072 MHz Crystal 

Divisor Used Percent Error 
Desired to Generate Difference Between 

Baud Rate 16 x Clock Desired and Actual 

50 3840 -
75 2560 -
110 1745 0.026 

134.5 1428 0.034 
150 1280 -
300 640 -
600 320 -
1200 160 -
1800 107 0.312 
2000 96 -
2400 80 -
3600 53 0.628 
4800 40 -
7200 27 1.23 
9600 20 -
19200 10 -
38400 5 -
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Accessible Registers (Continued) 

PROGRAMMABLE BAUD GENERATOR 

The ACE contains a programmable Baud Generator that is 
capable of taking any clock input (DC to 3.1 MHz) and divid
ing it by any divisor from 1 to 216 -1). The output frequency 
of the Baud Generator is 16 x the Baud [divisor # = (fre
quency input) 7 (baud rate x 16)1. Two 8-bit latches store 
the divisor in a 16-bit binary format. These Divisor Latches 
must be loaded during initialization in order to ensure de
sired operation of the Baud Generator. Upon loading either 
of the Divisor Latches, a 16-bit Baud counter is immediately 
loaded. This prevents long counts on initial load. 

Tables III and IV illustrate the use of the Baud Generator 
with crystal frequencies of 1.8432 MHz and 3.072 MHz re
spectively. For baud rates of 38400 and below, the error 
obtained is minimal. The accuracy of the desired baud rate 
is dependent on the crystal frequency chosen. 
Note: The maximum operating frequency of the Baud Generator is 3.1 MHz . 
However, when using divisors of 3 and below, the maximum frequency is 
equal to the divisor in MHz. For example, if the divisor is 1, then the maxi
mum frequency is 1 MHz. In no case should the data rate be greater than 
56k Baud. 

LINE STATUS REGISTER 

This 8-bit register provides status information to the CPU 
concerning the data transfer. The contents of the Line 
Status Register are indicated in Table 2 and are described 
below. 

Bit 0: This bit is the receiver Data Ready (DR) indicator. Bit 
o is set to a logic 1 whenever a complete incoming charac
ter has been received and transferred into the Receiver 
Buffer Register. Bit 0 is reset to a logic 0 by reading the data 
in the Receiver Buffer Register. 

Bit 1: This bit is the Overrun Error (OE) indicator. Bit 1 indi
cates that data in the Receiver Buffer Register was not read 
by the CPU before the next character was transferred into 
the Receiver Buffer Register, thereby destroying the previ
ous character. The OE indicator is reset whenever the CPU 
reads the contents of the Line Status Register. 

Bit 2: This bit is the Parity Error (PE) indicator. Bit 2 indi
cates that the received data character does not have the 
correct even or odd parity, as selected by the even-parity
select bit. The PE bit is set to a logic 1 upon detection of a 
parity error and is reset to a logic 0 whenever the CPU reads 
the contents of the Line Status Register. 

Bit 3: This bit is the Framing Error (FE) indicator. Bit 3 indi
cates that the received character did not have a valid Stop 
bit. Bit 3 is set to a logiC 1 whenever the Stop bit following 
the last data bit or parity bit is detected as a zero bit (Spac
ing level). The FE indicator is reset whenever the CPU reads 
the contents of the Line Status indicator. 

Bit 4: This bit is the Break Interrupt (BI) indicator. Bit 4 is set 
to a logic 1 whenever the received data input is held in the 
Spacing (logic 0) state for longer than a full word transmis
sion time (that is, the total time of Start bit + data bits + 
Parity + Stop bits). The BI indicator is reset whenever the 
CPU reads the contents of the Line Status indicator. 
Note: Bits 1 through 4 are the error conditions that produce a Receiver Line 
Status interrupt whenever any of the corresponding conditions are detected. 

Bit 5: The bit is the Transmitter Holding Register Empty 
(THRE) indicator. Bit 5 indicates that the ACE is ready to 
accept a new character for transmission. In addition, this bit 
causes the ACE to issue an interrupt to the CPU when the 
Transmit Holding Register Empty Interrupt enable is set 
high. The THRE bit is set to a logic 1 when a character is 
transferred from the Transmitter Holding Register into the 
Transmitter Shift Register. The bit is reset to logic 0 concur
rently with the loading of the Transmitter Holding Register 
by the CPU. 

Bit 6: This bit is the Transmitter Empty (TEMT) indicator. Bit 
6 is set to a logic 1 whenever the Transmitter Holding Regis
ter (THR) and the Transmitter Shift Register (TSR) are both 
empty. It is reset to a logiC 0 whenever either the THR or 
TSR contains a data character. 

Bit 7: This bit is permanently set to logic O. 
Note: The Line Status Register is intended for read operations only. Writing 
to this register is not recommended as this operation is used for factory 
testing. 

TABLE V.lnterrupt Control Functions 

Interrupt Identification 
Register 

Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 

o o 
o 

o o 

o o 

o o o 

Priority 
Level 

Highest 

Second 

Third 

Fourth 

Interrupt Set and Reset Functions 

Interrupt Type 

None 

Receiver Line Status 

Received Data Available 

Transmitter Holding 
Register Empty 

MODEM Status 

4-100 

Interrupt Source 

None 

Overrun Error or 
Parity Error or Framing 
Error or Break Interrupt 

Receiver Data Available 

Transmitter Holding 
Register Empty 

Clear to Send or 
Data Set Ready or 
Ring Indicator or Data 
Carrier Detect 

Interrupt Reset Control 

Reading the Line Status 
Register 

Reading the Receiver 
Buffer Register 

Reading the IIR Register 
(if source of interrupt) or 
Writing into the Trans
mitter Holding Register 

Reading the MODEM 
Status Register 



Accessible Registers (Continued) 

INTERRUPT IDENTIFICATION REGISTER 

The ACE has an on-chip interrupt capability that allows for 
flexibility in interfacing popular microprocessors presently 
available. In order to provide minimum software overhead 
during data character transfers, the ACE prioritizes inter
rupts into four levels. The four levels of interrupt conditions 
are as follows: Receiver Line Status (priority 1); Received 
Data Ready (priority 2); Transmitter Holding Register Empty 
(priority 3); and MODEM Status (priority 4). 

Information indicating that a prioritized interrupt is pending 
and the type of that interrupt are stored in the Interrupt Iden
tification Register (IIR). When addressed during chip-select 
time, the IIR freezes the highest priority interrupt pending 
and no other interrupts change the IIR, even though they 
are recorded, until the particular interrupt is serviced by the 
CPU. The contents of the IIR are indicated in Table II and 
are described below. 

Bit 0: This bit can be used in either a hardwired prioritized or 
polled environment to indicate whether an interrupt is pend
ing. When bit 0 is a logic 0, an interrupt is pending and the 
IIR contents may be used as a pointer to the appropriate 
interrupt service routine. When bit 0 is a logic I, no interrupt 
is pending and polling (if used) continues. 

Bits 1 and 2: These two bits of the IIR are used to identify 
the highest priority interrupt pending as indicated in Table V. 

Bits 3 through 7: These five bits of the IIR are always logic 
O. 

INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER 

This 8-bit register enables the four types of interrupts of the 
ACE to separately activate the chip interrupt (INTRPT) out
put signal. It is possible to totally disable the interrupt sys
tem by resetting bits 0 through 3 of the Interrupt Enable 
Register. Similarly, by setting the appropriate bits of this reg
ister to a logic 1, selected interrupts can be enabled. Dis
abling the interrupt system inhibits the Interrupt Identifica
tion Register and the active (high) INTRPT output from the 
chip. All other system functions operate in their normal man
ner, including the setting of the Line Status and MODEM 
Status Registers. The contents of the Interrupt Enable Reg
ister are indicated in Table II and are described below. 

Bit 0: This bit enables the Received Data Available Interrupt 
when set to logic 1. 

Bit 1: This bit enables the Transmitter Holding Register 
Empty Interrupt when set to logic 1. 

Bit 2: This bit enables the Receiver Line Status Interrupt 
when set to logic 1. 

Bit 3: This bit enables the MODEM Status Interrupt when 
set to logic 1. 

Bits 4 through 7: These four bits are always logic O. 
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MODEM CONTROL REGISTER 

This 8-bit register controls the interface with the MODEM or 
data set (or a peripheral device emulating a MODEM). The 
contents of the MODEM Control Register are indicated in 
Table II and are described below. 

Bit 0: This bit controls the Data Terminal Ready (DTR) out
put. When bit 0 is set to a logic 1, the DTR output is forced 
to a logic O. When bit 0 is reset to a logic 0, the DTR output 
is forced to a logic 1. 
Note: The DTR output of the ACE may be applied to an EtA inverting line 
driver (such as the 081488) to obtain the proper polarity input at the suc~ 
ceeding MODEM or data set. 

Bit 1: This bit controls the Request to Send RTS) output. Bit 
1 affects the RTS output in a manner identical to that de
scribed above for bit o. 

Bit 2: This bit controls the Output 1 (OUT 1) signal, which is 
an auxiliary user-designated output. Bit 2 affects the OUT 1 
output in a manner identical to that described above for bit 
o. 
Bit 3: This bit controls the Output 2 (OUT2) signal, which is 
an auxiliary user-designated output. Bit 3 affects the OUT 2 
output in a manner identical to that described above for bit 
o. 
Bit 4: This bit provides a local loopback feature for diagnos
tic testing of the ACE. When bit 4 is set to logic I, the follow
ing occur: the transmitter Serial Output (SOUT) is set to the 
Marking (logic 1) state; the receiver Serial Input (SIN) is dis
connected; the output of the Transmitter Shift Register is 
"looped back" into the Receiver Shift Register input; the 
four MODEM Control inputs (CTS, DSR, DCD, and Ri) are 
disconnected; and the four MODEM Control outputs (DTR, 
RTS, OUT 1, and OUT 2) are internally connected to the 
four MODEM Control inputs, and the MODEM Control out
put pins are forced to their inactive state (high). In the diag
nostic mode, data that is transmitted is immediately re
ceived. This feature allows the processor to verify the trans
mit-and received-data paths of the ACE. 

In the diagnostic mode, the receiver and transmitter inter
rupts are fully operational. The MODEM Control Interrupts 
are also operational, but the interrupts' sources are now the 
lower four bits of the MODEM Control Register instead of 
the four MODEM Control inputs. The interrupts are still con
trolled by the Interrupt Enable Register. 

Bits 5 through 7: These bits are permanently set to logic O. 

MODEM STATUS REGISTER 

This 8-bit register provides the current state of the control 
lines from the MODEM (or peripheral device) to the CPU. In 
addition to this current-state information, four bits of the 
MODEM Status Register provide change information. These 
bits are set to a logic 1 whenever a control input from the 
MODEM changes state. They are reset to logic 0 whenever 
the CPU reads the MODEM Status Register. 
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Accessible Registers (Continued) 

The contents of the MODEM Status Register are indicated 
in Table II and are described below. 

Bit 0: This bit is the Delta Clear to Send (DCTS) indicator. 
Bit 0 indicates that the CTS input to the chip has changed 
state since the last time it was read by the CPU. 

Bit 1: This bit is the Delta Data Set Ready (DDSR) indicator. 
Bit 1 indicates that the DSR input to the chip has changed 
state since the last time it was read by the CPU. 

Bit 2: This bit is the Trailing Edge of Ring Indicator (TERI) 
detector. Bit 2 indicates that the AT input to the chip has 
changed from a low to a high state. 

Bit 3: This bit is the Delta Data Carrier Detect (DDCD) indi
cator. Bit 3 indicates that the DCD input to the chip has 
changed state. 
Note: Whenever bit 0, 1, 2, or 3 is set to logic 1, a MODEM Status Interrupt 
is generated. 

Typical Applications 

Bit 4: This bit is the complement of the Clear to Send (CTS) 
input. If bit 4 (loop) of the MCR is set to aI, this bit is 
equivalent to RTS in the MCR. 

Bit 5: This bit is the complement of the Data Set Ready 
(DSR) input. If bit 4 of the MCR is set to aI, this bit is 
equivalent of DTR in the MCR. 

Bit 6: This bit is the complement of the Ring Indicator (AT) 
input. If bit 4 of the MCR is set to aI, this bit is equivalent to 
OUT 1 in the MCR . 

Bit 7: This bit is the complement of the Data Carrier Detect 
(DCD) input. If bit 4 of the MCR is set to aI, this bit is 
equivalent to OUT 2 of the MCR. 

SCRATCHPAD REGISTER 

This B-bit Read/Write Register does not control the ACE in 
any way. It is intended as a scratchpad register to be used 
by the programmer to hold data temporarily. 

This shows the basic connections of an NS16450 to an NS32016 CPU 
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Typical Applications (Continued) 

Typical Interface for a 
High-Capacity Data Bus 

RECEIVER 
~D~O~ST~R~~ ____ -.~D~IS~A~B~LE~ ____ ~DDSTR 

.""".~""" .m.r ~~ ~ 1"" 
INS82SDA 

lACE) 

Ordering Information 

SYSTEM" I ""L<1-J" I 
I r I L ______ -.1 

8-8IT 
BUS TRANSCEIVER L-~DR~IV~E=-=R---~DDlS 

1.S 

OISABLE 

Typical Supply Current vs. 
Temperature, Normalized 

1 

I 

~-

D.~ L----t-=2-}-S ----:-t;:;SD!----t~7S 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 1°C) 

TL/C/8401-17 

Order Number Description 

Plastic Dip Package 

NS16450N} 
or 
NS·16450N 
INS8250AN 
NS16C450N' 
INS82C50AN' 

high speed part 

Plastic Chip Carrier Package 

NS16450V } 
or 
NS·16450V 
INS8250A 
NS16C450V' 
INS82C50AV' 

'The CMOS parts will be available after 6/85. 
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Vee = 5V ±5% 
CMOS high speed part 
CMOS Vee = 5V ±5% 

high speed part 

Vee = 5V ± 5% 
CMOS high speed part 
CMOS Vee = 5V ±5% 

TL/C/8401-16 
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PRELIMINARY 

NS16550 Asynchronous Communications 
Element with FIFOs 
General Description 
The NS16550 is an improved version of the NS16450 Asyn
chronous Communications Element (ACE). The improved 
specifications ensure compatibility with the NS32016 and 
other state-of-the-art CPUs. Functionally identical to the 
NS16450 on powerup (CHARACTER mode)' the NS16550 
can be put into an alternate mode (FIFO mode) to relieve 
the CPU of excessive overhead when the data rate is high. 

In this mode internal FIFOs are activated allowing 16 bytes 
(plus 3 bits per byte of error data in the RCVR FIFO) to be 
stored in both receive and transmit modes. All the logiC is on 
chip to minimize system overhead and maximize system ef
ficiency. Two pin functions have been added to allow sig
nalling of DMA transfers. 

The ACE performs serial-to-parallel conversion on data 
characters received from a peripheral device or a MODEM, 
and parallel-to-serial conversion on data characters re
ceived from the CPU. The CPU can read the complete 
status of the ACE at any time during the functional opera
tion. Status information reported includes the type and con
dition of the transfer operations being performed by the 
ACE, as well as any error conditions (parity, overrun, fram
ing, or break interrupt). 

The ACE includes a programmable baud rate generator that 
is capable of dividing the timing reference clock input by 
divisors of 1 to (216-1), and producing a 16 x clock for 
driving the internal transmitter logic. Provisions are also in
cluded to use this 16 x clock to drive the receiver logiC. The 
ACE has complete MODEM-control capability, and a proc
essor-interrupt system that may be software tailored to the 
user's requirements, minimizing the computing required to 
handle the communications link. 

The ACE is fabricated using National Semiconductor's ad
vanced scaled N-channel Silicon-gate MOS process, XMOS. 
"'Can also be reset to (Character) mode under software control. 

Features 
• Capable of running all existing 16450 software. 
• Pin for pin compatible with the existing 16450 except 

for CSOUT (24) and NC (29). The former CSOUT and 
NC pins will be TXRDY and RXRDY, respectively. 

• After reset, all registers are identical to the 16450 reg
ister set. 

• In the FIFO mode transmitter and receiver are each 
buffered with 16 byte FI FO's to reduce the number of 
interrrupts presented to the CPU. 

• Adds or deletes standard asynchronous communication 
bits (start, stop, and parity) to or from the serial data. 

• Full double buffering in the CHARACTER mode elimi
nates need for precise synchronization. 

• Independently controlled transmit, receive, line status, 
and data set interrupts. 

• Programmable baud generator divides any input clock 
by 1 to (216 - 1) and generates the 16 x clock. 

• Independent receiver clock input. 
• MODEM control functions (CTS, RTS, DSR, DTR, RI, 

and DCD). 
• Fully programmable serial-interface characteristics: 

- 5-, 6-, 7-, or 8-bit characters 
- Even, odd, or no-parity bit generation and detection 
- 1-, 1 %-, or 2-stop bit generation 
- Baud generation (DC to 256k baud). 

• False start bit detection. 
• Complete status reporting capabilities. 
• TRI-STATE® TTL drive for the data and control buses. 
• Line break generation and detection. 
• Internal diagnostic capabilities: 

- Loopback controls for communications link fault 
isolation 

- Break, parity, overrun, framing error simulation. 
• Full prioritized interrupt system controls. 

Basic Configuration NS16550 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not Note: Maximum ratings indicate limits beyond which perma-
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated nent damage may occur. Continuous operation at these lim-
reliability electrical test specifications document. its is not intended and should be limited to those conditions 

Temperature Under Bias O'Cto +70'C specified under DC electrical characteristics. 

Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C 

All Input or Output Voltages 
with Respect to Vss -0.5V to + 7.0V 

Power Dissipation 1W 

DC Electrical Characteristics 
TA = O·C to +70'C, Vcc = +5V ±5%, Vss = ov, unless otherwise specified. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Units 

VILX Clock Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIHX Clock Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc V 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L = 1.6 mA on all (Note 1) 0.4 V 

VOH Output High Voltage 10H = -1.0 mA (Note 1) 2.4 V 

Icc(AV) Avg. Power Supply VCC = 5.25V 160 mA 
Current (Vce> No Loads on output (Note 2) 

SIN, DSR, RLSD, 

CTS, RI = 2.0V 140 mA 

All other inputs = 0.8V (Note 3) 

IlL Input Leakage Vcc = 5.25V, Vss = OV ±10 !LA 

ICL Clock Leakage All other pins floating. ±10 !LA 
VIN = OV, 5.25V 

10l TRI-STATE Leakage VCC = 5.25V, VSS = OV 

VOUT = OV,5.25V 
1) Chip deselected ±20 !LA 
2) WRITE mode, 

chip selected 

VILMR MR Schmitt VIL 0.8 V 

VIHMR MR Schmitt VIH 2.0 V 

Nole 1: Does not apply to XTAL2 
Nole 2: T A ~ 2S'C 

Nole 3: T A ~ 70'C 

Capacitance TA = 25'C, Vcc = Vss = OV 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

CXTAL2 Clock Input Capacitance 15 20 pF 

CXTALI Clock Output Capacitance fe = 1 MHz 
Unmeasured pins 

20 30 pF 

CIN Input Capacitance returned to Vss 6 10 pF 

COUT Output Capacitance 10 20 pF 
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AC Electrical Characteristics TA = O'Cto +70'C, Vcc = +5V ±5% 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Units 

tAH Address Hold Time 0 ns 

tAR DISTR/DISTR Delay from Address (Note 1) 30 ns 

tAs Address Setup Time 60 ns 

tAW Address Strobe Width 60 ns 

tCH Chip Select Hold Time 0 ns 

tcs Chip Select Setup Time 60 ns 

tCSR DISTR/DISTR Delay from Chip Select (Note 1) 50 ns 

tcsw DOSTR/DOSTR Delay from Select (Note 1) 50 ns 

too DISTR/DISTR to Driver Enable/Disable @100 pF loading (Note 3) 60 ns 

tOOA DOSTR/DOSTR Delay from Address (Note 1) 30 ns 

tO~~ Delay from DISTR/DISTR to Data @100pFloading 125 ns 

tOH Data Hold Time 30 ns 

tOIW DISTR/DISTR Strobe Width 125 ns 

toow DOSTR/DOSTR Strobe Width 100 ns 

tos Data Setup Time 30 ns 

tHZ DISTR/DISTR to Floating Data Delay @1 00 pF loading (Note 3) 0 100 ns 

tMRW Master Reset Pulse Width 5 ,...s 

tRA Address Hold Time from DISTR/DISTR (Note 1) 20 ns 

tRC Read Cycle Delay 125 ns 

tRCS Chip Select Hold Time from DISTR/DISTR (Note 1) 20 ns 

tWA Address Hold Time from DOSTR/DOSTR (Note 1) 20 ns 

twc Write Cycle Delay 150 ns 

twcs Chip Select Hold Time from (Note 1) 20 ns DOSTR/DOSTR 

tXH Duration of Clock High Pulse External Clock (8.0 MHz Max.) 55 ns 

tXL Duration of Clock Low Pulse External Clock (8.0 MHz Max.) 55 ns 

RC Read Cycle = tAR + tOlw + tRC 280 ns 

WC Write Cycle = tOOA + toow + twc 280 ns 

Baud Generator 

N Baud Divisor 1 216 -1 

tBHO Baud Output Positive Edge Delay 100 pF Load 175 ns 

tBLD Baud Output Negative Edge Delay 100 pF Load 175 ns 

tHW Baud Output Up Time fX = 8.0 MHz, + 2, 100 pF Load 75 ns 

tLW Baud Output Down Time fx = 8.0 MHz,+2, 100 pF Load 100 ns 

Receiver 

tRINT Delay from DISTR/DISTR 
(RD RBR/RDLSR) 100 pF Load 1 ,...s 
to Reset Interrupt 

tsco Delay from RCLK to Sample Time 2 ,...s 

tSINT Delay from Stop to Set Interrupt (Note 2) 1 1 RCLK 
Cycles 

Note 1: Applicable only when AI5S is tied low. 
Note 2: In the FIFO mode (FCRO= 1) the trigger level and timeout interrupts, the receiver dala available indication, the active RXRDY indication and the overrun 
error indication will be delayed 9 RCLKs. Status indicators (PE, FE, BI) will be delayed 9 RCLKs after the first byte has been received. For subsequently received 
bytes these indicators will be updated immediately after RDRBR goes inactive. 
Note 3: Charge and discharge time is determined by VOL. VOH and the external loading. 
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AC Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Units 

Transmitter 

tHR Delay from DOSTR/DOSTR (WR THR) 100 pF Load 175 ns 
to Reset Interrupt 

tlR Delay from DISTR/DISTR (RD IIR) to Reset 100 pF Load 250 ns 
Interrupt (THRE) 

tlRS Delay from InitiallNTR Reset to Transmit 8 24 RCLK 
Start Cycles 

tSI Delay from Initial Write to Interrupt (Note 1) 16 32 RCLK 
Cycles 

tSTI Delay from Stop to Interrupt (THRE) (Note 1) 8 8 RCLK 
Cycles 

tSXA Delay from Start to TXRDY active 100 pF Load 8 RLCK 
Cycles 

tWXI Delay from Write to TXRDY inactive 100 pF Load 195 ns 

Modem Control 

tMDO Delay from DOSTR/DOSTR (WR MCR) to 100 pF Load 200 ns 
Output 

tRIM Delay to Reset Interrupt from DISTR/DISTR 100 pF Load 250 ns 
(RDMSR) 

lslM Delay to Set Interrupt from MODEM Input 100 pF Load 250 ns 

Note 1: This delay will be lengthened by 1 character time, minus the last stop bit time if the transmitter interrupt delay circuit is active. (See FIFO Interrupt Mode 
Operation). 

Timing Waveforms (All timings are referenced to valid 0 and valid 1) 

! External Clock Input (8.0 MHz Max.) AC Test Points 

~~tXH 
2.4V 

2.0V 

2.0V 
XTAl1 •. 8V 

O.4V 

l __ txl_1 

O,8V TL/C/86S2-3 

TL/C/86S2-2 

BAUDOUT Timing 

I-------N-- ----j 
XTAL1 .JUlJUL 

tBHD--! 1---
tBlD--I r-- -I l-tHW 

BAUD OUT 
HI 

--+I }--tBHD -I i--'lW 
--! I--- tBl 0 r-1LW.f 

BAUD OUT 
(e'l 

--.I I-- tBl 0 
' f.tHw·1 

--I k-tBHD I-tHW.j~tlW--I 

BAUD OUT 
(e'l 

--I I--- tBl 0 -.j I---- tBH 0 I' -I tHW '" (N - 2) XTAll CYCLES 

8AUDDUT~~~ (eN. N>3I 

I- "I tLW = 2 XTAl1 CYCLES TL/C/86S2-4 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

Write Cycle 

f--- 'AS =:±-I'AH 

A2, A" AD ==:::x VALID I X,.-------------:X,---
11-·cS-H'CH 1--+:-

CS2,CS"CSO ==rx: VALID X---- --,----I---'X,--
I j.- 'CSW·---·'! I---'WCS'-I ---

I---'ODA" WC-----'-----_'! 
-'OOW-I-'WC ----,~I 

=IOOST" ____________ ..JX ACTIVE xr------,:'I-:--~--~~ 
I OtR 

DlSTRIOISTR -------------------I,-------,:'t:------E 
1-·os--1-'OH -I 

DATA _______________ -{( VALID DATA )-
00,07 __ 

• Applicable Only When ADS is Tied Low, 

Read Cycle 

r=tAs~tAH 
A2, A" AD ==:::x VALID I xr------------------------------------------------_;X= 

I I-tCS=H.CH I-!'RA' 

CS2, CS" CSO ==rx: VALID X I---;x= 
1.1.-tCSR' , r-tRCS'-j 

tAR' , RC -------;----

_tDIW_I_1RC---~~ 'I 
" 

liiTIlI/DISTR 

1IUSTli/00STR 

0015 

DATA 
00-07 

-----"'X ACTIVE X :: 

: : :: 
Hl \" r;--

tDDO.....t ~ tHZ 

----------------~~~----
• Applicable Only When ADS is Tied Low, 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

Receiver Timing 

RClK -.fll .-. __ ..... n ... ___ 1L 
1-. ~--- 8 ClKS ----I r- \sec 

SAWPlE ClK _____________ ..... rL 
CHARACTER WODE: 

SIH~ ~~ rr-
\....I~~mp'-L/ 

SAWPlE CLOCK ---............. _L z I I 

RDR INTERRUPT _______________ Lr 
____________ --J~ -----~ 

lSI INTERRUPT 

DI~R/D~ffi ----------------------t---,,~~~~
(RDRBR) --------------------1--.... , .... - .... ''''--

DI~R/D~TR ------------------~~A~~~E-\r--------
(RDLSR) _______________ .....J~=~.------_ 

SERIAL 
OUT (SOUTl 

Transmitter Timing 

~~ST_A_.T~J' ___ D_AT_A_"_._.) ___ ~n_A_.~jI _______ ___ 

rllR5~ rr~ISTI __ ....... 
INTErr~~p,~ ~I ~ ~'----rJ \..1 

I-'H.- '_.HR_' rtsl 
ifD1fRfDDSTR(i) n If"\ ,W.TH.,..J. \ ...... _________ 1. \1.. _______________ ;--;-_ 

~II.I-
DISTR/DISTR lD r"'J. 

IROIiRi ____________________________ , "--

MODEM Controls Timing 

DOSTRI~~~~W) ~I '---_--'I t 
----. tMDO 1- -,MOD-I 

~\ _____________ ..... l~---ouW~ \.. . 

m. !i!Ii. 1m) 'I ~II..-----
INTERRUPT ---i---"I \ ;--\ -r 

1iImI{:~S~~~ ______ I-_IS_IM_-_..Jrt'-R_IM_~ ___ I-_IS_IM_-.... 1 rf I~ 
Notal: See Write Cycle Timing 

Note 2: See Read Cycle Timing 

jjj------...,\ yr----
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

RCVR FIFO FIrst Byte (This Sets RDR) 

SIN~ ~z 
~ ~ __ DATA (5-8) 

2 2 

SAt.tPL£ CLOCK -....&. ...... -~Il z.lZ1L..-.L..-...I...-....... ....!:-....&. ...... -

TRIGGER LEVEL 

(FIFO AT OR 
l----------.~--ABOVE TRIGGER LEVEL) 

INTERRUPT -------------!-"' 
(FCR6, 7=0, 0) IsINT + 8 RCLK 

LSI INTERRUPT ------------", 

DISffi/~~R--------------~,--~I~--(RDLSR) _____________ __'''__....;1'-__ 

DISTR/DISTR ---------------------'\.],--~ 
(RDRBR) --------------------"']'0---' 

RCVR FIFO Bytes Other Than the First Byte (RDR Is Already Set) 

SIN~ 

SAt.tPLE CLOCK ..... - .......... - .......... - ..... -

(FIFO BELOW 
TRIGGER LEVEL) 

~ (FIFO AT OR 
TIt.tEOUT OR l--------"'Ir"---ABOVE TRIGGER LEVEL) 

TRIGGER LEVEL ------ (FIFO BELOW 
INTERRUPT tSINT + 8 RCLKS tRINT TRIGGER LEVEL) 

-------- .. • • LSI INTERRUPT ---------

OISTR/OISTR -------+--"\.,.--.,[1'---+---
(ROLSR) ------I--.J·~;.;.;.;.;~r"---+----

OISTR/OISTR 
(RORBR) __ ..J'Io...-____ '-______ -.J~---' 

PREVIOUS BYTE 
READ FROt.t FIFO 

Receiver Ready (Pin 29) FCRO = 0 or FCRO = 1 and FCR3 = 0 (Mode 0) 

OISTR/OISTR 
(RORBR) ------5 S------,lI-=~." 

SIN~ 
(FIRST BYTE) .JSTOP "--

Note 1: This is the reading of the last byte in the FIFO. 
Nota 2: If FCRO ~ 1, ISINT ~ 9 RCLKs. 

NOTE 2 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

Receiver Ready (Pin 29) FCRO= 1 and FCR3= 1 (Mode 1) 

DISTR/DISTR ~ ) ACTIVE '\.r--
(RDRBR) ----""""'i< "--_____ J A_ 

, r- NOTE 1 

SIN 
(FIRST BYTE THAT -v;QP\ 

REACHES THE...J 0' vr '-.-. 

TRIGGER LEVEL) 

Note 1: This is the reading of the last byte in the FIFO. 

Note 2: If FCRO ~ 1, tSINT~ 9 RCLKs. 

I I 

TL/C/86S2-13 

Transmitter Ready (Pin 24) FCRO = 0 or FCRO = 1 and FCR3 = 0 (Mode 0) 

DOSTR/DOSTR ----"""" __ --~ __ -----.. n2 .. ----------
(WRTHR) BYTE #1 K ______ ...;> 2-2 _________ _ 

SOUT DATA X PARITY ________ +-_J STOP , START 

, 
TXRDY ) ________ +--J 

TL/C/86S2-14 

Transmitter Ready (Pin 24) FCRO= 1 and FCR3= 1 (Mode 1) 

DOSTR/DOSTR 
BYTE #16 ~ (WRTHR) 

SOUT DATA 

TXRDY 

-
Functional Pin Description 
The following describes the function of all NS16550 input 
and output pins. Some of these descriptions reference inter
nal circuits. 
Note: In the following descriptions, a low represents a logic 0 (OV nominal) 
and a high represents a logic 1 (+ 2.4V nominal). 

INPUT SIGNALS 

Chip Select (CSO, CS1, CS2), Pins 12-14: When CSO and 
CS1 are high and CS2 is low, the chip is selected. Chip 
selection is complete when the decoded chip select signal 
is latched with an active (low) Address Strobe (ADS) input. 
This enables communication between the ACE and the 
CPU. 

IX 

) 

2 

2 

PARITY Y STOP 
, START 

FIFO FULL 
, 

-tWXI - -tSXA 

TL/C/86S2-1S 

Data Input Strobe (DISTR, DISTR), Pins 22 and 21: When 
DISTR is high or DISTR is low while the chip is selected, it 
allows the CPU to read status information or data from a 
selected register of the ACE. 
Note: Only an active DISTR or DISTR input is required to transfer data from 
the ACE during a read operation. Therefore, tie either the OISTR input per
manently low or the DISTA input permanently high, if not used. 

Data Output Strobe (DOSTR, DOSTR), Pins 19 and 18: 
When DOSTR is high or DOSTR is low while the chip is 
selected, allows the CPU to write data or control words into 
a selected register of the ACE. 
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(1-8) 
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(29) 
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SUPPLY 

{~+5V 
~GNO 

'" 
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I .... 

-... 1 
1 

--"" 
" 

--..1 
"I 

MODEM I 
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MODEM t STATUS 
REGISTER r 

INTERRUPT 
ENABLE 

REGISTER 

J INTERRUPT I 
10 

I'" 1 REGISTER J '" 

--""I 
FIFO 

CONTROL ... 1 REGISTER 

Note: Applicable pinout numbers are included within parenthesis. 

Functional Pin Description (Continued) 
Note: Only an active DOSTR or DOSTR input is required to transfer data to 
the ACE during a write operation. Therefore, tie either the DOSTR input 
permanently low or the DOSTR input permanently high, if not used. 

Address Strobe (ADS), Pin 25: When low, provides latch
ing for the Register Select (AD, A 1, A2) and Chip Select 
(CSO, CSt, CS2) signals, 
Note: An active ADS input is required when the Register Select (AD, A 1, A2) 
signals are not stable for the duration of a read or write operation. If not 
required, tie the ADS input permanently low. 

Register Select (AO, At, A2), Pins 26-28: These three 
inputs are used during a read or write operation to select an 
ACE register to read from or write into as indicated in the 
table below. Note that the state of the Divisor Latch Access 

1 
J 
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(II) 
SOUT 

~I 
~I 

RTS 

CTS 

DTR 

DSR 

DCD 

~I 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
B 

(30) 

Ri 
OUTI 

DUT2 

INTRPT 

TL/C/8652-16 

Bit (DLAB), which is the most significant bit of the Line Con
trol Register, affects the selection of certain ACE registers. 
The DLAB must be set high by the system software to ac
cess the Baud Generator Divisor Latches. 

Master Reset (MR), Pin 35: This input is buffered with a 
TTL-compatible Schmitt Trigger with O,5V typical hysteresis, 
When high, it clears all the registers and FIFOs (except the 
Receiver Buffer, Transmitter Holding, Scratch Pad Register 
and Divisor Latches), and the control logic of the ACE. Also, 
the state of various output signals (SOUT, INTRPT, OUT t, 
OUT 2, RTS, DTR) are affected by an active MR input. (Re
fer to Table I.) 



Functional Pin Description (Continued) 

DLAB A2 At Ao Register 

0 0 0 0 Receiver Buffer (read), 
Transmitter Holding 
Register (write) 

0 0 0 1 Interrupt Enable 
X 0 1 0 Interrupt Identification (read) 
X 0 1 0 FIFO Control (write) 
X 0 1 1 Line Control 
X 1 0 0 MODEM Control 
X 1 0 1 Line Status 
X 1 1 0 MODEM Status 
X 1 1 1 Scratch 
1 0 0 0 Divisor Latch 

(least significant byte) 
1 0 0 1 Divisor Latch 

(most significant byte) 

Receiver Clock (RCLK), Pin 9: This input is the 16 x baud 
rate clock for the receiver section of the chip. 

Serial Input (SIN), Pin 10: Serial data input from the com
munications link (peripheral device, MODEM, or data set). 

Clear to Send (CTS), Pin 36: The CTS signal is a MODEM 
control function input whose conditions can be tested by the 
CPU by reading bit 4 (CTS) of the MODEM Status Register. 
Bit 0 (DCTS) of the MODEM Status Register indicates 
whether the CTS input has changed state since the previ
ous reading of the MODEM Status Register. CTS has no 
effect on the Transmitter. 
Note: Whenever the CTS bit of the MODEM Status Register changes state, 
an interrupt is generated if the MODEM Status Interrupt is enabled. 

Data Set Ready (DSR), Pin 37: When low, this indicates 
that the MODEM or data set is ready to establish the com
munications link and transfer data with the ACE. The DSR 
signal is a MODEM-control function input whose condition 
can be tested by the CPU by reading bit 5 (DSR) of the 
MODEM Status Register. Bit 1 (DDSR) of the MODEM 
Status Register indicates whether the DSR input has 
changed state since the previous reading of the MODEM 
Status Register. 
Note: Whenever the DSR bit of the MODEM Status Register changes state, 
an interrupt is generated if the MODEM Status Interrupt is enabled. 

Data Carrier Detect (DC D), Pin 38: When low, indicates 
that the data carrier has been detected by the MODEM or 
data set. The DCD signal is a MODEM-control function input 
whose condition can be tested by the CPU by reading bit 7 
(DCD) of the MODEM Status Register. Bit 3 (DDCD) of the 
MODEM Status Register indicates whether the DCD input 
has changed state since the previous reading of the 
MODEM Status Register. DCD has no effect on the receiver. 
Note: Whenever the OeD bit of the MODEM Status Register changes state, 
an interrupt is generated if the MODEM Status Interrupt is enabled. 

Ring Indicator (AI), Pin 39: When low, indicates that a tele
phone ringing signal has been received by the MODEM or 
data set. The RT signal is a MODEM-control function input 
whose condition can be tested by the CPU by reading bit 6 
(RI) of the MODEM Status Register. Bit 2 (TERI) of the MO
DEM Status Register indicates whether the RT input has 
changed from a low to a high state since the previous read
ing of the MODEM Status Register. 
Note: Whenever the RI bit of the MODEM Status Register changes from a 
high to a low state, an interrupt is generated if the MODEM Status Register 
is enabled. 

Vee, Pin 40: +5V supply. 

Vss, Pin 20: Ground (OV) reference. 
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OUTPUT SIGNALS 

Data Terminal Ready (DTR), Pin 33: When low, informs 
the MODEM or data set that the ACE is ready to communi
cate. The DTR output signal can be set to an active low by 
programming bit 0 (DTR) of the MODEM Control Register to 
a high level. The DTR signal is set high upon a Master Re
set operation. The DTR signal is forced to its inactive state 
(high) during loop mode operation. 

Request to Send (RTS), Pin 32: When low, informs the 
MODEM or data set that the ACE is ready to transmit data. 
The RTS output signal can be set to an active low by pro
gramming bit 1 (RTS) of the MODEM Control Register. The 
RTS signal is set high upon a Master Reset operation. The 
RTS signal is forced to its inactive state (high) during loop 
mode operation. 

Output 1 (OUT 1), Pin 34: User-designated output that can 
be set to an active low by programming bit 2 (OUT 1) of the 
MODEM Control Register to a high level. The OUT 1 signal 
is set high upon a Master Reset Operation. The OUT 1 sig
nal is forced to its inactive state (high) during loop mode 
operation. 

Output 2 (OUT 2), Pin 31: User-designated output that can 
be set to an active low by programming bit 3 (OUT 2) of the 
MODEM Control Register to a high level. The OUT 2 signal 
is set high upon a Master Reset Operation. The OUT 2 sig
nal is forced to its inactive state (high) during loop mode 
operation. 

TXROY, RXRDY, Pins 24, 29: Transmitter and Receiver 
DMA signalling is available through two pins (24 and 29). 
When operating in the FIFO mode, one of two types of DMA 
signalling per pin can be selected via FCR3. When operat
ing as in the Character Mode, only DMA mode 0 is allowed. 
Mode 0 supports interleaved DMA where a transfer is made 
between CPU bus cycles. Mode 1 supports burst DMA 
where multiple transfers are made continuously until the 
RCVR FIFO has been emptied or the XMIT FIFO has been 
filled. 

RXRDY Mode 0: When in the Character Mode (FCRO=O) 
or in the FIFO Mode (FCRO = 1, FCR3 = 0) and there is at 
least 1 character in the RCVR FIFO or RCVR holding regis
ter, the RXRDY pin (29) will be low active. Once it is activat
ed the RXRDY pin will go inactive when there are no more 
characters in the FIFO or holding register. 

RXRDY Mode 1: In the FIFO Mode (FCRO~ 1) when the 
FCR3 = 1 and the trigger level or the timeout has been 
reached, the RXRDY pin will go low active. Once it is acti
vated it will go inactive when there are no more characters 
in the FIFO or holding register. 

TXRDY Mode 0: In the Character Mode (FCRO = 0) or in the 
FIFO Mode (FCRO = 1, FCR3 = 1) and there are no charac
ters in the XMIT FIFO or XMIT holding register, the TXRDY 
pin (24) will be low active. Once it is activated the TXRDY 
pin will go inactive after the first character is loaded into the 
XMIT FIFO. 

TXRDY Mode 1: In the FIFO Mode (FCR=1) when 
FCR3 = 1 and there is at least one unfilled position in the 
XMIT FIFO, it will go low active. This pin will become inac
tive when the XMIT FIFO is completely full. 

Driver Disable (DOIS), Pin 23: Goes low whenever the 
CPU is reading data from the ACE. A high-level DDIS output 
can be used to disable an external transceiver (if used be
tween the CPU and ACE on the Dy-Do Data Bus) at all 
times, except when the CPU is reading data. 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

Baud Out (BAUDOUT), Pin 15: 16 x clock signal for the Serial Output (SOUT), Pin 11: Composite serial data output 
transmitter section of the ACE. The clock rate is equal to the to the communications link (peripheral, MODEM or data 
main reference oscillator frequency divided by the specified set). The SOUT signal is set to the Marking (logic 1) state 
divisor in the Baud Generator Divisor Latches. The upon a Master Reset operation. 
BAUDOUT may also be used for the receiver section by INPUT/OUTPUT SIGNALS 
tying this output to the RCLK input of the chip. Data (07-00) Bus, Pins 1-8: This bus comprises eight 
Interrupt (lNTRPT), Pin 30: Goes high whenever anyone TRI-STATE input/output lines. The bus provides bidirection-
of the following interrupt types has an active high condition al communications between the ACE and the CPU. Data, 
and is enabled via the IER: Receiver Error Flag; Received control words, and status information are transferred via the 
Data Available: timeout (FIFO Mode only); Transmitter Hold- Dy-Do Data Bus. 
ing Register Empty; and MODEM Status. The INTRPT sig- External Clock Input/Output (XTAL 1, XTAL 2) Pins 16 
nal is reset low upon the appropriate interrupt service or a and 17: These two pins connect the main timing reference 
Master Reset operation. (crystal or signal clock) to the ACE. 

Connection Diagrams 
Dual-In-Line Package Chip Carrier Package 

oo-~I-~cc D~"\ 
DO Vee fIT DCD ifSR eTS 

/NGI//// i 0,- , 39 I-RI 
0,- , 38 I-ilfij /. 5432 14443424140 I 

0,- 4 37 I-~ D5 7 39 MR 

04- , 36 I-CTS D6 a 38 iiTIfi 

0,- 6 35 I-MR D7 9 370TA 
RelK 10 36 liTS 06- , 34 rOUT1 

SIN 11 " 
-

0,- 6 33l-iffR DUl2 
NG 12 34 Nt 

RClK- , "I-ATS 
SOUl 13 33 INTfRRUPT 

SIN- ID 31 t-0UT2 
GSO 14 32 RXRDY 

SOUT- II 30 r-INTRPT 
CS1 

" 
31 AD 

GSO- 11 19 ~RXROY CS2 16 3D A1 
CS1- 13 18 I-Ao BAD1)lj'[f'f 17 19 A1 
cs;- 14 17 I-A, 

1819202122232425262728 
eAuocHiT- 15 16 I-A, 

/ / / I \ NO I \ \ "'~ XTAL1- 16 25 t-ill 
XTAl2- 17 " I-TXROY HALl XTAl2 DOSTR OOSTA Vss DIStR DISH oOIS TXRDY ADS 

illlffii- 18 13 1-0015 
TL/C/8652-1B 

onSTR- " 22 t--DISTR 
TOp View VSS- 20 21 t-DTsfR 

Order Number NS16550V 
TL/C/8652-17 

See NS Package Number V44A Top View 

Order Number NS16550N 
See NS Package Number N40A 

TABLE I. ACE Reset Configuration 

Register/Signal Reset Control Reset State 

Interrupt Enable Register Master Reset All Bits Low (0-3 forced and 4-7 permanent) 

Interrupt Identification Register Master Reset Bit 0 is High, Bits 1-3, 7 forced low 
Bits 4-6 are Permanently Low 

Line Control Register Master Reset All Bits Low 

MODEM Control Register Master Reset All Bits Low 

Line Status Register Master Reset All Bits Low, Except Bits 5 and 6 are High 

MODEM Status Register Master Reset Bits 0-3 Low, Bits 4-7-lnput Signal 

SOUT Master Reset High 

INTRPT (RCVR Errs) Read LSR/MR Low 

INTRPT (RCVR Data Ready) Read RBR/MR Low 

INTRPT (THRE) Read IIR/Write THR/MR Low 

INTRPT (Modem Status Changes) Read MSR/MR Low 

OUT2 Master Reset High 

RTS Master Reset High 

DTR Master Reset High 

OUT1 Master Reset High 

RCVR FIFO MR/FCRl eFCROI AFCRO All Bits Low 

XMITFIFO MR/FCRleFCROI AFCRO All Bits Low 

FIFO Control Master Reset All Bits Low 
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TABLE II. Summary of Registers 

Register Address 
o DLAB=O ODLAB=O 1 DLAB=O 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 o DLAB= 1 1 DLAB= 1 

Bit Receiver Transmitter Interrupt FIFO 
No. Buffer Holding Interrupt Ident. Control Line MODEM Line MODEM Scratch Divisor Latch Register Register Enable Register Register Control Control Status Status Reg- Latch (MS) (Read (Write Register (Read (Write Register Register Register Register ister (LS) 

Only) Only) Only) Only) 

RBR THR IER IIR FCR LCR MCR LSR MSR SCR DLL DLM 

0 Data BitO Data BitO Enable "0" if FIFO Word Data Data Delta BitO BitO Bit8 
(Note 1) Received Interrupt Enable Length Terminal Ready Clear 

Data Pending Select Ready (DR) to Send 
Available BitO (DTR) (DCTS) 
Interrupt (WLSO) 
(ERBFI) 

1 Data Bit 1 Data Bit 1 Enable Interrupt RCVR Word Request Overrun Delta Bit1 Bit1 Bit9 
Transmitter ID FIFO Length to Send Error Data 

Holding Bit (0) Reset Select (RTS) (OE) Set 
Register Bit1 Ready 
Empty (WLS1) (DDSR) 

Interrupt 
(ETBEI) 

2 Data Bit 2 Data Bit2 Enable Interrupt XMIT Number of Out 1 Parity Trailing Bit2 Bit2 Bit10 

i: 
Receiver ID FIFO Stop Bits Error Edge Ring 

Line Status Bit(1) Reset (STB) (PE) Indicator 
01 Interrupt (TERI) 

(ELSI) 

3 Data Bit3 DataBit3 Enable Interrupt DMA Parity Out 2 Framing Delta Bit 3 Bit3 Bit11 
MODEM ID Mode Enable Error Data 
Status Bit (2) Select (PEN) (FE) Carrier 

Interrupt (Note 2) Detect 
(EDSSI) (DDCD) 

4 Data Bit4 Data Bit4 0 0 Reserved Even Loop Break Clear Bit4 Bit4 Bit12 
Parity Interrupt to 
Select (BI) Send 
(EPS) (CTS) 

5 DataBit5 Data Bit 5 0 0 Reserved Stick 0 Transmitter Data Bit5 Bit5 Bit 13 
Parity Holding Set 

Register Ready 
(THRE) (DSR) 

6 Data Bit6 Data Bit6 0 0 RCVR Set 0 Transmitter Ring Bit6 Bit6 Bit 14 
Trigger Break Empty Indicator 
(LSB) (TEMT) (RI) 

7 Data Bit? DataBit? 0 FIFO RCVR Divisor 0 Error in Data Bit? Bit? Bit 15 
Enable Trigger Latch RCVR Carrier 
(Note 2) (MSB) Access Bit FIFO Detect 

(DLAB) (Note 2) (DCD) 

Note 1: Bit 0 is the least significant bit. It is the first bit serially transmitted or received. 

Note 2: These bits are always 0 in the Character mode. 

---------- ---
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Registers 
The system programmer may access or control any of the 
ACE registers summarized in Table II via the CPU. These 
registers are used to control ACE operations and to transmit 
and receive data. 

LINE CONTROL REGISTER 

The system programmer specifies the format of the asyn
chronous data communications exchange via the Line Con
trol Register. In addition to controlling the format, the pro
grammer may retreive the contents of the Line Control Reg
ister for inspection. This feature simplifies system program
ming and eliminates the need for separate storage in sys
tem memory of the line characteristics. The contents of the 
Line Control Register are indicated in Table II and are de
scribed below. 

Bits 0 and 1: These two bits specify the number of bits in 
each transmitted or received serial character. The encoding 
of bits 0 and 1 is as follows: 

Bit 1 Bit 0 Word Length 

0 0 5 Bits 
0 1 6 Bits 
1 0 7 Bits 
1 1 8 Bits 

Bit 2: This bit specifies the number of Stop bits in each 
transmitted character. If bit 2 is a logic 0, one Stop bit is 
generated in the transmitted data. If bit 2 is a logic 1 when a 
5-bit word length is selected via bits 0 and 1, one and a 
half Stop bits are generated. If bit 2 is a logic 1 when either 
a 6-, 7-, or 8-bit word length is selected, two Stop bits are 
generated. The Receiver checks the first Stop-bit only, re
gardless of the number of Stop bits selected. 

Bit 3: This bit is the Parity Enable bit. When bit 3 is a logic 1, 
a Parity bit is generated (transmit data) or checked (receive 
data) between the last data word bit and Stop bit of the 
serial data. (The Parity bit is used to produce an even or odd 
number of 1 s when the data word bits and the Parity bit are 
summed.) 

Bit 4: This bit is the Even Parity Select bit. When bit 3 is a 
logic 1 and bit 4 is a logic 0, an odd number of logic 1 s is 
transmitted or checked in the data word bits and Parity bit. 
When bit 3 is a logic 1 and bit 4 is a logic 1, an even number 
of logic 1 s is transmitted or cheCked. 

Bit 5: This bit is the Stick Parity bit. When bits 3, 4 and 5 are 
logic 1 the Parity bit is transmitted and checked by the re
ceiver as a logic O. If bits 3 and 5 are 1 and bit 4 is a logic 0 
then the Parity bit is transmitted and checked as a logic 1. 

Bit 6: This bit is the Break Control bit. When it is set to a 
logic 1, the serial output (SOUT) is forced to the Spacing 
(logic 0) state. The break is disabled by setting bit 6 to a 
logic O. The Break Control bit acts only on SOUT and has no 
effect on the transmitter logic. 
Note: This feature enables the CPU to alert a terminal in a computer com
munications system. If the following sequence is followed, no erroneous or 
extraneous characters will be transmitted because of the break. 

1. Load in all Os. a pad character. in response to THRE. 

2. Set break aiter the next THRE. 

3. Wait for the transmitter to be idle. (TEMT~ 1). and clear break when 
normal transmission has to be restored. 

During the break, the Transmitter can be used as a character timer to accu· 
rately establish the break duration. 

Bit 7: This bit is the Divisor Latch Access Bit (DLAB). It must 
be set high (logic 1) to access the Divisor Latches of the 
Baud Generator during a Read or Write operation. It must 
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be set low (logic 0) to access the Receiver Buffer, the 
Transmitter Holding Register, or the Interrupt Enable Regis
ter. 

Typical Clock Circuits 
,...---------, 

VCC NS16550 

DRIVER 

EXT~~m_n ~H>XT-A-l1+-' 

OPTIONAL 
CLOCK 

OUTPUT 

OPTIONAL 
DRIVER -=- OSC. CLOCK TO 

~X~T~AL~2t::::::::~~B~AU_0_G_EN __ LO_G-lIC 

TL/C/8652-19 

VCC NS16550 

XTAl1 

Rp ;::: gVSTAL 

c::::J 
T'R OSC. CLOCK TO 1 ~ X2 -=- BAU~ GEN LOGIC 

r--4--~~~------~ 
I XTAL2 '---------------------' 

tC2 

TL/C/8652-20 

Typical Crystal Oscillator Network 

CRYSTAL Rp RX2 C1 C2 

3.1 MHz 1 MU 1.5k 10-30 pF 40-60 pF 

1.8 MHz 1 MU 1.5k 10-30 pF 40-60 pF 

TABLE III. Baud Rates Using 1.8432 MHz Crystal 

Divisor Used Percent Error 
Desired to Generate Difference Between 

Baud Rate 16 x Clock Desired and Actual 

50 2304 -
75 1536 -
110 1047 0.026 

134.5 857 0.058 
150 768 -
300 384 -
600 192 -
1200 96 -
1800 64 -
2000 58 0.69 
2400 48 -
3600 32 -
4800 24 -
7200 16 -
9600 12 -
19200 6 -
38400 3 -
56000 2 2.86 



Registers (Continued) 

PROGRAMMABLE BAUD GENERATOR 

The ACE contains a programmable Baud Generator that is 
capable of taking any clock input (DC to 8.0 MHz) and divid
ing it by any divisor from 2 to 216 -1). 4 MHz is the highest 
input clock frequency recommended when the divisor = 1. 
The output frequency of the Baud Generator is 16 x the 
Baud [divisor # = (frequency input) -i- (baud rate x 16)J. 
Two 8-bit latches store the divisor in a 16-bit binary format. 
These Divisor Latches must be loaded during initialization in 
order to ensure desired operation of the Baud Generator. 
Upon loading either of the Divisor Latches, a 16-bit Baud 
counter is immediately loaded. This prevents long counts on 
initial load. 

Tables III, IV and V illustrate the divisors for use with crystal 
frequencies of 1.8432 MHz, 3.072 MHz and 8 MHz, respec
tively. For baud rates of 38400 and below, the error ob
tained is minimal. The accuracy of the desired baud rate is 
dependent on the crystal frequency chosen. 

LINE STATUS REGISTER 

This 8-bit register provides status information to the CPU 
concerning the data transfer. The contents of the Line 
Status Register are indicated in Table II and are described 
below. 

Bit 0: This bit is the receiver Data Ready (DR) indicator. Bit 
o is set to a logic 1 whenever a complete incoming charac
ter has been received and transferred into the Receiver 
Buffer Register or the FIFO. Bit 0 is reset to a logic 0 by 
reading all of the data in the Receiver Buffer Register or the 
FIFO. 

Bit 1: This bit is the Overrun Error (OE) indicator. Bit 1 indi
cates that data in the Receiver Buffer Register was not read 
by the CPU before the next character was transferred into 
the Receiver Buffer Register, thereby destroying the previ
ous character. The OE indicator is reset whenever the CPU 
reads the contents of the Line Status Register. If the FIFO 
mode data continues to fill the FIFO beyond the trigger lev
el, an overrun error will occur only after the FIFO is full and 
the next character has been completely received in the shift 
register. OE is indicated to the CPU as soon as it happens. 
The character in the shift register is overwritten, but it is not 
transferred to the FIFO. 

TABLE IV. Baud Rates Using 3.072 MHz Crystal 

Desired 
Baud Rate 

50 
75 
110 

134.5 
150 
300 
600 
1200 
1800 
2000 
2400 
3600 
4800 
7200 
9600 
19200 
38400 

Divisor Used 
to Generate 
16 x Clock 

3840 
2560 
1745 
1428 
1280 
640 
320 
160 
107 
96 
80 
53 
40 
27 
20 
10 
5 

Percent Error 
Difference Between 
DeSired and Actual 

0.026 
0.034 

0.312 

0.628 

1.23 
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Bit 2: This bit is the Parity Error (PE) indicator. Bit 2 indi
cates that the received data character does not have the 
correct even or odd parity, as selected by the even-parity
select bit. The PE bit is set to a logiC 1 upon detection of a 
parity error and is reset to a logic 0 whenever the CPU reads 
the contents of the Line Status Register. In the FIFO mode 
this error is associated with the particular character in the 
FIFO it applies to. This error is revealed to the CPU when its 
associated character is at the top of the FIFO. 

Bit 3: This bit is the Framing Error (FE) indicator. Bit 3 indi
cates that the received character did not have a valid Stop 
bit. Bit 3 is set to a logiC 1 whenever the Stop bit following 
the last data bit or parity bit is detected as a zero bit (Spac
ing level). The FE indicator is reset whenever the CPU reads 
the contents of the Line Status indicator. In the FIFO mode 
this error is associated with the particular character in the 
FIFO it applies to. This error is revealed to the CPU when its 
associated character is at the top of the FIFO. 

Bit 4: This bit is the Break Interrupt (BI) indicator. Bit 4 is set 
to a logic 1 whenever the received data input is held in the 
Spacing (logic 0) state for longer than a full word transmis
sion time (that is, the total time of Start bit + data bits + 
Parity + Stop bits). The BI indicator is reset whenever the 
CPU reads the contents of the Line Status indicator. In the 
FIFO mode this error is associated with the particular char
acter in the FIFO it applies to. This error is revealed to the 
CPU when its associated character is at the top of the FIFO. 
When break occurs only one zero character is loaded into 
the FIFO. The next character transfer is enabled atter SIN 
goes to the marking state and receives the next valid start 
bit. 
Note: Bits 1 through 4 are the error conditions that produce a Receiver Line 
Status interrupt whenever any of the corresponding conditions are detected. 

Bit 5: This bit is the Transmitter Holding Register Empty 
(THRE) indicator. Bit 5 indicates that the ACE is ready to 
accept a new character for transmission. In addition, this bit 
causes the ACE to issue an interrupt to the CPU when the 
Transmit Holding Register Empty Interrupt enable is set 
high. The THRE bit is set to a logic 1 when a character is 
transferred from the Transmitter Holding Register into the 

TABLE V. Baud Rates Using 8 MHz Crystal 

Desired 
Divisor Used Percent Error 

Baud Rate 
to Generate Difference Between 
16 x Clock Desired and Actual 

50 10000 
75 6667 0.005 
110 4545 0.010 

134.5 3717 0.013 
150 3333 0.010 
300 1667 0.020 
600 833 0.040 
1200 417 0.080 
1800 277 0.080 
2000 250 
2400 208 0.160 
3600 139 0.080 
4800 104 0.160 
7200 69 0.644 
9600 52 0.160 
19200 26 0.160 
38400 13 0.160 
56000 9 0.790 
128000 4 2.344 
256000 2 2.344 
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Registers (Continued) 

TABLE VI. Interrupt Control Functions 

FIFO Interrupt 
Mode Identification Interrupt Set and Reset Functions 
Only Register 

Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 BitO 
Priority 

Interrupt Type Interrupt Source Interrupt Reset Control 
Level 

0 0 0 1 - None None -
0 1 1 0 Highest Receiver Line Status Overrun Error or Parity Error or Reading the Line Status 

Framing Error or Break Interrupt Register 

0 1 0 0 Second Received Data Available Receiver Data Available or Trigger Reading the Receiver Buffer 
Level Reached Register or the FIFO Drops 

Below the Trigger Level 

1 1 0 0 Second Character Timeout No Characters Have Been Reading the Receiver 
Indication Removed From or Input to the Buffer Register 

RCVR FIFO During the Last 4 Char. 
Times and There Is at Least 1 Char. 
in It During This Time 

0 0 1 0 Third Transmitter Holding Transmitter Holding Reading the IIR Register (if 
Register Empty Register Empty source of interrupt) or Writing 

into the Transmitter Holding 
Register 

0 0 0 0 Fourth MODEM Status Clear to Send or Data Set Ready or Reading the MODEM 
Ring Indicator or Data Carrier Status Register 
Detect 

Transmitter Shift Register. The bit is reset to logic 0 concur- Bit 2: Writing a 1 to FCR2 clears all bytes in the XMIT FIFO 
rently with the loading of the Transmitter Holding Register and resets its counter logic to O. The shift register is not 
by the CPU. In the FIFO mode this bit is set when the XMIT cleared. The 1 that is written to this bit position is self-clear-
FIFO is empty; it is cleared when at least 1 byte is written to ing. 
the XMIT FIFO. Bit 3: Setting FCR3 to a 1 will cause the RXRDY and 
Bit 6: This bit is the Transmitter Empty (TEMT) indicator. Bit TXRDY pins to change from mode 0 to mode 1 if FCRO = 1 
6 is set to a logic 1 whenever the Transmitter Holding Regis- (see description of RXRDY and TXRDY pins). 
ter (THR) and the Transmitter Shift Register (TSR) are both Bit 4, 5: FCR4 to FCR5 are reserved for future use. 
empty. It is reset to a logic 0 whenever either the THR or 

Bit 6, 7: FCR6 and FCR7 are used to set the trigger level for 
TSR contains a data character. In the FIFO mode this bit is 

the RCVR FIFO interrupt. 
set to one whenever the transmitter FIFO and shift register 
are both empty. 

7 6 
RCVR FIFO 

Bit 7: In the Character mode this is a O. In the FIFO mode Trigger Level (Bytes) 
LSR7 is set when there is at least one parity error, framing 0 0 01 
error or break indication in the FIFO. LSR7 is cleared when 

0 1 04 the CPU reads the LSR, if there are no subsequent errors in 
the FIFO. 1 0 08 

Note: The Line Status Register is intended for read operations only. Writing 1 1 14 
to this register is not recommended as this operation is used for factory 
testing. INTERRUPT IDENTIFICATION REGISTER 

FIFO CONTROL REGISTER The ACE has an on-chip interrupt capability that allows for 

This is a write only register at the same location as the IIR 
flexibility in interfacing popular microprocessors presently 
available. In order to provide minimum software overhead 

(the IIR is a read only register). This register is used to en- during data character transfers, the ACE prioritizes inter-
able the FIFOs, clear the FIFOs, set the RCVR FIFO trigger rupts into four levels. The four levels of interrupt conditions 
level, and select the type of DMA signalling. 

are as follows: Receiver Line Status (priority 1); Received 
Bit 0: Writing a 1 to FCRO enables both the XMIT and RCVR Data Ready (priority 2); Timeout (priority 2, FIFO Mode 
FIFOs. Resetting FCRO will clear all bytes in both FIFOs. only); Transmitter Holding Register Empty (priority 3); and 
When changing from FIFO Mode to Character Mode and MODEM Status (priority 4). 
vice versa, data is automatically cleared from the FIFOs. 
This bit must be a 1 when other FCR bits are written to or 
they will not be programmed. 

Bit 1: Writing a 1 to FCR1 clears all bytes in the RCVR FIFO 
and resets its counter logic to O. The shift register is not 
cleared. The 1 that is written to this bit position is self-clear-
ing. 
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Registers (Continued) 

Information indicating that a prioritized interrupt is pending 
and the type of that interrupt is stored in the Interrupt Identi
fication Register (IIR). When addressed during chip-select 
time, the IIR freezes the highest priority interrupt pending 
and no other interrupts change the IIR even though they are 
recorded, until that particular interrupt is serviced by the 
CPU. The contents of the IIR are indicated in Table II and 
are described below. 

Bit 0: This bit can be used in either a prioritized interrupt or 
polled environment to indicate whether an interrupt is pend
ing. When bit 0 is a logic 0, an interrupt is pending and the 
IIR contents may be used as a pointer to the appropriate 
interrupt service routine. When bit 0 is a logic 1, no interrupt 
is pending and polling (if used) continues. 

Bits 1 and 2: These two bits o! the IIR are used to identify 
the highest priority interrupt pending as indicated in Table 
VI. 

Bit 3: In the Character mode this bit is O. In the FIFO mode 
this bit is set along with bit 2 when a timeout interrupt is 
pending. 

Bits 4 through 6: These three bits of the IIR are always 
logic O. 

Bit 7: This bit is set when FCRO = 1. 

INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER 

This 8-bit register enables the four types of interrupts of the 
ACE to separately activate the chip interrupt (INTRPT) out
put signal. It is possible to totally disable the interrupt sys
tem by resetting bits 0 through 3 of the Interrupt Enable 
Register. Similarly, by setting the appropriate bits of this reg
ister to a logic 1, selected interrupts can be enabled. Dis
abling the interrupt system inhibits the Interrupt Identifica
tion Register and the active (high) INTRPT output from the 
chip. All other system functions operate in their normal man
ner, including the setting of the Line Status and MODEM 
Status Registers. The contents of the Interrupt Enable Reg
ister are indicated in Table II and are described below. 

Bit 0: This bit enables the Received Data Available Interrupt 
(and timeout interrupts in the FIFO mode) when set to logic 
1. 

Bit 1: This bit enables the Transmitter Holding Register 
Empty Interrupt when set to logic 1. 

Bit 2: This bit enables the Receiver Line Status Interrupt 
when set to logic 1. 

Bit 3: This bit enables the MODEM Status Interrupt when 
set to logic 1. 

Bits 4 through 7: These four bits are always logic O. 

MODEM CONTROL REGISTER 

This 8-bit register controls the interface with the MODEM or 
data set (or a peripheral device emulating a MODEM). The 
contents of the MODEM Control Register are indicated in 
Table II and are described below. 

Bit 0: This bit controls the Data Terminal Ready (DTR) out
put. When bit 0 is set to a logic 1, the DTR output is forced 
to a logic O. When bit 0 is reset to a logic 0, the DTR output 
is forced to a logic 1. 
Note: The DfR" output of the ACE may be applied to an EIA inverting line 
driver (such as the OS 1488) to obtain the proper polarity input at the suc~ 
ceeding MODEM or data set. 

Bit 1: This bit controls the Request to Send RTS) output. Bit 
1 affects the RTS output in a manner identical to that de
scribed above for bit o. 
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Bit 2: This bit controls the Output 1 (OUT 1) signal, which is 
an auxiliary user-designated output. Bit 2 affects the OUT 1 
output in a manner identical to that described above for bit 
o. 
Bit 3: This bit controls the Output 2 (OUT 2) signal, which is 
an auxiliary user-designated output. Bit 3 affects the OUT 2 
output in a manner identical to that described above for bit 
o. 
Bit 4: This bit provides a local loopback feature for diagnos
tic testing of the ACE. When bit 4 is set to logic 1 , the follow
ing occur: the transmitter Serial Output (SOUT) is set to the 
Marking (logic 1) state; the receiver Serial Input (SIN) is dis
connected; the output of the Transmitter Shift Register is 
"looped back" into the Receiver Shift Register input; the 
four MODEM Control inputs (CTS, DSR, DCD, and Ai) are 
disconnected; and the four MODEM Control outputs (DTR, 
RTS, OUT 1, and OUT 2) are internally connected to the 
four MODEM Control inputs, and the MODEM Control out
put pins are forced to their inactive state (high). In the diag
nostic mode, data that is transmitted is immediately re
ceived. This feature allows the processor to verify the trans
mit-and received-data paths of the ACE. 

In the diagnostic mode, the receiver and transmitter inter
rupts are fully operational. Their sources are external to the 
part. The MODEM Control Interrupts are also operational, 
but the interrupts' sources are now the lower four bits of the 
MODEM Control Register instead of the four MODEM Con
trol inputs. The interrupts are still controlled by the Interrupt 
Enable Register. 

Bits 5 through 7: These bits are permanently set to logic O. 

MODEM STATUS REGISTER 

This 8-bit register provides the current state of the control 
lines from the MODEM (or peripheral device) to the CPU. In 
addition to this current-state information, four bits of the 
MODEM Status Register provide change information. These 
bits are set to a logic 1 whenever a control input from the 
MODEM changes state. They are reset to logic 0 whenever 
the CPU reads the MODEM Status Register. 

The contents of the MODEM Status Register are indicated 
in Table II and described below. 

Bit 0: This bit is the Delta Clear to Send (DCTS) indicator. 
Bit 0 indicates that the CTS input to the chip has changed 
state since the last time it was read by the CPU. 

Bit 1: This bit is the Delta Data Set Ready (DDSR) indicator. 
Bit 1 indicates that the DSR input to the chip has changed 
state since the last time it was read by the CPU. 

Bit 2: This bit is the Trailing Edge of Ring Indicator (TERI) 
detector. Bit 2 indicates that the Ai input to the chip has 
changed from a low to a high state. 

Bit 3: This bit is the Delta Data Carrier Detect (DDCD) indi
cator. Bit 3 indicates that the DCD input to the chip has 
changed state. 
Note: Whenever bit 0, 1, 2, or 3 is set to logic 1, a MODEM Status Interrupt 
is generated. 

Bit 4: This bit is the complement of the Clear to Send (CTS) 
input. If bit 4 (loop) of the MCR is set to ai, this bit is 
equivalent to RTS in the MCR. 

Bit 5: This bit is the complement of the Data Set Ready 
(DSR) input. If bit 4 of the MCR is set to ai, this bit is 
equivalent of DTR in the MCR. 
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Bit 6: This bit is the complement of the Ring Indicator (Ai) 
input. If bit 4 of the MCR is set to a 1, this bit is equivalent to 
OUT 1 in the MCR. 

Bit 7: This bit is the complement of the Data Carrier Detect 
(DCD) input. If bit 4 of the MCR is set to a 1, this bit is 
equivalent to OUT 2 of the MCR. 

SCRATCH PAD REGISTER 

This 8-bit Read/Write Register does not control the ACE in 
anyway. It is intended as a scratch pad register to be used 
by the programmer to hold data temporarily. 

FIFO INTERRUPT MODE OPERATION 

When the RCVR FIFO and receiver interrupts are enabled 
(FCRO = 1, IERO = 1) RCVR interrupts will occur as follows: 

A. The receive data available interrupt will be issued to the 
CPU when the FIFO has reached its programmed trigger 
level; it will be cleared as soon as the FIFO drops below 
its programmed trigger level. 

B. The IIR receive data available indication also occurs 
when the FIFO trigger level is reached, and like the inter
rupt it is cleared when the FIFO drops below the trigger 
level. 

C. The receiver line status interrupt (IIR-06), as before, has 
higher priority than the received data available (IIR = 04) 
interrupt. 

D. The data ready bit (LSRO) is set as soon as a character is 
transferred from the shift register to the RCVR FIFO. It is 
reset when the FIFO is empty. 

When RCVR FIFO and receiver interrupts are enabled, 
RCVR FIFO timeout interrupts will occur as follows: 

A. A FIFO timeout interrupt will occur, if the following condi
tions exist: 

- at least one character is in the FIFO 

- the most recent character received was longer 
than 4 continuous character times ago (if 2 stop 
bits are programmed the second one is included in 
this time delay). 

- the most recent CPU read of the FIFO was longer 
than 4 continuous character times ago. 

This will cause a maximum character received to interrupt 
issued delay of 160 ms at 300 BAUD with a 12 bit charac
ter. 

B. Character times are calculated by using the RCLK input 
for a clock signal (this makes the delay proportional to 
the baudrate). 
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C. When a timeout interrupt has occurred it is cleared and 
the timer reset when the CPU reads one character from 
the RCVR FIFO. 

D. When a timeout interrupt has not occurred the timeout 
timer is reset after a new character is received or after 
the CPU reads the RCVR FIFO. 

When the XMIT FIFO and transmitter interrupts are enabled 
(FCRO= 1, IERl = 1), XMIT interrupts will occur as follows: 

A. The transmitter holding register interrupt (02) occurs 
when the XMIT FIFO is empty; it is cleared as soon as 
the transmitter holding register is written to (1 to 16 char
acters may be written to the XMIT FIFO while servicing 
this interrupt) or the II R is read. 

B. The transmitter FIFO empty indications will be delayed 1 
character time minus the last stop bit time whenever the 
following occurs: THRE= 1 and there have not been at 
least two byles at the same time in the transmit FIFO, 
since the last THRE = 1. The first transmitter interrupt af
ter changing FCRO will be immediate, if it is enabled. 

Character timeout and RCVR FIFO trigger level interrupts 
have the same priority as the current received data avail
able interrupt; XMIT FIFO empty has the same priority as 
the current transmitter holding register empty interrupt. 

FIFO POLLED MODE OPERATION 

With FCRO = 1 resetting IERO, IER1, IER2, IER3 or all to 
zero puts the ACE in the FIFO Polled Mode of operation. 
Since the RCVR and XMITTER are controlled separately 
either one or both can be in the polled mode of operation. 

In this mode the user's program will check RCVR and XMIT
TER status via the LSR. As stated previously: 

LSRO will be set as long as there is one byte in the RCVR 
FIFO. 

LSRl to LSR4 will specify which error(s) has occurred. 
Character error status is handled the same way as when 
in the interrupt mode, the IIR is not affected since 
IER2=0. 

LSR5 will indicate when the XMIT FIFO is empty. 

LSR6 will indicate that both the XMIT FIFO and shift reg
ister are empty. 

LSR7 will indicate whether there are any errors in the 
RCVR FIFO. 

There is no trigger level reached or timeout condition indi
cated in the FIFO Polled Mode, however, the RCVR and 
XMIT FIFOs are still fully capable of holding characters. 
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Typical Applications (Continued) 
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----------------------------------------------------------------, 

~NatiOnal 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

PRELIMINARY 

HPC 16040 High-Performance Microcontrollers 

General Description 
The HPC16040 is a member of the HPCTM family of high
performance microcontroliers. The HPC16040 is designed 
in National's advanced microCMOS technology. This proc
ess combined with an advanced architecture provides fast, 
flexible 1/0 control, efficient data manipulation, and high 
speed computation. 

The HPC16040 is a complete microcomputer on a single 
chip. All system timing, internal logic, ROM, RAM, and 1/0 
are provided on the chip to produce a cost effective solution 
for high-performance applications. On-chip functions such 
as UART, 16-bit timers, and MICROWIRE/PLUSTM provide 
a high level of system integration. The ability to address up 
to 64 kbytes of external memory enables the HPC16040 to 
be used in powerful applications typically performed by mi
croprocessors and costly peripheral chips. 

The microCMOS process results in very low current drain 
and enables the user to select the optimum speedlpower 
product for his system. The HPC16040 is available in 68-pin 
PCC and LCC packages, and a 48-pin ceramic DIP pack
age. 

Block Diagram 

r-----------------------, 
I I 
I ROY IHlO RESET STATUS EXM WO CK1 CKO CK2 

: l l t t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

TIMERS (31 

Features 
• 16-bit architecture: both byte and word 
• CMOS - very low power with two power save modes: 

IDLE and HALT (2 mA, 25 fLA) 
• FAST!-240 ns for register instructions when using 17.0 

MHz clock 

• 64 kbytes of external memory addressing 
• UART - full duplex, programmable baud rate 
• WATCHDOG logic monitors processor 
• MICROWIRE/PLUS serial 1/0 interface 

• 16 x 16-bit multiply and divide 
• 16-bit data bus, ALU, and registers 

• 4 kbyte ROM, 256 byte RAM 
• ROMless versions available 
• High code efficiency: most instructions are single byte 

• Eight vectored interrupt sources 

• 52 general purpose 1/0 lines 
• Powerful set of 16-bit timer/counters: 

Ten timer synchronous outputs 
Three input capture registers 

• Wide voltage supply range: 3 to 5.5V 
• Industrial (- 40°C to + 85°C) and extended (- 55°C to 

+ 125°C) temperature ranges 

r;;;:l 
~ 

t 

PORT 0 

16-81T BUS 

SI SO SK 

t t t ~ 
EJGG~ 
B B B 
PORT 1 PORT A PORT B 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not Vee with Respect to GND - 0.5V to 7.0V 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated All Other Pins (Vee + 0.5)V to (GND - 0.5)V 
reliability electrical test specifications document. 

Note: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond 
Total Allowable Source or Sink Current 100 rnA which damage to the device may occur. DC and AC electri-
Storage Temperature Range - 65'C to + 150'C cal specifications are not ensured when operating the de-

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec) 300'C vice at absolute maximum ratings. 

DC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5.0V ± 10% unless otherwise specified, TA = O'C to +70'C for 

HPC46040, -40'C to +85'C for HPC36040, -40'C to + 105'C for HPC26040, -55'C to + 125'C for HPC16040 

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Icc, Supply Current Vee = 5.0V, fin = 17.0 MHz* 20 rnA 

Vee = 5.0V, fin = 2.0 MHz 2.4 rnA 

lee2 I DLE Mode Current Vee = 5.0V, fin = 17.0 MHz, T A = 25'C* 2 rnA 

Vee = 5.0V, fin = 2.0 MHz, T A = 25'C 0.2 rnA 

lee3 HALT Mode Current Vee = 5.0V, fin = 0 kHz, T A = 25'C* 25 p.A 

Vee = 2.5V, fin = 0 kHz, T A = 25'C 10 p.A 

INPUT VOLTAGE LEVELS RESET, NMI, CKI AND WO (SCHMITT TRIGGERED) 

V,H, Logic High 0.9 Vee V 

V,l, Logic Low 0.1 Vee V 

ALL OTHER INPUTS 

V,H2 Logic High 0.7 Vee V 

V,l2 Logic Low 0.2 Vee V 

III Input Leakage Current ±1 p.A 

C, Input Capacitance 10 pF 

C,O I/O Capacitance 20 pF 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE LEVELS CMOS OPERATION 

VOH, Logic High IOH = -10 p.A Vee - 0.2 V 

VOL, Logic Low IOH = 10 p.A 0.2 V 

VOH2 Port A/8 Drive IOH = -7 rnA, Vee = 5.0V 2.4 V 

VOl2 (Ao-A'5, 810, 8", 8'2, 8'5) IOl = 3 rnA 0.4 V 

VOH3 Other Port Pin Drive IOH = -1.6 rnA, Vee = 5.0V 2.4 V 

VOl3 (80- 89,8,3,8,4, PO-P3) IOl = 0.5 rnA 0.4 V 

VOl4 WO (Watchdog Out) Drive IOl = 0.5 rnA, Vee = 5.0V 0.4 V 

VOH6 CK2 Drive IOH = -12 rnA, Vee = 5.0V 2.4 V 

VOl6 IOl = 3.5 rnA 0.4 V 

VOH? ST1 and ST2 Drive IOH = -6 rnA, Vee = 5.0V 2.4 V 

VOL? IOl = 1.6 rnA 0.4 V 

VRAM RAM Keep-Alive Voltage 2.5 V 

loz TRI-STATE Leakage Current ±5 p.A 

*Note: ICC1' ICC2' iCG3 measured with no external drive (IOH and IOL = 0, IIH and IlL = 0). 
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AC Electrical Characteristics Vcc = 5.0V ± 10%, fc = 16.78 MHz, TA = O'Cto +70'Cfor HPC46040, 

- 40'C to + 85'C for HPC36040, - 40'C to + 1 05'C for HPC26040, ..,. 55'C to + 125'C for HPC16040 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

fc = CKI freq. Operating Frequency 16.78 17.0 MHz 

tC1 = 1/fc Clock Period 60 ns 

tc = 2/fc Timing Cycle 120 ns 

tLL = %tc ALE Pulse Width 60 ns 

tST = %tc Address Valid to 
30 

ALE Trailing Edge 
ns 

tWAIT = tc = WS Wait State Period 120 ns 

fXIN = '1'9 tC1 External Timer Input Frequency 877 kHz 

tXIN = 3 tC1 Pulse Width for Timer Inputs 180 ns 

fXOUT = '1'6 tC1 Timer Output Frequency 1.04 MHz 

fMW = 'I'9 tC1 External MICROWIRE/PLUS 
877 kHz 

Clock Input Frequency 

fu = '1'9 tCl External UART Clock Input Frequency 877 kHz 

Read Cycle Timing fc = 16.78 MHz with One Wait State 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

tARR = % tc + 5 ALE Trailing Edge to . 35 ns 
RD Falling Edge 

tRW = %tc + WS RD Pulse Width 180 ns 

tOR Data Valid before 
15 

Trailing Edge of RD 
ns 

tACC = tc + WS - 55 Address Valid to 
185 

Input Data Valid 
ns 

tRD = % tc + WS - 65 RD Falling Edge to 
115 ns 

Data in Valid 

tRDA = WS = tc RD Falling Edge to 
120 ns 

Address Valid 

tVPR = %tc + 5 Address Valid from ALE 
35 

Trailing Edge Prior to RD 
ns 

tHZ = % tc - 10 End of RD to Input 
80 ns 

Data Float 

Write Cycle Timing fc = 16.78 MHz with One Wait State 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

tARW = %tc ALE Trailing Edge to 
60 ns 

WR Falling Edge 

tww = % tc+ WS + 5 WR Pulse Width 215 ns 

tHW Data Hold after 
20 

Trailing Edge of WR 
ns 

tv = % tc + WS + 5 Data Valid before 
185 

Trailing Edge of WR 
ns 

tvpw = % tc + 25 Address Valid from 
55 

Trailing Edge Prior to WR 
ns 

I 
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Ready/Hold Timing fe = 16.78 MHz with One Wait State 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

tDAR = V. te + WS - 50 Falling Edge of ALE 
100 ns 

to Falling Edge of RDY 

tRWP = te RDY Pulse Width 120 ns 

tSALE = y.te + 40 Falling Edge of HLD 
70 ns 

to Rising Edge of ALE 

tHWP = te + 10 HLD Pulse Width 130 ns 

tHAD Rising Edge on HLD to 
120 ns 

Rising Edge on HLDA 

tHAE = te + 100 Falling Edge on HLD to 
220 * ns 

Falling Edge on HLDA 

tSF = te + 30 Bus Float before 
150 

Falling Edge on HLDA 
ns 

tSE= 2te+ 5O Bus Enable from 
290 

Rising Edge of HLD 
ns 

"'Note: tHAE may be as long as (3te + 4ws + 72tc + 90) depending on which instruction is being executed, the addressing mode and number of wait states. 

Status Timing fe = 16.78 MHz 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

tSRS2 = 40 - (V. te + 25) Setup Time for ST2 on 
-15 ns 

Rising Edge of ALE 

tHRS2 = %te - 15 Hold Time for ST2 on 
75 

Rising Edge of ALE 
ns 

tSFS2 = 40 - (V. tc + 25) Setup Time for ST2 on 
-15 ns 

Falling Edge of ALE 

tHFS2 = %tc - 15 Hold Time for ST2 on 
75 

Falling Edge of ALE 
ns 

tSFS1 Setup Time for ST1 on 
20 ns 

Falling Edge of RD 

tHRS1 = %te - 15 Hold Time for ST1 on 
45 

Rising Edge of RD 
ns 

UPI Read/Write Timing 
Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

tUAS Address Setup Time to 
5 ns 

Falling Edge of UPIRD 

tUAH Address Hold Time from 
5 

Rising Edge of UPIRD 
ns 

tRPW UPIRD Pulse Width 100 ns 

tOE UPIRD Falling Edge to 
60 ns 

Data Out Valid 

too End of UPIRD to 
35 

Data Out Valid 
ns 

tDRDY RDRDY Delay from Trailing 
70 ns 

Edge of UPIRD 

tWDW UPIWR Pulse Width 40 ns 

tUDS Data in Valid before 
10 

Trailing Edge of UPIWR 
ns 

tUDH Data in Hold after 
15 

Trailing Edge of UPIWR 
ns 

tA WRRDY Delay from Trailing 
70 ns 

Edge of UPIWR 
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Timing Waveforms 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 
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Pin Descriptions 
The HPC16040 is available in 68-pin PCC and LCC pack
ages, and a 48-pin ceramic DIP. 

I/O PORTS 

Port A is a 16-bit bidirectional I/O port with a data direction 
register to enable each separate pin to be individually de
fined as an input or output. When accessing external memo
ry, port A is used as the multiplexed address/data bus. 

Port 9 is a 16-bit port with 12 bits of bidirectional I/O similar 
in structure to Port A. Pins 910, 911, 912 and 915 are gen
eral purpose outputs only in this mode. Port 9 may also be 
configured via a 16-bit function register 9FUN to individually 
allow each pin to have an alternate function. 

90: TDX UART Data Output 
91: 
92: CKX 
93: T210 

UART Clock (Input or Output) 
Timer21/0 Pin 

94: T310 Timer3 I/O Pin 
95: SO MICROWIRE/PLUS Output 
96: SK MICROWIRE/PLUS Clock (Input or Output) 
97: HLDA Hold Acknowledge Output 
98: TSO Timer Synchronous Output 
99: TS1 TIMER Synchronous Output 
910: UAO Address 0 Input for UPI Mode 
911: WRRDY Write Ready Output for UPI Mode 
912: 
913: TS2 Timer Synchronous Output 
914: TS3 Timer Synchronous Output 
915: RDRDY Read Ready Output for UPI Mode 

When accessing external memory, four bits of port 9 are 
used as follows: 

910: ALE Address Latch Enable Output 
911: WR Write Output 
912: H9E High 9yte Enable Output 
915: RD Read Output 
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Port I is an 8-bit input port that can be read as general 
purpose inputs and is also used for the following functions: 

10: 
11: NMI Nonmaskable Interrupt Input 
12: INT2 Maskable Interrupt/Input Capture/URD 
13: INT3 Maskable Interrupt/Input Capture/UWR 
14: INT4 Maskable Interrupt/Input Capture 
15: 51 MICROWIRE/PLUS Data Input 
16: RDX UART Data Input 
17: 

Port D is an 8-bit input port that can be used as general 
purpose digital inputs. 

Port P is a 4-bit output port that can be used as general 
purpose data, or selected to be controlled by timers 4 
through 7 in order to generate frequency, duty cycle and 
pulse width modulated outputs. 

POWER SUPPLY PINS 

Vee 
GND 

DGND 

Positive Power Supply (3V to 5.5V) 

Ground for On-Chip Logic 

Ground for Output 9uffers 

CLOCK PINS 

CKI The Chip System Clock Input 

CKO The Chip System Clock Output (inversion of CKI) 

Pins CKI and CKO are usually connected across an external 
crystal. 

CK2 Clock Output (CKI divided by 2) 

OTHER PINS 

WO 

5T1 

ST2 

This is an active low open drain output that sig
nals an illegal situation has been detected by the 
Watch Dog logic. 

9us Cycle Status Output: indicates first opcode 
fetch. 

9us Cycle Status Output: indicates machine 
states (skip and interrupt). 
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Pin Descriptions (Continued) 

RESET is an active low input that forces the chip to re
start and sets the ports in a TRI-STATE® mode. 

RDY IHLD has two uses, selected by a software bit. It's ei
ther a READY input to extend the bus cycle for 
slower memories, or a HOLD request input to put 
the bus in a high impedance state for DMA pur
poses. 

NC (no connection) unused at this time. 

EXM External memory enable (active high) disables 
internal ROM and maps it to external memory. 

EI External interrupt with vector address 
FFF1:FFFO. 

I, 
16 

00 
0, 
0, 
03 
EI 

0, 
05 
06 
0, 

EXM 
Po 
P, 
P, 
P3 

NC 
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Top View 

Order Number HPC16040E or V 
See NS Package Number E68A or V68A 

48-Pin Package Description 
A 48-pin version of the HPC16040 called the HPC16041 will 
be available for applications where the surface mount 68-
pin package is not practical. The 48-pin HPC16041 includes 
all of the most powerful features of the 68-pin HPC16040 
such as: 

Port A: (AO-A 15) All of Port A has been retained. 

Port B: (BO, B2-B6, B10-B12, B15) These pins retain func
tions such as UART, timer 1/0, MICROWIRE/PLUS, 
memory expansion, and UPI. 
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Port D: (D4-D7) Provides four outputs. 

Port I: (11-16) Maintains all ex1ernal interrupt capability, 
UART, and MICROWIRE/PLUS . 

Port P: (PO, P3) Provides two synchronous timer outputs. 

48-Pin Ceramic DIP 
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Order Number HPC16041D 
See NS Package Number D48A 

The 48-pin package pin arrangement is subject to change 
without notice. 

Part Selection 
The HPC family includes devices with many different op
tions and configurations to meet various application needs. 
Table I shows the parts that are represented by this data 
sheet. The name HPC16040 is used throughout this data 
sheet to represent the parts listed. 

The following chart identifies the various options available 
when ordering HPC family members. 
Note: All options may not currently be available. 



Part Selection (Continued) 

H P C 1 6 0 4 0 X X X I V 1 7 1 ~"'OO'"'"' Package Type 
V = pcc 
E = LCC 
N = plastic DIP 
o :::;: ceramic DIP 

ROM Information 
XXXI = custom masked ROM pattern 
U = EPROM (UV light erasable) 
E ::::: EEPROM (electrically erasable) 
P ::::: PROM (one time programmable) 
R::::: ROMless 

- Family Member Version 

I....---- ROM Size, RAM Size (implied for a given family member) 
4 = 4k ROM 
8 = 8k ROM 

- Family Member 

- Temperature 
4 = Commercial (COC to + 70"'C) 
3 ::::: Industrial (- 40°C to + 85 c C) 
2 = Automotive (-40'C to + 105'C) 
1 = Military (- 55'C to + 125'C) 

FIGURE 8. HPC Family Part Numbering Scheme 

TABLE I. Part Numbers Represented by This Device Description 

Part Program Special 
package 

Number Memory Function 

HPC16040XXXIV17 4kROM UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin PCC 
HPC16040XXX/E17 4kROM UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin LCC 

HPC16040RV17 ROM less UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin PCC 
HPC16040RE17 ROMless UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin LCC 

HPC26040XXXIV17 4kROM UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin PCC 
HPC26040XXX/E17 4kROM UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin LCC 

HPC26040RV17 ROMless UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin PCC 
HPC26040RE17 ROMless UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin LCC 

HPC36040XXXIV17 4kROM UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin PCC 
HPC36040XXX/E17 4kROM UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin LCC 

HPC36040RV17 ROMless UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin PCC 
HPC36040RE17 ROMless UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin LCC 

HPC46040XXXIV17 4kROM UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin PCC 
HPC46040XXX/E17 4kROM UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin LCC 

HPC46040RV17 ROM less UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin PCC 
HPC46040RE17 ROM less UART, 8 Timers 68-Pin LCC 

HPC16041 XXX/D17 4kROM UART, 8 Timers 48-Pin Ceramic DIP 

HPC16041RD17 ROM less UART, 8 Timers 48-Pin Ceramic DIP 

HPC26041 XXX/D17 4kROM UART, 8 Timers 48-Pin Ceramic DIP 

HPC26041RD17 ROM less UART, 8 Timers 48-Pin Ceramic DIP 

HPC36041 XXX/D17 4kROM UART, 8 Timers 48-Pin Ceramic DIP 

HPC36041 RD17 ROM less UART, 8 Timers 48-Pin Ceramic DIP 

HPC46041 XXX/D17 4kROM UART, 8 Timers 48-Pin Ceramic DIP 

HPC46041RD17 ROMless UART, 8 Timers 48-Pin Ceramic DIP 
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Temperature 
Range 

-55'C to + 125'C 
- 55'C to + 125'C 

- 55'C to + 125'C 

- 55'C to + 125'C 

- 40'C to + 105'C 

- 40'C to + 105'C 

- 40'C to + 105'C 
- 40'C to + 105'C 

- 40'C to + 85'C 
- 40'C to + 85'C 

- 40'C to + 85'C 
-40'Cto +85'C 

O'Cto +70'C 
O'Cto +70'C 

O'Cto +70'C 
O'Cto +70'C 

- 55'C to + 125'C 

- 55'C to + 125'C 

- 40'C to + 105'C 

-40'C to + 105'C 

- 40'C to + 85'C 

-40'C to + 85'C 

O'Cto +70'C 

O'Cto +70'C 
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PortsAand B 
The highly flexible A and B ports are' similarly structured . 
The Port A (see Figure 9), consists ola data register and a 
direction register. Port B (86"e Figure 10) has an alternate 
function register in addition to the data and dIrection regis
ters. All the control registers are read/write re·gisters . 

The associated direction registers allow the port pins to be 
individually programmed as inputs or 0loltput8. Port pins se
lected as inputs, are placed in a TRI-STATE mode by reset
ting corresponding bits in the direction register. 

A write operation to a port pin configured as an input causes 
the value to be written into the data register, a read opera
tion returns the value of the pin. Writing to port pins config
ured as outputs causes the pins to have the same value, 
reading the pins returns the value of the data register. 

Primary and secondary functions are multiplexed onto Port 
B through the alternate function register (BFUN). The sec
ondary functions are enabled by setting the corresponding 
bits in the BFUN register. 

Operating Modes 
To olier the user a variety of 1/0 and expanded memory 
options, the HPC16040 has four operating modes. The four 
modes are Single-Chip, Expanded, Single-Chip ROM less, 
and Expanded ROMless. The four modes are determined by 
the state of both the External Memory (EXM) pin and the 
External Access (EA) bit in the PSW Register. The 
HPC16040 System bus consisls of port A and four bits of 
port B. Port A is defined as the address/data bus and the 
four bits of port B are referred to as the control bus. 

I 
N 
T 
E 
R 
N 
A 
l 

WRITE PORT 

WRIlE REGISTER 

SINGLE-CHIP MODE 

In this mode, the HPC16040 functions as a self-contained 
microcomputer. It can address internal memory consisting 
of 256 bytes of RAM and 4 kbytes of ROM. All ports are 
configured as memory mapped I/O ports. The HPC16040 
reads 8 bits or 16 bits of data from the ports, depending on 
whether a byte or word format instruction is used (see Fig
ure 11). The EXM pin and EA bit of the PSW Register are 
both logic "0" during Single-Chip mode Signifying that on
chip ROM is being addressed and the range is limited to 4k 
(see Table II). 

TABLE II. Operating Modes 

External Memory External Access 
Operation Mode 

Pin (EXM) Bit (EA) 

0 0 Single Chip 

0 1 Expanded 

1 0 Single Chip ROM less 

1 1 Expanded ROMless 

EXPANDED MODE 

The Expanded mode (see Figures 12 and 13) is entered by 
setting the EA bit in the PSW Register. The HPC16040 can 
operate within the full 64 kbytes of address space. The 64 
kbytes of addressable memory includes all on-chip memory 
because the EXM pin is grounded during this mode. The 
external memory may be any combination of RAM and 
ROM. External memory can be accessed with the data bus 
defined as either 8 bits wide or 16 bits wide. The System 
bus may be configured in the 8-bit mode by pulling the HBE 
pin high at reset. Upon entering the expanded mode, port A 

TLlDD/8340-13 

FIGURE 9. Port A: I/O Structure 
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Operating Modes (Continued) 

1---------
: AlE --t>--G : 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I-~ 

1-__ --' I RD~ 
L ______ _ 
CONTROL SUS SIGNALS WHEN 
ACCESSING EXTERNAL MEMORY (OUTPUT ONLY) 

FIGURE 10. Port B: I/O Structure 

becomes the Address/Data bus. Four bits of port B become 
ALE, WR, HBE and RD signals. The RD and WR signals are 
generated only if the selected address is off-chip. The HBE 
is generated only in the 16-bit bus configuration. 

ROMless MODES 

There are two ROM less modes; Single-Chip ROMless and 
Expanded ROMless. Both ROM less modes are entered by 
pulling the EXM pin high, (see Figure 12 and 13). The EA bit 
in the PSW Register determines whether the HPC16040 ad
dresses the Single-Chip memory range of 4 kbytes or the 
Expanded range of 64 kbytes, (see Table II for this informa
tion). In both ROM less modes, the HPC16040 continues to 
use the internal 256 bytes of RAM. The external 4k or 64k of 
addressed memory may be any combination of RAM and 
ROM. The address space corresponding to internal ROM is 
mapped into external memory. 

EXM 

PORT I ,-....;;_,/ 

PORT D ,-....;;_,/ 

HPC16040 

PORT B 

PORT P '"_---'_./1 

TL/DD/8340~ 14 

PORTA 

TLlDD/8340-15 

Note: The HPC16040 uses 16-bit words for stack memory. Therefore, when 
using the 8-bit mode, User's Stack must be in internal RAM. 

FIGURE 11. Single-Chip Mode 

ROMLESS EXPANDED 

"1"---0 ~OE 

PORT! ~_~.I"I 
RD 1------------+1 RO 

WR~-----------~WR 
ALE 1-------, 

PORT D 
----,,/1 

MEMORY 

PORT B 

PORT P r---------V'\ Aa-Als 

+5V 

FIGURE 12. 8-Bit External Memory 
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Operating Modes (Continued) 

ROMLES~ ),EXPANDED {1 "1"- -1DE D.-D,S 
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0,-0, it 
I 
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FIGURE 13. 16-Bit External Memory 

Wait States 
The HPC16040 provides four software selectable Wait 
States that allow access to slower memories. The Wait 
States are selected by the state of two bits in the PSW 
register. Additionally, the ROY input may be used to extend 
the instruction cycle, allowing the user to interface with slow 
memories and peripherals. 

Power Save Modes 
Two power saving modes are available on the HPC16040: 
HALT and IDLE. In the HALT mode, all processor activities 
are stopped. In the IDLE mode, the on-board oscillator and 
timer TO are active but all other processor activities are 
stopped. In either mode, all on· board RAM, registers and 
I/O are unaffected. 

HALT MODE 

The HPC16040 is placed in the HALT mode under software 
control by setting bits in the PSW. All processor activities 
including the clock and timers, are stopped. In the HALT 
mode, power requirements for the HPC16040 are minimal 
and the applied voltage (V eel may be decreased without 
altering the state of the machine. There are two ways of 
exiting the HALT mode: via the RESET or the NMI. The 
RESET input reinitializes the processor. Use of the NMI in
put will generate a vectored interrupt and resume operation 
from that point with no initialization. The HALT mode can be 
enabled or disabled by means of a control register HALT 
enable. To prevent accidental use of the HALT mode the 
HALT enable register can be modified only once. 

5-14 

IDLE MODE 

The HPC16040 is placed in the IDLE mode through the 
PSW. In this mode, all processor activity, except the on
board oscillator and Timer TO, is stopped. The HPC16040 
resumes normal operation upon timer TO overflow. As with 
the HALT mode, the processor is returned to full operation 
by the RESET or NMI inputs, but without waiting for oscilla
tor stabilization. 

HPC16040 Interrupts 
Complex interrupt handling is easily accomplished by the 
HPC16040's vectored interrupt scheme. There are eight 
possible interrupt sources as shown in Table III. 

TABLE III Interrupts 

Vector Interrupt Arbitration 
Address Source Ranking 

$FFFF:FFFE RESET 0 

$FFFD:FFFC Nonmaskable external on 1 
rising edge of 11 pin 

$FFFB:FFFA External interrupt on 12 pin 2 
$FFF9:FFF8 External interrupt on 13 pin 3 
$FFF7:FFF6 External interrupt on 14 pin 4 
$FFF5:FFF4 Overflow on internal timers 5 

$FFF3:FFF2 Internal on the UART 
transmit! receive complete 6 

$FFFI :FFFO External interrupt on EI pin 7 



Interrupt Arbitration 
The HPC16040 contains arbitration logic to determine which 
interrupt will be serviced first if two or more interrupts occur 
simultaneously. The arbitration ranking is given in Table III. 
The interrupt on Reset has the highest rank and is serviced 
first. 

Interrupt Processing 
Interrupts are serviced after the current instruction is com
pleted except for the RESET, which is serviced immediately. 

RESET is a level-sensitive interrupt. All other interrupts are 
edge-sensitive. NMI is positive-edge sensitive. The external 
interrupts on 12, 13 and 14 can be software selected to be 
rising or falling edge. 

Interrupt Control Registers 
The HPC16040 allows the various interrupt sources and 
conditions to be programmed. This is done through the vari
ous control registers. A brief description of the different con
trol registers is given below. 

INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (ENIR) 

RESET and the External Interrupt on 11 are non-maskable 
interrupts. The other interrupts can be individually enabled 
or disabled. Additionally, a Global Interrupt Enable Bit in the 
ENIR Register allows the Maskable interrupts to be collec
tively enabled or disabled. Thus, in order for a particular 
interrupt to be serviced, both the individual enable bit and 
the Global Interrupt bit (GIE) have to be set. 

INTERRUPT PENDING REGISTER (IRPD) 

The IRPD register contains a bit allocated for each interrupt 
vector. The occurrence of specified interrupt trigger condi
tions causes the appropriate bit to be set. There is no indi-

cation of the order in which the interrupts have been re
ceived. The bits are set independently of the fact that the 
interrupts may be disabled. IRPD is a Read/Write register. 
The bits corresponding to the maskable, external interrupts 
are normally cleared by the HPC16040 after servicing the 
interrupts. 

For the interrupts from the on-board peripherals, the user 
has the responsibility of resetting the interrupt pending flags 
through software. 

INTERRUPT CONDITION REGISTER (IRCD) 

Three bits of the register select the input polarity of the 
external interrupt on 12, 13, and 14. 

Servicing the Interrupts 
The Interrupt, once acknowledged, pushes the program 
counter (PC) onto the stack thus incrementing the stack 
pointer (SP) twice. The Global Interrupt Enable (GIE) bit is 
reset, thus disabling further interrupts. The program counter 
is loaded with the contents of the memory at the vector 
address and the processor resumes operation at this point. 
At the end of the interrupt service routine, the user does a 
RETI instruction to pop the stack, set the GIE bit and return 
to the main program. The GIE bit can be set in the interrupt 
service routine to nest interrupts if desired. Figure 14 shows 
the I nterrupt Enable Logic. 

Reset 
The RESET input initializes the processor and sets ports A, 
B, and P in the TRI-STATE condition. RESET is an active
low Schmitt trigger input. The processor vectors to 
FFFF:FFFE and resumes operation at the address con
tained at that memory location. 

RESET -------------------------------~ 

NMI11 

12 ---------, 

13 ---------, 

14-------, 

TOOVFL~ TO TIE 

Hum ~ ---I 
T7 TIE 

TBMT-~r__' 

ETI 

RBFL ---r-""" 
ERI 

EI------------I 

REG: ENIR 

TL/00/8340-18 

FIGURE 14. Interrupt Enable Logic 
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Timer Overview 
The HPC16040 contains a powerful set of flexible timers 
enabling the HPC16040 to perform extensive timer func
tions; not usually associated with microcontrollers. 

The HPC16040 contains eight 16-bit timers. Each timer has 
an associated 16-bit register. Timer TO is a free-running tim
er, counting up at a fixed CKI/16 (Clock Inputl16) rate. It is 
used for Watch Dog logic, high speed event capture, and to 
exit from the IDLE mode. Consequently, it cannot be 
stopped or written to under software control. Timer TO per
mits precise measurements by means of the capture regis
ters 12CR, 13CR, and 14CR. A control bit in the register 
TMMODE configures timer T1 and its associated register 
R 1 as capture registers 13CR and 12CR. The capture regis
ters 12CR, 13CR, and 14CR respectively, record the value of 
timer TO when specific events occur on the interrupt pins 12, 
13, and 14. The control register IRCD programs the capture 
registers to trigger on either a rising edge or a falling edge of 
its respective input. The specified edge can also be pro
grammed to generate an interrupt (see Figure 15). 

The timers T2 and T3 have selectable clock rates. The 
clock input to these two timers may be selected from the 
following two sources: an external pin, or derived internally 
by dividing the clock input. Timer T2 has additional capabili
ty of being clocked by the timer T3 underflow. This allows 
the user to cascade timers T3 and T2 into a 32-bit timer/ 
counter. The control register DIVBY programs the clock in
put to timers T2 and T3 (see Figure 16). 

The timers T1 through T7 in conjunction with their registers 
form Timer-Register pairs. The registers hold the pulse du
ration values. All the Timer-Register pairs can be read from 
or written to. Each timer can be started or stopped under 
software control. Once enabled, the timers count down, and 
upon underflow, the contents of its associated register are 
automatically loaded into the timer. 

1 
N 
T 
E 
R 
N 
A 
L 

TO WATCHDOG 

£ ___ J 

r- -., 
Rl I 

",-r ol I 
.,J I, I r-V -"+- _____ ..1 

Tl I 
L __ • .r--- .... T1 UNFL 

LCKII16 

FIGURE 15. Timers TO-T1 Block 

SYNCHRONOUS OUTPUTS 

14 

.12 

TLIOD/8340-19 

The flexible timer structure of the HPC16040 simplifies 
pulse generation and measurement. There are four syn
chronous timer outputs (TSO through TS3) that work in con
junction with the timer T2. The synchronous timer outputs 
can be used either as regular outputs or individually pro
grammed to toggle on timer T2 underflows (see Figure 16). 

Timer/register pairs 4-7 form four identical units which can 
generate synchronous outputs on port P (see Figure 17). 

....--_T8, 

.... --_T8, 

..... --_T8, 

.... --_T8, 

........ -_ T210 

........ -_T310 

TL/DD/8340-20 

FIGURE 16. Timers T2-T3 Block 
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Timer Overview (Continued) 

T4-T7 

t-_U_N_F_L_ .. r;;l........ T4-T7 
~OUT 

CKI/16 

Timer·Register pairs 4 through 7 are identical. 

TLlDD/8340-21 

FIGURE 17. Timers T4-T7 Block 

Timer Registers 
There are four control registers that program the timers. The 
divide by (DIVBY) register programs the clock input to tim
ers T2 and T3. The timer mode register (TMMODE) contains 
control bits to start and stop timers T1 through T3. It also 
contains bits to latch and enable interrupts from timers TO 
through T3. The control register PWMODE similarly pro
grams the pulse width timers T 4 through T7 by allowing 
them to be started, stopped, and to latch and enable inter
rupts on underflows. The PORTP register contains bits to 
preset the outputs and enable the synchronous timer output 
functions. 

Timer Applications 
The use of Pulse Width Timers for the generation of various 
waveforms is easily accomplished by the HPC16040. 

Frequencies can be generated by using the timer/register 
pairs. A square wave is generated when the register value is 
a constant. The duty cycle can be controlled simply by 
changing the register value. 

T20UT 

TL/DD/8340-22 

FIGURE 18. Square Wave Frequency Generation 

Synchronous outputs based on Timer T2 can be generated 
on the 4 outputs TSO-TS3. Each output can be individually 
programmed to toggle on T2 underflow. Register R2 con
tains the time delay between events. Figure 19 is an exam
ple of synchronous pulse train generation. 

Watch Dog Logic 
The Watch Dog Logic monitors the operations taking place 
and signals upon the occurrence of any illegal activity. The 
illegal conditions that trigger the Watch Dog logic are poten
tially infinite loops and illegal addresses. Should the Watch 
Dog register not be written to before Timer TO overflows 
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FIGURE 19. Synchronous Pulse Generation 

twice, or more often than once every 4096 counts, an infi
nite loop condition is assumed to have occurred. An illegal 
condition also occurs when the processor generates an off
chip address when in the Single-Chip mode. The illegal con
dition forces the Watch Out (WO) pin low. The WO pin is an 
open drain output and can be connected to the RESET or 
NMI inputs or to the users external logic. 

MICROWIRE/PLUS 
MICROWIRE/PLUS is used for synchronous serial data 
communications (see Figure 20). MICROWIRE/PLUS has 
an 8-bit parallel-loaded, serial shift register using SI as the 
input and SO as the output. SK is the clock for the serial 
shift register (SIO). The SK clock signal can be provided by 
an internal or external source. The internal clock rate is pro
grammable by the DIVBY register. A DONE flag indicates 
when the data shift is completed. 

r-----------------------+SO 

SI 

..... --.SK 

TL/DD/8340-24 

FIGURE 20. MICROWIRE/PLUS 

The MICROWIRE/PLUS capability enables it to interface 
with any of National Semiconductor's MICROWIRE periph
erals (i.e., AID converters, display drivers, EEPROMs). 
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o tem could be used to interface to an instrument cluster and g MICROWIRE/PLUS Operation various parts of the automobile. The diagram shows two 
~ The HPC16040 can enter the MICROWIRE/PLUS mode as HPC16040 microcontrollers interconnected to other MI-
~ the master or a slave. A control bit in the IReD register CROWIRE peripherals. HPC16040 #1 is set up as the mas-
:£: determines whether the HPC16040 is the master or slave. ter and initiates all data transfers. HPC16040 #2 is set up 
c; The shift clock is generated when the HPC16040 is config- as a slave answering to the master . 
..., ured as a master. An externally generated shift clock on the The master microcontroller interfaces the operator with the 
~ SK pin is used when the HPC16040 is configured as a slave. system and could also manage the instrument cluster in an o When the HPC16040 is a master, the DIVBY register pro- automotive application. Information is visually presented to 
a.. grams the frequency of the SK clock. The DIVBY register the operator by means of a. VF display controlled by the 
:I: allows the SK clock frequency to be programmed in 15 se- COP470 display driver. The' data to be displayed is sent 

lectable steps from 64 Hz to 1 MHz with CKI at 17.0 MHz. serially to the COP470 over the MICROWIRE/PLUS link. 
The contents of the SIO register may be accessed through Data such as accumulated mileage could be stored and re-
any of the memory access instructions. Data waiting to be trieved from the EEPROM COP494. The slave HPC16040 
transmitted in the 810 register is clocked out on the falling could be used as a fuel injection processor and generate 
edge of the SK clock. Serial data on the SI pin is clocked in timing signals required to operate the fuel valves. The mas-
on the rising edge of the SK clock. ter processor could be used to periodically send updated 

MICROWIRE/PLUS Application 
Figure 21 illustrates a MICROWIRE/PLUS arrangement for 
an automotive application. The microcontroller-based sys-

SYSTEM 
I/O ~ 

B6 - B8 

HPC16040 ", 
MASTER 

SI 

SO 

SK 

values to the slave via the MICROWIRE/PLUS link. To 
speed up the response, chip select logic is implemented by 
connecting an output from the master to the external inter
rupt input on the slave. 

HPC16040 #2 
SLAVE 

12 
SO 

SI 

SK 

C r-r-~ MICROWIRE/PLUS 

t=: SK 
01 

~ COP470 

-
CS 

DISPLAY DRIVER 

~ 
SK 

DI 

DO 

COP494 

CS 

E2 ROM 

~ 

r0-

STATUS 
DISPLAY 

----

SYSTEM 
I/O 

TL/DD/B340-25 

FIGURE 21. MICROWIRE/PLUS Application 
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HPC16040 UART 
The HPC16040 contains a software programmable UART. 
The UART (see Figure 22) consists of a transmit shift regis
ter, a receiver shift register and five addressable registers, 
as follows: a transmit buffer register (TBUF), a receiver buff
er register (RBUF), a UART control and status register 
(ENU), a UART receive control and status register (ENUR) 
and a UART interrupt and clock source register (ENUI). The 
ENU register contains flags for transmit and receive func
tions; this register also determines the length of the data 
frame (8 or 9 bits) and the value of the ninth bit in transmis
sion. The ENUR register flags framing and data overrun er
rors while the UART is receiving. Other functions of the 
ENUR register include saving the ninth bit received in the 
data frame and enabling or disabling the UART's Wake-up 
Mode of operation. The determination of an internal or ex
ternal clock source is done by the ENUI register, as well as 
selecting the number of stop bits and enabling or disabling 
transmit and receive interrupts. 

The baud rate clock for the Receiver and Transmitter can 
be selected for either an internal or external source using 
two bits in the ENUI register. The internal baud rate is pro
grammed by the DIVBY register. The baud rate may be se
lected from a range of 8 Hz to 64 kHz in binary steps or T3 
underflow. By selecting a baud rate crystal, all standard 
baud rates from 75 baud to 38.4 kBaud can be generated. 
The external baud clock source comes from the CKX pin. 
The Transmitter and Receiver can be run at different rates 
by selecting one to operate from the internal clock and the 
other from an external source. 

The HPC16040 UART supports two data formats. The first 
format for data transmission consists of one start bit, eight 
data bits and one or two stop bits. The second data format 
for transmission consists of one start bit, nine data bits, and 
one or two stop bits. Receiving formats differ from transmis
sion only in that the Receiver always requires only one stop 
bit in a data frame. 

UART Wake-up Mode 
The HPC16040 UART features a Wake-up Mode of opera
tion. This mode of operation enables the HPC16040 to be 
networked with other processors. Typically in such environ
ments, the messages consist of addresses and actual data. 
Addresses are specified by having the ninth bit in the data 
frame set to 1. Data in the message is specified by having 
the ninth bit in the data frame reset to O. 

The UART monitors the communication stream looking for 
addresses. When the data word with the ninth bit set is 
received, the UART signals the HPC16040 with an interrupt. 
The processor then examines the content of the receiver 
buffer to decide whether it has been addressed and whether 
to accpet subsequent data. 
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Universal Peripheral Interface 
The Universal Peripheral Interface (UPI) allows the 
HPC16040 to be used as an intelligent peripheral to another 
processor. The UPI could thus be used to tightly link two 
HPC16040's and set up systems with very high data ex
change rates. Another area of application could be where a 
HPC16040 is programmed as an intelligent peripheral to a 
host system such as the Series 32000 microprocessor. Fig
ure 23 illustrates how a HPC16040 could be used an an 
intelligent peripherial for a Series 32000-based application. 

The interface consists of a Data Bus (port A), a Read Strobe 
(URD), a Write Strobe (UWR), a Read Ready Line (RDRDY), 
a Write Ready Line (WRRDY) and one Address Input (UAO). 
The data bus can be either eight or sixteen bits wide. 

The URD and UWR inputs may be used to interrupt the 
HPC16040. The RDRDY and WRRDY outputs may be used 
to interrupt the host processor. 

The UPI contains an Input Buffer (IBUF), an Output Buffer 
(OBUF) and a Control Register (UPIC). In the UPI mode, 
port A on the HPC16040 is the data bus. UPI can only be 
used if the HPC16040 is in the Single-Chip mode. 

Shared Memory Support 
Shared memory access provides a rapid technique to ex
change data. It is effective when data is moved from a pe
ripheral to memory or when data is moved between blocks 
of memory. A related area where shared memory access 
proves effective is in multiprocessing applications where 
two CPUs share a common memory block. The HPC16040 
supports shared memory access with two pins. The pins are 
the RDY /HLD input pin and the HLDA output pin. The user 
can software select either the Hold or Ready function by the 
state of a control bit. The HLDA output is multiplexed onto 
port B. 

IRl 

IR2 

AD 

The host uses DMA to interface with the HPC16040. The 
host initiates a data transfer by activating the HLD input of 
the HPC16040. In response, the HPC16040 places its sys
tem bus in a TRI-STATE Mode, freeing it for use by the host. 
The host waits for the acknowledge signal (H LDA) from the 
HPC16040 indicating that the sytem bus is free. On receiv
ing the acknowledge, the host can rapidly transfer data into, 
or out of, the shared memory by using a conventional DMA 
controller. Upon completion of the message transfer, the 
host removes the HOLD request and the HPC16040 re
sumes normal operations. 

Figure 24 illustrates an application of the shared memory 
interface between the HPC16040 and a Series 32000 sys
tem. 

Memory 
The HPC16040 has been designed to offer flexibility in 
memory usage. A total address space of 64 kbytes can be 
addressed with 4096 bytes of ROM and 256 bytes of RAM 
available on the chip itself. The ROM may contain program 
instructions, constants or data. The ROM and RAM share 
the same address space allowing instructions to be execut
ed out of RAM. 

Program memory addressing is accomplished by the 16-bit 
program counter on a byte basis. Memory can be addressed 
directly by instructions or indirectly through the B, X and SP 
registers. Memory can be addressed as words or bytes. 
Words are always addressed on even-byte boundaries. The 
HPC16040 uses memory-mapped organization to support 
registers, I/O and on-chip peripheral functions. 

The HPC16040 memory address space extends to 64 
kbytes and registers and I/O are mapped as shown in Table 
IV. 
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FIGURE 23. HPC16040 as a Peripheral: (UPllnterface to Series 32000 Application) 
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FIGURE 24. Shared Memory Application: HPC16040 Interface to Series 32000 System 

TABLE IV. Memory Map 

FFFF:FFFO Interrupt Vectors 0128 ENUR Register 
FFEF:FFDO JSRP Vectors 0126 TBUF Register 
FFCF:FFCE 0124 RBUF Register UART 

: : On-Chip ROM 0122 ENUI Register 
F001 :FOOO 0120 ENU Register 

EFFF:EFFE USER MEMORY 
0104 Port D Input Register 

: : External Expansion 
0201 :0200 Memory 

00F5:00F4 BFUN Register 
PORTSA&B 

00F3:00F2 DIR B Register 
CONTROL 

00F1:00FO DIR A Register IIBUF 

01FF:01 FE 
: : On-Chip RAM 

01C1:01CO 

00E7:00E6 UPIC Register UPICONTROL 

00E3:00E2 Port B 
PORTSA&B 

00E1:00EO PortA I OBUF 
0195:0194 Watchdog Address Watchdog Logic 

0192 T1 CON Register 
0191:0190 TMMODE Register 
018F:018E DIVBY Register 
018D:018C T3 Timer 
018B:018A R3 Register 

Timer Block TO:T3 0189:0188 T2Timer 
0187:0186 R2 Register 
0185:0184 12CR Register I R 1 
0183:0182 13CR Registerl T1 
0181 :0180 14CR Register 

0153:0152 Port P Register 
0151 :0150 PWMODE Register 
014F:014E R7 Register 

OODE Microcode ROM Dump 
OODD:OODC HALT Enable Register 

PORT CONTROL 
00D8 Port I Input Register 

& INTERRUPT 
00D6 SIO Register 

CONTROL 
00D4 IRCD Register 

REGISTERS 
00D2 IRPD Register 
0000 ENIR Register 

OOCF:OOCE X Register 
OOCD:OOCC B Register 
OOCB:OOCA K Register 
00C9:00C8 A Register HPC16040 CORE 
00C7:00C6 PC Register REGISTERS 
00C5:00C4 SP Register 
00C3:00C2 (reserved) 

014D:014C T7Timer 
014B:014A R6 Register Timer Block T 4:T7 
0149:0148 T6Timer 
0147:0146 R5 Register 
0145:0144 T5 Timer 

00C1:00CO PSW Register 

OOBF:OOBE 
On·Chip : : USER RAM 

0001:0000 
RAM 

0143:0142 R4 Register 
0141:0140 T4 Timer 
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HPC16040 CPU 
The HPCI6040 CPU has a 16-bit ALU and six 16-bit regis
ters 

Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) 

The ALU is 16 bits wide and can do 16-bit add, subtract and 
shift or logic AND, OR and exclusive OR in one timing cycle. 
The ALU can also output the carry bit to a I-bit C register. 

Accumulator (A) Register 

The 16-bit A register is the source and destination register 
for most liD, arithmetic, logiC and data memory access op
erations. 

Address (B and X) Registers 

The 16-bit B and X registers can be used for indirect ad
dressing. They can automatically count up or down to se
quence through data memory. 

Boundary (K) Register 

The 16-bit K register is used to set limits in repetitive loops 
of code as register B sequences through data memory. 

Stack POinter (SP) Register 

The 16-bit SP register is the stack pointer that addresses 
the stack. The SP register is incremented by two for each 
push or call and decremented by two for each pop or return. 
The stack can be placed anywhere in user memory and be 
as deep as the available memory permits. 

Program (PC) Register 

The 16-bit PC register addresses program memory. 

Addressing Modes 
ADDRESSING MODES-ACCUMULATOR AS 
DESTINATION 

Register Indirect 

This is the "normal" mode of addressing for the HPC16040 
(instructions are single-byte). The operand is the memory 
addressed by the B register (or X register for some instruc
tions). 

Direct 

The instruction contains an 8-bit or 16-bit address field that 
directly pOints to the memory for the operand. 

HPC Instruction Set Description 
Mnemonic I Description 

ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTIONS 

ADD 
ADC 
DADC 
SUBC 
DSUBC 
MULT 
DIV 

IFEQ 
IFGT 

Add 
Add with carry 
Decimal add with carry 
Subtract with carry 
Decimal subtract wi carry 
Multiply (unsigned) 
Divide (unsigned) 

If equal 
If greater than 

AND Logical and 
OR Logical or 
XOR Logical exclusive-or 

MEMORY MODIFY INSTRUCTIONS 

INC 
DECSZ 

Increment 
Decrement, skip if 0 
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Indirect 

The instruction contains an 8-bit address field. The contents 
of the WORD addressed points to the memory for the oper
and. 
Indexed 

The instruction contains an 8-bit address field and an 8- or 
16-bit displacement field. The contents of the WORD ad
dressed is added to the displacement to get the address of 
the operand. 
Immediate 

The instruction contains an 8-bit or 16-bit immediate field 
that is used as the operand. 
Register Indirect (Auto Increment and Decrement) 

The operand is the memory addressed by the X register. 
This mode automatically increments or decrements the X 
register (by I for bytes and by 2 for words). 
Register Indirect (Auto Increment and Decrement) with 
Conditional Skip 

The operand is the memory addressed by the B register. 
This mode automatically increments or decrements the B 
register (by I for bytes and by 2 for words). The B register is 
then compared with the K register. A skip condition is gener
ated if B goes past K. 

ADDRESSING MODES-DIRECT MEMORY AS 
DESTINATION 
Direct Memory to Direct Memory 

The instruction contains two 8- or 16-bit address fields. One 
field directly pOints to the source operand and the other field 
directly points to the destination operand. 
Immediate to Direct Memory 

The instruction contains an 8- or 16-bit address field and an 
8- or 16-bit immediate field. The immediate field is the oper
and and the direct field is the destination. 

Double Register Indirect Using the B and X Registers 

Used only with Reset, Set and IF bit instructions; a specific 
bit within the 64 kbyte address range is addressed using the 
B and X registers. The address of a byte of memory is 
formed by adding the contents of the B register to the most 
significant 13 bits of the X register. The specific bit to be 
modified or tested within the byte of memory is selected 
using the least significant 3 bits of register X. 

Action 

MA + Meml ~ MA carry ~ C 
MA+Meml+C ~ MA carry~ C 
MA + Meml + C ~ MA (Decimal) carry ~ C 
MA-Meml+C~MA carry~C 

MA - Meml + C ~ MA (Decimal) carry ~ C 
MA'Meml ~ MA&X,O~ K,O ~ C 
MA/Meml ~ MA, rem. ~ X, 0 ~ K, 0 ~ C 

Compare MA & Meml, Do next if equal 
Compare MA & Meml, Do next if MA ~ Meml 

MA and Meml ~ MA 
MA or Meml ~ MA 
MA xor Meml ~ MA 

Mem + 1 ~ Mem 
Mem 1 ~ Mem, Skip next if Mem = 0 



HPC Instruction Set Description (Continued) 

Mnemonic I Description 

BIT INSTRUCTIONS 

SET Set bit 
RESET Reset bit 
IF If bit 

MEMORY TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS 

LO Load 
Load, incr/decr X 

ST Store to Memory 
X Exchange 

Exchange, incr/decr X 
PUSH Push Memory to Stack 
POP Pop Stack to Memory 

LOS Load A, incr/decr B, 
Skip on condition 

XS Exchange, incr / decr B, 
Skip on condition 

REGISTER LOAD IMMEDIATE INSTRUCTIONS 

LOA Load A immediate 
LOB Load B immediate 
LOK Load K immediate 
LOX Load X immediate 
LOBK Load Band K immediate 

ACCUMULATOR AND C INSTRUCTIONS 

CLRA Clear A 
INCA IncrementA 
OECA OecrementA 
COMPA Complement A 
SWAP A Swap nibbles of A 
RRCA Rotate A right thru C 
RLCA Rotate A left thru C 
SHRA Shift A right 
SHLA Shift A left 
SETC SetC 
RESETC ResetC 
IFC IFC 
IFNC IF not C 

TRANSFER OF CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS 

JSRP Jump subroutine from table 

JSR Jump subroutine relative 

JSRL Jump subroutine long 
JP Jump relative short 
JMP Jump relative 
JMPL Jump relative long 
JIO Jump indirect at PC + A 
JIDW 
NOP No Operation 
RET Return 
RETS Return then skip next 
RETI Return from interrupt 

Nole: W is 16·bit word of memory 

MA is Accumulator A or direct memory (8 or 16·bit) 

Mem is 8·bit byte or 16·bit word of memory 

Meml is 8- or 16·bit memory or B or 16-bit immediate data 

imm is a-bit or l6-bit immediate data 
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I Action 

1 -+ Mem.bit (bit is 0 to 7 immediate) 
0-+ Mem.bit 
If Mem.bit is true, do next instr. 

Meml-+ MA 
Mem(X) -+ A, X ± 1 (or 2) -+ X 
MA-+ Mem 
A ~ Mem; Mem ~ Mem 
A ~ Mem(X), X ± 1 (or 2) -+ X 
W -+ W(SP), SP + 2 -+ SP 
SP-2 -+ SP, W(SP) -+ W 

Mem(B) -+ A, B ± 1 (or 2) -+ B, 
Skip next if B greater/less than K 

Mem(B) ~ A,B ± 1 (or 2) -+ B, 
Skip next if B greater/less than K 

imm-+A 
imm-+ B 
imm-+ K 
imm-+X 
imm -+ B,imm' -+ K 

O-+A 
A+1-+A 
A-1-+A 
1 's complement of A -+ A 
A15:12 +-- A11:8 +-- A7:4 ~ A3:0 
C-+A15 -+ ... -+AO-+C 
C +-- A15 +-- ... +-- AO +-- C 
0-+A15-+ ... -+AO-+C 
C +-- A15 +-- ... +-- AO +-- 0 
1-+C 
O-+C 
00 next ifC = 1 
00 next ifC = 0 

PC -+ W(SP),SP + 2 -+ SP 
W(table#) -+ PC 

PC -+ W(SP),SP+2 -+ SP,PC+ # -+ PC 
( # is + 1024 to - 1023) 

PC -+ W(SP),SP + 2 -+ SP,PC + # -+ PC 
PC+ # -+ PC(# is +32 to -31) 
PC+ # -+ PC(#is +256 to -255) 
PC+# -+ PC 
PC+A+1 -+ PC 

then Mem(PC) + PC -+ PC 
PC+--PC+1 
SP-2 -+ SP,W(SP) -+ PC 
SP-2 -+ Sp,w(SP) -+ PC, & skip 
SP-2 -+ SP,W(SP) -+ PC, interrupt re-enabled 
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Memory Usage 
Number Of Bytes For Each Instruction (number in parenthesis is 16-Bit field) 

I 
Using Accumulator A To Direct Memory 

Reg Indir_ Direct Indir Index Immed_ Direct Immed_ 
(B) (X) * ** , '* 

LD 1 1 2(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 3(5) 5(6) 3(4) 5(6) 

X 1 1 2(4) 3 4(5) - - - - -
ST 1 1 2(4) 3 4(5) - - - - -
ADC 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 4(5) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

SBC 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 4(5) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
DADC 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 4(5) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
DSBC 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 4(5) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
ADD 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
MULT 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
DIV 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

IFEQ 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
IFGT 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
AND 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
OR 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
XOR 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

*B-bit direct address 
""16-bit direct address 

Instructions that modify memory directly Immediate Load Instructions 

(B) (X) Direct Indir Index B&X Immed_ 

SET 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 1 LD B,' 2(3) 
RESET 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 1 LD X,* 2(3) 
IF 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 1 LD K,* 2(3) 

DDSZ 3 3 2(4) 3 4(5) LD BK,*,* 3(5) 
INCD 3 3 2(4) 3 4(5) 

Register Indirect Instructions with 
Auto Increment and Decrement Instructions Using A and C Transfer of Control Instructions 

Register B With Skip CLR A 1 JSRP 1 

(B+) (B-) INC A 1 JSR 2 
DEC A 1 JSRL 3 

LDS A,* 1 1 COMP A 1 JP 1 
XSA,* 1 1 SWAP A 1 JMP 2 

RRC A 1 JMPL 3 

Register X RLC A 1 JID 1 

(X+) (X-) SHR A 1 JIDW 1 
SHL A 1 NOP 1 

LDA,. 1 1 SET C 1 RET 1 
XA,' 1 1 RESET C 1 RETS 1 

IF C 1 RETI 1 
IFN C 1 

Stack Reference Instructions 

Direct 

I 
PUSH 2 
POP 2 
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Code Efficiency 
One of the most important criteria of a single chip microcon
troller is code efficiency. The more efficient the code, the 
more features that can be put on a chip. The memory size 
on a chip is fixed so if code is not efficient, features may 
have to be sacrificed or the programmer may have to buy a 
larger, more expensive version of the chip. 

The HPC16040 has been designed to be extremely code
efficient. The HPC16040 looks very good in all the standard 
coding benchmarks; however, it is not realistic to rely only 
on benchmarks. Many large jobs have been programmed 
onto the HPC16040, and the code savings over other popu
lar microcontrollers has been considerable-often the jobs 
take less than one-half the memory! 

Reasons for this saving of code include the following: 

SINGLE BYTE INSTRUCTIONS 

The majority of instructions on the HPC16040 are single
byte. There are two especially code-saving instructions: 

JP is a 1-byte jump. True, it can only jump within a range of 
plus or minus 32, but many loops and decisions are often 
within a small range of program memory. Most other micros 
need 2-byte instructions for any short jumps. 

JSRP is a 1-byte call subroutine. The user makes a table of 
his 16 most frequently called subroutines and these calls 
will only take one byte. Most other micros require two and 
even three bytes to call a subroutine. The user does not 
have to decide which subroutine addresses to put into his 
table; the assembler can give him this information. 

EFFICIENT SUBROUTINE CALLS 

The 2-byte JSR instructions can call any subroutine within 
plus or minus 1 k of program memory. 

MULTIFUNCTION INSTRUCTIONS FOR DATA MOVE
MENT AND PROGRAM LOOPING 

The HPC16040 has single-byte instructions that perform 
multiple tasks. For example, the XS instruction will do the 
following: 

1. Exchange A and memory pOinted to by the B register 

2. Increment the B register 

3. Compare the B register versus the K register 

4. Generate a conditional skip if B is greater than K 

The value of this multipurpose instruction becomes evident 
when looping through sequential areas of memory and exit
ing when the loop is finished. 

BIT MANIPULATION INSTRUCTIONS 

Any bit of memory, 1/0 or registers can be set, reset or 
tested by the single byte bit instructions. The bits can be 
addressed directly or indirectly. Since all registers and 1/0 
are mapped into the memory, it is very easy to manipulate 
specific bits to do efficient control. 
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DECIMAL ADD AND SUBTRACT 

This instruction is needed to interface with the decimal user 
world. 

It can handle both 16-bit words and 8-bit bytes. 

The 16-bit capability saves code since many variables can 
be stored as one piece of data and the programmer does 
not have to break his data into two bytes. Many applications 
store most data in 4-digit variables. The HPC16040 supplies 
8-bit byte capability for 2-digit variables and literal variables. 

MULTIPLY AND DIVIDE INSTRUCTIONS 

The HPC16040 has 16-bit multiply and divide instructions. 
This saves both code and time. Multiply and divide can use 
immediate data or data from memory. The ability to multiply 
and divide by immediate data saves code since this function 
is often needed for scaling, base conversion, computing in
dexes of arrays, etc. 

Development Support 
The MOLE (Microcontroller On-Line Emulator) is a low cost 
development system and emulator for all microcontroller 
products. These include COPs, TMP, 8050U and the HPC 
Family of Products. The MOLE consists of a BRAIN Board, 
Personality Board and optional host software. 

The purpose of a MOLE is to provide the user with a tool to 
write and assemble code, emulate code for the target micro
controller and assist in both the software & hardware de
bugging of the system. 

It is a self-contained computer with its own firmware which 
provides for all system operation, emulation control, com
munication, PROM programming and diagnostic operations. 

It contains three serial ports because multiple ports are usu
ally needed to optionally connect to a terminal, a host sys
tem, a printer or modem, or to connect to other MOLEs in a 
multi-MOLE environment. 

MOLE can be used in either a stand alone mode or in con
junction with selected host systems, i.e., those using CP/M 
or PC-~OS. Communicating via RS-232 port. 

Dial-A-Helper is a service provided by the MOLE applica
tions group. If a user is having difficulty in getting a MOLE to 
operate in a particular mode or it is acting peculiar, he can 
contact us via his system and a modem. He can leave mes
sages on our electronic bulletin board which we will respond 
to, or he can arrange for us to actually take control of his 
system via modem for debugging purposes. 

The applications group can then cause his system to exe
cute various commands and try to resolve the customer's 
problem by actually getting the customer's system to re
spond. 99% of the time the problem is resolved. This allows 
us to respond in minutes instead of days when applications 
help is needed. 
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PRELIMINARY 

NS40S/NS3240S-Series Display ITerminal Management 
Processor (TMP) 

General Description 
The NS405 is a CRT terminal controller on a chip, It is a 
microcomputer system which replaces the following LSI cir
cuits commonly found in a CRT data terminal: 

• Microcomputer • Baud Rate Generator 

• CRT Controller • Interrupt Controller 

• DMA Controller • Parallel 1/0 Controller 

• Character Generator • Timer 

• UART 
In addition the NS405 includes powerful attribute logic, two 
graphics display modes, and fast video output circuits, 

The NS405 is primarily intended for use in low-cost termi
nals, but contains many features which make it a superior 
building block for "smart" terminals and word processing 
systems, 

The NS405 interfaces easily to the display monitor, key
board, display memory, and 1/0 ports, The architecture and 
instruction set are derived from the 8048-series microcon
trollers, The instruction set has been enhanced and the ar
chitecture tailored to allow the NS405 CPU to efficiently 
manage a large display memory and an extensive interrupt 
environment. 

The TMP can be used to easily and inexpensively add a 
display to many systems where it was previously impracti
cal, it is not limited to terminal applications, 

Block and Connection Diagrams 
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Features 
• Enhanced 8048 instruction set and architecture 
• Up to 8k x 8 ROM external with ROM expand bus 
• On-board RAM 64 x 8 
• Programmable display format 
• On-board video memory management unit 
• 16-bit bidirectional display memory bus (direct video 

and attribute RAM interface) 

• Built-in timer 
• Real-time clock (may be programmed for 1 Hz) 

• Video control signals 
• Eight independent attributes 
• Pixel and block graphics display modes 
• Programmable cursor characteristics 
• Programmable CRT refresh rate 
• Light pen feature 
• UART, programmable baud rate up to 19,2k baud 
• Character generator (128 characters 7 x 11 max) 
• Single 5-volt supply @ 110 mA (typ) 
• Up to 18 MHz video dot rate (12 MHz CPU clock) 

• 48-pin package 
• 8-bit parallel 1/0 port (multiplexed with external ROM) 
• Extensive I I 0 expansion capabilities 

SBO • SBI 

SB2 
SB3 

SB4 
SBS 
SBS 

SB7 
SBB 
SB9 10 

SB10 11 
SBll 12 

SB12 13 
SB13 14 

SB14 IS 
SBIS 16 

VID ClK f FIC[j( 17 
RAM ALE 18 

RAM WR 19 

RAM Ro 20 
ALE 21 

XTAL2 22 
XTAll 23 

GNo 24 

Top View TL/DD/5526-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not Power Dissipation 1.5W 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated 'EA, SI and VSYNC may be subjected to Vss + 15V. 

reliability electrical test specifications document. Note: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond 
Temperature Under Bias O'Cto +70'C which permanent damage may occur. Continuous operation 

Storage Temperature -65'C to + 150'C at these limits is not intended; operations should be limited 

All Input or Output Voltages to those conditions specified under DC Electrical Character-

with Respect to Vss' - 0.5V to + 7.0V istics. 
ESD rating is to be determined. 

DC Electrical Characteristics 
TA = O'C to +70'C, Vee = +5V ±10%, Vss = OV, unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIL1 Input Low Voltage (All Except XT AL 1, XTAL2, RESET) -0.5 O.B V 

VIH1 Input High Voltage (All Except XTAL 1, XTAL2, RESET) 2.0 Vee V 

VIL2 Input Low Voltage (XTAL 1, XTAL2, RESET) -0.5 0.6 V 

VIH2 Input High Voltage (XTAL 1, XTAL2, RESET) 3.B Vee V 

VOL Output Low Voltage (All Except INTENS, VOl IOL = 2.0 mA 0.4 V 

VOH Output High Voltage (All Except INTENS, VOl IOH = -125 /LA 2.4 Vee V 

VOL Output Low Voltage (INTENS, VOl IOL = 5.0 mA 0.4 V 

VOH Output High Voltage (INTENS, VOl IOH = - 500 /LA 2.4 V 

IlL Input Leakage Current (EA, INT, SI) Vss s VIN s Vec ±10 /LA 

IOL Output Leakage Current Vcc 2 VIN 2 Vss + 0.45 ±10 /LA (ROM Expand Bus, High Impedance State) 

IOL Output Leakage Current Vcc 2 VIN 2 Vss + 0.45 ±100 /LA (System Bus, High Impedance State) 

Ice Total Supply Current TA = 25'C 110 150 mA 

AC Electrical Characteristics 
T A = O'C to + 70'C, Vcc = + 5V ± 1 0%, Vss = OV, unless otherwise specified 

Symbol I Parameter I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

CPU AND ROM EXPAND BUS TIMING 

FXTAL Crystal Frequency 3 1B MHz 

Fcpu CPU Frequency 3 12 MHz 

tCY CPU Cycle Time 1.25 7.5 /Ls 

tOF Video Dot Time 55.5 333.3 ns 

tLL ALE Pulse Width (Note 1) 125 ns 

tAL Address Setup to ALE (Note 1) 55 ns 

tLA Address Hold from ALE (Note 1) 40 ns 

tce Control Pulse Width PSEN, RD (Note 1) 250 ns 

tOR Data Hold (Notes 1, 4) 0 100 ns 

tRO PSEN, RD to Data In (Note 1) 220 ns 

tAO Address Setup to Data In (Note 1) 360 ns 

tAFC Address Float to RD, PSEN (Note 1) 0 ns 

tCAF PSEN to Address Float (Note 1) ±10 ns 

tOAL Data Setup to ALE (RE11, 12) (Note 1) 55 ns 

tALO Data Hold from ALE (RE11, 12) (Note 1) 40 ns 

leiS Control Input Setup to ALE (REB, 9, 10) (Note 1) 240 ns 

tCIH Control Input Hold from ALE (REB, 9, 10) (Notes 1, 4) 0 125 ns 
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AC Electrical Characteristics 
TA = O'C to +70'C, Vcc = + 5V ± 10%, Vss = OV, unless otherwise specified (Continued) 

Symbol I Parameter I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

SYSTEM BUS TIMING 

tEL RAM ALE Low Time (Note 1) 250 280 ns 

tEH RAM ALE High Time (Note 1) 100 120 ns 

tAS Address Setup to RAM ALE (Note 1) 20 70 ns 

tAH Address Hold from RAM ALE (Note 1) 10 50 ns 

tRCY Read or Write Cycle Time (Note 1) 420' ns 

tRR RAM RD Width (Note 1) 210 240 ns 

tAR Address Setup to RAM RD (Note 1) 80 120 ns 

tRRO Data Access from RAM RD (Note 1) 140 ns 

tROR Data Hold from RAM RD (Notes 1, 4) 0 60 ns 

tWFI FIFO In Clock Width (Note 1) 210 240 ns 

tww RAM WR Strobe Width (Note 1) 140 160 ns 

tAW Address Setup to RAM WR (Note 1) 120 200 ns 

tow Data Setup to RAM WR (Note 1) 10 40 ns 

two Data Hold from RAM WR (Note 1) 20 40 ns 

VIDEO TIMING 

tOF . 1 55 ns 
Dot Penod = - (Note 1) 

fc 

tVIO Video Blank Time t~F (Note 1) 
±10 ns 

tVI Skew, Intensity to Dot 0 (Note 1) ±15 ns 

tFOV FIFO Out Clock to Dot 0 (Note 1) 15 ns 

tWFOH FIFO Out Clock Width High (Note 1, Note 2) 55-165" ns 

'y, CPU cycle . 
... *1 Dot time is 55 ns. 

Note 1: Control outputs CL ~ 80 pF; ROM Expand Bus outputs CL ~ 150 pF; System Bus outputs CL ~ 100 pF; FXTAL ~ 18 MHz; Fcpu ~ 12 MHz. 
Note 2: Fa ClK duty cycle is shown above. 
Note 3: Hold request is latched. It is honored at the start of the next vertical retrace. 

Note 4: Max spec. listed for user information only, to prevent bus contention. 

Input Hold Times 
TA = 25'C, Vcc = +5V ±10%, Vss = OV 

Character FIFO Out FIFO Out Input Min Active Time 
Cell Width HIGH LOW Reset 50 ms (power up) 

6 1 dot 5 dots 5 CPU Cycles (after power up) 
7 2 dots 5 dots External Interrupt 2CPUCycie 
8 2 dots 6 dots 
9 3 dots 6 dots Light Pen 1 CPU Cycle 

10 3 dots 7 dots I/O Input 1 CPU Cycle 

Hold Request 1 CPU Cycle (Note 3) 

FIFO 

Fall through should not be greater than 4 character times 
(character time = 1/fXTAl x #dots/ceU). 

Throughput rate must be at least the character rate (charac-
ter rate = 1 /character time). 
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I Capacitance TA = 25"C, VCC = Vss = ov 

I 

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

I CIN Input Capacitance Fc = 1 MHz 6 10 pF 

COUT Output and Reset Unmeasured Pins Returned to Vss 10 20 pF 

AC Electrical Characteristics in CPU Cycle Time 
CPU AND ROM EXPAND BUS TIMING 

Symbol Parameter Typ 

tLL ALE Pulse Width 14 tCY/50 

tAL Address Setup to ALE 8 tCY/50 

tLA Address Hold from ALE 6 tCY/50 

tcc Control Pulse Width PSEN 24 tCY/50 
RD 36 tCY/50 

tCY CPU Cycle Time 15 
60 tCY /50 = 15/fcPU = . . 

fXTAL ~ 1 or ~ 1.5 

tOR Data Hold -2 ICY/50 

tRO Conlrol Pulse to Dala In PSEN 18 ICY/50 
RD 30 ICY/50 

tAO Address Selup 10 Dala In 32 ICY/50 

IAFC Address Floal 10 PSEN 2 ICY/50 
RD 2 ICY/50 

ICAF PSEN to Address Floal o ICY/50 

IOAL Data Selup 10 ALE REO-7 6 ICY/50 
RE8-10 -2 tCY/50 
RE11-12 16 tCY/50 

tALD Dala Hold from ALE REO-7 2 ICY/50 
RE8-12 6 tCY/50 

SYSTEM BUS TIMING 

Symbol Parameter 
Ticks 

Min Typ Max 

tEL RAM ALE Low Time 14 ICY/50 - 42ns 14 ICY/50 

tEH RAM ALE High Time 6 ICY/50 - 25 ns 6 ICY/50 

lAS Address Setup to RAM ALE 4 ICY/50 - 60 ns 4 ICY/50 

tAH Address Hold from RAM ALE 2 ICY/50 - 40 ns 2 icY/50 

tRCY Read or Wrile Cycle Time 20 ICY/50 

IRR RAM RDWidlh 12 ICY/50 - 40 ns 12 ICY/50 

IAR Address Selup 10 RAM RD 6 tCY/50 - 45 ns 6 ICY/50 

IRRO Data Access from RAM RD 10 ICY/50 10 ICY/50 - 70ns 

IROR Data Hold from RAM RD 

tWFI FIFO In Clock Widlh 12 tCY/50 - 40 ns 12 tCY/50 

Iww RAM WR Strobe Widlh 8 tCY/50 - 27 ns 8 ICY/50 

lAW Address Setup to RAM WR 10 Icy/so - 90 ns 10 ICY/50 

low Data Setup to RAM WR 2 Icy/so - 30 ns 2 ICY/50 

Iwo Data Hold from RAM WR 2 Icy/so - 20 ns 2 ICY/50 
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Timing Waveforms 

ROM Expand Bus Timing 
(In Port Instruction is Shown) 

~------------I~-------------'I 
I-ILL 

ALE 

REO-RE7 

RE8-RE10 

RE11-RE12 
ADDRESS (REMAIN DATA OUTPUT 

IF EXTERNAL ROM NOT USED) 

'Remain 110 OUTPUT if Exlernal ROM nol used . 

ADDRESS (HI·Z IF EXTERNAL 
ROM NOT USED~ 

ADDRESS (REMAIN DATA OUTPUT 
IF EXTENAl ROM NOT USED) 

... "110 Data input or 2nd ROM byte of 2 byte instruction. Otherwise remain I/O OUTPUT. 

System Bus Timing 

IRCV 

IEl 
RAM ALE 

tWFI 

ONLY ON A VIDEO REAO 

IRA 
RAM RO 

--IAR 

INPUT 

DATA OUTPUT (SC ClA, HLOA) 

IEH~ 

'I -IAS- ---tAH tRRD 
_IRD, 

"""\ 
ADORESS OUT 

\. 
DATA IN AOORESS OUT BUS 

-Iww-

J 
lAW 

r---IAS-_IAH-!r==IDW- -IWD~ J ADDRESS OUT OATA OUT AOORESS OUT BUS 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

DOT NUMBER 
IUSING 7·WIDE CELL) 

VIDEO--II-";';'-J 

Video Timing 

OFF 

"ON" 

____________________ ~r___\~ __ _ 

Scan Count Clear Timing 

HORIZONTAL 
BLANKING BEGINS 

HORIZONTAL __ ................... 

LAST SCAN LINE IN ROW 
OR FRAME BEING DISPLAYED 

SYNC 

, , 
~ 

CHARACTER: 
WIDTH TIMES: 

SCAN COUNT _____ -1 
CLEAR 

For external character generation this edge is used to clock CLEAR 
into scan line counter. The edge must come before Scan Count Clear goes 
away, but not before the video controller has brought in aU necessary 
display information for the last scan line. 
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SI 

SO 

ALE 

RAM ALE 

RAM WR 

c.n RAM RO 
e" FI ClK I\) 

PSEN 
iW 

L 

DOT eLK 

DISPLAY MEMORY r VERT 
CONTROL REGISTERS I' r ~EO"'R"---~ 

7x16 

DISPLAY MEMORY 
CONTROL REGISTERS" 

3xS 

DISPLAY MEMORY 

L __ 

1-16 16 

SBO-SB15 

REAL 
TIME 

INTERRUPT 

NS405-Series Detailed 

INTR 

RAM 
64xS 

RE12 RE11 RE10 REg RES 
XTAL1 XTAl2 HlOA SC CLR INTR j]i HOLD EA 

ICONTROL 

VIDEO CONTROL' I 
"':'O~~~U~.J 

26 

VIDEO OUTPUT 
(VO) 

r.------
I HORIZONTAL :1 

CONTROL I 

DOT I REGISTERS 

CLK ~ SYNC, BLANK, 

25 

INTENSI 
FO CLK 

I LENGTH 

VERTICAL 
CONTROL 

REGISTERS 

SYNC, BLANK, 
LENGTH 

CRT REFRESH AND 
CONTROL LOGIC 

Vee Vss 

SCAN 
CONTROL 

REGISTERS 

RESET 

NS40SINS3240S 

REO, 1100 

RElliOl 

RE2, 1102 

RE3,1I03 

RE4, 1104 

RE5, 1105 

RE6, 1106 
RE7, 1107 

HORIZONTAL 
SYNC 

HS 

m 
0' 
() 
~ 

o 
Dr 
cc 
""I 
Do) 

3 
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1.0 Functional Pin Descriptions 
1.1 SUPPLIES 

Pin Name 
48 Vee - Power 
24 VSS - Ground Reference 

1.2 INPUT SIGNALS 
23, 22 XTAL1, XT AL2 - Crystal 1, 2: 

29 EA - External Access: 

32 RESET 

34 SI- Serial Input: 
1.3 OUTPUT SIGNALS 

33 SO - Serial Output: 

21 ALE - Address latch Enable: 

30 PSEN - Program Store Enable: 

31 RD - Read Port Data: 

28 HS - Horizontal Sync 

27 VS - Vertical Sync Output: 

26 VO - Video Output: 

25 INTENS/FO ClK 

17 VID ClK/FI ClK - Video Dot Clock Out! 
FIFO IN CLOCK 

Function 
5V ±10% 

Crystal connections for clock oscillator (3-18 MHz). 
Pull HIGH (V,H2) 
An active low input that initializes the processor. The RESET input is also 
used for internal ROM verification. 

Drives receiver section of UART (true data). 

Driven by transmitter section of UART (true data). 

ROM address is available on the ROM Expand Bus and may be latched 
on the falling edge of ALE. Port output data may be latched on the rising 
edge of ALE. ALE pulses are always present, even if EA is tied low. 

Enable external ROM output drivers when low. PSEN is idle (high) when 
the CPU fetches from internal ROM. 

Accept Port input data on ROM Expand Bus REO-RE7 while low. ROM 
Expand Bus is in high impedance state while RD is low. 

The rising edge of HS is controlled by the Horizontal Sync Begin Register 
and the falling edge is controlled by the Horizontal Sync End Register. HS 
is disabled (low) if bit 5 of the Video Control Register = O. 

The falling edge of VS is controlled by the Vertical Sync Begin Register 
and the rising edge is controlled by the Vertical Sync End Register. VS is 
tri-stated if bit 5 of the Video Control Register = O. 

High = beam on, low = beam off. va is disabled (low) if bit 5 of the 
Video Control Register = O. 

(Shared pin) INTENS Signal under attribute control may be used to switch 
the bistable brightness of display characters. 
FIFO Out Clock may be used to clock data from an external FIFO in 
synchronism with data from the internal FIFO. 
Both CANNOT be used simultaneously. 

(Shared pin) The rising edge of the Video Dot Clock may be used to clock 
the data out of the video output pin. FIFO In Clock may be used to clock 
data from an extended attribute RAM into an external FIFO in 
synchronism with the data loaded into the internal FIFO. 
Both CANNOT be used simultaneously. 

18 RAM ALE - RAM Address latch Enable: RAM address is available on the System Bus and may be latched on the 
falling edge of RAM ALE. Only operational when Display RAM accesses 
being performed. Otherwise high. 

20 RAM RD - RAM Read: Enable display RAM data onto the System Bus when RAM RD is low. 

19 RAM WR - RAM Write: Data to RAM is available on the System Bus and may be written at the 
rising edge of RAM WR. 

1.4 BUS-I/O 
1-8 SBO-SB7 - System Bus 0-7: 

9-16 SB8-SB15 - System Bus 8-15: 

35-47 REO-12 - ROM Expand Bus 0-12: 

40-47 REO-RE7 

Display RAM address is output while RAM ALE is high and may be 
latched on the falling edge of RAM ALE. System Bus accepts data input 
while RAM RD is low and outputs data while RAM WR is low. 

Normally, Display RAM address is output and held on these pins for the 
full read or write cycle. However, if bit 4 of the System Control Register is 
set, these pins function bidirectionally like SBO-SB7 to allow 16-bit data 
words for attribute operation. 

Used for program ROM expansion as described below. Time multiplexed 
with I/O port and system control signals. I/O port and system control 
signals only if no external ROM used. 

low order ROM address is output and may be latched on the falling edge 
of ALE. Enable ROM data to this Bus when PSEN is low. Enable I/O port 
input data to the Bus when RD is low. Use the rising edge of ALE to latch 
port output data. 
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1.0 Functional Pin Description (Continued) 

Pin Name 
39-35 RE8-RE12 

37 INTR-Interrupt: RE10 

38 LP - Light Pen Interrupt: RE9 

39 HOLD - HOLD request: RE8 

35 HLDA - Hold Acknowledge: RE12 

36 SC CLR - Scan Count Clear: RE11 

·Unused control inputs must be terminated 

2.0 Functional Description 
2.1 CPU 

Function 
Five most significant bits of the ROM address are output during ALE and 
remain stable until data is read in during PSEN. These pins are 

multiplexed with the HLDA, INTR, LP, SC CLR, and HOLD signals. 
An active low input that interrupts the processor if the external interrupt is 
enabled. Because it shares a pin with RE10, INTR may be driven directly 
only if no external ROM is used (EA is low). Otherwise must be driven 
through a 3.9k resistor.· 

An active low input that interrupts the processor if internal interrupts are 
enabled and bit 5 in the Interrupt Mask Register is set. Because it shares 
a pin with RE9, LP may be driven directly only if EA is low. Otherwise, 
must be driven through a 3.9k resistor.· 

When high, requests that the NS405 enter the Hold mode. When in the 
Hold mode the System Bus will be in a high impedance state. The Hold 

moae is granted at the beginning of the next vertical retrace. Because it 
shares a pin with RE8, HOLD may be driven directly only if EA is low. 
Otherwise, must be driven through a 3.9k resistor.· 
This output is asserted in response to Hold and provides handshake 
capability with another processor (active high). For more detailed 

information see Section 3.1 Slave Processing. Because HLDA shares a 
pin with RE12, the HLDA state is preset only during the interval preceding 

the rising edge of ALE. However, if no external ROM is used, HLDA is a 
steady state output and need not be latched externally. 
This output clears an external scan counter when used with an external 

character generator. It is a low going pulse which occurs during the 
horizontal retrace preceding the first scan line of each character row. 
Because SC CLR shares a pin with the RE11 , the correct SC CLR state is 

present only during the interval preceding the rising edge of ALE. 
However, if no external ROM is used, SC CLR is a steady state output 
and need not be latched externally. 

The CPU of the NS405 is patterned aiter the 8048 Single 
chip microcomputer (see Figure 1). 

= CPU 
DIVIDE 

64Kx8 
1 INSTRUCTION 

CYCLE 

RESET 
EA 

EXT INT 

FIGURE 1. NS405 Series CPU Block Diagram 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

2.1.1 Accumulator - High Accumulator 

In addition to the regular B-bit Accumulator, there is an B-bit 
High Accumulator extension to facilitate the 16-bit opera
tions required for display memory management. The HACC/ 
ACC pair is usually used in conjunction with the 16-bit RAM 
pointer registers (RA, RO and RB, R1, CURSOR, HOME, 
BEGD and ENDD) to effect video data transfers. In addition, 
external attribute memory is loaded in a 16-bit transfer oper
ation. Any instruction which causes a carry or borrow out of 
the low accumulator will affect the high accumulator (see 
Figure 2). 

Auxiliary carry is used only when converting the accumula
tor contents from binary to BCD (binary coded decimal) us
ing the DA A instruction. The auxiliary carry flag can be 
cleared by moving a zero into bit 6 of the program status 
word. 

HIGH ACCUMULATOR ACCUMULATOR 

CARRY AUXILIARY CARRY 

FIGURE 2. CPU Accumulator 

2.1.2 Program Counter (PC) 

TLiDD/5526-9 

The Program Counter is a 13-bit wide register which pro
vides program addressing for the CPU. The lower 11 bits 
operate like a conventional program counter while the upper 
2 bits are actually latches. These 2 latches are automatically 
loaded from the bank select flip-flops (pSW bits 3, 4) when
ever a JMP or CALL instruction is executed. The bank se
lect flip-flops in turn are only modified upon the execution of 
a Select Memory Bank Instruction or modification of the 
PSW (see Figure 3). 

112 111 110 I 9 I 8 I 71 615 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0 I 
.. t ll--CONVENTIONAL PROGRAM COUNTER---! 

BANK SELECT BITS (LATCHES) 
(LOAOEO BY EXECUTION OF JMP OR CALL) 

TLlDD/5526-10 

FIGURE 3. TMP Program Counter 

2.1.3 Program Memory 

Memory is subdivided into 2k banks with accesses limited to 
the currently selected bank unless a Bank Change se
quence has been executed. Upon reaching the end of a 
memory bank, the program counter will wrap around and 
point to the beginning of the current bank. 

Each bank is further subdivided into pages of 256 bytes 
each, with 8 pages in every bank. The conditional JUMP 
instructions are restricted to operate within the memory 
page that they reside in. 

Because of the sequence which the CALL instruction exe
cutes when pushing and loading the PC, it is possible to 
easily call and return from subroutines located in different 
memory banks (see Figure 4). 

Upon executing an RET or RETR instruction for a call from 
one memory bank into another, a SEL MBx instruction 
should be excuted to restore the memory bank select flip
flops to their original bank. However, no SEL MBx is needed 
after an interrupt since the flip-flops were never modified. 
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I----------I~~~~~~S:L ~~~7ERRUPT 
VECTOR 

-- ADDRESS 0003 
1----------1 EXTERNAL INTERRUPT 

VECTOR 

_ '-- 0 7.16.1514131211 10 __ ADDRESS 0000 
-- RESET VECTOR 
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FIGURE 4. Program Memory Map 

2.1.4 Program Status Word Bit Assignments 

Bit 
Contents 

Position 

o Stack Pointer Bit, SO 
1 Stack Pointer Bit, S1 
2 Stack Pointer Bit, S2 
3' Memory Bank Select Bit 0 
4' Memory Bank Select Bit 1 
5' Register Bank Select Bit (0 = Bank 0, 

1 = Bank 1) 
6' Auxiliary Carry. A carry from Bit 3 to Bit 4 

generated by an add operation. Used only by 
the decimal adjust (DA A) instruction. 

7* Carry. A bit indicating the preceding 
operation resulted in an overflow or an 
underflow from the 8-bit accumulator. 

*Note 1; Bits 3 through 7 are saved on the stack by subroutine calls or 
interrupts. Bits 3 and 4 are restored upon execut~on of an RET instruction, 
whereas all 5 bits are restored by RETR. 

Note 2: Fa is not saved on the stack (as in an 8048). 

Note 3: Bits 0-5 cleared on a RESET. 

2.1.5 Stack POinter (SP) 
The stack pointer is an independent 3-bit counter which 
points to designated locations in the internal RAM that 
holds subroutine return parameters. The stack itself is locat
ed in RAM locations 8-23 (see Figure 5). 
Each entry in the stack takes up two bytes and contains 
both the PC and status bits. When reset to zero, the stack 
pointer actually points to locations 8 and 9 in RAM. Since 
the stack pointer is a simple up/down counter, an overflow 
will cause the deepest stack entry to be lost (the counter 
overflows from 111 to 000 and underflows from 000 to 111). 
Note: If the level of subroutine nesting is less than eight (8), the unneeded 

stack locations may be used as RAM. 

LOCATION POINTER 

I I PC8-12 PSW3-7 
000 

PC4-7 I PCO-3 

TL/OD/5526-12 

Note: The odd numbered RAM bytes in the stack area have two (2) extra 
bits to allow for storage of the bank select switch bits. This feature allows 
interrupt routines and subroutines to be located outside the current 2k pro
gram memory bank. 

FIGURE 5. Typical Stack Composition 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

2.1.6 Data Memory (On-Chip RAM) 

The data memory nominally consists of 64 8-bit locations 
and is utilized for working registers, the subroutine stack, 
pOinter registers and scratch pad. There are two sets of 
working/pointer registers (RO-R7) which are selected by 
the Select RAM Bank instruction. The stack area is located 
in locations 8-23. Locations 32-63 contain the scratch pad 
memory. To facilitate 16-bit Video Memory Management 
there are two 8-bit extension registers (RA and RB) which 
are associated with the RO and R1 registers respectively of 
whichever RAM bank is currently selected (see Figure 6). 
Le., There is only one RA register and only one RB register. 

-----.--- 63 
SCRATCHPAD 

ADDRESSED INDIRECTLY RAM BY RO AND R1 

-t- 32 32x8 

31 
BANK 1 

DIRECTLY WORKING REGISTERS 
ADDRESSABLE 8x8 

WHEN 26 
SELECTED 25 ALTERNATE R1 r>~INTER + 24 ALTERNATE RO REGISTERS 

23 STACK REGISTER ADDRESSED INDIRECTLY OR USER RAM BY RO AND R1 

i- B 16x8 

7 
BANK 0 

DIRECTLY WORKING REGISTERS 

ADDRESSABLE 8x8 
2 

IRB I 1 R1 
I>rDlNTER 

IRA • 0 RO REGISTERS 

REGISTER BANK 0 OR 1 IS SELECTED UNDER PROGRAM CONTROL. 

TL/DD/5526-13 

FIGURE 6_ RAM Memory Map 

2.1.7 Timer 

The On-Board Timer is an 8-bit up counter which sets the 
Timer Overflow Flag and generates an internal interrupt (if 
enabled) whenever it overflows from FF to zero. The Timer 
may be stopped, started, loaded and read from by the CPU. 
The Timer clock is derived from the CPU clock as shown in 
Figure 7. Whenever a Start Timer instruction is executed the 
732 is initialized to its zero state to insure a full count mea
surement. After overflow the timer keeps counting until the 
next FF to zero overflow at which time the overflow flag will 
be set and another interrupt generated. The overflow flag 
can only be reset through the JTF and JNTF instructions. 

TIMER 
CLOCK 

+32 +15 CPU 
CLOCK 

TLlDD/5526-14 

FIGURE 7. Timer Clock Generation 

2.1.8 Interrupts 

The interrupt circuitry handles two generic classes of inter
rupt conditions called Internal and External. Either class has 
its own master control which can be activated through soft
ware enable and disable instructions. On an interrupt serv
ice the currently executing instruction is completed, then 
two CPU cycles are used as the program counter and bits 
3-7 of the PSW are pushed onto the stack and stack point
er is incremented. 
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Then the interrupt vector address (3 or 7) is loaded into the 
PC and service started. Whenever an interrupt condition is 
being serviced all other interrupts of either class are locked 
out until a RETR instruction is executed to conclude inter
rupt service. If both an external and internal interrupt arrive 
at the same time, the external interrupt is recognized first. 

2.1.8.1 External Interrupt 

The External Interrupt consists solely of the shared INTR/ 
RE10 pin. External interrupts on this pin will be detected if 
the setup and hold times as shown in the timing diagrams 
are met. This pin is a level sampled interrupt which means 
that as long as the pin is low during the sampling window an 
interrupt will be generated. In addition, the INTR pin is the 
only external pin whose logic state can be directly tested 
through software. 

2.1.8.2 Internal Interrupts 

The Internal Interrupts consist of seven internal operational 
conditions plus the light pen arranged in an 8-bit wide regis
ter as shown in Figure 8. Activation of an internal interrupt 
condition causes a corresponding register bit to be set, Fig
ure 9. Each internal interrupt may be individually masked out 
through the Interrupt Mask register which has the same bit 
assignments as the Interrupt register and can be loaded 
from the accumulator. A zero in the Interrupt Mask register 
inhibits the interrupt and a one enables it. Further interrupt 
processing is as shown. To determine which of the eight 
internal conditions caused the interrupt the CPU must read 
the Interrupt register into the accumulator. To acknowledge 
receipt of the interrupt certain bits are automatically cleared 
on a read while others are reset upon service of the particu
lar interrupt. The conditions under which each of the inter
rupts are generated and cleared are as follows: 

Bit 

o Vertical Interrupt-Generates an interrupt at the end of 
the display row designated by the Vertical Interrupt 
Register. Interrupt bit cleared on a CPU read of the 
interrupt register. If VIR > Vertical Length Register no 
interrupt will be generated. 

I 7j6j514131211 101 

I LVERTICAL INTERRUPT' 
L~ND OF ROW INTERRUPT 

'---UART TRANSMIT BUFFER EMPTY 
UART TRANSMITTER 

EMPTY 
L.. _____ UART RECEIVE BUFFER FULL 

L------------LlGHT PEN INTERRUPT' 
L..-------TlMER INTERRUPT' 

L..--------REAL TIME INTERRUPT' 

TLlDD/5526-16 

Note: The interrupt flags indicated by an asterisk ("') are cleared when the 
Interrupt Register is read. 

FIGURE 8. Internal Interrupt Register 



2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

VERTICAL INTERRUPT ----t 

READ ------' 

ENDOFROW-----~~~~---~~--_l ___ 

LOAO HOME -----.... 

UART Ix BUFFER EMPTY -----IL.::....::;::....::Jy---"""~=:-:-"L...J 
LOAD Ix BUFFER _____ ....1 

UART Tx REGiSTER EMPTY ----E~~~ 
TRANSFER FROM BUFFER ------' 

UART Ax BUFFER FULL ----E~~1---.-::;;===t.J 
REAO Rx BUFFER ------' 

LIGHT PEN ----~~~1---.-::;;===t.J 
READ _____ ....1 

ENABLE TIMER 
INTERNAL ----, 

INTERRUPTS 

READ ------' 

REAL·TIME -----Ie.~~:J----..:::;~=~=l-;------' 

REAO ------' 

TL/DD/5526-15 

FIGURE 9. Internal Interrupt Processing 

Bit 

1 End of Row Interrupt--Generates an interrupt at the 
end of each display row when the Current Row Start 
Register is updated for the next row. Used in conjunc
tion with the Row Sequencing Control Bit (5) in the 
System Control Register to implement Row Pointer 
Look-Up Tables and Horizontally Split Screens. Inter
rupt bit cleared on a CPU write to the Home Register. 
Does not generate interrupts for those rows blanked 
during vertical blanking. 

2 UART Transmit Buffer Empty-Generates an interrupt 
when the Transmit Buffer empties out after dumping a 
character into the Transmit Shift Register. Interrupt bit 
cleared on a CPU write to the Transmit Buffer. 

3 Transmitter Empty--Generates an interrupt when 
BOTH the Transmit Buffer and Transmit Shift Register 
are empty. The interrupt bit is cleared when the CPU 
loads the transmit buffer. 

4 UART Receiver Buffer Full--Generates an interrupt 
when the Receiver Buffer fills up with a character from 
the Receive Shift Register. Interrupt bit cleared on a 
CPU read of the Receiver Buffer. 

5 Light Pen Interrupt-Generates an interrupt on each 
falling edge detected on the shared LP/RE9 pin. Since 
only falling edges generate interrupts and the input is 
sampled each CPU Cycle, a high level must be sam
pled between falling edges in order to be considered a 
new interrupt. This interrupt is used to latch the light 
pen position registers. For further information see Light 
Pen Description. Interrupt bit cleared on a CPU read of 
the interrupt register. 
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Bit 

6 Timer Interrupt--Generates an interrupt when the in
ternal 8-bit Timer overflows from FF to 00. Interrupt bit 
cleared on a CPU read of the interrupt register. 

7 Real-Time Interrupt--Generates interrupts at a soft
ware programmable frequency that is generally in the 
Hertz range. (See CPU Clock Generation.) Thus per
mitting the implementation of a real-time clock or timer. 
Interrupt bit cleared on a CPU read of the interrupt reg
ister. 

2.1.9 Clock Generation 

All chip clocks are derived from the one external crystal 
connected between pins 22 and 23. This master clock also 
doubles as the video dot clock. The crystal frequency is 
constrained to lie within the range of 3 to 18 MHz. The CPU 
clock is derived from the crystal clock by either using it di
rectly or by dividing down by a factor of 1.5 (Figure 10). 

~CRYSTALUP 
1 CPU CYCLE ~ 1 ~ TO lB MHz 

CPU 
CLOCK 

TLlDD/5526-17 

FIGURE 10. CPU Clock Generation 

The choice is software programmable through bit 0 in the 
System Control Register. The exact selection is made in 
consideration of the fact that the CPU clock must lie within 
the range of 3 to 12 MHz. In addition, the choice of divide by 
modes will also impact the display character cell width due 
to the nature of the video controller. Specifically with -T 1.5 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

the cell width must be 2 8 dots wide whereas with .;- 1 the 
cell width must be 2 6 dots wide. 

The low clock rates necessary to implement Cursor Blink
ing, Character Blinking and the Real-Time Interrupt are de
rived by passing the vertical sync frequency through a 5-bit 
Blink Rate Divisor Register, (Figure 11). The resultant fre
quency is used as the Cursor Blink Clock. This clock is then 
further divided by 2 to yield the Character Blink and Real
Time Interrupt Clocks. For example, to get a 1 Hz real time 
interrupt, with a 60 Hz system, set the 5 bit Divisor Register 
to 30 in order to yield a 2 Hz signal which is then divided by 
2. 

CHARACTER BLINK 

REAL·TIME 
INTERRUPT 

VERTICAL 
SYNC 
FREQUENCY 

TL/DD/5526-18 

FIGURE 11. Blink Clock Generation 

2.1.10 Oscillator Operation 

The on-board oscillator circuit consists of a phase inverter 
which, when used with an external parallel resonant tank, 
(Figure 12a), will yield the required oscillator clock. Crystals 
should be specified for AT cut and parallel resonant opera
tion with the desired load capacitance (typically 20 pF). If 
one desires to ex1ernally generate the clock and input it to 
the chip, he may do so by driving XTAL 1 (pin 23) and XTAL2 
(pin 22) as shown in Figure 12b. 

r----D;:.o----.... -. TO INTERNAL CIRCUITS 

XTALI 23 22 XTAL2 

6----1, U 1----4 
-- --
l' l' 

TL/DD/5526-19 

FIGURE 12a. TMP Oscillator 

+5V 

-I>O-..... ___ -4-=2~3 XTALI 

+5V 

'-I><>---<~.::22~ XTAL2 

TTL 

TLlDD/5526-20 

Note: Use AS TTL devices if faster than 12 MHz. 

FIGURE 12b. External Oscillator Mode 

2.2 DISPLAY MEMORY CONTROLLER 

The video display data resides in the external Video Memo
ry which is managed by the Display Memory Controller 
(DMC) through the System Bus. Either the CPU or the Video 
Controller may access the display memory by presenting its 
requests to the DMC. A maximum of three Video Memory 
accesses (Reads or Writes) can be performed by the DMC 
during each CPU instruction execution cycle. Because the 
CPU can access the Video Memory, one may expand CPU 
I/O or data memory by memory mapping Into the Video 
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Memory space. Up to 64k locations may be addressed over 
the 16-bit System Bus. Data word widths may be 8 or 16 bits 
depending upon whether external character attribute selec
tion is used. The actual bus multiplexing mode is controlled 
by bit 4 in the System Control register. The Video Controller 
has the highest priority in obtaining Video Memory accesses 
with the CPU getting in on a space available basis. If all 
memory accesses are being taken by the Video Controller 
(rarely), the CPU is put into a wait state should it try to ac
cess video memory. To ease accessing requirements and 
boost throughput the Video Controller utilizes a 4-level data 
FIFO which is normally kept full of display data. 

2.2.1 Display Memory Control Registers 

In order to facilitate the management of video data for such 
features as a Screen scroll, memory paging and row lookup 
the DMC utilizes a number of registers which address the 
video RAM space. Each of these pointers is 16 bits wide 
and writable or readable from the 16-bit HACC/ ACC pair as 
the case may be. There are 2 video data accessing modes 
as determined by bit 5 in the SCR, Sequential and Table 
Lookup. The functions of the pointer registers vary depend
ing upon the accessing mode selected. Their designators 
are: 

HOME = Home address register. Read and write. 

BEGD = Beginning of diplay RAM. Write only. 

ENDD = End of display RAM. Write only. 

CURS = Cursor address register. Read, Write, Increment, 
Decrement. 

SROW = Status section register. Write only. 

CRSR = Current row start register. Not directly accessed. 

2.2.2 Sequential Access Mode 

In this mode display data is accessed from sequential ad
dress locations in the video memory until the data require
ments for the current screen field are fulfilled. The location 
from which the first display character is taken is the one 
pointed to by the HOME register. By modifying the contents 
of HOME one may implement a row scroll or paging opera
tion. The BEGD and ENDD are used to control the wrap
around condition when HOME gets near the end of avail
able display RAM as determined by ENDD. In this instance, 
when sequential accessing brings us to the end of memory 
as pointed to by ENDD, the controller wraps around by 
jumping back to the beginning of display memory as pointed 
to by BEGD. The value in ENDD should be the last location 
in display memory + 1. Also the size of the display memory 
between BEGD and ENDD (ENDD - BEGD) must be an 
integral number of display rows. The CURS in both access
ing modes merely identifies the current cursor position in 
display memory so that the cursor characteristics can be 
inserted into the video at the appropriate character position. 

In addition to the display of normal video data one may elect 
to have a special status section displayed using data from a 
separate section of video memory. The status section would 
consist of an integral number of display rows on the bottom 
of the screen. This feature operates by reloading the video 
RAM pointer with the contents of SROW when the desired 
row position at which to start the status section comes up. 
The particular row at which the status display starts is de
fined in the Timing Chain. Once the video RAM pOinter is 
jumped to SROW, data accessing again proceeds sequen
tially from there until the data requirements for the current 
field are satisfied. 



2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

TMP Video Section 

PEN 
INPUT 

Whether a status section is used or not, upon accessing all 
of the data necessary to display a field, the video RAM 
pqinter is reset to HOME in preparation for the display of a 
new field. 

2.2_3 Table Lookup Mode 

The CRSR (transparent to the user) is a pointer to the ad
dress of the first character in a display row. It is required 
because each time a scan line is displayed, all display char
acters in the row must be accessed anew. Sirice a row is 
made up of a number of scan lines, we must recover the 
address of the first character in the row for each scan in the 
row. After a row is done, the CRSR is normally advanced to 
point to the first character in the next row. 

In table look-up mode the starting memory location of the 
next row is loaded into the CRSR from the HOME register at 
the end of each row. The HOME register was presumably 
updated by the CPU since the last end of row. 

A CRSR load also generates the internal End of Row inter
rupt which the CPU will use as a signal to reload HOME. 
Finally, reloading HOME will clear out the End of Row inter
rupt. If the status section feature is used, upon reaching the 
begin status row location the CRSR will be loaded with 
SROW instead of HOME for that row. After which CRSR will 
revert back to load from HOME for the remaining rows on 
the screen. 

2.3 SYSTEM CONTROL REGISTER 

Through the System Control Register (SCR) the user speci
fies several important chip operational conditions. It is an 
a-bit write only register which is loaded from the CPU accu
mulator. 
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VIDEO 
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3 2 1 0'1 

----......-. I 

I~-,: 
0) CPU CLOCK = CRYSTAL DOT CLOCK 

DIVIDED BY 1 
1) CPU CLOCK = CRYSTAL DOT CLOCK 

DIVIDED BY 1.5 
R CELL WIDTH 
001) 6 DOTS PER CELL 

( 010) 7 DOTS PER CELL 
( 011) 8 DOTS PER CELL 
( 100) 9 DOTS PER CELL 
( 101) 10 DOTS PER CELL 

DOE SYSTEM BUS MUX M 
( 0) OUTPUT ONLY ON S88-15 
( 

VIDEO MEMORY ACCESSI 
1) 16 BIOIRECTIONAL LINES ON S80-15 
NG MODE 
( 0) SEQUENTIAL ROW START ADDRESSES 
( 

SHARED INTEN/FO CLK PIN CO 
1) TABLE LOOKUP 
NTRDL 

TEST MODE CONTROL 

( 

( 

0) INTENSITY ATTRIBUTE SIGNAL GATED 
TO EXTERNAL PIN 

1) FIFO OUT CLK GATED TO EXTERNAL 
PIN 

( 1) VIDEO DOT CLOCK GATED 
TO EXTERNAL PIN 

(0) FIFO IN CLOCK GATEO 
TO EXTERNAL PIN 

TL/00/5526-22 

'Sit 0 is set to 1 by RESET and bit 7 is set to 0 by RESET. 

FIGURE 13. System Control Register 

2.4 VIDEO CONTROL REGISTER 
Through the Video Control Register (VCR) the user speci
fies several video display features to the chip. It is an 8-bit 
write only register which is loaded from the CPU accumula
tor. 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

(01 BLINKING CHARACTER 
(1) BLINKING FIELD (IF REVERSE VIDEO) 
(01 BLINKING CURSOR 
(1) STATIC CURSOR 
(0) CURSOR OVERWRITES CHARACTER 
(1) CURSOR REVERSES VIDEO 

'-----(0) WHITE DDTS ON BLACK BACKGROUND 
(1) BLACK DDTS ON WHITE BACKGROUND 

~---- (D) INTERNAL ATTRIBUTE LATCHES 
(1) EXTERNAL ATTRIBUTE MEMORY 

1..-------(0) V. SYNC. H. SYNC AND VIDEO 
OUTPUT OISABLED. DISPLAY MEMORY 
ACCESSES FROM THE CPU ONLY (NO 
SCREEN REFRESH) 

(1) V. SYNC •. H. SYNC AND VIDEO 
OUTPUT ENABLED. NORMAL DISPLAY 
ACCESSES. 

2.5 CRT REFRESH LOGIC 

All video timing and clocking signals are derived from a se
ries of counters and comparators called the Video Timing 
Chain. The chain is driven by the dot! crystal clock and ulti
mately divides down to the very slow blink clock, (Figure 
15). By having the program initialize the registers in the 
chain a user may specify all aspects of video generation. 

The chain also controls the size and placement of the cur
sor and underline attribute within a character cell as well as 
the cell partitioning for block graphics display. All totaled, 
the chain consists of 14 wire only registers. They are loaded 
indirectly by using the Timing Chain Pointer (TCP), a 4-bit 
pOinter to registers in the chain, and the MOV @TCP, A 
instruction. 

I..--------(OX) NORMAL ALPHANUMERICS AND 
BLOCK GRAPHICS 

(10) EXTERNAL CHARACTER GENERATOR 
(11) PIXEL GRAPHICS 

TL/00/5526-23 

'Bil 5 is sella 0 by RESET. 

CRYSTAL 
CLOCK 

COUNTERS 

FIGURE 14. Video Control Register 

COMPARE 
REGISTERS 

ODT 
COUNTER·MOOULO 
DETERMINEO BY 

SYSTEM 
CONTROL 
REGISTER 

HORIZONTAL SYNC 
BEGIN 

HORIZONTAL SYNC 
END 

HORIZONTAL BLANK 
BEGIN 

HORIZONTAL SYNC 

HORIZONTAL 
VIDEO BLANK 

FIGURE 15. TMP Video Timing Chain 

2.5.1 TMP Timing Chain Registers 

TCP Horizontal Timing 

o Horizontal Length Register - HLR 7 bits 

- Total number of character cells in a horizontal scan and retrace. 

- Enter desired count - 1 

Horizontal Blank Begin Register - HBR 7 bits (Characters/Row) 

INSERT STATUS ROW 

- Character position in horizontal scan after which horizontal blanking begins. 

- Enter desired number of displayed characters/row - 1. 

2 Horizontal Sync Begin Register - HSBR 7 bits 

CHARACTER 
BLINK/REAL TIME 
INTR. 

TLl00/5526-24 

Character position in horizontal scan after which horizontal sync begins (rising edge), HSBR ;;; HLR. 

- Enter desired count + 2. 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

2.5.1 TMP Timing Chain Registers (Continued) 

TCP Horizontal Timing 

3 Horizontal Sync End Register - HSER 7 bits 

- Character position in horizontal scan after which horizontal sync ends (falling edge), HSER S; HLR. 

- Enter desired count + 2. 
Note: The polarity of the horizontal sync signal can be inverted by switching the values in the two horizontal sync registers. 

TCP 

4 
High 

Nibble 

4 
Low 

Nibble 

TCP 

5 

Character Height Definition 

Character Scan Height Register - CSHR 4 bits (see Figure 16a) 
- Scan line height of a character cell. 
- Enter desired number of scan lines - 1. 

Extra Scans/Frame - ES/F 4 bits 
- Number of extra scans to be added to a frame if desired. 
- Enter desired number of extra scans -1. 

- To get no extra scans make ES/F = CSHR. ES/F must be S; CSHR. 

Vertical Timing 

Vertical Length Register - VLR 5 bits 

- Total number of display and retrace rows in a frame. 

- Enter desired number of rows - 1. 

6 Vertical Blank Register - VBR 5 bits (Rows/Screen) 

7 
High 

Nibble 

7 
Low 

Nibble 

- Row position in vertical scan after which vertical blanking begins, VBR < VLR. 

- Enter desired number of displayed rows - 1. 

Vertical Sync Begin Register - VSBR 4 bits 

Scan line position in first blank row at which vertical sync begins (falling edge). Sync starts 1 char time after 
blanking for that line starts (except when VSBR = CSHR sync will start 1 char time after blanking of the last 
displayed scan line). . 

Enter desired scan line position - 1. 

Vertical Sync End Register - VSER 4 bits 

Scan line position after start of vertical sync at which vertical sync ends (rising edge). Sync ends 1 char time 
after horizontal blanking for that scan line start. 

Enter desired scan line position - 1. 
Note; If VSER = VSBR there will be no vertical sync signal. 

8 Status Row Begin Register - SRBR 5 bits 

TCP 

9 
Upper 
5 Bits 

9 
Lower 
3 Bits 

10 

11 

- Row count after which the status row is inserted. 

- Enter desired row position - 1. 

Cursor and Graphics Control 

Blink Rate 5 bits 
- Divider driven by the vertical sync frequency to yield the slow cursor, character and real-time blink rates. 
- Enter desired divisor - 1. 

Blink Duty Cycle 3 bits 
- Approximate ON time of blink signal. 
- 000 = shortest, 111 = longest (100 = 50% duty cycle). 

Graphics Column Register - GCR 8 bits 

- Assign dot positions to left, middle and right character cell columns for block graphics operation. 

Graphics Row Register - GRR 8 bits 

- Defines scan count at which middle row for block graphics characters begins (upper nibble) and at which 
bottom row begins (lower nibble). The middle row (upper nibble) must be ;" 1. 

- Enter desired scan count - 1. 

12 Underline Size Register - USR 8 bits (see Figures 16a, b, c) 

- Defines the beginning (upper nibble) and ending (lower nibble) scan lines for the underline attribute. Values 
must be S; CSHR. 

13 Cursor Size Register - CSR 8 bits (see Figures 16a, b, c) 

Defines the beginning (upper nibble) and ending (lower nibble) scan lines for the cursor. Values must be S; 

CSHR. 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

rSCR BITS 1,2,3-j 
SCAN LINE SCAN LINE SCAN LINE 

r-r--r-r""-'!""T"1 T H-t-H--t-H 

fIlIIIfIlJIIIIII 

11-++-1-+-+-H 
a. Character 
Cell Format 

Specification 

b. Underline Size c. Cursor Size d. Cursor Size 
Register = 48 

TL/OD/5526-25 

Register = 90 Register = 9A 
(OB, OC, 00, OE, OF) 
may also be used 

FIGURE 16. Underline and Cursor Register Operation 

Note: The internal cursor flip-flop gets set to ON whenever a scan line corresponding to the begin cursor nibble is reached, and gets set to cursor OFF whenever a 
scan line corresponding to the end cursor nibble is reached, The cursor attributes are inserted whenever the character position being displayed corresponds to the 
one pointed to by the cursor address register. A similar situation applies for characters with the underline attribute selected. Therefore, care should be taken when 
setting the ES/F register and setting the cursor and underline sizes. In particular the ES/F value should not be between the upper nibble and lower nibble values of 
the underline size register or between the upper nibble and lower nibble values of the cursor size register. To use the cursor as a pOinter without displaying it, set 
the lower nibble of the cursor size register to a value less than CSHR and the upper nibble to a value greater than CSHR. 

2.5.2 TIMING CHAIN LOAD VALUE EXAMPLE 

It is desired to have a display field of 80 columns by 25 rows 
with the last screen row being a status row. It has been 
determined that 25 character width times will be necessary 
to complete horizontal retrace and that Horizontal sync 
should be positioned to start a full seven character times 
after blanking and end twenty characters after blanking to 
give us a total sync width of 13 character times, (See Figure 
17 for example.) 

Additionally, vertical retrace will take 23 scan line times to 
complete with vertical sync starting three scan line times 
after vertical blanking begins and occupying a total period of 
11 scan lines, 

It is desired to make the character cells 12 scan lines tall, 
The cursor will be a block shape and occupy the bottom 11 

scan lines in a cell, The underline attribute will actually be a 
strike through dash occupying the 4th scan line from the top 
in a cell. 

Our line width is 80 displayed characters plus 25 for retrace 
making HLR = 80 + 25 - 1 = 104. Blanking will start after 
the 80th character so HBR = 80 - 1 :.. 79. To achieve 
seven character times after horizontal blanking, HSBR = 
87 + 2 = 89. To achieve twenty character times after 
blanking HSER = 100 + 2 = 102 (note 102 - 89 = 13 
total). Cell height is 12 lines so CSHR = 12 - 1 = 11. 
Since there are 12 scan lines per cell or row, vertical retrace 
will require 23/12 = 1 row and 11 scan lines, This makes 
our total row count VLR = 25 + 1 - 1 = 25 and ES/F = 
11 - 1 = 10, Thus, timing chain location 4 would be coded: 
1011 1010, We will display 25 rows so VBR = 25 - 1 = 
24, Vertical sync will start at the beginning of the fourth scan 

t==-~~ -===---==----HSER_
HLR

- _-------I --II I 
I--"---------HSIR "I 
I---------HBR----------I'I --------, 

! DISPLAY INFORMATION 
a: 
S 

BLANKED 

i 
I 
I 

SRBR I 

~ 
BLANKED ~I 

VSSR I 
VSER I 

r--L--------------------------------~ 
ESiF 

FIGURE 17. Typical Video Screen Format Specification 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

line of the row after blanking begins so VSBR ~ 4 ~ 1 = 3. 
It will run for 11 scan lines or specifically the 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
10, 11, 12, 1, 2 ending at the beginning of the 3rd so VSER 
= 3 ~ 1 = 2. The status row will be after the 24th so 
SRBR = 24 ~ 1 = 23. To specify the underline and cursor 
sizes one must remember that the first scan line is num
bered O. To get our 11 line block cursor we begin after the 0 
line and end at the end of the 11 line making CSR = 0000 
1011. The underline dash will be USR = 0011 0100. Note 
that the CSHR determines the scan counter modulo and if a 
scan compare register value (ES/F, VSBR, VSER, USR, 
CSR) is never reached, the signal end or begin will never be 
initiated. 

2.6 ATTRIBUTES 

Eight independent attributes may be inserted itno the video 
dot stream to affect display characters on either an individu
alar global basis. The eight attributes along with their con-

ATTRIBUTE LATCH BIT 

ATTRIBUTE MEMORY BIT 

'------REVERSE VIDEO 
'-------HALF INTENSITY 

'--------BLINK 
'---------DOUBLE HEIGHT 

'----------DOUBLE WIDTH 
'------------UNDERLINE 

~------------BUNK 

'---------------GRAPHICS 

TL/DD/5526-27 

FIGURE 18. Attribute Bit Assignments 

SCAN LINE 
CLOCK 

VIDEO 
DATA 

BLINK FIELD/ 
CHAR VCR 0 

trol word bit assignments are detailed in Figure 18. The 
scope with which a particular set of attributes affects the 
display depends upon whether attribute control is internal or 
external as determined by bit 4 in the VCR. 

Attributes are present if the corresponding bit is a ZERO 
(low). 

2.6.1 Internal Attribute Selection 

In internal mode attribute control comes from one of two 
internal attribute latches designated ALO and AL 1, either of 
which is directly loadable from the CPU accumulator. The 
choice of which of the two is used for a particular display 
character is determined by bit 7 (MSB) in the display memo
ry data byte with 0 = ALO and 1 = AL 1. (Characters are 
represented in display memory as ASCII values occupying 
the low 7 bits of each 8-bit byte thus leaving bit 7 free for 
attribute controL) 

2_6.2 External Attribute Selection 

In ex1ernal mode each display character has associated 
with it, a dedicated attribute field in the form of a high 8-bit 
extension to the regular display memory character byte. To 
use this mode the system bus msut be configured for 16-bit 
bidirectional operation (SCR bit 4 = 1) and external attri
butes must be selected (VCR bit 4 = 1). 

2.6.3 Attribute Processing 

Each of the eight attributes may be independently enabled 
thus yielding a number of possible combinations. The exact 
processing involved is shown in Figure 19. Note that attri
butes are always present. Whether any of them are active 
depends upon the particular control bit being enabled in the 
latch or memory. 

HALF INTENSITY ATTRIB. 1----+_ INTEHS/FO 
CHAR BLINK ATTRIB. 2 

TL/DD/5526-28 

FIGURE 19. TMP Attribute Processing 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

2.6.4 Attribute Operation 
Reverse Video: A character and its surrounding cell are reversed in video from what was selected for the rest of the screen. 

To use the half intensity function the shared INTENSITY/Fa ClK pin (25) must be selected for INTENSITY 
operation by setting SCR bit 6 low. In operation the half intensity pin will be low whenever a character for which 
the attribute is active is being displayed. To perform the actual attenuation function external circuitry must be 
connected between the INTEN and Video Output pins. In fact the signal may be used for another purpose such 
as switching between two colors. 

Half Intensity: 

Blink: A character or the field around it blinks as selected by VCR bit o. 
Double Height: A designated character is stretched out so that it will occupy a 2-row tall space. This attribute is implemented 

by slowing down by half the scan line stepping to the internal character generator. To use this attribute the 
desired double high character must be placed into the two display memory locations corresponding to the top 
and bottom row positions. For both locations the double high attribute is set. In addition the Blank attribute for 
the bottom character is also set to tell the controller it is the bottom half of a double high character. The double 
high attribute has no effect on element graphics or on pixel graphics displays. If an external character genera
tor is used special circuitry must be employed to implement double high characters. 

Double Width: A designated character is stretched out so that it will occupy a 2-character cell wide space. This attribute is 
implemented by slowing down by half the clock to the video dot shifter. To use this attribute the desired double 
wide character must be placed in the left character position and the double wide attribute bit set. The following 
character position (right) can have any character as it will be ignored. 

Underline: If set this attribute causes the underline figure to be added to the video dot stream. Since the underline, like the 
cursor, can be specified as to position and size in the character cell, the underline can be an overline, block, 
strike through or anyone of a number of effects. The underline overwrites any dot where it overlaps the 
character. 

Blank/Double 
High Bottom: 

A character is inhibited from being displayed while still allowing it to be stored in the display memory. If this 
attribute and the double height attribute are set for the same character, the normal blank function is disabled 
for that character position and the character is displayed as the bottom half of a double height character. 

Graphics: This attribute determines whether the video memory data byte as accessed by the display memory controller is 
routed through the character generator or block graphics control logic. If routed through the block graphics 
logiC (attribute active) the effect on the video display will be as described in the Block Graphics section. Note 
that because Block Graphics mode is selected as an attribute it may be mixed in with normal alphanumerics 
characters. Also all other attributes with the exception of double height operate on the block graphics charac
ters. 

2.7 CHARACTER GENERATOR 

The internal character generator holds 128 characters in a 
7 x 11 matrix. The standard character sets are addressed 
using 7-bit ASCII codes stored in the display memory. When 
operating with fonts smaller than the maximum of 7 x 11, 
zeroes are encoded into the unused bits. When putting out a 
character the video controller always starts character gen
eration on the second scan line of a row, leaving the first 
scan line blank. Similarly, the first (left) column in a charac
ter cell is blanked with character generation starting on the 
second column. Therefore, the specified cell size must be 
one greater in height and width than the display characters 
(including descenders) otherwise they will be chopped off. If 
the character cells are larger than the internal 7 x 11 matrix, 
blank dots will be put out after exhausting the internal gen
erator (See Figure 20 for example.) 

ALWAYS ALWAYS 
BLANKED BLANKED 

ALWAYS_! •••••••• :1 .. 
BLANK ••••••••• ' •• · •....... : .. · •..... . -I- ..... . 

••••••• •• 1 ••••••••• · ........ : ........ . · .. . -,- ...... . 
• •• • •• 1 ••••••••• .•. . . .: ........ . ... ., ........ . 

.1 ••••••••• . : .•....... 
, TL/DD/5526-29 

FIGURE 20. Character Cell Format 
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2.7.1 External Character Generation 

The chip may be used with an external character generator 
by switching over to a pixel graphic display mode with modi
fied address stepping as controlled by VCR bits 6, 7. In this 
mode an external character generator supplies pixel data to 
the chip as depicted in Figure 21. Character addressing 
comes from the display memory and scan line stepping from 
a 4-bit counter clocked by the Horizontal Sync. Scan line 
synchronization is achieved by using the Scan Count Clear 
Signal coming out on RE11, pin 36. After the display of a row 
it pulses low to initialize the scan line counter for the start of 
a new row. In pixel mode both the character and any spac
ing between characters must be encoded into the external 
character generator. In addition, the chip will access and 
use at most 8 bits of pixel data for each character cell. How
ever, if the cell width is specified to be 9 or 10, the ninth and 
tenth dots will repeat what was coded into the first. There
fore, assuming at least one dot spacing between charac
ters, external fonts can at most be seven dots wide. 

No limitations apply to the height of a character as long as 
the external generator can supply all of the scan lines as 
specified by the CSHR. As in regular pixel mode the lSB 
brought in is the first dot put out. 

Since the eighth data bit is used for character generation it 
cannot effectively be used for internal attribute latch selec
tion although one of the latches will be selected every data 
byte. Therefore, both internal attribute latches must be load
ed with the same values. If external attribute operation is 
specified the full 8-bit high order attribute field is available 
for usage. 



2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 
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2.8 BLOCK GRAPHICS 

FIGURE 21. External Character Set Implementation 

2.8.1 Graphics Partitioning 

Block graphics is an alternative display mode to normal al
phanumerics which is selected through attribute bit 7. Ex
ample (Figure 22). It can operate on a character cell by 
character cell basis (see Attributes) and words by rerouting 
display memory bytes through the Block graphics logic in
stead of the internal character generator. 

CAN BE USED TO DRAW VERTICAL 
AND HORIZONTAL LINES 

'.leDO ••••• 
0000 ••••• 
oDeD ••••• 
CDOG ••••• ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... 
G:lCCODD(JU 
C ::;:::;1:;00080 
ooctHJDOCO 
:::LJCDLlDD:lrl 

DOC::; ••••• 
[HH.:::J ••••• 
OCIl:C ••••• 
CO::JO ••••• ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... 
Doua ••••• 
D800 ••••• 
CO:l:::; ••••• 

00:::1010000 
DOCa:lIOQD::J 
DGOG.oDD::! 
CCD::JI::OOD 

ODO::lIODI:IO 
• •••• COOD 
ODDDCD:JOQ 
::lI:J::J:;lCD:JDw 
:JO:J:JDD::JO:::; 
:J::J:JeCDCCD 
:::;CD:JO::JC::JD 
::;QDOO:J~DD 

::JCQ::JICQD:;J 

DO[Je.DODD 
DCO:JICODD 
DC::J:JIC:JCO 
::JU:J'1I::CDD . ....... . 
:J:J:JJ.O:JOCl 
:J:J:J:J.O:JDO 

OO:';:J.ClOO:: 
80:::;0.000:: 
:J:JlO.O:l:JO 
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FIGURE 22. Example Block Graphics Display Patterns 

The Graphics Logic operates by partitioning the character 
cell space into nine possible areas as shown in Figure 23 
and then using the seven lower bits in the display data byte 
to turn these areas on or off. In this way one can draw 
contiguous lines or simple geometric figures while at the 
same time displaying alphanumeric characters in other 
cells. 

The partitioning of the cell is controlled by two timing chain 
registers which specify two Horizontal and two Vertical cut 
off points to the graphics logic. Through these two registers 
one can make the sections as large or as small as desired, 
even eliminating sections entirely. Note that data bits 0 and 
5 each control two sections as depicted in Figure 23. 
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o 1 0 _TOP ROW 

2 3 4 _MIDDLE ROW 

5 6 5 _BOTTOM ROW 

LEFT COLUMN-----' 

MIDDLE COLUMN 

RIGHT COLUMN 
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FIGURE 23. Block Graphics Cell Partitioning 

The registers defining the graphics areas function as fol
lows: 

The Graphics Row Register - 8 bits (GRR) is divided into 
the following two (2) registers: 

• Graphics Middle Row, (GMR): 
Defines the scan count at which the middle row begins 
(4 most significant bits of GRR). 

• Graphics Bottom Row, (GBR): 
Defines the scan count at which the bottom row begins 
(4 least significant bits of GRR). 

See Figure 24.1a for row example. 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

The Graphics Column Register - 8 bits (GCR) controls ver· 
tical partitioning through bit patterns as follows: (See Figure 
24.) 

7 , 5 4 3 

L L L R R 

L L L R R 

l L L R R 

L L L L R 

2 1 

X X 

R X 

R R 

R R 

0 

X 

X 

X 

R 

...-GCR 

..--6 DOT fiELD WIDTH 

~ 7 DOT FIELD WIDTH 

-+--8 DOT FIELD WIDTH 

..-9 OOT FIELD WlOTH 
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FIGURE 24. Block Graphics Column Partitioning 
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GRR ~ 24 
GCR ~ 60 (0110 OXXX) 
cell size = 6 x 7 

FIGURE 24.1a Block Graphics Example 

For all bits in the Graphics Column Register, a one assigns 
that bit position to the middle column. A zero in an L bit 
position assigns that bit position to the left column. A zero in 
an R bit position assigns that bit position to the right column. 
There is always at least one middle dot although the left and 
right sections may be eliminated entirely. For 10 dot wide 
cells the 10th bit will repeat the 9th bit. An easy way to 
determine the column partitioning is to fill the GCR with all 
ones, thereby making it one large middle section. Then, 
starting from the outermost Land R bit positions, put zeros 
in until the left and right sections are the sizes needed. 

2.9 PIXEL GRAPHICS 

When bits 6 and 7 of the Video Control Register are both 
set to 1, the character generator and block graphics circuits 
are disabled. Video output directly reflects the contents of 
the display memory byte on a pixel (dot) per bit basis with 
data output LSB first. Example (Figure 25). 

Nine bits at a time are accessed from each video memory 
location with as many bits being used as defined in the char· 
acter cell width specification. If a cell width of lOis specified 

RECEIVE BUFFER Rx BUFFER fUll 

'I RECEIVE SHIFTER 

TL/DD/5526-34 

FIGURE 25. Example Pixel Graphics 

the 10th bit will merely repeat the 9th bit. Attributes are still 
Dperable in pixel mode, on a data byte basis, with internal 
and external operation possible. With internal attribute latch 
operation the same values must be loaded into both latches 
since the usual latch select bit is now being used for pixel 
control, Unless, however, only a 7 dot wide cell is used leav
ing the 8th bit free. With external attribute operation we are 
now limited to a 7 ·bit attribute field since pixel data can now 
occupy 9 of the 16 bus bits, Because of this the LSB attri· 
bute, Reverse Video is totally disabled from operation in 
Pixel Graphic mode. This also applies to internal attribute 
latch operation. Note, however, that reverse entire screen 
video is still operable. Address sequencing through the vid· 
eo memory is sequential with as many data bytes being read 
in as is necessary to satisfy the pixel requirements of the 
screen. 

2.10 LIGHT PEN 

Activation of the light pen interrupt causes the horizontal 
and vertical screen position of the currently displayed char
acter to be latched into the Horizontal Light Pen Register 
HPEN (7 bits) and Vertical Light Pen Register VPEN (5 bits) 
respectively. Both HPEN and VPEN may be read into the 
CPU accumulator. The values latched remain in VPEN and 
HPEN until another light pen interrupt latches new values. 

2.11 UART 

The UART features full duplex operation with double buff· 
ered Receive and Transmit sections. Baud rate generation 
is fully programmable through a 2·stage divider chain. CPU 
control of the UART is extensive with polled or interrupt 
driven operation possible. 

UART CONTROL 

UART STATUS 

CRYSTAL I 

so TRANSMIT SHIFTER 
(OUTPUT REGISTER) 

Tx SHIFTER EMPTY 

TRANSMIT BUFFER 1x BUFfER EMPTY 

TL/DD/5526-35 

FIGURE 26. TMP UART Block Diagram 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

2.11.1 UART Control 

UART Status Register (STAT): Contains error and status 
bits which reflect the internal state of the UART. Read into 
CPU accumulator. Bits 0, 5 are the same as those found in 
the internal interrupt register. 

7 6 5 4 3* 2* ,. 0 

L 

lliL~1 = UART RECEIVE BUFFER FULL L.:; ~ PARITY ERROR DETECTED 

1 = FRAMING ERROR DETECTED 

'-----1 = OVERRUN ERROR DETECTED 
'------1 = TRANSMITTER OUTPUT REGISTER EMPTY 

(OUTPUT SHIFTERI 
'-------1 = TRANSMITTER BUFFER EMPTY 

L---------ALWAYS ONES 

TL/DD/5526-36 

UART Status Register bits 1, 2, 3 are only cleared on a chip reset or a read 
of the UART Receive Buffer. If anothsr word were to come in before the 
Receive Buffer CQuid be read the errors associated with the new word would 
add to those already present. The receipt of a new word can cause the three 
bits to go from a 0 to a 1, but not from a 1 to a o. 

FIGURE 27. UART Status Register 

Note: The Transmit Output Register Empty flag is set to one whenever the 
transmitter is idle. The flag is reset to zero when a data character is 
transferred from the Transmit Buffer to the Output Register. This 
transfer does not occur until the next rising edge of the internal UART 
Transmit Clock. The Transmitter Output Register Empty flag occurs at 
the beginning of the last stop bit. 

UART Control Register (UCR): Contains control bits which 
configure the format of transmitted data and tests made 
upon received data. Written to from CPU accumulator. 

I 7 6 15'1 • I 3 I 2 11 I 0 I 

~
o = 7 BITS (EXCLUDING PARITYI 
1 = 8 BITS (EXCLUDING PARITYI 
o ~ 1 STOP BITTRANSMITTED 
1 ~ 2 STOP BITS TRANSMITTED 
(RECEIVER ALWAYS CHECKS FOR ONE STOP BITI 
o = PARITY DISABLED 
1 = PARITY ENABLED 

00 = ODD PARITY (IF PARITY 
ENABLEOI 

01 = EVEN PARITY ( IF PARITY 
ENABLEOI 

10 = MARK (11 (IF PARITY ENABLEDI 
11 = SPACE (01 (IF PARITY ENABLEOI 

L-______ 0 = BREAK DISABLED (NORMAL 

SERIAL OUTPUT) 
1 = SERIAL OUTPUT FORCED LOW 

(SPACEI 
L-_______ 0 = NO LOOP BACK 

1 = SERIAL OUTPUT INTERNALLY 
LOOPED BACK TO SERIAL INPUT. 
OUTPUT STILL ACTIVE. 

'--------- 0 = TRANSMITTER ENABLED 

'Bit 5 set to 0 by RESET. 

1 = TRANSMITTER DISABLED (DATA 
IN TRANSMIT BUFFER NOT 
TRANSFERRED TO TRANSMITTER 
OUTPUT REGISTER) 
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FIGURE 28. UART Control Register 

UART TRANSMIT 
CLOCK 

UART RECEIVE 
CLOCK 

UART 
MULTIPLEX 
REGISTER .;.16 

2.11.2 Baud Clock Generation 

The basic BAUD clock is derived from the crystal frequency 
through a two-stage divider chain consisting of a 3.5-11 
prescale and an 11-bit binary counter. (Figure 29). The di
vide factors are specified through 2 write only registers 
shown in Figure 30. Note that the 11-bit Baud Rate Divisior 
spills over into the Prescale Select Register. The correspon
dences between the 4-bit Prescale Select and Prescale fac
tors is shown in Table I. There are many ways to calculate 
the two divisor factors but one particularly effective method 
would be to try to achieve a 1.8432 MHz frequency coming 
out of the first stage then use the BAUD Rate Divisor factors 
shown in Table II. 

I+--PRESCALE REGISTER "I- BAUD REGISTER -------toJ 
I 3 I 2 11 I 0 I X 110 I 9 I 81 7 I 6 I 5 I .1 312 11 I 0 I 
PRESCAlE SELECT BAUD RATE DIVISOR 

TLlDD/5526-39 

FIGURE 30. UART BAUD Clock Divider Registers 

TABLE I. Prescale Factors 

Prescale 
Select 

0000 
0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
0110 
0111 
1000 
1001 
1010 
1011 
1100 
1101 
1110 
1111 

Prescale 
Factor 

3.5 
4 

4.5 
5 

5.5 
6 

6.5 
7 

7.5 
8 

8.5 
9 

9.5 
10 

10.5 
11 

TABLE II. Baud Rate Divisors (1.8432 MHz Input) 

BAUD RATE 
SELECT 11 BITS 

110-19.200 BAUD 

Baud 
Rate 

110 
134.5 
150 
300 
600 

1200 
1800 
2400 
3600 
4800 
7200 
9600 

19200 

(110.03) 
(134.58) 

Baud Rate 
Divisor (N - 1) 

1046 
855 
767 
383 
191 
95 
63 
47 
31 
23 
15 
11 
5 

TLlDD/5526-38 

FIGURE 29. UART BAUD Clock Generation 
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2.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

The frequency coming out of the BAUD Rate Divisor is then 
passed through the UART Multiplex Register. Through the 
UART Multiplex Register one can specify that the Transmit
ter or Receiver clock be the same or a power of two multiple 
of the other. 

UART Multiplex Register (UMX): Contains the bits which 
determine the divisor which is used to count down from the 
primary baud rate when different rates are used for send 
and receive (eight bits). 

1 ::::: (HVIDE BY 1 

1=DlVlDE8Y2 

1 = DIVIDE BY 4 
'----1 = DIVIDE BY • 

'-----1 = DIVIDE BY 16 

ONLY ONE FACTOR 
MAY BE SELECTED 
AT A TIME 

'------1 = DIVIDE BY 32 
'-------UNUSED (D) 

'--------(0) DIVIDED RATE IS USED fOR SEND 
(1) DIVIDED RATE IS USED FOR RECEIVE 

TL/00/5526-40 

FIGURE 31. UART Multiplex Register 

The actual baud rate may be found from: 

BR = Fc/(16*N*P*D) 

Where: 
BR is the Baud Rate 
Fc is the external crystal frequency 

N is one plus the value of the Baud Rate Divisor contained 
in the Baud Rate Select Register and the Prescale Select 
Register. 

P is the Prescale Divide Factor Selected by the value in the 
Prescale Select Register. 

D is the Multiplex Register Divide Factor 

3.0 Slave Processing 
The TMP may be used as a slave video controller by having 
a host system perform Direct Memory Accesses into the 
display RAM. To assist in implementing such a system the 
chip features two DMA control pins-HOLD (Hold Request) 
and HLDA (Hold Acknowledge). These two signals come 
out on shared ROM Expand Bus pins RE8 and RE12. To 
request a DMA access a host would activate HOLD (active 
high and await the acknowledging HLDA from the TMP be
fore proceeding with the DMA. The TMP only allows DMA 
operations during the vertical blanking period and will acti
vate HLDA in response to a HOLD shortly after vertical 
blanking starts. In DMA mode all 16 TMP System Bus driv
ers are tri-stated while the bus control signals RAM ALE, 
RAM RD, RAM WR go to their inactive (high) states. A 
HOLD request must arrive two CPU cycles before vertical 
blanking starts; otherwise it will miss that retrace cycle and 
will have to wait until the next one, one frame later. Once 
DMA mode is entered, it is maintained for the duration of 
vertical blanking regardless of the state of HOLD. Near the 
end of vertical blanking the DMA mode will terminate in 
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preparation for the display of the next frame, but the HLDA 
will NOT turn off. Specifically, this will occur one scan time 
before the end of vertical blanking. Itis up to the designer to 
be sure that the host is off the BUS before this happens or 
suffer bus contention with the video controller. He can do 
this by either predetermining the length of time the host has 
to remain on the bus, or by using the end of vertical sync (as 
shown in Figure 32) to signal the end of a safe DMA period. 
If during DMA the CPU attempts to do a display memory 
access it would be put into a wait state until DMA is conclud
ed and normal memory accessing is resumed. 

TMP 

HLDA 1-'3::<.5 --t---"I 

ALE t'2,-,-1_-t-~1> 

vs 27 

+5V 

10kll 

FI CLKt-''''7-----' 

HLDA" 

TL/00/5526-45 

Vertical sync should be programmed to end as late as possible, but must 
end at least one scan time before the end of vertical blanking. 

FIGURE 32 

4.0 Reset 
The TMP will reset if the RESET (32) pin is held at a logic 
low « 0.8V) for at least five CPU cycle times. This pre-sup
poses that the Vee is up, stable and within operational limits 
( + 5V ± 1 0%) and that the oscillator is running. For a power 
on reset, time must be allowed for the power supplies to 
stabilize (typically 50 ms) and the oscillator to start up. If 
power supply noise or ripple causes Vee to exceed the 
+ 5V ± 10% limits neither reset nor operation is guaran
teed. 

Internally, the RESET pin has a depletion load pullup that 
typically acts as a 30 /LA current source from Vee in the 
voltage range of interest. A typical reset circuit with a 0.5 
second reset pulse is shown in Figure 33. 

SWITCH 
TMP 

..l... 1 kn 

f_ 
o-'W'It-<,,+_32"'1 RESET 

4,F -:r 
TLlOD/5526-41 

FIGURE 33. Typical Reset Circuit 



4.0 Reset (Continued) 

During RESET a number of internal registers are initialized as follows: 

4.1 CPU 

CPU Clock divide 
Test Mode Control 
Program Counter 
Stack Pointer 

= 1.5 (SCR bit 0 = 1) 
= 0 (SCR bit 7 = 0, Normal Operation) 
=0 

Program Memory Bank 
RAM Register Bank 
Timer Stopped 

=0 
=0 
=0 

Instruction Register cleared 
FO and F 1 cleared 

4.2 INTERRUPTS 

Internal and External Interrupts disabled 
Internal Interrupt Register set to 000011 XO 

4.3 UART 

Receiver initialized to look for start bit 
Status Register set to 11110000 
Transmitter initialized to wait for OUT XMTR instruction 
Control Register bit 5 = 0 (No BREAK) 

4.4 VIDEO 

Video generation shutdown (VCR bit 5 = 0) 
FIFO Cleared Out 
Timing Chain Character Counter = 0) 

Timing Chain Scan Counter ==_ O~ IN TEST MODE ONLY 
Timing Chain Row Counter 
Timing Chain Blink Counter 

4.5 PIN STATES AT RESET 

Pins 1-8 (SBO-7) 

Pins 9-16 (SB8-15) 

Pin 17 (VID ClK/FI ClK) 

Pin 18 (RAM ALE) 

Pin 19 (RAM WR) 

Pin 20 (RAM RD) 

Pin 21 (ALE) 

Pin 22 (XTAl 2) 

Pin 23 (XTAl 1) 

Pin 24 (Gnd.) 

Pin 25 (INTENS/FO ClK) 

Pin 26 (VO) 

Pin 27 (VS) 

Pin28 (HS) 

Pin29 (EA) 

Tri-stated during reset and until either the CPU executes a MOVX instruction or bit 5 of the 
VCR is set. 

If bit 4 of the SCR is set, SB8-15 will behave like SBO-7. If bit 4 of the SCR is cleared, SB8-
15 will act as outputs (any of which may be either high or low). Note that bit 4 of the SCR may 
be one or zero at power-up. 

High during reset and until bit 5 of the VCR is set. 

High during reset and until the CPU executes a MOVX instruction or bit 5 of the VCR is set. 

High during reset and until the CPU executes a MOVX (of the output to display RAM variety) 
instruction. 

High during reset and until either the CPU executes a MOVX instruction or bit 5 of the VCR is 
set. 

Pulses continuously. 

Crystal input or master clock input. 

Crystal input. 

May be either high or low during reset. 

low (because of asserted blanking signals) from reset until bit 5 of the VCR is set. 

Tri-stated by reset, enabled when bit 5 of the VCR is set. 

low from reset until bit 5 of the VCR is set. 

Input only. 
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4.0 Reset (Continued) 

Pin 30 (PSEN) 

Pin 31 (RD) 

Pin 32 (RESET) 

Pin 33 (SO) 

Pin 34 (SI) 

Pin 35 (RE12/HlDA) 

Pin 36 (RE11 /SC ClR) 

Pin 37 (RE10/INTR) } Pin 38 (RE9/lPEN) 
Pin 39 (RE8/HlDR) 

Pins 40-47 (REO-7/100-7) 

Pin 48 (Vecl 

5.0 Extra Attributes 

Active during reset if EA is high, always high if EA is low. 

High during reset and until an IN PORT instruction is executed . 

Input only. 

High during reset and until an OUT XMTR instruction is executed. 

Input only. 

If EA is high or low and HOLD is low: low during reset. If EA is low and HOLD is high: may be 
either high or low during reset. If EA is high and HOLD is high: low at falling edge of ALE and 
during PSEN, may be low or high at rising edge of ALE. 

If EA is low: output follows internal Scan Count Clear signal and is active during reset. If EA is 
high and reset asserted: low at falling edge of ALE and during PSEN, sampled value of 
internal Scan Count Clear signal is output at rising edge of ALE. 

If EA is low: inputs only. If EA is high and reset asserted: low at falling edge of ALE and during 
PSEN. Always tri-stated at rising edge of ALE. 

If EA is low: static port outputs (which may be high or low during reset). If EA is high and reset 
asserted: low at falling edge of ALE, tri-stated during PSEN, and may be either high or low at 
the rising edge of ALE. 

One may want to expand the external attribute field by add
ing more bits so that functions such as color (Red
Green-Blue drive) or grey scale may be implemented. Like 
the eight attributes which the chip handles internally these 
extra attributes would operate on a character cell basis. To 
add attribute bits one would have to duplicate the internal 4 
level character/attribute FIFO externally using fast MSI 
chips. To assist in handling the external FI FO circuitry the 
TMP features two FIFO clocking signals on pins 17 and 25. 
The FIFO IN Clock (FI ClK) is used to strobe attribute data 
into the external FIFO circuits in synchronism with the inter
nal TMP FIFO. Its timing is identical to RAM RD but is only 
active when the video does a display RAM read to load its 
FIFO. The FIFO OUT Clock (FO ClK) pulses for 1-3 bit 
times each time the video starts the display of a new char
acter cell. The external FIFO would use the rising edge of 
this signal to clock out or latch the attribute output. 

In order for the TMP CPU to access the additional attribute 
bits special bus gating arrangements would have to be 
worked out on the System Bus (Video Data Bus is at most 
16 bits wide). Unless one were to run with internal attributes 
or only use a few of the external attributes in which case the 
unused bits could be used with the external FIFO. Whenev
er using the FO ClK the Intensity attribute is disabled since 
they both share the same pin. 

6.0 TMP BUS Interfacing 
The two external buses on the TMP, ROM Expand and Sys
tem are easily interfaced to as shown in Figures 34 and 35. 
Important bus information output from the chip is latched 
using the rising or falling edges of the various control sig
nals. I/O port information is read in through a TRI-STATE® 
buffer chip such as an 81 lS96. 

+5V 

INT. 

HLDA. SC CLR. INTR. LP, HOLD 

EA 
REB-RE12 

ALE~----'--------------------------------, ~ 
NS405 

FIGURE 34. TMP ROM Expand BUS 
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,--------------------------------------------------------------------------, z 
6.0 TMP BUS Interfacing (Continued) 

• 08-015 

~ I CHIP ~ ...t 
74LS373 I. 

... I SELECT 
I 
I 

DECODING 
... A8-A15 I ... .. SB8-SB15 NS405 L ____ 

L VIDEO RAM 
OR RAM ALE 

I/O PORT8 

AO-A7 I. 8BO-887 .. 
74L8373 ... 1 ... 

~ 
,.. 

I; 00-07 RAM RAM 
RO WR 

sl S 
TLlDD/5526-43 

FIGURE 35. TMP System Bus 

TMP Registers (Excluding Timing Chain Registers) 

TMP Registers Associated I ntructlons 

A 
# data 
Rr 
@Rr 

*HACC 

C 

= Accumulator - 8 bits 
= data immediate 
= Register 
= Register pointed to by RO or Rl 

= High Accumulator ~ 8 bits 

= Carry Bit 

'LONG RO = Register Pair, RO, RA 

*LONG Rl = Register Pair R1, RB 

T = Timer - 8 bits 

FO = Flag ° 
F1 = Flag 1 

INTR = Interrupt Register - 8 bits 

CPU SECTION 

ADDA,Rr 
ADDA,#data 
ADDA,@Rr 
ADDCA, Rr 
ADDC A, # data 
ADDCA,@Rr 
ANLA,Rr 
ANLA,#data 
ANLA,@Rr 
CLRA 
CPLA 
DAA 
DECA 
DECRr 
INCA 
INCRr 
INC@Rr 

*MOVA,HACC 

CLRC CPLC 

*DECL RO 
*MOVLRO,A 

*DECL R1 
*MOVLR1,A 

MOVA,T 
STRTT 

CLR FO CPLFO 
CLR F1 CPLF1 

MOVA,INTR 
*DIS II 
ENXI 
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MOVA,Rr XCHA,Rr 
MOVA,@Rr XCHA,@Rr 
MOVA,#data XCHDA,@Rr 
MOVRr,A XRLA,Rr 
MOV Rr,#data XRLA,@Rr 
MOV@Rr,A XRLA,#data 
MOV @Rr,#data JBn addr 
MOVPA,@A JNZaddr 
MOVP3A,@A JZ addr 
RLA DJNZ Rr,addr 
RLCA 
RRA 
RRCA 
ORLA,Rr 
ORLA,@Rr 
ORLA,#data 
SWAP A 

*MOVHACC,A 

JNC addr JCaddr 

*INCL RO *MOVLA,RO 
*MOVXA,@RO *MOVX@RO,A 

*INCLR1 *MOVLA,Rl 
*MOVXA,@R1 *MOVX@R1,A 

MOVT,A STOPT 
*JNTF addr JTFaddr 

JFO addr *JNFO addr 
JF1 addr *JNF1 addr 

JNXI addr JXI addr 
DISXI *EN II 

en 
"" o 
U'I ...... 
z en w 
N 

"" o 
U'I 



~ .------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
~ 
C'I 
C') 

en 
z ...... 
~ o 
'OIf' en 
z 

TMP Registers (Excluding Timing Chain Registers) (Continued) 

TMP Registers 

MASK 

PSW 

PORT 

= Internal Interrupt MasK - 8 bits 

= Program Status Word - 8 bits 

=8 bit 1/0 Port 

CPU SECTION (Continued) 

*MOVMASK,A 

MOVA,PSW 

ANL PORT,#data 
ORL PORT,#data 

Miscellaneous Instructions CALLaddr 
NOP 
SELMBO 
*SEL MB3 

VIDEO MANAGEMENT 

SCR 
VCR 
HOME 
CURS 

BEGD 
ENDD 
SROW 
ALO 
AL1 
HPEN 
VPEN 
VINT 

= System Control Register - 8 bits 
= Video Control Register - 8 bits 
= Home Address Register - 16 bits 
= Cursor Address Register - 16 bits 

= Beginning of Display RAM Register - 16 bits 
= End of Display RAM Register - 16 bits 
= Status Row Register - 16 bits 
= Attribute Latch 0 - 8 bits 
= Attribute Latch 1 - 8 bits 
= Horizontal Light Pen Register - 7 bits 
= Vertical Light Pen Register - 5 bits 
= Vertical Interrupt Register - 5 bits 

'DEC CURS 
*MOVCURS,A 

UART CONTROL 

PSR 
BAUD 
UCR 
UMX 
STAT 
RCVR 
XMTR 
TCP 
@TCP 

= Prescale Register (UART) - 8 bits 
= Baud Rate Select Register - 8 bits 
= UART Control Register - 8 bits 
= UART Multiplex Register - 8 bits 
= Status Latch (UART) - 6 bits 
= UART Receive Buffer - 8 bits 
= UART Transmit Buffer - 8 bits 
= Timing Chain Pointer 
= Register Pointed to by TCP 

*New instruction added to 8040 subset. 

Symbol Definitions 
Symbol Definition 

AC Auxiliary Carry Flag 
addr Program Memory Address 
b Bit DeSignator (b = 0 - 7) 
BS RAM Bank Switch 
data Number or Expression (8 bits) 
DBF Program Memory Bank Select Bits (2) 
EXI External Interrupt Pin 
FO,F1 Internal Flags 
P 1/0 Port (8 bits) 

Symbol 

PC 
SP 
TF 
# 
@ 

( ) 

(( )) 

+-
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Associated Instructions 

MOVPSW,A 

IN PORT 
OUT PORT 

JMP addr 
RET 
SELMB1 
SELRBO 

Associated Instructions 

*MOVSCR,A 
*MOVVCR,A 
*MOVA,HOME 
*INCCURS 
'MOV A,CURS 

*MOVBEGD,A 
*MOVENDD,A 
*MOVSROW,A 
*MOVALO,A 
*MOVAL1,A 
*MOVA,HPEN 
*MOVA,VPEN 
*MOVVINT,A 

*MOVPSR,A 
*MOVBAUD,A 
'MOVUCR,A 
*MOVUMX,A 
*MOVA,STAT 
'IN RCVR 
*OUTXMTR 
*MOVTCP,A 
*MOV@TCP,A 

JMPP@A 
RETR 
*SELMB2 
SEL RB1 

*MOVHOME,A 
*MOVX A,@CURS 
*MOVX @CURS,A 

Definition 

Program Counter 
Stack Pointer 
Timer Flag 
Prefix for Immediate Data 
Prefix for Indirect Address 
Contents of Register 
Contents of Memory Location pOinted to by 
designated register 
Replaced by 



Instruction Set 

Mnemonic Machine Code Function 

ADD A, Rr 0 1 1 0 1 r r r (A) +- (A) + (Rr) for 
r= 0 - 7 

ADD A, #data 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 (A) +- (A) + data 
d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 d1 dO 

ADD A, @ Rr 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 r (A) +- (A) + ((Rr)) for 
r = 0 - 1 

ADDCA, Rr 0 1 1 1 1 r r r (A) +- (A) + (C) + (Rr) 
forr=O-7 

AD DC A, # data 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 (A) +- (A) + (C) + data 
d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 d1 dO 

ADDCA, @Rr 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 r (A) +- (A) + (C) + 
( (Rr) ) for r = 0 - 1 

ANLA, Rr 0 1 0 1 1 r r r (A) +- (A) AND (Rr) for 
r=0-7 

ANLA, # data 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 (A) +- (A) AND data 
d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 d1 dO 

ANLA, @ Rr 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 r (A) +- (A) AND ( (Rr) ) 
forr=0-1 

ANL PORT, # data 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 (P) +- (P) AND data 
d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 d1 dO 

CALLaddr a10 a9 a8 1 0 1 0 o ((SP)) +- (PCO-12) 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 aO ((SP)) +- (PSW3-7) 

(SP) +- (SP) + 1 
(PC8-10) +- addr 8-10 
(PCO-7) +- addr 0-7 
(PC11-12 +-DBFO,1 
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Description 

Add contents of 
designated register 
to the Accumulator 
(8-bit operation) 

Add immediate the 
specified data to the 
Accumulator (8-bit 
operation) 

Add indirect the 
contents of data 
memory pOinted to 
by Rrto the 
Accumulator (8-bit 
operation) 

Add with carry the 
contents of the 
designated register 
to the Accumulator 
(8-bit operation) 

Add immediate with 
carry the specified 
data to the 
Accumulator (8-bit 
operation) 

Add indirect with 
carry the contents of 
data memory pointed 
to by Rr to the 
Accumulator (8-bit 
operation) 

Logical AND 
contents of 
designated register 
with Accumulator (8-
bit operation) 

Logical AND 
specified Immediate 
Data with 
Accumulator (8-bit 
operation) 

Logical AND indirect 
the contents of data 
memory pointed to 
by Rr with 
Accumulator (8-bit 
operation) 

Logical AND 
immediate specified 
data with output port 
(8-bit operation) 

Call designated 
subroutine 

Cycles Bytes 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

2 2 

2 2 

C AC 

· . 

· * 

· * 

* * 

* * 

· * 

Flags 

HACC 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

. 

FO F1 

z 
U) 
~ 
C) 
CIt ...... 
Z 
U) 
Co) 
N 
~ 
C) 
CIt 



Instruction Set (Continued) 

Mnemonic Machine Code Function Description Cycles Bytes 
Flags 

C AC HACC FO F1 

CLRA 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 (A) ~O Clear the 1 1 
Accumulator 

CLRC 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 (C) ~O Clear carry bit 1 1 · 
CLRFO 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 (Fa) ~O Clear Flag 0 1 1 . 
CLR F1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 (F1) ~O Clear Flag 1 1 1 . 
CPLA 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 (A) ~NOT(A) Complement the 1 1 

contents of the 
Accumulator (8-bit 
operation) 

CPLC 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 (C) ~ NOT(C) Complement carry 1 1 * 
bit 

CPLFO 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 (FO) ~ NOT (FO) Complement Flag 0 1 1 . 
CPLF1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 (F1) ~ NOT (F1) Complement Flag 1 1 1 * 
DAA 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 Decimal Adjust the 1 1 · * 

contents of the 
Accumulator (8-bit 
operation) 

DECA 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 (HACC, A) ~ (HACC, Decrement by 1 the 1 1 · . 
A) -1 contents of HACCI 

ACC 

DEC CURS 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 (CURS) ~ (CURS) - 1 Decrement by 1 the 1 1 
contents of the 
Cursor Address 
Register 

DECRr 1 1 0 0 1 r r r (Rr) ~ (Rr) - 1 Decrement by 1 the 1 1 · 
contents of the 
deSignated register 
(8-bit operation) 

DECLRr 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 r (Rr) ~ (Rr) - 1 for Decrement by 1 the 1 1 
r= 0-1 contents of the 

designated 16-bit 
register pair 

DIS II 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 Disable internal 1 1 
interrupts 

DISXI 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 Disable external 1 1 
interrupts 

DJNZ Rr, addr 1 1 1 0 1 r r r (Rr) ~ (Rr) - 1 for Decrement the 2 2 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 aO r=0-7 specified register 

If (Rr) *- 0 do (PCO-7) and Jump if not zero 
~addr to designated 

If (Rr) = 0 do (PC) address within page 
~PC+2 (8-bit decrement) 

EN II 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 Enable internal 1 1 
interrupts. 

ENXI 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 Enable external 1 1 
interrupt. 

INCA 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 (HACC, A) ~ (HACC, Increment by 1 the 1 1 · . 
A) + 1 contents of 

HACC/A. 

INC CURS 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 (CURS) ~ (CURS) + 1 I ncrement by 1 the 1 1 
contents of the 
Cursor Address 
Register. 
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Instruction Set (Continued) 

Mnemonic Machine Code 

INCRr 0 0 0 1 1 r r r 

INC@Rr 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 r 

INCLRr 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 r 

IN PORT 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

IN RCVR 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

JBb addr b2 b1 bO 1 0 0 1 0 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 aO 

JCaddr 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 aO 

JFO addr 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 aO 

JF1 addr 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 aO 

JMPaddr a10 a9 a8 0 0 1 0 0 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 aO 

JMPP@A 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 

JNC addr 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 aO 

Function Description 

(Rr) - (Rr) + 1 for Increment by 1 the 
r=0-7 contents of the 

designated register 
(8-bit increment) 

( (Rr)) - ((Rr)) + 1 for Increment in direct 
r = 0 - 1 the contents of data 

memory pOinted to 
by Rr (8-bit 
increment) 

(Rr) - (Rr) + 1 for Increment by 1 the 
r = 0 - 1 contents of the 

designated 16-bit 
register pair 

(A) -(PI Input data from port 
into Accumulator 
(8-bit transfer) 

(A) -(RCVR) Input contents of 
UART Receive 
buffer into 
Accumulator (8-bit 
transfer). Also, 
clears Receive 
Buffer Full interrupt. 

(PCO-7) - addr if Jump to specified 
(b) = 1 address within page 
(PC) - (PC) + 2 if if Accumulator bit is 
(b) = 0 for b = 0 - 7 set 

(PCO-7) - addr if Jump to specified 
C=1 address within page 
(PC) - (PC) + 2 if if Carry flag is set 
C=O 

(PCO-7) - addr if Jump to specified 
FO = 1 address within page 
(PC) - (PC) + 2 if if Flag FO is set 
FO = 0 

(pCO-7) - addr if Jump to specified 
F1 = 1 address within page 
(PC) - (PC) + 2 if if Flag F1 is set 
F1 = 0 

(PC8-10) - addr 8-10 Direct Jump to 
(PCO-7) - addr 0-7 specified address 
(PC11-12) - DBFO, 1 within 2k Bank 

(PCO-7) - ((A)) Jump indirect within 
page to the address 
specified in the 
memory location 
pointed to by the 
Accumulator 

(PCO-7) - addr Jump within page to 
ifC = 0 specified address if 
(PC) - (PC) + 2 Carry flag is 0 
ifC = 1 
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Cycles Bytes 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

2 1 

1 1 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 

2 1 

2 2 

Flags 

C AC HACC 

* 

* 

FO F1 

z 
en 
0l:Io 
o 
U1 ....... 
z 
en 
c,,) 
~ 
0l:Io 
o 
U1 



II) 
o 
"'II' 
C\I 
C') 
CI) 
z ...... 
II) 
o 
"'II' 
CI) 
Z 

Instruction Set (Continued) 

Mnemonic Machine Code 

JNFO addr 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 

JNFI addr 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 al 

JNTF addr 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 al 

JNXI addr 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 

JNZ addr 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 

JTF addr 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 

JXladdr 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 al 

JZ addr 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 al 

MOVA, CURS 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 

MOVA, HACC 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 

MOVA, HOME 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 

MOVA, HPEN 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 

0 
aO 

0 
aO 

0 
aO 

0 
aO 

0 
aO 

0 
aO 

0 
aO 

0 
aO 

1 

0 

0 

1 

Function Description Cycles Bytes 
Flags 

C AC HACC FO F1 

(PCO-7) +- addr if Jump within page to 2 2 
FO ~ 0 specified address if 

(PC) +- (PC) + 2 if FOisO 

FO ~ 1 

(PCO-7) +- addr if Jump within page to 2 2 
F1 ~ 0 specified address if 

(PC) +- (PC) + 2 if Fl is 0 

F1 ~ 1 

(PCO-7) +- addr if Jump within page to 2 2 
TF ~ 0 specified address if 

(PC) +- (PC) + 2 if Timer flag is reset. If 

TF ~ 1, (TF) +- 0 not, continue and 
resetTF 

(PCO-7) +- addr if Jump within page to 2 2 
EXI ~ LOW specified address if 

(PC) +- (PC) + 2 if External Interrupt pin 

EXI ~ HIGH is LOW 

(PCO-7) +- addr if Jump within page to 2 2 
Aof=O specified address if 

(PC) +- (PC) + 2 if Accumulator is not 0 

A~O 

(PCO-7) +- addr if Jump within page to 2 2 
TF ~ 1, (TF) +- 0 specified address if 

(PC) +- (PC) + 2 if Timer flag is set. If 

TF ~ 0 jump taken Timer 
flag reset 

(pCO-7) +- addr if Jump within page to 2 2 
EXI ~ HIGH specified address if 

(PC) +- (PC) + 2 if External Interrupt pin 

EXI ~ LOW is HIGH 

(PCO - 7) +- addr if Jump within page to 2 2 
A~O specified address if 

(PC) +- (PC) + 2 if Accumulator is 0 

Aof=O 

(HACCI A) +- (CURS) Copy the contents of 1 1 * 
the Cursor Address 
Register into the 
HACCIA (16-bit 
transfer) 

(A) +- (HACC) Copy contents of the 1 1 
High Accumulator 
into the Low 
Accumulator (8-bit 
transfer) 

(HACCI A) +- (HOME) Copy the contents of 1 1 . 
the Home Address 
register into the 
HACCI A (16-bit 
transfer) 

(AO-6) +- (HPEN) Copy the contents of 1 1 
(A7) +-0 the Horizontal Light 

Pen Register into the 
Accumulator (7-bit 
transfer, A7 cleared) 
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Instruction Set (Continued) 

Mnemonic Machine Code Function 

MOVA,INTR 1 a a a 1 1 a a (A) +- (INTR) 

MOVA, PSW 1 1 a a a 1 1 1 (A) +- (PSW) 

MOVA,Rr 1 1 1 1 1 r r r (A) +- (Rr) 
forr=a-7 

MOVA,STAT 1 a a 1 1 1 a a (Aa-5) +- (STAT) 
(A6-7) +-11 

MOVA, T a 1 a a a a 1 a (A) +- (T) 

MOVA, VPEN a a 1 1 1 1 1 a (Aa-4) +- (VPEN) 
(A5-7) +- 0 

MOVA,@Rr 1 1 1 1 a a a r (A) +- ( (Rr) ) for 
r = 0-1 

MOVA, # data a a 1 a a a 1 1 (A) +- data 
d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 d 1 dO 

MOVALa, A a a 1 1 1 1 a a (ALa) +- (A) 

MOVAL1,A a a 1 1 1 1 a 1 (AL1) +- (A) 

MOVBAUD,A a a a a a a 1 a (BAUD) +- (A) 

MOVBEGD,A a a a a 1 1 a 1 (BEGD) +- (HACCI A) 
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Description 

Copy the contents of 
the Interrupt Register 
into the Accumulator 
(B-bit transfer) 

Copy contents of the 
Program Status word 
into the Accumulator 
(B-bit transfer) 

Copy the contents of 
the designated 
Register into the 
Accumulator (B-bit 
transfer) 

Copy the contents of 
the UART Status Latch 
into the Accumulator 
(6-bit transfer, A6 and 
A7 set) 

Copy the contents of 
the Timer into the 
Accumulator (B-bit 
transfer) 

Copy contents of the 
Vertical Light Pen 
Register into the 
Accumulator (5-bit 
transfer, A5-A7 
cleared) 

Copy indirect the 
contents of data 
memory pointed to by 
Rrinto the 
Accumulator (B-bit 
transfer) 

Load immediate the 
specified data into the 
Accumulator (8-bit 
load) 

Copy the contents of 
the Accumulator into 
Attribute Latch a (8-bit 
transfer) 

Copy the contents of 
the Accumulator into 
Attribute Latch 1 (8-bit 
transfer) 

Copy the contents of 
the Accumulator into 
the UART Baud Rate 
Select Register (8-bit 
transfer) 

Copy the contents of 
HACCI A into the 
Beginning of Display 
RAM Register (16-bit 
transfer) 

Cycles Bytes 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

Flags 

C AC HACC FOF1 

z 
CJ) 
~ o 
U'I ...... 
Z 
CJ) 
Co) 
N 
~ 
o 
U'I 



Instruction Set (Continued) 

Mnemonic Machine Code Function Description Cycles Bytes 
Flags 

C AC HACC FO F1 

MOVCURS, A 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 (CURS) +- (HACCI A) Copy the contents of 1 1 
HACCI A into the 
Cursor Address 
Register (16-bit 
transfer) 

MOVENDD,A 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 o (ENDD) +- (HACCI A) Copy the contents of 1 1 
HACCI A into the End 
of Display RAM 
Register (16-bit 
transfer) 

MOVHACC,A 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 o (HACC) +- (A) Copy the contents of 1 1 . 
the Low Accumulator 
into the High 
Accumulator (8-bit 
transfer) 

MOVHOME,A 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 o (HOME) +- (HACCI A) Copy the contents of 1 1 
HACCI A into the 
Home Address 
Register (16-bit 
transfer) 

MOVMASK,A 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 o (MASK) +- (A) Copy the contents of 1 1 
the Accumulator into 
the Interrupt Mask 
Register (8-bit transfer) 

MOVPSR,A 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 o (PSR) +- (A) Copy the contents of 1 1 
the Accumulator into 
the UART Prescale 
Register (8-bit transfer) 

MOVPSW,A 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 (PSW) +- (A) Copy contents of the 1 1 . * 
Accumulator into the 
Program Status Word 
(8-bit transfer) 

MOVRr,A 1 0 1 0 1 r r r (Rr) +- (A) for Copy contents of the 1 1 
r = 0 - 7 Accumulator into the 

designated register (8-
bit transfer) 

MOVSCR,A 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 (SCR) +- (A) Copy contents of the 1 1 
Accumulator into the 
System Control 
Register (8-bit transfer) 

MOVSROW,A 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 o (SROW) +- (HACCI A) Copy the contents of 1 1 
HACCI A into the 
Status Row Register 
(16-bit transfer) 

MOVT,A 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 o (T) +- (A) Copy the contents of 1 1 
the Accumulator into 
the Timer (8-bit 
transfer) 

MOVTCP,A 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 (TCP) +- (A) Copy the contents of 1 1 
the Accumulator into 
the Timing Chain 
Pointer 
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Instruction Set (Continued) 

Mnemonic Machine Code Function Description Cycles Bytes 
Flags 

C AC HACC FO F1 

MOVUCR,A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 (UCR) -(A) Copy the contents of t 1 
the Accumulator into 
the UART Control 
Register (B-bit transfer) 

MOVVCR,A 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 (VCR) -(A) Copy the contents of 1 1 
the Accumulator into 
the Video Control 
Register (B-bit transfer) 

MOVVINT,A 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 o (VINT) - (A) Copy the contents of 1 1 
the Accumulator into 
the Vertical Interrupt 
Register 

MOV Rr, # data 1 0 I I I r r r (Rr) - data for Load immediate the 2 2 
d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 dl dO r = 0-7 specified data into the 

designated register (B-
bit load) 

MOV@Rr,A 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 r ( (Rr)) _ (A) for Copy indirect the 1 1 
r = 0 - I contents of the 

Accumulator into the 
data memory location 
pOinted to by Rr (B-bit 
transfer) 

MOV @ Rr, # data I 0 I I 0 0 0 r «Rr)) - data for Load indirect the 2 2 
d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 dl dO r = 0 - I specified immediate 

data into the data 
memory location 
pOinted to by Rr (B-bit 
load) 

MOV@TCP,A 1 0 1 1 0 1 I I ( (TCP)) - (A) Copy indirect the I 1 
(TCP) - (TCP) + 1 contents of the 

Accumulator into the 
Timing Chain Register 
pOinted to by TCP. 
Contents of TCP 
incremented by 1 

MOVUMX,A 0 0 1 1 0 0 I I (UMX) -(A) Copy the contents of 1 1 
the Accumulator into 
the UART Multiplex 
Register (B-bit transfer) 

MOVLA,RO 1 0 0 I I 0 0 o (HACCI A) - (RA, RO) Copy the contents of I I . 
RA, RO into HACCI A 
(16-bit transfer) 

MOVLA,RI I 0 0 I 1 0 0 I (HACC/A) - (RB, Rl) Copy the contents of 1 1 . 
RB, RI into HACCIA 
(16-bit transfer) 

MOVLRO,A I 0 0 0 I 0 0 o (RA, RO) - (HACCI A) Copy the contents of 1 I 
HACCI A into RA, RO 
(16-bit transfer) 

MOVLRI,A I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I (RB, RI) - (HACC/A) Copy the contents of I 1 
HACCIA into RB, Rl 
(16-bit transfer) 
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Instruction Set (Continued) 

Mnemonic Machine Code Function Description Cycles Bytes 
Flags 

C AC HACC FOF1 

MOVPA,@A 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 (PCO-7) +- (A) Replace low 8 bits of 2 1 
(A) +- «PC) PC with A. Load 
(PCO-7) +- (old PCO-7) indirect within page the 
+ 1 contents of the 

memory location 
pOinted to by new PC 
into Accumulator. 
Restore PC with old 
value plus 1. Operates 
in all memory banks. 

MOVP3A,@A 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 (PCO-7) +- (A) Replace low 8 bits of 2 1 
(PC8-10) +- 011 PC with A. Next 3 bits 
(A) +- «PC» replaced with 011. 
(PC) +- (old PC) + 1 Load indirect within 

page 3 the contents of 
the memory location 
pointed to by new PC 
into the Accumulator. 
Restore PC with old 
value plus 1. Operates 
in all memory banks. 

MOVX A, @ CURS 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 (HACCI A) +- ( (CURS) ) Copy indirect the Min. 2 1 · 
contents of display 
memory as pointed to 
by CURS into HACCI A 
(16-bit transfer) 

MOVXA,@RO 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 o (HACCI A) +- ( (RA, RO) ) Copy indirect the Min. 2 1 · 
contents of display 
memory as pointed to 
by RA, RO into HACCI 
A (16-bit transfer) 

MOVXA,@R1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 (HACC/A) +- «RB, Rt» Copy indirect the Min. 2 1 · contents of display 
memory as pOinted to 
by RB, R1 into HACCI 
A (16-bit transfer) 

MOVX @ CURS, A 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 ( (CURS» +- (HACCI A) Copy indirect the Min. 2 1 
contents of HACCI A 
into the display 
memory location as 
pointed to by CURS 
(16-bit transfer) 

MOVX@RO,A 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 o «RA, RO» +- (HACCI A) Copy indirect the Min. 2 1 
contents of HACCI A 
into the display 
memory location as 
pOinted to by RA, RO 
(16-bit transfer) 
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Instruction Set (Continued) 

Mnemonic Machine Code Function 

MOVX@R1,A 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 «RB, R1» ~ (HACC/A) 

NOP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ORLA, Rr 0 1 0 0 1 r r r (A) ~ (A) OR (Rr) for 
r=0-7 

ORLA, @ Rr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 r (A) ~ (A) OR ( (Rr) ) 
forr = 0-1 

ORLA, # data 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 (A) ~ (A) OR data 
d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 d1 dO 

ORL PORT, # data 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 (P) ~ (P) OR data 
d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 d1 dO 

OUT PORT 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 (P) ~(A) 

OUTXMTR 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 o (XMTR) ~ (A) 

RET 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 (SP) ~ (SP) - 1 
(PCO-12) ~ «SP» 

RETR 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 (SP) ~ (SP) - 1 
(PCO-12) ~ «SP» 
(PSW 3-7) ~ «SP» 

RLA 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 (An + 1) ~ (An) 
forn=0-6 
(AO) ~(A7) 

RLCA 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 (An + 1) ~ (An) for 
n=0-6 
(AO) ~ (C) 
(C) ~(A7) 
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Description 

Copy indirect the 
contents of HACC/ A 
into the display 
memory location 
pOinted to by RB, R1 
(16-bit transfer) 

No Operation 

Logical OR contents of 
designated register 
with Accumulator (B-bit 
transfer) 

Logical OR indirect the 
contents of the data 
memory location 
pointed to by Rr with 
Accumulator (B-bit 
operation) 

Logical OR the 
specified immediate 
data with the 
Accumulator (B-bit 
operation) 

Logical OR immediate 
specified data with 
output port 

Output the contents of 
the Accumulator to the 
I/O Port (B-bit transfer) 

Copy the contents of 
the Accumulator into 
the UART Transmit 
Buffer (B-bit transfer). 
Also clears Transmit 
Buffer empty interrupt 

Return from subroutine 
without restoring 
Program Status Word 
bits 5-7 

Return from 
Subroutine restoring 
Program Status Word 
(use for all returns from 
interrupts) 

Rotate Accumulator 
left by 1 bit without 
carry 

Rotate Accumulator 
left by 1 bit through 
carry 

Cycles Bytes 

Min. 2 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

2 2 

2 2 

2 1 

1 1 

2 1 

2 1 

1 1 

1 1 

C AC 

* * 

* 

Flags 

HACC FOF1 

z 
en 
0l:Io o 
U1 -z 
en 
Co) 
N 
0l:Io o 
U1 



Instruction Set (Continued) 

Mnemonic Machine Code Function Description Cycles Byles 
Flags 

C AC HACC FO F1 

RRA 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 (An) ~ (An) + 1 Rotate Accumulator 1 1 
forn=0-6 right by 1 bit without 

carry 

RRCA 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 (An) ~ (An) + 1 Rotate Accumulator 1 1 * 
for n = 0 -6 right by 1 bit through 
(A7) ~(C) carry 
(C) ~ (AO) 

SELMBO 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 (OBF) ~OO Select Bank 0 1 1 
(0-2047) of Program 
Memory 

SEL MB1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 (OBF) ~ 01 Select Bank 1 1 1 
(204S-4095) of 
Program Memory 

SELMB2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 (OBF) ~ 10 Select Bank 2 1 1 
(4096-6143) of 
Program Memory 

SEL MB3 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 (OBF) ~ 11 Select Bank 3 1 1 
(6144-S191) of 
Program Memory 

SELRBn 1 1 n 0 0 0 1 1 (BS) ~n Select Oata RAM Bank 1 1 
forn=0-1 (0-7)orl (24-31) 

STOPT 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 Stop Timer 1 1 

STRTT 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 Start Timer 1 1 

SWAP A 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 (A4-A7) < - > (AO-A3) SWAP 4 bit nibbles in 1 1 
Accumulator 

XCHA, Rr 0 0 1 0 1 r r r (A) <-> (Rr) Exchange the 1 1 
forr=0-7 Accumulator and 

contents of designated 
register (S-bit transfer) 

XCH A,@Rr 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 r (A) <-> «Rr» Exchange indirect the 1 1 
for r = 0 - 1 contents of the 

Accumulator and the , 
data memory location 
pointed to by Rr (S-bit 
transfer) 

XCHDA, @ Rr 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 r (AO-3) <-> «Rr» 0-3 Exchange indirect the 1 1 
for r = 0 - 1 low 4 bits of the 

Accumulator and the 
data memory location 
pointed to by Rr (4-bit 
transfer) 

XRLA, Rr 1 1 0 1 1 r r r (A) ~ (A) XOR (Rr) Logical XOR contents 1 1 
forr=0-7 of designated register 

with Accumulator (S-bit 
transfer) 

XRLA, @Rr 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 r (A) ~ (A) XOR ( (Rr) ) Logical XOR indirect 1 1 
forr=O-1 the contents of the 

data memory location 
pOinted to by Rr with 
the Accumulator 

XRLA, # data 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 (A) ~ (A) XOR data Logical XOR the 2 2 
d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 d1 dO immediate specified 

data with the 
Accumulator 
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TMP Opcode Chart 

M 
S 
N 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

A 

B 

c 

o 

E 

F 

o 

NOP 

INC 
@RO 

XCH 
A, 

@RO 

XCHD 
A, 

@RO 

ORL 
A, 

@RO 

ANL 
A, 

@RO 

ADD 
A, 

@RO 

AD DC 
A, 

@RO 

MOVX 
@RO, 

A 

MOVX 
A, 

@RO 

MOV 
@RO, 

A 

MOV 
@RO, 
# data 

OUT 
XMTR 

XRL 
A, 

@RO 

IN 
RCVR 

MOV 
A, 

@RO 

MOV 
UCR, 

A 

INC 
@R1 

XCH 
A, 

@R1 

XCHD 
A, 

@R1 

ORL 
A, 

@R1 

ANL 
A, 

@R1 

ADD 
A, 

@R1 

AD DC 
A, 

@R1 

MOVX 
@R1, 

A 

MOVX 
A, 

@R1 

MOV 
@R1, 

A 

MOV 
@R1, 
#data 

OUT 
PORT 

XRL 
A, 

@R1 

IN 
PORT 

MOV 
A, 

@R1 

2 3 

MOV ADD 
BAUD, A, 

A #data 

AD DC 
JBO A, 

#data 

MOV MOV 
PSR, A, 

A #data 

MOV 
JB1 UMX, 

A 

MOV 
ORL 

A,T 
A, 

#data 

ANL 
JB2 A, 

#data 

MOV 
ORL 

T,A 
PORT, 
#data 

ANL 
JB3 PORT, 

# data 

MOV 
MASK, RET 

A 

JB4 RETR 

MOV 
JMPP 

VINT, @A 
A 

MOVP 
JB5 A, 

@A 

MOV 
SEL 

HACC, 
RBO 

A 

XRL 
JB6 A, 

#data 

MOV 
SEL 

A, 
RB1 

HACC 

MOVP3 
JB7 A, 

@A 

lSN 
4 5 6 7 8 

JMP 
EN DECL 

(page 
XI 

JNTF DECA 
RO 

0) 

CALL 
DIS INC 

(page 
XI 

JTF INCA 
RO 

0) 

JMP 
EN 

XCH 
(page 

II 
CLRA A, 

1 ) RO 

CALL 
DIS INCL 

(page 
II 

CPLA 
RO 

1) 

JMP MOV 
SWAP 

ORL 
(page VCR, 

A 
A, 

2) A RO 

CALL MOV ANL 
(page SCR, DAA A, 

2) A RO 

JMP 
STOP 

ADD 
(page 

T 
JNF1 RRCA A, 

3) RO 

CALL 
STRT 

ADDC 
(page 

T 
JF1 RRA A, 

3) RO 

JMP 
CLR 

MOV MOVL 
(page 

FO 
JNFO TCP, RO, 

4) A A 

CALL 
CPL 

MOVL 
(page 

FO 
JFO CLRC A, 

4) R2 

JMP 
CLR 

MOV 
(page 

F1 
JNXI CPLC RO, 

5) A 

CALL 
CPL 

MOV MOV 
(page 

F1 
JXI @TCP, RO, 

5) A #data 

JMP 
SEL 

MOV 
DEC 

(page 
MBO 

JZ A, 
RO 

6) PSW 

CALL 
SEL 

MOV XRL 
(page 

MB1 
JNZ PSW, A, 

6) A RO 

JMP 
SEL DJNZ 

(page 
MB2 

JNC RLA 
RO 

7) 

CALL 
SEL 

MOV 
(page 

MB3 
JC RLCA A, 

7) RO 
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9 A B c 

DECL DEC 
MOV 

R1 CURS 
ENDD, 

A 

INC INC INC INC 
R1 R2 R3 R4 

XCH XCH XCH XCH 
A, A, A, A, 
R1 R2 R3 R4 

INCL INC 
MOV 

R1 CURS 
ALO, 

A 

ORL ORL ORL ORL 
A, A, A, A, 
R1 R2 R3 R4 

ANL ANL ANL ANL 
A, A, A, A, 
R1 R2 R3 R4 

ADD ADD ADD ADD 
A, A, A, A, 
R1 R2 R3 R4 

ADDC ADDC ADDC AD DC 
A, A, A, A, 
R1 R2 R3 R4 

MOVL MOV MOV MOV 
R1, HOME, CURS, A, 
A A A INTR 

MOVL MOV MOV MOV 
A, A, A, A, 
R1 HOME CURS STAT 

MOV MOV MOV MOV 
R1, R2, R3, R4, 
A A A A 

MOV MOV MOV MOV 
R1, R2, R3, R4, 

#data #data #data #data 

DEC DEC DEC DEC 
R1 R2 R3 R4 

XRL XRL XRL XRL 
A, A, A, A, 
R1 R2 R3 R4 

DJNZ DJNZ DJNZ DJNZ 
R1 R2 R3 R4 

MOV MOV MOV MOV 
A, A, A, A, 
R1 R2 R3 R4 

o E 

MOV MOV 
BECD, SROW, 

A A 

INC INC 
R5 R6 

XCH XCH 
A, A, 
R5 R6 

MOV MOV 
AL1, A, 

A VPEN 

ORL ORL 
A, A, 
R5 R6 

ANL ANL 
A, A, 
R5 R6 

ADD ADD 
A, A, 
R5 R6 

ADDC ADDC 
A, A, 
R5 R6 

MOVX 
@CURS, 

A 

MOVX 
A, 

@CURS 

MOV MOV 
R5, R6, 
A A 

MOV MOV 
R5, R6, 

#data #data 

DEC DEC 
R5 R6 

XRL XRL 
A, A, 
R5 R6 

DJNZ DJNZ 
R5 R6 

MOV MOV 
A, A, 
R5 R6 

F 

INC 
R7 

XCH 
A, 
R7 

MOV 
A, 

HFEN 

ORL 
A, 
R7 

ANL 
A, 
R7 

ADD 
A, 
R7 

ADDC 
A, 
R7 

MOV 
R7, 
A 

MOV 
R7, 

# data 

DEC 
R7 

XRL 
A, 
R7 

DJNZ 
R7 

MOV 
A, 
R7 

z en 
"" o 
U'I ...... z en 
(0) 
N 

"" o 
U'I 



~ r------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o 
~ Ordering Information 
CW) 

~ ORDER PART NUMBERS 
...... 
~ ROMless NS405-A12N 

~ NS405-B12N NS405-B18N 
CJ) 
z NS405-C12N 
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~NatiOnal 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

PRELIMINARY 

DP8390/NS32490 Network Interface Controller 

General Description 
The DP8390/NS32490 Network Interface Controller (NIC) is 
a microCMOS VLSI device designed to ease interfacing with 
CSMAlCD type local area networks including Ethernet, 
Cheapernet and STARLAN®. The NIC implements all Media 
Access Control (MAC) layer functions for transmission and 
reception of packets in accordance with the IEEE 802.3 
Standard. Unique dual DMA channels and an internal FIFO 
provide a simple yet efficient packet management design. 
To minimize system parts count and cost, all bus arbitration 
and memory support logic are integrated into the N IC. 

The NIC is the heart of a three chip set that implements the 
complete IEEE 802.3 protocol and node electronics as 
shown below. The other two chips are the DP8391 Serial 
Network Interface (SNI) and the DP8392 Coaxial Transceiv
er Interface (CTI). 

Features 
• Compatible with IEEE 802.3/Ethernet II/Cheapernet/ 

STAR LAN 
• Interfaces with 8-, 16- and 32-bit microprocessor sys

tems 
• Implements simple, versatile buffer management 
• Forms integral part of DP8390, 91, 92 Ethernet/Cheap-

ernet solution 
• Requires single 5V supply 
• Utilizes low power microCMOS process 

• Includes 
- Two 16-bit DMA channels 
- 16-byte internal FIFO with programmable threshold 
- Network statistics storage 

• Supports phYSical, multicast, and broadcast address fil
tering 

• Provides 3 levels of loopback 
• Utilizes independent system and network clocks 

1.0 System Diagram 

Table of Contents 
1.0 SYSTEM DIAGRAM 

2.0 BLOCK DIAGRAM 

3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

4.0 TRANSMIT/RECEIVE PACKET ENCAPSULATION/ 
DECAPSULATION 

5.0 PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

6.0 DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS CONTROL (DMA) 

7.0 PACKET RECEPTION 

8.0 PACKET TRANSMISSION 

9.0 REMOTE DMA 

10.0 INTERNAL REGISTERS 

11.0 INITIALIZATION PROCEDURES 

12.0 LOOPBACK DIAGNOSTICS 

13.0 BUS ARBITRATION AND TIMING 

14.0 PRELIMINARY ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

15.0 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

16.0 PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 

IEEE 802.3 Compatible EthernetlCheapernet Local Area Network Chip Set 

TAP 
OR 

BNC 

COAX 
CABLE 

DP8392 
COAX 

TRANSCEIVER 
INTERFACE TRANSCEIVER 

CABLE 
OR 
AUI 

DP8391 
SERIAL 

NETWORK 
INTERFACE 

...... ________ ----J (OPTIONAL) ..... ______________ ---' 

TL/F/8582-1 
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2.0 Block Diagram 
COL 

CRS 

RXC 

RXD 

TXC 

PROTOCOL 
PLA 

HANDSHAKE 

BUS ARBITRAnON/ 
BSCK HANDSHAKE BREQ, BACK 

r-------~ ~ READY 
MRD, MWR 

DMA, 
BUFFER 

CONTROL 
LOGIC 

8 OR 16 

r---. 
DMA 

ADDRESS 
REGISTERS 

AND 
COUNTERS 

16 

~ o 16 BYTE 
RECEIVE/ 
TRANSMIT 

FIFO 

B 
U 
F 
F 
E 
R 

MULTIPLEXED 
ADDRESS/DATA BUS 

TL/F/8582-2 

FIGURE 1 

3.0 Functional Description 
(Refer to Figure 1) 

RECEIVE DESERIALIZER 

The Receive Deserializer is activated when the input signal 
Carrier Sense is asserted to allow incoming bits to be shift
ed into the shift register by the receive clock. The serial 
receive data is also routed to the CRC generator I checker. 
The Receive Deserializer includes a synch detector which 
detects the SFD (Start of Frame Delimiter) to establish 
where byte boundaries within the serial bit stream are locat
ed. After every eight receive clocks, the byte wide data is 
transferred to the 16-byte FI FO and the Receive Byte Count 
is incremented. The first six bytes after the SFD are 
checked. for valid comparison by the Address Recognition 
Logic. If the Address Recognition Logic does not recognize 
the packet, the FIFO is cleared. 

CRC GENERATOR/CHECKER 

During transmission, the CRC logic generates a local CRC 
field for the transmitted bit sequence. The CRC encodes all 
fields after the synch byte. The CRC is shifted out MSB first 
following the last transmit byte. During reception the CRC 
logic generates a CRC field from the incoming packet. This 
local CRC is serially compared to the incoming CRC ap
pended to the end of the packet by the transmitting node. If 
the local and received CRC match, a specific pattern will be 
generated and decoded to indicate no data errors. Trans
mission errors result in a different pattern and are detected, 
resulting in rejection of a packet. 

TRANSMIT SERIALIZER 

The Transmit Serializer reads parallel data from the FIFO 
and serializes it for transmission. The serializer is clocked by 
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the transmit clock generated by the Serial Network Interface 
(DP8391). The serial data is also shifted into the CRC gen
erator I checker. At the beginning of each transmission, the 
Preamble and Synch Generator append 62 bits of 1,0 pre
amble and a 1,1 synch pattern. After the last data byte of 
the packet has been serialized the 32-bit FCS field is shifted 
directly out of the CRC generator. In the event of a collision 
the Preamble and Synch generator is used to generate a 
32-bit JAM pattern of all 1's 

ADDRESS RECOGNITION LOGIC 

The address recognition logic compares the Destination Ad
dress Field (first 6 bytes of the received packet) to the Phys
ical address registers stored in the Address Register Array. 
If anyone of the six bytes does not match the pre-pro
grammed physical address, the Protocol Control Logic re
jects the packet. All multicast destination addresses are fil
tered using a hashing technique. (See register description) If 
the multicast address indexes a bit that has been set in the 
filter bit array of the Multicast Address Register Array the 
packet is accepted, otherwise it is rejected by the Protocol 
Control Logic. Each destination address is also checked for 
all 1's which is the reserved broadcast address. 

FIFO AND FIFO CONTROL LOGIC 

The NIC features a 16-byte FIFO. During transmission the 
DMA writes data into the FIFO and the Transmit Serializer 
reads data from the FIFO and transmits it. During reception 
the Receive Deserializer writes data into the FIFO and the 
DMA reads data from the FIFO. The FIFO control logic is 
used to count the number of bytes in the FI FO so that after 
a preset level, the DMA can begin a bus access and writel 
read data to/from the FIFO before a FIFO underflowllover
flow occurs. 



3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

PROTOCOL PLA 

The protocol PLA is responsible for implementing the Ether
net protocol, including collision recovery with random back
off. The Protocol PLA also formats packets during transmis
sion and strips preamble and synch during reception. 

DMA AND BUFFER CONTROL LOGIC 

The DMA and Buffer Control Logic is used to control two 
16-bit DMA channels. During reception, the Local DMA 
stores packets in a receive buffer ring, located in buffer 
memory. During transmission the Local DMA uses pro
grammed pointer and length registers to transfer a packet 
from local buffer memory to the FIFO. A second DMA chan
nel is used as a slave DMA to transfer data between the 
local buffer memory and the host system. The Local DMA 
and Remote DMA are internally arbitrated, with the Local 
DMA channel having highest priority. Both DMA channels 
use a common external bus clock to generate all required 
bus timing. External arbitration is performed with a standard 
bus request, bus acknowledge handshake protocol. 

4.0 Transmit/Receive Packet 
Encapsulation/Decapsulation 
A standard IEEE 802.3 packet consists of the following 
fields: preamble, Start of Frame Delimiter (SFD), destination 
address, source address, length, data, and Frame Check 
Sequence (FCS). The typical format is shown in Figure 2. 
The packets are Manchester encoded and decoded by the 
DP8391 SNI and transferred serially to the NIC using NRZ 
data with a clock. All fields are of fixed length except for the 
data field. The NIC generates and appends the preamble, 
SFD and FCS field during transmission. The Preamble and 
SFD fields are stripped during reception. (The CRC is 
passed through to buffer memory during reception.) 

PREAMBLE AND START OF FRAME DELIMITER (SFD) 

The Manchester encoded alternating 1,0 preamble field is 
used by the SNI (DP8391) to acquire bit synchronization 
with an incoming packet. When transmitted each packet 
contains 62 bits of alternating 1,0 preamble. Some of this 
preamble will be lost as the packet travels through the net
work. The preamble field is stripped by the NIC. Byte align
ment is performed with the Start of Frame Delimiter (SFD) 
pattern which consists of two consecutive 1 'so The NIC 
does not treat the SFD pattern as a byte, it detects only the 
two bit pattern. This allows any preceding preamble within 
the SFD to be used for phase locking. 

DESTINATION ADDRESS 

The destination address indicates the destination of the 
packet on the network and is used to filter unwanted pack
ets from reaching a node. There are three types of address 
formats supported by the NIC: physical, multicast, and 
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broadcast. The physical address is a unique address that 
corresponds only to a single node. All physical addresses 
have an MSB of "0". These addresses are compared to the 
internally stored physical address registers. Each bit in the 
destination address must match in order for the NIC to ac
cept the packet. Multicast addresses begin with an MSB of 
"1 ". The DP8390 filters multicast addresses using a stan
dard hashing algorithm that maps all multicast addresses 
into a six bit value. This six bit value indexes a 64 bit array 
that filters the value. If the address consists of all 1 's it is a 
broadcast address, indicating that the packet is intended for 
all nodes. A promiscuous mode allows reception of all pack
ets: the destination address is not required to match any 
filters. Physical, broadcast, multicast, and promiscuous ad
dress modes can be selected. 

SOURCE ADDRESS 

The source address is the physical address of the node that 
sent the packet. Source addresses cannot be multicast or 
broadcast addresses. This field is simply passed to buffer 
memory. 

LENGTH FIELD 

The 2-byte length field indicates the number of bytes that 
are contained in the data field of the packet. This field is not 
interpreted by the NIC. 

DATA FIELD 

The data field consists of anywhere from 46 to 1 500 bytes. 
Messages longer than 1500 bytes need to be broken into 
multiple packets. Messages shorter than 46 bytes will re
quire appending a pad to bring the data field to the minimum 
length of 46 bytes. If the data field is padded, the number of 
valid data bytes is indicated in the length field. The NIC 
does not strip or append pad bytes for short packets, 
or check for oversize packets. 

FCS FIELD 

The Frame Check Sequence (FCS) is a 32-bit CRC field 
calculated and appended to a packet during transmission to 
allow detection of errors when a packet is received. During 
reception, error free packets result in a specific pattern in 
the CRC generator. Packets with improper CRC will be re
jected. The AUTODIN II (X32 + X26 + X23 + X22 + X16 + 
X12 + X11 + X10 + X8 + X7 + X5 + X4 + X2 + X1 + 1) 

polynomial is used for the CRC calculations. 

PREAMBLE SFD DESTINATION SOURCE LENGTH DATA res 
I 62b I 2b 6B 6B I 2B I 468-15008 " 

~~~~~~ONS • •• STRIPPED TRANSFERRED VIA DMA 

6~~~!~I~NS • 
BY Nle 

•• APPENDED 
+-------~+--------~-----------+I+--+ 

TRANSFERRED VIA DMA CALCULATED + 
BY Hie B = BYTES APPENDED 

b=BITS BY Nle 
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Connection Diagram 

5.0 Pin Descriptions 
BUS INTERFACE PINS 

Symbol DIP Pin No Function 

ADO-ADI5 

ADSO 

1-12 
14-17 

18 

IIO,Z 

IIO,Z 

ADOC 1 

ADI C 2 

AD2C 3 

AD3C 4 

AD4C 5 

AD5C 6 

AD6C 7 

AD7C 8 

A08C 9 

AD9 C 10 

AD10C 11 

ADII C 12 

GNDC 13 

AD12C 14 

AD13C 15 

AD14C 16 

AD15C 17 

ADSOC 18 

esc 19 

MWRC 20 

MRDC 21 

SWRC 22 

SRDC 23 

ACKC 24 

48 :JRAO 

47 :J RAI 

46 :J RA2 

45 :JRA3 

44 :JPRD 

43 :JWACK 

42 :J INT 

41 :J RESET 

40 :JCOl 

39 :JRXD 

38 :JCRS 

37 :JRXC 

36 :JVCC 

35 :J lBK 

34 :JTXD 

33 :JTXC 

32 :JTXE 

31 :J BREO 

30 :JBACK 

29 :J PRO/ADS 1 

28 :JREADY 

27 :JPWR 

26 :JRACK 

25 :JBSCK 

Order Number DP8390D or DP8390N 
See NS Package Number D48A or N48A 
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Description 

MULTIPLEXED ADDRESS/DATA BUS: 
• Register Access, with DMA inactive, CS low and ACK returned from NIC, pins 

ADO-AD7 are used to read/write register data. AD8-ADI5 float during I/O 
transfers. SRD, SWR pins are used to select direction of transfer. 

• Bus Master with BACK input asserted 
During tl of memory cycle ADO-ADI5 contain address 
During t2, t3, t4 ADO-ADI5 contain data (word transfer mode). 
During t2, t3, t4 ADO-AD7 contain data, AD8-ADI5 contain address 
(byte transfer mode). 
Direction of transfer is indicated by NIC on MWR, MRD lines. 

ADDRESS STROBE 0 
• Input with DMA inactive and CS low, latches RAO-RA3 inputs on falling edge. 

If high, data present on RAO-RA3 will flow through latch. 
• Output when Bus Master, latches address bits (AO-A 15) to external memory 

during DMA transfers. 
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5.0 Pin Descriptions (Continued) 

BUS INTERFACE PINS (Continued) 

Symbol DIP Pin No Function Description 

CS 19 I CHIP SELECT: Chip Select places controller in slave mode for /LP access to 
internal registers. Must be valid through data portion of bus cycle. RAO-RA3 are 
used to select the internal register. SWR and SRD select direction of data 
transfer. 

MWR 20 O,Z MASTER WRITE STROBE: Strobe for DMA transfers, active low during write 
cycles (t2, t3, tw) to buffer memory. Rising edge coincides with the presence of 
valid output data. TRI-STATE® until BACK asserted. 

MRD 21 O,Z MASTER READ STROBE: Strobe for DMA transfers, active during read cycles 
(t2, t3, tw) to buffer memory. Input data must be valid on rising edge of MRD. 
TRI-STATE until BACK asserted. 

SWR 22 I SLAVE WRITE STROBE: Strobe from CPU to write an internal register selected 
byRAO-RA3. 

SRD 23 I SLAVE READ STROBE: Strobe from CPU to read an internal register selected 
byRAO-RA3. 

ACK 24 ° ACKNOWLEDGE: Active low when NIC grants access to CPU. Used to insert 
WAIT states to CPU until NIC is synchronized for a register read or write 
operation. 

RAO-RA3 45-48 I REGISTER ADDRESS: These four pins are used to select a register to be read 
or written. The state of these inputs is ignored when the NIC is not in slave mode 
(CS high). 

PRD 44 ° PORT READ: Enables data from external latch onto local bus during a memory 
write cycle to local memory (remote write operation). This allows asynchronous 
transfer of data from the system memory to local memory. 

WACK 43 I WRITE ACKNOWLEDGE: Issued from system to NIC to indicate that data has 
been written to the external latch. The NIC will begin a write cycle to place the 
data in local memory. 

INT 42 ° INTERRUPT: Indicates that the NIC requires CPU attention after reception 
transmission or completion of DMA transfers. The interrupt is cleared by writing 
to the ISR. All interrupts are maskable. 

RESET 41 I RESET: Reset is active low and places the NIC in a reset mode immediately, no 
packets are transmitted or received by the NIC until STA bit is set. Affects 
Command Register, Interrupt Mask Register, Data Configuration Register and 
Transmit Configuration Register. The NIC will execute reset within 10 BUSK 
cycles. 

BREQ 31 ° BUS REQUEST: Bus Request is an active high signal used to request the bus for 
DMA transfers. This signal is automatically generated when the FIFO needs 
servicing. 

BACK 30 I BUS ACKNOWLEDGE: Bus Acknowledge is an active high signal indicating that 
the CPU has granted the bus to the DP8390. If immediate bus access is desired, 
BREO should be tied to BACK. Tying BACK to Vee will result in a deadlock. 

PRO, ADS1 29 O,Z PORT REQUEST I ADDRESS STROBE 1 
• 32 BIT MODE: If LAS is set in the Data Configuration Register, this line is 

programmed as ADS1. It is used to strobe addresses A 16-A31 into external 
latches. (A 16-A31 are the fixed addresses stored in RSARO, RSAR1.) ADS1 
will remain at TRI-STATE until BACK is received . 

• 16 BIT MODE: If LAS is not set in the Data Configuration Register, this line is 
programmed as PRO and is used for Remote DMA Transfers. In this mode 
PRO will be a standard logic output. 

NOTE: This line will power up as TRI-STATE until the Data Configuration 
Register is programmed. 

READY 28 I READY: This pin is set high to insert wait states during a DMA transfer. The NIC 
will sample this signal at t3 during DMA transfers. 

I 
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5.0 Pin Descriptions (Continued) 

BUS INTERFACE PINS (Continued) 

Symbol DIP Pin No Function Description 

PWR 27 0 PORT WRITE: Strobe used to latch data from the NIC into external latch for 
transfer to host memory during Remote Read transfers. The rising edge of PWR 
coincides with the presence of valid data on the local bus. 

RACK 26 I READ ACKNOWLEDGE: Indicates that the system DMA or host CPU has read 
the data placed in the external latch by the NIC. The NIC will begin a read cycle 
to update the latch. 

BSCK 25 I This clock is used to establish the period of the DMA memory cycle. Four clock 
cycles (t1, t2, t3, t4) are used per DMA cycle. DMA transfers can be extended by 
one BSCK increments using the READY input. 

NETWORK INTERFACE PINS 

COL 40 I COLLISION DETECT: This line becomes active when a collision has been 
detected on the coaxial cable. During transmission this line is monitored after 
preamble and synch have been transmitted. At the end of each transmission this 
line is monitored for CD heartbeat. 

RXD 39 I RECEIVE DATA: Serial NRZ data received from the DP8391 SNI, clocked into 
the NIC on the rising edge of RXC. 

CRS 38 I CARRIER SENSE: This signal is provided by the DP8391 SNI and indicates that 
carrier is present on the coax. This signal is active high. 

RXC 37 I RECEIVE CLOCK: Re-synchronized clock from the DP8391 SNI used to clock 
data from the SNI into the DP8390 NIC. 

LBK 35 0 LOOPBACK: This output is set high when the NIC is programmed to perform a 
loopback through the SNI. This output is connected directly to the loopback 
control pin (LBK) on the DP8391 SNI. 

TXD 34 0 TRANSMIT DATA: Serial NRZ Data output to the DP8391 SNI. The data is valid 
on the rising edge of TXC. 

TXC 33 I TRANSMIT CLOCK: This clock is used to provide timing for internal operation 
and to shift bits out of the transmit serializer. TXC is nominally a 10 MHz clock 
provided by the SNI. 

TXE 32 0 TRANSMIT ENABLE: This output becomes active when the first bit of the 
packet is valid on TxD and goes low after the last bit of the packet is clocked out 
of TxD. This Signal connects directly to the DP8391 SNI. This signal is active 
high. 

POWER 

Vee 36 + 5V DC is required. It is suggested that a decoupling capacitor be connected 

GND 13 between these pins. It is essential to provide a path to ground for the GND pin 
with the lowest possible impedance. 

6.0 Direct Memory Access Control (DMA) 
The DMA capabilities of the NIC greatly simplify use of the on a local bus, where the NIC's local DMA channel per-
DP8390 in typical configurations. The local DMA channel forms burst transfers between the buffer memory and the 
transfers data between the FIFO and memory. On transmis- NIC's FIFO. The Remote DMA transfers data between the 
sion, the packet is DMA'd from memory to the FIFO in buffer memory and the host memory via a bidirectional I/O 
bursts. Should a collision occur (up to 15 times), the packet port. The Remote DMA provides local addressing capability 
is retransmitted with no processor intervention. On recep- and is used as a slave DMA by the host. Host side address-
tion, packets are DMAed from the FIFO to the receive buffer ing must be provided by a host DMA or the CPU. The NIC 
ring (as explained below). allows Local and Remote DMA operations to be interleaved. 

A remote DMA channel is also provided on the NIC to ac- SINGLE CHANNEL DMA OPERATION 
complish transfers between a buffer memory and system 

If desirable, the two DMA channels can be combined to 
memory. The two DMA channels can alternatively be com-
bined to form a single 32-bit address with 8- or 16-bit data. provide a 32-bit DMA address. The upper 16 bits of the 32-

bit address are static and are used to point to a 64K page of 
DUAL DMA CONFIGURATION memory where packets are to be received and transmitted. 

An example configuration using both the local and remote 
DMA channels is shown below. Network activity is isolated 
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6.0 Direct Memory Access Control (DMA) (Continued) 

HANDSHAKE 
SIGNALS 

Dual Bus System 

LOCAL BUS 

LOCAL 
MICROPROCESSOR 

SYSTEM DATA 

SYSTEM 
I/O PORT 

BLOCK DATA 
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MAIN CPU 

SYSTEM 
DMA 
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SYSTEM 
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I---+I'!.tl 

SYSTEM BUS 

MAIN 
MEMORY 
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32·Blt DMA Operation 7.0 Packet Reception 
DP8390 

~ 
DATA 

REMOTE DMA 
+ ADDRESS(32-BIT) 

LOCAL DMA 

HOST 
MEMORY 
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The Local DMA receive channel uses a Buffer Ring Struc
ture comprised of a series of contiguous fixed length 256 
byte (128 word) buffers for storage of received packets. The 
location of the Receive Buffer Ring is programmed in two 
registers, a Page Start and a Page Stop register. Ethernet 
packets consist of a distribution of shorter link control pack
ets and longer data packets, the 256 byte buffer length pro
vides a good compromise between short packets and long
er packets to most efficiently use memory. I n addition these 
buffers provide memory resources for storage of back-to
back packets in loaded networks. The assignment of buffers 

NIC Receive Buffer Ring 
BUFfER RAM 

IUP TO &4 KBrTESI 

TLlF/8582-7 
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7.0 Packet Reception (Continued) 

for storing packets is controlled by Buffer Management logic 
in the NIC. The Buffer Management logic provides three 
basic functions: linking receive buffers for long packets, re
covery of buffers when a packet is rejected, and recircula
tion of buffer pages that have been read by the host. 

At initialization, a portion of the 64k address space is re
served for the receive buffer ring. Two eight bit registers, the 
page Start Address Register (PST ART) and the Page Stop 
Address Register (PSTOP) define the physical boundaries 
of where the buffers reside. The NIC treats the list of buffers 
as a logical ring; whenever the DMA address reaches the 
Page Stop Address, the DMA is reset to the Page Start 
Address. 

INITIALIZATION OF THE BUFFER RING 

Two static registers and two working registers control the 
operation of the Buffer Ring. These are the Page Start Reg
ister, Page Stop Register (both described previously), the 
Current Page Register and the Boundary Pointer Register. 
The Current Page Register points to the first buffer used to 
store a packet and is used to restore the DMA for writing 
status to the Buffer Ring or for restoring the DMA address in 
the event of a Runt packet, a CRC, or Frame Alignment 
erro.r. The Boundary Register pOints to the first packet in the 
Ring not yet read by the host. If the local DMA address ever 
reaches the Boundary, reception is aborted. The Boundary 
Pointer is also used to initialize the Remote DMA for remov
ing a packet and is advanced when a packet is removed. A 
simple analogy to remember the function of these registers 
is that the Current Page Register acts as a Write Pointer and 
the Boundary Pointer acts as a Read Pointer. 
NOTE: At initialization. the Page Start Ragister value should be loaded into 

both the Current Page Register and the Boundary Pointer Register. 

Receive Buffer Ring At Initialization 

TL/F/8582-30 

BEGINNING OF RECEPTION 

When the first packet begins arriving the NIC begins storing 
the packet at the location pOinted to by the Current Page 

Register. An offset of 4 bytes is saved in this first buffer to 
allow room for storing receive status corresponding to this 
packet. 

Received Packet Enters Buffer Pages 

TL/F/8582-31 

LINKING RECEIVE BUFFER PAGES 

If the length of the packet exhausts the first 256 byte buffer, 
the DMA performs a forward link to the next buffer to store 
the remainder of the packet. For a maximal length packet 
the buffer logiC will link six buffers to store the entire packet. 
Buffers cannot be skipped when linking, a packet will always 
be stored in contiguous buffers. Before the next buffer can 
be linked, the Buffer Management Logic performs two com
parisons. The first comparison tests for equality between 
the DMA address of the next buffer and the contents of the 
Page Stop Register. If the buffer address equals the Page 
Stop register, the buffer management logic will restore the 
DMA to the first buffer in the Receive Buffer Ring value 
programmed in the Page Start Address register. The second 
comparison tests for equality between the DMA address of 
the next buffer address and the contents of the Boundary 
Pointer register. If the two values are equal the reception is 
aborted. The Boundary Pointer register can be used to pro
tect against overwriting any area in the receive buffer ring 
that has not yet been read. When linking buffers, buffer 
management will never cross this pointer, effectively avoid
ing any overwrites. If the buffer address does not match 
either the Boundary Pointer or Page Stop address, the link 
to the next buffer is performed. 

Linking Buffers 

Before the DMA can enter the next contiguous 256 byte 
buffer, the address is checked for equality to PSTOP and to 
the Boundary Pointer. If neither are reached, the DMA is 
allowed to use the next buffer. 

Linking Receive Buffer Pages 

1) Check for ~ to PSTOP 

2) Check for ~ to Boundary 

TL/F/8582-32 
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7.0 Packet Reception (Continued) 

Received Packet Aborted If It Hits Boundary Pointer 

TL/F/8582-33 

Buffer Ring Overflow 

If the Buffer Ring has been filled and the DMA reaches the 
Boundary Pointer Address, reception of the incoming pack
et will be aborted by the NIC, Thus, the packets previously 
received and still contained in the Ring will not be de
stroyed, 

END OF PACKET OPERATIONS 

At the end of the packet the NIC determines whether the 
received packet is to be accepted or rejected, It either 
branches to a routine to store the Buffer Header or to anoth
er routine that recovers the buffers used to store the packet 

SUCCESSFUL RECEPTION 

If the packet is successfully received as shown, the DMA is 
restored to the first buffer used to store the packet (pointed 
to by the Current Page Register), The DMA then stores the 
Receive Status, a Pointer to where the next packet will be 
stored (Buffer 4) and the number of received bytes, Note 
that the remaining bytes in the last buffer are discarded and 
reception of the next packet begins on the next empty 256-
byte buffer boundary, The Current Page Register is then 
initialized to the next available buffer in the Buffer Ring, (The 
location of the next buffer had been previously calculated 
and temporarily stored in an internal scratchpad register.) 

Termination of Received Packet-Packet Accepted 

TL/F/8582-34 
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BUFFER RECOVERY FOR REJECTED PACKETS 

If the packet is a runt packet or contains CRC or Frame 
Alignment errors, it is rejected, The buffer management log
ic resets the DMA back to the first buffer page used to store 
the packet (pointed to by CURR), recovering all buffers that 
had been used to store the rejected packet This operation 
will not be performed if the NIC is programmed to accept 
either runt packets or packets with CRC or Frame Alignment 
errors, The received CRC is always stored in buffer memory 
after the last byte of received data for the packet 

Termination of Received Packet-Packet Rejected 

TL/F/8582-35 

Error Recovery 

If the packet is rejected as shown, the DMA is restored by 
the NIC by reprogramming the DMA starting address point
ed to by the Current Page Register, 

REMOVING PACKETS FROM THE RING 

Packets are removed from the ring using the Remote DMA 
or an external device, When using the Remote DMA the 
Send Packet command can be used, This programs the Re
mote DMA to automatically remove the received packet 
pointed to by the Boundary Pointer, At the end of the trans
fer, the NIC moves the Boundary Pointer, freeing additional 
buffers for reception, The Boundary Pointer can also be 
moved manually by programming the Boundary Register. 
Care should be taken to keep the Boundary Pointer at least 
one buffer behind the Current Page Pointer, This is dis
cussed in the User Guide, 

1st Received Packet Removed By Remote DMA 
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7.0 Packet Reception (Continued) 

STORAGE FORMAT FOR RECEIVED PACKETS 

The following diagrams describe the format for how re
ceived packets are placed into memory by the local DMA 
channel. These modes are selected in the Data Configura
tion Register. 

Storage Format 

AD15 AD8 AD? ADO 

Next Packet Receive 
Pointer Status 

Receive Receive 
Byte Count 1 Byte Count 0 

Byte 2 Byte 1 

BOS ~ 0, WTS ~ 1 in Data Configuration Register. 

This format used with NSC32000 808X type processors. 

AD15 AD8 AD? ADO 

Next Packet Receive 
Pointer Status 

Receive Receive 
Byte Count 0 Byte Count 1 

Byte 1 Byte 2 

BOS = 1, WTS = 1 in Data Configuration Register. 

This format used with 68000 type processors. 

AD? ADO 

Receive Status 

Next Packet 
Pointer 

Receive Byte 
Count 0 

Receive Byte 
Count 1 

Byte 0 

Byte 1 

BOS = 0, WTS = 0 in Data Configuration Register. 

This format used with general 8-bit CPUs. 

8.0 Packet Transmission 
The Local DMA is also used during transmission of a pack
et. Three registers control the DMA transfer during trans
mission, a Transmit Page Start Address Register (TPSR) 
and the Transmit Byte Count Registers (TBCRO,1). When 
the NIC receives a command to transmit the packet pointed 
to by these registers, buffer memory data will be moved into 
the FIFO as required during transmission. The NIC will gen
erate and append the preamble, synch and CRC fields. 

TRANSMIT PACKET ASSEMBLY 

The NIC requires a contiguous assembled packet with the 
format shown. The transmit byte count includes the Destina
tion Address, Source Address, Length Field and Data. It 

5-?4 

does not include preamble and CRC. When transmitting 
data smaller than 46 bytes, the packet must be padded to a 
minimum size of 64 bytes. The programmer is responsible 
for adding and stripping pad bytes. 

General Transmit Packet Format 

TX BYTE COUNT 
(TBCRO,l) 

TRANSMISSION 

DESTINATION ADDRESS 

SOURCE ADDRESS 

TYPE LENGTH 

DATA 

-----------------
PAD (IF DATA < 46 BYTES) 

6 BYTES 

6 BYTES 

2 BYTES 

~ 46 BYTES 

TL/F/8582-9 

Prior to transmission, the TPSR (Transmit Page Start Regis
ter) and TBCRO, TBCR1 (Transmit Byte Count Registers) 
must be initialized. To initiate transmission of the packet the 
TXP bit in the Command Register is set. The Transmit 
Status Register (TSR) is cleared and the NIC begins to pre
fetch transmit data from memory (unless the NIC is currently 
receiving). If the interframe gap has timed out the NIC will 
begin transmission. 

CONDITIONS REQUIRED TO BEGIN TRANSMISSION 

In order to transmit a packet, the following three conditions 
must be met: 

1. The Interframe Gap Timer has timed out the first 6.4 '"'S 
of the Interframe Gap (See appendix for Interframe Gap 
Flowchart) 

2. At least one byte has entered the FIFO. (This indicates 
that the burst transfer has been started) 

3. If the NIC had collided, the backoff timer has expired. 

In typical systems the NIC has already prefetched the first 
burst of bytes before the 6.4 ,",S timer expires. The time 
during which NIC transmits preamble can also be used to 
load the FIFO. 
Note: If carrier sense is asserted before a byte has been loaded into the 

FIFO, the NIC will become a receiver. 

COLLISION RECOVERY 

During transmission, the Buffer Management logiC monitors 
the transmit circuitry to determine if a collision has occurred. 
If a collision is detected, the Buffer Management logic will 
reset the FIFO and restore the Transmit DMA pointers for 
retransmission of the packet. The COL bit will be set in the 
TSR and the NCR (Number of Collisions Register) will be 
incremented. If 15 retransmissions each result in a collision 
the transmission will be aborted and the ABT bit in the TSR 
will be set. 
Note: NCR reads as zeroes if excessive collisions are encountered. 

TRANSMIT PACKET ASSEMBLY FORMAT 

The following diagrams describe the format for how packets 
must be assembled prior to transmission for different byte 
ordering schemes. The various formats are selected in the 
Data Configuration Register. 



8.0 Packet Transmission (Continued) 

015 0807 DO 

DAI DAO 

DA3 DA2 

DA5 DA4 

SAl DAO 

SA3 DA2 

SA5 DA4 

TILl T/LO 

DATA 1 DATA 0 

BOS = 0, wJs = 1 in Data Configuration Register. 

This format is used with NSC32000, 808X type processors. 

015 0807 DO 

DAO DAI 

DA2 DA3 

DA4 DA5 

SAO SAl 

SA2 SA3 

SA4 SA5 

T/LO T/L1 

DATA 0 DATA 1 

BOS = 1, WTS = 1 in Data Configuration Register. 

This format is used with 68000 type processors. 

07 DO 

DAO 

DAI 

DA2 

DA3 

DA4 

DA5 

SAO 

SAl 

SA2 

SA3 

BOS = 0, WTS = 0 in Data Configuration Register. 

This format is used with general 8-bit CPUS. 
Note: All examples above will result in a transmission of a packet in order of 

DAD, DA 1, DA2, DA3 ... bits within each byte will be transmitted least 
significant bit first. 

DA = Destination Address 

SA = Source Address 

T/L ~ Type/Length Field 
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9.0 Remote DMA 
The Remote DMA channel is used to both assemble pack
ets for transmission, and to remove received packets from 
the Receive Buffer Ring. It may also be used as a general 
purpose slave DMA channel for moving blocks of data or 
commands between host memory and local buffer memory. 
There are three modes of operation, Remote Write, Remote 
Read, or Send Packet. 

Two register pairs are used to control the Remote DMA, a 
Remote Start Address (RSARO, RSAR1) and a Remote 
Byte Count (RBCRO, RBCR1) register pair. The Start Ad
dress register pair point to the beginning of the block to be 
moved while the Byte Count register pair are used to indi
cate the number of bytes to be transferred. Full handshake 
logic is provided to move data between local buffer memory 
and a bidirectional liD port. 

REMOTE WRITE 

A Remote Write transfer is used to move a block of data 
from the host into local buffer memory. The Remote DMA 
will read data from the liD port and sequentially write it to 
local buffer memory beginning at the Remote Start Address. 
The DMA address will be incremented and the Byte Counter 
will be decremented after each transfer. The DMA is termi
nated when the Remote Byte Count register reaches a 
count of zero. 

REMOTE READ 

A Remote Read transfer is used to move a block of data 
from local buffer memory to the host. The Remote DMA will 
sequentially read data from the local buffer memory, begin
ning at the Remote Start Address, and write data to the liD 
port. The DMA address will be incremented and the Byte 
Counter will be decremented after each transfer. The DMA 
is terminated when the Remote Byte Count register reaches 
zero. 

SEND PACKET COMMAND 

The Remote DMA channel can be automatically initialized 
to transfer a single packet from the Receive Buffer Ring. 
The CPU begins this transfer by issuing a "Send Packet" 
Command. The DMA will be initialized to the value of the 
Boundary Pointer register and the Remote Byte Count regis
ter pair (RBCRO, RBCR1) will be initialized to the value of 
the Receive Byte Count fields found in the Buffer Header of 
each packet. After the data is transferred, the Boundary 
Pointer is advanced to allow the buffers to be used for new 
receive packets. The Remote Read will terminate when the 
Byte Count equals zero. The Remote DMA is then prepared 
to read the next packet from the Receive Buffer Ring. If the 
DMA pointer crosses the Page Stop register, it is reset to 
the Page Start Address. This allows the Remote DMA to 
remove packets that have wrapped around to the top of the 
Receive Buffer Ring. 
Note: In order for the NIC to correctly execute the Autosend Command, the 

upper Remote Byte Count Register (RBCR1) must first be loaded with 
01H. 
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9.0 Remote DMA (Continued) 

Remote DMA Autoinitialization from Buffer Ring 

10.0 Internal Registers 
All registers are 8-bit wide and mapped into two pages 
which are selected in the Command register (PSO, PS1). 
Pins RAO-RA3 are used to address registers within each 
page. Page 0 registers are those registers which are com-

10.1 REGISTER ADDRESS MAPPING 

I CO~MAND REGISTER I 

Ipso. PS1 ADDRESS 
DECODE 

"0" 

TL/F/8582-56 

monly accessed during N IC operation while page 1 registers 
are used primarily for initialization. The registers are parti
tioned to avoid having to perform two write/read cycles to 
access commonly used registers. 

COMMAND f-+ COMMAND 
-+ /SWR -
-+ /SRD - PAGE 0 PAGE 0 

:::: /CS (READ) (WRITE) 
RAO-RA3 

~ COMMAND f-+ CO~MAND 

PAGE 1 PAGE 1 
(READ) (WRITE) 

~ CO~MAND f-+ COMMAND 

PAGE 2 PAGE 2 
(READ) (WRITE) 

COMMAND f-+ COMMAND 

TEST TEST 
PAGE PAGE 

TL/F/8582-11 
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10.0 Internal Registers (Continued) 

10.2 REGISTER ADDRESS ASSIGNMENTS 
Page 0 Address Assignments (PS1 = 0, PSO = 0) 

RAO-RA3 RD WR 

OOH Command (CR) Command (CR) 

01H Current Local DMA Page Start Register 

Address 0 (CLDAO) (PSTART) 

02H Current Local DMA Page Stop Register 
Address 1 (CLDA 1) (PSTOP) 

03H Boundary Pointer Boundary Pointer 
(BNRY) (BNRY) 

04H Transmit Status Transmit Page Start 

Register (TSR) Address (TPSR) 

05H Number of Collisions Transmit Byte Count 
Register (NCR) Register 0 (TBCRO) 

06H FIFO (FIFO) Transmit Byte Count 
Register 1 (TBCR 1) 

07H Interrupt Status Interrupt Status 
Register (ISR) Register (ISR) 

OSH Current Remote DMA Remote Start Address 
Address 0 (CRDAO) Register 0 (RSARO) 

09H Current Remote DMA Remote Start Address 

Address 1 (CRDA1) Register 1 (RSAR 1) 

OAH Reserved Remote Byte Count 
Register 0 (RBCRO) 

OBH Reserved Remote Byte Count 
Register 1 (RBCR 1) 

OCH Receive Status Receive Configuration 
Register (RSR) Register (RCR) 

ODH Tally Counter 0 Transmit Configuration 
(Frame Alignment Register (TCR) 
Errors) (CNTRO) 

OEH Tally Counter 1 Data Configuration 
(CRC Errors) Register (DCR) 
(CNTR1) 

OFH Tally Counter 2 Interrupt Mask 
(Missed Packet Register (IMR) 
Errors) (CNTR2) 

Page 1 Address ASSignments (PS1 = 0, PSO = 1) 

RAO-RA3 RD WR 

OOH Command (CR) Command (CR) 

01H Physical Address Physical Address 
Register 0 (PARO) Register 0 (PARO) 

02H Physical Address Physical Address 
Register 1 (PAR1) Register 1 (PAR1) 

03H Physical Address Physical Address 
Register 2 (PAR2) Register 2 (PAR2) 

04H Physical Address Physical Address 

Register 3 (PAR3) Register 3 (PAR3) 

05H Physical Address Physical Address 
Register 4 (PAR4) Register 4 (PAR4) 

06H Physical Address Physical Address 
Register 5 (PAR5) Register 5 (PAR5) 

07H Current Page Current Page 
Register (CURR) Register (CURR) 

OSH Multicast Address Multicast Address 
Register 0 (MARO) Register 0 (MARO) 

09H Multicast Address Multicast Address 

Register 1 (MAR1) Register 1 (MAR 1) 

OAH Multicast Address Multicast Address 
Register 2 (MAR2) Register 2 (MAR2) 

OBH Multicast Address Multicast Address 
Register 3 (MAR3) Register 3 (MAR3) 

OCH Multicast Address Multicast Address 
Register 4 (MAR4) Register 4 (MAR4) 

ODH Multicast Address Multicast Address 

Register 5 (MAR5) Register 5 (MAR5) 

OEH Multicast Address Multicast Address 

Register 6 (MAR6) Register 6 (MAR6) 

OFH Multicast Address Multicast Address 
Register 7 (MAR?) Register 7 (MAR?) 
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~ 10.0 Internal Registers (Continued) 
C") 

CI) Page 2 Address Assignments (PS1 = 1, PSO = 0) 
Z 
....... 
C) 
Q) 
C") 
CO 
0.. 
C 

RAO-RA3 RD WR RAO-RA3 RD WR 

OOH Command (CR) Command (CR) 08H Reserved Reserved 

01H Page Start Register Current Local OMA 09H Reserved Reserved 
(PSTART) Address 0 (CLOAO) 

OAH Reserved Reserved 
02H Page Stop Register Current Local OMA OSH Reserved Reserved 

(PSTOP) Address 1 (CLOA 1 ) 

03H Remote Next Packet Remote Next Packet 
Pointer Pointer 

OCH Receive Configuration Reserved 
Register (RCR) 

04H Transmit Page Start Reserved 
Address (TPSR) 

OOH Transmit Configuration Reserved 
Register (TCR) 

05H Local Next Packet Local Next Packet 
Pointer Pointer 

OEH Data Configuration Reserved 
Register (OCR) 

06H Address Counter Address Counter 

(Upper) (Upper) 

OFH I nterrupt Mask Register Reserved 
(IMR) 

07H Address Counter Address Counter 
Note: Page 2 registers should only be accessed for diagnostic purposes. 

They should not be modified during normal operation. 

(Lower) (Lower) Page 3 should never be modified. 
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10.3 Register Descriptions 
COMMAND REGISTER (CR) DOH (READ/WRITE) 

The Command Register is used to initiate transmissions, enable or disable Remote OMA operations and to select register 
pages. To issue a command the microprocessor sets the corresponding bit(s) (R02, R01, ROO, TXP). Further commands should 
not be issued to those bits until the initiated command is completed and the NIC has reset these bits. The remaining four bits, 
PS1, PSO, R02, and STP, may be set at any time. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

I PS1 I PSO I R02 I R01 I ROO I TXP I STA I STP I 

Bit Symbol Description 

00 STP STOP: Software reset command, takes the controller offline, no packets will be received or 
transmitted. Any reception or transmission in progress will continue to completion before 
entering the reset state. To exit this state, the STP bit must be reset and the STA bit must be 
set high. To perform a software reset, this bit should be set high. The software reset has 
executed only when indicated by the RST bit in the ISR being set to a 1. STP powers up 
high. 

01 STA START: This bit is used to activate the NIC after either power up, or when the NIC has been 
placed in a reset mode by software command or error. STA powers up low. 

02 TXP TRANSMIT PACKET: This bit must be set to initiate transmission of a packet. TXP is 
internally reset either after the transmission is completed or aborted. This bit should be set 
only after the Transmit Byte Count and Transmit Page Start registers have been 
programmed. 

03,04,05 ROO, R01, R02 REMOTE DMA COMMAND: These three encoded bits control operation of the Remote OMA 
channel. R02 can be set to abort any Remote OMA command in progress, R02 is reset by 
NIC when a Remote OMA has been completed. The Remote Byte Count Registers should be 
cleared when a Remote OMA has been aborted. The Remote Start Addresses are not 
restored to the starting address if the Remote OMA is aborted. 
R02 R01 ROO 

0 0 0 Not Allowed 
0 0 1 Remote Read 
0 1 0 Remote Write 
0 1 1 Send Packet 
1 X X Abort/Complete Remote OMA 

06,07 PSO,PS1 PAGE SELECT: These two encoded bits select which register page is to be accessed with 
addresses RAO-3. 
PS1 PSO 

0 0 Register Page 0 
0 1 Register Page 1 
1 0 Register Page 2 
1 1 Reserved 
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10.3 Register Descriptions (Continued) 

INTERRUPT STATUS REGISTER (ISR) 07H (READ/WRITE) 

This register is accessed by the host processor to determine the cause of an interrupt. Any interrupt can be masked in the 
Interrupt Mask Register (IMR). Individual interrupt bits are cleared by writing a "1" into the corresponding bit of the ISA. The INT 
signal is active as long as any unmasked signal is set, and will not go low until all unmasked bits in this register have been 
cleared. The ISR must be cleared after power up by writing it with all 1 'so 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

I RST I ROC I CNT I OVW I TXE I RXE I PTX I PRX I 

Bit Symbol Description 

00 PRX PACKET RECEIVED: Indicates packet received with no errors. 

01 PTX PACKET TRANSMITTED: Indicates packet transmitted with no errors. 

02 RXE RECEIVE ERROR: Indicates that a packet was received with one or more of the 
following errors: 

-CRCError 
-Frame Alignment Error 
-FIFO Overrun 
-Missed Packet 

03 TXE TRANSMIT ERROR: Set when packet transmitted with one or more of the 
following errors: 

-Excessive Collisions 
-FIFO Underrun 

04 OVW OVERWRITE WARNING: Set when receive buffer ring storage resources have 
been exhausted. (Local OMA has reached Boundary Pointer). 

05 CNT COUNTER OVERFLOW: Set when MSB of one or more of the Network Tally 
Counters has been set. 

06 ROC REMOTE DMA COMPLETE: Set when Remote OMA operation has been 
completed. 

07 RST RESET STATUS: Set when NIC enters reset state, reset when a Start Command 
is issued to the CR. Writing to this bit has no effect. 
NOTE: This bit does not generate an interrupt, it is merely a status indicator. 
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10.3 Register Descriptions (Continued) 

INTERRUPT MASK REGISTER (IMR) OFH(WRITE) 

The Interrupt Mask Register is used to mask interrupts. Each interrupt mask bit corresponds to a bit in the Interrupt Status 
Register (ISR). If an interrupt mask bit is set an interrupt will be issued whenever the corresponding bit in the ISR is set. If any bit 
in the IMR is set low, an interrupt will not occur when the bit in the ISR is set. The IMR powers up all zero. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

I - I RDCE I CNTE I OVWE I TXEE I RXEE I PTXE I PRXE I 

Bit Symbol Description 

DO PRXE PACKET RECEIVED INTERRUPT ENABLE 
0: Interrupt Disabled 
1: Enables Interrupt when packet received. 

D1 PTXE PACKET TRANSMITTED INTERRUPT ENABLE 
0: Interrupt Disabled 
1: Enables Interrupt when packet is transmitted. 

D2 RXEE RECEIVE ERROR INTERRUPT ENABLE 
0: Interrupt Disabled 
1: Enables Interrupt when packet received with error. 

D3 TXEE TRANSMIT ERROR INTERRUPT ENABLE 
0: Interrupt Disabled 
1: Enables Interrupt when packet transmission results in error. 

D4 OVWE OVERWRITE WARNING INTERRUPT ENABLE 
0: Interrupt Disabled 
1: Enables Interrupt when Buffer Management Logic lacks sufficient buffers to 

store incoming packet. 

D5 CNTE COUNTER OVERFLOW INTERRUPT ENABLE 
0: Interrupt Disabled 
1: Enables Interrupt when MSB of one or more of the Network Statistics 

counters has been set. 

D6 RDCE DMA COMPLETE INTERRUPT ENABLE 
0: Interrupt Disabled 

1: Enables Interrupt when Remote DMA transfer has been completed. 

D7 reserved reserved 

I 
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10.3 Register Descriptions (Continued) 

DATA CONFIGURATION REGISTER (OCR) OEH{WRITE) 

This Register is used to program the NIC for 8- or 1S-bit memory interface, select byte ordering in 16-bit applications and 
establish FIFO threshholds. The OCR must be initialized prior to loading the Remote Byte Count Registers. LAS Is set on 
power up. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

I - I FT1 I FTO I ARM I BMS I LAS I BOS I WTS I 
Bit Symbol Description 

DO WTS WORD TRANSFER SELECT 
0: Selects byte-wide DMA transfers 
1: Selects word-wide DMA transfers 

; WTS establishes byte or word transfers 
for both Remote and Local DMA transfers 

01 BOS BYTE ORDER SELECT 
0: MS byte placed on AD15-AD8 and LS byte on AD7 -ADO. (32000, 8086) 
1: MS byte placed on AD7 -ADO and LS byte on AD15-AD8. (S8000) 

; ignored when WTS is low 

02 LAS LONG ADDRESS SELECT 
0: Dual 16-bit DMA mode. 
1: Single 32-bit DMA mode. 

; When LAS is high, the contents of the Remote DMA registers RSARO,1 are issued as A1S-A31 
Power up high. 

03 BMS BURST MODE SELECT 
0: All Local DMA transfers continue until FIFO is emptied or filled 
1: All Local DMA transfers continue until the number of bytes programmed in bits FTO, FT1 have 
been transferred. 

04 AR AUTOINITIALIZE REMOTE 
0: Send Command not executed, all packets removed from Buffer Ring under program control. 
1: Send Command executed, Remote DMA autoinitialized to remove packets from Buffer ring. 

D5,DS FTO, FT1 FIFO THRESH HOLD SELECT: Encoded FIFO threshhold. Establishes point at which bus is 
requested when filling or emptying the FIFO. 
Note: FIFO threshold setting determines the DMA burst length. 

RECEIVE THRESHOLDS 
FT1 FTO Word Wide Byte Wide 

0 0 1 Word 2 Bytes 
0 1 2 Words 4 Bytes 
1 0 4 Words 8 Bytes 
1 1 6 Words 12 Bytes 

NOTE: TRANSMIT THRESHOLDS = 16 bytes less receive threshold. 

I 
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10.3 Register Descriptions (Continued) 

TRANSMIT CONFIGURATION REGISTER (TCR) ODH (WRITE) 

The transmit configuration establishes the actions of the transmitter section of the NIC during transmission of a packet on the 
network. LB1 and LBO which select loop back mode power up as O. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

I - I - I - IOFSTI ATD I LB1 I LBO I CRC I 

Bit Symbol Description 

00 CRC INHIBITCRC 
0: CRC appended by transmitter 

1: CRC inhibited by transmitter 
; In loopback mode CRC can be enabled or disabled to test the CRC logic. 

01,02 LBO,LB1 ENCODED LOOPBACK CONTROL: These encoded configuration bits set the type of loopback 
that is to be performed. Note that loopback in mode 2 sets the LPBK pin high, this places the SNI 
in loop back mode. 

LB1 LB2 
Mode 0 0 0 Normal Operation (LPBK = 0) 

Mode 1 0 1 Internal Loopback (LPBK = 0) 

Mode 2 1 0 External Loopback (LPBK = 1) 

Mode 3 1 1 External Loopback (LPBK = 0) 

03 ATD AUTO TRANSMIT DISABLE: This bit allows another station to disable the NIC's transmitter by 
transmission of a particular multicast packet. The transmitter can be re·enabled by resetting this 
bit or by reception of a second particular multicast packet. 

0: Normal Operation 

1: Reception of multicast address hashing to bit 62 disables transmitter, reception of multicast 
address hashing to bit 63 enables transmitter. 

04 OFST COLLISION OFFSET ENABLE: This bit modifies the backott algorithm to allow prioritization of 

! 

nodes. 

I 

0: Backott Logic implements normal algorithm. 
1: Forces Backoff algorithm modification to 0 to 2min(3 + n, 1 0) slot times for first three collisions, 
then follows standard backott. (For first three collisions station has higher average backoff delay 
making a low priority mode.) 

05 reserved reserved 

06 reserved reserved 

07 reserved reserved 

.! 
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10.3 Register Descriptions (Continued) 

TRANSMIT STATUS REGISTER (TSR) 04H(READ) 

This register records events that occur on the media during transmission of a packet. It is cleared when the next transmission is 
initiated by the host. All bits remain low unless the event that corresponds to a particular bit occurs during transmission. Each 
transmission should be followed by a read of this register. The contents of this register are not specified until after the first 
transmission. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

IOWCI CDH I FU I CRS I ABT I COL I DFR I PTX I 

Bit Symbol Description 

DO PTX PACKET TRANSMITTED: Indicates transmission without error. (No excessive 
collisions or FIFO underrun) (ABT = "0", FU = "0"). 

D1 DFR NON DEFERRED TRANSMISSION: Indicates that transmission proceeded 
without deferring. This bit is set only for the first transmission and may not 
accurately reflect deferral for retransmission during collisions. 

D2 COL TRANSMIT COLLIDED: Indicates that the transmission collided at least once 
with another station on the network. The number of collisions is recorded in the 
Number of Collisions Registers (NCR). 

D3 ABT TRANSMIT ABORTED: Indicates the NIC aborted transmission because of 
excessive collisions. (Total number of transmissions including original 
transmission attempt equals 16). 

D4 CRS CARRIER SENSE LOST: This bit is set when carrier is lost during transmission 
of the packet. Carrier Sense is monitored from the end of Preamble/Synch until 
TXEN is dropped. Transmission is not aborted on loss of carrier. 

D5 FU FIFO UNDERRUN: If the NIC cannot gain access of the bus before the FIFO 
empties, this bit is set. Transmission of the packet will be aborted. 

D6 CDH CD HEARTBEAT: Failure of the transceiver to transmit a collision signal after 
transmission of a packet will set this bit. The Collision Detect (CD) heartbeat 
Signal must commence during the first 6.4 ,..S of the Interframe Gap following a 
transmission. In certain collisions, the CD Heartbeat bit will be set even though 
the transceiver is not performing the CD heartbeat test. 

D7 OWC OUT OF WINDOW COLLISION: Indicates that a collision occurred after a slot 
time (51.2 ,..s). Transmission will not be aborted. 
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10.3 Register Descriptions (Continued) 

RECEIVE CONFIGURATION REGISTER (RCR) OCH(WRITE) 

This register determines operation of the NIC during reception of a packet and is used to program what types of packets to 
accept. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

I - I - I MON I PRO I AM I AS I AR I SEP I 

Bit Symbol Description 

DO SEP SAVE ERRORED PACKETS 
0: Packets with receive errors are rejected. 
1: Packets with receive errors are accepted. Receive errors are CRC and Frame 
Alignment errors. 

01 AR ACCEPT RUNT PACKETS: This bit allows the receiver to accept packets that 
are smaller than 64 bytes. The packet must be at least 8 bytes long to be 
accepted as a runt. 
0: Packets with fewer than 64 bytes rejected. 
1: Packets with fewer than 64 bytes accepted. 

02 AS ACCEPT BROADCAST: Enables the receiver to accept a packet with an all1's 
destination address. 
0: Packets with broadcast destination address rejected. 
1: Packets with broadcast destination address accepted. 

03 AM ACCEPT MULTICAST: Enables the receiver to accept a packet with a multicast 
address, all multicast addresses must pass the hashing array. 
0: Packets with multicast destination address not checked. 
1: Packets with multicast destination address checked. 

04 PRO PROMISCUOUS PHYSICAL: Enables the receiver to accept all packets with a 
physical address. 
0: Physical address of node must match the station address programmed in 
PARO-PAR5. 
1: All packets with physical addresses accepted. 

05 MON MONITOR MODE: Enables the receiver to check addresses and CRC on 
incoming packets without buffering to memory. The Missed Packet Tally counter 
will be incremented for each recognized packet. 
0: Packets buffered to memory. 
1: Packets checked for address match, good CRC and Frame Alignment but not 
buffered to memory. 

06 reserved reserved 

07 reserved reserved 

Note: 02 and 03 are "OR'd" together, j,e., if 02 and 03 are set the NIC will accept broadcast and multicast addresses as well as its own physical address. To 
establish full promiscuous mode, bits 02, 03, and D4 should be set. In addition the multicast hashing array must be set to all 1 's in order to accept all multicast 
addresses. 
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10.3 Register Descriptions (Continued) 

RECEIVE STATUS REGISTER (RSR) OCH(READ) 

This register records status of the received packet, including information on errors and the type of address match, either 
physical or multicast. The contents of this register are written to buffer memory by the DMA after reception of a good packet. If 
packets with errors are to be saved the receive status is written to memory at the head of the erroneous packet if an erroneous 
packet is received. If packets with errors are to be rejected the RSR will not be written to memory. The contents will be cleared 
when the next packet arrives. CRC errors, Frame Alignment errors and missed packets are counted internally by the NIC which 
relinquishes the Host from reading the RSR in real time to record errors for Network Management Functions. The contents of 
this register are not specified until after the first reception. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

I DFR I DIS I PHY I MPA I FO I FAE I CRC I PRX I 

Bit Symbol Description 

DO PRX PACKET RECEIVED INTACT: Indicates packet received without error. (Bits 
CRC, FAE, FO, and MPA are zero for the received packet.) 

D1 CRC CRC ERROR: Indicates packet received with CRC error. Increments Tally 
Counter (CNTR1). This bit will also be set for Frame Alignment errors. 

D2 FAE FRAME ALIGNMENT ERROR: Indicates that the incoming packet did not end 
on a by1e boundary and the CRC did not match at last byte boundary. Increments 
Tally Counter (CNTRO). 

D3 FO FIFO OVERRUN: This bit is set when the FIFO is not serviced causing overflow 
during reception. Reception of the packet will be aborted. 

D4 MPA MISSED PACKET: Set when packet intended for node cannot be accepted by 
NIC because of a lack of receive buffers or if the controller is in monitor mode 
and did not buffer the packet to memory. Increments Tally Counter (CNTR2). 

D5 PHY PHYSICAL/MUL TICAST ADDRESS: Indicates whether received packet had a 
physical or multicast address type. 
0: PhYSical Address Match 
1: Multicast/Broadcast Address Match 

D6 DIS RECEIVER DISABLED: Set when receiver disabled by entering Monitor mode. 
Reset when receiver is re-enabled when exiting Monitor mode. 

D7 DFR DEFERRING: Set when the Interframe Gap state machine is deferring, if the 
tranceiver has asserted the CD line as a result of the jabber, this bit will stay set 
indicating the jabber condition. 

Nole: Following coding applies to GRG and FAE bits 

FAECRC Type of Error 
0 o No Error (Good GRG and <6 Dribble Bits) 
0 1 CRCError 
1 0 Illegal, will not occur 
1 1 Frame Alignment Error and CAG Error 
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10.0 Internal Registers (Continued) 

10.4 DMA REGISTERS 
DMA Registers 

LOCAL DMA TRANSMIT REGISTERS 
15 817 0 

(TPSR) PAGE START 

(TBCRO ,1) TRANSMIT BYrE COUNT I r-+ 
LOCAL 

DMA 
CHANNEL 

LOCAL DMA RECEIVE REGISTERS -
15 817 0 

(PSTART) PAGE START 

(PSTOP) PAGE STOP 

(CURR) CURRENT 

(BRNY) BOUNDARY 
NOT 

RECEIVE BYrE COUNT I READABLE 

(CLDAO ,1) I CURRENT LOCAL DMA ADDRESS 1.
REMOTE DMA REGISTERS 
15 817 0 

(RSARO ,1) 

(RBCRO ,1) 

START ADDRESS I 
REMOTE 

BYrE COUNT I DMA 

. I CHANNEL 

I CURRENT REMOTE DMA ADDRESS I.,.J,-~_ ..... (CRADO ,1) 

The DMA Registers are partitioned into three groups; Trans· 
mit, Receive and Remote DMA Registers. The Transmit reg· 
isters are used to initialize the Local DMA Channel for trans· 
mission of packets while the Receive registers are used to 
initialize the Local DMA Channel for packet Reception. The 
Page Stop, Page Start, Current and Boundary registers are 
used by the Buffer Management Logic to supervise the Re· 
ceive Buffer Ring. The Remote DMA Registers are used to 
initialize the Remote DMA. 
Note: In the figure above, registers are shown as 8 or 16 bits wide. Although 

some registers are 16-bit internal registers, all registers are accessed 
as a-bit registers. Thus the 16-bit Transmit Byte Count Register is 
broken into two B·bit registers. TBGRO and TBGR1. Also TPSR, 
PSTART, PSTOP, GURR and BNRY only check or control the upper B 
bits of address information on the bus. Thus they are shifted to posi
tions 15-8 in the diagram above. 

10.5 TRANSMIT DMA REGISTERS 

TRANSMIT PAGE START REGISTER (TPSR) 

This register points to the assembled packet to be transmit
ted. Only the eight higher order addresses are specified 
since all transmit packets are assembled on 256 byte page 
boundaries. The bit assignment is shown below. The values 
placed in bits D7-DO will be used to initialize the higher 
order address (A8-A 15) of the Local DMA for transmission. 
The lower order bits (A7-AO) are initialized to zero. 

Bit Assignment 
7 6 5 4 321 0 

TPSRI A151 A141 A131 A121 All I Al0 I A9 I A8 I 

(A7 -AO Initialized to zero) 

TRANSMIT BYTE COUNT REGISTER 0,1 (TBCRO, TBCR1) 

These two registers indicate the length of the packet to be 
transmitted in bytes. The count must include the number of 
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bytes in the source, destination, length and data fields. The 
maximum number of transmit bytes allowed is 64k bytes. 
The NIC will not truncate transmissions longer than 1500 
bytes. The bit assignment is shown below: 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

TBCRll L151 L14 1ii.ili12 I Lll I L10 I L9 I L8 I 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

TBCROI L7 I L6 I L5 I L4 I L3 I L2 I L 1 I LO I 
10.6 LOCAL DMA RECEIVE REGISTERS 

PAGE START STOP REGISTERS (PST ART, PSTOP) 

The Page Start and Page Stop Registers program the start
ing and stopping address of the Receive Buffer Ring. Since 
the N IC uses fixed 256 byte buffers aligned on page bound
aries only the upper eight bits of the start and stop address 
are specified. 

PSTART,PSTOP bit assignment 
7 6 5 4 321 0 

:~~~:T'I A151 A141 A131 A121 Alll Al0 I A9 I A81 

BOUNDARY (BNRY) REGISTER 

This register is used to prevent overflow of the Receive 
Buffer Ring. Buffer management compares the contents of 
this register to the next buffer address when linking buffers 
together. If the contents of this register match the next buff
er address the Local DMA operation is aborted. 

7 6 5 4 321 0 

BNRyl A151 A141 A131 A121 All I Al0 I A9 I A8 I 
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10.0 Internal Registers (Continued) 

CURRENT PAGE REGISTER (CURR) 

This register is used internally by the Buffer Management 
Logic as a backup register for reception. CURR contains the 
address of the first buffer to be used for a packet reception 
and is used to restore DMA pointers in the event of receive 
errors. This register is initialized to the same value as 
PSTART and should not be written to again unless the con
troller is Reset. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

CURRI A15' A14' A131 A121 A11 I A10 I A9 AS 

CURRENT LOCAL DMA REGISTER 0,1 (CLDAO,1) 

These two registers can be accessed to determine the cur
rent Local DMA Address. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

CLDA1/ A151 A14/ A131 A12/ A11 I A10 I A9 AS 

7 6 5 432 

CLDAO/ A7 , A6 , A5 I A4 I A3 I A2 I A1 

10.7 REMOTE DMA REGISTERS 

o 
AO 

REMOTE START ADDRESS REGISTERS (RSARO,1) 

Remote DMA operations are programmed via the Remote 
Start Address (RSARO,1) and Remote Byte Count 
(RBCRO,1) registers. The Remote Start Address is used to 
point to the start of the block of data to be transferred and 
the Remote Byte Count is used to indicate the length of the 
block (in bytes). 

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

RSAR1/ A151 A141 A131 A12' A11 I A10 I A9 A8 

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

RSAROI A7 I A6 I A5 I A4 I A3 I A2 I A 1 AO 

6.4.3.2 REMOTE BYTE COUNT REGISTERS (RBCRO,1) 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

RBCR1'BC15IBC14IBC13'BC12IBC11, BC1O' BC9' BCsl 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

RBCRO' BC71 BC61 BC51 BC4 1 BC31 BC21 BC1 I BCO I 

Note: 

RSARO programs the start address bits AO-A7. 
RSAR1 programs the start address bits A8-A15. 
Address incremented by two for word transfers, and by one for byte trans
fers. 
Byte Count decremented by two for word transfers and by one for byte 
transfers. 
RBCRO programs LSB byte count. 
RBCR1 programs MSB byte count. 

CURRENT REMOTE DMA ADDRESS (CRDAO, CRDA1) 

The Current Remote DMA Registers contain the current ad
dress of the Remote DMA. The bit assignment is shown 
below: 

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

CRDA1 1 A151 A141 A131 A121 A11 I A10 I A9 AS 

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

CRDAOI A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 AO 
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10.8 PHYSICAL ADDRESS REGISTERS (PARO-PAR5) 

The physical address registers are used to compare the 
destination address of incoming packets for rejecting or ac· 
cepting packets. Comparisons are performed on a by1e
wide basis. The bit assignment shown below relates the se
quence in PARO-PAR5 to the bit sequence of the received 
packet. 

PARO 

PAR1 

PAR2 

PAR3 

PAR4 

PAR5 

07 06 D5 04 03 02 01 DO 

DA7 DA6 DA5 DA4 DA3 DA2 DA1 DAO 

DA15 DA14 DA13 DA12 DA11 DA10 DA9 DAS 

DA23 DA22 DA21 DA20 OA19 OA1S OA17 OA16 

DA31 OA30 DA29 DA2S OA27 DA26 DA25 DA24 

DA39 OA3S DA37 OA36 OA35 OA34 OA33 OA32 

DA47 OA46 OA45 DA44 OA43 DA42 DA41 DA40 

Destination Address Source 

[PISIDAO'OA110A2'DA31·· .. · ·IDA46IDA47ISAOI··· 

Note: 
p / S = Preamble, Synch 
DAO = Physical/Multicast Bit 

10.9 MULTICAST ADDRESS REGISTERS (MARO-MAR7) 

The multicast address registers provide filtering of multicast 
addresses hashed by the CRC logic. All destination ad
dresses are fed through the CRC logic and as the last bit of 
the destination address enters the CRC, the 6 most signifi
cant bits of the CRC generator are latched. These 6 bits are 
then decoded by a 1 of 64 decode to index a unique filter bit 
(FBO-63) in the multicast address registers. If the filter bit 
selected is set, the multicast packet is accepted. The sys
tem designer would use a program to determine which filter 
bits to set in the multicast registers. All multicast filter bits 
that correspond to multicast address accepted by the node 
are then set to one. To accept all multicast packets all of 
the registers are set to all ones. Note: Although the hash
ing algorithm does not guarantee perfect filtering of 
multicast address, it will perfectly filter up to 64 multi· 
cast addresses if these addresses are chosen to map 
into unique locations in the multicast filter. 

I FILTER BIT ARRAY J--.+ SELECTED BIT 
.. - ------ "0" = REJECT "1" = ACCEPT 
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10.0 Internal Registers (Continued) 

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 

MARO 

MARl 

MAR2 

MAR3 

MAR4 

MARS 

MAR6 

MAR7 

FB7 

FB15 

FB23 

FB31 

FB39 

FB47 

FB55 

FB63 

FB6 FB5 

FB14 FB13 

FB22 FB21 

FB30 FB29 

FB38 FB37 

FB46 FB45 

FB54 FB53 

FB62 FB61 

FB4 FB3 FB2 FB1 

FB12 FB11 FB10 FB9 

FB20 FB19 FB18 FB17 

FB28 FB27 FB26 FB25 

FB36 FB35 FB34 FB33 

FB44 FB43 FB42 FB41 

FB52 FB51 FB50 FB49 

FB60 FB59 FB58 FB57 

00 

FBO 

FBS 

FB16 

FB24 

FB32 

FB40 

FB48 

FB56 

If address Y is found to hash to the value 32 (20H), then 
FB32 in MAR4 should be initialized to "1". This will cause 
the NIC to accept any multicast packet with the address Y. 

NETWORK TALLY COUNTERS 

Three 8-bit counters are provided for monitoring the number 
of CRC errors, Frame Alignment Errors and Missed Pack
ets. The maximum count reached by any counter is 192 
(COH). These registers will be cleared when read by the 
CPU. The count is recorded in binary in CTO-CT7 of each 
Tally Register. 

Frame Alignment Error Tally (CNTRO) 

This counter is incremented every time a packet is received 
with a Frame Alignment Error. The packet must have been 
recognized by the address recognition logic. The counter is 
cleared after it is read by the processor. 

7 6 5 4 321 0 

CNTRO! CT71 CT6! CT5! CT4! CT3! CT2! CT1 ! ciiJ 
CRC Error Tally (CNTR1) 

This counter is incremented every time a packet is received 
with a CRC error. The packet must first be recognized by 
the address recognition logic. The counter is cleared after it 
is read by the processor. 

7 6 5 4 321 0 

CNTR1! CHI CT61 CT51 CT41 CT31 CT21 CT1 I CTO I 
Frames Lost Tally Register (CNTR2) 

This counter is incremented if a packet cannot be received 
due to lack of buffer resources. In monitor mode, this coun
ter will count the number of packets that pass the address 
recognition logic. 

7 6 5 4 321 0 

CNTR21 CT71 CT61 CT51 CT41 CT31 CT21 CT1 I CTO I 

FIFO 

This is an eight bit register that allows the CPU to examine 
the contents of the FIFO after loopback. The FIFO will con
tain the last 8 data bytes transmitted in the loop back packet. 
Sequential reads from the FIFO will advance a pointer in the 
FIFO and allow reading of all 8 bytes. 

765 432 1 0 

FIFO 1 DB71 DB6 1 DB51 DB41 DB31 DB21 DB1 1 DBO I 

Note: The FIFO should only be read when the NrC has been programmed in 
loopback mode. 

5-S9 

NUMBER OF COLLISIONS (NCR) 

This register contains the number of collisions a node expe
riences when attempting to transmit a packet. If no colli
sions are experienced during a transmission attempt, the 
COL bit of the TSR will not be set and the contents of NCR 
will be zero. If there are excessive collisions, the ABT bit in 
the TSR will be set and the contents of NCR will be zero. 
The NCR is cleared after the TXP bit in the CR is set. 

7 6 5 4 321 0 

NCRI - I - I - I - I NC31 NC21 NC1 I NCO I 

11.0 Initialization Procedures 
The NIC must be initialized prior to transmission or recep
tion of packets from the network. Power on reset is applied 
to the NIC's reset pin. This clears/sets the following bits: 

Register Reset Bits Set Bits 

Command Register (CR) TXP, STA RD2, STP 

Interrupt Status (ISR) RST 

Interrupt Mask (IMR) All Bits 

Data Control (DCR) LAS 

Transmit Config. (TCR) LB1,LBO 

The NIC remains in its reset state until a Start Command is 
issued. This guarantees that no packets are transmitted or 
received and that the NIC remains a bus slave until all ap
propriate internal registers have been programmed. After 
initialization the STP bit of the command register is reset 
and packets may be received and transmitted. 

Initialization Sequence 

The following initialization procedure is mandatory. 

1) Program Command Register for Page 0 

2) Initialize DCR with proper configuration 

3) Clear Remote Byte Count Registers (RBCRO,1) (Write 
with O's) 

4) Initialize RCR to monitor mode 

5) Initialize TCR 

6) Initialization of Receive Buffer Ring: PAGE START 
BNRY (initialize Current Page Register to same value.) 
Page Stop initialized to point to end of Buffer Ring. 

7) Write all 1's to ISR to clear 

8) Initialize IMR 

9) Program Command Register for Page 1 

Initialize Physical Address and Multicast Filter 

i) The physical address registers (PARD-PAR5) are 
initialized to the value of the node's assigned phys
ical address. 

ii) The multicast filter (MARO-MAR7) is programmed 
according to the specific multicast addresses that 
are to be recognized by the node. 

iii) Program Current Page Register = PAGE START 

10) Program Command Register for Page 0 

Reset STP, STA to place NIC online. 

11) Program RCR 
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11.0 Initialization Procedures 
(Continued) 

Before receiving packets, the user must specify the location 
of the Receive Buffer Ring. This is programmed in the Page 
Start and Page Stop Registers. In addition, the Boundary 
and Current Page Registers must be initialized to the value 
of the Page Start Register. These registers will be modified 
during reception of packets. 

12.0 Loopback Diagnostics 
Three forms of localloopback are provided on the NIC. The 
user has the ability to loopback through the deserializer on 
the DP8390 NIC, through the DP8391 SNI, and to the coax 
to check the link through the tranceiver circuitry. Because 
of the half duplex architecture of the NIC, loopback 
testing is a special mode of operation with the follow
ing restrictions: 

Restrictions During Loopback 
The FIFO is split into two halves, one used for transmission 
the other for reception. Only 8 bit fields can be fetched from 
memory so two tests are required for 16 bit systems to verify 
integrity of the entire data path. In 8 bit systems only emp
ty/fill is recommended (see DCR descriptions). During loop
back the maximum latency from the assertion of BREQ to 
BACK is 5.6 "'s. Systems that wish to use the loopback test 
yet do not meet this latency can limit the loopback packet to 
7 bytes without experiencing underflow. Only the last 8 
bytes of the loop back packet are retained in the FIFO. The 
last 8 bytes can be read through the FIFO register which will 
advance through the FIFO to allow reading the receive 
packet sequentially. 

DESTINATION ADDRESS = (6 bytes) Station Physical Address 

SOURCE ADDRESS 

LENGTH 2 bytes 

DATA = 46 to 1500 bytes 

CRG Appended by NIC if CRG = "0" in TeR 

When in word-wide mode with Byte Order Select set, the 
loopback packet must be assembled in the even byte loca
tions as shown below. (The loopback only operates with 
byte wide transfers.) 

LS BYTE (AD8-15) MS BYTE (ADO-7) 

DESTINATION 

SOURCE 

LENGTH 

, ~ rt.. r~ DATA 

I r CRC 

WTS="l" BOS="l" (DCR BITS) 

TLIF/8582-15 
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When in word-wide mode with Byte Order Select low, the 
following format must be used for the loopback packet. 

MS BYTE (AD8-15) LS BYTE (AOO-7) 

DESTINATION 

SOURCE 

LENGTH 

dol rLJ " .. 

T 
DATA 

r I CRC 

WTS = "1 " BOS = "0" (DCR BITS) 

TL/F/8582-16 

Note: When using loopback in word mode 2" bytes must be programmed in 
TBCRO. 1. Where n = actual number of bytes assembled in even or 
odd location. 

To initiate a loopback the user first assembles the loopback 
packet then selects the type of loopback using the Transmit 
Configuration register bits LBO, LB 1. The transmit configura
tion register must also be set to enable or disable CRC gen
eration during transmission. The user then issues a normal 
transmit command to send the packet. During loopback the 
receiver checks for an address match and if CRC bit in the 
TCR is set, the receiver will also check the CRC. The last 8 
bytes of the loopback packet are buffered and can be read 
out of the FIFO using the FIFO read port. 

Loopback Modes 

MODE 1: Loopback Through the Controller (LB1 = 0, LBO 
= 1). 

If the loopback is through the NIC then the serializer is sim
ply linked to the deserializer and the receive clock is derived 
from the transmit clock. 

MODE 2: Loopback Through the SNI (LB1 = 1, LBO = 0). 

If the loopback is to be performed through the SNI, the NIC 
provides a control (LPBK) that forces the SNI to loopback 
all signals. 

MODE 3: Loopback to Coax (LB1 = 1, LBO = 1). 

Packets can be transmitted to the coax in loop back mode to 
check all of the transmit and receive paths and the coax 
itself. 
Note: In MODE 1, CRS and COL lines are masked. In MODE 2, COL is 

masked and in MODE 3 CRS and COL are not masked. It is not 
possible to go directly between the loopback modes, it is necessary to 
return to normal operation (OOH) when changing modes. 

Reading the Loopback Packet 

The last eight bytes of a received packet can be examined 
by 8 consecutive reads of the FIFO register. The FIFO 
pointer is incremented after the rising edge of the CPU's 
read strobe by internally synchronizing and advancing the 
pointer. This may take up to four bus clock cycles, if the 
pointer has not been incremented by the time the CPU 
reads the FIFO register again, the NIC will insert wait states 



r-----------------------------------------------------------------------.o 
12.0 Loopback Diagnostics (Continued) 

Alignment of the Received Packet in the FIFO 

Reception of the packet in the FIFO begins at location zero, 
after the FIFO pointer reaches the last location in the FIFO, 
the pointer wraps to the top of the FIFO overwriting the 
previously received data. This process continues until the 
last byte is received. The NIC then appends the received 
byte count in the next two locations of the FIFO. The con
tents of the Upper Byte Count are also copied to the next 
FIFO location. The number of bytes used in the loopback 
packet determines the alignment of the packet in the FIFO. 
The alignment for a 64 byte packet is shown below. 

FIFO FIFO 
LOCATION CONTENTS 

LOWER BYTE COUNT 

UPPER BYTE COUNT 

UPPER BYTE COUNT 

LAST BYTE 

CRC1 

CRC2 

CRC3 

CRC4 

First Byte Read 

Second Byte Read 

Last Byte Read 

For the following alignment in the FIFO the packet length 
should be (N x 8) + 5 Bytes. Note that if the CRC bit in the 
TCR is set, CRC will not be appended by the transmitter. If 
the CRC is appended by the transmitter, the last four bytes, 
bytes N-3 to N, correspond to the CRC. 

FIFO FIFO 
LOCATION CONTENTS 

BYTE N-4 

BYTE N-3 (CRC1) 

BYTE N-2 (CRC2) 

BYTE N-1 (CRC3) 

BYTE N (CRC4) 

First Byte Read 

AR Second Byte Read 

LOWER BYTE COUNT 

UPPER BYTE COUNT Last Byte Read 

UPPER BYTE COUNT 

CNTRO FRAME ALIGNMENT ERRORS COUNTER 

CNTRl CRC ERRORS COUNTER 

CNTR2 MISSED PACKETS COUNTER 

LOOPBACK TESTS 

Testing CRC 

If CRC = a in the TCR, the NIC computes and appends a 4 
byte FCS field to the packet as in normal operation. The 
CRC will not be verified during reception in loopback mode. 
The CRC must be read from the FIFO and verified by com
parison to a previously computed value. 

If CRC = 1, the NIC will not append a 4 byte FCS field. The 
user must supply a pre-calculated CRC value and append it 
to the transmitted packet. 

NETWORK MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS 

Network management capabilities are required for mainte
nance and planning of a local area network. The NIC sup
ports the minimum requirement for network management in 
hardware, the remaining requirements can be met with soft
ware counts. There are three events that software alone 
could not track during reception of packets: CRC errors, 
Frame Alignment errors, and missed packets_ 

Since errored packets can be rejected, the status associat
ed with these packets is lost unless the CPU can access the 
Receive Status Register before the next packet arrives. In 
situations where another packet arrives very quickly, the 
CPU may have no opportunity to do this. The NIC counts 
the number of packets with CRC errors and Frame Align
ment errors. 8-bit counters have been selected to reduce 
overhead. The counters will generate interrupts whenever 
their MSBs are set so that a software routine can accumu
late the network statistics and reset the counters before 
overflow occurs. The counters are sticky so that when they 
reach a count of 192 (COH) counting is halted. An additional 
counter is provided to count the number of packets DP8390 
NIC misses due to buffer overflow or being offline. 

The structure of the counters is shown below: 

-+ MSB 

-+ MSB 

-+ MSB 

TLiF/8582-17 

Additional information required for network management is available in the Receive and Transmit Status registers. Transmit 
status is available after each transmission for information regarding events during transmission. 

Typically, the following statistics might be gathered in software: 

Traffic: Frames Sent OK 
Frames Received OK 
Multicast Frames Received 
Packets Lost Due to Lack of Resources 
Retries/Packet 

5-91 

Errors: CRC Errors 
Alignment Errors 
Excessive Collisions 
Packet with Length Errors 
Heartbeat Failure 
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13.0 Bus Arbitration and Timing 
The NIC operates in three possible modes: 

BUS MASTER (WHILE PERFORMING DMA) 
BUS SLAVE (WHILE BEING ACCESSED BY CPU) 
IDLE 

BUS SLAVE 
(ACCESSED AS 
PERIPHERAL) 

c::<:: POR 

~J STOP + START 
INTERROR ~ 

~ 

BURST COMPLETE 
+ EMPTY + fULL 

TLlF/8582-18 

The NIC powers up as a bus slave in the Reset State, the 
receiver and transmitter are both disabled in this state. The 
reset state can be reentered under three conditions, soft 
reset (Stop Command), hard reset (RESET input) or an error 
that shuts down the receiver or transmitter (FIFO underflow 
or oveflow, receive buffer ring overflow). After initialization 
of registers, the NIC is issued a Start command and the NIC 
enters Idle state. Until the DMA is required the NIC remains 
in an idle state. The idle state is exited by a request from the 
FIFO in the case of receive or transmit, or from the Remote/ 
DMA in the case of Remote DMA operation. After 

acquiring the bus in a BREQ/BACK handshake the Remote 
or Local DMA transfer is completed and the NIC reenters 
the idle state. 

DMA TRANSFERS TIMING 

The DMA can be programmed for the following types of 
transfers: 

16 Bit Address, 8 bit Data Transfer 
16 Bit Address, 16 bit Data Transfer 
32 Bit Address, 8 bit Data Transfer 
32 Bit Address, 16 bit Data Transfer 

All DMA transfers use BSCK for timing. 16 Bit Address 
modes require 4 BSCK cycles as shown below: 

16 Bit Address, 8 Bit Data 

T1 T2 T3 T4 

BSCK 

ADO-7 ---< AO-7 X .. ____ D_AT_A ____ .,,~ 

AD8-15 ---< AB-15 ~ 

ADSO ~ ________________ _ 

,\-___ -.1/ 
TLlF/8582-19 
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13.0 Bus Arbitration and Timing (Continued) 

16 Bit Address, 16 Bit Data 

T1 T2 T3 T4 

BSCK 

AOD-7 --< AO-7 X DATA ~------------~>---
ADS-15 --< AS-15 X DATA ~------------~>---

AOSO ---F\ 
MWR, MRD 

, '--___ ---'1 
TL/F/8582-20 

32 Bit Address, 8 Bit Data 

I T1-T4 T1 T2 T3 T4 

BSCK LS4 
ADo-7 --< A16-23 X AO-7 X _____ D_AT_A ____ ..1>---

ADS-15 --< A24-31 X AS-15 X"" ____ D_AT_A ____ ..1}-

ADSI ~2 
ADSO nF\ 

MWR,MRD 
Z2 \ I 

TL/F/8582-21 

32 Bit Address, 16 Bit Data 

Tl-T4 T1 T2 I T3 I T4 I 
BSCK 

ADD-7 --< AI6-23 X AO-7 X DATA }-

ADS-15 --< A24-31 X AS-15 X DATA }-

ADSI ~2 
ADSO ~~ 

MWR,MRD 
~2 \ I 

TL/F/8582-22 
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13.0 Bus Arbitration and Timing (Continued) 

When in 32 bit mode four additional BSCK cycles are re
quired per burst. The first bus cycle (T1' - T4') of each burst 
is used to output the upper 16 bit addresses. This 16 bit 
address is programmed in RSARO and RSAR1 and pOints to 
a 64k page of system memory. All transmitted or received 
packets are constrained to reside within this 64k page. 

FIFO BURST CONTROL 

All Local DMA transfers are burst transfers, once the DMA 
requests the bus and the bus is acknowledged, the DMA will 

BREQ 

BACK __ ....,1 

transfer an exact burst of bytes programmed in the Data 
Configuration Register (OCR) then relinquish the bus. If 
there are remaining bytes in the FIFO the next burst will not 
be initiated until the FIFO threshold is exceeded. If desired 
the DMA can empty/fill the FIFO when it acquires the bus. If 
BACK is removed during the transfer, the burst transfer will 
be aborted. (DROPPING BACK DURING A DMA CYCLE IS 
NOT RECOMMENDED.) 

\~---

'----
ADO-1S ~B~:~~· .. ·_··_··_~ __ WO_R_D_N---I 

where N = 1, 2, 4, or 6 Words or N = 2, 4, 8, or 12 Bytes when in byte mode 

INTERLEAVED LOCAL OPERATION 

If a remote DMA transfer is initiated or in progress when a 
packet is being received or transmitted, the Remote DMA 
transfer will be interrupted for higher priority Local DMA 

BREQ ---1 
BACK I 

~ 

\ 

ADO-IS REt.tOTE LOCAL BURST --BUS MASTER 

Note that if the FIFO requires service while a remote DMA is 
in progress, BREQ is not dropped and the Local DMA burst 
is appended to the Remote Transfer. When switching from 
a local transfer to a remote transfer, however, BREQ is 
dropped and raised again. This allows the CPU or other 
devices to fairly contend for the bus. 

REMOTE DMA-BIDIRECTIONAL PORT CONTROL 

The Remote DMA transfers data between the local buffer 
memory and a bidirectional port (memory to 110 transfer). 

TL/F/85B2-23 

transfers. When the Local DMA transfer is completed the 
Remote DMA will rearbitrate for the bus and continue its 
transfers. This is illustrated below: 

I \ 
\ I ,~ 

REMOTE 

J IDLE t.tASTER -
TL/F/8582-24 

This transfer is arbited on a byte by byte basis versus the 
burst transfer used for Local DMA transfers. This bidirec
tional port is also read/written by the host. All transfers 
through this port are asynchronous. At anyone time trans
fers are limited to one direction, either from the port to local 
buffer memory (Remote Write) or from local buffer memory 
to the port (Remote Read). 

Bus Handshake Signals for Remote DMA Transfers 

BIDIRECTIOAL PORT 
NIC SIGNALS DMA SIGNALS 

WACK 
PRO 

6 
OEA 

8/1) CKA lOW 
DATA • " ~ DATA / / 
PWR CKB 8/16 

OEB 

RACK 't lORD 

PRQ ~ ~ DRQ 
TL/F/8582-25 
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13.0 Bus Arbitration and Timing (Continued) 

REMOTE READ TIMING 

1) The DMA reads byte/word from local buffer memory and 
writes byte/word into latch, increments the DMA address 
and decrements the byte count (RBCRO,1). 

2) A Request Line (PRQ) is asserted to inform the system 
that a byte is available. 

3) The system reads the port, the read strobe (RACK) is 
used as an acknowledge by the Remote DMA and it goes 
back to step 1. 

BREO -1 \ 
BACK I \ 

ADO-IS ( IBm/WORD ) 

ADSO f\ 
MRD '-J 
PWR '--I 
PRO I 
RACK 

Steps 1-3 are repeated until the remote DMA is com
plete. 

Note that in order for the Remote DMA to transfer a byte 
from memory to the latch, it must arbitrate access to the 
local bus via a BREQ, BACK handshake. After each byte or 
word is transferred to the latch, BREQ is dropped. If a Local 
DMA is in progress, the Remote DMA is held off until the 
local DMA is complete. 

\ 

_BYrE WRITTEN __ WAIT FOR __ BYrE READ 
TO LATCH HOST BY HOST 

REMOTE WRITE TIMING 

A Remote Write operation transfers data from the 110 port 
to the local buffer RAM. The NIC initiates a transfer by re
questing a byte/word via the PRQ. The system transfers a 
byte/word to the latch via lOW, this write strobe is detected 
by the NIC and PRQ is removed. By removing the PRQ. the 
Remote DMA holds off further transfers into the latch until 
the current byte/word has been transferred from the latch, 
PRQ is reasserted and the next transfer can begin. 

PRQ __ -,I 
WACK 

TLlF18582-26 

1) NIC asserts PRQ. System writes byte/word into latch. 
NIC removes PRQ. 

2) Remote DMA reads contents of port and writes 
byte/word to local buffer memory, increments address 
and decrements byte count (RBCRO,1). 

3) Go back to step 1. 

Steps 1-3 are repeated until the remote DMA is com
plete. 

BREQ 
__________ ~I \~ ______ __ 

BACK 

ADO-15 

ADSO 

PRD 

---_--_----~I \~ ______ _ 
< lBYrE/WORD ) 

----------------';-\~----------

- BYrE WRITTEN TO 
LATCH BY SYSTEM 
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- BYrE READ FROM LATCH 
BY REMOTE DMA AND 

WRmEN TO LOCAL 
BUFFER MEMORY 

TLIF18582-27 
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13.0 Bus Arbitration and Timing (Continued) 

SLAVE MODE TIMING 

When CS is low, the DP8390 NIC becomes a bus slave. The 
CPU can then read or write any internal registers. All regis
ter access is byte wide. The timing for register access is 
shown below. The host CPU accesses internal registers 
with four address lines, RAO-RA3, SRD and SWR strobes. 

ADSO is used to latch the address when interfacing to a 
multiplexed, address data bus. Since the DP8390 may be a 
local bus master when the host CPU attempts to read or 
write to the controller, an ACK line is used to hold off the 
CPU until the DP8390 leaves master mode. Some number 
of BUSCK cycles are also required to allow the NIC to syn
chronize to the read or write cycle. 

Write to Register 

RAO-RA3 

ADSO 

ADO-AD7 

'___---Jr_ 
________________ ~r_ 

TLlF/8582-28 

RAO-RA3 

ADSO 

ADO-AD7 

SRD 

ACK '___---Jr_ 
CS ________________ ~r_ 

TLlF/8582-29 
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14.0 Preliminary Electrical Characteristics 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated 
reliability electrical test specifications document. 

Supply Voltage {Vecl - 0.5V to 7.0V 

DC Input Voltage (VIN) -0.5V to Vee + 0.5V 

DC Output Voltage (VOUT) -0.5VtoVee + 0.5V 

Storage Temperature Range (T STG) -65'C to + 150'C 

Power Dissipation (PD) 500mW 

Lead Temp. (TL) (Soldering, 10 sec.) 260'C 

ESD rating is to be determined. 

Preliminary DC Specifications T A = O'C to 70'C Vee = 5V ± 1 0%, unless otherwise specified. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VOH Minimum High Level Output Voltage IOH = -20/LA Vee - 0.1 V 
(Note 1, 4) IOH = -2.0mA 3.5 V 

VOL Minimum Low Level Output Voltage IOL = 20/LA 0.1 V 
(Note 1, 4) IOL = 2.0mA 0.4 V 

VIH Minimum High Level Input Voltage 
2.0 V 

(Note 2, 5) 

VIH2 Minimum High Level Input Voltage V 
for RACK, WACK (Note 2, 5) 

VIL Minimum Low Level Input Voltage 
0.8 V 

(Note 2, 5) 

liN Input Current VI = Vee or GND -1.0 +1.0 /LA 

loz Maximum TRI-STATE VOUT = VeeorGND -10 +10 /LA Output Leakage Current 

lee Average Supply Current TXCK = 10 MHz 
(Note 3) RXCK = 10 MHz 

BSCK = 20 MHz 40 mA 

lOUT = O/LA 
VIN = Vee or GND 

"'At this time a characterization of the NIC has not been completed and the above specifications are provided as a guideline. 

Note 1: All outputs are eMOS compatible outputs w~h TIL driving capability except LBK. TXE and TXD. 
Note 2; All inputs are TTL compatible inputs. 

Note 3: This is measured with a 0.1 ,...F bypass capaCitor between Vee and GNO. 

Note 4: Refer to AC Test Load 
Note 5: Limited functional test patterns are performed at these input levels. The majority of functional tests are performed at levels of 0 and 3 volts. 
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15.0 Switching Characteristics AC Specs DP8390 Note: All Timing is Preliminary 

Register Read (Latched Using AOSO) 

Symbol 

rss 

rsh 

aswi 

ackdv 

rdz 

rackl 

rackh 

rsrsl 

:-td_rsh 
______________ _ 

Q-rsrsl-

cs \.\\\' ///// 

-- rackl -00 t rackh 

I 
_ackdv ~rdz 

ADO-7------------------------------------1t::::JD~O~-7~::::~--------

Parameter 

Register Select Setup to ADSO Low 

Register Select Hold from ADSO Low 

Address Strobe Width In 

Acknowledge Low to Data Valid 

Read Strobe to Data TRI-STATE 

Read Strobe to ACK Low (Notes 1, 3) 

Read Strobe to ACK High 

Register Select to Slave Read Low, 

Latched RSO-3 (Note 2) BAC as set 

Min' Max' 

TUF/8582-37 

Units 

Note 1: ACK is not generated until as and SRD are low and the NIC has synchronized to the register access. The NIC will insert an internal number of Bus Clock 
cycles until it is synchronized. In Dual Bus systems add~ional cycles will be used for a local or remote DMA to complete. Wait states must be issued to the CPU until 
ACK is asserted low. 

Note 2: as should be asserted concurrently with SRD or before SAD is asserted. as can be deasserted concurrently ~h SRD or aiter SRD is deasserted. 

Note 3: These limits include the RC delay inherent in our test method. These signals typically tum off ~hin "'5 ns, enabling other devices to drive these lines w~h 
no contention. 

'Data not available at press time for min and max values. Please call your local National Sales engineer for more 
complete Information. " 
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15.0 Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

Register Read (Non Latched, ADSO = 1) 

I 
RAO-3 

_rsrh --I 
cs \.\\\\. '//// 

__ rsrs ___ 

SRD 

I------- rackl - I: rackh 
-
ACK 1 

_-ackdv __ rdz 

ADO-7 DO-7 

TL/F/8582-38 

Symbol Parameter Min* Max* Units 

rsrs Register Select to Read Setup 
(Notes 1, 3) 

rsrh Register Select Hold from Read 

ackdv ACK Low to Valid Data 

rdz Read Strobe to Data TRI-STATE 
(Note 2) 

rackl Read Strobe to ACK Low 

rackh Read Strobe to ACK High 

Note 1: rsrs includes flow through time of latch. 

Note 2: These limits inlcude the RC delay inherent in our test method. These signals typically turn off within 15 ns enabling other devices to drive these lines with 
no contention. 

Note 3: RAO-3, CS and SAD can be asserted concurrently since address decode begins when ACK is asserted. 

*Data not available at press time for min and max values. Please call your local National Sales engineer for more 
complete information. 
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15.0 Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

Register Write (Latched Using ADSO) 

I I 

RAO-3 

f.-- rss ---I rsh 

AOSO r-\ 
.~ 

cs \.\ \ \' ,/1// 
-rswsl--

SWR 

ww t wackh 
-
ACK I 

-- wackl ..... r-- rwds I rwdh 

AOO-7 00-7 

TLlF/8582-39 

Symbol Parameter Min" Max" Units 

rss Register Select Setup to ADSO Low 

rsh Register Select Hold from ADSO Low 

aswi Address Strobe Width In 

rwds Register Write Data Setup 
I 

rwdh Register Write Data Hold 

ww Write Strobe Width from ACK 

wackh Write Strobe High to ACK High 

wackl Write Low to ACK Low (Note 1) 

rswsl Register Select to Write Strobe Low 

Note 1: ACK is not generated until CS and SWR are low and the NIC has synchronized to the register access. In Dual Bus Systems additional cycles will be used 
for a local DMA or Remote DMA to complete. 

Note 2: CS should be asserted concurrently with SWR or before SWR is asserted. CS can be deasserted concurrently with SWR or after SWR is deasserted. 

"Data not available at press time for min and max values. Please call your local National Sales engineer for more 
complete information. 
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15.0 Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

Register Write (Non Latched, ADSO = 1) 

I 
RAO-3 

I- rswh--l 

cs 
I--- rsws-+ ww 

SWR 

I----- wackl - t wackh 

- I ACK 

r--- rwds I rwdh 

AOO-7 00-7 

TLIF/8582-40 

Symbol Parameter Min' Max' Units 

rsws Register Select to Write Setup 

(Note 1) 

rswh Register Select Hold from Write 

rwds Register Write Data Setup 

rwdh Register Write Data Hold 

wackl Write Low to ACK Low 
(Note 2) 

wackh Write High to ACK High 

ww Write Width from ACK 

Note 1: Assumes ADSO is high when RAO-3 changing. 
Note 2: ACK is not generated until CS and SWR are low and the NIC has synchronized to the register access. In Dual Bus systems additional cycles will be used for 
a local DMA or remote DMA to complete. 

'Data not available at press time for min and max values. Please call your local National Sales engineer for more 
complete information. 
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15.0 Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

DMA Control, Bus Arbitration 

T4 n T2 T3 T4 Tl T2 T3 T4 n T2 T3 T4 n 

BREQ 

BACK --"-----+--'1 

ADSO -------.....,---..... +-.... -+-~,I 

ADO-15 -----------+E~:3f.~:::~t__+C~J[~~:) 

MWR. MRD -----------+"---\-----t-JI 
FIRST TRANSFER I FIRST TRANSFER I 

Symbol 

brqh 

brql 

backs 

bccte 

bcctr 

--- IF BACK SEEN ON -!- IF BACK NOT GIVEN --I 
FIRST n. ON FIRST T1. 

Parameter 

Bus Clock to Bus Request High 

Bus Request Low from Bus Clock 

Acknowledge Setup to Bus Clock 
(Note 1) 

Bus Clock to Control Enable 

Bus Clock to Control Release 
(Notes 2.3) 

Min' 

T2 T3 T4 n T2 T3 

LAST TRANSFER 

TLlF/8582-41 

Max' Units 

Note 1: BACK must be setup before T1 after BREQ is asserted. Missed setup will slip the beginning of the DMA by four bus clocks. The Bus latency will influence 
the allowable FIFO threshold and transfer mode (empty fill vs exact burst XFER). 

Note 2: During remote DMA transfers only, a single bus transfer is performed. During local DMA operations burst mode transfers are performed. 

Note 3: These limits include the RC delay inherent in our test method. These signals typically turn off within 15 ns enabling other devices to drive these lines with 
no contention. 

'Data not available at press time for min and max values. Please call your local National Sales engineer for more 
complete information. 
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15.0 Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

DMA Address Generation 

n' (NOTE 1) T2' 13' T4' n T2 13 

~~ "---'~~-(:=Q=f,--r"""'~ - beh_ -bel beye 

ADSl r' beadz 

beash - '~ beBsl beash -

~ 
beasl 

ADSO 

bea.dv --=:f ads 
::adh-

aswo--
==t_8dh beadY I---i-- ads-

ADO-15 A16-A31 AO-A15 X DATA 

TL/F/8582-42 

Symbol Parameter Min' Max' Units 

beye Bus Clock Cycle Time 
(Note 2) 

beh Bus Clock High Time 

bel Bus Clock Low Time 

beash Bus Clock to Address Strobe High 

beasl Bus Clock to Address Strobe Low 

aswo Address Strobe Width Out 

beadv Bus Clock to Address Valid 

beadz Bus Clock to Address TRI-STA TE 
(Note 3) 

ads Address Setup to ADSO/1 Low 

adh Address Hold from ADSO/1 Low 

Note 1: Cycles Tl', T2', T3', T4' are only issued for the first transfer in a burst when 32-bit mode has been selected. 

Note 2: The rate of bus clock must be high enough to support transfers to/from the FIFO at a rate greater than the serial network transfers from/to the FIFO. 

Note 3: These limits include the RC delay inherent in our test method. These Signals typically turn off within 15 ns, enabling other devices to drive these lines with 
no contention. 

'Data not available at press time for min and max values. Please call your local National Sales engineer for more 
complete information. 
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15.0 Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

DMA Memory Read 

I Tt I T2 I T3 I T4 I Tt I 

BSCK 

I- bcrl I- bcrh 

ADSO drw 

-1 a.d. I-

MRD 
t--dsada--- d~ ~hl-

ADO-7 AO-7 YIIIIII!I D A AO-7X! I / (8. 16 BIT MODE) 

-- raz I-
AD8-15 A8-15 1- AS-15 

(S BIT MODE) - d. ~h -- I-
ADS-15 AS-A15 YIIIIIIII} DATA AO-15XI I / (1 6 BIT t.iODE) 

TLlF/8582-43 

Symbol Parameter Min" Max· Units 

berl Bus Clock to Read Strobe Low 

berh Bus Clock to Read Strobe High 

ds Data Setup to Read Strobe High 

dh Data Hold from Read Strobe High 

drw DMA Read Strobe Width Out 

raz Memory Read High to Address TRI-STATE 
(Notes 1. 2) 

asds Address Strobe to Data Strobe 

dsada Data Strobe to Address Valid 

Note 1: During a burst A8-A15 are not TRI-STATE if byte wide transfers are selected. On the last transfer A8-A15 are TRI-STATE as shown above. 

Note 2: These limits include the RC delay inherent in our test method. These signals typically turn off within 15 ns, enabling other devices to drive these lines with 
no contention. 

-Data not available at press time for min and max values_ Please call your local National Sales engineer for more 
complete information. 
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15.0 Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

DMA Memory Write 

I T1 I T2 I T3 I T4 I T1 I 
BSCK 

i-bcwl bcwh -
ADSO r-\ 

- asds I-

MWR 

"""---aswd wds~ wdh I-
ADO-7 AO-A7 '.III DATA (00-07) AO-A7X! / / (8, 16 BIT MODE) - waz I-

A08-15 A8-A15 A8-15 
(8 BIT MODE) 

-wds~ wdh I-
AOO-15 AO-A15 '.II/, DATA (00-015) AO-A1~ (16 BIT MODE) 

TLlF/8582-44 

Symbol Parameter Min' Max' Units 

bcwl Bus Clock to Write Strobe Low 

bcwh Bus Clock to Write Strobe High 

wds Data Setup to WR High 

wdh Data Hold from WR Low 

waz Write Strobe to Address TRI-STATE 
(Notes 1, 2) 

asds Address Strobe to Data Strobe 

aswd Address Strobe to Write Data Valid 

Note 1: When using byte mode transfers A8-A15 are only TRI-STATE on the last transfer, waz timing is only valid for last transfer in a burst. 

Note 2: These limits include the RC delay inherent in our test method. These signals typically turn off within 15 ns, enabling other devices to drive these lines with 
no contention. 

'Data not available at press time for min and max values. Please call your local National Sales engineer for more 
complete information. 
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15.0 Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

BSCK 

ADSO 

READY 

Symbol 

ews 

ewr 

Walt State Insertion 

T\ T2 

________________ -JI 

Parameter 

External Wait Setup to T3! Clock 
(Note 1) 

External Wait Release Time 
(Note 1) 

T3 lW T4 

TL/F/8582-45 

Min' Max' Units 

Note 1: The add~ion of w~ states affects the count of deserialized bytes and is limited to a number of bus clock cycles depending on the bus clock and network 
rates. The allowable w~ states are found in the table below. (Assumes 10 Mbitlsec data rate.) 

"Data not available at press time for min and max values. Please call your local National Sales engineer for more 
complete information. -

The number of allowable w~ states in byte moda can be calculated using: 

#W(bytemode) = (4.:::k -t) BUSCK(MHz) 
# of Wait States 

Byte Transfer Word Transfer 

6 0 1 # W = Number of Watt States 

tnw = Network Clock Period 
10 0 1 tbsck = BSCK Period 

12 1 2 The number of allowable wait states in word mode cen be calculated using: 

( 5tnw ) 
#W(wordmode)-= 2tbsck- 1 

14 1 2 

16 1 3 

16 2 3 

20 2 4 

Table assumes 10 MHz network clock. 
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15.0 Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

Remote DMA (Read, Send Command) 

BSCK~KJ-C~~ 
AOSO -, 5 

5 
MRO 

-+ ~bpwrl -+ -----llpwrh 

J 5 
PWR 

-- ~' PRQ 
i'-

-+ I-- prql 

RACK 
5~ V-r--

i'---.J -- rakw ~ 

AOO-15 ( AO-A15 ) ( 00-015 }----s 5 
TLIFIB5B2-46 

Symbol Parameter Min' Max' Units 

bpwrl Bus Clock to Port Write Low 

bpwrh Bus Clock to Port Write High 

prqh Port Write High to Port 
Request High (Note 1) 

prql Port Request Low from 
Read Acknowledge High 

rakw Remote Acknowledge 
Read Strobe Pulse Width 

Note 1: Start of next transfer is dependent on where RACK is generated relative to BSCK and whether a local DMA is pending. 

'Data not available at press time for min and max values. Please call your local National Sales engineer for more 
complete information. 
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15.0 Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

Remote DMA (Write Cycle) 

~~I T2 I T3 I T4 

BSCK~ ~r---

ADSO 

MWR / 

PRO 
J 'l 

--- i::.bprqh - I=bPrdl bprdh- "1-
PRO I , s 

~ -wprql 

S 
WACK 

'\.-.J 
-00 w8ckw -

ADO-IS ( AO-AI5 X 00-015 >-
TL/F/8582-47 

Symbol Parameter Min' Max' Units 

bprqh Bus Clock to Port Request High 
(Note 1) 

wprql WACK to Port Request Low 

wackw WACK Pulse Width 

bprdl Bus Clock to Port Read Low 
(Note 2) 

bprdh Bus Clock to Port Read High 

Note 1: The first port request is issued in response to the remote write command. It is subsequently issued on T1 clock cycles following completion of remote DMA 
cycles. 

Note 2: The start of the remote DMA write following WACK is dependent on where WACK is issued relative to BUSCK and whether a local DMA is pending. 

'Data not available at press time for min and max values. Please call your local National Sales engineer for more 
complete information. 
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15.0 Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

Serial Timing-Receive (Beginning of Frame) 

RXC ~ -reh 
rei 

TLlF/8582-48 

Symbol Parameter Min' Max' Units 

rch Receive Clock High Time 

rei Receive Clock Low Time 

rcyc Receive Clock Cycle Time 

rds Receive Data Setup Time to 
Receive Clock High (Note 1) 

rdh Receive Data Hold Time from 
Receive Clock High 

pts First Preamble Bit to Synch 
(Note 2) 

Note I: All bits entering NIC must be properly decoded, if the PLL is still locking, the clock to the NIC should be disabled or CRS delayed. Any two sequential 1 data 
bits will be interpreted as Synch. 

Note 2: This is a minimum requirement which allows reception of a packet. 

Symbol 

rxrck 

tdrb 

tifg 

tcrsl 

Serial Timing-Receive (End of Frame) 

CRS ~\\\\\\ 

~ __ r=.:;r~ -11----rXrCk 

RXD =:::x BIT N-l X BIT N ~ ~J-'-"'~-----i ~r-------

Parameter 

Minimum Number of Receive Clocks 
after CRS Low (Note 1) 

Maximum of Allowed Dribble Bits/Clocks 
(Note 2) 

Receive Recovery Time 
(Note 4) 

Receive Clock to Carrier Sense Low 
(Notes 3,5) 

Min' Max' 

TL/F/8582-49 

Units 

Note 1: The NIC requires a minimum number of receive clocks following the deassertion of carrier sense (CAS). These additional clocks are provided by the 
DP8391 SNI. If other decoder/PLLs are being used additional clocks should be provided. Short clocks or glitches are not allowed. 

Note 2: Up to 5 bits of dribble bits can be tolerated without resulting in a receive error. 

Note 3: Guarantees to only load bit N, additional bits up to tdrb can be tolerated. 

Note 4: This is the time required for the receive state machine to complete end of receive processing. This includes a minimum of 8 RXCK cycles for CRS to be 
low. This is not a measured parameter but is a design requirement. 

Note 5: CRS must remain deasserted for a minimum of 2 RXC cycles to be recognized as end of carrier. 

'Data not available at press time for min and max values. Please call your local National Sales engineer for more 
complete information. 
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15.0 Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

Serial Timing-Transmit (Beginning of Frame) 

n'~r:J=j~~ 
txel ..-

TXE I-- txeye ---

txeksdv -- - -- r- txesdh 

TXD ~ 1 X 0 X 1 oC 
TL/F/8582-50 

Symbol Parameter Min' Max' Units 

txch Transmit Clock High Time 

txcl Transmit Clock Low Time 

txcyc Transmit Clock Cycle Time 

txcenh Transmit Clock to Transmit Enable High 
(Note 1) 

txcksdv Transmit Clock to Serial Data Valid 

txcksdh Serial Data Hold Time from 
Transmit Clock High 

Note 1: The NIC issues TXEN coincident with the first bit of preamble. The first bit of preamble is always a 1. 

Serial Timing-Transmit (End of Frame, CD Heartbeat) 

TXC"--/\..JL./~~ --- teen I 

TXE 
t ~ 
I -- t t- ted I 

TXD BIT N-2 X BIT N-l X BIT N 1. 
S 

~ - tdedh 
COL 

TL/F/8582-51 

Symbol Parameter Min* Max* Units 

tcdl Transmit Clock to Data Low 

tcenl Transmit Clock to TXEN Low 

tdcdh TXEN Low to Start of Collision 
Detect Heartbeat (Note 1) 

cdhw Collision Detect Width 

Note 1: If COL is not seen during the first 64 TX clock cycles following deassertion of TXEN, the CDH bit in the TSR is set. 

'Data not available at press time for min and max values. Please call your local National Sales engineer for more 
complete information. 
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15.0 Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

Serial Timing-Transmit (Collision) 

TXC 

----Q"'"-----~ r-------~ r----+-'~I-------tCdj 
COL 

Symbol 

tcolw 

tcdj 

tjam 

TXD c= =x_---JX'-_--'~ J--~l'-----' 
TXE 

Parameter 

Collision Detect Width 

Delay from Collision to First 
Bit of Jam (Note 1) 

Jam Period (Note 2) 

Min* 

TLiF/8582-52 

Max' Units 

Note 1: The NIC must synchronize to collision detect. If the NIC is in the middle of serializing a byte of data the ~emainder of the byte will be serialized. Thus the jam 
pattern will start anywhere from 1 to 8 TXC cycles after COL is asserted. 

Note 2: The NIC always issues 32 bits of jam. The jam is all 1 '5 data. 

Reset Timing 

BSCK 

TXC 

RESET 

--------~----------------------~ 

Symbol Parameter Min' Max' 

rstw Reset Pulse Width (Note 1) 8 

TL/F/8582-53 

Units 

BSCK Cycles or TXC Cycles 
(Note 2) 

Note 1: The RESET pulse requires that BSCK and TXC be stable. On power up, RESET should not be raised until BSCK and TXC have become stable. Several 
registers are affected by RESET. Consult the register descriptions for details. 

Note 2: The slower of BSCK or TXC clocks will determine the minimum time for the RESET signal to be low. 

If BSCK < TXC then RESET ~ 8 x BSCK 

If TXC < BSCK then RESET ~ 8 x TXC 

"Data not available at press time for min and max values. Please call your local National Sales engineer for more 
complete information. 
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AC Timing Test Conditions 
Input Pulse Levels 

Input Rise and Fall Times 
Input and Output Reference Levels 
TRI-STATE Reference Levels 
Output Load (See Figure below) 

GNDto3.0V 
5 ns 
1.3V 

Float (.:\ V) ± 0.5V 

TLlF/8582-54 

Note 1: CL = 50 pF, includes scope and jig capacitance. 

Note 2: 51 ~ Open for timing tests for push pull outputs. 

51 ~ Vee for Val test. 

51 ~ GND for VOH test. 

81 = Vee for High Impedance to active low and active low to High 
Impedance measurements. 

81 = GND for High Impedance to active high and active high to 
High Impedance measurements. 

Capacitance T A = 25°C. f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Description Typ Max Unit 

CIN Input 
7 15 pF 

Capacitance 

COUT Output 
7 15 pF 

Capacitance 

Note: This parameter is sampled and not 100% tested. 

DERATING FACTOR 
Output timings are measured with a purely capacitave load 
for 50 pF. The following correction factor can be used for 
other loads: 

CL ;" 50 pf: + 0.3 ns/pF (for all outputs except TXE. TXD. 
and LBK) 
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Corporation 

DP8391/NS32491 Serial Network Interface 

General Description 
The DPB391 Serial Network Interface (SNI) provides the 
Manchester data encoding and decoding functions for 
IEEE B02.3 EthernetlCheapernet type local area networks. 
The SNI interfaces the DPB390 Network Interface Controller 
(NIG) to the Ethernet transceiver cable. When transmitting, 
the SNI converts non-return-to-zero (NRZ) data from the 
controller and clock pulses into Manchester encoding and 
sends the converted data differentially to the transceiver. 
The opposite process occurs on the receive path, where a 
digital phase-locked loop decodes 10 Mbitls signals with as 
much as ± 20 ns of jitter. 

The DPB391 SNI is a functionally complete Manchester en
coder/decoder including ECL like balanced driver and re
ceivers, on board crystal oscillator, collision signal transla
tor, and a diagnostic loopback circuit. 

The SNI is part of a three chip set that implements the com
plete IEEE compatible network node electronics as shown 
below. The other two chips are the DPB392 Coax Transceiv
er Interface (CTI) and the DPB390 Network Interface Con
troller (NIG). 

Incorporated into the CTI are the transceiver, collision and 
jabber functions. The Media Access Protocol and the buffer 
management tasks are performed by the NIC. There is an 
isolation requirement on signal and power lines between the 
CTI and the SNI. This is usually accomplished by using a set 
of miniature pulse transformers that come in a 16-pin plastic 
DIP for signal lines. Power isolation, however, is done by 
using a DC to DC converter. 

1.0 System Diagram 

Features 
• Compatible with Ethernet II, IEEE B02.3 10base5 and 

10base2 (Cheapernet) 
• 10 Mb/ s Manchester encoding/decoding with receive 

clock recovery 
• Patented digital phase locked loop (DPLL) decoder re-

quires no precision external components 
• Decodes Manchester data with up to ± 20 ns of jitter 
• Loopback capability for diagnostics 
• Externally selectable half or full step modes of opera

tion at transmit output 
• Squelch circuits at the receive and collision inputs re-

ject noise 
• High voltage protection at transceiver interface (16V) 
• TTL/MaS compatible controller interface 
• Connects directly to the transceiver (AUI) cable 

Table of Contents 
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IEEE 802.3 Compatible EthernetlCheapernet Local Area Network Chip Set 
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TAP 
OR 

BNC 

TRANSCEIVER OR MAU 

DP8392 
COAX 

TRANSCEIVER 
INTERFACE 

TRANSCEIVER 
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2.0 Block Diagram 

TRANSCEIVER 
CABLE 

RECEIVE 
PAIR 

(RX +, RX-) 

TRANSMIT 
PAIR 

(TX+, TX-) 

COLLISION 
PAIR 

(CD+, CD-) 

CONTROLLER 
INTERFACE 

RECEIVE DATA(RXD) 

RECEIVE CLOCK (RXC) 

CARRIER SENSE (CRS) 

LOOP BACK (L8K) 

20 MHz XTAL 
(XI,X2) 

TRANSMIT CLOCK (TXC) 

TRANSMIT DATA (TXD) 

TRANSMIT ENABLE (TXE) 

MODE SELECT (SEL) 

COLLISION DETECT (COL) 

TL/F/67S8-2 

FIGURE 1 

3.0 Functional Description 
The SNI consists of five main logical blocks: 

a) the oscillator-generates the 10 MHz transmit clock sig
nal for system timing. 

b) the Manchester encoder and differential output driver
accepts NRZ data from the controller, performs Man
chester encoding, and transmits it differentially to the 
transceiver. 

c) the Manchester decoder-receives Manchester data 
from the transceiver, converts it to NRZ data and clock 
pulses, and sends them to the controller. 

d) the collision translator-indicates to the controller the 
presence of a valid 10 MHz signal at its input. 

e) the loopback circuitry-when asserted, switches encod
ed data instead of receive input signals to the digital 
phase-locked loop. 

3.1 OSCILLATOR 

The oscillator is controlled by a 20 MHz parallel resonant 
crystal connected between Xl and X2 or by an external 
clock on Xl. The 20 MHz output of the oscillator is divided 
by 2 to generate the 10 MHz transmit clock for the control
ler. The oscillator also provides internal clock signals to the 
encoding and decoding circuits. 

Crystal Specification 

Resonant frequency 

Tolerance 

Stability 

Type 

20 MHz 

± 0.001 % at 25'C 

±0.005% 0-70'C 

AT-Cut 

Circuit Parallel Resonance 

The 20 MHz crystal connection to the SNI requires special 
care. The IEEE 802.3 standard requires a 0.01 % absolute 
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accuracy on the transmitted signal frequency. Stray capaci
tance can shift the crystal's frequency out of range, causing 
the transmitted frequency to exceed its 0.01 % tolerance. 
The frequency marked on the crystal is usually measured 
with a fixed shunt capacitance (CLl that is specified in the 
crystal's data sheet. This capacitance for 20 MHz crystals is 
typically 20 pF. The capacitance between the Xl and X2 
pins of the SNI, of the PC board traces and the plated 
through holes plus any stray capacitance such as the sock
et capacitance, if one is used, should be estimated or mea
sured. Once the total sum of these capacitances is deter
mined, the value of additional external shunt capacitance 
required can be calculated. This capacitor can be a fixed 
5% tolerance component. The frequency accuracy should 
be measured during the design phase at the transmit clock 
pin (TXC) for a given pc layout. Figure 2 shows the crystal 
connection. 

Xl---r"---' 
20MHz c:::J .-l CL-CP 

X2 -----4II---T<...J (NOTE 1) 
TL/F/6758-3 

CL = Load capacitance specified by the crystal's manufacturer 

CP = Total parasitic capacitance including: 
a) SNI input capacitance between Xl and X2 (typically 5 pF) 
b) PC board traces, plated through holes, socket capacitances 

Note 1: When using a Viking (San Jose) VXB49N5 crystal, the external ca~ 
pacitor is not required, as the CL of the crystal matches the input 
capacitance of the DP8391. 

FIGURE 2. Crystal Connection 

3.2 MANCHESTER ENCODER AND DIFFERENTIAL 
DRIVER 

The encoder combines clock and data information for the 
transceiver. Data encoding and transmission begins with the 
transmit enable input (TXE) going high. As long as TXE re-



-----------------------------------------------------------------------,0 
3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

mains high, transmit data (TXO) is encoded out to the trans
mit-driver pair (TX ±). The transmit enable and transmit data 
inputs must meet the setup and hold time requirements with 
respect to the rising edge of transmit clock. Transmission 
ends with the transmit enable input going low. The last tran
sition is always positive at the transmit output pair. It will 
occur at the center of the bit cell if the last bit is one, or at 
the boundary of the bit cell if the last bit is zero. 

The differential line driver provides ECl like signals to the 
transceiver with typically 5 ns rise and fall times. It can drive 
up to 50 meters of twisted pair AUI Ethernet transceiver 
cable. These outputs are source followers which need ex
ternal 2700 pulldown resistors to ground. Two different 
modes, full-step or half-step, can be selected with SEl in
put. With SEl low, transmit + is positive with respect to 
transmit - in the idle state. With SEl high, transmit + and 
transmit - are equal in the idle state, providing zero differ
ential voltage to operate with transformer coupled loads. 
Figures 4, 5 and 6 illustrate the transmit timing. 

3.3 MANCHESTER DECODER 

The decoder consists of a differential input circuitry and a 
digital phase-locked loop to separate Manchester encoded 
data stream into clock signals and NRZ data. The differen
tial input should be externally terminated if the standard 
780 transceiver drop cable is used. Two 390 resistors con
nected in series and one optional common mode bypass 
capacitor would accomplish this. A squelch circuit at the 
input rejects signals with pulse widths less than 8 ns (nega
tive going), or with levels less than -175 mY. Signals more 
negative than - 300 mV and with a duration greater than 
30 ns are always decoded. This prevents noise at the input 
from falsely triggering the decoder in the absence of a valid 

4.0 Connection Diagram 

CL-Cp· 

CONTROLLER 
INTERrACE 

"'Refer to the Oscillator section 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

9 

10 

11 

12 

COL 

RXO 

CRS 

RXC 

SEL 

GNO 

LBK 

Xl 

X2 

TXO 

TXC 

TXE 

CO+ 
24 

CO-
23 

RX+ 
22 

RX-
21 

NC 
20 

OP8391 19 
Vee 

SNI 18 
Vee 

CAP 
17 

NC 
16 

NC 
15 

TX+ 
14 

TX-
13 

signal. Once the input exceeds the squelch requirements, 
carrier sense (CRS) is asserted. Receive data (RXO) and 
receive clock (RXC) become available typically within 6 bit 
times. At this point the digital phase-locked loop has locked 
to the incoming signal. The DP8391 decodes a data frame 
with up to ± 20 ns of jitter correctly. 

The decoder detects the end of a frame when the normal 
mid-bit transition on the differential input ceases. Within one 
and a half bit times after the last bit, carrier sense is de-as
serted. Receive clock stays active for five more bit times 
before it goes low and remains low until the next frame. 
Figures 7, 8 and 9 illustrate the receive timing. 

3.4 COLLISION TRANSLATOR 

The Ethernet transceiver detects collisions on the coax ca
ble and generates a 10 MHz signal on the transceiver cable. 
The SNI's collision translator asserts the collision detect 
output (COL) to the OP8390 controller when a 10 MHz sig
nal is present at the collision inputs. The controller uses this 
signal to back off transmission and recycle itself. The colli
sion detect output is de-asserted within 350 ns after the 10 
MHz input signal disappears. 

The collision differential inputs (+ and -) should be termi
nated in exactly the same way as the receive inputs. The 
collision input also has a squelch circuit that rejects signals 
with pulse widths less than 8 ns (negative going), or with 
levels less than -175 mY. Figure 10 illustrates the collision 
timing. 

3.5 LOOPBACK FUNCTIONS 

logic high at loopback input (lBK) causes the SNI to route 
serial data from the transmit data input, through its encoder, 
returning it through the phase-locked-loop decoder to re
ceive data output. In loopback mode, the transmit driver is in 
idle state and the receive input circuitry is disabled. 

I O.OOl}Lr MINIMUM 

270.0. 

270.0. 

TRANSCEIVER 
INTERrACE 

COLLISION 
D.Ol}Lr PAIR 

RECEIVE 
PAIR 

TRANSMIT 
PAIR 

TLJFJ67S8-4 

Top View 

FIGURE 3 

Order Number DP8391N 
See NS Package Number N24C 
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5.0 Pin Descriptions 
PlnNo. Name 1/0 Description 

1 COL 0 Collision Detect Output. A TIL/MOS level active high output. A 10 MHz 
(+25%-15%) signal atthe collision input will produce a logic high at COL 
output. When no signal is present at the collision input, COL output will go low. 

2 RXD 0 Receive Data Output. A TIL/MOS level signal. This is the NRZ data output 
from the digital phase-locked loop. This signal should be sampled by the 
controller at the rising edge of receive clock. 

3 CRS 0 Carrier Sense. A TIL/MOS level active high signal. It is asserted when valid 
data from the transceiver is present at the receive input. It is de-asserted one 
and a half bit times after the last bit at receive input. 

4 RXC 0 Receive Clock. A TIL/MOS level recovered clock. When the phase-locked loop 
locks to a valid incoming signal a 10 MHz clock signal is activated on this output. 
This output remains low during idle (5 bit times after activity ceases at receive 
input). 

5 SEL I Mode Select. A TIL level input. When high, transmit + and transmit - outputs 
are at the same voltage in idle state providing a "zero" differential. When low, 
transmit + is positive with respect to transmit - in idle state. 

6 GND Negative Supply Pin. 

7 LBK I Loopback. A TIL level active high on this input enables the loopback mode. 

8 Xl I Crystal or External Frequency Source Input (TTL). 

9 X2 0 Crystal Feedback Output. This output is used in the crystal connection only. It 
must be left open when driving Xl with an external frequency source. 

10 TXD I Transmit Data. A TIL level input. This Signal is sampled by the SNI at the rising 
edge of transmit clock when transmit enable input is high. The SNI combines 
transmit data and transmit clock signals into a Manchester encoded bit stream 

I and sends it differentially to the transceiver. 

11 TXC 0 Transmit Clock. A TIL/MOS level 10 MHz clock signal derived from the 20 
MHz oscillator. This clock Signal is always active. 

12 TXE I Transmit Enable. A TTL level active high data encoder enable input. This signal 
is also sampled by the SNI at the rising edge of transmit clock. 

13 TX- 0 Transmit Output. Differential line driver which sends the encoded data to the 
14 TX+ transceiver. These outputs are source followers and require 2700 pulldown 

resistors to GND. 

15 NC No Connection. 
16 

17 CAP 0 Bypass CapaCitor. A ceramic capaCitor (greater than 0.001 ,...F) must be 
connected from this pin to GND. 

18 VCC Positive Supply Pins. A 0.1 ,...F ceramic decoupling capacitor must be 
19 connected across VCC and GND as close to the device as possible. 

20 NC No Connection. 

21 RX- I Receive Input. Differential receive input pair from the transceiver. 
22 RX+ 

23 CO- I COllision Input. Differential collision input pair from the transceiver. 
24 CD+ 
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6.0 Absolute Maximum Ratings Recommended Operating 
Supply Voltage (Vccl 6V Conditions 
Input Voltage (TTL) o to 5.5V Supply Voltage (Vccl 5V ± 5% 
Input Voltage (differential) -5.5 to + 16V Ambient Temperature 0° to 70°C 
Output Voltage (differential) o to 16V Note: Absolute maximum ratings are those values beyond 
Output Current (differential) -40mA which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They 

Storage Temperature - 65° to 150°C are not meant to imply that the device should be operated at 

Lead Temperature (soldering, 10 sec) 300°C 
these limits. 

Package Power Rating at 25°C 2.95W* 
(PC Board Mounted) 
Derate Linearly at the rate of 23.8 mW rc 

*For actual power dissipation of the device please refer to Section 7.0. 

ESO rating is to be determined. 

7.0 Electrical Characteristics Vcc = 5V ± 5%, T A = 0° to 70°C (Notes 1 & 2) 

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Min Max Units 

VIH Input High Voltage (TTL and X1) 2.0 V 

Vil Input Low Voltage (TTL and X1) 0.8 V 

IIH Input High Current (TTL) VIN = Vcc 50 iJ-A 
Input High Current (RX ± CD ±) VIN = Vcc 500 iJ-A 

III Input Low Current (TTL) VIN = 0.5V -300 iJ-A 
Input Low Current(RX ± CD ±) VIN = 0.5V -700 iJ-A 

VCl Input Clamp Voltage (TTL) liN = -12mA -1.2 V 

VOH Ouptut High Voltage (TTL/MOS) 10H = -100 iJ-A 3.5 V 

Val Output Low Voltage (TTL/MOS) 10l = 8 mA 0.5 V 

los Output Short Circuit Current (TTL/MOS) -40 -200 mA 

VOO Differential Output Voltage (TX ±) 7811 termination, and ±500 ±1200 mV 
27011 from each to GND 

Vas Diff. Output Voltage Imbalance (TX ±) same as above ±40 mV 

Vos Diff. Squelch Threshold (RX ± CD ±) -175 -300 mV 

VCM Difl. Input Common Mode Voltage (RX ± CD ±) 5.25 5.25 V 

Icc Power Supply Current 10Mbitls 270 mA 

8.0 Switching Characteristics Vcc = 5V ±5%, TA = 0° to 70°C (Note 2) 

Symbol I Parameter I Figure I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

OSCILLATOR SPECIFICATION 

tXTH X1 to Transmit Clock High 12 8 20 ns 

tXTl X 1 to Transmit Clock Low 12 8 20 ns 

TRANSMIT SPECIFICATION 

tTCd Transmit Clock Duty Cycle at 50% (10 MHz) 12 42 50 58 % 

tTCr Transmit Clock Rise Time (20% to 80%) 12 8 ns 

tTCl Transmit Clock Fall Time (80% to 20%) 12 8 ns 

tTos Transmit Data Setup Time to Transmit Clock Rising Edge 4 & 12 20 ns 

tTDh Transmit Data Hold Time from Transmit Clock Rising Edge 4 & 12 0 ns 

tTEs Transmit Enable Setup Time to Trans. Clock Rising Edge 4 & 12 20 ns 

tTEh Transmit Enable Hold Time from Trans. Clock Rising Edge 5 & 12 0 ns 

tTOd Transmit Output Delay from Transmit Clock Rising Edge 4 & 12 40 ns 

tTOr Transmit Output Rise Time (20% to 80%) 12 7 ns 

tTOl Transmit Output Fall Time (80% to 20%) 12 7 ns 

tTO' Transmit Output Jitter 12 ±0.25 ns 

tTOh Transmit Output High Before Idle in Half Step Mode 5 & 12 200 ns 

tTO; Transmit Output Idle Time in Half Step Mode 5 & 12 800 ns 

Note 1: All currents into device pins are positive, all currents out of device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise specified. 

Note 2: All typicals are given for Vee = 5V and T A = 25°C. 
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a.O-Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V ±5%, TA = O· to 70·C (Note2)(Continued) 

Symbol I Parameter I Figure I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

RECEIVE SPECIFICATION 

tRCd Receive Clock Duty Cycle at 50% (10 MHz) 12 40 50 60 % 

tRCr Receive Clock Rise Time (20% to 80%) 12 8 ns 

tRCt Receive Clock Fall Time (80% to 20%) 12 8 ns 

tROr Receive Data Rise Time (20% to 80%) 12 8 ns 

tRD! Receive Data Fall TIme (80% to 20%) 12 8 ns 

tROs Receive Data Stable from Receive Clock Rising Edge 7& 12 ±40 ns 

tCSon Carrier Sense Turn On Delay 7& 12 50 ns 

tCSoff Carrier Sense Turn Off Delay 8,9& 12 160 ns 

tOAT Decoder Acquisition Time 7 700 ns 

tOre' Differential Inputs Rejection Pulse Width (Squelch) 7 8 30 ns 

tRd Receive Throughput Delay 8& 12 150 ns 

COLLISION SPECIFICATION 

tCOlon Collision Turn On Delay 10 & 12 50 ns 

tCOloff Collision Turn Off Delay 10& 12 350 ns 

LOOPBACK SPECIFICATION 

tlBs Loopback Setup Time 11 20 ns 

tlBh Loopback Hold Time 11 0 ns 
Note 2: All typical. are given for Vee ~ 5V and TA ~ 25'C, 

9.0 Timing and Load Diagrams 

TXC I I + 1.5V I I I I I I 
, 
I 

-' :- t TEs I 

I 

TXE f 1.5V 

r-tTDh--l 

t lOs -----.; l- I 

I , 
I , 

TXD f 1.5V + 1.5V I I 
-I I-- t TOd 

TX+/-
I I I I 

TLlF/675B-5 

FIGURE 4. Transmit Timing - Start of Transmission 
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9.0 Timing and Load Diagrams (Continued) 

TXC 

TXE +1.5V 
o o I 

TXD VlIII/mll/lIllI)/I}//1I/ IZ 
, • I TOI -----
, . 
:-+-- t TOh -------..: 

TX+/-

o 0 

TL/F/6758-6 

FIGURE 5. Transmit Timing· End of Transmission (last bit = 0) 

TXC 

TXE 

TXD &..1_--, VI)! II JI// J// Jl//J/////////0 
TX+/-~ ~~-------------

I I o 
TL/F/6758-7 

FIGURE 6. Transmit Timing - End of Transmission (last bit = 1) 
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~ r---------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

Q) 

~ 9.0 Timing and Load Diagrams (Continued) 
C") 

~ ...... 
~ 

--1 r- FIRST BIT DECODED 

Q) 
C") 
CO 
Q. 

1110111011 1 0 1110111 0 1 1 10111 0 111011 I 

o RX+/- ___ --, 

CRS 

RXC 

RXD 

____ ....... +1.5V 
--I I--t CS on 1.5V 

--I r- tRDS 

----I 1-- t RDs 

FIGURE 7. Receive Timing - Start of Packet 
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CRS +1.5V 
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, 
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RXC 
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TL/F/67S8-9 

FIGURE 8. Receive Timing - End of Packet (last bit = 0) 
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9.0 Timing and Load Diagrams (Continued) 

I 1 I ? I 1 I 0 I 1 I 
RX+/- FLILJ-----.................. ----------------

--I I-- t CS off 

CRS 

RXC 

r--- 5 EXTRA CLOCKS----I 

RXOULIU 

I 1 I 0 I 1 I 0 I 1 I 
TL/F/6758-10 

FIGURE 9. Receive Timing - End of Packet (last bit = 1) 

CD+/- --JLS"lILJ 
-J tCOLon I-- i-tCOLoff I 

5S 

COL t 1.5V tL_l_.5_V ___________ _ 

~----

TLlF/6758-11 

FIGURE 10. Collision Timing 

LBK _____ ..... + 1.5V +!-_1_.5_V ______ _ 

LtLBSi r-tLBh-J 
_________ -JJr~-1-.5-V------+~_1_.5_V __________ _ TXE 

TLiF 16758-12 

FIGURE 11. Loopback Timing 
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D 

270 II 
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'27,..H transformer is used for testing purposes, 100,..H transformers (Valor, LTll0l, or Pulse Engineering 64103) are recommended for application use, 

FIGURE 12. Test Loads 
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DP8392/NS32492 Coaxial Transceiver Interface 

General Description 
The DP8392 Coaxial Transceiver Interface (CTI) is used as 
a coaxial cable line driver/receiver for EthernetlCheapernet 
type local area networks. The CTI is connected between the 
coaxial cable and the Data Terminal Equipment (DTE). In 
Ethernet applications the transceiver is usually mounted 
within a dedicated enclosure and is connected to the DTE 
via a transceiver cable. In Cheapernet applications, the CTI 
is typically located within the DTE and connects to the DTE 
through isolation transformers only. The CTI consists of a 
Receiver, Transmitter, Collision Detector, and a Jabber Tim
er. The Transmitter connects directly to a 50 ohm coaxial 
cable where it is used to drive the coax when transmitting. 
During transmission, a jabber timer is initiated to disable the 
CTI transmitter in the event of a longer than legal length 
data packet. Collision Detection circuitry monitors the sig
nals on the coax to determine the presence of colliding 
packets and signals the DTE in the event of a collision. 

The CTI is part of a three chip set that implements the com
plete IEEE 802.3 compatible network node electronics as 
shown below. The other two chips are the DP8391 Serial 
Network Interface (SNI) and the DP8390 Network Interface 
Controller (NIC). 

The SNI provides the Manchester encoding and decoding 
functions; whereas the NIC handles the Media Access Pro
tocol and the buffer management tasks. Isolation between 
the CTI and the SNI is an IEEE 802.3 requirement that can 
be easily satisfied on signal lines using a set of pulse trans
formers that come in a standard DIP. However, the power 
isolation for the CTI is done by DC-to-DC conversion 
through a power transformer. 

1.0 System Diagram 

TAP 

COAX 
CABLE 

OR-- .... -f-ll 
BNC 

TRANSCEIVER OR MAU 

TRANSCEIVER 
CABLE 

Features 
ill Compatible with Ethernet II, IEEE 802.3 10Base5 and 

10Base2 (Cheapernet) 
• Integrates all transceiver electronics except signal & 

power isolation 
Ii Innovative design minimizes external component count 
• Jabber timer function integrated on chip 
• Externally selectable CD Heartbeat allows operation 

with IEEE 802.3 compatible repeaters 
• Precision circuitry implements receive mode collision 

detection 
• Squelch circuitry at all inputs rejects noise 
• Designed for rigorous reliability requirements of 

IEEE 802.3 
• Standard 16-pin DIP uses a special leadframe that 

significantly reduces the operating die temperature 
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2.0 Block Diagram 
COAX 
CABLE 

HEARTBEAT ENABLE 

10 101Hz 
OSCILLATOR 

OTE 
INTERFACE 

RECEIVE 
PAIR 
(RX+, RX-) 

TRANSMIT 
PAIR 
(TX+, TX-) 

COLLISION 
PAIR 
(CD+, CD-) 

TLIFI7405-2 

FIGURE 1. DP8392 Block Diagram 

3.0 Functional Description 
The CTI consists of four main logical blocks: 

a) the Receiver • receives data from the coax and sends it 
to the DTE 

b) the Transmitter· accepts data from the DTE and trans· 
mits it onto the coax 

c) the Collision Detect circuitry • indicates to the DTE any 
collision on the coax 

d) the Jabber Timer • disables the Transmitter in case of 
longer than legal length packets 

3.1 RECEIVER FUNCTIONS 

The Receiver includes an input buffer, a cable equalizer, a 
4·pole Bessel low pass filter, a squelch circuit, and a differ· 
ential line driver. 

The buffer provides high input impedance and low input ca· 
pacitance to minimize loading and reflections on the coax. 

The equalizer is a high pass filter which compensates for 
the low pass effect of the cable. The composite result of the 
maximum length cable and the equalizer is a flatband re
sponse at the signal frequencies to minimize jitter. 

The 4-pole Bessel low pass filter extracts the average DC 
level on the coax, which is used by both the Receiver 
squelch and the collision detection circuits. 

The Receiver squelch circuit prevents noise on the coax 
from falsely triggering the Receiver in the absence of the 
Signal. At the beginning of the packet, the Receiver turns on 
when the DC level from the low pass filter is lower than the 
DC squelch threshold. However, at the end of the packet, a 
quick Receiver turn off is needed to reject dribble bits. This 
is accomplished by an AC timing circuit that reacts to high 
level Signals of greater than typically 200 ns in duration. The 
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Receiver then stays off only if within about 1 "'S, the DC 
level from the low pass filter rises above the DC squelch 
threshold. Figure 2 illustrates the Receiver timing. 

The differential line driver provides ECl compatible signals 
to the DTE with 5 ns rise and fall times. In its idle state, its 
outputs go to differential zero to prevent DC standing cur
rent in the isolation transformer. 

3.2 TRANSMITTER FUNCTIONS 

The Transmitter has a differential input and an open collec
tor output current driver. The differential input common 
mode voltage is established by the CTI and should not be 
altered by external circuitry. The transformer coupling of 
TX± will satisfy this condition. The driver meets all IEEE 
802.3/Ethernet Specifications for signal levels. Controlled 
rise and fall times (25 ns + 1-5 ns) minimize the higher 
harmonic components. The rise and fall times are matched 
to within 1 ns to minimize jitter. The drive current levels of 
the DP8392 meet the tighter recommended limits of IEEE 
802.3 and are set by a built-in bandgap reference and an 
external 1 % resistor. An on chip isolation diode is provided 
to reduce the Transmitter's coax load capacitance. For 
Ethernet compatible applications. an external isolation di
ode (see Figure 4) may be added to further reduce coax 
load capacitance. In Cheapernet compatible applications 
the external diode is not required as the coax capacitive 
loading specifications are relaxed. 

The Transmitter squelch circuit rejects signals with pulse 
widths less than typically 25 ns (negative going), or with 
levels less than -175 mv. The Transmitter turns off at the 
end of the packet if the signal stays higher than -175 mv 
for more than approximately 300 ns. Figure 3 illustrates the 
Transmitter timing. 
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3.0 Functional Description (Continued) 

3.3 COLLISION FUNCTIONS 

The collision circuitry consists of a 4·pole Bessel low pass 
filter (section 3.1), a comparator, a heartbeat generator, a 
10 MHz oscillator, and a differential line driver. 

The collision comparator monitors the DC level from the low 
pass filter. If the level is more negative than the collision 
threshold, the collision output is enabled. 

At the end of every transmission, the heartbeat generator 
creates a pseudo collision for a short time to ensure that the 
collision circuitry is properly functioning. This burst on colli· 
sion output occurs typically 1.1 !'-S after the transmission, 
and has a duration of about 1 !,-S. This function can be dis
abled externally with the HBE (Heartbeat Enable) pin to al
low operation with repeaters. 

RECEIVE 
INPUT 

FROM COAX 

The 10 MHz oscillator generates the signal for the collision 
and heartbeat functions. It is also used as the timebase for 
all the jabber functions. It does not require any external 
components. 

The collision differential line driver transfers the 10 MHz sig
nal to the CD ± pair in the event of collision, jabber, or 
heartbeat conditions. This line driver also features zero dif· 
ferential idle state. 

3.4 JABBER FUNCTIONS 

The Jabber Timer monitors the Transmitter and inhibits 
transmission if the Transmitter is active for longer than 20 
ms (fault). It also enables the collision output for the fault 
duration. After the fault is removed, The Jabber Timer waits 
for about 500 ms (unjab time) before re-enabling the Trans
mitter. The transmit input must stay inactive during the unjab 
time. 

DC 
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DC 200ns :--: CHECK 
TIMER.: 1 

LOW PASS t THRESHOLD , 

o~i~~~---"":'t-~-: -----------5S!i-S--------:--~ 
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FIGURE 2. Receiver Timing 
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FIGURE 3. Transmitter Timing 
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4.0 Connection Diagram 
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See NS Package Number N16A 

FIGURE 4. Connection Diagram 
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5.0 Pin Descriptions 
Pin No. Name I/O Description 

1 CD+' 0 Collision Output. Balanced differential line driver outputs from the collision detect 
2 CD- circuitry. The 10 MHz signal from the internal oscillator is transferred to these 

outputs in the event of collision, excessive transmission uabber), or during CD 
Heartbeat condition. These outputs are open emitters; pulldown resistors to VEE 
are required. When operating into a 780 transmission line, these resistors should 
be 5000. In Cheapernet applications, where the 780 drop cable is not used, 
higher resistor values (up to 1.5k) may be used to save power. 

3 RX+' 0 Receive Output. Balanced differential line driver outputs from the Receiver. These 
6 RX- outputs also require 5000 pulldown resistors. 

7 TX+' I Transmit Input. Balanced differential line receiver inputs to the Transmitter. The 
8 TX- common mode voltage for these inputs is determined internally and must not be 

externally established. Signals meeting Transmitter squelch requirements are 
waveshaped and output at TXO. 

9 HBE I Heartbeat Enable. This input enables CD Heartbeat when grounded, disables it 
when connected to VEE. 

11 RR+ I External Resistor. A fixed 1 k 1 % resistor connected between these pins 
12 RR- establishes internal operating currents. 

• 14 RXI I Receive Input. Connects directly to the coaxial cable. Signals meeting Receiver 
squelch requirements are equalized for inter-symbol distortion, amplified, and 
outputted at RX ± . 

15 TXO 0 Transmit Output. Connects either directly (Cheapernet) or via an isolation diode 
(Ethernet) to the coaxial cable. 

16 CDS I COllision Detect Sense. Ground sense connection for the collision detect circuit. 
This pin should be connected separately to the shield to avoid ground drops from 
altering the receive mode collision threshold. 

10 GND Positive Supply Pin. A 0.1 J-LF ceramic decoupling capacitor must be connected 
across GND and VEE as close to the device as possible. 

4 VEE Negative Supply Pins. In order to make full use of the 3.5W power dissipation 
5 capability of this package, these pins should be connected to a large metal frame 

13 area on the PC board. DOing this will reduce the operating die temperature of the 
device thereby increasing the long term reliability . 

• IEEE names for CD± ~ CI±, RX± ~ DI±, TX± ~ DO± 

I 
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6.0 Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

Supply Voltage (VEE) -12V Storage Temperature - 65° to 150°C 

Package Power Rating at 25°C 3.5 Watts' Lead Temp. (Soldering, 10 seconds) 300°C 
(PC Board Mounted) 
Derate linearly at the rate of 28.6 mW rc Recommended Operating 

Input Voltage Oto -12V Conditions 
*For actual power dissipation of the device please refer to section 7.0. 

Supply Voltage (VEE) -9v ±5% 

Ambient Temperature 0° to 70°C 

7.0 Electrical Characteristics VEE = - 9V ± 5 %, T A = 0° to 70°C (Notes 2 & 3) 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

IEE1 Supply current-non transmitting -85 -130 mA 

IEE2 Supply current-transmitting -125 -180 mA 

IRXI Receive input bias current (RXI) -2 +25 1-'A 

ITDC Transmit output dc current level (TXO) 37 41 45 mA 

ITAC Transmit output ac current level (TXO) ±28 ITDC mA 

VCD Collision threshold (Receive mode) TBD -1.53 TBD V 

VOD Differential output voltage (RX ± , CD ± ) ±600 ±1200 mV 

VOC Common mode output voltage (RX ± , CD ± ) -1.5 -2.0 -2.5 V 

VOB Dift. output voltage imbalance (RX ±, CD ±) ±40 mV 

VTS Transmitter squelch threshold (TX ±) -175 -225 -300 mV 

Cx Input capacitance (RXI) 1.2 pF 

RRXI Shunt resistance-non transmitting (RXI) 100 KO 

RTXO Shunt resistance-transmitting (TXO) TBD 10 KO 

8.0 Switching Characteristics VEE = -9V ±5%, TA = 0° to 70°C (Note 3) 

Symbol Parameter Fig Min Typ Max Units 

tRON Receiver startup delay (RXI to RX ± ) 5 & 11 4 TBD bits 

tRd Receiver propagation delay (RXI to RX ± ) 5 & 11 15 50 ns 

tRr Differential outputs rise time (RX ± , CD ±) 5 & 11 4 TBD ns 

tRI Differential outputs fall time (RX ±, CD ±) 5 & 11 4 TBD ns 

tRJ Receiver & cable total jitter 10 ±2 TBD ns 

tTST Transmitter startup delay (TX ± to TXO) 6 & 11 1 TBD bits 

tTd Transmitter propagation delay (TX ± to TXO) 6 & 11 25 50 ns 

tTr Transmitter rise time -10% to 90% (TXO) 6 & 11 TBD 25 TBD ns 

tTl Transmitter fall time -90% to 10% (TXO) 6 & 11 TBD 25 TBD ns 

tTM tTr and tTl mismatch 0.5 TBD ns 

tTS Transmitter skew (TXO) ±0.5 TBD ns 

tTON Transmitturn-on pulse width at VTS (TX±) 6 & 11 TBD 25 ns 

tTOFF Transmit turn-off pulse width at VTS (TX ±) 6 & 11 TBD 300 TBD ns 

leON Collision turn-on delay 7 & 11 7 TBD bits 

tCOFF Collision turn-off delay 7 & 11 20 bits 

fCD Collision frequency (CD ± ) 7 & 11 8.0 12.5 MHz 

leP Collision pulse width (CD ±) 7 & 11 35 70 ns 

tHON CD Heartbeat delay (TX ± to CD ±) 8 & 11 0.6 1.6 1-'s 

tHW CD Heartbeat duration (CD ± ) 8 & 11 0.5 1.0 1.5 1-'s 

tJA Jabber activation delay (TX ± to TXO and CD ± ) 9 & 11 20 29 50 ms 

tJR Jabber reset unjab time (TX ± to TXO and CD ±) 9 & 11 250 500 750 ms 

TBO = To be determined 

Note 1: Absolute maximum ratings are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. 

Note 2: All currents into device pins are positive, all currents out of device pins are negative. All voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise specified. 

Note 3: All typicals are given for VEE = -9V and TA = 25°C. 
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9.0 Timing and Load Diagrams 

RXI 

: •• ----IRON ----•• : 
, 

RX+/- --------------------------~~ ~ 
II I r 

TX+/-

TXO 

INPUT STEP FUNCTION 

CD+/-

FIGURE 5. Receiver Timing 

ITON --: :--, --, ITST 
, ,--

R = 1 k 

I T I 

I ~I 
I ct I IC=510pF I 
I I 

FIGURE 6. Transmitter Timing 

RXI DP8392 CD:t 
COLLISION 
DETECTOR OUTPUT 

RAND C NETWORK 
SIMULATES WORST CASE 
CABLE STEP RESPONSE 

tRf -+-; :.-- -..; :~ tRr 

,~~-------------

VCD(mlnL---' 

, 
;--+--- tCOFF -+-; 

l/fCD --: 
, , 

:-- ICp 

FIGURE 7. Collision Timing 

TX+~ ~-----------------------------------------
':,'" .-----tHON -----•• ':~ tHW ----: 

, 
CD+/- ---------------i 

FIGURE 8. Heartbeat Timing 
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9.0 Timing and Load Diagrams (Continued) 

TX + /- --f 1111111111111111111111111 
, 
:-tJA-: :-.---- tJR ------: 

TXO 1111111111111111 

CD+/- I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

..... -

FIGURE 9. Jabber Timing 

: R=TBD 

RAND C NETWORK 
SIMULATES WORST 

CASE CABLE 

W J!!:tl , , , ..... ' 
:ttRJ Input jitter:::;:; ± 1 ns 

RX ± Output jitter s;; ± 7 ns 

Difference s;; ± 6 ns 

FIGURE 10. Receive Jitter Timing 

-

DP8392 
RECEIVER 

TRANSMIT OUTPUT 1 
~ 50j.LH' 

(TXO) 
25 n 

RECEIVE (RXi) 
OR 

COLLISION (Cot) 

--
5tOn 5ton 

TL/F17405-10 

RX:t 

OUTPUT 

TLlFi7405-11 

78n 

TL/F/7405-12 

-The 50 ,uH inductance is for testing purposes. Pulse transformers with higher inductances are recommended (see Figure 4) 

FIGURE 11. Test Loads 
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DP8340/NS32440 Serial Bi-Phase Transmitter/Encoder 

General Description 
The DP8340/NS32440 generates a complete encoding of 
parallel data for high speed serial transmission which con
forms to the protocol as defined by the IBM 3270 informa
tion display system standard. The DP8340/NS32440 con
verts parallel input data into a serial data stream. Although 
the IBM standard covers bi-phase serial data transmission 
over a coax line, the DP8340/NS32440 also adapts to gen
eral high speed serial data transmission over other than 
coax lines, at frequencies either higher or lower than the 
IBM standard. 

The DP8340/NS32440 and its complementary chip, the 
DP8341 (receiver I decoder) have been designed to provide 
maximum flexibility in system designs. The separation of the 
transmitter I receiver functions provides convenient addition 
of more receivers at one end of a bi-phase line without the 
need of unused transmitters. This is specifically advanta
geous in control units where typical bi-phase data is multi
plexed over many bi-phase lines and the number of receiv
ers generally exceeds the number of transmitters. 

Connection Diagrams 
Plastic Chip Carrier 

I: 
:::l 
:::> 

en ~ 
"-

0 '-' C> 
>'-' 

...., 
j5 j5 j5 '" 

018 25 AUTO RESPONSE 

017 24 TRANSMITTER ACTIVE 

DIS 7 23 PARITY CRT 

8 DP8340 22 

015 21 EVEN/ ODD 

DI4 10 20 DATA OUT 

013 11 19 DATA OUT 

'" .... on .... 

N 0- e X N >-
j5 :::> z x d 0 C> 

'" e 
u 

;:0 3 
u -< e 

TL/F/5251-19 

Features 
• Ten bits per data byte transmission 
• Single-byte or multi-byte transmission 
• Internal parity generation (even or odd) 
• Internal crystal controlled oscillator used for the genera

tion of all required chip timing frequencies 
• Clock output directly drives receiver (DP8341) clock in-

put 

• Input data holding register 
• Automatic clear status response feature 
• Line drivers at data outputs provide easy interface to 

bi-phase coax line or general transmission lines 

• < 2 ns driver output skew 
• Bipolar technology provides TIL input/output compati-

bility 
• Data outputs power upl down glitch free 
• Internal power up clear and reset 
• Single + 5V power supply 

Dual-In-Line Package 

Dill VCC 

Dll0 23 REG LOAD 

Dl9 22 REG FULL 

Dl8 21 AUTO RESPONSE 

Dl7 20 TRANSMITTER ACTIVE 

016 19 PARITY CRT 

015 18 EVEN/DOD 

014 17 DATA OUT 

013 16 DATA OUT 

012 10 15 DATA DELAY 

CLK OUT 11 14 X2 

GND 12 13 Xl 

TL/F/5251-1 

Top View 

FIGURE 1 

Order Number DP8340/NS32440 J, N or V 
See NS Package Number J24A, N24A or V28A 
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Block Diagram 

VCC 

J..CEXT 
REXT 

X2 

CLOCK 
OUTPUT 

EXCTREyRSNTAALL ,----, I CRYSTAL 
'-----' I OSCILLATOR 

PARITY 
CON TROll 

RESET 

l8.867MHz """C __ +- Xl 
I L.;.;.;.. __ ...I 

REGISTERS 
FULL 

TRANSMITTER EVEN 1000 
ACTIVE PARITY 

~ 

CONTROL LOGIC 

REGISTER AUTO 
LOAO RESPONSE 

~ 
SERIAL 
OUTPUTS 

TL/F/S2S1-2 

FIGURE 2. DP8340/NS32440 Serial Bi-Phase Transmitter/Encoder Block Diagram 

Functional Description 
Figure 2 is a block diagram of the DP8340INS32440 Bi
Phase Transmitter/Encoder. The transmitter/encoder con
tains a crsytal oscillator whose input is a crystal with a fre
quency eight (8) times the data rate. A Clock Output is pro
vided to drive the DP8341 receiver!decoder Clock Input and 
other system components at the oscillator frequency. Addi
tionally, the oscillator drives the control logic and output 
shift register/format logic blocks. 

Data is parallel loaded from the sytem data bus to the trans
mitter/encoder's input holding register. This data is in turn 
loaded by the transmitter/encoder to its output shift register 
if this register was empty at the time of the load. During this 
load, message formatting and parity are generated. The for
matted message is then shifted out at the bit rate frequency 
to the TTL to Bi-Phase block which generates the proper 
data bit formatting. The three data outputs, DATA, DATA, 
and DATA DELAY provide for flexible interface to the coax 
line with a minimum of external components. 

The Control Logic block interfaces to all blocks to insure 
proper chip operation and sequencing. It controls the type 
of parity generation through the Even/Odd Parity input. An 
additional feature provided by the transmitter/encoder is 
generation of odd parity and placement in bit 10 position 
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while still maintaining even or odd parity in the bit 12 posi
tion. This is the format of data word bytes and other com
mands in the 3270 Standard. The Parity Control input is the 
pin which controls when this operation is in effect. 

Another feature of the transmitter/encoder is the internal 
TT / AR (Transmission Turnaround! Auto Response) capabil
ity. After each Write type message from the control unit in 
the 3270 Standard, the receiving unit must respond with 
clean status (bits 2 through 11). With the transmitter/encod
er, this function is accomplished simply by forcing the Auto
Response input to the Logic "0" state. 

Operation of the transmitter/encoder is automatic. After the 
first data byte is loaded, the Transmitter Active output is set 
and the transmitter/encoder immediately formats the input 
data and serially shifts it out its data outputs. If the message 
is a multi-byte message, the internal format logic will modify 
the message data format for multibyte as long as the next 
byte is loaded to the input holding register before the last 
data bit of the previous data byte is transferred out of the 
internal output shift register. After all data is shifted out of 
the transmitter/encoder the Transmitter Active output will 
return to the inactive state. 
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Detailed Pin/Functional Description 
Crystal Inputs Xl and X2 

The oscillator is controlled by an external, parallel resonant 
crystal connected between the Xl and X2 pins. Normally, a 
fundamental mode crystal is used to determine the operat
ing frequency of the osicllator; however, overtone mode 
crystals may be used. 

Crystal Specifications (Parallel Resonant) 

Type AT-cut crystal 

0.005% at 25°C Tolerance 

Stability 

Resonance 

Maximum Series Resistance 

Load CapaCitance 

R C 
TOPINX2~L.... 

PIN (14) ..1. r- VCC 

c::J CRYSTAL 

.. ___ J... SEE (FIG. 16) 
TO PIN Xl _ 

PIN (13) 

0.01 % from O°C to + 70°C 

Fundamental (Parallel) 

Dependent on Frequency 
(For 18.867 MHz, 500) 

15 pF 

FREQ R C 

10 MHz to 5000 
30 pF 

20 MHz ±10% 

>20 MHz 
1200 

15 pF 
±10% 

TL/F/S2S1-3 

FIGURE 3. Connection Diagram 

If the DP8340/NS32440 transmitter is clocked by a system 
(clock crystal oscillator not used), pin 13 (Xl input) should 
be clocked directly using a Schottky series (74S) circuit. Pin 
14 (X2 input) may be left open. The clocking frequency must 
be set at eight times the data bit rate. Maximum input fre
quency is 28 MHz. For the IBM 3270 Interface, this frequen
cy is 18.867 MHz. At this frequency, the serial bit rate will be 
2.358 Mbits/sec. 

Clock Output 

The Clock Output is a buffered output derived directly from 
the crystal oscillator block and clocks at the oscillator fre
quency. It is designed to directly drvie the DP8341 receiver/ 
decoder Clock Input as well as other system components. 

Registers Full 

This output is used as a flag by the external operating sys
tem. A logic "1" (active state) on this output indicates that 
both the internal output shift register and the input holding 
register contain active data. No additional data should be 
loaded until this output returns to the logic "0" state (inac
tive state). 

Transmitter Active 

This output will be in the logic "1" state while the transmit
ter / encoder is about to transmit or in the process of trans
mitting data. Otherwise, it will assume the logic "0" state 
indicating no data presently in either the input holding or 
output shift registers. 

Register Load 

The Register Load input is used to load data from the Data 
Inputs to the input holding register. The loading function 
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is edge sensitive, the data present during the logic "0" state 
of this input is loaded, and the input data must be valid 
before the logic "0" to logic "1" transition. It is after this 
transition that the transmitter/encoder begins formatting of 
data for serial transmission. 

Auto Response (TT / AR) 

This input provides for automatic clear data transmission (all 
bits in logic "0") without the need of loading all zero's. 
When a logic "0" is forced on this inpiut the transmitter / en
coder immediately responds with transmission of "clean 
status". This function is necessary after the completion of 
each write type command and in other functions in the 3270 
specification. In the logic "1" state the transmitter/encoder 
transmits data entered on the Data Inputs. 

Even/Odd Parity 

This input sets the internal logic of the DP8340/NS32440 
transmitter/encoder to generate either even or odd parity 
for the data byte in the bit 12 position. When this pin is in the 
logic "0" state odd parity is generated. In the logic "1" state 
even parity is generated. This feature is useful when the 
control unit is performing a loop back check and at the 
same time the controller wishes to verify proper data trans
mission with its receiver/decoder. 

Parity Control/Reset 

Depending on the type of message transmitted, it is at times 
necessary in the IBM 3270 specification to generate an ad
ditional parity bit in the bit 10 position. The bit generated is 
odd parity on the previous eight (8) bits of data. When the 
Parity Control input is in the logic" 1" state the data entered 
at the Data Bit 1 0 position is placed in the transmitted word. 
With the Parity Control input in the logic "0" state the Data 
Bit 1 0 input is ignored and odd parity on the previous data 
bits is placed in the normal bit 1 0 position while overall word 
parity (bit 12) is even or odd (controlled by Even/Odd Parity 
input). This eliminates the need for external logic to gener
ate the parity on the data bits. 

Truth Table 

Parity Control Input Transmitted Data Bit 10 

Logic "1" Data entered on Data Input 1 0 

Logic "0" Odd Parity on 8-bit data byte 

When this input is driven to a voltage that exceeds the pow
er supply level (9V to 13V) the transmitter/encoder is reset. 

Serial Outputs-DATA, DATA, and DATA DELAY 

These three output pins provide for convenient application 
of data to the Bi-Phase Coax line (see Figure 15 for applica
tion). The Data outputs are a direct bit representation of the 
Bi-Phase data while the DATA DELAY output provides the 
necessary increment to clearly define the four (4) DC levels 
of the pulse. The DATA and DATA outputs add flexibility to 
the DP8340/NS32440 transmitter/encoder for use in high 
speed differential line driving applications. 



Functional Timing Waveforms-Message Format 
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TRANSMISSION 

START 

Single Byte Transmission 
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TRANSMISSION 
TERMINATION 

II 

TA ---I II 
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OATA __ ~ .... ~ 
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~ 
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FIGURE 4. Overall Timing Waveforms for Single Byte 

Multi-Byte Transmission 
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OATA ___ --' 
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DATA OELAY 
II I I I I 

I' I' I' I' /, 
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FIGURE 5. Overall Timing Waveforms for Multi-Byte 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

Specifications for Military I Aerospace products are not Maximum Power Dissipation @25'C' 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated Cavity Package 2237mW 
reliability electrical test specifications document. Dual-In-Line Package 2500mW 

Supply Voltage, Vee 7V Plastic Chip Carrier 1720 mw 

Input Voltage 5.5V *Derate cavity package 14.9 mwrc above 25°C; derate dual·in-line pack-
age 20 mW/'C above 25'C; derate PCC package 13.8 mW/,C above 25'C. 

Output Voltage 5.25V 

Storage Temperature Range - 65'C to + 150'C Operating Conditions 
lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.) 300'C Min Max Units 

Supply Voltage, (Vecl 4.75 5.25 V 

Ambient Temperature, T A 0 +70 'C 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH logic "1" Input Voltage 
2.0 V 

(All Inputs Except Xl and X2) 

Vil logic "0" Input Voltage 
0.8 V 

(All Inputs Except Xl and X2) 

VelAMP Input Clamp Voltage liN = -12 mA 
-0.8 -1.2 V 

(All Inputs Except Xl and X2) 

IIH logic "1" Input Current Vee = 5.25V 
0.3 120 I-'-A 

Register load Input VIN = 5.25V 

All Others Except Xl and X2 0.1 40 I-'-A 

III logic "0" Input Current Vee = 5.25V 
-15 -300 I-'-A 

Register load Input VIN = 0.5V 

All Inputs Except Xl and X2 -5 -100 I-'-A 

VOH1 logic "1" All Outputs Except ClK OUT, 10H = -100 I-'-A 3.2 3.9 V 
DATA, DATA, and DATA DELAY 10H = -1 mA 2.5 3.4 V 

VOH2 logic "1" for CKl OUT, DATA, 
10H = -10mA 2.6 3.0 V 

DATA and DATA DELAY Outputs 

VOL1 logic "0" All Outputs Except ClK OUT, 
10l = 5mA 0.35 0.5 V 

DATA, DATA and DATA DELAY Outputs 

VOl2 logic "0" for ClK OUT, DATA, 
10l = 20 mA 0.4 0.6 V 

DATA and DATA DELAY Outputs 

IOS1 Short Circuit Current for All Outputs 
VOUT = OV 

Except ClK OUT, DATA, DATA, and -10 -30 -100 mA 
DATA DELAY 

(Note 4) 

IOS2 Short Circuit Current for DATA, VOUT = OV -50 -140 -350 mA 
DATA, and DATA DELAY Outputs (Note 4) 

IOS3 Short Circuit Current for ClK OUT (Note 4) -30 -90 -200 mA 

lec Power Supply Current Vee = 5.25V 170 250 mA 

Timing Characteristics Oscillator Frequency = 18.867 MHz (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpd1 REG lOAD to Transmitter Active (T A) load Circuit 1 
60 90 

Positive Edge Figure 7 
ns 

tpd2 REG lOAD to REG Full; Positive Edge load Circuit 1 
45 75 

Figure 7 
ns 

tpd3 Register Full to T A; Negative Edge load Circuit 1 
40 70 

Figure 7 
ns 

tpd4 Positive Edge of REG lOAD to load Circuits 1 & 2 
50 80 

Positive Edge of DATA Figure 9 
ns 
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Timing Characteristics Oscillator Frequency ~ 18.867 MHz (Notes 2 and 3) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpd5 REG LOAD to DATA; Positive Edge Load Circuits 1 & 2 
380 475 

Figure 9, (Note 6) 
ns 

tpd6 REG LOAD to DATA DELAY; Positive Edge Load Circuits 1 & 2 
160 250 

Figure 9, (Note 6) 
ns 

tpd7 Positive Edge of DATA to Negative Edge Load Circuit 2 
100 115 

of DATA DELAY Figure 9, (Note 6) 
ns 

tpd8 Positive Edge of DATA DELAY to Negative Load Circuit 2 
110 125 

Edge of DATA Figure 9, (Note 6) 
ns 

tpd9, Skew between DATA and DATA Load Circuit 2 
2 6 ns 

tpd10 Figure 9 

tpd11 Negative Edge of Auto Response to Load Circuit 1 
70 110 

Positive Edge of T A Figure 10 
ns 

tpd12 Maximum Time Delay to Load Second Byte Load Circuit 1 
4 x T -50 

after Positive Edge of REG FULL Figure 8, (Note 6) 
ns 

tpd13 XI to CLK OUT; Positive Edge Load Circuit 2 
21 30 

Figure 13 
ns 

tpd14 XI to CLK OUT; Negative Edge Load Circuit 2 
23 33 

Figure 13 
ns 

Ipd15 Negative Edge of AR to Positive Load Circuit 1 
45 75 

Edge of REG FULL Figure 10 
ns 

tpd16 Skew between TA and REG FULL during Load Circuit 1 
50 80 

Auto Response Figure 10 
ns 

tpd17 REG LOAD to REG FULL; Positive Edge Load Circuit 1 
45 75 

for Second Byte Figure 14 
ns 

1pW1 REG LOAD Pulse Width Figure 12 40 ns 

tpw2 First REG FULL Pulse Width (Note 5) Load Circuit 1 
8 X T + 60 8 X T + 100 

Figure 7, (Note 6) 
ns 

tpw3 REG FULL Pulse Width prior to Ending Load Circuit 1 , 
5xB ns 

Sequence (Note 5) Figure 7, (Note 6) 

tPW4 Pulse Width for Auto Response Figure 10 40 ns 

ts Data Setup Time prior to REG LOAD Figure 12 
15 25 ns 

Positive Edge, Hold Time (tH) ~ a ns 

tr1 Rise Time for DATA, DATA, and DATA Load Circuit 2 
7 13 

DELAY Output Waveform Figure 11 
ns 

tl1 Fall Time for DATA, DATA, and DATA Load Circuil 2 
5 11 

DELAY Output Waveform Figure 11 
ns 

tr2 Rise Time for TA and REG FULL Load Circuit 1 
20 30 

Figure 15 
ns 

tl2 Fall Time for TA and REG FULL Load Circuit 1 
15 25 , 

Figure 15 
ns 

fMAX Data Rate Frequency (Note 7) 
DC 3.5 Mbits/s 

(Clock Input must be 8X this Frequency) 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified, min.lmax. limits apply across the O°C to +70°C temperature range and the 4.7SV to 5.25V power supply range. All typical 
values are for TA = 25°C and Vee = S.OV. 

Note 3: All currents into device pins are shown as positive; all currents out of device pins are shown as negative; all voltages are referenced to ground, unless 
, otherwise specified. All values shown as max. or min. are so classified on absolute basis. 

! Note 4: Only one output should be shorted at a time. Output should not be shorted for more than one second at a time. 

Note 5: T ~ 1/(Oscillator Frequency), unit for T should be ns. B ~ 8T 
Note 6: Oscillator Frequency Dependent. 

Note 7: For the IBM 3270 Interface, the data rate frequency is 2.358 Mbits/s. 28 MHz clock frequency corresponds to 3.75% jitter when referenced to Figure 10 of 
DP8341 Datasheet. 
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Load Circuit 1 

Vee 

RL=2k 

Timing Waveforms 

TA 

REG FULL 

TLlF/5251-6 

FIGURE 6. Test Load Circuits 

Load Circuit 2 

Vee 

RL=2k 

r---------~~------------------3V 

50% 

/-------""' VOH 

'------VOL 

TL/F/5251-7 

TLlF/5251-8 

REG FULL 

DATA 

DATA DELAY 

FIGURE 7. Timing Waveforms for Single Byte Transfer 

3V 

~~Fu~ 

---J/~3tl"" "'- '« 
WINDOW 

- TO LOAD MULTI·BYTE DATA --
17'12 xB 

FIGURE 8. Maximum Window to Load Multi-Byte Data 
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FIGURE 9. Timing Waveforms for Three Serial Outputs 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

Ir----?~------------3V 

50% 
-OV 

TA 

~~--I~-------~ VOH 
\;~% 

'Pd16~1 ~O~L 
~ VOL 

j'Pdl1 II 

f'Pd15 II 
~I 

REG fULL 

TLlF/5251-11 

FIGURE 10. Timing Waveforms for Auto-Response 

10% 10% 
1'---- VOL 

TLlF/5251-12 

FIGURE 11. Output Waveform for DATA, DATA, DATA DELAY (Load Circuit 2) 

REG LOAD 

l~tPWll 
REG LOAD -------i 50% lurv----- 3V 

_________ I~'s~1 1-'H:On, 
DATA OR PARITY 'VI \if 

CONTROL ;r... /1'..\.. ____ OV 

3V 

TL/F/5251-13 

FIGURE 12. Register Load Waveform Requirement 

Xl 

OV 

eLK OUT 

VOL 
TLlF/5251-14 

FIGURE 13. Timing Waveforms for Clock Pulse 

,------------------3V 
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OV y 
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~
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_tpd17 VOL 
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FIGURE 14. Timing Waveforms for Two Byte Transfer 
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FIGURE 15. Rise and Fall Time Measurement for TA and REG Full 
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Typical Applications 

tARITY CONTROL 

AUTO RESPONSE 

REG LOAO 

REG FULL 
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M 
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ERROR 
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REG READ 

I RECEIVER ACTIVE 

DPB340 
TRANSMITTER/ 
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~ 

~ 

DPB341 
RECEIVER/ 
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FIG.3 
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RECEIVER 
DISABLE 

+IN 
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TRANSLATION 
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INPUT 
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FIG.17 

FIGURE 16. Typical Applications for IBM 3270 Interface 
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Note 1: Resistance values are in fl, ±5%, % W 

TLlF/5251-17 

TLIF/52S1-18 

Note 2: Tl is a 1:1:1 pulse transformer, LMIN ~ 500 J.'H for 18 MHz system clock. Pulse Engineering Part No. 5762/Surface Mount, 5762M/PE-85762. Technitrol 
Part No. 11 LHA, Valor Electronics Part No. CT1501 or equivalent transformers. 

Note 3: Crystal manufacturer's Midland Ross Corp. NEL Unit Part No. NE-18A (C2560N) @ 18.867 MHz and the Viking Group of San Jose, CA Part No. VXB46NS 
@ 18.867 MHz. 

FIGURE 17. Translation Logic 
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DP8341/NS32441 Serial Bi-Phase Receiver IDecoder 

General Description 
The DP8341 I NS32441 provides complete decoding of data 
for high speed serial data communications. In specific, the 
DP8341/NS32441 recognizes serial data that conforms to 
the IBM 3270 Information Display System Standard and 
converts it into ten (10) bits of parallel data. Although this 
standard covers Bi-Phase serial data transmission over a 
coax line, this device easily adapts to generalized high 
speed serial data transmission on other than coax lines at 
frequencies either higher or lower than the IBM 3270 stan
dard. 

The DP8341/NS32441 receiver and its complementary 
chip, the DP8340 transmitter, are designed to provide maxi
mum flexibility in system designs. The separation of trans
mitter and receiver functions allows addition of more receiv
ers at one end of the Bi-Phase line without the necessity of 
adding unused transmitters. This is advantageous specifi
cally in control units where typically Bi-Phase data is multi
plexed over many Bi-Phase lines and the number of receiv
ers generally outnumber the number of transmitters. The 
separation of transmitter and receiver function provides an 
additional advantage in flexibility of data bus organization. 
The data bus outputs of the receiver are TRI-STATE®, thus 
enabling the bus configuration to be organized as either a 
common transmit/receive (bi-directional) bus or as separate 
transmit and receive busses for higher speed. 

Connection Diagrams 
Plastic Chip Carrier 

~ ~ 

~ => => 
"- "-
;!; z 

'" ~ ffi i5 

"' "' ~ ~ ~ ~ :> " III >tl 1 « g g + 

DATA (TIL) 25 009 

DATA CONTROL 24 008 

CLOCK 23 007 

22 

RECEIVER ACTIVE 21 006 

ERROR 10 20 005 

REGISTER READ 11 19 004 

~ ~ '" ~ N "' 0 z al g g :5 ~ '" ~ 
~ 8 ~ 

~ => 
;5 => ~ « ~ 0 

0 

TL/F/5238-1 

Order Number DP8341V or NS32441V 
See NS Package Number V28A 

Features 
• DP8341/NS32441 receivers ten (10) bit data bytes and 

conforms to the IBM 3270 Interface Display System 
Standard 

• Separate receiver and transmitter provide maximum 
system design flexibility 

• Even parity detection 
• High sensitivity input on receiver easily interfaces to 

coax line 
• Standard TTL data input on receiver provides general

ized transmission line interface and also provides 
hysteresis 

• Data holding register 
• Multi-byte or single byte transfers 
• TRI-STATE receiver data outputs provide flexibility for 

common or separated transmit/receive data bus 
operation 

• Data transmission error detection or receiver provides 
for both error detection and error type definition 

• Bi-polar technology provides TTL input/output compati
bility with excellent drive characteristics 

• Single + 5V power supply operation 

Dual-In-Line Package 

RECEIVER DISABLE 24 vec 
+AMPLIFIER INPUT 23 0011 

-AMPLIFIER INPUT 22 0010 

DATA (TTL) 21 009 

DATA CONTROL 20 008 

CLOCK 19 007 

RECEIVER ACTIVE 18 006 

ERROR 17 005 

REGISTER READ 16 004 

DATA AVAILABLE 10 15 003 

OUTPUT CONTROL 11 14 002 

GNO 12 13 OUTPUT ENABLE 

TL/F/5238-2 

Top View 

Order Number DP8341J or DP8341N 
See NS Package Number J24A or N24A 

FIGURE 1 
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Block Diagram 

CLDCK RECEIVER 
ACTIVE 

DATA 
CONTROL 

AMPLIFIER 
(INPUT) 

DATA 
AVAILABLE 

RECEIVER 
DISABLE 

ERROR OUTPUT PARALLEL OUTPUT DATA 

TL/F/S2S8-S 

FIGURE 2. DP834i/NS32441 Serial Bi-Phase Receiver/Decoder Block Diagram 

Block Diagram Functional 
Description 
Figure 2 is a block diagram of the DP8341/NS32441. This 
chip is essentially a seriai in/parallel out shift register. How
ever, the serial input data must conform to a very specific 
format (see Figures 3-5). The message will not be recog
nized unless the format of the starting sequence is correct. 
Deviations from the format in the data, sync bit, parity or 
ending sequence will cause an error to be detected, termi
nating the message. 

Data enters the receiver through the differential input ampli
fier or the TTL Data input. The differential amplifier is a high 
sensitivity input which may be used by connecting it directly 
to a transformer coupled coax line, or other transmission 
medium. The TTL Data input provides 400 mV of hystereSiS 
and recognizes TTL logic levels. The data then enters the 
demodulation block. 

The data demodulation block samples the data at eight (8) 
times the data rate and provides Signals for detecting the 
starting sequence, ending sequence, and errors. Detection 
of the starting sequence sets the Receiver Active output 
high and enables the input shift register. 

As the ten bits of data are shifted into the shift register, the 
receiver will verify that even parity is maintained on the data 
bits and the sync bit. After one complete data byte is re
ceived, the contents of the input shift register is parallel 
loaded to the holding register, assuming the holding register 
is empty, and the Data Available output is set. If the holding 
register is full, this load will be delayed until that register has 
been read. If another data byte is received when the shift 
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register and the holding register are full a Data Overflow 
Error will be detected, terminating the message. Data is 
read from the holding register through the TRI-STATE Out
put Buffers. The Output Enable input is the TRI-STATE con
trol for these outputs and the Register Read input signals 
the receiver that the read has been completed. 

When the receiver detects an ending sequence the Receiv
er Active output will be reset to a logic "0" indicating the 
message has been terminated. A message will also termi
nate when an error is detected. The Receiver Active output 
used in conjunction with the Error output allows quick re
sponse to the transmitting unit when an error free message 
has been received. 

The Error Detection and Identification block insures that val
id data reaches the outputs of the receiver. Detection of an 
error sets the Error output to a logic "1" and resets the 
Receiver Active output to a logic "0" terminating the mes
sage. The error type may be read from the data bus outputs 
by setting the Output Control input to logic "0" and enabling 
the TRI-STATE outputs. The data bit outputs have assigned 
error definitions (see error code definition table). The Error 
output will return to a logic "0" when the next starting se
quence is received, or when the error is read (Output Con
trol to logic "0" and a Register Read performed). 

The Receiver Disable input is used to disable both the am
plifier and TTL Data receiver inputs. It will typically be con
nected directly to the Transmitter Active output of the 
DP8340 transmitter circuit (see Figure 12). 



Detailed Functional Pin Description 
RECEIVER DISABLE 

This input is used to disable the receiver's data inputs. The 
Receiver Disable input will typically be connected to the 
Transmitter Active output of the DP8340. However, at the 
system controller it is necessary for both the transmitter and 
receiver to be active at the same time in the loop-back 
check condition. This variation can be accomplished with 
the addition of minimal external logic. 

Truth Table 

Receiver Disable Data Inputs 

Logic "0" Active 

Logic "1" Disabled 

AMPLIFIER INPUTS 

The receiver has a differential input amplifier which may be 
directly connected to the transformer coupled coax line. The 
amplifier may also be connected to a differential type TTL 
line. The amplifier has 20 mV of hysteresis. 

DATA INPUT 
This input can be used either as an alternate data input or 
as a power-up check input. If the system designer prefers to 
use his own amplifier, instead of the one provided on the 
receiver, then this TTL input may be used. Using this pin as 
an alternate data input allows self-test of the peripheral sys
tem without disturbing the transmission line. 

DATA CONTROL 

This input is the control pin that selects which of the inputs 
are used for data entry to the receiver. 

Truth Table 

Data Control Data input To 

Logic "0" Data Input 

Logic "1" Amplifier Inputs 

Note: This input is also used for testing. When the input voltage is raised to 
7.5V the chip resets. 

CLOCK INPUT 
The input is the internal clock of the receiver. It must be set 
at eight (8) times the line data bit rate. For the IBM 3270 
Standard, this frequency is 18.87 MHz or a data bit rate of 
2.358 MHz. The crystal-controlled oscillator provided in the 
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DP8340 transmitter also operates at this frequency. The 
Clock Output of the transmitter is designed to directly drive 
the receiver's Clock Input. In addition, the receiver is de
signed to operate correctly to a data bit rate of 3.5 MHz. 

RECEIVER ACTIVE 

The purpose of this output is to inform the external system 
when the DP8341/NS32441 is in the process of receiving a 
message. This output will transition to a logic "1" state after 
the receipt of a valid starting sequence and transition to 
logic "0" when a valid ending sequence is received or an 
error is detected. This output combined with the Error output 
will inform the operating system of the end of an error free 
data transmission. 

ERROR 

The Error output transitions to a logic "1" when an error is 
detected. Detection of an error causes the Receiver Active 
and the Data Available outputs to transition to a logic "0". 
The Error output returns to a logic "0" after the error regis
ter has been read or when the next starting sequence is 
detected. 

REGISTER READ 

The Register Read input when driven to the logic "0" state 
signals the receiver that data in the holding register is being 
read by the external operating system. The data present in 
the holding register will continue to remain valid until the 
Register Read input returns to the logic "1" condition. At 
this time, if an additional byte is present in the input shift 
register it will be transferred to the holding register, other
wise the data will remain valid in the holding register. The 
Data Available output will be in the logic "0" state for a 
short interval while a new byte is transferred to the holding 
register after a register read. 

DATA AVAILABLE 

This output indicates the existence of a data byte within the 
output holding register. It may also indicate the presence of 
a data byte in both the holding register and the input shift 
register. This output will transition to the logic "1" state as 
soon as data is available and return to the logic "0" state 
after each data byte has been read. However, even after the 
last data byte has been read and the Data Available output 
has assumed the logic "0" state, the last data byte read 
from the holding register will remain until new data has been 
received. 
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Detailed Functional Pin Description (Continued) 

OUTPUT CONTROL 

The Output Control input determines the type of information 
appearing at the data outputs. In the logic "1" state data will 
appear, in the logic "0" state error codes are present. 

fined in the table below. The Output Control input is the 
multiplexer control for the Data/Error bits. 

Truth Table 

Output Control Data Outputs 

Logic "0" Error Codes 

Logic "1" Data 

OUTPUT ENABLE 

The Output Enable input controls the state of the 
TRI-STATE Data outputs. 

Truth Table 

Output Enable 
TRI-STATE 

Data Outputs 

Logic "0" Disabled 

Logic "1" Active 

DATA OUTPUTS 

The DP8341 has a ten (10) bit TRI-STATE data bus. Seven 
bits are multiplexed with error bits. The error bits are de-

Message Format 

Data Bit 

002 

003 

004 

005 

006 

007 

008 

Single Byte Transmission 

1 
TRANSMISSION 

START 

t 
TRANSMISSION 
TERMINATION 

Multi-Byte Transmission 

FIGURE 3. IBM 3270 Message Format 
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Error Code Definition 

Error Type 

Data Overflow (Byte not 
removed from holding register 
when it and the input shift 
register are both full and new 
data is received) 

Parity Error (Odd parity detected) 

Transmit Check conditions 
(existence of errors on any or all 
of the following data bits: 003, 
D05, and 006 

An invalid ending sequence 

Loss of mid-bit transition 
detected at other than normal 
ending sequence time 

New starting sequence detected 
before data byte in holding 
register has been read 

Receiver disabled during 
receiver active mode 

TLlF15238-4 



Message Format (Continued) 

DATA 

LINE QUIESCE I I I DO DO 00 DO DO DO DO DO DO DO I I I CODE 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 1011 ENDING 
VIOLATION t-.~----OATA _____ • SEQUENCE 

SYNC PARITY 

RECEIVER ACTIVE __________ --1 

DATA 
AVAILABLE ______________________ --1 

REGISTER -------------------------------,1 .--
READ U 

TL/F/5238-5 

FIGURE 4a. Single Byte Message 

DATA~~~~~ 

I CODE I I I I I ENDING I LINE QUIESCE VIOLATIONr------1stBYTE--2ndBYTE- ••• -LAST BYTE- SEQUENCE 

RECEIVER ACTIVE __________ ..J 

DATA _____________ ..,JnL.. _______ r .. · 
AVAILABLE • • • 

REGISTER -----------------....,U 
READ 

FIGURE 4b. Multi-Byte Message 

OATA 

u 

I CODE I I L ERROR DETECTED 

LINE QUIESCE VIOLATION I------ CORRECT DATA BYTE ----

RECEIVER 
ACTIVE __________ ...... 

DATA AVAILABLE _______________________ -' 

ERROR 

-----------------------------------~ 

REGISTER ------------------------------:----'U 
READ 

OUTPUT-----------------------------~-~ 

CONTROL 

FIGURE 5. Message with Error 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not Maximum Power Dissipation- at 25'C 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated Cavity Package 2040mW 
reliability electrical test specifications document. Dual-In-Line Package 2237mW 

Supply Voltage, Vee 7V Plastic Chip Carrier 1690 mW 

Input Voltage +5.5V 'Derate cavity package 13.6 mwrc above 25'C; derate PCC package 
13.5 mwrc above 25'C; derate Dual-In-Line package 17.9 mwrc above 

Output Voltage 5.25V 25'C. 

Storage Temperature Range -65'C to + 150'C 
Operating Conditions Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 seconds) 300'C 

Min Max Units 

Supply Voltage, (Vee) 4.75 5.25 V 

Ambient Temperature, (T A) 0 +70 'C 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2, 3, and 5) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH Input High Level 2.0 V 

Vil Input Low Level 0.8 V 

VIH-Vll Data Input Hysteresis (TTL, Pin 4) 2.0 0.4 V 

VelAMP Input Clamp Voltage liN = -12mA -0.8 -1.2 V 

IIH Logic "1" Input Current Vee = 5.25V, VIN = 5.25V 2 40 /LA 

III Logic "0" Input Current Vee = 5.25V, VIN = 0.5V -20 -250 /LA 

VOH Logic "1" Output Voltage 10H = -100/LA 3.2 3.9 V 

10H = -1 mA 2.5 3.2 V 

Val Logic "0" Output Voltage 10l = 5 mA 0.35 0.5 V 

los Output Short Circuit Current Vee = 5V, VOUT = OV -10 -20 -100 mA 
(Note 4) 

loz TRI-STATE Output Current Vee = 5.25V, Va = 2.5V -40 1 +40 /LA 

Vee = 5.25V, Va = 0.5V -40 -5 +40 /LA 

AHYS Amplifier Input Hysteresis 5 20 30 mV 

Icc Power Supply Current Vee = 5.25V 160 250 mA 

Timing Characteristics (Notes 2,6,7, and 8) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

TOI Output Data to Data Available 
5 20 40 ns 

Positive Edge 

T02 Register Read Positive Edge to Data 
10 25 45 ns 

Available Negative Edge 

T03 Error Positive Edge to Data Available 
10 30 50 ns 

Negative Edge 

T04 Error Positive Edge to Receiver Active 
5 20 40 ns 

Negative Edge 

T05 Register Read Positive Edge to Error 
20 45 75 ns 

Negative Edge 

T06 Delay from Output Control to Error Bits 
5 20 50 ns 

from Data Bits 

T07 Delay from Output Control to Data Bits 
5 20 50 ns 

from Error Bits 

T08 First Sync Bit Positive Edge to Receiver 3.5 x T 
Active Positive Edge +70 

ns 
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Timing Characteristics (Notes 2, 6, 7, and 8) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

T09 Receiver Active Positive Edge to First Data 
92 x T ns 

Available Positive Edge 

I T010 Negative Edge of Ending Sequence to 11.5 x T 
Receiver Active Negative Edge + 50 

ns 

I 

t011 Data Control Set-Up Multiplexer Time Prior 
40 30 ns 

to Receiving Data through Selected Input 

TpW1 Register Read (Data) Pulse Width 40 30 ns 

TpW2 Register Read (Error) Pulse Width 40 30 ns 

TpW3 Data Available Logic "0" State between 
25 45 ns 

I 

Data Bytes 

I Ts Output Control Set-Up Time Prior to 
Register Read Negative Edge 

0 -5 ns 

TH Output Control Hold Time After the 
0 -5 ns 

Register Read Positive Edge 

TZE Delay from Output Enable to Logic "1" or Load Circuit 2 
25 35 

Logic "0" from High Impedance State 
ns 

TEZ Delay from Output Enable to High Imped- Load Circuit 2 
25 35 

ance State from Logic" 1 " or Logic "0" 
ns 

FMAX Data Bit Frequency (Clock Input must be (Note 9) 
DC 3.5 MBits/s 

8 x the Data Bit Frequency) 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified, min.lmax. limits apply across the OOG to + 70°C temperature range and the 4.75V to 5.25V power supply range. All typical 
values are for TA = 25°C and Vee = B.DV. 

Note 3: All currents into device pins are shown as positive; all currents out of device pins are shown as negative; all voltages are referenced to ground, unless 
otherwise specified. All values shown as max. or min. are so classified on absolute value basis. 

Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Note 5: Input characteristics do not apply to amplifier inputs (pins 2 and 3). 

Note 6: Unless otherwise specified, all AC measurements are referenced to the 1.5V level of the input to the 1.5V level of the output and load circuit 1 is used. 

Note 7: AC tests are done with input pulses supplied by generators having the following characteristics: ZOUT = 50.0 and Tr ::;; 5 ns, Tf ::;; 5 ns. 

Note 8: T ~ 1/(clock input frequency). units for "T" should be ns. 
Note 9: 28 MHz clock frequency corresponds to 3.75% jitter when referenced to Figure 10. 

Vee vee 

RL~2k Rl ~lk 

..... ....... i·'" ~, i .... . .... ~ , 
r"'~ 

-~ 
R2~2k ~ 

,. 
-~ 

~, ~,. 

~ -~ 
':' ~ ~ ':' 

TLiF/5238-8 

Load Circuit 1 Load Circuit 2 

FIGURE 6. Test Load Circuits 
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Timing Waveforms 

~~l~~~ J1.5V ~l.SV 

~ ~ ~ ~-------------~----J::" (VO""T~ O.S)V 

(OUTPUT CONTROL = HI) (Z O.~ I ~(VOH + O.S)V 

-I I-T01 

DATA I AVAILABLE __________ ....J I 1 
1-\-T-0-2-------

i lPW11 REGISTER -----------------'"'"'\ Vr ------------

M~ ~ 

TL/F/5238-9 

FIGURE 7. Data Sequence Timing 

DATA 

'" 
AVAILABLE 

I-T03-1 

RECEIVER 't ACTIVE 

_T04~ 
t ERROR t 

I-TDs-1 

REGISTER '\ X READ 

TS -I 1-TPw2-1-TH-I 

OUTPUT \ /, CONTROL 

~TD6-1 I-T07-1 

DD2-DDB DATA BITS X ERROR BITS X DATA BITS 

TL/F/5238-10 

FIGURE 8. Error Sequence Timing 

I 1 I 1 I 1 I VIDCL~~~ON I 1 I DATA I 0 I MCV I MCV I 
~---(I~I--JlJ 

-I I-TDB I- TD101 
RECEIVER ____________ ---I.....-.·~I--------,I ... ___ _ 

ACTIVE !'. 

I--TD9-1 
DATA .-----------AVAILABLE ________________ ~I~ 

TL/F/5238-11 

FIGURE 9. Message Timing 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

-8T±(T-25nl' -. 
Til: CLOCK INPU~ FREQUENCY 

4T±(T-25nl'-

----~~--~r----;~--~----~------~N-

FIGURE 10. Data Waveform Constraints: Amplifier Inputs 

T. CLOCK INPU~ FREQUENCY 

Note: IT, - Ttl,;; 10 ns 

FIGURE 11. Data Waveform Constraints: Data Input (TTL) 
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~ Typical Applications 
~ z .... ... 
C') 

~ I PARITY CONTROL 

AUTO RESPONSE 

REG FULL 

§I 
i I DATA 
~ I+_A_V_A_IL_A_B_LE_-I 

ijii ... _E_R_R_O_R_--I 

E OUTPUT CONTROL 
I---........ H 

OUTPUT ENA8LE 

REG READ 

I RECEIVER ACTIVE 

Note 3: Crystal manufacturers: Midland Roaa Corp. 

NEL Unfi Part No. NE18A (02560N) @ 18.867 MHz 

OP8340 
TRANSMITTER! 

ENCOOER 

'" .. 
:: .. 

0P8141 
RECEIVER! 
DECOOER 

TRANSMITTER 
ACTIVE 

RECEIVER 
DISABLE 

+IN 

-IN 

The Viking Group Part No. VXB-46NS II 18,867 MHz. Located in San Jose, CA. 

BI,PHASE 
INPUT 

~COAX U ,",OW" 

I 
I 
I 

1:1:1 PULSE 
TRANSFORMER 
FIG.14 

FIGURE 12. Typical Application for IBM 3270 Intertace 

Vee ---t---..-----.-
lk 

"H+ 

"H- ----+--..... 

TLlF/5238-15 

FIGURE 13. Equivalent Circuit for DP8341/NS32441 Input Amplifier 
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Typical Applications (Continued) 

IDEAL 
WAVEFORM 
AT TRANSMITTER 
END OF CABLE 

I 2 

I 
L--~8-..J 

GND 

Rl 
150 

R5 
150 5. 

+INJ CONNECT TO 
DP8341 
RECEIVER 

-IN 
6 

901l COAX 
(RG62A/U) tfj3 

R6 
120 

TLIF1523B-16 

Note 1: Resistance values are in fl, ± 5%, %W 
Note 2: T1 is a 1:1:1 pulse transformer, LMIN = 500 fLH for 18 MHz system clock 

Pulse Engineering Part No. 57621Surface Mount, 5762M/PE-85762 
Valor Electronics Part No. CT1501 
T echnitrol Part No. 11 LHA or equivalent transformers 

FIGURE 14_ Translation Logic 

·To maintain loss at 95% of ideal sig~ 
nal, select transformer inductance 
such that: 

10,000 
L(MINI ~ fCLK fCLK ~ System Clock 

Frequency 
(e.g., 18.87 MHz) 

EXAMPLE: 

10,000 
L ~ 18.87 x 106 ..... L(MIN) ~ 530f'H 

Note 1: Less inductance will cause greater ampli
tude attenuation 

Note 2: Greater inductance may decrease signal 
rise time slightly and increase ringing, but these 
effects are generally negligible. 

FIGURE 15. Transformer Selection 
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DP8342/NS32442 High-Speed Serial Transmitter IEncoder 

General Description 
The DP8342/NS32442 generates a complete encoding of 
parallel data for high speed serial transmission. It generates 
a five bit starting sequence, three bit code violation, fol
lowed by a syn bit and eight bit per byte of data plus a parity 
bit. A three-bit ending code signals the termination of the 
transmission. The DP8342INS32442 adapts to generalized 
high speed serial data transmission as well as the coax lines 
at a maximum data rate of 3.5 MHz. 

The DP8342INS32442 and its complementary chip, the 
DP8343 (receiver/decoder) have been designed to provide 
maximum flexibility in system designs. The separation of the 
transmitter receiver functions provides convenient addition 
of more receivers at one end of a bi-phase line without the 
need of unused transmitters. This is specifically advanta
geous in control units where typical bi-phase data is multi
plexed over many bi-phase lines and the number of receiv
ers generally exceeds the number of transmitters. 

Connection Diagram 

Features 
• Eight bits per data byte transmission 
• Single-byte or multi-byte transmission 
• Internal parity generation (even or odd) 
• Internal crystal controlled oscillator used for the genera

tion of all required chip timing frequencies 
• Clock output directly drives receiver (DP8343) clock in-

put 

• Input data hold register 
• Automatic clear status response feature 
• Line drivers at data outputs provide easy interface to 

bi-phase coax line or general transmission media 

• <2 ns driver output skew 
• Bipolar technology provides TTL input/output compati-

bility 

• Data outputs power up/down glitch free 
• Internal power up clear and reset 
• Single + 5V power supply 

Dual-In-Line Package 

OUTPUT ENABLE -~ f-- VCC 

BYTECLK - 2 23 - REG LOAD 

BIT8 - 3 22 f-- REG FULL 

BIT7 - 4 21 ~ AUTO RESPONSE 

B1T6- 5 20 f-- TRANSMITTER ACTIVE 

BIT5 - 6 19 - RESET 

B1T4- 7 18 I- EVEN/DOD 

BIT3 - 8 17 - DATAOUT 

BIT2 - 9 16 ~ DATA OUT 

BIT1- 10 15 - DATA DELAY 

CLKOUT - 11 14 r- X2 

GND- 12 13 f-- X1 

FIGURE 1 

Order Number DP8342J, NS32442J 
orDP8342J,NS32442N 

See NS Package Number J24A or N24A 
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Block Diagram 
CLOCK 

VCC OUTPUT 

.lCEXT .PN+EXT I 
X2 

EXTERNAL I CRYSTAL 
CRYSTAL C=:J I OSCILLATOR 

L __ -4-X1 
I '--------' 

REGISTERS 
FULL 

TRANSMITTER 
ACTIVE 

CONTROL LOGIC 

EVEN/ODD REGISTER Alifl) 
PARITY LOAD RESPONSE 

~ 
BYTE CLOCK 

DATA 

L-.... -.............. _ DATA 

DATA 
DELAY 

OUTPUT ENABLE 

TL/F/5236-2 

FIGURE 2 

Functional Description 
Figure 2 is a block diagram of the DP8342/NS32442 Bi
Phase Transmitter/Encoder. The transmitter/encoder con
tains a crystal oscillator whose input is a crystal with a fre
quency eight (8) times the data rate. A Clock Output is pro
vided to drive the DP8342/NS32442 receiver/decoder 
Clock Input and other system components at the oscillator 
frequency. Additionally, the oscillator drives the control logic 
and output shift register/format logic blocks. 

Data is parallel loaded from the system data bus to the 
transmitter/encoder's input holding register. This data is in 
turn loaded by the transmitter/encoder to its output shift 
register if this register was empty at the time of the load. 
During this load, message formatting and parity are generat
ed. The formatted message is then shifted out at the bit rate 
frequency to the TTL to Bi-Phase block which generates the 
proper data bit formatting. The data outputs, DATA, DATA, 
and DATA DELAY provide for flexible interface to the trans
mission medium with little or no external components. 

The control Logic block interfaces to all blocks to insure 
proper chip operation and sequencing. It controls the type 
of parity generation through the Even/Odd Parity input. An 
additional feature provided by the transmitter/encoder is 
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the Reset and Output-TRI-STATE® capability. Another fea
ture of the DP8342/NS32442 is the Byte Clock output which 
keeps track of the number of bytes transferred. 

The transmitter/encoder is also capable of internal TT / AR 
(Transmission Turnaround/Auto Response). When the 
Auto-Response (AR) input is forced to the logic "0" state, 
the transmitter/encoder responds with clean status (all ze
ros on data bits). 

Operation of the transmitter/encoder is automatic. After the 
first data byte is loaded, the Transmitter Active output is set 
and the transmitter/encoder immediately formats the input 
data and serially shifts it out its data outputs. If the message 
is a mutli-byte message, the internal format logic will modify 
the message data format for multi byte as long as the next 
byte is loaded to the input holding format logic will modify 
the message data format for multi byte as long as the next 
byte is loaded to the input holding register before the last 
data bit of the previous data byte is transferred out of the 
internal output shift register. After all data is shifted out of 
the transmitter/encoder the Transmitter Active output will 
return to the inactive state. 
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Detailed Pin/Functional Description 
CRYSTAL INPUTS X1 AND X2 

The oscillator is controlled by an external, parallel resonant 
crystal connected between the X1 and X2 pins. Normally, a 
fundamental mode crystal is used to determine the operat
ing frequency of the oscillator; however, over-tone mode 
crystals may be used. 

CRYSTAL SPECIFICATIONS (PARALLEL RESONANT) 

Type 

Tolerance 

Stability 

Resonance 

Maximum Series Resistance 

<20 MHz AT-cut 
or> 20 MHz BT-cut 

0.005% at 25·C 

0.01 % from O·C to + 70·C 

Fundamental (Parallel) 

Dependent on Frequency 
(For 20 MHz, 50n) 

Load Capacitance 15 pF 

Connection Diagram 

R C 
TO P1N 22 ~L---

PIN (14) ...L. _ r-- VCC 

c::J CRYSTAL 

... ___ I.J (FIG. 18) 

TO PIN X1 _ 
PIN (13) 

TLlF/5236-3 

Freq R C 

10 MHz-20 MHz 500n 30 pF 

>20 MHz 120n 15 pF 

If the DP8342/NS32442 transmitter is clocked by a system 
clock (crystal oscillator not used), pin 13 (X1 input) should 
be clock directly using a Schottky series (74S) circuit. Pin 14 
(X2 input) may be left open. The clocking frequency must be 
set at eight times the data bit rate. Maximum input frequen
cy is 28 MHz. 

CLOCK OUTPUT 

The Clock Output is a buffered output derived directly from 
the crystal oscillator block and clocks at the oscillator fre
quency. It is designed to directly drive the DP8343 receiver/ 
decoder Clock Input as well as other system components. 

REGISTERS FULL 

This output is used as a flag by the external operating sys
tem. A logic "1" (active state) on this output indicates that 
both the internal output shift register and the input holding 
register contain active data. No additional data should be 
loaded until this output returns to the logic "0" state (inac
tive state). 
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TRANSMITTER ACTIVE 

This output will be in the logic" 1" state while the transmit
ter / encoder is about to transmit or is in the process of trans
mitting data. Otherwise, it will assume the logic "0" state 
indicating no data presently in either the input holding or 
output shift registers. 

REGISTER LOAD 

The Register Load input is used to load data from the Data 
Inputs to the input holding register. The loading function is 
level sensitive, the data present during the logic "0" state of 
this input is loaded, and the input data must be valid before 
the logic "0" to logic "1" transition. It is after this transition 
that the transmitter/encoder begins formatting of data for 
serial transmission. 

AUTO RESPONSE (TT / AR) 

This input provides for automatic clear data transmission (all 
bits in logic "0") without the need of loading all zero's. 
When a logic "0" is forced on this input the transmitter / en
coder immediately responds with transmission of "clean 
status". When this input is in the logic "1" state the trans
mitter/encoder transmits data entered on the Data Inputs. 

EVEN/ODD PARITY 

This input sets the internal logic of the DP8342/NS32442 
transmitter/encoder to generate either even or odd parity 
for the data byte in the bit 10 position. When this pin is in the 
logic "0" state odd parity is generated. In the logic "1" state 
even parity is generated. This feature is useful when the 
control unit is performing a loop back check and at the 
same time the controller wishes to verify proper data trans
mission with its receiver/decoder. 

SERIAL OUTPUTS-DATA, DATA, AND DATA DELAY 

These three output pins provide for convenient application 
of data to the Bi-Phase transmission line. The Data outputs 
are a direct bit representation of the Bi-Phase data while the 
Data Delay output provides the necessary increment to 
clearly define the four (4) DC levels of the pulse. The DATA 
and DATA outputs add flexibility to the DP8342/NS32442 
transmitter/encoder for use in high speed differential line 
driving applications. The typical DATA to DATA skew is 
2 ns. 

RESET 

When a logic "0" is forced on this input, all outputs except 
Clock Output are latched low. 

OUTPUT ENABLE 

When a logic "0" is forced on this input the three serial data 
outputs are in the high impedence state. 

BYTE CLOCK 

This pin registers a pulse at the end of each byte transmis
sion. The number of pulses registered corresponds to the 
number of bytes transmitted. 



Message Format 
Single Byte Transmission 

t 

TRANSMISSION 
START SEQUENCE 

t 
TRANSMISSION 

START 
TRANSMISSION 
TERMINATION 

Multi·Byte Transmission 

SYNC BIT PARITY 
BYTE 2 BYTE X 

FIGURE 3 

Functional Timing Waveforms 
~~r-----------------------~I'~/----~I'I~-------

u~r--------------------------~n---------------'L-

B:::::~~------------------------~I~ 

~ I I~ 
~II 11111 

DATA I ~ 
DATA DELAY ~ 

L~ ~:~, '-____ I~B:.,.IT-I B_:T_p_IAR_:T-"YI-:~'. 
B BIT + PARITY 

FIGURE 4. Overall Timing Waveforms for Single Byte 

REBLOAD~----------------------------~I'~/------------------

u~r------------------------~I'~I-------------'L-

W I ~~ 
------'-'I I I I I I 

OATA 

II II~~ 
~~ L1 11 11 11 11 I CODE VIOLATION smci D f \ Isil~cli i lO I 

Bill/PARITY BITI/PARITY ENOING 
STARTING SEQUENCE_ ~ ~ SEQUENCE. 

OATA OELAY 

B BIT + PARITY 8 BIT + PARITY 

FIGURE 5. Overall Timing Waveforms for Multi-Byte 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated Cavity Package 2237mW 
reliability electrical test specifications document. Dual·ln·Line package 2500mW 

Supply Voltage, Vee 7V *Derate cavity package 14.9 mwrc above 2S"C; derate dual in line pack-

Input Voltage 5.5V 
age 20 mW fOC above 2S'C. 

Output Voltage 5.25V Operating Conditions 
Storage Temperature Range -S5'C to + 150'C Min Max Units 
lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.) 300'C Supply Voltage, (Vee! 4.75 5.25 V 

Ambient Temperature, T A 0 +70 'C 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH logic "1" Input Voltage (All Inputs Except X1 and X2) Vee = 5V 2.0 V 

Vil logic "0" Input Voltage (All Inputs Except Xl and X2) Vee = 5V 0.8 V 

VClAMP Input Clamp Voltage (All Inputs Except X1 and X2) liN = -12 mA -0.8 -1.2 V 

IIH logic "1" Register load Input Vee = 5.25V 0.3 120 /LA 
Input Current All Others Except X1 and X2 VIN = 5.25V 0.1 40 /LA 

III logic "0" Register load Input Vee = 5.25V -15 -300 /LA 
Input Current All Inputs Except X1 and X2 VIN = 0.5V -5 -100 /LA 

VOH1 Logic" 1" All Outputs Except ClK OUT, 10H = -100 /LA 
3.2 3.9 V 

DATA, DATA, and DATA DELAY Vee = 4.75V 

10H = -1 mA 2.5 3.4 V 

VOH2 logic "1" forClK OUT, DATA, Vee = 4.75V 
2.S 3.0 V 

DATA, and DATA DELAY Outputs 10H = -10mA 

VOL1 logic "0" All Outputs Except ClK OUT, Vcc = 4.75V 
0.35 0.5 V 

DATA, DATA, and DATA DELAY 10l = 5mA 

VOl2 logic "0" for ClK OUT, DATA Vee = 4.75V 
0.4 O.S V 

DATA, and DATA DELAY Outputs 10l = 20 mA 

IOS1 Output Short Circuit Current for All Except (Note 5) 
ClKOUT, DATA, DATA, and DATA VOUT = OV -10 -30 -100 mA 
DELAY Outputs 

IOS2 Output Short Circuit Current DATA, (Note 5) 
-50 -140 -350 mA 

DATA, and DATA DELAY Outputs VOUT = OV 

IOS3 Output Short Circuit Current for ClK OUT (Note 5) 
-30 -90 -200 mA 

VOUT = OV 

Icc Power Supply Current Vcc = 5.25V 170 250 mA 

Timing Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 5%, T A = O'C to 70'C, Oscillator Frequency = 28 MHz (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpd1 REG lOAD to Transmitter Active (TA) load Circuit 1 
SO 90 

Positive Edge Figure 6 
ns 

tpd2 REG lOAD to Register Full; load Circuit 1 
45 75 

Positive Edge Figure 6 
ns 

tpd3 T A to Register Full; load Circuit 1 
40 70 

Negative Edge Figure 6 
ns 

tpd4 Positive Edge of REG lOAD to load Circuit 2 
50 80 

Positive Edge of DATA Figure 9 
ns 

tpd5 REG lOAD to DATA; load Circuit 2 
280 380 

Positive Edge Figure 9 
ns 

tpd6 REG lOAD to DATA DELAY; load Circuit 2 
150 240 

Positive Edge Figure 9 
ns 
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Timing Characteristics (Continued) 

Vee = 5V ± 5%, T A = erc to 70'C, Oscillator Frequency = 28 MHz (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpd7 Positive Edge of DATA to Negative Edge load Circuit 2 
70 85 

of DATA DELAY Figure 9 
ns 

tpd8 Positive Edge of DATA DELAY to Negative load Circuit 2 
80 95 

Edge of DATA Figure 9 
ns 

tpd9, Skew between DATA and DATA load Circuit 2 
2 6 

tod10 Figure 9 
ns 

tpd11 Negative Edge of Auto Response (AR) load Circuit 1 
70 100 

to Positive Edge of TA Figure 10 
ns 

tpd12 Maximum Time Delay to load Second Byte load Circuit 1 
4xT-50 ns 

after Positive Edge of REG FUll Figure 8, (Note 7) 

tpd13 Xl to ClK OUT; Positive Edge load Circuit 2 
21 30 

Agure 11 
ns 

tpd14 Xl to ClK OUT; Negative Edge load Circuit 2 
23 33 

Figure 11 
ns 

tpd15 Negative Edge of AR to Positive Edge of load Circuit 1 
45 75 

REG FUll Figure 10 
ns 

tpd16 Skew between TA and REG FUll during load Circuit 1 
50 80 

Auto Response Figure 10 
ns 

tpd17 REG lOAD to REG FUll; Positive Edge Load Circuit 1 
45 75 

for Second Byte Figure 7 
ns 

tpd18 REG FULL to BYTE CLK; Negative Edge load Circuit 1 
60 90 

Agure7 
ns 

tpd19 REG FULL to BYTE ClK; Positive Edge Load Circuit 1 
145 180 

Figure 7 
ns 

tZH Output Enable to DATA, DATA, or DATA Cl = 50pF 
25 45 ns 

DELAY outputs: HiZ to High Figures 16, 17 

tZL Output Enable to DATA, DATA, or DATA Cl = 50pF 
15 30 ns 

DELAY Outputs; HiZ to High Figures 16, 17 

tHZ Output Enable to DATA, DATA, or DATA CL = 15pF 
65 100 ns 

DELAY Outputs; High to HiZ Figures 16, 17 

tLZ Output Enable to DATA, OAT A, or DATA Cl=15pF 
45 70 ns 

DELAY Outputs; low to HiZ Agures 16, 17 

tow1 REG LOAD Pulse Width Figure 12 40 ns 

/pw2 First REG FULL Pulse Width (Note 6) load Circuit 1 
8xT+60 8 X T + 100 

Figure 7, (Note 7) 
ns 

tpw3 REG FULL Pulse Width Prior to Ending Load Circuit 1 
5xB ns 

Sequence (Note 6) Figure 7 
II 

1ow4 Pulse Width for Auto Response Figure 10 40 ns 

/pu5 Pulse Width for BYTE CLK Load Circuit 1 
8xT+30 8xT+80 

Figure 7, (Note 7) 
ns 

ts Data Setup Time prior to REG lOAD Figure 12 
15 23 ns 

Positive Edge; Hold Time = 0 ns 

1r1 Rise Time for DATA, DATA, and DATA load Circuit 2 
7 13 ns 

DELAY Output Waveform Agure 13 

tf1 Fall Time for DATA, DATA, and DATA Load Circuit 2 
5 11 ns 

DELAY Output Waveform Figure 13 

tr2 Rise Time for TA and REG FULL load Circuit 1 
20 30 

Figure 14 
ns 

tf2 Fall Time for TA and REG FUll load Circuit 1 
15 25 

Figure 14 
ns 
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Timing Characteristics (Continued) 
Vee = 5V ± 5%, T A = O"C to 70"C, Oscillator Frequency = 28 MHz (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Oata Rate Frequency 
____ -1I-...!(C=�OC.=.k~lnput must be 8 x this Frequency) 

OC 3.5 Mbits/s 

Input Capacitance-Any Input (Note 4) 5 15 pF 
Nota 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" ara those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Charecteristics" provides conditions for aeluel device operation. 

Nota 2: Unless otherwise specified, minImax limils apply across the erc to +7erC temperature range and the 4.7SV to S.2SV power supply range. All typical 
values are for TA = 2S'C and Vee = S.OV. 

Note 3: All currents into device pins are shown as positive; all currents out of device pins are shown as negative; all voltages are referenced to ground, unless 
otherwise specified. All values shown as max or min ara so classified on absolute basis. 

Note 4: Input capaCitance is guarantesd by periodic testing. !reST = 10 kHz at 300 mV, TA = 2S'C. 

Nota 5: Only one output should be shorted at a time. 

Nota 6: T = I/(Osclllator Frequency). Unit for T should be in ns. B = ST. 

Note 7: Oscillator Frequency Dependent 

Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

r-----------;II-----~I_---- 3V 
-------------------- 1.5V 

--------------------------- ~ 
RErnJD\ 4 TA 

~ 
-VOK 

- 50% 

---------------------- ~w3 VOL 

________________ ~_.2 _______ ~ ~ 

--l 
REO fULL 

BYTE CLOCK 

TLlF/5236-7 

FIGURE 6. Single Byte Transfer 

iiEG1lOOi ~ ~~~l -~II~--- 3V 

.. - I~~ ... ' " :: 
1M j II II ------ VOK 

_I -I - tpd17 \. 50% __ VOL 

r-- ~2 tpd3 --11= n r'~ ~VOK 
---------' -~2 t~N - 1 "R '" --- -- VOK 

Bm CLK --- 50% ________________________ ~I, VOL 

__ tpw5 

REO fULL 

TLlF/5236-6 

FIGURE 7. Two-Byte Transfer 

TL/F/5238-9 

FIGURE 8. Maximum Window to Load Multl·Byte Data 
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Functional Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

AR 

TA 

REG FUll 

-I 

DATA \ 
'--__ -oJ 

tpd9_ 
----tpd5-------Ir----,. 

3V 
1.5V 

BV 

YoH 

VOL 

DATA DELAY 

VOL 

tpd7- ~-"" ___ ..Jt __ _ . .-tpd8-+ __ _ 

, 50% 

VOH 

VOL 

FIGURE 9. Three Serial Outputs 

r----------~~---------------------3V 
------------------ UV 

TL/F/5236-10 

Xl~--=:V5V 

t~1 r-=l€14 -VoH 
elK OUT - 50% 

VOL 

TL/F/5236-12 

FIGURE 11. Clock Pulse 
ttPd15 

------
TL/F/5236-11 

FIGURE 10. Auto-Response 

I~Wll 
",'~AD----~l 1

1

'---

1-"- I, '.-0 10% 10% 
1'----ODl 

DATA ---------,~ ~ 

TL/F/5236-13 

FIGURE 12. REG LOAD 

10% 

TLlF/5236-15 

FIGURE 14. Rise and Fall Time Measurement 
for TA and REG FULL 
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TLlF/5236-14 

FIGURE 13. Output Waveform for DATA, DATA, 
DATA DELAY (Load Circuit 2) 

Vee Vee 

TL/F/5236-16 

Load Circuit 1 Load Circuit 2 
FIGURE 15. Test Load Circuits 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

OUTPUT ENABLE 

DATA OUTPUTS 

Typical Applications 

I 
I 
I 
I RESET 
I .. I AUTO RESPONSi, 

REG LOAD 

REG FULL 

BYTE CLOCK 

.. 
:::I ... 
w .. 
if 
~ DATA BUS 01·08 
;!!; 
:IE w ... .. DATA ~ AVAILABLE 

ERROR 

I OUTPUT CONTROL 
I .. 
I OUTPUT ENABLE 
I • 
I REG READ 
I • I RECEIVER ACTIVE 
I 
I 
I 

VCC 

4.7K 

2.7K 

TL/F/5236-17 

FIGURE 16. Load Circuit for Output TRI·STATE Test 

VOH -t -tHZ f' 
VOH-0.5V HIGH Z 

VOL VOL +O.5V -I -I -tLZ 

FIGURE 17. TRI·STATE Test 

t-oVCC 

OATA 
OPTIONAL 

OP8342 INTERFACE 
TRANSMITTER! LOGIC 

ENCODER FIG. 19 

TRANSMITTER 
ACTIVE .. .. 

cl 
RECEIVER 
DISABLE 

+IN 

DP8343 OPTIONAL 
RECEIVER! INTERFACE 
OECODER -IN LOGIC 

FIGURE 18 
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VOH 

VOL 

-tZL 

'-VOH-O.5V 
VOH 

.... VOL +O.5V 
VOL 

-tZH 

COAX LINE (FIG. 19) 

TWISTED PAIR LINES 

FIBER·DPTlC 
MAGNETIC 

INFRARED 

RF 
ULTRASONIC 

AUDIO 

CURRENT CARRYING 

I DC TO 3.5MHz I 

TL/F/5236-18 

TLiF/5236-19 



Typical Applications (Continued) 

DATA 
DELAY 

I 2 

I 

L--~8-..J 
GND 

Note 1: Resistance values are in n, ±5%, %W. 

Rl 
150 

R5 
150 5. 

+INJ CDNNECT TD 
DP8343 
RECEIVER 

-IN 
6 

90Q COAX 
(RG62A/UJ dJ3 

R6 
120 

TL/F/5236-20 

Nole 2: Tl is a 1:1:1 pulse transformer, L ~ 500 I'H for 18 MHz to 28 MHz system clock. Pulse Engineering Part No. 5762; Technitrol Part No. 11 LHA, Valor 
Electronics Part No. CT1501, or equivalent transformer. 

Nole 3: Crystal manufacturer Midland Ross Corp. NEL Unit Part No. NE-18A at 28 MHz. 

FIGURE 19_1nterface Logic for a Coax Transmission Line 

,..--------, (NOTE) 
DATA 

DP8342 
TRANSMITIERI 

ENCODER 

Nole: Data rates up to 3.5 Mbits/s at 5000' still apply. 

TA 

OE 

+INJ5 • 

CONNECT TO 
0P8343 
RECEIVER 

-IN 
6 

90QCDAX 
(RG62 A/U) 

~ 
Uj 

4 

TLlF/5236-21 

FIGURE 20_ Direct Interface for a Coax Transmission Line (Non-IBM Voltage Levels) 
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DP8343/NS32443 High-Speed Serial Receiver/Decoder 

General Description 
The DP8343/NS32443 provides complete decoding of data 
for high speed serial data communications. In specific, the 
DP8343/NS32443 receiver recognizes Bi-Phase serial data 
sent from its complementary chip, the DP8342 transmitter, 
and converts it into 8 bits of parallel data. These devices are 
easily adapted to generalized high speed serial data trans
mission systems that operate at bit rates up to 3.5 MHz. 

The DP8343/NS32443 receiver and the DP8342 transmitter 
are designed to provide maximum flexibility in system de
signs. The separation of transmitter and receiver functions 
allows addition of more receivers at one end of the Bi-Phase 
line without the necessity of adding unused transmitters. 
This is advantageous in control units where the data is typi
cally multiplexed over many lines and the number of receiv
ers generally exceeds the number of transmitters. The sep
aration of transmitter and receiver function provides an ad
ditional advantage in flexibility of data bus organization. The 
data bus outputs of the receiver are TRI-STATE®, thus en
abling the bus configuration to be organized as either a 
common transmit/receive (bi-directional) bus or as separate 
transmit and receive busses for higher speed. 

Connection Diagram 

Features 
• DP8343/NS32443 receives 8-bit data bytes 
• Separate receiver and transmitter provide maximum 

system design flexibility 

• Even parity detection 
• High sensitivity input on receiver easily interfaces to 

coax line 
• Standard TTL data input on receiver provides general

ized transmission line interface and also provides 
hysteresis 

• Data holding register 
• Multi-byte or single byte transfers 
• TRI-STA TE receiver date outputs provide flexibility for 

common or separated transmit/receive data bus 
operation 

• Data transmission error detection on receiver provides 
for both error detection and error type definition 

• Bipolar technology provides TTL input/ output compati
bility with excellent drive characteristics 

• Single + 5V power supply operation 

Dual-in-Line Package 

RECEIVER DlSABLE-~ -VCC 

+AMPLIFIER INPUT - 2 23 ,....- DATA CLDCK 

-AMPLIFIER INPUT - 3 22 rSERIAL DATA 

DATA (TTL) - 4 21 rBIT8 

DATA CDNTRDL - 5 20 rBIT7 

CLOCK- 6 19 rBllS 

RECEIVER ACTIVE - 7 18 rBIT5 

ERROR- 8 17 rBIT4 

REGISTER READ - 9 16 rBIl3 

DATA AVAILABLE- 10 15 rBIl 2 

OUTPUT CONTROL - 11 14 f--B1l1 

GND- 12 13 r OUTPUTENABLE 

FIGURE 1 
Order Number DP8343/NS32443J 

or DP8343INS32443N 
See NS Package Number J24A or N24A 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------,0 
Block Diagram 

C~CK----------------, r~;;::::::;:;-,.-----------,------,- RECflVER , ACTIVE 

CON~:~~ --------. 

OATA (TTL) 

AMPLIFIER 
INPUT 

R~~m: -------........... ---~I 

ERROR OUTPUT PARALLEL OUTPUT DATA 

SERIAL DATA 

SERIAL DATA CLOCK 

DATA 
AVAILABLE 

OUTPUT 
ENABLE 

TLlF/5237-2 

FIGURE 2. DP8343INS32443 Bi-Phase Receiver 

Functional Description 
Figure 2 is a block diagram of the DP8343/NS32443 receiv
er. This chip is essentially a serial in/parallel out shift regis
ter. However, the serial input data must conform to a very 
specific format (see Figures 3-6). The message will not be 
recognized unless the format tif' the starting sequence is 
correcl Deviations from the format in the data, sync bit, 
parity or ending sequence will cause an error to be detect· 
ed, terminating the message. , 

Data enters the receiver through the differential input ampli
fier or the TTL Data input. The differential amplifier is a high 
sensitivity input which may be used by connecting it directly 
to a transformer coupled coax line, or other transmission 
medium. The TTL Data input provides 400 mV of hysteresis 
and recognizes TTL logic levels. The data then enters the 
demodulation block. 

The data demodulation block samples the data at Eiight (8) 
times the data rate and provides signals for detecting the 
starting sequence, ending sequence, and errors. Detection 
of the starting sequence sets the Receiver Active output 
high and enables the input shift register. 

As the eight bits of data are shifted into the shift register, the 
receiver will verify that even parity is maintained on the data 
bits and the sync bit. Serial pa~ and Serial Data Clock, the 
inputs to the shift register, are provided for use with external 
error detecting schemes. After one complete data byte is 
received, the contents of the input shift register is parallel 
loaded to the holding register, assuming the holding register 
is empty, and the Data Available output is set. If the holding 
register is full, this load will be delayed until that register has 
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been read or the start of another data byte is received, in 
which case a Data Overflow Error will be detected, terminat
ing the message. Data is read from the holding register 
through the TRI-STATE Output Buffers. The Output Enable 
input is the TRI-STATE control for these outputs and the 
Register Read input signals the receiver that the read has 
been completed. 

When the receiver detects an ending sequence the Receiv
er Active output will be reset to a logic "0" indicating the 
message has been terminated. A message will also termi
nate when an error is detected. The Receiver Active output 
used in conjunction with the Error output allows quick re
sponse to the transmitting unit when an error free message 
has been received. 

The Error Detection and Identification block insures that val
id data reaches the outputs of the receiver. Detection of an 
error sets the Error output to a logic "1" and resets the 
Receiver Active output to a logic "0" terminating the mes
sage. The error type may be read from the data bus outputs 
by setting the Output Control input to logic "0" and enabling 
the TRI-STATE outputs. The data bit outputs have assigned 
error definitions (see error code definition table). The Error 
output will return to a logic "0" when the next starting se
quence is received, or when the error is read (Output Con· 
trol to logic "0" and a Register Read performed). 

The Receiver Disable input is used to disable both the am
plifier and TTL Data receiver inputs. It will typically be con
nected directiy to the Transmitter Active output of the 
DP8342 transmitter circuit. 

""D 
CD 
Co) 

"" ~ 
z en 
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Detailed Functional Pin Description 
RECEIVER DISABLE 

This input is used to disable the receiver's data inputs. The 
Receiver Disable input will typically be connected to the 
Transmitter Active output of the DP8342. However, at the 
system controller it may be necessary for both the transmit
ter and receiver to be active at the same time. This variation 
can be accomplished with the addition of minimal external 
logic. 

Truth Table 

Receiver Disable Data Inputs 

LogiC "0" Active 

Logic "1" Disabled 

AMPLIFIER INPUTS 

The receiver has a differential input amplifier which may be 
directly connected to the transformer coupled coax line. The 
amplifier may also be connected to a differential type TTL 
line. The amplifier has 20 mV of hysteresis. 

DATA INPUT 
This input can be used either as an alternate data input or 
as a power-up check input. If the system designer prefers to 
use his own amplifier, instead of the one provided on the 
receiver, then this TIL input may be used. Using this pin as 
an alternate data input allows self-test of the peripheral sys
tem without disturbing the transmission line. 

DATA CONTROL 

This input is the control pin that selects which of the inputs 
are used for data entry to the receiver. 

Truth Table 

Data Control Data Input To 

Logic "0" Data Input 

Logic "1" Amplifier Inputs 

Note: This input is also used for testing. When the input voltage is raised to 
7 .SV the chip resets. 

CLOCK INPUT 
This input is the internal clock of the receiver. It must be set 
at eight (8) times the line data bit rate. The crystal-controlled 
oscillator provided in the DP8342 transmitter also operates 
at this frequency. The Clock Output of the transmitter is 
designed to directly drive the receiver's Clock Input. In addi
tion, the receiver is designed to operate correctly to a data 
bit rate of 3.5 MHz. 

RECEIVER ACTIVE 

The purpose of this output is to inform the external system 
when the DP8343/NS32443 is in the process of receiving a 
message. This output will transition to a logic" 1" state after 
a receipt of a valid starting sequence and transition to logic 
"0" when a valid ending sequence is received or an error is 
detected. This output combined with the Error output will 
inform the operating system of the end of an error free data 
transmission. 
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ERROR 

The Error output transitions to a logic "1" when an error is 
detected. Detection of an error causes the Receiver Active 
and the Data Available outputs to transition to a logiC "0". 
The Error output returns to a logiC "0" after the error regis
ter has been read or when the next starting sequence is 
detected. 

REGISTER READ 

The Register Read input when driven to the logic "0" state 
signals the receiver that data in the holding register is being 
read by the external operating system. The data present in 
the holding register will continue to remain valid until the 
Register Read input returns to the logic "1" condition. At 
this time, if an additional byte is present in the input shift 
register it will be transferred to the holding register, other
wise the data will remain valid in the holding register. The 
Data Available output will be in the logic "0" state for a 
short interval while a new byte is transferred to the holding 
register after a register read. 

DATA AVAILABLE 

This output indicates the existence of a data byte within the 
output holding register. It may also indicate the presence of 
a data byte in both the holding register and the input shift 
register. This output will transition to the logic "1" state as 
soon as data is available and return to the logic "0" state 
after each data byte has been read. However, even after the 
last data byte has been read and the Data Available output 
has assumed the logic "0" state, the last data byte read 
from the holding register will remain until new data has been 
received. 

OUTPUT CONTROL 

The Output Control input determines the type of information 
appearing at the data outputs. In the logiC "1" state data will 
appear, in the logic "0" state error codes are present. 

Truth Table 

Output Control Data Outputs 

Logic "0" Error Codes 

Logic "1" Data 

OUTPUT ENABLE 

The Output Enable input controls the state of the 
TRI-STATE Data outputs. 

Truth Table 

Output Enable 
TRI-STATE 

Data Outputs 

Logic "0" Disabled 

Logic "1" Active 

DATA OUTPUTS 

The DP8343/NS32443 has an 8-bit TRI-STATE data bus. 
Seven bits are multiplexed with error bits. The error bits are 
defined in the following table. The Output Control input is 
the multiplexer control for the Data/Error bits. 



Message Format 

Single Byte Transmission 

TRANSMISSION 
START SEQUENCE 

t 
TRANSMISSION 

START 

Multi-Byte Transmission 

DATA 

LINE QUIESCE 

RECEIVER 

FIGURE 3 

t 
TRANSMISSION 
TERMINATION 

SYNC BIT 
BYTE 2 

CODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I I I BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT B81T I I ENDING I 
VIOLATION. DATA ____ • SEQUENCE 

SYNC PARITY 

ACTIVE __________ ..1 

DATA ,--, AVAILABLE ___________________ ......11 IL ___ _ 

REGISTER ------------------------.U 
READ 

TL/F/5237-3 

TLlF/5237-4 

FIGURE 4a. Single Byte (S-Bit) Message 

DATA~~~~~ 

I COOE I I I I I ENDING I LINE DUIESCE VIOLATION r----1S1 BYTE __ Znd BYTE_ ••• ~lASTBYTE- SEQUENCE 

RECEIVER ACTIVE _________ ......1 

DATA _____________ -In ... ___ ......... r··· AVAILABLE _ _ _ u L 
REGISTER ------------------.U 

READ 

TL/F/5237-5 

FIGURE 4b. Multi-Byte Message 
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Error Code Definition 

Data Bit 
DP8343 

Error Type 

Bit 1 Data Overflow (Byte not removed from holding register when it and the input shift register are both full and new 
data is received) 

Bit2 Parity Error (Odd parity detected) 

Bit3 Transmit Check conditions (existence of errors on any or all of the following data bits: Bit 2, Bit 4, and Bit 5) 

Bit4 An invalid ending sequence 

Bit5 Loss of mid-bit transition detected at other than normal ending sequence time 

Bit6 New starting sequence detected before data byte in holding register has been read 

Bit 7 Receiver disabled during receiver active mode 

SERIAL DATA DATA CLOCK 

The Serial Data output is the serial data coming into the 
input shift register. 

The Data Clock output is the clock to the input shift register. 

Message Format (Continued) 

DATA 

I CODE I I 
VIOLATION I-CORRECT DATA BYTE -

L ERROR DETECTED 

I LINE QUIESCE 

RECEIVER ACTIVE _________ --' 

DATA AVAILABLE ..... _____________________ ..1 

ERROR ___________________________ ..1 

REGISTER ---------------------------...:...-----,U 
READ 

OUTPUT ---------------------------...:...---, 
CONTROL L-___ .... 

TL/F/5237-6 

FIGURE 5. Message with Error 

DATA 

SERIAL -----------, 
DATA 

DATA 
CLOCK __________ ---' 

TL/F/5237-7 

FIGURE 6. Data Clock and Serial Data 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not Storage Temperature Range - 65'C to + 150'C 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated 
reliability electrical test specifications document. 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.) 300'C 

Supply Voltage, (Vecl 7.0V Operating Conditions 
Input Voltage 5.5V Min Max Units 
Output Voltage 5.25V Supply Voltage, (Vecl 4.75 5.25 V 

Ambient Temperature, T A 0 +70 ·c 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2, 3 and 5) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH Input High Level 2.0 V 

Vil Input Low Level 0.8 V 

VIH-Vll Data Input Hysteresis (TTL, Pin 4) 0.2 0.4 V 

VeLAMP Input Clamp Voltage liN = -12 mA -0.8 -1.2 V 

IIH Logic "1" Input Current Vee = 5.25V, VIN = 5.25V 2 40 fLA 

III Logic "0" Input Current Vee = 5.25V, VIN = 0.5V -20 -250 fLA 

VOH Logic "1" Output Voltage 10H = - 100 fLA 3.2 3.9 V 

10H = -1 mA 2.5 3.2 V 

VOL Logic "0" Output Voltage 10l = 5mA 0.35 0.5 V 

los Output Short Circuit Current Vee = 5V, VOUT = OV -10 -20 -100 mA 
(Note 4) 

loz TRI-STATE Output Current Vee = 5.25V, Vo = 2.5V -40 1 +40 fLA 

Vee = 5.25V, Vo = 0.5V -40 -5 +40 fLA 

AHYS Amplifier Input Hysteresis 5 20 30 mV 

Icc Power Supply Current Vee = 5.25V 160 250 mA 

Timing Characteristics (Notes 2,6,7, and 8) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

T01 Output Data to Data Available 
5 20 40 ns 

Positive Edge 

T02 Register Read Positive Edge to 
10 25 45 ns 

Data Available Negative Edge 

T03 Error Positive Edge to 
10 30 50 ns 

Data Available Negative Edge 

T04 Error Positive Edge to 
5 20 40 ns 

Receiver Active Negative Edge 

T05 Register Read Positive Edge to 
20 45 75 ns 

Error Negative Edge 

T06 Delay from Output Control to 
5 20 50 ns 

Error Bits from Data Bits 

TD? Delay from Output Control to 
5 20 50 ns 

Data Bits from Error Bits 

T08 First Sync Bit Positive Edge to 3.5 x T 
Receiver Active Positive Edge +70 

ns 

TOg Receiver Active Positive Edge to 
76 x T ns 

First Data Available Positive Edge 

T010 Negative Edge of Ending Sequence to 11.5 x T 
Receiver Active Negative Edge +50 

ns 

T011 Data Control Set-up Multiplexer Time Prior 
40 30 ns 

to Receiving Data through Selected Input 

T012 Serial Data Set-Up Prior to 
3xT ns 

i Data Clock Positive Edge 
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Timing Characteristics (Notes 2,6,7, and 8) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

TpWl Register Read (Data) Pulse Width 30 40 ns 

TpW2 Register Read (Error) Pulse Width 40 30 ns 

TpW3 Data Available Logic "0" State between 
25 45 ns 

Data Bytes 

Ts Output Control Set-Up Time Prior to 
0 -5 ns 

Register Read Negative Edge 

TH Output Control Hold Time after the 
0 -5 ns 

Register Read Positive Edge 

TZE Delay from Output Enable to Logic "1" or Load Circuit 2 
25 35 

Logic "0" from High Impedance State 
ns 

TEZ Delay from Output Enable to High Imped- Load Circuit 2 
25 35 

ance State from Logic "1" or Logic "0" ns 

FMAX Data Bit Frequency (Clock Input must be 
DC 3.5 MBits/s 

8 x the Data Bit Frequency) 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified, min.lmax. limits apply across the O"C to + 70°C temperature range and the 4.7SV to S.2SV power supply range. All typical 
values are for T A ~ 2SoC and Vcc ~ S.OV. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins are shown as positive; all currents out of device pins are shown as negative; all voltages are referenced to ground, unless 
otherwise specified. All values shown as max. or min. are so classified on absolute value basis. 

Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
Note 5: Input characteristics do not apply to amplifier inputs (pins 2 & 3). 
Note 6: Unless otherwise specified, all AC measurements are referenced to the 1.5V level of the input to the 1.SV level of the output and load circuit 1 is used. 

Note 7: AC tests are done with input pulses supplied by generators having the following characteristics: loUT ~ SO, Tr ,;; 5 ns, and Tf ,;; S ns. 
Note 8: T ~ 1/(clock input frequency), units for "T" should be ns. 

Test Load Circuits 

vee Yee 

Rl = 2k HI =lk 

, ..... , .... 
l'~ ~, 

115PF · 
, ..... ~ , 

-r -; I'''' " "R2=2k~ -f- r ~ 
.. 

~~ , 
-.. 

-=- ~ ~ -=: 
TL/F/5237-B 

Load Circuit 1 TL/F/5237-9 

Load Circuit 2 
FIGURE 7 

I 
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Timing Waveforms 

OUTPUT --.!L 1.5V 
ENABLE ---II 

--l _TZE 

002-0011 (Z+0.5IV 
OUTPUTS _-~~~< 

(OUTPUT CONTROL = HII (Z - 0.51V 

I-TOl 

'\ 
i-'--TO-2--------

i- IPW1-1 
REGISTER -------------------\1 V,..------------

READ L-.Ji 
TL/F/5237-10 

FIGURE 8. Data Sequence Timing 

DATA \ AVAILABLE 

I_TD3-! 

RECEIVER " ACTIVE 

-TD4-1 

ERROR t t 
I_T05~1 

REGISTER '\ ;: READ 

TS-I I-TPW2-1-TH-I 

OUTPUT \ ;: CONTROL 

I-TD6-1 I-TD7-1 

Blll-BIT7 DATA BITS X ERROR BITS X DATA BITS 

TLlF/5237-11 

FIGURE 9. Error Sequence Timing 

1 1 1 1 1 1 I VIOC~A~~ON I 1 I DATA I 0 I MCV I MCV I 

~---II~I--.JLJ 

-I 1-TDB I.TD1r-1 

REm~~: ______________ ... ~II---------, ... I ____ _ 

I--TD9-1 

DATA ,.----------AVAILABLE ________________ ~I~ 

TL/F/5237-12 

FIGURE 10. Message Timing 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

SERIAL DATA ____ JX'-_______ ...JX'--__ _ 
1- TD12--1 

-------~!~--~\~--DATA CLOCK . __ 

Tl/F/5237-13 

FIGURE 11. Data Clock and Serial Data Timing 

-ST±(T-25no) --
T = CLOCK INPU; FREQUENCY 

4T±(T -25no)---

------f-----~----.r----~-----+------VIN-

FIGURE 12. Data Waveform Constraints: Amplifier Inputs 

-ST±(T-25ns)--
T= 

CLOCK INPUT FREQUENCY 
4T±(T-25ns)-

Note: IT, - t~I-s;-10-n-s-----.1 
FIGURE 13. Data Waveform Constraints: Data Input (TTL) 

Vee ---..... --P-----...... -
lk 

VIN+ 

VIN- ----__ 1---.....1 

Tl/F/5237-16 

FIGURE 14. Equivalent Circuit for DP8343INS32443 Input Amplifier 
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Typical Applications 

'" ~ 
w 

'" ;f 

!!l 
;!; 

~ 
'" >-

'" 

I 
I 
I 
l RESET .. 

I AUTO RESPONSE 
I .. 
I iiEifl]Ajj .. 

REG FULL 

BYTE CLOCK 

DATA BUS 01-08 

DATA 
AVAILABLE 

ERROR 

I OUTPUT CONTROL 
I • 
I OUTPUT ENABLE 
I • 
I REG READ 
I • 
I RECEIVER ACTIVE 
I 
I 
I 

DP8342 
TRANSMITTER/ 

ENCOOER 

~ 
=: 
'" 

DP8343 
RECEIVER/ 
OECOOER 

TRANSMITTER 
ACTIVE 

RECEIVER 
DISABLE 

+IN 

-IN 

OPTIONAL 
INTERFACE 

LOGIC 
(FIG. 16) 

OPTIONAL 
INTERFACE 

LOGIC 

Note 1: Crystal manufacturer Midland Ross Corp., NEL Unit Part No. NE-18A @ 28 MHz 

FIGURE 15 
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COAX LINE (FIG. 16) 

TWISTED PAIR LINES 

FIBER-OPTIC 

MAGNETIC 

INFRARED 

RF 

ULTRASONIC 

AUDIO 

CURRENT CARRYING 

DC TO 3.5 MHz 

TL/F/S237-17 
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Typical Applications (Continued) 

DATA 
DELAY 

TRANSMITTER 
ACTIVE 

I 2 

I 

L--~8--.J 
GND 

R1 
150 

R5 
150 5. 

+INJ CONNECT TO 
DP8341 
RECEIVER 

-IN 
6 

90Q COAX 
(RG62A/U) (Ej3 

R6 
120 

TLlF/5237-18 

Note 1: Resistance values are in fl, ±5%, Y4W. 

Note 2: T1 is a 1:1:1 pulse transformer, LMIN = 500 ,uH for 18 MHz system clock. 
Pulse Engineering Part No. 5762, 
Valor Electronics Part No. CT1501 
Technitrol Part No. 11 LHA or equivalent transformers. 

FIGURE 16. Interface Logic for a Coax Transmission Line 

WAVEFORM I I IDEAL fLl fLl 8 QIL. AT TRANSMITTER __ + __ + __ + __ + ______ -+ 
END OF CABLE ~~ l.Jr-----... VIDEAL L 

*To maintain los$ at 95% of ideal signal, select 
transformer inductance such that: 

Example: 

fCLK ~ System Clock 
Frequency 
(e.g., 18.87 MHz) 

L ~ 10,000 6 ~ L(MIN) ~ 530 I'H 
18.87 X 10 

Note 1: Less inductance will cause greater amplitude 
attenuation. 

Note 2: Greater inductance may decrease signal rise 
time slightly and incease ringing. but these effects are 
generally negligible. 

FIGURE 17. Transformer Selection 
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~NatiOnal 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

DP8461/65 Data Separator 
DP8451/55 Data Synchronizer 

General Description 
DP8461/65 
The DP8461/65 Data Separators are designed for applica
tions in disk drive memory systems, and depending on sys
tem requirements, may be located either in the drive or in 
the controller. They receive digital pulses from a pulse de
tector circuit (such as the DP8464 Disk Pulse Detector) if 
situated in the drive, or from an ST506 type interface if situ
ated in the controller. After locking on to the frequency of 
these input pulses, they separate them into synchronized 
data and clock signals. While in the non-read mode, both of 
these circuits employ a phase-frequency comparator to 
keep the VCO locked to the 2F input (this signal may be 
derived from a crystal or a servo track). The DP8465 
switches to a phase only comparator when the read mode is 
entered. The DP8461 continues to use a phase-frequency 
comparator until the preamble detection circuit has detect
ed two by1es of preamble. This feature thus restricts the 
DP8461 to use with codes employing the 1010 ... pream
ble. MFM, and certain RLL Codes such as 1,7 and 1,8 em
ploy such a preamble. If a Run Length Limited code is used 
or if the user wishes to do his own data separation, the 
synchronized data output is available to allow external cir
cuitry to perform the data decoding function. 

All of the digital input and output signals are TTL compatible 
and only a single + 5V supply is required. The chip is 
housed in a narrow 24-pin dual-in-line package (DIP) and is 
fabricated using Advanced Schottky bipolar analog and digi
tal circuitry. This high speed I.C. process allows the chip to 
work with data rates up to 20 Mbitlsec. There are two ver
sions of the chip, each having a different decode window 
error specification. These two versions (-3, -4) are de
signed to operate from 2 to 20 Mbitlsec and are tested for 
their respective window tolerances, as specified in the Elec
trical Characteristics Table. 

The DP8461 /65 feature a phase-lock-loop (PLL) consisting 
of a phase-frequency comparator, pulse gate (to allow for 
phase-only operation in the read mode), charge pump, buff
ering amplifier, and voltage-controlled-oscillator (VCO). Pins 
are provided for the user to select the values of the external 
filtering components required for the VCO, and two current 
setting resistors for the charge pump. The DP8461 /65 have 
been designed to be capable of locking onto the incoming 
preamble data pattern within the first two bytes, using an 
available high rate of charge pump current. Once lock-on 
has been achieved, the charge pump can be switched to a 
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lower rate (both rates being determined by the external re
sistors) to improve bit-jitter immunity for the remainder of 
the read operation. At this time the READ CLOCK OUTPUT 
switches, without glitching, from half the 2F-CLOCK fre
quency to half the VCO CLOCK frequency. After lock-on, 
with soft sectored disks, the MISSING CLOCK DETECTED 
output indicates when a missing clock occurs so the control
ler can align by1e boundaries to begin deserialization of the 
incoming data. 

DP8451/55 

The DP8451 /55 perform the same data synchronization 
function of the DP8461 /65 with no MFM related circuitry. As 
with the DP8461, the DP8451 continues in the phase-fre
quency comparison mode until two by1es of preamble are 
detected. The DP8451/55, which are packaged in 20 pin 
DIPs or 20-pin PCC's, exclude the READ CLOCK generating 
circuitry along with the MFM Decoder, Missing Clock Detec
tor, and Read Enable Delay. Users who require only the 
SYNCHRONIZED DATA OUTPUT and VCO CLOCK OUT
PUT can use the DP8451/55 as alternatives to the 
DP8461/65. 

Features 
• Operates at data rates up to 20 Mbitl sec 
• Phase-Frequency comparison in non-read mode 
• Phase-Frequency comparison in preamble-DP8461/51 
• Separates MFM data into read clock and serial NRZ 

data (DP8461/65) 
• 4 by1e preamble-lock indication capability 
• Preamble recognition of MFM encoded "O"s or "1 "s 
• User-determined PLL loop filter network 
• PLL charge pump has two user-determined tracking 

rates 
• External control of track rate switchover 
• No glitch on READ CLOCK at switchover (DP8461 /65) 
• Synchronized data provided as an output (for RLL 

codes) (all four devices) 
• ORed phase comparator outputs for monitoring bit-shift 
• Missing clock detected for soft sectored disks 
• Less then 'loW power consumption 
• Standard narrow 24-pin DIP or 28 pin Plastic Chip Car

rier Package 

• Single + 5V supply 

C 
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Simplified Block and Connection Diagrams 

ENCODED 
DATA 

2I·CLOCK 

READ 
GATE 

PG2 

IBSET 

IRsET 

CPuUT 

C1 

C2 

RVCO 

VCO CLOCK 

PHASE COMP TEST 

ZEROES/ONES PREAMBLE 

MISSING CLOCK DETECTED 

GNO 

EXTERNAL COMPONENTS 

... Ii" 

~ f-+ PHASE·LOCKED·LODP f-+ 
~ / --.. 

+2 

4 . 
MFM DECODER 
AND MISSING 

CLOCK DETECTOR 
READ ENABLE! ~ 

~ r-+ / 
f 

PHASE COMPARATOR 
TEST 

YCD 
CLOCK 

READ' 
CLOCK 

SYNCHRONIZED 
DATA 

NHZ READ' 
DATA 

---+ LOCK DETECT 

MISSING' 
CLOCK 
DETECTED 

f 
DELAY' 

DISABLE 

CONTROLS 

f -------• ZEROESI SET PLL LOCK 
ONES 

PREAMBLE 

"Available only on DP8461 165 TLIF/8445-1 

DP8461/65 DP8451/55 
Dual·ln·Line Package Dual·ln·Line Package 

20 24 Vee 

23 PG1 

22 PG3 

21 21·CLOCK 

20 ENCODED DATA 

19 READ CLOCK 

1B SET PLLLOCK 

17 DELAY DISABLE 

16 READ GATE 

10 15 LOCK DETECTED 

11 14 NRZ READ DATA 

12 13 SYNCHRONIZED DATA 

Top View TL/F/8445-2 

PG2 

IBSET 

IRSET 
CPOUT 

Cl 

C2 

RVCO 

VCO CLOCK 

PHASE COMP TEST 

GND 

2 

7 

8 

10 

Top View 

19 

14 

13 

12 

11 

VCC 
PGl 

PG3 

2F-CLOCK 

ENCODED DATA 

SET PLL LOCK 

READ GATE 

LOCK DETECTED 

SYNCHRONIZED DATA 

(UNASSIGNED) 

TL/F/8445-3 

Order Number DP8451/55N 
See NS Package Number N20A 

Order Number DP8461165J or N 
See NS Package Number J24F or N24C 
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Pin Descriptions* 
Power Supply 

24 Vee +5V ±5% 

12 Ground 

TIL Level Logic Inputs 

16 READ GATE: This is an active high input signal that sets 
the DP8461/65 Data Separator into the Read Mode. 

17 DELAY DISABLE: This input determines the delay from 
READ GATE going high to the time the DP8461/65 enters 
the Read Mode. If DELAY DISABLE is set high, this delay is 
within one cycle of the Veo-CLOCK signal. If DELAY DIS
ABLE is set low, the delay is thirty two-cycles of the VCO 
CLOCK, as shown in Figure 1. 

18 SET PLL LOCK: This input allows the user to control the 
on-chip PLL track rate. A high level at this input results in 
the PLL being in the high track rate. If this input is connect
ed to the LOCK DETECTED output, the PLL will go into the 
low track rate mode immediately after lock is detected. A 
low level on this pin is also used to enable the MFM Decod
er, the Missing Clock Detector, and to switch the Read 
Clock Multiplexer from half-2F-CLOCK to half-VCO. 

10 ZEROES/ONES PREAMBLE: A high level on this input 
enables the MFM Decoder circuit to recognize an All Zeros 
data preamble. A low level results in the recognition of an 
All Ones data preamble. 

20 ENCODED DATA: This input is connected to the output 
of the head amplifier/pulse-detecting network located in the 
disk drive. Each positive edge of the ENCODED DATA 
waveform identifies a change of flux on the disk. In the case 
of MFM encoded data, the input will be raw MFM. 

21 2f-CLOCK: This is a system clock input, which is either a 
signal generated from the servo track (for systems utilizing 
servo tracks), or a signal buffered from a crystal. 2f CLOCK 
MUST ALWAYS BE APPLIED TO THIS INPUT FOR PROP
ER OPERATION. 

TTL Level Logic Outputs 

8 VCO CLOCK: This is the output of the on-chip VCO, 
transmitted from an Advanced Schottky-TTL buffer. It is 
synchronized to the MFM data output. 

15 LOCK DETECTED: This output goes active low only af
ter both PLL Lock has occurred and 16 pulses of the pream-

ble pattern have been recognized. It remains low until READ 
GATE goes inactive. 

14 NRZ READ DATA: This is the NRZ (decoded MFM) data 
output, whose leading edges coincide with the trailing edge 
of READ CLOCK. 

13 SYNCHRONIZED DATA: This output is the same encod
ed data that is input to the chip, but is synchronous with the 
negative edge of the VCO CLOCK. 

11 MISSING CLOCK DETECTED: When an MFM miSSing 
clock is detected, this output will be a single pulse (of width 
equal to one cycle of READ CLOCK) occurring as shown in 
Figure 2. 

19 READ CLOCK: This is half VCO CLOCK frequency when 
SET PLL LOCK is low; it is half 2f-CLOCK frequency at all 
other times. A deglitcher is utilized to ensure that no short 
clock periods occur during either switch over. 

9 PHASE COMP TEST: This output is the logical "OR" of 
the Phase Comparator outputs, and may be used as a bit
shift indicator on for PLL analysis purpose. 

Analog Signals 

23, 22, PG 1, PG3: The external capacitors and resistor of 
the Pulse Gate filter are connected to these pins. PG1 
should be connected directly to the ground pin, pin 12. 

1 PG2: This is the Pulse Gate current supply. 

3 IRSET: The current into the rate set pin (VsE/RRATE) is 
used to set the charge pump output current for the low 
tracking rate. 

2 IBSET: The current into the boost set pin (VSE/RsOOST) 
is used to set the amount by which the charge pump current 
is increased for the high tracking rate. (lINPUT = IRATE Set 
+ IBOOST Set). 
4 CPOUT: CHARGE PUMP OUT/BUFFER AMP IN is avail
able for connection of external filter components for the 
phase-lock-loop. In addition to being the charge pump out
put node, this pin is also the noninverting input to the Buffer 
Amplifier. 

7 RVCO: The current at this pin determines the operating 
currents within the VCO. 

5, 6 VCO C1, C2: An external capacitor connected be
tween these pins sets the nominal VCO frequency. 

"Pin Number Designations apply only to the DP8461 165. See Connection Diagram for DP8451 /55. 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Output Voltages 

Input Current 

Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated 
reliability electrical test specifications document 

Supply Voltage 7V 

TIL Inputs 7V 

(CPOUT, IRSET, IBSET, RVCO) 

Storage Temperature 

Operating Conditions 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ 

Vee Supply Voltage 4.75 5.00 

TA Ambient Temperature 0 25 

10H High Logic Level Output Current VCOClock 
Others 

10L Low Logic Level Output Current VCOClock 
Others 
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Max 

5.25 

70 

7V 

2mA 

-65'Cto 150'C 

Units 

V 

'C 

-2000 p.A 
-400 

20 mA 
8 
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Operating Conditions (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

fDATA Input Data Rate 2.0 20 Mbitlsec 

tweK Width of 2f-CLOCK, High or Low 10 ns 

tWPD Width of ENCODED HIGH 5 ns + 0.10t ns 
DATA Pulse, (Note 2) LOW O.4t 

VIH High Logic Level Input Voltage 2 V 

VIL Low Logic Level Input Voltage 0.8 V 

!sETUP Min. Amount of Time Which a 20 ns 
(READ Gate) Positive Edge of READ Gate 

Must Precede a Negative Edge 
of a VCO (Pin 8) 

tHOLD Min. Time Required for a 10 ns 
(READ Gate) Positive Edge of a READ Gate 

to be Held after a Negative 

Edge of a veo (Pin 8) 

DC Electrical Characteristics Over Recommended Operating Temperature Range 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Vie Input Clamp Vee = Min., -1.5 V 

Voltage 11=-18mA 

VOH High Level Output Vee = Min., Vee- 2V Vee- 1.6V V 

Voltage 10H = Max. 

VOL Low Level Output Vee = Min., 0.5 V 

Voltage 10L = Max. 

IIH High Level Input Vee = Max., 20 ".A 
Current VI = 2.7V 

IlL Low Level Input Vee = Max., -200 ".A 
Current VI = O.4V 

10 Output Drive Vee = Max., -12 -110 mA 
Current (Note 1) Va = 2.125V 

lee Supply Current Vee = Max. 100 mA 

lOUT Charge Pump 500".A,,; IRSET + ITYP - .18 (IR + Is) 1.95 (lRSET + ISSET) ITYP + .18 (IR + Is) 
Output Current ISSET ,,; 2000 ".A - 30".A -70".A + 30".A ".A 

200".A,,; IRSET + ITYP - .08 (IR + Is) 1.95 (IRSEl + ISSET) ITYP + .08 (IR + Is) 

I SSET < 500 p,A - 80".A -70".A + 80".A 

Note 1: This value has been chosen to produce a current that closely approximates one-half of the true short-circuit output current. loS. 

Note 2: t is defined as the period of the encoded MFM data, or two times the veo period. 

AC Electrical Characteristics Over Recommended Vee and Operating Temperature Range. 

(All Parts unless stated otherwise) (tR = tF = 2.0 ns, VIH = 3.0V, VIL = OV) 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

tREAD 
Positive READ CLOCK transitions from READ GATE set active 

16 17 
until PLL Lock sequence begins (DELAY DISABLE low) 

-

tREAD 
Positive READ CLOCK transitions from READ GATE set active 

1 1 
until PLL Lock sequence begins (DELAY DISABLE high) 

-

tDEeODENRZ 
Number of READ CLOCK cycles required to output - 2 3 T-ciock 
each decoded MFM data bit (Note 3, 4) 

tTRANSMIT MFM 
Positive READ CLOCK transitions required to transmit 

1 2 3 -
input MFM to output 

Note: For Further Information Refer to Application Notes AN-414, AN-415, and AN-416. 
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AC Electrical Characteristics Over Recommended Vee and Operating Temperature Range. (Continued) 

(All Parts unless stated otherwise) (tR ~ tF ~ 2.0 ns, VIH ~ 3.0V, VIL = OV) 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

tREAD ABORT 
Number of READ CLOCK cycles after READ GATE 

2 T-clock 
set low to read operation abort 

tWINDOW 
Variance of center of decode window from nominal DP84XX-3 6 
(Note 7) DPB4XX-4 10 ns 

cf>LlNEARITY Phase range for charge pump output linearity (Note 2) -7r +7r Radians 

K1 Phase Comparator-Charge Pump gain constant (Note 5) 1.78VBE 
Amps/rad 

(N = fveo/flNPUT DATA, 2 <:: N <:: 4 for MFM) N27rR 

VeONTROL Charge pump output voltage swing from nominal ±100 mV 

Kveo (= AXK2) VCO gain constant (wveo ~ VCO center frequency in rad/s) 1.20we 1.40we 1.60we 
rad/sec. V (Note 1, 6) VBE VBE VBE 

fveo VCO center frequency variation over temperature and Vee -5 +5 % 

fMAxveo VCO maximum frequency 60 MHz 

tHOLD 
Time READ CLOCK is held low during changeover 

1% T-clock 
after lock detection has occurred (Note 3) 

tpHL Prop. Delay. VCO Neg. Edge to Synchronized Data Neg. Edge 15 30 ns 

tpLH 
Prop. Delay. VCO Negative Edge to 

10 25 ns 
Synchronized Data Positive Edge 

t2F/Re 
Delay from 2F positive edge to READ CLOCK positive on 

negative edge (SET PLL LOCK high) 
10 35 ns 

Note 1: A sample calculation of frequency variation VS. control voltage: VIN = ±O.1V; 

wOUT O.4wc 2.0wc (rad/sec) 
Kvco ~ -- ~ -- ~ -- ---

VIN O.2V V (volt) 

Note 2: -1T' to + 1T' with respect to 2f veo CLOCK 

Note 3: T-clock is defined as the time required for one period of the READ CLOCK to occur. 

Note 4: This number remains fixed after PLL Lock occurs. 

Note 5: With respect to VCO CLOCK; IpUMP OUT ~ 1.9 ISET 

VBE 
ISET~ --

RSET 

Note 6: Although specified as the veo gain constant, this is the gain from the Buffer Amplifier input to the veo output. 

Note 7: This specification is guaranteed only for the conditions under which the parts were tested. However, significant variation from the formula is not expected 
for other data rates and filters. The filter values below were chosen for operation in an automatic test system (static window) environment. Different criteria may 
apply for choosing filter values in a disk system. See Loop Filter section for sample calculations of other filter values. 

Static Window Margin Test Loop Filter Component Values 
Part Type Data Rate Tested Cl C2 Rl RRATE RBOOST 

DP8451 /55/61 /65-4 5 MbitiSec 0.02 fLF 150 pF 200n 750n 1.6 kJl 

DP8451/55/61/65-3 10 MbitiSec .082 fLF 1600 pF 27n 820n 619Jl 

External Component Selection (All Parts) (Note 1) 

Symbol Component Min Typ Max Units 

Rveo VCO Frequency Setting Resistor (Note 2) 990 1010 n 

Cveo VCO Frequency Setting Capacitor (Note 3, 4) 20 245 pF 

I 
RRATE Charge Pump IRATE Set Resistor (Note 6) 0.4 4.0 kn 

RBOOST Charge Pump (High Rate) IBOOST Resistor (Note 6) 0.5 00 kJl 

CR IRATE Bypass Capacitor (Note 5) .01 fLF 
I CB IBOOST Bypass Capacitor (Note 5) .01 fLF 

Note 1: External component values for the Loop Filter and Pulse Gate are shown in tables 1 & 2. 

Note 2: A 1 % Component Tolerance is Required. 

Note 3: These MIN and MAX values correspond to the MAX and MIN data rates respectively. 

Note 4: The Component Tolerance is system dependent on how much center frequency deviation can be tolerated. 

Note 5: Component Tolerance 15%. 

Note 6: The minimum value of the parallel combination of RRATE and RSOOST is 350ft 
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DP8461/65/DP8451 155 

=---1 
r.. lip r.. lip r.. lip r.. lip r.. lip 

INTERNAL READ MDDE 
(DELAY DISABLE LOW) ______________ ...... 

NDTEI--.-ILJ=tC READ 
CLDCK 

I. FOLLOWS II.CLOCKLOCKING.ON~ . . 

SYNCHRO~:_ fLS7L. 
NOTE 1 

NRZ READ OMA, ________________ ,------__ •• ___________________________ ~,~~----____________________ __ 

~~w l' sa~LwcK ~ _________________________________________ ... 

Note 1: N01 included on the DP8451/55, 

Cp, Op = preamble clock and preamble data bits respectively. 

L = Number of 2f-clock cycles required for veo to lock, determined by external loop filter component values 

At 32 + L. veo has just locked. 

At 64 + L, circuit has confirmed lock (has been in lock for 16 MFM clock bits). This sequence shows the MFM all-zeros preamble pattern. 

For DP8451/55 delay disable does not exist and part functions as if this input is always high. 

FIGURE 1. Lock-on Sequence Waveform Diagram 
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NOTE 4 

PREAMBLE FIELD ADDRESS M.l.RK BYTE Al NEXTFlElO 

HEXADECIMAlOAlA 

EOUIVALENTD.l.TABIlS 

C1 

ENCDDEDDA'A 
IHPUT(MfM) _____ ..I 

2f·CLOCK 
INPUT 

YCDelOtK 

N~~i~----" 
CLOCK 

S'f'NCHRONfl£1l 

" 

DATA _______ +-+--' 
NOTE 3 

NRZREAD 

""-------+---.... 
NOTE 3 

MISSIMGCLOCK 

A(H) 

D2 

1(H} 

C3 os co " C1 D7 " DB C1 " C3 

HOTE2 ,-----1 DB I 01 

HOTEl 

OHK~D _______ 4-_____ +-_____ ~ _____ ~ ____ -4 ______ -4 _____ ~ _____ ~ __ ~ 

OJ 

TL/F/8445-5 

, READ CLOCK and NRZ READ DATA may be delayed by one VCO clock period depending on the phase of the internal clock at activation of READ GATE input. 

<D MISSING CLOCK DETECTED is one READ CLOCK period ahead of the chip issuing D8 on the NRZ READ DATA output when READ CLOCK is delayed by one VCO clock period. 

® MISSING CLOCK DETECTED is synchronous with the chip issuing D8 on the NRZ READ DATA Output when READ CLOCK is not delayed. 

@ Not included on the DP8451/55. 

@ The AI byte is shown only as an example address mark byte. Any missing clock bit which is framed by two existing clock bits will produce a missing clock detected pulse. 

FIGURE 2. Missing Clock Detection Waveform Diagram 
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DP8461/65/DP8451/55 

EQUIVALENT 1------ r . 
~-~ a r ~ r 

EQUIVALENT DATA BITS 

ENCODED DATA 
INPUT (MFM) 

C1 01 C2 02 C3 03 C. .. C5 05 C6 06 C7 07 C8 08 C1 D1 

INTERNAL-------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----
READ MODE 

SYNCHRONIZED OATA ________ -4 

NOTE 1 
NRZREAD 

DATA 

(bC. DETECTED 

------~~----+----~-~ 
D7 

SH~L(bCK _______ ~~-----4_-----~------~-----4_-----~-----~~-----4_-----
TL/F/8445-6 

• READ CLOCK and NRZ READ DATA may be delayed by one YCO clock period with respect to Synchronized Data depending on the phase of the internal clock at activation of READ GATE input. 

Note 1: Not included on the DP8451 155. 

FIGURE 3. Locked-On Waveform Diagram 



READ 
GATE 

ENCODED DATA 
INPUT (MFM) 

21-CLDCK 
INPUT 

INTERNAL 
READ MODE 

VCD CLOCK 

~ NOTE Z 
READ 

CLOCK 

SYNCHRONIZED 
DATA 

NOTE Z 
NRZ READ 

DATA 

LOCK DEfECfEO 
SET PLLLOCK 

CN-l . I~I' I' 

L indicates the number of cycles required for the VCO to lock to the 2f-CLOCK. 

Note 1: READ GATE going low will always result in NRZ READ DATA going low regardless of the state of the last bit. 

Note 2: Not included on the DP8451 /55. 

FIGURE 4. Lock-Ending Sequence Waveform Diagram 
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Circuit Operation 
When the READ GATE input goes high, the DPB461/65 will 
enter the read mode after a period determined by the state 
of the DELAY DISABLE pin. This may be either one or thirty 
two VCO CLOCK cycles. Once in the read mode the 
DP8465 switches from using a phase-frequency comparator 
to a phase-only comparator, i.e. the pulse gate is activitated. 
At this time, however, the DP8461 continues to use a 
phase-frequency comparator. Referring to Figure 1, as the 
read mode is entered, the phase-locked-loop reference sig
nal is switched from 2F-CLOCK INPUT to the ENCODED 
DATA. The PLL, initially in the high-tracking rate mode, then 
attempts to lock onto the incoming encoded data stream. 
As soon as two bytes of the selected preamble are detect
ed, (the selection is determined by the ZEROES/ONES 
PREAMBLE pin) the LOCK DETECTED OUTPUT goes low. 
At this time the DP8461 switches from using a phase-fre
quency comparator to using the pulse gate, thus beginning 
phase only comparisons. In a typical MFM disk drive appli
cation, the LOCK DETECTED OUTPUT is directly connect
ed to the SET PLL LOCK INPUT. With this connection, track 
rate selection, clock output switchover, and data output en
abling will occur after two consecutive preamble bytes have 
been detected by the chip. Typically it takes less than one 
byte time for the VCO to lock to the data sufficiently for 
preamble detection to begin following the start of the Read 
operation. 

A low level on the SET PLL LOCK causes the PLL Charge 
Pump to switch from the high to low tracking rate. At the 
same time, the source of the READ CLOCK signal is 
switched from half the frequency of the 2F-CLOCK to half 
the VCO CLOCK. The MFM decoder also becomes enabled 
and begins to output decoded NRZ data. If a zeroes data 
preamble is present, the NRZ READ DATA OUTPUT will 
remain low until the end of the preamble. It will then output 
whatever NRZ data is present after the preamble field has 
ended, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. 

When the READ GATE goes low, signifying the end of a 
read operation, the DP8461 /65 will return to phase-frequen
cy comparator operation. Figure 4 shows the sequence 
when READ GATE goes low. The PLL reference signal is 
switched back to half the 2F-CLOCK and the LOCK DE
TECTED OUTPUT (and therefore the SET PLL LOCK IN
PUT) goes high. The PLL then returns to the high track rate, 
and the output signals return to their initial conditions. The 
2F-CLOCK MUST BE APPLIED AT ALL TIMES to the 
DP8461/65 and DP8451 /55 for proper operation. 

Since the DP8461/51 employs a phase-frequency compar
ator until two bytes of the preamble (actually any 16 pulses 
within a 1010 ... pattern) have been detected, care must be 
taken to ensure that when using this circuit the READ GATE 
is applied only within a field containing the 1010 ... pattern. 
In soft sectored drives the head may be positioned any
where on the track when initiating a read operation. There
fore, either a controller which only issues READ GATE 
when a high frequency synchronization field is present, or a 
simple external circuit between the controller and 
DP8461/51 to qualify the READ GATE, must be used. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

1. Read Enable and Delay (DP8461 /65 only): If the DELAY 
DISABLE input is connected low, then thirty two VCO 
CLOCK cycles after READ GATE goes active, the 
DP8461/65 will go into the read mode. If the DELAY OIS-
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ABLE input is connected high, the chip will go into the read 
mode one VCO CLOCK cycle after READ GATE goes ac
tive. (The 32 cycle delay is permanently disabled in the 
DP8451/55). 

2. Pulse Gate, including Multiplexer and Data Synchronizer: 
The Input Multiplexer selects the input to the phase-Iock
loop. While the chip is in the bypassed (non-read) mode, the 
VCO frequency is phase and frequency locked to the 2F
CLOCK INPUT frequency. In the read mode the Input Multi
plexer switches to the ENCODED DATA signal and the VCO 
CLOCK then begins to synchronize with the ENCODED 
DATA signal. Also, as soon as the read mode is entered, the 
DP8455/65 cease phase and frequency comparisons by 
employing the Pulse Gate. 

In the DP8461/51 option, switchover from the phase-fre
quency comparator to the pulse gate (phase-only compara
tor) occurs after two bytes of the 1010 ... pattern have 
been detected by the preamble pattern detector. 

The Pulse Gate allows a reference pulse from the VCO into 
the Phase Comparator only after an ENCODED DATA bit 
has arrived. It utilizes a scheme which delays the incoming 
data by one-half the period of the 2F-CLOCK. This optimiz
es the position of the decode window and allows input jitter 
of approximately half the 2F-CLOCK period. The decode 
window error can be determined from the specification in 
the Electrical Characteristics Table. 

3. Phase Comparator: The Phase Comparator receives its 
inputs from the Pulse Gate, and is edge-triggered from 
these inputs to provide charge-up and charge-down out
puts. 

4. Charge Pump: The high speed charge pump conSists of a 
switchable constant current source and sink. The charge 
pump constant current is set by connecting external resis
tors to Vee from the charge current rate set (IRSET) and 
current boost set (lBSET) pins. Before lock is indicated, the 
PLL is in the high tracking rate and the parallel combination 
of the resistors determines the current. In the low tracking 
rate after lock-on, only the IRSET resistor determines the 
charge pump current. The output of the charge pump sub
sequently feeds into external filter components and the 
Buffer Amplifier. 

5. Buffer Amplifier: The input of the Buffer Amplifier is con
nected to the charge pump's constant current source/sink 
output as well as the external Loop Filter components. The 
Buffer Amplifier is configured as a high input impedance am
plifier which allows for the connection of external PLL filter 
components to the Charge Pump output pin CPOUT. The 
output of the Buffer Amplifier is internally connected to the 
VCO control input. 

6. VCO: The VOltage-Controlled-Oscillator requires a resis
tor from the RVCO pin to ground and a capacitor between 
pins Cl and C2, to set the center frequency. The VCO fre
quency can be varied from nominal by approximately 
±20%, as determined by its control input voltage. 

7. PLL Lock-on/Preamble Pattern Detector: To recognize 
preamble, the preamble pattern from the disk must consist 
exclusively of either MFM data bit zeroes (encoded into 
..10 .. MFM clock pulses) when the ZEROES/ONES PRE
AMBLE pin is set high, or MFM data bit ones (encoded into 
.. 01 .. MFM pulses) when set low (DP8461/65 only). The 
preamble pattern must be long enough to allow the PLL to 
lock, and subsequently for the Preamble Pattern Detector 
circuit to detect two complete bytes. 

Once the chip is in the read mode, the VCO proceeds to 
lock on to the incoming data stream. The Preamble Pattern 
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Circuit Operation (Continued) 

Detector then searches for a continuous pattern of 16 con
secutive pulses at one-half the VCO frequency to indicate 
lock has been achieved. 

The LOCK DETECTED output then goes low. At this time, in 
the DP8461 151 option, the PLL switches from using a 
phase-frequency comparator to employing a pulse gate and 
thus doing only phase comparisons. Any deviation from the 
above-mentioned one-zero pattern at any time before PLL 
Lock is detected will reset the PLL Lock Detector. The lock 
detection procedure will then start again. 

8. MFM Decoder (DP8461 165 only): The MFM Decoder re
ceives synchronized MFM data from the Pulse Gate and 
converts it to NRZ READ DATA. For run-length-limited 
codes the MFM Decoder and Missing Clock Detector will 
not be used. 

9. Missing Clock Detector (DP8461/65 only): This block is 
only required for soft-sectored drives, and is used to detect 
a missing clock violation of the MFM pattern. The missing 
clock is inserted when writing to soft-sectored disks to indi
cate the location of the Address Mark in both the ID and the 
Data fields of each sector. Once PLL Lock has been indicat
ed, the Missing Clock Detector circuit is enabled. MISSING 
CLOCK DETECTED will go active if at any time the incom
ing data pattern contains one suppressed clock bit framed 
by two adjacent clock bits. (This condition is not constrained 
to any particular byte pattern such as "A 1.") The output 
signal goes high for one cycle of READ CLOCK. 

10. Clock Multiplexer and Deglitcher (DP8461/65 only): 
When the SET PLL LOCK input changes state this circuit 
switches the source of the READ CLOCK signal between 
the half 2f-CLOCK frequency and the half VCO CLOCK fre
quency. A deglitcher circuit is utilized to ensure that no short 
clock periods occur during either switch over. 

BIT JITTER TOLERANCE 

The spec, t-window, as defined in the AC Electrical Charac
teristics table, describes the distance from the optimum win
dow boundary a single shifted data bit may be placed (fol
lowing complete PLL lock and stabilization) before it risks 
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being interpreted as residing in the adjacent synchronization 
window. This is known as the static window measure
ment, which combines all contributing factors of window jit
ter and displacement within the data separator into a Single 
specification. 

The two options of the DP8451 155/61 165, the -4 and -3 
offer decreasing static window errors (respectively) so that 
the parts may be selected for different data rates (up to 20 
Mbitlsec). The -4 part will be used in most low data rate 
applications. As an example, at the 5 Mbitlsec MFM data 
rate of most 5 y. inch drives, the chip contributes up to 
± IOns of window error, out of the total available window of 
100 ns. This allows the disk drive to have a margin of 40 ns 
of jitter from nominal bit position before an error will occur. 

ANALOG CONNECTIONS 

External passive components are required for the Pulse 
Gate, Charge Pump, Loop Filter and VCO as shown in Fig
ure 5. The information provided here is for guidelines only. 
The user should select values according to his own system 
requirements. Phase-Locked Loops are complex circuits 
that require detailed knowledge of the specific system. Fac
tors such as loop gain, stability, response to change of sig
nal, lock-on time, etc are all determined by the external 
components. In many disk systems these factors are crit
ical, and National Semiconductor recommends the designer 
be knowledgeable of phase-locked-loops, or seek the ad
vice of an expert. Inaccurate design will probably result in 
excessive disk error rates. The phase-locked-loop in the 
DP8461 165 has many advantages over all but the most so
phisticated discrete designs, and if the component values 
are selected correctly, it will offer Significant performance 
advantages. This should result in a reduction of disk error 
rates over equivalent discrete designs. Please refer to the 
National Semiconductor Application Note AN-414, Precau
tions for Disk Data Separator Designs, AN-415, Designing 
with the DP8461, AN-416, Designing with the DP8465, and 
to the Disk Interface Design Guide and User's Manual, 
Chapter 1. 
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Circuit Operation (Continued) 

Pulse Gate 

There are four external components connected to the Pulse 
Gate as shown in Figure 6 with the associated internal com
ponents. The values of RpG1, RpG2, CPG1, and CPG2 are 
dependent on the data rate. CPG1 and CPG2 are proportion
al to the data rate, while RpG1 and RpG2 are inversely pro
portional. Table I shows component values for the data 
rates given. Component values are calculated by selecting 
RpG2 from Table I. Next calculate 

CPG1 = ( 2.12 x 105) ( 1 )2 
890 + RpG2 100 X Rs 

1 (890+RPG2) 
CPG2 = WCPG1, and RpG1 = 2.38xl05 (100XRs)· 

In the above equations Rs is the rotational speed and, for 
3600 RPM, Rs = 60 Hz. A rotational speed of 3600 RPM 
was assumed for the calculations in Table I. For data rates 
not listed, RpG2 may be approximated as (30 k!!/fDATA) 
- 1.20 k!! = RpG2 where fDATA is the data rate in Mega
bits/second. 

TABLE I. Pulse Gate Component Selection Chart 
Components with 10% tolerance will suffice 

Data Rate RpG2 RpGl CPGl CPG2 

2 Mbitlsec 15 k!! 430!! . 39/-,F .039/-,F 

5 Mbit/sec 4.7 k!! 150!! I/-,F O.I/-,F 

10 Mbitlsec 1.8 k!! 68!! 2.2/-,F .22/-,F 

15 Mbit/sec 750!! 39!! 3.9/-,F .39/-,F 

Charge Pump 

Resistors RRATE and RSOOST determine the charge pump 
current. The Charge Pump bidirectional output current is ap
proximately 1.9 x the input current (See DC Electrical Char
acteristics for exact relationship). In the high tracking rate 
with SET PLL LOCK high, the input current is ISSET + IR
SET, i.e., the sum of the currents through RSOOST and 
RRATE from Vee. In the low tracking rate, with SET PLL 
LOCK low, this input current is IRSET only. 

A recommended approach for selecting values for RRATE 
and RSOOST is described in the design example in the Loop 
Filter Section. A typical loop gain change of 2:1 for high to 
low tracking rate would require RSOOST = RRATE. Select
ing RRATE to be 820!! would then result in RSOOST equal
ing 820!!. Referring to Figure 7, the input current is effec
tively VSE/RRATE in the low tracking rate, where VSE is an 
internal voltage. This means that the current into or out of 
the loop filter is approximately (1.95 x VSE/820) - 70 /-,A 
= 1.72 mA. Note that although it would seem the overall 
gain is dependant on VSE, this is not the case. The VCO 
gain is altered internally by an amount inversely proportional 
to VSE, as detailed in the section on the Loop Filter. This 
means that as VSE varies with temperature or device 
spread, the gain will remain constant for a particular fixed 
set of values of RRATE and RSOOST. This alleviates the 
need for potentiometers to select values for each device . 
The tolerance required for these two resistors will depend 
on the total loop gain tolerance allowed, but 5% would be 
typical. Also Vee bypass capacitors are required for these 
two resistors. A value of .01 /-,F is suitable for each. 

TLlF/844S-10 

FIGURE 6. Pulse Gate Controls 
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Circuit Operation (Continued) 
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Circuit Operation (Continued) 

VCO 

The value of Ryeo is fixed at 1 kO ± 1 % in the External 
Component Limits table. Figure 8 shows how Ryeo is con
nected to the internal components of the chip. This value 
was fixed at 1 kO to set the VCO operating current such that 
optimum performance of the VCO is obtained for production 
device spreads. This means fixed value components will be 
adequate to set the VCO center frequency for production 
runs. The value of Cyeo can therefore be determined from 
the VCO frequency !Yeo, using the equation: Cveo = [11 
(Ryeo) (fyeo)] - 5 pF where fyeo is twice the input data 
rate. As an example, for a 5 Mbitlsec data rate, fyeo = 10 
MHz, requiring that Cyeo = 95 pF. This does not take into 
account any inter-lead capacitance on the printed circuit 
board; the user must account for this. The amount of toler 
ance a particular design can afford on the center frequency 
will determine the capacitor tolerance. The capacitor is con-

lk 
llRVCO 

2k 
Hvco 
lk 
±1% 

GNOO.-_.J 
TLiF/8445-12 

FIGURE 8. VCO Current Setting Resistor 

CVCO (pF) 

195 f----------------""""" 

95 r------------+--~~ 

ected to internal circuitry of the chip as shown in Figure 9. 

As the data rate increases and Cyeo gets smaller, the ef
fects of unwanted internal parasitic capacitances influence 
the frequency. As a guide the graph of Figure 10 shows 
approximately the value of Cyeo for a given data rate . 

The VCO control input operational range (pin 4) lies at ap
proximately 1.4 volts with a control swing of ± 100 millivolts. 
The VCO itself is constrained to swing a maximum of ap
proximately ±20% of its center frequency, and will remain 
clamped if the voltage at pin 4 exceeds its operational limit. 
The yeO center frequency may then be determined by: 1) 
holding pin 4 at ground potential and measuring the veo 
frequency (-20% value); 2) holding pin 4 at approximately 
3 volts and measuring the veo frequency (+ 20% value); 3) 
averaging the two measured frequencies for the equivalent 
center frequency. 

50 

~~--_t--------------~~GNO 
TL/F/8445-13 

FIGURE 9. VCO Capacitor 

eyeo = (R \ ) - 5 pF 
yeo yeo 

45 r----------------+----~------~~ 

5 

2.5 

10 

5 

20 
10 

Ivco MHz 
DATA RATE (MBIT/SEC) FOR MFM 

FIGURE 10. VCO Capacitor Value for Disk Data Rates 
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Circuit Operation (Continued) 

Loop Filter 
The input current into the Buffer Amplifier is offset by a 
matched current out of the Charge Pump, and even so is 
much less than the switching current in or out of the Charge 
Pump. It can therefore be assumed that all the Charge 
Pump switching current goes into the Loop Filter compo
nents R1 and C1 and C2' The tolerance of these compo
nents should be the same as RRATE and RSOOST, and will 
determine the overall loop gain variation. The three compo
nents connected to the Charge Pump output are shown in 
Figure 11. Note the return current goes to analog GND, 
which should be electrically very close to the GND pin itself. 

The value of capacitor C1 determines loop bandwidth ... 
the larger the value the longer the loop takes to respond to 
an input change. If C1 is too small, the loop will track any 
jitter on the ENCODED DATA input and the VCO output will 
follow this jitter, which is undesirable. The value of C1 
should therefore be large enough so that the PLL is fairly 
immune to phase jitter but not large enough that the loop 
won't respond to longer term data rate changes that occur 
on the disk drive. 

The damping resistor R1 is required to regulate the second
order behavior of the closed-loop system (overshoot). A val-

10k 

ue of R1 that would give a phase margin of around 45 de
grees would be a reasonable starting point. 

The main function of the capacitor C2 is to smooth the ac
tion of the charge pump at the VCO input. Typically its value 
will be less than one tenth of C1. Further effects of C2 will 
be discussed later. 

Figure 12 shows the relevant phase-locked-loop blocks that 
determine system response, namely the Phase Detector, 
Filter/Buffer Amplifier, and VCO. The Phase Detector 
(Phase Comparator and Charge Pump) produces an aggre
gate output current i which is proportional to the phase dif
ference between the input signal and the VCO signal. The 
constant (K 1) is 

1.78 VSE . fveo 
--- amps per radian, where N = -f --. 

N21TR DATA 

R is either RRATE or RRATE II RSOOST. The amplified aggre
gate current feeds into or out of the filter impedance (Z), 
producing a voltage to the VCO that regulates the VCO fre
quency. The VCO gain constant is 0.4 WveolVsE radians 
per second per volt. Under steady state conditions, i will be 
zero and there will be no phase difference between the in
put signal and the VCO. Any change of input signal will pro-

.............. 1 SWITCHED 

I~CI'IlUT 

INPUT 

--
IRSET !ISsET 1 
SWITCHED 

GNO 

FIGURE 11. Charge Pump Out 

PHASE 
DETECTOR 

K1 = 1.78VBE 
N2".R 

C1~ 

-fH 
VCO 

K2=O,4Wo 
VBE 

FIGURE 12. Loop Response Components 
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Circuit Operation (Continued) 

duce a change in VCO frequency that is determined by the 
loop gain equation. This equation is determined from the 
gain constants Kl, A and K2 and the filter v/i response. 

The impedance Z of the filter is: 

_1_11 (~+ Rl) = 1 + SC1RI 
SC2 SCI (C2) 

SCI 1 + Cl + SC2Rl 

If C2 ..;: Cl then the impedance Z approximates to: 

1 + sC1RI 

SCI (1 + SC2Rl) 

The overall loop gain is then 

G(s) = K1AK2 X 1 + SC1RI 
s SC1(1 + sC2Rl) 

Let G(K) = Kl A K2 

F(s) = 1 + SC1 RI 
SCI (1 + SC2Rl) 

The Overall Closed Loop Gain is: 

<l>OUT = G(K) F(s) 

<l>IN s + G(K) F(s) 

Substituting, We Get 

<l>OUT = ....,,-______ G....:(....:K)_(S_C_l_R_l_+ __ 1_) ____ _ 

<l>IN S3 Rl Cl C2 + S2 Cl + GK (SC1RI + 1) 
(G(K)/Cl) (SR1Cl + 1) 

=~--~~--~~-----
S3R1C2 + S2 + SG(K)Rl + G(K)/Cl 

If C2 ..;: Cl, we can ignore the 3rd Order Component 
introduced by C2 then: 

<l>OUT = (G(K)/Cl) (SR1 CI + 1) 

<l>IN S2 + SG(K)Rl + G(K)/Cl 

This is a second Order Loop and can be solved as follows: 

S2 + SG(K)Rl + G(K)/CI = S2 + 2~ CilnS + Ciln2 
G(K) 

:. Cl =-2 
Ciln 

Rl = 2~Ciln 
G(K) 

~ = 1.0 For Critically Damped Response 

From the above equations: 

Cil=~G(K) 
Cl 

G K A K 0.89 X VSE 0.4 X Cilveo 
(K) = 1 2 = 2 R x x 3.5 

7T VSE 

MFM encoded data has a two to one frequency range within 
the data field. The expression K = (0.89 X VSE / 27TR) is 
valid when the MFM data pattern is at its maximum frequen· 
cy. In order to make this equation more general, it may be 
written as follows: K = (1.78 X VSE / 27TRN) where N is 
defined as the Veo frequency divided by the encoded data 

frequency, or, N is equal to Fveo/FoATA (N = 2 for maxi· 
mum data rate i.e., MFM = 101010 ... and N = 4 for 
minimum data rate) i.e., MFM = 100010001 .... Now G(K) 
can be written as follows: 

G _ 1.78 X VSE 0.4 X wveo 
(K) - 27TRN X VSE X 3.5 

= 2.5 x Fveo 
RN 

= /2.5 x Fveo 
'J C1RN 

R = RRATE in the low track rate 

R = RRATE /1 RSOOST in the high track rate 

From the above equations: 

Ciln = Rl G(K) 
2~ 

G(K) = Cl Ciln2 

~ = (damping factor) = Rl ~n Cl 

The damping factor should approach, but not fall below, 0.5 
when Ciln is minimum. Response to bit shift is minimized 
when the damping factor is small; however, if the damping 
factor drops much below 0.5, the system tends to be oscilla· 
tory (underdamped). 

Additionally, loop performance is poor (excessive phase ac· 
quisition times) if the damping factor becomes significantly 
greater than 1.0. Any increase in loop bandwidth (due to R 
decreasing in the high track rate) produces a proportional 
increase in the damping factor, and this should be limited to 
the point where the maximum damping factor does not sig
nificantly exceed 1.0. With the damping factor range estab· 
lished, loop design can now proceed. The following design 
example is for a 5 Mbitlsec MFM system. 

A 1550 Krads/sec bandwidth in the non read mode results 
in a wide capture range; a 4 % frequency difference be· 
tween the crystal and recorded data would not cause an 
acquisition problem. (This bandwidth may seem excessive 
to some and if the user does not think it is necessary, he 
may design his filter with a more desirable bandwidth. For 
an in-depth discussion of this point, it is suggested that the 
reader refer to the Disk Interface Design Guide and User's 
Manual, chapter 1, sections 1.3 through 1.7. 

This design example assumes that the S"'E=T""'P;-;LL--'-LO~C=->K pin 
is tied to the PLL LOCK DETECTED pin. This results in the 
track rate being switched from high to low after two bytes of 
preamble are detected. As an alternative, the SET PLL 
LOCK pin may be tied to an inverted READ GATE signal, 
resulting in the track rate switching immediately to low when 
READ GATE is asserted. This is discussed further in the 
above mentioned reference material. 

TABLE II. 

Data Rate 
Non-Read Read Charge Pump Loop Filter 

(NRZ) Ciln(MAX) 
~ 

Ciln(MIN) 
~ 

RRATE ReOOST Rl Cl C2 
rads/sec Rads/sec n n n /-,F pF 

5 Mbitlsec 1550K 1.12 797K 0.55 820 820 120 0.012 300 

5 Mbitlsec 903K 0.99 435K 0.48 1500 1300 100 0.022 390 
5 Mbitlsec 659K 1.55 248K 0.52 1500 590 69 0.068 1500 
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Circuit Operation (Continued) 

In the non read mode or high track rate. 

_ /2.5 x FVCO 

Wn - " C1 RN 

Choose R = RRATE I I RBOOST = 410 

In the non-read mode N = 2 

~ 2.5 x 107 
1550 Krads/sec = C02 

1 x 41 X 

C1 = 0.012 fLF 

In the preamble, after two bytes are detected and PLL 
LOCK DETECT goes low 

_ /2.5 x Fvco 

Wn -" C1 RN 

R = RRATE = 820 

N=2 

Wn = 1127 Kradsl sec 

Again, in the data field, the minimum data frequency is equal 
to one half the preamble frequency. This means that N = 4 
in the bandwidth equation. This reduces the bandwidth to: 

1 
Wn(min) = J2 x 1107 Krads/sec = 797 Krads/sec 

Before, we stated that the minimum value of t should be 
0.5; knowing Wn(min) we can now solve for Rl 

wn Rl Cl 
t=-2-

GAIN 

Choose t(min) = 0.55 

2t 
Rl=-

Wn Cl 

Rl = 11511 (choose 12011) 

The maximum damping value occurs in the high track rate; 

'(max) = Wn(max) R2 C1 /2 

= 1550 Krads/sec X 120 X 0.012 fLF/2 

'(max) = 1.12 
The maximum damping value in the read mode is as follows: 

'(max-read) = 1127 Krads/sec X 120 X 0.012fLF/2 

'(max-read) = 0.81 
The continuous behavior (non-quantized) approximation 
used to predict loop performance assumes that the phase 
detector output is constantly proportional to the input phase 
difference. In reality, the phase detector output is a pulse 
applied for a period of time equal to the phase difference. 
The function of C2 is to smooth the phase detector output 
(VCO control voltage) over each cycle. C2 also adds a sec
ond pole to the filter transfer function. This pole should be 
far enough outside the loop bandwidth (at least one order of 
magnitude) that its phase and amplitude contribution is neg
ligible in the loop bandwidth. If: 

C2 = Cl 150 = 240 pF (choose 300 pF) 

The final loop component is RBOOST. Since RRATE and the 
parallel combination of RRATE and RSOOST are known, we 
can calculate RBOOST. 

RSOOST = (Rp) (RRATE) I (RRATE - Rp) = 82011 

The above filter values and those for other bandwidths are 
listed on preceding page. 

w 
OdB~----~~~--~~~----~~~---~---. Wvco 

w 
-900~----~----~~-----~------~ 

-1350 

PHASE '" 

FIGURE 13. Bode Plot of Loop Response 
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Circuit Operation (Continued) 

The calculated values are only a guide, the user should then 
empirically test the loop and determine stability, lock-on 
time, jitter tolerance, etc. 

The desired Bode plot of gain and phase is shown in Figure 
13, with 20 dB/decade slope at Wo for stability at unity gain . 

Capacitor C2 governs the PLL's ability to reject instanta
neous bit jitter. As C2 increases in value, the effective jitter 
rejection will also increase. However, as the frequency of 
the pole R1 and C2 produce (while increasing C2) decreas
es, loop stability will decrease, and the second-order ap
proximation used to analyze the circuit becomes inaccurate. 
Thus, it is recommended that C2 remain one tenth (or less) 
the value of C1. 

The value of resistor R1 inversely effects the break frequen
cies on the Bode plot, and directly effects the loop's damp
ing ratio (overshoot response). The capacitor C1 governs 
the bandwith of the loop. Too high a value will slow down 
the response time, but make the PLL less prone to jitter or 
frequency shift whereas too Iowa value will improve re
sponse time while tending to increase the PLL's reaction to 
jitter. 

Other filter combinations may be used, other than R1 in se
ries with C1, all in parallel with C2. For example the filter 
shown in Figure 14 will also perform similarly, and in fact for 
some systems it will yield superior performance. 

DIGITAL CONNECTIONS TO THE DP8461/65 

Figure 17 shows a connection diagram for the DP8461/65 
in a typical application. All logic inputs and outputs are TTL 
compatible as shown in Figure 15 and 16. The VCO CLOCK 
output is 74AS compatible. All other outputs are 74ALS 
compatible. All inputs are 74ALS compatible and therefore 
can be driven easily from any 74 series devices. The raw 
MFM from the pulse detector in the drive is connected to 
the ENCODED DATA input. The DELAY DISABLE input de-

termines whether attempting lock-on will begin immediately 
after READ GATE is set or after 2 bytes. Typically in a hard
sectored drive, READ GATE is set active as the sector 
pulse appears, meaning a new sector is about to pass under 
the head. Normally the preamble pattern does not begin 
immediately, because gap bytes from the preceding sector 
usually extend just beyond the sector pulse. Allowing 2 
bytes to pass after the sector pulse helps ensure that the 
PLL will begin locking on to preamble, and will not be chas
ing non-symmetrical gap bits. Thus DELAY DISABLE should 
be set low for this kind of disk drive. 

r----, 
R3 

I C4J':"l.J 
r l Yl-J i L ___ ..J 

TL/F/8445-18 

FIGURE 14. Alternate Loop Filter Configuration 

-----4~----VCC 

20k 

INPUT ----.... +---141-"-

~ ........ - ... --... --GNO 
TLlF/8445-19 

FIGURE 15. Logic Inputs 

---e----_-vcc 

40k 30 

'--.... -"- OUTPUT 

------... -"- GNO 

FIGURE 16. Logic Outputs 
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Circuit Operation (Continued) 

For soft sectored drives, the controller normally will not wait 
for the index pulse before it attempts lock-on, so that READ 
GATE may go active at any time. Chances are the head will 
not be over a preamble field and therefore there is no need 
to wait 2 bytes before attempting lock-on. DELAY DISABLE 
can therefore be set high. If a non-preamble field is passing 
by as READ GATE goes active, the DP8461 165 will not indi
cate lock, and no data decoding will occur nor will MISSING 
CLOCK DETECTED go active. Normally, if lock-on has not 
been achieved after a certain time limit, the controller will 
de-activate READ GATE and then try again. 

For MFM encoded disk drives, the 'L"O""C"'K""'D"'E"'T'CE'"i'C"'T'CE'RD out
put will be connected back to the SET PLL LOCK input. As 
the PLL achieves lock-on, the DP8461 165 will automatically 
switch to the lower tracking rate and decoded data will ap
pear at the NRZ READ DATA output. Also the READ 
CLOCK output will switch from half the 2F-CLOCK frequen
cy to the disk data rate frequency. If a delay is required 
before the changeover occurs, a time delay may be inserted 
between the two pins. 

Some drives have an all-ONES data preamble instead of all
ZEROES and the DP8461 165 must be set to the type being 
used before it can properly decode data. The ZEROESI 
OOES PREAMBLE input selects which preamble type the 
chip is to base its decoding phase on. 
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USE WITH RUN-LENGTH-LIMITED CODES (RLL) 

If the drive uses a Run-Length-Limited Code (RLL) such as 
1,7 or 1,8 instead of MFM, the user might choose to use the 
DP8451/55. These circuits contain the PLL portion of the 
DP8461/65 and thus perform the data synchronization 
function. RAW DATA is input to pin 16 and the 2F-CLOCK is 
applied to pin 17. Instead of supplying NRZ DATA, SYN
CHRONIZED DATA OUTPUT is issued at pin 12. The VCO 
CLOCK, pin 8, is used to clock this data into external decod
ing circuitry. As long as the high frequency pattern of ... 
1010 ... is used for the preamble, the user may choose the 
DP8451 if he desires to have the circuit perform phase and 
frequency comparisons until two bytes of preamble are de
tected by the on chip preamble pattern detector. 

If a 2,7 code is being used the DP8465/55 may be used. 
Again, since the DP8465 MFM decoding function will not be 
used, the user may choose to use the DP8455. However, 
the National Semiconductor DP8462 is designed specifically 
for the 2,7 code. It is recommended that the user reviews 
the DP8462 specification for the added advantages the cir
cuit offers with the 2,7 format. 



Applications of the DP8461/65 
Data Separator 
The DP8461 165 are the first integrated circuits to place on 
one chip a PLL with features that offer the improved speed 
and reliability required by the disk industry. Not only does 
each chip simplify disk system design, but also provides fast 
lock-on to the incoming preamble. Once locked on, the loop 
is set into a more stable mode. This inherent loop stability 
allows for a sizeable amount of jitter on the data stream, 
such as is encountered in many disk systems. Once in the 
stable tracking rate, the SYNCHRONIZED DATA output rep
resents the incoming ENCODED DATA and is synchronous 
with VCO CLOCK. If the disk is MFM encoded, then the chip 
can decode the synchronized data into NRZ READ DATA 
and READ CLOCK. These are available as outputs from the 
chip allowing the NRZ READ DATA to be deserialized using 
the READ CLOCK. 

The DP8461/65 are capable of operating at up to 20 
Mbits/sec data rates and so are compatible with a wide 
assortment of disk drives. The faster data rates of the 8-inch 
and 14-inch disk drives will mandate the selection of the 
DP8461 165-3 parts with their narrower window margins on 
the incoming data stream. This will also be the case when 
5%-inch drives achieve higher data rates. Some 8-inch and 
14-inch disk drives incorporate the functions of the 
DP8461 165, but use many discrete ICs. In these cases, re
placing these components with the DP8461 165 will offer re
duced P.C. board area, lower cost, and improved perform
ance while simplifying circuit testing. 

Most 5%-inch and many 8-inch and 14-inch disk drives 
manufactured at present do not incorporate any of the func
tions of the DP8461/65. This is so primarily because the 
PLL function is difficult to design and implement and re
quires circuitry which covers a large area of the printed cir
cuit card. This is undesirable both from the drive size aspect 
and from the cost aspect (the cost includes soldering, test
ing, and adjusting the components). Consequently, most 
smaller disk drives output MFM encoded data so that the 
phase-locked-loop and data separation have to be per
formed by the controller. The DP8461 165 will therefore re
place these functions in controller designs, as shown in Fig
ure 18. 
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System design criteria has become more flexible because 
the DP8461 165 provide a one-chip solution, requiring only a 
few external passive components with fixed values. Each 
operates from a + 5V supply, typically consumes about 
O.3W, and is housed in a narrow 24-pin package. The cir
cuitry has been designed so that the external resistors and 
capacitors need not be adjustable; the user chooses the 
values according to the disk drive requirements. Once se
lected, they will be fixed for that particular drive type. These 
features make it possible to transfer these functions to the 
disk drive, as shown in Figure 19. Apart from a slight in
crease in board area, the advantages outweigh the disad
vantages. First, the components selected are fixed for each 
type of drive and this facilitates the problem of interchange
ability of drives. At present, controllers are adjusted to func
tion with each specific drive; with the DP8461/65 in the 
drive, component adjustment will no longer be required. 
Second there is often a problem of reliability of data trans
fer. The data returning from the disk drive is susceptible to 
noise, bit shift, etc. Soft errors will occur when the incoming 
disk data bit position is outside the Pulse Gate window as it 
is being synchronized to the VCO clock in the phase-Iocked
loop. Obviously, the nearer the PLL is to the data source, 
the less chance there is that extraneous noise or transmis
sion line imbalances will cause errors to occur. Thus placing 
the DP8461/65 in the drive will increase the reliability of 
data transfer within the system. 

A third advantage is data rate upgrading. Most 5%-inch 
drives have 5 Mbitlsec data rate because the early drives 
were made with this data rate. This meant the controllers 
had to be designed with PLLs which operate at this data 
rate. It is therefore difficult for drive manufacturers to intro
duce new drives that are not compatible with existing con
trollers. Since no new standard data rate has emerged, they 
must continue to produce drives at this data rate to be com
patible with the controllers on the market. With the 
DP8461 165 in the drive, and associated components set for 
the drive's data rate, it no longer becomes a problem to 
increase the data rate, assuming the controllers digital cir
cuitry can accommodate the change. This will allow the 
manufactures to increase the bit density and therefore the 
capacity of their drives. 
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Applications of the DP8461/65 Data Separator (Continued) 
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FIGURE 18. DP8461/65In the Controller 
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FIGURE 19. DP8461165In the Disk Drive 

PRECAUTIONS IN BREADBOARDING AND PCB 
LAYOUT 

The DP8461/65 contains a high performance analog PLL 
and certain precautions must be taken when breadboarding 
or designing a PCB layout. The following guidelines should 
be adhered to when working with the DP8461/65: 

1) Do not wire wrap_ 

2) Keep component lead lengths short, place components 
as close to pins as possible. This applies to R1, C1, R2, 
Cveo, RRATE, RBOOST, CRATE, CBOOST, RPG1, RPG2, 
and CPG1. 

3) Provide a good ground plane and use a liberal amount of 
supply bypaSSing. The quieter a PLL's environment, the 
happier it is. 
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4) Avoid routing any digital leads within the vicinity of the 
analog leads and components_ 

5) Keep inter-pin capacitance to a minimum; i.e., avoid run
ning traces or planes between pins_ 

6) Minimize digital output pin capacitive loading to reduce 
current transients. 

NSC has used a PC board approach to breadboarding the 
DP8461 /65 that gives an excellent ground plane and keeps 
component lead lengths very short. With this setup very sta
ble and reliable operation has been observed. Illustration of 
component layout is shown in Figure 20. 



Applications of the DP8461/65 
Data Separator (Continued) 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

1. PG1 should be grounded to improve noise immunity. 

2. 2F clock must be applied at all times; without the 2F 
clock, the pulse gate circuitry will not operate properly 
making it impossible to lock onto the incoming data 
stream. 

3. The programming capacitor for the Veo can be calculat
ed as: 

Cveo = 1 /(fveo x Rveo) - 5 pF 

Connection Diagrams 

The 5 pF value is due to parasitic and pin to pin capaci
tance. An additional accomodation must also be made for 
PC board capacitance. 

4. Care must be taken in final PC board layout to minimize 
pin to pin capacitance, particularly in multi-layer printed 
circuit boards. 

5. Please refer also to Precautions for Disk Data Separator 
Designs, NSC Application Note AN-414. 

DP8461/65 

Vee .... _--<>-1 

ENCODED DATA 

DELAY DISABLE 

ZEROES/ONES PREAMBLE 

MISSING CLOCK DETECTED NRZ READ DATA 

SYNCHRONIZED DATA 

TL/F/B445-24 

FIGURE 20. Recommended Component Layout 
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Connection Diagrams (Continued) 
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Order Number DP8461V or DP8465V 
See NS Package Number V28A 
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DP8462 2,7 Code Data Synchronizer 
General Description 
The DP8462 Data Synchronizer is designed for application 
in disk drive memory systems employing Run Length Limit
ed Codes using 1-0-0 or 1-0-0-0 preamble patterns, and de
pending on system requirements, may be located either in 
the drive or in the controller. It receives digital pulses from a 
pulse detector circuit (such as the DP8464 Disk Pulse De
tector) if the DP8462 is situated in the drive, or from an 
interface if it is situated in the controller. In the read mode, 
the circuit locks onto and detects either a 100 or 1000 pre
amble pattern depending on the state of the pattern select 
input pin. The synchronized data and clock are then avail
able for decoding and deserialization by a decoder circuit. 
All of the digital input and output signals are TIL compatible 
and only a single + 5V supply is required. Although separate 
Analog and Digital Vee and Ground pins are provided, they 
are expected to be tied together by the user. The chip is 
housed in a standard narrow 24-pin dual-in-line package 
(DIP) and is fabricated using Advanced Schottky bipolar an
alog and digital cirCUitry. This high speed I.C. prOcess allows 
the chip to work with data rates up to 20 Mbits/sec. There 
are two versions of the chip, each having a different decode 
window error specification. These two versions (-3 and -4) 
will operate from 4 to 20 Mbits/sec, with respectively in
creasing window errors, as specified in the Electrical Char
acteristics Table. 

The DP8462 features a phase-locked-loop (PLL) conSisting 
of a pulse gate, phase comparator, charge pump, buffering 
amplifier, and voltage-cantrall ed-oscillator (VCO). Pins are 
provided for the user to select the values of the external 
filtering components required for the pulse gate and PLL, 
the frequency setting components required for the VCO, two 
current setting resistors for the charge pump, and current 
setting resistors for the pulse gate that control the delay 
line. 

Connection Diagrams 
Dual-In-Line Package 

PG2 -

IBSET -

IRSET -

CPOUT -

Cl-

C2-

RVCO -

VCO CLK-

PHASE COMP TEST -

PREAMBLE SELECT -

ANALOG GROUND -

DIGITAL GROUND -

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

DP 8462 

24 I-- PG4 

23 I-- ANALOG VCC 

22 I-- DIGITAL VCC 

21 I-- PGl 

20 I-- PG3 

19 I-- 2F -CLOCK 

18 I-- ENCODED DATA 

17 I-- IBOOST ENABLE 

16 I-- LOCK CTL 

15 I-- READ GATE 

14 I-- PREAMBLE DETECTED 

13 I-- SYNCHRONIZED DATA '-----_ .... 
Top View 

TLlF/8418-2 

Order Number DP8462N 
See NS Package N24C 

The on-board PLL's phase comparator has two modes of 
operation: phase and frequency comparison or phase only 
comparison. In the non-read mode, the comparator per
forms phase and frequency comparison, but once in the 
read mode, it switches to phase only comparison. The user 
selects whether this mode change occurs as soon as read 
mode is entered or after the preamble pattern is detected. 
The charge pump also has two modes of operation: high 
track rate-intended to be used in the non-read mode and 
in the read mode while acquiring lock, and low track rate
intended to be used in the read mode to retain lock. Both 
track rates are selected by the user with external compo
nents; the user is given control over when the track rate 
switch takes place. 

Features 
• Phase-Frequency PLL in non-read mode and during 

preamble if desired 
• Operates at data rates up to 20 Mbitlsec 
• Detects either 1-0-0 or 1-0-0-0 preamble patterns 
• User determined PLL loop filter network 
• PLL charge pump has two user-determined tracking 

rates 
• External control of track-rate switchover 
• External control of phase comparator switchover 
• Delay line may be externally adjusted if desired 
• ORed phase comparator outputs for monitoring bit-shift 
• Standard narrow 24-pin DIP or 28-pin Plastic Chip Carri

er package 
• Less than %W power consumption 
• Single + 5V supply 

Plastic Chip Carrier , , 
0..6 Sl Sl ~ 0 t5 ~ 
'j' f ~ ~ 'I I" I" 
4321282726 

NC- 5 25 ;-PG, 

NC- 6 24rPG, 

C1- 7 
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Order Number DP8462V 
See NS Package V28A 

TL/F/8418-24 
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Block Diagram 

READ 
GATE 

PREA~BLE 

SELECT 

Pin Descriptions* 
POWER SUPPLY 

22,23 Digital and Analog Vee = + 5V ± 5 % 
Should be tied together and bypassed by user. 

11,12 Analog and Digital Ground 
Should be tied together by user. 

TTL Level Logic Inputs 

15 READ GATE: When asserted, this signal sets the 
DP8462 into the Read Mode. The PLL then begins to 
lock onto the encoded data. 

10 PREAMBLE SELECT: A high level on this input en
ables the circuit to recognize a 1-0-0-0 pattern while 
a low level results in the recognition of a 1-0-0 pat
tern. Also, in the non-read mode, if 1-0-0 is selected 
VCO/3 will lock onto 2F 13 while if 1-0-0-0 is selected 
VCO/4 will lock onto 2F/4. 

16 LOCK CTL: This input allows the user to determine 
when the circuit will switch from Phase-Frequency 
comparison to Phase only comparison once in the 
Read Mode. A low level on this pin causes the circuit 
to switch from the phase-frequency comparison 
mode as soon as READ GATE is asserted while a 
high level means that the circuit will switch after 4 
bytes of preamble have been detected and 
PREAMBLE DETECTED output has been asserted. 
(See the Truth Table at the end of this Section.) 

17 IBOOST ENABLE: This input allows the user to con
trol the PLL's track rate by turning Iboost current on 
and off. A high level at this input causes Iboost to be 
added to Irate-placing the PLL in the high track 
rate. In a typical system IBOOST ENABLE may be 
tied to READ GATE or PREAMBLE DETECTED. 

VCO CLOCK 

SYNCHRONIZED 
DATA 

TL/F/8418-1 

18 ENCODED DATA: This input is for the incoming en
coded data from the output of the head amplifier I 
pulse-detecting network located on the disk drive. 
Each positive edge of the ENCODED DATA wave
form identifies a flux reversal on the disk. 

19 2F-CLOCK: This is a system clock input, which is ei
ther a signal generated from the servo track, or a 
signal buffered from a crystal. It operates at twice the 
NRZ DATA rate. 2F-CLOCK MUST ALWAYS BE AP
PLIED TO THIS INPUT FOR PROPER OPERATION. 

TTL Level Logic Outputs 

8 VCO CLOCK: This is the output of the on-chip VCO, 
transmitted from an Advanced Schottky TTL buffer. It 
is synchronized to the SYNCHRONIZED DATA out
put so that it can be used by the encoder I decoder 
circuitry. 

13 SYNCHRONIZED DATA: This is the same encoded 
data that is input to the chip, but is synchronous with 
the VCO CLOCK. 

14 PREAMBLE DETECTED: After READ GATE is as
serted, this output goes low after detecting approxi
mately 4 bytes of preamble and remains low until 
READ GATE goes inactive. 

9 PHASE COMP TEST: This output is the logical "OR" 
of the Phase Comparator outputs, and may be used 
for the testing of the disk media. 

Analog Signals 

21,20 PG1, PG3: The external capacitors and resistor of 
the Pulse Gate filter are connected to these pins. 
PG1 should be tied directly to ground. 

PG2: This is the Pulse Gate delay reference pin. The 
delay reference generator establishes a voltage at 
this pin; thereby producing the bias current for the 
Pulse Gate delay section in the resistor tied between 
this pin and Vee. 

*Pin Number Designations apply for the 24 Pin DIP. See Connection Diagram for the Plastic Chip Carrier Pin Designations. 
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Pin Descriptions (Continued) 

24 PG4: This is the Pulse Gate delay control pin. This 4 CPOUT: This pin is the output node of the charge 
pin can be tied to the PG2 pin if the user desires to pump and also the noninverting input of the Buffer 
adhere to the chip's standard synchronization win- Amplifier. It is made available for connection of exter-
dow specification; otherwise, it can be tied to PG2 nal filter components for the phase-locked-loop. 
through a "current splitting" network (see Figure 6) 5,6 VCO Ct, C2: An external capacitor connected across 
-thereby shifting the synchronization window early these pins sets the nominal frequency. 
or late. 7 RVCO: The current into this pin determines the oper-

3 IRSET: The current into the rate set pin (Vbe/Rrate) ating currents within the VCO. 
is approximately half the charge pump output current Note: ANALOG and DIGITAL Vee pins must be tied together by the user. 
for the low tracking rate. ANALOG and DIGITAL GND pins must also be tied together by the 

2 IBSET: The current into the boost set pin (Vbel user. 

Rboost) is approximately half the amount by which 
the charge pump current is increased for the high 
tracking rate. 
(lhirate ~ Irate Set + Iboost Set). 

Truth Table of Pulse-Gate's Modes 

LOCKCTL READ GATE PREAMBLE Pulse-Gate DETECTED Comments (Pin 16) (Pin 15) (Pin 14) Comparison Mode 

LO LO LO N/A N/A 

LO LO HI Phase and Frequency Non-Read Mode 

LO HI HI Phase only Read Mode 

LO HI LO Phase only Read Mode 

HI LO LO N/A N/A 

HI LO HI Phase and Frequency Non-Read Mode 

HI HI HI Phase and Frequency Read Mode 

HI HI LO Phase Only Read Mode 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not Output Voltages 7V 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated Input Current 
reliability electrical test specifications document. 

(CPOUT, IRSET, IBSET, RVCO) 2mA 
Supply Voltage 7V 

Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C 
TIL Inputs 7V 

Operating Temperature Range O'Cto +70'C 

Operating Conditions 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Vee Supply Voltage 4.75 5.00 5.25 V 

TA Ambient Temperature 0 25 70 'C 

IOH High Logic Level Output Current Veo Clock -2000 IJ-A 
Others -400 

IOl Low Logic Level Output Current Veo Clock 20 mA 
Others 8 

fOATA Input Data Rate 4.0 20 Mbitlsec 

tweK Width of 2f-CLOCK, High or Low 10 ns 

tWPD Width of ENCODED DATA Pulse I High 18 ns 
(Note 1) I Low OAt ns 

VIH High Logic Level Input Voltage 2 V 

Vil Low Logic Level Input Voltage 0.8 V 

tsu Min Time Required for a Positive 20 ns 
Read Gate Edge of Read Gate to Occur 

Before a Negative Edge of VCO 

tHOlO Min Time Required for a 10 ns 
Read Gate High Level on Read Gate 

to be Held After a Negative 
EdgeofVCO 

Note 1: t is defined as the period of the NRZ data (t ~ 2/Fvco). 
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DC Electrical Characteristics Over Recommended Operating Temperature Range 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Vie Input Clamp Voltage Vee = Min, II = -18mA -1.5 V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage Vee = Min,loH = Max Vee -2V Vee -1.6V V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage Vee = Min,loL = Max 0.5 V 

IIH High Level Input Current Vee = Max, VI = 2.7V 20 /LA 

IlL Low Level Input Current Vee = Max, VI = 0.4V -200 /LA 

10 Output Drive Current (Note 1) Vee = Max, Vo = 2.125V -12 -110 mA 

lee Supply Current Vee = Max 85 mA 

lOUT Charge Pump Output Current 200,;; IRATE+ISOOST';; 2000 0.91TYP -25 2.0 (IRATE + ISOOST) 1.1 ITYP +25 /LA 
Note 1: This value has been chosen to produce a current that closely approximates one-half of the true short-circuit output current, los. 

AC Electrical Characteristics Over Recommended Vee and Operating Temperature Range 

(All Parts unless stated otherwise) (tR = tF = 2.0 ns, VIH = 3.0V, VIL = OV) (Note 1) 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

tREAD 
Positive VCO CLOCK transitions from READ GATE set active 

1 1 
until PLL Lock sequence begins (DELAY DISABLE high) -

tTRANSMIT 
Positive VCO CLOCK transitions required to transmit 

1 2 3 -input encoded data to output 

tREAD ASORT 
Number of VCO CLOCK cycles after READ GATE 

2 T-clock 
set low to read operation abort (Note 3) 

tWINDOW Variance of center of decode window from nominal DP8462-3 6 ns 
(Note 6) DP8462-4 10 

</>LlNEARITY Phase range for charge pump output linearity (Note 2) -71" +71" Radians 

K1 
Phase comparator-Charge Pump gain constant 1.78 VSE 

Amps/rad 
(N = fveo/f input data) (Note 4) N271"R 

VeONTROL Charge pump output voltage swing from nominal ±100 mV 

Kveo (= A x K2) 
VCO gain constant (wveo = VCO center frequency in rad/s) 1.20 we 1.40 we 1.60 we 

rad/sec V 
(Note 5) VSE VSE VSE 

fveo VCO center frequency variation over temperature and Vee -2 +2 % 

fMAxveo VCO maximum frequency 60 MHz 

tpHL Propagation delay from VCO negative edge to synchronous DATA 2 18 ns 
negative edge 

tpLH Propagation delay from VCO negative edge to synchronous DATA 4 20 ns 
positive edge 

Note 1: A sample calculation of frequency variation VS. control voltage: VIN = ±0.1V; 

wOUT 0.4 we 2.0 we (rad/sec) 
Kveo ~ -- ~ -- ~ -----. 

Y,N 0.2V V (volt) 

Note 2: -orr to + orr with respect to 2f VCO CLOCK. 
Note 3: T -clock is defined as the time required for one period of the veo CLOCK to occur. 

Note 4: With respect to VCO CLOCK; IpUMP OUT ~ 1.9 ISET 

VBE 
ISET~--

RSET 
Note 5: Although specified as the VCO gain constant. this is the gain from the Buffer Amplifier input to the VCO output. 
Note 6: This specification is guaranteed only for the conditions under which the parts were tested. However, significant variation from formula is not expected for 
other data rates and filters. This specification is for the condition when PG2 and PG4 are tied together. External adjustment can be used to optimize tWINDOW as 
described in the pulse gate section. The filter values below were chosen for operation in an automatic test system (static window) environment. Different criteria 
may apply for choosing filter values in a disk system. See Loop Filter Section for sample calculations of other filter values. 

ParlType Data Rate Tested 
Filter 

C1 I C2 I R, I RRATE I ReOOST 
DP8462-4 5 Mbitlsec 0.031'F I 600 pF I 10011 I 82011 I 1.5kl1 
DP8462-3 10 Mbitlsec 0.0221'F 510pF 8111 800kl1 1.8kl1 

Note: For further informtion refer to Application Note AN·414 
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External Component Selection (All Parts) (Note 1) 

Symbol Component Min 

Rveo VCO Frequency Set1ing Resistor (Note 2) 990 

Cveo VCO Frequency Setting Capacitor (Notes 3,4) 20 

RRATE Charge Pump IRATE Set Resistor (Note 6) 0.4 

RBOOST Charge Pump (High Rate) IBOOST Resistor (Note 6) 0.5 

CR IRATE Bypass Capacitor (Note 5) 0.01 

CB IBOOST Bypass Capacitor (Note 5) 0.01 

Note 1: External component values for the Loop Filter and Pulse Gate are given in Table II and Table I respectively. 

Note 2: A 1 % Component Tolerance is Required. 

Note 3: These MIN and MAX values correspond to the MAX and MIN data rates respectively. 

Note 4: The Component Tolerance is system dependent on how much center frequency deviation can be tolerated. 

Note 5: Component Tolerance 15%. \ 

Note 6: The minimum value of the parallel combination of RRATE and RBOOST is 3500. 

Detailed Block Diagram 

READ 

GATE --------

Circuit Operation 

PHASE-FREQ / PHASE ONLY 
-CONTROL 

.. PG2 AND PG4 MAY BE SHORTED AND RPG3 AND RPG4 
OMlmD IF DELAY LINE ADJUSTMENT IS NOT DESIRED. 

Typ Max 

1010 

120 

4.0 

00 

Units 

D 

pF 

kD 

kD 

fA-F 

fA-F 

I PHASE 
COMPARATOR 
TEST 

I SYNCHRONIZED 
DATA 

I PREAMBLE 
DETECTED 

TLIF18418-3 

In the non-read mode, the DP8462 Data Separator remains 
locked to the 2f CLOCK signal divided by 3 or 4 (depending 
upon the preamble used) in anticipation of a preamble when 
read mode is entered. When the READ GATE input goes 
high, the DP8462 enters the read mode after 1 VCO CLOCK 

cycle. Referring to Figure 1, once in the read mode, the PLL 
reference signal is switched from the 2f-divided-bY-3-or-4 
signal to the ENCODED DATA input. The PLL is at this point 
in the high-tracking rate mode and also in the Phase and 
Frequency Comparison mode. The PLL then attempts to 
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Circuit Operation (Continued) 

quickly lock onto the incoming ENCODED DATA stream 
and starts looking for 16 consecutive preamble pulses
chosen by the user to be either 100 (PATTERN SELECT: 
LO) or 1000 (PATTERN SELECT: HI). If the user has cho
sen to switch to Phase Only Comparison as soon as read 
operation begins (LOCK CTL: LO), then the Phase Compar
ator will start to compare ENCODED DATA with VCO-gated
by-DATA immediately (see Figure 2); otherwise, it will keep 
comparing ENCODED DATA with VCO divided by 3 or 4-
Le., remain in Phase and Frequency Comparison mode until 
after 16 consecutive preamble pulses have been detected. 
At this time, PREAMBLE DETECTED output goes low and 
the circuit now starts to compare ENCODED DATA with 
VCO-gated-by-DATA (see Figure 1). 

The user is given control over when to switch the charge
pump current rate through the use of the IBOOST ENABLE 
input. One way the user can accomplish this is by tying 
PREAMBLE DETECTED output to the IBOOST ENABLE in
put directly. Thus, once PREAMBLE DETECTED is assert
ed, the circuit will go into low track rate and Phase Only 
Comparison mode (if LOCK CTL: HI) so that a more stable 
lock can be retained. The incoming ENCODED DATA 
stream is now synchronized with the VCO CLOCK and ap
pears at the SYNCHRONIZED DATA output (see Figure 3). 
(If the user wishes to switch to low track rate as soon as the 
circuit enters the read mode, then the READ GATE signal 
should be inverted and applied to the IBOOST ENABLE in
put). 

Figure 4 shows the sequence when READ GATE goes low, 
signifying the end of a read operation. The PLL reference 
signal is switched back to 2f divided by 3 or 4 input and the 
PREAMBLE DETECTED output goes high (causing the 
charge-pump to go to the high tracking rate, if PREAMBLE 
DETECTED is tied to the IBOOST ENABLE input). Also, the 
Phase Comparator goes back to Phase and Frequency 
Comparison mode and the circuit attempts to lock onto the 
2f divided by 3 or 4 signal, thus returning to the initial 
conditions. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

1. Divide by 3 or 4: Depending on the preamble pattern 
being used, these circuits divide 2f CLOCK and internal 
VCO CLOCK signals by 3 or 4. During the non-read mode, 
the VCO remains phase and frequency locked to these di
vided signals so that when read mode is entered, the PLL 
can quickly acquire lock because the data stream that con
sists of the preamble pattern is very close in frequency to 
the VCO divided by 3 or 4. 

2. Pulse Gate: Once in the read mode, the PLL has to lock 
the VCO CLOCK to the ENCODED DATA stream; outside of 
the preamble, however, the data signal is not cyclic like the 
VCO CLOCK and therefore cannot be frequency compared 
to the VCO. It is for this reason that the Pulse Gate is used 
to allow a reference signal from the VCO into the Phase 
Comparator only when an ENCODED DATA bit is valid. The 
Pulse Gate also utilizes a scheme which delays the incom
ing data by one-half the period of the 2f-CLOCK. This opti-
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mizes the position of the decode window and allows input 
jitter up to ± half the 2f-CLOCK period, assuming no error in 
the decode window position. The decode window error can 
be determined from the specification in the Electrical Char
acteristics Table. 

3. Multiplexers at the Phase Comparator's inputs: These 
multiplexers are used to determine which signals the Phase 
Comparator will compare during different modes of opera
tion. Either 2F divided by 3 or 4 or ENCODED DATA is 
compared with either VCO divided by 3 or 4 (Phase and 
Frequency Lock) or with VCO gated by DATA (Phase Only 
Lock). 

4. Phase Comparator: The Phase Comparator receives its 
inputs from the Multiplexers mentioned above, and is edge
triggered from these inputs to provide charge-up and 
charge-down outputs. 

5. Charge Pump: The high speed charge pump consists of a 
switchable constant current source and sink. The charge 
pump constant current is set by connecting external resis
tors to Vee from IRSET and IBSET pins. With IBOOST EN
ABLE HIGH, the PLL is in the high tracking rate and both 
resistors determine the current. With IBOOST ENABLE 
LOW, the PLL is in the low tracking rate and only the IRSET 
resistor determines the charge pump current. The output of 
the charge pump feeds into external filter components and 
the Buffer Amplifier. Thus, through the use of the IBOOST 
ENABLE pin, the user can determine when the circuit 
switches track rates. 

6. Buffer Amplifier: The Buffer Amplifier is configured as a 
high input impedance amplifier which is inserted between 
the charge pump and the VCO, thus allowing connection of 
external PLL filter components to the charge pump output 
pin CPOUT. The output of the Buffer Amplifier is internally 
connected to the VCO control input. 

7. VCO: The Voltage-Controlled-Oscillator requires a resis
tor from the RVCO pin to ground and a capacitor between 
pins C1 and C2, to set the center frequency. The VCO fre
quency can be varied from nominal by approximately 
± 20%, as determined by its control input voltage (CPOUT). 

8. Preamble Pattern Detector: Two types of preamble pat
terns are commonly used in RLL 2,7 code disk systems-
1-0-0 and 1-0-0-0. The user selects the preamble pattern to 
be used by setting PREAMBLE SELECT input either HI for 
the 1-0-0-0 pattern or LO for the 1-0-0 pattern. The DP8462 
divides 2F Clock and VCO Clock signals by 3 or 4 depend
ing upon whether 1-0-0 or 1-0-0-0 pattern is selected, re
spectively, and remains locked to this divided pattern in an
ticipation of a preamble. Once the chip is in the read mode, 
the VCO proceeds to lock onto the incoming data stream. 
The Preamble Pattern Detector then searches for 16 con
secutive patterns (Le., 100100100 ... or 100010001000 ... ) to 
indicate lock has been achieved. The PREAMBLE DETECT
ED output then goes low. Any deviation from the above· 
mentioned continuous stream of patterns before 16 of these 
are detected will reset the Pattern Detector and the proce
dure will then start over again. 
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ENCODED DATA ~\\\\\\ \\\ \\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\1 
INPUT 

READ,~~~~ ______ ....1 

INTERNAL READ MODE _______ --! 

VCO+3 
(INTERNAL) 

2F+3 
(INTERNAL) 

PREAMBLE iiErEcTE'D 
OUTPUT 

PATIERN *, PATIERN *2 

(NOTE 2) 
L+ 42 OR 
L+ 56 

W~~~~ON~~[ ------~----------~~--~~--~----------~+-----~,r---_r~ 
(INTERNAL) .... -----r----... 

LOCK CTL (=Hil ----+-----+--55--+-----+---55--+---------1---
INPut 

SYNCHRONIZED 
DATA OUTPUT ____ -'" 

VCOCLOCK 1"""'1 1"""'1 1"""'1 1"""'1 1"""'1 roSs-, n n n n n n n n n n n n 
OUTPUT~ U U U U U L..t L..t L..t L..t L..t 4~ L...2' L...2' L...2' L...2' L...2' L...2' L. 

Note 1: L = Number of veo cycles required for veo to lock-typically 20 but determined by external component value. 
Note 2: At L + 42 (Pattern ~ 1-0-0) or L + 56 (Pattern ~ 1-0-0-0),15 patterns have been detected_ 
Note 3: YCO ... 3 (or 4) being compared with 2F -;- 3 (or 4) in the non-read mode and Preamble in the Read Mode, 
Note 4: YCO GATED BY DATA being compared with ENCODED DATA. 
Note 5: PREAMBLE SELECT ~ La; 100 pattern selected-so 2F & VCO are being divided by 3. 

TL/F/8418-4 

FIGURE 1. Lock-On Sequence Waveform Diagram-Pulse Gate Mode Switches after Preamble Detection 
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ENCODED DATA 
INPUT 

2F CLOCK 
INPUT 

READ GATE 
INPUT 

INTERNAL 
READ MODE 

VCO (INTERNAL) 

VCO+3 (INTERNAL) 
(NOTE 5) 

2F +3 (INTERNAL) 
(NOTE 5) 

----INTERNAL DATA 

PREAMBLE DETECTED 
OUTPUT 

PULSE - GATE 
MODE CONTROL 

(INTERNAL) 

LOCK pn. (=LO) 
INPUT 

PATTERN #1 PATTERN #2 PATTERN #15 

PHASE ONLY COMPARISONS (NOTE 4) 

~~_ ... n .... __ .......... r 

VCO CLOCK II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II 
. OUTPUT .....J L...I L...I L...I L...I L...I '-ssJ L...I L...I L...I L...I L...I L5sJ L...I L...I L...I L...I L...I L-

Note 1: L ~ Number of VCO cycles required for VCO to lock-typically 20 but determined by external component value. 
Note 2: At L + 42 (Pattern ~ 1-0-0) or L + 56 (Pattern ~ 1-0-0-0), 15 patterns have been detected. 
Note 3: VCO .;- 3 (or 4) being compared with 2F .;- 3 (or 4) in the non-read mode. 
Note 4: VCO gated by DATA being compared with ENCODED DATA. 
Note 5: PREAMBLE SELECT ~ La; 1-0-0 pattern selected-so 2F & VCO are being divided by 3. 

FIGURE 2. Lock-On Sequence Waveform Diagram-Pulse Gate Mode Switches 
Immediately After READ GATE is Asserted 
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EQUIV • ... -------::--------""T--------;--------..,.---::---
HEXADECri~~l !-1 _______ ~9(o;:H):...-------_+--------E~(H::.)-------+_-...;C(:;;H):...--

i 
I 
! 

EQUIV. i-, ----, 

BINARY DATA: '-_ ..... _"'-_...;..._ ... 

I 
I 0 
I 

2.7 I 
ENCODED DATA ' 

INPUT 

2F CLOCK 
INPUT 

READ GATE (=HI) 
INPUT 

: 
I 
I 

o ! t 

INTERNAL READ --1-+--------------------------------------
~ODE (=HI) 

VCO (INTERNAL) 

VCO+3 
(INTERNAL) + __ Hf-I 

2F+3 
(INTERNAL) 

----
INTERNAL DATA 

~Dm'CrEii 
OUTPUT (=LO) ___ +_+ ______________________________ _ 

PULSE - GATE 
~ODE CONTROL PHASE ONLY COWPARISON MODE 

(INTERNAL) (=LO) --+-+-------.....;=;.;;.;;;,;;.;.;;;;;===;.;;..-------.,....------

SYNCHRONIZED 
DATA OUTPUT ___ -I 

VCO CLOCK 
OUTPUT 

TL/F/8418-6 

FIGURE 3. Locked-On Waveform Diagram 
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ENCODED DATA 
INPUT 

2F CLOCK 
INPUT 

READ GATE ----------1----"'1 
INPUT ..... 'I----I;f-----------------

INTERNAL ---------+----'""":::""""1 
REAO MOOE ~--s:r------------------

VCO (INTERNAL) 

VCO .. 3 (INTERNAL) 

2F +3 (INTERNAL) 

PiiEAMiLE DEimED 
OUTPUT 

PHASE ONLY COMPARISONS PHASE AND FREQUENCY COMPARISONS 

PULSE- GATE 
MODM:~~~~ ________________ -...1 

LOC~~llr :\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'\\\ 

SYNCHRONIZED 
DATA OUTPUT ___ ...1 

VCO CLOCK 
OUTPUT 

Nole 1: L indicates the number of cycles required for the VCO to lock to the 2f-Clock. 

Nole 2: PREAMBLE SELECT = La; 1-0-0 Pattern selected-so 2F & VCO being divided by 3. 

FIGURE 4_ Lock-Ending Sequence Waveform Diagram 
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OPTIONAL 

vec 

1.78 VSE 
K = ----

I N27rR 
PHASE 
COMPARATOR 
TEST 

TL/F/841S-S 

FIGURE 5. Phase-Lacked-Loop Section 

BIT JITTER TOLERANCE 

The two options of the DP8462, the -4 and -3 offer decreas
ing window errors (respectively) so that the parts may be 
selected for different data rates (up to 20 Mbit/sec). The -4 
part will be used in most low data rate applications. As an 
example, at the 5 Mbit/sec data rate of most 5'!. inch 
drives, T = 200 ns so that from the Electrical Characteris
tics Table, tWINDOW = 10 ns. The chip therefore contrib
utes up to 10 ns of window error, out of the total allowable 
error of 50 ns (half the 2f-clock period of 100 ns). This al
lows the disk drive to have a margin of 40 ns of jitter on the 
transition position before an error will occur. The bit jitter 
tolerance can be improved by adjusting the window center 
using PG2 and PG4. A current splitting network consisting 
of RPG3 and RPG4 can be used to adjust the delay line. 
This adjustment is internally compensated for Vee and tem
perature variation. 

ANALOG CONNECTIONS TO THE DP8462 

External passive components are required for the Pulse 
Gate, Charge Pump, Loop Filter and VCO as shown in 
Figure 5. The information provided here is for guidelines 
only. The user should select values according to his own 
system requirements. Phase-Locked Loops are complex cir
cuits that require detailed knowledge of the specific system. 
Factors such as loop gain, stability, response to change of 
signal, lock-on time, etc. are all determined by the external 
components. In many disk systems these factors are crit
ical, and National Semiconductor recommends the designer 
be knowledgeable of phase-locked-loops, or seek the ad
vice of an expert. Inaccurate design will probably result in 
excessive disk error rates. The phase-locked-loop in the 
DP8462 has many advantages over all but the most sophis
ticated discrete designs, and if the component values are 
selected correctly, it will offer significant performance ad
vantages. This should result in a reduction of disk error 
rates over equivalent discrete designs. 
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PULSE GATE 

There are 6 external components connected to the Pulse 
Gate as shown in Figure 6 with the associated internal com
ponents. Of these, RPG3 and RPG4 are optional and may 
be omitted if adjustment of the delay line is not desired. The 
values of RPG1, RPG2, RPG3, RPG4, CPG1, and CPG2 are 
dependent on the data rate. RPG1 and RPG2 are inversely 
proportional to the data rate, while CPG 1 and CPG2 are 
proportional. Table I shows component values for the data 
rates given. Component values are calculated by selecting 
RPG2 from Table I [RPG2' = RPG2 + (RPG3//RPG4)1. 
Next calculate 

( 2.12 x 105 ) ( 1 ) 2 
CPG1 = 890 + RPG2' 100 x Rs 

1 
CPG2 = 10 CPG1, and 

( 890 + RPG2') 
RPG1 = 2.38 X 105 (100 X Rs). 

In the above equation Rs is the rotational speed and, for 
3600 RPM, Rs = 60 Hz. A rotational speed of 3600 RPM 
was assumed for the calculations in Table I. For data rates 
not listed, RPG2 may be approximated as (30 kO/fDATA) 
- 1.2 kO = RPG2 where fDATA is the data rate in Mega
bits per second. RPG3 and RPG4, in conjuction with RPG2, 
form a "current-splitting-network" that can be used to adjust 
the delay line; thus adjusting the decode window early or 
late. RPG2 should be made large with respect to RPG3 and 
RPG4 and a potentiometer can be used for RPG4-with its 
value centered around that of RPG3. For example, at Data 
Rate = 5 Mbits/sec., Table I dictates that RPG2' should be 
4.7k. If the delay line is to be made adjustable, then one 
could pick RPG2 = 4.3k and RPG3 = 8000. Now, using a 
1.6 kO potentiometer for RPG4, RPG4 = 8000 would give 
RPG2' = 4.7 kO and would provide standard window syn
chronization; varying RPG4 high or low, however, would 
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Circuit Operation (Continued) 

shift the window late or early, respectively. If no adjustment 
is desired, then PG2 and PG4 should be tied together and 
only RPG2 should be used. Components with 5% tolerance 
will suffice. 

TABLE I. Pulse Gate Component Selection Chart 

Data Rate RPG2' RPG1 

5 Mbitlsec 4.7kl1 15011 

10 Mbitlsec 1.8 kl1 6811 

15 Mbitlsec 75011 3911 

Where [RPG2' ~ RPG2 + RPG3/ /RPG4] 

150kSl 

6.5 k.n 6.5 k.n 

PCl PCI cpW 
OPCI ~;J 

CPG1 CPG2 

1 ,..,F O.l,..,F 

2.2,..,F 0.22,..,F 

3.9,..,F 0.39,..,F 

VCC~2 

OPC4 p- 1 OPCl 

1.8k.n 

TLlF/8418-9 

FIGURE 6. Pulse-Gate Controls 

CHARGE PUMP 

Resistors RRATE and RSOOST determine the charge pump 
current. The Charge Pump bidirectional output current is re
lated to the input current according to the relationship speci
fied in the DC Electrical Characteristics Table. In the high 
tracking rate with IBOOST ENABLE high, the input current is 
ISSET + IRSET, i.e., the sum of the currents through 
RSOOST and RRATE from Vee. In the low tracking rate, with 
IBOOST ENABLE low, this input current is IRSET only. 

A recommended approach would be to select RRATE first. 
The External Component Limits table allows RRATE to be 
0.4 kl1 to 4.0 kl1, so for simplicity select RRATE = 82011. A 
typical loop gain change of 2:1 for high to low tracking rate 
would require RSOOST = RRATE or 82011. Referring to Fig
ure 7 the input current is effectively VSE/RRATE in the low 
tracking rate, where VSE is an internal voltage. This means 
that the current into or out of the loop filter is approximately 
2.0 VSE/RRATE, or in this example approximately 1.8 mA. 
Note that although it would seem the overall gain is depen
dent on VSE, this is not the case. The VCO gain is altered 
internally by an amount inversely proportional to VSE, as 
detailed in the section on the Loop Filter. This means that 
as VSE varies with temperature or device spread, the 
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gain will remain constant for a particular fixed set of values 
of RRATE and RSOOST' This alleviates the need for potenti
ometers to select values for each device. The tolerance re
quired for these two resistors will depend on the total loop 
gain tolerance allowed, but 5% would be typical. Also Vee 
by-pass capacitors are required for these two resistors. A 
value of 0.01 ,..,F is suitable for each. 

VCO 

The value of Ryeo is fixed at 1 kl1 ± 1 % in the External 
Component Limits table. Figure 8 shows how Ryeo is con
nected to the internal components of the Chip. This value 
was fixed at 1 kl1 to set the VCO operating current such that 
optimum performance of the VCO is obtained for production 
device spreads. This means fixed value components will 
be adequate to set the VCO center frequency for produc· 
tion runs. The value of Cyeo can therefore be determined 
from the VCO frequency fYeO, using the equation: Cyeo = 
[11 (RyeoHfyeoll - 5 pF where fyeo is twice the input 
data rate. As an example, for a 5 Mbitlsec data rate, fyeO 
= 10 MHz, requiring that Cyeo = 95 pF. This does not take 
into account any lead capacitance on the printed circuit 
board; the user must account for this. The amount of toler· 
ance a particular design can afford on the center frequency 
will determine the capacitor tolerance. The capacitor is con
nected to the internal circuitry of the chip as shown in 
Figure 9. 

As the data rate increases and Cyeo gets smaller, the ef· 
fects of unwanted parasitic capacitances influence the fre-

R BOOST 

IBSET vee IRSET 

12k.n 12k.n 

6k.n 

~---+------__ --__ ---~D 
TL/F/8418-10 

F[GURE 7. [RATE Set and [BOOST Set 



Circuit Operation (Continued) 

quency. As a guide the graph of Figure 10 shows approxi
mately the value of Cveo for a given data rate. 

The VCO center frequency may be determined by: 1) hold
ing pin 4 at ground potential and measuring the VCO fre
quency (-20% value); 2) holding pin 4 at approximately 3 
volts and measuring the VCO frequency (+ 20% value); 3) 
averaging the two measured frequencies for the equivalent 
center frequency. 

lk 
!IRVCO 

2k 
Hvco 
lk 
±1% 

GNDO<4~-""'" 
TL/F/8418-11 

FIGURE 8. VCO Current Setting Resistor 

eveo (pF) 

195 

95 r------------------r----~ 

LOOP FILTER 

The input current into the Buffer Amplifier is offset by a 
matched current out of the Charge Pump. and even so is 
much less than the switching current in or out of the Charge 
Pump. It can therefore be assumed that all the Charge 
Pump switching current goes into the Loop Filter compo
nents R1 and C1 and C2' The tolerance of these compo-

50 

~~----------~~GND 
TL/F/8418-12 

FIGURE 9. VCO Capacitor 

Cveo = ( 1 ) -5 pF 
Rveofveo 

45 ~--------------~r---~--------~ 

10 

2.5 

20 

10 

fveo MHz 
DATA RATE (MBIT ISEC) FOR MFM 

FIGURE 10. VCO Capacitor Value for Disk Data Rates 
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Circuit Operation (Continued) 

nents should be the same as RRATE and RBOOST, and will 
determine the overall loop gain variation. The three compo
nents connected to the Charge Pump output are shown in 
Figure ". Note the return current goes to analog GND, 
which should be electrically very close to the GND pin itself. 

The value of capacitor Cl determines loop bandwidth-the 
larger the value the longer the loop takes to respond to an 
input change. If Cl is too small, the loop will track any jitter 
on the ENCODED DATA input and the VCO output will fol
low this jitter, which is undesirable. The value of Cl should 
therefore be large enough so that the PLL is fairly immune 
to phase jitter but not large enough that the loop won't re
spond to longer term data rate changes that occur on the 
disk drive. 

The damping resistor Rl is required to damp any oscillation 
on the VCO input that would otherwise occur due to step 
function changes on the input. A value of Rl that would give 
a phase margin of around 45 degrees would be a reason
able starting point. 

The main function of the capacitor C2 is to "smooth" the 
VCO input voltage. Typically its value will be less than one 
tenth of Cl. 

Figure 12 shows the relevant phase-locked-loop blocks that 
determine system response, namely the Phase Detector, 

10k 

Filter/Buffer Amplifier, and VCO. The Phase Detector 
(Phase Comparator and Charge Pump) produces an aggre
gate output current i which is proportional to the phase dif
ference between the input signal and the VCO signal. The 

constant(Kl) is 1.78RVNBE amps per radian where N=ftvco. 
21T DATA 

R is either RRATE or RRATE II RBOOST. This aggregate cur
rent feeds into or out of the filter impedance (Z), producing a 
voltage to the VCO that regulates the VCO frequency. The 
VCO gain constant is 0.4 (tlVCOIVBE radians per second per 
volt. Under steady state conditions, i will be zero and there 
will be no phase difference between the input signal and the 
VCO. Any change of input Signal will produce a change in 
VCO frequency that is determined by the loop gain equa
tion. This equation is determined from the gain constants 
Kl, A and K2 and the filter v/i response. 

The impedance Z of the filter is: 

....!...II (....!... + Rl) = 1 + SC1Rl 
SC2 SCl C2 

SC1(1 + - + SC2Rl) 
Cl 

If C2 < Cl then the impedance Z approximates to: 

1 + sC1Rl 

- ... *,"-.! SWITCHED 

I~CFouT 

INPUT 

-
IRSET IIBSET !SWITCHED 

GND 

FIGURE 11. Charge Pump Out 

PHASE 
DETECTOR 

Kl ~ 1.7BVBE 
2"RN 

Cl~ 

-fH 
VCO 

K2=D.4Wo 
VBE 

FIGURE 12. Loop Response Components 
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Circuit Operation (Continued) 

The overall loop gain is then 

G K1AK2 1 + sC1Rl 
(s) = -- X ---"'"=-':-

s sCl(1 + SC2Rl) 

Let G(K) = Kl A K2 

F(s) = 1 + SC1Rl 
SCI (1 + SC2Rl) 

The Overall Closed Loop Gain is: 

<pOUT = G(K) F(s) 

<PIN s + G(K) F(s) 
Substituting, We Get 

<POUT = G(K) (SC1Rl + 1) 

<PIN S3 Rl Cl C2 + S2 Cl + GK (SC1R1 + 1) 

(G(KjlCl)(SR1Cl + 1) 

S3 R1C2 + S2 + SG(K)Rl + G(K,tCl 

If C2 ..: Cl, we can ignore the 3rd Order Component intro
duced by C2 then: 

<POUT = (G(K)/C1)(SR1Cl + 1) 

<PIN S2 + SG(K)Rl + G(K)/CI 

This is a second Order Loop and can be solved as follows: 

S2 + SG(K)Rl + G(K)/CI = S2 + 2, wnS + wn2 

. -~ .. Cl - 2 
Wn 

Rl = 2,wn 
G(K) 

From the above equations: 

W = (G(K)/C1)% 

G(K) = K1 X A x K2 = 

[(0.89 x VBE)/(2 x Pi x R)] X [(0.4 XWvcO)IVBE] X [3.5] 

2,7 coded data has a 2.67 to 1.0 frequency range within the 
data field. The expression K = (0.89 X VBE/2 X Pi X R) is 
valid when the VCO frequency is twice the ENCODED 
DATA frequency. In order to make this equation more gen
eral, it may be written as follows: K = (1.78 x VBE)/(2 x Pi 
x R X N) where N is defined as the VCO frequency divided 
by the encoded data pulse frequency, or N = FvcO/FDATA 
(N = 3 for maximum data rate and N = 8 for minimum data 
rate). Now G(K) can be written as follows: 

where, 

G(K) = [(1.78 X VBE)/(2 X Pi X R X N)] X 

[(0.4 X WVCO)IVBE] X [3.5] 

= (2.5 x Fvco)/(R X N) 

wn = [(2.5 X Fvco)/(C1 X R X N)]% 

R = RRATE in the low track rate; 

R = (RRATEIIRBOOST) in the high track rate. 
From the above equations: 

WN = (R1 X G(K))/(2t) 

G(K) = C1 X (WN2) 

, = (damping factor) = (R1 X WN X C1)/2 

The damping factor should be approximately 0.5 when WN is 
minimum. Response to bit shift is minimized when the 
damping factor is small; however, if the damping factor 
drops much below 0.5, the system tends to be OSCillatory 
(underdamped). Additionally, loop performance is poor (ex
cessive phase-acquisition times) if the damping factor be
comes much larger than 1.0. Any increase in loop band
width (due to R decreasing in the high track rate) produces 
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a proportional increase in the damping factor, and should be 
limited to the pOint where the maximum damping factor is 
1.0. With the damping factor range established, loop deSign 
can proceed. 

From the Disk Interface Design Guide And User's Manual 
Chapter 1, Section 1.3-1.7, it is shown that a 946 krads/sec 
loop bandwidth during acquisition results in a 7 byte crystal 
reference clock acquisition and data frequency acquisition 
(VCO settled to within 2 ns of window center). We recom
mend that these design guide sections be reviewed in con
junction with the DP8462 data sheet in order to obtain a 
more detailed explanation of the loop bandwidth selection 
used here, as well as for disk system PLLs in general. 

This design example is for a 10 MBit/sec data rate and 
assumes that the IBOOST ENABLE pin is tied to the 
PREAMBLE DETECTED pin. This results in the track rate 
being switched from high to low after four bytes of preamble 
are detected. As an alternative, the IBOOST ENABLE pin 
may be tied to an inverted READ GATE signal, resulting in 
the track rate switching immediately to low when READ 
GATE is asserted. This is discussed further in the Design 
Guide. 

We will assume a 1-0-0-0 ... preamble. During acquisition 
we are in the high track rate and thus WN is at maximum 
value. In the read mode the highest frequency pattern we 
can encounter is 1-0-0 ... ; however, wN will be lower since 
we will be in the low track rate. 

wN = [(2.5 X FvcO)/(C1 X R XN)]% 

Choose Rp = RRATE 1/ RBOOST = 5750-

946 x 103 = [(2.5 x 20 X 106)/(C1 X 575 X 4)]% 

C1 = 0.028 ",F Choose C1 = 0.022 ",F 

We don't want, to exceed 1.0. Therefore, 

WN X R1 X C1 ,= 2 

1 0 = (946 X 103 X R1) X 0.022 X 10-6 
. 2 

R1 = 960 

Choose R1 = 1000 
"Note: Designing a PLl is an iterative procedure. For the DP8462, design 

values for RRATE and ReooST typically range from 70011 to 1.5 kll. 
The application note provides a more thorough discussion for choos
ing these values. 

The continuous-behavior (non-quantized) approximation 
used to predict loop performance assumes that the phase 
detector output is constantly proportional to the input phase 
difference. In reality, the phase detector output is a pulse 
applied for a period of time equal to the phase difference. 
The function of C2 is to "smooth" the phase detector output 
(VCO control voltage) over each cycle. C2 also adds a sec
ond pole to the filter transfer function. This pole should be 
far enough outside the loop bandwidth (at least one order of 
magnitude) that its phase and amplitude contribution is neg
ligable in the loop bandwidth. If 

C2 = C1/50 = 390 pF 

the acquisition performance and the margin loss are not 
significantly changed from the predictions. If a larger C2 is 
used, the margin loss can be reduced at the expense of the 
acquisition time. This may be desirable for some systems. 
Please see the Disk Interface Design Guide And User's 
Manual Chapter 1, Sections 1.3-1.7 for a discussion of the 
function of C2. 
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Circuit Operation (Continued) 

As soon as the PREAMBLE DETECTED output goes low we 
switch to the low track rate. To maintain stability we must 
ensure that ~min ;;, 0.5. 

~min occurs when WN is minimum; i.e., when we have seven 
consecutive zeroes (N = 8). 

(WNmin X R1 x C1) 
~min = 2 

(WNmin X 100 X 0.022 x 10-6) 
0.5 = 2 

WNmin = 454.5 krads/sec 

We can now calculate RRATE 

wNmin = [(2.5 x Fvco)/(C1 x RRATE X N)l% 

454.5 x 103 = [(2.5 x 20 x 106)/(0.022 X 
10-6 X RRATE X 8)]% 

Therefore, RRATE = 1.375 kO 

Choose, RRATE = 1.2 kO 

Now we calculate wNmax and ~max in the low track rate 

WNmax = [(2.5 x 20 x 106)/(0.022 X 10-6 X RRATE X 3)]% 

WNmax = 794 krads/sec 

(WNmax X R1 x C1) 
~max = 2 

'max = 0.87 

The final component to be determined is RSOOST 

Since Rp = RSOOST X RRATE 
, RSOOST + RRATE 

575 = RSOOST X 1.2 X 103 

RSOOST + 1.2 X 103 

Therefore, RSOOST = 1.1 kO 

DIGITAL CONNECTIONS TO THE DP8462 

Figure 16 shows a connection diagram for the DP8462 in a 
typical application. All logic inputs and outputs are TTL com
patible as shown in Figure 14 and 15. The VCO Clock out
put is 74AS compatible. All other outputs are 74ALS com
patible. All inputs are 74ALS compatible and therefore can 
be driven easily from any 74 series devices. 

r---, 
R3 

I C4U:--U r l LfrJ i 
L ___ ...J 

TL/F /8418-17 

FIGURE 13. Alternate Loop Filter Configuration 

-- --------~---------v~ 
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FIGURE 14. Logic Inputs 

---.... --..... -vcc 

40' 30 

2' 
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TABLE II. Loop Filter External Component Values 

Data Rate Pulse Gate Components (Note 3) Charge Pump (Note 1) Loop Filter (Note 2) 
(NRZ) 

RpG2 RpG1 

5 Mbitlsec 4.7k 1500 
10 Mbitlsec 1.8k 680 
15 Mbitlsec 0.75k 390 

CPG1 CPG2 

1.0",F 0.1 ",F 
2.2",F 0.22",F 
3.9 ",F 0.39 ",F 

8200 
1.2kO 
8200 

RBOOST 

1.5 kO 
1.1 kO 
2.7kO 

1000 
1000 
330 

Note 1: Component tolerances afe system dependent, they depend on how much loop gain deviation can be tolerated. 

C1 

0.03 ",F 
0.022 ",F 
0.082 ",F 

Nole 2: Component tolerances are typically 5% but they depend on the amount of Loop Bandwidth tolerance that can be accepted. 

These values have been altered from calculated values based on empirical tests of the loop. 

Nole 3: Component tolerances typically 10%, not critical. 
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Circuit Operation (Continued) 

The incoming data from the pulse detector in the drive is 
connected to the ENCODED DATA input. PREAMBLE SE
LECT input is tied high or low depending on whether the 
user's system is employing 1000 or 100 preamble pattern. 
The LOCK CTL input is to be tied high or low depending on 
whether or not ii is desired to keep the PLL in Phase and 
Frequency comparison mode while detecting preamble. 
Phase and Frequency comparison lock while detecting pre
amble will eliminate the chances of the PLL locking onto a 
harmonic of the preamble frequency when Read mode is 
first entered. (Susceptibility to a harmonic lock is increased 
when using the 1000 preamble). Since a high level on 
IBOOST ENABLE input puts the PLL in high track rate, it 
should be held high during Non-Read (standby) mode so 
that a quick lock is achieved upon entering Read mode. 
Once the PLL is locked onto the incoming data, however, 
this input should be taken low. Although the user IS free to 
do this anytime, one possible method is to tie this Input to 
the PREAMBLE DETECTED output of the chip-as shown 
in Figure 16. The READ GATE input is used to place the 
chip in and out of Read mode and therefore should be tied 
to the controller and/or a 2,7 code Encoder/Decoder). 

As for the outputs, SYNCHRONIZED DATA and VCO 
CLOCK may be tied to the Encoder/Decoder-which in turn 
would deseriallize and decode the data before sending it to 
the controller. PREAMBLE DETECTED output can be tied 
to the controller and/or the Encoder/Decoder to provide an 
indication when 4 consecutive bytes of preamble pattern 
have been detected. The only output that is not shown in 
Figure 16 is the PHASE COMPARATOR TEST output. This 
output is the logical OR of the Phase Comparator's outputs 
(Charge-Up and Charge-Down inputs of the Charge-Pump). 
As such, pulses generated at this output provide information 
about the loop filter's behavior in that the envelope of the 
pulses generated at this output is a waveform that repre
sents the loop filter's response to any phase difference de
tected by the Phase Comparator. 

Finally, to improve noise immunity, Digital and Analog VCC 
pins should be tied together and also the Digital and Analog 
Ground pins should be tied together. PG1 pin shouid also 
be grounded. 

Applications of the DP8462 Data 
Synchronizer 
The DP8462 is part of National Semiconductor's DP8460 
Series Disk Chip Set and therefore, is designed to work in 
conjunction with other members of this family; such as 
DP8464-the pulse detector, and DP8466-the disk data 
controller. A typical system application employing these 
components is shown in Figure 17. The DP8462 is based 
upon the proven circuitry of the DP8465 (Data synchronizer 
and separator for the MFM code)-the first integrated circuit 
to place on one chip a PLL with features that offer the im
proved speed and reliability required by the disk industry. 
Not only does the chip simplify disk system design, but also 
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provides fast lock-on to the incoming preamble. Once 
locked on, the loop is set into a lower bandwidth mode. This 
inherent loop stability allows for a sizable amount of jitter on 
the data stream, such as is encountered in many disk sys
tems. Once in the stable tracking rate, the SYNCHRO
NIZED DATA output represents the incoming ENCODED 
DATA and is synchronous with VCO CLOCK. This synchro
nized data is then deserialized by the ENDEC using the 
VCO CLOCK. 

The DP8462 is capable of operating at up to a 20 Mbits/sec 
data rate and so is compatible with a wide assortment of 
disk drives. The faster data rates of the 8-inch and 14-inch 
disk drives will mandate the selection of the DP8462-3 parts 
with narrower window margin on the incoming data stream. 
This will also be the case when 5Y.-inch drives achieve 
higher data rates. Some 8-inch and 14-inch disk drives in
corporate the functions of the DP8462, but use many dis
crete ICs. In these cases, replacing these components with 
the DP8462 will offer reduced P.C. board area, lower cost, 
and improved performance while simplifying circuit testing. 

Most 5Y.-inch and many 8-inch and 14-inch disk drives 
manufactured at present do not incorporate any of ihe func
tions of the DP8462. This is so primarily because the PLL 
function is difficult to design and implement and requires 
circuitry which covers a large area of the printed circuit card. 
This is undesirable both from the drive size aspect and from 
the cost aspect (the cost includes soldering, testing, and 
adjusting the components). Consequently, most smaller 
disk drives output RLL encoded data so that the phase
locked-loop and data separation have to be performed by 
the controller. The DP8462 will therefore replace these 
functions in controller designs, as shown in Figure 18a. 

System design criteria may now change because the 
DP8462 is a one-chip solution, requiring only a few external 
passive components with fixed values. It operates from a 
+ 5V supply, consumes about 0.5W, and is housed in a nar
row 24-pin package. The circuitry has been designed so that 
the external resistors and capacitors need not be adjusta
ble; the user chooses the values according to the disk drive 
requirements. Once selected, they will be fixed for that par
ticular drive type. These features make it possible to trans
fer these functions to the disk drive, as shown in Figure 18b. 
Apart from a slight increase in board area, the advantages 
outweigh the disadvantages. First, the components select
ed are fixed for each type of drive and this facilitates the 
problem of interchangeability of drives. At present, compo
nents in the controller are adjusted to function with each 
specific drive; with the DP8462 in the drive, component ad
justment will no longer be required. Second, there is often a 
problem of reliability of data transfer. The incoming data 
signal is susceptible to noise, bit shift, etc. Soft errors will 
occur when the incoming disk data bit position is outside the 
Pulse Gate window as it is being synchronized to the VCO 
clock in the phase-locked-loop. Obviously, the nearer the 
PLL is to the data source, the less chance there is that 
errors will occur. Thus placing the DP8462 in the drive will 
increase the reliability of data transfer within the system. 



Applications of the DP8462 Data Synchronizer (Continued) 

A third advantage is data rate upgrading. Most 5%-inch 
drives have 5 Mbitlsec data rate because the early drives 
were made with this data rate. This meant the controllers 
had to be designed with PLLs which operate at this data 
rate. It is therefore difficult for drive manufacturers to intro
duce new drives that are not compatible with existing con
trollers. Since no new standard data rate has emerged, they 

2.2,uF 

VCC 

1.8kn 

VCC 0.22 
,uF 

must continue to produce drives at this data rate to be com
patible with the controllers on the market. With the DP8462 
in the drive, and its associated components set for the 
drive's data rate, it no longer becomes a problem to in
crease the data rate, assuming the controller's digital cir
cuitry can accommodate the change. This will allow the 
manufacturers to increase the bit density and therefore the 
capacity of their drives. 

39pF 

1 kn :t1 % 

VCC 

PG4 PG2 PG1 PG3 IRSET IBSET CPOUT C1 C2 RVCO 

DIGITAL VCC 

ANALOG VCC DP8462 

2F CLOCK 

ENCODED PREAMBLE SYNCHRONIZED VCO 
DATA SELECT DATA CLOCK 

FROM PULSE DETECTOR 

CRYSTAL DERIVED OR 
FROM SERVO CLOCK 

GND 

ANALOG 
GND 

GND 

2, 7 CODE ENDEC 

LOCK CTL 

READ GATE 

PREAMBLE DETECTED 

DIGITAL IBOOST 
GND ENABLE 

FIGURE 16. Typical Connection to DP8462 For: 

1) RLL (2.7 Code) Data Input. 10 Mbitlsec Data Rate 

2) 1-0-0 Preamble Pattern 

3) PLL to stay in Phase·Frequency Comparison mode until 4 bytes of Preamble Detected 

4) PLL to stay in high Track Rate until PREAMBLE DETECTED asserted 

5) Delay line left unadjusted (PG2 & PG4 shorted together) 
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Applications of the DP8462 Data Synchronizer (Continued) 

(2.7) 
ENCODED DATA 

2F CLOCK 
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SYNCHRONIZER 

(PLL) 
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FROtol SERVO CLOCK 

OR XTAL OSC 
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DATA 
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CLOCK 
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2.7 ENDEC !4-_I1111 __ ...... _-t! 

READ/WRITE.DATA & CLOC 
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FIGURE 17. Typical Application of DP8462 in a System Employing RLL (2,7) Code 

a) DP8462 in the Controller 

DISK DATA 
CONTROLLER 

TL/F/8418-21 

ESDI OR SMD 
INTERFACE 

b) DP8462 in the Drive 

DISK DATA 
CONTROLLER 

TLlF/8418-22 

FIGURE 18. Two Different Methods of Utilizing DP8462 

PRECAUTIONS IN BREADBOARDING AND PCB 
LAYOUT 

The DP8462 contains a high performance analog PLL and 
certain precautions must be taken when breadboarding or 
designing a PCB layout. The following guidelines should be 
adhered to when working with the DP8462: 

1) Do not wire wrap. 

2) Keep component lead lengths short. place components 
as close to pins as possible. This applies to R1. C1. R2. 
Cyeo. RRATE. RBOOST. CRATE. CBOOST. RPG1. RPG2. 
and CPG1. 

3) Provide a good ground plane and use a liberal amount 
of supply bypassing. The quieter a PLL's environment. 
the happier it is. 

4) Avoid routing any digital leads within the vicinity of the 
analog leads and components. 

We have used a PC board approach to breadboarding the 
DP8462 that gives us an excellent ground plane and keeps 
component lead lengths very short. With this setup we have 
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found very stable and reliable operation. Illustrations of 
component layout is shown in Figure 19. Note that the 
board layout is a recommendation not a requirement. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

1) PGl should be grounded to improve noise immunity. 

2) 2F clock must be applied at all times; without the 2F 
clock. the pulse gate circuitry will not operate properly 
making it impossible to lock onto the incoming data 
stream. 

3) The programming capacitor for the Veo can be calculat
ed as: 

Cyeo = l/(fyeo' Ryeo) - 5 pF 

The 5 pF value is due to parasitic internal device capaci
tance. 

4) Care must be taken in final PC board layout to minimize 
pin to pin capacitance. particularly in multi-layer printed 
circuit boards. 

5) Please refer also to Precaution For Disk Data Separator 
Designs. NSC Application Note AN-41 4. 
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FIGURE 19. Recommended Component Layout 
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DP8463B (2, 7) EN DEC 
General Description 
The DP8463B (2, 7) ENDEC performs the encoding and 
decoding necessary to use either of two different Run
Length Limited (RLL) Codes for disk drive memory systems. 
Either code gives a disk system the ability to record up to 
60% more message data in the same media space without 
any increase in the Flux Changes per Inch (FCI), when com
pared to a system using Modified Frequency Modulation 
(MFM) coding. The DP8463B also performs several other 
functions to enable many disk controllers, designed for 
MFM or other codes, to use RLL codes. These added func
tions are: the writing and reading of an Address Mark for 
soft-sectored disk formats, and the writing and reading of a 
Preamble pattern (Phase Locked Loop (PLL) Sync Field) 
that is compatible with the (2, 7) RLL Code. There are three 
different Address Marks and two Preamble patterns that 
may be programmed along with two possible encode/de
code tables in seven possible formats for soft sectored 
disks or three possible formats for hard sectored disks. The 
user can also select two possible lengths of Preamble to 
count before issuing a "Lock Detect" signal or an external, 
user provided, signal may be accepted so any Preamble 
length may be counted before issuing a Lock Detect signal. 
The term "Message" is used to designate unencoded data, 
and the term "Code" is used to designate the encoded 
data. 

Features 
• Up to 60% increase in recorded data density over MFM 
• Encodes and decodes IBM (2, 7) Code 
• Encodes and decodes Xerox (2, 7) Code 
• Soft-sector Address Mark generation and detection 

Connection Diagrams 
Dual-In-Line Package 

PRELIMINARY 

• Preamble generation and detection (maximum frequen
cy "3T" = 100 ... or "4T" = 1000 ... ) 

• Programmable formats: 
• Hard sector 
• Soft sector with Address Mark preceding Preamble 
• Soft sector with Address Mark following Preamble 

• Programmable Address Mark: 
• SMD 3-Byte gap with no transitions, preceding 

Preamble 
• IBM 2-Byte gap with two transitions, preceding 

Preamble 
• Address Mark not violating (2, 7) constraints following 

Preamble 
• Programmable Preamble length counted before "Iock

detect" issued: 
• Externally determined 
• 6 Bytes 
• 8 Bytes 

• Code output is synchronized to 2f crystal! servo clock 
• Glitchless multiplexer switching between VCO clock for 

reading and 2f clock for writing 
• Message Data Rate to 26M bits per second (Code 

Rate = 60 Mbps) 
• TTL Compatible Inputs and Outputs 
• Compatible with Phase-Locked-Loop of DP8462 Data 

Separator 
• Compatible with DP8466 Disk Data Controller 
• 28-Pin wide Dual-In-Line Package & 28 pin Plastic Chip 

Carrier 
• 2-Micron, Dual Metal CMOS 
• Single + 5V Supply 

Plastic Chip Carrier 

A~ ~ODE I- 1 "-/ 28 - (PRODUCnoN TEST PIN) 

4T I 3f PREA~BLE - 2 27 - A~ MODE 0 

Ilx CODE- 3 26 - VCC (Voo) 

REFERENCE CLOCK - 4 25 - ADDRESS MARK ENABLE 

CODE IN- 5 24 - UNSYNCHRONIZED CODE 

VCO CLOCK- 6 23 - ADDRESS MARK FOUND 

MESSAGE OUT - 7 22 - WRITE GATE 

CODE OUT- 8 21 - READ GATE 

MESSAGE IN - 9 20 - EXT. SET PREAMBLE COMPLETE 

WRITE CLOCK - 10 19 - FORMAT CONTROL 1 
GND (Vss)- 11 18 - LOCK DETECT 

2f CRYSTALI SERVO CLOCK - 12 17 - PREAMBLE LENGTH 1 

FORMAT CONTROL 2 - 13 16 - PREAMBLE LENGTH 0 

RESET - 14 15 - EXT. WRITE CLK. MODE 

Top View TL/F/8433-1 

28 Pin Package 
Order Number DP8463BN 

See NS Package N28B 
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CODE tN 5 25 ADDRESS ~ARK [NABLE 
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22 WRITE GATE 
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GROUND 11 19 fORMAT CONTROL 1 
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Top View 

28 Pin Package 
Order Number DP8463BV 

See NS Package V28A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings Recommended Operating 
Supply Voltage -0.5 to 7V Conditions 
Input or Output Voltage -0.5 to Vee + 0.5V Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 
Storage Temperature - 65·C to + 150·C Vee DC Supply Voltage 3 6 V 

Lead Temperature 3000C VI,VO Input or Output Voltage 0 Vee V 

10 High or Low Level Output Current 0 ±25 mA 

lee Vee or GND per pad 0 ±50 mA 

TA Operating Temperature Range -40 +85 ·C 

DC Electrical Characteristics 
Vee = 5V ± 1 0%, Min.lMax. limits apply across temperature unless otherwise specified. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Units 

VIH Min. High Level Input Vo = 0.5VorVee-1V, 2 V 
Voltage 1101 = 1p.A 

VIL Max. Low Level Input Vo = 0.5VorVee-1V, 0.8 V 
Voltage 1101 = 1p.A 

VOH High Level Output VI = Vee or GND, Vee- 0.05 V 
Voltage 110 1= 1 p.A 

VOL Low Level Output VI = Vee or GND, 0.05 V 
Voltage 1101 =1 p.A 

10H High Level Output VI = Vee or GND, -6 mA 
Current Vo = Vee-0.8V 

10L Low Level Output VI = Vee or GND, 6 mA 
Current Vo = O.4V 

IIH High Level Input Vee = Max., VI = 2.7V +1 p.A 
Current 

IlL Low Level Input Current Vee = Max., VI = 0.4V -45 p.A 

lee Supply Current VI = Vee or GND 100 mA 
T A = 25·C Veo = 50 Mb/s 

AC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 10%, Min.lMax.limits apply across temperature unless otherwise 

specified. Input load = 1 pF, Output Load = 15 pF. 

Symbol Parameter Part No Min Typ Max Units 

fDATA Maximum message data frequency DP8463-10 10 Mb/s 

DP8463-20 20 25 Mb/s 

tyeo Maximum VCO frequency DP8463-10 20 Mb/s 

DP8463-20 40 50 Mb/s 

tMISET-UP Set-up time of MESSAGE IN before WRITE 10 ns 
CLOCK positive edge for IBM Encoder 

tMI HOLD Hold Time of MESSAGE IN for IBM Encoder 0 ns 

teK-DATA Propagation delay allowed 
DP8463-10 

Freq. V10 60 ns 
external controller between 10Mb/s 
negative edge of REFERENCE 

15 10 50 CLOCK and start and of ns 

MESSAGE IN for Xerox DP8463-20 20 40 ns 
Encoder 25 10 30 ns 

tel SET-UP Set-up time of CODE IN before VCO CLOCK 7 ns 
positive edge 

tel HOLD Hold time of CODE IN after VCO CLOCK positive 3 ns 
edge 

tpd IE Propagation delay of IBM Encoder from positive code edge of WRITE CLOCK to start of CODE OUT 5 6 6 
bits (5 = logical delay, 1 = circuit delay) 

tpd ID Propagation delay of IBM Decoder from VCO 4 6 code 
CLOCK to MESSAGE OUT bits 
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AC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 1 0%, Min.lMax. limits apply across temperature unless otherwise 
specified. Input load = 1 pF, Output Load = 15 pF. (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

!PdXE Propagation delay of Xerox Encoder from internal 
strobe of MESSAGE IN to CODE OUT 

tpdXO Propagation delay of Xerox Decoder from VCO 
CLOCK to MESSAGE OUT 

Note: Mb/s ~ Megabits/second 

DP8463 Pin Definitions 
POWER 
11. GND(Vss) 

26. Vee (VOO) 

INPUT SIGNALS 
14. RESET 

Active low input resets various flip-flops when 
the next VCO CLOCK positive pulse is received. 
The DPB463 should be reset after each time 
power is applied. 

6. VCO CLOCK 

This is the clock output of the data separator 
circuit (e.g., DPB462). During the read mode (i.e., 
when READ GATE is high) it is the clock derived 
from the code recorded on the disk. During the 
write mode, it is the 2f frequency output of a 
crystal oscillator or a disk's servo track. 

5. CODE IN 

This is the encoded data output of the data sep
arator circuit (e.g., DPB462). It is synchronous 
with the VCO CLOCK. The positive edge of the 
VCO CLOCK signal is used to strobe the CODE 
IN signal into the (2, 7) EN DEC. A "one" is a 
high level for 7 or more nanoseconds before the 
positive VCO CLOCK edge. 

24. UNSYNCHRONIZED CODE 

This is the encoded data output of the pulse de
tector circuit (e.g., DPB464). It is used by the 
DPB463 for detecting soft-sector Address Marks 
(gaps) that precede the Preamble (= PLL = PLO 
Sync Field). A "one" is a high level for 7 or more 
nanoseconds. A "one" resets the Address Mark 
Counter which counts VCO CLOCK pulses. 

9. MESSAGE IN 

This is the unencoded "write data" from the disk 
data controller (e.g., DPB466). When IBM codes 
are used (i.e., IIX Code input is high) and a high 
level is on the EXTERNAL WRITE CLOCK 
MODE input, the WRITE CLOCK strobes the 
MESSAGE IN data into the DPB463. When Xe
rox codes are used (I/X Code input is low), the 
EXTERNAL WRITE CLOCK MODE input must 
be low. The MESSAGE IN data is strobed into 
the DPB463 by an internal clock signal that is a 
11 clock derived from the VCO CLOCK. The 
"teK.oATA" specifies the constraints on the time 
between the REFERENCE CLOCK and the start 
of the data MESSAGE IN Signal. 

10. WRITE CLOCK 

This clock strobes the MESSAGE IN (write data) 
data into the IBM encoder section and is the 
clock for the IBM encoder. 
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3 
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READ GATE 
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code 
bits 
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A high level signal places the (2, 7) ENDEC in 
the mode to read code from the disk and decode 
it, plus detect and count a number of Preamble 
patterns. Address Marks that follow the Pream
ble and do not violate the (2, 7) RLL constraints 
are read while READ GATE is high. 

22. WRITE GATE 

A high level signal places the (2, 7) ENDEC in 
the mode to encode data and write code on the 
disk, and where appropriate, to write an Address 
Mark, Preamble pattern and Phase Sync pattern. 
A low level signal puts the (2, 7) ENDEC in a 
mode to detect gap-type Address Marks that 
precede the Preamble. 

25. ADDRESS MARK ENABLE 

This pin must be held high for the full time an 
Address Mark is written on a soft sectored disk. 
WRITE GATE must also be high during the writ
ing of the Address Mark. 

PROGRAMMING INPUTS 
2. 4T /3T PREAMBLE MODE 

A high level places the (2, 7) ENDEC in the 
mode to generate and detect "4T" Preamble 
patterns (i.e., 1000 in code which is 4 Time peri
ods). The MESSAGE IN signal is inverted in the 
(2, 7) ENDEC before being encoded so the 4T 
code pattern is generated from an all zeros 
MESSAGE IN data stream. The output of the de
coder is also inverted in this mode so the inver
sion is transparent to the user. The double inver
sion is performed during all reading/writing, not 
just during the Preamble. A low level input places 
the (2, 7) ENDEC in the "3T" Preamble Mode 
(i.e., 100 ... code pattern). The I/O is not invert
ed in this mode. 

3. IBM/XEROX CODE 

A high level places the (2, 7) ENDEC in a mode 
to encode and decode according to the IBM 
Message Data/Code Table. A low level has the 
(2, 7) ENDEC encode and decode according to 
the Xerox Message Data/Code Table. 

15. EXTERNAL WRITE CLOCK MODE 

A high level on this pin makes the DPB463 re
sponsive to WRITE CLOCK inputs. When the 
DPB463 is being used for Xerox codes, this pin 
must be low. When IBM codes are used, this pin 
must be high (except for special modes dis
cussed in a separate application note). 



DP 8463 Pin Definitions (24 pin version) (Continued) 

1 & 27. ADDRESS MARK MODE "Read Clock" Input of the Disk Data Controller. 
AMM1 AMMO MODE During the reading of the Preamble, a group of 

0 0 Hard Sector Phase Sync Code Patterns appear so the proper 

0 1 Soft Sector, Generate & Detect two code bits at the 2f frequency are synchro-

SMD Address Mark 
nized with the 11 Reference Clock Flip-Flop. Dur-

1 0 Soft Sector, Generate & Detect 
ing the read mode, the positive edge of the REF-
ERENCE CLOCK should be used by the Disk 

IBM 8/20 Address Mark Data Controller to strobe the MESSAGE OUT 
1 1 Soft Sector, Generate & Detect (NRZ) data bit or the ADDRESS MARK FOUND 

N7V Address Mark signal. During the write mode, the negative edge 
16 & 17. LENGTH OF PREAMBLE READ of the REFERENCE CLOCK should cause the 

PL1 PLO LENGTH OF PREAMBLE Digital Data Controller to issue a new message 

0 0 Set by EXTPREC Pulse data bit. With WRITE GATE active (high) the 
REFERENCE CLOCK is as undelayed as possi-

0 1 6 Message (Data) Bytes 
ble from its VCO CLOCK source, to maximize 

1 0 8 Message (Data) Bytes the time window of receiving MESSAGE DATA 
These programmable inputs determine the for the Xerox encoder. When WRITE GATE is 
length of Preamble that is read until an active inactive (low), the REFERENCE CLOCK is de-
low LOCK DETECTED signal is output. layed so its positive going edge occurs later in 

20. EXTERNALLY SET PREAMBLE READ COM- the MESSAGE OUT signal period to maximize 
PLETE (EXTPREC) the set-up time for the controller to receive it. 

A positive level ;;0, 10 ns from an external counter 8. CODE OUT 
determines the length of the Preamble read be- A high level for a code bit period is output for 
fore issuing an active low. LOCK DETECT signal each "one" in code that is to be written on the 
and switching the (2, 7) ENDEC out of its Pream- disk media as a flux transition by a write amplifier 
ble Mode into its normal Decode Mode. For ex- containing a write flip-flop that changes state ev-
ample, the short 15 ones count of the DP8462 (3 ery time a positive pulse is received. This output 
or 4 message bytes length) could be used. The can also be strobed by the appropriate phase of 
DP8463 must receive at least one message byte a 2f Clock signal. 
of the preamble pattern before the EXTPREC is 23. ADDRESS MARK FOUND (AMF) 
received. 

When the SMD or IBM Address Mark is detect-
OUTPUT SIGNALS ed, a positive pulse, the width of two message 
4. REFERENCE CLOCK data bits, is issued on this pin. When the N7V 

This is a divide-by-two derivation of the VCO A.M. is detected, the AMF is one message bit 

CLOCK received from the Data Separator Cir- wide. When the Address Mark is a gap preceding 

cuit. The REFERENCE CLOCK is fed to the the Preamble, this "Address Mark Found" (AMF) 

Formats 
External Write Clock Internal Write Clock 

Hard Hard 
Soft Sector Sector Soft Sector Sector 

Format Element: 

Address Mark, SMD 1 1 1 

Address Mark, IBM 1 

Preamble, 4T, ENDEC 
inverts I/O 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 

Preamble, 3T, Natural 2 1 1 

Phase Sync, 4T, Natural 3 2 2 
Address Mark, Non (2, 7) 

violation 2 2 3 

Code, IBM 3 3 3 2 

Code, Xerox 3 3 4 4 2 3 
Notes: 
A. Each table entry is the sequence of appearance of the format element. 
8. '"Natural'" means the DPB463 outputs are from inputs transformed only by the encoder/decoder without inversions in the DPB463. 
C. The 4T Preamble inherently provides the Phase Sync function. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------, C 

DP 8463 Pin Definitions (Continued) 

can be used as a "Sector Mark" input to a disk 
data controller operating in a hard sector mode. 
When the AM follows the Preamble, the disk 
data controller would synchronize on byte 
boundaries when it received the AMF and a pre
programmed byte is detected (e.g. see DP8466 
specifications). 

7. MESSAGE OUT 

18. 

This is the "read data" for the disk data control
ler. A high level signal represents a "one" of de
coded data. It is strobed into the disk data con
troller by the positive edge of the REFERENCE 
CLOCK. 

LOCK DETECT 

A low level signifies that a minimum, uninterrupt
ed length of a Preamble pattern has been read. 
The length of Preamble is programmed by PL 1 
and PLO. This output may be used to switch a 
Data Separator Circuit from a high to a low track
ing rate mode. 

Message Data/Code Tables 
1_ IBM (2, 7, 1,2,3) Message Data/Code Table 

Normal Inverted 
Message Data Message Data Code 
MSB LSB MSB LSB MSB LSB 

000 111 000100 
10 01 0100 

010 101 100100 
0010 1101 00100100 

11 00 1000 
011 100 001000 

0011 1100 00001000 
Most Significant Bit (MSB) is read/written first 

2. XEROX (2, 7, 1,2,3) Message Data/Code Table 
Normal Inverted 

Message Data Message Data Code 
MSB LSB MSB LSB MSB LSB 

0 XO 
01 10 0001 

001 110 000010 
000 111 001001 

x = 1, if 2 or more zeros immediately precede present code word 

X = 0, if either of the 2 preceding bits is a one 

MSB is read/written first 

NOTE: 

Definition of (2, 7, " 2, 3): 

2 = minimum number of zeros between adjacent ones 

7 = maximum number of zeros between adjacent ones 

1 ~} ratio of message data bits to code bits, 

2 = first number is message data 

3 = number of different lengths of message data words 

Description of Circuit 
Characteristics 
1. Address Marks 

There are three programmable Address Marks for soft 
sector formats: 
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A. SMD Address Mark: 
This is a gap without any flux transitions on the disk for 
a length of three message data bytes. It appears at the 
start of a sector. It is written by the Disk Data Control
ler (DDC) having its ADDRESS MARK ENABLE active 
high for a time equal to 24 message data bits while 
WRITE GATE is also active high. The gap is detected 
any time an interval of 16 message data bits passes 
without a flux transition. The detection occurs when 
WRITE GATE is inactive (low). The state of ADDRESS 
MARK ENABLE during the detecting of the gap is a 
"don't care" so the DP8463 is compatible with both 
Storage Module Device (SMD) and Enhanced Small 
Disk Interface (ESDI) standards. 

B. IBM Address Mark: 

This Address Mark is a gap of 32 code bits which has 
no flux transitions except for two transitions in posi
tions 8 and 20 (and the first seven positions are "don't 
care" values according to IBM's definition). The 
DP8463 writes a "1" in positions 1, 8 and 20, and de
tects the Mark by detecting two gaps of 8 to 11 bits 
with a "1" between the two gaps. (The "1" in position 
1 insures that the first detected gap will be after, not 
before, position eight.) 

C. Non Seven Violation (N7V) Address Mark: 

This address mark is a unique word which does not 
violate the (2,7) RLL constraints but can not be gener
ated by a message data pattern in the Xerox or IBM 
encoders. This N7V Address Mark (A.M.) should follow 
the Preamble. The N7V A.M. is two message data 
bytes wide. The first byte is a "4T" phase sync pattern 
in code. The second byte is the unique A.M. pattern. 

2. Phase Sync Pattern 

Since (2, 7) RLL Code has two bits for every one mes
sage data bit, the decoder must be able to align itself 
properly on the first bit of each code word. The maximum 
frequency code pattern of (2, 7) RLL Code is the "3T" 
pattern "100." In decoding a series of 100100 ... code pat
terns, it is impossible to determine if any individual code 
"1" is an odd or even bit unless you know exactly where 
the pattern began, which is impossible in the Preamble. 

If the "4T" code pattern is used, i.e., 1000, and if we 
know what message data pattern was used to encode it, 
then the decoder knows that every "1" in code is the 
beginning of a code word, when an all ones message 
data pattern was input to the encoder during the Pream
ble. Therefore, a "4T" Preamble is able to attain phase 
sync naturally while a "3T" Preamble must be followed by 
a 4 T pattern to attain phase sync before any data is read. 

3. Byte Sync Pattern 

The purpose of a Byte Sync pattern is to tell the Disk 
Data Controller the location of the message data byte 
boundary. With hard-sector disks or soft sector formats 
where the Address Mark precedes the Preamble, the 
Sync Byte may be user-selected without any DP8463 
constraints. If a "3T" Preamble or a N7V Address Mark is 
used, there are constraints on the Sync Byte. When a 
"3T" Preamble is used, the Sync Byte message bits must 
be "all ones" so that a "4T" code pattern is generated 
which provides the necessary Phase Sync pattern when 
reading. When a N7V Address Mark is used, there must 
also be a "4T" phase sync pattern generated by the Byte 
Sync. An "all ones" in message bits Byte Sync is used 
with the "3T" Preamble as noted above, but when the 
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Description of Circuit Characteristics (Continued) 

DP8463 is used in its data inverting mode, the Sync Byte 
must be mostly zeros, i.e., 10000000 in message bits. 

Encoder is used with the external WRITE CLOCK input, 
the timing of the CODE OUT signal to the disk's write 
amplifier is dependent upon the WRITE CLOCK's duty 
cycle and the different high-to-Iow versus low-to-high 
propagation delays in the IBM encoder. This may not be 
significant at low speeds, but at high speeds an unsym
metrical duty cycle will make a significant contribution to 
bit jitter of the IBM Encoder output. 

4. External Write Clock 

The external WRITE CLOCK input to the DP8463 from 
the Disk Data Controller (DDC) has its source in the 2f 
CLOCK, but there are many propagation delays between 
the two clocks that may vary with different combinations 
of DP8463s, DDCs, buffers, and cables. When the IBM 

IBM ENCODING' 
10 Mbits/s 

25 50 75 100 125 

I I I I I 
REFERENCE CLOCK ' ... ____ .... 1 

IAESSAGE IN ..J 
WRITE CLOCK .....,L ____ ~f 

I ENCODER DELAY 

150 175 

I I 

f 
'I 

CODE OUT Ioo-_~S S'r-----al 

XEROX ENCODING* 
10 Mbits/sec Message data rate 

25 50 75 100 125 150 

I I I I I I 
VCO CLOCK 

REFERENCE CLOCK i ..... ____ .... 
MESSAGE IN 

CLOCK TO ENCODER 
INPUT ( INTERNAL) 

CODE OUT 

--1 f 
I-I---;::====~ENCODER DELAY 

IBM OR XEROX DECODlNG* 
10M bitsl sec 

175 

I 

200 225 250 275 nS 

I I I I 
.... 1 __ ---Ir-

200 

I 

-I 

'--__ ..... r 

225 

I 

f 

TL/F/8433-3 

250 275 nS 

I I 

L 
L-

TL/F/8433-4 

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275n5 

I I I I I I I I I I I 
CODE IN I'--______ --'~I --~L---

VCO CLOCK 

MESSAGE OUT 

I------- DECODER DELAY----+1 ...... _________ --, 

L.----~S s---J L 
REFERENCE CLOCK J f f L 

TL/F/8433-5 

"'typical times show 
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Description of Circuit Characteristics (Continued) 

by the Xerox Encoder. The MESSAGE IN data is also 
strobed into the Xerox Encoder by a derivation of the 
VCO CLOCK that is half the CODE OUT frequency. This 
places a slight constraint on the total propagation delay 
of the DDC from the time it receives the REFERENCE 
CLOCK (Read Clock to DDC) until the MESSAGE IN 
(Write Data from DDC) signal is issued. The time limits 
are specified in the AC Electrical Characteristics. 

The WRITE CLOCK will always be in sync with the 2f 
CLOCK but the phase relationship is a variable depend
ing upon the system speed and propagation delays. 
Therefore, the user must use a flip-flop on the CODE 
OUT output which is clocked by the correct phase of the 
2f CLOCK. With this circuitry, the transition signals to the 
write amplifier will always occur on the same edge of the 
2f CLOCK whose period is very constant. See DP8463 
Application Note for suggested circuits to automatically 
do the resynchronization. 

6. Error Propagation 

5. Internal Write Clock 
When the Xerox Encoder is used, the CODE OUT signal 
is clocked by a 2f signal that is a derivation of the VCO 
CLOCK so the output is only switched on the positive 
edges of the 2f frequency so no jitter error is introduced 
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Since a single bit shift error in a code word may be de
coded as a different message data word, there is error 
propagation. The longest error burst found for the IBM 
Code is 5 bits long, and for the Xerox Code, 6 bits. There
fore, the disk system must have Error Checking and Cor
recting (ECC) circuitry capable of correcting these errors. 
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DP8464B Disk Pulse Detector 

General Description 
The DP8464B Disk Pulse Detector utilizes analog and digital 
circuitry to detect amplitude peaks of the signal received 
from the read/write amplifier fitted with the heads of disk 
drives. The DP8464B produces a TTL compatible output 
which, on the positive leading edge, indicates a signal peak. 
Electrically, these peaks correspond to flux reversals on the 
magnetic medium. The signal from the read/write amplifier 
when reading a disk is therefore a series of pulses with 
alternating polarity. The Disk Pulse Detector accurately rep
licates the time position of these peaks. 

The DP8464B Disk Pulse Detector has three main sections: 
the Amplifier, the time channel and the gate channel. The 
Amplifier section consists of a wide bandwidth amplifier, a 
full wave rectifier and Automatic Gain Control (AGC). The 
time channel is made from the differentiator and its follow
ing bi-directional one shot, while the gate channel is made 
from the differential comparator with hysteresis, the D flip
flop and its following bi-directional one shot. 

The Disk Pulse Detector is fabricated using an advanced 
oxide isolated Schottky process, and has been designed to 
function with data rates up to 15 Megabits/second. The 
DP8464B is available in either a 300 mil wide 24-pin dual-in
line package or a surface mount 28-pin plastic chip carrier 

Block Diagram 

+12V 
AMP OUT 

19 18 

CAGC~+----I 

READI VREF DIGITAL ANALOG 
WRITE GROUND GROUND 

GATE 
CHANNEL 

INPUT 

4V 

package. Normally, it will be fitted in the disk drive, and its 
output may be directly connected to the DP8461 or the 
DP8465 Data Separator. 

Features 
• Wide input signal amplitude range-from 20 mVpp to 

660 mVpp differential 
• Data rates up to 15 Megabits/sec 2,7 code 
• On-chip differential gain controlled amplifier, differentia

tor, comparator gating circuitry, and output pulse 
generator 

• Input capacitively coupled directly from the disk head 
read/write amplifier 

• Adjustable comparator hysteresis 
• AGC and differentiator time constants set by external 

components 
• TTL compatible digital Inputs and Outputs 
• Encoded Data Output may connect directly to the 

DP8461 or DP8465 Data Separator 
• Standard drive supply: 12V ± 10% 
• Available in 300 mil wide 24-pin dual-in-line package or 

a surface mount 28-pin plastic chip carrier package 

22 

DIFFERENTIAL 
COMPARATOR 

WITH 
HYSTERESIS 

TIME 
CHANNEL 

INPUT 

" 

SET CHANNEL 
HYSTERESiS ALIGNMENT 

OUTPUT 

Pin 5-No connection 

RD Co Pin 8-No connection 

23 1 24 

10 

SET 
PULSE 
WIDTH 

TL/F/5283-7 

Note: All pin numbers in this data sheet refer to the 24-pin dual-in-line package. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C 

contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated Lead Temp. (Soldering, 10 seconds) 300'C 
reliability electrical test specifications document. Maximum Power Dissipation at 25'C 

Pins Limit 
Molded DIP Package 

Supply Voltage 9 14V 
(derate 15.6 mW I'C above 25'C) 1950 mW 

TIL Input Voltage 11,13 5.5V 

TIL Output Voltage 12,14,15 5.5V Plastic Chip Carrier Package 

Input Voltage 3,4 5.5V (derate 12.5 mW I'C above 25'C) 1560 mW 

Minimum Input Voltage 3,4 -0.5V 
Operating Conditions Differential Input 6-7,21-22, 3Vor -3V 

Voltage 2-23 Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

VCC Supply Voltage 10.8 12.0 13.2 V 

TA Ambient Temperature 0 70 'c 

DC Electrical Characteristics Over Recommended Operating Temperature and Supply Range VREF = 0.5V, 
Set Hysteresis = 0.3V. Read/Write = 0.3V unless otherwise noted. All Pin Numbers Refer to 24 Pin Dual-In-Line Package. 

Symbol Pins Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

AMPLIFIER 

ZINAI 6,7 Amp In Impedance TA = 25'C 0.8 1.0 1.2 kO 
(Note 1) 

AVMIN 18,19 Min Voltage Gain AC Output 4 Vpp 6.0 VIV 
Differential 

AVMAX 18,19 Max Voltage Gain AC Output 4 Vpp 200 VIV 
Differential 

VCAGC 16 Voltage on CAGC Av = 6.0 4.5 5.5 V 

Av = 200 2.8 3.7 V 

GATE CHANNEL 

ZINGCI 21,22 Gate Channel Input TA = 25'C 1.75 2.5 3.25 kO 
Impedance (Note 1) 

ICAGC- 16 Pin 16 Current which VPIN 16 = 3.9V -1.5 -2.5 -3.5 mA 

Charges CAGC IVPIN21-
VPIN 221 = 2.6V 

ICAGC+ 16 Pin 16 Current which VPIN 16 = 5V 1 5 p.A 

Discharges CAGC 1 VPIN21-
VPIN 221 = 1.4V 

IVREF 4 VREF Input Bias -20 -100 p.A 
Current 

VTHAGC 22,21 AGC Threshold (Note 2) 0.88 1.0 1.12 V 
4,16 VPIN 16 =4.2V 

ISH 3 Set Hysteresis Input -60 -100 p.A 
Bias Current 

VTHSH 22,21 Set Hysteresis (Note 3) 0.48 0.6 0.72 V 
3,15 Threshold 

TIME CHANNEL 

ZINTC 2,23 Time Channel Input TA = 25'C 3.5 5.0 6.5 kO 
Impedance (Note 1) 

ICd 24 Current into Pin 1 and 1.4 1.8 2.2 mA 

24 that Discharges 

Cd 
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DC Electrical Characteristics Over Recommended Operating Temperature and Supply Range VREF = 0.5V, 
Set Hysteresis = 0.3V. Read/Write = 0.3V unless otherwise noted. All pin numbers refer to the 24 pin dual-in-line package. 
(Continued) 

Symbol I Pins I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

WRITE MODE 

ZINAI 6,7 Amp In Impedance VPIN 11 =2.0V 100 500 n 
in Write Mode 

ICAGC- 16 Pin 16 Current VPIN 11 =2.0V 1 5 ,...A 
in Write Mode VPIN 16 =3.9V 

IVPIN21-
VPIN 22 I = 1.3V 

DIGITAL PINS 

VIH 11,13 High Level Input 2 V 
Voltage 

VIL 11,13 Low Level Input O.B V 
Voltage 

VI 11,13 Input Clamp Vce = Min -1.5 V 
Voltage II = -lBmA 

IIH 11,13 High Level Input Vee = Max 20 ,...A 
Current VI = 2.7V 

II 11,13 Input Current at Vce = Max 1 mA 
Maximum Input VI = 5.5V 
Voltage 

IlL 11,13 Low Level Input Vcc = Max -200 ,...A 
Current VI = 0.5V 

VOH 12,14, High Level Output Vce = Min 2.7 V 
15 Voltage 10H = -40,...A 

(Note 4) 

VOL 12,14, Low Level Output Vce = Min 0.5 V 
15 Voltage 10L = BOO,...A 

(Note 4) 

los 12,14, Output Short Vee = Max -100 mA 
15 Circuit Current Vo= OV 

Icc 9 Supply Current Vec = Max 54 75 mA 

AC Electrical Characteristics Over Recommended Operating Temperature and Supply Range 

Symbol Pins Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units 

DP8464B-2 14 Pulse Pairing (See Pulse Pairing Set Up) ±1.5 ±3 ns 
tpp 

DP8464B-3 14 Pulse Pairing (See Pulse Pairing Set Up) ±2 ±5 ns 
tpp 

Note 1: The temperature coefficient of the input impedance is typically 0.05% per degree C. 
Note 2: The AGC Threshold is defined as the voltage across the Gate Channel Input (pins 21 and 22) when the voltage on CAGC (pin 16) is 4.2V. 
Note 3: The Set Hysteresis Threshold is defined as the minimum differential AC signal across the Gate Channel Input (pins 21 and 22) which causes the voltage on 

I the Channel Alignment Output (pin 15) to change state. 
Note 4: To prevent inductive coupling from the digital outputs to Amp In. the TTL outputs should not drive more than one ALS TTL load each. , 

I 
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Pulse Pairing Set Up 

Cd 

1 Co+ 

L-----Iz TlMEIN+ 

O.3V----~3 SET HYST. 

VRH ----.... 4 VREF 

NO CONNECTION 

" f &"j II '-""--,,,---i 6 AMPIN+ 

'L3 '-~----I7 AMPIN~ 
NO CONNECTION 

12.0V-___ -I9 Vee 

50pF 

~ 10 SETP.W. 

O.3V-----In READ/WRITE 

DP8464B·2 
f = 3.33 MHz and 1.25 MHz 
VIN = 40 mVpp Differential 
VREF = 0.44V 
Co = 68 pF 
Ro = 300n 

DP8464B·3 
f = 2.5 MHz 
VIN = 40 mVpp differential 
VREF = 0.50V 
Co=50pF 
Ro = 430n 

Filter 
R1 = 240n 

C1 = 15 pF 

L1 = 4.7 ",H 

R2 = 680n 

C2 = 100 pF 

12 TIME PULSE OUT 

Rd 

Co- 24 

TIME IN- 23 

GATE IN 221-;---------------, 

GATEIH 21 1--+-------------, 

ANALOG GROUND 20 001"F O.01J,lF 

R, 
AMP OUT- 19 1---f--~,....,...rrtT\."?""--.... """IV-_; 

AMPOUT+ 18 t---;-~..JV.,..... ........ rTlrTl. ........ -----...J 
OIG.GROUND 17 

CABC 16 t--....,-=-, 

CHAN. ALIGN OUT 15 

ENCODED DATA 14 

TIMEPUL.IN 13 

• Transformer (T1) is 
Tektronix CT -2 current 
probe or equivalent 

Pulse Pairing Measurement 

TL/F/S283-3 

Connect a scope probe to pin 14 (Encoded Data Out) and 
trigger off its positive edge. Adjust the trigger holdoff so the 
scope first triggers off the pulse associated with the positive 
peak and then off the pulse associated with the negative 
peak (as shown in the scope photo below). Pulse pairing is 
displayed on the second pair of pulses on the display. If the 
second pulses are separated by 4 ns, then the pulse pairing 
for this part is ± 2 ns. 

Circuit Operation 

This is a 3 pole Bessel with the corner frequency at 7.5 
MHz. 

The output from the read/write amplifier is AC coupled to 
the Amp Input of the DP8464B. The amplifier's output volt
age is fed back via an external filter to an internal fullwave 
rectifier and compared against the external voltage on the 
VREF pin. The AGC Circuit adjusts the gain of the amplifier 
to make the peak to peak differential voltage on the Gate 
Channel Input four times the DC voltage on VREF' Typically 
the Signal on Amp Out will be set for 4 Vpp differential. 
Since the filter usually has a 6 dB loss, the signal on the 
Gate Channel Input will be 2 Vpp differential. The user 
should therefore set 0.5V on VREF which can be done with a 
simple voltage divider from the + 12V supply. 

TL/F/S283-4 
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The peak detection is performed by feeding the output of 
the Amplifier through an external filter to the differentiator. 
The differentiator output changes state when the input pulse 
changes direction, generally this will be at the peaks. How
ever, if the signal exhibits shouldering (the tendency to re
turn to the baseline), the differentiator will also respond to 
noise near the baseline. To avoid this problem, the signal is 
also fed to a gating channel which is used to define a level 
either side of the baseline. This gating channel is comprised 



Circuit Operation (Continued) 

of a differential comparator with hysteresis and a D flip-flop. 
The hysteresis for this comparator is externally set via the 
Set Hysteresis pin. In order to have data out, the input am
plitude must first cross the hysteresis level which will 
change the logic level on the D input of the flip-flop. The 
peak of the input signal will generate a pulse out of the 
difierentiator and bi-directional one shot. This pulse will 
clock the new data at the D input through to the output. In 
this way, when the differentiator is responding to noise at 
the baseline, the output of the D flop is not changing since 

the logic level into the D input has not changed. The com
parator circuitry is therefore a gating channel which pre
vents any noise near the baseline from contaminating the 
data. The amount of hysteresis is twice the DC voltage on 
the Set Hysteresis pin. For instance, if the voltage on the 
Set Hysteresis pin is 0.3V, the differential AC signal across 
the Gate Channel Input must be larger than 0.6V before the 
output of the comparator will change states. In this case, 
the hysteresis is 30% of a 2V peak to peak differential sig
nal at the gate channel input. 

Connection Diagrams 
Dual·ln·Line (DIP) Package 

Co+ 24 Co-

TIME CHANNEL INPUT + 23 TIME CHANNEL INPUT -

SET HYSTERESIS 22 GATE CHANNEL INPUT 

VREF 21 GATE CHANNEL INPUT 

NO CONNECTION 20 ANALOG GROUND 

AMP IN + 19 AMP OUT -

AMP IN - 18 AMP OUT + 

NO CONNECTION 17 DIGITAL GROUND 

Vee 16 CAGe 

SET PULSE WIDTH 10 15 
CHANNEL 
ALIGNMENT OUTPUT 

READ/WRITE 11 14 ENCODED DATA OUTPUT 

TIME PULSE OUT 12 13 TIME PULSE IN 

Top View 

Order Number DP8464BN·3 or DP8464BN·4 
See NS Package N24C 

Plastic Chip Carrier (PCC) Package 

VREF HYS:~ESIS TIME IN + Co + CD - TIME IN - GATE IN 

, ~~'..---..!.-~"""'~..., 
4 3 2 • 28 27 26 

NC 5 1 25 GATE IN 

NC 24 ANALOG GND 

AMPIN+ 7 23 AMP OUT -

AMP IN- TDPVIEW 22 AMPOUT+ 

NC 9 21 NC 

VCC 10 20 DIGITALGND 

NC 11 19 CAGC 
12 

I ~ 
SET Am/WRITE TIME TIME ENCODED CHANNEL NC 

PULSE PULSE PULSE DATA ALIGN 
WIDTH OUT IN 

TL/F/5283-2 

TL/F/5283-30 

Order Number DP8464BV·3 or DP8464BV·4 
See NS Package V28A 
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Pin Definitions 
(All pin numbers refer to the 24 pin dual-in-line package) 

Pin# Name 

Power Supply 
9 Vee 

17 

20 

Digital 
Ground 

Analog 
Ground 

Analog Signals 
6 Ampln+ 
7 Amp In-

18 
19 

22 
21 

2 

23 

1 
24 

3 

4 

5 
8 

AmpOut+ 
Amp Out-

Gate 
Channel 
Inputs 

Time 
Channel 
Input+ 
Time 
Channel 
Input-

Cd+ 
Cd-

Set 
Hysteresis 

No connection 
No connection 

Function 

The supply is +12V±10%. 

Digital signals should be referenced 
to this pin. 

Analog signals should be referenced 
to this pin. 

These are the differential inputs to 
the Amplifier. The output of the read/ 
write head amplifier should be capac
itively coupled to these pins. 

These are the differential outputs of 
the Amplifier. These outputs should 
be capacitively coupled to the gating 
channel filter (if required) and to the 
time channel filter. 

These are the differential inputs to 
the AGC block and the gating chan
nel. These inputs must be capacitive
Iy coupled from the Amp Out. 

These are the differential inputs to 
the differentiator in the time channel. 
In most applications, a filter between 
the Amp Out (pins 18 and 19) and 
these inputs is required to band limit 
the noise and to correct for any 
phase distortion introduced by the 
read circuitry. In all cases this input 
must be capacitively coupled to pre
vent disturbing the DC input level. 

The external differentiator network is 
connected between these two pins. 

The DC voltage on this pin sets the 
amount of hysteresis on the differen
tial comparator. Typically this voltage 
can be established by a simple resis
tive divider from the positive supply. 

The AGC circuit adjusts the gain of 
the amplifier to make the differential 
peak to peak voltage on the Gate 
Channel Input equal to four times the 
DC voltage on this pin. This voltage 
can be established by a simple resis
tive divider from the positive supply. 

16 CAGe The external capacitor for the AGC is 
connected between this pin and Ana
log Ground. 
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Pin# Name 

Digital Signals 
10 Set Pulse 

Width 

11 Read/Write 

12 

13 

15 

14 

Time 
Pulse 
Out 

Time 
Pulse 
In 

Channel 
Alignment 

Encoded 
Data Out 

Function 

An external capacitor to control the 
pulse width of the Encoded Data Out 
is connected between this pin and 
Digital Ground. 
If this pin is low, the Pulse Detector is 
in the read mode and the chip is ac
tive. When this pin goes high, the 
pulse detector is forced into a stand
by mode. This is a standard TTL in
put. 

This is the TTL output from the bi-di
rectional one shot following the dif
ferentiator. I n most applications this 
can be connected directly to the 
Time Pulse In. 

This is the TTL input to the clock of 
the D flip-flop. Usually this is con
nected directly to the Time Pulse Out 
pin. 

This is the buffered output of the dif
ferential comparator with hysteresis. 
This is usually used in the initial sys
tem design and is not used in produc
tion. 

This is the standard TTL output 
whose leading edge, indicates the 
time position of the peaks. 

Application Information 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

All pin numbers refer to 24 pin dual-in-line package. 

The DP8464B Disk Pulse Detector utilizes analog and digital 
circuitry to detect amplitude peaks of the signal received 
from the Read/Write Amplifier. The analog signal from a 
disk is a series of pulses, the peaks of which correspond to 
1 's or flux reversals on the magnetic medium. The pulse 
detector must accurately determine the time position of 
these peaks. The peaks are indicated by the positive lead
ing edge of a TTL compatible output pulse. This task is com
plicated by variable pulse amplitudes depending on the me
dia type, head position, head type and read/write amplifier 
circuit gain. Additionally, as the bit density on the disk in
creases, the amplitude decreases and significant bit interac
tion occurs resulting in pulse distortion and shifting of the 
peaks. 

The graph in Figure 1 shows how the pulse amplitude varies 
with the number of flux reversals per inch (or recording den
sity) for a given head disk system. The predominant disk 
applications are associated with the first two regions on this 
graph, Regions 1 and 2. Typical waveforms received by the 
pulse detector for these regions are shown next to the 
graph. 
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Application Information (Continued) 

Region 1 is the high resolution area characterized by a large 
spread between flux reversals and a definite return to base
line (no signal) between these peaks. Pulses of this type are 
predominantly found in drives which use either thin film 
heads or plated media, or in drives which utilize run length 
limited codes (like the 2,7 code) which spread the distance 
between flux reversals. 

A Region 2 waveform will vary from a tendency to return to 
the baseline (called shouldering) to almost sinusoidal at the 
higher frequencies. These pulses come from drives which 
use limited frequency codes (such as MFM). The pulses 
may contain shouldering on the outer tracks of the disk and 
be nearly sinusoidal on the inner tracks since the flux densi
ty increases towards the inner track. 

Detecting pulse peaks of waveforms of such variable char
acteristics requires a means of separating both noise and 
shouldering-caused errors from the true peaks. !1'1 the past, 
mild shoulder-caused errors were blocked by self-gating cir
cuits (such as the "de-snaker"). These circuits fail when 
shouldering is extensive, hence the need for the DP8464B 
which includes a peak sensing circuit and an amplitude sen
sitive gating channel in parallel. 

The main circuit blocks of the DP8464B are shown in Figure 
2. The output from the read/write amplifier is fed directly to 
the Amp Input of the DP8464B. This is the input of a Gain 
Controlled Amplifier. The amplifier's output voltage is fed 
back via an external filter to an internal fullwave rectifier and 
compared against the external voltage on the VREF pin. The 
AGC circuit adjusts the gain of the amplifier to make the 
peak-to-peak differential Gate Channel input voltage four 
times the DC voltage on VREF' 

The peak detection is performed by feeding the output of 
the Gain Controlled Amplifier through an external filter to 
the differentiator. The differentiator output changes state 
when the input pulse changes direction, generally this will 
be at the peaks. However, if the signal exhibits shouldering 
(the tendency to return to the baseline) as seen in Region 1 
and the upper part of Region 2, the differentiator will also 
respond to noise near the baseline. To avoid this, the signal 
is also fed to a gating channel which is used to define a 
level either side of the baseline. This gating channel com
prises a differential comparator with hysteresis and a D flip
flop. The hysteresis for this comparator is externally set via 
the Set Hysteresis pin. In order to have valid data out, the 
input amplitude must first cross the hysteresis level. This will 
change the logic level on the D input of the flip-flop. The 
peak of the input signal will generate a pulse out of the 
differentiator and bi-directional one shot. This pulse will 
clock in the new data on the D input, which will appear at 
the Q output. In this way, when the differentiator is respond
ing to noise at the baseline, the output of the D flop is not 
changing since the logic level into the D input has not yet 
changed. The comparator circuitry is therefore a gating 
channel to prevent any noise near the baseline from con
taminating the data. 

The amount of hysteresis is twice the DC voltage on the Set 
Hysteresis pin. For instance, if the voltage on the Set Hys
teresis pin is O.3V, the differential Gate Channel Input must 
be larger than O.6V (± O.3V) before the output of the com
parator will change states. The Time Pulse Out, Encoded 
Data, and Channel Alignment Output are designed to drive 1 
standard TTL gate. 

REGION 1 WAVEFORM A 1\1\1\/ 
rr\TVV 

REGION 2 WAVEFORM /\ /\AAI 
,V\I\TV 
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~ 
E 0.75 
~ 
~ 
~ 0.50 

it 
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REGION 1 

o~----------------~------~------~--~ 
BIT DENSITY (BPI) 

FIGURE 1. Pulse Amplitude vs. Bit Density with Typical Waveforms 
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Application Information (Continued) 

GAIN CONTROLLED AMPLIFIER 

The purpose of the Gain Controlled Amplifier is to increase 
the differential input signal to a fixed amplitude while main· 
taining the exact shape of the input waveform. The Gain 
Controlled Amplifier is designed to accept input signals from 
20 mVpp to 660 mVpp differential and amplify that signal to 
4 Vpp differential. The gain is therefore from 6 to 200 and is 
controlled by the automatic gain control (AGC) loop. The 
amplifier output is actually capable of delivering typically 5 
Vpp differential output but the parts are only tested and 
guaranteed to 4 Vpp. 

The input to the Gain Controlled Amplifier is shown in Figure 
3. The value of the input capacitors should be selected so 
that the pole formed by the coupling capacitor and the 1 k 
bias resistor is a factor of 10 lower than the lowest signal 
frequency. These input bias resistors have a ±20% toler
ance and a temperature coefficient of 0.05% per degree C. 
When the pulse detector is in the write mode, these bias 
resistors are automatically shunted by 4250 resistors. This 
allows the input circuit to recover quickly from the large tran-

--~~--

FROM 
READ AMP IN 

AMPLIFIER 

-- -I ~--

sients encountered during a write to read transition. The 
input impedance to the amplifier is therefore 1 k during read 
operations and 3000 during write operations. 

The output of the Gain Controlled Amplifier is shown in Fig
ure 4. The outputs are biased at (12V - (0.75 mA x 2.4k) 
- 0.75V) or 9.5V. Since each output will swing ± 1V (4 Vpp 
differential), each output pin will swing from S.5V to 10.5V. If 
the total differential load placed on the output is 1 k, (see 
Agure 5) then the circuit must supply 2V 11 k or 2 mAo Since 
the output is class A, external resistors to ground must be 
used to provide the sink current. In this case, in order to sink 
2 mA at the lowest voltage, then (S.5V 12 mAl or an external 
4.3k resistor from each output to ground is required. Note 
that the circuit has additional margin since the internal 2 mA 
current sources were not included in the calculation. Typi
cally the output impedance of the Gain Controlled Amplifier 
is 170, and the -3 dB bandwidth is greater than 20 MHz. 

lk 

6.5V 

lk 

TLlF/5283-8 

FIGURE 3. Input to Gain Controlled Amplifier 
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FIGURE 4. Output of Gain Controlled Amplifier 
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FIGURE 5. Output Stage with 1k Differential Load 
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Application Information (Continued) 

AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL (AGC) 

The Automatic Gain Control holds the signal level at the 
Gate Channel Input at a constant level by contrOlling the 
gain of the Gain Controlled Amplifier. This is necessary be
cause the amplitude of the input signal will vary with track 
location, variations in the magnetic film, and differences in 
the actual recording amplitude. The Gain Controlled Amplifi
er is designed for a maximum 4 Vpp differential output. To 
prevent the Gain Controlled Amplifier from saturating, the 
VREF level must be set so the maximum amplifier output 
voltage is 4 Vpp. The AGC will force the differential peak-to
peak signal on the Gate Channel Input to be four times the 
voltage applied to the VREF pin. Normally some kind of filter 
is connected between the Gain Controlled Amplifier's output 
and the Gate Channel Input. Typically this filter has a 6 dB 
insertion loss in its pass band. Since the AGC holds the 
amplitude at the Gate Channel Input constant, this 6 dB loss 
through the Gate Channel filter will cause the Gain Con
trolled Amplifier's output to be 6 dB larger than the Gate 
Channel Input. 

The AGC loop starts out in the high gain mode. When the 
input signal is larger than expected, the AGC loop will quick
ly reduce the amplifier gain so the peak-to-peak differential 
voltage on the Gate Channel Input remains four times the 
voltage on V REF. If the input amplitude suddenly drops, the 
AGC loop will slowly increase the amplifier gain until the 
differential peak-to-peak Gate Channel Input voltage again 
reaches four times VREF. The AGC loop requires several 
peaks to react to an increased input signal. In order to re
cover the exact peak timing during this transition, the VOUT 
level must be set somewhat lower than the maximum of 
4 Vpp. For instance, if the VREF is 0.5V, and if the loss in the 
gate channel filter is 6 dB, then the Amp Output is 4 Vpp. If 
the Amp Input suddenly increases 30%, the amplifier may 
saturate and the timing for a few peaks may be disturbed 
until the AGC reduces the amplifier gain. If the peak detec-

tion is critical during this time, the system may fail. The prop
er operation, for this example, is to set the VREF at 0.35V so 
the amplifier will not saturate if the input suddenly increases 
30%. 

A simplified circuit of the AGC block is shown in Figure 6. 
When the full wave rectified signal from the Gate Channel 
Input is greater than VREF, the voltage on the collector of 
transistor Tl will increase and charge up the external ca
pacitor CAGe through T2. The typical available charging cur
rent is 2.5 mAo Conversely, if this input is less than VREF, 
transistor T2 will be off, so the capaCitor CAGe will be dis
charged by the base current going into the Darlington T3 
and T 4. This discharge current is approximately 1 ".A. The 
voltage across CAGe controls the gain of the Gain Con
trolled Amplifier. This voltage will vary from typically 3.4V at 
the highest gain to 4.5V at the lowest gain. 

When the AGC circuit has not received an input signal for a 
long time, the base current of the Darlington will discharge 
the external CAGe to 3.4V. The amplifier will now be at its 
highest gain. When a large signal comes in, the external 
CAGe will be charged up with the 2.4 mA from T2 thereby 
reducing the gain of the amplifier. The formula, I = C X 
(dV/dt) can be used to calculate the time required for the 
amplifier to go from a gain of 200 to a gain of 6. For in
stance, if CAGe = 0.01 ".f, the charging current I is 2.4 mA, 
and the dV required for the amplifier to go through its gain 
range is 1.W, then 

dt = (0.01 ".F X 1.W)/ (2.4 mAl or 4.6 ".s. 

In reality, the gain does not change this quickly since the 
CAGe would only be charging during a portion of the input 
waveform. 

By using the same argument, the time required to increase 
the amplifier gain after the input has been suddenly reduced 
can be calculated. This time, the discharging current is only 
1 ".a so 

dt = (O.Ol".F X 1.W)/1 ".A)orll ms. 

INTERNAL6.5V ---------4Ir .... ---------... ----....... 

~AGC{ 
~INPUT 

FULL 
WAVE 

RECTIFIER 

-L 00 VREF 

f 

FIGURE 6. Simplified AGC Circuit 
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Application Information (Continued) 

This time can be decreased by placing an external resistor 
across the CAGe. For instance, if a lOOk resistor is placed in 
parallel with CAGe, then the discharge current is 40 ,..A. The 
time required to increase the amplifier gain is now 40 times 
faster or 275 I-'s. If this external resistor is made even small
er, say 10k, then the discharge time will go to 27.5 ,..S. Now 
however, there is another problem introduced. The re
sponse time of the AGC is so fast that it distorts the signal 
at the output of the Gain Controlled Amplifier. Distortion of 
the signal at the Amplifier Output can affect the time posi
tion of the peaks of this signal. Be sure to check this distor
tion over the range of input levelS you expect to encounter, 
when choOSing the external Rand C values for the AGC. 

If the value of the bleed resistor across the CAGe is de
creased (in order to equalize the AGC attack and decay 
times) the value of CAGe must be increased in order to 
maintain an AGC response that does not distort the signal. 
There is a second order effect on the amplitude that results 
from this attack and decay time equalization. Referring to 
Figure 2, notice that the AGC is driven from a full wave 
rectified version of the Gate Channel Input signal. When the 
AGC is operated normally (ie. fast attack and slow decay) 
the voltage that appears across CAGe is the peak detected 
value of this full wave rectified waveform. However, if you 
equalize the AGC attack and decay times the voltage 
across CAGe is the RMS voltage (0.707 times the peak) of 
the full wave rectified waveform. Thus, the voltage across 
CAGe is less and the amplitude out of the Gain Controlled 
Amplifier will consequently be 1.4 times larger. 

It is possible to externally drive the CAGe pin to control the 
gain of the amplifier. It must be noted that the gain of the 
amplifier is not always exactly 200 when the voltage on 
CAGe is 3.4V. The transfer curve between the gain of the 
amplifier and the voltage on CAGe is only approximate. This 

II transfer curve will vary between parts and with temperature. 
Care should be taken to prevent the voltage on the CAGe 
pin from going below ground or above 5.5V. Figure 7 shows 
a typical curve of the Gain Controlled Amplifier Gain vs. the 
voltage across CAGe (Vpin 16.) 
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FIGURE 7. Gain Controlled Amplifier Gain vs. Vpin 16 

It is possible to change the time constant of the AGC circuit 
by switching in different external components at the desired 
times. For instance, as shown in Figure 8, an external open 
collector TTL gate and resistor can be added in parallel with 
CAGe to decrease the AGC response time. Similarly, an ex
ternal capacitor could be switched in to increase the re
sponse time. Since in the absence of an external resistor 
the discharge time of CAGe is much longer than the attack 
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time there may be some applications where it is desirable to 
switch in a parallel resistor to quickly discharge CAGe then 
switch it out to force a quick attack. Because of the quick 
attack time, the AGe obtains the proper level quicker than it 
would had CAGe simply been allowed to discharge to the 
new level. 

There are some applications where it is desirable to hold the 
AGC level for a period of time. This can be done by raising 
the READ/WRITE pin. This will shut off the input circuitry, 
and it will take time (about 2.5 I-'s) for the circuit to recover 
when going back into the read mode. Figure 9 shows a 
method to hold the AGC level while remaining in the read 
mode (which could be used in embedded servo applica
tions). If the voltage on VREF is raised to 3V, then the ampli
fier output voltage cannot get large enough to turn on the 
circuitry to charge up CAGe. For this to work properly, there 
can not be a large discharge current path (resistor in parallel 
with CAGel across CAGe. The AGC block can be bypassed 
altogether by connecting VREF to 3V. in this way, the user 
can use his own AGC circuit to drive the CAGe pin directly. 

OPEN 
COLLECTOR 

DP8464B 

TL/F/5283-13 

FIGURE 8. Circliit to Decrease AGC Response Time 

OPEN 
COLLECTOR 

n'7 

FIGURE 9. Circuit for AGC Hold 

READ/WRITE 

TL/F/5283-14 

In the normal read mode, the signal from the readiwrite 
head amplifier is in the range of 20 mVpp to 660 mVpp. 
However, when data is being written to the disk, the signal 
coming into the analog input of the pulse detector will be on 
the order of 600 mY. Such a large signal will disturb the 
AGC level and would probably saturate the amplifier. In ad
dition, if a different read/write amplifier is selected, there will 
be a transient introduced because the offset of the pream
plifiers are not matched. A READ/WRITE input pin has 
been provided to minimize these effects to the pulse detec
tor. This is a standard TTL input. 

When the READ/WRITE pin is low, the pulse detector is in 
the read mode. When the READ/WRITE pin is taken high, 
three things happen. First, the 1 k resistors across the AMP 
IN pins are shunted by 300n resistors, as described previ
ously in the Gain Controlled Amplifier section. Next, the am
plifier is squelched so there is no signal on the Amp Output. 
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Application Information (Continued) 

Finally, the previous AGC level is held. This AGC hold func
tion is accomplished by not allowing any current to charge 
up the external CAGC. The voltage across this capacitor will 
slowly reduce due to the bias current into the Darlington 
(see Figure 6 ) or through any resistor placed in parallel with 
CAGC. Therefore, as described in the Automatic Gain Con
trol section, the gain of the amplifier will slowly increase. All 
of these three events happen simultaneously. 

When the READ/WRITE input is returned low, the pulse 
detector will go back to the read mode in a specific se
quence. First of all, the input impedance at the Amp In is 
returned to 1 k. Then, after approximately 1 I1-s, the Gain 
Controlled Amplifier is taken out of the squelch mode, and 
finally approximately 1 I1-s after that, the AGC circuit is 
turned back on. This return to the read mode is designed to 
minimize analog transients in order to provide stable opera
tion after 2.5 I1-s. It is very important that the analog input be 
stable before the chip is returned to the read mode. It is 
recommended that other than when writing, the Pulse De
tector be in the read mode at all times in order to prevent 
the 2.5 I1-s delay from slowing up the system. The READ/ 
WRITE pin may be connected to the Write Gate output of a 
controller (such as the DP8466 Disk Data Controller). 

TIME CHANNEL FILTER 

The peak detection is performed by feeding the output of 
the Gain Controlled Amplifier through an external filter to 
the differentiator. The differentiator output changes state 
when the input pulse changes direction, generally this will 
be at the peaks. The differentiator can also respond to 
noise near the baseline, in which case the comparator gat
ing channel will inhibit the output. The purpose of the exter
nal filter is to bandwidth limit the incoming Signal for noise 
considerations. Care must be used in the design of this filter 
to ensure the delay is not a function of frequency. For this 
reason, a high order Bessel filter with its constant group 
delay characteristics can be used in this application. Often, 
this filter must be specifically deSigned to correct errors in
troduced by the non-ideal phase characteristics of the input 
read head. The typcial - 3 dB point for this filter is around 
1.5 times the highest recorded frequency. The design of this 
filter is complex and will not be discussed here. However, 
the following discussion does give a feel for some of the 
considerations involved in the filter design. The reader is 
referred to reference #3 listed at the end of the Applica
tions Notes for further filter design information. 

Figure 10 shows a typical Region 1 waveform where there is 
no bit interaction. This waveform is primarily the sum of the 
fundamental frequency and its 3rd harmonic (higher odd 
harmonics are present when there is more shouldering). 

If the filter is to preserve this wave shape (this would be the 
case if no read/write head phase compensation were nec
essary) then the phase relationship between the fundamen
tal frequency and its harmonics must not be altered. Figure 
11 shows the output when the 3rd harmonic has the proper 
magnitude, but the phase relationship is not maintained. 
The result is that the output waveform is not the same 
shape as the input (in a severe case it may be almost unrec
ognizable) and the time position of the peaks has been al
tered. 

One electrical parameter which describes how well a filter 
will preserve a wave shape is called group delay. Group 
delay is defined as the change in phase divided by the 
change in frequency. If the group delay is constant over the 
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FIGURE 10. Typical Region 1 Waveform 

TL/F/5283-16 

FIGURE 11. Region 1 Waveform with 
the Incorrect Phase Relationship 

frequencies of interest, then the wave shape will be main
tained. An MFM coded signal will contain three basic fre
quency components for the various digital patterns of data. 
For instance, a 10 Megabitlsec MFM signal will consist of 
analog frequencies of 2.5 MHz, 3.33 MHz and 5 MHz. On 
the outer track the bit density is the lowest and the 5 and 
3.33 MHz signals will look sinusoidal while the 2.5 MHz sig
nal will have a tendency to return to the baseline. This re
turning to the baseline is called shouldering and is illustrated 
in Figure 10. Since this shouldering is rich in 3rd harmonic
the 2.5 MHz signal will have a strong 7.5 MHz component. 
The 10 Megabitlsec MFM signal will therefore have 
2.5 MHz, 3.33 MHz, 5 MHz, and 7.5 MHz components which 
must be filtered with constant group delay in order to repro
duce the original waveform. For example, if the phase shift 
through the filter at 2.5 MHz is 33.3', then at 3.33 MHz the 
phase shift must be 44.3', at 5 MHz-66.6', and at 

dO . . 
7.5 MHz-99.9'. The group delay dt for thiS case IS 

13.32'/MHz. This can be better interpreted as a time delay. 
33.3' of a 2.5 MHz signal is equivalent to (33.3/360) x 
(1/2.5 MHz) or 37 ns. Similarly, 66.6' on a 5 MHz signal is 
(66.6/360) x (1/5 MHz) = 37 ns. 

The third order Bessel Filter as shown in the 10 Mbitlsec. 
pulse pairing measurement board on the data sheet is de
signed for a constant group delay and a -3 dB point of 
7.5 MHz. At this frequency the delay through the filter is 35 
ns. The Gain Controlled Amplifier of the DP8464B is de
signed for a group delay of a 7.8 ns ± 0.5 ns for frequencies 
up to 7.5 MHz. The 7.8 ns delay in the Gain Controlled 
Amplifier and the 37 ns delay in the Bessel Filter do not 
introduce any timing error, only a delay of 44.3 ns from the 
Amp Input to the output of the filter. 

DIFFERENTIATOR 

A simplified circuit of the first stage of the ditferentiator is 
shown in Figure 12. The voltages at V3 and V4 are simply 
two diodes down from V1 and V2. Therefore the voltage 
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FIGURE 12. Simplified Differentiator First Stage 

across the external differentiator network (Cd in series with 
Rd) is the differential input voltage V1 - V2. When Rd is 
zero, the current through Cd is I = C X (dV/dt) or Cd x 
(dVIN/dt). The 02 collector current is the sum of the 1.8 mA 
current source plus the current through Cd or 

1.8 mA + Cd X (dVIN/dt). 

Similarly, the 03 collector current is 

1.8 mA - Cd x (dVIN/dt). 

Therefore, the differentiator output voltage, V5 - V6, is 

1.5k x 2 X Cd X (dVIN/dt). 

The input is at a peak when V5 - V6 = OV. 

The differentiator network (Cd and Rd) should be selected 
so the maximum current into the differentiator network is not 
greater than the minimum current of 11 and 12 over tempera
ture. In the electrical specifications, the minimum current is 
specified for 1.4 mA (led Current into Pin 1 and 24 that 
discharges Cd). For example, the highest analog frequency 
in a 10 Megabit/sec, MFM signal is 5 MHz. Since the AGC 
loop has forced the input to the differentiator to 2 V pp 
(which includes the 6 dB loss of the filter), then the voltage 
across the capacitor (assuming Rd is 0) is: 

VIN = 1 x sin(2 x 1T x 5E6 x t) 
and 

dVIN/dt = 1 x 2 x 1T x 5E6 x cos(2 x 1T x 5E6 x t) 
and the maximum slope is 

(dVIN/dt)max = 1 X 2 x 1T x 5E6 = 314E5 V/sec. 

For this example, Cd can now be calculated. Since I = C x 
(dV/dt), then for I = 1.4 mA, dV/dt = 314E5, then the 
maximum Cd must equal 45 pF. From this example, a follow
ing simple design equation for the value of Cd can be de
rived. 

where 

Cd is the maximum external differentiator capacitor in pF 

VIN is the peak to peak differential Time Channel input 
voltage 

fmax is the maximum analog frequency in MHz 
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Note that this is the maximum value for the capacitor when 
the series resistor Rd is zero. The value of the capacitor can 
be increased if a series resistor is used, but the maximum 
current through the differentiator network must not exceed 
1 .4 mAo If too large a value for Cd is used, the delay through 
the differentiator will become dependent on frequency. This 
will not show up in a single frequency test such as a test for 
pulse pairing. 

For the MFM code, the maximum analog frequency is '12 the 
data rate. For the '12(2,7) code, the maximum analog fre
quency is '13 the data rate. The above sinusoidal analysis is 
valid as long as the highest frequency on the outer track is 
nearly cinusoidal. If, however, there is Significant shoulder
ing of this signal then the value of Cd should be reduced 
accordingly. 

The following table summarizes the value of Cd to use for a 
2 Vpp differential signal to the time channel input. 

Data Ra_~e Code Maximum Frequency Cd 

5 mbits/se~ MFM 2.5 MHz 90 pF 

5 mbits/se~ 2,7 1.6 MHz 140 pF 

10 mbitsl se(~ MFM 5.0 MHz 45 pF 

10 mbits/sec 2,7 3.3 MHz 67 pF 

As noted above, the value of the capacitor can be increased 
if a series resistor is used, but the maximum current through 
the differentiator network must not exceed 1.4 mA. For ex
ample, the components used in the Pulse Pairing Setup 
(see AC Electrical Specifications) are for a typical 10 Mbitsl 
sec MFM drive. The combination of the Cd of 50 pF and the 
Rd of 4300 gives a combined impedance of 7680 at the 
highest frequency of 5 MHz. This gives a maximum current 
of 1.3 mA-well below the 1.4 mA limit. 

A resistor is placed in series with Cd in order to bandlimit the 
differentiator response. This resistor also has an effect on 
the phase linearity of the differentiator. An ideal differentia
tor produces an output that is 90 degree phase Shifted from 
the input regardless of the input frequency. The presence of 
the series resistor produces an output phase shift that is 
less than 90 degrees and changes with the input frequency. 
This resistor can be used to correct for frequency related 
phase problems encountered elsewhere in the read path. 
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Application Information (Continued) 

To properly decode the information on the disk, the read 
channel must determine if there is a peak (or a "1 ") during a 
period of time called a detection window. The detection win
dow for MFM and the (2,7) code is 

1/(2 x data bit rate). 

This detection window must accommodate errors in many 
parts of the system including filters, data separator, and 
peak shift variations in the data pattern. The pulse pairing of 
the DP8464B should be included in the error budget calcu
lation. 

Unequal delays through the bi-directional one shots will 
contribute to pulse pairing. To minimize this effect, pin 2 
should be connected to 22 and pin 23 should be connected 
to 21. If connected this way, the delays tend to cancel. For 
the PCC Package, Pin 26 to Pin 2, and Pin 25 to Pin 27. 

DIFFERENTIAL C9MPARATOR WITH HYSTERESIS 

The actual peak detection is done in the time channel with 
the differentiator. Unfortunately, the differentiator not only 
responds to signal peaks but also responds to noise at the 
baseline. In order to prevent this noise from generating false 
data, the signal at the output of the Gain Controlled Amplifi
er is also passed through a gating channel which prevents 
any output change before the input Signal has crossed an 
established level. This gating channel comprises a differen
tial comparator with hysteresis and a D flip-flop. The hyster
esis for this comparator is set externally via the Set Hystere
sis pin. The amount of hysteresis is twice the voltage on the 
Set Hysteresis pin. For instance, if the voltage on the Set 
Hysteresis pin is 0.3V, the differential input signal must be 
larger than 0.6V( ± O.~V) before the output of the compara
tor will change states. The 0.6V hysteresis represents 30% 
of a typical 2V differential input signal level to the 

gating channel. The hysteresis level is usually set between 
15% to 40% of the differential input signal. 

The operation of the gating channel is shown in Figure 13. 
At the top is a typical Region 1 waveform which exhibits 
shouldering on the lowest frequency and is almost sinusoi
dal on the highest frequency. In this example, this waveform 
is fed to both the timing and the gating channel. The hyster
esis level (of about 25%) has been drawn on this waveform. 
The second waveform is the output of the differentiator and 
its bi-directional one shot. This is the waveform on the Time 
Pulse Out pin. While there is a positive edge pulse at each 
peak, there is also noise ~t the shoulders. In this example, 
the Time Pulse Out is connected directly to the Time Pulse 
In without any external delay. This output is therefore the 
clock for the D flip-flop. 

The third waveform in Figure 13 is the output of the Compar
ator with Hysteresis which goes to the D input of the flip
flop. The true peaks are the first positive edges of the Time 
Pulse Out which occur after the output of the comparator 
has changed states. The D flip-flop will "clock" in these 
valid peaks to the output bi-directional one shot. Therefore, 
the noise pulses (due to the differentiator responding to 
noise at the baseline) just "clock" in the old data through 
the flip-flop and the output does not change. 

The Q output of the flip-flop drives the output bidirectional 
one-shot which generates the positive edges corresponding 
to the peaks. The width of the data pulses can be controlled 
by an external capacitor from the Set Pulse Width pin to 
ground. This pulse width can be adjusted from 20 ns to % 
the period of the highest frequency. Typical values for this 
capacitor are 20 pF for a 25 ns pulse width to 100 pF for a 
100 ns pulse. 

OUTPUTOF , 
OIFF COMPARATOR WITH HYSTERESIS __ .&. __ ...1"-__ .... .-......... ___ .... __ .... __ D 

D 
ENCODED DATA _ .... 0 .... __ .... __ ...... """'&1....1 ______ .......... n n n n n n 

TLlF/5283-19 

FIGURE 13. Time and Gate Channel Operation for Region 1 Signals 
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Application Information (Continued) 

PULSE DETECTOR OPERATION IN REGIONS 1 AND 2 

Figure 14 shows the input waveform for the lowest frequen
cy followed by the highest frequency for an MFM code. In 
MFM the highest frequency is twice the lowest frequency. 
The outer track has the least flux changes per inch (FCI) 
and is illustrated in the waveforms at the top. There is so 
much room between the pulses that the signal returns to the 
baseline for the lowest frequency while there is shouldering 
at the highest frequency. As you go towards the inner track, 
the pulses become more crowded and bit interaction oc
curs. At the third curve down (N x 1.7 FCI), there is shoul
dering at the lowest frequency while the highest frequency 
IS almost sinusoidal. At higher bit densities, the lowest fre
quency looks sinusoidal, while the highest frequency is de
creasing in amplitude. In Figure 14, the first three wave
forms are examples of Region 1 operation (very little 
change in amplitude with frequency). The last two wave
forms are examples of Region 2 operation. 

In a disk system, the bit density changes about a factor of 
1.7 between the inner and the outer track. For instance, if 

No1.0 FCI A J\AAL 
TYVVV 

No13FCI A 1\ 1\ 1\ I · rrvvv 
No1 7 FCI A A 1\ 1\ I · IVVVV 

No22FCI A A I\. I\. I 
· l\TV\lV 

No2.9 FCI /\ 1\ 1\ 1\ , J \TVV\J 
TL/F/5283-20 

FIGURE 14. MFM F-2F Pulse Waveforms 
for Various Flux Changes per Inch 
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the input waveform for the F-2F signal on the inner track of 
a system looks similar to waveform #4 in Figure 14 (N x 
2.2 FCI), then the outer track will have a bit density that is 
approximately N X 2.2/1.7 or N X 1.3 FCI. This is shown in 
the second waveform. Tracks half the way in will have a bit 
density of the average between the inner and outer tracks 
in this case N x 1.7 FCI which is illustrated in the third 
waveform. Note that the analog waveforms change consid
erably with track location. Self-gating circuits ("desnakers") 
can be used in MFM systems which operate in these last 
three curves (from N X 1.7 FCI to N X 2.9 FCI). If the FCI 
becomes much less, the shouldering on the lowest frequen
cy will let in too much noise. If the FCI is increased, the peak 
resolution gets very poor. Now we can compare these 
waveforms to longer run length limited codes. 

Figure 15 shows the analog waveform for the lowest fre
quency followed by the highest frequency for a 2,7 code. In 
the 2,7 code, the frequency range is from F to 2.66 X F. 
Unlike the MFM code, there is no region where the self-gat
ing "desnaker" will work on both the inner and outer tracks. 



Application Information (Continued) 

The simplest operation is for systems operating entirely in 
Region 1, that is, no amplitude reduction between the high
est and the lowest frequency at the inner track. The inner 
track is specified because the pulse interaction is most se
vere on the inner track. For Region 1 operation, only the 
Time Channel filter is required, so the Gate Channel Input is 
connected to the Time Channel Input. Since no external 
time delay is required to align the time and gate channels, 
the Time Pulse Out is connected directly to the Time Pulse 
In. The Region 1 connection is shown in Figure 2. The inter
nal timing for this operation is shown in Figure 13. 

If there is significant amplitude reduction at the highest fre
quency, the peak detection becomes more complex. If the 
worst case waveform is like the fourth waveform on Figure 
14, then the Region 1 connection might still work satisfacto
rily. However, if the input begins to approach the fifth wave
form, this system configuration will completely fail. One 
problem is that the AGC will respond to the frequency de
pendent amplitude modulation and distort the waveform. 

Figure 16 illustrates this problem which is encountered in 
systems operating in Region 2. If the input digital pattern 
suddenly shifts from a high frequency to a low frequency, 
the bit density may shift from the 70% level on the BPI 
curve of Figure 1 to a point at 90% on the BPI curve. As 
shown, the AGC loop is correcting for this frequency-in
duced change in amplitude by quickly decreasing the ampli
fier gain. The situation gets worse if the input digital pattern 
shifts back to a high frequency. The AGC loop now cannot 
quickly increase the amplifier gain, so the output waveform 
will very slowly increase. The AGC response to frequency 
related amplitude change is not desirable since the AGC is 
now distorting the input waveform. This can be prevented by 
inserting a lead network between the Gain Controlled Ampli
fier's output and the AGC input, as shown in Figure 17. This 
will increase the amplitude of the higher frequency into the 
AGC, thereby preventing the AGC from changing gain. 

Another problem encountered in Region 2 operation is that 
the amplitude of the highest frequency may be so/low that it 
may not trip the hysteresis level. If this happens, these 
peaks would not be gated on to the output. This problem 
can also be corrected by placing a separate filter to the 
gating channel which will make the amplitude of the highest 
frequency equal the amplitude of the lowest frequency. This 
is illustrated in the following example. 

Consider a disk system which uses the 2,7 code and has an 
input at the inner track which looks like the fifth waveform in 
Figure 15. Since the flux density on the outer track is 1/1.7 
times the flux density of the inner track, the outer track 
waveform will look like the third waveform. One filter cannot 
perfectly compensate both these extremes, so we design to 

IMPROPER 
AGC RESPONSE 

compensate a waveform between these two. The track 
which is % of the way in towards the inner track is a good 
compromise. The filter in this example is a single zero 
placed such that the lowest frequency followed by the high
est frequency have the same amplitude on the track % of 
the way in. Figure 18 shows the operation of the inner track 
of this example. While the gating channel filter has made 
the amplitudes of the two frequencies nearly the same, the 
time relationship to the Time Channel Input has not been 
preserved. The proper operation is to have the positive 
edge of the Signal at the Time Pulse In pin, which corre
sponds to a peak, be the first positive edge after the output 
of the comparator has changed states. This can be accom
plished either of two ways. One way is to insert an external 
delay between the Time Pulse Out and the Time Pulse In as 
shown in Figure 18. The required delay can be determined 
by comparing the Time Pulse Out to the Channel Alignment 
Output with both external filters in the circuit. Another way is 
to design the Time Channel Filter with more group delay. 
This will probably require additional poles. 

Figure 19 shows the outer track operation of our example. 
Notice how the system has taken care of the shoulder-in
duced-noise on the Time Pulse Out. The external delay has 
Shifted the Time Pulse In so the noise is not clocking in new 
data to the flip-flop. It is important to select this delay such 
that the positive edge corresponding to a Signal peak is al
ways the first positive edge after the output of the compara
tor has changed states. 

While the gating filter has equalized the amplitudes between 
the highest and the lowest frequency, the amplitude be
tween the inner and the outer track has not been held con
stant. This can be seen by comparing the Gate Channel 
Input between Figure 18 and Figure 19. In order to avoid 
saturating the Gain ContrOlled Amplifier, the voltage on the 
VREF pin must be set so that the voltage out of the Gain 
Controlled Amplifier is 4 Vpp or less for all tracks. The low 
frequency signal on the inner track contains far more funda
mental frequency than the low frequency signal on the outer 
track. Consequently, the low frequency inner track signal 
will experience more attenuation than the low frequency 
outer track signal in passing through the gating channel fil
ter which, for this example, has been optimized to pass 
higher frequencies. The AGC tends to hold the input to the 
gating channel constant for a fixed VREF level. Therefore 
the largest output from the Gain Controlled Amplifier is for 
the low frequency inner track Signal. The voltage on VREF 
should be adjusted so that the differential output swing of 
the Gain Controlled Amplifier is 4 Vpp maximum for this 
signal. This means that the output voltage on the outer track 
will be less than 4 Vpp. 

TL/F/52B3-22 

FIGURE 16. Improper AGe Response to Region 2 Signal 
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Application Information (Continued) 

TIME 7\ 1\ /\ 1\ 
CHA~~~ \IV \TV\ 

GATE 
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FIGURE 18. Region 2 Inner Track Operation 
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FIGURE 19. Region 2 Outer Track Operation 
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Application Information (Continued) 

Another troublesome input pattern which should be investi
gated is a high frequency triplet surrounded by the lowest 
frequency as shown in Figure 20. Since the center bit of the 
triplet does not rise very much above the baseline, there is 
the possibility it will not trip the hysteresis level. This pattern 
should be checked to ensure the gating channel filter raises 
this center bit enough for the proper operation of the gating 
channel. The operation of the triplet in the previous example 
is shown in Figure 21. . 

LAYOUT CONSIDERATIONS 

Figure 22 is a top view of the component layout for the 
DP8464B application board whose schematic is shown in 
Figure 23. Care must be exercised in the board layout in 
order to isolate all digital signals from analog signals. The 
layout shown in Figure 22 is a good example of what is 

required in this regard. In particular the Amp. In pins (pins 6 
and 7) and the COIFF pins (pins 1 and 24) must be isolated 
from all digital Signals. An analog ground plane will greatly 
aid in this isolation as will separate digital and analog 
grounds. The Vee (pin 9) should have a 0.1 p.f bypass ca
pacitor to analog ground located close to the DP8464B. The 
component list is provided as an example. These compo
nents will need to be optimized for a specific read channel. 

/\.1\/\ 
~vv 

TL/F/5283-26 

FIGURE 20. (2,7) Triplet 
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FIGURE 21. Region 2 Triplet Operation 
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Application Information (Continued) 

PARTS LIST FOR DP8464B BOARD 

Component Note 
Function 

Value for Value for 

Name # Value 5 Mblts/sec 10 Mblts/sec 
R2 3 Adjustment for VREF (AGC amplitude) 1kpot 
R3 3 Adjustment for Set Hyst. (threshold) 1kpot 

R4 2 Adjustment for differentiator network Q 5kpot 

R5 Low pass filter resistor 560n 
R6 Low pass filter resistor 240n 
R7 Low pass filter resistor 240n 
R8 Amp Out emitter bias resistor 4.3k 
R9 Amp Out emitter bias resistor 4.3k 

R10 Pull down resistor for Read/Write Pin 5.1k 

R11 Resistor in parallel with CAGC 100k 

R12 Encoded Data Out damping resistor 510 
R13 Read/Write damping resistor 510 
R14 Divider network for Set Hyst. and VREF 2.4k 
R17 6 Series resistor for Time Channel Input Not required on DP8464B 
R18 6 Series resistor for Time Channel Input Not required on DP8464B 

C1 VREFcap 0.1 ",F 
C2 Set Hyst. cap 0.1 ",F 
C3 2 Differentiator cap 100 pF 50 pF 
C4 Time and Gate Channel In coupling cap 0.01 ",F 

C5 Time and Gate Channel In coupling cap 0.Q1 ",F 
C6 Low pass filter cap 
C7 Low pass filter cap 
C8 4 CAGCcap 

C10 Vcccap 
C11 Vcccap 
C13 5 Amp In coupling cap 
C14 5 Amp In coupling cap 
C16 Set Pulse Width cap 

L1 2 Differentiator inductor 
L2 Low pass filter inductor 
L3 Low pass filter inductor 

BREADBOARD OPERATION NOTES 

1. The low pass filter is a 3 pole Bessel with the corner 
frequency at 3.75 MHz for the 5Mbits/sec board (7.5 
MHz for the 10 Mbits/sec board). 

2. The differentiator is a simple RLC filter with the break 
frequency at 8.5 MHz for the 5 Mbits/sec board (17 MHz 
for the 10 Mbits/sec board). The resistor can be adjusted 
to correct for phase distortion in the channel. 

3. The VREF should be set at 0.5V. Since the low pass filter 
has a 6 dB loss, the signal on AMP OUT is 4 Vpp differen
tial while the amplitude into the gate channel is 2 Vpp 
differential. The Set Hyst. should be nominally set at 
0.3V. 

4. The AGC attack time (the response to an increased input 
amplitude) is about 2 ,..s. To increase this time, increase 
the value of C8 (the AGC capacitor). The AGC decay time 
(the response to a decrease in amplitude) is about 10 ms. 
To increase this time, increase the value of R11. Care 
must be taken to not allow the response of the AGC loop 
to become too fast, otherwise loop instability may occur. 

6-80 

200pF 100 pF 
30pF 15pF 

0.01 ",F 
1.0 ",F 
0.1,..F 

2200 pF 
2200 pF 

100pF 50pF 

3.6",H 1.6 ",H 
10 ",H 4.7,..H 
10",H 4.7 ",H 

5. The input pole is set at 72 kHz (1 k input impedance and a 
2200 pF input coupling capacitor). 

6. Pulse pairing (described in the differentiator section of 
this data sheet) can be caused by unequal delays through 
the Bi-directional one shots: To minimize this effect, pin 2 
should be connected to pin 22, and pin 23 should be 
connected to pin 21. If connected this way, the delays 
tend to cancel. 
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DP8466 Disk Data Controller 
General Description 
The DP8466 Disk Data Controller (DDC) is an intelligent pe
ripheral which interfaces Winchester or Floppy disk drives to 
microprocessor based systems. It transfers data between a 
buffer memory or host system and the serial bit data stream 
with disk rates up to 25M-bits per second. High speed sys
tem data transfer is possible with full on-chip DMA control of 
buffer or main memory. The 16-bit system 1/0 interface al
lows use with any popular 8-bit, 16-bit or 32-bit microproces
sor. Programmable track format enables reconfiguration of 
the DDC for different drive types in a multiple drive environ
ment. Using other National DP8460 series disk data path 
chips, the DP8466 conforms to ST506, SMD and ESDI stan
dard drive interfaces, as well as to intelligent standard inter
faces such as SCSI (SASI) and IPI. 

The DP8466 is available in three performance versions 
DP8466N-12, DP8466N-20 and DP8466N-25. 

Part Max Disk MaxDMA 
Number Data Rate Transfer Rate 

DP8466N-25 25 Mbitlsec 10 Mbyte/sec 

DP8466N-20 20 Mbitlsec 8 Mbyte/sec 

DP8466N-12 12 Mbitlsec 6 Mbyte/sec 

I PULSE I DETECTOR DATA 
DP8464 SEPARATOR 

DP8460/5 DISK 
DISK DATA 

PRELIMINARY 

Features 
• Easily conforms to any standard drive interface 
• Compatible with floppy, hard and optical disk drives 
• Compatible with 8, 16 or 32-bit microprocessor systems 
• Programmable disk format 
• Sector lengths up to 64k bytes, with up to 255 sectors 

per track 
• Programmable 32 or 48-bit ECC polynomial 
• Internal ECC correction in less than a sector time 
• Disk data rate to 25M bits per second 
• Multiple sector transfer capability 
• 32 byte internal FIFO data buffer with interleavable 

burst capability 
• 8 or 16-bit wide data transfers 
• Single 32-bit or dual 16-bit DMA channel addresses 
• Up to 10M bytes per second DMA transfer rate 
• + 5V supply, 48 pin DIP, microCMOS process 

I MICRO- I 
PROCESSOR 

CONTROLLER I MEMORY I 
ST 506 DP8466 

ESDI, ANSI, SMD I I/O PORT I ¢=>HOST 

SCSI (SASi) 
TL/F/5282-1 

FIGURE 1_ Typical System Configuration 
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1.0 Introduction 
National's DP8466 Disk Data Controller (DDC) chip is de
signed to concentrate only on the data aspects of a disk 
system, leaving the control signals to either a low cost sin
gle chip controller or an 1/0 port from a microprocessor. For 
this reason, the DDC will work with any standard drive inter
face. 

The DP8466 is an advanced VLSI chip, fabricated in Nation
al's latest 2 p. CMOS technology, that allows for operation 
with disk data rates from the slowest floppy to the fast Win
chester and Optical data rates of 25 megabits per second. 

The CMOS design significantly helps the system designer 
because of reduced power consumption. The chip typically 
consumes 100 mW. 

The DDC is designed for maximum programmability that not 
only allows the user to select any drive type he wishes, but 
also allows for different types of drives to be used on the 
same system. The chip contains 64 registers that can be 
loaded at any time by a microprocessor connected to the 
chip's bus. These registers determine the number of bytes 
in each field of the format, and the byte pattern that each of 
these fields will repeat. The number of data bytes per sector 
is selectable from 1 byte to 64k bytes. Finally, both the 
header field and the data field can each be appended with 
either a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRG) field (the 16-bit 
code used on floppies) or a programmable Error Check and 
Correct (ECG) field. 

The DDC allows the user to load in any 32 or 48-bit ECC 
polynomial from the microprocessor along with the format 

Block Diagram 

WRITE DATA (WDATA) ........ L.r------. 
WRITE CLOCK (WCLK) ....---..... ____ .... 

WRITE GATE ........ _.r-----., 
READ GATE 
At.1F /EPRE +-+ 
At.1E/LPRE 

SECTOR PULSE ~ 

DISK DATA 
TIt.1ING 

AND 
CONTROL 

INDEX PULSE --+ ..... ____ .... 

parameters. Once an error has been detected, the micro
processor decides whether to re-read the sector during the 
next revolution of the disk, or to attempt a correction. The 
DDC can correct errors in a time shorter than that required 
to read the next sector. 

Key blocks in the DDC include a 32-byte FIFO and two 16-
bit DMA channels that give the chip a 10 megabyte per 
second memory transfer capability. This high system data 
throughout is needed for the high speed drives now becom
ming available. The small FIFO allows for bursts of data to 
take place on the bus, thereby leaving the bus free for use
ful periods of time. The threshold for FIFO data storage is 
selectable to allow for some degree of system latency. The 
DDC allows for bursts of 2, 8, 16 or 24 bytes of data to be 
transferred between the FI FO and memory. The width of the 
data bus is selectable for either 8 or 16-bit transfers. The 
system designer selects the threshold so that when the 
FIFO contains the selected amount of data, the DDC will 
issue a request. The CPU can continue its operation and 
then stop to acknowledge the DDC, which then bursts the 
data between FIFO and memory, before the FIFO has time 
to overflow or underflow. With a 10 megabit per second disk 
data rate and a 10 megabyte per second memory transfer 
cycle, the bus will only be occupied for one-eighth of the 
time transferring data between FIFO and memory. This 
leaves the bus free for microprocessor usage for over 80% 
of the time. 

16-BIT Dt.1A 
COUNTER 

16-BIT Dt.1A 
COUNTER 

+-- RSO-5 

I/O 
PORT +-+ ADO-7 

DATA BUS 
TIt.1ING 

AND 
CONTROL 

+-+ ADS-15 

TL/F/5282-2 

FIGURE 2. DDC 
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Connection Diagrams 
.... I") N _ 0 

Dual-In-Line Package o 0 0 E Q E E ~ ~ 8 E ~ a ~ ~ 0 0 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
AD8- I 48 rADD 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 

NC- 10 60 ~NC 
AD9- 2 47 rAOI NC- II 59 ~AD6 

ADIO- 3 46 rAD2 AOI5- 12 58 rAD7 
ADII- 4 45 f-A03 ADSO- 13 57 rBCLK 
AOI2- 5 44 rAD4 WR- 14 56 rLACK 
ADI3- 6 43 i-A05 Ril- 15 55 '-NC 
ADI4- 7 42 -AD6 GND- 16 54 -RACK 
ADI5- 8 41 -AD7 GND- 17 53 r-ADSI/RRQ 
ADSO- 9 40 - BCLK NC- 18 52 f-NC 

WR- 10 39 -LACK AME/LPRE- 19 51 r- LRQ 
Ril- II 38 -RACK VCC- 20 50 rNC 

GND- 12 37 - ADSI /RRQ VCC- 21 49 rRSO DP8466 
AME/LPRE - 13 36 -LRQ RDATA- 22 48 '-RSI 

VCC - 14 35 -RSO AMP/EPRE- 23 47 -RS2 
RDATA- 15 34 -RSI EXT. STAT- 24 46 -RS3 

AMF/EPRE- 16 33 -RS2 NC- 25 45 -NC 
'EXT STAT 17 32 -RS3 NC- 26 44 -NC 

WOATA 18 31 -RS4 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 

RGATE 19 30 -RS5 ~~~~~~gl~~~~I~I~~~~~ 
WGATE 20 29 - iN! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
WCLK 21 28 -cs 

'SECTOR 22 27 -SDV 
TLlF/5282-76 

INOEX 23 26 -rEF 
Top View 

RESET 24 25 - RCLK Order Number DP8466D or DP8466N 
See NS Package Number D48A or N48A 

TL/F/5282-3 

Top View Order Number DP8466V 

*This pin must be grounded if not used. 
See NS Package Number V68A 

FIGURE 3 

2.0 Pin Descriptions 
2.1 BUS INTERFACE PINS 

Symbol DIP Pin No. PCCPin No. Type Function 

CS 28 38 I CHIP SELECT: Sets DDC as a standard 110 port for reading and writing 
registers. Configures RD and WR pins as inputs when DMA is inactive. 
This pin is ignored if on-chip DMA is enabled and performing a transfer. 

INT 29 39 0 INTERRUPT: An interrupt can be generated on any error, or after 
completion of a command, a correction cycle or any header operation. 

RESET 24 34 I RESET: Clears FIFO, Status and Error registers. Halts DMA immediately. 
Halts disk read and write immediately. Does not affect parameter and 
most count and command registers. On power-up, must be held low for at 
least 32 RCLK cycles and 4 BCLK cycles. Note that both RCLK and BCLK 
must be active for the reset cycle to complete. 

RD 11 15 1/0 READ: 
• MICROPROCESSOR ACCESS MODE, with CS pin low and DMA 

inactive (RACK AND LACK low): Places data from FIFO or register as 
selected by pins RSO-5 onto the ADO-7 bus. 

• SLAVE MODE, with LACK pin high: Places data from FIFO onto the 
ADO-7 I ADO-15 bus. 

• MASTER MODE: When DMA is active, RD pin enables data from the 
addressed device onto the address I data bus. 

WR 10 14 1/0 WRITE: 
• MICROPROCESSOR ACCESS MODE, with CS low and DMA inactive 

(RACK and LACK low): Latches data from ADO-7 bus to internal 
registers selected by RSO-5. 

• SLAVE MODE, with LACK pin high: Latches data from ADO-7/AD0-15 
bus to FIFO. 

• MASTER MODE: When DMA is active, WR pin enables data from the 
addressl data bus to the addressed device. 
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2.0 Pin Descriptions (Continued) 

2.1 BUS INTERFACE PINS (Continued) 

Symbol DIP Pin No. PCC Pin No. Type Function 

BCLK 40 57 I BUS CLOCK: Used as a reference clock when DDC is bus master. Used 
only during reset and DMA operations. Maximum ratio of RCLK/BCLK is 4 
for Word Mode, and 2 for Byte Mode. 

RACK 38 54 I REMOTE DMA ACKNOWLEDGE: System input granting use of the bus 
for a remote DMA bus cycle. If RACK is de·asserted during a transfer, the 
current transfer cycle will complete. 

LACK 39 56 I LOCAL DMA ACKNOWLEDGE: System input granting use of bus for a 
local DMA bus cycle. If LACK is deasserted during a transfer, the current 
transfer cycle will complete. LACK has priority over RACK. 

RSO-5 35·30 41,42 I REGISTER SELECT: Used as address inputs to select internal registers 
46·49 when CS pin is low. 

ADO-7 48·41 58,59 1/0 ADDRESS/DATA 0-7: These pins float if CS pin = 1 and DMA is 
63-68 inactive. 

• STANDARD 1/0 PORT, With DMA inactive and CS pin low: Command, 
Parameter, Count and Status register data is transferred. 

• SLAVE MODE, with external DMA controller active and LACK pin high: 
DO-7 are transferred between FIFO and memory. 

• MASTER MODE, with internal DMA active, and LACK pin high: A 16-23, 
AQ-7 and DO-7 are transferred depending on DMA mode and bus 
phase. 

LRO 36 51 0 LOCAL DMA REQUEST: Requests are automatically generated when the 
FIFO needs to have data transferred. 

AD8-15 1-8 1-7 I/O ADDRESS/DATA 8-15: 

12 • STANDARD 1/0 PORT, with DMA inactive and CS pin low: These pins 
become indeterminate, but are driven (low impedance). 

• SLAVE MODE, with external DMA active and LACK pin high: D6-15 are 
transferred between FIFO and memory. 

• MASTER MODE, with internal DMA active and LACK pin high: A24-31, 
A8-15 and D8-15 are transferred, depending on DMA mode and bus 
phase. 

ADSO 9 13 1/0 ADDRESS STROBE 0: 
• INPUT with DMA inactive: ADSO latches RSO-5 inputs when low. When 

high, data present on RSO-S will flow through to internal register 
decoder. 

• OUTPUT: ADSO latches low order address bits (AO-1S) to external 
memory during DMA transfers. 

ADS1/RRO 37 53 0 ADDRESS STROBE lIREMOTE REQUEST: In 32·bit DMA Mode, ADS1 
latches high order address bits (A 16-31) to external memory. For remote 
DMA modes, RRO pin is active high when SRI or SRO bits in the OC 
register are set in non·tracking mode, or during a remote transfer in 
tracking mode. (See RT register description in DMA REGISTERS Section.) 

2.2 DISK INTERFACE PINS 

Symbol DIP Pin No. PCC Pin No. Type Function 

RCLK 25 35 I READ CLOCK: Disk data rate clock. When RGATE is high, RCLK input 
will be the recovered I separated clock from the recorded data and is used 
to strobe data into the DDC. When RGATE is low, this input should 
become the reference ciock which will be delayed and used as WCLK to 
strobe data to the drive. The transition between the recovered/separated 
ciock and reference clock must be made with no short pulses. If RCLK is 
inactive for longer than the maximum RCLK cycle time (see timing 
diagrams), the DDC will need to be reset upon RCLK becoming active. 
Maximum ratio of RCLK/BCLK is 4 for Word Mode, and 2 for Byte Mode. 
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2.0 Pin Descriptions (Continued) 

2.2 DISK INTERFACE PINS (Continued) 

Symbol DIP Pin No. PCC Pin No. Type Function 

RGATE 19 29 0 READ GATE: Set active high during any disk read operation. This pin 
commands data separator to acquire lock. Enables RDATA input pin. 

RDATA 15 22 I READ DATA: Accepts NRZ disk data from the data separator/decoder. 

WCLK 21 31 0 WRITE CLOCK: Used when NRZ data is on WDATA pin. Also active when 
MFM data is used, but normally not utilized. WCLK frequency follows 
RCLKpin. 

WGATE 20 30 0 WRITE GATE: When writing data onto a disk, WGA TE is asserted high 
with the first bit of data and deasserted low after the last bit of data. 
WGATE is also de-asserted on reset or on detection of an error. 

WDATA 18 28 0 WRITE DATA: During any write operation, MFM or NRZ encoded data is 
output to disk, dependent upon MFM bit status in the DF register. This pin 
is inactive low when WGA TE is low. 

AMF/EPRE 16 23 I/O ADDRESS MARK FOUND/EARLY PRECOMPENSATION: I'lddress mark 
input is monitored if the HSS bit in the DF register is low (for soft 
sectoring). If the MFM bit in the DF register and the EP bit in the OC 
register are both set, then this pin becomes the EPRE control. If both 
functions are used, WGATE pin determines the function as follows: 

• WGATE asserted: EPRE output. 
• WGATE de-asserted: AMF input. 

AME/LPRE 13 19 0 ADDRESS MARK ENABLE/LATE PRECOMPENSATION: If the MFM bit 
in the DF register is low, AME will indicate that an address mark byte(s) is 
being output on WDATA pin. If the MFM bit in the DF register and the EP 
bit in the OC register are both set, LPRE control is output (if internal MFM 
encoding is used). 

SECTOR 22 32 I SECTOR PULSE: In hard sectored drives, this signal comes from the start 
of a sector. In a soft sectored drive this pin must be tied low. 

INDEX 23 33 I INDEX PULSE: This signal comes from the disk drive, indicating the start 
of a track. 

SDV 27 37 0 SERIAL DATA VALID: Asserted when the DDC is either issuing or 
receiving header field, internal header CRC/EGG, data field, or internal 
data GRG/EGG information. Mainly used for external EGG and 
diagnostics. 

EEF 26 36 0 EXTERNAL ECC FIELD: Only used if the External EGG Byte Gount 
register(s) are non-zero. Asserted when external EGG check bits are being 
generated (WGA TE high) and checked (RGA TE high). 

EXT STAT 17 24 I EXTERNAL STATUS: IMPORTANT NOTE: This pin MUST be tied low if it 
is not to be used. This pin has three functions: 
• 1: If EEW bit in the RT register is set, the read and write strobes are 

extended for both remote and local transfers as long as this pin is high. 
This is the External Wait State function. 

• 2: If the EEW bit in the RT register is low, this pin will accept a pulse 
granting valid byte alignment on the last bit of the synch byte before 
header or data bytes. This is an OR function with the internal synch 
detect. 

• 3: External EGG Gheck. Only used if External EGG Byte Gount 
register(s) are non-zero, and EEW bit in the RT register is low. After the 
last byte of external EGG, this pin will accept a pulse confirming that 
there has been no error. A GRG/EGG error will be flagged if this pulse is 
not received. 

Vee 14, 20,21 POWER, GROUND: + 5V DG is required. It is suggested that a decoupling 
GND 12 16,17 capaCitor be connected between these pins. It is essential to provide a 

path to ground for the GND pin with the lowest possible impedance. 
Otherwise any voltage spikes resulting from transient switching currents 
will be reflected in the logic levels of the output pins. 
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3.0 Internal Registers of the DOC 
The numerous registers within the DDG are presented be
low, grouped according to their function. A key is given as 
an aid for the use of each register. The key data is only 
suggested for common operation, and should not be con
sidered as an absolute requirement. Following this listing is 
a description of each register, in the order of which they are 
listed below. The HA column at the left of this listing gives 
the Hex Address of each register. 

KEY 
D May be updated when a different drive type is se-

HA 
10 

11 

35 

00 

01 

12 

13 

OF 

36 

lected 

G May be updated before each command 

R May be read at any time 

F Used during formatting 

Used during initialization 

NO Operation is not possible 

COMMAND 

Register 

Drive Command Register (DG) 

Operation Gommand Register (OC) 

Disk Format Register (DF) 

Status Register (S) 

Error Register (E) 

Sector Gounter (SG) 

Number of Sector Operations 
Counter (NSO) 

Header Byte Gount (HBC)/Interlock 

Header Diagnostic Readback (HDR) 

DMA 

Bits Write 

8 C 

8 C 

8 D 

8 NO 

8 NO 

8 C 

8 C 

3 F 

8 NO 

HA Register Bits Write 

37 DMA Sector Gounter (DSG) 8 NO 

37 Remote Transfer Register (RT) 8 I 

36 Local Transfer Register (L T) 8 I 

1A Remote Data Byte Gount (L) 8 G 

1B Remote Data Byte Gount (H) 8 C 

lC DMA Address Byte 0 8 G 

10 DMA Address Byte 1 8 G 

1E DMA Address Byte 2 8 G 

1F DMA Address Byte 3 8 C 

FORMAT 

HA Register Bits Write 

21 ID Preamble Byte Count 5 D 

31 I D Preamble Pattern 8 D 

22 I D Synch # 1 (AM) Byte Count 5 D 

32 ID Synch # 1 (AM) Pattern 8 D 

23 ID Synch # 2 Byte Count 5 D 

33 I D Synch # 2 Pattern 8 D 

24 Header Byte 0 Control Register (HCO) 5 D 

14 Header Byte 0 Pattern 8 D 

25 Header Byte 1 Control Register (HC1) 5 D 

15 Header Byte 1 Pattern 8 D 

Read 

NO 

NO 

NO 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

Read 

R 

NO 

NO 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

Read 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

FORMAT (Continued) 

HA Register Bits Write Read 

26 Header Byte 2 Control Register (HC2) 5 D R 

16 Header Byte 2 Pattern 8 D R 

27 Header Byte 3 Control Register (HC3) 5 D R 

17 Header Byte 3 Pattern 8 D R 

28 Header Byte 4 Control Register (HC4) 5 D R 

18 Header Byte 4 Pattern 8 D R 

29 Header Byte 5 Control Register (HC5) 5 D R 

19 Header Byte 5 Pattern 8 D R 

2B ID External ECC Byte Count 5 D R 

2G ID Postamble Byte Gount 5 D R 

3G ID Postamble Pattern 8 D R 

2D Data Preamble Byte Gount 5 D R 

3D Data Postamble Pattern 8 D R 

2E Data Synch # 1 (AM) Byte Count 5 D R 

3E Data Synch # 1 (AM) Pattern 8 D R 

2F Data Synch # 2 Byte Count 5 D R 

3F Data Synch # 2 Pattern 8 D R 

3B Data Format Pattern 8 F R 

38 Sector Byte Count L 8 D R 

39 Sector Byte Gount H 8 D R 

2A Data External ECC Byte Count 5 D R 

20 Data Postamble Byte Gount 5 D R 

30 Data Postamble Pattern 8 D R 

34 Gap Byte Count 8 F R 

3A Gap Pattern 8 F R 

CRC/ECC 

HA Register Bits Write Read 

02 EGGSR OutO 8 NO R 

03 EGCSR Out 1 8 NO R 

04 EGGSR Out 2 8 NO R 

05 ECCSR Out3 8 NO R 

06 EGGSR Out4 8 NO R 

07 EGGSR Out5 8 NO R 

02 Polynomial Preset Byte 0 (PPBO) 8 D NO 

03 Polynomial Preset Byte 1 (PPB 1 ) 8 D NO 

04 Polynomial Preset Byte 2 (PPB2) 8 D NO 

05 Polynomial Preset Byte 3 (PPB3) 8 D NO 

06 Polynomial Preset Byte 4 (PPB4) 8 D NO 

07 Polynomial Preset Byte 5 (PPB5) 8 D NO 

08 Polynomial Tap Byte 0 (PTBO) 8 D NO 

09 Polynomial Tap Byte 1 (PTB1) 8 D NO 

OA Polynomial Tap Byte 2 (PTB2) 8 D NO 

OB Polynomial Tap Byte 3 (PTB3) 8 D NO 

OC Polynomial Tap Byte 4 (PTB4) 8 D NO 

OD Polynomial Tap Byte 5 (PTB5) 8 D NO 

OE ECG/CRG Gontrol (EG) 8 D NO 

08 Data Byte Gount L 8 NO R 

09 Data Byte Count H 8 NO R 
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3.0 Internal Registers of the DDC (Continued) 

DUAL· PURPOSE REGISTERS 

Some of the above listed registers have dual functions de
pending on whether they are being written to or read from. 
These registers are repeated below to help clarify their op
eration. 

HA Register Bits Write Read 

02 ECCSR OutO 8 NO R 

02 Polynomial Preset Byte 0 (PPBO) 8 D NO 

03 ECC SR Out 1 8 NO R 

03 Polynomial Preset Byte 1 (PPB 1) 8 D NO 

04 ECCSR Out 2 8 NO R 

04 Polynomial Preset Byte 2 (PPB2) 8 D NO 

05 ECCSR Out 3 8 NO R 

05 Polynomial Preset Byte 3 (PPB3) 8 D NO 

06 ECCSR Out 4 8 NO R 

06 Polynomial Preset Byte 4 (PPB4) 8 D NO 

07 ECCSR Out5 8 NO R 

07 Polynomial Preset Byte 5 (PPB5) 8 D NO 

08 Polynomial Tap Byte 0 (PTBO) 8 D NO 

08 Data Byte Count (0) 8 NO R 

09 Polynomial Tap Byte 1 (PTB1) 8 D NO 

09 Data Byte Count (1) 8 NO R 

36 Header Diagnostic Readback (HDR) 8 NO R 

36 Local Transfer Register (L T) 8 I NO 

37 DMA Sector Counter (DSC) 8 NO R 

37 Remote Transfer Register (RT) 8 I NO 

3.1 COMMAND REGISTERS 
DRIVE COMMAND (DC) Hex Address (10) Write Only 

The locations within this register, when written to, initiate 
disk commands and chip functions. For a disk operation, 
after the DDC has been configured, this register is loaded to 
initiate command execution. 

RED: Re-enable DDC 

A 1 should be written into this location during the power up 
initialization process (see POWER UP AND INITIALIZA
TION Section), or after an error has been encountered in 
order to re-enable the DDC to accept commands. (NOTE: If 
the RES bit in the OC register has been set, a 0 should be 
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written to that location before this operation is performed.) If 
no error has been encountered, and a command is being 
issued, a zero should be written to this bit. 

SAIS: Start at Index or Sector 

o Operation begins only upon receipt of an index 
pulse. 

Operation begins on either an index pulse or sector 
pulse for hard sector drives or immediately for soft 
sector drives. 

MSO: Multi-sector Operation 

o Single-sector operation. 

Multi-sector operation using NSO register. 
FMT: Format Mode 

o No Format Operation. 

When set, along with other DC register bits, will initi
ate disk formatting upon receipt of an index pulse. 

H01, 2: Header Operation Bits: 
H02 H01 
o 0 IGNORE HEADER: associated data transfer 

operation will take place with any valid sector en
countered. 

o COMPARE HEADER: Normal mode used to find a 
specific sector. The Header Pattern registers con
tain the comparison pattern. 

o WRITE HEADER (Write 10): Normally used only 
during Format mode to write 10 patterns to disk. 
READ HEADER (Read 10): Reads header informa
tion from disk for diagnostic purposes. 

001,2: Data Operation Bits: 
D02 D01 
o 0 NO OPERA TlON: Can be used only with an Ignore 

Header command. No disk operation is performed 
with this combination, and it can be used along 
with the RED command to re-enable the DDC (see 
OPERATING MODES). 

o CHECK DA TA: No DMA action and no data move
ment between disk and FIFO. CRC/ECC checks 
are calculated and interrupts, if enabled, are as
serted on proper conditions. DFE bit in Error regis
ter will be set if a data CRC/ECC error occurs un
less in Interlock Mode. 

o WRITE DA TA: Initiates local DMA action to fill the 
FIFO. Writes data to disk with the proper pre and 
post appendages in the data field. FIFO is replen
ished by local DMA. 
READ DATA: Data enters FIFO from disk, and lo
cal DMA transfer is initiated when the FIFO con
tains the number of bytes specified by the Burst 
Length in the L T register. 

The following table shows a list of valid commands combin
ing the H01, H02, D01, D02, FMT bits from the DC register 
and the FTF bit in the DF register. No other DC register 
combinations are allowed. 



~ f 3.0 Internal Registers of the DOC (Continued) 

Q Valid DOC Commands 

DC Register 
002 001 H02 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 

0 1 1 

0 1 1 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 1 

1 0 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

1 1 0 

1 1 1 

OPERATION COMMAND (OC) 
Hex Address (11) 

HOI 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

FMT I 
OF Reg 

FTF 

0 X 

0 X 

0 X 

0 X 

0 X 

0 X 

0 X 

1 0 

1 1 

0 X 

0 X 

0 X 

Write Only 

The fields within this register enable on-chip operations. In 
non-tracking mode, a remote DMA operation will be initiated 
by loading the SRO or SRI bits in this register. 

II~ I S~C I E; I S~O I S:I I E~I I EI I R~S I 

RES: Reset DOC 

o Clears a previously set RES function. Allows 
normal operation. 

DOC immediately enters a stand-by mode. The 
FIFO is reset, Status and Error registers are 
cleared and all operations in progress are 
stopped. DOC is placed in the Reset mode (see 
OPERATING MODES). RGATE and WGATE 
pins are de-asserted if active. All DMA counters 
are cleared. Format Parameter, DMA Address 
and ECC registers are unaffected. 

EI: Enable Interrupts 

o Disabled, INT pin remains inactive high. 

Enables interrupts generated by the following: 

• Correction cycle complete. 

• Error which sets ED bit in Status register. 

• Command successfully completed (including 
independent remote DMA transfer). 

EHI: Enable Header Interrupt 

EI bit must be set if this bit is set. 

o Disabled. 

Interrupt issued at start of 10 postamble field 
when: 

• Header matches in Compare Header opera
tion. 

• Header finished in Read, Write or Ignore 
Header operation. 

Operation 

No Operation 

Check Data, Compare Header 

Check Data, Write Header 

Check Data, Read Header 

Write Data, Ignore Header 

Write Data, Compare Header, (normal write) 

Write Data, Write Header 

Write Data,Write Header, Format with No FIFO Table 

Write Data, Write Header, FIFO Table Format 

Read Data, Ignore Header, (recover data) 

Read Data, Compare Header, (normal read) 

Read Data, Read Header 
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SRI, SRO: Start Remote Input, Start Remote Output 

These bits are only operational in non-tracking mode. The 
Remote Start Address and Remote Data Byte Count regis
ters must be loaded first. 

SRI SRO 

o 0 Remote DMA operation unchanged. 

o START REMOTE OUTPUT: Asserts RRQ pin 
and RCB flag in Status register, to begin a re
mote DMA operation from memory to 1/0 Port. 

o START REMOTE INPUT: Asserts RRQ pin and 
RCB flag in Status register, to begin a remote 
DMA operation from 1/0 Port to local memory. 

STOP CURRENT REMOTE OPERA TlON: RRQ 
pin is de-asserted and RCB flag is reset in 
Status register. 

EP: Enable Precompensatlon 

o Early and late precompensation signals are 
forced low during a disk write operation. 

Permits precompensation signals to be output to 
external precompensation circuitry (see MFM 
ENCODED DATA). This bit is only valid if the 
MFM bit is set in the OF register. 

SCC: Start Correction Cycle 

o No correction is attempted. 

Setting this command will begin the internal cor
rection cycle. The eCA flag in the Status register 
is set and drive commands should not be issued 
during this time. At the completion of the cycle, 
an interrupt is issued. 

IR: Interlock Required (Interlock Mode) 

o No interlock function. 

The interlock (HBC) register must be written to 
after the header operation has completed and 
before the DOC encounters the data postamble 
field. This allows updating of header bytes dur
ing a Format operation or changing of drive 
commands during a multi-sector operation. Nor
mally used with the header interrupt enabled. 



3.0 Internal Registers of the DOC (Continued) 

DISK FORMAT (OF) Hex Address (35) Write Only HF: Header Fault 

MFM: MFM Encode 

(See MFM Encoded Data section.) 

o NRZ data is output on the WDATA pin when 
WGATE is active. 

MFM data is output on the WDATA pin when 
WGATE is active. Also configures AMF/EPRE 
and AME/LPRE pins as EPRE and LPRE out
puts when Write Gate is active. Precompensat
ed outputs are enabled by the EP bit in the OC 
register. 

SAM: Start with Address Mark 

(See Formatting section) 

o Address Marks will be generated in the synch 
# 1 fields if MFM bit = 1, or AME will be gener
ated if MFM bit = O. 

Address Mark Enable will be generated in ID 
preamble if MFM bit = O. 

HSS: Hard or Soft Sectored 

(See Hard Sector vs. Soft Sector Operation). 

o Sets DDC for soft sectored operation. 

Sets DDG for hard sectored operation. 

FTF: FIFO Table Format 

o Formatting is done without the use of DMA. 

The local DMA channel loads the correct num
ber of header bytes (HBC register) per sector 
into the FIFO from local memory. This data is 
then substituted for the header bytes during a 
format operation. 

IH1, 2: Internal Header Appendage 

IH2 IH1 

o 0 No CRC/ECC is internally appended, but exter
nal ECC must be attached. 

o 16-bit CRG CCITT polynomial is appended. 

o 32-bit programmable ECC code is appended. 

48-bit programmable ECC code is appended. 

External ECC may be used with any internal CRC/EGC se
lection. 1 to 31 bytes of external ECC may be added. 

101,2: Internal Data Appendage 

ID2,ID1 

o 0 No CRC/ECC internally appended. 

o 16-bit CRC CGITT polynomial is appended. 

o 32-bit programmable ECC code is appended. 

1 48-bit programmable ECC code is appended. 

External ECG can be appended to any of the 
four cases dependent upon the Data External 
ECC Byte Count register. 

STATUS(S) Hex Address (00) Read Only 

The RESET pin and the RES bit in the OG register reset all 
of the bits in this register. 
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This bit is valid after a Compare Header or Read 
Header operation. 

SET CRG/EGG error detected in a header field. 

RESET This bit is reset when the DDG begins the next 
disk operation after a new disk command has 
been issued. 
All ID fields entering the DDG during the opera
tion are checked. The HF bit will be set if an 
error is detected in any header field encoun
tered. However, if the header being sought is 
found and has no CRC/ECG error, the HF bit is 
reset. This bit does not produce an error that will 
stop operation, assert an interrupt, or set the ED 
bit in the Status register in a compare header 
operation, but will in a read header operation. 
This bit could provide useful diagnostic informa
tion if a Sector Not Found error occurs (see Er
ror Register in this section). 

NOC: Next Disk Command 

SET DDG will accept a new command into the DG 
register. The header operation is completing the 
last sector being operated on. 

RESET On receipt of a new disk command. 

HMC: Header Match Completed 

For each of the following, this bit is set and the 
interrupt is generated at the start of the header 
postamble field. 

Compare Header Operation: 

SET Header field correctly matched with no CRCI 
ECC error. 

RESET At beginning of subsequent header operation. 

Read Header Operation: 

SET Header field has been read with no CRG/ECG 
error. 

RESET At beginning of subsequent header operation. 

Ignore Header or Write Header Operation: 

SET Always set at end of header field. 

RESET At beginning of subsequent header operation. 

LRQ: Local Request 

This bit follows the LRO pin, and allows applica
tion of the DDC in a polled mode. 

SET LRO pin is asserted. 

RESET LRO pin is not asserted. 

RCB: Remote Command Busy 

SET 

RESET 

SET 

Non-Tracking Mode: 

When OG register is loaded with a DMA instruc
tion. 

Upon completion of the instruction or upon inter
nal or external reset. 
Tracking Mode: 

When RRO pin is first asserted in a disk write 
mode, or when the Drive Command register is 
loaded in a disk read mode. 

RESET Upon completion of the instruction or upon inter
nal or external reset. 

LCB: Local Command Busy 

SET When command requiring local DMA is loaded. 

C 
"'CI 
00 
.jIoo 
en en 
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3.0 Internal Registers of the DDC (Continued) 
RESET Upon completion of the last local or remote FDL: FIFO Data Lost 

DMA transfer (in tracking mode) or upon internal SET During a disk read operation if the FIFO over-
or external reset. flows, or during a disk write operation if the FIFO 

CCA: Correction Cycle Active is read when it is empty. 
SET On asserting SCC bit in the OC register. RESET Upon internal or external reset. 

RESET At the end of the correction cycle, simultaneous
ly with the INT pin, if enabled. 

ED: Error Detected 
SET On assertion of one or more bits in the Error 

register. 
RESET Upon internal or external reset. 

ERROR(E) Hex Address (01) Read Only 
Any bit set in this register generates an interrupt (if EI bit in 
the OC register is set) and stops the current operation. The 
RESET pin and the RES bit in the OC register reset all of 
the bits in this register. 

I ~ I c; I F~L I N~S I S~ I S~F I D~E I HF~SM I 
HFASM: Header Failed Although Sector Number 
Matched 

(See HFASM description in ADDITIONAL FEA
TURES) 

SET The header bytes(s) marked with the EHF bit in 
the corresponding HC register(s) matched cor
rectly, but other header bytes were in error. 

RESET Upon internal or external reset. 

DFE: Data Field Error 
SET On detection of a data field CRC/ECC error in a 

Read Data or Check Data operation. This bit 
may be set when another error occurs; especial
ly an error occurring during a Write operation. 
These errors would be Sector Overrun or FIFO 
Data Lost. 

RESET Upon internal or external reset. 
The RED command must be loaded into the DC 
register if error correction is to be attempted. 

SNF: Sector Not Found 

SET When header cannot be matched for two con
secutive index pulses in any Compare Header 
operation. 

RESET Upon internal or external reset. 
SO: Sector Overrun 

SET If RGATE is active and FIFO is being written to 
when a sector or index pulse is received. If 
WGA TE is active, this bit is set when a sector or 
index pulse is received. 

RESET Upon internal or external reset. 

An SO error will not occur during a Format oper
ation. 

NOS: No Data Synch 
SET If a sector or index pulse occurs while the DDC 

is waiting to byte align on the first data synch 
field (synch # 1 or synch # 2), or if the DDC byte 
aligns to the first synch word of the data field but 
does not match to subsequent bytes (synch # 1 
or synch # 2). 

RESET Upon internal or external reset. 
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CF: Correction Failed 
SET If correction is attempted (SCC bit set in OC reg-

ister) and correction failed. 
RESET Upon internal or external reset. 

LI: Late Interlock 
Will only occur if IR bit in OC register is set. 
SET ContrOlling logic has failed to write to the Inter

lock (HBC) register before the end of the data 
field of the present sector. 

RESET Upon internal or external reset. 

SECTOR COUNTER (SC) 
Allowable Value 0-255 Hex Address (12) Read/Write 
In a multi-sector operation, the SC register is first loaded 
with the starting sector number. It is incremented after each 
header operation is completed. The contents of the SC reg
ister will replce any header Byte if the SSC bit is set in the 
corresponding HC register. 

NUMBER OF SECTOR OPERATIONS COUNTER (NSO) 
Allowable Value 0-255 Hex Address (13) Read/Write 

In a multisector operation, the NSO register is loaded with 
the number of sectors to be operated on. It is decremented 
after every header operation. When zero, the command is 
finished. This counter must be reloaded after a reset of the 
DDC. 

HEADER BYTE COUNT (HBC)IINTERLOCK 

Allowable Value 2-6 Hex Address (OF) Read/Write 

This register loads the DMA with the number of header 
bytes to expect in a Read Header, or a Format operation 
where FIFO table formatting is used. This register is also 
used in interlock mode to signal completion of update. The 
upper five bits of this register are pulled low when read. 

HEADER DIAGNOSTIC READBACK (HDR) 

Hex Address (36) Read Only 

If a Compare Header/Check Data operation is performed 
and an HFASM error occurs, the header bytes for that sec
tor will have been loaded into the FIFO. By consecutively 
reading this address, the header bytes are read from the 
FIFO to the microprocessor. Data will be valid for only the 
number of header bytes specified in the parameter RAM. 
(NOTE: This is a dual function register, sharing operation 
with the Local Transfer register, see DMA REGISTER.) 

SECTOR BYTE COUNT REGISTER (L, H) 
Allowable Value 1-64k Hex Address (38, 39) Read/Write 

The two bytes (most and least significant) that comprise this 
register are loaded during initialization, and define the data 
field size for each sector. The number of bytes transferred 
with local DMA is always equal to what has been loaded into 
this register. Loading both with zero is not allowed. 



3.0 Internal Registers of the DDC (Continued) 

3.2 DMA REGISTERS 
LOCAL TRANSFER (L T) Hex Address (36) Write Only 

This is a dual function register, sharing operation with the 
Header Diagnostic Readback (HDR) register (see COM
MAND REGISTERS). If any internal DMA is being used, or if 
the Remote Data Byte Count registers will be read by the 
processor, the L T (and RT) register must be loaded before 
the Sector Byte Count and Remote Data Byte Count regis
ter pairs. 

I L~L21 LB6L 1 I L T;B I L: I Ls:wl R~O 1 L~DT 1 S~D J 
SLD: Select Local DMA Mode 

o SLA VE MODE: External DMA must be used in 
place of on-chip DMA. 

NON- TRACKING MODE: Local DMA is enabled. 
Whenever local transfers are needed, the DDC 
becomes the bus master. 

TRACKING MODE: Local and remote DMA are 
enabled. DMA transfers are interleaved (see 
DMA in DATA TRANSFER section). 

LWDT: Local Word Data Transfer 

o Address increments by 1, 8 bit wide transfers. 

Address increments by 2, 16 bit wide transfers. 
Address, AO, remains unchanged as it was set 
by the DMA address. 

RBO: Reverse Byte Order 

Valid if LWDT bit is set. 

o First byte to/from FI FO is mapped onto the 
ADO-7 bus. 

First byte tolfrom FIFO is mapped onto AD8-15 
bus (e.g. 68000). 

LSRW: Local Slow Read And Write 

o DMA cycles are four clock periods. 

DMA cycles are five clock periods. RD and WR 
strobes are widened by one clock period. 

LA: Long Address 

Valid only if SLD ~ 1, and SRD ~ 0 in Remote 
Transfer register. 

o 16 address bits are issued and strobed by the 
ADSO pin. ADS1 /RRO is available for use by the 
remote DMA. 

LBL 1,2: Local Burst Length 

LBL2 LBL 1 

o 0 
o 

o 
1 

1 word (2 byte) 

4 word (8 byte) 

8 word (16 byte) 

12 word (24 byte) 

When reading from disk, these bits select the 
number of bytes needed in the FIFO in order to 
generate an LRO signal. When writing, these 
bits select the number of bytes that need to be 
removed from a full FIFO in order to generate an 
LRO. In either case, if the L TEB bit is set, this bit 
pair indicate how many data transfers will be al
lowed before LRO is removed. 

REMOTE TRANSFER (RT) Hex Address (37) Write Only 

This is a dual function register, sharing operation with the 
DMA Sector Counter (DSC) (see DSC at the end of this 
section). If any internal DMA is being used, or if Remote 
Data Byte Count registers will be read by the processor, the 
RT (and L T) register must be loaded before the Sector Byte 
Count and Remote Data Byte Count register pairs. 

SRD: Select Remote DMA 

o Remote DMA inhibited, ADS1/RRO pin is con
figured as ADS1. 

Remote DMA enabled. This is necessary but not 
sufficient to start remote transfer. 

RWDT: Remote Word Data Transfer 

o Remote address increments by 1. 

Remote address increments by 2. Address AO 
remains unchanged as it was set by the starting 
DMA address. 

EEW: Enable External Wait 
o No external wait states acknowledged. Func

tions 2 and 3 of EXT STAT pin are enabled (see 
PIN DESCRIPTIONS). 

The EXT STAT pin will lengthen RD and WR 
strobes during DMA transfers as long as it is 
maintained at a high level. 

RSRW: Remote Slow READ/WRITE 
o Remote DMA cycles are four clock periods long. 

1 Remote DMA cycles are five clock periods long, 
if external wait states are not asserted. 

32 address bits are issued, the lower 16 are 
strobed by ADSO pin. The most significant 16 
address lines are only issued when a rollover 
from the least significant 16 address lines oc
curs, or after loading the upper half of the 32-bit 
address. When the upper 16 address lines are 
issued, that DMA cycle is five clock cycles long 
if no internal or external wait states are used. 

TM: Tracking Mode 

L TEB: Local Transfer Exact Burst 

o When DMA tranfer is needed, the FIFO will be 
filled when writing to disk or emptied when read
ing from disk. 

When DMA tranfer is needed, the FIFO will re
ceive (when writing) or deliver (when reading) an 
exact burst of data. 
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See Tracking Mode description in DATA 
TRANSFER Section. 

o DMA channels are independent and addresses 
are allowed to overlap. 

DMA channel addresses are not allowed to 
overlap. 

RTEB: Remote Transfer Exact Burst 

o If a remote transfer has been initiated, the RRQ 
pin will remain asserted until the number of 
bytes specified by the Remote Data Byte Count 
registers has been transferred, or until the oper-
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3.0 Internal Registers of the DDC (Continued) 

ation is reset or SRI and SRO bits in the OC 
register are both set when in non-tracking mode, 
or when DMA sector counter reaches zero when 
in tracking mode. 

If a remote transfer has been initiated, the RRQ 
pin will remain asserted until the exact number 
of bytes specified by RBL 1 and RBL2 has been 
transferred, or if any of the conditions described 
in the previous paragraph occur. 

RBL 1, 2: Remote Burst Length 

LBL2 LBLI 

o 0 1 word (2 byte) 
o 1 4 word (8 byte) 

o 8 word (16 byte) 

12 word (24 byte) 

REMOTE DATA BYTE COUNT (L, H) 

Allowable Value 0-64k Hex Address (1A, 1B) READ! 
WRITE 

This pair of registers specifies the number of bytes in one 
remote transfer using the 16-bit address of the remote DMA 
channel. In the non-tracking mode, the remote DMA can 
transfer 1 -64k bytes independent of the local DMA. Load
ing both registers with zero will be interpreted as a 64k byte 
count. These registers are ignored in tracking mode. 

DMA ADDRESS BYTE 0-3 

Allowable Value 0-255 Hex Address (IC-1F) READ! 
WRITE 

These address bytes are configured dependent on the cur
rent DMA mode. In 32-bit mode, all four bytes form the 
physical address with 1 F containing the most significant 
byte. In 16-bit mode, bytes 0 and 1 form the low and high 
bytes of the local DMA channel, and bytes 2 and 3 form the 
low and high of the remote DMA channel, if enabled. 

DMA SECTOR COUNTER (DSC) 

Hex Address (37) Read Only 

This counter is only valid during tracking mode and holds 
the difference between the number of sectors transferred by 
the local and remote DMA channels. In tracking mode, 
when DSC = 0, remote transfer is disabled in a disk read 
operation so invalid data is not exchanged between local 
and host memory. This is a dual function register, sharing 
operation with the Remote Transfer (RT) register described 
earlier in this section. 

3.3 FORMAT REGISTERS 
The disk format is defined by using the format pattern and 
control registers. Generally, these registers are set up in 
pairs. In each pair, one register is loaded with an appropri
ate 8-bit pattern that will be written to the disk during a 
Format or Write command, or will be used during a Read or 
Compare command for byte alignment or a comparison in 
locating a sector. Refer to Figure 4, below, for a listing of the 
format registers, and the manner in which they are paired. 
The FORMAT, READ AND WRITE Section contains a listing 
and description of each of the format fields. 

The other register in the pair is used to control the use of 
the corresponding pattern register. These Byte Count regis
ters are loaded with a 5-bit binary number indicating the 
number of times the associated pattern will be repeated, 
therefore defining the size of that particular field (0-31 
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bytes). The Gap Byte Count register is the only one with 8 
bits, allowing a field of up to 255 bytes in length. 

The External ECC Count registers do not perform any pat
tern repetition. The external ECC appendage is provided 
from outside the DDC, and must be fit into the field whose 
length is defined by these registers (0-31 bytes). If any field 
is to be excluded from the disk format, the Byte Count regis
ter associated with that field must be loaded with zero. This 
is particularly important with the External ECC Byte Count 
registers. If these are non-zero, the EXT STAT pin will ex
pect a pulse for each external ECC field during a Read oper
ation. If these pulses are not supplied, the operation will be 
aborted in an error condition. Also, no more than two con
secutive format fields may be deleted at one time. 

The Header Byte Control registers also do not perform any 
pattern repetition, nor do they define field size. They are 
provided for controlling the function of each corresponding 
header byte. 

HEADER CONTROL (HCO-5) 

Hex Address (24-29) Read!Wrlte 

There is one HC register for each of six Header Byte pattern 
registers. 

NCP EHF SSC HBA 
3 2 o 

HBA: Header Byte Active 

o The corresponding Header Byte is not included 
in the header byte field and will not be used in 
the 10 operation. All other bits in each HC regis
ter in which this bit is set to zero must also be 
set to zero. A minimum of two Header Bytes 
must be enabled out of six, with no more than 
two disabled consecutively. 

The corresponding Header Byte contains valid 
data and will be used in the ID operation. 

SSC: Substitute Sector Counter 

o The corresponding Header Byte as stored in the 
pattern register is directly written to the disk for 
a Write Header command, and will be compared 
for Compare Header command. 

The contents of the Sector Counter (SC) are 
substituted for this Header Byte during a Write 
Header command and compared during a Com
pare Header command. This is normally used in 
multi sector operations. 

EHF: Enable HFASM Function 

See HFASM function description in ADDITIONAL FEA
TURES. 

o HFASM function is disabled. 

HFASM function is enabled. The corresponding 
Header Byte is deSignated as that byte that 
must match in order to generate an HFASM er
ror, typically the sector number. 

NCP: Not Compare 

o The corresponding Header Byte will be com
pared normally. 

A valid comparison will always be assumed, re
gardless of the true outcome. 

NU: Not Used 

This bit must be set to zero. If set to 1 unspeci
fied operations may occur. 



3.0 Internal Registers of the DOC (Continued) 
Hex Pattern Control 
Addr Source Function 

Pattern Register 

IDPreamble 31 Internal RepeatO-31x 
ID Synch # 1 (AM) 32 

IDSynch #2 33 
Header Byte 0 14 Define/Control 
Header Byte 1 15 
Header Byte 2 16 
Header Byte 3 17 
Header Byte 4 18 
Header Byte 5 19 

ID External ECC External 0-31 EJyt§s 
ID Postamble 3C Internal Repeato-31x 

Data Preamble 3D 
Data Synch # 1 (AM) 3E 

Data Synch # 2 3F 
Data Format 3B Field Size 

1-64kBytes 
Data External ECC External 0-31 Bytes 

Data Postamble 30 Internal RepeatO-31x 
Gap 3A Repeat 0-255x 

"'These are not pattern registers. 

FIGURE 4. Format Registers 

3.4 CRC/ECC REGISTERS 

Hex 
Addr 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
2B 
2C 
2D 
2E 
2F 
38 
39 
2A 
20 
34 

Control Register 

ID Preamble Byte Count 
ID Synch # 1 (AM) Byte Count 
ID Synch # 2 Byte Count 
Header Byte 0 Control 
Header Byte 1 Control 
Header Byte 2 Control 
Header Byte 3 Control 
Header Byte 4 Control 
Header Byte 5 Control 
ID External ECC Byte Count 
ID Postamble Byte Count 
Data Preamble Byte Count 
Data Synch # 1 (AM) Byte Count 
Data Synch # 2 Byte Count 
Sector Byte Count L 
Sector Byte Count H 
Data External ECC Byte Count 
Data Postamble Byte Count 
Gap Byte Count 

The following registers are for programming and controlling 
the CRC/ECC functions of the DDC. Many of these regis
ters have dual functions, depending on whether they are 
being written to or read from. Take care in noting which 
these are, to avoid confusion later. Only a basic functional 
description of these are provided here. Detailed instructions 
on their use can be found in the CRC/ECC section. 

CSO-CS3: Correction Span Selection Bits 

ECC SR OUT O-S Hex Address (02-07) Read Only 

The syndrome bytes for performing a correction are avail
able from these registers, and are externally XOR'ed with 
the errored data bytes. These are duai function registers, 
sharing operation with the Polynomial Preset Bytes. 

POLYNOMIAL PRESET BYTES O-S (PPBO-S) 

Hex Address (02-07) Write Only 

The ECC shift registers can be preset by loading a bit pat
tern into these registers. These are dual function registers, 
sharing operation with the ECC SR Out registers. 

POLYNOMIAL TAP BYTES (PTBO-S) 

Hex Address (08-00) Write Only 

These registers are used for programming the taps for the 
internal 32 or 48-bit ECC polynomial. PTBO and PTB1 are 
dual function registers, sharing operation with the Data Byte 
Counters. 

DATA BYTE COUNTER 0,1 (LS, MS) 

Hex Address (08, 09) Read Only 

The Data Byte Counters indicate the location of the byte in 
error after an ECC cycle. These are dual function registers, 
sharing operation with the Polynomial Tap Bytes 0 & 1. The 
Sector Byte Count Register must be reloaded with the sec
tor length plus the number of ECC bytes before the start of 
a correction cycle. If the CF bit in the Error register is reset 
after a correction, the Data Byte Counter will contain an 
offset pointing to the first byte in error. 
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These four bits program the number of bits that 
the ECC circuit will attempt to correct. Errors 
longer than the correction span will be treated 
as non-correctable. The allowable correction 
span is 3-15 bits. If a span outside this range is 
loaded, the DDC will automatically default to a 
span of three bits. 

For example, a five bit correction span would load as: 
CS3 CS2 CS 1 CSO 
o o 

HNE: Header Non-Encapsulation 

o Header address mark and/or synch fields are 
encapsulated in the CRC/ECC calculation. 

Header address mark and/or synch fields are 
not encapsulated in the CRC/ECC calculation. 

NOTE: The SAM bit in the OF register must be 
reset when performing a Compare or Read 
Header operation, and the HNE bit is active low. 
If this is not done, the CRC/ECC calcu/ation will 
begin at the synch word of the header, resulting 
in a Header Fault that will abort a Read opera
tion or a Sector Not Found error for a Compare 
Header operation. 

lEO: Invert ECC Out 

See note under IDI bit, below. 

o Checkbits exiting ECC/CRC shift register are 
unaltered. 

Checkbits exiting ECC/CRC shift register are in
verted. 
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3.0 Internal Registers of the DOC (Continued) 

101: Invert Data In 

o Data and checkbits entering the ECC/CRC shift 
register are unaltered. 

Data and checkbits entering the ECC/CRC shift 
register are inverted. 

NOTE: This inversion option has been included 
for compatability with a few systems that require 
ECC input and/or output inversion. 

ONE: Data Non·Encapsulation 

o Data address mark and/or synch fields are en
capsulated in the CRC/ECC calculation. 

Data address mark and/or synch fields are not 
encapsulated in the CRC/ECC calculation. 

4.0 DOC Operation 
4.1 MICROPROCESSOR ACCESS 
The DDC requires microprocessor control to initiate opera
tions and commands, and to check chip status. All registers 
in the DDC appear as unique memory or I/O locations. Each 
can be randomly accessed and operated on. When the 
DMA is not performing a memory transfer, the chip can be 
accessed as a memory location or standard I/O port. Only 
eight bits of data may be transferred at this time, using pins 
ADO-7 (the upper 8 bits of a 16 bit microprocessor are not 
used). Six dedicated address pins (RSO-5) individually se
lect all of the DDC's internal registers. By using these dedi
cated lines with an address strobe input (ADSO), the chip 
can be used in both multiplexed and de multiplexed address 
bus environments. The ADSO and RSO-5 pins operate as a 
fall through type latch. By asserting CS active low, the DDC 
recognizes it has to be a slave and allows RD and WR to 
effect the internal registers. With multiplexed address and 
data lines, a positive strobe pulse on ADSO will latch the 

DP0466 (SLAVE) 

-
CS 

;-

~ 
..0IIII RSO-RS5 

• DECODE LATCH 
-;- .... 

• - A 
I ADSO 

RD 
WR 

ENABLE SELECTED 
J 

REGISTER 

~ ADO-AD711.. .,. 
iNT 

address. The ADSO line may be derived from a microproc
essor address strobe such as ALE. In systems with a dedi
cated address bus (demultiplexed), ADSO may be pulled 
high to allow address information to flow through the latch. 
Finally, by applying CS and a RD or WR strobe, any of the 
64 internal locations can be accessed. It is important to note 
that most registers are read or write only. Some registers, 
however, change function dependent on whether they are 
being read from or written to (see Dual Function register list 
in INTERNAL REGISTERS). 

4.2 OPERATING MODES 
The DDC can be thought of as operating in four modes: 
RESET, COMMAND ACCEPT, COMMAND PERFORM and 
ERROR. These modes are given here in order to provide a 
functional operating description of the DOC, particularly 
when an error has been encountered. 

Mode 1 RESET: All functions are stopped, and no com
mand can be issued. During power up and be
fore initalization, the DOC is held in this mode. 
To leave this mode, pin 24 (RESET) must be 
high, a 0 must be written to the RES location in 
the OC register, and a RED command loaded 
into the DC register. This places the DOC into 
MODE 2. 

Mode 2 COMMAND ACCEPT: The DOC is free and 
ready to receive the next command (NDC bit set 
in Status register). Upon receipt of a command, 
the DOC will enter MODE 3. 

Mode 3 COMMAND PERFORM: The directed operation 
is performed. If no error is encountered, the 
DOC will return to MODE 2. An error will put the 
DOC into MODE 4. 

Mode 4 ERROR: The error needs to be serviced, and 
then the DOC can be reset by MODE 1. 

MICROPROCESSOR -
;- SELECT 

+-+ DECODE ..0IIII DDC 
A14-An 

"III • -
..0IIII REGISTER ADDRESS AU-A13/ 
"III ADO-AD13 

ALE/ADS 
iiD/MEM RD 
WR/MEMWR 

...t DATA ... 00-071 
.... ,. ADO-AD7 

INTERRUPT 

TL/F/5282-4 

FIGURE 5. Microprocessor Access to DP8466 
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r POWER UP 

MODE 1 RE-ENABLE 
RESET 

COMMAND 
RESET COMPLETE 

NO ERROR 

MODE 4 ERROR DETECTED 
ERROR 

MODE 2 
COMMAND 

ACCEPT 

MODE 3 
COMMAND 
PERFORM 

DISK 
COMMAND 

TL/F/52B2-5 

4.3 POWER UP AND INITIALIZATION 
In powering up the DOC, the counters and registers must be 
initialized before a drive can be assigned and the appropri
ate information loaded. This can be done by either holding 
pin 24 (RESET) low, or by setting the internal RES bit in the 
OC register. Both require that the DOC be held in the reset 
condition for a minimum of 32 RCLK periods and 4 BCLK 
periods before the reset condition can be cleared. Figure 7 
shows a general algorithm for both methods. After power 
up, and whenever a new drive is assigned, the appropriate 
drive format registers need to be loaded before any drive 
operation is performed. 

FIGURE 6. DDC Operating Modes 

~ 
EXTERNAL RESET(PIN 24) I+ ___ ~ __ "":" ______ -I 
LOW 'SEE NOTE 

( __ ---')1+------.1 
Note: As shown various methods are possible for power up, and it is up to the user as to which is more suitable. 
The DOC should be reset and RCLK and BCLK should be applied after power up, otherwise it may draw an excessive amount of current, 

and may cause bus contention. 
FIGURE 7. Power Up and Initialization Algorithm 
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5.0 Format, Read and Write 
5.1 DISK FORMATTING 
The formatting process is carried out through the format 
parameter and pattern registers (see FORMAT REGI§: 
TERS). These registers should be loaded during the initiaJl
zation process for the particular drive in use. The pattern 
registers are loaded with the specific 8-bit pattern to be writ
ten to the disk. The count registers specify the number of 
times each 8-bit pattern is to be written. In loading these 
registers, several things need to be kept in mind: 

• If any byte count register is loaded with zero, that field 
will be excluded, and no pattern for the corresponding 
pattern register need be loa,ded. 

• At least two header bytes must be used, with no more 
than two consecutive unused header bytes. This also 
applies to all the fields in the format, where no more 
than two consecutive fields may be deleted. The one 
exception is the internal he.ader ECC and external head
er ECC field. At least one of these fields must be pres
ent. 

• If the disk is hard sectored, no gap byte count needs to 
be loaded. See Hard Vs. Soft Sector Operation in the 
FORMAT, READ AND WRITE Section. 

The sector format options that are provided with the DDC 
are shown in Rgure 8. The fields common to the ID and 
data fields, such as the preamble, Synch, CRC/ECC and 
postamble fields, perform similar functions, and are briefly 
discussed below. 

PREAMBLE: Allows the PLL in the data separator to 
achieve phase lock. 

SYNCH # 1 and 2: Synch # 1 contains the missing clock ad
dress mark for use with soft sectored 
disks. Generally, this field is not used in 
hard sectored disks. The synch # 1 field 
can be used to extend the preamble or 
the synch fields in hard sectored mode. 
Synch # 1 and # 2 fields allow for byte 

HEADER BYTES: 

DATA: 

CRC/ECC: 

EXT.ECC: 

alignment of the DDC. 

Used to uniquely identify each sector. 
Examples are sector number, cylinder 
number, track number, etc. 

Information to be stored. 

This field is generated and checked in
ternally. 

Used with external ECC circuitry. Pro
vides space for externally generated 
ECC bytes. 

POSTAMBLE: 

GAP 3: 

Allows read gate turn off time for the PLL 
to unlock. Provides a pad so that the 
write splice does not occur at the end of 
the CRC. 

Provides protection against speed varia
tion. In soft sectored mode, its length is 
determined by the Gap Byte Count regis
ter. In hard sectored mode, this gap will 
continue until the next sector pulse. 

Format operations always start with an index pulse, and end 
with the next index pulse, thus making one track. The DDC 
has three approaches for formating disks: 

Internal Sequential 
FIFO Table 
Interlock Type 

INTERNAL SEQUENTIAL 

This mode is used where the sector number is incremented 
for each physically adjacent sector, that is, for an interleave 
of one. This mode may be used on a multi-sector operation 
to format a whole track of sequential sectors. The header 
bytes other than the sector number, such as cylinder num
ber and head number, are loaded. The Sector Counter (SC) 
is loaded with the first sector number desired on the track 
and the HC register with SSC = 1. The Number of Sector 
Operations (NSO) counter is loaded with the number of sec
tors per track. Finally, the FMT bit is set in the DC register 
in addition to bits for a Write Header/Write Data, multi
sector operation. Formatting begins upon loading the DC 
register. The last sector number written will therefore be 
[SC] + [NSO]-1. 

FIFO TABLE 

This approach is ideal for sector interleaving and offers the 
minimum of microprocessor intervention during the format 
operation. The microprocessor sets up the header bytes of 
each sector, contiguously in memory. The local DMA chan
nel or external DMA is used to transfer the header byte sets 
into the FIFO. Each set transferred is used once for each 
header field. The local DMA transfers a new set for each 
sector. The number of sectors transferred is determined by 
the NSO register. 

The format operation follows the sequence below: 

(1) Before the format operation, a full track of header byte 
sets is loaded into a memory area accessible to the 
local DMA channel. Each header byte set must contain 
an even number of bytes. If it contains an odd number 
of bytes, an extra "dummy" byte must be inserted so 
that each header byte set will be contained in an even 
byte boundary. 

(2) The DMA address is loaded with the location of the first 
byte of the first header byte set. 

10 FIELD 

DATA 
PREAMBLE 
0-31 Bytes 

10 SYNCH # 1 (AM) 
0-31 Bytes 

DATA DATA 
SYNCH # 1 (AM) SYNCH #2 

0-31 Bytes 0-31 Bytes 

HEADER BYTES 10 CRC/ECC' 
2-6 Bytes 0, 2, 4 or 6 Bytes 

DATA FIELD 

DATA DATA DATA 
FORMAT PATTERN CRC/ECC EXTECC 

1-64kBytes 0. 2, 4 or 6 Bytes 0-31 Bytes 

10 POSTAMBLE 
0-31 Bytes 

DATA 
GAP 3 

POSTAMBLE 
0-31 Bytes 0-255 Bytes 

'Note the ID GRG/EGG field and the ID EXT EGG field must not be set to zero simultaneously. 

FIGURE 8. Sector Format Fields 
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5.0 Format, Read & Write (Continued) 

(3) The Header Byte Count (HBC) is loaded with the num
ber of header bytes in each sector (2-6 bytes). 

(4) The Disk Format (OF) register is loaded with the FTF bit 
set. 

(5) The Drive Command (DC) register is loaded for a Write 
Header/Write Data, multi-sector, format operation. 

INTERLOCK TYPE 

This approach offers the most versatility, but requires fast 
microprocessor intervention. It may be used to format a 
whole track of interleaved sectors. It can also be used for 
creating files of varying sector length, but this can be very 
tricky. The DOC can format sectors with data lengths from 1 
to 64k bytes with single byte resolution. 

Interlock type formatting uses the interlock mode and the 
header complete interrupt to enable the microprocessor to 
directly update any format parameter bytes. The Operation 
Command (OC) register is loaded wth IR (Interlock Mode), 
EHI and EI bits set. The Disk Format (OF) register should be 
loaded with the FTF bit reset. The header byte pattern for 
each selected header byte must be loaded into the relevant 
register. The NSO register is loaded with the number of sec
tors to be formatted. The DC register is then loaded for a 
Write Header/Write Data, multi-sector, format operation. 

After the header field is written in the first sector, the DOC 
issues the header complete interrupt. With interlock mode 
set, the controlling microprocessor has the block of time 
until the preamble field of the next sector to read status, 
load the next sector's header bytes into the DOC registers 
and confirm this had been accomplished by writing to the 
Interlock (HBC) register. This must be done after the HMC 
interrupt for every sector, including the last sector of the 
operation. If this is not done, a Late Interlock error will occur 
when a subsequent command is loaded in the DC register. 

In a non-format operation, the user has only until the end of 
the data field to write to the HBC register (see Data Recov
ery Using The Interlock Feature in ADDITIONAL FEA
TURES). This operation is repeated until the NSO register 
decrements to zero. An interrupt will then be issued indicat
ing that the operation has completed. 

5.2 READ AND WRITE 
For initiating Read/Write operations, the necessary format 
registers need to be loaded with the appropriate information 
to enable the DOC to identify the desired sector. Multi-sec
tor operations will also require the Number of Sector Opera
tions (NSO) counter and the Sector Counter (SC). Algo
rithms outlining the read/write operations are shown in Fig
ures 10 and 11. For each of these, it is assumed that the 
parameters for the desired sector(s) have been loaded, and 
that the head is positioned over the proper track. 

READ 

During a read operation, header data passing under the disk 
head is compared to the header bytes in the DOC parame
ter RAM. If a match is found after a read command is is
sued, the data field of the identified sector will start filling 
the FIFO. Once the selected threshold data level (burst 
length) is reached, the Local DMA Request (LRO) pin will be 
asserted, Signaling that a transfer is required. When the 
LACK pin grants the bus, either the exact burst length or the 
entire FIFO contents are transferred to memory. The FIFO 
continues filling, and this process repeats until the entire 
data field has been transferred to memory. 
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WRITE 
A similar process occurs in reverse for a write operation. 
The DMA fills the FIFO, and when the correct sector is 
found, this data begins to be written to disk. When the data 
in the FIFO falls by an amount equal to the burst length, a 
transfer request is issued on LRO. When LACK is granted, 
the DMA either fills the FIFO or transfers the exact number 
of bytes specified in the burst length. This process contin
ues until a number of bytes specified by the Sector Byte 
Count register has been written to the disk. 

Multi-sector operations follow the same procedure, but the 
operation is repeated on the number of sectors specified in 
the Number of Sector Operations (NSO) counter, with an 
interrupt being generated on completion of the last sector. 

5.3 HARD SECTOR vs. SOFT SECTOR 
OPERATION 

The choice between hard and soft sectored operation is 
made through the use of the HSS bit in the Drive Format 
register. This bit, in conjunction with other control bits can 
set the DOC to perform a number of functions depending on 
whether a read, write or format operation is to be enacted. 
HSS = 0 sets the DOC for soft sectored operation, and 
HSS = 1 sets the DOC for hard sectored operation. 

FORMAT 
In hard sectored operation, the DOC assumes that sector 
pulses are present, and will ignore the gap count. Gap bytes 
will be written until a pulse is detected on the SECTOR pin. 
In soft sectored operation, the gap count will be used for 
every sector except the last. The Gap Byte Count register 
determines the Gap 3 length. For the last sector, gap bytes 
will be written until an index pulse is received. 

READ 
When reading, the need for the AMF input pulse is deter
mined by the HSS bit. For soft sectoring, the AMF input is 
required for at least one bit time within the Synch # 1 fields 
in both the 10 and Data sections of the sector. For hard 
sectoring, the AMF input is not required. 
The HSS bit in the OF register, and the SAIS command in 
the DC register define when RGA TE is asserted for various 
sector formats This is outlined below 

HSS SAIS RGATE ASSERTED: 

0 0 On index pulse 
0 1 On receipt of instruction 
1 0 On index pulse 
1 1 On index or sector pulse 

WRITE 
The HSS, MFM and SAM bits in the OF register determine 
the use of the address mark and the AME pin as follows' 

HSS MFM SAM FUNCTION 

0 0 0 AME pin activated during 10 and data 
synch # 1 fields. 

X 0 1 AME pin activated during 10 preamble. 

0 1 X Missing clocks inserted in 10 and data 
synch # 1 fields. 
AME pin indicates LPRE (if enabled). 

1 0 0 AME pin disabled. 

1 1 X Synch # 1 fields written without 
missing clock pulse. 



! ~ 5.0 Format, Read & Write (Continued) 

C 

INTERNAL SEQUENTIAL 

"SELECT AND LOAD HEADER BYTES 
"ASSIGN HEADER BYTE(S) AS 

SECTOR NUMBER(S) WITH SSC = 1 
"LOAD SC REGISTER WITH INITIAL 

SECTOR NUMBER DESIRED ArTER 
INDEX PULSE 

"LOAD NSO REGISTER WITH NUMBER 
OF SECTORS PER TRACK 

"LOAD OF REGISTER WITH FTF = " 

SET DOC FOR A WRITE HEADER, 
WRITE DATA, MULTI- SECTOR 
FORMAT OPERATION (LOAD DC 
REGISTER WITH AC) 

( CONTINUE) 

"SET UP ARRAY OF HEADER BYTES 
ONLY, FOR EACH SECTOR ON TRACK 
TO BE FORMATTED. ARRAY IS 
TRANSFERRED BY LOCAL DMA. 

"LOAD HBC REGISTER WITH 
NUMBER OF HEADER BYTES (2-6) 

"LOAD DMA ADDRESS BYTES 0 '" 
WITH ARRAY START ADDRESS 

"LOAD OF REGISTER WITH rTF = 1 

"UPDATE HEADER BYTE(S) TO NEXT 
SECTOR NUMBER 

"WRITE TO INTERLOCK (HBC) 
REGISTER (NUMBER OF HEADER 
BYTES) 

FIGURE 9. Format Track Algorithm 
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"LOAD HEADER BYTE WITH SSC = 1 
IN HC REGISTER WITH FIRST SECTOR 
NUMBER 

"LOAD OC REGISTER WITH IR = 1 , 
EI = 1 AND EHI = 1 

SET DOC FOR A WRITE HEADER, 
WRITE DATA, MULTI- SECTOR FORMAT 
OPERATION (LOAD DC REGISTER 
WITH AC) 

NO 

TL/F/52B2-7 



5.0 Format, Read & Write (Continued) 

I RESET ERROR BIT ISSUE RED COMMAND I 

IF ERROR REPEATS IN RETRIES, 
REPOSITION HEAD 

ADDRESS MARKS OR SYNCH WORDS DID 
NOT MATCH; IF ERROR REPEATS IN , .. ---< 
RETRIES, CHECK SYSTEM SET-UP 

COULD INDICATE SPEED INCOMPATI
BILITY BETWEEN SYSTEM AND DISK 
DRIVE; IF ERROR REPEATS IN 
RETRIES, CHECK SYSTEM 

CRC/ECC ERROR IN DATA FIELD; IF 
ERROR REPEATS IN RETRIES, GO TO 
CORRECTION CYCLE 

>-___ +, DISK FIELD TOO LARGE FOR ALLOTTED 
MEMORY SPACE; CHECK SYSTEM SET-UP 

MICROPROCESSOR TOO SLOW FOR 
>-=--+, INTERLOCK MODE, OR TOO MANY 

CHANGES ATTEMPTED; CHECK SOFTWARE 

TL/F/52B2-B 

FIGURE 10. Simple Read Operation 
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U) ,-------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
U) 

~ 5.0 Format, Read & Write (Continued) 
a. 
Q 

I RESET ERROR BIT ISSUE RED COMMAND I 

IF ERROR REPEATS IN RETRIES, 
REPOSITION HEAD 

COULD INDICATE SPEED INCOMPATI
BILITY BETWEEN SYSTEM AND DISK 
DRIVE; IF ERROR REPEATS IN 
RETRIES, CHECK SYSTEM 

LOAD NSO REGISTER WITH NUMBER OF 
>-=;';';"' ___ ~I SECTORS, AND SC REGISTER WITH 1 ST 

SECTOR ADDRESS IF USED 

MICROPROCESSOR TOO SLOW FOR 
>---___ ~I INTERLOCK MODE, OR TOO MANY 

CHANGES ATTEMPTED; CHECK SOFTWARE 

~..;.;.. ____ ~ DATA FIELD TOO LARGE FOR ALLOTTED 
MEMORY SPACE; CHECK SOFTWARE 

TL/F/5282-9 

FIGURE 11. Simple Write Operation 
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5.0 Format, Read & Write (Continued) 

5.4 MFM ENCODED DATA 
MFM encoding of write data is controlled by the MFM bit in 
the DF register MFM = 1 sets the DDC to write MFM data 
to the disk. MFM = 0 sets the DDC to write NRZ data to the 
disk. 

PRECOMPENSATION OF MFM ENCODED DATA 

When the MFM bit in the DF register and the EP bit in the 
DC register are set, precompensation will be indicated on 
the EPRE and LPRE pins. Precompensation is issued for 
the middle bit of a 5-bit field. In the DP8466, early and late 
precompensation will be enacted for all of the combinations 
as shown below. All other patterns will not require precom
pensation. Precompensation can be disabled by setting the 
EP bit in the DC register inactive low. 

EPRE NRZ PATTERNS 
00010 
00011 
01100 
01101 
11100 
11101 

LPRE NRZ PATTERNS 
00110 
00111 
10000 
10001 
10110 
101 11 

Precompensation outputs are aligned to provide symmetri
cal set-up and hold times relative to the rising edge of the 
WDATA outputs. This gives a half period of RCLK set-up 
time on precompensation outputs. This is shown in Figure 
12. Two bits of zero precede the preamble fields at the lead
ing edge of the write gate when writing MFM data due to 
MFM encoded delays. 

o o 
WDATA 

o 

EPRE 
r-----~----+-----+-~ 

LPRE 
r---__I~--__I---' 

5.5 ADDRESS MARK PATTERNS, MISSING 
CLOCK 

During writing and formatting a sector with MFM encoding 
enabled, a clock violation, or missing clock pulse, will be 
inserted in the synch # 1 field. This indicates the address 
mark. For an example of this, refer to Figure 13. 

When writing MFM encoded data with precompensation en
abled, only the following hex values are allowed to be load
ed into the synch # 1 pattern registers: 

Al,C2,C3,El,84,85,86,87 

With no precompensation, any pattern containing 100001 is 
valid. 

During a soft sectored read operation, an AMF pulse will be 
expected on the AMF/EPRE pin during each byte of the 
synch # 1 field. 

o o 

TLiF/S282-10 

FIGURE 12. Example of EPRE and LRPE Outputs 

TL/F/S282-11 

FIGURE 13. Missing Clock Example 
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6.0 CRC/ECC 
6.1 PROGRAMMING CRC 
The DOG is set for internal GRG by programming the disk 
Format (OF) and EGG/GRG Gontrol (EG) registers. The 
GRG-GGITT polynomial used by the DOG for the GRG code 
is given below: 

P(x) = x 16 + x 12 + x5 + 1 

The DOG uses the pattern preset to all 1 's for the GRG 
calculation. Note: If no GRG/EGG is used for the 10 fields, 
an external EGG must be used. 

6.2 PROGRAMMING ECC 
There are two sets of six registers used to program the 
EGG. One set of six is used to program the polynomial taps, 
while the other set is used to establish a preset pattern 
(typically ali 1 's). Bits contained in the EGG Gontrol (EG) 
register are used to control the correction span. The OF 
register contains bits for choosing the desired type of ap
pendage: Either 32 or 48-bit programmable EGG polynomi
als, or the 16-bit GGITT GRG polynomial is possible. 

PROGRAMMING POLYNOMIAL TAPS 

To program a polynomial .into the shift register, each tap 
position used in the code must be set to 0, and all unused 
taps should be set to 1. The bit aSSignment for these regis
ters in 48 and 32-bit modes is shown in the tables that fol
low. It is important that for 32-bit codes, PTB2 and PTB3 all 
be set to 1 'so Failure to do so will result in improper opera
tion. Also, x48 and x32 are implied, i.e., a 32-bit EGG will 
always contain the x32 term and a 48-bit EGG will always 
contain the x48 term. For both EGG's, the term xC (or 1) is 
also implied, even though this bit is accessible. 

Tap Assignment 48-Blt Mode 

REG# ADDR 
BITNUMBER 

DB7 DB6 DBS DB4 DB3 DB2 DBl DBO 

PTBO 08 x7 x6 x5 x4 x3 x2 xl XJ 
PTBl 09 x 15 x14 x 13 x12 x ll x lO x9 xB 
PTB2 OA x23 x22 x2l x20 x 19 x18 x17 x 16 

PTB3 08 x3l x30 x 29 x28 x27 x26 x25 x24 

PTB4 OC x 39 x38 x37 x36 x35 x34 x33 x 32 

PTB5 00 x47 x46 x45 x44 x43 x42 x4l x40 

Tap Assignment 32-Bit Mode 

REG# ADDR 
BIT NUMBER 

DB7 DB6 DBS DB4 DB3 DB2 DBl DBO 

PTBO 08 x7 x6 x5 x4 x3 x2 xl XJ 
PTBl 09 x15 x14 x 13 x 12 x ll x lO x9 xB 
PTB2 OA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
PTB3 08 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
PTB4 OC x23 x22 x 2l x20 x 19 x18 x 17 x 16 

PTB5 00 x3l x30 x29 x28 x27 x26 x25 x24 
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PROGRAMMING PRESET PATTERN 

To program the preset pattern that the shift registers will be 
preset to, PPBO-PPB5 must be initialized. As in the polyno
mial taps, x48, x32, and XJ are implied. The assignment of 
the bits for 48 and 32 bit modes is shown in the tables on 
the following pages. 

The value programmed into each register will be the preset 
pattern for the eight bits of the corresponding shift register. 
For typical operation, these will be programmed to all 1 'so 
All unused presets must be set to O. In 32-bit mode, PPB2 
and PPB3 must be set to all O's. Failure to do so will result in 
improper operation. 

Preset Bit Assignment 48-Bit Mode 

REG# ADDR 
BIT NUMBER 

DB7 DB6 DBS DB4 DB3 DB2 DBl 

PPBO 02 x7 x6 x5 x4 x3 x2 xl 

PPBl 03 x 15 x14 x13 x 12 x ll x lO x9 
PPB2 04 x23 x22 x2l x20 x 19 x 18 x17 

PPB3 05 x3l x30 x29 x 28 x 27 x 26 x25 

PPB4 06 x39 x 38 x 37 x 36 x 35 x 34 x33 

PPB5 07 x47 x46 x45 x44 x43 x42 x4l 

Preset Bit Assignment 32-Bit Mode 

REG# ADDR 
BIT NUMBER 

DB7 DB6 DBS DB4 DB3 DB2 DBl 

PPBO 02 x7 x6 x5 x4 x3 x2 xl 

PPBl 03 x 15 x14 x 13 x12 x ll x lO x9 
PPB2 04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PPB3 05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PPB4 06 x23 x 22 x 2l x20 x19 x 18 x17 

PPB5 07 x3l x30 x29 x28 x27 x26 x25 

RECOMMENDED POLYNOMIAL AS AN EXAMPLE 

To program the 32-bit polynomial of the form: 

DBO 

XJ 
xB 
x16 

x24 

x32 

x40 

DBO 

xC 
xB 
0 
0 

x 16 

x24 

x32 + x28+ x26 + x 19 + x 17 + x lO + x6+ x2 + 1 

with a preset of all 1 's, a correction span of 5-bits with no 
header/data encapsulation, the following registers would be 
programmed as shown. Note that PTB2 and PTB3 must be 
all 1 's and PPB2 and PPB3 must be all O's in 32-bit mode. 



6.0 CRC/ECC (Continued) 

Polynomial Taps 

REG# 
BIT NUMBER 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

PTBO 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 
PTBl 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
PTB2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
PTB3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
PTB4 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 
PTB5 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 

Preset Pattern 

REG# 
BIT NUMBER 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

PTBO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
PTBI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
PTB2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PTB3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PTB4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
PTB5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

ECC Control Register 

BIT# 
~+-+-~-+-+~--~ 

SET 

6.3 OPERATION DURING CORRECTION 
The DOC can be set to correct an error any time one has 
been detected and before another operation has begun. 
The user decides when to initiate the correction. The sector 
in question can be re-read several times to insure that the 
error is repeatable. If so, the error can be considered a hard 
error on the disk and a correction can be attempted. Since 
the DOC does not contain drive control circuitry, it is the 
user's responsibility to provide the programming for the exe
cution of any re-read operations and the associated deci
sion making. 

The syndrome bytes in the ECC shift register will contain the 
bit error information. The bytes in error will already have 
been transferred to memory. Once initiated, the correction 
is performed internal to the DOC, leaving the bus free for 
other operations. An interrupt will be issued within the time it 
takes to read a sector, indicating whether the error was cor
rected or not. During this time, the erroneous sector in 
memory will remain unchanged. 

Error correction time is determined by the error's location in 
the sector. The nearer to the start of the sector, the longer 
the DOC takes to locate the error. This time can be deter
mined using the formula shown at right. It should be noted 
that this is internal correction time only; more time is re
quired for the microprocessor to perform additional opera
tions. 

Before initiating a correction operation, the DOC needs to 
be reset, and re-enabled (see Operating Modes in DOC OP
ERATION). The Sector Byte Count registers must be initial
ized to [sector length] + 4 for 32-bit mode or [sector 
length] + 6 for 48-bit mode. The correction command 
should be issued when the counter has been updated. 
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The DOC will issue an interrupt after the correction cycle is 
complete. Other activities (such as completion of remote 
DMA) may issue interrupts before this happens. These inter
rupts should be serviced to allow the Correction Cycle Com
plete interrupt to be issued. The CCA bit in the Status regis
ter will be high during the entire correction cycle. It will be 
reset when the cycle has completed. The ED bit in the 
Status register will remain active throughout the correction 
cycle. 

If after an interrupt, the Status register is read and the CCA 
bit is low, the Error register is read to see if the correction 
was successful. If the CF bit is set, this signifies that the 
error was non-correctable. This usually means that two er
rors have occurred with extremities exceeding the selected 
correction span. Failure to correct an error is serious and 
the system should be notified that the data from that sector 
is erroneous. 

If the CF bit was not set, the error was corrected. The micro
processor then computes the address of the first byte in the 
data field that contains the error. That address is: [current 
value of DMA Address Bytes 0 & lJ - [Sector Byte Count L 
& H] + [Data Byte Count L & H] - 1. 

Errors are corrected by XOR'ing syndrome bytes (ECC SR 
Out 0-5) with the bytes in the data record in memory that 
contain the error. The Data Byte Count can be used to de
termine whether the error is in the ECC or data field. If the 
Data Byte Count is greater than the maximum sector length, 
the error is in the ECC field and no correction should be 
attempted. If the Data Byte Count is less than the sector 
length, the error is in the data field (or it may straddle the 
data and ECC fields) and may be corrected. 

For performing a correction with 32-bit EGG, the following 
shift registers should be read sequentially to obtain the syn
drome byte pattern: 

ECC SR Out 1, ECC SR Out 4, ECC SR Out 5 

ECC SR Out 2 and 3 are not used in 32-bit mode and will 
contain O's if read. ECC SR Out 0 will contain all O's if the 
error is correctable, and may contain some set bits if it is 
not. 

ECC SR Out 1 will always contain the first bits in error. The 
succeeding bits will be contained in ECC SR Out 4 and 5. If 
the maximum span of 15 bits is used, all three registers may 
be needed, depending on where the first bit occurs. 

To correct the error, the syndrome bits in these registers are 
XOR'ed with the data bits contained in buffer memory. The 
corrected data is then written back to the buffer memory, 
replacing the data in error. The address of the first byte in 
error is computed by the microprocessor as described 
above. 

DATA FIELD I ECC 

......--x ___ 1 

TL/F/52B2-12 

Approximate Correction Time = (1- Xllf 
I ~ Entire length of data field and EGG appendage (in bits) 

x = Distance from least significant bit to first error location (in bits) 

f ~ read clock frequency (in hertz) 

FIGURE 14. Calculating Correction Time 
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6.0 CRC/ECC (Continued) 

1 st Data Byte with Error -+ 

2nd Data Byte with Error -+ 

3rd Data Byte with Error -+ 

DATA BYTES 
FROM 

BUFFER MEMORY 

J. 
BYTE 27 

BYTE 28 

BYTE 29 

BYTE 30 

BYTE 31 

J. 

-+ Ell -+ 

-+ Ell -+ 

-+ Ell -+ 

CORRECTED 
DATA BYTES 

SYNDROME RETURNED TO 
BYTES BUFFER MEMORY 

ECCSR OUT 1 -+ BYTE 28 

ECCSROUT4 -+ BYTE 29 

ECCSROUT5 -+ BYTE 30 

FIGURE 15. 32·Blt ECC Correction Process 

To perform a 48·bit ECC correction, the following registers 
should be read sequentially: 

ECC SR Out 1, EGG SR Out 2, EGG SR Out 3 

EGC SR Out 0, 4 lind 5 are not used for outputting syn
drome bits for correction in 48-bit mode and will contain O's 
for a correctable error. If the error is non-correctable, th~se 
registers may contain some set bits. Syndrome bit location 
and error correction is performed as in 32-bit mode. 

1 st Data Byte wi!h Error -+ 

2nd Data Byte with Error -+ 

3rd Data Byte with Error -+ 

DATA BYTES 
FROM 

BUFFER MEMORY 

J. 
BYTE 13 

BYTE 14 

BYTE 15 

BYTE 16 

BYTE 17 

-+ 

-+ 

-+ 

EXAMPLE OF A 32·BIT CORRECTION 

Shown in Figure 17, is a record with several bits read in 
error from disk. Bits D4, D11, 013 and 014, now located in 
memory, were incorrectly and need to be corrected. As can 
be seen, the correction pattern provided in EGG SR Out 1 
and 2 can be used to correct bits 04, 011, 013 and D14. 
The GPU reads the Data Byte Count and computes that it 
points to the first byte read from disk. This byte is XOR'ed 
with ECG SR Out 1 and is written back to memory. The 
second byte read from the disk is XOR'ed with EGG SR Out 
4 and then written back. EGG SR Out 5 need not be used 
since it contains all O's. 

CORRECTED 
DATA BYTES 

SYNDROME RETURNED TO 
BYTES BUFFER MEMORY 

Ell -+ EGCSROUT1 -+ BYTE 14 

Ell -+ ECCSROUT2 -+ BYTE 15 

Ell -+ ECCSROUT3 -+ BYTE 16 

FIGURE 16. 48·Blt ECC Correction Process 

Syndrome Pattern Buffer Memory 

REGISTER 
BITNUMBER 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
CORRESPONDING 

BUFFERDATA BITPATTERN 

ECCSROUT1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 D7 D6 D5 03 02 01 00 
ECCSROUT4 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 015 D12 010 D9 08 
ECCSROUT5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D23 D22 D21 020 019 018 017 016 

• = location of bits in error 

FIGURE 17. Example of a 32·Blt Correction 
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6.0 CRC/ECC (Continued) 

INITIALIZE SECTOR BYTE COUNT REGISTER TO: 
• SECTOR LENGTH + 4 (FOR 32-BIT ECC) 
• SECTOR LENGTH + 6 (FOR 48-BIT ECC) 

ERROR IS 
NONCORRECTABLE 

ERROR IS ONLY IN ECC 
FIELD; DO NOT CORRECT. 
DATA IS GOOD 

COMPUTE ADDRESS or FIRST DATA BYTE IN ERROR: 
(CURRENT ADDRESS OF DMA ADDRESS BYTES). 

- (SECTOR BYTE COUNT L Ie H) 
+ (DATA BYTE COUNT L Ie H) 
- 1 
= DESIRED ADDRESS 

NO 

YES 

FIGURE 18. Correction Cycle Algorithm 
THIS CYCLE CAN ONL Y BE 

INITIA TED AFTER A READ 

DATA OPERATION HAS 

BEEN COMPLETED 
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6.0 CRC/ECC (Continued) 

A note of cautiorr. If the DOC is in the tracking DMA mode 
when a data error occurs, the remote DMA channel will 
transfer the sector in error to its destination in the system. 
The DOC will still interrupt to indicate that it has detected an 
error. It is then up to the system to get the DOC to correct 
the error in buffer memory and retransfer the corrected data 
to the system. 

6.4 ECC CHECK USING LONG READ AND 
LONG WRITE 

During a normal read or write operation, the size of the data 
field is specified by the Sector Byte Count register pair. If 
the data field is extended during a readback, the ECC ap
pendage can be read in as data and analyzed outside the 
DOC. This is what is known as a long read. 

/----- NORMAl. R£AD or DATA'----j 

I 256 BYTE DATA rlELD I 4 BYTE EtC I 
~ LONG R£AD or DATA TO INCLUDE ECC APPENDAGE---I 

TUF/5282-14 

'Read length defined by Sector Byte Count register pair. 

FIGURE 19. Example of a Long Read 
Ukewise, an externally generated ECC appendage can be 
added to the data and written to the disk as data with or 
without the onboard CRC/ECC generator enabled. This is 
known as a long write. 

By using long reads and long writes in conjunction with ex
ternal software used to produce data fields and external 
CRC/ECC appendages, various diagnostic programs can 
be devised to test the DOC's internal correction functions 
and ECC generation circuitry. These tests could be incorpo
rated in the initialization algOrithm to test the chip each time 
it is powered up. 

7.0 Data Transfer 
7.1 DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS (DMA) 
The DOC is designed to work efficiently in two major system 
configurations: 

(1) A single system bus with shared data buffer/system 
memory (see Figure 20). 

(2) A dual bus environment with a local microprocessor, 
buffer memory and DP8466 on a local bus interfacing 
the host system bus through an I/O port (see Figure 21). 

All DMA activity is supported by the following three features: 

PROGRAMMABLE BURST LENGTH (THRESHOLD) 
Here, the transfer of data between the 32-byte FIFO on the 
DOC and the external memory (local or main) involves the 
use of internal or external local DMA channel. While writing 
to the disk, the DOC will initiate a transfer when the FIFO 
has been depleted by the burst length. It will also initiate a 
transfer while reading from the disk when the FIFO fills to 
the burst length. This length is selectable from 2, 8, 16 or 24 
bytes, allowing for the variations in bus latency time encoun
tered in most systems. 
At the start of a write operation, the FIFO will be filled up in 
a series of bursts of the programmed length. 
If the exact burst option is not selected, the FIFO will be 
completely filled (if writing to disk) or emptied (if reading 
from disk) in one DMA operation. The burst length is always 
the threshold at which the transfer will be requested and is 
independent of the DMA mode, including slave. 
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8-BIT I16-BIT WIDE TRANSFERS 
Byte or word wide data transfer can be selected for both 
local and remote DMA channels. Word wide tranfers with 
local DMA use the ADO-15 pins, and byte wide use the 
ADO-7 pins. Both the local and the remote DMA addresses 
are incremented by 2 for word wide transfers, and 1 for byte 
wide transfers. Commands and DOC parameter registers 
are loaded and read only 8-bits at a time, using ADO-7. 

REVERSE BYTE ORDER 
This option is only valid for 16-bit wide transfers using the 
local DMA channel. This should not be used for a bit wide 
transfers. It enables the two bytes being transferred to be 
mapped with the high order byte to ADO-7 and the low 
order byte to ADa -15, or vice-versa. 

The DOC has provisions to accommodate five DMA modes. 
These are as follows: 

EXTERNAL DMA: 1. Slave Mode 

INTERNAL DMA, Single Bus: 2. 16-Bit Local Mode 

3. 32-Bit Local Mode 

Multiple Bus: 4. Non-Tracking Mode 

5. Tracking Mode 

All five modes accommodate the three configurations just 
described. All DMA modes, except external slave, use an 
incrementing address. Local channel transfers always have 
priority over remote channel transfers unless externally re
priOritized. If the local channel is used, its transfer length is 
always automatically loaded from the Sector Byte Count 
register pair. 

7.2 EXTERNAL DMA 

SLAVE MODE 
In this mode, no on-chip DMA control is used. LRQ and 
LACK pins are connected to an external DMA controller. 
After LACK has been granted, I/O RD and I/O WR from the 
DMA controller are used to strobe data between the internal 
FIFO and the DOC I/O port. 8-bit and 16-bit wide data trans
fers are possible. Throughout this data sheet, reference has 
been made to the use of on-chip DMA for the transfer of 
data. It is important to note here that external DMA can be 
used in place of this if so desired. 

7.3 INTERNAL DMA 
The following four modes all use on-chip DMA control with 
at least the local channel serving as bus master for data 
transfers between the internal FIFO and memory. 

SINGLE BUS SYSTEMS 
The following two modes support a single bus and a single 
shared buffer/system memory. Bus access should be guar
anteed before the FIFO overflows or empties during a disk 
transfer operation. A FIFO Data Lost error (FDL bit in Error 
register) will be flagged and the operation aborted if this fails 
to happen. Different system latency times can be accommo
dated by the selectable burst length. 

16-BIT LOCAL MODE 
SLD bit is set and LA bit is reset in the L T register. Only the 
16-bit local DMA channel is enabled. 64k bytes are directly 
addressable by the DOC. Address data is presented on 
ADO-15 and latched with ADSO. Transfers always take 4 
BCLK cycles if no wait states are issued. 
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7.0 Data Transfer (Continued) 

32-BIT LOCAL MODE 

SLD bit and LA bit are both set in the L T register. SRD bit in 
the RT register must be reset. The local DMA channel is 
now set to issue 32-bit addresses using the remote DMA 
channel as the upper 16-bit address register. 4 G bytes are 
addressable by the DDC. During the first DMA cycle of a 
newly programmed address, or after a roll-over of the lower 
16-bit address counter occurs, ADS1 strobes a new high 
order word (A 16-31) into the external address latches. Each 
time this happens, the DMA cycle is 5 BCLK periods long. 
When a new high order address is not needed, the DMA 
cycle is 4 BCLK periods long. ADSO is used as an output to 
latch the low order word (AO-15) from the ADO-15 pins into 
the address latch. 

MULTIPLE BUS SYSTEMS 

The following two modes support a dual bus environment, 
where a local microprocessor, buffer memory and the 
DP8466 interface to the host through an I/O port. The dif
ference between tracking and non-tracking mode is whether 
the DDC or the controlling microprocessor ensures that an 
attempt to read data from buffer memory does not occur 
before data has been written there. Basic algorithms for 
both are shown in Figures 22 and 23. 

TRACKING MODE 

SLD bit set and LA bit reset in the L T register. SRD bit and 
TM bit set in the RT register. The DDC ensures that data is 
not overwritten by data transferred from the FIFO. 

This mode effectively turns the buffer memory into a large 
FIFO. This is accomplished through the use of the DMA 
Sector Counter (DSC), which keeps track of the difference 
between sectors read/written to the disk and the sectors 
transferred to/from the host system. Each time the source 
transfers a sector of data into buffer memory (length deter
mined by the Sector Byte Count register pair), the DSC reg
ister is incremented. It is decremented each time the desti
nation has transferred a sector of data. Whenever the DSC 
register contents become zero, destination transfers are in
hibited. This mode faCilitates multi-sector operations. 

Example: Tracking Mode, Disk Read 

• Source is local DMA 

• Destination is remote DMA 

• DSC register is reset automatically upon start of opera
tion 

• Local and remote start address, SC, NSO, OC and final
ly DC registers are loaded. Other registers may need to 
be updated, but this is a minimum set. 

A sector is read from the disk and is transferred in bursts 
from the FIFO to the buffer memory by local DMA. The DSC 
register then increments and the remote channel can begin 
transferring the first sector from the buffer memory to the 
host system. Burst transfers can be interleaved with local 
DMA, remote DMA and microprocessor all sharing the bus. 
The local channel bursts have priority over remote bursts. If 
the remote channel manages to transfer a sector before the 
local channel has completed the next sector, the DSC regis
ter will decrement to zero. Further remote transfers are in
hibited until the local channel completes another sector and 
increments the DSC. In other words, each time a local sec-
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tor has been transferred, the DSC is incremented and each 
time a remote sector completes, the DSC is decremented. 
Therefore, the DDC prevents further buffer memory con
tents that have not been previously loaded with valid data 
by the local DMA from being transferred to the host system. 
The remote channel continues operation until the last byte 
from the buffer memory has been transferred. An interrupt is 
issued upon completion of the operation. 

NON-TRACKING MODE 

SLD bit set and LA bit reset in the L T register. SRD bit set 
and TM bit reset in the RT register. The remote and local 
channel addresses are completely independent. The con
trolling microprocessor must insure that the data to be 
transferred by the remote channel is not over-written by the 
local channel and vice-versa. DMA address and count regis
ters are set up independently. Remote start address (DMA 
Address Bytes 2 and 3) and Remote Data Byte Count regis
ters must be loaded before SRI or SRO bits are set in the 
OC register. Local or remote transfers may already be in 
progress when the other channel is started. The local chan
nel has priority over the remote channel. Local bus utiliza
tion is then interleaved between the local channel, the re
mote channel and the controlling microprocessor. 

By setting both SRI and SRO simultaneously, any non-track
ing remote DMA operation will stop. The present remote 
address and remote data byte count will be retained and the 
local DMA will be unaffected. Loading the original OC in
struction (input or output) will restart the original instruction 
from the last remote DMA address. 

DMA Mode Select Table 

DMAMode 
LT Register RTReglster 
SLD LA SRD TM 

SLAVE 0 0 0 0 

16-BIT LOCAL 1 0 0 0 

32-BIT LOCAL 1 1 0 0 

TRACKING 1 0 1 1 

NON-TRACKING 1 0 1 0 

NOTE: In either tracking or non-traCking mode, if either 
channel is loaded with an odd byte transfer cou, ,t, the DDC 
will transfer the next higher even number of bytes. For ex
ample, if 511 was loaded into the Remote Data Byte Count 
registers, 512 bytes would be transferred, with valid data 
only in the first 511 bytes. 

DMA WAIT STATES 

INTERNAL 
Both DMA channels can independently be set to lengthen 
the RD and WR strobes by one clock cycle (LSRW bit in the 
L T register and RSRW bit in the RT register). This lengthens 
each transfer from 4 cycles to 5 cycles of the BCLK. 

EXTERNAL 
By enabling the external wait states (in the RT register), the 
EXT STAT pin is configured to insert wait states in each RD 
and WR pulse as long as this input is high. This is valid for 
both the local and remote DMA channels. 
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LOAD DMA ADDRESS BYTE 
REGISTERS WITH LOCAL AND 
REMOTE START ADDRESSES 

• LOAD SC ,. NSO REGISTERS 
FOR A MULTI-SECTOR 
OPERATION, IF NEEDED 
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REGISTERS AS NEEDED 

LOAD DC REGISTER FOR A 
COMPARE HEADER/WRITE 
DATA OPERATION 

CONTINUE 

LOAD DC REGISTER FOR A 
COMPARE HEADER/READ 
DATA OPERATION 
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NOTE: DMA operation is completely automatic for the duration of the command. For example, when reading 
disk. local DMA emptieslfills the FIFO and remote DMA transfers data at least one sector behind the local 
channel to an 1/0 port. For disk write, local channel will be at least one sector behind the remote channe\. 

FIGURE 22. Tracking Mode for Normal Disk Read/Write 
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NOTE: This is the most baSic of non-tracking mode operations, and unlimited, more versatile algorithms 
can be bui~ up from this. 

FIGURE 23. Non-Tracking Mode for Normal Disk Read/Write 
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8.0 Interrupts 
Interrupts can only occur if the EI bit in the DC register is 
set. If it is not set, the INT pin is always de-asserted high. 16 
RCLK periods (3.2 ".s at 5 Mbitlsec data rate) must pass 
before servicing an interrupt (i.e. reading Status). Failure to 
do this will result in servicing the same interrupt twice. There 
are four general conditions that may cause an interrupt to 
occur: 

Operation Complete 
Header Complete 

Error 
Correction Cycle Complete 

OPERATION COMPLETE 

This interrupt indicates that the current DDC operation has 
completed and the DDC is ready to execute a new com
mand. Commands can be loaded sooner by setting EHI bit 
in the DC register. The Next Disk Command (NDC) bit in the 
Status register is set coincident with the Header Complete 
interrupt. New disk commands can be loaded before DMA 
operation is finished if NDC is set. If the command is a multi
sector operation, the end of operation interrupt will occur 
only after the operation is completed in the last sector of 
operation. The INT pin is asserted low when: 

• Disk operation is completed for any command that is not 
a disk read operation. 

• A read operation in the tracking DMA mode after the 
remote transfer is complete. 

• A read operation in the non-tracking DMA mode after the 
local transfer is complete. 

• A non-tracking mode remote DMA transfer is completed. 
This is independent of the disk operation or the local 
DMA. 

HEADER COMPLETE: 

If the EHI and EI bits are set in the DC register, an interrupt 
will occur when any header operation is complete. Multi
sector operations will generate an interrupt after each head
er in each sector has been operated on. It is asserted two 
bit times into the ID postamble. This function allows the 
changing of header bytes (and parameter RAM in general) 
on the fly. The Header Complete interrupt can be used in 
conjunction with the Interlock Required (IR) bit in the DC 
register set to insure that changes have been completed 
before the next sector is encountered (see Interlock Type 
formatting). Another normal mode of use would be to notify 
the controlling microprocessor when the next disk com
mand can be loaded. This interrupt is coincident with the 
Next Disk Command (NDC) bit being set in the Status regis
ter. 

ERROR 

Any bit set in the Error register sets the ED bit in the Status 
register and causes an interrupt. 

CORRECTION CYCLE COMPLETE 

An interrupt will occur at the end of an internal correction 
cycle, regardless of whether the error was corrected or not. 
If the error was non-correctable, the CF bit will be set in the 
Error register. This will not generate two interrupts. 
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CLEARING INTERRUPTS 

The INT pin will be forced inactive high any time the Status 
register is being read. If an interrupt condition arises during 
a status read, this condition will assert INT as soon as the 
status read is finished. 

Interrupts can also be cleared by setting the internal RES 
bit, or by asserting the external RESET pin. 

9.0 Additional Features 
9_1 DATA RECOVERY USING THE INTER-

LOCK FEATURE 
The potential use of the interlock feature is in recovering 
data from a sector with an unreadable header field. It is 
assumed that the number of the sector physically preceding 
the bad sector on the disk is known. A single-sector opera
tion will be performed on these sectors, and the Drive Com
mand register will be changed in between them. The follow
ing steps will recover the data: 

• The header bytes of the physical sector preceding the 
desired sector are loaded into the relevant byte pattern 
registers. 

• The DC register must be loaded with the EI, EHI and IR 
bits set. This enables the Header Complete interrupt as 
well as the interlock feature. 

• The DC register is loaded for a single-sector, Compare 
Header/Check Data operation. 

• After the Header Complete interrupt, the DC register 
must be loaded with an Ignore Header/Read Data oper
ation, and the Interlock (HBC) register written to. If the 
controlling microprocessor fails to write to the H BC regis
ter before the end of the data field of the first sector, a 
Late Interlock error (LI bit in Error register) will be 
flagged, and the operation will be terminated with an in
terrupt. 

• When the HMC interrupt occurs on the second sector, 
the Interlock (HBC) register must be written to again in 
order to avoid LI error. 

• The operation will terminate normally when the data from 
the badly labeled sector has been read. 

9.2 HFASM FUNCTION 
The Header Failed Although Sector number Matched 
(HFASM) function on the DDC can be used to perform 
maintainance and diagnostic functions, both of which will be 
briefly outlined here. 

The HFASM function is !lnabied by setting the EHF bit in at 
least one of the Header Control registers, with a Compare 
Header command loaded into the DC register. More than 
one header byte may have its EHF bit set. If anyone of the 
header byte(s) with it's EHF bit set matched, but any other 
header byte(s) (regardless of the state of their EHF bit) 
don't match, an HFASM error will occur. 



9.0 Additional Features (Continued) 

LOAD HEADER BYTES OF" 
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SERVICE INTERRUPT 

FIGURE 24. Data Recovery Algorithm 
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9.0 Additional Features (Continued) 

In this way, the HFASM function performs a maintenance 
type function, and can often indicate that the head is posi
tioned over the wrong track. It is independent of whether or 
not a CRC failure has occurred. An HFASM failure will not 
stop operation until the header CRC bytes have been com
pared and the CRC check is completed. 

To perform a diagnostic function, the header can be read 
and analyzed. This can be done only during a Compare 
HeaderlCheck Data operation with HFASM enabled. This 
causes the header patterns coming from the disk to be writ
ten into the FIFO. We must assume that the FIFO is empty 
(or has been reset before the operation) in order for this 
operation not to interfere with data transfers. If an HFASM 
error occurs during a Header Compare, the FIFO will be left 
intact and the header with the error can be read out of the 
FIFO from the Header Diagnostic Readback (HDR) register. 
(Note: LWDT of the local transfer register must be set to 
match the bus width of the accessing MP for this function.) 

If an HFASM error did not occur, the FIFO will be cleared 
and the header patterns that were stored there will be lost. 
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32·BIT OMA 

DP8466 
DISK DATA 

CONTROLLER 

DATA 

This process can only be enabled for one disk command. 
The Compare HeaderlCheck Data command will enable 
this function. Any other command will disable it. 

10.0 Typical System Configurations 
10.1 LOW COST SYSTEM 
In a single bus system, the DOC can directly address 4G 
bytes of main memory. The 16-bit 1/0 port (ADO-15) is ex
ternally demultiplexed and buffered with the octal latches 
and drivers. The main microprocessor, through a separate 
disk drive control 1/0 block, is responsible for commands 
like Head Select, Seek, TRK 000, Drive select, etc. Bus ac
cess must be guaranteed before the FIFO overflows or 
empties. A short burst length (L T and RT registers) accom
modates longer bus latency times and helps to insure this. 
The burst capability allows for other bus operations to be 
interleaved while the FIFO is filling (during a read) or empty
ing (during a write). If long, important CPU operations are 
required, the next configuration must be used. 

MAIN BUS 

FIGURE 25. Low Cost System Configuration TL/F/5282-20 
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10.0 Typical System Configuration (Continued) 

10.2 HIGH PERFORMANCE SYSTEM a cache for track or file buffering and command lists can be 
This configuration provides a local bus for the DOC to share down-loaded for execution by the microprocessor. The two 
with the local microprocessor and a buffer memory. Here, DMA channels can both directly address 64k bytes of buffer 
whole blocks of data can be transferred between the DOC memory. The local DMA channel transfers data between 
and buffer memory without interfering with the system bus. the buffer memory and the internal FIFO. The remote DMA 
This leaves the main CPU to perform important operations channel transfers data between the buffer memory and the 
and to allow data transfers when it is ready. This configura- host 1/0 port. With the addition of a bi-directional buffer 
tion is also used in intelligent drives or systems that comply isolating the DOC from the microprocessor, simultaneous 
to SCSI or IPI specifications. A local bus, dedicated micro- drive operations can be accomplished. While the DOC is 
processor and buffer memory are main characteristics of an transferring data via DMA with the buffer memory, the local 
intelligent disk interface. The buffer memory can be used as microprocessor can issue drive control commands. 
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INDEX 
11.0 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 13.15 Local and Remote DMA Interleaving 

12.0 DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
13.16 RRQ Assertion after Writing to OC Register for a 

Remote Transfer 

13.0 AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS & TIMING 13.17 Read Data Timing 
DIAGRAMS 13.18 RGATE Assertion from Index or Sector Pulse Input 

13.1 Register Read (Latched Register Select: 13.19 Write Data Timing for NRZ Type Data 
ADSO Active) 13.20 WGATE Assertion from Index or Sector Pulse Input 

13.2 Register Read (Non-Latched Register Select: 13.21 Write Data Timing for MFM Type Data 
ADSO = 1) 13.22 Positional Timing for SDV and EEF 

13.3 Register Write (Latched Register Select: 13.23 Field Envelope Timing 
ADSO Active) 

13.4 Register Write (Non-Latched Register Select: 
13.24 EXT STAT Timing When Used as External By1e 

Synch 
ADSO = 1) 

13.25 EXT STAT Timing When Using External ECC 
13.5 LRQ Timing with External DMA 

13.6 Reading FIFO Data in DMA Slave Mode 14.0 AC TIMING TEST CONDITIONS 

13.7 Writing FIFO Data in DMA Slave Mode 
15.0 MISCELLANEOUS TIMING INFORMATION 

13.8 Local and Remote DMA Acknowledge 
15.1 Status Register Timing 

13.9 DMA Address Generation 
15.2 Error Register Timing 

13.10 DMA Memory Write 
15.3 General Timing for Read Gate 

13.11 DMA Memory Read 
15.4 Write Gate Timing 

13.12 DMA with Internal Wait States 
15.5 Normal Interrupts 

13.13 DMA with External Wait States 
15.6 Derating Factor 

13.14 DMA Control Signals 

11.0 Absolute Maximum Ratings* 
Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not Storage Temperature Range (TSTG) -65·C to + 150·C 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated Power Dissipation (PO) 500mW 
reliability electrical test specifications document. Lead Temperature (TL) (Soldering 10 sec.) 260·C 
Supply Voltage (Vecl -0.5 to +7.0V 

ESD maximum rating: All pins are capable of withstanding 
DC Input Voltage (VIN) -0.5 to Vee+0.5V 1600 volts. 
DC Output Voltage (VOUT) -0.5 to Vee+0.5V "'Absolute Maximum Ratings are those values beyond which damage to the 

device may occur. 

12.0 DC Electrical Characteristics (Vee = 5V ± 10%, unless otherwise specified) T A = O·C to + 70·C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Limit Units 

VIH Minimum High Level Input Voltage (Note 1) 2.0 V 

VIL Maximum Low Level Input Voltage (Note 1) 0.8 V 

VOH1 Minimum High Level IIOUTI = 2Ol'-A Vee - 0.1 V 

VOH2 Output Voltage ADSO, ADS1 IIOUTI = 4.0 mA 3.5 V 
(Note 2) For All Other Outputs IIOUTI = 2.0 mA 

VOL1 Minimum Low Level !louTI = 2Ol'-A 0.1 V 

VOL2 
Output Voltage 
(Note 2) 

ADSO, ADS1 !louTI = 4.0 mA 0.4 V 
For All Other Outputs IIOUTI = 2.0 mA 

liN Maximum Input Current VIN = Vee or GND ±1 I'-A 

loz Maximum TRI-STATE Output VOUT = Vee or GND ±10 I'-A Leakage Current 

Average Supply Current VIN = Vee or GND 
DP8466N-12 BCLK = RCLK = 12 MHz 12 30 mA 
(Note 3) lOUT = Ol'-A 

Average Supply Current VIN = Vee or GND 
lee DP8466N-20 RCLK = 20 MHz 20 40 mA 

(Note 3) BCLK = 16 MHz, lOUT = Ol'-A 

Average Supply Current VIN = Vee or GND 
DP8466N-25 BCLK = 20 MHz 25 45 mA 
(Note 3) RCLK = 25 MHz 

lOUT = Ol'-A 
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12.0 DC Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Note 1: limited functional test patterns are performed at these levels. The majority of functional test patterns are performed with input levels of 3V for AC Timing 
Verification. 

Note 2: Outputs are "conditioned" for Tested States by normal functional test patterns. Device clocks are disabled and a purely static measurement is performed. 

Note 3: Device is in normal operating mode and is measured with bypass capacitor of 0.1 J.LF between Vee and Ground. 

13.0 AC Electrical Characteristics & Timing Diagrams 
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR PRELIMINARY TIMING FOR THE DP8466 

Note: Refer to 11.4 for AC Timing Test Conditions. 

Refer to 11.5.6 for derating factor. 

13.1 REGISTER READ (Latched Register Select: ADSO Active) 

19:""J ( ) RSO-S 

AOSO 

QaSdh_ asdv 
QSWI 

.. ' 

Cs \. I 
I_CSdV- '~ csdz . rw . 

-
RD 

.-rdv-oo ~rdz ....... 

AOO-7 PD< -
TL/F/5282-22 

Symbol Parameter 
DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 Units 

Min Max Min Max 

rss Register Select Setup to ADSO Low 10 15 ns 

rsh Register Select Hold to ADSO Low 10 15 ns 

aswi Address Strobe Width In 20 30 ns 

asdv Address Strobe to Data Valid (Note 1) 150 200 ns 

csdv Chip Select to Data Valid 125 150 ns 

rdv Read Strobe to Data Valid 125 150 ns 

rw Read Strobe Width 10 10 J.Ls 

csdz Chip Select to Data TRI-STATE (Note 2) 20 80 20 90 ns 

rdz Read Strobe for Data to TRI-STATE (Note 2) 20 80 20 90 ns 

asdh Data Hold from ADSO (Note 1) 20 20 ns 

Note 1: asdv and asdh timing is referenced to the leading edge of ADSO or the leading edge of valid address, whichever comes last. 

Note 2: TRI-STATE note: These limits include the RC delay inherent in our test method. These signals typically turn off within 15 ns, enabling other devices to 
drive this line with no contention. 
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13.0 AC Electrical Characteristics & Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

13.2 REGISTER READ (Non· Latched Register Select: ADSO = 1) 

RSO-S4 
Emh--

) 
mV .' 

cs \. I 
I-csdv- '\.-- csdz 

rw 
- \. RD 

I-rdv .... I-rdz-o-

ADO-7 OCX r--
TL/F/5282-23 

Symbol Parameter DP8466·25/20 DP8466·12 Units 
Min Max Min Max 

rsdv Register Select to Data Valid (ADSO = 1) (Note 1) 150 200 ns 

csdv Chip Select to Data Valid 125 150 ns 

rdv Read Strobe to Data Valid 125 150 ns 

rw Read Strobe Width 10 10 ILs 

csdz Chip Select to Data TRI-STATE (Note 2) 20 80 20 90 ns 

rdz Read Strobe for Data to TRI-STATE (Note 2) 20 80 20 90 ns 

rsdh Data Hold from Register Select Change (Note 1) 20 20 ns 
Nota 1: rsdv and rsdh timing assumes that ADSO is true when RSO-5 changes. 

Note 2: TRI·STATE note: These limits include the RC delay inherent in our test method. These signals typically turn off within 15 ns. enabling other devices to 
drive this line with no contention. 

13.3 REGISTER WRITE (Latched Register Select: ADSO Active) 

RSO-S---{ ) ( }--

ADSO r\. 
~a.wh~1 

-
CS \. 

I. csws ---- csdh 
-
WR \. 

asws J ww 
~rwds rwdh 

ADO·7 

TL/F/5282-24 

Symbol Parameter DP8466·25/20 DP8466·12 
Units 

Min Max Min Max 

asws Address Strobe to Write Setup (Note 1) 15 20 ns 

csws Chip Select to Write Setup 50 70 ns 

csdh Chip Select Data Hold 7 10 ns 

rwds Register Write Data Setup 40 50 ns 

rwdh Register Write Data Hold 3 5 ns 

ww Write Strobe Width 50 70 ns 

aswh ADSO Hold from Write (Note 1) 10 15 ns 
Note 1: asdv and asdh timing is referenced to the leading edge of ADSO or the leading edge of valid address, whichever comes last. 
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13.0 AC Electrical Characteristics & Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

13.4 REGISTER WRITE (Non-Latched Register Select: ADSO = 1) 

RSO-S X 
r-rswh~1 

-
\. CS 

L, csws 
~csdh 

-
\. WR 

, rsws I ww 

t::::::. rwds rwdh 

ADO-7 

TL/F/5282-25 

Symbol Parameter 
DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 

Units 
Min Max Min Max 

rsws Register Select to Write Setup (Note 1) 10 15 ns 

csws Chip Select to Write Setup 50 70 ns 

csdh Chip Select to Data Hold 7 10 ns 

rwds Register Write Data Setup 40 50 ns 

rwdh Register Write Data Hold 3 5 ns 

ww Write Strobe Width 50 70 ns 

rswh Register Select Hold from Write (Note 1) 15 20 ns 
Note 1: rsws and rswh assume that ADSO is true when RSO-5 changes. 

13.5 LRQ TIMING WITH EXTERNAL DMA 

RCLK~ 

LACK / \. 

Ro/iVR \. I 
.-- rclrqh ds'rq'B dslrqh 

LRQ I \. f 
TLlF/5282-26 

Symbol Parameter DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 
Units 

Min Max Min Max 
dslrql Data Strobe to LRO Low (Note 1) 75 100 ns 

dslrqh Data Strobe to LRO High (Note 2) 75 100 ns 

rclrqh Read Clock to LRO High 75 100 ns 
Note 1: LRQ is removed at the end of a burst or an operation by the assertion of the RD or WR strobe. 

Note 2: LRQ is reissued at the end of a burst by the removal of the RD or WR strobe. This only occurs if sufficient data/space is in the FIFO for another burst and 
the DOC is operating in the exact burst mode, 
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13.0 AC Electrical Characteristics & Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

13.6 READING FIFO DATA IN DMA SLAVE MODE 

LACK J rdlh . srdw . 
-
RD 

ADO-7 

~W'1 _laCkdV~ -] 
TLlF/5282-27 

Symbol Parameter 
DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 

Units 
Min Max Min Max 

lackdv LACK to Data Valid 80 90 ns 

rdlh Read Strobe to LACK Hold (Note 1) 10 15 ns 

srdv Slave Read Strobe to Data Valid 60 70 ns 

srdz Slave Read Strobe to Data TRI·STATE (Note 3) 20 80 20 90 ns 

srdw Slave Read Strobe Width 8rcyc - 100 8rcyc - 100 ns 

Conditions: Disk read operation, DMA disabled, LRQ output true. 

Nole 1: The read cycle begins when LACK and RD are true. From this point, LACK must be held true for rclh. 

Note 2: The maximum rate of FIFO transfers is limited to 1 transfer per 2 rcye + 75 ns while data is being transferred between the disk and the FIFO. 

Note 3: TRI-STATE note: These limits include the RC delay inherent in our test method. These signals typically turn off within 15 ns, enabling other devices to 
drive this line with no contention. 

13.7 WRITING FIFO DATA IN DMA SLAVE MODE 

LACK { ) 
" lackws 

I--wrlh --1 
-
WR 

~SWdS .1 swdh 

ADO-15 

TL/F/5282-28 

Symbol Parameter 
DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 Units 

Min Max Min Max 

lackws Local Acknowledge to Write Setup 50 60 ns 

wrlh Write to LACK Hold (Note 1) 10 15 ns 

swds Slave Write Data Setup 5 10 ns 

swdh Slave Write Data Hold 20 28 ns 

sww Slave Write Strobe Width (Note 2) 30 8rcyc - 100 40 8rcyc - 100 ns 

Conditions: Disk write operalion, DMA disabled, LRQ output true. 

Nole 1: The write cycle begins when LACK and WR are true. From this point, LACK must be held true for wrlh. 

Note 2: The write cycle begins when LACK and WR are true. From this point, WR must remain true for sww. 

Note 3: The maximum rate of FIFO transfers is limited to 1 transfer per 2 rcyc + 75 ns while data is being transferred between the disk and the FIFO. 
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13.0 AC Electrical Characteristics & Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

13.8 LOCAL AND REMOTE DMA ACKNOWLEDGE 

t3,t4 OR t, t4 OR t, t1 t2 t3 t4 

~"~~ crql crqhl 

LRQ/RRQ 
eaks 1--- eakh 

LACK/RACK ----J 

RD/WR \ I TLlF/5282-29 

Symbol Parameter DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 Units 
Min Max Min Max 

crql t2 Clock to Request Low 80 100 ns 

crqhl t4 Clock to Request High 80 100 ns (Exact Burst Length Limited) 

caks Acknowledge Setup to Clock 20 25 ns 

cakh Acknowledge Hold from Clock 10 15 ns 

Note 1: The Local and Remote Acknowledges are sampled at the beginning of bus cycles t4 and t1. 
Note 2: Local Acknowledge has internal priority over Remote Acknowledge. 
Note 3: Local and Remote Acknowledge are ignored if their respective Request output is false. 
Note 4: Above timing is for 16 bit address updates. For 32 bit Local address mode, cycle to occurs on the first transfer of an 
operation or when the lower 16 bits of the address roll over. 

13.9 DMA ADDRESS GENERATION 

t, OR t4 I '0 (NOTE 1) I '1 I 
BCLK 

" ). 
-beh-_bcl_ . ~CYC_ 

bcash I~ f----oo beasl fo----o- bcadz 

ADS1 

1---aswo- 1- bcash _ beosl 

ADSO 

~QSWO_ 

beady It ads ~1-ad~ 1= ads --adh~ 
ADO-IS X t--- TL/F/5282-30 

Symbol Parameter DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 Units 
Min Max Min Max 

bcyc Bus Clock Cycle Time (Notes 2, 3) 50 10,000 80 10,000 ns 

bch Bus Clock High Time (Note 3) 22.5 10,000 32 10,000 ns 

bcl Bus Clock Low Time (Note 3) 22.5 10,000 32 10,000 ns 

bcash Bus Clock to Address Strobe High 45 55 ns 

bcasl Bus Clock to Address Strobe Low 50 60 ns 

aswo Address Strobe Width In bch bch 

bcadv Bus Clock to Address Valid 60 70 ns 

bcadz Bus Clock to Address TRI-STATE (Note 4) 20 80 20 90 ns 

ads Address Setup to ADSO/1 Low bch - 20 bch - 27 ns 

adh Address Hold from ADSO/1 Low bcl- 5 bcl - 10 ns 

Note 1: Cycle to occurs only on the first transfer of an operation or when the lower 16 bits of the address rolls over. 
Note 2: The rate of bus clock must be high enough lhal data will be transferred 10 and from the FIFO fasler than the data being lransferred 10 and from the disk. 

Note 3: For DP8466·20, minimum bcyc = 60 ns minimum beh = bel = 28 ns. 
Note 4: TRI-STATE note: These limits include the RC delay inherent in our test method. These signals typically turn off within 15 ns, enabling other devices to 
drive this line with no contention. 
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13.0 AC Electrical Characteristics & Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

13.10 DMA MEMORY WRITE 

I I, I 12 I 13 I 14 I 
BCLK ~~~ 

ADSO --.-r-' / 

--I bew bcw 
_asds_ 

-

)~l 
WR 

wds ,I 
wdh [ 

--< c::. ADO-IS ) 
TLlF/5282-31 

Symbol Parameter DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 
Units 

Min Max Min Max 

bcw Bus Clock to Write Strobe 50 60 ns 

wds Data Setup to WR High (Note 1) 2bcyc - 35 2bcyc - 45 ns 

wdh Data Hold from WR high (Note 1) 10 50 10 60 ns 

bcwd Data Valid from t2 Clock (Note 1) 75 90 ns 

asds Address Strobe to Data Strobe (Note 2) bcl + 10 bcl + 20 ns 

aswd Address Strobe to Write Data Valid bcl + 40 bcl + 60 ns 
Conditions: DMA write, Local or Remote transfer, internal DMA. 

Note 1: Data is enabled on ADO-IS only in local DMA transfers. 

Note 2: Data strobe is either AD or WR out. 

13.11 DMA MEMORY READ 

I I, I 12 I 13 I 14 I 
BCLK ~~~ 

ADSO / 

1-----0- ber -----.. ber 

drw , 
-
RD 

~ 
ds - dh 

[ 
ADO-IS --< ) c::. 

TL/F 15282-32 

Symbol Parameter DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 
Units 

Min Max Min Max 

bcr Bus Clock to Read Strobe 50 60 ns 

ds Data Setup to Read Strobe High 27 32 ns 

dh Data Hold from Read Strobe High 0 0 ns 

drw DMA Read Strobe Width Out 2bcyc - 10 2bcyc - 15 ns 
Note 1: ds and dh timing are for Local transfers only. 
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13.0 AC Electrical Characteristics & Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

13.12 DMA WITH INTERNAL WAIT STATES 

I t4• to OR t, I t, I t2 I tw I 
BCLK 

ADSO 1\ 

Rii/WR \ 
Conditions: Local or Remote OMA transfer, read or write, internal DMA. 

Notel: Add~ion 01 an internal wait state will lengthen RD/WR strobes by an additional bus clock cycle. 

Note 2: Internal wait states are enabled by setting the Slow Read/Write bits in the Local and Remote Transfer registers. 

Note 3: If used. external wait states will be added between cycles \3 and t4. 

13.13 DMA WITH EXTERNAL WAIT STATES 

t3 I t4 

I 
TLlF/5282-33 

I t, I t2 I tN I tw I tw I t4 

BCLK~ 
ews ewh 

EXT STAT 

AOOO~ ________________________________________________________ ___ 

RiijWR 

Symbol Parameter DP8466·25/20 

Min Max 
ews External Wait Setup to t3 Clock 15 

ewh External Wait Hold after tw Clock 10 
Conditions: Read or write, internal OMA mode. Local or Remote transfer. 

Notel: Addition of external waij states will extend RD/WR strobes by an integral number 01 bus clock cycles. 

Note 2: If enabled. an internal wait state is added between cycles t2 and \3. 

Note 3: EXT STAT is sampled upon entering states t3 and tw, and adds wait states one bus clock cycle later. 
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~ 13.0 AC Electrical Characteristics & Timing Diagrams (Continued) 
a. 
C 

13.14 DMA CONTROL SIGNALS 

BCLK 

WR ______ ~~r---~~------------~~~~~----

ADSO------+-"I 
beete beetr 

TL/F/5282-35 

Symbol Parameter 
DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 

Units 
Min Max Min Max 

beete Bus Clock to Control Enable (WR, RD, ADSO) 55 70 ns 

beetr Bus Clock to Control Release (WR, RD, ADSO) (Note 1) 60 70 ns 

Note 1: TRI-STATE note: These limits include the RC delay inherent in our test method. These signals typically turn off within 15 ns, enabling other devices to 
drive this line with no contention. 

13.15 LOCAL AND REMOTE DMA INTERLEAVING 

---~-REt.40TE REMOTE CYCLE ~----o-f------,- LOCAL CYCLE 
t2 I t3 14 11 12 I 13 11 I 12 

BCLK 

LRQ ----+--"" 
RRQ 

~CK __ ~ __ ~~~ ___________ -' 

RACK 

ADSO ------I 

Note 1: Timing of the acknowledge pulses are used for illustration. Acknowledges need only to be set up with respect to t4 and t1 clock cycle. 

Note 2: If both LACK and RACK are asserted with both LRO and RRO pending, a local DMA transfer will be performed. 
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13.0 AC Electrical Characteristics & Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

13.16 RRQ ASSERTION AFTER WRITING TO OC REGISTER FOR REMOTE TRANSFER 

- \ i WR 

;, wrqh 

RRQ 

TL/F/5282-37 

Symbol Parameter 
DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 

Units 
Min Max Min Max 

wrqh Write Strobe to Remote Request High 100 150 ns 
Conditions: Nonwtracking mode, writing "Start Remote Input/Output" to the Operation Command register. 

13.17 READ DATA TIMING 

RCLK 

~ RDATA, 
AMF 

TLiF/5282-38 

Symbol Parameter 
DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 

Units 
Min Max Min Max 

rds Read Datal AMF Setup to Read Clock 10 15 ns 

rdh Read Datal AMF Hold to Read Clock 10 15 ns 

13.18 RGATE ASSERTION FROM INDEX OR SECTOR PULSE INPUT 

RCLK 

rch -- rei --[+-- rcyc rcrg rcrg 
Liss -+i- iSh..=! 

SI~ggR \. 
J J 

RGATE ,--5-
TL/F/5282-39 

Symbol Parameter 
DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 

Units 
Min Max Min Max 

reye Read Clock Cycle Time (Note 2) 40 10,000 80 10,000 ns 

rch Read Clock High Time (Note 2) 16 10,000 32 10,000 ns 

rcl Read Clock Low Time (Note 2) 16 10,000 32 10,000 ns 

iss Index/Sector Setup to Read Clock 10 15 ns 

ish Index/Sector Pulse Hold 10 15 ns 

rcrg Read Clock to Read Gate 45 60 ns 

Nole I: INDEX/SECTOR low must meet iss/ish timing for proper INDEX/SECTOR pulse detection. 

Note 2: For DP8466w 20, minimum rcyc = 50 ns, minimum rch and rei = 20 ns. 
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13.0 AC Electrical Characteristics & Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

13.19 WRITE DATA TIMING FOR NRZ TYPE DATA 

RCLK 

reweh rewel 

WCLK 

t:.W9S -
WGATE 

s =i.W9h 

dwds I=: ~I dwdh 

~O< X \ WDATA. ~ X AME 

TL/F/5282-40 

Symbol Parameter 
DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 

Units 
Min Max Min Max 

rcwch Read Clock to Write Clock High Delay 25 40 ns 

rcwcl Read Clock to Write Clock Low Delay 25 40 ns 

rcwcs Absolute Value of (rcwcl- rcwch) 6 7 ns 

dwds Drive Write Data Setup to Write Clock rcl - 10 rcl - 15 ns 

dwdh Drive Write Data Hold to Write Clock reh - 5 reh - 8 ns 

wgs Write Gate Setup to Write Clock rcl - 10 rcl - 15 ns 

wgh Write Gate Hold to Write Clock rch rch ns 
Note 1: rei and rch are described in Timing Diagram 13.18. 

13.20 WGATE ASSERTION FROM INDEX OR SECTOR PULSE INPUT 

RCLK~~~~ 
rewg .... rewg 1-

INDEX. \. SECTOR 

WGATE r' 
reepe ..... ls reepz ...... t EPRE. 

(NOTE 1) 

TLlF/5282-41 

Symbol Parameter 
DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 

Units 
Min Max Min Msx 

rcwg Read Clock to Write Gate 40 50 ns 

reepe Read Clock to Early Precomp Enabled 50 60 ns 

rcepz Read Clock to Early Precomp TRI-STATE 50 60 ns 

Note 1: Early Precompensation (EPRE) is used as an output only when writing MFM data. 
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13.0 AC Electrical Characteristics & Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

13.21 WRITE DATA TIMING FOR MFM TYPE DATA 

NRZ DATA 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

RCLK -Jr\.r.\_.r~,-.r\-.l~~ -ret\. rClmWI_~ -(F: 
WDATA - --' "'\.../1\ / 

- 1- rcha!l.h rclaph -- I::.. 
~ J~ I 

rchapl__ 1- rclapl... ,.. 

LPRE 

rcllph -- A- rcllpl rchlph .... HrchlPI 

TL/F/5282-42 

Symbol Parameter 
DP8466·25/20 DP8466·12 

Units 
Min Max Min Max 

rchmwh RCLK High to MFM WDATA High 40 50 ns 

rchmwl RCLK High to MFM WDATA Low 40 50 ns 

rclmwh RCLK Low to MFM WDATA High 40 50 ns 

rclmwl RCLK Low to MFM WDATA Low 40 50 ns 

rcheph RCLK High to EPRE High 40 50 ns 

rchepl RCLK High to EPRE Low 40 50 ns 

rcleph RCLK Low to EPRE High 40 50 ns 

rclepl RCLK Low to EPRE Low 40 50 ns 

rchlph RCLK High to LPRE High 40 50 ns 

rchlpl RCLK High to LPRE Low 40 50 ns 

rcllph RCLK Low to LPRE High 40 50 ns 

rclipl RCLK Low to LPRE Low 40 50 ns 
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~ co 13.0 AC Electrical Characteristics & Timing Diagrams (Continued) 
a. 
C 

13.22 POSITIONAL TIMING FOR SDV AND EEF 

Read operation (Compare Header, Read Header, Compare Data or Read Data) 

preamble sync sY2nc header/Internal ext ECC post-
1 data CRC/ECC amble 

ROATA 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 • 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 •• 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 • 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 

SOY -:'"":"Lr 
(encapsulated) 

SOY I 5 
(not encapsulated) 

EEF --+---Sr '--1----5'r-. '-+-' 
. 

TL/F/5282-43 

Note 1: Data should be delayed 2 bit times before entering external EGG circuitry in order for it to properly align correctly with SDG and EEF. 

Note 2: Encapsulation is controlled by the HEN and DEN bits in the EC register, and causes the sync patterns to be included in the CRG/ECC calculation. 

Write operation (Write Header, Write Data or Format Track) 

preomblel sync sync heoder/ Internol ext ECC I post-
1 2 data CRC/ECC amble 

WOATA 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 . 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 .. 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 • 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 

J"---5 ~ SOY 

(encapsulate1d) ;----55r '_-+_-5' ~ 
SOY 5 s----' - L.-
(not encapsulated) I I 

EEF --+---s S-s --+-----§S s----r--s ~ 
TL/F/5282-44 

Note 1: Write operation shown is for NRZ data. For MFM encoding, Write data is delayed two bit times relative to NRZ data. 

Note 2: Encapsulation is controlled by the HEN and DEN bits in the EC register, and causes the sync patterns to be included in CRC/ECC calculation. 

Write header operation (Start with Address Mark) 

(disk address mark) (disk preamble) (disk sync) 
preamble sync1 I sync2 I header 

WOATA 

SOY 

(encapsulated) 

SOY 

(not encapsulated) 

6543210765 .. 3210765 .. 107654 

Note 1: Field names within parenthesis are the names of the fields on disk. 

TL/F/5282-45 

Note 2: Encapsulation is controlled by the HEN bit in the EC register, and causes the sync patterns to be included in GRG/EGC calculation. 
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13.0 AC Electrical Characteristics & Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

13.23 FIELD ENVELOPE TIMING 

''''~~~~t=f 
SDV 

rcee -I 5 
rcee=:j 

EEF 
5 S 

TLlF/5282-46 

Symbol Parameter 
DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 

Units 
Min Max Min Max 

rcsdv Read Clock to Serial Data Valid 35 50 ns 

rcee Read Clock to External ECC 35 50 ns 

Note 1: SDV is asserted after sync fields, and is deasserted at the start of the postamble field. If sync field encapsulation is enabled, SOV is asserted at the start of 
the sync fields. 

Note 2: EEF is asserted at the start of the external ECG field, and is deasserted at the start of the postamble field. 

Note 3: When the DOC is receiving data from the disk, the SDV and EEF are delayed by two bit times from incoming read data due to internal delays. 

Note 4: If the external ECC count is set to zero, no EEF output will be generated. 

13.24 EXTERNAL STATUS TIMING WHEN USING EXTERNAL BYTE SYNC 

=~ : : EXT STAT 

'"2)('"""1" -r;-y-:;-RDATA <I 3 6 5 <I 3 2 

---~l- first byte of header or data byte sync 

TL/F/5282-47 

Symbol Parameter 
DP8466-25/20 DP8466-12 

Units 
Min Max Min Max 

esys External Byte Sync Setup to Rising 
15 20 ns 

Edge of Bit Clock 0 of Byte Sync 

esyh External Byte Sync Hold to Rising 
10 15 ns 

Edge of Bit Clock 0 of Byte Sync 

Nole 1: The external sync feature can only be used if the Enable External Wait states (EEW) bit of the Remote Transfer (RT) register is not set. 

Note 2: External circuitry is needed to feed the DOC with NRZ zeros until the external sync signal has been generated to prevent the DOC from trying to detect 
sync. 

Note 3: If External Sync and External Wait states are not being used, the EXT. STAT. pin must be false during preamble and sync fields. 
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13.0 AC Electrical Characteristics & Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

13.25 EXTERNAL STATUS TIMING WHEN USED FOR EXTERNAL ECC 

RCLK 

EXT STAT -------------------+-----------' 
RDATA 

SDV &: ------------------""'""\. EEr '-_______ _ 

Symbol 

eccs 

ecch 

Parameter 

External ECC Status Setup to Rising Edge of 

Bit Clock 4 of Postamble 

External ECC Status Hold to Rising Edge of 

Bit Clock 2 of Postamble 

DP8466·25/20 

Min Max 

15 

10 

TL/F/5282-48 

DP8466·12 
Units 

Min Max 

20 ns 

5 ns 

Note 1: The external ECC error detection feature can only be used if the Enable External Wait states (EEW) bit of the Remote Transfer register (RT) is zero. 

14.0 AC Timing Test Conditions 

Input Pulse Levels 

Input Rise and Fall Times 

Input and Output Reference Levels 
TRI·STATE Reference Levels 
Output Load (See Figure 27) 

GNDt03.0V 
6 ns 

1.3V 
Float (a V) ± 0.5V 

Capacitance (T A = 25'C, f = 1 MHz) 

Parameter Description Typ Max Unit 

CIN Input 7 12 pF 
Capacitance 

COUT Output 7 12 pF 

Capacitance 

Nole: This parameter is sampled and not t 00% tested. 
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51 tNOTE 2) 

0.1 p.F 

INPUT 
DEVICE 
UNDER 
TEST 

FIGURE 27 
TL/F/5282-77 

Nole 1: CL ~ 50 pF, includes scope and jig capacitance 

Nole 2: 81 ~ Open for Push Pull Outputs 

81 ~ Vee for High Impedance 10 active low and active low to High 
Impedance measurements. 

81 ~ GND for High Impedance to active high and active high to 
High Impedance measurements. 



15.0 Miscellaneous Timing Information 
15.1 STATUS REGISTER TIMING 

HEADER FAULT: This bit is set at the start of the Header 
Postamble field of a header with a CRC/ECC error. It is 
reset at the start of the Header Postamble of the header 
requested, or upon receipt of a new disk command. No in
terrupt is generated. 

NEXT DISK COMMAND: This bit is set at the start of the 
Header Postamble of the last sector of an operation, and is 
reset upon loading the Drive Command register. No inter
rupt is generated. 

HEADER MATCH COMPLETED: This bit is set at the start 
of the Header Postamble field of the header of interest. This 
bit is reset when the DDC begins the next header operation. 
An interrupt is generated if enabled. 

LOCAL REQUEST: This bit has the same timing as the Lo
cal Request pin. When the FIFO requires servicing, this bit is 
set. When service is no longer required, this bit is cleared. 
No interrupt is generated. 

REMOTE COMMAND BUSY: In the tracking mode, this bit 
is set 3-5 RCLK's atter receipt of a drive command. In the 
non-tracking mode, this bit is set when either a Start Re
mote Input or Start Remote Output command is received in 
the Operation Command register. This bit is reset and inter
rupt is generated upon completion of the initiating operation. 

LOCAL COMMAND BUSY: This bit is set 3-5 RCLK's atter 
receipt of a drive command which requires the use of the 
local channel. It is reset atter the last transfer of the local 
channel if in the non-tracking mode or writing the disk, or 
atter the last transfer of the remote channel if in the tracking 
mode and reading disk. Interrupt is generated upon comple
tion of the initiating operation. 

CORRECTION CYCLE ACTIVE: This bit is set upon receipt 
of the Start Correction Cycle in the Operation Command 
register, and is reset at the end of the correction operation. 
An interrupt is generated at the end of the correction cycle. 

ERROR DETECTED: This bit is a logical OR function of all 
the bits in the Error register. An interrupt is generated when 
an error is detected. 

15.2 ERROR REGISTER TIMING 

HFASM ERROR: If while in the HFASM mode the sector 
address matches and another header byte does not, this bit 
will be set at the start of the Header Postamble field. 

DATA FIELD ERROR: If the Data field contains a CRC/ECC 
error, this bit will be set at the start of the Data Postamble 
field. 

SECTOR NOT FOUND: If the header of the desired sector 
is not located before two index pulses are received, this bit 
will be set upon receipt of the second index pulse. 

SECTOR OVERRUN: If an index or sector pulse is detected 
while reading the Header or Data field, or while writing and 
not in the Gap field, this bit will be set upon receipt of the 
sector/index pulse. 

NO DATA SYNC: If an index or sector pulse is received 
before data sync is detected, this bit is set upon receipt of 
the sector/index pulse. If there is a data sync error after the 
first sync byte has been detected, this bit will be set during 
the byte following the byte in error. 
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FIFO DATA LOST: If a transfer between the disk and FIFO 
causes the FIFO to underrun or overrun, this bit will be set 
within the next byte time creating a write splice if write gate 
was on. This is reflected as an ECC error and can be re
moved if sector is rewritten. 

CORRECTION FAILED: This bit is set at the end of the 
correction cycle if the error is non-correctable. 

LATE INTERLOCK: This bit is set at the start of Data Post
amble field for Read operations and at the end of the post
amble field for non-format Write operations. While format
ting, this bit is set at the end of the Gap field. 

15.3 GENERAL TIMING FOR READ GATE 

Whenever the DDC is reading, comparing, or in some cas
es, ignoring information, RGATE is asserted. The use of 
RGA TE can be separated into three groups: Header search 
(sott sectored mode), header examination, and data exami
nation. 

SEARCHING FOR HEADERS 

When the DDC is searching for a header in the soft-sec
tored mode, RGATE is asserted in a somewhat random lo
cation in the format. After being asserted, if the DDC does 
not recognize the address mark pattern within eight bit 
times of detecting a one, RGATE will be de-asserted in 18% 
RCLK's. RGATE will then remain low for 17% RCLK's be
fore another search attempt is made. 

In modes where the DDC starts a Read, Compare or Ignore 
Header operation at an index or sector pulse, RGATE will 
be asserted 3 -4 RCLK cycles from detection of the index or 
sector pulse. 

DATA OPERATIONS 

After the header operation has completed, RGA TE will be 
removed two bits after the start of the Header Postamble. If 
a Read or Check Data operation is to follow, RGA TE will be 
reasserted 11 % bits after the Header Postamble. 

At the end of the Data field, RGATE will be removed two 
bits into the start of the Data Postamble. 

15.4 WRITE GATE TIMING 

Whenever the DDC is writing information, WGATE is assert
ed. WGATE can be separated into three uses: Writing head
er, writing data or track formatting. 

WRITING HEADERS 

When the DDC writes the header, the write operation does 
not begin until the receipt of an index or sector pulse. Atter 
the pulse is detected, WGATE will be asserted 2%-3% 
RCLKs from the detection of the pulse. WGA TE will stay 
true until the end of the Header Postamble, unless the Data 
field is to be written. If the Data field is to be written, 
WGA TE will not be de-asserted between the Header and 
Data fields. 

WRITING DATA 

After a header operation has properly completed, WGA TE 
will be asserted 3 bit times into the Data Preamble. The 
WGA TE will remain active until the end of the Data Postam
ble. Because of internal delays within the DDC, the Write 
Data operation is delayed three bit times from the header 
patterns. 
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15.0 Miscellaneous Timing Information (Continued) 

FORMAT TRACK 

In a format track operation, WGATE is asserted 2%-3% 
RCLK's from the detection of the index pulse. WGATE will 
remain active until the next index pulse is detected, and will 
then be removed. 
Note: Detection of an index or sector pulse is defined as the rising edge of 
the RCLK where index/ sector input has met the setup time. 

15.5 NORMAL INTERRUPTS 

Interrupts are generated by the DDC for a variety of rea
sons, but they all fall into one of three categories: Either 
they signal normal completion, a synchronization point, or 
an error condition. If an interrupt is generated because of an 
error, the interrupt will have timing as described in the Error 
register timing section. 

The Header Operation Complete interrupt is used for syn
chronization, and is enabled with the Enable Header Inter
rupt bit of the Operation Command register. This interrupt 
will occur when the DOC finishes the header operation, and 
starts the data operation. For Read, Compare, Write, or Ig
nore Header operations, the interrupt will be generated at 
the start of the Header Postamble field. 
The normal Operation Complete interrupt is dependent on 
the operation being performed. If the operation is to Check 
Data, the interrupt is generated at the start of the Data Post
amble field. For Write Data operations, an interrupt will be 
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generated at the end of the Data Postamble. When the DDC 
is formatting, the interrupt will be delayed by the length of 
the Header Preamble after the format has finished. The 
fourth event is further defined by the DMA mode used. For 
all local channel operations except for tracking mode disk 
read, the interrupt will be generated during the last transfer 
of data from the FIFO. In the configuration, tracking mode 
disk read, the interrupt will be delayed until the last transfer 
is made by the remote DMA. For all non-tracking remote 
DMA operations, the interrupt will be generated during the 
last transfer of the remote DMA. 

When a correction operation is being performed, an inter
rupt is generated at the end of the correction cycle, regard
less of the outcome. 

15.6 DERATING FACTOR 

Output timings are measured with a purely capacitive load 
for 50 pF. The following correction factor can be used for 
other loads: 

DP8466-25/20 CL 2 50 pF: + .13 ns/pF (ADSO, ADS1) 
+ .20 ns/pF (all other outputs) 

DP8466-12 CL 250 pF: +.18 ns/pF (ADSO, ADS1) 
+ .25 ns/pF (all other outputs) 



16.0 Appendix 
16.1 DOC REGISTERS, INDEX BY HEX ADDRESS 

The following is a repeat of what can be found in the DDC 
INTERNAL REGISTERS Section. This listing is arranged nu
merically by hex address, and is provided as a quick refer
ence. The section numbers provided indicate where the 
best description for the particular register can be located. 
For an explanation of the information contained in the WR 
and RD columns, refer to the key in the INTERNAL REGIS
TERS Section. 

COLUMN KEY: 

HA: Hex Address # B: Number of bits WR: Write RD: Read SC: Section 

HA REGISTER #B WR RD SC HA REGISTER 

00 Status Register (S) 8 NO R 3.1 10 DMA Address Byte 1 
01 Error Register (E) 8 NO R 3.1 1E DMA Address Byte 2 
02 ECCSR OutO 8 NO R 3.4 1F DMA Address Byte 3 
02 Polynomial Preset Byte 0 (PPBO) 8 D NO 3.4 20 Data Postamble Byte Count 
03 ECCSR Out 1 8 NO R 3.4 21 ID Preamble Byte Count 
03 Polynomial Preset Byte 1 (PPB1) 8 D NO 3.4 22 ID Sync # 1 (AM) Byte Count 
04 ECCSR Out2 8 NO R 3.4 23 ID Sync # Byte 2 Count 
04 Polynomial Preset Byte 2 (PPB2) 8 D NO 3.4 24 Header Byte 0 Control 
05 ECCSR Out3 8 NO R 3.4 25 Header Byte 1 Control 
05 Polynomial Preset Byte 3 (PPB3) 8 D NO 3.4 26 Header Byte 2 Control 
06 ECCSR Out 4 8 NO R 3.4 27 Header Byte 3 Control 
06 Polynomial Preset Byte 4 (PPB4) 8 D NO 3.4 28 Header Byte 4 Control 
07 ECCSR Out 5 8 NO R 3.4 29 Header Byte 5 Control 
07 Polynomial Preset Byte 5 (PPB5) 8 D NO 3.4 2A Data External ECC Byte Count 
08 Data Byte Count (0) 8 NO R 3.4 2B ID External ECC Byte Count 
08 Polynomial Tap Byte 0 (PTBO) 8 D NO 3.4 2C ID Postamble Byte Count 
09 Data Byte Count (1) 8 NO R 3.4 2D Data Preamble Byte Count 
09 Polynomial Tap Byte 1 (PTB1) 8 D NO 3.4 2E Data Sync # 1 (AM) Byte Count 
OA Polynomial Tap Byte 2 (PTB2) 8 D NO 3.4 2F Data Sync # 2 Byte Cou nt 
OB Polynomial Tap Byte 3 (PTB3) 8 D NO 3.4 30 Data Postamble Pattern 
OC Polynomial Tap Byte 4 (PTB4) 8 D NO 3.4 31 ID Preamble Pattern 
OD Polynomial Tap Byte 5 (PTB5) 8 D NO 3.4 32 I D Sync # 1 (AM) Pattern 
OE ECC CONTROL (EC) 8 D NO 3.4 33 ID Sync # 2 Pattern 
OF Header Byte Count (HBC)/Interlock 3 F R 3.1 34 Gap Byte Count 
10 Drive Command Register (DC) 8 C NO 3.1 35 Disk Format Register (DF) 
11 Operation Command Register (OC) 8 C NO 3.1 36 Header Diagnostic Readback (HDR) 
12 Sector Counter (SC) 8 C R 3.1 36 Local Transfer Register 
13 Number of Sector Operations 8 C R 3.1 37 DMA Sector Counter (DSC) 

Counter (NSO) 37 Remote Transfer Register 
14 Header Byte 0 Pattern 8 C R 3.3 38 Sector Byte Count 0 
15 Header Byte 1 Pattern 8 C R 3.3 39 Sector Byte Count 1 
16 Header Byte 2 Pattern 8 C R 3.3 3A Gap Pattern 
17 Header Byte 3 Pattern 8 C R 3.3 3B Data Format Pattern 
18 Header Byte 4 Pattern 8 C R 3.3 3C I D Postamble Pattern 
19 Header Byte 5 Pattern 8 C R 3.3 3D Data Preamble Pattern 
1A Remote Data Byte Byte Count (L) 8 C R 3.2 3E Data Sync # 2 (AM) Pattern 
1B Remote Data Byte Byte Count (H) 8 C R 3.2 3F Data Sync # 2 Pattern 
1C DMA Address Byte 0 8 C R 3.2 
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#8 WR RD SC 

8 C R 3.2 
8 C R 3.2 
8 C R 3.2 
5 D R 3.3 
5 C R 3.3 
5 D R 3.3 
5 D R 3.3 
5 D R 3.3 
5 D R 3.3 
5 D R 3.3 
5 D R 3.3 
5 D R 3.3 
5 D R 3.3 
5 D R 3.3 
5 D R 3.3 
5 D R 3.3 
5 D R 3.3 
5 D R 3.3 
5 D R 3.3 
8 D R 3.3 
8 D R 3.3 
8 D R 3.3 
8 D R 3.3 
8 F R 3.3 
8 D NO 3.1 
8 NO R 3.1 
8 I NO 3.2 
8 NO R 3.2 
8 I NO 3.2 
8 D R 3.2 
8 D R 3.2 
8 F R 3.3 
8 F R 3.3 
8 D R 3.3 
8 D R 3.3 
8 D R 3.3 
8 D R 3.3 
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LBU,2 Local Burst Length (bits in L T register) 3.2 Q. 
C 16.2 AL.PHABETICAL. MNEMONIC LCB Local Command Busy (bit in Status register) 3.1 GL.OSSARY AND INDEX 

LI Late Interlock (bit in Error register) 3.1 
Listed on the following pages are the majority of the abbre- LPRE Late Precompensation 2.0 
viations used within this data sheet as mnemonics to de- (attached to AME, pin 13) 

2.0 scribe portions or functions of the DDC. The section num- LRO Local DMA Request (pin 36) 
bers referenced indicate where the terms are first defined. LRO Local Request (bit in Status register) 3.1 
Mnemonics from the specifications section are not included LSRW Local Slow Read/Write (bit in L T register) 3.2 
here. LT Local Transfer register 3.2 

MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION SECTION LTEB Local Transfer Exact Burst (bit in L T register) 3.2 
LWDT Local Word Data Transfer (bit in L T register) 3.2 ADO-7 Address/Data 0-7 (pins 41-48) 2.0 MFM MFM Encode (bit in DF register) 3.1 AD8-15 Address/Data 8-15 (pins 1-8) 2.0 MSO Multi-Sector Operation 3.1 ADSO Address Strobe 0 (pin 9) 2.0 (command in DC register) 

ADS1 Address Strobe 1 2.0 NCP Not Compare (bit in HCO-5 registers) 3.3 (attached to RRO, pin 37) NDC Next Disk Command (bit in Status register) 3.1 AME Address Mark Enable 2.0 NDS No Data Synch (bit in Error register) 3.1 (attached to LPRE, pin 13) NSO Number of Sector Operations counter 3.1 AMF Address Mark Found 2.0 
OC Operation Command register 3.1 (attached to EPRE, pin 16) PPBO-5 Polynomial Preset Byte 0-5 3.4 BCLK Bus Clock (pin 40) 2.0 PTBO-5 Polynomial Tap Byte 0-5 3.4 CCA Correction Cycle Active 3.1 RACK Remote DMA Acknowledge (pin 38) 2.0 (bit in Status register) RBL 1, 2 Remote Burst Length (bits in RT register) 3.2 CF Correction Failed (bit in Error register) 3.1 RBO Reverse Byte Order (bit in L T register) 3.2 CS Chip Select (pin 28) 2.0 RCB Remote Command Busy (bit in Status register) 3.1 

CSO-3 Correction Span Selection 3.4 RCLK Read Clock (pin 25) 2.0 (bits in EC register) 
RD Read (pin 11) 2.0 DC Drive Command register 3.1 RDATA Read Data (pin 15) 2.0 DNE Data Non-Encapsulation (bit in EC register) 3.4 RED Re-Enable DDC (command in DC register) 3.1 DF Disk Format register 3.2 RES Reset DOC (bit OC register) 3.2 DFE Data Field Error (bit in Error register) 3.1 RGATE Read Gate (pin 19) 2.0 D01,2 Data Operation bits 3.1 RRO Remote Request (attached to ADS1, pin 37) 2.0 (command in DC register) RSO-5 Register Select 0-5 (pins 30-35) 2.0 DSC DMA Sector Counter 3.2 RSRW Remote Slow Read/Write (bit in RT register) 3.2 E Error register 3.1 RT Remote Transfer register 3.2 EC ECC Control register 3.4 RTEB Remote Transfer Exact Burst 3.2 ED Error Detected (bit in Status register) 3.1 (bit in RT register) EEF External ECC Field (pin 26) 2.0 RWDT Remote Word Data Transfer 3.2 EEW Enable External Wait (bit in RT register) 3.2 (bit in RT register) EHF Enable HFASM Function 3.3 S Status register 3.1 (bit in HCO-5 registers) 
SAIS Start At Index or Sector 3.1 EHI Enable Header Interrupts 3.1 (command in DC register) (command in OC register) 
SAM Start at Address Mark (bit in OF register) 3.1 FTF FIFO Table Format (bit in OF register) 3.1 SC Sector Counter 3.1 HBA Header Byte Active (bit in HCO-5 registers) 3.3 SCC Start Correction Cycle 3.1 HBC Header Byte Count register 3.1 (command in OC register) HCO-5 Header Byte 0-5 Control registers 3.3 SDV Serial Data Valid (pin 27) 2.0 HDR Header Diagnostic Readback register 3.1 SLD Select Local DMA (bit in L T register) 3.2 HNE Header Non-Encapsulation (bit in EC register) 3.4 SNF Sector Not Found (bit in Error register) 3.1 HF Header Fault (bit in Status register) 3.1 
SO Sector Overrun (bit in Error register) 3.1 HFASM Header Failed Although Sector 
SRD Select Remote DMA (bit in RT register) 3.2 number Matched (bit in Error register) 2.0 SRI Start Remote Input (command in OC register) 3.1 HMC Header Match Completed 3.1 SRO Start Remote Output 3.1 (bit in Status register) 

3.1 
(command in OC register) H01,2 Header Operation bits 

SSC Substitute Sector Counter 3.3 (command in DC register) 
3.1 

(bit in HCO-5 registers) HSS Hard or Soft Sectored (bit in OF register) 
TM Tracking Mode (bit in RT register) 3.2 101,2 Internal Data Appendage (bits in OF register) 3.1 WCLK Write Clock (pin 21) 2.0 101 Invert Data In (bit in EC register) 3.4 WDATA Write Data (pin 18) 2.0 IH1,2 Internal Header Appendage 3.1 WGATE Write Gate (pin 20) 2.0 (bits in OF register) 
WR Write (pin 10) 2.0 INT Interrupt (pin 29) 2.0 

LA Long Address (bit in L T register) 3.2 
LACK Local DMA Acknowledge (pin 39) 2.0 
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PRELIMINARY 

DP8470 Floppy Disk Support Chip 
Data Separator & Write Precompensation 

General Description 
This part is a general purpose data separator which can be 
used to generate a read clock for FM or MFM encoded 
data. This read clock can be used with many existing floppy 
disk controllers including the p.PD765A, 8272A, and 
WD179x. It can also be used with National Semiconductor's 
Hard Disk Controller, DP8466, for a combination hard disk/ 
floppy disk system. The data separator can be used for data 
rates ranging from 125 kbits/ sec up to 1 .25 Mbits/ sec. 

This part also contains a write precompensation circuit. Nor
mally a disk controller will determine whether a bit of data 
needs to be shifted early, late, or not at all. The controller 
does not do the actual shifting however. This disk support 
chip will do the actual shifting that is requested by the con
troller. 

A few other miscellaneous circuits have been included to 
enable this part to be interfaced to a hard disk controller 
such as the DP8466. The hard disk controller requires that 
the data read off from the disk be converted to an NRZ 

Block Diagram 

format rather than MFM encoded. Also, the controller needs 
to know when a valid address mark has been read from the 
data stream. This disk support chip does both of these func
tions. 

Features 
• Analog dual-gain PLL data separator 
• Write precompensation (0-393 ns) 
• Requires no external trimmable components 
• Supports FM/MFM 125 kbits-1.25 Mbits/sec 
• Interface to all popular floppy disk controllers. 
• Interface to DP8466 hard disk controller 

- Address Mark Found output 
- NRZ output 

• Pump up/down output for testing 
• Low power CMOS 
• 24-pin narrow package or 28-pin PCC 

READ IN o-~--+r=-:::-1---+r-:=-1-~~-+I-::=::1 
DATA o---1_-~ 

RATE o--tt1>-+1_=.....J 

READ GATE o---++-~ 

PREAMBLE 
DETECT 

& 
CONTROL 

~==~===t=~t=;:=~=~----..... --------o DATA 
.--+ ..... ----+ ..... -------0 CLOCK 

r-~HI-------o AMF FM/MFM 0-----...... 

t------o NRZ 

TL/F/8593-1 
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Connection Diagram 
Dual·ln·Llne Package Plastic Chip Carrier 

'--/ 
NRZ READ DATA- 1 24 

AMF- 2 23 

EARLY PRECOMP- 3 22 

LATE PRECOMP- 4 21 

WRITE DATA IN- 5 20 

FM/MFM- 6 19 

READ GATE- 7 18 

READ DATA OUT- 8 17 

READ CLOCK- 9 16 

OSC2.." 10 15 

OSC1/CLK- 11 14 

GND- 12 13 

Top View 

-Vee 
-READ MODE 

- WRITE DATA OUT 

~ PUMP UP/DOWN 

!-PRECOMP a 
-PRECOMP 1 

-PRECOMP 2 

-READ DATA IN 

-DATA RATE a 
- PUMP CURRENT 

-DATA RATE 1 

-FILTER 

TLlF/8593-2 

NC- 5 

NC- 6 

WRITE DATA IN - 7 

FM/MFM- 8 

READ GATE- 9 

READ DATA OUT- 10 

3 2 1 28 27 26 
25 i- PUMP UP/DOWN 

24 - PRECOMP a 
23 -NC 

22 - PRECOMP 1 

21 -PRECOMP 2 

20 - READ DATA IN 

READ CLOCK- 11 19 i-DATA RATE a 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Order Number DP8470N or DP8470J 
See NS Package Number N24C or J24F 

Pin Descriptions 

Symbol 
DIP Pin 

No. 

NRZ READ DATA 1 

AMF 2 

EARLY IPRECOMP 3 
LATE/PRECOMP 4 

WRITE DATA IN 5 

FM/MFM 6 

READ GATE 7 

READ DATA OUT 8 

READ CLOCK 9 

OSC 1,2 10,11 

FILTER 13 

DATA RATE 0 16 
DATA RATE 1 14 

PUMP CURRENT 15 

PCCPln 
No. 

1 

2 

3 
4 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12,13 

15 

19 
17 

18 

Top View 

Order Number DP8470V 
See NS Package Number V28A 

Note: Make no corrections to NC pins (No connection). 

Function 

TL/F/8593-9 

This output will present data read from the disk in NRZ format based on the read clock. 
This output is set to a high impedance state when Read Gate is not asserted. 

This output could be used with any controller that needs an indication of a valid address 
mark. This pin goes high for one bit period when an address mark is detected. This 
output is set to a high impedance state when Read Gate is not asserted. 

These two active-high inputs determine whether the incoming write-data pulse should 

be shifted early or late in time. 

Active-high data input from the disk controller. 

o = FM, 1 = MFM. This pin also affects the data rate. 

While this input is low, the PLL will lock to its center frequency. While this input is high, 
the PLL will lock to signal on the Read Data In pin. 

Active-high data output to the floppy controller. The Read Data Out is synchronized to 
the Read Clock Output. 

This is a clock output that has the same frequency as the data rate. This output is 
always clerived from the output of the VCO. While reading data, the VCO is tracking the 
data rate. When not reading data, the VCO is locked to its reference frequency. 

These two pins enable the connection of a crystal to form the reference oscillator. 
Optionally an external clock can be used instead. The clock would drive Osc 1 while 
Osc 2 would be left open. 

This pin is the output of the dual-gain charge pump and is also the input to the VCO. A 
simple filter is attached to this pin. 

These two pins select the data rate that this chip will sync to: 
00 = 125FM/250MFM 
01 = 250FM/500MFM 
10 = 500FM/1000MFM 
11 = Test Mode 

A resistor is attached to this pin to set the charge pump current. 
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Pin Descriptions (Continued) 

Symbol 
DIP Pin PCC Pin 

No. No. 

READ DATA IN 17 20 

PRECOMPO 20 24 
PRECOMP 1 19 22 
PRECOMP2 18 21 

PUMP UP/DOWN 21 25 

WRITE DATA OUT 22 26 

READ MODE 23 27 

Vee 24 28 
GROUND 12 14 

Function 

Active-high data input from the disk drive. 

These three input pins select the amount of write precompensation. 

This active-high output is the logical OR of Pump Up and Pump Down. This is used for 
diagnostic purposes. 

Active-high data output to the floppy drive. This is the same data as is input on the 
Write Data In pin, except it has been write-precompensated and delayed. 

This input determines what read algorithm is used to select between the low and the 
high gain mode. (Low ~ 4-state algorithm, high ~ 2-state algorithm.) 

These pins are the power supply pins for both the digital circuitry and the analog 
circuitry. 

Typical Floppy Disk Drive Application 

DO DRO 

D1 DR1 

D2 DR2 

D3 DR3 

D4 

D5 MOTOR ON 

D6 DIRECTION 

D7 LOW CURRENT 

STEP 

AO HEAD SELECT 

MICRO 
PROCESSOR TRACK a 

RD WRITE PROTECT 

WR READY 
DISK INDEX 

CONTROLLER 
INT SEEK COMPLETE 

RESET WRITE GATE 

RD GATE 

RD DATA 

RD ClK 

WR DATA 

EARLY 

lATE 

ADDRESS ClK FM/MFM 
DECODE CS 

PRECOMP SET 

+5V 

DRO DATA RATE 

DMA DAK 

TC 

READ MODE 
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DATA 

SEPARATOR 
& 

WRITE 
PRECOMP 

RD DATA 

WR DATA 

CURRENT SET 

R1 

DISK 
DRIVE 

"'~TI R2 
C1 

cp 
47pF -

HII 
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Functional Description 
The data separator consists of a dual gain analog PLL 
(Phase Locked Loop). This PLL synchronizes a VCO (Volt
age Controlled Oscillator) to the raw data signal read from a 
disk drive. The Read Clock pin is derived from the VCO. The 
Read Data Out pin mirrors the Read Data In pin except that 
it is centered with respect to the Read Clock. In addition, 
NRZ encoded data is available at the Read Clock. In addi
tion, NRZ encoded data is available at the NRZ Read Data 
pin. 

The PLL consists of three main components, a phase com
parator, a filter, and a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), as 
shown in the Block Diagram. The basic operation 01 a PLL is 
fairly straightforward. The phase comparator detects the dif
ference between the phase of the VCO output and the 
phase of the raw data being read from the disk. This phase 
difference is converted to a current which either charges or 
discharges a filter. The resulting voltage of the filter chang
es the frequency of the VCO in an attempt to reduce the 
phase difference between the two signals. A PLL is 
"locked" when the frequency of the VCO is exactly the 
same as the average frequency of the read data. This is 
somewhat of a simplified view because it ignores such 
topics as loop stability, acquisition time, and filter values. 

The external filter simply consists of two capacitors and a 
resistor as shown in the typical application diagram. Another 
resistor is used to set the charge pump current. 

The quarter period delay line is used to determine the cen
ter of a bit cell. It is important that this delay line be as 
accurate as possible. A typical data separator would nor
mally require an external trim to adjust the delay. An exter
nal trim is not required for the DP8472174 however. A sec
ondary PLL is used to automatically calibrate the delay line. 
The secondary PLL also calibrates the center frequency of 
the VCO. 

The Preamble Detect circuit is used with the four-state algo
rithm to determine when the PLL switches from the high 
gain mode to its low gain mode. This circuit scans the in
coming data for the frequency corresponding to a preamble 
plus or minus 15 percent. 

Circuit Operation 
READ MODE 

There are two read modes to choose from. The Read Mode 
is selected with the Read Mode pin. The state of this pin 
should not change during an actual read operation. 

RDGfTE 
DATA 

Two-State Diagram 

Data = first incoming pulse received. 

RDGATE 
TLlF/8593-4 
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MODE ONE (TWO-STATE DIAGRAM) 

When Read Gate is not asserted, the PLL is locked to the 
crystal frequency in its high-gain mode with a phaselfre
quency comparator. When Read Gate is asserted, the PLL 
will remain locked to the crystal until the first data bit arrives. 

It will then lock to the incoming data in its low-gain mode 
with a phase-only comparator. It will stay in this mode until 
Read Gate is deasserted. 

The NRZ Data Output will remain low until 8 bits have been 
read. This is to guarantee that the clock pulses from the 
preamble have become stable. The Read Data Out is en
abled as soon as the first data bit arrives. 

Four-State Diagram 

PreDetB = 8 consecutive bits of preamble frequency. 
PreDet16 = 16 consecutive bits of preamble frequency. 

MODE TWO (FOUR-STATE DIAGRAM) 

PREDET8 
RDGATE 

PREDET16 
RDGATE 

TLIF/8593-5 

When Read Gate is not asserted, the PLL is locked to the 
crystal frequency in its high-gain mode with a phase/fre
quency comparator. When Read Gate is asserted, a pream
ble-detect circuit is enabled. This circuit looks for consecu
tive bits of the correct preamble frequency. The PLL will 
stay locked to the crystal frequency until 8 consecutive pre
amble bits are read. At this point the PLL will lock on to the 
incoming data (preamble) in its high-gain mode with a 
phase-only comparator. When the preamble-detect circuit 
finds 16 consecutive bits of the preamble frequency, the 
Data Output and the NRZ Data Output logic will be enabled. 
If at any time before the 16 bits are counted the preamble
detect circuit goes false, the PLL will return to the Idle Mode 
locked to the crystal. As soon as the preamble-detect circuit 
goes false after the 16 bits are counted (such as when be
ginning of the address mark is read) the PLL will switch to its 
low-gain mode. It will stay in this mode until Read Gate is 
deasserted. The timing is such that the comparison of the 
first bit of the Address Mark is done in the low-gain mode. 

Between the time in which Read Gate is asserted and the 
Read Data Output is enabled (states 1 and 2 of the 4-state 
diagram), the data pattern 4E(hex) or FF(hex) will be output 



Circuit Operation (Continued) 

for MFM and FM respectively on the Read Data Output pin. 
The NRZ Data Output will remain low during this time. 

WRITE MODE 

When writing data, the rising edge of the signal presented to 
the Write Data Input is delayed before it appears on the 
Write Data Output. The number of delays is shown in Table I. 

The actual value of the delay is determined by the PreComp 
Set pins. There is also a base delay as specified in the AC 
timing characteristics. 

Early 

a 
a 
1 
1 

TABLE I 

Late 

a 
1 
a 
1 

Design Considerations 

# of Delays 

1 
2 
o 

illegal 

The operating characteristics of this part are totally pin pro
grammable. The designer needs to set three parameters by 
tying pins either high or low. These three parameters are the 
data rate, the amount of write precompensation, and the 
read mode algorithm. 

DATA RATE, FM/MFM 

The data rate is determined by three pins (Data Rate 0, 
Data Rate 1, FM/MFM) and also the clock frequency. The 
normal clock frequency is 8 MHz. The selectable data rates 
based on an 8 MHz clock are shown in Table II. If a data 
rate is needed that is not shown in the 8 MHz column, it may 
be produced by varying the clock frequency. See the AC 
Electrical Characteristics for the acceptable range of clock 
frequencies. 

If either of these parameters (data rate or FM/MFM) are 
subject to change then these pins could be connected to 

TABLE" 

Data Rate FMI Actual Data Rate Actual Data Rate 
1 0 MFM (f ~ 8 MHz) (Variable f) 

a a a 125 kbitsl sec 1/64 
0 0 1 250 kbitsl sec 1/32 
0 1 a 250 kbitsl sec f/32 
0 1 1 500 kbitsl sec f/16 
1 a a 500 kbitsl sec 1/16 
1 a 1 1.00 Mbits/sec f/8 
1 1 a test mode 
1 1 1 test mode 

f = clock frequency. 

switches, an output port, or through some logic from the 
controller's drive select output. 

The test mode is used by National for testing purposes. It 
should not normally be used for anything else. 

WRITE PRECOMPENSATION 

Another parameter to set is the amount of write precompen
sation needed for the disk drive being used. This value is 
generally specified by the drive manufacturer. The amount 
of precompensation used is based on the Precomp Set pins 
and the Data Rate as shown in Table III. 

If the amount of write precompensation is subject to 
change, then these pins could be connected to switches, an 
output port, or through some logic from the controller's drive 
select output. 

It is sometimes desirable to enable write precompensation 
for the inner tracks of a disk only. Some controllers have an 
output signal that indicates when the head is over a track 
that needs write precompensation. The easiest way to im
plement this signal is to choose the amount of write pre
compensation needed, look up in the table which pins need 
to be tied high and which need to be tied low. Connect the 
low pins to ground. Connect the high pins to the controller's 
write precompensation enable output pin. 

CRYSTAL 

Normally an 8 MHz crystal is attached in parallel across the 
two oscillator pins. There should also be a separate 47 pF 
capacitor attached to each pin with the other side of each 
capacitor attached to ground. If the system already has an 
8 MHz source, this may be used to drive the Osc 1 pin while 
leaving the Osc 2 pin floating. The frequency at this pin is 
used to set the center frequency of the VCO and the initial 
delay of the quarter period delay line. It is also used for the 
write precompensation circuit timing. See the AC Electrical 
Characteristics for the acceptable range of the crystal. Vary
ing the frequency will affect many operating parameters as 
specified in the appropriate sections. 

FILTER 

The filter is used for the main PLL. The values recommend
ed for the two resistors and the capacitor are given in Table 
IV based on the data rate needed. If more than one data 
rate will be used, there are two alternatives. The values can 
be used that are shown in the table for the multiple data 
rates. These values are a trade off of PLL characteristics 
that are not ideal for either data rate. Another alternative is 
to actually have two separate filters with the capability of 
switching in one or the other either with a manual switch or 
an analog switch which can be software controlled. 

TABLE III 

PrecompSet Amount of Precompensation 

2 1 0 Data Rt 00 Data Rt - 01 Data Rt - 10 

f 8MHz Variable f f - 8 MHz Variable f f - 8 MHz Variable f 

a 0 a o ns OX a ns OX o ns OX 
a a 1 107 ns 3X 36 ns 1X 36 ns 1X 
a 1 a 143 ns 4X 71 ns 2X 71 ns 2X 
a 1 1 179 ns 5X 107 ns 3X 107 ns 3X 
1 a a 214 ns 6X 143 ns 4X 143 ns 4X 
1 a 1 250 ns 7X 179 ns 5X 179 ns 5X 
1 1 0 321 ns 9X 214 ns 6X illegal 
1 1 1 393 ns 11X 250 ns 7X illegal 

x - 217f ns, where f - clock frequency. 
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TABLE IV 

Data Rate R1 

125 kbits/sec FM ko. 
250 kbits/sec FM ko. 
500 kbits/sec FM ko. 
250 kbits/sec MFM 10.0ko. 
500 kbits/sec MFM ko. 

1 Mbitlsec MFM ko. 
1.25 Mbits/sec MFM ko. 

125 FM/250 MFM kbits/sec ko. 
250 FM/500 MFM kbits/sec ko. 
500 FM/l000 MFM kbits/sec ko. 

Interfacing 
DISK DRIVE INTERFACE 

The connection between the Support Chip and the Disk 
Drive is very simple. The disk drive's Write Data line con· 
nects to the support chip's Write Data Out pin. The disk 
drive's Read Data line connects to the support chip's Read 
Data In pin. 

FLOPPY CONTROLLER 

Simply connect the Write Data and Read Data pins of the 
controller to the Write Data In and Read Data Out pins of 
the Support Chip. Connect the Early and Late Precomp out· 
puts from the controller to the Early and Late Precomp in· 
puts of the disk support chip. 

The Read Gate input pin of the disk support chip must be 
connected to the pin of the controller that indicates when 
the controller is trying to read valid data. On the fLPD765A, 
8272A this is the VCO pin. On the WD179x this is the VFOE 
pin. 

The Read Clock output pin of the disk support chip must be 
connected to the pin of the controller that requires a data 
window (or data clock). This is a window that defines wheth· 
er an MFM encoded pulse is a data pulse or a clock pulse. 
The polarity of this pulse is indeterminant. On the fLPD765A, 
8272A this is the DW pin. On the WD179x this is the RCLK 
pin. 

HARD DISK CONTROLLER 

This floppy support chip has been designed to interface di· 
rectly to the DP8466 Hard Disk Controller. Connect the 
Write Data lines exactly the same way as for the floppy 
controller. Connect the Write Precomp lines the same way 
also. 

The hard disk's Read Data line should be connected to the 
support chip's Read Data In pin. Also, the controller's Read 
Gate output is connected to the Read Gate input of the 
support chip. The controller does not use the support chip's 
Read Data Out pin. The controller needs the data read from 
the disk to be in NRZ format rather than MFM encoded 
format. Simply connect the NRZ Read Data pin of the sup· 
port chip to the Read Data pin of the controller. Connect the 
Read Clock output of the support chip to the Read Clock 
input of the controller. 
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R2 C1 C2 

0. nF fLF 
0. nF fLF 
0. nF fLF 

1000. 4.7 nF 0.047 fLF 
0. nF fLF 
0. nF fLF 
0. nF fLF 
0. nF fLF 
0. nF fLF 
0. nF fLF 

The Address Mark Found output of the support chip gets 
connected to the Address Mark Found input of the control· 
ler. 
Note: If write precompensation is used as well as AMF with the DP8466, the 

signal to indicate early precomp and the signal to indicate AMF must 
be multiplexed by the Write Gate output of the controller since the 
DP8466 combines these two functions on the same pin. 

PLL Performance 
The information in this section is not needed to use this part. 
It is included for completeness. The performance of the PLL 
is determined from the following factors: 

KyCO - Change in the frequency of the VCO due to a volt· 
age change at the VCO input. 

Kyco;::: 10 MRad/s/volt. 

Icp - Charge pump current. Set by the external resistor 
Rl across the reference voltage set by the chip. 
Icp = 1.2 V/RI. This current can be set anywhere 
between 50 fLA and 350 fLA. While in the high gain 
mode, the current is doubled. 

C2 - Filter capacitor. 

R2 - Filter resistor. Determines the PLL damping factor. 

Cl - This filter capacitor improves the performance of 
the PLL although it has only a secondary effect. 

Using second order PLL formulas (Le. ignoring the effect of 
Cl) the filter components can be chosen to obtain the re· 
quired performance. 

The bit jitter tolerance of the PLL is given by, 

Wn = (KYCO/2N X Icp/21T X lIC2)1/2 

where N is the number of VCO cycles between two phase 
comparisons (N = 2 during the preamble). 

The acquisition time (time to lock to the correct phase and 
frequency) is given by, 

tlk;::: 6/wn· 
The trade off, when choosing filter components, is between 
acquisition time while the PLL is locking and jitter immunity 
while reading data. 

The damping factor is given by, 

~ = Wn x (R2 x C2)/2 

and is usually set at about 0.7. 



Functional Waveform 

READ DATA IN 

veo 

READ DATA OUT 

READ elK 

NRZ 
+----1 

Read Data Timing 

AMF 
+--~--~--+--+---+--+---+-~ 

READ elK • 

NRZ • -+---1---' 

AMF • 
+--~---+---+--+---+--+---+--+-~ 

• ~ If Read Clock starts out of phase. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings Operating Conditions 
Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not Min Max Units 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.5 5.5 V 
reliability electrical test specifications document. DC Input or Output Voltage 0 Vee V 

Supply Voltage (Vecl -0.5 to + 7.0V Operating Temperature Range (T A): 0 +70 'C 

DC Input Voltage (VIN) -1.5 to Vee +1.5V 

DC Output Voltage (VOUT) -0.5 to Vee +0.5V 

Clamp Diode Current ±20mA 

DC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 10% unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
TA = O'Cto +70'C 

Units 
Limits 

VIH Minimum High Level 
Input Voltage 

2.0 V 

VIL Maximum Low Level 
0.8 V 

Input Voltage 

VOH Minimum High Level Out VIN = VIH or VIL 
3.7 V 

[louTI = 2mA 

VOL Maximum Low Level Out VIN = VIH or VIL 
0.4 V 

IloUTI = 2mA 

liN Maximum Input VIN = Vee or GND 
±1.0 /LA 

Current 

loz Maximum TRI·STATE® VOUT = Vee or GND 
±10.0 /LA 

Leakage Current 

lee Maximum VIN = Vee or GND 
3.0 mA 

Supply Current FIN = 8 MHz 

lee Maximum VIN = 2.4V or 0.5V 
20.0 mA 

Supply Current FIN = 8 Mhz 

AC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 10%, C = 150 pF, unless otherwise specified 

TA = O'C to 70'C 

Symbol Parameter f = 8 MHz f = variable Units 

Min Max Min Max 

f Crystal Frequency 4 10 MHz 

DR Data Rate 125 1250 Kbitls 

READ TIMING 

tDRS Data Rate Setup to Depends on 
Data In Filter Used 

tRMS Read Mode Setup to 
100 ns 

Read Gate 

tFMS FM/MFM Setup to Depends on 
Data In Filter Used 

tRGS Read Gate Setup to 4x109 

Data In 
600 100+-f- ns 

tDRH Data Rate Hold 28it 
from Read Gate Windows 

tRMH Read Mode Hold 28it 
from Read Gate Windows 
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AC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 10%, C = 150 pF, unless otherwise specified (Continued) 

TA = O'C to 70'C 

Symbol Parameter f = 8 MHz f = variable Units 

Min Max Min Max 

READ TIMING (Continued) 

tFMH FM/MFM Hold 2 Bit 
from Read Gate Windows 

tRGH Last Data In to 2 Bit 
Read Gate Disable Windows 

tRGF Read Gate Off Time 
600 

between Reads 
ns 

tROO Read Data Offset 
from Center of 34 ns 
Read Clock 

tNRZ NRZ & AMF Data 
Offset from Read 20 ns 
Clock Edge 

tiN Pulse Width of 
50 

Data In 
ns 

tOUT Pulse Width of 8.8x108 1.6X 109 
110 200 --- ns 

Data Out f f 

WRITE TIMING 

tORWS Data Rate Setup to 
125 ns 

Write Data In 

tpss Precomp. Setup to 
125 ns 

Write Data In 

tRGS Read Gate Setup to 4 X 109 

Write Data In 
600 100+--f - ns 

tps Early/Late Setup to -160 

Write Data In (Note 1) 
ns 

tpH Early/Late Hold from 
200 ns 

Write Data In 

tORWH Data Rate Hold from 
1.0 

Write Data In 
!,-S 

tpSH Precomp. Hold from 
1.0 !,-S 

Write Data In 

tRGH Read Gate Hold from 
1.0 

Write Data In 
!,-S 

tWI Write In Pulse 
20 

Width 
ns 

two Write Out Pulse 1.76 x 109 2.8 X 109 

Width 
220 350 

f f 
ns 

tlO Write Into 280 Typ. 2 X 109 

Write Out (Early Precomp.) 
30+--f - ns 

ewp Error of 
±10 % 

Write Precomp. 

Note 1: The Early and Late pins do not need to be valid until 160 ns after the rising edge of the write data in signal. This is to accommodate interfacing to the 
I'P0765A. 
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PLL Characteristics 
Symbol Parameter Value 

K<f>High Phase Comparator & Charge Pump 5 VREF 
Gain Constant. High Gain Mode. (Note 1) 21TR 

VREF Voltage at Set Pump Current Pin 1.2V 

K<f>Low Low Gain Mode (Note 1) 2.5 VREF 

21TR 

Kveo Gain of VCO (Note 2) 5/N MRad/SIV 

fveo Center Frequency of VCO f/2 

tJITTER Maximum Tolerance of Bit Jitter (Note 3) (0.95) 

4xDR 

tpOWERON Time from Full Vee Power to 
50ms 

Guaranteed Functionality 

Note 1: A = pump current set resistor (Sk-20k). 

Note 2: N ~ # of veo cycles per bit. 

Note 3: DR ~ Data Rate. 

Timing Diagrams Read Timing 

-tORH 

DATA RATE __ A X _____ -------------------I--..JJ'---
..::I tRMS r-

READ MODE ___ J'\ X-+-__l-------------------+-..Jfl\.-----
.1"';--- t'MS - t'MH 

fM/MfM--1( 

RG ___ 'I 
tOGS ~ ;:r" DATA IN f"\ 

DATA OUT 

~tOUT 

READ CLOCK ~~t;o /""' / \. 

NRZ ---~z \. 

AMf ---'t;.z \. 

Write Timing 

_tOOWH -

DATA RATE ___ '1'-_____ -+ _________ -+ ____ -'1'1-____ _ 
-tpss --PRECOMP SET ___ tr\. _____ -+ _________ -+ ____ .fll-____ _ 

I-tRGH-I 

READ GATE '\ ylJ"""-----
------~~--_r--------------+_-----J 

tp~ cl:::1 tpH 

EARLY/LATE X X X~ ______ ~~~~J~------J--~ 
I--- tWI 

WRITE IN _______ -Jr---...I _______ JIt---'-_______ _ 

WRITE OUT 
I-tIO~ ....... ____ ___'Rl..tw_o __ _ 
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PRELIMINARY 

DP8472, DP8474 Floppy Disk Controller Plus 

General Description 
This is a full featured Floppy Disk Drive Controller. It is soft
ware compatible with the /LPD765A but also has many en
hancements over the /LPD765A. This includes an internal 
data separator, internal write precompensation, a motor 
onloff control, internal line drivers, low power mode, and 
some software enhancements that simplify programming 
the DP8472, 74. 

The internal data separator uses a combination of digital 
and analog circuits. The analog PLL requires only fixed val
ue external components, no trims are needed. 

The internal Write Precompensation can be programmed to 
shift the outgoing data early or late anywhere between 0 
and 464 ns. It uses a standard single level shifting algorithm. 

The Head Load and Head Unload timers can be redefined 
as a Motor On and Motor Off time. This redefinition allows 
the longer times needed for a disk drive motor to come up 
to speed (up to four seconds). 

The low power feature allows the crystal of the controller to 
be turned off by software control or it may be programmed 
to turn off automatically when all drive motors are off. This 
reduces the power consumption of the controller to less 
than 100 /LA. 

The output buffers of the signals to the disk drive can sink 
up to 8 mAo They can also be active high or active low on 
the DP84 7 4. If the length of the cable connecting the disk 

Connection Diagrams 

DP8472 Dual-In-Line Package 

RESET 40 Vcr; 

RO 39 SEEK CO~PLETE 

ViR 38 LCT/DIR 

CS 37 STEP 

AD 36 f.40TOR 

DO 3S READY 

01 34 WRITE PROTECT 

02 33 TRACK 0 

03 32 DATA RATE 

04 10 31 INDEX 

OS 11 30 WRITE DATA 

06 12 29 ORO 

07 13 28 DRI 

DRQ 14 27 HEAD SELECT 

OAK IS 26 PU~P CURRENT 

TC 16 25 WRITE GATE 

INT 17 24 VCO/PU~P 

OSC2 18 23 READ DATA 

OSC1/CLK 19 22 DATA WINDOW 

GND 20 21 rlLTER 

TL/F/8592-1 

Top View 
Order Number DP8472J or DP8472N 

See NS Package Numbers N40A, J40A 

drive to the controller is relatively small, the drive can be 
connected directly to the controller without any buffers. 

Other enhancements that may be enabled or disabled in
clude implied seeks that will automatically move the drive 
head to the correct position in many commands. This elimi-

(continued on next page) 

Features 
• Internal dual gain, analog data separator 
• Internal write precompensation (variable starting track #) 
• Software compatible with the /LPD765A/8272A 

• CMOS 
• Software selectable data rate (125 kbits-2.5 Mbits) 
• No trimmable passive components needed 
• Compatible with external data separator 
• Low Power mode (Icc < 100 /LA) 
• Implied seeks on read and write commands 
• Disable polling mode 
• Can redefine timers for motor onloff 
• Seek Complete input for buffered seeks 
• Demultiplexed drive select outputs (DP8474) 
• Extended track range (up to 4096 tracks) 
• Format with or wlo Index Address Mark (/LFloppy 

compatible) 

DP8474 Plastic Chip Carrier Package 

t:l 

01 

02 

03 

D. 
05 

06 

07 

ORO 

OAK 

IC 

INT 

~ 
w 8 ~ 

8 ~ I~ I~I~ ~ ~~ g ~ ~ 

~ i [j a Q l5 ~ '" " ~ i :g 8 :; 8 1l ~ 

~ '" ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '" ~ ~ 
1l " ~ 

Top View 
Order Number DP8474V 

See NS Package Number V44A 

READY 

WRITE PROTECT 

TRACK 0 

DATA RATE 

INDEX 

WRITE DATA 

ORO 

DRl 

002 

DR3 

HEAD SELECT 

TL/F/8592-2 
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General Description (Continued) 

nates the need for issuing the Seek command and the If the command used to control these new features is not 
Sense Interrupt command. Another enhancement is the accessed, the controller will use default modes that are 
ability to disable the polling mode. Also, the motor multiplex- compatible with software written for use with the !-,PD765A. 
ing scheme may be programmed so that the controller There are two different package types. The DP8472 is a 40 
knows whether all the drive motors are on at the same time pin DIP package. The DP8474 is a 44 pin PCC package. 
or if only one is on at a time. 

Pin Descriptions 

Symbol 
DP8472 DP8474 

Function 
DIP Pin No_ PCC Pin No_ 

RESET 1 1 Active high input that resets the controller to the idle state and resets 
all output lines to the disk drive to their disabled state. Does not clear 
any internal registers except the registers defined in the Mode 
command. These registers will be set to their default values. 

RD 2 2 Active low input to signal a read from the controller to the 
microprocessor. 

WR 3 3 Active low input to signal a write from the microprocessor to the 
controller. 

CS 4 4 Active low input to enable the RD and WR inputs. 

AO 5 5 Address lihe from the microprocessor. This determines which register 
the microprocessor is talking to: Data or Status Register. 

DO-D7 6-13 6-13 Bi-directional data lines to the microprocessor. 

DRO 14 14 Active high output to signal the DMA controller that a data transfer is 
needed. 

DAK 15 15 Active low input to acknowledge the DMA request and enable a read 
or a write. 

TC 16 16 Active high input to indicate the termination of a DMA transfer. 

INT 17 17 Active high output to signal that an operation requires the attention of 
the microprocessor. The action required depends on the current 
function of the controller. 

INVERT 18 (DP8474 only) This input determines the polarity of the disk drive 
interface lines (input & output). low indicates active high push-pull 
signals. High indicates active low open drain Signals. 

lOW POWER 19 (DP8474 only) This active high output indicates when the controller is 
in its low power mode. This can be connected to a drive that has a 
low power input Signal. Affected by INVERT. 

OSC2 18 20 An external crystal is attached here or it is left open if an external 
clock is used. 

ClK/OSCl 19 21 An external crystal or the output of an external clock is attached here. 
(Usually 8 MHz) 

FilTER 21 23 This pin is the output of the dual gain charge pump and is also the 
input to the VCO. A simple filter is attached to this pin. 

DATA WINDOW 22 24 If the internal data separator is disabled, the signal that indicates that 
the incoming raw data is in the data phase or the clock phase is 
connected here. This pin is not used if the internal data separator is 
enabled and should be tied low or high. 

READ DATA 23 25 If the internal data separator is enabled, the raw data read from the 
disk is connected here. If the internal data separator is disabled, the 
synchronized data signal from an external data separator is 
connected here. Affected by INVERT. 
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Pin Descriptions (Continued) 

Symbol 
DP8472 DP8474 

Function 
DIP Pin No. PCC Pin No. 

VCO/PUMP 24 26 This active high output enables an external data separator to 
synchronize to the disk data instead of its center frequency. If the 
internal data separator is used, this output is the OR of the internal 
Pump Up and Pump Down signal. This can be used for diagnostic 
purposes. 

WRITE GATE 25 27 This active high output enables the write circuitry of the selected disk 
drive. Affected by INVERT. 

PUMP CURRENT 26 28 A resistor is attached to this pin to set the charge pump current. 

HEAD SELECT 27 29 This output determines which disk drive head is active. (low = head 0, 
high = head 1). Affected by INVERT. 

DRO 29 (DP8472) Active high outputs that indicates in binary form which disk 
DR1 28 drive is active. Affected by INVERT. 

DRO 33 (DP8474) Active high outputs to select which disk drive is active. 
DR1 32 These pins are the demultiplexed DRO, DR1 pins described above. In 

DR2 31 addition, if no drive is currently selected, no signal will be active. 

DR3 30 Affected by INVERT. 

WRITE DATA 30 34 This is the write precompensated serial data to be written onto the 
selected disk drive. Affected by INVERT. 

INDEX 31 35 This active high input signals the beginning of a track. Affected by 
INVERT. 

DATA RATE 32 36 This input selects the data rate used if the Mode command is not 
accessed. High indicates 500 kbits/sec (MFM), Low indicates 250 
kbits/sec (based on 8 MHz clock). The data rate may be overridden in 
software through the Mode command. This pin also effects the times 
programmed with the Specify command. The times are doubled if this 
pin is low. This doubling effect is not overridden by the Mode 
Command. 

TRACK 0 33 37 This active high input tells the controller that the head is at track zero 
of the selected disk drive. Affected by INVERT. 

WRITE PROTECT 34 38 This active high input tells the controller that the disk is write 
protected. Any command that writes to the disk drive is not permitted 
when a disk is write protected. Affected by INVERT. 

READY 35 39 This active high input tells the controller that the selected disk drive is 
ready (i.e. the drive door is closed, may also indicate that the disk is 
spinning). Affected by INVERT. 

MOTOR 36 40 Active high output to turn on the disk drive motor for 5.25" drives. 
May also be used to load the head of an 8" drive. Affected by 
INVERT. 

STEP 37 41 This active high output will produce a pulse at a software 
programmable rate to move the head during a seek. Affected by 
INVERT. 

LCT/DIR 38 42 When in the seek mode this output will determine the direction of the 
head movement (high = step in, low = step out). When in the write 
or read mode this output will go high when the controller detects that 
the current track number is greater than or equal to a software 
programmable track number. Affected by INVERT. 

SEEK COMPLETE 39 43 This active high input from the disk drive indicates that a buffered 
seek operation is complete. This input may be tied high if drive does 
not support buffered seeks. Affected by INVERT. 

Vee 40 44 These pins are the power supply pins for both the digital circuitry and 
GROUND 20 22 the analog circuitry. 
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Typical Application 

00 ORO 

01 DR1 

02 DR2 

03 DR3 

04 

05 MOTOR 

06 LCT/DIR L:: DIRECTION 

07 LOW CURRENT 

STEP 

AO HEAD SELECT 
DISK 

MICRO DRIVE 
PROCESSOR TRACK 0 

Ro WRITE PROTECT 

RW DP8474 READY 
DISK INDEX 

CONTROLLER 
INT SEEK COMPLETE 

WRITE GATE 

WRITE DATA 

IIH READ DATA 

47 pF 

IATA RATE 
PUMP 

CURRENT SET 

R1 

ADDRESS INVERT-+5 
DECODE CS 

FILTER 

OMA GND 

ORO 

OAK 

TC 
Notes: TC is optional. 

Functional Description 
There are only two registers to access in the floppy disk 
controller. The read only Main Status Register is used to 
detect the current status of the controller. The Data Regis
ter is used for several purposes. Commands and command 
parameters are passed to the Data Register. While reading 
or writing to a disk, the data is transferred through the Data 
Register. Finally, the result of a command after it is finished 
is read from the Data Register. 

COMMAND SEQUENCE 

The disk controller can perform many commands. There are 
three phases for every command that is executed. 

COMMAND PHASE: The !-,P writes a series of bytes to the 
Data Register. These bytes indicate the command desired 
and the particular parameters required for the command. 

No trimmable components required. 
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EXECUTION PHASE: The disk controller performs the de
sired command. Some commands require the !-,P to read or 
write data to or from the Data Register during this time. 
Reading data from a disk is an example of this. 

RESULT PHASE: The !-,P reads a series of bytes from the 
Data Register. These bytes indicate whether the command 
executed properly and other pertinent information. 

Each command requires a set of bytes to be written to the 
disk controller in the Command Phase. All the bytes must be 
written in the order specified in the Command Description 
Table. The Execution Phase starts immediately after the last 
byte in the Command Phase is written. 

After the end of the Execution Phase, the Result Phase 
bytes may be read from the disk controller. The bytes are 



Functional Description (Continued) 

read in the order specified in the Command Description Ta
ble. All the result bytes need not be read, although it is 
recommended to read them all. 

A new command may be initiated by writing the Command 
Phase bytes after the last bytes needed from the Result 
Phase have been read. 

MAIN STATUS REGISTER (AO = 0) 

The read only Main Status Register indicates the current 
status of the disk controller. The Main Status Register is 
always available to be read. One of its functions is to control 
the flow of data to and from the Data Register. The Main 
Status Register indicates when the disk controller is ready 
to send or receive data. It should be read before any byte is 
transferred to or from the Data Register. 

Main Status Register 

07 Request for Master: Indicates that the Data Register 
is ready to send or receive data from the f-LP. This bit 
is cleared immediately after a byte transfer and will 
become set again as soon as the disk controller is 
ready for the next byte. 

06 Data Direction: Indicates whether the controller is ex
pecting a byte to be written to (0) or read from (1) the 
Data Register. Used in combination with Request for 
Master (D7). 

05 Non-DMA Execution: Bit is set only during the Execu
tion Phase of a command if it is in the non-DMA mode. 
In other words, if this bit is set, the multiple byte data 
transfer (in the Execution Phase) must be monitored 
by the f-LP either through interrupts, or software polling 
as described below. 

04 Command in Progress: This bit is set after the first 
byte of the Command Phase is written. This bit is 
cleared after the last byte of the Result Phase is read. 
If there is no result phase in a command, the bit is 
cleared after the last byte of the Command Phase is 
written. 

03 Drive 3 Seeking: Set after the last byte is written in 
the Command Phase of a Seek or Recalibrate com
mand for drive 3. Cleared after reading the first byte in 
the Result Phase of the Sense Interrupt Command. 

02 Drive 2 Seeking: Same as above for drive 2. 

01 Drive 1 Seeking: Same as above for drive 1. 

DO Drive 0 Seeking: Same as above for drive O. 

PROCESSOR INTERFACE 

Bytes are transferred to and from the disk controller in dif
ferent ways for the different phases in a command. During 
the Command Phase and the Result Phase, bytes are trans
ferred using the Main Status Register (AO = 0) to control 
the timing and direction of transfer. Bit 6 of the Main Status 
Register must be clear and bit 7 must be set before a byte 
can be written to the Data Register (AO = 1) during the 
Command Phase. Bits 6 and 7 of the Main Status Register 
must both be set before a byte can be read from the Data 
Register during the Result Phase. 

If there is information to be transferred during the Execution 
Phase, there are three methods that can be used. The DMA 
mode is used if the system has a DMA controller. This al
lows the f-LP to do other things during the Execution Phase 
data transfer. If DMA is not used, an interrupt can be issued 
for each byte transferred during the Execution Phase. If in
terrupts are not used, the Main Status Register can be 
polled to indicate when a byte transfer is required. 
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DMAMODE 

If the DMA mode is selected, a DMA request will be gener
ated in the Execution Phase when each byte is ready to be 
transferred. The DMA controller should respond to the DMA 
request with a DMA acknowledge and the RD or the WR 
signal. The DMA request will be cleared by the active edge 
of the DMA acknowledge. After the last byte is transferred, 
an interrupt is generated. This indicates the beginning of the 
Result Phase. The interrupt will be cleared by reading the 
first byte in the Result Phase. 

INTERRUPT MODE 

If the non-DMA mode is selected, an interrupt will be gener
ated in the Execution Phase when each byte is ready to be 
transferred. The Main Status Register should be read to ver
ify that the interrupt is for a data transfer. Bits 5 and 7 of the 
Main Status Register will be set. When the f-LP reads the 
data byte from the Data Register, the interrupt will be 
cleared. The f-LP should read the byte within the time allot
ted by the following Time to Service Interrupt Table. If the 
byte is not transferred within the time allotted, an Overrun 
Error will be indicated in the Result Phase when the com
mand terminates. An additional interrupt will be generated 
after the last byte is transferred. This indicates the begin
ning of the Result Phase. Bits 7 and 6 of the Main Status 
Register will be set and bit 5 will be clear. This interrupt will 
be cleared by reading the first byte in the Result Phase. 

Time to Service Interrupt 

Data Rate Clk Frequency Time to Service INT 

125 kbits/ sec BMHz 62.0 f-Ls 
250 kbits/sec BMHz 30.0 f-Ls 
500 kbitsl sec BMHz 14.0 f-Ls 

1000 kbits/sec BMHz 6.0 f-Ls 
1250 kbits/sec 10 MHz 4.4 f-Ls 
2500 kbits/sec 20 MHz 2.2 f-Ls 

Time ~ (B/DR) - (16/1) • where DR ~ Data Rate, f ~ clock frequency. 

SOFTWARE POLLING 

If the non-DMA mode is selected and interrupts are not suit
able, the f-LP can poll the Main Status Register during the 
Execution Phase to determine when a byte is ready to be 
transferred. During the Execution Phase, in the non-DMA 
mode, bit 7 of the Main Status Register mirrors the state of 
the interrupt pin. Otherwise, the data transfer is similar to 
the Interrupt Mode described above. 

DATA RATE 

The data rate is determined by three factors; the clock fre
quency, the data rate pin, and the data rate programmed via 
the Mode command. Normally an B MHz crystal is used as 
the clock. If this is the case, the data rate pin can be used to 
select between 250 kbits/sec or 500 kbits/sec (MFM). If a 
different value clock frequency is used, the data rate is giv
en by the formulas: 

data rate = 2X 1012 I f bits/sec (data rate pin low) 

data rate = 4Xl012 1 f bits/sec (data rate pin high) 

The Mode command can be used to select the data rate via 
software. This method gives better flexibility than the data 
rate pin. With an B MHz clock, the following data rates can 
be selected: 250, 500, or toOO kbits/sec. With a different 
clock frequency, the data rate can be calculated by the for
mulas in the table with the Mode command description. 



Functional Description (Continued) 

All of the data rates specified in the previous two para
graphs are for MFM encoded data. If FM is used, the data 
rates are halved. 

It is important to note that the internal data separator will not 
function correctly above a data rate of 1.5 Mbitsl sec. The 
write precompensation logic will also fail above this data 
rate. Therefore, an external data separator and write pre
compensation circuit must be used at data rates above 
1.5 Mbitsl sec. 

DATA SEPARATOR 

The internal data separator consists of a dual gain analog 
PLL. This PLL synchronizes the raw data signal read from a 
disk drive. The synchronized signal is then used to separate 
the clock and data pulses from the raw signal. The data 
pulses are grouped into bytes and then sent to the ).loP. 

The PLL consists of three main components, a phase com
parator, a filter, and a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). 
The basic operation of a PLL is fairly straightforward. The 
phase comparator detects the difference between the 
phase of the VCO output and the phase of the raw data 
being read from the disk. This phase difference is converted 
to a current which is either charges or discharges a filter. 
The resulting voltage of the filter changes the frequency of 
the VCO in an attempt to reduce the phase difference be
tween the two signals. A PLL is "locked" when the frequen
cy of the VCO is exactly the same as the average frequency 
of the read data. This is somewhat of a simplified view be
cause it ignores such topics as loop stability, acquisition 
time, and filter values. 

The external filter simply consists of two capaCitors and a 
resistor as shown in the typical application diagram. Another 
resistor is used to set the charge pump current. 

The quarter period delay line is used to determine the cen
ter of a bit cell. It is important that this delay line be as 
accurate as possible. A typical data separator would nor
mally require an external trim to adjust the delay. An exter
nal trim is not required for the DP8472/74 however. A sec
ondary PLL is used to automatically calibrate the delay line. 
The secondary PLL also calibrates the center frequency of 
the VCO. 

The quarter period delay line can be programmed to always 
be set at the ideal delay. It can also be programmed to 
follow the actual data rate. It does this by following the fre
quency of the main VCO. 

The i'teamble Detect circuit is used with an intelligent algo
rithm to determine when the PLL switches from the high 
gain mode to its low gain mode. This circuit scans the in
coming data for the frequency corresponding to a preamble 
plus or minus 15 percent. 

PLL PERFORMANCE 

The information in this section is not needed to use this part. 
It is included for completeness. The performance of the PLL 
is determined from the following factors: 

Kvco- Change in the frequency of the VCO due to a volt
age change at the VCO input. 

Kvco ;:: 10 MRad/s/volt. 

Icp- Charge pump current. Set by the external resistor 
R 1 across the reference voltage set by the chip. 
Icp = 1.2 V IRt. This current can be set anywhere 
between 50 ).loA and 350 ).loA. While in the high gain 
mode, the current is doubled. 
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Cr- Filter capacitor. 

R2- Filter resistor. Determines the PLL damping factor. 

C1- This filter capacitor improves the performance of 
the PLL although it has only a secondary effect. 

Using second order PLL formulas (i.e., ignoring the effect of 
C1) the filter components can be chosen to obtain the re
quired performance. 

The bit jitter tolerance of the PLL is given by, 

Wn = (Kvco/2N X Icp/27T x 1/C2)1/2 

where N is the number of VCO cycles between two phase 
comparisons (N = 2 during the preamble). 

The acquisition time (time to lock to the correct phase and 
frequency) is given by, 

tlk;:: 6lwn· 
The trade off, when choosing filter components is between 
acquisition time while the PLL is locking and jitter immunity 
while reading data. 

The damping factor is given by, 

, = Wn x (R2 x C2)/2 

and is usually set at about 0.7. 

Other Features 
DRIVE POLLING 

If the Polling Mode is enabled, the disk controller will poll 
the drives continuously while it is in the idle state. The idle 
state is after the last byte of the Result Phase has been 
read and before the first byte of the Command Phase has 
been written. The disk controller will select each drive and 
check to see if the ready signal has changed states since 
the last time it checked. If a drive has changed its ready 
state, an interrupt is generated by the controller. The Sense 
Interrupt command should be used to identify and clear this 
interrupt. The Polling Mode can be enabled and disabled 
through the Mode Command. 

LOW POWER MODE 

In the Low Power Mode the crystal oscillator is turned off. 
When the oscillator is turned off the controller will draw less 
than 100 ).loA. Also, the internal circuitry is disabled from 
dOing anything when the oscillator is off, since the internal 
circuitry is driven from this oscillator. The oscillator will turn 
back on automatically after it detects CS & RD or CS & WR 
being activated. It may take a few milliseconds for the oscil
lator to return to full frequency, and the ).loP will be prevented 
from trying to access the Data Register during this time 
through the normal Main Status Register protocol. The Con
troller will go back to low power mode any time it is idle for 
more than 500 ms (based on 8 MHz clock). 

There are two ways to go into the low power mode. One is 
to command the controller to switch to low power immedi
ately through a software command. The other method is to 
set the controller to automatically go into the low power 
mode whenever all the disk drive motors are off (after the 
Motor Off time expires). This would be invisible to the soft
ware. The low power mode is programmed through the 
Mode Command. 

SEEK COMPLETE 

The seek complete signal is available on any disk drive that 
supports buffered seeks. If the drive used does not have 
this Signal available, simply tie this input high. 



Result Phase Status Registers 
The Result Phase of a command usually contains bytes that 
hold status information. The format of these bytes are the 
same for each command and are described below. Do not 
confuse these bytes with the Main Status Register which is 
a read only register that is always available. The Result 
Phase status registers are read from the Data Register only 
during the Result Phase. 

STATUS REGISTER 0 (STO) 

07 Interrupt Code: 

06 00 = Normal termination of command. Command was 
completed and properly executed. 

01 = Abnormal termination of command. Execution of 
command was started, but was not successfully 
completed. 

10 = Invalid command issue. Command issued was not 
recognized as a valid command. 

1-1 = Ready changed state during the polling mode. 

05 Seek End: Seek or Recalibrate command completed by 
the controller. (Used during Sense Interrupt command.) 

04 Equipment Check: After a Recalibrate command, Track 
o signal failed to occur. (Used during Sense Interrupt 
command.) 

D3 Not Ready: Drive is not ready by 5 disk revolutions after 
a Read or Write Command. Inverse of current state of 
ready signal during Sense Interrupt command. 

02 Head Address: (at end of Execution Phase). 

01 Unit Select: (at end of Execution Phase). 
00 00 = Drive 0 selected. 

01 = Drive 1 selected. 
10 = Drive 2 selected. 
11 = Drive 3 selected. 

STATUS REGISTER 1 (ST1) 

07 End of Track: Controller attempted to access a sec
tor number greater than that programmed by the End 
of Track (EaT) byte in Command Phase. 

06 Not Used: O. 

05 CRC Error: Controller detected a CRC error in the 
Address Field or the Data Field, depending on the 
state of bit 5 of ST2. 

04 Over Run: Controller was not serviced by the fLP 
soon enough during a data transfer in the Execution 
Phase. 

D3 Not Used: O. 

02 No Data: Three possible problems: 1) Controller can
not find the sector specified in the Command Phase 
during the execution of a Read, Write, or Scan com
mand. An address mark was found however, so it is 
not a blank disk. 2) Controller cannot read any Ad
dress Fields without a CRC error during Read 10 com
mand. 3) Controller cannot find starting sector during 
execution of Read A Track command. 
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01 iIIot Writable: Controller detected a write protect sig
nal from the drive during execution of Write Data, 
Write Deleted Data, or Format A Track commands. 

00 Missing Address Mark: If bit 0 of ST2 is clear, then 
the disk controller cannot detect any Address Field 
Address Mark after encountering the index hole twice. 
If bit 0 of ST2 is set, then the disk controller cannot 
detect the Data Address Mark or Deleted Data Ad
dress Mark of the Data Field. 

STATUS REGISTER 2 (ST2) 

07 Not Used: O. 

06 Control Mark: Controller tried to read a sector which 
contained a deleted data address mark during execu
tion of Read Data or Scan commands. Or, if a Read 
Deleted Data command was executed, a regular ad
dress mark was detected. 

D5 CRe Error in Oata Field: Controller detected a CRC 
error in the Data Field. Bit 5 of ST1 is also set. 

04 Wrong Track: Only set if desired sector not found. 
The track number recorded on any sector on the track 
is different from that stored in the Track Register. 

03 Scan Equal Hit: "Equal" condition satisfied during 
any Scan Command. 

D2 Scan Not Satisfied: Controller cannot find a sector 
on the track which meets the desired condition during 
Scan Command. 

D1 Bad Track: Only set if the desired sector is not found. 
The track number recorded on any sector on the track 
is different from that stored in the Track Register and 
the recorded track number is FF. 

DO Missing Address Mark in Oata Field: Controller can
not find a Data Address Mark during a read command. 
Bit 0 of ST1 is also set. 

STATUS REGISTER 3 (ST3) 

07 Not used: O. 

06 Write Protect Signal. 

05 Ready. 

D4 Track 0 

D3 iIIot used: O. 

D2 Head Address. 

01 00 = Drive 0 selected. 
DO 01 = Drive 1 selected. 

10 = Drive 2 selected. 
11 = Drive 3 selected. [I 



COMMAND DESCRIPTION TABLE 

READ DATA 

Command Phase" 

MT IMFMI SK I 0 I 0 I 1 I 1 I 0 

IPS I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I HD I DR11 ORO 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data Bytes/Sector 

End of Track 

Gap Length 

Data Length 

Result Phase" 
Status Register 0 

Status Register 1 

Status Register 2 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data Bytes/Sector 

WRITE DATA 

Command Phase" 

MT IMFMI 0 I 0 I 0 I 1 I 0 I 1 

IPS I 0 I 0 1 0 I 0.1 HD IDRt/DRO 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data Bytes/Sector 

End ofTrack 

Gap Length 

Data Length 

Result Phase" 

Status Register 0 

Status Register 1 

Status Register 2 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data Bytes/Sector 

Noles: MT ~ Multl"Track 
SK ~ Skip 
IPS ~ Implied Seek 
HD ~ Head # 

DR = Drive Select 

READ DELETED DATA 

Command Phase" 

MT IMFMI SK I 0 I 1 I 1 I 0 I 0 

IPS I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I HD I DR11 ORO 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data Bytes/Sector 

End ofTrack 

Gap Length 

Data Length 

Result Phase" 
Status Register 0 

Status Register 1 

Status Register 2 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data Bytes/Sector 

WRITE DELETED DATA 

Command Phase" 

MT IMFMI 0 I 0 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 1 

IPS I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I HD I DR11 ORO 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data Bytes/Sector 

End ofTrack 

Gap Length 

Data Length 

Result Phase" 
Status Register 0 

Status Register 1 

Status Register 2 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data Bytes/Sector 
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READ A TRACK 

Command Phase" 

o IMFMI SK I 0 I 0 I 0 I 1 I 0 

IPS I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I HD I DR11 ORO 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data Bytes/Sector 

End of Track 

Gap Length 

Data Length 

Result Phase" 
Status Register 0 

Status Register 1 

Status Register 2 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data Bytes/Sector 

READID 

Result Phase" 
Status Register 0 

Status Register 1 

Status Register 2 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data Bytes/Sector 



COMMAND DESCRIPTION TABLE (Continued) 

SCAN EQUAL 
Command Phase: 

MT IMFMI SK I 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 1 

IPS I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I HD I DRll ORO 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data By1es/Sector 

EndofTrack 

Gap Length 

Sector Step Process 

Result Phase: 

Status Register 0 

Status Register 1 

Status Register 2 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data By1es/Sector 

FORMAT A TRACK 

Command Phase: 

o IMFMI 0 I 0 I 1 I 1 I 0 I 1 

o L 0 I 0 L 0 I 0 I HD I DRll ORO 

Number Data By1es/Sector 

Sectors per Track 

Gap Length 

Data Pattern 

Result Phase: 

Status Register 0 

Status Register 1 

Status Register 2 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data By1es/Sector 

Notes: "'-This byte only written or read if the 
extended track range mode is enabled. 
(12 bit head #) 

TMR = Timer mode 

IDX = No index address mark 

IPS ~ Implied Seek 

MMX = All motors assumed on if any on 

POL ~ Polling mode 

HDR = Extended track range 

DRE = Software data rate enable 

ANR ~ Abort Not Ready 

EL = Early/Late output enable 

WLD = No Wildcard in scan 

DTS = Internal data separator 

% = % period delay tracks data 

SCAN LOW OR EQUAL 

Command Phase: 

MT IMFMI SK I 1 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 1 

IPS I 0 I 0 I 0 I OIHDIDRllDRO 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data By1es/Sector 

End 01 Track 

Gap Length 

Sector Step Process 

Result Phase: 

Status Register 0 

Status Register 1 

Status Register 2 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data By1es/Sector 

SEEK 

Command Phase: 

o I 0 I 0 I 0 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 

o I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I HD I DRll ORO 

New Track Number (NTN) 

'MSB 01 NTN I 0 1 0 1 0 L 0 

No Result Phase 

SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 
Command Phase: 

10101010111010101 

Result Phase: 

Status Register 0 

I Presen~ Track Number (PTN) 

'MSBol PTN 

SPECIFY 

Command Phase' 

000 

01010101010111 

Step Rate Time I Motor Off Time 

o 

1 

Motor On Time 10M ... 

No Result Phase 

SET TRACK 
Command Phase' 

o jR1W1 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 1 

Internal Register # I DRll ORO 

New Value (or dummy) 

Result Phase: 

1 Value 
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SCAN HIGH OR EQUAL 

Command Phase: 

MT IMFMI SK I 1 I 1 I 1 I 0 I 1 

IPS I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I HD I DRll ORO 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data By1es/Sector 

End of Track 

Gap Length 

Sector Step Process 

Result Phase: 

Status Register 0 

Status Register 1 

Status Register 2 

Track Number 

Head Number 

Sector Number 

Number Data By1es/Sector 

RECALIBRATE 

Command Phase: 

No Result Phase 

SENSE DRIVE STATUS 

Command Phase: 

Result Phase: 

Status Register 3 

MODE 

Command Phase' 

010101010101011 

IrMRIIDX liPS IMMXILOW PWRI POLiHDR 

Low Current & Precomp Track # 

DREIANRI EL IWLDI 

DTSI1/41 Data Rt I 

No Result Phase 

INVALID COMMAND 

Command Phase: 

Head Settle 

Write PreComp 

1 Invalid Codes 

Result Phase: 

Status Register 0 
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Command Descriptions 
READ DATA 

The Read Data op-code is written to the data register fol
lowed by 8 bytes as specified in the Command Description 
table. After the last byte is written, the controller turns on 
the correct drive and starts looking for the sector specified. 
Once the sector is found the controller sends the data to the 
,."P. After one sector is finished, the Sector Number is incre
mented by one and this new sector is searched for. If MT 
(Multi-Track) is set, both sides of one track can be read. 
Starting on side zero, the sectors are read until the sector 
number specified by End of Track is reached. Then, side 
one is read starting with sector number one. 

The Read Data command continues to read until the TC pin 
is set. This means that the DMA controller should be pro
grammed to transfer the correct number of bytes. TC could 
be controlled by the ,."p and be asserted when enough 
bytes are received. An alternative to these methods of stop
ping the Read Data command is to program the End of 
Track to be the last sector number that needs to be read. 
The controller will stop reading the disk with an error indicat
ing that it tried to access a sector number beyond the end of 
the track. 

The Number of Data Bytes per Sector parameter is defined 
in Table I. If this is set to zero, the Data Length parameter 
determines the number of bytes that the controller transfers 
to the ,."P. If the data length specified is smaller than 128, 
the controller still reads the entire 128 byte sector and 
checks the CRC though only the number of bytes specified 
by the Data Length parameter are transferred to the ,."P. If 
the Number of Bytes per Sector parameter is not zerO, the 
Data Length parameter has no meaning and should be set 
to FF(hex). 

TABLE I 

# Bytes/Sector 
Actual # Bytes 

Code 

0 128 

1 256 

2 512 

:3 1024 

4 2048 

5 4096 

6 8192 
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After the last byte of the Command Phase is written by the 
,."P, the controller will turn on the correct drive. If the drive 
was previously off, the Motor On Timer will be enabled . 

If the Implied Seek Mode is enabled by both the Mode com
mand and the IPS bit in this command, a Seek is performed 
to the track number specified in the Command Phase. 

The controller then waits for all four of the following condi
tions to occur. 1) The Motor On time must expire, 2) the 
Ready line must be true, 3) the Seek Complete input must 
be true and, 4) if an Implied Seek was performed, the Head 
Settle Time programmed in the Mode Command must ex
pire. The controller will wait up to 5 disk revolutions (count
ed by Index Pulses) after the Motor On Timer times out for 
the Ready and the Seek Complete to become true. If 5 rev
olutions pass, bit 3 of STO (Not Ready) is set Ilnd an abnor
mal termination is indicated (bit 7 and 6 of STO is 0 and 1 
respectively). If a byte is written by the ,."p during this waiting 
time, the command is aborted and an abnormal termination 
is indicated. This way, if the index signal is not active (no 
disk in drive), the controller will not hang up forever. 

After all these conditions are true, the controller searches 
for the specified sector by comparing the track #, head #, 
sector #, and number of bytes/sector given in the Com
mand Phase with the appropriate bytes read off the disk in 
the Address Fields. 

If the correct sector is found, but there is a CRC error in the 
Address Field, bit 5 of ST1 (CRC Error) is set and an abnor
mal termination is indicated. If the correct sector is not 
found, bit 2 of ST1 (No Data) is set and an abnormal termi
nation is indicated. In addition to this, if any Address Field 
track # is FF, bit 1 of ST2 (Bad Track) is set or if any 
Address Field track # is different from that specified in the 
Command Phase, bit 4 of ST2 (Wrong Track) is set. 

After finding the correct sector, the controller reads that 
Data Field. If a Deleted Data Mark is found and the SK bit is 
set, the sector is not read, bit 6 of ST2 (Control Mark) is set, 
and the next sector is searched for. If a deleted data mark is 
found and the SK bit is not set, the sector is read, bit 6 of 
ST2 (Control Mark) is set, and the read terminates with a 
normal termination. If a CRC error is detected in the Data 
Field, bit 5 is set in both ST1 and ST2 (CRC Error) and an 
abnormal termination is indicated. 

If no problems occur in the read command, the read will 
continue from one sector to the next in logical order (not 
physical order) until either TC is set or an error occurs. 

An interrupt will be generated when the Execution Phase of 
the Read Data command terminates. The values that will be 
read back in the Result Phase are shown in Table II. If an 
error occurs, the result bytes will indicate the sector being 
read when the error occurred. 



Command Descriptions (Continued) 

TABLE II 

MT HD 
Final Sector Xfered 10 Information at Result Phase 

to ",p Track Head Sector Bytes 

0 
< EaT NC NC S+1 NC 

0 
= EaT T+1 NC 1 NC 

1 
< EaT NC NC S+1 NC 

= EaT T+1 NC 1 NC 

0 
< EaT NC NC S+1 NC 

1 
= EaT NC LSB 1 NC 

1 
< EaT NC NC S+1 NC 

= EaT T+1 LSB 1 NC 

EOT ~ End of Track 
NC ~ No Change 
LSB = Least Significant Bit = 1 
T = Track # Programmed 
S ~ Last Sector # Read 

READ DELETED DATA mand Phase and will set bit 2 of ST1 (No Data) if the com-

This command is the same as the Read Data command parison fails, If there is a CRC error in the Address Field or 

except for its treatment of a Deleted Data Mark, If a Deleted the Data Field, the read will continue, 

Data Mark is read, the sector is read normally, If a regular The command will terminate when it has read the number of 
Data Mark is found and the SK bit is set, the sector is not sectors programmed in the EaT parameter, 
read, bit 6 of ST2 (Control Mark) is set, and the next sector 

READ 10 is searched for, If a regular Data Mark is found and the SK 
bit is not set, the sector is read, bit 6 of ST2 (Control Mark) This command will cause the controller to read the first Ad-

is set, and the read terminates with a normal termination, dress Field that it finds, The Result Phase will contain the 

WRITE DATA 
header bytes that are read, There is no data transfer during 
the Execution Phase of this command, 

The Write Data command is very similar to the Read Data 
FORMAT A TRACK command except that data is transferred from the ",p to the 

disk rather than the other way around, If the controller de- This command will format one track on the disk, After the 

tects the Write Protect signal, bit 1 of ST1 (Not Writable) is index hole is detected, data patterns are written on the disk 

set and an abnormal termination is indicated, including all gaps, address marks, Address Fields, and Data 

WRITE DELETED DATA 
Fields, The exact details of the number of bytes for each 
field is controlled by the parameters given in the Command 

This command is the same as the Write Data command Phase, The Data Field consists of the Fill Byte specified in 
except a Deleted Data Mark is written at the beginning of the Command Phase repeated to fill the entire sector, 
!~~ ~~~?" I=it?!~ in'?t.Q~ti nf tho nf'\"m~1 n~t~ M~rk T __ 11.-••• z, ..... '" "I~,,:""'I,.. "~ ........... +ti ... ,.. +h~ ,.0 I"r"Illct ('ll.",nl\! tho. fnllr 

• '" .... " ..... ' ..... ' ...... n .......... • - .... -.~ ••• ;:;r •••• - r" .-"--, --"1-,-.1 --

READ A TRACK Address Field bytes (track, head, sector, size) for each sec-

This command is similar to the Read Data command except 
tor formatted during the Execution Phase, In other words, as 

for the following, The controller starts at the index hole and 
the controller formats each sector, it will request four bytes 

reads the Data Fields in their physical order, not their logical 
through either DMA requests or interrupts, This allows for 

order. The controller still does a comparison of the Address 
non-sequential sector interleaving, Some typical values for 

Field information with the data programmed in the Com-
the Address Field bytes are shown in Table III. 

The Format command terminates when the index hole is 
detected a second time, 
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Command Descriptions (Continued) 
TABLE III 

Mode 
Actual # Bytes per EOT Gap Format 

Sector Size Sector Code (Hex) (Hex) Gap (Hex) 

8" DRIVES 

128 bytes/ sec 0 1A 07 1B 
256 1 OF OE 2A 

FM 
512 2 08 1B 3A 
1024 3 04 47 8A 
2048 4 02 C8 FF 
4096 5 01 C8 FF 

256 1 1A OE 36 
512 2 OF 1B 54 

MFM 
1024 3 08 35 74 
2048 4 04 99 FF 
4096 5 02 C8 FF 
8192 6 01 C8 FF 

5.25" DRIVES 

128 0 12 07 09 
128 0 10 10 19 

FM 
256 1 08 18 30 
512 2 04 46 87 
1024 3 02 C8 FF 
2048 4 01 C8 FF 

256 1 12 OA OC 
256 1 10 20 32 

MFM 
512 2 08 2A 50 
1024 3 04 80 FO 
2048 4 02 C8 FF 
4096 5 01 C8 FF 

3.5" DRIVES 

128 0 OF 07 1B 
FM 256 1 09 OE 2A 

512 2 05 1B 3A 

256 1 OF OE 36 
MFM 512 2 09 1B 54 

1024 3 05 35 74 

Note: Format Gap is the gap length used only for the Format Command. 

SCAN COMMANDS 

The Scan commands allow data read from the disk to be 
compared against data sent from the f-LP. There are three 
conditions to choose from: Equal, Less than or Equal, 
Greater than or Equal. An FF(hex) from either the disk or 
the f-LP is used as a don't care byte that will always match 
true. After each sector is read, if the desired condition has 
not been met, the next sector is read. The next sector is 
defined as the current logical sector number plus Sector 
Step Process (SSP). The Scan command will continue until 
the scan condition has been met, or if the End of Track has 
been reached, or if TC is asserted. 

It is important to program the End of Track to be a multiple 
of the Sector Step Process. Otherwise, the end of the track 
will not be detected. 

The result of the command is shown in Table IV. 
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TABLE IV 

Status Reg. 2 

Command Bit 2 Bit 3 Conditions 

Scan Equal 0 1 Disk = f-LP 
1 0 Disk oF ",p 

Scan Low 0 1 Disk = f-LP 
or Equal 0 0 Disk < f-LP 

1 0 Disk> f-LP 

Scan High 0 1 Disk = f-LP 
or Equal 0 0 Disk> f-LP 

1 0 Disk < f-LP 

SEEK 

There are two ways to move the disk drive head to the 
desired track number. Method One is to enable the Implied 
Seek Mode. This way each individual Read or Write com
mand will automatically move the head to the track speci
fied in the command. 

Method Two is using the Seek command. During the Execu
tion Phase of the Seek command, the track number to seek 
to is compared with the present track number and a step 
pulse is produced to move the head one track closer to the 
desired track number. This is repeated at the rate specified 
by the Specify command until the head reaches the correct 
track. At this point, an interrupt is generated and a Sense 
Interrupt command is required to clear the interrupt. 

During the Execution Phase of the Seek command the only 
indication via software that a Seek command is in progress 
is bits 0-3 (Drive Busy) of the Main Status register. Bit 4 of 
the Main Status register (Controller Busy) is not set. This 
allows a Seek command to be issued for another drive even 
while the first drive is still seeking. This is called a Multiple 
Seek. All four drives may be seeking at the same time. No 
other command except the Seek command or the Sense 
Interrupt command should be issued while a Seek com
mand is in progress. 

RECALIBRATE 

The Recalibrate command is very similar to the Seek com
mand. It is used to step a drive head out to track zero. Step 
pulses will be produced until the track zero Signal from the 
drive becomes true. If the track zero signal does not go true 
before 256 step pulses are issued, an error is generated. If 
the extended track range mode is enabled, an error is not 
generated until 4096 pulses are issued. 

Multiple recalibrations may be issued just like the Seek com
mand for more than one drive. No other command except 
the Recalibrate command or the Sense Interrupt command 
should be issued while a Recalibrate Command is in prog
ress. 



Command Descriptions (Continued) 

SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS 

An interrupt is generated by the controller when any of the 
following conditions occur: 

1. Upon entering the Result Phase of: 

a. Read Data command 

b. Read Deleted Data command 

c. Write Data command 

d. Write Deleted Data command 

e. Read a Track command 

f. Read ID command 

g. Format command 

h. Scan commands 

2. During data transfers in the Execution Phase while in the 
Non-DMA mode 

3. Ready Line from a drive changes state 

4. Seek or Recalibrate command termination 

An interrupt generated for reasons 1 or 2 above occurs dur
ing normal command operations and is easily discernible by 
the J.LP. During an execution phase in Non-DMA Mode, bit 5 
(Execution Mode) in the Main Status register is set to 1. 
Upon entering Result Phase this bit is set to O. Reasons 1 
and 2 do not require the Sense Interrupt Status command. 
The interrupt is cleared by reading or writing data to the 
Controller. 

Interrupts caused by reasons 3 and 4 are identified with the 
aid of the Sense Interrupt Status command. This command 
resets the interrupt when the command byte is written. Use 
bits 5, 6, and? of STO to identify the cause of the interrupt 
as shown in Table V. 

TABLE V 

Status Register 0 

Seek End I nterrupt Code Cause 

Bit5 Bit 6 Bit? 

0 1 1 Ready Line Changed State 

1 0 0 Normal Seek Termination 

1 1 0 Abnormal Seek Termination 

Issuing a Sense Interrupt Status command without an inter
rupt pending is treated as an invalid command. 

If the extended track range mode is enabled, a third byte 
should be read in the Result Phase which will indicate the 
four most significant bits of the Present Track Number. Oth
erwise, only two bytes should be read. 

SPECIFY 

The Specify command sets the initial values for three inter
nal timers. The timers have two modes as shown in Table 
VI. The timer modes are programmed from the Mode com
mand. Mode One should be used if the controller is being 
interfaced to 8" drives. This mode could be interpreted as 
defining the timers to be Head Load and Head Unload tim
ers. Mode Two should be used if a drive motor is being 
turned off and on as in a 5%" drive. The Motor On Time 
defines the time between when the Motor On signal going 
high and the start of the Read/Write operation starts. The 
Motor Off Time defines the time from the end of the Execu
tion Phase of one of the Read/Write commands to the Mo
tor Off state. The Step Rate Time defines the time interval 
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between adjacent step pulses during a Seek, Implied Seek, 
or Recalibrate command. 

The times stated in the table are affected by the Data Rate 
pin. If the pin is high, the table is correct. If the pin is low, the 
times in the table should be doubled. 

The choice of DMA or Non-DMA operation is made by the 
Non-DMA bit. When this bit = 1 then Non-DMA mode is 
selected, and when this bit = 0, the DMA mode is selected. 

TABLE VI 

Timer 
Mode 1 Mode 2 

Value MiniMax Value MiniMax 

Step Rate Time (16-N)ms 1-16ms (16·N) ms 1-16 ms 

Motor Off Time N x 16 ms 0-240 ms NX512ms 0-7.68 Sec 

Motor On Time N x 2ms 0-254 ms N x 32 ms 0-4.064 Sec 

Note 1: Double all times if Data Rate pin is low 

Note 2: Based on 8 MHz clock 

SENSE DRIVE STATUS 

This two-byte command obtains the status of the Drives. 
Status Register 3 is returned in the result phase and con
tains the drive status. 

MODE 

This command is used to select the special features of the 
controller. The "*,, indicates the default which is used after 
any reset. This reset default has been chosen to be compat
ible with the J.LPD?65A. 

* TMR=O 

TMR=1 

* IDX=O 

IDX=1 

• IPS=O 

IPS=1 

*MMX=O 

MMX=1 

LOW=OO* 

01 

10 

Timers for motor on and motor off are 
defined for Mode 1 (see Specify com
mand). 

Timers for motor on and motor off are 
defined for Mode 2 (see Specify com
mand). 

The controller will format tracks with the 
Index Address Mark included. (Exact 
IBM standard.) 

The controller will format tracks without 
including the Index Address Mark. This 
may increase the storage capability of 
each track. (Sony standard.) 

I ne Impllea seeK bll In me commanas IS 
ignored. 

The implied seek bit in the commands is 
enabled so that if the bit is set in the 
command, the Seek will be performed 
automatically. 

Only the motor of the drive selected is 
assumed on. This means that whenever 
a new drive is selected, the Motor On 
time is enabled. 

All drive motors are assumed to be on 
when any motor is turned on. This elimi
nates the Motor On time when switching 
from one drive to another before the Mo
tor Off time expires. 

Completely disables the low power 
mode. 

Go into low power mode automatically 
after all drive motors are off. 

Not used. 

11 Go into low power mode now. 



Command Descriptions (Continued) 

POL=O Disable polling mode. Head Time allowed for head to settle after an Implied 

'POL=1 Enable polling mode. Settle Seek. Time = N X 16 ms, (0-240 ms). Default 

• HDR=O The standard header format is used with 8 bits is 64 ms. (Based on 8 MHz clock) . 

for the track number. DTS=O Disable internal Data Separator. Decoded 

HDR=1 Header format is the same as above but there clock signal goes to the Data Window input. 

are 12 bits of track number. The most signifi- Decoded data goes to the Read Data input. 

cant bits of the track number are in the upper • DTS=1 Enable internal Data Separator. The encoded 

four bits of the head number byte. data read from the disk goes to the Read Data 

Low Current and Precomp Track # 
input. 

Track number to enable the low current output * 1/4=0 Quarter period delay line is always set to the 

pin and to enable write precompensation. reference period through the secondary PLL. 

When the controller is writing to track numbers 1/4= 1 Quarter period delay line follows the changes in 

with a value which is less than this value, write frequency of the data by following the same 

precompensation is disabled and the low cur- bias voltage as the Main VCO. 

rent output pin is disabled. Default is track zero. DATART Data Rate. After a Reset, the data rate is deter-

* DRE=O The data rate is determined by the Data Rate mined by the Data Rate pin. If the DRE bit is 

pin. set, the data rate is determined by these two 

DRE=1 The data rate is determined by the bits set in bits as shown in Table VIII. 

the DATA RT positions. Write The value of these four bits determines the 

ANR Abort Not Ready. The state of this bit, in con- Pre- amount of write precompensation used when 

junction with the POL bit, determines how the Comp writing to the disk drive as shown in Table IX. 

controller treats the drive ready Signal. Table The default value is based on the data rate 

VII describes how the controller responds to used and can be found in Table VIII. 

the ready pin depending on the state of POL 
and ANR. Default is ANR = 1. TABLE VII. Ready Polling Mode Table 

* EL=O Early/Late. The drive select Signals are demul- POL ANR Comments 
tiplexed onto four output Signals. 

EL=1 The drive select Signals are multiplexed onto 0 0 Do not check ready ever. All 

DRO and DR 1, while precomp Early appears on commands execute whether ready is 

DR2, and precomp Late appears on DR3. This true or not. 

is only needed if the clock frequency is greater 0 1 Wait up to 5 revs for ready. If ready is 
than 10 MHz which is above the range of the not true, wait up to 5 disk revolutions 
internal write precompensation circuit. This is 
only used in the DP84 7 4 and should always be and if still not ready, abort the 

set low in the DP8472. command. 

'WLD=O Wildcard character. An FF(hex) from either the 1 0 Poll, but do not abort. All commands 
fLP or the disk is interpreted as a wildcard char- execute whether ready is true or not, 
acter that will always match true. but polling continues and ready 

WLD=1 The Scan commands do not recognize FF(hex) change INTs are still issued. 
as a wildcard character. 

1 1 Poll, and abort immediately command 
if drive not ready (default). 

TABLE VIII. Data Rate Table 

DTRT 
FM MFM Default Precomp 

f = 8 MHz Variable f f = 8 MHz Variable f f = 8 MHz Variable f 

00 125 kbits/ sec lX 250 kbits/ sec 2X 250 ns 0111 

01 250 kbits/ sec 2X 500 kbits/sec 4X 143 ns 0100 

10 500 kbits/ sec 4X 1000 kbits/ sec 8X 71 ns 0010 

Note: X - 1012 / f bits/sec, where f = clock frequency. (See Write Precompensation Table for default precomp with variable f.) 
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Command Descriptions (Continued) 

TABLE IX. Write Precompensation Table 

Write Pre-Comp 
Amount of Pre-Compensation 

f = 8 MHz Variable f 

0000 none OX 
0001 36 ns IX 
0010 71 ns 2X 
001 1 107 ns 3X 
0100 143 ns 4X 
01 01 179 ns 5X 
01 1 0 214 ns 6X 
01 1 1 250 ns 7X 
1000 286 ns 8X 
1001 321 ns 9X 
101 0 357 ns lOX 
1 01 1 393 ns llX 
1 100 429 ns 12X 
1 1 01 464 ns 13X 
1 1 1 0 Illegal 
1 1 1 1 Default 

Note: X = 2/7f ns, where f = clock frequency. 

SET TRACK 

This command can be used to read or write any value to or 
from any internal register. For the typical application this 
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command could be used to inspect or change the value of 
the internal Present Track Register. This could be useful for 
disk mistracking errors, where the real current track could 
be read through the Read 10 command and then the Set 
Track Command can set the internal present track register 
to the correct value. The internal register # for the least 
significant byte of the Present Track Register is OC (hex). If 
more than 8 bits are being used for the track counter, the 
upper four bits can be accessed through internal register # 
00 (hex). 

INVALID COMMAND 

If an invalid command (i.e., a command not defined) is re
ceived by the controller, then the controller terminates the 
command. The controller does not generate an interrupt 
during this condition. Bits 6 and 7 in the Main Status Regis
ter are both set to 1 's indicating to the processor that the 
Controller is in the Result Phase and the contents of STO 
must be read. When the system reads STO it will find a hex 
80 indicating an invalid command was received. 

In some applications the user may use this command as a 
No-Op command to place the controller in a standby or no 
operation state. Simply issue an illegal command and delay 
reading the result phase until the controller is needed for 
another command. During this time, the Controller will not 
poll the drives. 



Absolute Maximum Ratings Operating Conditions Min Max 
Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not Supply Voltage (Vecl 4.5 5.5 V 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated DC Input or Output Voltage 0 Vee V 
reliability electrical test specifications document. Operating Temperature Range (T A) -40 +85 'C 
Supply Voltage (Vecl -0.5Vto +7.0V 

DC Input Voltage (VIN) -1.5V to Vee + 1.5V 

DC Output voltage (V OUT) -0.5VtoVee +0.5V 

Clamp Diode Current ±20mA 

DC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 1 0%, unless otherwise specified. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions TA = -40 to + 85'C Units 
Limits 

VIH Minimum High Level 
2.0 V 

I nput Voltage 

VIL Maximum Low Level 
0.8 V 

I nput Voltage 

IOH Max Leakage Current VIN = VIH or VIL 10 ",A 
Disk Interface Invert = 1 

VOH Min High Level Out VIN = VIH or VIL 
Disk Interface HOUTI = 2mA 3.7 V 

Invert = 0 

VOL Max Low Level Out VIN = VIH or VIL 0.4 V 
Disk Interface IIOUTI = 8mA 

VOH Min High Level Out VIN = VIH or VIL 3.7 V 
All Other HOUTI = 2mA 

VOL Max Low Level Out VIN = VIH or VIL 0.4 V 
All Other IIOUTI = 2mA 

liN Maximum Input Current VIN = Vee or GND ±1.0 ",A 

loz Maximum TRI-STATE® VOUT = Vee or GND ±5.0 ",A 
Leakage Current 

ICC Maximum Supply Current VIN = 3.4 or 0.8V 
40 mA 

FIN = 8 MHz 

Icc Maximum Supply Current VIN = Vee or GND 20 mA 
FIN = 8 MHz 

Icc Maximum Supply Current VIN = Vee or GND 100 ",A 
in Low Power Mode 

AC Characteristics Vee = 5V ±10%, C = 150 pF, unless otherwise specified. 

Symbol Parameter 
T = -40'to + 85'C Units 

Min Max 

f Crystal Frequency 4 10 MHz 

f External Clock Frequency 1 20 MHz 

D Rate Data Rate 125 2500 Kbitls 

",p READ TIMING 

tAR Address to Read Strobe 0 ns 

tRA Address Hold from 
0 ns 

Read Strobe 

tRR Read Strobe Width 130 ns 

tRD Read Strobe to Data 130 ns 

tDF Data Hold from 
5 45 ns 

Read Strobe 

tRI Clear INT from 
130 ns 

Read Strobe 
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AC Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 10%, C = 150 pF, unless otherwise specified. (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter 
T = ~40" to +85"C 

Units 
Min Max 

",p WRITE TIMING 

tAW Address to Write 
0 

Strobe 
ns 

tWA Address Hold from 
0 

Write Strobe 
ns 

tww Write Strobe Width 80 ns 

tow Data Setup to End 
65 ns 

of Write Strobe 

two Data Hold from 
5 

Write Strobe 
ns 

tWI Clear INT from 
130 

Write Strobe 
ns 

DMATIMING 

tAM End of ORO from 
75 

OAK 
ns 

tMA OAK from ORO 0 ns 

tAA OAK Pulse Width 130 ns 

tMRW ORO to End of 
130 

Read Strobe 
ns 

tMW ORO to Read Strobe 0 ns 

tMR ORO to Write 
0 

Strobe 
ns 

DRIVE SEEK TIMING 

tOIR Direction from 
6 

Drive Select 
",s 

tORH Drive Select Hold 
3 

from End of Step 
",s 

tOST Step from Direction 6 ",s 

tOH Direction Hold 
3 

~~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~!~~ 
",s 

tSTR Step Rate Programmable 

tSTP Step Pulse Width 4 ",s 
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AC Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 10%, C = 150 pF, unless otherwise specified. (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter 
T = -40' to + 85'C 

Units 
Min Max 

DISK READ TIMING 

tORS Drive Select from 
15 

Motor On JLs 

tSR Read Data from 
75 

Last Step Pulse JLs 

tRD Read Data Width 20 ns 

tRDS Data Window Setup 
10 ns 

Time 

tRDH Data Window Hold 
Time 

ns 

DISK WRITE TIMING 

tWGS Write Data from 
200 ns 2 bit times 

Write Gate 

tWGH Write Gate Hold 
1 bit time 2 bit times 

from Write Data 

PLL Characteristics 
Symbol Parameter Valve 

K4>High Phase Comparator & Charge Pump 5VREF 
Typ 

Gain Constant. High Gain Mode. (Note 1) 2'1TR 

VREF Voltage at Set Pump Current Pin 1.2V Typ 

K4>Low Low Gain Mode (Note 1) 2.5 VREF 
Typ 

2'1TR 

Kveo Gain of VCO (Note 2) 5/N MRadlS/v Typ 

fveo Center Frequency of VCO f/2 Typ 

tJITTER Maximum Tolerance of Bit Jitter (0.95) 
Typ 

(Note 3) 4 x DR 

tpOWERON Time from Full Vee Power to 
50ms Max 

Guaranteed Functionally 

Note 1: R = Pump current set resistor (8k-20k). 

Note 2: N ~ # of veo cycles per bit. 
Note 3: DR ~ Data Rate. 

Timing Waveforms 
Interrupt and DMA Timing 

COMMANO EXECUTION RESULT 
PHASE PHASE PHASE 

DATA XFER 
(RD+WR) 

INT (NON-DMA MODE) ... ~ 
ORa "'Il 
- '''LJ OAK 

INT (DMA MODE) ... n 
TLlF/8592-4 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

",p Read Timing 

AO'Cs'MK~~ ________________________________ ~~ __________________ __ 

-tAR -..1• tRR . tRA -

RO 

-tRD----1 - tDF---:-1 

-------------------( J---------------------DATA 

I .. tRI . 
INT--------------------------------------------~~~ __________ _ 

TL/F/8592-5 

",p Write Timing 

AO,Cs, OAK =-=x )K 
-1~tAW -:I~I .----- tww ----1---,_--.t_wA_-___ ~ __ I· ... _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-

WR ~''-________________ -JI 

~ X X ________________ -J'-________ ~----~'~------------------

INT--------------------------------~~--------------t-WI-----------~-~~ __________ _ 

TLlF/8592-6 

DMATiming 

ORQ 

-MI.-l 

J ---J " tAM_~1 

. tAA . 
tMA 

I · -OAK 

· tMRW } 
· tMW " . tMR :1 

I 

RD OR ViR 

TL/F/8592-7 
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"1:1' .... 
: Timing Waveforms (Continued) 
D.. 
C ...... 
N .... 
"1:1' 
CIO 
D.. 

Drive Seek 

C DRIVE SELECT ~ 
-1--\OIR . \ORH . 

DIR .~ , tSTR , tOH 
tOST - -

r--" r-' STEP 

---\STP 

TLlF/8592-8 

Disk Read 

MOTOR ON ---.J 
j.1·-----I'I- tORS 

_------~I-----------------------------------DRIVE SELECT • 

STEP 
__________ ~n~ __________________________ ___ 

l---tSR-1 

RD DATA ________________ ..... n.nn..rL ... ~ 
TL/F/8592-9 

Read Data 

rt-- tRO 

RD DATA n ... _________________ .... rl ... __ _ 
tRos-j-1 I· 

DATA WINDOW J '--___ .... r 
TL/F 18592-11 

Disk Write 

WRGATE ~ 
1- tWGS-1 

WR DATE 

TLlF/8592-10 
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DP8400-2-E2C2 Expandable Error Checker/Corrector 

General Description 
The DPB400-2 Expandable Error Checker and Corrector 
(E2C2) aids system reliability and integrity by detecting er
rors in memory data and correcting single or double-bit er
rors. The E2C2 data I/O port sits across the processor
memory data bus as shown, and the check bit I/O port con
nects to the memory check bits. Error flags are provided, 
and a syndrome I/O port is available. Fabricated using high 
speed Schottky technology in a 4B-pin dual-in-line package, 
the DPB400-2 has been designed such that its internal delay 
times are minimal, maintaining maximum memory perform
ance. 

DATA BUS 
16/3214B/64 

I 

SYSTEM t 
CONTROL 

PROCESSOR / 6/7/B/B 
/ MEMORY 

E'C' 
6171B/B CHECK BIT /4 } 

I 
BUS 

SYNDROME 
BUS I 

ERROR FLAGS 

TLIF/6899-1 

For a 16-bit word, the DPB400-2 monitors data between the 
processor and memory, with its 16-bit bidirectional data bus 
connected to the memory data bus. The DP8400-2 uses an 
encoding matrix to generate 6 check bits from the 16 bits of 
data. In a WRITE cycle, the data word and the correspond
ing check bits are written into memory. When the same lo
cation of memory is subsequently read, the E2C2 generates 
6 new check bits from the memory data and compares them 
with the 6 check bits read from memory to create 6 syn
drome bits. If there is a difference (causing some syndrome 
bits to go high), then that memory location contains an error 
and the DP8400-2 indicates the type of error with 3 error 
Hags. IT me error IS a single aaIa-OIl error, me U"'<:l4UU-~ Will 
automatically correct it. 

The DP8400-2 is easily expandable to other data configura
tions. For a 32-bit data bus with 7 check bits, two 
DP8400-2s can be used in cascade with no other ICs. Three 
DP8400-2s can be used for 4B bits, and four DP8400-2s for 
64 data bits, both with 8 check bits. In all these configura
tions, single and double-error detection and single-error cor
rection are easy to implement. 

When the memory is more unreliable, or beUer system in
tegrity is preferred, then in any of these configurations, dou
ble-error correction can be performed. One approach re
quires a further memory WRITE-READ cycle using comple
mented data and check bits from the DP8400-2. If at least 
one of the two errors is a hard error, the DP8400-2 will 
correct both errors. This implementation requires no more 
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memory check bits or DPB400-2s than the single-error cor
rect configurations. 

The DPB400-2 has a separate syndrome I/O bus which can 
be used for error logging or error management. In addition, 
the DP8400-2 can be used in BYTE-WRITE applications (for 
up to 72 data bits) because it has separate byte controls far 
the data buffers. In 16 or 32-bit systems, the DP8400-2 will 
generate and check system byte parity, if required, for integ
rity of the data supplied from or to the processor. There are 
three latch controls to enable latching of data in various 
modes and configurations. 

Operational Features 
• Fast single and double-error detection 
• Fast single-error correction 
• Double-error correction after catastrophic failure with no 

additional ICs or check bits 
• Functionally expandable to 100% double-error correct 

capability 
• Functionally expandable to triple-error detect 
• Directly expandable to 32 bits using 2 DP8400-2s only 
• Directly expandable to 48 bits using 3 DP8400-2s only 
• Directly expandable to 64 bits using 4 DP8400-2s only 
• Expandable to and beyond 64 bits in fast configuration 

with extra ICs 
• 3 error flags for complete error recording 
• 3 latch enable inputs for versatile control 
• Byte parity generating and checking 
• Separate byte controls for outputting data in BYTE

WRITE operation 
• Separate syndrome I/O port accessible for error 

logging and management 
• On-chip input and output latches for data bus, check bit 

bus and syndrome bus 

• Memory check bit bus, syndrome bus, error flags and 
internally generated syndromes available on the data 
bus 

• Self-test of E2C2 on the memory card under processor 
control 

• Full diagnostic check of memory with the E2C2 
• Complete memory failure detectable 
• Power-on clears data and syndrome input latches 

Timing Features 
16-BIT CONFIGURATION 

WR ITE Time: 29 ns from data-in to check bits valid 

DETECT Time: 21 ns from data-in to Any Error (AE) flag set 

CORRECT Time: 44 ns from data-in to correct data out 

"V co .... o o 
I 
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g Timing Features (Continued) 
~ 
Q.. 32·BIT CONFIGURATION 

C WRITE Time: 49 ns from data-in to check bits valid 

DETECT Time: 46 ns from data-in to Any Error (AE) flag set 

CORRECT Time: 84 ns from data-in to correct data out 

DP8400-2 Connection Diagram 
Dual·ln·Line Package 

005 4B 004 

006 47 D03 

D07 46 D02 

DaB 45 DOl 

D09 44 DOD 

Dam 43 OBD 

D011 42 OlE 

D012 41 DLE 

D013 40 EO 

D014 10 39 AE 
0015 11 38 GNO 
iiifj 12 DP8400 37 XP 

GNO 13 36 Vee 
CO 14 35 El 
Cl 15 34 M2 
C2 16 33 Ml 

C3 17 32 MO 
C4 18 31 80 
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Pin Descriptions 
Pin # Description 

1 D05 
2 D06 
3 DO? 
4 D08 
5 D09 
6 D010 
7 D011 
13 D012 
14 D013 
15 D014 
16 D015 
17 OBI 
18 GND 
19 GND 
20 CO 
21 C1 
22 C2 
23 C3 
28 C4 
29 C5 
30 C6 
31 BPO (C7) 
34 OE8 
35 C8LE 
36 BPI (87) 
37 86 
38 85 
39 84 
40 83 
41 82 
44 81 
45 80 
46 MO 
47 M1 
48 M2 
49 E1 
50 Vee 
51 Vee 
52 XP 
53 GND 
54 GND 
55 AE 

56 EO 
57 DLF 
58 OLE 

62 aBO 
63 DOO 
64 D01 
65 D02 
66 D03 
68 D04 

Note: Pins 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 24, 25, 26, 27, 32, 33, 42, 43, 59, 60, 61, and 67 
are all NW. 



.-----------------------------------------------------------------------,0 
Pin Definitions See Figure 1 for abbreviations 

Vee, GNO, GNO: 5.0V ±5%. The 3 supply pins have been 
assigned to the center of the package to reduce voltage 
drops, both DC and AC. Also there are two ground pins to 
reduce the low-level noise. The second ground pin is locat
ed two pins from Vee, so that decoupling capacitors can be 
inserted directly next to these pins. It is important to ade
quately decouple this device, due to the high switching cur
rents that will occur when all 16 data bits change in the 
same direction simultaneously. A recommended solution 
would be a 1 J.'F multilayer ceramic capacitor in parallel with 
a low-voltage tantalum capacitor, both connected close to 
pins 36 and 38 to reduce lead inductance. 

OQO-OQ15: Data I/O port. 16-bit bidirectional data bus 
which is connected to the input of DILO and OIL 1 and the 
output of DOBO and DOB1, with 008-0015 also to CIL. 

CO-C6: Check-bit I/O port. 7-bit bidirectional bus which is 
connected to the input of the CIL and the output of the COB. 
COB is enabled whenever M2 is low. 

SO-S6: Syndrome I/O port. 7-bit bidirectional bus which is 
connected to the input of the SIL and the output of the SOB. 

OLE: Input data latch enable. When high, DILO and OIL 1 
outputs follow the input data bus. When low, DILO and OIL 1 
latch the input data. 

CSLE: Input check bit and syndrome latch enable. When 
high, CIL and SIL follow the input check and syndrome bits. 
When low, CIL and SIL latch the input cheCk and syndrome 
bits. If OES is low, SIL remains latched. 

OLE: Output latch enable. OLE enables the internally gener
ated data to DOLO, and DOL 1, COL and SOL when low, and 
latches when high. 

XP: Multi-expansion, which feeds into a three-level compar
ator. With XP at OV, only 6 or 7 check bits are available for 
expansion up to 40 bits, allowing byte parity capability. With 
XP open or at Vee, expansion beyond 40 bits is possible, 
but byte parity capability is no longer available. When XP is 
at Vee, CG6 and CG7, the internally generated upper two 
check bits, are set low. When XP is open, CG6 and CG7 are 
set to word parity. 

BPO (C7): When XP is at OV, this pin is byte-O parity I/O. In 
the Normal WRITE mode, BPO receives system byte-O pari
ty, and in the Normal READ mode outputs system byte-O 
parity. When XP is open or at Vee, this pin becomes C7 I/O, 
the eighth check bit for the memory check bits, for 48-bit 
expansion and beyond. 

BP1 (S7): When XP is at OV, this pin is byte-1 parity I/O. In 
the Normal WRITE mode, BP1 receives system byte-1 pari
ty, and in the Normal READ mode outputs system byte-1 
parity. When XP is open or at Vee, this pin becomes S7 I/O, 
the eight syndrome bit for 48-bit expansion and beyond. 

AE: Any error. In the Normal READ mode, when low, AE 
indicates no error and when high, indicates that an error has 
occurred. In any WRITE mode, AE is permanently low. 

EO: In the Normal READ mode, EO is high for a single-data 
error, and low for other conditions. In the Normal WRITE 
mode, EO becomes PEO and is low if a parity error exists in 
byte-O as transmitted from the processor. 

E1: In the Normal READ mode, E1 is high for a single-data 
error or a single check bit error, and low for no error and 
double-error. In the Normal WRITE mode, E1 becomes PE1 
and is low if a parity error exists in byte-1 as transmitted 
from the processor. 
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OBO, OB1: Output byte-O and output byte-1 enables. These 
inputs, when low, enable DOLO and DOL 1 through DOBO 
and DOB1 onto the data bus pins DOO-DQ7 and 008-
0015. When OBO and OB1 are high the DOBO, DOB1 out
puts are TRI-STATE®. 

OES: Output enables syndromes. I/O control of the syn
drome latches. When high, SOB is TRI-STATE and ex1ernal 
syndromes pass through the syndrome input latch with 
CSLE high. When OES is low, SOB is enabled and the gen
erated syndromes appear on the syndrome bus, also CSLE 
is inhibited internally to SI L. 

MO, M1, M2: Mode control inputs. These three controls de
fine the eight major operational modes of the DP8400-2. 
Table III depicts the modes. 

System Write (Figure 2a) 
The Normal WRITE mode is mode 0 of Table III. Referring 
to the block diagram in Figure 9a and the timing diagram of 
Figure 9b, the 16 bits of data from the processor are en
abled into the data input latches, DILO and DIU, when the 
input data latch enable (OLE) is high. When this goes low, 
the input data is latched. The check bit generator (CG) then 
produces 6 parity bits, called check bits. Each parity bit 
monitors different combinations of the input data-bits. In the 
16-bit configuration, assuming no syndrome bits are being 
fed in from the syndrome bus into the syndrome input latch, 
the 6 check bits enter the check bit output latch (COL), 
when the output latch enable OLE is low, and are latched in 
when OLE goes high. Whenever M2 (READ/WRITE) is low, 
the check bit output buffer COB always enables the COL 
contents onto the external check bit bus. Also the data error 
decoder (OED) is inhibited during WRITE so no correction 
can take place. Data output latches DOLO and DOL 1, when 
enabled with OLE, will therefore see the contents of DILO 
and OIL 1. If valid system data is still on the data bus, a 
memory WRITE will write to memory the data on the data 
bus and the check bits output from COB. If the system has 
vacated the data bus, output enables (OBO and OB1) must 
be set low so that the original data word with its 6 check bits 
can be written to memory. 

System Read 
There are two methods of reading data: the error monitoring 
method (Figure 2b), and the always correct method (Figure 
2c). Both require fast error detection, and the second, fast 
correction. With the first method, the memory data is only 
monitored by the E2C2, and is assumed to be correct. If 
there is an error, the Any Error flag (AE) goes high, requiring 
further action from the system to correct the data. With the 
always correct method, the memory data is assumed to be 
possibly in error. Memory data is removed and the correct
ed, or already correct, data is output from the E2C2 by en
abling OB1 and OBO. To detect an error (referring to Figures 
10a and 10b) first OLE and CSLE go high to enter data bits 
and check bits from memory into DILO, DOL 1 and CIL. The 
6 check bits generated in CG from DILO and DOL 1 are then 
compared with CIL to generate syndromes on the internal 
syndrome bus (SG). Any bit or bits of SG that go high indi
cate an error to the error encoder (EE). 
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FIGURE 1. DP8400-2 Block Diagram 



System Diagrams-Modes of Operation 
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FIGURE 2a. Normal WRITE Mode with E2C2 

FIGURE 2b. Normal READ Mode, Error 
Monitoring Method with E2C2 
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System Read (Continued) 

If data correction is required OBO and OB1 must be set low 
(after memory data has been disabled) to enable data out
put buffers DOBO and DOB1. The location of any data bit 
error is determined by the data error decoder (DED), from 
the syndrome bits. The bit in error is complemented in the 
DOL for correction. The other 15 bits from DED pass the 
DIL contents directly to the DOL, so that DOL now contains 
corrected data. 

Error Determination 
The three error flags, for a 16-bit example, are decoded 
from the internally generated syndromes as shown in Figure 
3. First, if any error has occurred, the generated check bits 
will be different from the memory check bits, causing some 
of the syndrome bits to go high. By OR-ing the syndrome 
bits, the output will be an indication of any error. 

If there is a single-data error, then (from the matrix in Table 
IV) it can be seen that any data error causes either 3 or 5 
syndrome bits to go high. 16 AND gates decode which bit is 
in error and the bit in error is XOR-ed with the corresponding 
bit of the DIL to correct it, whereas the other 15 decoder 
outputs are low, causing the corresponding 15 bits in DIL to 
transfer to DOL directly. DOL now contains corrected data. 
The 16 AND gate outputs are OR-ed together causing EO to 
go high, so that EO is the single-data-error indication. If the 
error is a double-error, then either 2, 4 or 6 of the syndrome 
bits will be high. The syndromes for two errors (including 

SG, m: 

INTERNAL 
SYNDROME 

BUS 

ANY SYNDROME BIT 

DETECT 3 DR 5 SYNDROME BITS 

DETECT EVEN SYNDROME PARITY 

ANY ERROR 

SINGLE DATA ERROR 

ED 

E1 

TL/F/6899-7 

FIGURE 3. Error Encoder 
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one or two check bit errors) are the two sets of syndromes 
for each individual error bit, XOR-ed together. By performing 
a parity check on the syndrome bits, flag E1 will indicate 
even/odd parity. If there is still an error, but it is not one of 
these errors, then it is a detectable triple-bit error. Some 
triple-bit errors are not detectable as such and may be inter
preted as single-bit errors and falsely corrected as single
data errors. This is true for all standard ECC circuits using a 
Modified Hamming-code matrix. The DP8400-2 is capable, 
with its Rotational Syndrome Word Generator matrix, of de
termining all triple-bit errors using twice as many DP8400-2s 
and twice as many check bits. 

Error Flags 
Three error flags are provided to allow full error determina
tion. Table I shows the error flag outputs for the different 
error types in Normal READ mode. If there is an error, then 
ANY ERROR will go high, at a time tOEV (Figure 10b) after 
data and check bits are presented to the DP8400-2. The 
other two error flags EO and E1 become valid tOED and tOEI 
later. 

The error flags differentiate between no error, single check 
bit error, single data-bit error, double-bit error. Because the 
DP8400-2 can correct double errors, it is important to know 
that two errors have occurred, and not just a multiple-error 
indication. The error flags will remain valid as long as DLE 
and CSLE are low, or if DLE is high, and data and check bits 
remain valid. 

Byte Parity Support 
Some systems require extra integrity for transmission of 
data between the different cards. To achieve this, individual 
byte parity bits are transmitted with the data bits in both 
directions. The DP8400-2 offers byte parity support for up to 
40 data bits. If the processor generates byte parity when 
transferring information to the memory, during the WRITE 
cycle, then each byte parity bit can be connected to the 
corresponding byte parity 110 pin on the DP8400-2, either 
BPO or BP1. The DP8400-2 develops its own internal byte 
parity bits from the two bytes of data from the processor, 
and compares them with BPO and BP1 using an exclusive
OR for both parities. The output of each exclusive-OR is fed 
to the error flags EO and E1 as PEO and PE1, so that a byte 
parity error forces its respective error flag low, as in Table II. 
These flags are only valid for the Normal WRITE (mode 0) 
and XP at OV. The DP8400-2 checks and generates even 
byte parity. 

When transferring information from the memory to the proc
essor, the DP8400-2 receives the memory data, and outputs 
the corresponding byte parity bits on BPO and BP1 to the 
processor. The processor block can then check data integri
ty with its own byte parity generator. If in fact memory data 
was in error, the DP8400-2 derives BPO and BP1 from the 
memory input data, and not the corrected data, so when 
corrected data is output from the DP8400-2, the processor 
will detect a byte parity error. 

During the read mode, DP8400-2 corrects single data bit 
error and also its parity. 



TABLE I. Error Flags After 
Normal Read (Mode 4) 

TABLE II. Error Flags after 
Normal Write (Mode 0) 

AE E1 EO Error Type AE E1 (PE1) EO (PEO) Error Type 

0 0 0 No error 0 1 1 No parity error 

1 1 0 Single check bit error 0 1 0 Parity error, byte 0 

1 1 1 Single-data error 0 0 1 Parity error, byte 1 

1 0 0 Double-bit error 0 0 0 Parity error, bytes 0, 1 

All Others Invalid conditions 

TABLE III DP8400-2 Modes of Operation 

Mode 
M2 

M1 MO OES Operation 
(R/W) 

0 0 0 0 X Normal WRITE 
Dil ..... DOL, CG ..... COL ..... COB 

1 0 0 1 X Complement WRITE 
Dil ..... DOL, Cil ..... COL"'" COB 

2 0 1 0 X Diagnostic WRITE, DlE inhibited 
DQ8-DQ15Ell CG ..... SOL"'" SOB 
DQ8-DQ15 ..... Cil ..... COL"'" COB 

3 0 1 1 X Complement data-only WRITE 
Dll"'" DOL, 
(CGO, 1, 4, 5, CG2, CG3) ..... COL ..... COB 

4 1 0 0 X Normal READ 
Dil Ell DE ..... DOL, Cil ..... COL 

5 1 0 1 X Complement READ 
Dil Ell DE ..... DOL, Cil ..... COL 

6A 1 1 0 0 READ generated syndromes, check bit 
bus, error flags, SGO-SG6 ..... DQO-DQ6, 
CllO-Cll6 ..... DQ8-DQ14, El ..... DQ7, 
EO"'" DQ15 

6B 1 1 0 1 READ syndrome bus, check bit bus, error 
flags, SllO-Sll6 ..... DQO-DQ6, 
CllO-Cll6"'" DQ8-DQ14, El ..... DQ7, 
EO"'" DQ15 

7A 1 1 1 0 Generated syndromes replace with zero 
o ..... Sil ..... SG, Cil ..... COL, 
Dil Ell DE"'" DOL 

7B 1 1 1 1 Generated syndromes replace 
Sil ..... SG, Cil ..... COL, Dil Ell DE ..... DOL 

TABLE IV. Data-In To Check Bit Generate, Or Data Bit Error To Syndrome-Generate Matrix (16-Bit Configuration) 

o 2 3 4 

GENERATE CHECK BITS 

GENERATED 
SYNDROMES 

o 
1 
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3 
4 
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0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 1 
0 1 1 0 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 

4 8 9 7 
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Modes of Operation 
There are three mode-control pins, M2, Ml and MO, offering 
8 major modes of operation, according to Table III. 

M2 is the READ/WRITE control. In normal operation, mode 
o is Normal WRITE and mode 4 is Normal READ. By clamp
ing MO and Ml low, and setting M2 low during WRITE and 
high during READ, the DP8400-2 is very easy to use for 
normal operation. The other modes will be covered in later 
sections. 

16-BIT CONFIGURATION 

The first two rows on top of the check bit generate matrix 
(Table IV) indicate the data pOSition of DOO to D015. The 
left side of the matrix, listed 0 to 5, corresponds to syn
dromes SO to S5. SO is the least significant syndrome bit. 
There are two rows of hexadecimal numbers below the ma
trix. They are the hex equivalent of the syndrome patterns. 
For example, syndrome pattern in the first column of the 
matrix is 001011. Its least significant four bits (0010) equal 
hexadecimal 4, and the remaining two bits (11) equal hexa
decimal 3. 

Check bit generation is done by selecting different combina
tions of data bits and generating parities from them. Each 
row of the check bit generate matrix corresponds to the 
generation of a check bit numbered on the right hand side 
of the matrix, and the ones in that row indicate the selection 
of data bits. 

The following are the check bit generate equations for 16-bit 
wide data words: 

CGO = D02 Ell D03 Ell D04 Ell D05 Ell D06 Ell D07 Ell 
D09 Ell DOlO Ell DOll Ell D013 Ell D014 Ell 
D015 

CGl = D03 Ell D06 Ell D08 Ell D09 Ell DOll Ell D013 Ell 
D014 Ell D015 

'CG2 = DOO Ell D03 Ell D04 Ell D08 Ell DOlO Ell D012 Ell 
D013 Ell D014 Ell D015 Ell 1 

'CG3 = DOl Ell D02 Ell D07 Ell D08 Ell D09 Ell DOlO Ell 
D012 Ell D014 Ell D015 Ell 1 

CG4 = DOO Ell DOl Ell D05 Ell D07 Ell D08 Ell DOll Ell 
D013 Ell D015 

CG5 = DOO Ell DOl Ell D02 Ell D04 Ell D05 Ell D06 Ell 
D08 Ell D012 Ell D013 Ell D014 

'CG2 and CG3 are odd parities. 

The following error map (Table V) depicts the relationship 
between all possible error conditions and their associated 
syndrome patterns. For example, if a syndrome pattern is 
SO-5 = 111101, data bit 14 is in error. 

Figure 4 shows how to connect one DP8400-2 in a 16-bit 
configuration, in order to detect and correct single or dou
ble-bit errors. For a Normal WRITE, processor data is pre-

sented to the DP8400-2, where it is fed through DILO and 
DI L 1 to the check bit generator. This generates 6 parity bits 
from different combinations of data bits, according to Table 
IV. The numbers in the row below the table are the hexade
cimal equivalent of the column bits (with bits 6, 7 low). A "1" 
in any row indicates that the data bit in that column is con
nected to the parity generator for that row. For example, 
check bit 1 generates parity from data bits 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 
14, and 15. 

Check bits 0, 1, 4, 5, and 6 generate even parity, and check 
bits 2 and 3 generate odd parity. This is done to insure that 
a total memory failure is detected. If all check bits were 
even parity, then all zeroes in the data word would generate 
all check bits zero and a total memory failure would not be 
detected when a memory READ was performed. Now all
zero-data bits produce C2 and C3 high and a total memory 
failure will be detected. When reading back from the same 
location, the memory data bits (possibly in error) are fed to 
the same check bit generator, where they are compared to 
the memory check bits (also possibly in error) using 6 exclu
sive-OR gates. The outputs of the XORs are the syndrome 
bits, and these can be determined according to Table IV for 
one data bit error. For example, an error in bit 2 will produce 
the syndrome word 101001 (for S5 to SO respectively). The 
syndrome word is decoded by the error encoder to the error 
flags, and the data-error decoder to correct a single data bit 
error. Assuming the memory data has been latched in the 
DIL, by making DLE go low, memory data can be disabled. 
Then by setting OBO and OBl low, corrected data will ap
pear on the data bus. The syndromes are available as out
puts on pins SO-5 when OES is low. It is also possible to 
feed in syndromes to SIL when OES is high and CSLE goes 
high. This can be useful when using the Error Management 
Unit shown in Figure 4. C6 and S6 are not used for 16 bits. It 
is safe therefore to make C6 appear low, through a 2.7 k!1 
resistor to ground. The same applies for S6 if syndromes 
are input to the DP8400-2. If OES is permanently low, S6 
may be left open. 

Any 16-bit memory correct system using the DP8400-2 with
out syndrome inputs must keep the OES pin grounded, then 
all the syndrome I/O pins may be left open. The reason for 
this is that the DP8400-2 resets the syndrome input latch at 
power up. If the OES pin is grounded, the syndrome input 
latch will remain reset for normal operations. 

The parameter tNMR (see Figure 10b), new mode recog
nized time, is measured from M2 (changing from READ to 
WRITE) to the valid check bits appearing on the check bit 
bus, provided the OLE was held low. 

The parameter tMeR (see Figure 10b) , mode change recog
nized time, is measured from M2 (changing from WRITE to 

TABLE V. Syndrome Decode To Bit In Error For l6-Bit Data Word 

SO 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Syndrome 51 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
Bits 52 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
55 54 

0 0 NE CO C1 D C2 D D 3 C3 D D 9 D 10 T D 

0 1 C4 D D 11 D T T D D 7 T D T D D 15 

1 0 C5 D D 6 D 4 T D D 2 T D 12 D D 14 

1 1 D 5 T D 0 D D 13 1 D D T D T 8 D 

NE=no error Cn = check bit n in error T = three errors detected Number= Single data bit in error 0= two bits in error 
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FIGURE 4. 16-Bil Configuralion Using One DP8400-2 
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FIGURE 5. 32-Bit Error Detection and Correction 
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~ r-------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

~ Modes of Operation (Continued) TABLE VI. Error Flags After Normal READ 

~ READ) when both E1 and E2 become invalid. This is re- (32-Bit Configuration) 

C qui red when a memory correcting system employs the AE(H) E1 (H) EO (H) EO (L)' Error Type 
DP8400-2 with byte parity checking. The E1 and E2 pins 
flag the byte parity error in a memory WRITE cycle. When 
the DP8400-2 switches to a subsequent memory READ cy
cle, it requires tMCR for E1 and E2 to be switched to flag any 
READ error(s). 

Expanded Operation 
32-BIT CONFIGURATION 

Figure 5 shows how to connect two DP8400-2s in cascade 
to detect single and double-bit errors, and to correct single
data errors. The same circuit will also correct double-bit er
rors once a double-error has been detected, provided at 
least one error is a hard error. The lower chip L is in effect a 
slave to the higher chip H, which controls the memory check 
bits and error reporting. The check bit bus of L is reordered 
and connected to the syndrome bus of H, as shown in Fig
ure5. 

In a Normal WRITE mode, referring to Figures 13a, 13b, and 
13c, the 7 check bits generated from the lower 16 bits 
(CGL) are transferred via the COL to the COB of L, provided 
OLE is high and M2 (R/Vii) of L is low. These partial check 
bits from L then appear at SIL of H, so that with CSLE high, 
they combine with the 6 check bits generated in H with an 
overlap of one bit, to produce 7 check bits. With M2 (R/Vii) 
of H low, these 7 check bits are output from COB to memo
ry. 

A READ cycle may consist of DETECT ONLY or DETECT 
THEN CORRECT, depending on the system approach. In 
both approaches, L writes its partial check bits, CGL, to H 
as in WRITE mode. H develops the syndrome bits from 
CGL, CGH and the 7 check bits read from memory in CIL. H 
then outputs from its error encoder (EE) if there is an error. 
If corrected data is required, H already knows if it has a 
single-data error from its syndrome bits, but if not, it must 
transfer partial syndromes back to L. These partial syn
dromes PSH, (CGH XOR-ed with CIL), are stored in SOL of 
H. L must therefore change modes from WRITE to READ 
whil~~:!_:)Utputs the partial syndromes from its SOB by set: 
ting OES low. The partial syndromes are fed into CIL of L 
and XOR-ed with CGL to produce syndrome bits at SGL. 
The data error decoder, DED, then corrects the error in L. 
The DED of H will already have corrected an error in the 
higher 16 bits. Only one error in 32 bits can be corrected as 
a single-data error, the chip with no error does not change 
the contents of its DIL when it is enabled in DOL. Table VI 
shows the 3 error flags of H, which become valid during the 
DETECT cycle. EO of L becomes valid during the CORRECT 
cycle, so that the 4 flags provide complete error reporting. 

0 0 0 0 No error 

1 1 0 0 Single-check bit error 

1 1 1 0 Single-data bit error (H) 

1 1 0 1 Single-data bit error (L) 

1 0 0 0 Double-bit error 

All Others Invalid conditions 

"'EO (L) is valid after transfer of partial syndromes from higher to lower 

Equations for 32-bit expansion: 

tOCB32 = tOCB16 + tSCB16 

tOEV32 = tOCB16 + tSEV16 

tOC032 (High Chip) = tOCB16 + tSC016 

tDC032 (Low Chip) = tOCB16 + tBR" + tCC016 
"'tSR: Bus reversing time (25 ns) 

32-BIT MATRIX 

Table VII shows a 32-bit matrix using two DP8400-2s in cas
cade as in Figure 5. This is one of 12 matrices that work for 
32 bits. The matrix for bits 0 to 15 (lower chip) is the matrix 
of Table IV for 16-bit configuration, with row 6 always "0". 
The matrix for bits 16 to 31 (higher Chip) uses the same row 
combinations but interchanged, for example, the 3rd row 
(row 2) of L matrix is the same as the 6th row (row 5) of the 
H matrix. This means row 5 of H is in fact check bit 2 of H. 
Thus, the 6th row (row 5) combines generated check bit 5 
(CG5) of L and generated check bit 2 of H. Check bit 5 of L 
therefore connects to the syndrome bit 2 (CG2) of H, and 
the composite generated check bit is written to check bit 2 
of memory. Thus C2 performs a parity check on bits 0, 1, 2, 
4, 5, 6, 8, 12, 13, 14, of L, and bits 16, 19, 20, 24, 26, 28, 29, 
30, 31, of H. CG2 and CG3 generate odd parity, so that CG5 
of L generates even parity which combines with CG2 of H 
generating odd parity. CG3 of Land CG3 of H both generate 
odd parity causing C3 to memory to represent even parity. 
Only 6 check bits are generated in each chip, the 7th (CG6) 
is always zero with XP grounded. Thus CG6 of L combines 
with CGO of H so that CO to memory is the parity of bits 18, 
19,20,21,22,23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31. Similarly C6 to 
memory is only CG2 of L. The 7 composite genE'rated check 
bits of H can now be written to memory. 

When reading data and check bits from memory, CG6-CGO 
of L are combined with CG6-CGO of H in the same combi
nation ~ WRITE. Memory check bits are fed into C6-CO of 
H and compared with the 7 combined parity bits in H, to 

TABLE VII. Data Bit Error To Syndrome-Generate Matrix (32-Bit Configuration) 

1 ----·1· H --------. 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

'2 
SYNDROMES '3 

5 
6 

o 1 234 5 6 7 890 1 234 5 

o 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 

o 0 o 1 o 0 1 o 1 1 0 1 o 1 1 1 
1 o 0 1 1 000 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 

0 1 1 0 0 o 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 0 o 1 o 1 1 0 0 1 o 1 o 1 

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 o 0 0 1 1 1 0 

0 0 0 000 o 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 

5 7 8 9 0 1 

000 1 o 0 1 o 1 1 o 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 o 0 0 1 1 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 000 
o 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 o 1 1 
1 1 0 0 0 1 o 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

1 o 0 1 1 0 o 0 1 o 1 0 1 1 1 1 

o 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 O· 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 } 

o 1 2 3 4 : )::~m 
3 CHECK 

BITS 

48975139EBD3C7FF 

3320232130012321 

'CG2, CG3 generate odd parity 

2 A A 1 2 2 3 8 B 9 8 1 A 3 B 9 0 HEX 

31466545346527671 
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Expanded Operation (Continued) 
TABLE VIII. Check Bit Port To Syndrome Port 

Interconnections For Expansion To 32 Bits 

L L H H 
S C S C 

SO 0 0 1 1 CO 
S1 1 1 5 5 C1 

Syndrome 1/0 S2 2 2 6 6 C2 Check Bit 1/0 
to S3 3 3 3 3 C3 to 

Management S4 4 4 4 4 C4 Memory 
S5 5 5 2 2 C5 
S6 6 6 0 0 C6 

TABLE IX. Syndrome Decode To Bit In Error For 32-Bit Data Word 

SO 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Syndrome S1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
Bits S2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

S3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
S6 S5 S4 

0 0 0 NE CO Cl D C2 D D 3 C3 D D 9 D 10 T D 

0 0 1 C4 D D 11 D T T D D 7 17 D T D D 15 

0 1 0 C5 D D 6 D 4 T D D 2 28 D 12 D D 14 

0 1 1 D 5 16 D 0 D D 13 1 D D 24 D T 8 D 

1 0 0 C6 D D 22 D T T D D 25 18 D T D D T 

1 0 1 D 27 21 D T D D T 23 D D T D T T D 

1 1 0 D 19 20 D T D D T 26 D D 30 D T T D 

1 1 1 T D D 29 D T T D D 31 T D T D D T 

NE=no efror en = check bit n in error T = three errors detected 
Number=single data bit in error D=two bits in error 

produce 7 syndrome bits 86-S0. H can now determine if 
there is any error, and if it has a single-data error, it can 
locate it and correct it without transferring partial syndromes 
to L. As an example of a DETECT cycle, CG5 of L combines 
with CG2 of H and is compared in H with memory check bit 
2. 

If L is now set to mode 4, Normal READ, and OES of H is 
set low, the partial syndromes of H (CG6-CGO of H XOR-ed 
with C6-CO of H) are transferred and shifted to L. L re
ceives these partial syndromes (S6-S0 of H) as check bit 
inputs C2, Cl, C4, C3, C5, .cO, C6 respectively, and com
pares them with CG6-CGO respectively, to produce syn
drome bits S6-S0. L now decodes these syndromes to cor
rect any single-data error in data bits 0 to 15. For example, 
partial syndrome bit 2 of H combines with generated check 
bit 5 of L to produce syndrome bit 5 in L. An error in data bit 
10 will create syndrome bits in L as 0001101 from S6-S0, 
and these will appear on S6-S0 of L with OES low. An error 
in H will appear as per the H matrix. For example, an error in 
bit 16 will cause S6-S0 of L to be 0110010. 

If OES of L is set low, this syndrome combination appears 
on pins S6 to SO. For errors in bits 0 to 15, the syndrome 
outputs will be according to Table VII. For errors in bits 16 to 
31, the syndrome outputs from L will still be according to 
Table VII due to the shifting of partial syndrome bits from H 
to L. The syndrome outputs from L are unique for each of 
the possible 32 bits in error. 

If there is a check bit error, only one syndrome bit will be 
high. For example, if C5 is in error, then S1 of L will be high. 
For double-errors, an even number of syndrome bits will be 
high, derived from XOR-ing the two single-bit error syn
dromes. As mentioned previously, this is only one of the 12 
approaches to connecting two chips for 32 bits, 6 of which 
are mirror images. 
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Table VIII depicts the exact connection for 32-bit expansion. 
LS equals syndrome bits of L. LC equals check bits of L. HS 
equals syndrome bits of H. HC equals check bits of H. Syn
drome bits SO to S6 of L are connected to system syndrome 
bits SO to S6. LC and HS columns are lined together show
ing the check bit port of L connected to the syndrome port 
of H in the exact sequence as shown in Table VIII. For ex
ample, check bit CO of L is connected to the syndrome bit 
SI of H, and check bit C6 of L is connected to the syndrome 
bit SO of H. Check bits of H are con nected to the system 
check bits in the order shown. Check bit Cl of H is connect
ed to the system check bit CO. 

EXPANSION FOR DATA WORDS REQUIRING 
8 CHECK BITS 

For 16-bit and 32-bit configurations, XP is set permanently 
low. In 48-bit or 64-bit configurations, XP is either set perma
nently to Vee or left open, according to Table X, to provide 8 
check bits and syndrome bits. 

TABLE X. XP: Expansion Status 

XP Status Data Bus 

OV BPO and BPI are byte parity 1/0 < 40 Bits 
CG6=0 

Open No byte parity 1/0, :<: 40 Bits 
CG6 and CG7 = word parity 

Vee No byte parity 1/0, :<: 40 Bits 
CG6 and CG7 = 0 

48-BIT EXPANSION 

Three DP8400-2s are required for 48 bits, with the higher 
chip using all 8 of its check bits to the memory. No byte 
parity is available for 48 to 64 bits. XP of all three chips must 
be at Vee. The three chips are connected in cascade as in 

C 
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Expanded Operation (Continued) 
TABLE XI. Check Bit Port To Syndrome Port 
Interconnections For Expansion To 48 Bits 

LL LL LH LH HL HL 
S C S C S C 

SO a a 1 1 6 6 CO 
S1 1 1 5 5 1 1 C1 

Syndrome I/O 
S2 2 2 6 6 4 4 C2 

Check Bit I/O 
S3 3 3 3 3 7 7 C3 

to 
S4 4 4 4 4 2 2 C4 

to 
Management 

S5 5 5 2 2 3 3 C5 
Memory 

S6 6 6 a a 5 5 C6 
S7 7 7 7 7 a a C7 

For example: SO of LL is connected to system syndrome SO. CO of LL is connected to 81 of LH. C1 of 
LH is connected to S6 of HL. C6 of HL is connected to system check bit co. 

TABLE XII. Syndrome Decode To Bit In Error For 48-Bit Data Word 

SO a 1 a 1 a 1 a 1 a 1 a 1 a 1 a 1 
Syndrome S1 a a 1 1 a a 1 1 a a 1 1 a a 1 1 
Bits S2 a a a a 1 1 1 1 a a a a 1 1 1 1 

S3 a a a a a a a a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
S7 S6 S5 S4 

a a a a NE CO C1 D C2 D D 3 C3 D D 9 D 10 T D 

a a a 1 C4 D D 11 D T T D D 7 17 D T D D 15 

a a 1 a C5 D D 6 D 4 T D D 2 28 D 12 D D 14 

0 a 1 1 D 5 16 D a D D 13 1 D D 24 D T 8 D 

a 1 a a C6 D D 22 D T T D D 25 18 D T D D T 

a 1 a 1 D 27 21 D 32 D D T 23 D D T D T T D 

a 1 1 a D 19 20 D 33 D D T 26 D D 30 D T T D 

a 1 1 1 44 D D 29 D T 40 D D 31 T D T D D T 

1 a a a C7 D D T D T 43 D D T T D T D D T 

1 a a 1 D T 35 D T D D T T D D T D T T D 

1 a 1 a D T 41 D 39 D D T T D D T D T T D 

1 a 1 1 42 D D T D T 47 D D T T D T D D T 

1 1 a a D T 38 D 37 D D T T D D T D T T D 

1 1 a 1 36 D D T D T 45 D D T T D T D D T 

1 1 1 a 34 D D T D T T D D T T D T D D T 

1 1 1 1 D T 46 D T D D T T D D T D T T D 
NE = no error Cn = check bit n in error T = three errors detected 
Number = single data bit in error o = two bits in error 

Figure 6, but with the HH chip removed. The error flags are and syndrome bus for each of the chip pairs are shown in 
as Table XV, but with AE (HH) and E1 (HH) becoming AE Table XIII. 
(HL) and E1 (HL), and EO (HH) removed. The error flags of HH are valid during the DETECT cycle as 

48-BIT MATRIX in Table XV, and the other error flags are valid during the 

The matrix for 48 bits is that for 64 bits shown (in Table XVI) 
CORRECT cycle. 

but only using bits a to 47. This is one of many matrices for A faster method of 64-bit expansion shown in Figure 7 re-

48-bit expansion using the basic 16-bit matrix. The matrix quires a few extra ICs, but can WRITE in 50 ns, DETECT in 

shown uses 2 zeroes for CG6 and CG7, for all three chips, 42 ns or DETECT THEN CORRECT in 90 ns. In the WRITE 

with XP set to Vee. Other matrices may use CG6 and CG7 mode, all four sets of check bits are combined externally in 

as word parity with XP open. the 8 74S280 parity generators. These generate 8 compos-
ite check bits from the system data, which are then enabled 

64-BIT EXPANSION to memory. In the DETECT mode, again 8 composite check 
There are two basic methods of expansion to 64 bits, both bits are generated, from the memory data this time, and 
requiring 8 check bits to memory, and four DP8400-2s. One compared with the memory check bits to produce 8 external 
is the cascade method of Figure 6, requiring no extra ICs. syndrome bits. These syndrome bits may be OR-ed to de-
With this method partial check bits have to be transferred termine if there is any error. By making the 74S280 outputs 
through three chips in the WRITE or DETECT mode, and SYNDROMES, then any bit low causes the 74S30 NAND 
partial syndrome bits transferred back through three chips in gate to go high, giving any error indication. To correct the 
CORRECT mode. This method is similar to Figure 5, 32-bit error, these syndrome bits are fed re-ordered into SIL of 
approach. The connections between the check bit bus each DP8400-2 now set to mode 7B. This enables the syn-

dromes directly to SG and then DED of each chip. One chip 
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Expanded Operation (Continued) 

will output corrected data, while the other three output non- 64·BIT MATRIX 
modified data (but still correct). 

With the 64-bit matrix shown in Table XVI, it is necessary to 
Equations for fast 64-bit expansion: set at least one chip with CG6, CG7 non-zero. The highest 

tOCB64 = tOCB16 + tpd (74S280) + tpd (74S240) chip, connected to data bits 48 to 63, has XP set open, so 

tOEV64 = tDCBt6 + tpd (74S280) + \Pd (74S30) that its CG6 and CG7 are word parity. The syndrome word 

tOCB64 = tOCBt6 + tpd (74S280) + tpd (74ALS533) 
of the highest chip will now have either 5 or 7 syndrome bits 
high, but inside the chip CG6 and CG7 remove two of these 

+ tSCOt6 in a READ so that the chip sees the normal 3 or 5 syndrome 
bits. 

TABLE XIII. Check Bit Port To Syndrome Port 
Interconnections For Expansion To 64 Bits 

LL LL LH LH HL HL HH HH 
S C S C S C S C 

SO 0 0 1 1 6 6 7 7 CO 
S1 1 1 5 5 1 1 0 0 C1 

Syndrome I/O 
S2 2 2 6 6 4 4 1 1 C2 

Check Bit I/O 
S3 3 3 3 3 7 7 2 2 C3 to S4 4 4 4 4 2 2 3 3 C4 to 

Management 
S5 5 5 2 2 3 3 4 4 C5 Memory 

S6 6 6 0 0 5 5 5 5 C6 
S7 7 7 7 7 0 0 6 6 C7 

For example: SO of LL is connected to system syndrome SO. CO of LL is connected to 5t of LH. Cl of LH is connected to 56 
of HL. C6 of HL is connected to 57 of HH. C7 of HH is connected to system check bit CO. 

TABLE XIV. Syndrome Decode To Bit In Error For 64·Bit Data Word 

SO 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Syndrome S1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
Bits S2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

S3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
S7 S6 S5 S4 

0 0 0 0 NE CO C1 D C2 D D 3 C3 D D 9 D 10 T D 

0 0 0 1 C4 D D 11 D T T D D 7 17 D T D D 15 

0 0 1 0 C5 D D 6 D 4 T D D 2 28 D 12 D D 14 

0 0 1 1 D 5 16 D 0 D D 13 1 D D 24 D T 8 D 

0 1 0 0 C6 D D 22 D T T D D 25 18 D T D D T 

0 1 0 1 D 27 21 D 32 D D T 23 D D T D T T D 

0 1 1 0 D 19 20 D 33 D D T 26 D D 30 D T T D 

0 1 1 1 44 D D 29 D T 40 D D 31 T D T D D T 

1 0 0 0 C7 D D T D T 43 D D T T D T D D 51 

1 0 0 1 D T 35 D T D D 57 T D D 58 D T T D 

1 0 1 0 D T 41 D 39 D D 59 T D D T D T T D 

1 0 1 1 42 D D 55 D T 47 D D T T D T D D 63 

1 1 0 0 D T 38 D 37 D D 54 T D D 52 D T T D 

1 1 0 1 36 D D 50 D T 45 D D 60 T D T D D 62 

1 1 1 0 34 D D 53 D T T D D 48 T D T D D 61 

1 1 1 1 D 49 46 D T D D T T D D T D 56 T D 

NE = no error en = check bit n in error T = three errors detected 
Number = single data bit in error D = two bits in error 

TABLE XV. Error Flags After Normal READ (Any 64·Bit Configuration) 

AE (HH) E1 (HH) EO (HH) EO (HL) EO (LH) EO (LL) Error Type 

0 0 0 0 0 0 No error 

1 1 0 0 0 0 Single-check bit error 

1 1 1 0 0 0 Single-data bit error in HH 

1 1 0 1 0 0 Single·data bit error in HL 

1 1 0 0 1 0 Single-data bit error in LH 

1 1 0 0 0 1 Single-data bit error in LL 

1 0 0 0 0 0 Double-error 
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r-:q··· ,. .. ::j.... ,. .. :U· .. · ~ ... ij .... 
t Refer to diSCI 

of Operation' 

lSSion in "Other Modes 

under Clearing SIL I I , ___ ~ 
ERROR FLAGS MODE CONTROLS 

FIGURE 6. cascade Expansion Using No Extra ICs (64-Blt Configuration) 

TABLE XVI. Data Bit Error To Syndrome-Generate Matrix (64-BIt Configuration) 

I. LL -I' LH -I' HL '1- HH .. I 
111111 

0123456789012345 

1111222222222233 3333333344444444 
6789012345678901 2345678901234567 

0001001011010111 0000000000000000 
1110111010001110 0001001011010111 
0000000000000000 1100010110010101 

4455555555556666 
8901234567890123 

11111111111111 
001 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 
000100101101011 
100110001010111 

0001111110111011 
1000100101101011 
2100110001010111 
30110000111101011 

SYNDROMES I 4 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
0110000111101011 0000000000000000 
1100010110010101 100110001010111 011000011110101 

51110111010001110 
60000000000000000 
7 0000000000000000 

1001100010101111 0110000111101011 
0011111101110111 1110111010001110 
0000000000000000 0011111101110111 

2AA12238B981A3B9 4402042462060626 

100010110010101 
1110111010001110 
1111111111111111 

913FB373D7B79FFF 

TL/F/6899-12 

1 Doo-63 

7 
0 

2 } GENERATED 

3 CHECK 
BITS 

4 
5 
6 

o HEX 48975139EBD3C7FF 
3320232130012321 3146654534652767 56E9DCCA7AB87DFB EFD8CECBF99ADEDB 1 
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Other Modes Of Operation 
DOUBLE ERROR CORRECTION, USING THE DOUBLE
COMPLEMENT APPROACH 

The DP8400-2 can be made to correct two errors, using no 
extra ICs or check bits, if at least one of the two errors 
detected is a hard error. This does require an extra memory 
WRITE and READ. Nevertheless, if a permanent failure ex
ists, and an additional error occurs (creating two errors), 
both errors can be corrected, thereby saving a system 
crash. 

Once a double error has been detected, the system puts the 
DP8400-2 in COMPLEMENT mode by setting MO high. First 
a WRITE cycle is required and M2 is set low, putting the 
chip in mode 1, Table III, (COMPLEMENT WRITE), so that 
the contents of Dil are complemented into DOL, and the 
contents of Cil complemented into COL. OBO and OB1 are 
set low so that complemented data and check bits can be 
written back to the same location of memory. Writing back 
complemented data to a location with a hard error forces 

DATA I/O 

HARD ERRORS 

the error to repeat itself. For example, if cell N of a particular 
location is jammed permanently high, and a low is written to 
it, a high will be read. However, when the data is comple
mented a low is again written, so that a high is read back for 
the second tim·e. After a second READ (this second READ 
is a COMPLEMENT READ) of the location, data and check 
bits from the memory are recomplemented, so that bit N 
now contains a low. In other words, the error in bit N has 
corrected itself, while the other bits are true again. If there 
are two hard errors in a location, both are automatically cor
rected and the DP8400-2 detects no error on COMPLE
MENT READ, as in Figure 8a. Figure 8b also shows that if 
one error is soft, the hard error will disappear on the second 
READ and the DP8400-2 corrects the soft error as a single
error. Therefore, in both cases, the DOL contains corrected 
data, ready to be enabled by OBO and OB1. A WRITE to 
memory at this stage removes the complemented data writ
ten at the start of the sequence. 

I GENERATED CBs I MEMORY CBs 

I I 
I MODE 

I 
ORIGINAL DATA/CBs WRITTEN 
TO MEMORY I I I 

2 DATA ERRORS I I NO CHECK BIT I [

'0' -l--~--l-~ I 0 

INSERTED I I ERRORS I 
DATA/CB. READ , 0 0 , -LI r:::liO II ~ II 4 
FROM MEMORY ~ ~ 

___________ ~ ___ 2~R~SfECTE~ _.+ __ 
COMPLEMENT DATA/CBs IN III!II I I CGW I I ' 
DP8400 INPUT LATCHES. II I I 
WRITE BACK TO SAME 
LOCATION IN MEMORY I I 

READ BACK FROM SAME 
LOCATION IN MEMORY 

SAME 2 I NO CHECK BIT I 
DAr t RORS I ERRORS I 

I SAME AS ORIGINAL I 5 

IT:ITIJ I I CGW I I} 
~ 

DATA SO SAME I 
I CBs GENERATED I 

COMPLEMENT DATA/CBs 0 , 0 , -t-~GW ~ I 
IN DPB400 INPUT LATCHE/S '--'---- I / I 
AND COMPARE CBs I I 

NUMBER OF 
COMPLEMENTS 

2 BY DPB400 
2 BY MEMORY 

EVEN 

2 BY OPB400 
o BY MEMORY 

EVEN 

SAME CHECK BITS, 
-NO ERROR DETECTED
INDICATING BOTH HARD ERRORS 
HAVE BEEN REMOVED 

EVEN NUMBER OF COMPLEMENTS 
CREATES SAME DATA AS ORIGINAL 

TLiF/6899-15 

FIGURE 8a. Double Error Correct Complement Hard Error Method - 2 Hard Errors In Data Bits 
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Other Modes of Operation (Continued) 

DATA I/O GENERATED CBs I MEMORY CBs MODE 

I 
I I HARD ERROR 

ORIGINAL DATA/CBs 
WRITTEN TO MEMORY 

[illll---+-~-+--~ 

HAROIlSOFT I I NO CHECK 
ERROR ERROR I I BIT ERRORS 

DATA/CBs READ ~-L-~ I ~ 
FROM MEMORY 1 ~I/ 1 

-------------~--~~~~~--~--
COMPLEMENT DATA/CBs [[DJ] 1 1 1 CGW 1 1 1 

~R~::~~C~~~TS~~iHES. I I I 
LOCATION IN MEMORY 1 1 1 

SAME HARD I I NO CHECK BIT I 
ERROR 1 1 ERRORS 1 

READ BACK FROM 
SAME LOCATION 

I 1 1 CGW 1 1 

I I I 
COMPLEMENT DATA/CBs ffilI--+-~ I ~ I 
IN OPB400 INPUT LATCHES. 
AND COMPARE CBs I ~I/ I 

I "'..1 1 
DIFFERENT CHECK BITS. 1 
SINGLE ERROR OETECTEO I 

_______ ~ DATA ERROR WORD 1 

CORRECT SINGLE ERROR 
USING NORMAL 0P84oo 
PROCEDURE OF XOR-ING 
01 WITH DE 

[illll 1 

1 

1 
TL/F/6B99-16 

FIGURE 8b_ Double Error Correct Complement Hard Error Method - 1 Hard Error, 1 Soft Error In Data Bits 

The examples shown in Figures 8a and 8b are for 4 data 
bits. This approach will work for any number of data bits, but 
for simplicity these examples show how complementing 
twice corrects two errors in the data bits. The double COM
PLEMENT approach also works for any two errors providing 
at least one is hard. In other words, one data-bit error and 
one check bit error, or two check bit errors are also correct
ed if one or both are hard. At the end of the COMPLEMENT 
READ cycle, the error flags indicate whether the data was 
correctable or not, as shown in Table XVII. If both the errors 
were soft, then the data was not correctable and the error 
flags indicate this. 

This approach is ideal where double errors are rare but may 
occur. To avoid a system crash, a double-error detect now 
causes the system to enter a subroutine to set the DP8400-2 
in COMPLEMENT mode. This method is also useful in 
bulk-memory applications, where RAMs are used with 
known cell failures, and is applicable in 16, 32, 48 or 64-bit 
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configuration. In the 16-bit configuration, modes 1 and 5 of 
Table III are used. In the 32-bit expanded configuration, 
modes 1, 5 and 5 are used for the highest chip, and modes 
3, 3 and 4 for the lower chip for WRITE, DETECT, and COR
RECT. With the lower chip it is necessary to wrap around 
DOL (after latching its contents in mode 3), back to DIL and 
perform a Normal READ in mode 4 in the lower chip. 

AE E1 

0 0 

1 1 

1 1 

1 0 

TABLE XVII_ ERROR FLAGS AFTER 
COMPLEMENT READ (MODE 5) 

EO Error Type 

0 Two hard errors 

0 One hard error, one soft check bit error 

1 One hard error, one soft data bit error 

0 Two soft errors, not corrected 

C 
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CD 
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Other Modes of Operation (Continued) 

DOUBLE-ERROR CORRECT WITH ERROR LOGGING 

Figures 4 and 5 show the E2C2 syndrome port connected to 
an error management unit (EMU). This scheme stores syn
dromes and the address of locations that fail, thereby log
ging the errors. Subsequent errors in a memory location that 
has already stored syndromes in the EMU, can then be re
moved by injecting the stored syndromes of the first error. 
To save the addresses and syndromes when power to the 
EMU is removed, it is necessary to be able to transfer infor
mation via the E2C2 syndrome port to the processor data 
bus. This is also useful for logging the errors in the proces
sor. Transfer in the opposite direction is also necessary. 

DATA BUS TO SYNDROME BUS TRANSFER 

This is necessary when transferring syndrome information 
to the error management unit, which is connected to the 
external syndrome bus. First, data to make CG = 0 (all data 
bits high) must be latched in DIL. Then in mode 2, data is 
fed to CIL, XOR-ed with 0, and output via SOL with OES low 
to the syndrome bus. Data is therefore fed directly from the 
system to the syndrome bus, and this cycle may be repeat
ed as long as DLE is kept low, forcing CG to remain zero. 

SYNDROME BUS TO DATA BUS TRANSFER 

This is important when information in the error logger or 
error management unit has to be read. The DP8400-2 is set 
to mode 6B with OES high, and with OBO, OB1 and OLE 
low. If CSLE is high, the syndrome bus and check bit bus 
data appear on the lower and upper by1es of the data bus to 
be read by the system. Also E1 and EO values that were 
valid when mode 6 was entered, appear on D07 and D015. 

FULL DIAGNOSTIC CHECK OF MEMORY 

Using mode 2, it is possible to transfer the upper byte of the 
data bus directly to the CIL, with CSLE high, without affect
ing DIL. These simulated check bits then appear on the 
check bit bus with OLE low, which also causes the previous
ly latched contents of DIL to transfer to DOL. By enabling 
OBO and OB1 data can be written to memory with the simu
lated check bits. A Normal READ cycle can then aid the 
system in determining that the memory bits are functioning 
correctly, since the processor knows the check bits and 
data it sent to the E2C2. Another solution is to put the E2C2 
in mode 6 and read the memory check bits directly back to 
the processor. 

SELF-TEST OF THE E2C2 ON-CARD 

Again using mode 2, data written from the processor data 
bus upper byte to CIL may be stored in CIL, by taking CSLE 
low. Next, a mode 0 WRITE can be performed and the user 
generated data can be latched in the DP8400-2 input latch
es (DLE held low). Now the user may perform a normal 
mode 4 READ. This will in effect be a Diagnostic READ of 
the user generated data and check bits without using the 
external memory. Thus by reading corrected data in mode 
4, and by reading the generated syndromes, and error flags 
EO and E1, the DP8400-2 can be tested completely on-card 
without involving memory. 
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MONITORING GENERATED SYNDROMES AND 
MEMORY CHECK BITS 

Mode 6A enables SGO-SG6 onto DOO-D06, and CILO
CIL6 onto D08-D014, provided OLE, OBO and OB1 are 
low. Also the two error flags, E1 and EO (latched from the 
previous READ mode), appear on D07 and D015. This may 
be used for checking the internal syndromes, for reading the 
memory check bits, or for diagnostics by checking the 
latched error flags. 

CLEARING SIL 

In the 16-bit only configuration, or the lower chip of expand
ed configurations, and in various modes of operation in the 
higher expanded chips, it is required that SIL be maintained 
at zero. At power-up initialization, both SIL and DIL are reset 
to all low. If OES is kept low, SIL will remain reset because 
CSLE is inhibited to SIL. Another method is to keep OES 
always high and the syndrome bus externally set low, or set 
low whenever CSLE can be used to clear SIL. 

Mode 7A also forces the SIL to be cleared whenever CSLE 
occurs, and also these zero syndromes go to the internal 
syndrome bus SG. This puts the DP8400-2 in a PASS
THROUGH mode where the DIL contents pass to DOL and 
Cil contents to COL, if OLE is low. 

POWER-UP INITIALIZATION OF MEMORY 

Both SIL and DIL are reset low at power-up initialization. 
This facilitates writing all zeroes to the memory data bits to 
set up the memory. The check bits corresponding to all-zero 
data will appear on the check bit bus if the DP8400-2 is set 
to mode 0 and OLE is set low. All-zero data appears on the 
data bus when OBO and OB1 are also set low. The system 
can now write zero-data and corresponding check bits to 
every memory location. 

BYTE WRITING 

Figure 14a shows the block diagram of a 16-bit memory 
correction system conSisting of a DP8400-2 error correction 
chip and a DP8409A DRAM controller chip. There are 12 
control signals associated with the interface. Six of the sig
nals are standard DP8400-2 input signals, three are stan
dard DP8409A input Signals, and three are buffer control 
signals. The buffer control signals, PBUFO and PBUF1, con
trol when data words or bytes from the DP8400-2/memory 
data bus are gated to the processor bus and when data 
words or by1es from the processor are gated to the DP8400-
2/memory data bus. 

When the processor is reading or writing by1es to memory, 
words will always be read or written by the DP8400-2 and 
DP8409A error correction and DRAM controller section. 
The High By1e Enable and Address Data Bit Zero signals 
from the processor should control the by1e transfers via the 
ocal bus transceiver signals PBUFO and PBUF1. The buffer 
control signal, DOUTB, controls when data from memory is 
gated onto the DP8400-2/memory data bus. 

Figure 14b shows the timing relationships of the 12 control 
signals, along with the DP8400-2/memory data bus and 
some of the DRAM control signals (RAS and CAS). RGCK is 
the RAS generator clock of the DP8409A which is used in 
Mode 1 (Auto Refresh mode), along with being the system 
clock. 
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Other Modes of Operation (Continued) 

Having two separate byte enable pins, OBO and OB 1, it is 
easy to implement byte writing using the DP8400-2. First it is 
necessary to read from the location to which the byte is to 
be written. To do this the DP8400-2 is put in normal Read 
mode (Mode 4), which will detect and correct a single bit 
error. WIN is kept high and RASIN is pulled low, causing the 
DP8409A, now in Mode 5 (Auto Access mode), to start a 
read memory cycle. The data word and check bits from 
memory are then enabled onto the DP8400-21 memory data 
bus by pulling DOUTB low. The data and check bits are 
valid on the bus after the RASI N to CAS time (tRAe> plus the 
column access time (!cAe> of the particular memories used. 
DLE, CSLE can then be pulled low in order to latch the 
memory data into the input latches of the DP8400-2. OLE 
can be pulled low to enable the corrected memory word, or 
the original memory word if no error was present, into the 
data output latches. Following this, DOUTB can be pulled 
high to disable the memory data from the DP8400-2/memo
ry data bus. The corrected memory word will be available at 
the data output latches "tOC016" after the memory word 
was available at the data input latches. Once the corrected 
data is available at the output latches OLE can be pulled 
high to latch the corrected data. Also DLE and CSLE can be 
pulled high in order to enable the input data latches again. 

Now the DP8400-2 can be put into a write cycle (Mode 0 = 
M2 = Low). At this time the byte to be written to memory 
and the other byte from memory can be enabled onto the 
DP8400-2/memory data bus (OBO, PBUF1 or OB1, PBUFO 
go low). DLE, CSLE can now transition low to latch the new 
memory word into the data input latch. OLE is pulled low to 
enable the output latches. When the new checkbits are val
id, tOCB16 after the data word is valid on the DP8400-21 
memory data bus, OLE and DLE can be pulled high to latch 
the new memory word into the output latches, and then WIN 
can be pulled low to write the data into memory. RASIN 
should be held low long enough to cause the new data and 
check bits to be stored into memory (WIN data hold time). 
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Also a READ-MODIFY-WRITE cycle was performed, taking 
approximately 40% longer than a normal memory WRITE 
cycle. A READ and then a WRITE memory cycle could have 
been used in the above example but it would have taken 
longer. 

Buffers are used in this system (74ALS244) to keep the 
Data Out and Data In of the memory IC's from conflicting 
with each other during Read-Modify-Write cycles. 

A byte READ from memory is no different from a normal 
READ. This approach may be used for a 16-bit processor 
using byte writing, or an 8-bit processor using a 16-bit mem
ory to reduce the memory percentage of check bits, or with 
memory word sizes greater than two bytes. 

An APP NOTE (App Note 387) has been written detailing an 
Error Correcting Memory System using the DP8409A or 
DP8419 (Dynamic RAM Controller) and the DP8400-2 inter
faced to a National Semiconductor Series 32000 CPU. See 
this App Note for further system details and considerations. 

BEYOND SINGLE-ERROR CORRECT 

With the advent of larger semiconductor memories, the fre
quency of the soft errors will increase. Also some memory 
system designers may prefer to buy less expensive memo
ries with known cell, row or column failures, thus, more hard 
errors. All this means that double-error correct, triple-error 
detect capability. and beyond will become increasingly im
portant. The DP8400-2 can correct two errors, provided one 
or both are hard errors, with no extra components, using the 
double complement approach. There are two other ap
proaches to enhance reliability and integrity. One is to use 
the error management unit to log errors using the syndrome 
bus, and then to output these syndromes, when required, 
back to the DP8400-2. 

DOUBLE SYNDROME DECODING 

The other approach takes advantage of the Rotational Syn
drome Word Generator matrix. This matrix is an improve
ment of the Modified Hamming-code, so that if, on a second 
DP8400-2, the data bus is shifted or rotated by one bit, and 
2 errors occur, the syndromes for this second chip will be 
different from the first for any 2 bits in error. Both chips 
together output a unique set of syndromes for any 2 bits in 
error. This can be decoded to correct any 2-bit error. This is 
not possible with other Modified Hamming-code matrices. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
Storage Temperature Range - 65'C to + 150'C Min Max Units 
Supply Voltage. Vee 7V Vee. Supply Voltage 4.75 5.25 V 
Input Voltage 5.5V T A. Ambient Temperature 0 70 'C 

Output Sink Current 50mA 

Maximum Power Dissipation at 25'C 
Molded Package 3269 rfiw 

Lead Temperature (Soldering. 10 seconds) 300'C 
'Derate molded package 26.2 mWrC above 25'C. 

Electrical Characteristics (Note 2) Vee = 5V ± 5%. T A = O'C to 70'C unless otherwise noted 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIL Input Low Threshold 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Threshold 2.0 V 

Ve Input Clamp Voltage Vee = Min. Ie = -18 mA -0.8 -1.5 V 

IIH Input High Current VIN = 2.7V 1 160 ",A 

IIH (XP) Input High Current Vee = Max. XP = 5.25V 2.5 4.5 rnA 

IlL (XP) I nput Low Current Vee = Max. XP = OV -2.5 -4.5 mA 

IlL (BPO/C7) I nput Low Current Vee = Max. VIN = 0.5V -100.0 -500 ",A 

IILCBP1/S7) Input Low Current Vee = Max. VIN = 0.5V -100.0 -500 ",A 

IlL (CSLE) Input Low Current Vee = Max. VIN = 0.5V -150.0 -750 ",A 

IlL (OLE) Input Low Current Vee = Max. VIN = 0.5V -200.0 -1000 ",A 

IlL I nput Low Current Vee = Max. VIN = 0.5V -50.0 -250 ",A 

II Input High Current (Max) VIN = 5.5V (Except XP Pin) 1.0 mA 

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L = 8 mA (Except BPO. BP1) 0.3 0.5 V 
10L = 4 mA (BPO. BP1 Only) 0.3 0.5 V 

VOH Output High Voltage 10H = -100 ",A 2.7 3.2 V 
10H = -1 mA 2.4 3.0 V 

los Output Short Current Vee = Max -150 -250 mA 
(Note 3) 

lee Supply Current Vee = Max 220 300 mA 

CIN (I/O) Input Capacitance All Note 4 8.0 pF 
Bidirectional Pins 

CIN Input Capacitance All Note 4 5.0 pF 
Unidirectional I nput Pins 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are the values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 

Note 2: All typical values are for TA~25'C and Vcc~5.0V 
Note 3: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
Note 4: Input capacitance is guaranteed by periodic testing. F test~ 10 kHz at 300 mY. TA ~ 25'C. 
Note 5: All switching parameters measured from 1.5V of input to 1.5V of output. Input pulse amplitude OV to 3V, tr~tf~2.5 ns. 
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DP8400-2 Switching Characteristics (Note 5) 
Vcc = 5.0V ±5%, TA = O'C to 70'C, Cl = 50 pF 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 

tOCB16 
Data Input Valid to 

Figure9b 
Check Bit Valid 

tOEV16 
Data Input to Any 

Figures 10b, 11 b 
Error Valid 

tOC016 
Data Input Valid to 

Figure 10b, OBO, OB1 Low 
Corrected Data Valid 

tOSI 
Data Input Set-Up Time 

Figures 10b, 13d 
Before OLE, CSLE H to L 

tOHI 
Data Input Hold Time 

Figures 10b, 13d 
After OLE, CSLE H to L 

toso 
Data Input Set-Up Time 

Figure 10b 
Before OLE L to H 

tOHO 
Data Input Hold Time 

Figure 10b 
After OLE L to H 

tOED Data in Valid to EO Valid Figures 9b, 10b, 13d 

tOE1 Data in Valid to E1 Valid Figures 9b, 10b, 13d 

OLE, CSLE High to Any 

tlEV Error Flag Valid (Input Figure 10b 
Data Previously Valid) 

tlEX 
OLE, CSLE High to Any 

Figures 9b, 10b 
Error Flag Invalid 

OLE, CSLE High Width to 

tiLE Guarantee Valid Data Figures 10b, 13d 
Latched 

OLE Low Width to 

tOLE Guarantee Valid Data Figure 13d 
Latched 

High Impedance to Logic 

tZH 1 from OBO, OB1, OES Figures 9b, 10b, 13d 
M2 H to L 

Logic 1 to High 

tHZ Impedance from OBO, Figures 9b, 10b, 13d, 
OB1, OES, M2 L to H 

High Impedance to Logic 

tZl o from OBO, OB1, OES Figures 9b, 10b, 13d 
M2 H to L 

Logic 0 to High 

tlZ Impedance from OBO, Figures 9b, 10b, 13d 
OB1, OES, M2 H to L 

tpPE 
Byte Parity Input Valid 

Figure9b 
to Parity Error Flags Valid 

tOPE 
Data In Valid to Parity 

Figures 9b, 13d 
Error Flags Valid 

tocp 
Data in Valid to Corrected 

Figure9b 
Byte Parity Output Valid 
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Min Typ 

29 

21 

44 

10 5 

10 5 

10 5 

10 5 

36 

43 

28 

38 

20 

20 

22 

38 

19 

15 

16 

27 

44 

Max 

40 

31 

61 

55 

55 

45 

60 

36 

55 

35 

25 

27 

55 

61 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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DP8400-2 Switching Characteristics (Continued) (Note 5) 

VCC = 5.0V ± 5%, T A = O°C to 70°C, CL = 50 pF 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tNMR 
New Mode Recognize 

Figure 10b 22 35 ns 
Time 

tCDV 
Mode Valid to 

Figure 11b 34 50 
Complement Data Valid 

ns 

Mode Valid to 

tccv Complement Check Bit Figure 11b 30 45 ns 
Valid 

tSCB 
Syndrome Input Valid to 

Figure 13d 20 35 ns 
Check Bit Valid 

tsEV 
Syndrome Input Valid 

Figure 13d 17 27 ns 
(CGL) to Any Error Valid 

tSCD 
Syndrome Inputs Valid to 

Figure 13d 35 50 ns 
Corrected Data Valid 

tDSB 
Data Input Valid to 

Figure 13d, OES Low 28 46 ns 
Syndrome Bus Valid 

tCSB 
Check Bit Inputs Valid 

Figure 13d, OES Low 19 32 ns 
to Syndrome Bus Valid 

tcEV 
Check Bit Inputs Valid 

Figure 13d 17 30 ns 
(PSH) to Any Error Valid 

Check Bit Input Valid 

tCCD (PSH) to Corrected Data Figure 13d 30 45 ns 
Valid 

tDCB32 
Data Input Valid to Check 

Figure 13d 49 75 ns 
Bit Valid 

tDEV32 
Data Input Valid to Any 

Figure 13d 46 67 ns 
Error Valid 

tDCD32 
Data Input Valid to 

Figure 13d, OBO, OB1 Low 84 110 ns 
Corrected Data Out 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are the values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 

Note 2: All typical values are for T A ~ 25°C and VCC~ 5.0V. 
Note 3: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Note 4: Input capacitance is guaranteed by periodic testing. F test~'O kHz at 300 mY, TA~25°C. 

Note 5: All switching parameters measured from 1.5V of input to 1.5V of output. Input pulse amplitude OV to 3V, tr=tf=2.5 ns. 
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Typical Applications 

"':=;;::=:;=====9F===========,008~15 .,.. OQO~l 
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~--- ~----- ~--y~~--------------. PEri 1oI0DEO 

TL/F/6899-17 

FIGURE 9a. DP8400-2 16-Bit Configuration, Normal WRITE with Byte Parity Error Detect If Required 

INPUTS 

MODE 

:NABLE SYSTEM DATA 

MEMREAD 

MEMWRITE 

0iii/i)81 

OLE 

CSLE 

OTI 

INPUTS/OUTPUTS 

BPO/BP1 

DATA BUS 

CHECK BIT 
BU. 

OUTPUTS 

AE 

£0,E1 

TL/F/6899-18 

FIGURE 9b. DP8400-2 16-Bit Configuration, Normal WRITE and Normal READ Timing Diagram 
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Typical Applications (Continued) 

~ _____ ~ __ ytt ______________ ! 
fO MODE ~ 

008-15 
000-1 

TL/F/6899-19 

FIGURE 10a. DP8400-2 16-Bit Configuration, Normal READ - Detect Error (And Correct if Requlred---) 

MEMREAO 

MEM WRITE 

080/081 

DLE 

CSLE 

OTE 

DATA BUS ----t---"'"""~I 

CHECK SIT BUS ----t-----'(I 

" 

Note 1: If rewriting correct data and CBs to same location and single data error was detected. 

Note 2: If rewriting correct data and CBs to same location and single check bit was detected. 

FIGURE 10b. DP8400-2 16-Blt Configuration, DETECT THEN CORRECT Timing Diagram 
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Typical Applications (Continued) 

FIGURE 11a. DP8400-2 16-Bit Configuration, COMPLEMENT WRITE 

PREVIOUS READ 
WRITE BAC:<. Ol tl 

TO SAME LOCATION 

TO ftEMQVE COMPl IN 
READ OM. eM fROM MEMORY, WRITE !lACK 

SAME lOCATION TAUE DO. CO CONTINUE 

MODE ===><~ ___ _ ':-____ ..JX'-____ -JX 3QROIFNDTE3 ~ 

MEMW 

OLE 

CSlE 

DATA BUS 

CHECK BIT BUS 

ERROR 

ENTER 
MEMORY DATA 

ENTER 
MEMORvell 

---< MEMORY DATA 

---< MEMORYC8 

EN.ABLETRUE r-
'-""":O:;:"'''i'::;':..''::'_--,I 

~toms-I 

~~===~ 
~~~-------

Note 3: If rewriting corrected data and CBs back to same location and 1 soft data bit error was detected. 

Note 4: If rewriting corrected data and CBs back to same location and 2 hard errors or 1 soft check bit was detected. 

FIGURE 11b. DP8400-2 16-Bit Configuration, Detect 2 Errors, COMPLEMENT WRITE, 
COMPLEMENT READ, Output Corrected Data Timing Diagram 
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~ Typical Applications (Continued) 
CIO a.. o 

---- ------
" 

, 
". 

E£ ___ ~~2 _______________ ~ 

TLlF/6899-23 

FIGURE 11c. DP8400-2 16-Bit Configuration, COMPLEMENT READ and Output Corrected if One or Two Hard Errors 
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Typical Applications (Continued) 

, 
~ 

, 
AE E..!. _ _ _ _ _ E~ ___ '10:2 _______________ • 

Pfi P£o 

TLiF/6899-24 

FIGURE 12a. DP8400-2 16-Bit Configuration, Diagnostic WRITE, READ. Data Bus to Check Bit Bus or Syndrome Bus 
(Providing DI = HIGH in Previous Cycle to Set CG = All Zero For Transfer to S) 

!l8-\5~;:====l!m~=============:;;=;:=:;~~~~~"1============1D8-15 
_~ _ 

SG,SI 

LOW'S6~·~=_t=j~~~~~~~~~B]E~~~~~~~~~~$~:t=====~~=:!J HIGH If 69 

CHECK en BUS 

~(_ _ _ £l. _ _ _ _ _ E~ __ }I~' _______________ ~ 

TL/F/6899-25 

FIGURE 12b. DP8400-2 16-Blt Configuration, Monitor on Data Bus - Memory Check Bits 
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Typical Applications (Continued) 
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~ Typical Applications (Continued) 
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Typical Applications (Continued) 
INPUTS WRITE DATA AND GEN" CBs READ-DETECT ERRORS CORRECT ERROR 

MODE (H) ~ ~ ...... --------... ::=X 4IDRDIFNDTES5,6) ~ 

MODE (LI 

ENABLE SYSTEM 
DATA 

080,1 (H,L) 

OLE (H, L) 

CSLE (H) 

CSLE (L) 

lire (H) 

lirE (L) 

liEs (H) 

OUTPUTS 

DATA BUS IH, L) 

CHECK BIT BUS (H) 

SYNDROME BUS (H) 
CHECK BIT BUS (L) 

AE(H) 

ED, El (H) 

EO, El (Ll 

ENABLE MEMORY 
DATA AND CBs 

ENTER MEMORY 
DATA TO H, L 

ENTER CGL FROM 
LTD H 

: 

Note 5: If rewriting corrected data and CBs back to same location and Single data error was detected. 

Note 6: If rewriting corrected data and CBs back to same location and single check bit error was detected. 

FIGURE 13d. DP8400-2 32-Bit Configuration, WRITE, DETECT and CORRECT Timing Diagram 
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c:., 
-I> 

IF system contains NS32 

I 
CITL 

ADDRESS/DATA 
16 

BUS AOD-AOI5 

A16-A23 

D1l1II 

NS32D16, 
NS32201 

NS32082" 

~ CWATf 

flIT 

• 

NS32016, DP8400-2, DP8409A or DP8419 Error Correcting Memory System 

I DP84300 I 15.6", CLOCK 
I PROGRAMMABLE I RFCK 00-7.8 

DIVIDER SYSTEM CLOCK 
RGCK RASO-3 

I RCO-7. 8 m 
VetO-- ADS WE 

I r DP84D9A OR 
DECODER OP8419 

• 24 BIT :~~RESS AD FROM/TO 0-
RF I/O 

J 74ALS373 I 
I LATCHES I 

PAL INTERFACE <>- RmlIM2) 
CONTROLLER <>- RASIN 

<>rs- WIN 
AOO-7 

74F245 n 0- CS 
DIR 

00-7 

~ OB-15 

OIR 
AD8-15 

74F245 
14AlS244 

I-

DAMPING 
RESISTORS 

I I 

8 

B 

8 

lSUFl _ 

Y OOUTB 

! 
08-~ RFSH 

PBUFO PBUFl -;-"iiiiii.iiBi 
00-7 

FCLK B 
74ALS24' 

CITL OLE 

CS CSLE 

ODIN P.I.C. ill 6 
CD-5 

RFI/O MOOECC 
DPS40D 3 PAL"" & SHIFT 

~ AD REGISTER 174LSI64) AE 

HBE INTERFACE 
CONTROLLER 

EO 

fS!l EI 

C'6~, 
6 

ADS 
~ 

2: 

74ALS244 

F DES 
SYSTEM RESET .!l!.o 

DOUBLERR ? 
CWAIT DOUTB 

182 MMU PAY should be used in place of ADS ~ ! ! 
FROM 1/0 PORT 10 otAICS, 10 OIAGO, 10 iirni' FRDM I/O PORT MI MD 

ADDRESS 

RASO-3 

CAS 

WE 

MEMORY UP TO 
4 BANKS OF 22 
256k DRAMS 

2 M BYTES PLUS 
CHECK BITS 

010-7 

018-15 

000-7 

008-15 

0116-21 CHECK BITS 

0016-21 CHECK BITS 

FIGURE 14a. DP8400-2/8409A System Interface Block Diagram (See Figure 14b for Byte Write Control Timing) 
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Typical Applications (Continued) 

CPU CLOCK 
(RGCKI 

\ 

~ 

/ 

r ~ 
r 

DP84DD/MEMORY 
DATA BUS 

I 
\ 

"READ" MEMORY DATA K "WRITE" CORRECTED AND NEW DATA )-

CSLE 

OLE, orr 

CHECK BITS 

M2 

DATA TRANSMIT 
mm 

~ II 

~ 

1/ 

\ r-~ 

1"READ" MEMORY CHECK BITS \ 
\ 

READ 

\ 

FIGURE 14b. DP8400-2 16-Blt Configuration, Byte Write Timing 
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• § Typical Applications (Continued) 
CC) 
Q. 
C 

rVALIDDATA~ 

OLE ___ f:_, j'"~ 
DLE/CSLE ------{ 

TL/F/6899-32 

FIGURE 15. Timing Waveform for Set-Up and Hold Time 

437.n 

1 
L... __ •

m .. I 
TL/F/6899-33 

(a) TRI-STATE LOAD 
FIGURE 16. Loading Circuit 

OES 

SO---i!""""""" 

SO-~-"'I 

,_--lo9V 

~+"""'+----lo4V 

~+-""""I.,----lo4V 

1---lo9V 

FIGURE 17. TRI-STATE Measurement 
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(b) TEST LOAD 
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~NatiOnal 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

PRELIMINARY 

DP8402A/DP8403/DP8404/DP8405 32·Bit Parallel 
Error Detection and Correction Circuits (EDAC's) 

General Description 
The DP8402A, DP8403, DP8404 and DP8405 devices are 
32-bit parallel error detection and correction circuits 
(EDACs) in 52-pin DP8402A and DP8403 or 48-pin DP8404 
and DP8405 600-mil packages. The EDACs use a modified 
Hamming code to generate a 7-bit check word from a 32-bit 
data word. This check word is stored along with the data 
word during the memory write cycle. During the memory 
read cycle, the 39-bit words from memory are processed by 
the EDACs to determine if errors have occurred in memory. 

Single-bit errors in the 32-bit data word are flagged and cor
rected. 

Single-bit errors in the 7 -bit check word are flagged, and the 
CPU sends the EDAC through the correction cycle even 
though the 32-bit data word is not in error. The correction 
cycle will simply pass along the original 32-bit data word in 
this case and produce error syndrome bits to pinpoint the 
error-generating location. 

Double bit errors are flagged but not corrected. These er
rors may occur in any two bits of the 39-bit word from mem
ory (two errors in the 32-bit data word, two errors in the 7-bit 
check word, or one error in each word). The gross-error 

System Environment 

.. 

8 .... 
CONTROL "'I 

PROCESSOR 
2, I 

: } 

ERROR FLAGS 

7, 
} 

condition of all lows or all highs from memory will be detect
ed. Otherwise, errors in three or more bits of the 39-bit word 
are beyond the capabilities of these devices to detect. 

Read-modify-write (byte-control) operations can be per
formed with the DP8402A and DP8403 EDACs by using out
put latch enable, LEDBO, and the individual OEBO thru 
OEB3 byte control pins. 

Diagnostics are performed on the EDACs by controls and 
internal paths that allow the user to read the contents of the 
DB and CB input latches. These will determine if the failure 
occurred in memory or in the EDAC. 

Features 
• Detects and corrects single-bit errors 
• Detects and flags double-bit errors 
• Built-in diagnostic capability 
• Fast write and read cycle processing times 
• Byte-write capability ... DP8402A and DP8403 
• Fully pin and function compatible with Tl's 

SN74ALS632A thru SN74ALS635 series 

32, 
~ 

t32 

} 

I CHECK BITS 

EDAC & SYNDROME 
MEMORY DP8402 I 

J 
7 
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Simplified Functional Block and Connection Diagrams 

OBO 

OBI 

OB. 

oEBo 

oB7 

GNo 

oBB 

oB9 

OEBI 

OBII 

OBI2 

DBI3 

OBI4 

OBIS 

CB6 

cas 
CB4 

OECB 

32 

DATA WORD DATA 32 CHECK 
BIT BIT 

5 I/O GENERATOR 

LATCH 
CONTROL 

II: OUTPUT 
ENABLE 

Device 

DP8402A 

DP8403 
DP8404 

DP8405 

Dual-In-Llne Packages 

MERR 

OBO 
oB31 OBl 
oB3o OB2 
oB29 

OB3 
oB2B 

oB27 

oB26 

0EB3 

OB25 OBB 

OB24 DB7 

GNo GNO 

oB23 oBB 

oB22 oB9 

0EB2 OBIO 

oB21 OBll 

oB20 OBI2 
oBI9 OBI3 
OBIB OBI4 
OBI7 OBIS 
OBI6 

caD 
CBS 

CBI 
CB4 

CB2 

CB3 
OECB 

32 7 

ERROR 
DETECTION II: 
CORRECTION 

2 

ERROR 
FLAG 

Package 

52-pin 

52-pin 
48-pin 

48-pin 

Vr;c 

51 

50 

OB31 

OB30 

oB29 

oB2B 

OB27 

OB26 

OB25 

OB24 

GNo 

OB23 

OB22 

OB21 

OB20 

OBI9 

OBIB 

OBI7 

OBI6 

cao 
CBI 

CB2 

CB3 

Byte-Write 

yes 
yes 

no 

no 

NC 
DB3 
DB4 
DB5 

OEBO 
DB6 
DB7 
GND 
GND 
DB8 
DB9 

OEBl 
DB10 
0811 
DB12 
DB13 
DB14 

TLlF/8535-10 TL/F/B535-3 

Top View Top View 

Order Number DP8402AD, 
DP8403D, DP8404D or DP8405D 

See NS Package Number D48A or D52A 
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Mode Definitions PCC Pin Definitions DP8402A 
MODE PIN NAME DESCRIPTION pin 1 Vee pin 35 OECB 

51 SO MODE OPERATION 2 LEDBO 36 CB3 
0 L L WRITE Input dataword and output 3 MERR 37 CB2 

checkword 
4 ERR 38 CB1 

1 L H DIAGNOSTICS Input various data words 
against latched 5 DBO 39 CBO 

6 DB1 40 DB16 checkword/ output valid 
error flags. 7 DB2 41 DB17 

2 H L READ& FLAG Input dataword and output 8 NC 42 NC 
error flags 9 NC 43 NC 

3 H H CORRECT Latched input data and 10 NC 44 DB18 
checkword/ output 11 DB3 45 DB19 
corrected data and 12 DB4 46 DB20 
syndrome code 

13 DB5 47 DB21 

Pin Definitions 14 OEBO 48 OEB2 

SO,S1 Control of EDAC mode, see preceding 15 DB6 49 DB22 

Mode Definitions 16 DB7 50 DB23 

DBO thru DB31 I/O port for 32 bit dataword. 17 GND 51 GND 
CBO thru CB6 I/O port for 7 bit checkword. Also output 18 GND 52 GND 

port for the syndrome error code during 19 DB8 53 DB24 
error correction mode. 20 DB9 54 DB25 

OEBO thru Dataword output buffer enable. When high, 21 OEB1 55 OEB3 
OEB3 output buffers are at TRI-STATE. Each pin 22 DB10 56 DB26 
(DP8402A, controls 8 I/O ports. OEBO controls DBO 

23 DB11 57 DB27 DP8403) thru DB7, OEB 1 controls DB8 thru DB 15, 
OEB2 controls DB 16 thru DB23 and OEB3 24 DB12 58 DB28 

controls DB24 thru DB31. 25 DB13 59 NC 

LEDBO Data word output Latch enable. When high 26 DB14 60 NC 
(DP8402A, it inhibits input to the Latch. Operates on all 27 NC 61 NC 
DP8403) 32 bits of the dataword. 28 NC 62 NC 
OEDB TRI-STATE control for the data I/O port. 29 NC 63 DB29 
(DP8404, When high output buffers are at 30 DB15 64 DB30 
DP8405) TRI-STATE. 

31 NC 65 DB31 
OECB Checkword output buffer enable. When 

high the output buffers are in TRI-STATE 32 CB6 66 SO 

mode. 33 CB5 67 S1 

ERR Single error output flag, a low indicates at 34 CB4 68 Vee 
least a single bit error. 

MERR Multiple error output flag, a low indicates 
two or more errors present. 

TABLE I. Write Control Function 

Memory EDAC Control 
DB Control DB Output Latch CB 

Error Flags 
Cycle Function S1 SO 

Data I/O OEBn or 
OEDB 

Write 
Generate 

L L Input H 
check word 

tSee Table II for details on check bit generation. 

Memory Write Cycle Details 
During a memory write cycle, the check bits (CBO thru CB6) 
are generated internally in the EDAC by seven 16-input pari
ty generators using the 32-bit data word as defined in Table 

DP8402A, DP8403 Check 1/0 Control 
ERR MERR 

7-39 

LEDBO OECB 

X 
Output 

L H H 
check bitst 

2. These seven check bits are stored in memory along with 
the original 32-bit data word. This 32-bit word will later be 
used in the memory read cycle for error detection and cor
rection. 
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TABLE II. Parity Algorithm 

Check Word 32-Bit Data Word 

Bit 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 987 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

CBO X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
CBl X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
CB2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
CB3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
CB4 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
CB5 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
CB6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

The seven check bits are parity bits derived from the matrix of data bits as indicated by "X" for each bit. 

Memory Read Cycle (Error 
Detection & Correction Details) 
During a memory read cycle, the 7 -bit check word is re- next two cases of single-bit errors give a high on MERR and 
trieved along with the actual data. In order to be able to a low on ERR, which is the signal for a correctable error, 
determine whether the data from the memory is acceptable and the EDAC should be sent through the correction cycle. 
to use as presented on the bus, the error flags must be The last three cases of double-bit errors will cause the 
tested to determine if they are at the high level. EDAC to signal lows on both ERR and MERR, which is the 

The first case in Table III represents the normal, no-error interrupt indication for the CPU. 

conditions. The EDAC presents highs on both flags. The 

TABLE III. Error Function 

Total Number of Errors Error Flags 
Data Correction 

32-Blt Data Word 7-Bit Check Word ERR MERR 

0 0 H H Not applicable 
1 0 L H Correction 
0 1 L H Correction 
1 1 L L Interrupt 
2 0 L L Interrupt 
0 2 L L Interrupt 

The DP8402 check bit syndrome matrix can be seen in TA- error, are input through the data and check bit I/O ports. 
BLE II. The horizontal rows of this matrix generate the New check bits are internally generated from the data word. 
check bits by selecting different combinations of data bits, These new check bits are then compared, by an EXCLU-
indicated by "X"s in the matrix, and generating parity from SIVE NOR operation, with the original check bits that were 
them. For instance, parity check bit "0" is generated by stored in memory. The EXCLUSIVE NOR of the original 
EXCLUSIVE NORing the following data bits together; 31, check bits. that were stored in memory, with the new check 
29,28,26,21,19,18,17,14.11,9,8,7.6,4, and O. bits is called the syndrome word. If the original check bits 

During a WRITE operation (mode 0) the data enters the are the same as the new check bits, a no error condition, 

DP8402 and check bits are generated at the check bit in- then a syndrome word of all ones is produced and both 

put! output port. Both the data word and the check bits are error flags (ERR and MERR) will be high. The DP8402 ma-

then written to memory. trix encodes errors as follows: 

During a READ operation (mode 2, error detection) the data 
and check bits that were stored in memory, now possibly in 

TABLE IV. Read, Flag, and Correct Function 

Memory EDAC Control 
DB Control DB Output Latch CB 

Error Flags 
Data 1/0 OEBnor DP8402A, DP8403 Check 1/0 Control Cycle Function Sl SO 

OEDB LEDBO OECB 
ERR MERR 

Read Read & flag H L Input H X Input H Enabledt 

Latch input Input Input 
Read data and check H H data H L check word H Enabledt 

bits latched latched 

Output Output Output 
Read corrected data H H corrected L X syndrome L Enabledt 

& syndrome bits data word bits:!: 
tSee Table III for error description. 

:l:See Table V for error location. 
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Memory Read Cycle (Error Detection & Correction Details) (Continued) 

1) Single data bit errors cause 3 or 5 bits in the syndrome 
word to go low. The columns of the check bit syndrome 
matrix (TABLE II) are the syndrome words for all single bit 
data errors in the 32 bit word (also see TABLE V). The 
data bit in error corresponds to the column in the check 
bit syndrome matrix that matches the syndrome word. 
For instance, the syndrome word indicating that data bit 
31 is in error would be (CB6-CBO) = "0001010", see the 
column for data bit 31 in TABLE II, or see TABLE V. 
During mode 3 (SO = S1 = 1) the syndrome word is 
decoded, during single data bit errors, and used to invert 
the bit in error thus correcting the data word. The correct
ed word is made available on the data I/O port (OBO thru 
OB31), the check word I/O port (CBO thru CB6) presents 
the 7-bit syndrome error code. This syndrome error code 
can be used to locate the bad memory chip. 

2) A single check bit error will cause that particular check bit 
to go low in the syndrome word. 

3) A double bit error will cause an even number of bits in the 
syndrome word to go low. The syndrome word will then 
be the EXCLUSIVE NOR of the two individual syndrome 
words corresponding to the 2 bits in error. The two-bit 
error is not correctable since the parity tree can only 
identify single bit errors. 

If any of the bits in the syndrome word are low the "ERR" 
flag goes low. The "MERR" (dual error) flag goes low during 
any double bit error conditions. (See Table III). 

Three or more simultaneous bit errors can cause the EOAC 
to believe that no error, a correctable error, or an un correct
able error has occurred and will produce erroneous results 
in all three cases. It should be noted that the gross-error 
conditions of all lows and all highs will be detected. 

TABLE V. Syndrome Decoding 

Syndrome Bits 

6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

L L L L L L L 
L L L L L L H 

L L L L L H L 
L L L L L H H 

L L L L H L L 

L L L L H L H 
L L L L H H L 

L L L L H H H 

L L L H L L L 

L L L H L L H 

L L L H L H L 

L L L H L H H 

L L L H H L L 
L L L H H L H 
L L L H H H L 
L L L H H H H 

L L H L L L L 
L L H L L L H 

L L H L L H L 
L L H L L H H 

L L H L H L L 

L L H L H L H 
L L H L H H L 
L L H L H H H 

L L H H L L L 
L L H H L L H 

L L H H L H L 
L L H H L H H 

L L H H H L L 

L L H H H L H 
L L H H H H L 
L L H H H H H 

CB X ~ error in check bit X 

DB Y = error in data bit y 

2-bit = double-bit error 

Error 

unc 

2-bit 
2-bit 
unc 

2-bit 
unc 

unc 
2-bit 

2-bit 
unc 

OB31 
2-bit 

unc 
2-bit 
2-bit 
OB30 

2-bit 

unc 

OB29 
2-bit 

OB28 
2-bit 

2-bit 
OB27 

OB26 

2-bit 
2-bit 

OB25 

2-bit 
OB24 
unc 

2-bit 

unc = uncorrectable multibit error 

Syndrome Bits 

6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

L H L L L L L 

L H L L L L H 

L H L L L H L 
L H L L L H H 

L H L L H L L 

L H L L H L H 
L H L L H H L 

L H L L H H H 

L H L H L L L 

L H L H L L H 
L H L H L H L 

L H L H L H H 

L H L H H L L 
L H L H H L H 
L H L H H H L 

L H L H H H H 

L H H L L L L 
L H H L L L H 

L H H L L H L 
L H H L L H H 

L H H L H L L 
L H H L H L H 
L H H L H H L 
L H H L H H H 

L H H H L L L 
L H H H L L H 

L H H H L H L 
L H H H L H H 

L H H H H L L 
L H H H H L H 
L H H H H H L 

L H H H H H H 

Error 
Syndrome Bits 

Error 
Syndrome Bits 

Error 
6 5 4 3 2 1 0 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

2-bit H L L L L L L 2-bit H H L L L L L unc 
unc H L L L L L H unc H H L L L L H 2-bit 

OB7 H L L L L H L unc H H L L L H L 2-bit 
2-bit H L L L L H H 2-bit H H L L L H H OB23 

OB6 H L L L H L L unc H H L L H L L 2-bit 

2-bit H L L L H L H 2-bit H H L L H L H OB22 

2-bit H L L L H H L 2-bit H H L L H H L OB21 
OB5 H L L L H H H unc H H L L H H H 2-bit 

OB4 H L L H L L L unc H H L H L L L 2-bit 

2-bit H L L H L L H 2-bit H H L H L L H OB20 

2-bit H L L H L H L 2-bit H H L H L H L OB19 

OB3 H L L H L H H OB15 H H L H L H H 2-bit 

2-bit H L L H H L L 2-bit H H L H H L L OB18 

OB2 H L L H H L H unc H H L H H L H 2-bit 
unc H L L H H H L OB14 H H L H H H L 2-bit 

2-bit H L L H H H H 2-bit H H L H H H H CB4 

OBO H L H L L L L unc H H H L L L L 2-bit 

2-bit H L H L L L H 2-bit H H H L L L H OB16 

2-bit H L H L L H L 2-bit H H H L L H L unc 

unc H L H L L H H DB13 H H H L L H H 2-bit 

2-bit H L H L H L L 2-bit H H H L H L L OB17 

OB1 H L H L H L H OB12 H H H L H L H 2-bit 

unc H L H L H H L OB11 H H H L H H L 2-bit 

2-bit H L H L H H H 2-bit H H H L H H H CB3 

2-bit H L H H L L L 2-bit H H H H L L L unc 
unc H L H H L L H OB10 H H H H L L H 2-bit 

unc H L H H L H L OB9 H H H H L H L 2-bit 

2-bit H L H H L H H 2-bit H H H H L H H CB2 

unc H L H H H L L OB8 H H H H H L L 2-bit 

2-bit H L H H H L H 2-bit H H H H H L H CB1 

2-bit H L H H H H L 2-bit H H H H H H L CBO 

CB6 H L H H H H H CB5 H H H H H H H none 
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TABLE VI. Read-Modify-Write Function 

DB OUTPUT 

MEMORY CONTROL LATCH CB ERROR FLAG 
EDAC FUNCTION BYTEnt OEBnt CHECK 1/0 

CYCLE S1 SO LEDBO CONTROL ERRMERR 

Read Read & Flag H L Input H X Input H Enabled 

Latch input data 
Input Input 

Read H H data H L check word H Enabled 
& check bits latched latched 

Output 
Latch corrected 

Hi-Z H 

Read data word into H H 
data 

H H Output Enabled 
output latch 

word Syndrome L 
latched bits 

Input 
Modify appropriate modified H 

Modify byte or bytes & 
L L 

BYTEO Output 
Iwrite generate new 

H L H H 
Ouput check word 

check word unchanged L 
BYTEO 

tOEBO controls OBo-OB7 (BYTEO). OEBI controls OB8-0B15 (BYTE1), OEB2 controls OB16-0B23 (BYTE2). OEB3 controls OB24-0B31 (BYTE3). 

Read-Modify-Write (Byte Control) 
Operations 
The DP8402A and DP8403 devices are capable of byte
write operations. The 39-bit word from memory must first be 
latched into the DB and CB input latches. This is easily ac
complished by switching from the read and flag mode (S1 = 
H, SO = L) to the latch input mode (S1 = H, SO = H). The 
EDAC will then make any corrections, if necessary, to the 
data word and place it at the input of the output data latch. 
This data word must then be latched into the output data 
latch by taking LEDBO from a low to a high. 

Byte control can now be employed on the data word 
through the OEBO through OEB3 controls. OEBO controls 
DBO-DB7 (byte 0), OEB1 controls DB8-DB15 (byte 1), 
OEB2 controls DB16-DB23 (byte 2), and OEB3 controls 
DB24-DB31 (byte 3). Placing a high on the byte control will 
disable the output and the user can modify the byte. If a low 
is placed on the byte control, then the original byte is al
lowed to pass onto the data bus unchanged. If the original 
data word is altered through byte control, a new check word 
must be generated before it is written back into memory. 
This is easily accomplished by taking control SI and SO low. 
Table VI lists the read-modify-write functions. 
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Diagnostic Operations 
The DP8402A thru DP8405 are capable of diagnostics that 
allow the user to determine whether the EDAC or the mem
ory is failing. The diagnostic function tables will help the 
user to see the possibilities for diagnostic control. 

In the diagnostic mode (SI = L, SO = H), the checkword is 
latched into the input latch while the data input remains 
transparent. This lets the user apply various data words 
against a fixed known checkword. If the user applies a diag
nostic data word with an error in any bit location, the ERR 
flag should be low. If a diagnostic data word with two errors 
in any bit location is applied, the MERR flag should be low. 
After the checkword is latched into the input latch, it can be 
verified by taking OECB low. This outputs the latched 
checkword. With the DP8402A and DP8403, the diagnostic 
data word can be latched into the output data latch and 
verified. It should be noted that the DP8404 and DP8405 do 
not have this pass-through capability because they do not 
contain an output data latch. By changing from the diagnos
tic mode (SI = L, SO = H) to the correction mode (SI = H, 
SO = H), the user can verify that the EDAC will correct the 
diagnostic data word. Also, the syndrome bits can be pro
duced to verify that the EDAC pinpoints the error location. 
Table VII DP8402A and DP8403 and Table VIII DP8404 and 
DP8405 list the diagnostic functions. 



TABLE VII. DP8402A, DP8403 Diagnostic Function 

DB BYTE DB OUTPUT CB 
ERROR FLAG5 CONTROL CONTROL LATCH CHECK 1/0 CONTROL 

EDAC FUNCTION 
51 50 

DATA 1/0 
OEBn LEDBO OECB 

ERR MERR 

Read & flag H L 
Input correct 

H X 
Input correct 

H H H 
data word check bits 

Latch input check 
Input 

Input 
word while data check bits 
input latch remains 

L H diagnostic H L 
latched 

H Enabled 

transparent 
datawordt 

Latch diagnostic Input Output latched 
L 

data word into L H diagnostic H H check bits Enabled 
output latch datawordt Hi·Z H 

Latch diagnostic 
Input Output 

data word into 
H H diagnostic H H syndrome L Enabled 

input latch 
data word bits 
latched Hi-Z H 

Output 

Output diagnostic Output syndrome L 
data word & H H diagnostic L H bits Enabled 

syndrome bits data word Hi-Z H 

Output corrected Output Output 
diagnostic data 

H H 
corrected 

L L 
syndrome L 

Enabled 
word & output diagnostic bits 
syndrome bits data word Hi-Z H 

tDiagnostic data is a data word with an error in one bit location except when testing the MERR error flag. In this case, the diagnostic data word will contain errors in 
two bit locations. 

TABLE VIII. DP8404, DP8405 Diagnostic Function 

EDAC FUNCTION 
CONTROL 

DATA 1/0 
DB CONTROL 

CHECK I/O 
DB CONTROL ERRORFLAG5 

51 50 OEDB OECB ERR MERR 

Read & flag H L 
Input correct 

H 
Input correct 

H H H 
data word check bits 

Latch input check 
Input Input 

bits while data 
input latch remains 

L H diagnostic H check bits H Enabled 

transparent 
datawordt latched 

Output input 
Input 

Output input L H diagnostic H L Enabled 
check bits data wordt check bits 

Latch diagnostic 
Input Output 

L 
data into H H 

diagnostic 
H 

syndrome bits 
Enabled 

input latch data word Hi-Z H 
latched 

Output corrected Output corrected Output 
L 

diagnostic H H diagnostic L syndrome bits Enabled 
data word data word Hi-Z H 

tDiagnostic data is a data word with an error in one bit location except when testing the MERR error flag. In this case, the diagnostic data word will contain errors in 
two bit locations. 
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DP8402A, DP8403 Logic Diagram (Positive Logic) 

DECODER 

X/y 0 

0 

so -1 3 

1 

SI - 2 3 

2 

LATCHES 
r---

- Cl 
7 7 

CB6 10 CBO-

"---

BUFFERS 

2r-r:r 7 

-0-ECB 

DBO

DB8-D 

DBI6-D 

DB24-D 

o 

DB7 

B15 

B23 

B31 

EBO 

EBI 

8 8 8 

EN 

"---

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 BUFFERS 

EN <J 
- * 

'---

7 

-

MUX 

~ GO lP-

- Gl 
32 

0 7 

LATCHES 

- Cl 

10 

10 ~ 
10 

10 

32 

8 

LATCHES 

~ 32 
10 

32 
EB2 

~ 
-C Cl 

EB3 
8 

LE DBO 

DP8402A HAS TRI-STATE (v) CHECK-BIT AND DATA OUTPUTS. 
DP8403 HAS OPEN-COLLECTOR (Q) CHECK-BIT AND DATA OUTPUTS. 
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I SYNDROME 

L, GENERATOR 
r---

I ~1 ~ =1 0--... 

0--... 
CHECK-BIT r-z,..- 0--... 
GENERATOR ---.. 

---.. 
---.. 
---.. 

(7 X-OR) 
~ 

7 

ERROR 
DETECTOR 

"- EN ERROR 0-- ERR 

7 MULTI-
ERROR 0-- MERR 

BIT -IN-

ERROR ERROR 

CORRECTOR DECODER 

=1 EN 

- ...1..;... 

32 

(32 X-OR) 

l 

TL/F/8535-4 



r-----------------------------------------------------------------------,c 
DP8404, DP8405 Logic Diagram (Positive Logic) 

DECODER 

X/V 0 

0 

so -1 3 

1 

51 - 2 3 

2 

LATCHES -
'-- C1 

7 7 
B6 1D CBO-C 

- I.1UX 

BUFFERS K GO 1p... 

"-4-:r - G1 
32 

7 0 
7 

o ECB EN 
LATCHES - - C1 

~ 32 32 
B31 1D DBO-D 

32 

BUFFERS 

*<1 
o EDB EN 

DP8404 HAS TRI-STATE (v) CHECK-BIT AND DATA OUTPUTS. 
DP8405 HAS OPEN-COLLECTOR (<:2) CHECK-BIT AND DATA OUTPUTS. 
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32 

32 

I SYNDROI.1E 

L, GENERATOR -
I ~1 l-+- =1 

0---.... 
0---.... 

CHECK-BIT --1.,.- 0--.... 
GENERATOR 

(See Teble 2) ----.., 
----.., 
----.., 
----.., 

(7 X-OR) -----7 

ERROR 
DETECTOR 

(See Teble 3) 

- EN ERROR 0-- ERR 

MULTI-
0-- I.1ERR ERROR 

BIT -IN-

ERROR ERROR 

CORRECTOR DECODER 

=1 EN 

- ...1.;.... 

32 

(32 X-OR) 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated 
reliability electrical test specifications document. 

Over Operating Free-Air Temperature Range (unless otherwise noted) 

Supply Voltage, Vee (See Note 1) 7V Operating Free-Air Temperature: Military - 55'C to + 125'C 

Input Voltage: CB and DB 5.5V Commercial 0' to + 70'C 
All Others 7V Storage Temperature Range -65'C to + 150'C 

Recommended Operating Conditions 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
Military Commercial 

Units 
Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

Vee Supply Voltage 4.5 5 5.5 4.5 5 5.5 V 

VIH High-Level Input Voltage 2 2 V 

VIL Low-Level Input Voltage 0.8 0.8 V 

IOH High-Level Output Current 
ERR OrMERR -0.4 -0.4 

mA 
DBOrCB DP8402A, DP8404 -1 -2.6 

IOL Low-Level Output Current 
ERR OrMERR 4 8 

mA 
DBorCB 12 24 

tw Pulse Duration LEDBOLow 25 25 ns 

(1) Data And Check Word Before SO t 
15 10 

(S1 = H) 

(2) SO High Before LEDBO t (S1 = H)t 45 45 

(3) LEDBO High Before The Earlier 
0 0 

of SO -J,. or S1 -J,. t 

tsu Setup Time (4) LEDBO High Before S1 t (SO = H) 0 0 ns 

(5) Diagnostic Data Word Before S1 t 
15 10 

(SO = H) 

(6) Diagnostic Check Word Before 
15 10 

The Later Of S1 -J,. or SO t 
(7) Diagnostic Data Word Before 

25 20 
LEDBO t (S1 = L and SO = H)* 

(8) Read-Mode, SO Low And S1 High 35 30 

(9) Data And Check Word After 
20 15 

SOj (S1 = H) 

th Hold Time 
(10) Data Word After S1 t (SO = H) 20 15 

ns 
(11) Check Word After The Later 

20 15 
ofS1-J,. orSOj 

(12) Diagnostic Data Word After 
0 a 

LEDBO j (S1 = L And SO = H)* 

tcorr Correction Time (see Figure 1)' 65 58 ns 

TA Operating Free-Air Temperature -55 125 0 70 'C 

"'This specification may be interpreted as the maximum delay to guarantee valid corrected data at the output and includes the tsu setup delay. 

tThese times ensure that corrected data is saved in the output data latch. 

:j:These times ensure that the diagnostic data word is saved in the output data latch. 
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DP8402A, DP8404 Electrical Characteristics 
Over Recommended Operating Free-Air Temperature Range (unless otherwise noted) 

Military Commercial 
Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Units 

Min Typt Max Min Typt Max 

VIK Vee = 4.5V,11 = -18 mA -1.5 -1.5 V 

All outputs Vee = 4.5V to 5.5V, IOH = - 0.4 mA Vee- 2 Vee- 2 

VOH Vee = 4.5V,IOH = -1 mA 2.4 3.3 V 
DS orCS 

Vee = 4.5V,IOH = -2.6 mA 2.4 3.2 

Vee = 4.5V, IOL = 4 mA 0.25 0.4 0.25 0.4 
ERR or MERR 

Vee = 4.5V,IOL = 8 mA 0.35 0.5 
VOL V 

Vee = 4.5V,IOL = 12 mA 0.25 0.4 0.25 0.4 
DS or CS 

Vee = 4.5V, IOL = 24 mA 0.35 0.5 

SO or S1 Vee = 5.5V, VI = 7V 0.1 0.1 
II mA 

All others Vee = 5.5V, VI = 5.5V 0.1 0.1 

SO or S1 20 20 
IIH 

All others:j: 
Vee = 5.5V, VI = 2.7V 

20 20 
/LA 

SO or S1 -0.4 -0.4 
IlL Vee = 5.5V, VI = O.4V mA 

All others:j: -0.1 -0.1 

lo§ Vee = 5.5V, Vo = 2.25V -30 -112 -30 -112 mA 

lee Vee = 5.5V, (See Note 1) 150 250 150 250 mA 

DP8403, DP8405 Electrical Characteristics 
Over Recommended Operating Free-Air Temperature Range (unless otherwise noted) 

Military Commercial 
Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Units 

Min Typt Max Min Typt Max 

VIK Vee = 4.5V,11 = -18 mA -1.5 -1.5 V 

VOH ERR or MERR Vee = 4.5V to 5.5V, IOH = -0.4 mA Vee- 2 Vee- 2 V 

IOH DS orCS Vee = 4.5V, VOH = 5.5V 0.1 0.1 mA 

Vee = 4.5V, IOL = 4 mA 0.25 0.4 0.25 0.4 
ERR orMERR 

Vee = 4.5V, IOL = 8 mA 0.35 0.5 
VOL V 

Vee = 4.5V, IOL = 12 mA 0.25 0.4 0.25 0.4 
DS orCS 

Vee = 4.5V,IOL = 24 mA 0.35 0.5 

SO or S1 Vee = 5.5V, VI = 7V 
II mA 

All others Vee = 5.5V, VI = 5.5V 

SO or S1 
IIH 

All others:j: 
Vee = 5.5V, VI = 2.7V ",A 

SO or S1 
IlL Vee = 5.5V, VI = 0.4V mA 

All others:j: 

IO§ ERR or MERR Vee = 5.5V, Vo = 2.25V -30 -112 -30 -112 mA 

lee Vee = 5.5V, (See Note 1) 150 150 mA 

tAli typical values are at Vee ~ sv, TA ~ +2soe. 
*For I/O ports (QA through QH), the parameters IIH and IlL include the off·state output current. 
§The output conditions have been chosen to produce a current that closely approximates one half of the true short-circuit output current, los. 

Note 1: Icc is measured with SO and Sl at 4.SV and all CB and DB pins grounded. 
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DP8402A Switching Characteristics 
Vee = 4.5V to 5.5V, CL = 50 pF, TA = Min to Max (unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol From To Test Conditions 
Military 

(Input) (Output) Min Max 

tpd 
DB andCB ERR S1 = H, SO = L, RL = 5000 10 43 

DB ERR S1 = L, SO = H, RL = 5000 10 43 

tpd 
DB and CB MERR S1 = H, SO = L, RL = 5000 15 67 

DB MERR S1 = L, SO = H, RL = 5000 15 67 

tpd SO! and S1! CB R1 = R2 = 5000 10 60 

tpd DB CB S1 = L, SO = L, R1 = R2 = 5000 10 60 

tpd LEDBO! DB S1 = X, SO = H, R1 = R2 = 5000 7 35 

tpd Stj CB SO = H, R1 = R2 = 5000 10 60 

ten OECB! CB SO = H, S1 = X, R1 = R2 = 5000 2 30 

tdis OECBj CB SO = H, S1 = X, R1 = R2 = 5000 2 30 

ten OEBO thru OEB3 ! DB SO = H, S1 = X, R1 = R2 = 5000 2 30 

tdis OEBO thru OEB3 j DB SO = H, S1 = X, R1 = R2 = 5000 2 30 

DP8403 Switching Characteristics 
Vee = 4.5V to 5.5V, CL = 50 pF, TA = Min to Max (unless otherwise noted) 

From To Test Conditions 
Military 

Symbol 
(Input) (Output) Min Typt Max 

tpd 
DB andCB ERR S1 = H, SO = L, RL = 5000 26 

DB ERR S1 = L, SO = H, RL = 5000 26 

S1 = H, SO = L, RL = 5000 40 
tpd DB andCB MERR 

S1 = L, SO = H, RL = 5000 40 

tpd SO!andS1! CB RL = 6800 40 

tpd DB CB S1 = L,SO = L, RL = 6800 40 

tpd LEDBO! DB S1 = X, SO = H, RL = 6800 26 

tpd S1 j CB SO = H, RL = 6800 40 

tpLH OECBj CB S1 = X, SO = H, RL = 6800 24 

tpHL OECB! CB S1 = X, SO = H, RL = 6800 24 

tpLH OEBO thru OEB3 j DB S1 = X, SO = H, RL = 6800 24 

tpHL OEBO thru OEB3 ! DB S1 = X, SO = H, RL = 6800 24 

rAil typical values are at Vee ~ 5V. TA ~ + 25°C. 
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Commercial 
Units 

Min Max 

10 40 
ns 

10 40 

15 55 
ns 

15 55 

10 48 ns 

10 48 ns 

7 30 ns 

10 50 ns 

2 25 ns 

2 25 ns 

2 25 ns 

2 25 ns 

Commercial 
Units 

Min Typt Max 

26 
ns 

26 

40 
ns 

40 

40 ns 

40 ns 

26 ns 

40 ns 

24 ns 

24 ns 

24 ns 

24 ns 



DP8404 Switching Characteristics, Vee = 4.5V to 5.5V. CL = 50 pF. TA = Min to Max 

Symbol From To Test Conditions 
Military Commercial 

(Input) (Output) Min Typt Max Min Typt Max 

tpd DB andCB ERR 
81 = H. 80 = L. RL = soon 26 26 

81 = L. 80 = H. RL = soon 26 26 

tpd DB andCB MERR 
81 = H. 80 = L. RL = soon 40 40 

81 = L.80 = H. RL = soon 40 40 

tpd 80 !- and 81 !- CB R1 = R2 = soon 35 35 

tpd DB CB 81 = L.80 = L. R1 = R2 = soon 35 35 

tpd 81 t CB 80 = H. R1 = R2 = soon 35 35 

ten OECB !- CB 81 = X.80 = H. R1 = R2 = soon 18 18 

tdis OECBt CB 81 = X.80 = H. R1 = R2 = soon 18 18 

ten OECB!- DB 81 = X.80 = H. R1 = R2 = soon 18 18 

tdis OECBt DB 81 = X.80 = H. R1 = R2 = soon 18 18 

DP8405 Switching Characteristics, Vee = 4.5V to 5.5V. CL = 50 pF. TA = Min to Max 

From To Test Conditions 
Military Commercial 

Symbol 
(Input) (Output) Typt Typt Min Max Min Max 

tpd 
DB andCB ERR 81 = H. 80 = L. RL = soon 26 26 

DB ERR 81 = L.80 = H. RL = soon 26 26 

tpd DB andCB MERR 
81 = H. 80 = L. RL = soon 40 40 

81 = L.80 = H. RL = soon 40 40 

tpd 80!- and 81 !- CB RL = 680n 40 40 

tpd DB CB 81 = L. 80 = L. RL = 680n 40 40 

Igd 81t DB 80 = H. RL = 680n 40 40 

tpLH OECBt CB 81 = X. 80 = H. RL = soon 24 24 

tpHL OECB !- CB 81 = X. 80 = H. RL = 680n 24 24 

tpLH OEDBt DB 81 = X. 80 = H. RL = 680n 24 24 

tpHL OEDB !- DB 81 = X.80 = H. RL = 680n 24 24 
tAli typical values are at Vee ~ SV. TA ~ + 2S·C. 
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Switching Waveforms 
:-READ-::------- CORRECT ------., 

:-th(S)---: 50..., i-j ----------~ ___ _ 

51---------------------------------------------------
:-tcorrectlon----

: .. tsu(1)-i .... th(9)-: :-~Is-: 

DSO THRU OB31 -----~C,~NP~U~T ~DA~TA~W~O~RD!Jm~:J~O~UT~PU~T~C~OR~RE~CT~E~D ~DA~TA~W~O~RD~tHr_-----
: .... ten-: 

OEBO THRU OEB3 -----....;----... ,-----iIL-______________________ ...... 
~tsu(1)7th(9)-: l .. tdls-: 

CBO THRU CS6 -----~GIN~P~UT~C~H~EC~K !WO~R~D»l~C:)(:~OU~TP~U~T ~5Y~ND~R~OM~E~C~OD!Ej~~' -------
:-ten-: 
I 

ERR WlljNM,6;0tJl/lJl$r----V-AL-,D""'ER""'Rf-LA-G ---~>w///MfWlffi 
:-tpd_: 

MERR VIl!IIJI&~WJW/li$Mr---vAL-,D""'ME""RR,...rLA-G---""'"\X1IMHfYqWJI) 

FIGURE 1. Read, Flag, and Correct Mode 

:-- t h(8) --.: 

: I~: ------------~L__ ________ __ so 

-' =~R~EA~D~~.::.====~CO~RR~E~CT~====. •• - WRITE ----

51 ---1' i 

OUTPUT CORRECTED DATA WORD ' 

DBO THRU DB7 ---< INPUT DATA WO~D ~ wHr'-NP-UT-M-O-DI""rIE""O-B""YT-E -0 ~»ffi-~ 
, ' 

DBS THRU DB15 OUTPUT CORRECTED DATA WORD 

DB16 THRU DB23 OUTPUT CORRECT,D DATA WORD 

DB24 THRU DB31 OUTPUT CORRECT~D DATA WORD 

OEBO , ~I _____ ~ 
OEBI ------,~I ______ --~--~ 
OEB2 

OEB3 ' I ... __________________ ~....;----------~ 
:- tsu (2) --: -I tsu (3) :---

LEeBO "\'I»~~~~\\\'\~~~~m~'\~~ '\~~ '\~~~\'i filii ///Ii/II !/III 1/// 
I~tw-I 

OECB ... I _________________________ ~ 

CBO THRU CB6 INPUT CHECK WORD OUTPUT SYNDROME CO~E 

ERR ----------T\:::::::V:A-l;;.;ID:E~RR:-r..;LA:G:::::-Ir---------

MERR ---------.,\~---V-Al-,D.."M"'ER"'R-rLA-G ---jr_-------
'---.:.;;=-=~--.:.;;-' 

FIGURE 2. Read, Correct Modify Mode 
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Switching Waveforms (Continued) 

so 

SI 

L ~tSU(5)-l 

~----~--~~I---------------------
, INPUT DIAGNOSTIC 
: ( DATA WORD 

OUTPUT DIAGNOSTIC OUTPUT CORRECTED 
( DATA WORD I DATA WORD 

DBa THRU DB31 -< INPUT VALID DATA WORD X',, ____ ,..' ___ WCJ< 
:_th(10)--: 

) X' $-
, tdlS~ 

OEBO THRU OEB3 

LEDBO ___ ...;. _______ --' 

~th12)~ 
:- tpd __ : : 

CBO THRU CBS 

INPUT VALID 
CHECK WORD 

OUTPUT VALID CHECK WORD ,-------------------~~ OUTPUT SYNDROt.4E CODE 

tsu (6) :. • '. .: th(11) 

OEC8 I .---
I' I 
~ tpd ---+l ~ tpd -.....! 
,I ' 

ERR • -:- - - - - -7', ' /\ --------------; -------------_. 
-------------_. } 

VERIFY PPROPER OPERATION OF ERR FLAG VERIFY PROPER OPERATION OF ERR FLAG, FLAG SHOULD BE LOW 
(FLAG SHOULD BE HIGH) WITH A DIAGNOSTIC DATA WORD WITH A SINGLE ERROR 

:.- tpd ----.J I-- tpd ---l 
t.4ERR • - - - - - - - - -,\ :'\ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • 

r • ______ ~ _____ _ ..... • ______ ;""1;.... ________ __ 

VERIFY P~OPER OPERATION OF I,l.ERR FLAG VERIFY PROPER OPERATON OF t.4ERR FLAG, FLAG SHOULD BE LOW 
(FLAG SHOULD BE HIGH) WITH A DIAGNOSTIC DATA WORD WITH A DOUBLE ERROR 

TLIF /8535-8 

FIGURE 3. Diagnostic Mode 
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.I DP84300 L 
-I PROGRAMMABLE DIVIDER I 

CHIP SELECT 
DECODER 

CPU CLOCK 

r=>l74ALS373~ I 
ADDRESS/DATA 

A 

BUS ADO-31 I\r- LATCHES 

I 

32 BIT 
PROCESSOR 
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DP8409A Multi-Mode Dynamic RAM Controller/Driver 

General Description 
Dynamic memory system designs, which formerly required 
several support chips to drive the memory array, can now 
be implemented with a single IC .. the DP8409A Multi
Mode Dynamic RAM Controller/Driver. The DP8409A is ca
pable of driving all 16k and 64k Dynamic RAMs (DRAMs) as 
well as 256k DRAMs. Since the DP8409A is a one-chip so
lution (including capacitive-load drivers), it minimizes propa
gation delay skews, the major performance disadvantage of 
multiple-chip memory drive and control. 

The DP8409A's 8 modes of operation offer a wide selection 
of DRAM control capabilities. Memory access may be con
trolled externally or on-Chip automatically; an on-chip re
fresh counter makes refreshing (either externally or auto
matically controlled) less complicated; and automatic mem
ory initialization is both simple and fast. 

The DP8409A is a 48-pin DRAM Controller/Driver with 9 
multiplexed address outputs and 6 control ~ignals. It con
sists of two 9-bit address latches, a 9-bit re1, esh counter, 
and control logic. All output drivers are capable of driving 
500 pF loads with propagation delays of 25 ns. The 
DP8409A timing parameters are specified driving the typical 
load capacitance of 88 DRAMs, including trace capaci
tance. 

The DP8409A has 3 mode-control pins: M2, M1, and MO, 
where M2 is in general REFRESH. These 3 pins select 8 
modes of operation. Inputs B1 and BO in the memory ac
cess modes (M2 = 1), are select inputs which select one of 
four RAS outputs. During normal access, the 9 address out
puts can be selected from the Row Address Latch or the 
Column Address Latch. During refresh, the 9-bit on-chip re
fresh counter is enabled onto the address bus and in this 
mode all RAS outputs are selected, while CAS is inhibited. 

The DP8409A can drive up to 4 banks of DRAMs, with each 
bank comprised of 16k's, 64k's, or 256k's. Control signal 
outputs RAS, CAS, and WE are provided with the same 
drive capability. Each RAS output drives one bank of 
DRAMs so that the four RAS outputs are used to select the 
banks, while CAS, WE, and the multiplexed addresses can 
be connected to all of the banks of DRAMs. This leaves the 
non-selected banks in the standby mode (less than one 
tenth of the operating power) with the data outputs in TRI
STATE®. Only the bank with its associated RAS low will be 
written to or read from. 

SYSTEM 
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~
CONTROL 

10 

20 
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AODRESS 
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DRIVER 

RAM 
CONTROL 

6 

500pF DRIVE 
9 
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MEMORY 

16k, 64k, OR 
256 k DYNAMIC 
RAM BANKS 
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Operational Features 
• All DRAM drive functions on one chip-minimizes skew 

on outputs, maximizes AC peformance 
• On-chip capacitive-load drives (specified to drive up to 

88 DRAMs) 
• Drives directly all 16k, 64k, and 256k DRAMs 
• Capable of addressing 64k, 256k, or 1 M words 
• Propagation delays of 25 ns typical at 500 pF load 
• CAS goes low automatically after column addresses are 

valid if desired 

• Auto Access mode provides RAS, row to column se
lect, then CAS automatically and fast 

• WE follows WIN unconditionally-offering READ, 
WRITE or READ-MODIFY-WRITE cycles 

• On-chip 9-bit refresh counter with selectable End-of
Count (127, 255 or 511) 

• End-of-Count indicated by RF I/O pin going low at 127, 
255 or 511 

• Low input on RF I/O resets 9-bit refresh counter 
• CAS inhibited during refresh cycle 
• Fall-through latches on address inputs controlled by 

ADS 

• TRI-STATE outputs allow multi-controller addressing of 
memory 

• Control output signals go high-impedance logic "1" 
when disabled for memory sharing 

• Power-up: counter reset, control signals high, address 
outputs TRI-STATE, and End-of-Count set to 127 

Mode Features 
• 8 modes of operation: 3 access, 3 refresh, and 2 

set-up 
• 2 externally controlled modes: 1 access and 1 refresh 

(Modes 0, 4) 

• 2 auto-access modes RAS ~ R/C ~ CAS automatic, 
with tRAH = 20 or 30 ns minimum (Modes 5, 6) 

• Auto-access mode allows Hidden Refreshing (Mode 5) 
• Forced Refresh requested on RF I/O if no Hidden Re

fresh (Mode 5) 
• Forced Refresh performed after system acknowledge of 

request (Mode 1) 
• Automatic Burst RefreSh mode stops at End-of-Count 

of 127, 255, or 511 (Mode 2) 
• 2 AII-RAS Acces modes externally or automatically con

trolled for memory initialization (Modes 3a, 3b) 

• Automatic AII-RAS mode with external 8-bit counter 
frees system for other set-up routines (Mode 3a) 

• End-of-Count value of Refresh Counter set by B1 and 
BO (Mode 7) 
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Block and Connection Diagrams 
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TL/F/8409-2 

Order Number DP8409AD, DP8409AN, 
DP8409AN-3 or DP8409AV-2 

See NS Package Number D48A, N48A or V68A 

Pin Definitions 
Vee, GND, GND-Vee = 5V ±5%. The three supply pins 
have been assigned to the center of the package to reduce 
voltage drops, both DC and AC. There are also two ground 
pins to reduce the low level noise. The second ground pin is 
located two pins from Vee, so that decoupling capacitors 
can be inserted directly next to these pins. It is important to 
adequately decouple this device, due to the high switching 
currents that will occur when all 9 address bits change in the 
same direction simultaneously. A recommended solution 
would be a 1 p.F multilayer ceramic capaCitor in parallel with 
a low-voltage tantalum capacitor, both connected as close 
as possible to pins 36 and 38 to reduce lead inductance. 
See figure below. 

Vcc (PIN 36) O-------~ .. -----l., 
"MULTILAYER "TANTALUM T 

GND (PINS 38. 13) 0 

CERAMIC I _ 
TliF /8409-4 

*Capacitor values should be chosen depending on the particular application. 
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RO-R8: Row Address Inputs. 

CO-C8: Column Address Inputs. 

QO-Q8: Multiplexed Address Outputs-Selected from 
the Row Address Input Latch, the Column Address Input 
Latch, or the Refresh Counter. * 
RASIN: Row Address Strobe Input-Enables selected 
RASn output when M2 (RFSH) is high, or all RASn outputs 
when RFSH is low. 

RIC (RFCK)-In Auto-Refresh Mode this pin is the exter
nal Refresh Clock Input: one refresh cycle has to be per
formed each clock period. In all other modes it is Row/Col
umn Select Input: selects either the row or column address 
input latch onto the output bus. 



Pin Definitions (Continued) 

TABLE I. DP8409A Mode Select Options 

Mode 
(RFSH) 

M1 MO Mode of Operation Conditions 
M2 

0 0 0 0 Externally Controlled Refresh RF I/O = EOC 

1 0 0 1 Auto Refresh-Forced RF I/O = Refresh Request (RFRO) 

2 0 1 0 Internal Auto Burst Refresh RF I/O = EOC 

3a 0 1 1 All RAS Auto Write RF I/O = EOC; All RAS Active 

3b 0 1 1 Externally Controlled All RAS Access All RAS Active 

4 1 0 0 Externally Controlled Access Active RAS Defined by Table II 

5 1 0 1 Auto Access, Slow tRAH, Hidden Refresh Active RAS Defined by Table II 

6 1 1 0 Auto Access, Fast tRAH Active RAS Defined by Table II 

7 1 1 1 Set End of Count See Table III for Mode 7 

CASIN (RGCK)-In Auto-Refresh Mode, Auto Burst Mode, manently high. Otherwise ADS must go low while the ad-
and AII-RAS Auto-Write Mode, this pin is the RAS Generator dresses are still valid. 
Clock input. In all other modes it is CASIN (Column Address In normal memory access operation, RASIN and R/C are 
Strobe Input), which inhibits CAS output when high in initially high. When the address inputs are enabled into the 
Modes 4 and 3b. In Mode 6 it can be used to prolong CAS address latches, the row addresses appear on the 0 out-
output. puts. The address strobe also inputs the bank-select ad-
ADS: Address (Latch) Strobe Input-Row Address, Col- dress, (BO and B1). If CS is low, all outputs are enabled. 
umn Address, and Bank Select Latches are fall-through with When CS is transitioned high, the address outputs go TRI-
ADS high; Latches on high-to-Iow transition. STATE and the control outputs first go high through a low 

CS: Chip Select Input-The TRI-STATE mode will Address impedance, and then are held by an on-chip high imped-

Outputs and puts the control signal into a high-impedance ance. This allows output paralleling with other DP8409As for 

logic "I" state when high (unless refreshing in one of the multi-addressing. All outputs go active about 50 ns after the 

Refresh Modes). Enables all outputs when low. chip is selected again. If CS is high, and a refresh cycle 

MO, Ml, M2: Mode Control Inputs-These 3 control pins begins, all the outputs become active until the end of the 

determine the 8 major modes of operation of the DP8409A refresh cycle. 

as depicted in Table I. DRIVE CAPABILITY 

RF 1/0-The I/O pin functions as a Reset Counter Input The DP8409A has timing parameters that are specified with 
when set low from an external open-collector gate, or as a up to 600 pF loads. In a typical memory system this is equiv-
flag output. The flag goes active-low in Modes 0 and 2 when alent to about 88, 5V-only DRAMs, with trace lengths kept 
the End-of-Count output is at 127, 255, or 511 (see to a minimum. Therefore, the chip can drive four banks each 
Table III). In Auto-Refresh Mode it is the Refresh Request of 16 or 22 bits, or two banks of 32 or 39 bits, or one bank of 
output. 64 or 72 bits. 

WIN: Write Enable Input. Less loading will slightly reduce the timing parameters, and 

WE: Write Enable Output-Buffered output from WI N. * more loading will increase the timing parameters, according 

CAS: Column Address Strobe Output-In Modes 3a, 5, to the graph of Figure 10. The AC performance parameters 

and 6, CAS transitions low following valid column address. are specified with the typical load capacitance of 88 

In Modes 3b and 4, it goes low after R/C goes low, or fol- DRAMs. This graph can be used to extrapolate the varia-

lows CASIN going low if R/C is already low. CAS is high tions expected with other loading. 

duing refresh.' Because of distributed trace capacitance and inductance 

RAS 0-3: Row Address Strobe Outputs-Selects a mem- and DRAM input capacitance, current spikes can be creat-

ory bank decoded from Bl and BO (see Table II), if RFSH is ed, causing overshoots and undershoots at the DRAM in-

high. If RFSH is low, all banks are selected.' puts that can change the contents of the DRAMs or even 

BO, B1: Bank Select Inputs-Strobed by ADS. Decoded to 
destroy them. To remove these spikes, a damping resistor 
(low inductance, carbon) can be inserted between the 

enable one of the RAS outputs when RASIN goes low. Also DP8409A driver outputs and the DRAMs, as close as possi-
used to define End-of-Count in Mode 7 (Table III). ble to the DP8409A. The values of the damping resistors 

Conditions for All Modes 
may differ between the different control outputs; RASs, 
CAS, O's, and WE. The damping resistors should be deter-

INPUT ADDRESSING mined by the first prototypes (not wire-wrapped due to the 

The address block consists of a row-address latch, a col-
larger distributed capacitance and inductance). The best 
values for the damping resistors are the critical values giving 

umn-address latch, and a resettable refresh counter. The a critically damped transition on the control outputs. Typical 
address latches are fall-through when ADS is high and latch values for the damping resistors will be between 1511 and 
when ADS goes low. If the address bus contains valid ad- tOOl1, the lower the loading the higher the value. (For more 
dresses until after the valid address time, ADS can be per- information, see AN-305 "Precautions to Take When Driv-

ing Memories.") 
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Conditions for All Modes (Continued) 

DP8409A DRIVING ANY 16k OR 64k DRAMs 

The DP8409A can drive any 16k or 64k DRAMs. All 16k 
DRAMs are basically the same configuration, including the 
newer 5V-only version. Hence, in most applications, differ
ent manufacturers' DRAMs are interchangeable (for the 
same supply-rail chips), and the DP8409A can drive all 16k 
DRAMs (see Figure 1a). 

There are three basic configurations for the 5V -only 64k 
DRAMs: a 128-row by 512-column array with an on-RAM 
refresh counter, a 128-row by 512-column array with no on
RAM refresh counter, and a 256-row by 256-column array 

with no on-RAM refresh counter. The DP8409A can drive all 
three configurations, and at the same time allows them all to 
be interchangeable (as shown in Figures 1 band 1 c), provid
ing maximum flexibility in the choice of DRAMs. Since the 
9-bit on-chip refresh counter can be used as a 7 -bit refresh 
counter for the 128-row configuration, or as an 8-bit refresh 
counter for the 256-row configuration, the on-RAM refresh 
counter (if present) is never used. As long as 128 rows are 
refreshed every 2 ms (i.e. 256 rows in 4 ms) all DRAM types 
are correctly refreshed. 

DP8409A Interface between System and DRAM Banks 

CAS 

COl.!COOE IJ ~ 
WE 

ROWS HAS --, 
R 128 I COLUMNS ~I ADDRESS 

7 7 0 
W 128 16 K DRIVERS 

ADDRESS 7 0 ARRAY 
BUS E 

C 

~ REFRESH 
7 

COUNTER 

+12Vor +5V 16K DYNAMIC RAMS 
DP8409A 

FIGURE 1a. DP8409A with any 16k DRAMs 

m AC L T HES 7 ROW+l COLUMN ADDRESS- rru LATCHES 8 COLUMN ADDRESSES 

ru 
1 COL!CODElJ ~ 

WI' 
ROWS 

RAS -- R 512 I COLUMNS ~I ADDRESS 
8 8 0 

W 128 64 K ARRAY DRIVERS 
ADDRESS 8 0 

BUS E 
C 

7 f-t REFRESH 
COUNTER IF, ON·CHIP REFRESH COUNTER, NOT USED 

+5V 64K DYNAMIC RAMS 
DP84D9A 

ONLY LS 7 BITS OF REFRESH COUNTER USED FDR THE 7 ROW ADDRESSES. 
MSB NOT USED BUT CAN TOGGLE 

128 ROWS 

(OR 25~N R~:~ -
IN 4MS) 

FIGURE 1b. DP8409A with 128 Row x 512 Column 64k DRAM 
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0 
0 
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FIGURE 1c. DP8409A with 256 x 256 Column 64k DRAM 
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Conditions for All Modes (Continued) 

When the DP8409A is in a refresh mode, the RF I/O pin 
indicates that the on-chip refresh counter has reached its 
end-of-count. This end-of-count is selectable as 127, 255 or 
512 to accommodate 16k, 64k or 256k DRAMs. Although 
the end-of-count may be chosen to be any of these, the 
counter always counts to 511 before rolling over to zero. 

READ, WRITE, AND READ-MODIFY-WRITE CYCLES 

The output signal, WE, determines what type of memory 
access cycle the memory will perform. If WE is kept high 
while CAS goes low, a read cycle occurs. If WE goes low 
before CAS goes low, a write cycle occurs and data at DI 
(DRAM input data) is written into the DRAM as CAS goes 
low. If WE goes low later than tewD after CAS goes low, first 
a read occurs and DO (DRAM output data) becomes valid; 
then data DI is written into the same address in the DRAM 
when WE goes low. In this read-modify-write case, DI and 
DO cannot be linked together. The type of cycle is therefore 
controlled by WE, which follows WIN. 

POWER-UP INITIALIZE 

When Vee is first applied to the DP8409A, an initialize pulse 
clears the refresh counter, the internal control flip-flops, and 
set the End-of-Count of the refresh counter to 127 (which 
may be changed via Mode 7). As Vee increases to about 
2.3V, it holds the output control signals at a level of one 
Schottky diode-drop below Vee, and the output address to 
TRI-STATE. As Vee increases above 2.3V, control of these 
outputs is granted to the system. 

INPUTS 

RASIN 

CASIN AND RIC 

OUTPUTS 

RASa 

REFRESH eTR 

00-8 

RF 110 

DP8409A Functional Mode 
Descriptions 
Note: All delay parameters stated in text refer to the DP8409A. Substitute 

the respective delay numbers for the DP8409·2 or DP8409~3 when 
using these devices. 

MODE O-EXTERNALL Y CONTROLLED REFRESH 

Figure 2 is the Externally Controlled Refresh Timing. In this 
mode, the input address latches are disabled from the ad
dress outputs and the refresh counter is enabled. When 
RAS occurs, the enabled row in the DRAM is refreshed. In 
the Externally Controlled Refresh mode, all RAS outputs are 
enabled following RASIN, and CAS is inhibited. This refresh
es the same row in all four banks. The refresh counter incre
ments when either RASIN or RFSH goes low-to-high after a 
refresh. RF I/O goes low when the count is 127, 255, or 
511, as set by End-of-Count (see Table III), with RASIN and 
RFSH low. To reset the counter to all zeros, RF 1/0 is set 
low through an external open-collector driver. 

During refresh, RASIN and RFSH must be skewed tran
sitioning low such that the refresh address is valid on the 
address outputs of the controller before the RAS outputs go 
low. The amount of time that RFSH should go low before 
RASIN does depends on the capacitive loading of the ad
dress and RAS lines. For the load specified in the switching 
characteristics of this data sheet, 10 ns is sufficient. Refer 
to Figure 2. 

To perform externally controlled burst refresh, RASIN is tog
gled while RFSH is held low. The refresh counter incre
ments with RASI N going low to high, so that the DRAM rows 
are refreshed in succession by RASIN going high to low. 

~-----------------~ 1- tRLEOC / ~I 1- tRHEOC 

END OF COUNT 
• INDICATES DYNAMIC RAM PARAMETERS LOW IF n .. 127, 255, 511 

FIGURE 2. External Control Refresh Cycle (Mode 0) 
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DP8409A Functional Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

MODE 1-AUTOMATIC FORCED REFRESH 

In Mode 1, the RIC (RFCK) pin becomes RFCK (refresh 
cycle clock), instead of RIC, and CAS remains high. If 
RFCK is kept permanently high, then whenever M2 (RFSH) 
goes low, an externally controlled refresh will occur and all 
RAS outputs will follow RASIN, strobing the refresh counter 
contents to the DRAMs. The RF 1/0 pin will always output 
high, but when set low externally through an open-collector 
driver, the refresh counter resets as normal. This externally 
controlled method may be preferred when operating in the 
Automatic Access mode (Mode 5), where hidden or forced 
refreshing is undesirable, but refreshing is still necessary. 

If RFCK is an input clock signal, one (and only one) refresh 
cycle must take place every RFCK cycle. Refer to Figure 9. 
If a hidden refresh does not occur while RFCK is high, in 
Mode 5, then RF 1/0 (Refresh Request) goes low immedi
ately after RFCK goes low, indicating to the system that a 
forced refresh is requested. The system must allow a forced 
refresh to take place while RFCK is low (refer to Figure 3). 
The Refresh Request signal on RF 1/0 may be connected 
to a Hold or Bus Request input to the system. The system 
acknowledges the Hold or Bus Request when ready, and 
outputs Hold Acknowledge or Bus Request Acknowledge. If 
this is connected to the M2 (RFSH) pin, a forced-refresh 
cycle will be initiated by the DP8409A, and RAS will be inter
nally generated on all four RAS outputs, to strobe the re
fresh counter contents on the address outputs into all the 

RFCK 

RGCK 

DRAMs. An external RAS Generator Clock (RGCK) is re
quired for this function. It is fed to the CASIN (RGCK) pin, 
and rnay be up to 10 MHz. Whenever M2 goes low (inducing 
a forced refresh), RAS remains high for one to two periods 
of RGCK, depending on when M2 goes low relative to the 
high-to-Iow triggering edge of RGCK; RAS then goes low for 
two periods, performing a refresh on all banks. In order to 
obtain the minimum delay from M2 going low to RAS going 
low, M2 should go low tRFSRG before the next falling edge 
of RGCK. The Refresh Request on RF 1/0 is terminated as 
RAS begins, so that by the time the system has acknowl
edged the removal of the request and disabled its Acknowl
edge, (i.e., M2 goes high), Refresh RAS will have ended, 
and normal operations can begin again in the Automatic 
Access mode (Mode 5). If it is desired that Refresh RAS end 
in less than 2 periods of RGCK from the time RAS went low, 
then M2 may be high earlier than tRQHRF aiter RGCK goes 
low and RAS will go high tRFRH after M2, if CS is low. If CS 
is high, the RAS will go high after 25 ns after M2 goes high. 

To allow the forced refresh, the system will have been inac
tive for about 4 periods of RGCK, which can be as fast as 
400 ns every RFCK cycle. To guarantee a refresh of 128 
rows every 2 ms, a period of up to 16 )J.s is required for 
RFCK. In other words, the system may be down for as little 
as 400 ns every 16 )J.s, or 2.5% of the time. Although this is 
not excessive, it may be preferable to perform a Hidden 
Refresh each RFCK cycle, which is allowed while still in the 
Auto-Access mode, (Mode 5). 

M2 (RFSHI 
8086/16032 ACKNOWLEDGES HOLD 8086/16032 REMOVE ACKNOWLEOGE 
68000 GRANTS 8US (MODE 51 68000 REMOVES GRANT (MODE 51 

I ® ~II---IFROH 1 -I I-IRFHRV 

RF I/O (RFRQ) ------I'I,. ________ ..:...._.....:.JI REFRESH REQUEST REMOVED 

.® -I l-tRGRH I 
~I I--- tFRQL -I 1-- tRGRl 

-,r-----r--.--~~~--~ r---~r_--~
ill 0.1.2.3 

CAS IL ___ ..J 

CD RFCK GOES LOW 

REFRESH COUNTER 

-I 1-IRFlCT 

I 

"p ACCESS TO 
SELECTED BANKS 

Lf 
~ RFRO GOES LOW IF NO HIDDEN REFRESH OCCURED 

WHILE RFCK WAS HIGH 
~ "p ACKNOWLEDGES REFRESH REQUEST 
5 FORCED REFRESH ill STARTS AFTER> T (>IRPI 
6 FORCED REFRESH RAS ENOS W 

@ NEXT RASIN STARTS NEXT ACCESS (f) "p REMOVES REFRESH ACKNOWLEDGE 

TL/F/840B-l0 
FIGURE 3. DP8409A Performing a Forced Refresh (Mode 5 --+ 1 --+ 5) with Various Microprocessors 
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DP8409A Functional Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

Tns 

PROCESSOR ACTS ACKNOWLEDGE 

MODE MOOE 1 : 

AFTER INTERRUPT END OF BURST 

RGCK 

RAS 0·3 

RF 110 (roc) 

TL/F 18409-11 

FIGURE 4. Auto-Burst Mode, Mode 2 

MODE 2-AUTOMATIC BURST REFRESH 

This mode is normally used before and/or after a DMA op
eration to ensure that all rows remain refreshed, provided 
the DMA transfer takes less than 2 ms (see Figure 4). When 
the DP8409A enters this mode, CASIN (RGCK) becomes 
the RAS Generator Clock (RGCK), and RASIN is disabled. 
CAS remains high, and RF I/O goes low when the refresh 
counter has reached the selected End-of-Count and the last 
RAS has ended. RF I/O then remains low until the Auto
Burst Refresh mode is terminated. RF I/O can therefore be 
used as an interrupt to indicate the End-of-Burst conditions. 

The signal on all four RAS outputs is just a divide-by-four of 
RGCK; in other words, if RGCK has a 100 ns period, RAS is 
high and low for 200 ns each cycle. The refresh counter 
increments at the end of each RAS, starting from the count 
it contained when the mode was entered. If this was zero, 
then for a RGCK with a 100 ns period with End-of-Count set 
to 127, RF I/O will go low after 128 x 0.4 /Ls, or 51.2 /Ls. 
During this time, the system may be performing operations 
that do not involve DRAM. If all rows need to be burst re
freshed, the refresh counter may be cleared by setting RF 
I/O low externally before the burst begins. 

Burst-mode refreshing is also useful when powering down 
systems for long periods of time, but with data retention still 
required while the DRAMs are in standby. To maintain valid 
refreshing, power can be applied to the DP8409A (set to 
Mode 2), causing it to perform a complete burst refresh. 
When end-of-burst occurs (after 26 /Ls), power can then be 
removed from the DP8409A for 2 ms, consuming an aver
age power of 1.3 % of normal operating power. No control 
signal glitches occur when switching power to the 
DP8409A. 

MODE 3a-ALL-RAS AUTOMATIC WRITE 

Mode 3a is useful at system initialization, when the memory 
is being cleared (Le., with all-zeros in the data field and the 
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corresponding check bits for error detection and correction). 
This requires writing the same data to each location of 
memory (every row of each column of each bank). All RAS 
outputs are activated, as in refresh, and so are CAS and 
WE. To write to all four banks simultaneously, every row is 
strobed in each column, in sequence, until data has been 
written to all locations. 

To select this mode, B1 and BO must have previously been 
set to 00, 01, or 10 in Mode 7, depending on the DRAM size. 
For example, for 16k DRAMs, B 1 and BO are 00. For 64k 
DRAMs, B1 and BO are 01, so that for the configuration of 
Figure f b, the 8 refresh counter bits are strobed by RAS into 
the 7 row addresses and the ninth column address. After 
this Automatic-Write process, B 1 and BO must be set again 
in Mode 7 to 00 to set End-of-Count to 127. For the configu
ration of Figure fe, B1 and BO set to 01 will work for Auto
matic-Write and End-of-Count equals 255. 

In this mode, R/C is disabled, WE is permanently enabled 
low, and CASIN (RGCK) becomes RGCK. RF I/O goes low 
whenever the refresh counter is 127, 255, or 511 (as set by 
End-of-Count in Mode 7), and the RAS outputs are active. 

Referring to Figure Sa, an external 8-bit counter (for 64k 
DRAMs) with TRI-STATE outputs is required and must be 
connected to the column address inputs. It is enabled only 
during this mode, and is clocked from RF I/O. The 
DP8409A refresh counter is used to address the rows, and 
the column address is supplied by the external counter. Ev
ery row for each column address is written to in all four 
banks. At the End-of-Count RF I/O goes low, which clocks 
the ex1ernal counter. 

Therefore, for each column address, the refresh counter 
first outputs row-O to the address bus and all four RAS out
puts strobe this row address into the DRAMs (see Figure 
5b). A minimum of 30 ns after RAS goes low (tRAH = 

30 ns), the refresh counter is disabled and the column ad-
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DP8409A Functional Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

dress input latch is enabled onto the address bus. About 
14 ns after the column address is valid, CAS goes low, (tAse 
= + 14 ns), strobing the column address into the DRAMs. 
When RAS and CAS go high the refresh counter increments 
to the next row and the cycle repeats. Since WE is kept low 
in this mode, the data at 01 (input data) of the DRAMs is 
written into each row of the latched column. During each 
cycle RAS is high for two periods of RGCK and low for two 
periods, giving a total write-cycle time of 400 ns minimum, 
which is adequate for most 16k and 64k DRAMs. On the last 
row of a column, RF I/O increments the external counter to 
the next column address. 

REOUIRED IF 
SYSTEM STILL 

OPERATING ~ 
WHILE DP8409A 

IN MODE3A 

PROCESSOR 
ADDRESS 

,US 

At the end of the last column address, an interrupt is gener
ated from the external counter to let the system know that 
initialization has been completed. During the entire initializa
tion time, the system can be performing other initialization 
functions. This approach to memory initialization is both au
tomatic and fast. For instance, if four banks of 64k DRAMs 
are used, and RGCK is 100 ns, a write cycle to the same 
location in all four banks takes 400 ns, so the total time 
taken in initializing the 64k DRAMs is 65k x 400 ns or 
26 ms. When the system receives the interrupt, the external 
counter must be permanently disabled. ADS and CS are 
interfaced by the system, and the DP8409A mode is 
changed. The interrupt must then be disabled. 

iiAS 0-3 

DRAMS 

RASIN -t----t------+---+.-I 
WRITE -H--/-----+---+.-I CASIN 

M2 Ml MO (RGCK) 

PROCESSOR ADS -H--p--+-----' 

ENABLE 

TLlF/B409-12 

FIGURE 5a. DP8409A Extra Circuitry Required for AII-RAS Auto Write Mode, Mode 3a 

MODE 111(.2. MI. 00=011 " BO=IOIMOOE7~: 

REFRESH 
COUNTER 

iiASO-3 

CTlI=D ---_ .... 

'''I ___ r 
~ 

PROCESSOR 
ADDRESSES 

MODE SELECT 
PAL 

~----------~~--------~II.----~~ 
FIGURE 5b. DP8409A AII-RAS Auto Write Mode, Mode 3a, Timing Waveform 
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DP8409A Functional Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

MODE 3b-EXTERNALL Y CONTROLLED ALL-RAS 
WRITE 

To select this mode, B 1 and BO must first have been set to 
11 in Mode 7. This mode is useful at system initialization, 
but under processor control. The memory address is provid· 
ed by the processor, which also performs the incrementing. 
All four RAS outputs follow RASIN (supplied by the proces· 
sor), strobing the row address into the DRAMs. RIC can 
now go low, while CASIN may be used to control CAS (as in 
the Externally Controlled Access mode), so that CAS 
strobes the column address contents into the DRAMs. At 
this time WE should be low, causing the data to be written 
into all four banks of DRAMs. At the end of the write cycle, 
the input address is incremented and latched by the 
DP8409A for the next write cycle. This method is slower 
than Mode 3a since the processor must perform the incre· 
menting and accessing. Thus the processor is occupied duro 
ing RAM initialization, and is not free for other initialization 

'Resistors required depends on 
DRAM load. 

DRAMs MAYBE 16K, 64K OR 256K 

FOR 4 BANKS, CAN DRIVE 16 DATA BITS 
+ 6 CHECK BITS FOR ECC 

FOR 2 BANKS, CAN DRIVE 32 DATA BITS 
+ 7 CHECK BITS FOR ECC 

FOR 1 BANK, CAN DRIVE 64 DATA BITS 
+8 CHECK BITS FOR ECC 

INPUT CAS 1-. ____ -+1 CASIN 
ADS 
80 

ALE I~----+I 

I 
RO·6. 7. 8 

AO·15, 17, 19 

CO·6. 7. 8 

DP8409A 

81 

INPUT RAS r-------+I RASIN 

ROWICOLUMN SEL r------+I RIC 

WRITE ~----~~ WIN 

• M2 CS Ml MO 

CAS 

WE 

operations. However, initialization sequence timing is under 
system control, which may provide some system advantage. 

MODE 4-EXTERNALL Y CONTROLLED ACCESS 

This mode facilitates externally controlling all access·timing 
parameters associated with the DRAMs. The application of 
modes 0 and 4 are shown in Figure 6. 

Output Address Selection 

Refer to Figure 7a. With M2 (RFSH) and RIC high, the row 
address latch contents are transferred to the multiplexed 
address bus output 00-08, provided CS is set low. The 
column address latch contents are output after RIC goes 
low. RASIN can go low after the row addresses have been 
set up on 00-08. This selects one of the RAS outputs, 
strobing the row address on the a outputs into the desired 
bank of memory. After the row·address hold·time of the 
DRAMs, RIC can go low so that about 40 ns later column 
addresses appear on the a outputs. 

* 
* 

,-------+1 RAS 

,-----1~ CAS 

TL/F/8409-14 

FIGURE 6. Typical Application of DP8409A Using External Control Access and Refresh in Modes 0 and 4 
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DP8409A Functional Mode Descriptions (Continued) 
INPUTS 

ADS (AlEI 

SYSTEM 
ADDRESS 

BUS 

"INDICATES DYNAMIC RAM 
PARAMETERS 

CASIN 
--+-~--~------~----------+-----~------

Ric 

OUTPUTS 

HAS 0,1,2,3 

0Q.8 

DRAM DATA OUT ---------------------<1 

INPUTS 

ADS (ALE) 

SYSTEM 
ADDRESS 

BUS 

Rif 

FIGURE 7a. Read Cycle Timing (Mode 4) 

DRAM DATA IN --r--;----;------r--~ 

OUTPUTS 

RAS 0,1,2,3 

00·8 

FIGURE 7b. Write Cycle Timing (Mode 4) 
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DP8409A Functional Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

Automatic CAS Generation 

In a normal memory access cycle CAS can be derived from 
inputs CASIN or RIC. If CASIN is high, then RIC going low 
switches the address output drivers from rows to columns. 
CASIN then going low causes CAS to go low approximately 
40 ns later, allowing CAS to occur at a predictable time (see 
Figure 7b). If CASIN is low when RIC goes low, CAS will be 
automatically generated, following the row to column tran
sition by about 20 ns (see Figure 7a). Most DRAMs have a 
column address set-up time before CAS (tASe) of 0 ns or 
-IOns. I n other words, a tAse greater than 0 ns is safe. 

Fast Memory Access 

AC parameters tDIFt, tDIF2 may be used to determine the 
minimum delays required between RASIN, RIC, and CASIN 
(see Application Brief 9; "Fastest DRAM Access Mode"). 

MODE 5-AUTOMATIC ACCESS WITH HIDDEN REFRESH 

The Auto Access with Hidden Refresh mode has two ad
vantages over the Externally Controlled Access mode, due 
to the fact that all outputs except WE are initiated from 
RASIN. First, inputs RIC and CASIN are unnecessary and 
can be used for other functions (see Refreshing, below). 
Secondly, because the output control signals are derived 
internally from one input signal (RASIN), timing-skew prob
lems are reduced, thereby reducing memory access time 
substantially or allowing use of slower DRAMs. The auto
matic access features of Mode 5 (and Mode 6) of the 
DP8409A make DRAM accessing appear essentially "stat
ic". 

Automatic Access Control 

The major disadvantage of DRAMs compared to static 
RAMs is the complex timing involved. First, a RAS must 
occur with the row address previously set up on the multi
plexed address bus. After the row address has been held 
for tRAH, (the Row-Address hold-time of the DRAM), the 
column address is set up and then CAS occurs. This is all 
performed automatically by the DP8409A in this mode. 

Provided the input address is valid as ADS goes low, RASIN 
can go low any time after ADS. This is because the selected 
RAS occurs typically 27 ns later, by which time the row ad
dress is already valid on the address output of the 
DP8409A. The Address Set-Up time (tASR), is 0 ns on most 
DRAMs. The DP8409A in this mode (with ADS and RASIN 
edges simultaneously applied) produces a minimum tASR of 
o ns. This is true provided the input address was valid tASA 
before ADS went low (see Figure 8a). 

Next, the row address is disabled after tRAH (30 ns mini
mum); in most DRAMs, tRAH minimum is less than 30 ns. 
The column address is then set up and tAse later, CAS 
occurs. The only other control input required is WIN. When 
a write cycle is required, WIN must go low at least 30 ns 
before CAS is output low. 

This gives a total typical delay from: input address valid to 
RASIN (15 ns); to RAS (27 ns); to rows held (50 ns); to 
columns valid (25 ns); to CAS (23 ns) = 140 ns (that is, 
125 ns from RASIN). All of these typcial figures are for 
heavy capacitive loading, of approximately 88 DRAMs. 
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This mode is therefore extremely fast. The external timing is 
greatly simplified for the memory system designer: the only 
system signal required is RASIN. 

Refreshing 

Because RIC and CASIN are not used in this mode, RIC 
becomes RFCK (refresh clock) and CASIN becomes RGCK 
(RAS generator clock). With these two signals it is possible 
to peform refreshing without extra ICs, and without holding 
up the processor. 

One refresh cycle must occur during each refresh clock pe
riod and then the refresh address must be incremented to 
the next refresh cycle. As long as 128 rows are refreshed 
every 2 ms (one row every 16 fLs), all 16k and 64k DRAMs 
will be correctly refreshed. The cycle time of RFCK must, 
therefore, be less than 16 fLs. RFCK going high sets an 
internal refresh-request flip-flop. First the DP8409A will at
tempt to perform a hidden refresh so that the system 
throughput will not be affected. If, during the time RFCK is 
high, CS on the DP8409A goes high and RASIN occurs, a 
hidden refresh will occur. In this case, RASIN should be 
considered a common readlwrite strobe. In other words, if 
the processor is accessing elsewhere (other than the 
DRAMs) while RFCK is high, the DP8409A will perform a 
refresh. The refresh counter is enabled to the address out
puts whenever CS goes high with RFCK high, and all RAS 
outputs follow RASIN. If a hidden refresh is taking place as 
RFCK goes low, the refresh continues. At the start of the 
hidden refresh, the refresh-request flip-flop is reset so no 
further refresh can occur until the next RFCK period starts 
with the positive-going edge of RFCK. Refer to Figure 9. 

To determine the probability of a Hidden Refresh occurring, 
assume each system cycle takes 400 ns and RFCK is high 
for 8 fLs, then the system has 20 chances to not select the 
DP8409A. If during this time a hidden refresh did not occur, 
then the DP8409A forces a refresh while RFCK is low, but 
the system chooses when the refresh takes place. After 
RFCK goes low, (and the internal-request flip-flop has not 
been reset), RF 1/0 goes low indicating that a refresh is 
requested to the system. Only when the system acknowl
edges this request by setting M2 (RFSH) low does the 
DP8409A initiate a forced refresh (which is performed auto
matically). Refer to Mode 1, and Figure 3. The internal re
fresh request flip-flop is then reset. 

Figure 9 illustrates the refresh alternatives in Mode 5. If a 
hidden refresh has occurred and CS again goes high before 
RFCK goes low, the chip is deselected. All the control sig
nals go high-impedance high (logic "1 ") and the address 
outputs go TRI-STATE until CS again goes low. This mode 
(combined with Mode 1) allows very fast access, and auto
matic refreshing (possibly not even slowing down the sys
tem), with no extra ICs. Careful system design can, and 
should, provide a higher probability of hidden refresh occur
ring. The duty cycle of RFCK need not be 50-percent; in 
fact, the low-time should be designed to be a minimum. This 
is determined by the worst-case time (required by the sys
tem) to respond to the DP8409A's forced-refresh request. 
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DP8409A Functional Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

ADS 

~TADUTl'UT-----------------r-----------------~ 

-'NDICATES DYNAMIC RAM PARAMETERS 
TL/F/8409-17 

FIGURE 8a. Modes 5, 6 Timing (CASIN High in Mode 6) 

INPUTS \--IADS --I 
ADSJ :-1 ________ _ 

ADDRESS INPUTS! 
DATA 

OUTPUTS 

~---
1--

DATA OUTI'UT"------------------+------------------< 

-INDICATES DYNAMIC RAM PARAMETERS TLlF/8409-18 

FIGURE 8b. Mode 6 Timing, Extended CAS 
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DP8409A Functional Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

HOLO QB RFRO 
BUS REOUEST RF 1/0 

HOLO ACK RFSH 1M2) OR BUS ACK 
WE "0" ....... M1 

"1·· ....... MO 00-8 

RFCK RGCK 

t t 
IRFCK Tn, IRFCK <;2m,/128 =156", 

1-----tRFCKL ·1:~===========-tR-F-CK-H~_I_RF_CK_-_-_-~_-_-_'-1----~·I 

i I I N2c~~~~~0 r-FORCES REFRES~ HIDDEN REFRESH ALLOWED ~~ 

~-----'---PROCESSOR ACCESSING ELSEWHERE 

~~----------~I~------~~~----------
PROCESSOR CYCLE TIME -I 1- 1 I 

----~----------------, ~----------

RASIN II I I I 

III -I I 
HIDDEN REFRESH ALREAOY 

- PERFORMED_ NO SUBSEQUENT 
REFRESH ALLOWED IN THIS CYCLE 

II IRFPDH I -I I-IHZH 

tRFPDL T 1= I~z- 1-~IIG~-1 
RAS 0-3 

r---------,,--I7, 
I -II-tzx 

- txz 

-~~~ 

u 
TL/F/B409-19 

FIGURE 9. Hidden Refreshing (Mode 5) and Forced Refreshing (Mode 1) Timing 
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DP8409A Functional Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

TABLE II. Memory Bank Decode 

Bank Select 
(Strobed by ADS) Enabled RASn 

Bl BO 

0 0 ~o 
0 1 RAS1 
1 0 ~2 
1 1 RASs 

Note that RASIN going low earlier than tCSRL after CS goes 
low may result in the DP8409A interpreting the RASIN as a 
hidden refresh RASIN if no hidden refresh has occurred in 
the current RFCK cycle. In this case, all RAS outputs would 
go low for a short time. Thus, it is suggested that when 
using Mode 5, RASIN should be held high until tCSRL after 
CS goes low if a refresh is not intended. Similarly, CS should 
be held low for a minimum of tCSRL after RASIN returns high 
when ending the access in Mode 5. 

MODE 6-fAST AUTOMATIC ACCESS 

The Fast Access mode is similar to Mode 5, but has a faster 
tRAH of 20 ns, minimum. It therefore can only be used with 
fast 16k or 64k DRAMs (which have a tRAH of 10 ns to 
15 ns) in applications requiring fast access times; RASIN to 
CAS is typically 105 ns. 

In this mode, the RIC (RFCK) pin is not used, but CASIN 
(RGCI<) is used as CASIN to allow an extended CAS after 
RAS has already terminated. Refer to Figure 8b. This is de-

10 

sirable with fast cycle·times where RAS has to be terminat· 
ed as soon as possible before the next RAS begins (to meet 
the precharge time, or tRP, requirements of the DRAM). 
CAS may then be held low by CASIN to extend the data 
output valid time from the DRAM to allow the system to read 
the data. CASIN subsequently going high ends CAS. If this 
extended CAS is not required, CASIN should be set high in 
Mode 6. 

There is no internal refresh·request flip·flop in this mode, so 
any refreshing required must be done by entering Mode 0 or 
Mode 2. 

MODE 7-SET END·Of·COUNT 

The End·of·Count can be externally selected in Mode 7, 
using ADS to strobe in the respective value of 81 and 80 
(see Table III). With 81 and 80 the same EOC is 127; with 
81 = 0 and 80 = 1, EOC is 255; and with 81 = 1 and 80 
= 0, EOC is 511. This selected value of EOC will be used 
until the next Mode 7 selection. At power·up the EOC is 
automatically set to 127 (81 and 80 set to 11). 

TABLE III. Mode 7 

Bank Select 
(Strobed by ADS) End of Count 

Selected 
Bl BO 

0 0 127 
0 1 255 
1 0 511 
1 1 127 

~ 
.. 
c L 

V 

-5 V 
V 

V 
-10 

o 200 400 600 800 1000 

CpF 
TLlF/8409-20 

fiGURE 10. Change in Propagation Delay vs. loading Capacitance Relative to a 500 pf load 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C 
Cavity Package 3542 mW 

Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not Molded Package 2833 mW 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated 
reliability electrical test specifications document. "'Derate cavity package 23.6 mwrc above 25°C; derate molded package 

Supply Voltage, Vcc 7.0V 
22.7 mW fOe above 25°C. 

Storage Temperature Range - 65°C to + 150'C Operating Conditions 
Input Voltage 5.5V Min Max Units 
Output Current 150mA VCC Supply Voltage 4.75 5.25 V 
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 seconds) 300°C T A Ambient Temperature 0 +70 'c 

Electrical Characteristics Vcc ~ 5.0V ± 5%, O°C S TA S 70°C (unless otherwise noted) (Notes 2,6) 

Symbol Parameter Condition Min Typ Max Units 

Vc Input Clamp Voltage Vcc ~ Min, IC ~ -12mA -0.8 -1.2 V 

IIH1 Input High Current for ADS, R/C Only VIN ~ 2.5V 2.0 100 JJ-A 

IIH2 Input High Current for All Other Inputs' VIN ~ 2.5V 1.0 50 JJ-A 

IIRSI Output Load Current for RF I/O VIN ~ 0.5V, Output High -1.5 -2.5 mA 

IICTL Output Load Current for RAS, CAS, WE VIN ~ 0.5V, Chip Deselect -1.5 -2.5 mA 

IIL1 Input Low Current for ADS, R/C Only VIN ~ 0.5V -0.1 -1.0 mA 

11L2 Input Low Current for All Other Inputs' VIN ~ 0.5V -0.05 -0.5 mA 

VIL Input Low Threshold 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Threshold 2.0 V 

VOL1 Output Low Voltage' 10L ~ 20 mA 0.3 0.5 V 

VOL2 Output Low Voltage for RF I/O 10L = 10mA 0.3 0.5 V 

VOH1 Output High Voltage' 10H = -1 mA 2.4 3.5 V 

VOH2 Output High Voltage for RF I/O IOH ~ -100JJ-A 2.4 3.5 V 

110 Output High Drive Current' VOUT = 0.8V (Note 3) -200 mA 

100 Output Low Drive Current' VOUT = 2.7V (Note 3) 200 mA 

10Z TRI-STATE Output Current O.4V S VOUT S 2.7V, 
-50 1.0 50 JJ-A (Address Outputs) CS = 2.0V, Mode 4 

ICC Supply Current VCC = Max 250 325 mA 

'Except RF 1/0 Output. 

Switching Characteristics: OP8409A/OP8409A-3 
Vcc = 5.0V ± 5%, O°C s T A S 70'C (unless otherwise noted) (Notes 2,4,5). The output load capacitance is typical for 4 banks 
of 22 DRAMs each or 88 DRAMs including trace capacitance. These values are: QO-Q8, CL = 500 pF; RASO-RAS3, CL = 
150 pF; WE, CL ~ 500 pF; CAS, CL ~ 600 pF, (unless otherwise noted). See Figure 11 for test load. Switches S1 and S2 are 
closed unless otherwise noted, and R1 and R2 are 4.7 kll unless otherwise noted. Maximum propagation delays are specified 
with all outputs switching. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
8409 8409A-3 

Units 
Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

ACCESS 

tRICL RASIN to CAS Output Delay (Mode 5) Figure8a 95 125 160 95 125 185 ns 

tRleL RASIN to CAS Output Delay (Mode 6) Figures 8a, 8b 80 105 140 80 105 160 ns 

tRICH RASIN to CAS Output Delay (Mode 5) Figure8a 40 48 60 40 48 70 ns 

tRICH RASIN to CAS Output Delay (Mode 6) Figures 8a, 8b 50 63 80 50 63 95 ns 

tRCOL RAS to CAS Output Delay (Mode 5) Figure8a 98 125 98 145 ns 

tRCOL RAS to CAS Output Delay (Mode 6) Figures 8a, 8b 78 105 78 120 ns 

tRCOH RAS to CAS Output Delay (Mode 5) Figure8a 27 40 27 40 ns 

tRCOH RAS to CAS Output Delay (Mode 6) Figure8a 40 65 40 65 ns 
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Switching Characteristics: DP8409A/DP8409A-3 (Continued) 
VCC = 5.0V ± 5%, O'C " TA " 70'C (unless otherwise noted) (Notes 2, 4, 5). The output load capacitance is typical for 4 banks 
of 22 DRAMs each or 88 DRAMs including trace capacitance. These values are: 00-08, CL = 500 pF; RASO-RAS3, CL = 
150 pF; WE, CL = 500 pF; CAS, CL = 600 pF, (unless otherwise noted). See Figure 11 for test load. Switches S1 and S2 are 
closed unless otherwise noted, and R1 and R2 are 4.7 k!1 unless otherwise noted. Maximum propagation delays are specified 
with all outputs switching. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
DP8409A DP8409A-3 

Units 
Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

ACCESS (Continued) 

tCCDH CASIN to CAS Output Delay (Mode 6) Figure8b 40 54 70 40 54 80 ns 

tRAH Row Address Hold Time (Mode 5) Figure8a 30 30 ns 

tRAH Row Address Hold Time (Mode 6) Figures 8a, 8b 20 20 ns 

tASC Column Address Setup Time (Mode 5) Figure8a 8 8 ns 

tASC Column Address Setup Time (Mode 6) Figures 8a, 8b 6 6 ns 

tRCV RASIN to Column Address Valid (Mode 5) Figure8a 90 120 90 140 ns 

tRCV RASIN to Column Address Valid (Mode 6) Figures 8a, 8b 75 105 75 120 ns 

tRPDL RASIN to RAS Delay Figures 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 20 27 35 20 27 40 ns 

tRPDH RASIN to RAS Delay Figures 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 15 23 32 15 23 37 ns 

tAPDL Address Input to Output Low Delay Figures 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 25 40 25 46 ns 

tAPDH Address Input to Output High Delay Figures 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 25 40 25 46 ns 

tSPDL Address Strobe to Address Output Low Figures 7a, 7b 40 60 40 70 ns 

tSPDH Address Strobe to Address Output High Figures 7a, 7b 40 60 40 70 ns 

tASA Address Set-Up Time to ADS Figures 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 15 15 ns 

tAHA Address Hold Time from ADS Figures 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 15 15 ns 

tADS Address Strobe Pulse Width Figures 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 30 30 ns 

tWPDL WIN to WE Output Delay Figure 7b 15 25 30 15 25 35 ns 

tWPDH WIN to WE Output Delay Figure 7b 15 30 60 15 30 70 ns 

tCRS CASIN Set-Up Time to RASIN High (Mode 6) Figure8b 35 35 ns 

tCPDL CASIN to CAS Delay (RIC Low in Mode 4) Figure 7b 32 41 68 32 41 77 ns 

tCPDH CASIN to CAS Delay (RIC Low in Mode 4) Figure 7b 25 39 50 25 39 60 ns 

tRCC Column Select to Column Address Valid Figure 7a 40 58 40 67 ns 

tRCR Row Select to Row Address Valid Figures 7a, 7b 40 58 40 67 ns 

tRHA Row Address Held from Column Select Figure 7a 10 10 ns 

tCCAS RIC Low to CAS Low (Mode 4 Auto CAS) Figure 7a 65 90 ns 

tDIF1 Maximum (tRPDL - tRHA) See Mode 4 Descrip. 13 18 ns 

tDIF2 Maximum (tRCC - tCPDL) See Mode 4 Descrip. 13 18 ns 

REFRESH 

tRC Refresh Cycle Period Figure 2 100 100 ns 

tRASINL, H Pulse Width of RASIN during Refresh Figure 2 50 50 ns 

tRFPDL RASIN to RAS Delay during Refresh Figures 2, 9 35 50 70 35 50 80 ns 

tRFPDH RASIN to RAS Delay during Refresh Figures2, 9 30 40 55 30 40 65 ns 

tRFLCT RFSH Low to Counter Address Valid CS = X, Figures 2, 3, 4 47 60 47 70 ns 
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Switching Characteristics: DP8409A/DP8409A·3 (Continued) 
VCC = 5.0V ± 5%, O'C s TA S 70'C (unless otherwise noted) (Notes 2,4,5). The output load capacitance is typical for 4 banks 
of 22 DRAMs each or 88 DRAMs including trace capacitance. These values are: 00-08, CL = 500 pF; RASO-RAS3, CL = 
150 pF; WE, CL = 500 pF; CAS, CL = 600 pF, (unless otherwise noted). See Figure 11 for test load. Switches 81 and S2 are 
closed unless otherwise noted, and Rl and R2 are 4.7 k!1 unless otherwise noted. Maximum propagation delays are specified 
with all outputs switching. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
DP8409A DP8409A-3 

Units 
Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

REFRESH (Continued) 

tRFHRV RFSH High to Row Address Valid Figures 2, 3 45 60 45 70 ns 

tROHNC RAS High to New Count Valid Figures 2, 4 30 55 30 55 ns 

tRLEOC RASIN Low to End-of-Count Low CL = 50 pF, Figure 2 80 80 ns 

tRHEOC RASIN High to End-of-Count High CL = 50 pF, Figure 2 80 80 ns 

tRGEOB RGCK Low to End-of-Burst Low CL = 50 pF, Figure 4 95 95 ns 

tMCEOB Mode Change to End-of-Burst High CL = 50 pF, Figure 4 75 75 ns 

tRST Counter Reset Pulse Width Figure 2 70 70 ns 

tCTL RF I/O Low to Counter Outputs All Low Figure 2 100 100 ns 

tRFCKL, H Minimum Pulse Width of RFCK Figure 9 100 100 ns 

T Period of RAS Generator Clock Figure 3 100 100 ns 

tRGCKL Minimum Pulse Width Low of RGCK Figure 3 35 40 ns 

tRGCKH Minimum Pulse Width High of RGCK Figure 3 35 40 ns 

tFROL RFCK Low to Forced RFRO Low CL = 50 pF, Figure 3 20 30 20 30 ns 

tFROH RGCK Low to Forced RFRO High CL = 50 pF, Figure 3 50 75 50 75 ns 

tRGRL RGCK Low to RAS Low Figure 3 50 65 95 50 65 95 ns 

tRGRH, RGCK Low to RAS High Figure 3 40 60 85 40 60 85 ns 

, tROHRF RFSH Hold Time from RFSH ROST (RF I/O) Figure 3 2T 2T ns 

tRFRH RFSH High to RAS High (ending forced RFSH) See Mode 1 Descrip. 55 80 110 55 80 125 ns 

tRFSRG RFSH Low Set-Up to RGCK Low (Mode 1) See Mode 1 Descrip. 35 40 ns 

tcSCT CS High to RFSH Counter Valid Figure 9 55 70 55 75 ns 

ICSRL CS Low to Access RASIN Low See Mode 5 Descrip. 30 30 ns 

TRI-STATE 

tZH CS Low to Address Output High from Hi-Z Figures 9, 12, 
35 60 35 60 ns 

Rl = 3.5k, R2 = 1.5k 

tHZ CS High to Address Output Hi-Z from High CL=15pF, 
Figures 9, 12, 20 40 20 40 ns 
R2 = lk, 81 Open 

tZL C8 Low to Address Output Low from Hi-Z Figures 9, 12, 
35 60 35 60 ns 

Rl = 3.5k, R2 = 1.5k 

tLZ C8 High to Address Output Hi-Z from Low CL = 15 pF, II 
Figures 9, 12, 25 50 25 50 ns 
Rl = lk, 82 Open 

tHZH C8 Low to Control Output High from Figures 9, 12, 
50 80 50 80 

ns 
Hi-Z High R2 = 750!1, 81 Open 

tHHZ C8 High to Control Output Hi-Z High CL = 15 pF, 
from High Figures 9, 12, 40 75 40 75 ns 

R2 = 750!1, 81 Open 
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Switching Characteristics: DP8409A/DP8409A-3 (Continued) 
VCC = 5.0V ± 5%, O·C ,;; T A ,;; 70·C (unless otherwise noted) (Notes 2, 4, 5). The output load capacitance is typical for 4 banks 
of 22 DRAMs each or 88 DRAMs including trace capacitance. These values are: 00-08, CL = 500 pF; RASO-RAS3, CL = 
150 pF; WE, CL = 500 pF; CAS, CL = 600 pF, (unless otherwise noted). See Figure 11 for test load. Switches S1 and S2 are 
closed unless otherwise noted, and R 1 and R2 are 4.7 kO unless otherwise noted. Maximum propagation delays are specified 
with all outputs switching. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
DP8409A DP8409A-3 

Units 
Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

TRI-STATE (Continued) 

tHZL CS Low to Control Output Low from Figure 12, 
45 75 45 75 ns 

Hi-Z High S1, S20pen 

tLHZ CS High to Control Output Hi-Z High CL = 15pF, 
from Low Figure 12, 50 80 50 80 ns 

R2 = 7500, S1 Open 

Switching Characteristics: DP8409A·2 
VCC = 5.0V ± 5%, O·C ,;; T A ,;; 70·C (unless otherwise noted) (Notes 2, 4, 5). The output load capacitance is typical for 4 banks 
of 22 DRAMs each or 88 DRAMs including trace capacitance. These values are: 00-08, CL = 500 pF; RASO-RAS3, CL = 
150 pF; WE, CL = 500 pF; CAS, CL = 600 pF, (unless otherwise noted). See Figure 11 for test load. Switches S1 and S2 are 
closed unless otherwise noted, and R1 and R2 are 4.7 kO unless otherwise noted. Maximum propagation delays are specified 
with all outputs switching. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
8409A-2 

Units 
Min Typ Max 

ACCESS 

tRICL RASIN to CAS Output Delay (Mode 5) Figure8a 75 100 130 ns 

tRICL RASIN to CAS Output Delay (Mode 6) Figures 8a, 8b 65 90 115 ns 

tRICH RASIN to CAS Output Delay (Mode 5) Figure8a 40 48 60 ns 

tRICH RASIN to CAS Output Delay (Mode 6) Figures 8a, 8b 50 63 80 ns 

tRCDL RAS to CAS Output Delay (Mode 5) Figure8a 75 100 ns 

tRCDL RAS to CAS Output Delay (Mode 6) Figures 8a, 8b 65 85 ns 

tRCDH RAS to CAS Output Delay (Mode 5) Figure8a 27 40 ns 

tRCDH RAS to CAS Output Delay (Mode 6) Figure8a 40 65 ns 

tCCDH CASIN to CAS Output Delay (Mode 6) Figure8b 40 54 70 ns 

tRAH Row Address Hold Time (Mode 5) (Note 7) Figure8a 20 ns 

tRAH Row Address Hold Time (Mode 6) (Note 7) Figures 8a, 8b 12 ns 

tASC Column Address Set-Up Time (Mode 5) Figure8a 3 ns 

tASC Column Address Set-Up Time (Mode 6) Figures 8a, 8b 3 ns 

tRcv RASIN to Column Address Valid (Mode 5) Figure8a 80 105 ns 

tRCV RASIN to Column Address Valid (Mode 6) Figures 8a, 8b 70 90 ns 

tRPDL RASIN to RAS Delay Figures 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 20 27 35 ns 

tRPDH RASIN to RAS Delay Figures 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 15 23 32 ns 

tAPDL Address Input to Output Low Delay Figures 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 25 40 ns 

tAPDH Address Input to Output High Delay Figures 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 25 40 ns 

tSPDL Address Strobe to Address Output Low Figures 7a, 7b 40 60 ns 

tSPDH Address Strobe to Address Output High Figures 7a, 7b 40 60 ns 

tASA Address Set-Up Time to ADS Figures 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 15 ns 

tAHA Address Hold Time from ADS Figures 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 15 ns 

tAOS Address Strobe Pulse Width Figures 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 30 ns 
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Switching Characteristics: DP8409A-2 (Continued) 
VCC ~ 5.0V ± 5%, O°C :0: T A :0: 70°C (unless otherwise noted) (Notes 2, 4, 5). The output load capacitance is typical for 4 banks 
of 22 DRAMs each or 88 DRAMs including trace capacitance. These values are: 00-08, CL ~ 500 pF; RASO-RAS3, CL ~ 
150 pF; WE, CL ~ 500 pF; CAS, CL ~ 600 pF, (unless otherwise noted). See Figure 11 for test load. Switches S1 and S2 are 
closed unless otherwise noted, and R1 and R2 are 4.7 k!1 unless otherwise noted. Maximum propagation delays are specified 
with all outputs switching. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
8409A-2 

Units 
Min Typ Max 

ACCESS (Continued) 

tWPOL WIN to WE Output Delay Figure 7b 15 25 30 ns 

tWPOH WIN to WE Output Delay Figure7b 15 30 60 ns 

tCRS CASIN Set-Up Time to RASIN High (Mode 6) FigureBb 35 ns 

tCPOL CASIN to CAS Delay (RIC Low in Mode 4) Figure7b 32 41 58 ns 

tCPOH CASIN to CAS Delay (RIC Low in Mode 4) Figure7b 25 39 50 ns 

tRCC Column Select to Column Address Valid Figure 7a 40 58 ns 

tRCR Row Select to Row Address Valid Figures 7a, 7b 40 58 ns 

tRHA Row Address Held from Column Select Figure 7a 10 ns 

tCCAS RIC Low to CAS Low (Mode 4 Auto CAS) Figure 7a 55 75 ns 

tOlF1 Maximum (tRPOL - tRHA) See Mode 4 Descript. 13 ns 

tOlF2 Maximum (tRCC - tcpoLl See Mode 4 Descript. 13 ns 

REFRESH 

tRC Refresh Cycle Period Figure 2 100 ns 

tRASINL, H Pulse Width of RASIN during Refresh Figure 2 50 ns 

tRFPOL RASIN to RAS Delay during Refresh Figures 2, 9 35 50 70 ns 

tRFPOH RASIN to RAS Delay during Refresh Figures 2, 9 30 40 55 ns 

tRFLCT RFSH Low to Counter Address Valid CS ~ X, Figures 2, 3, 4 47 60 ns 

tRFHRV RFSH High to Row Address Valid Figures2, 3 45 60 ns 

tROHNC RAS High to New Count Valid Figures2, 4 30 55 ns 

tRLEOC RASIN Low to End-of-Count Low CL ~ 50 pF, Figure 2 80 ns 

tRHEOC RASIN High to End-of-Count High CL ~ 50pF,Figure2 80 ns 

tRGEOS RGCK Low to End-of-Burst Low CL ~ 50 pF, Figure 4 95 ns 

tMCEOS Mode Change to End-of-Burst High CL ~ 50 pF, Figure 4 75 ns 

tRST Counter Reset Pulse Width Figure 2 70 ns 

tCTL RF 1/0 Low to Counter Outputs All Low Figure 2 100 ns 

tRFCKL, H Minimum Pulse Width of RFCK Figure 9 100 ns 

T Period of RAS Generator Clock Figure 3 100 ns 

tRGCKL Minimum Pulse Width Low of RGCK Figure 3 35 ns 

tRGCKH Minimum Pulse Width High of RGCK Figure 3 35 ns 

tFRQL RFCK Low to Forced RFRO Low CL ~ 50 pF, Figure 3 20 30 ns 
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Switching Characteristics: DP8409A-2 (Continued) 
Vcc = 5.0V ± 5%, O'C ,;; T A ,;; 70'C (unless otherwise noted) (Notes 2, 4, 5). The output load capacitance is typical for 4 banks 
of 22 DRAMs each or 88 DRAMs including trace capacitance. These values are: 00-08, CL = 500 pF; RASO-RAS3, CL = 
150 pF; WE, CL = 500 pF; CAS, CL = 600 pF, (unless otherwise noted). See Figure 11 for test load. Switches Sl and S2 are 
closed unless otherwise noted, and R1 and R2 are 4.7 kn unless otherwise noted. Maximum propagation delays are specified 
with all outputs switching. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
8409A-2 

Units 
Min Typ Max 

REFRESH (Continued) 

tFRQH RGCK Low to Forced RFRO High CL = 50 pF, Figure 3 50 75 ns 

tRGRL RGCK Low to RAS Low Figure 3 50 65 95 ns 

tRGRH RGCK Low to RAS High Figure 3 40 60 85 ns 

tRQHRF RFSH Hold Time from RFSH ROST (RF 1/0) Figure 3 2T ns 

tRFRH RFSH High to RAS High (Ending Forced RFSH) See Mode 1 Descrip. 55 80 110 ns 

tRFSRG RFSH Low Set-Up to RGCK Low (Mode 1) See Mode 1 Descrip. 35 ns 

tCSCT CS High to RFSH Counter Valid Figure 9 55 70 ns 

tCSRL CS Low to Access RASIN Low See Mode 5 Descrip. 30 ns 

tZH CS Low to Address Output High from Hi-Z Figures 9, 12, 
35 60 ns 

R1 = 3.5k, R2 = 1.5k 

tHZ CS High to Address Output Hi-Z from High CL = 15pF, 
Figures 9, 12, 20 40 ns 
R2 = 1k, Sl Open 

tZL CS Low to Address Output Low from Hi-Z Figures 9, 12, 
35 60 ns 

R1 = 3.5k, R2 = 1.5k 

tLZ CS High to Address Output Hi-Z from Low CL = 15pF, 
Figures 9, 12, 25 50 ns 
R1 = 1k, S2 Open 

tHZH CS Low to Control Output High from Figures 9, 12, 
50 80 ns 

Hi-Z High R2 = 750n, Sl Open 

tHHZ CS High to Control Output Hi-Z High CL = 15pF, 
from High Figures 9, 12, 40 75 ns 

R2 = 750n, Sl Open 

tHZL CS Low to Control Output Low from Figure 12, 
45 75 ns 

Hi-Z High Sl, S20pen 

tLHZ CS High to Control Output Hi-Z High CL = 15pF, 
from Low Figure 12, 50 80 ns 

R2 = 750n, Sl Open 

Input Capacitance TA = 25'C (Notes 2, 6) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

CIN Input Capacitance ADS, RIC 8 pF 

GIN Input Capacitance All Other Inputs 5 pF 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are the values beyond which the safety 01 the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 

Nole 2: All typical values are for T A ~ 25'C and Vee ~ 5.0V. 
Note 3: This test is provided as a monitor of Driver output source and sink current capability. Caution should be exercised in testing these parameters. In testing 
these parameters, a 15.0 resistor should be placed in series with each output under test. One output should be tested at a time and test time should not exceed 1 
second. 

Nole 4: Input pulse OV 10 3.0V, tR ~ IF ~ 2.5 ns, f ~ 2.5 MHz, tpw ~ 200 ns. Input reference point on AC measurements is 1.5V. Oulput reference points are 2.7V 
for High and O.BV for Low. 
Nole 5: The load capacitance on RF 110 should not exceed 50 pF. 
Note 6: Applies to all DP8409A versions unless otherwise specified. 

Note 7: The DP8409AR 2 device can only be used with memory devices that meet the tAAH specification indicated. 
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Applications 
If external control is preferred, the DP8409A may be used in 
Mode 0 or 4, as in Figure 6. 

If basic auto access and refresh are required, then in cases 
where the user requires the minimum of external complexity, 
Modes 1 and 5 are ideal, as shown in Figure 138. The 
DP843X2 is used to provide proper arbitration between 
memory access and refresh. This chip supplies all the nec
essary control signals to the processor as well as the 
DP8409A. Furthermore, two separate CAS outputs are also 
included for systems using byte-writing. The refresh clock 
RFCK may be divided down from either RGCK using an IC 
counter such as the DM74LS393 or better still, the 
DP84300 Programmable Refresh Timer. The DP84300 can 
provide RFCK periods ranging from 15.4 ,...s to 15.6 ,...s 
based on the input clock of 2 to 10 MHz. Figure 13b shows 
the general timing diagram for interfacing the DP8409A to 
different microprocessors using the interface controller 
DP843X2. 

t" 
S1~ OUTPUT RO 

UNDER o--J'Vt./'Ilr-. -I ..... -~t---o TEST PDINl 
TEST l&Q 

tJ 
FIGURE 11. Output Load Circuit 

TLlF/8409-21 

If the system is complex, requiring automatic access and 
refresh, burst refresh, and all-banks auto-write, then more 
circuitry is required to select the mode. This may be accom
plished by utilizing a PAL ®. The PAL has two functions. One 
as an address comparator, so that when the desired port 
address occurs (programmed in the PAL), the comparator 
gates the data into a latch, where it is connected to the 
mode pins of the DP8409A. Hence the mode of the 
DP8409A can be changed as desired with one PAL chip 
merely by addressing the PAL location, and then outputting 
data to the mode-control pins. In this manner, all the auto
matic modes may be selected, assigning R/C as RFCK al
ways, and CASIN as RGCK always. The output from RF I/O 
may be used as End-of-Count to an interrupt, or Refresh 
Request to HOLD or BUS REQUEST. A complex system 
may use Modes 5 and 1 for automatiC access and refresh, 
Modes 3a and 7 for system initialization, and Mode 2 (auto
burst refresh) before and after DMA. 

INPUT 1.5V 

1 O.B. 

tHlL
tZl 

TL/F/8409-22 

FIGURE 12. Waveform 

16-81T MICROPROCESSOR DATA BUS 

...-_...%:"'-_."MICROPROCESSOR ADDRESS BUS 

DATA 
AOOR 1---.. -_.&_-.. -+1 

MICROPROCESSOR im"3 
1iAli, 

DP8409A RAS 1 

CLOCK ~l~~:;=t=t=~§~=:::1 RGCK iiASo RtW WiN 
UPPER BYTE 

LOWER BYTE 

COSU SElECT UPPER Bm .. t .. ·.t·· OM !~~~~~~~~J ~===~=!.!t. _____ ~~1 74S244 
~C-~AS~L~SE~LE~CT~L~OW~E~R~B'~T~E ______ ~~I 

NECESSARV IF INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDE 
em-WRITING. OTHERWISE USE CAS DIRECTLY 
FROM THE DP8409A TO THE RAMS. NECESSARY IF MORE THAN ONE BANK ... 

FIGURE 13a. Connecting the DP8409A Between the 16-Bit Microprocessor and Memory 
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FIGURE 13b. DP8409A Auto Refresh 
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~NatiOnal 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

DP84412 Dynamic RAM Controller Interface Series Circuit 
for the Series 32000® CPU 

General Description 
The DP84412 is a new Programmable Array Logic (PAL®) 
device, that replaces the DP84312, designed to allow an 
easy interface between the National Semiconductor Series 
32000 family of processors and the National Semiconductor 
DP8409A, DP8429, or DP8419 DRAM controller. 

The new DP84412 supplies all the control signals needed to 
perform memory read, write and refresh and work with the 
National Semiconductor Series 32000 family of processors 
up to 10 MHz. Logic is also included to insert WAIT states, if 
wanted, into the microprocessor READ or WRITE cycles 
when using fast CPUs. 

Features 
• Provides a 3-chip solution for the Series 32000 family, 

dynamic RAM interface (DP8409A or DP8419, 
DP84412, and clOCk divider). 

Connection Diagram 

FClK 
FClK 

ill 
ill 

RF I/O 
RF I/O 

ADS 
ADS 

RF 110 

ADS 
ODIN 

ODIN ODIN DPB4412 

WAITWR WAITWR 
WAITWR CTTL 

CTTl 
CTTL cs 

WAITRD 
cs cs 

WAITRO 
10 WAITRO 

"'::" 

OE 

"'::" 

• Works with all Series 32000 family speed versions up 
to 10 MHz. 

• Operation of Series 32000 processor at 10 MHz with 
no WAIT states. 

• Controls DP8409A or DP8419 Mode 5 accesses, hid
den refreshes and Mode 1 Forced Refreshes automati
cally. 

• Inserts WAIT states in READ or WRITE cycles auto
matically depending on whether WAITRD or WAITWR 
are low, or if CS becomes active during a forced Re
fresh cycle. 

• Uses a standard National Semiconductor PAL part 
(DMPAL 16R6A). 

• The PAL logic equations can be modified by the user 
for his specific application and programmed into any of 
the PALs in the National Semiconductor family, includ
ing the new very high speed PALs ("8" PAL parts). 

INCY 
INCY 

CYCLED 
CYCLED 

RASIN 
RASIN 

MODE 
MODE 

2li 2li 

17 
RASIN 

MODE 
16 

2li 15 

3D 
3D 

3D 14 

4ij 13 

4ij 
4ij 

CWiiif CWiiif 

CWAIT 
12 

OE 11 

TLiF/8397-1 

Order Number DP84412J or DP84412N 
See NS Package Number N20A or J20A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated 
reliability electrical test specifications document. 

Operating Programming 
Supply Voltage, Vee 7V 12V Off·State Output Voltage 
Input Voltage 5.5V 12V Storage Temperature Range 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Commercial 

Symbol Parameter 
Min Typ 

Vee Supply Voltage 4.75 5 

I Low 15 10 
tw Width of Clock 

I High 15 10 

tsu 
Setup Time from Input 

25 16 
or Feedback to Clock 

th Hold Time 0 -10 

TA Operating Free·Air Temperature 0 25 

Te Operating Case Temperature 

Electrical Characteristics Over Recommended Operating Temperature Range 

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Min 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage 

Vie Input Clamp Voltage Vee = Min, II = -18 mA 

Vee = Min 

VOH High Level Output Voltage Vil = 0.8V 10H = -3.2mA COM 2.4 

VIH = 2V 

Vee = Min 

Val Low Level Output Voltage Vil = 0.8V 10l = 24 mA COM 
VIH = 2V 

10ZH Vee = Max Va = 2.4V 

10Zl 
Off·State Output Current Vil = 0.8V 

VIH = 2V Va = O.4V 

II Maximum Input Current Vee = Max, VI = 5.5V 

IIH High Level Input Current Vee = Max, VI = 2.4V 

III Low Level Input Current Vee = Max, VI = O.4V 

los Output Short·Circuit Current Vee = 5V Va = OV -30 

lee Supply Current Vee = Max 
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Operating Programming 
5.5V 12V 

-65'C to + 150'C 

Units 
Max 

5.25 V 

ns 

ns 

ns 

75 'C 

'C 

Typ Max Units 

V 

0.8 V 

-0.8 -1.5 V 

2.8 V 

0.3 0.5 V 

100 JJ-A 

-100 JJ-A 

1 mA 

25 JJ-A 

-0.02 -0.25 mA 

-70 -130 mA 

120 180 mA 



Switching Characteristics Over Recommended Ranges of Temperature and Vee 

Vee = 5V ± 1 0%. Commercial: TA = O'C to 75'C, Vee = 5V ± 5% 

Symbol Parameter 
Test Conditions Commercial 

Units 
R1,R2 Min Typ Max 

tpD Input or Feedback to Output 15 25 ns 

telK Clock to Output or Feedback CL = 50 pF 10 15 ns 

tpzx Pin 11 to Output Enable 10 20 ns 

tpxz Pin 11 to Output Disable Cl = 5 pF 11 20 ns 

tpzx Input to Output Enable Cl = 50 pF 10 25 ns 

tpxz Input to Output Disable Cl = 5 pF 13 25 ns 

fMAX Maximum Frequency 25 30 ns 

Vee = Max at minimum temperature. 

PAL For Series 32000 Family Systems 

ADDRESS/DATA ALlIC'SDECOUPlED 
A16~A23 

J 
• SERIES DAMPtNGRESISTERS 
·1 TIE UNUSED ADDRESS LINES TO Vee 

~ ENABLE 

74AS373 AO-A23 LO 

-F O~ 
I r- 00-7.8 

HI 
BANKO 

RASO MEMORY 

Algi A20 r- CAS 

T A , 
~ 

Al-Z1 AWE 01100 

ADORESS/DATA A16- DRAMCS 

I~ I ,US A23 745139 

~ ADS 
~ENABLE LO 

~p 
h - r- 00-7.B HI 

BANKl 
(32032 OR " r- RAS1 MEMORY 
32016 OR ..... r- CAS 

T 
3(008) 

AO~ .... 

RO-7.B 
AND ,-cs r.0-78 RWl' DIlDO 

32201 
OBE +5Vo-- ADS 80.1 

lri I - .... TSO r= RF 1/0= 
ODIN 

~I~~ 
RFRO 

LO 
os- MO RASO 

~ TSO RFt/O 00-7,8 HI 
QPB409A RAS1 r- BANK2 47kQ ODIN *Ml RAS/' RAS2 MEMORY 

CWAIT - OP84412 RAS3 ~ r- m 

1 eTn Felt< 
CWAfT MODt l\lWEoM2 RWE 01100 

1 
~ 

RASTN RASIN 

I~ I Felt< Ir= 
RGet( CAS 

I 
CTTL "R.- RFeK 00-7.8 LO 

CLOCK WiN WE -oNG HI 
~ 00-7.B 

BANK3 
OP84300 RFCK - RAS3 MEMORY 

.... - CAS ewE 

.... HWE DIlDO 

32016 "- HWE I 
iffiiN ENABLE RIfE ~ 

OIR .... [WE 
32016 1-74F245 AD .... AODRESS/DATA TRANSCEIVER 

lOW BVTE 
DATAIN/OUT 

TL/F/8397-2 
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Mnemonic Description 
INPUTS SIGNALS 
1) "FCLK" 

2) "TSO" 

3) "RFI/O" 

4) "ADS" 

5) "DDIN" 

6) "WAITWRITE" 

7) "CTTL" 

8) "CS" 

9) "WAITREAD" 

10) "OE" 

OUTPUTS SIGNALS 
1) "MODE" 

2) "2DLY" 
3) "3DLY" 
4) "4DLY" 
5) "RASIN" 

6) "CYCLED" 

7) "CWAIT" 

8) "INCYCLE" 

Fast clock from the NS32201 TCU 
clock chip, this signal runs at twice 
the speed of the system clock. 
From the NS32201 TCU clock chip, 
this signal indicates the start of the 
"T2" state and goes high at the be
ginning of the "T4" state. 
RFRQ (refresh request) in mode 5. 
From 8409A, an active low signal. 
From the Series 32000 CPU, address 
strobe. If the system includes the 
MMU (NS32082) then PAY should be 
connected to this input. 
Used to differentiate between READ 
and WRITE cycles, and to allow CS 
READ cycles to start early. 
This signal is used to add a WAIT 
state into a CS WRITE access cycle, 
and delay RASIN until the end of the 
"T2" clock period. 
From the NS32201 TCU clock chip, 
this signal runs at the system clock 
frequency. 
From decoder chip (chip select) (ac
tive low). 
Used to insert 1 wait state into the Se
ries 32000 READ bus cycle. The wait 
state allows the use of memory with 
longer access times (tCAel. An active 
low signal. 
This input enables the outputs of the 
"D-Flip Flop" outputs of the PAL. 

This pin goes to M2 on the DP8409A 
to change from mode 5 to mode 1 
(only used for forced refresh). 
Delay used internal to the PAL. 
Delay used internal to the PAL. 
Delay used internal to the PAL. 
To the 8409A (creates RASs). Goes 
low earlier for READ cycles than 
WRITE cycles. 
Goes active low once a hidden re
fresh (non CS cycle) or DRAM access 
has been performed. CYCLED always 
goes low at the beginning of the "T3" 
processor state. This signal goes high 
(reset) by the end of the processor 
bus cycle as indicated by TSO being 
high. 
This output inserts "WAIT" or 
"HOLD" states into the NS32016 ma
chine cycles (only WAIT states are 
used in this application). This output is 
in "not enabled" condition when CS is 
high (not chip selected). 
This signal goes active from the CPU 
ADS signal. This signal indicates that 
the processor is doing an access 
somewhere in the system. This signal 
stays low for several T states of the 
access cycle. 
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Functional Description 
The following description applies to both the DP8409A and 
the DP8419 dynamic RAM controllers. 

A memory cycle starts when chip select (CS) and address 
strobe (ADS) are true. RASIN is supplied from the DP84412 
to the DP8409A dynamic RAM controller, which then sup
plies a RAS signal to the selected dynamic RAM bank. After 
the necessary row address hold time, the DP8409A 
switches the address outputs to the column address. The 
DP8409A then supplies the required CAS signal to the 
DRAM. In order to do byte operations it is suggested that 
the user provide external logiC, as shown in the system 
block diagram, to produce a HIGH WRITE ENABLE and/or 
a LOW WRITE ENABLE. To differentiate between a READ 
and a WRITE, the DDIN signal from the CPU is used. DDIN 
is also supplied to the external WRITE ENABLE logic. 

A refresh cycle is started by one of two conditions. The 
refresh cycle caused by the first condition is called a hidden 
refresh. This occurs when refresh clock (RFCK) is high, CS 
is not true, and RASIN goes true. Here the CPU is accessing 
something else in the system and the DRAM can be re
freshed at that time, thereby being transparent to the CPU. 
The second type of refresh is called forced refresh. This 
occurs if no hidden refresh was performed while RFCK was 
high. When RFCK transitions Iowa refresh request (RFRQ) 
is generated. If there is not a DRAM access in progress the 
DP84412 will force a refresh by putting the DP8409A into 
mode I (automatic forced refresh mode). If the CPU tries to 
access the DRAM during a forced refresh cycle WAIT states 
will be inserted into its cycles until the forced refresh is over 
and the DRAM RAS precharge time has been met. Then the 
pending DRAM access will be allowed to take place. 

The DP84412 also allows forced refreshes to take place 
during long accesses of other devices. For instance, if 
EEPROM takes several microseconds to write to, the 
DRAM will still be refreshed while that access is in progress. 

In a standard memory cycle, the access can be slowed 
down by one clock cycle to accommodate slower memories 
or allow time to generate parity. This is accomplished by 
inserting a WAIT state into the processor access cycle. The 
DP84412 can insert WAIT states into either READ or 
WRITE cycles, or both. The extra WAIT state will not appear 
during the hidden refresh cycle, so faster devices on the 
CPU bus will not be affected. 

System Interface Description 
All members of the Series 32000 family of processors are 
able to use the DP84412. 

The DP84412 differentiates between READ and WRITE cy
cles, allowing the RASIN signal to start earlier during a 
READ cycle compared to a WRITE cycle. 

RASIN during a READ cycle will always start at the begin
ning of the "T2" processor cycle. The user must also guar
antee that CS is valid a minimum of 30 ns before RASIN 
becomes valid. The worst case would be at 10 MHz where 
FCLK preceeds PHI1 by a maximum of 10 ns. RASIN can 
occur a minimum of approximately 8 ns after FCLK. There
fore CS must occur a minimum of 32 ns (30 ns + 2 ns) be
fore the rising edge of PHil at 10 MHz. 

The user may want to tie CS low on the DP8409A119 (dis
able HIDDEN REFRESH) and use the system transceivers 
to select the DRAM. In this case one only needs to concern 
himself with the 10 ns address setup time to RASIN. 



System Interface Description (Gontinued) 

The DP84412 can be used in a system with the MMU 
(NS32082) but the signal PAV would be connected to the 
ADS input instead of ADS. 

Several other critical parameters in this application that in
volve the input signals DDIN, GWAIT, TSO, and FGLK. 
These parameters become most critical at 10 MHz where it 
is suggested that they are directly connected to the corre
sponding pins of the Series 32000 family IGs. 

This section of the data sheet goes through the calculation 
of the "tRAG" (RAS access time) and "tGAG" (GAS access 
time) required by the DRAM for the Series 32000 family 
GPUs to operate at a particular clock frequency without in
troducing wait states into the processor access cycles. 90th 
"tRAG" and "tGAG" must be considered in determining 
what speed DRAM can be used in a particular system de
sign. The DRAM chosen must meet both the "tRAG" and 
"tGAG" parameters calculated. In order to determine the 
"tRAG" and "tGAG" needed the DP8419 and fast PALs 
("9" type PALs) timing parameters were used. If the user is 
using the DP8408A109A or a slower PAL device he should 
substitute their respective delays into the equations below. 

Most all of the calculations contained in this note use 
"RAHS" = 1 (15 ns guaranteed minimum row address hold 
time). Galculations only used "RAHS" = 0 (25 ns guaran
teed minimum row address hold time) when the calculated 
access time from RAS exceeded 200 ns. This is because 
DRAMs can be found with row access times up to 150 ns 
that require only 15 ns row address hold times. 

EXAMPLE DRAM TIMING CALCULATIONS 

A) 8 MHz Series 32000 CPU, No Wait states 

#1) RASIN = Tl - 2 ns (FGLK 10 PHil skew) + 12 ns 
("9" PAL clocked outpul) = 125 - 2 + 12 = 135 ns 
maximum 

#2) RASIN to RAS low = 20 ns maximum (DP8419) 

#3) RASIN to GAS low = 80 ns (DP8419 RASIN - GAS 
low) - 3 ns (load of 72 DRAMs instead of 88 DRAMs 
speced in data sheet) = 77 ns 

#4) 74F245 transceiver delay = 7 ns maximum 

#5) GPU data setup time to "T4" = data setup to PHI2 T.E. 
+ maximum PHI2 F.E. to PHil R.E. = 15 + 5 = 20 ns 
minimum 

"tRAG"=Tl +T2+T3- #1- #2- #4- #5 
= 125+ 125+ 125-135-20-7-20= 193 ns 

"tGAG"=Tl + T2+T3- #1- #3- #4- #5 

= 125+ 125+ 125-135-77-7-20= 136 ns 

Therefore the DRAM chosen should have a "tRAG" less 
then or equal to 193 ns and a "tGAG" less than or equal to 
136 ns. Standard 150 ns DRAMs meet this criteria. 
The minimum RAS PREGHARGE TIME will be approximate
ly one and one half clock periods = 125 + 62 = 187 ns. 

The minimum GAS PREGHARGE TIME will be approximate
ly one and one half clock periods plus 35 ns (minimum 
tRICl - tRICH for the DP8409-2) = 125 + 62 + 35 = 
222 ns. 

The minimum RAS PULSE WIDTH will be approximately two 
clock periods - 5 ns (maximum tRPDl -tRPDH for the 
DP8409-2) = 250 - 5 = 245 ns. 

The minimum GAS PULSE WIDTH will be approximately two 
clock periods - 70 ns (maximum tRICl - tRICH for the 
DP8409-2) = 250 - 70 = 180 ns. 
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The smallest pulse widths are generated during WRITE cy
cles since RASIN during WRITE cycles starts later than 
RASIN during READ cycles. 

If one inserted a WAIT state in READ cycles the DRAM 
column access times and the RAS pulse width would be 
increased by one clock period (125 ns in this case). A WAIT 
state in WRITE cycles would just increase the RAS pulse 
width by one clock period. 

S) 10 MHz Series 32000, No Wait States 

#1) RASIN low = Tl - 2 ns (FGLK - PHil skew) + 12 ns 
("9" PAL clocked output) = 100 - 2 + 12 = 110 ns 
maximum 

#2) RASIN to RAS low = 20 ns maximum 

#3) RASIN to GAS low = 80 ns maximum (DP8419 RASIN 
-GAS low) - 3 ns (load of 72 DRAMs instead of 88 
DRAMs speced in data sheet) = 77 ns 

#4) 74F245 transceiver delay = 7 ns maximum 

#5) GPU data setup time to "T4" = data setup to PHI2 T.E. 
+ maximum PHI2 F.E. to PHil R.E. = 15 + 5 = 15 ns 
minimum 

"tRAG" =Tl + T2+ T3- #1 - #2- #4- #5 

= 100+ 100+ 100-110-20-7-15= 148 ns 

"tGAG"=Tl +T2+T3-#1- #3- #4- #5 

=100+100+100-110-77-7-15=91 ns 

Therefore the DRAM chosen should have a "tRAG" less 
then or equal to 148 ns and a "tGAG" less than or equal to 
91 ns. Standard 120 ns DRAMs meet this criteria. 

The minimum RAS PREGHARGE TIME will be approximate
ly one and one half clock periods = 100 + 50 = 150 ns. 

The minimum GAS PREGHARGE TIME will be approximate
ly one and one half clock periods plus 35 ns (minimum 
tRICl -tRICH for the DP8409-2) = 100 + 50 + 35 = 
185 ns. 

The minimum RAS PULSE WIDTH will be approximately two 
clock periods - 5 ns (maximum tRPDl -tRPDH for the 
DP8409-2) = 200 - 5 = 195 ns. 

The minimum GAS PULSE WIDTH will be approximately two 
clock periods - 70 ns (maximum tRICl -tRICH for the 
DP8409-2) = 200 - 70 130 ns. 

The smallest pulse widths are generated during WR ITE cy
cles since RASIN during WRITE cycles starts later than 
RASIN during READ cycles. 

If one inserted a WAIT state in READ cycles the DRAM 
column access times and the RAS pulse width would be 
increased by one clock period (100 ns in this case). A WAIT 
state in WRITE cycles would just increase the RAS pulse 
width by one clock period. 

SUGGESTIONS 

It is suggested that the DP8409A could be used up to 8 
MHz. Above 8 MHz one should use the DP8409-2 or the 
DP8419. Also, fast PALs ("A" or "9" parts) should be .used 
at 8 MHz and above. 

INTERPRETING THE DP84412 PAL EQUATIONS 

The boolean equations for the DP84412 were written using 
the standard PALASMTM format. In other words the equa
tion: "IF (Vccl RASIN = INGY*MODE*4D*DDIN" will mean; 

The output "RASIN" (see pin list for DP84412) will be active 
low (inverted RASiN) when the output "iNGY" is low (mak
ing INGY high) AND the output "MODE" is high AND the 
output "4D" is low (making 4D high) AND the input DDIN is 
low (making DDIN high). 

II 
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PAL Boolean Equations 
PAL16R6A ;FAST PAL 

NEW PAL FOR THE NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR NS32016, 32008, 32032 

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR (WORKS UP 10 MHz) 

FCLK TSO RFIO ADS DDIN WAITWR CTTL CS WAITRD GND 
OE CWAIT 4DLY 3DLY 2DLY MODE RASIN CYCLED INCY VCC 

RASIN : = INCY*CYCLED*MODE*CTTL*DDIN+ 

INCY*MODE*2DLY*WAITWR + 
CS-INCY-MODE·2DLY + 
CS-INCY-MODE-2DLY-WAITWR-CTTL+ 
RASIN-INCY-MODE-2DLY 

CYCLED : = MODE*2DLY*WAITWR*DDIN*CTTL+ 
MODE*2DLY*WAITRD*DDIN* CTTL + 
MODE*2DLY* 4DLY*WAITRD*DDIN* CTTL + 
MODE*2DLY* 4DLY*WAITWR*DDIN* CTTL + 

CYCLED*TSO*MODE+ 

CYCLED*MODE*CTTL 

MODE : = RFIO'INCY*2DLY*CTTL+ 

MODE*3DLY+ 

MODE*4DLY+ 

MODE*CTTL 

2DLY : = MODE*4DLY*CTTL+ 

;Start RASIN fast during 
"READ" cycle 
"WRITE" cycle without WAIT states 
Hidden Refresh RASIN 
"WRITE" cycle with WAIT states 
continue RASIN 

;No WAITS inserted 
;No WAITS inserted 
;WAIT in READ cycle 
;WAIT in WRITE cycle 

;forced refresh during idle 
;states, in long cycles, 
;or at the end of a cycle 

2DLY*CTTL+ 

INCY*CYCLED*MODE*3DLY*4DLY*CTTL+ 

CS*DDIN*WAITRD* INCY*MODE*2DLY* 3DLY* 4DLY + 

CS*DDIN*WAITWR*INCY*MODE*2DLY*3DLY*4DLY 

;extend 2DLY if 

WAIT states 

are wanted 

3DLY : = 2DLY*4DLY*CTTL+ 

3DLY*CTTL 

4DLY : = 3DLY*CTTL+ 

4DLY'CTTL+ 

INCY*MODE*CTTL+ 

INCY*MODE*2DLY*CTTL 

IF (VCC) INCY = ADS*MODE+ 

CS*TSO*CYCLED*MODE*2DLY*4DLY+ ;Start INCY for CS 

INCY*CYCLED+ ;access after forced 

INCY*2DLY ;refresh 

IF (CS) CWAIT = CS*TSO*CYCLED*MODE*2DLY*4DLY + ;for Access during 

;forced refresh 

CS*TSO*MODE+ ;during forced refresh 

CS* INCY* CYCLED*DDIN*WAI TRD*MODE*2DLY* 3DLY* 4DLY + 

; CS READ cycle with 

; WAIT states 
CS*INCY*CYCLED*DDIN*WAITWR*MODE*2DLY*3DLY*4DLY 

CS WRITE cycle with 

; WAIT states 

FIGURE 1. Equations for the Series 32000 Family Interface PAL 
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System Timing Diagrams 
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System Timing Diagrams (Continued) 
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System Timing Diagrams (Continued) 
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DP8417/NS32817,8418/32818,8419/32819,8419X/ 
32819X 64k, 256k Dynamic RAM Controller/Drivers 
General Description 
The DP8417/8418/8419/8419X represent a family of 256k 
DRAM Controller/Drivers which are designed to provide 
"No-Waitstate" CPU interface to Dynamic RAM arrays of up 
to 2 Mbytes and larger. Each device offers slight functional 
variations of the DP8419 design which are tailored for differ
ent system requirements. All family members are fabricated 
using National's new oxide isolated Advanced Low power 
Schottky (ALS) process and use design techniques which 
enable them to significantly out-perform all other LSI or dis
crete alternatives in speed, level of integration, and power 
consumption. 

Each device integrates the following critical 256k DRAM 
controller functions on a single monolithic device: ultra pre
cise delay line; 9-bit refresh counter; fall-through row, col
umn, and bank select input latches; Row/Column address 
muxing logic; on-board high capacitive-load RAS, CAS, and 
Write Enable & Address output drivers; and, precise control 
signal timing for all the above. 

There are four device options of the basic DP8419 Control
ler. The DP8417 is pin and function compatible with the 
DP8419 except that its outputs are TRI-STATE®. The 
DP8418 changes one pin and is specifically designed to 
offer an optimum interface to 32 bit microprocessors. The 
DP8419X is functionally identical to the DP8419, but is avail
able in a 52-pin DIP package which is upward pin compati
ble with National's new DP8429D 1 Mbit DRAM Controller/ 
Driver. 

Each device is available in plastic DIP, Ceramic DIP, and 
Plastic Chip Carrier (PCG) packaging. (Continued) 

System Diagram 

CPU 

Operational Features 
• Makes DRAM Interface and refresh tasks appear virtu

ally transparent to the CPU, making DRAMs as easy to 
use as static RAMs 

• Specifically designed to eliminate CPU wait states up to 
10 MHz or beyond 

• Eliminates 15 to 20 SSIIMSI components for significant 
board real estate reduction, system power savings and 
the elimination of chip-to-chip AC skewing 

• On-board ultra precise delay line 
• On-board high capacitive RAS, CAS, WE, and address 

drivers (specified driving 88 DRAMs directly) 
• AC specified for directly addressing up to 8 Megabytes 
• Low power/high speed bipolar oxide isolated process 
• Upward pin and function compatible with new DP8428/ 

DP8429 1 Mbit DRAM controller drivers 
• Downward pin and function compatible with DP8408A1 

DP8409A 64k/256k DRAM controller/drivers 
• 4 user selectable modes of operation for Access and 

Refresh (2 automatic, 2 external) 

Contents 
• System and Device Block Diagrams 
• Recommended Companion Components 
• Device Connection Diagrams and Pin Definitions 
• Family Device Differences 

(DP8419 vs DP8409A, 8417, 8418, 8419X) 

• Mode of Operation 
(Descriptions and Timing Diagrams) 

• Application Description and Diagrams 
• DC/ AC Electrical Specifications, Timing Diagrams and 

Test Conditions 
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General Description (Continued) 

In order to specify each device for "true" worst case operat
ing conditions, all timing parameters are guaranteed while 
the chip is driving the capacitive load of 88 DRAMs includ
ing trace capacitance. The chip's delay timing logic makes 
use of a patented new delay line technique which keeps 
A.C. skew to ± 3 ns over the full Vee range of ± 10% and 
temperature range of - 55°C to + 125°C. The DP8417, 
DP8418, DP8419, and DP8419X guarantee a maximum 
RASIN to CASOUT delay of 80 ns or 70 ns even while driv
ing a 2 Mbyte memory array with error correction check bits 
included. Speed selected options of these devices are 
shown in the switching characteristics section of this docu
ment. 

With its four independent RAS outputs and nine multiplexed 
address outputs, the DP8419 can support up to four banks 
of 16k, 64k or 256k DRAMs. Two bank select pins, B1 and 
BO, are decoded to activate one of the RAS signals during 

an access, leaving the three non-selected banks in the 
standby mode (less than one tenth of the operating power) 
with data outputs in TRI-STATE. 

The DP8419 has two mode-select pins, allowing for two re
fresh modes and two access modes. Refresh and access 
timing may be controlled either externally or automatically. 
The automatic modes require a minimum of input control 
signals. 

A refresh counter is on-chip and is multiplexed with the row 
and column inputs. Its contents appear at the address out
puts of the DP8419 during any refresh, and are incremented 
at the completion of the refresh. RowlColumn and bank 
address latches are also on-chip. However, if the address 
inputs to the DP8419 are valid throughout the duration of 
the access, these latches may be operated in the fall
through mode. 

System Companion Components 

Device # Function 

DP84300 Programmable Refresh Timer for DP84xx DRAM Controller 
DP84412 NS32008/16/32 to DP8409A117/18/19/28/29 Interface 
DP84512 NS32332 to DP8417/18/19/28/29 Interface 
DP84322 68000/08/10 to DP8409A/17 118/19/28/29 Interface (up to 8 MHz) 
DP84422 68000/08/10 to DP8409A/17/18/19/28/29 Interface (up to 12.5 MHz) 
DP84522 68020 to DP8417/18/19/28/29 Interface 
DP84432 8086/88/1861188 to DP8409A/17 118119128/29 Interface 
DP84532 80286 to DP8409A117/18/19/28/29 Interface 
DP8400-2 16-bit Expandable Error CheckerlCorrector 
DP8400-4 16-bit Expandable Error CheckerlCorrector 
DP8402A 32-bit Error Detector and Corrector (EDAC) 
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Block Diagrams 
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Connection Diagrams (Dual-In-Line Package) 

R!C(RFCK) 

CASIN (RGCK) 

MO 

RAHS 

M2 (RFSH) 

ADS 

RO 

co 
Rl 

Cl 10 

R2 11 

C2 12 

GNO 13 

R3 14 

C3 15 

R4 16 

C4 17 

R5 18 

C5 19 

R6 20 

C6 21 

R7 22 

C7 23 

R8 24 

48 RASIN R!C(RFCK) 

47 CS CASIN (RGCK) 

46 RF I/o MO 

45 WiN RAHS 

44 WE W2(RFSH) 

43 00 ADS 

42 01 RO 

41 02 CO 

40 03 Rl 
10 

39 04 Cl 
11 

OP8417 38 GNO R2 
12 

OR 37 05 C2 
OP8419 13 

36 VCC GNO 
14 DP8419X 

35 06 R3 
15 

34 07 C3 
16 

33 08 R4 
17 

32 CAS C4 
18 

31 RAS3 R5 
19 

30 RAS2 C5 
20 

29 RASI NC 
21 

28 RASO NC 
22 

27 BO R6 
23 

26 Bl C6 
24 

25 C8 R7 
25 

C7 
TLiFiB396-28 26 

R8 

R!C(RFCK) 48 RASIN 

CASIN (RGCK) 47 cs 
MO 46 RF I/o 

RAHS 45 WiN 
M2(RFSH) 44 WE 

ADS 43 00 

RO 42 01 

co 41 02 

Rl 40 03 

Cl 10 39 04 

R2 11 38 GND 

C2 12 OP8418 37 05 

GNO 13 36 VCC 

R3 14 35 06 

C3 15 34 07 

R4 16 33 08 

C4 17 32 CAS 
R5 18 31 RAS3 

C5 19 30 RAS2 

R6 20 29 RASI 

C6 21 28 RASO 

R7 22 27 NC 

C7 23 26 81 

R8 24 25 C8 

TLiFi8396-30 

Order Number DP8417D-70, DP8417D-80, DP8417N-70, DP8417N-80, 
DP8418D-70, DP8418D-80, DP8418N-70, DP8418N-80, 
DP8419D-70, DP8419D-80, DP8419N-70, DP8419N-80, 

DP8419XD-70 or DP8419XD-80. 
See NS Package Number D48A, D52A, or N48A 
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See NS Package Number V68A 
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Family Device Differences 
DP8417 vs DP8419 

The DP8417 is identical to the DP8419 with the exception 
that its RAS, CAS, WE and Q (Multiplexed Address) outputs 
are TRI-STATE when CS (Chip Select) is high and the chip 
is not in a refresh mode. This feature allows access to the 
same DRAM array through multiple DRAM Controller/Driver 
DP8417s. All AC specifications are the same as the DP8419 
except tesRlO which is 34 ns for the DP8417 versus 5 ns 
for the DP8419. Separate delay specifications for the TRI
STATE timing paths are provided in the AC tables of this 
data sheet. 

DP8418 vs DP8419 

The DP8418 DYNAMIC RAM CONTROLLER/DRIVER is 
identical to the DP8419 with the exception of two functional 
differences incorporated to improve performance with 32-bit 
microprocessors. 

1) Pin 26 (81) is used to enable/disable a pair of RAS out
puts, and pin 27 (80 on the DP8419) is a no connect. 
When 81 is low, RASO and RASl are enabled such that 
they both go low during an access. When 81 is high, 
RAS2 and RAS3 are enabled. This feature is useful when 
driving words to 32 bits or more since each RAS would 
be driving only one half of the word. By distributing the 
load on each RAS line in this way, the DP8418 will meet 
the same AC specifications driving 2 banks of 32 DRAMs 
each as the DP8419 does driving 4 banks of 16 bits each. 

2) The hidden refresh function available on the DP8419 has 
been disabled in order to reduce the amount of setup 
time necessary from CS going low to RASIN going low 
during an access of DRAM. This parameter, called 
tesRl1, is 5 ns for the DP8418 whereas it is 34 ns for the 
DP8419. The hidden refresh function only allows a very 
small increase in system performance, at best, at micro
processor frequencies of 10 MHz and above. 

DP8419 vs DP8409A 

The DP8419 High Speed DRAM Controller/Driver combines 
the most popular memory control features of the 
DP8408A19A DRAM Controller/Driver with the high speed 
of bipolar oxide isolation processing. 

The DP8419 retains the high capacitive-load drive capability 
of the DP8408A/9A as well as its most frequently used ac
cess and refresh modes, allowing it to directly replace the 
DP8408A19A in applications using only modes 0, 1, 4 and 5. 
Thus, the DP8419 will allow most DP8408A/9A users to 
directly upgrade their system by replacing their old control
ler chip with the DP8419. 

The highest priority of the DP8419 is speed. By peforming 
the DRAM address multiplexing, control signal timing and 
high-capacitive drive capability on a Single chip, propagation 
delay skews are minimized. Emphasis has been placed on 
reducing delay variation over the specified supply and tem
perature ranges. 

Except for the following, a DP8419 will operate essentially 
the same as a DP8409A. 

1) The DP8419 has significantly faster AC performance. 

2) The DP8419 can replace the DP8409A in applications 
which use modes 0, 1, 4, and 5. Modes 2, 3, 6, and 7 of 
the DP8409A are not available on the DP8419. 
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3) Pin 4 on the DP8419 is RAHS instead of M1, as on the 
DP8409A, and allows for two choices of tRAH in mode 5. 

4) RFI/O does not function as an end-of-count signal in 
Mode 0 on the DP8419 as it does on the DP8409A. 

5) DP8419 address and control outputs do not TRI-STATE 
when CS is high as on the DP8409A. DP8419 control 
outputs are active high when CS is high (unless refresh
ing). 

Pin Definitions 
Vee, GND, GND - Vee ~ 5V ± 10%. The three supply 
pins have been assigned to the center of the package to 
reduce voltage drops, both DC and AC. There are two 
ground pins to reduce the low level noise. The second 
ground pin is located two pins from Vee, so that decoupling 
capacitors can be inserted directly next to these pins. It is 
important to adequately decouple this device, due to the 
high switching currents that will occur when all 9 address 
bits change in the same direction simultaneously. A recom
mended solution would be a 1 JLF multilayer ceramic capaci
tor in parallel with a low-voltage tantalum capacitor, both 
connected as close as possible to Vee and GND to reduce 
lead inductance. See Figure below. 

vcc O.-------<~t-----l., 

'MULTILAYER 'TANTALUM T 
GND 0 

CERAMIC I _ 
TL/F/8396-4 

*Capacltor values should be chosen depending on the particular application. 

RO-R8: Row Address Inputs. 

CO-C8: Column Address Inputs. 

00-08: Multiplexed Address Outputs - This address is 
selected from the Row Address Input Latch, the Column 
Address I nput Latch or the Refresh Counter. 

RASIN: Row Address Strobe Input - RASIN directly con
trols the selected RAS output when in an access mode and 
all RAS outputs during hidden or external refresh. 

R/C (RFCK) - In the auto-modes this pin is the external 
refresh clock input; one refresh cycle should be performed 
each clock period. In the external access mode it is Row/ 
Column Select Input which enables either the row or column 
address input latch onto the output bus. 

CASIN (RGCK) - In the auto-modes this pin is the RAS 
Generator Clock input. In external access mode it is the 
Column Address Strobe input which controls CAS directly 
once columns are enabled on the address outputs. 

ADS: Address (Latch) Strobe Input - Row Address, Col
umn Address, and Bank Select Latches are fall-through with 
ADS high; latching occurs on high-to-Iow transition of ADS. 

CS: Chip Select Input - When high, CS disables all access
es. Refreshing, however, in both modes 0 and 1 is not af
fected by this pin. 

MO, M2 (RFSH): Mode Control Inputs - These pins select 
one of the four available operational modes of the DP8419 
(see Table III). 

RFIIO: Refresh Input/Output - In the auto-modes this pin 
is the Refresh Request Output. It goes low following RFCK 
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Pin Definitions (Continued) 

indicating that no hidden refresh was performed while RFCK 
was high. When this pin is set low by an external gate the 
on-chip refresh counter is reset to all zeroes. 

WIN: Write Enable Input, 

WE: Write Enable Output - WE follows WIN unconditional
ly . 

RAHS: Row Address Hold Time Select - Selects the tRAH 
to be generated by the DP8419 delay line to allow use with 
fast or slow DRAMs. 

CAS: Column Address Strobe Output - In mode 5 and in 
mode 4 with CASIN low before RIC goes low, CAS goes 
low automatically after the column address is valid on the 
address outputs. In mode 4 CAS follows CASIN directly af
ter RIC goes low, allowing for nibble accessing. CAS is al
ways high during refresh. 

RAS 0-3: Row Address Strobe Outputs - The enabled 
RAS output (see Table II) follows RASIN directly during an 
access. During refresh, all RAS outputs are enabled. 

BO, Bl: Bank Select Inputs - These pins are decoded to 
enable one of the four RAS outputs during an access (see 
Table I and Table II). . 

TABLE I. DP8417, DP8419, DP8419X 
Memory Bank Decode 

Bank Select 
(Strobed by ADS) Enabled RAS" 
Bl BO 

0 0 RASo 
0 1 RAS, , 0 RAS2 
1 1 RASa 

TABLE II. DP8418 Memory Bank Decode 

Bank Select 
(Strobed by ADS) Enabled RAS" 
Bl NC 

0 X RASo and RAS, 
1 X RAS2 and RASa 

Conditions for All Modes 
INPUT ADDRESSING 

The address block consists of a row-address latch, a col
umn-address latch, and a resettable refresh counter. The 
address latches are fall-through when ADS is high and latch 
when ADS goes low. If the address bus contains valid ad
dresses until after CAS goes low at the end of the memory 
cycle, ADS can be permanently high. Otherwise ADS must 
go low while the addresses are still valid. 

DRIVE CAPABILITY 

The DP8419 has timing parameters that are specified driv
ing the typical capacitance (including traces) of 88, 5V-only 
DRAMs. Since there are 4 RAS outputs, each is specified 
driving one-fourth of the total memory. CAS, WE and the 
address outputs are specified driving all 88 DRAMs: 

The graph in Figure 10 may be used to determine the sliQht 
variations in timing parameters, due to loading conditions 
other than 88 DRAMs. 
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Because of distributed trace capacitance and inductance 
and DRAM input capacitance, current spikes can be creat
ed, causing overshoots and undershoots at the DRAM in
puts that can change the contents of the DRAMs or even 
destroy them. To reduce these spikes, a damping resistor 
(low inductance, carbon) should be inserted between the 
DP8419 outputs and the DRAMs, as close as possible to 
the DP8419. The damping resistor values may differ de
pending on how heavily an output is loaded. These resistors 
should be determined by the first prototypes (not wire
wrapped due to the larger distributed capacitance and in
ductance). Resistors should be chosen such that the tran
sition on the control outputs is critically damped. Typical 
values will be from 150 to 1000, with the lower values be
ing used with the larger memory arrays. Note that AC pa
rameters are specified with 150 damping resistors. For 
more information see AN-305 "Precautions to Take When 
Driving Memories". 

DP8419 DRIVING ANY 16k, 64k or 256k DRAMs 

The DP8419 can drive any 16k, 64k or 256k DRAMs. All 16k 
DRAMs use basically the same configuration, including the 
5V-only version. Hence, in most applications, different man
ufacturers' DRAMs are interchangeable (for the same sup
ply-rail chips), and the DP8419 can drive them all (see Fig
ure 1a). 

There are three basic configurations for the 5V-only 64k 
DRAMs: a 128-row by 512-column array with an on-RAM 
refresh counter, a 128-row by 512-column array with no on
RAM refresh counter, and a 256-row by 256-column array 
with no on-RAM refresh counter. The DP8419 can drive all 
three configurations, and allows them all to be interchange
able (as shown in Figures 1b and 1e), providing maximum 
flexibility in the choice of DRAMs. Since the 9-bit on-chip 
refresh counter can be used as a 7 -bit refresh counter for 
the 128-row configuration, or as an 8-bit refresh counter for 
the 256-row configuration, the on-RAM refresh counter, if 
present, is never used. 

256k DRAMs require all 18 of the DP8419's address inputs 
to select one memory location within the DRAM. RAS-only 
refreshing with the nine-bit refresh-counter on the DP8419 
makes CAS before RAS refreshing, available on 256k 
DRAMs, unnecessary. 

READ, WRITE AND READ-MODIFY-WRITE CYCLES 

The output signal, WE, determines what type of memory 
access cycle the memory will perform. If WE is kept high 
while CAS goes low, a read cycle occurs. If WE goes low 
before CAS goes low, a write cycle occurs and data at DI 
(DRAM input data) is written into the DRAM as CAS goes 
low. If WE goes low later than tewD after CAS goes low, first 
a read occurs and DO (DRAM output data) becomes valid, 
then data DI is written into the same address in the DRAM 
as WE goes low. In this read-modify-write case, DI and DO 
cannot be linked together. WE always follows WIN directly 
to determine the type of access to be performed. 

POWER-UP INITIALIZE 

When Vee is first applied to the DP8419, an initialize pulse 
clears the refresh counter and the internal control flip-flops. 



Mode Features Summary 
• 4 modes of operation: 2 access and 2 refresh 
• Automatic or external control selected by the user 
• Auto access mode provides RAS, row to column 

change, and then CAS automatically 

• Choice between two different values of tRAH in auto-ac
cess mode 

• CAS controlled independently in external control mode, 
allowing for nibble mode accessing 

• Automatic refreshing can make refreshes transparent to 
the system 

• CAS is inhibited during refresh cycles 

DP8419 Mode Descriptions 
MODE O-EXTERNALLY CONTROLLED REFRESH 

Figure 2 shows the Externally Controlled Refresh timing. In 
this mode the refresh counter contents are multiplexed to 
the address outputs. All RAS outputs are enabled to follow 
RASIN so that the row address indicated by the refresh 
counter is refreshed in all DRAM banks when RASIN goes 
low. The refresh counter increments when RASIN goes 
high. RFSH should be held low at least until RASIN goes 
high (they may go high simultaneously) so that the refresh 
address remains valid and all RAS outputs remain enabled 
throughout the refresh. 
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A burst refresh may be performed by holding R FSH low and 
toggling RASIN until all rows are refreshed. It may be useful 
in this case to reset the refresh counter just prior to begin
ning the refresh. The refresh counter resets to all zeroes 
when RFI/O is pulled low by an external gate. The refresh 
counter always counts to 511 before rolling over to zero. If 
there are 128 or 256 rows being refreshed then 07 or 08, 
respectively, going high may be used as an end-of-burst 
indicator. 

In order that the refresh address is valid on the address 
outputs prior to the RAS lines going low, RFSH must go low 
before RASIN. The setup time required is given by tRFLRL in 
the Switching Characteristics. This parameter may be ad
justed using Figure 10 for loading conditions other than 
those specified. 

TABLE III. DP8419 Mode Select Options 

Mode (RFSH) M2 MO Mode of Operation 

0 0 0 Externally Controlled Refresh 
1 0 1 Auto Refresh - Forced 
4 1 0 Externally Controlled Access 
5 1 1 Auto Access (Hidden Refresh) 
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DP8419 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

DP8419 Interface Between System & DRAM Banks 
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RASf---.. I-- t COL. DECODE 

R '28 o 
""--t~,",-.,.+t W '28 '6 K 

ARRAY 

DP8419 

ADDRESS 
BUS 

+12Vor +5V 16K DYNAMIC RAMS 

FIGURE 1a. DP8419 with any 16k DRAMS 
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DP8419 
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MSB not used but can toggle. 

FIGURE 1b. DP8419 with 128 Row X 512 Column 64k DRAM 
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FIGURE 1c. DP8419 with 256 Row X 256 Column 64k DRAM 
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FIGURE 1d. DP8419 with 256k DRAMs 
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DP8419 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

INPUTS 

RASIN 

CASIN AND RIC" 

OUTPUTS 

RAS 0 

HAS 1, 2, 3 

REFRESH cm 

00-8 

RFIIO 

'Indicates Dynamic RAM Parameters 

FIGURE 2a. External Control Refresh Cycle (Mode 0) 

COUNTER RESET 
INPUT 

MODE ~~! ___ MD----,DE<,:~ __ >B 
~ 

RAS 0-3 

FIGURE 2b. Burst Refresh Mode 0 
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DP8419 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

MODE 1-AUTOMATIC FORCED REFRESH 

In Mode 1 the RIC (RFCK) pin becomes RFCK (refresh 
cycle clock) and the CASIN (RGCK) pin becomes RGCK 
(RAS generator clock). If RFCK is high and Mode 1 is en
tered then the chip operates as if in MODE 0 (externally 
controlled refresh), with all RAS outputs following RASIN . 
This feature of Mode 1 may be useful for those who want to 
use Mode 5 (automatic access) with externally controlled 
refresh. By holding RFCK permanently high one need only 
toggle M2 (RFSH) to switch from Mode 5 to external re
fresh. As with Mode 0, RFI/O may be pulled low by an ex
ternal gate to reset the refresh counter. 

When using Mode 1 as automatic refresh, RFCK must be an 
input clock signal. One refresh should occur each period of 
RFCK. If no refresh is performed while RFCK is high, then 
when RFCK goes low RFI/O immediately goes low to indi
cate that a refresh is requested. (RFI/O may still be used to 
reset the refresh counter even though it is also used as a 
refresh request pin, however, an open-collector gate should 

I-- tCSRLl 

RFCK 

RGCK 

be used to reset the counter in this case since RFI/O is 
forced low internally for a request). 

After receiving the refresh request the system must allow a 
forced refresh to take place while RFCK is low. External 
logic can monitor RFRQ (RFIIO) so that when RFRQ goes 
low this logic will wait for the access currently in progress to 
be completed before pulling M2 (RFSH) low to put the 
DP8419 in mode 1. If no access is taking place when RFRQ 
occurs, then M2 may immediately go low. Once M2 is low, 
the refresh counter contents appear at the address outputs 
and RAS is generated to perform the refresh. 

An external clock on RGCK is required to derive the refresh 
RAS signals. On the second falling edge of RGCK after M2 
is low, all RAS lines go low. They remain low until two more 
falling edges of RGCK. Thus RAS remains high for one to 
two periods of RGCK after M2 goes low, and stays low for 
two periods. In order to obtain the minimum delay from M2 
going low to RAS going low, M2 should go low tRFSRG be
fore the falling edge of RGCK. 

r-tRGCKL I --1 r-tRGCKH 

____ .--: ______ tR_FS_RG.\.~____l f-- l-tROHRFthi:tR~RL 
M2 (RFSH) 8086/32016 ACKNOWLEDGES HOLD 8086"';/~32~01-6-R-EM;"0-V-ES-A-C-KN-0-W-LE-D-GE-

68000 GRANTS BUS (MODE 5) @ (MODE 1) 68000 REMOVES GRANT (MODE 5) 

__ ..;....:;1 ® I 1 r-tFROH 1 r-tRFHRV-j 

RF 110 (RFRO) J I I REFRESH R~OUEST REMOVED 

.® --I l-tRGRH I 
I--IFROL -I rtRGRL 

i---..:.....,r------.--
RAS 0, 1, 2, 3 

REFRESH COUNTER 

---I i-tRFLCT 

CAS 1 .. ___ ..... I LJ 
TL/F/8396-11 

<D RFCK goes low ® Forced refresh RAS starts after> T 

® RFRQ goes low if no hidden refresh (> tRP) 
occurred while RFCK was high ® Forced refresh RAS ends RFRQ 

@ Next RASIN starts next access tV ,uP removes refresh acknowledge 

® /J-P acknowledges refresh request 

FIGURE 3. DP8419 Performing a Forced Refresh (Mode 5 ~ 1 ~ 5) with Various Microprocessors 
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DP8419 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

The Refresh Request on RFI/O is terminated as RAS goes 
low. This signal may be used to end the refresh earlier than 
it normally would as described above. If M2 is pulled high 
while the RAS lines are low, then the RASs go high tRFRH 
later. The designer must be careful, however, not to violate 
the minimum RAS low time of the DRAMs. He must also 
guarantee that the minimum RAS precharge time is not vio
lated during a transition from mode 1 to mode 5 when an 
access is desired immediately following a refresh. 

If the processor tries to access memory while the DP8419 is 
in mode 1, WAIT states should be inserted into the proces
sor cycles until the DP8419 is back in mode 5 and the de
sired access has been accomplished (see Figure tl). 

Instead of using WAIT states to delay accesses when re
freshing, HOLD states could be used as follows. RFRQ 
could be connected to a HOLD or Bus Request input to the 
system. When convenient, the system acknowledges the 
HOLD or Bus Request by pulling M2 low. Using this 
scheme, HOLD will end as the RAS lines go low (RFIIO 
goes high). Thus, there must be sufficient delay from the 
time HOLD goes high to the DP8419 returning to mode 5, so 
that the RAS low time of the DRAMs isn't violated as de
scribed earlier (see Figure 3 for mode 1 refresh with Hold 
states). 

To perform a forced refresh the system will be inactive for 
about four periods of RGCK. For a frequency of 10 MHz, 

·Resistors required depends on 
DRAM load. 

DRAMs Maybe 16k. 64k or 256k 

For 4 Banks. can drive 16 data bits 

+ 6 Check Bits for ECC. 

For 2 Banks, can drive 32 data bits 

+ 7 Check Bits for ECC. 

For 1 Bank, can drive 64 data bits 

+ 8 Check Bits for ECC. 

INPUT CAS ~====~tASlll 
ALE i • :~S 

RO·6. 7. 8 

AO·15. 17. 19 

81 

• RASIN INPUT RAS Ir------I~I 

ROW/COLUMN SEl Ir------I~I 

WRITE Ir-------I~I 

REFRESH Ir------I~I 

• R/C 

• WIN 

• M2 

GNO 

CS 

1 

OP8419 

00-6. 7. 8 
MO 

1 

this is 400 ns. To refresh 128 rows every 2 ms an average of 
about one refresh per 16 P.s is required. With a RFCK period 
of 16 P.s and RGCK period of 100 ns, DRAM accesses are 
delayed due to refresh only 2.5% of the time. If using the 
Hidden Refresh available in mode 5 (refreshing with RFCK 
high) this percentage will be even lower. 

MODE 4 • EXTERNALLY CONTROLLED ACCESS 

In this mode all control signal outputs can be controlled 
directly by the corresponding control input. The enabled 
RAS output follows RASIN, CAS follows CASIN (with RIC 
low), WE follows WIN and RIC determines whether the row 
or the column inputs are enabled to the address outputs 
(see Figure 4). 

With RIC high, the row address latch contents are enabled 
onto the address bus. RAS going low strobes the row ad
dress into the DRAMs. After waiting to allow for sufficient 
row-address hold time (tRAH) after RAS goes low, RIC can 
go low to enable the column address latch contents onto 
the address bus. When the column address is valid, CAS 
going low will strobe it into the DRAMs. WIN determines 
whether the cycle is a read, write or read-modify-write ac
cess. Refer to Figures 5a and 5b for typical Read and Write 
timing using mode 4. 

TL/F/8396-12 

FIGURE 4. Typical Application of DP8419 Using External Control Access and Refresh in Modes 0 and 4 
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DP8419 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

INPUTS 

ADS (ALE) 

SYSTEM 
ADDRESS 

BUS 

CASIN 

'INDICATES DYNAMIC RAM 
PARAMETERS 

--~-+----r-------~------------+-------~-----

RIC 

OUTPUTS 

iiAS 0,1,2,3 

DIJ.8 

.. tCCAS ... 

DRAM DATA OUT --------------------"<.1 

INPUTS 

ADS (ALE) 

SYSTEM 
ADDRESS 

BUS 

RIC 

FIGURE 5a. Read Cycle Timing (Mode 4) 

DRAM DATA IN --+--;---+------+---( 
OUTPUTS 

iiAS 0,1,2,3 

00·8 

FIGURE 5b. Write Cycle Timing (Mode 4) 
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J IRCRI~ 
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DP8419 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

Page or Nibble mode may be performed by toggling CASIN 
once the initial access has been completed. In the case of 
page mode the column address must be changed before 
CASIN goes low to access a new memory location (see 
Figure 5c). Parameter tCPdif has been specified in order that 
users may easily determine minimum CAS pulse widths 
when CASIN is toggling. 

AUTOMATIC CAS GENERATION 

CAS is held high when RIC is high even if CASIN is low. If 
CASIN is low when RIC goes low, CAS goes low automati
cally, tASC after the column address is valid. This feature 
eliminates the need for an externally derived CASIN signal 
to control CAS when performing a simple access (Figure 5a 
demonstrates Auto-CAS generation in mode 4). Page or nib
ble accessing may be performed as shown in Figure 5c 
even if CAS is generated automatically for the initial access. 

FASTEST MEMORY ACCESS 

The fastest mode 4 access is achieved by using the auto
matic CAS feature and external delay line to generate the 
required delay between RASIN and RIC. The amount of 
delay required depends on the minimum tRAH of the DRAMs 
being used. The DP8419 parameter tOlF1 has been speci
fied in order that the delay between RASIN and RIC may be 
minimized. 

tOlF1 = MAXIMUM (tRPOL - tRHA) 

where tRPOL = RASIN to RAS delay 

and tRHA = row address held from RIC going low. 

The delay between RASIN and RIC that guarantees the 
specified DRAMtRAH is given by 

MINIMUM RASIN to RIC = tOlF1 + tRAH. 

Example 

In an application using DRAMs that require a minimum tRAH 
of 15 ns, the following demonstrates how the maximum 
RASIN to CAS time is determined. 

With tOlF1 (from Switching Characteristics) = 7 ns, 

RASIN to RIC delay = 7 ns + 15 ns = 22 ns. 

A delay line of 25 ns will be sufficient. 

With Auto-CAS generation, the maximum delay from RIC to 
CAS (loaded with 600 pF) is 46 ns. Thus the maximum 
RASIN to CAS time is 71 ns, under the given conditions. 

With a maximum RASIN to RAS time (tRPoLl of 20 ns, the 
maximum RAS to CAS time is about 51 ns. Most DRAMs 
with a 15 ns minimum tRAH have a maximum tRCO of about 
60 ns. Thus, memory accesses are likely to be RAS limited 
instead of CAS limited. In other words, memory access time 
is limited by DRAM performance, not controller perform
ance. 

REFRESHING IN CONJUNCTION WITH MODE 4 

If using mode 4 to access memory, mode 0 (externally con
trolled refresh) must be used for all refreshing. 

MODE 5 - AUTOMATIC ACCESS WITH HIDDEN RE
FRESHING CAPABILITY 

Automatic-Access has two advantages over the externally 
controlled access (mode 4). First, RAS, CAS and the row to 
column change are all derived internally from one input sig
nal, RASIN. Thus the need for an external delay line (see 
mode 4) is eliminated. 

Secondly, since RIC and CASIN are not needed to gener
ate the row to column change and CAS, these pins can be 
used for the automatic refreshing function. 

AUTOMATIC ACCESS CONTROL 

Mode 5 of the DP8419 makes accessing Dynamic RAM 
nearly as easy as accessing static RAM. Once row and col
umn addresses are valid (latched on the DP8419 if neces
sary), RASIN going low is all that is required to perform the 
memory access. 

TL/F/8396-15 

FIGURE 5c. Page or Nibble Access in Mode 4 
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DP8419 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

I---IADS-i 

ADSJI ~ ________ _ 

ADDRESS INPUTS I 
DATA 

00-8 

--------------------t----t----------t------READ--------t-----.---

-- -- WRITE -- --

tCAC' 

I 
_--J 

.------tOFF* 

DATA OUTPUT'----------t-----------< VALID (READI 

1------tRAC'-----

·Indicates Dynamic RAM Parameters TL/F/8396-17 

FIGURE 6. Mode 5 Timing 

(Refer to Figure 6) In mode 5 the selected RAS follows 
RASIN immediately, as in mode 4, to strobe the row address 
into the DRAMs. The row address remains valid on the 
DP8419 address outputs long enough to meet the tRAH re
quirement of the DRAMs (pin 4, RAHS, of the DP8419 al
lows the user two choices of tRAH). Next, the column ad
dress replaces the row address on the address outputs and 
CAS goes low to strobe the columns into the DRAMs. WIN 
determines whether a read, write or read-modify-write is 
done. ' 

The diagram below illustrates mode 5 automatic control sig
nal generation. 

TLlF/8396-16 

REFRESHING IN CONJUNCTION WITH MODE 5 
When using mode 5 to perform memory accesses, refresh
ing may be accomplished: 

(a) externally (in mode 0 or mode 1) 
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(b) by a combination of mode 5 (hidden refresh) and 
mode 1 (auto-refresh) 

or (c) by a combination of mode 5 and mode 0 

(a) Externally Controlled Refreshing in Mode 0 or Mode 1 

All refreshing may be accomplished using external refresh
es in either mode 0 or mode 1 with RIC (RFCK) tied high 
(see mode 0 and mode 1 descriptions). If this is desired, the 
system determines when a refresh will be performed, puts 
the DP8419 in the appropriate mode, and controls the RAS 
signals directly with RASIN. The on-chip refresh counter is 
enabled to the address outputs of the DP8419 when the 
refresh mode is entered, and increments when RASIN goes 
high at the completion of the refresh. 

(b) Mode 5 Refreshing (hidden) with Mode 1 refreshing 
(auto) 

(Refer to Figure 7a) If RFCK is tied to a clock (see mode 1 
description), RFI/O becomes a refresh request output and 
goes low following RFCK going low if no refresh occurred 
while RFCK was high. Refreshes may be performed in 
mode 5 when the DP8419 is not selected for access (CS is 

high) and RFCK is high. If these conditions exist the refresh 
counter contents appear on the DP8419 address outputs 
and all RAS lines follow RASIN so that if RASIN goes low 
(an access other than through the DP8419 occurs), all RAS 
lines go low to perform the refresh. The DP8419 allows only 
one refresh 6f this type for each period of RFCK, since 
RFCK should be fast enough such that one refresh per peri
od is sufficient to meet the DRAM refresh requirement. 



DP8419 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

Once it is started, a hidden refresh will continue even if 
RFCK goes low. However, CS must be high throughout the 
refresh (until RASIN goes high). 

These hidden refreshes are valuable in tllat they do not 
delay accesses. When determining the duty cycle of RFCK, 
the high time should be maximized in order to maximize the 
probability of hidden refreshes. If a hidden refresh doesn't 
happen, then a refresh request will occur on RFI/O when 
RFCK goes low. After receiving the request, the system 
must perform a refresh while RFCK is low. This may be 
done by going to mode 1 and allowing an automatic refresh 
(see mode 1 description). This refresh must be completed 
while RFCK is low, thus the RFCK low time is determined by 
the worst-case time required by the system to respond to a 
refresh request. 

(c) Mode 5 Refresh (Hidden Refresh) with mode 0 Refresh 
(External Refresh) 

This refresh scheme is identical to that in (b) except that 
after receiving a refresh request, mode 0 is entered to do 
the refresh (see mode 0 description). The refresh request is 
terminated (RFI/O goes high) as soon as mode 0 is en
tered. This method requires more control than using mode 1 
(auto-refresh), however, it may be desirable if the mode 1 
refresh time is considered to be excessive. 

Example 

Figure 7b demonstrates how a system designer would use 
the DP8419 in mode 5 based on certain characteristics of 
his system. 

System Characteristics: 

1) DRAM used has min tRAH requirement of 15 ns and 
min tASR of 0 ns 

2) DRAM address is valid from time Tv to the end of the 
memory cycle 

3) four banks of twenty-two 256K memory chips each are 
being driven 

Using the DP8419 (see Figure 7b): 

1) Tie pin 4 (RAHS) high to guarantee a 15 ns minimum 
tRAH which is sufficient for the DRAMs being used 

2) Generate RASIN no earlier than time Tv + tASRL (see 
switching characteristics), so that the row address is 
valid on the DRAM address inputs before RAS occurs 

3) Tie ADS high since latching the DRAM address on the 
DP8419 is not necessary 

4) Connect the first 18 system address bits to RO-R8 and 
CO-C8, and bits 19 and 20 to BO and B1 

5) Connect each RAS output of the DP8419 to the RAS 
inputs of the DRAMs of one bank of the memory array; 
connect 00-08 of the DP8419 to AO-A8 of all DRAMs; 
connect CAS of the DP8419 to CAS of all the DRAMs 

Figure 7c illustrates a Similar example using the DP8418 to 
drive two 32-bit banks. 

1
4'--------tRFCK--------'I 

i+-----tRFCKL • 4,-----tRFCKH------I·1 

ill N2c~~~~~D r-FORCES REFRES~ HIODEN REFRESH ALLOWEO ~~ 

~----,--- PROCESSOR ACCESSING ELSEWHERE 

CS ~ 
~~~ ________ ~'I~ ______ ~I ; L--J ; 1 __________ _ 

PROCESSOR CYCLE TIME -I 1- 1 I 
----~-------------. ~---------

RASIN J I I I 
tCSHR =1 r-I 

RFRO 
(RF liD) 

RAS 0-3 

2Tns-1 i-

II -I ~ HIDDEN REFRESH ALREADY 
PERFORMED. NO SUBSEaUENT 
REFRESH ALLOWED IN THIS CYCLE 

tRFPDL5 ~Ij r-1-__ tRFPD_H5 __ _ 

ONE RAS - I 
SELECTEO I 

aO-B ~ ..... _R_O_W_S __ ~ _____ R_O_W_S _____ _ 

u 
FIGURE 7a_ Hidden Refreshing (Mode 5) and Forced Refreshing (Mode 1) Timing 
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DP8419 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

SYSTEM CLOCK 
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INPUTRAS 

REFRESH CLOCK 

WRITE 

REFRESH 

DATA 

SYSTEM CLOCK 

AO-19 

INPUT iiiS 

REFRESH CLOCK 

WiIif! 
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cs 
DATA 

I 
I flOCK 

I ","--.. ADS 

~ 80 

I ~ ~ 
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FIGURE 7b. Typical Application of DP8419 Using Modes 5 and 1 
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FIGURE 7c. Typical Application of DP8418 Using Modes 5 and 1 
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Applications 
If one desires a memory interface containing the DP8419 
that minimizes the number of external components required, 
modes 5 and 1 should be used. These two modes provide: 

1) Automatic access to memory (in mode 5 only one signal, 
RASIN, is required in order to access memory) 

2) Hidden refresh capability (refreshes are performed auto
matically while in mode 5 when non-local accesses are 
taking place, as determined by CS) 

3) Refresh request capability (if no hidden refresh took 
place while RFCK was high, a refresh request is generat
ed at the RFI/O pin when RFCK goes high) 

4) Automatic forced refresh (If a refresh request is generat
ed while in mode 5, as described above, external logic 
should switch the DP8419 into mode 1 to do an automat
ic forced refresh. No other external control signals need 
be issued. WAIT states can be inserted into the proces
sor machine cycles if the system tries to access memory 
while the DP8419 is in mode 1 doing a forced refresh). 

Some items to be considered when integrating the DP8419 
into a system design are: 

1) The system designer should ensure that a DRAM access 
not be in progress when a refresh mode is entered. Simi
larly, one should not attempt to start an access while a 
refresh is in progress. The parameter tRFHRL specifies 
the minimum time from RFSH high to RASIN going low to 
initiate an access. 

2) One should always guarantee that the DP8419 is enabled 
for access prior to initiating the access (see tCSRL1). 

3) One should bring RASIN low even during non-local ac
cess cycles when in mode 5 in order to maximize the 
chance of a hidden refresh occurring. 

4) At lower frequencies (under 10 Mhz), it becomes increas
ingly important to differentiate between READ and 
WRITE cycles. RASIN generation during READ cycles 
can take place as soon as one knows that a processor 
READ access cycle has started. WRITE cycles, on the 
other hand, cannot start until one knows that the data to 
be written at the DRAM inputs will be valid a setup time 
before CAS (column address strobe) goes true at the 
DRAM inputs. Therefore, in general, READ cycles can be 
initiated earlier than WRITE cycles. 

5) Many times it is possible to only add WAIT states during 
READ cycles and have no WAIT states during WRITE 
cycles. This is because it generally takes less time to 
write data into memory than to read data from memory. 

The DP84XX2 family of inexpensive preprogrammed medi
um Programmable Array Logic devices (PALs) have been 
developed to provide an easy interface between various 
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microprocessors and the DP84XX family of DRAM control
ler/drivers. These PALs interface to all the necessary con
trol signals of the particular processor and the DP8419. The 
PAL controls the operation of the DP8419 in modes 5 and 1, 
while meeting all the critical timing considerations discussed 
above. The refresh clock, RFCK, may be divided down from 
the processor clock using an IC counter such as the 
DM74LS393 or the DP84300 programmable refresh timer. 
The DP84300 can provide RFCK periods ranging from 
15.4 I-'s to 15.6 I-'s based on an input clock of 2 to 10 MHz. 
Figure 8 shows a general block diagram for a system using 
the DP8419 in modes 1 and 5. Figure 9 shows possible 
timing diagrams for such a system (using WAIT to prohibit 
access when refreshing). Although the DP84XX2 PALs are 
offered as standard peripheral devices for the DP84XX 
DRAM controller/drivers, the programming equations for 
these devices are provided so the user may make minor 
modification, for unique system requirements. 

ADVANTAGES OF DP8419 OVER 
A DISCRETE DYNAMIC RAM CONTROLLER 

1) The DP8419 system solution takes up much less board 
space because everything is on one chip (latches, re
fresh counter, control logic, multiplexers, drivers, and in
ternal delay lines). 

2) Less effort is needed to design a memory system. The 
DP8419 has automatic modes (1 and 5) which require a 
minimum of external control logic. Also programmable ar
ray logic devices (PALs) have been designed which allow 
an easy interface to most popular microprocessors (Mo
torola 68000 family, National Semiconductor 32032 fami
ly, Intel 8086 family, and the Zilog Z8000 family). 

3) Less skew in memory timing parameters because all crit
ical components are on one chip (many discrete drivers 
specify a minimum on-chip skew under worst-case condi
tions, but this cannot be used if more then one driver is 
needed, such as would be the case in driving a large 
dynamic RAM array). 

4) Our switching characteristics give the designer the critical 
timing specifications based on TTL output levels (low = 

0.8V, high = 2.4V) at a specified load capacitance. All 
timing parameters are specified on the DP8419: 

A) driving 88 DRAM's over a temperature range of 0-70 
degrees centigrade (no extra drivers are needed). 

8) under worst-case driving conditions with all outputs 
switching simultaneously (most discrete drivers on the 
market specify worst-case conditions with only one 
output switching at a time; this is not a true worst-case 
condition!). 
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Applications (Continued) 
16·BIT MICROPROCESSOR DATA BUS 

r-_....:l~_--.MICROPftOCESSOR ADDRESS BUS 

OATA 
AODR 1-__ ...... _...1 ... _ ...... -+1 

MICROPROCESSOR RFCK 1m3 
1m2 

DP8419 ii'AS"1 
CLOCK RGCK ImO 

R/W WIN 
UPPER BYTE 
LOWER BYTE 

~===~--=:rn:-r-c::::"~'\-I WIN WE W~=:t:1 
!THE SELECT WAIT INPUT 

TO TilE D'MXXf CHIP 
INSEATS A WAIT STATE 
DURING ACCESSING. 
THIS IS NECESSARY 
FOR VERY FAST MICRO· 
PROCESSORS 

AFt/O M2 MO 

I.C::::AS::":'U";S:':E=:LE;::CT:'U::::P':';PE:::R':B~YT~E _____ '~_" __ ~I ~:244 !~~~~~~~:~j 
~C:::A~SL~S=:EL=EC::::T.:L;::OW::::E::::R.:B.:.;YT.:E ________ ~I 

NECESSARY IF MORE THAN ONE BANK ..... 

FIGURE 8. Connecting the DP8419 Between the 16·blt Microprocessor and Memory 

RFCK 
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FIGURE 9. DP8419 Auto Refresh, Access with WAIT States 
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Switching Characteristics 
All AC parameters are specified with the equivalent load 
capacitances, including traces, of 88 DRAMs organized as 4 
banks of 22 DRAMs each. Maximums are based on worst
case conditions including all outputs switching simulta
neously. This, in many cases, results in the AC values 
shown in the DP84XX DRAM controller data sheet being 
much looser than true worst case (maximum) AC delays. 
The system designer should estimate the DP8419 load in 
his/her application, and mOdify the appropriate AC parame
ters using the graph in Figure 10. Two example calculations 
are provided below. 
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FIGURE 10. Change in Propagation Delay 
Relative to "True" (Application) Load Minus 

AC Specified Data Sheet Load 

2 Examples 

# 1) A mode 4 user driving 2 16-bit banks of DRAM has the 
following approximate "true" loading conditions: 

CAS - 300 pF 

00-08 - 250 pF 

RAS - 150 pF 

max tRPDl = 20 ns - 0 ns = 20 ns (since RAS load
ing is the same as that which is spec'ed) 

max tc;PDL = 32 ns - 7 ns = 25 ns 

max tCCAS = 46 ns - 7 ns = 39 ns 
max tRCC = 41 ns - 6 ns = 35 ns 

min tRHA is not significantly effected since it does not 
involve an output transition 

Other parameters are adjusted in a similar manner. 

# 2) A mode 5 user driving one 16-bit bank of DRAM has 
the following approximate "true" loading conditions: 

CAS - 120 pF 

00-08 - 100 pF 

RAS - 120 pF 

A. C. parameters should be adjusted as follows: 

with RAHS = "1", 

max tRICl = 70 ns - 11 ns = 59 ns 

max tRCDL = 55 ns + 1 ns - 11 ns = 45 ns 

(the + 1 ns is due to lighter RAS loading; the - 11 ns 
is due to lighter CAS loading) 

min tRAH = 15 ns + 1 ns = 16 ns 
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The additional 1 ns is due to the fact that the RAS line 
is driving less (switching faster) than the load to which 
the 15 ns spec applies. The row address will remain 
valid for about the same time irregardless of address 
loading since it is considered to be not valid at the 
beginning of its transition. 

OUTPUT RO 

UNDER o-~M""""""""'''''--O TEST POINT 
TEST 15Q 

TL/F/8396-23 

FIGURE 11a. Output Load Circuit 

._-----3V 

._----3.5V 
''-_-j,.~ _____ lOiV 

\;tz------'-OL 

IJ":",:~,"",;:.- - - - - - 1_ VOH -----L 
O.3V ov 

TL/F/8396-34 

FIGURE 11b. DP8417 TRI-STATE Waveforms 

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated 
reliability electrical test specifications document. 

Supply voltage, VCC 7.0V 

Storage Temperature Range 

Input Voltage 

Output Current 

Lead Temp. (Soldering, 10 seconds) 

Operating Conditions 
Min 

Vcc Supply Voltage 4.50 

TA Ambient 
Temperature 0 

-65°C to + 150°C 

5.5V 

150mA 

300°C 

Max Units 
5.50 V 

+70 °C 
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Electrical Characteristics Vcc = 5.0V ± 10%, O'C ,,; T A ,,; 70'C unless otherwise noted (Note 2) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Vc Input Clamp Voltage Vcc = Min, IC = -12mA - 0.8 - 1.2 V 

IIH Input High Current for all Inputs VIN = 2.5V 2.0 100 p,A 

IIRSI Output Load Current for RFIIO VIN = 0.5V, Output high -0.7 -1.5 mA 

ilL1 Input Low Current for all Inputs" VIN = 0.5V -0.02 -0.25 mA 

IIL2 ADS, RIC, CS,M2, RASIN VIN = 0.5V -0.05 -0.5 mA 

VIL Input Low Threshold 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Threshold 2.0 V 

VOL1 Output Low Voltage' IOL = 20mA 0.3 0.5 V 

VOL2 Output Low Voltage for RFI/O IOL = 8mA 0.3 0.5 V 

VOH1 Output High Voltage' IOH = - 1 mA 2.4 3.5 V 

VOH2 Output High Voltage for RFI/O IOH = - 100 p,A 2.4 3.5 V 

110 Output High Drive Current' VOUT = 0.8V (Note 3) -50 - 200 mA 

10D Output Low Drive Current' VOUT = 2.4V (Note 3) 50 200 mA 

Icc Supply Current VCC = Max 150 240 mA 

'Except RFIIO 
"Except RFI/O, ADS, RIC, CS, M2, RASIN 

Switching Characteristics: DP8417, DP8418, DP8419, DP8419X 
Vcc = 5.0V ±10%, O'C ,,; TA ,,; 70'C unless otherwise noted (Notes 2, 4, 5); the output load capacitance is typical for 4 
banks of 22 DRAMs each or 88 DRAMs, including trace capacitance . 

• These values are QO-Q8, CL = 500 pF; RASO-RAS3, CL = 150 pF; WE, CL = 500 pF; CAS, CL = 600 pF; RL = 5000. 
unless otherwise noted. See Figure 11a for test load. S1 is open unless otherwise noted. Maximum propagation delays 
are specified with all outputs switching. 
,. Preliminary , 

Symbol Parameter Condition 'CL "AII CL = 50 pF Units 
Min Max Min Max 

ACCESS 

tRICLO RASIN to CAS Low Delay Figure 6 57 97 42 85 ns (RAHS = 0) DP8417, 18, 19-80 

tRICLO RASIN to CAS Low Delay Figure 6 
57 87 42 75 ns 

(RAHS = 0) DP8417, 18, 19-70 

tAICL1 RASIN to CAS Low Delay Figure 6 
48 80 35 68 ns 

(I3AHS = 1) DP8417, 18, 19-80 

tRICL1 RASIN to CAS Low Delay Figure 6 48 70 35 58 ns 
(Rf,HS = 1) DP8417, 18, 19-70 

tAICH RASIN to CAS High Delay Figure 6 37 ns 

tACDLO RAS to CAS Low Delay Figure 6 43 80 ns 
(RAHS =0) DP8417, 18, 19-80 

tACDLO RAS to CAS Low Delay Figure 6 43 72 ns 
(RAH§ = 0) DP8417, 18, 19-70 

tACDL1 RAS to CAS Low Delay Figure 6 
34 63 ns 

(RAHS = 1) DP8417, 18, 19-80 

tRCDL1 RAS to CAS Low Delay Figure 6 
34 55 ns 

(RAHS = 1) DP8417, 18, 19-70 

tRCDH RAS to CAS High Delay Figure 6 22 ns 

tAAHO Row Address Hold Time Figure 6 
25 25 ns 

(RAHS = 0, Mode 5) 

tAAH1 Row Address Hold Time Figure 6 
15 15 ns 

(RAHS = 1, Mode 5) 

tASC Column Address Set-up Time Figure 6 
0 0 ns (Mode 5) 
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Switching Characteristics: DP8417, DP8418, DP8419, DP8419X (Continued) 

VCC = 5.0V ± 1 0%, O'C ,;: T A ,;: 70'C unless otherwise noted (Notes 2, 4, 5). The output load capacitance is typical for 4 banks 
of 22 DRAMs each or 88 DRAMs, including trace capacitance. 

• These values are 00.08, CL = 500 pF; RASO-RAS3, CL = 150 pF; WE, CL = 500 pF; CAS, CL = 600 pF; RL = soon 
unless otherwise noted. See Figure 118 for test load. S1 Is open unless otherwise specified. Maximum propagation 
delays are specified with all outputs switching. 
•• Preliminary 

Symbol Parameter Condition 'CL • 'All CL = 50 pF 
Units 

Min Max Min Max 

ACCESS (Continued) 

tRCVO RASIN to Column Address Figure 6 
94 

Valid (RAHS = 0, Mode 5) DP8417, 18, 19·80 
ns 

tRCVO RASIN to Column Address Figure 6 
85 

Valid (RAHS = 0, Mode 5) DP8417, 18, 19-70 
ns 

tRCV1 RASIN to Column Address Figure 6 
76 

Valid (RAHS = 1, Mode 5) DP8417, 18, 19-80 ns 

tRCV1 RASIN to Column Address Figure 6 
68 

Valid (RAHS = 1, Mode 5) DP8417, 18, 19-70 
ns 

tRPOL RASIN to RAS Low Delay Figures 5a, 5b, 6 21 18 ns 

tRPOH RASIN to RAS High Delay Figures 5a, 5b, 6 20 17 ns 

tASRL Address Set-up to RASIN low Figures 5a, 5b, 6 13 ns 

tAPO Address Input to Output Figures 5a, 5b, 6 
36 25 ns 

Delay 

tspo Address Strobe High to Figures 5a, 5b 
48 ns 

Address Output Valid 

tASA Address Set-up Time to ADS Figures 5a, 5b, 6 5 ns 

tAHA Address Hold Time from ADS Figures 5a, 5b, 6 10 ns 

tAOS Address Strobe Pulse Width Figures 5a, 5b, 6 26 ns 

twpo WIN to WE Output Delay Figure5b 28 ns 

tCPOL CASIN to CAS Low Delay 
(RIC low, Mode 4) 

Figure5b 
21 32 ns 

tCPOH CASIN to CAS High Delay 
(RIC low, Mode 4) 

Figure5b 
16 33 ns 

tCPdif tCPOL - tCPOH See Mode 4 
11 

Description 
ns 

tRCC Column Select to Column Figure5a 
41 Address Valid ns 

tRCR Row Select to Row Figures 5a, 5b 
45 Address Valid ns 

tRHA Row Address Held from Figure5a 
7 Column Select ns 

tCCAS RIC Low to CAS Low Delay Figure5a 
50 ns (CASIN Low, Mode 4) DP8417, 18, 19-80 

t RIC Low to CAS Low Delay Figure5a 
46 (CASIN Low, Mode 4) DP8417, 18, 19-70 

ns 

tOlF1 Maximum (tRPOL - tRHA) See Mode 4 
7 

Description 
ns 

tOlF2 Maximum (tRCC - tcpoLl 13 ns 

REFRESH 

tRC Refresh Cycle Period Figure2a 100 ns 

tRASINL,H Pulse Width of RASIN Figure2a 
50 during Refresh ns 

tRFPOLO RASIN to RAS Low Delay Figure2a 
28 ns during Refresh (Mode 0) 
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Switching Characteristics: DP8417, DP8418, DP8419, DP8419X (Continued) 

VCC = 5.0V ± 1 0%, O"C ,;; TA ,;; 70·C unless otherwise noted (Notes 2, 4, 5). The output load capacitance is typical for 4 banks 
of 22 DRAMs each or 88 DRAMs, including trace capacitance. 

• These values are 00-08, CL = 500 pF; RASO-RAS3, CL = 150 pF; WE, CL = 500 pF; CAS, CL = 600 pF; RL = 500n 
unless otherwise noted. See Figure 11a for test load. Sl Is open unless otherwise specified. Maximum propagation 
delays are specified with all outputs switching • 

Symbol Parameter Condition 
'CL AIICL = 50 pF 

Units 
Min Max Min Max 

REFRESH (Continued) 

tRFPDL5 RASIN to RAS Low Delay Figure 7 
38 ns 

during Hidden Refresh 

tRFPDHO RASIN to RAS High Delay Figure2a 
35 ns 

during Refresh (Mode 0) 

tRFPDH5 RASIN to RAS High Delay Figure 7 
44 ns 

during Hidden Refresh 

tRFLCT RFSH Low to Counter Figures 2a, 3 
38 

Address Valid CS = X 
ns 

tRFLRL RFSH Low Set-up to RASIN Figure2a 
Low (Mode 0), to get 12 ns 
Minimum tASR = 0 

tRFHRL RFSH High Setup to Access Figure 3 
25 ns 

RASINLow 

tRFHRV RFSH High to Row Figure 3 
43 ns 

Address Valid 

tROHNC RAS High to New Count Figure2a 
42 ns 

Valid 

tRST Counter Reset Pulse Width Figure2a 46 ns 

tCTL RFI/O Low to Counter Figure2a 
80 

Outputs All Low 
ns 

tRFCKL,H Minimum Pulse Width Figure 7 
100 

of RFCK 
ns 

T Period of RAS Generator Figure 3 
30 

Clock 
ns 

tRGCKL Minimum Pulse Width Low Figure 3 
15 

ofRGCK 
ns 

tRGCKH Minimum Pulse Width High Figure 3 
15 ns 

of RGCK 

tFRQL RFCK Low to Forced RFRO Figure 3 
(RFI/O) Low CL = 50 pF 66 ns 

RL = 35k 

tFRQH RGCK Low to Forced RFRO Figure 3 
High CL = 50pF 55 ns 

RL = 35k 

tRGRL RGCK Low to RAS Low Figure 3 21 41 ns 

tRGRH RGCK Low to RAS High Figure 3 23 48 ns 
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Switching Characteristics: DP8417, DP8418, DP8419, DP8419X (Continued) 

Vee = 5.0V ± 10%, O°C ,;: TA ,;: 70°C unless otherwise noted (Notes 2, 4, 5). The output load capacitance is typical for 4 banks 
of 22 DRAMs each or 88 DRAMs, including trace capacitance . 

• These values are QO-Q8, CL = 500 pF; RASO-RAS3, CL = 150 pF; WE, CL = 500 pF; CAS, CL = 600 pF; RL = 500n 
unless otherwise noted. See Figure 11a for test load. S1 Is open unless otherwise specified. Maximum propagation 
delays are specified with all outputs switching. 

Symbol Parameter Condition 'CL AIICL = 50pF 
Units 

Min Max Min Max 

REFRESH (Continued) 

tRQHRF RFSH Hold Time from RGCK Figure 3 2T ns 

tRFRH RFSH High to RAS High (See Mode 1 
(Ending Forced Refresh Description) 42 ns 
early) 

tRFSRG RFSH Low Set-up to (See Mode 1 
RGCK Low (Mode 1) Description) 12 ns 

Figure 3 

tesHR CS High to RASIN Low for Figure 7 10 ns Hidden Refresh 

tRKRL RFCK High to RASIN 50 ns low for hidden Refresh 

DP8419, DP8419X ONLY 

tesRL1 CS Low to Access RASIN Figure 3 
Low (Using Mode 5 with 34 ns 
Auto Refresh Mode) 

tesRLO CS Low to Access RASIN (See Mode 5 
Low (Using Modes 4 or 5 Description) 

5 ns with externally controlled 
Refresh) 

DP8418 ONLY 

teSRL1 CS Low to Access RASIN Figure 3 
Low (Using Mode 5 with 5 ns 
Auto Refresh Mode) 

tesRlO CS Low to Access RASIN (See Mode 5 
Low (Using Modes 4 or 5 Description) 

5 ns with externally controlled 
Refresh) 

DP8417 ONLY - PRELIMINARY 

tesRl1 CS Low to Access RASIN Figure 3 
Low (Using Mode 5 with 34 ns 
Auto Refresh Mode) 

tesRlO CS Low to Access RASIN (See Mode 5 
Low (Using Modes 4 or 5 Description) 

34 ns with externally controlled 
Refresh) 

TRI-STATE 

tZH CS Low to Output S10pen 
50 ns High from Hi-Z Figure ffG 

tHZ CS High to Output S10pen 
50 ns Hi-Z from High Figure ffG 

tZl CS Low to Output S1 Closed 
50 ns Low from Hi-Z Figure ffG 

tHZ CS High to Output S1 Closed 
50 ns Hi·Z from Low Figure ffG 
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I nput Capacitance T A = 25·C (Note 2) 

Symbol Parameter Condition Min Typ Max Units 

Input Capacitance ADS, RIC, CS, M2, RASIN 8 pF 

Input Capacitance All Other Inputs 5 pF 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are the values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical CharacteristiCS" provides conditions for actual device operation . 

Note 2: All typical values are for TA~25°C and Vcc~5.0V. 

Note 3: This test is provided as a monitor of Driver output source and sink current capability. Caution should be exercised in testing this parameter. In testing these 
parameters, a 15!l resistor should be placed in series with each output under test. One output should be tested at a time and test time should not exceed 1 second. 

Note 4: Input pulse OV to 3.0V, tR~tF~2.5 ns, f~2.5 MHz, tpw~200 ns. Input reference point on AC measurements is 1.5V Output reference points are 2.4V for 
High and O.SV for Low. 

Note 5: The load capacitance on RF 1/0 should not exceed 50 pF. 
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_ National 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

PRELIMINARY 

DP84512 Dynamic RAM Controller Interface Circuit for 
the NS32332 

General Description 
This is a PAL (Programmable Array Logic) device designed 
to allow an easy interface between the National Semicon
ductor NS32332 microprocessor and the National Semicon
ductor DP8417/18/19/28/29 dynamic RAM controller. 

This PAL supplies all the control signals needed to perform 
memory read, burst read, write, and refresh operations up to 
a frequency of 15 MHz. 

Features 
• Provides a 3-chip solution for the NS32332/DP8418 (or 

DP8428) dynamic RAM interface (1 PAL, DP8418 and 
clock divider) 

• Works with all speed versions of the NS32332 up to 
15 MHz 

• Allows operation of NS32332 at 12 MHz with no WAIT 
states with standard 120 ns 256k or 1 M DRAMs 

• Controls DP8417/18/19/28/29 mode 5 accesses and 
mode 0 forced refreshes automatically 

• Allows READ accesses in burst mode 
• CPU WAIT states are automatically inserted during con

tention between DRAM accesses and DRAM refreshes 
• Uses standard National Semiconductor PALs (i.e., 

DMPAL16R4A, the user may want to use faster 
versions of these PALs at higher CPU operating 
frequencies) 

• The PAL programming equations are provided with 
comments for easy user modification to his specific 
requirements 
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~NatiOnal 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

DP8428/NS32828,DP8429/NS32829 
1 Megabit High Speed Dynamic RAM Controller/Drivers 
General Description 
The DP8428 and DP8429 1M DRAM Controller/Drivers are 
designed to provide "No-Waitstate" CPU interface to Dy
namic RAM arrays of up to 8 Mbytes and larger. The 
DP8428 and DP8429 are tailored for 32-bit and 16-bit sys
tem requirements, respectively. Both devices are fabricated 
using National's new oxide isolated Advanced Low power 
Schottky (ALS) process and use design techniques which 
enable them to significantly out-perform all other LSI or dis
crete alternatives in speed, level of integration, and power 
consumption. 

Each device integrates the following critical 1 M DRAM con
troller functions on a single monolithic device: ultra precise 
delay line; 9 bit refresh counter; fall-through row, column, 
and bank select input latches; Row/Column address mux
ing logic; on-board high capacitive-load RAS, CAS, Write 
Enable and Address output drivers; and, precise control sig
nal timing for all the above. 

In order to specify each device for "true" worst case operat
ing conditions, all timing parameters are guaranteed while 
the chip is driving the capacitive load of 88 DRAMs includ
ing trace capacitance. The chip's delay timing logic makes 
use of a patented new delay line technique which keeps AC 
skew to ± 3 ns over the full Vee range of ± 1 0% and tem
perature range of - 55'C to + 125'C. The DP8428 and 
DP8429 guarantee a maximum RASIN to CASOUT delay of 
80 ns or 70 ns even while driving an 8 Mbyte memory array 
with error correction check bits included. Two speed select
ed options of these devices are shown in the switching 
characteristics section of this document. (Continued) 

System Diagram 

CPU 
32 - BIT .1 DP84300 r 
16 - BIT I ·1 PROGRAMMABLE 
8- BIT REFRESH TIMER 

Features 
• Makes DRAM interface and refresh tasks appear virtu

ally transparent to the CPU making DRAMs as easy to 
use as static RAMs 

• Specifically designed to eliminate CPU wait states up to 
10 MHz or beyond 

• Eliminates 20 discrete components for significant board 
real estate reduction, system power savings and the 
elimination of chip-to-chip AC skewing 

• On-board ultra precise delay line 
• On-board high capacitive RAS, CAS, WE and Address 

drivers (specified driving 88 DRAMs directly) 
• AC specified for directly addressing up to 8 Mbytes 
• Low power/high speed bipolar oxide isolated process 
• Downward pin and function compatible with 256k 

DRAM Controller/Drivers DP8409A, DP8417, DP8418, 
and DP8419 

Contents 
• System and Device Block Diagrams 
• Recommended Companion Components 
• Device Connection Diagrams and Pin Definitions 
• Device Differences-DP8428 vs DP8429 
• Mode of Operation 

(Descriptions and Timing Diagrams) 
• Application Description and Diagrams 
• DC/ AC Electrical Specifications, Timing Diagrams and 

Test Conditions 

DP8428 MULTIPLEXED ADDRESS BUS-'\ 
4 BANKS OF 

OR 00-9(500 pF DRIVERS) / 
1 MEGABIT 

DP8429 DYNAMIC RAMS 

1 MEGABIT RAS 0-3 (150 pF DRIVERS) UP TO 

DRAM 8 MEGABYTES 

CONTROLLER/ PLUS 
ERROR 

ADDRESS BUS DRIVERS CAS (600 pF DRIVER) 
CORRECTION. 

~ 
WE (500 pF DRIVER) CHECK BITS 

r---
r+ INTERRUPT --V 

A "- jL- "-
WAIT/DTACK ,,~y TRANS- I'r 

MEMORY DATA BUS DATA IN 

CEIVERS lLr:: 
v 

~ L READ[WRITE 
;;j ENABLE DATA OUT ",:2 7 L '--

A r--' DP84XX2 ~ 7 
"- CPU SPECIFIC "-

REFRESH/ACCESS DP8428 29 CONTROL DP8400-2 OR DP8402A CHECK 81TS IN 
ARBITRATION ~ 

16 BIT OR 32 BIT , 

.~< ERROR DETECTION 
ERROR CORRECTlON DP840o-2 B402A CONTROL AND CORRECTION CHECK BITS OUT , 

ENABLE BUFFERS 

TL/F/8649-1 
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General Description (Continued) 

With its four independent RAS outputs and ten multiplexed 
address outputs, the DP8429 can support up to four banks 
of 64k, 256k or 1 M DRAMs. Two bank select pins, B1 and 
BO, are decoded to activate one of the RAS signals during 
an access, leaving the three non-selected banks in the 
standby mode (less than one tenth of the operating power) 
with data outputs in TRI-STATE®. The DP8428's one Bank 
Select pin, B1, enables 2 banks automatically during an ac
cess in order to provide an optimum interface for 32-bit mi
croprocessors. 

The DP8428 and DP8429 each have two mode-select pins, 
allowing for two refresh modes and two access modes. Re
fresh and access timing may be controlled either externally 

Functional Block Diagrams 

or automatically. The automatic modes require a minimum 
of input control signals. 

A refresh counter is on-chip and is multiplexed with the row 
and column inputs. Its contents appear at the address out
puts of the DP8428 or DP8429 during any refresh, and are 
incremented at the completion of the refresh. Row, Column 
and bank address latches are also on-chip. However, if the 
address inputs to the DP8428 or DP8429 are valid through
out the duration of the access, these latches may be operat
ed in the fall-through mode. 

Each device is available in either the 52 pin Ceramic DIP, or 
the low cost JEDEC standard 68 pin Plastic Chip Carrier 
(PCG) package. 

DP8429 

RO·9 

cs~ 

RASIN~ 

R/C(RFCK)_ 
CASIN (RGCK) _ 

WIN t 
RF liD 

\ HIGH CAPACITIVE DRIVE 
y~ CAPABILITY OUTPUTS 

1----+1/ j j"'-~"'1JI-" 00·9 

CONTROL lOGIC 

t f 
M2 (RFSH) RAHS 
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Functional Block Diagrams (Continued) 

RO-9 

~--
1iJrnIj--

DP8428 

\ HIGH CAPACITIVE DRIVE 
y~ CAPABILITY OUTPUTS 

1---+1/ i i'" 1-+1':>--+ 00-9 
I I 
I ' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

RAS 
OECOOER 

RASIN 

r-, ..... --m3 

L-.. D-_RAS2 

-, ...... -_RASO 

R/C(RFCK) __ CONTROL LOGIC 

GASIN (RGCK) __ 

WIN t t t t -------r---r--~--~-------~~ 
RF 110 M2(RFSH) RAHS MO 

System Companion Components 

Device # Function 

DP84300 Programmable Refresh Timer for DP84xx DRAM Controller 
DP84412 NS32008/16/32 to DP8409A/17/18/19/28/29 Interface 
DP84512 NS32332 to DP8417/18/19/28/29 Interface 
DP84322 68000108/10 to DP8409A117 118/19/28/29 Interface (up to 8 MHz) 

TLlF/8649-3 

DP84422 68000108110 to DP8409A117/18/19/28/29 Interface (up to 12_5 MHz) 
DP84522 68020 to DP8417/18/19/28/29 Interface 
DP84432 8086/88/1861188 to DP8409A117/18/19/28/29 Interface 
DP84532 80286 to DP8409A117 118/19/28/29 Interface 

DP8400 .. 2 16 .. 8it Expandable Error CheckerlCorrector (E2C2) 

DP8402A 32 .. 8it Error Detector And Corrector (EDAC) 
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Connection Diagrams 

ADS 
RO 
CO 
Rl 
Cl 
R2 
C2 

GND 
GND 

R3 
C3 
R4 
C4 
R5 
C5 
R9 

Dual-In-Llne Package Dual-In-Llne Package 

RiC (RFCK) 52 RASIN RiC (RFCK) 

CASIN (RGCK) 

MO 

RAHS 

~2 (RFSH) 

ADS 

RO 

CO 

52 RASIN 
51 Cs CASIN (RGCK) 51 Cs 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

MO 50 RF I/O 

RAHS 49 WIN 

~2 (RFSH) 48 WE 

ADS 47 00 

RO 
46 09 

CO 
45 01 

Rl 4402 

CliO 43 03 

R2 11 42 04 
C2 12 41 GND 

GND 13 DP8428 40 GND 

R3 14 39 05 

C3 15 38 VCC 

R4 16 37 06 

C4 '7 36 07 

R5 18 35 08 

C5 19 34 CAS 

R9 20 33 RAS3 

C9 21 32 RAS2 

R6 22 31 RASI 

C6 23 30 RASO 

R724 29 NC 

C7 25 28 81 

R8 26 27 C8 

TL/F/8649-4 

Rl 
CliO 

R2 11 

C2 12 

GND 13 

R3 14 

C3 '5 

R4 '6 
C4 17 

R5 18 

C5 19 

R9 20 

C9 21 

R6 22 

C6 23 

R724 

C7 25 

R8 26 

DP8429 

50 RF I/O 

49 WiN 
48 WE 
47 00 
46 09 
45 01 

4402 
43 03 

42 04 
41 GND 

40 GND 
39 05 

38 VCC 

37 06 
36 07 
35 08 

34 CAS 

33 RAS3 

32 RAS2 

31 RASI 

30 RASO 

29 BO 

28 Bl 

27 C8 

Order Number DP8428D-70, DP8428D-80 or 
DP8429D-70, DP8429D-80 

See NS Package Number D52A 

Plastic Chip Carrier Package Plastic Chip Carrier Package 

8765432 1 6867666564636261 9 87654321 6867666564636261 
60 10 60 
59 09 ADS 11 59 
58 01 Ro 12 58 
57 02 CO 13 57 
56 03 Rl 14 56 
55 04 Cl 15 55 
54 GND R2 16 54 

DP8428 53 GND C2 17 DP8429 
53 

52 05 GND 18 52 
51 Vee GND 19 51 
50 Vee R3 20 50 
49 06 C3 21 49 
48 07 R4 22 48 
47 08 C4 23 47 
46 CAS R5 24 46 
45 RAS3 C5 25 45 
44 R9 26 44 

2728293031323334353637383940414243 2728293031323334353637383940414243 

TLlF/8649-6 

Order Number DP8428V-70, DP8428V-80 or 
DP8429V-70, DP8429V-80 

See NS Package Number V68A 
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DP8428 vs DP8429 
The DP8428 DYNAMIC RAM CONTROLLER/DRIVER is 
identical to the DP8429 with the exception of two functional 
differences incorporated to improve performance with 32-bit 
microprocessors. 

1) Pin 28 (B1) is used to enable/disable a pair of RAS out
puts, and pin 29 (BO on the DP8429) is a no connect. 
When B1 is low, RASO and RAS1 are enabled such that 
they both go low during an access. When B1 is high, 
RAS2 and RAS3 are enabled. This feature is useful when 
driving words of 32 bits or more since each RAS would 
be driving only one half of the word. By distributing the 
load on each RAS line in this way, the DP8428 will meet 
the same AC specifications driving 2 banks of 32 DRAMs 
each as the DP8429 does driving 4 banks of 16 bits each. 

2) The hidden refresh function.available on the DP8429 has 
been disabled on the DP8428 in order to reduce the 
amount of setup time necessary from CS going low to 
RASIN going low during an access of DRAM. This param
eter, called tesRL1, is 5 ns for the DP8428 whereas it is 
34 ns for the DP8429. The hidden refresh function al
lowed only a very small increase in system performance, 
at microprocessor frequencies of 10 MHz and above. 

Pin Definitions 
Vee, GND, GND - Vee = 5V ± 10%. The three supply 
pins have been assigned to the center of the package to 
reduce voltage drops, both DC and AC. There are two 
ground pins to reduce the low level nOise. The second 
ground pin is located two pins from Vee, so that decoupling 
capacitors can be inserted directly next to these pins. It is 
important to adequately decouple this device, due to the 
high switching currents that will occur when all 10 address 
bits change in the same direction simultaneously. A recom
mended solution would be a 1 ""F multilayer ceramic capaci
tor in parallel with a low-voltage tantalum capacitor, both 
connected as close as possible to GND and Vee to reduce 
lead inductance. See Figure below. 

Vee O------~ ... ----~ 
'MULTILAYER -L ..L 

GND 0 

CERAMIC I 'TANTALUM T 
TL/F/8649-8 

"'Capacitor values should be chosen depending on the particular application. 
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RO-R9: Row Address Inputs. 

CO-C9: Column Address Inputs_ 

QO-Q9: Multiplexed Address Outputs - This address is 
selected from the Row Address Input Latch, the Column 
Address Input Latch or the Refresh Counter. 

RASIN: Row Address Strobe Input - RASIN directly con
trols the selected RAS output when in an access mode and 
all RAS outputs during hidden or external refresh. 

RIC (RFCK) - In the auto-modes this pin is the external 
refresh clock input; one refresh cycle should be performed 
each clock period. In the external access mode it is Rowl 
Column Select Input which enables either the row or column 
address input latch onto the output bus. 

CASIN (RGCK) - In the auto-modes this pin is the RAS 
Generator Clock input. In external access mode it is the 
Column Address Strobe input which controls CAS directly 
once columns are enabled on the address outputs. 

ADS: Address (Latch) Strobe Input - Row Address, Col
umn Address, and Bank Select Latches are fall-through with 
ADS high; latching occurs on high-to-Iow transition of ADS. 

CS: Chip Select Input - When high, CS disables all ac
cesses. Refreshing, however, in both modes 0 and 1 is not 
affected by this pin. 

MO, M2 (RFSH): Mode Control Inputs - These pins select 
one of the four available operational modes of the DP8429 
(see Table III). 

RFIIO: Refresh Input/Output - In the auto-modes this pin 
is the Refresh Request Output. It goes low following RFCK 
indicating that no hidden refresh was performed while RFCK 
was high. When this pin is set low by an external gate the 
on-chip refresh counter is reset to all zeroes. 

WIN: Write Enable Input. 
WE: Write Enable Output - WE follows WIN unconditionally. 

RAHS: Row Address Hold Time Select - Selects the 
tRAH to be guaranteed by the DP8428 or DP8429 delay line 
to allow for the use of fast or slow DRAMs. 

CAS: Column Address Strobe Output - In mode 5 and in 
mode 4 with CASIN low before RIC goes low, CAS goes 
low automatically after the column address is valid on the 
address outputs. In mode 4 CAS follows CASIN directly af
ter RIC goes low, allowing for nibble accessing. CAS is al
ways high during refresh. 

RAS 0-3: Row Address Strobe Outputs - The enabled 
RAS output (see Table II) follows RASIN directly during an 
access. During refresh, all RAS outputs are enabled. 



Pin Definitions (Continued) 

BO. B1: Bank Select Inputs - These pins are decoded to 
enable one or two of the four RAS outputs during an access 
(see Table I and Table II). 

TABLE I. DP8429 Memory Bank Decode 

Bank Select 
(Strobed by ADS) Enabled RAS" 
B1 BO 

0 0 RASa 
0 1 RAS1 
1 0 RAS2 
1 1 RAS3 

TABLE II. DP8428 Memory Bank Decode 

Bank Select 
(Strobed by ADS) Enabled RAS" 
B1 NC 

0 X RASa & RAS1 
1 X RAS2& RAS3 

Conditions for All Modes 
INPUT ADDRESSING 

The address block consists of a row-address latch, a col
umn-address latch, and a resettable refresh counter. The 
address latches are fall-through when ADS is high and latch 
when ADS goes low. If the address bus contains valid ad
dresses until after CAS goes low at the end of the memory 
cycle, ADS can be permanently high. Otherwise ADS must 
go low while the addresses are still valid. 

DRIVE CAPABILITY 

The DP8429 has timing parameters that are specified driv
ing the typical capacitance (including traces) of 88, 5V-only 
DRAMs. Since there are 4 RAS outputs, each is specified 
driving one-fourth of the total memory. CAS, WE and the 
address outputs are specified driving all 88 DRAMs. 

The graph in Figure 10 may be used to determine the slight 
variations in timing parameters, due to loading conditions 
other than 88 DRAMs. 

Because of distributed trace capacitance and inductance 
and DRAM input capacitance, current spikes can be creat
ed, causing overshoots and undershoots at the DRAM in
puts that can change the contents of the DRAMs or even 
destroy them. To reduce these spikes, a damping resistor 
(low inductance, carbon) should be inserted between the 
DP8429 outputs and the DRAMs, as close as possible to 
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the DP8429. The damping resistor values may differ de
pending on how heavily an output is loaded. These resistors 
should be determined by the first prototypes (not wire
wrapped due to the larger distributed capacitance and in
ductance). Resistors should be chosen such that the tran
sition on the control outputs is critically damped. Typical 
values will be from 150. to 1000., with the lower values be
ing used with the larger memory arrays. Note that AC pa
rameters are specified with 150. damping resistors. For 
more information see AN-305 "Precautions to Take When 
Driving Memories". 

DP8429 DRIVING ANY 256k or 1M DRAMS 

The DP8429 can drive any 256k or 1 M DRAMs. 256k 
DRAMs require 18 of the DP8429's address inputs to select 
one memory location within the DRAM. RAS-only refreshing 
with the nine-bit refresh-counter on the DP8429 makes CAS 
before RAS refreshing, available on 256k DRAMs, unneces
sary (see Figure 1a). 

1 Mbit DRAMs require the use of all 10 of the DP8429 Ad
dress Outputs (see Figure 1b). 

READ, WRITE AND READ-MODIFY-WRITE CYCLES 

The output signal, WE, determines what type of memory 
access cycle the memory will perform. If WE is kept high 
while CAS goes low, a read cycle occurs. If WE goes low 
before CAS goes low, a write cycle occurs and data at DI 
(DRAM~put data) is written into the DRAM as CAS goes 
low. If WE goes low later than tewD after CAS goes low, first 
a read occurs and DO (DRAM output data) becomes valid, 
then data DI is written into the same address in the DRAM 
as WE goes low. In this read-modify-write case, DI and DO 
cannot be linked together. WE always follows WIN directly 
to determine the type of access to be performed. 

POWER-UP INITIALIZE 

When Vee is first applied to the DP8429, an initialize pulse 
clears the refresh counter and the internal control flip-flops. 

Mode Features Summary 
• 4 modes of operation: 2 access and 2 refresh 
• Automatic or external selected by the user 
• Auto access mode provides RAS, row to column 

change, and then CAS automatically. 
• Choice between two different values of tRAH in auto-ac

cess mode 
• CAS controlled independently in external control mode, 

allowing for nibble mode accessing 
• Automatic refreshing can make refreshes transparent to 

the system 
• CAS is inhibited during refresh cycles 
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DP8428/DP8429 Mode Descriptions 
MODE O-EXTERNALL Y CONTROLLED REFRESH 

Rgure 2 shows the Externally Controlled Refresh timing. In 
this mode the refresh counter contents are multiplexed to 
the address outputs. All RAS outputs are enabled to follow 
RASIN so that the row address indicated by the refresh 
counter is refreshed in all DRAM banks when RASIN goes 
low. The refresh counter increments when RASIN goes 
high. RFSH should be held low at least until RASIN goes 
high (they may go high simultaneously) so that the refresh 
address remains valid and all RAS outputs remain enabled 
throughout the refresh. 

A burst refresh may be performed by holding RFSH low and 
toggling RASIN until all rows are refreshed. It may be useful 
in this case to reset the refresh counter just prior to begin
ning the refresh. The refresh counter resets to all zeroes 
when RFI/O is pulled low by an external gate. The refresh 
counter always counts to 511 before rolling over to zero. If 
there are 128 or 256 rows being refreshed then 07 or 08, 
respectively, going high may be used as an end-of-burst 
indicator. 

In order that the refresh address is valid on the address 
outputs prior to the RAS lines going low, RFSH must go low 
before RASIN. The setup time required is given by tRFLRL in 
the Switching Characteristics. This parameter may be ad
justed using Figure 10 for loading conditions other than 
those specified. 

TABLE III. DP8428/DP8429 Mode Select Options 

Mode 
(RFSH) 

MO Mode of Operation 
M2 

0 0 0 Externally Controlled 
Refresh 

1 0 1 Auto Refresh-Forced 
4 1 0 Externally Controlled 

Access 
5 1 1 Auto Access 

(Hidden Refresh) 

DP8428/DP8429 Interface Between System and DRAM Banks 

CAS 

~ 
WE 

ROWS l m 
~ I COLUMNS ~I ADDRESS 

9 CDLUMN DECODE f-9 
R 512 DRIVERS 

ADDRESS 9 0 +5V 256K 
BUS W 

DYNAMIC 
9 D 512 256K RAMS 

~ REFRESH E ARRAY 
COUNTER C 

0 
D 

DP8429 E 

TL/F 16649-12 

All 9 Bits of Refresh Counter Used 

FIGURE la. DP8428/DP8429 with 256k DRAMs 

CAS 

I ~ WE 
ROWS 

l RAS 

10 ... ... 
I ~ ~ 

COLUMN DECODE 
ADDRESS 10 .. 10 ... 

2048 COLUMNS R 
DRIVERS ADDRESS " " 0 

BUS W 

D 1 M - BIT +5V 1M 

~ 
E 512 ARRAY DRAMS ~ REFRESH C 

COUNTER 0 
D 
E 

DP8429 

TL/F/6649-25 

All 9 Bits of Refresh Counter Used 

FIGURE lb. DP8428/DP8429 with 1M DRAMs 
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DP8428/DP8429 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

INPUTS 

RASIN 

CASIN AND RIC 

OUTPUTS 

RAS 0 

RAS 1, 2, 3 

1--+--1ROHNC 

REFRESH CTR REFRESH COUNT n n+l COUNTER RESET 

00·9 

tRFLCT 

RFt/O 

REFRESH COUNT n 

COUNTER RESET 

INPUT 

"'Indicates Dynamic RAM Parameters 

FIGURE 2a. External Control Refresh Cycle (Mode 0) 

MOOE ~~i _________________________ M_O_OE_O __ :I:I ______________________ ~ 

LJ 
--1 1- tRFPDH 

LJ 
--li-tRFDPL 

------~, ~----, 
RAS 0-3 

511 X ~ 
. .... -----------~ 

FIGURE 2b. Burst Refresh Mode 0 
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DP8428/DP8429 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

MODE 1-AUTOMATIC FORCED REFRESH 

In Mode 1 the RIC (RFCK) pin becomes RFCK (refresh 
cycle clock) and the CASIN (RGCK) pin becomes RGCK 
(RAS generator clock). If RFCK is high and Mode 1 is en
tered then the chip operates as if in MODE ° (externally 
controlled refresh), with all RAS outputs following RASIN. 
This feature of Mode 1 may be useful for those who want to 
use Mode 5 (automatic access) with externally controlled 
refresh. By holding RFCK permanently high one need only 
toggle M2 (RFSH) to switch from Mode 5 to external re
fresh. As with Mode 0, RFI/O may be pulled low by an ex
ternal gate to reset the refresh counter. 

When using Mode 1 as automatic refresh, RFCK must be an 
input clock signal. One refresh should occur each period of 
RFCK. If no refresh is performed while RFCK is high, then 
when RFCK goes low RFI/O immediately goes low to indi
cate that a refresh is requested. (RFI/O may still be used to 
reset the refresh counter even though it is also used as a 
refresh request pin, however, an open-collector gate should 
be used to reset the counter in this case since RFI/O is 
forced low internally for a request). 

After receiving the refresh request the system must allow a 
forced refresh to take place while RFCK is low. External 
logic can monitor RFRQ (RFI/O) so that when RFRQ goes 
low this logic will wait for the access currently in progress to 
be completed before pulling M2 (RFSH) low to put the 
DP8429 in mode 1. If no access is taking place when RFRQ 
occurs, then M2 may immediately go low. Once M2 is low, 
the refresh counter contents appear at the address outputs 
and RAS is generated to perform the refresh. 

An external clock on RGCK is required to derive the refresh 
RAS signals. On the second falling edge of RGCK after M2 
is low, all RAS lines go low. They remain low until two more 
falling edges of RGCK. Thus RAS remains high for one to 
two periods of RGCK after M2 goes low, and stays low for 
two periods. ~der to obtain the minimum delay from M2 
going low to RAS going low, M2 should go low tRFSRG be
fore the falling edge of RGCK. 

The Refresh Request on RFI/O is terminated as RAS goes 
low. This signal may be used to end the refresh earlier than 
it normally would as described above. If M2 is pulled high 

CSl 
h--------------------------------------j r-tCSRLt 

iiASiN 

(j) 

RFCK 

RGCK 

____ .......; ______ tR_FS_RG--l---:~ r-1-tROHRF~tR(DRL 
M2 (RFSH) 8086/32016 ACKNOWLEDGES HOLD 8086-/!:l32::"U-16-R-EM':"O-V-ES-A-C-KN-0-W-LE-0-GE-

68000 GRANTS BUS (MODE 5) @ (MODE 1) 6BODO REMOVES GRANT (MODE 5) 

____ ...:.I...c;® 1r-tFROH I r-tRFHRV-i 

RF 110 (RFRO) J I I REFRESH REaUEST REMOVED 

.® -I l-tRGRH I I-- tFRDL --j I- tRGRL 

r--~""""----"--
RASO.1.2,3 

~p ACCESS TO 
SELECTED BANKS 

REFRESH COUNTER 

-I r-tRFLCT 

I LS 
TLlF/8649-15 

<D RFCK goes low ® Forced refresh RAS starts after> T 

® RFRO goes low if no hidden refresh (> tRP) 
occurred while RFCK was high ® Forced refresh RAS ends RFRO 

(i) Next RASIN starts next access Q) ""p removes refresh acknowledge 

@ J.LP acknowledges refresh request 

FIGURE 3. DP8428/DP8429 Performing a Forced Refresh (Mode 5 -+ 1 -+ 5) with Various Microprocessors 
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DP8428/DP8429 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

while the RAS lines are low, then the RASs go high tRFRH 
later. The designer must be careful, however, not to violate 
the minimum RAS low time of the DRAMs. He must also 
guarantee that the minimum RAS precharge time is not vio
lated during a transition from mode 1 to mode 5 when an 
access is desired immediately following a refresh. 

If the processor tries to access memory while the DP8429 is 
in mode I, WAIT states should be inserted into the proces
sor cycles until the DP8429 is back in mode 5 and the de
sired access has been accomplished (see Figure 9). 

Instead of using WAIT states to delay accesses when re
freshing, HOLD states could be used as follows. RFRQ 
could be connected to a HOLD or Bus Request input to the 
system. When convenient, the system acknowledges the 
HOLD or Bus Request by pulling M2 low. Using this 
scheme, HOLD will end as the RAS lines go low (RFI/O 
goes high). Thus, there must be sufficient delay from the 
time HOLD goes high to the DP8429 returning to mode 5, so 
that the RAS low time of the DRAMs isn't violated as de
scribed earlier (see Figure 3 for mode 1 refresh with Hold 
states). 

To perform a forced refresh the system will be inactive for 
about four periods of RGCK. For a frequency of 10 MHz, 
this is 400 ns. To refresh 128 rows every 2 ms an average of 

*Resistors required depends on DRAM load. 

DRAMs Maybe 16k, 64k, 256k, 1 M 

For 4 Banks, can drive 16 data bits 

+ 6 Gheck Bils for EGG. 

For 2 Banks, can drive 32 data bits 

+ 7 Gheck Bits for EGG. 

For 1 Bank, can drive 64 data bits 

+ 8 Check Bits for ECC. 

INPUT CAS '-::===~~ 
ALE 1-

RO-6, 7, S, 9 

AO-15, 17. 19, 21 

CD·6. 7, 8, 9 

OP8429 

about one refresh per 16 /-'S is required. With a RFCK period 
of 16 /-'S and RGCK period of 100 ns, DRAM accesses are 
delayed due to refresh only 2.5% of the time. If using the 
Hidden Refresh available in mode 5 (refreshing with RFCK 
high) this percentage will be even lower. 

MODE 4 - EXTERNALLY CONTROLLED ACCESS 

In this mode all control signal outputs can be controlled 
directly by the corresponding control input. The enabled 
RAS output follows RASIN, CAS follows CASIN (with RIC 
low), WE follows WIN and RIC determines whether the row 
or the column inputs are enabled to the address outputs 
(see Figure 4). 

With RIC high, the row address latch contents are enabled 
onto the address bus. RAS going low strobes the row ad
dress into the DRAMs; After waiting to allow for sufficient 
row-address hold time (tRAH) after RAS goes low, RIC can 
go low to enable the column address latch contents onto 
the address bus. When the column address is valid, CAS 
going low will strobe it into the DRAMs. WIN determines 
whether the cycle is a read, write or read-modify-write ac
cess. Refer to Figures Sa and Sb for typical Read and Write 
timing using mode 4. 

Page or Nibble mode may be performed by toggling CASIN 
once the initial access has been completed. In the case of 
page mode the column address must be changed before 

INPUT RAS Ir----....,~~I rnTN 

ROW/COLUMN SEl 1""1 ----.,~~I R/C 

WRITE r----....,~WIN 

REFRESH 1""1 ----.,~~I M2 tS a~~8, 7, 8, 9 ~~~~~~~~~~~l-
'---....,l.---.l-~ 18Ks. 84Ks. 258Ks. 1Ms 

:~~~GND~~~~~~~~~ DATA ~ 

Tl/F/8649-16 

FIGURE 4. Typical Application of DP8429 Using External Control Access and Refresh in Modes 0 and 4 
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DP8428/DP8429 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

INPUTS 

ADS (ALE) 
'INDICATES DYNAMIC RAM 
PARAMETERS 

CASIN __ -+ __ 4-____ +-________ -L ________________ +-________ ~ ______ __ 

Ric 

OUTPUTS ~I 
i---""""---

_IIRCRI_ 

RAS 0.1.2.3 

00·9 COLUMNS VALID 

________________ --.: ____ -+ ___ -__ ,IA_SC,'I-ICAC·-I 

CAS • 'eCAS • 

~--~-----~ 
-----IRAC·---····-ir------, 

DRAM DATA OUT ----------------------------------------~ DATA OUT VALID 

INPUTS 

ADS (ALE) 

SYSTEM 
ADDRESS 

BUS 

RIC 

FIGURE 5a. Read Cycle Timing (Mode 4) 

DRAM DATA IN ---+---+------+----------:-.---(] 

tRCCW 

OUTPUTS 

RAS 0.1.2.3 

00·9 

FIGURE 5b. Write Cycle Timing (Mode 4) 
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DP8428/DP8429 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

CASIN goes low to access a new memory location (see With tOlF1 (from Switching Characteristics) = 7 ns, 
Figure 5c). Parameter tCPdif has been specified in order that RASIN to RIC delay = 7 ns + 15 ns = 22 ns. 
users may easily determine minimum CAS pulse widths 
when CASIN is toggling. 

AUTOMATIC CAS GENERATION 

CAS is held high when RIC is high even if CASIN is low. If 
CASIN is low when RIC goes low, CAS goes low automati
cally, tASC after the column address is valid. This feature 
eliminates the need for an externally derived CASIN signal 
to control CAS when performing a simple access (Figure 5a 
demonstrates Auto-CAS generation in mode 4). Page or nib
ble accessing may be performed as shown in Figure 5c 
even if CAS is generated automatically for the initial access. 

FASTEST MEMORY ACCESS 

The fastest Mode 4 access is achieved by using the auto
matic CAS feature and external delay line to generate the 
required delay between RASIN and RIC. The amount of 
delay required depends on the minimum tRAH of the DRAMs 
being used. The DP8429 parameter tOlF1 has been speci
fied in order that the delay between RASIN and RIC may be 
minimized. 

tOlF1 = MAXIMUM (tRPOL - tRHA) 
where tRPOL = RASIN to RAS delay 

and tRHA = row address held from RIC going low. 

The delay between RASIN and RIC that guarantees the 
specified DRAM tRAH is given by 

MINIMUM RASIN to RIC = tOlF1 + tRAH' 
Example 

In an application using DRAMs that require a minimum tRAH 
of 15 ns, the following demonstrates how the maximum 
RASIN to CAS time is determined. 

A delay line of 25 ns will be sufficient. 

With Auto-CAS generation, the maximum delay from RIC to 
CAS (loaded with 600 pF) is 46 ns. Thus the maximum 
RASIN to CAS time is 71 ns, under the given conditions. 

With a maximum RASIN to RAS time (tRPoLl of 20 ns, the 
maximum RAS to CAS time is about 51 ns. Most DRAMs 
with a 15 ns minimum tRAH have a maximum tRCO of about 
60 ns. Thus memory accesses are likely to be RAS limited 
instead of CAS limited. In other words, memory access time 
is limited by DRAM performance, not controller perform-
ance. 

REFRESHING IN CONJUNCTION WITH MODE 4 

If using mode 4 to access memory, mode 0 (externally con
trolled refresh) must be used for all refreshing. 

MODE 5 - AUTOMATIC ACCESS WITH HIDDEN RE· 
FRESHING CAPABILITY 

Automatic-Access has two advantages over the externally 
controlled access (mode 4). First, RAS, CAS and the row to 
column change are all derived internally from one input sig
nal, RASIN. Thus the need for an external delay line (see 
mode 4) is eliminated. 

Secondly, since RIC and CASIN are not needed to gener
ate the row to column change and CAS, these pins can be 
used for the automatic refreshing function. 

AUTOMATIC ACCESS CONTROL 

Mode 5 of the DP8429 makes accessing Dynamic RAM 
nearly as easy as accessing static RAM. Once row and col
umn addresses are valid (latched on the DP8429 if neces
sary), RASIN gOing low is all that is required to perform the 
memory access. 

TLlF/8649-19 

FIGURE 5c. Page or Nibble Access In Mope 4 
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DP8428/DP8429 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

ADS 

ADDRESS INPUTS/ ___ / 
DATA 

00·9 

""" ~ , I: I t ---1--WRITE-- ---I 

_twCS'---1 I 
-- teAC· I __ tOFF. 

DATA DUTPUT-----------t------------< VALID (READ) 

1-----tRAC·-----

"'Indicates Dynamic RAM Parameters TLiF/8649-20 

FIGURE 6. Mode 5 Timing 

(Refer to Figure 6) In mode 5 the selected RAS follows 
RASIN immediately, as in mode 4, to strobe the row address 
into the DRAMs. The row address remains valid on the 
DP8429 address outputs long enough to meet the tRAH re
quirement of the DRAMs (pin 4, RAHS, of the DP8429 al
lows the user two choices of tRAH). Next, the column ad
dress replaces the row address on the address outputs and 
CAS goes low to strobe the columns into the DRAMs. WIN 
determines whether a read, write or read-modify-write is 
done. 

The diagram below illustrates mode 5 automatic control sig
nal generation. 

aO-9 
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REFRESHING IN CONJUNCTION WITH MODE 5 
When using mode 5 to perform memory accesses, refresh
ing may be accomplished: 

(a) externally (in mode 0 or mode 1) 
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(b) by a combination of mode 5 (hidden refresh) and 
mode 1 (auto-refresh) 

or (c) by a combination of mode 5 and mode 0 

(a) Externally Controlled Refreshing in Mode 0 or Mode 1 

All refreshing may be accomplished using external refresh
es in either mode 0 or mode 1 with RIC (RFCK) tied high 
(see mode 0 and mode 1 descriptions). If this is desired, the 
system determines when a refresh will be performed, puts 
the DP8429 in the appropriate mode, and controls the RAS 
signals directly with RASIN. The on-chip refresh counter is 
enabled to the address outputs of the DP8429 when the 
refresh mode is entered, and increments when RASIN goes 
high at the completion of the refresh. 

(b) Mode 5 Refreshing (hidden) with Mode 1 refreshing 
(auto) 

(Refer to Figure 7a) If RFCK is tied to a clock (see mode 1 
description), RFI/O becomes a refresh request output and 
goes low following RFCK going low if no refresh occurred 
while RFCK was high. Refreshes may be performed in 
mode 5 when the DP8429 is not selected for access (CS is 
high) and RFCK is high. If these conditions exist the refresh 
counter contents appear on the DP8429 address outputs 
and all RAS lines follow RASIN so that if RASIN goes low 
(an access other than through the DP8429 occurs), all RAS 
lines go low to perform the refresh. The DP8429 allows only 
one refresh of this type for each period of RFCK, since 
RFCK should be fast enough such that one refresh per peri
od is sufficient to meet the DRAM refresh requirement. 



DP8428/DP8429 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

Once it is started, a hidden refresh will continue even if 
RFCK goes low. However, CS must be high throughout the 
refresh (until RASIN goes high). 

These hidden refreshes are valuable in that they do not 
delay accesses. When determining the duty cycle of RFCK, 
the high time should be maximized in order to maximize the 
probability of hidden refreshes. If a hidden refresh doesn't 
happen, then a refresh request will occur on RFI/O when 
RFCK goes low. After receiving the request, the system 
must perform a refresh while RFCK is low. This may be 
done by gOing to mode 1 and allowing an automatic refresh 
(see mode 1 description). This refresh must be completed 
while RFCK is low, thus the RFCK low time is determined by 
the worst-case time required by the system to respond to a 
refresh request. 

(c) Mode 5 Refresh (Hidden Refresh) with mode 0 Refresh 
(External Refresh) 

This refresh scheme is identical to that in (b) except that 
after receiving a refresh request, mode 0 is entered to do 
the refresh (see mode 0 description). The refresh request is 
terminated (RFI/O goes high) as soon as mode 0 is en
tered. This method requires more control than using mode 1 
(auto-refresh), however, it may be desirable if the mode 1 
refresh time is considered to be excessive. 

Example 

Figure 7b demonstrates how a system designer would use 
the DP8429 in mode 5 based on certain characteristics of 
his system. 

System Characteristics: 

1) DRAM used has min tRAH requirement of 15 ns and 
min tASR of 0 ns 

2) DRAM address is valid from time Tv to the end of the 
memory cycle 

3) four banks of twenty-two 256k memory chips each are 
being driven 

Using the DP8429 (see Figure 7b): 

1) Tie pin 4 (RAHS) high to guarantee a 15 ns minimum 
tRAH which is sufficient for the DRAMs being used 

2) Generate RASIN no earlier than time Tv + tASRL (see 
switching characteristics), so that the row address is 
valid on the DRAM address inputs before RAS occurs 

3) Tie ADS high since latching the DRAM address on the 
DP8429 is not necessary 

4) Connect the first 20 system address bits to RO-R9 and 
CO-C9, and bits 21 and 22 to BO and B1 

5) Connect each RAS output of the DP8429 to the RAS 
inputs of the DRAMs of one bank of the memory array; 
connect 00-09 of the DP8429 to AO-A9 of all DRAMs; 
connect CAS of the DP8429 to CAS of all the DRAMs 

Figure 7c illustrates a similar example using the DP8428 to 
drive two 32-bit banks. 

I
' tRFGK--------"I 

J-----tRFGKL ' 1~,------tRFGKH-----'1 

i I I N~<~~~~~o r-FORCES REFRES~ HIDDEN REFRESH ALLOWEO ~~ 

r-----r-- PROCESSOR ACCESSING ELSEWHERE 

cs r---Ar----h 
~~~----------~il--------~I ' ~ ; 1------------

PROCESSOR CYCLE TIME -I 1- 1 1 
----r--------------, ~---------

RASIN J I I I 
tCSHR =! 1-1 

RFRO 
(RF 1/01 

RAS 0-3 

I 2Tns--1 

II -I ~ HIDDEN REFRESH ALREADY 
PERFORMED, NO SUBSEQUENT 
REFRESH ALLOWED IN THIS CYCLE 

tRFPOLS ~Ij r-1-__ tRFP __ DHS ___ __ 

ONE RAS . I 
SELECTEO 1 

i 00·9 ~ ..... _R_OW_S __ ~,,-_____ RO_W_S _____ _ 

:l. __ CiiS _____ U ______ TL/Ff_864902--->2 FIGURE 7a. Hidden Refreshing (Mode 5) and Forced Refreshing (Mode 1) Timing 
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DP8428/DP8429 Mode Descriptions (Continued) 

SYSTEM CLOCK "-----+( 

AO·21 

I 
I 

"1"_ 

INPUT RAS r------+i 

REFRESH CLOCK 1 

• 

RGCK 
ADS 
BD 

RO·9 

CO·9 

OP8429 

RASIN 

RFCK 

WiN 

M2 

WRITE r-------.I 
REFRESH Ir------~' 

'---.;,;....;.,;~;...........I 

cs 11--------, 

r------+i RAS 

OATA~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

TL/F/B649-23 
FIGURE 7b. Typical Application of DP8429 Using Modes 5 and 1 

Applications 
If one desires a memory interface containing the DP8429 
that minimizes the number of external components required, 
modes 5 and 1 should be used. These two modes provide: 

1) Automatic access to memory (in mode 5 only one signal, 
RASIN, is required in order to access memory) 

2) Hidden refresh capability (refreshes are performed auto
matically while in mode 5 when non-local accesses are 
taking place, as determined by CS) 

3) Refresh request capability (if no hidden refresh took 
place while RFCK was high, a refresh request is generat
ed at the RFI/O pin when RFCK goes high) 

4) Automatic forced refresh (If a refresh request is generat
ed while in mode 5, as described above, external logic 
should switch the DP8429 into mode 1 to do an automat
ic forced refresh. No other external control signals need 
be issued. WAIT states can be inserted into the proces
sor machine cycles if the system tries to access memory 
while the DP8429 is in mode 1 dOing a forced refresh). 

Some items to be considered when integrating the DP8429 
into a system design are: 

1) The system designer should ensure that a DRAM access 
not be in progress when a refresh mode is entered. Simi-
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larly, one should not attempt to start an access while a 
refresh is in progress. The parameter tRFHRL specifies 
the minimum time from RFSH high to RASIN gOing low to 
initiate an access. 

2) One should always guarantee that the DP8429 is enabled 
for access prior to initiating the access (see tCSRL 1). 

3) One should bring RASIN low even during non-local ac
cess cycles when in mode 5 in order to maximize the 
chance of a hidden refresh occurring. 

4) At lower frequencies (under 10 Mhz), it becomes increas
ingly important to differentiate between READ and 
WRITE cycles. RASIN generation during READ cycles 
can take place as soon as one knows that a processor 
READ access cycle has started. WRITE cycles, on the 
other hand, cannot start until one knows that the data to 
be written at the DRAM inputs will be valid a setup time 
before CAS (column address strobe) goes true at the 
DRAM inputs. Therefore, in general, READ cycles can be 
initiated earlier than WR ITE cycles. 

5) Many times it is possible to only add WAIT states during 
READ cycles and have no WAIT states during WRITE 
cycles. This is because it generally takes less time to 
write data into memory than to read data from memory. 



Applications (Continued) 
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FIGURE 7c. Typical Application of DP8428 Using Modes 5 and 1 

The DP84XX2 family of inexpensive preprogrammed medi
um Programmable Array Logic devices (PALs) have been 
developed to provide an easy interface between various mi
croprocessors and the DP84XX family of DRAM controller/ 
drivers, These PALs interface to all the necessary control 
signals of the particular processor and the DP8429. The 
PAL controls the operation of the DP8429 in modes 5 and 1, 
while meeting all the critical timing considerations discussed 
above. The refresh clock, RFCK, may be divided down from 
the processor clock using an Ie counter such as the 
DM74LS393 or the DP84300 programmable refresh timer. 
The DP84300 can provide RFCK periods ranging from 15.4 
/,-S to 15,6 /,-S based on an input clock of 2 to 10 MHz. 
Figure 8 shows a general block diagram for a system using 
the DP8429 in modes 1 and 5. Figure 9 shows possible 
timing diagrams for such a system (using WAIT to prohibit 
access when refreshing). Although the DP84XX2 PALs are 
offered as standard peripheral devices for the DP84XX 
DRAM controller/drivers, the programming equations for 
these devices are provided so the user may make minor 
modifications for unique system requirements, 

ADVANTAGES OF DP8429 OVER 
A DISCRETE DYNAMIC RAM CONTROLLER 

1) The DP8429 system solution takes up much less board 
space because every1hing is on one chip (latches, re
fresh counter, control logic, multiplexers, drivers, and in
ternal delay lines). 
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2) Less effort is needed to design a memory system. The 
DP8429 has automatic modes (1 and 5) which require a 
minimum of external control logic. Also programmable ar
ray logic devices (PALs) have been designed which allow 
an easy interface to most popular microprocessors (Mo
torola 68000 family, National Semiconductor 32032 fami
ly, Intel 8086 family, and the Zilog Z8000 family). 

3) Less skew in memory timing parameters because all crit
ical components are on one chip (many discrete drivers 
specify a minimum on-chip skew under worst-case condi
tions, but this cannot be used if more then one driver is 
needed, such as would be the case in driving a large 
dynamic RAM array). 

4) Our switching characteristics give the designer the critical 
timing specifications based on TTL output levels (low = 

a.8V, high = 2.4V) at a specified load capacitance. All 
timing parameters are specified on the DP8429: 

A) driving 88 DRAM's over a temperature range of 0-70 
degrees centigrade (no extra drivers are needed), 

B) under worst-case driving conditions with all outputs 
switching simultaneously (most discrete drivers on the 
market specify worst-case conditions with only one 
output switching at a time; this is not a true worst-case 
condition!). 
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DP8428/DP8429/NS32828/NS32829 

16·BIT MICROPROCESSOR OATA 8US 

* 
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1+ MICROPROCESSOR ADORESS 8US or 156k • 

1"- RAM ADDRESS 8US AD.6. DATA 
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CAS L SELECT LOWER 8YTE 

NECESSARY IF INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDE 
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FIGURE 8. Connecting the DP8429 Between the 16-bit Microprocessor and Memory 
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FIGURE 9. DP8429 Auto Refresh, Access with WAIT States 
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Switching Characteristics 
All A. C. parameters are specified with the equivalent load 
capacitances, including traces, 'of 88 DRAMs organized as 4 
banks of 22 DRAMs each. Maximums are based on worst
case conditions including;all outputs switching simulta
neously. This, in many cases, results in the AC valves 
shown in the DP84XX DRAM controller data sheet being 
much looser than trlle worst case maximum AC delays. The 
system designer should estimate the DP8429 load in his/ 
her application, and modify the appropriate A. C. parame
ters using the graph in Figure 10. Two example calculations 
are provided below. 

+ 15.0 ,---,r--,-,--r--r--, 

V 
+7.51----1----1.,,-+ "v-~'----I 

= 0 1----1----1--2'/Y--+---I 

1// -7.5/ 
-15.0 \..---"'----I ........ --L_....J.._....J 

-500 -300 -100 0 + 100 +300 +500 

CpF 

TLlF/8649-28 

FIGURE 10. Change in Propagation Delay 
relative to "true" (application) load minus 

AC specified data sheet load 

Examples 

1) A mode 4 user driving 2 banks of DRAM has the follow· 
ing loading conditions: 

CAS - 300 pF 

00-09 - 250 pF 

RAS - 150 pF 

A.C. parameters should be adjusted in accordance with Fig
ure 10 and the speCifications given for the 88 DRAM load as 
follows: 

max tAPDl = 20 ns - 0 ns = 20 ns (since RAS load
ing is the same as that which is spec'ed) 

max tcPDl = 32 ns - 7 ns = 25 ns 

max tCCAS = 46 ns - 7 ns = 39 ns 

max tACC = 41 ns - 6 ns = 35 ns 

min tAHA is not significantly effected since it does not 
involve an output transition 
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Other parameters are adjusted in a similar manner. 

2) A mode 5 user driving one bank of DRAM has the 
following loading conditions: 

CAS - 120 pF 

00-09 - 100 pF 

RAS - 120 pF 

A. C. parameters should be adjusted as follows: 

with RAHS = "1", 

max tAICl = 70 ns - 11 ns = 59 ns 

max tACDl = 55 ns + 1 ns - 11 ns = 45 ns 

(the + 1 ns is due to lighter RAS loading; the - 11 ns 
is due to lighter CAS loading) 

min tAAH = 15 ns + 1 ns = 16 ns 

The additional 1 ns is due to the fact that the RAS line 
is driving less (switching faster) than the load to which 
the 15 ns spec applies. The row address will remain 
valid for about the same time irregardless of address 
loading since it is considered to be not valid at the 
beginning of its transition. 

TL/F/8649-29 

FIGURE 11. Output Load Circuit 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings U~ote 1) 

Specifications for Military/Aerospace products are not 
contained in this datasheet. Refer to the associated 
reliability electrical test specificJ1t'?!1S doclJme:11. 

Supply Voltage, Vce 

Storage Temperature Range 

Input Voltage 

Output Current 

Lead Temp. (Soldering, 10 seconc's; 

- 65'C to + '150-C 

5.5V 

150 mA 

300 CC 

Operating Conditions 
Min 

Vee Supply Voltage 4.50 
T/.> Ambient 

o 

Max 
5.50 

f-70 

Electrical Characteristics Vcc= 5.0Ve 1 0%, DoC < TA S; 70°C unless otherwise noted (Note 2) 

Symbol Parameter I Conditions Min Typ Max 

Vc Input Clamp Voltage 'Vce=:Ain,lc 12mA -0.8 -1.2 

Units 
V 

Units 

V 

IIH Input High Current fol' aii Inpu~:3 100 /LA 

II RSI _'--____ -+ __ O_U.,:tp'-u_t_L_O_Rd __ C __ unenr for RFi i 0 i v:" O.5V. _O_u._tP_u_t_h..:;;19_h ___ r-___ -+ _____ -t ___ -_-1_._5 __ +-__ m_A __ _ 

Input LO~_ Current f~~~~'~-=~~_V-'-IN-'--'---O-.-5-V------- -0.25 mA III 

IlL? ADS, RIC, CS, M2. RASIN --+ ___ V_-"iN,'--~_O_._5_V _________ +_---_j--------t_----0-.5--+_--m-A---

VIL Input Low Threshold 0.8 V 
-

VIH Input High Threshold V 

VOL1 Output Low Voltage' 'OL 20 mA 0.5 V 

VOL2 

VOH1 

Output Low Voltage for RFI/O 101. = 8 mA 0.5 V i -----------t-----+_------t----_j-----
Output High VOltage _____ ~-H:-'--=---I-rn-,A------+----f------+------+--V---

VOH2 

ltD 

_...::::.:.=_-t_O_u_t:...pu_t_H_i9:;:.h_Vo.I'age ior RFI/O ~H,-,-~_' __ 10_0-'--/L_A ______ +_----I--.---+_-----_+---V---
Output High Dri~;_;_e_;:;;:------ I VOUT c= 0.8V (Note 3) mA 

IOD Output Low Drive Current' i Your == 2.4V (Note 3) mA 
I 

ICC Supply Current ________ .L_~:::-"C'_, ,_=_M_a_x ______ -'-___ '--_____ -'-_2_4_0_-'-__ m_A_ 
"'Except RFI/O 

**Except RFIIO, ADS, RIC, CS, M2, RASIN 

Switching Characteristics: DP8428 and DP8429 
VCC == 5.0V ± 10%, QOC '" TA '.: 70"C unles3 oHwlwise noted (Notes 2, 4, 5), the output load capacitance is typical for 4 
banks of 22 DRAMs each or 88 DRAMs, Including trace capacitance . 

• These values are 00-09, CL = 500 pF; RASO-RJi."S3, CL == 150 pF; WE. CL == 500 pF; CAS, CL == 600 pF; RL == 5000. 
unless otherwise noted. See Figure f 1 lor test load. Maximum propagation delays are specified with all outputs 
switching, 

** Preliminary 

Symbol Access Parameter Condition 'CL "'All CL = 50 pF Units 
Min Max Min Max 

tRICLO RASIN to CAS Low Delay Figure 6 57 97 42 85 ns 
(RAHS = 0) DP8428-80/29-BO 

tRIClO RASIN to CAS Low Dlliay Figure 6 57 87 42 75 ns 
(RAHS = 0) DP8428-70/29-70 

tRICl1 RASIN to CAS Low Delay Figure 6 48 80 35 68 ns 
(RAHS = 1) DP8428-80/29-80 

tRICl1 RASIN to CAS Low Delay FigureS 48 70 35 58 ns 
(RAHS = 1) DP8428-70/29-70 -

tRICH RASIN to CAS High Delay Figure 6 37 ns 

tRCDlO RAS to CAS Low Delay Figure 6 43 80 ns 
(RAHS = 0) DP8428-80/29-80 

tRCDlO RAS to CAS Low Delay Figure 6 43 72 ns 
(RAHS = 0) DP8428-70/29-70 
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Switching Characteristics: DP8428 and DP8429 (Continued) 

VCC = 5.0V ± 10%, O'C ,;; TA ,;; 70'C unless otherwise noted (Notes 2,4,5), the output load capacitance is typical for 4 
banks of 22 DRAMs each or 88 DRAMs, including trace capacitance. 

* These values are QO-Q9, CL = 500 pF; RASO-RAS3, CL = 150 pF; WE, CL = 500 pF; CAS, CL = 600 pF; RL = soon 
unless otherwise noted. See Figure 11 for test load. Maximum propagation delays are specified with all outputs 
switching. 

* * Preliminary 

Symbol Access Parameter Condition 
'CL -'All CL = 50 pF 

Units 
Min Max Min Max 

tRCDl1 RAS to CAS Low Delay Figure 6 34 63 ns 
(RAHS = 1) DP8428-80/29-80 

tRCDl1 RAS to CAS Low Delay Figure 6 34 55 ns 
(RAHS = 1) DP8428-70/29-70 

tRCDH RAS to CAS High Delay Figure 6 22 ns 

tRAHa Row Address Hold Time Figure 6 25 25 ns 
(RAHS = 0, Mode 5) 

tRAH1 Row Address Hold Time Figure 6 15 15 ns 
(RAHS = 1, Mode 5) 

tASC Column Address Set-up Time Figure 6 0 0 ns 
(Mode 5) 

tRcva RASIN to Column Address Figure 6 94 ns 
Valid (RAHS = 0, Mode 5) DP8428-80/29-80 

tRcva RASIN to Column Address Figure 6 85 ns 
Valid (RAHS = 0, Mode 5) DP8428-70/29-70 

tRCV1 RASIN to Column Address Figure 6 76 ns 
Valid (RAHS = 1, Mode 5) DP8428-80/29-80 

tRCV1 RASIN to Column Address Figure 6 68 ns 
Valid (RAHS = 1, Mode 5) DP8428-70/29·70 

tRPDl RASIN to RAS Low Delay Figures 5a, 5b, 6 21 18 ns 

tRPDH RASIN to RAS High Delay Figures 5a, 5b, 6 20 17 ns 

tASRl Address Set· up to RASIN low Figures 5a, 5b, 6 13 ns 

tAPD Address Input to Output Figures 5a, 5b, 6 36 25 ns 
Delay 

tSPD Address Strobe High to Figures 5a, 5b 48 ns 
Address Output Valid 

tASA Address Set-up Time to ADS Figures 5a, 5b, 6 5 ns 

tAHA Address Hold Time from ADS Figures 5a, 5b, 6 10 ns 

tADS Address Strobe Pulse Width Figures 5a, 5b, 6 26 ns 

tWPD WIN to WE Output Delay Figure5b 28 ns 

tCPDl CASIN to CAS Low Delay Figure5b 21 32 ns 
(RIC low, Mode 4) 

tCPDH CA~N to CAS High Delay Figure5b 16 33 ns 
(RIC low, Mode 4) 

tCPdif tCPDl - tCPDH See Mode 4 11 ns 
Description 

tRCC Column Select to Column Figure5a 41 ns 
Address Valid 

tRCR Row Select to Row Figures 5a, 5b 45 ns 
Address Valid 

tRHA Row Address Held from Figure5a 7 ns 
Column Select 

tCCAS RIC Low to CAS Low Delay Figure5a 50 ns 
(CASIN Low, Mode 4) DP8428-80/29-80 

tCCAS RIC Low to CAS Low Delay Figure5a 46 ns 
(CASIN Low, Mode 4) DP8428-70/29-70 

tDIF1 Maximum (tRPDl - tRHA) See Mode 4 7 ns 
Description 

tDIF2 Maximum (tRCC - tCPDLl 13 ns 
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Switching Characteristics: DP8428 and DP8429 (Continued) 

VCC = 5.0V ± 10%, O'C ;:; T A ;:; 70'C unless otherwise noted (Notes 2, 4, 5). The output load capacitance is typical for 4 
banks of 22 DRAMs each or 88 DRAMs, including trace capacitance. 

* These values are 00-09, CL = 500 pF; RASO-RAS3, CL = 150 pF; WE, CL = 500 pF; CAS, CL = 600 pF; RL = soon 
unless otherwise noted. See Figure 11 for test load. Maximum propagation delays are specified with all outputs 
switching. 

- - Preliminary 

Symbol Refresh Parameter Condition 
-CL -'All CL = 50 pF 

Units 
Min Max Min Max 

tRC Refresh Cycle Period Figure2a 100 ns 

tRASINL,H Pulse Width of RASIN Figure2a 50 ns 
during Refresh 

tRFPDLO RASIN to RAS Low Delay Figure2a 28 ns 
during Refresh (Mode 0) 

tRFPDL5 RASIN to RAS Low Delay Figure 7 38 ns 
during Hidden Refresh 

tRFPDHO RASIN to RAS High Delay Figure2a 35 ns 
during Refresh (Mode 0) 

tRFPDH5 RASIN to RAS High Delay Figure 7 44 ns 
during Hidden Refresh 

tRFLCT RFSH Low to Counter Figures 2a, 3 38 ns 
Address Valid CS = X 

tRFLRL RFSH Low Set-up to RASIN Figure2a 12 ns 
Low (Mode D), to get 
Minimum tASR = 0 

tRFHRL RFSH High Setup to Access Figure 3 25 ns 
RASIN Low 

I 

tRFHRV RFSH High to Row Figure 3 43 ns 
Address Valid 

tROHNC RAS High to New Count Figure2a 42 ns 
Valid 

tRST Counter Reset Pulse Width Figure2a 46 ns 

tCTL RFI/O Low to Counter Figure2a 80 ns 
Outputs All Low 

tRFCKL,H Minimum Pulse Width Figure 7 100 ns 
ofRFCK 

T Period of RAS Generator Figure 3 30 ns 
Clock 

tRGCKL Minimum Pulse Width Low Figure 3 15 ns 
ofRGCK 

tRGCKH Minimum Pulse Width High Figure 3 15 ns 
ofRGCK 

tFROL RFCK Low to Forced RFRQ Figure 3 66 ns 
(RFI/O) Low CL = 50 pF 

RL = 35k 

tFROH RGCK Low to Forced RFRQ Figure 3 55 ns 
High CL = 50 pF 

RL = 35k 

L... 
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Switching Characteristics: DP8428 and DP8429 (Continued) 

Vee = 5.0V ± 10%, O'C S; TA S; 70'C unless otherwise noted (Notes 2,4,5). The output load capacitance is typical for 4 
banks of 22 DRAMs each or 88 DRAMs, including trace capacitance . 

• These values are 00-09, CL = 500 pF; RASO-RAS3, CL = 150 pF; WE, CL = 500 pF; CAS, CL = 600 pF; RL = soon 
unless otherwise noted. See Figure 11 for test load. Maximum propagation delays are specified with all outputs 
switching. 

"Preliminary 

Symbol Refresh Parameter Condition *CL **AIICL = 50pF 
Units 

Min Max Min Max 

tRGRl RGCK Low to RAS Low Figure 3 21 41 ns 

tRGRH RGCK Low to RAS High Figure 3 23 48 ns 

tRQHRF RFSH Hold Time from RGCK Figure 3 2T ns 

tRFRH RFSH High to RAS High (See Mode 1 42 ns 
(Ending Forced Refresh Description) 
early) 

tRFSRG RFSH Low Set-up to (See Mode 1 12 ns 
RGCK Low (Mode 1) Description) 

Figure 3 

tesHR CS High to RASIN Low for Figure? 10 ns 
Hidden Refresh 

tesRl1 CS Low to Access RASIN Figure 3 34 ns 
for DP8429 Low (Using Mode 5 with 

Auto Refresh Mode) 

tesRl1 CS Low to Access RASIN Figure 3 5 ns 
for DP8428 Low (Using Mode 5 with 

Auto Refresh Mode) 

leSRlO CS Low to Access RASIN (See Mode 5 5 ns 
Low (Using Modes 4 or 5 Description) 
with externally controlled 
Refresh) 

tRKRl RFCK High to RASIN 50 ns I 
low for hidden Refresh 

Input Capacitance TA = 25'C (Note 2) 

Symbol Parameter Condition Min Typ Max Units 

CIN Input Capacitance ADS, RIC, CS, M2, RASIN 8 pF 

CIN Input Capacitance All Other Inputs 5 pF 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are the values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 

Note 2: All typical values are for TA~25'C and Vcc~5.0V. 

Note 3: This test is provided as a monitor of Driver output source and sink current capability. Caution should be exercised in testing this parameter. In testing these 
parameters, a 150 resistor should be placed in series with each output under test. One output should be tested at a time and test time should not exceed 1 second. 

Note 4: Input pulse OV to 3.0V, tR=tF=2.5 ns, f= 2.5 MHz, tpw=200 ns. Input reference point on AC measurements is 1.5V Output reference pOints are 2.4V for 
High and 0.8V for Low. 

Note 5: The load capacitance on RF 110 should not exceed 50 pF. 
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PRELIMINARY 
May 1986 

SYS32/20 Development System 
• High Performance, 10-MHz, no-wait state, NS32032 add-in card for IBM-XT / AT or Compatible. (Note 1) 

• 2-Mbyte RAM Configuration (not expandable) 

• 4-Mbyte RAM Configuration 

• XT or AT Compatible (360-Kbyte or 1.2-Mbyte Floppies) 

• Operating System derived from AT&T UNIXTM System V.2 (on-line manual pages) (Note 1) 

• Series 32000® GNX Language Tools (Note 1) 

• Optional Compilers (Note 2) 

• Optional System V.2 Documentation (Note 2) 

• Optional BSD Utilities (Note 2) 

• Optional Tools for Documenters (TFD) (Note 2) 

• Optional Driver for Ethernet (Note 2) 

• Easy Installation 

• Adapts to wide variety of Winchester disk sizes. 
Note 1: Minimum configuration for development system. 

Note 2: Requires purchase of addwin card with operating system and GNX toots. 

MINIMUM PC CONFIGURATION 

• 20-Mbyte hard disk (30-Mbyte or larger is recommended) 

• Slots - 2-Mbyte Configuration requires 1 V. long slot, 4-Mbyte Configuration (depending on placement) may require 2 long 
slots. 

• XT, AT or Compatible 

• PC-DOS 3.1 or later 

• 512-Kbyte RAM 
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VR32™ Target/Development System 
For The Series 32000® 
Microprocessor Family 

• Series 32000 Microprocessor Family 
based 

• Time-shared support for two users 
• System V /Series 32000 UNIXTM 

operating system 
• Demand Paged Virtual Memory support 
• Easy to use, proven programming 

environment 
• 1 Megabyte RAM, user expandable 
• Reconfigurable hardware/software 

supports user customized systems 

Product Overview 
The VR32 Target/Development System (T IDS) is a 
single·user development environment that provides 
software and hardware tools for the development of 
applications using National Semiconductor's Series 
32000 Microprocessor Family components. Applica
tions that require customized hardware and software 
environments can be satisfied efficiently and econom
ically with the user-configurable features of the VR32 
T/DS. 
The VR32 T IDS includes two modules: the processor 
module which is Multibus based and contains the 
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• 40 Megabyte hard disk 
• Industry standard IVIUL TIBUS® based 

with three user available slots 
• C and FORT~AN high level languages 

supported 
• Supports emulation of Series 32000 

Microprocessor Family 
• 1 megabyte Floppy Disk 
• Optional PASCAL compiler 
• Optional Streamer Tape 

main CPU board, 1 Megabyte of system memory, flop· 
pylhard disk controller board, power supply, and up to 
three additional user slots; and the disk module which 
contains the 40 Megabyte hard disk and 1 Megabyte 
floppy disk drives. An optional 20 Megabyte streamer 
tape cartridge module can also be added to provide 
either backup or program off· loading for the system. 
Software support is included for the optional streamer 
tape module. The terminal for use with the system is 
user·supplied. 



Product Overview (Continued) 
The VR32 T IDS uses National Semiconductor's re
configurable System V ISeries 32000 operating sys
tem, a port of AT&T's validated UNIX System V Re
lease 2.0 Version 2 for the Series 32000 Microproces
sor Family. Its reconfigurability features provide the 
system designer with the ability to add input/output 
driver software without the requirement of an AT&T 
UNIX source license. The enhancements made to the 
System V ISeries 32000 operating system fully utilize 
the advanced 32-bit architecture of the Series 32000 
Microprocessor Family. 

Hardware Description 
Processor Module 
The processor module of the VR32 houses the main 
CPU board, the system memory, disk-tape controller 
board, power supply, and an industry-standard Multi
bus card cage (the disk drives are contained in a sep
arate module, as is the optional streamer tape car
tridge drive). The card cage has three slots available 
for any additional Multibus-compatible boards the user 
may wish to install into the system. The power supply 
provides power to the processor module. 

Main CPU Board 
The VR32's main processor board, which occupies 
one of the slots, utilizes National Semiconductor's Se
ries 32000 Microprocessor Family. This chip set in
cludes the NS32016 Central Processor Unit (CPU), 
NS32082 Memory Management Unit (MMU), 
NS32201 Timing Control Unit (TCU), NS32081 Float
ing Point Unit (FPU), and NS32202 Interrupt Control 
Unit (ICU). 512 Kilobytes of dual-ported dynamic ran
dom access memory (RAM) reside on-board. An addi
tional 512 kilobytes of system memory reside on a 
separate board. The standard 1/0 interfaces provided 
include a parallel interface port with 24 parallel 1/0 
lines which can be used with any Centronics-compati
ble printer interface. Also included are two serial 
RS232 interface ports, each capable of communica
tion at 9600 baud. One serial port is connected to a 
user terminal for communication to the VR32 T IDS. 
The second serial port can be used with such devel
opment tools as the ISE32™ (NS32032 In-System 
Emulator) or even to another VR32 T IDS. 

Disk-Tape Controller 
The disk-tape controller board which occupies a sec
ond Multibus slot handles all communications be
tween the processor board and mass storage devices 
(disks, tape). Commands for specific functions are 
passed from the processor board to the controller 
board over the system bus. Results (status and data) 
from the mass storage devices are then returned over 
the system bus back to the processor board, to be 
evaluated by the NS32016 CPU or stored in system 
memory. The controller board provides the interface 
for the VR32's 40 Megabyte Winchester disk drive, 
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1 Megabyte 5%" floppy disk drive, and optional 
streamer tape cartridge drive module. 

Disk Module 
The disk module contains the two disk drives that 
come standard with the VR32 T IDS System. A 
40 Megabyte Winchester hard disk drive and a 
1 Megabyte 5%" floppy disk drive are installed in a 
chassis that can be stacked on top of the processor 
module. A power supply provides the required volt
ages and currents for the disk drives. Cables are in
cluded to connect the disk module to the processor 
module, creating a complete computer system. The 
terminal for use with the system is user-supplied. 

Hardware Support 
Terminals: Support is provided for a wide variety of 
terminals via the "term info" facility in the System 
V ISeries 32000 operating system. These include the 
DEC VT100, Televideo, and Hazeltine families. 
Printer Interface: Both parallel and serial printer sup
port is provided for a variety of printers including the 
Centronics 700 and 300 series. The parallel interface 
is configured for standard Centronics-compatible de
vices. 
PROM Programming: Support is provided for the Data 
I/O System 19. 
Emulation: The ISETM products for the Series 32000 
Microprocessor Family are fully supported. These in
clude the ISE16™, In-System Emulator for the 
NS32016 and the ISE32, In-System Emulator for the 
NS32032. 

Software Description 
System V ISeries 32000 Operating System 
The System V ISeries 32000 operating system utilized 
on the VR32 TIDS is a port of AT&T's UNIX System V 
(Release 2.0, Version 2) operating system. The fea
tures provided by System V ISeries 32000 are an ad
vanced, proven programming environment to fully 
support the Series 32000 Microprocessor Family, in
cluding Demand-Paged Virtual Memory. 
The System V ISeries 32000 operating system is a 
general purpose, multi-tasking, interactive operating 
system designed to make the programmer's and doc
umenter's computing environment simple, efficient, 
and productive. The System V ISeries 32000 includes 
all the tools to compile, assemble, link, and download 
object code to any Series 32000 based product. Ob
ject files created conform to a superset of the AT&T 
common object file format (COFF), jointly defined by 
AT&T and National Semiconductor, and specifically 
intended to fully support the advanced features of the 
Series 32000 architecture. 
Features of the System V ISeries 32000 operating 
system include: 
- Demand-Paged Virtual Memory 
- User-configurable 1/0 environment 
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~ Software Description (Continued) 
- Hierarchical, tree-structured file system 
- Flexible command language 
- Ability to execute sequential, asynchronous, and 

background processes 
- Powerful text editors 
- File and Record locking 
- Support for high-level languages including C, 

FORTRAN, and an optional Pascal Compiler 
- Series 32000 assembler 
- Inter-system communications facilities 
- High level language symbolic debugger 

User-Configurable I/O System 

The System V /Series 32000 operating system imple
mented on the VR32 allows the I/O system to be re
defined as required by the user's application. The op
erating system has been designed with I/O interface 
components available to the user at the binary code 
level. Additional hardware in the form of Multibus 
boards can be added to the system as the application 
requires (see Hardware Description). The software 
driver generated by the user can then be linked into 
the system and recognized by the operating system 
as a valid system I/O driver. This eliminates the need 
for an AT&T UNIX source license and enables the 
VR32 to operate as both a development system and 
application-specific target system. 

Sample I/O Drivers 

Several I/O driver programs used in the VR32 T /DS 
are provided in source form to assist in the develop
ment of additional I/O drivers. Program source code is 
provided for the following drivers: 
- Console driver 
- Disk/Tape driver 
- Multiport asynchronous RS232 communication 

driver 
- Parallel printer driver 

File System 

The file system of the operating system consists of a 
highly uniform set directories and files in a tree-like 
hierarchical structure which are addressable to one 
billion bytes. 

Command Language 

User communication with the operating system is nor
mally carried out with the aid of a program called the 
shell. A shell is both a command language interpreter 
and a programming language that provides an inter
face to the operating system. 

Document Preparation 

System V /Series 32000 has many text processing 
and document preparation facilities. Included are pow-
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erful full-screen editor, text formatters, text proces
sing macro packages, special processors for mathe
matical expressions and tabular material, and numer
ous supporting utilities. 

Source Code Control System 

The Source Code Coritroi System (SCCS) in the Sys
tem V /Series 32000 operating system is an integrated 
set of commands designed to aid software develop
ment projects or document preparation by controlling 
changes to source code or files of text. SCCS pro
vides facilities for storing, updating, and retrieving all 
versions of source code modules or documents, and 
for recording the time, author, and reason for change. 

File Transfer 

"uucp" (UNIX to UNIX copy) is a series of programs 
designed to permit communication between systems 
running under the other UNIX operating systems ei
ther by dial-up modem or hard-wired communication 
lines. 

Physical Specification 
The standard VR32 T /DS consists of the Processor 
Module, Floppy/Hard Disk Module, the required inter
connect cables, and supporting manuals. 

Processor Module 

This is a horizontal desk unit with front mounted con
trols and indicators, and rear mounted I/O connec
tions. 
Height - 5.23 inches (13.3 cm) 
Width - 14.08 inches (35.6 cm) 
Depth
Color-
Module Weight
Shipping Weight-

Floppy/Hard Disk 

16.25 inches (41.3 cm) 

Beige 
21 pounds (10 kg) 
29 pounds (13 kg) 

This, like the Processor Module, is also a horizontal 
desk unit with front mounted controls and indicators, 
and rear mounted I/O connections. 
Height - 4.4 inches (11.2 cm) 
Width - 14.08 inches (35.6 cm) 

Depth
Color-
Module Weight
Shipping Weight

Environmental 

16.25 inches (41.3 cm) 
Beige 
21 pounds (10 kg) 
29 pounds (13 kg) 

Temperature 
Operating 

41°F to 104°F 
5°C to 40°C 

Non-Operating 
-40°F to 151°F 
-40°C to 66°C 

Relative Humidity 

Max Wet Bulb 
Max Altitude 

8% to 95% (non-condensing) 
8,000 feet 30,000 feet 



Physical Specification (Continued) 
Electrical 

Processor Module 

FCC: Class A 
AC Voltage: 90-132 VAC; 47-63 Hz 

180-253 VAC; 47-63 Hz 

Average Power Consumed: 310 Watts 

Floppy/Hard Disk Module 
FCC: Same as Processor Module 

AC Voltage: Same as Processor Module 
Average Power Consumed: 110 W 

Maximum Surge Power: 140 W 

Order Information 
Systems 

NSS-VR32-1001 

NSS-VR32-1001 E 

Complete system including 
processor module, disk module, 
System V ISeries 32000 operat
ing system, cables, and manu
als. 

Same as above configured for 
European power. 
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Peripherals 

NSS-VR32-2001 

NSS-VR32-2001 E 

NSS-VR32-3001 

NSS-ISE16 

NSS-ISE16E 

NSS-ISE32 

NSS-ISE32E 

Documentation 
NSS-VR32-2100 

NSS-VR32-2102 

NSS-VR32-2103 

20 Megabyte streamer tape car
tridge module. 
Same as above configured for 
European power. 
Pascal compiler. 
ISE16; In-System Emulator for 
NS32016. 

Same as above configured for 
European power. 
ISE32; In-System Emulator for 
NS32032. 

Same as above configured for 
European power. 

Set of system manuals, consist
ing of System V ISeries 32000 
software manuals, systems ref
erence manuals, and ISE and 
symbolic debug manuals. 
ISE16 and System VI Series 
32000 symbolic debug manuals. 
ISE32 and System V ISeries 
32000 symbolic debug manuals. 
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ISE32™ NS32032 In-System Emulator 

• Operation up to 10 MHz* 

• Emulation of NS32032 Central 
Processing Unit, NS32082 Memory 
Management Unit, NS32201 Timing 
Control Unit 

• Host resident debuggers 

• Generalized event driven system 

• Memory mapping, up to 128 kbytes 

• Read/write protection of 4 kbyte 
memory blocks 

• Program flow tracing, up to 1023 non-
sequential fetches 

Description 
The NS32032 In-System Emulator (ISE32) is a power
ful tool for both hardware and software development 
of NS32032 microprocessor-based products. 

The ISE32 emulates the NS32032 Central Processing 
Unit (CPU), the NS32201 Timing Control Unit (TCU) 
and NS32082 Memory Management Unit (MMU). 
NS32082 MMU emulation can be disabled by a switch 
setting. The ISE32 allows users to test and debug 
both hardware and software in their own hardware en
vironment. 

The ISE32 is a complete unit, including an internal 
clock oscillator that generates a choice of three clock 
signals: 10 MHz, 5 MHz, and 2.5 MHz; and 128 kbytes 
of dedicated user's ISETM memory. With the ISE32, 
users can easily stop emulation and examine the con
tents of CPU registers, slave processor registers, and 
memory. 

The ISE32 consists of the ISE hardware, the ISE firm
ware monitor, and RS232 cables. A host-dependent 
debugger software program is available as part of the 
appropriate Series 32000® software support package. 
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• Complete bus activity trace 

• Qualified tracing 

• Pre-, post-, or center-triggering on trace 

• Two 32-bit execution counters 

• Supports Memory Management Unit 
functions 

• Supported under various host systems 
and operating systems 

• Hierarchical on-line help facility 

• Self-diagnostic 
'Refer to ISE speed consideration section. 

Each of the Series 32000 software support packages 
include software tools to produce code compatible 
with the debugger software. Refer to the section "Re
quired User-Supplied Equipment". 

Hardware Description 

The ISE32 hardware is housed in three enclosures: 
the ISE Support Box; the Emulator Pod; and the TTL 
Status Pod. Figure 1 is a block diagram of ISE32 hard
ware. 
The ISE Support Box is the largest enclosure. It con
tains the emulation support circuits for trace, break
points, and mapped memory; as well as the hardware 
for the RS232 serial ports, which are used to commu
nicate with the host and the user's terminal. It also 
houses the power supplies and the ISE32 control 
switches and indicators. Figure 2 shows the location 
of the ISE32 control switches and indicators. Table I 
lists the functions of each switch and LED. 
The Emulator Pod contains the NS32032 CPU, 
NS32082 MMU, and NS32201 TCU required for target 
system emulation. It also contains the ISE Monitor 
firmware. 
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The Emulator Pod connects to the ISE Support Box 
via a four-foot flat cable assembly. Connections to the 
target system are made via three one-foot target ca
bles. One target cable is provided for each member of 
the Series 32000 chip set (CPU, MMU, and TCU). 

The Status Pod is the smallest enclosure. It provides 
TTL-compatible input and output signals for use dur
ing ISE operation. The Status Pod has ten leads and 
three binder posts that can be connected to either the 
target system or test equipment such as logic analyz
ers or oscilloscopes. Table II lists the function of each 
lead and post of the Status Pod. The Status Pod con
nects to the ISE Support Box via a six-foot cable. 

ISE32 Software Overview 

The ISE32 software consists of the ISE firmware mon
itor, which resides in PROMs in the Emulator Pod, and 
the ISE Debugger, which runs on the host system. 

TLL 
STATUS POD 

When the ISE32 unit is not running an emulation pro
gram, it is running a program called the ISE monitor. 

The monitor communicates with the ISE Debugger 
and provides a command protocol that allows the host 
complete control of the ISE32 hardware. 

The ISE Debugger translates commands entered on 
the host system from a terminal, into low-level instruc
tions that the ISE monitor uses to drive the hardware. 
The ISE Debugger also translates and sends ISE re
sponses to the user via the terminal. All ISE monitor 
operation is transparent to the user. 

The ISE32 Debugger 

The ISE32 Debugger is user compatible with the stan
dard non-ISE Series 32000 Debugger. Compatibility 

HOST 
SYSTE~ 

TER~INAL 

AC 
INPUT 
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FIGURE 1.ISE32 Block Diagram 
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FIGURE 2. ISE32 Controls and Indicators 
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!Q minimizes the user's learning time of the various de

velopment tools. The ISE32 Debugger fully supports 
all the powerful debugging and emulation facilities 
provided by the ISE32 hardware, and supplements 
these features with a very powerful software-based 
program debugging environment. 
The basic debugging features of the ISE32 are as fol
lows: 

(1) Supports both high-level and assembly lan
guages". 

(2) Breakpoints can be set at the source code level, 
even when using high-level languages.' 

(3) Supports symbolic debugging; variables can be 
referenced by their source code names.' 

(4) Certain procedure parameters and variables are 
easily displayed. 

(5) Structured data types and pointers are easily dis
played. 

(6) Supports both command and history files. 
(7) Memory can be displayed in many different ways, 

including a disassembly mode displaying memory 
as NS32032 instructions. 

(8) Supports all the emulation and debug facilities pro
vided by the ISE32 hardware. 

• Depends on host environment and language. 

Modes of Operation 

ISE32 can be set-up to operate in either stand-aside 
mode or transparent mode. 
In stand-aside mode, one serial RS232 link from the 
host system is connected to the ISE32 while another 
serial RS232 from the host system is connected to the 
user's terminal. In this configuration, any of the host's 
users can access the ISE32. 
In transparent mode, one serial RS232 link from the 
host system is connected to one serial port on the 
ISE32 while the user terminal is connected to a sec
ond serial port on the ISE32. In this configuration, only 
one serial port is required from the host system. In 
non-emulation mode, the ISE32 is transparent to the 
user, allowing normal communication between the 
user and the host system. 

ISE32 Operation 
Human Interface 

ISE32 is easy to learn and easy to use. The software 
includes a complete on-line help facility. Invoking the 

TABLE I ISE32 Control and Indicator Functions 

Control/Indicator Function 

ISE NO. Switch Set to 0; other positions reserved. 
MMU Switch When ON, ISE32 enables MMU operation. 
STOP Switch Interrupts emulations, restores control to the ISE32 monitor. 
RESET Switch Resets the ISE32 hardware. 
IDLE Warning that POD CPU is in a wait state. (Time out) 
EMUL Indicates that ISE32 is executing the user's program. 
FAIL Warning that diagnostics have failed. 
RUN Indicates that ISE32 diagnostics are running. 
TAR Indicates that target power is on. 
ISE Indicates that ISE32 is on. 

TABLE II Status Pod Signal Description 

Status Pod Label ISE Function 

Leads 
1-WHT -USRCLK-U Not Used 
2-BLK-GND Common Ground 
3-BRN-EXTO-U EXTO (external input 0) 
4-RED-EXT1 EXT1 (external input 1) 
5-0RN-EXT2 EXT2 (external input 2) 
6-YEL-EXT3 EXT3 (external input 3) 
7-GRN-EXT4 EXT4 (external input 4) 
8-BLU-EXT5 EXT5 (external input 5) 
9-VIO-EXT6 EXT6 (external input 6) 
1 O-GRY -EXT7 EXT7 (external input 7) 
11-WHT -USEBRK/U IS (input sync) 

Posts 
TBRUN Not Used 
BKSYNCH/-U Output Sync 
TR SYNCH/-U Not Used 
GND Common Ground 
TSYNC31 I Not Used 
TSYNC21 Not Used 
GND Common Ground 
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"HELP" command gives a summary of all ISE32 com
mands, an individual command, or an individual com
mands parameters. This feature helps the user get his 
work done quickly with less frustration. 

Emulation 

The ISE32 unit has its own CPU, MMU, and TCU com
ponents. These components are connected to the tar
get system via cables. These components perform the 
same functions, with close to the same timing charac
teristics as they would if mounted in the target 
system. * The ISE32 does not require wait states for 
operation. 

Emulation memory, resident in the ISE32, can be used 
instead of target system memory. This feature is im
plemented by the mapping capabilities. With this fea
ture, the ISE32 can run and debug programs without a 
working target system. User target memory from the 
entire address space of the CPU or MMU (whether it 
exists or not) can be mapped onto the ISE32 emula
tion memory in 4 kbyte blocks. The total amount of 
mapped memory cannot exceed 32 4 kbyte blocks 
(128 kbytes). 
Associated with the emulation memory mapping 
scheme is a capability for read/write protection. Any 4 
kbyte block within the address space of the CPU or 
MMU can be protected. 

Generalized Events 

To provide a versatile way of observing and control
ling the significant state changes on the microproces
sor, ISE32 allows the use and definition of "events". 
In general, a simple event is a breakpoint, a bus 
change, or a significant observation. An event can 
also be a logical combination of simple events (an 
Event-Expression). 

Simple Event Definition 

The simple events are: 

- Breakpoints 

- Latched Events 
- Counter Done 

- Status Pod Inputs 
- Trace Done 

Breakpoint Events 

ISE32 provides four common breakpoint events, 
named A, B, C, and D. The breakpoint event can be 
used in two ways: 

(1) Execution Breakpoint-occurs just prior to execu
tion of an instruction at a specified address. 

(2) Reference Breakpoint-occurs on a match when 
sampling: 

- Address Bits 
- Data Bits 

- External Status Bits 

- User/Supervisor Pin 
• Refer to ISE speed consideration section. 
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- Byte Enable Pins 

- Data Direction Pin 

- Status Bits 
- Interlock Bit 

- Masked combinations of any of the above options. 
Either virtual or physical addresses can be sampled. 
ISE32 also provides a range breakpoint event, R. The 
range breakpoint can be qualified by any of the above 
options within a specified address range. 

Any breakpoint can cause emulation to stop immedi
ately. Also, if used with the No Stop option, break
points can be combined with other events to cause a 
variety of action. 

Event-Expressions 

An event-expression is a Boolean expression made 
up of simple events, i.e., a logical combination of sim
ple events. This allows the user to generate many dif
ferent event combinations, tailored to system activity 
of particular interest to the user. These generalized 
events are used by many ISE32 commands such as 
stop, trace, event counting, etc. Event-expressions 
provide creative and flexible debugging procedures. 
Event-expressions can be evaluated as either logically 
true or logically false. Valid logic operations for event 
expressions are: Negation (NOT), AND, and OR. 

Stopping Execution on Everits 

A common debugging activity is to stop emulation on 
the occurrence of an event of interest. Stopping emu
lation puts ISE32 in the monitor mode so the user can 
examine and alter the state of the CPU, memory, and 
ISE32 functions. Emulation can be stopped on either 
simple events or event-expressions. 

Flexible Tracing 

ISE32 maintains a 1023-entry trace memory. Trace 
memory captures bus activity in one of two trace 
modes: 

- Program Flow Trace 

- Memory Bus Trace 
Any combination of events can be used to qualify trac
ing. When enabled, tracing in either mode continues 
until a specified terminating event occurs. The actual 
end of tracing can be delayed after the terminating 
event by a count of 1 to 1023. This allows trace data 
to be captured before, after, or around the terminating 
event. 

Program Flow Trace 

The Program Flow Trace mode captures the CPU Pro
gram Counter address of 1023 non-sequential instruc
tions. This mode also maintains a count of sequential 
instructions executed between each non-sequential 
instruction stored in the trace memory. 

Memory Bus Trace 

The Memory Bus Trace mode captures a summary of 
the following system parameters: 
- Address bus contents 
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- Data bus contents 

- CPU status (data transfer, non-sequential fetch, in-
terrupt acknowledge, etc.) 

- Time base counter contents 

- PFS counter contents 

- Status Pod external inputs 

- States of the following CPU pins: 
UNS-User/Not Supervisor 
BEO-BE3-Byte Enable 
DDIN-Data Direction In 
NMI-Non-Maskable Interrupt 
I LO-I nterlock 

Counters 

The ISE32 contains two 32-bit counters with an over
flow flag that may be used to count events, instruction 
cycles, memory cycles, or clock cycles. The counters 
may be programmed to start and stop counting on 
specific events. This permits counters to be used as 
timers to determine relative timing differences be
tween various events. One use of this feature is to 
measure software or hardware performance. The 
counters may also be used to generate other ISE32 
events upon completion of a count. 

Event Trigger for External Test Equipment 

ISE32 events can trigger external test equipment, 
such as oscilloscopes and logic analyzers. This test 
equipment can be used in conjunction with the 
ISE32's debugging features to solve system timing 
problems. The external trigger signal is available at 
the status pod output: 

- BKSYNCH/-U (Output Sync) 

Self-Test Diagnostics 

At power-up, ISE32 runs a diagnostic program to veri
fy ISE firmware integrity and proper hardware function, 

ISE32 Timing Opliom. 

ISE32 includes the following timing options: 

- Sampling time can be set to sample either virtual 
or physical addresses 

-- Status F':'f1 
data valid :;y add!'E!:':,::, 

- The emulation clock frequency can be set to one 
of the following frequencies: 

2.5 MHz 
5.0 MHz 

10.0 MHz 
Target Board Frequency 

ISE Speed Considerations 

ISE32 utilizes standard, 10 MHz NS32032, NS32082 
and NS32201 devices to perform control and emula
tion functions. When emulating, each device is con
nected to customer hardware via a target cable and 
associated cable transceivers. This arrangement de
lays the signal propagation between the Series 32000 
components in the ISE32 POD and Series 32000 
sockets in the customer hardware. These delays re-

duce timing margins in that hardware; i.e., combined 
propagation paths are lengthened by the ISE32 target 
cable and transceiver delays. 

If sufficient timing margins are not restored, emulation 
may not be successful. In many cases, margin can be 
restored by reducing the emulation speed, lengthen
ing the available time for signals to propagate. Howev
er, the exact speed reduction necessary to regain 
margins will depend on how Series 32000 compo
nents are used in the customer hardware. Tables III, 
IV and V list the combined cable and transceiver maxi
mum propagation delay for each signal. It is the cus
tomer's responsibility to factor these delays with those 
of his own circuitry. In doing so, it can be determined 
whether ISE32 can reliably emulate with that circuitry, 

Supported Configurations 

This product is designed to work in most target sys
tems configurations. However, certain design restric
tions may apply. Refer to the ISE32 User's Manual for 
further information. (See "Documentation section") 

Required User-Supplied Equipment 
For use with SYS32TM /GENIXTM Systems: 

- Included with the GENIX Operating System Soft
ware Package. 

For use with VR32/System V ISeries 32000 

- Included with the System V 132000 Operating Sys
tem Software Package. 

For use with VAXTM/UNIXTM Systems: 

- Valid DEC VAX-11TM configuration with available 
RS232 port. 

- Berkeley UNIX 4.2 bsd Operating System. 

-- NSW-C-4VXR Series 32000 Cross Software Pack-
age. 

with available 
RS232 port. 

• VMSTM Operating System, Version 4.2 or later. 

• NSW-ASSEMB-9VMR or NSW-PASCAL-9VMR Se-

Environmental Operating Temperature 
+ 10°C to + 40°C 
Storage Temperature 
- 20°C to + 65°C 

Power 2.5A @1 i 5 VAC, 50/60 Hz, single 
phase i.5A @ 220 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 
single phase. Approximately 1170 
BTU. 

Physical 
ISE Support Box Height: 

Width: 
Depth: 

Emulation Pod Height: 
Width: 
Depth: 

5,8 in. (14.7 cm) 
18.5 in. (47.1 cm) 
12.3 in. (31.2 cm) 
2.1 in. (5.3 cm) 
9.3 in. (23.6 cm) 
10.0 in. (25.4 cm) 

~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Specifications (Continued) 

TTL Status Pod Height: 1.0 in. (2.5 cm) 
Width: 3.125in.(7.9cm) 

Target Interface 
Electrical 

Depth: 6.125 in. (15.6 cm) Characteristics- See Tables III through V. 
Cable Lengths ISE Support Box to Emulation Pod: 

4.0 ft. (1.22M) Order Information 
Complete ISE32 Units ISE Support Box to TTL Status 

Pod: 6.0 ft. (1.83M) NSS-ISE32 ISE32 (NS32032), 115 VAC 
Emulation Pod to Target Board: 
1.0 ft. (0.30M) 

NSS-ISE32E ISE32 (NS32032), 220 VAC 

TABLE III. Electrical Characteristics for TCU Interface 

Signal Interface Input AndlOr 
Propagation 

Name Device Output Current 
Delay Time 

Tpd* 

Outgoing Signals IOH IOL 

NTSO 74ALS244 15mA t48mA 12.4 ns 
CTTL 74ALS244 15 mA t48 mA 12.4 ns 
FCLK 74ALS244 15mA t48 mA 12.4 ns 
NDBE 74ALS244 15mA t48 mA 12.4 ns 
NRD 74ALS244 15mA t48mA 12.4 ns 
NWR 74ALS244 15 mA t48mA 12.4 ns 
NRSTO 74ALS244 15mA t48 mA 12.4 ns 
ROY 74ALS244 15 mA 1"48 mA 12.4 ns 

Incoming Signals IIH IlL 

NPER 74F244 20 J-LA 1.6mA 7.9 ns 
NCWAIT 74F244 20 J-LA 1.6 mA 7.9 ns 
NWAIT1 74ALS244 20 J-LA 0.1 mA 12.4 ns 
NWAIT2 74ALS244 20 J-LA 0.1 mA 12.4 ns 
NWAIT4 74F244 20 J-LA 1.6mA 14.5 ns 
NWAIT8 74ALS244 20 J-LA 0.1 mA 12.4 ns 
XCTL1 74F244 20 J-LA 1.6 mA 7.9 ns 
NRWEN 74F244 20 J-LA 1.6mA 7.9 ns 
NRST1 74ALS244 20 J-LA 0.1 mA 12.4 ns 

*Interface device, plus cable . 
.,For Vee maintained between 4.75V and 5.25V. 

TABLE IV. Electrical Characteristics for MMU Interface 

i I I Input AndlOr Propagation 
i Signal 

1 
l'ntC:ffac.e i Output Current Delay Time 

Name Device 
IOH IOL IIH IlL Tpd* 

BIDIRECTIONAL SIGNAL 

NPAV 74ALS245 15 mA t48mA 20 J-LA 0.1 mA 11.4 ns 

OUTGOING SIGNALS 

A24 74ALS244 15 mA t48mA - - 12.4 ns 
MMUINT 74ALS244 15 mA t48mA - - 12.4 ns 
NABT 74ALS244 15 mA t48mA - - 12.4 ns 
NFLT 74AlS244 15 mA 1"48 mA - - 12.4 ns 
NHLDAO 74ALS244 15 mA t48mA - - 12.4 ns 

INCOMING SIGNALS 

NHOlD 74LS126 - - 20 J-LA 0.4mA 19.4 ns 

*Interface device, plus cable. 
tFor Vee maintained between 4.75V and 5.25V. 
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TABLE V. Electrical Characteristics for CPU Interface 

Signal Interface 
Input AndlOr Propagation 

Name Device 
Output Current Delay Time 

IOH IOL IIH IlL Tpd* 

BIDIRECTIONAL SIGNAL 

NSPC 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 

ADOO 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD01 74ALS245 15 mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD02 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD03 74ALS245 15mA N8mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD04 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD05 74ALS245 15mA N8mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD06 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD07 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD08 74ALS245 15mA N8mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD09 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD10 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD11 74ALS245 15 inA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD12 74ALS245 1!5mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD13 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD14 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD15 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD16 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD17 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD18 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD19 74ALS245 15 mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD20 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD21 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD22 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
AD23 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
024 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
025 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
026 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
027 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
028 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
029 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
030 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
031 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 

NNDIN 74ALS245 1~ mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
NADS 74ALS245 15mA N8mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
NBEO 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
NBE1 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
NBE2 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 
NBE3 74ALS245 15mA t48mA 20 p.A 0.1 mA 12 ns 

'Interface device, plus cable. 
tFor Vee maintained between 4.75V and 5.25V. 
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Signal Interface Input AndlOr Propagation 
Name Device Output Current Delay Time 

Outgoing signals 

NILO 74ALS244 
STO 74ALS244 
ST1 74ALS244 
ST2 74ALS244 
ST3 74ALS244 
NPFS 74ALS244 
UNS 74ALS244 
BB 74ALS244 
NDS 74ALS244 
NBRO 74F244 
NHLDA 74ALS244 

Incoming signals 

TGTPC -
NINTC 74ALS244 
NMI 74ALS244 
NBRI 74F244 
NHOLDC , 74ALS244 

'Including internal logic. interface device. and cable. 
tFor Vee maintained between 4.75V and 5.25V. 

Documentation 

IOH 

15mA 
15mA 
15mA 
15 mA 
15mA 
15 mA 
15mA 
15 mA 
15mA 
15 mA 
15mA 

IIH 

-
20mA 
20mA 
20mA 
20mA 

NSP-ISE32GNX-M ISE32 User's Manual for SYS32/ 
GENIX and VAX/UNIX operation. 
(Included with the appropriate 
Series 32000 support/cross-sup
port software package.) 

NSP-ISE32COF-M ISE32 User's Manual for VR32/ 
System V /Series 32000 opera-
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IOL Tpd* 

t48mA 13.0 ns 
t48mA 13.0 ns 
t48mA 13.0 ns 
t48mA 13.0 ns 
t48mA 13.0 ns 
t48mA 13.0 ns 
t48mA 13.0 ns 
t48mA 13.0 ns 
t48 mA 13.0 ns 
t48mA 8.5 ns 
t48mA 13.0 ns 

IlL 

- -
0.1 mA 13.0 ns 
0.1 mA 19.6 ns 
1.6mA 8.5 ns 
0.1 mA 19.6 ns 

tion. (Included with the appropri
ate Series 32000 support soft
ware package.) 

NSP-ISE32VMS-M ISE32 User's Manual for VAX/ 
VMS operation. (Included with 
the appropriate Series 32000 
cross-support software package.) 
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ISE32 Debugger Command Summary 
The following comprehensive list of ISE32 Debugger commands is in alphabetical order. Refer to the ISE32 
User's Manual for a detailed description of each command. 

Command Function Command Function 

Begin Load the program into Memory Move Moves memory content 
memory and initializes from address range to 
registers. address range. 

Breakpoint Create Creates breakpoint A, B, C, D Memory Search Searches for value. 
at specified address or, 
creates RANGE breakpoint 

On Sets idbg32 response on 
condition. 

at specified address range. Print Prints content of address 
Breakpoint Delete Deletes specified breakpoint. range or registers. 
Breakpoint Print Print address and conditions Print Address Prints absolute address and 

of specified breakpoints. module area associated 
Breakpoint Revive Revives specified breakpoint. with address. 
Indirect File Executes command file or Protection Create Creates protection/ 

debugger string. translation for pages 
Debugger String Sets debugger string. specified by address range. 

Define Counter Defines set up for ISE Protection Print Prints protection level 
counter 1 or 2. status. 

Define Latch Defines the latch 0 or latch 1 Quit Terminates session. 
event. Repeat Repeats previous 

Define Output Sync Defines output sync event. command. 

Define Stop Defines stop event. 
Define Trace Defines the end, delay, and 

trace mode parameter for 

Replace Replaces content of 
address or register. 

Select Echo Selects echo mode. 
trace. Select Full Selects full symbolic PC. 

Disassemble Disassembles instructions. Select History Selects history file. 
Go Starts execution of the Select Link Selects communication 

program. channel. 
Help Displays general help. Select Module Selects module. 
In Checks that the contents of Select Options Select current ISE operation 

address or register are within option. 
a specified range. Select Radix Select global radix. 

List Calls List entries in a call. Step Execute specified number 
List Definition Lists current definitions. of machine instructions. 
List Files Lists nine entries of a Step Call Executes until a call or 

selected file. return. 
List Information Lists current ISE status. Step Down Executes one instruction 
List Modules Lists modules in current inside a procedure, skips 

program. over call instructions. 

List Strings Lists current debugger string 
values. 

Step Instruction Executes specified number 
of instructions inside a 

List Trace Lists nine trace entries. module. 

Map Create Maps and/or protects 4 
kbyte blocks in a specified 
address range. 

Map Print Prints current mapping. 
Memory Fill Fills specified address range 

with value. 

Step Until Executes instructions until 
contents of address or 
register are within specified 
value. 

Step While Executes instructions while 
contents of address or 
register are within specified 
value. 
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D National Semiconductor Corp. 

ISE16™ NS32016 In-System Emulator 

• Operation up to 10 MHz· 

• Emulation of NS32016 Central 
Processing Unit, NS32082 Memory 
Management Unit, NS32201 Timing 
Control Unit 

• Host resident high-level language and 
assembly language symbolic debugger 

• Generalized event driven system 

• Memory mapping, up to 30 kbytes 

• Write protection/detection of 2 kbyte 
memory blocks 

• Program flow tracing, up to 255 non-
sequential fetches 

Description 
The ISE16, NS32016 In-System, Emulator is a power
ful tool for both hardware and software development 
of NS32016 microprocessor-based products. 

The ISE16 emulates a specific Series 32000® chip 
set. This chip set includes the NS32016 Central Proc
essing Unit (CPU), the NS32082 Memory Manage
ment Unit (MMU), and the NS32201 Timing Control 
Unit (TCU). NS32032 MMU emulation can be disabled 
by a switch setting. ISE16 allows users to test and 
debug both hardware and software in their own hard
ware environment. ISE16 operates in either of two 
modes: emulation mode, when ISE16 is actually running 
the user's program, or monitor mode, when ISE16 is 
communicating with the user via the host system. 
'Refer to speed considerations section. 
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• Complete bus activity trace 

• Qualified tracing 

• Pre-, post-, or center-triggering on trace 

• Count-down event counter 

• Count-up execution timer/counter 

• Supports Memory Management Unit 
functions 

• Supported under various host systems 
and operating systems 

• Hierarchical help facility (on-line) 

• Self-diagnostic 

ISE16 is a complete unit, including an internal clock 
oscillator and 30 kbytes of dedicated user's ISETM 
memory. With ISE16, users can easily stop emulation 
and examine the contents of CPU registers, slave 
processor registers, and memory. ISE16 consists of 
the ISE hardware, the ISE firmware monitor and 
RS232 cables. A host-dependent debugger software 
program is available as part of the appropriate Series 
32000 cross software support package. 

Each of the Series 32000 software support packages 
include software tools to produce code compatible 
with the debugger software. Refer to the section "Re
quired User-Supplied Equipment". 
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Hardware Description 

The ISE16 hardware is housed in three enclosures: 
the ISE Support Box, the Emulator Pod, and the TTL 
Status Pod. Figure 1 is a block diagram of ISE16 hard
ware. The ISE16 enclosures are described in the fol
lowing paragraphs. 
The ISE Support Box is the largest enclosure. It con
tains the emulation support circuits for trace, break
points, and mapped memory. It also contains power 
supplies and the hardware for the RS232 serial ports. 
The Emulator Pod contains the NS32016 CPU, 
NS32082 MMU, and NS32201 TCU required for target 
system emulation. It also contains the ISE Monitor 

TTL 
STATUS 

POD 

firmware and houses the ISE16 controls and indica
tors. Figure 2 shows the location of the ISE16 controls 
and indicators. Table I lists the functions of each 
switch and LED. 
The Emulator Pod connects to the ISE Support Box 
through a 4-foot flat cable assembly. Connections to 
the target system are made with 12-inch target cables. 
One target cable is provided for each member of the 
Series 32000 chip set (CPU, MMU, and TCU). 
The Status Pod is the smallest enclosure. It provides 
TTL-compatible input and output signals for use dur
ing ISE operation. The Status Pod has eleven leads 
and five binder posts that can be connected to 

TLlR/5127-2 

FIGURE 1.ISE16 Block Diagram 
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FIGURE 2.ISE16 Controls and Indicators 
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either the target system or test equipment such as 
logic analyzers or oscilloscopes. Table II lists the func
tion of each lead and post of the Status Pod. The 
Status Pod connects to the ISE Box front panel status 
connector via a 6-foot cable. 

ISE16 Software Overview 

The ISE16 software consists of the ISE firmware mon
itor, which resides in PROMs in the Emulator Pod, and 
the ISE Debugger, which runs on the host system. 
The monitor controls the ISE hardware. The Debugger 
is a high-level user-friendly debugger program. It 
translates commands entered by the user on the host 
system from a terminal, into low-level instructions the 
ISE monitor uses to drive the hardware with. The De
bugger also translates and sends ISE responses to 
the user via the terminal. All ISE monitor operation is 
transparent to the user. 

Debugger software is available for the following host 
systems: SYS32/GENIX, VAX11IVMS, VAX111 
UNIXTM (Berkeley), and VR32/UNIX (System V). 
Please contact a sales representative for a complete 
list of host software. 

The ISE16 Debugger 

The ISE16 Debugger is user compatible with the stan
dard non-ISE Series 32000 Debugger. Compatibility 
minimizes learning time for users of the various devel
opment tools. The ISE16 Debugger fully supports all 
the power debugging and emulation facilities provided 
by the ISE16 hardware, and supplements these fea
tures with a very powerful software-based program 
debugging environment. 

TABLE I. ISE16 Control and Indicator Functions 

Controlllndicator Function 

MMU Switch When on, it enables MMU operation (Mbit in CPU Configuration 
Register set to 1). When off, disables MMU (Mbit set to 0). 

NMI Switch When pressed, < HANG-CLEAR> occurs. 
< HANG-CLEAR> restores control to ISE monitor. 

RESET Switch When pressed, resets the ISE hardware. 
POWER ON Indicates power to ISE. 
MONITOR RUN Indicates ISE monitor is running. 
DIAGNOSTIC RUN Indicates ISE diagnostics are running. 
DIAGNOSTIC FAIL Indicates failure during diagnostic tests. 
HANG-CLEAR REQUEST Indicates CPU has stopped executing instructions. 

TABLE II. Status Pod Signal Description 

Status Pod Label ISE Function 

1-WHT -USRCLK-U ISO (input sync 0) 
2-BLK-GND Common Ground 
3-BRN-EXTO-U EXTO (external input 0) 
4-RED-EXT1 EXT1 (external input 1) 
5-0RN-EXT2 EXT2 (external input 2) 
6-YEL-EXT3 EXT3 (external input 3) 
7-GRN-EXT4 EXT 4 (external input 4) 
8-BLU-EXT5 EXT5 (external input 5) 
9-VI0-EXT6 EXT6 (external input 6) 
10-GRY-EXT7 EXT7 (external input 7) 
11-WHT -USEBRK/U IS1 (input sync 1) 

TBRUN Multi-Processor Sync 
BK SYNCH/-U DO (output sync) 
TR SYNCH/-U TO (trace sync) 
GND Common Ground 
GND Common Ground 
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The basic debugging features of the ISE16 are as fol
lows: 

(1) Supports both high-level and assembly 
languages. * 
(2) Breakpoints can be set at the source code level, 
even when using high-level languages.' 
(3) Supports symbolic debugging; variables can be 
referenced by their source code names. * 
(4) Certain procedure parameters and variables are 
easily displayed. 

(5) Structured data types and pointers are easily dis
played. 

(6) Supports both command and history files. 
(7) Memory can be displayed in many different ways, 
including a disassembly mode displaying memory as 
NS32016 instructions. 
(8) Supports all the emulation and debug facilities pro
vided by the ISE16 hardware. 
'Depends on host environment and language. 

ISE Speed Considerations 

ISE16 utilizes standard, 10 MHz NS32016, NS32082, 
and NS32201 devices to perform control and emula
tion functions. When emulating, each device is con
nected to customer hardware via a target cable and 
associated cable transceivers. This arrangement de
lays the signal propagation between the Series 32000 
components in the ISE16 POD and Series 32000 
sockets in the customer hardware. Those delays re
duce timing margins in that hardware; i.e., combined 
propagation paths are lengthened by the ISE16 target 
cable and transceiver delays. 

If sufficient timing margins are not restored, emulation 
may not be successful. In many cases, margin can be 
restored by reducing the emulation speed, lengthen
ing the available time for signals to propagate. Howev
er, the exact speed reduction necessary to regain 
margins will depend on how the Series 32000 compo
nents are used in the customer hardware. Tables III, 
IV and V list the combined cable and transceiver maxi
mum propagation delay for each signal. It is the cus
tomer's responsibility to factor these delays with those 
of his own circuitry. In doing so, it can be determined 
whether ISE16 can reliably emulate with that circuitry. 

Optional Terminal Feature 

ISE16 can be set-up to operate in either transparent 
mode or stand-aside mode. 

In stand-aside mode, one serial RS232 link from the 
host system is connected to the ISE16 while another 
serial RS232 link from the host system is connected 
to the user terminal. In this configuration, several us
ers can access and use the ISE16. 

In transparent mode, one serial RS232 link from the 
host system is connected to one serial port on the 
ISE16 while the user terminal is connected to a sec
ond serial port on the ISE16. Thus, only one serial port 
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is required from the host system. In non-emUlation 
mode, the ISE16 is transparent to the user allowing 
normal communication between the user and the host 
system. In this configuration, a user can do off-site 
remote development work. 

ISE16 Operation 
Human Interface 

ISE16 is easy to learn and easy to use. The software 
includes a complete on-line help facility. Invoking the 
"HELP" command gives a summary of all ISE16 com
mands, an individual command, or an individual com
mand's parameter. This feature helps the user get his 
work done quickly with less frustration. 

Operational States 

The ISE16 can either be in monitor mode or emulation 
mode. In monitor mode, the ISE firmware program re
siding in the Emulator Pod is controlling the ISE16 
hardware. In emulation mode, the firmware gives con
trol to the user program which, in turn, begins execut
ing and controlling the ISE. 

Real-Time Emulation 

The ISE16 unit has its own CPU, MMU, and TCU com
ponents. These components are connected to the tar
get system via cables, and they perform the same 
functions, with close to the same timing characteris
tics as they would if mounted in the target system. 
ISE16 does not add wait states in its operation. (See 
speed conSideration.) 

Emulation memory, resident in ISE16, can be used in 
lieu of target system memory. This feature is imple
mented by the mapping capabilities. ISE16 can run 
and debug programs, without a working target system. 
User target memory address space (whether it exists 
or not) can be mapped onto the ISE16 emulation 
memory. The control signals (NRD, NWR, NADS ... ) 
and address lines are still active when using mapped 
memory. During a memory read from mapped memo
ry, the data from the target is ignored. During a memo
ry write to mapped memory, the data is written to both 
the map memory and the target. 
Memory from the entire 24-bit physical address space 
of the CPU or MMU can be mapped onto emUlation 
memory if the following restrictions are observed: 

(1) Up to four, non-contiguous segments can be de
fined. 
(2) The address range mapped by a segment must lie 
within an integral 128 kbyte division of the address 
space, e.g. 00000 to h'1 FFFF, or h'20000 to h'3FFFF. 

(3) The address range mapped by a segment must 
start at the beginning of an integral 2 kbyte division of 
the address space, and end at the end of one such 
division e.g. h'OO to h'FFF, or h'2800 to h'37FF. 

(4) The total memory space mapped by all segments 
must not exceed 30 kbytes. 



Associated with the emulation memory mapping 
scheme is a capability for write protection/detection. 
Any 2 kbyte block within any of the four 128 kbyte 
segments selected can be protected. A write opera
tion to a protected memory segment causes an 1M 
(Illegal Map) event to occur. Write operations to pro
tected memory are inhibited only if they occur on emu
lation memory. They are not inhibited if they occur in 
target system memory. 

Generalized Events 

To provide a versatile way of observing and control
ling the significant state changes on the microproces
sor, ISE16 allows the use and definition of "events". 
In general, a simple event is a breakpoint, a bus 
change, or a significant observation. An event can 
also be a logical combination of simple events (an 
Event-Expression). 

Simple Event Definition 

The simple events are: 

• Breakpoints 
• Latched Breakpoints 

• Counter Done 
• Status Pod Inputs 

• Illegal Map 

• Trace Done 

Breakpoint Events 

ISE16 provides three common breakpoint events, 
named A, B, and C. The breakpoint event can be used 
in two ways: 
(1) Execution Breakpoint-occurs just prior to execu
tion of an instruction fetched from a specified address. 

(2) Memory Reference Breakpoint-occurs on a 
match when sampling: 

• Address Bits 

• Data Bits 
• External Status Bits 

• User/Supervisor Pin 
• High Byte Enable Pin 

• Data Direction Pin 
• And where any of the above options or bits can be 

masked. 

Either virtual or physical addresses can be sampled. 
ISE16 also provides a range breakpoint event, R. The 
range breakpoint occurs on any read or write opera
tion to an address in a specified address range. 

All breakpoints can cause emulation to stop immedi
ately. Also, if used with the No Stop (INS) option, 
breakpoints can be combined with other events to 
cause a variety of action. 

Events, instructions, memory cycles, and clock cycles 
can be counted with the breakpoint counter (up to 12 
bits). Upon reaching a certain count provided by the 
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Define Counter (DC) command, the Counter Done 
(CD) event takes place. 

Other Simple Events 

The other simple events available are: 

(1) ISO, IS1-Status Pod Input Sync ° and Input Sync 
1. 

(2) 1M-Write operation to write-protected address. 

(3) TO-End of trace. 
Related commands: 

BC-Breakpoint Create 
BD-Breakpoint Delete 

DP-Breakpoint Print 

Event-Expressions 

An event-expression is a Boolean expression made 
up of simple events, i.e., a logical combination of sim
ple events. This allows the user to generate many dif
ferent event combinations, tailored to system activity 
of particular interest to the user. These generalized 
events are used by many ISE16 commands such as 
stop, trace, event counting, etc. Event-expressions 
provide creative and flexible debugging procedures. 
Event-expressions can be evaluated as either logically 
true or logically false. Valid logic operations for event
expressions are: Negation (NOT), AND, and OR. 

Stopping Execution on Events 

A common debugging activity is to stop emulation on 
the occurrence of an event of interest. Stopping emu
lation puts ISE16 in the monitor mode so the user can 
examine and alter the state of the CPU, memory, and 
ISE16 functions. Emulation can be stopped on either 
simple events or event-expressions. 

Related commands: 
OS-Define Stop 

BS-Breakpoint Create 

Flexible Tracing 

ISE16 maintains a 255-entry trace memory. Trace 
memory captures bus activity in one of two trace 
modes. The trace modes are: 

• Program Flow Trace 

• Memory Bus Trace 

When enabled, tracing in either mode continues until a 
specified terminating event occurs. The actual end of 
tracing can be delayed after the terminating event by 
a count of 1 to 255. This allows trace data to be cap
tured before, after, or around the terminating event. 

Program Flow Trace 

The Program Flow Trace mode captures the CPU Pro
gram Counter address of 255 non-sequential instruc
tions. This mode also maintains a count of sequential 
instructions executed between each non-sequential 
instruction stored in the trace memory. 
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Memory Bus Trace 

The Memory Bus Trace mode captures a summary of 
system parameters during 255 memory bus access 
cycles. The following parameters are captured: 

• Address bus contents 

• Data bus contents 
• CPU Status (data transfer, non-sequential fetch, 

interrupt acknowledge, etc.) 

• Status Pod External Inputs 
• States of the Following CPU Pins: 

PFSC-Program Flow Status (start of instruction) 
UNS--UserlNot Supervisor 
NHBE-Not High Byte Enable 

NDDIN-Not Data Direction In 
A tracing event can qualify the memory bus tracing 
mode. This event allows the user to reduce the num
ber of events captured. 

Execution Timer 

The execution timer is a 24-bit counter with an over
flow flag that may be used to count events, instruction 
cycles, memory cycles, or clock cycles. The timer may 
be programmed to start and stop counting on specific 
events. This permits using the execution timer to de
termine relative timing differences between various 
events. One use of this feature is to measure software 
or hardware performance. 

Event Trigger for External Test Equipment 

ISE16 events can trigger external test equipment, 
such as oscilloscopes and logic analyzers. This test 
equipment can be used in conjunction with ISE16 de
bugging features to solve system timing problems. 
Two external trigger sources are provided: 

• General Event (or Event-Expression) 
• Trace Trigger Event (Le., an event that causes an 

entry into trace memory.) 

The external trigger signals are available at two status 
pod outputs: 

• BKSYNCH/-U (General Event) 
• TRSYNCH/ -U (Trace Trigger Event) 
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ISE16 Timing Options 

ISE16 includes the following timing options: 

• Sampling time can be set to sample either virtual 
or physical addresses 

• Status Pod external lines can be sampled at either 
data valid or address valid times 

• The emulation clock frequency can be set to one 
of the following frequencies: 
2.5 MHz 

5.0 MHz 

10 MHz 
Target Board Frequency 

Self-Test Diagnostics 

At power-up or reset, ISE16 runs a diagnostic program 
to verify ISE software integrity and proper hardware 
function. 

Supported Configurations 

This product is designed to work in most target sys
tems configurations. However, certain design restric
tions may apply. Refer to the ISE16 User's Manual 
(See "Documentation") for further information. 

Required User-Supplied Equipment 
For use with SYS32/GENIX Systems: 

• Included with GENIX Operating System Software 
Package. 

For use with V AXIVMS Systems: 

• Valid DECTM VAX/11 configuration, with available 
RS232 port. 

• VMS Operating System, Version 3.0 or later. 

• NSW-ASSEMB-9VMR or NSW-PASCAL-9VMR 
Series 32000 Cross Software Package. 

For use with VAX/UNIX Systems: 

• Valid DEC VAX/11 configuration, with available 
RS232 port. 

• Berkeley UNIX Operating System. 

• NSW-C-4VXR Series 32000 Cross Software Pack
age. 

For use with VR32/UNIX (System V) systems: 

• Included with Operating System Software Pack
age. 

For other applications contact National Semicon
ductor sales representative. 



Specifications 
Environmental 

Power 

Physical 
ISE Support Box-

Emulation Pod-

TTL Status Pod-

Cable Lengths-

Operating Temperature 

+ 10°C to +40°C 
Storage Temperature 

- 20'C to + 65°C 
3A @ 115 VAG, 50/60 Hz, 

single phase 

1.5A @ 220 VAG, 50/60 Hz, 
single phase 
Approximately 1170 BTU. 

Height: 4.125 in. (10.5 cm) 

Width: 19.0 in. (48.3 cm) 

Depth: 17.5 in. (44.5 cm) 
Height: 2.25 in. (6.4 cm) 

Width: 9.25 in. (23.5 cm) 
Depth: 14.0 in. (35.6 cm) 

Height: 1.0 in. (2.5 cm) 

Width: 3.125 in. (7.9 cm) 
Depth: 6.125 in. (15.6 cm) 

ISE Support Box to Emulation 
Pod: 4.0 It. (1.22M) 

ISE Support Box to TTL 

Status Pod: 6.0 It. (1.83M) 
Emulation Pod to Target 

Board: 1.0 ft. (0.30M) 
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Electrical 

Operating 
Frequency-

Target Interface 
Electrical 
Characteristics-

Order Information 
Complete ISE16 Units 

User selectable to one of the 
following: 

2.5 MHz 

5.0 MHz 
10.0 MHz 
Target Board Frequency 

See: Speed Considerations 

See Tables III through V. 

NSS-ISE16 ISE16 (NS32016), 115 VAG 

NSS-ISE16 ISE16 (NS32016), 220 VAG 

Documentation 
420306675-002 

420308165-001 

420010496-001 

ISE16 User's Manual for 
VAXIVMS operation. (Includ
ed with appropriate cross
support software package.) 

ISE16 User's Manual for 
VAX/UNIX and SYS32/GE
NIX operation. (Included with 
appropriate cross-support 
software package.) 
COFF IDBG16 User's Manual 
(Included with appropriate 
cross-support software pack
age.) 
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TABLE III. Electrical Characteristics for TCU Interface 

Signal Name Interface Device 
Input And/Or 

Propagation 
Output Current 

Outgoing Signals: 
Delay Time T pd' 

IOH IOL 

NTSO 748244 15 mA 64mA 14.6 ns 
CTTL 748244 15mA 64mA 14.6 ns 
FCLK 748244 15mA 64mA 14.6 ns 
NOSE 748244 15 mA 64mA 14.6 ns 
NRO 748244 15 mA 64mA 14.6 ns 
NWR 748244 15mA 64mA 14.6 ns 
NR8T 748244 15 mA 64mA 14.6 ns 
ROY 748244 15mA 64mA 14.6 ns 

Incoming Signals: IIH IlL 

NPER 748244 50/LA 400/LA 14.6 ns 
NCWAIT 748244 50/LA 400/LA 14.6 ns 
NWAIT1 748244 50/LA 400/LA 14.6 ns 
NWAIT2 748244 50/LA 400/LA 14.6 ns 
NWAIT3 748244 50/LA 400/LA 14.6 ns 
NWAIT4 748244 50/LA 400/LA 14.6 ns 
XCTL1 748244 50/LA 400/LA 14.6 ns 
NCEN 748244 50/LA 400/LA 14.6 ns 
NR8T1 748244 50/LA 400/LA 14.6 ns 

'Interfaced device, plus cable. 

TABLE IV. Electrical Characteristics for MMU Interface 

Signal Name Interface Device 
Input And/Or 

Propagation 
Output Current 

Delay Time T pd' 
Outgoing Signals: IOH IOL 

A24 748244 15mA 64mA 14.6 ns 
MMUMINT 748244 15mA 64mA 14.6 ns 
NPAV 748244 15mA 64mA 14.6 ns 
NAST 748244 15mA 64mA 14.6 ns 
NFLT 748244 15mA 64mA 14.6 ns 
NHLOAO 748244 15mA 64mA 14.6 ns 

Incoming Signals: IIH IlL 

NHOLO 748244 50/LA 400/LA 14.6 ns 
'Interface device. plus cable. 
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Signal Name Interface Device 
Input And/Or 

Propagation Output Current 

Bidirectional Signals IOH IOL IIH IlL 
Delay Time T pd' 

N8PC none - - - - 1.4 ns 
AD15 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 
AD14 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 

AD13 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 

AD12 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 
AD11 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 
AD10 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 

AD09 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 

AD08 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 
AD07 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 

AD06 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 
AD05 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 
AD04 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 

AD03 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 
AD02 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 

AD01 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 
ADOO 8T28 10 mA 48mA 25/LA 200/LA 18.4 ns 

Outgoing Signals 

A23 748244 15 mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
NILO 748244 15 mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
8TO 748244 15 mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
8T1 748244 15 mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 

8T2 748244 15 mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
8T3 748244 15 mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 

NPF8 748244 15 mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
NDDIN 748244 15 mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
NAD8 748244 15 mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
UN8 748244 15mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
NHBE 748244 15mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
HHLDA 748244 15mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
A22 748244 15mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
A21 748244 15mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
A20 748244 15mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
A19 748244 15mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
A18 748244 15mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
A17 748244 15mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 
A16 748244 15 mA 64mA - - 14.6 ns 

Incoming Signals 

T8Y8PWR 1N4002 - - - - -
NINT 748244 - - 50/LA 400/LA 14.6 ns 
NNMI 748244 - - 50/LA 400/LA 14.6 ns 
NHOLD 748244 - - 50/LA 400/LA 14.6 ns 

'Interface device, plus cable. 
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TABLE VI. ISE16 Debugger Command Summary 

The following comprehensive list of ISE16 debugger commands is in alphabetical order. Refer to the ISE16 User's 
Manual for a detailed description of each command. 

Command Function Command Function 

Begin Load the program into memory Memory Move Moves memory content from 
and initializes registers. address range to address 

Breakpoint Create Creates breakpoint A, B, C at range. 
specified address or, creates Memory Search Searches for value. 
RANGE breakpoint at specified 
address range. 

On Sets debugger response on 
condition. 

Breakpoint Delete Deletes specified breakpoint. Print Prints content of address range 
Breakpoint Print Print address and conditions of or registers. 

specified breakpoints. Print Address Prints absolute address and 
Breakpoint Revive Revives specified breakpoint. module area associated with 
Indirect File Executes command file or address. 

debugger string. Protection Create Creates protection/translation 
Debugger String Sets debugger string. for pages specified by address 

Define Counter Defines setup for ISE counter. 
Define Output Sync Defines output sync event. 
Define Stop Defines stop event. 
Define Timer Defines execution timer. 

range. 
Protection Print Prints protection level status. 
Quit Terminates session. 
Repeat Repeats previous command. 

Define Trace Defines the end, delay, and 
trace mode parameter for 
trace. 

Replace Replaces content of address or 
register. 

Select Echo Selects echo mode. 

Disassemble Disassembles instructions. Select Full Selects full symbolic PC. 

Go Starts execution of the Select History Selects history file. 
program. Select Link Selects communication 

Help Displays general help. channel. 

In Checks that the contents of Select Module Selects module. 
address or register are within a Select Options Select current ISE operation 
specified range. option. 

List Calls List entries in a call. Select Procedure Selects procedure. 
List Definition Lists current definitions. Select Radix Select global radix. 
List Files Lists nine entries of a selected Step Execute specified number of 

file. machine instructions. 
List Information Lists current ISE status. Step Call Executes until a call or return. 
List Modules Lists modules in current Step Down Executes one instruction inside 

program. a procedure, skips over call 
List Procedure Lists current procedure. instructions. 

List Strings Lists current debugger string 
values. 

Step Instruction Executes specified number of 
instructions inside a module. 

List Trace Lists nine trace entries. Step Until Executes instructions until 

Map Create Maps and/or protects 4 kbyte 
blocks in a specified address 
range. 

Map Print Prints current mapping. 
Memory Fill Fills specified address range 

contents of address or register 
are within specified value. 

Step While Executes instructions while 
contents of address or register 
are within specified value. 

with value. 
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TABLE VII. Register Names 

Name Description Name Description 

CPU Registers 

.RO General Register 0 .PC Program Counter 

.R1 General Register 1 .SB Static Base Register 

.R2 General Register 2 .FP Frame Pointer Register 

.R3 General Register 3 .SP Current Stack Pointer 

.R4 General Register 4 .IS Interrupt Stack Pointer 

.R5 General Register 5 .US User Stack Pointer 

.R6 General Register 6 .MOD Module Register 

.R? General Register? .INTBASE Interrupt Base Register 

.PSR Processor Status Register 

.UPSR Processor Status (Low Byte) 

.CFG Configuration Register 
1. If the .SB register is changed, IDBG16 changes the relevant entry in the module table. 

2. If the .CFG register is changed, IDBG16 executes a SETCFG instruction. 

PSR Fields 

.PSR - C Carry Field .PSR_N Negative Field 

.PSR _T Trace Trap Field .PSR - U User/Supervisor Mode Field 

.PSR - L Low Field .PSR _S User/Interrupt Stack Field 

.PSR - F Flag Field .PSR_P Trace Pending Field 

.PSR Z Zero Field .PSR I Interrupt Enable/Disable 

FPU Registers (available only when FPU device is present) 

.FO Floating Point Register 0 .F4 Floating Point Register 4 

.F1 Floating Point Register 1 .F5 Floating Point Register 5 

.F2 Floating Point Register 2 .F6 Floating Point Register 6 

.F3 Floating Point Register 3 .F? Floating Point Register? 

.FSR Floating Point Status 

FSR Fields (available only when FPU device is present) 

.FSR _TT Trap Type Field (3-bits) .FSR - lEN Inexact Result Enable Field 

.FSR _UEN Underflow Enable Field .FSR - IFL Inexact Result Trap Field 

.FSR UFL Underflow Trap Field .FSR RM Rounding Mode Field (2-bits) 

MMU Registers (available only when MMU device present) 

.PTBO Page Table 0 .BCNT Breakpoint Count Register 

.PTB1 Page Table 1 .PFO Program Flow 0 

.EIA Error/Invalidate Address .PF1 Program Flow 1 

.BPRO Breakpoint Register 0 .SC Sequential Count Register 

.BPR1 Breakpoint Register 1 .MSR MMU Status Register 

MSR Fields (available only when MMU device is present) 

.MSR - ERC Error Class Field .MSR _DS Dual Space Field 

.MSR _TET Translation Error Trace .MSR _AO Access Override Field 

.MSR - BN Breakpoint Number Field .MSR_ BEN Breakpoint Enable Field 

.MSR - ED Error Direction Field .MSR _UB User Break Field 

.MSR - BD Breakpoint Direction Field .MSR _AI Abort/Interrupt Field 

.MSR EST - Error Status Field .MSR_FT Flow Trace Field 

.MSR _BST Breakpoint Status Field .MSR - UT User Trace Field 

.MSR _TU Translate User Field .MSR - NT Non-Sequential Trace Field 

.MSR _TS Translate Supervisor Field 
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DB32000 Development Board 

• Series 32000® Microprocessor Family 
- NS32032 Central Processing Unit 

(CPU) (can be replaced by NS32016 
CPU, or NS32008 CPU, for evaluation) 

- NS32082 Memory Management Unit 
(MMU) 

- NS32081 Floating Point Unit (FPU) 
- NS32202 Interrupt Controller Unit 

(ICU) 
- NS32201 Timing Control Unit (TCU) 

• 256K bytes DRAM expandable to 1 Mbyte 
• Up to 256K bytes of EPROM in two 

banks 

Product Overview 
National Semiconductor's D832000 Development 
80ard is a complete microcomputer system. It is spe
cifically designed to assist the user in evaluating and 
developing hardware and software for the NS32032 
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• Two RS-232 Serial Communication Ports 
• 24 Programmable Parallel I/O Lines 
• Two BLXTM Connectors 
• Wire-wrap area for user expansion 

- Bus interface 
- Dual port RAM 
- ROM expansion 
-I/O expansion 
- RAM expansion 

• TDSTM firmware provides edit, assembly, 
and debug capabilities 

CPU, related slave processors (NS32081 FPU and 
NS32082 MMU) and support devices. With the 
D832000, the user may evaluate other CPUs such as 
the NS32016 and NS32008. The D832000 enables 
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Product Overview (Continued) 

the user to examine the architecture, instruction set, 
cycle timing, and the bus interfaces for the Series 
32000® family of microprocessom. Small programs 
can be written, debugged, assembled, and executed 
with EPROM-based TOS (Tiny Oevelopment System) 
software. 
Optionally, the OB32000 can provide a native debug 
and execution environment for programs developed 
on a larger host computer system. In this case, the 
board complements capabilities provided by Nation
al's Pascal and C cross-software packages. 

. The OB32000 includes the NS32032 CPU, NS32082 
MMU, NS32081 FPU, NS32202 ICU, support circuitry, 
dynamic RAM, extensive ROM/EPROM capacity, and 
serial and parallel 1/0. 1/0 capability can also be ex
panded via BLX interfaces. 

Central and Slave Processors 

The OB32000 is equipped with an NS32032 CPU, fea
turing 32-bit internal structure and 32-bit data bus. Op
tionally, an NS32016 or NS32008 CPU can be in
stalled, with 32-bit internal structure and 16-bit or 8-bit 
data path. Each CPU provides a very powerful instruc
tion set designed for high level language support. 

The OB32000 also includes the NS32082 MMU and 
the NS32081 FPU. The NS32082 Memory Manage
ment Unit provides hardware support for demand
paged virtual memory management. The NS32081 
provides high-speed floating-point instruction execu
tion. 

Interrupts 

As part of factory configuration, the OB32000 comes 
with the NS32202 ICU installed. The NS32202 Inter
rupt Control Unit manages up to 16 maskable interrupt 
sources, resolves interrupt priorities, and supplies a 
single-byte vector to the CPU. In addition, the ICU pro
vides two, 16-bit counters. 

Memory 

Expandable to 1 Mbyte, 256K bytes of on-board dy
namic RAM are provided. The wire-wrap area may be 
used in conjunction with the OB32000 circuitry to de
velop dual port capability. 

Up to 256K bytes of ROMIEPROM space is provided 
in eight 28-pin sockets. The sockets are divided into 
two banks, each bank permitting installation of 24- or 
28-pin devices. All factory configurations include TOS 
firmware installed in the lower bank, with the upper 
bank vacant. 

Parallel 1/0 

Twenty-four parallel 1/0 lines are provided via an 
8255A Programmable Peripheral Interface. These 
may be divided into two 8-bit ports and two 4-bit ports. 
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Serial 1/0 

Two serial 1/0 ports are provided via 2651 Universal 
Synchronousl Asynchronous Receiver ITransmitters. 
These ports permit the OB32000 to communicate with 
RS232C compatible terminals or other computers. 
The baud rate for each port is software programma
ble. 

BLX 1/0 Expansion 

Two connectors are provided for attachment of 8- or 
16-bit BLX expansion modules. BLX modules may be 
used to expand the OB32000's 1/0 capability; e.g., 
additional serial on parallel ports. 

Switches 

Two button switches (S3 and S4), and one 10-position 
OIP switch (S1) are provided. S3, labeled NMI 0, will 
introduce a non-maskable interrupt to the OB32000's 
CPU when pressed. S4, labeled RESET, will reset the 
board when pressed. Switch S1 is a software readable 
dip switch that may be used to indicate defined op
tions, e.g., baud rate, MMU present, etc. Each switch 
position function is defined by the on-board PROM
based software. 

Indicators 

Four LEO indicators (02-05) are mounted near the 
lower left corner of the OB32000. 02-04 are con
trolled by the contents of a program-addressed regis
ter. They are used by the TOS power-on confidence 
test program to indicate test status. They may also be 
used to indicate any other information the user de
sires. 05 :::; driven directly by a 15-millisecond 1-shot 
timer. 05 will be extinguished whenever there is no 
CPU memory or 1/0 access within this time. 05 is illu
minated when the CPU is executing instructions. This 
LEO indicates whether or not the CPU is active. 

Wire-Wrap Expansion Area 

The wire-wrap expansion area provides the user with 
space that is drilled to accept integrated circuits. Sig
nal pad terminators (stubs) are located at different lo
cations on the board enabling the user to construct 
the following functions in the wire-wrap area: 

- External Bus Interface 

- Oual Port Memory Interface 

- ROM Expansion 
- 1/0 Expansion 
- ORAM Capacity Expansion Using the On-board 

ORAM Controller 
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Tiny Development Systems (TDS) 
F".mctional Description 
The TOS firmware allows the user to create programs 
by entering source via the editor. This source is then 
assembled to produce executable code suitable for 
debugging. These functions have the following fea
tures: 

Assembler: 

- Subset of existing Series 32000 assembler 
- Supports FPU by providing long and short format 

real number data initialization 
- Generates listings to either a printer at the parallel 

port, or any RS232 device connected via serial 
port 

- Symbolic definition of static base or PC segment 

Debugger: 

- Numerical arguments to commands can be in four 
bases: decimal, hex, long real and short real 

- Program flow visually traced by displaying source 
line at all breakpoints or step stops 

- Memory/register print or change commands 
- Step-through program commands: step "n" in-

structions, step while variable in range, step until 
variable reached 

Editor: 

- Commands to insert, replace, delete, type lines 
- Automatic line number maintenance 
- Save and retrieve source from audio cassette re-

corder 
- Upload/download to/from any RS232-equipped 

PC 
- Oebug data displayed by type command after as-

sembly 

User Program Run Time Support: 

- Accessed via a supervisor call instruction 
- Routines to do terminal I/O 
- Printer driver access to parallel port 
- Routine to convert binary value to ASCII string 
- Routine to convert ASCII string to binary value 
- Conversion in four bases: decimal, hex, long real 

and short real 
As shipped with the 0832000, TOS provides on-board 
hardware confidence test routines. These are invoked 
by power-on or manual reset. 

User Modes 
The 0832000 can operate stand-alone, with no as
sistance from a host computer system. Optionally, the 
board can be operated in conjunction with a host, tak
ing advantage of more powerful software develop
ment tools and 110 capabilities. 
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Stand-Alone Mode (Factory Configuration) 

The stand-alone user mode (see Figure 1) requires 
only an RS232C-compatible terminal and power sup
plies for the 0832000. 
TOS (Tiny Oevelopment System) software is supplied 
in on-board PROMs to support this user mode. TOS is 
used to edit, assemble, and execute small Assembly 
language programs. In addition, TOS can control the 
0832000's on-board I/O to provide cassette and 
printer interfaces, making the 0832000 a light duty 
development vehicle. 

Host-Assisted Modes 

The 0832000 can be connected to another computer 
system or host (refer to Figure 1). In this case, the 
user first develops Series 32000 software on the host 
system, then uses the RS232 communication link to 
download the software to the 0832000, which exe
cutes and debugs the software in a native environ
ment. 
Several development software packages are available 
for use in generating Series 32000 user programs. 
Among them are: 
- Pascal and C, operating under VAXIVMS 
- Pascal and C, operating under VAX/UNIX® 
In each case, the 0832000's factory-supplied, on
board TOS software must be replaced. A suitable 
PROM-based monitor software package is supplied 
with the host development software. 
The basic modes of host-assisted 0832000 operation 
are "stand-aside" and "transparent". The terms 
"stand-aside" and "transparent" may be visualized by 
observing the communication configuration for each 
mode. Refer to Figure 1. 

The monitor software will provide: 
- Terminal Handler (for use in transparent mode) 
- Run-Time Environment (to permit execution of 

downloaded programs) 
- Oebugger Execute Module (to permit operation 

with the host's debugger) 
Consult the Oevelopment 80ard Monitor Reference 
Manual for a complete description of capabilities. 
In transparent mode, the user's communication with 
the host is conducted through the 0832000, which is 
transparent to the user. One advantage is that a single 
RS232 port on the host computer will support both the 
user's terminal and the 0832000. 
In stand-aside mode, the user communicates directly 
with the host while the 0832000 "stands aside". This 
mode is useful when the 0832000 is connected to 
single-user hosts, notably those where the terminal 
and keyboard are integral to the host. Optionally, 
stand-aside operation is possible with multi-user hosts 
where two RS232 ports are available. 
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Specifications 
Environment 

The 0832000 is designed for operation in an office or 
laboratory environment. Avoid confining the 0832000 
in a closed space, unless sufficient air flow is provided 
to ensure all components are operated within their 
specified temperature range. 

Temperature: Operating O°C to + 55°C 

Humidity: 

Altitude: 

Nonoperating 

5% to 95% relative, 

noncondensing 
Operating 

Nonoperating 

Power Requirements 

up to 15,000 ft. 

up to 25,000 ft. 

The 0832000 requires three regulated DC voltages 
for operation: 

+ 12 volts DC, ± 10%,40 rnA typical (50 rnA max) 

-12 volts DC, ± 10%,40 rnA typical (50 rnA max) 

+5 volts DC, ±5%, 5A typical (10A max) 
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Ordering Information: 
All models are shipped with: 
Two RS232 cable sets 

Model 0832000-110 Includes NS32032-10 CPU 

NS32201-10 TCU 
NS32202-10 ICU 

NS32081-10 FPU 
NS32082-10 MMU 

NSP-TDS-M Series 32000 TDS: Tiny Development 
System User's 
Manual 

NSP-D832000-M Series 32000 0832000 Develop
ment 80ard User's Manual 

NSP-INST-REF-M Series 32000 Instruction 
Set Reference Manual 



~ National Semiconductor Corp. 

DB32016 Development Board 

• Series 32000® Microprocessor Family 
• NS32016 CPU (can be replaced by 

NS32008 CPU, for evaluation) 

• NS32082 MMU 

• NS32081 FPU 

• NS322021CU 

• NS32201 TCU 

• MUL TIBUS® multi-master bus interface 

• 128 Kbytes dual ported RAM 

Product Overview 
The DB32016 Development Board is a complete mi
crocomputer using the National Semiconductor Series 
32000 family of advanced microprocessors. It is spe
cifically designed to assist evaluation and develop
ment of Series 32000 applications in a variety of envi
ronments. 
By itself, the DB32016 can be used to examine the 
Series 32000 architecture and instruction set. Small 
programs can be written, debugged, and executed 
with EPROM-based TDS (Tiny Development System) 
software. 
Optionally, the DB32016 can provide a native debug 
and execution environment for programs developed 
on a larger host computer. In this case, the board 
complements capabilities provided by National's C 
and Pascal cross software packages. 
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• Up to 96 Kbytes PROM capacity 

• Two RS232 serial communication ports 

• 24-programmable parallel 1/0 lines 

• Three 16-bit programmable timerl 
counters 

• One BLXTM expansion module connector 
for additional 1/0 capability 

• TOSTM firmware provides edit, assembly, 
and debug capabilities 

Flexibility is further enhanced by the board's MUL TI
BUS interface. This permits expansion of the 
DB32016 microcomputer system to include functions 
provided by other MUL TIBUS compatible boards; e.g. 
diskltape controllers, bulk RAM, etc. 
All models of the DB32016 include, as a minimum, the 
NS32016 CPU, support circuitry, serial and parallel 
1/0, dynamic RAM, and extensive ROMIEPROM ca
pacity. Optionally, the board can be populated with 
NS32082 Memory Management Unit, NS32081 Float
ing-Point Unit, and NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit. In 
all cases, 1/0 capability can be expanded via BLX and 
MUL TIBUS interfaces. 
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~ Hardware Function Description 
~ (Refer to Figure 1-1) 
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FIGURE 1-1. OB32016 Topography 

Central and Slave Processors 

The 0832016 is equipped with a NS32016 CPU, fea
turing 32-bit internal structure and 16-bit data bus. Op
tionally, a NS32008 CPU can be installed, with 32-bit 
internal structure and 8-bit data path. Each CPU pro
vides a very powerful instruction set designed for high 
level-language support. 
Included with each 0832016 is the NS32082 MMU 
and the NS32081 FPU slave processors. The 
NS32082 Memory Management Unit provides hard
ware support for demand-paged virtual memory man
agement. The NS32081 provides high-speed floating
point instruction execution. 

If the 0832016 is purchased without slave proces
sors, they may be installed by the customer, as re
quired. 

Interrupts 

Also included with the 0832016 is the NS32202 ICU. 
The NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit manages up to 16 
maskable interrupt sources, resolves interrupt priori
ties, and supplies a single-byte vector to the CPU. In 
addition, the ICU provides two, 16-bit counters, one of 
which can provide programmable baud rate capability 
for the 0832016's serial I/O ports. 
If the 0832016 is purchased without the ICU, it may 
be installed by the customer, as required. 
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Memory 

128 Kbytes of on-board, dual-ported dynamic RAM 
are provided. The MUL TI8US starting address of 
RAM is mappable in 32K byte increments, across the 
entire 16M byte address space. 
Up to 96 Kbytes of ROM/EPROM space is provided in 
four 28-pin sockets. The sockets are divided into two 
banks, each bank permitting installation of 24 or 28- ! 

pin devices. All factory configurations include TOS 
firmware installed in the lower bank, with the upper 
bank vacant. 

MULTIBUS Interface 

The 0832016 incorporates a MUL TI8US interface, al
lowing the user to configure larger systems. Most of
ten, the 0832016 would be used in conjunction with 
MUl TI8US compatible expansion RAM, disk control
ler, or serial controller boards. However there is no 
restriction, beyond MUL TI8US compliance. 
The 0832016's MULTI8US compliance levels are: 
Master 016 M24 116 VOEl; indicating 8/16-bit 

data path, 24-bit memory address path, 8-
or 16-bit I/O address path, and level or 
edge triggered non-bus vectored inter
rupts (if NS32202 is installed). 

Slave 016 M24; indicating 8/16-bit data path, 
and 24-bit memory address path. 
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Parallel I/O 

24 parallel I/O lines are provided via an 8255A Pro
grammable Peripheral Interface. These may be divid
ed into two 8-bit ports and two 4-bit ports. 

Serial I/O 

Two serial I/O ports are provided via 8251A Universal 
Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver /T ransmitters. 
These ports permit the 0832016 to communicate with 
RS232 compatible terminals or other computers. 

Port baud rates may be derived from a variety of 
sources: 

• a fixed, 9600 baud operation of both ports, if the 
NS32202 ICU is not installed. 

• single programmable baud rate for both ports, if 
the NS32202 ICU is installed. 

• Individually programmable baud rates for each 
port, via the 0832016's 8253-5 PIT. 

Timer/Counters 

As mentioned above, the NS32202 ICU provides two 
16-bit timer/counters, when installed. In addition, 
three 16-bit counters are provided by the 0832016's 
8253-5 Programmable Interval Timer. Each counter 
output is available for connection as an interrupt 
source for the ICU, or baud rate generation for the 
serial ports. 

BLX I/O Expansion 

A connector is provided for attachment of 8- or 16-bit 
8LX expansion modules. 8LX modules may be used 
to expand the 0832016's I/O capability; e.g. addition
al serial or parallel ports. 

Switches 

Two push button switches (S1 and S2), and one eight
position DIP switch (S3) are provided. 
S1, labeled NMI, will introduce a non-maskable inter
rupt to the 0832016's CPU when pressed. S2, labeled 
INIT, will reset the board when pressed. 80th switches 
are located on the front edge of the board assembly. 
DIP switch S3 is used to set the 8aud rate of the serial 
ports and other board configurations. 

Indicators 

Four LED indicators (OS1-0S4) are mounted near the 
front edge of the board assembly. 

OS1-3 are controlled by the contents of a program 
addressed register. They are used by the TOS power
on confidence test program to indicate test status. 
They may also be used to indicate any other informa
tion the user desires. 

OS4 is driven directly by a one-shot timer, whose peri
od is approximately 15 milliseconds. OS4 will be illumi
nated whenever there is no memory or I/O access 
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completed by the CPU within this period. This is useful 
to indicate a MUL TI8US timeout. 

Tiny Development Systems (TDS) 
Functional Description 
The TOS firmware allows the user to create programs 
by entering source via the editor. This source is then 
assembled to produce executable code suitable for 
debugging. These functions have the following fea
tures: 

Assembler: 

- Subset of Series 32000 assembler 
- Supports FPU by providing long and short for-

mat real number data initialization 

- Generates listings to either a printer at the par
allel port, or any RS232 device connected via 
serial port 

- Symbolic definition of static base or PC seg
ment 

Debugger: 

- Numerical arguments to commands can be in 
four bases: decimal, hex, long real and short 
real 

- Program flow visually traced by displaying 
source line at all breakpoints or step s~ops 

- Memory/register print or change commands 

- Step-thru program commands: step un" in-
structions, step while variable in range, step un
til variable reached 

Editor: 

- Command to insert, replace, delete, type lines 

- Automatic line number maintenance 

- Save and retrieve source from audio cassette 
recorder 

- Upload/download to/from any RS232 
equipped PC 

- Debug data displayed by type command after 
assembly 

User Program Run Time Support: 

- Accessed via a supervisor call instruction 

- Routines to do terminal I/O 

- Printer driver access to parallel port 
- Routine to convert binary value to ASCII string 
- Routine to convert ASCII string to binary value 

- Conversion in four bases: decimal, hex, long 
real and short real 

As shipped with the 0832016, TOS provides on-board 
hardware confidence test routines. These are invoked 
following power on. 
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g User Modes 
~ The 0832016 can operate stand-alone, with no as-
e sistance from a host computer system. Optionally, the 

board can be operated in conjunction with a host, 

1. Standalone Mode 

2. Host-assisted Modes 
a) Standaslde, single-user host 

b) Standaslde, multiuser host 

c) Transparent, Local host 

d) Transparent, R,mote host 

'requires reconfiguration 

taking advantage of more powerful software develop
ment tools and 1/0 capabilities. 
Figure 1-2 represents the most common variations in 
user modes. 

P2 P1 

TLlR/7083-3 

FIGURE 1-2. 0832016 User Modes 
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Stand-Along Mode (Factory Configuration) 

From Figure 1-2 it is clear that the stand-alone user 
mode is the most simplistic; requiring the least addi
tional equipment. In this case, only an RS232C com
patible terminal and power supplies for the 0832016 
are required to achieve effective operation. 
TOS (Tiny Development System) software is supplied 
in on-board PROM to support this user mode. TOS is 
used to edit, assemble, and execute small assembly 
language programs. In addition, TOS can control the 
0832016's on-board I/O to provide cassette and 
printer interfaces; making the 0832016 a light duty 
development vehicle. 

Host Assisted Modes 

Referring to A"gure 1-2, the 0832016 can be connect
ed to another computer system, or host. In this case, 
the user will first develop Series 32000 software on 
the host system, then utilize RS232 communication to 
download the software to the 0832016. The 0832016 
functions as a means of executing and debugging the 
software in a native environment. 
Several development software packages are available 
for use in generating Series 32000 user programs. 

Among them are: 

• Pascal and C for VAXIVMS environments 

• Pascal and C for VAX/UNIX environments 
Host assisted modes require the TOS PROMs to be 
replaced by a PROM-based monitor program, compat
ible to the host development software. Monitor soft
ware is bundled with National's Series 32000 software 
packages. The monitor provides: 

• a terminal handler, to control RS232 communi
cations 

• run-time environment, to permit execution of 
downloaded programs 

• debugger execute module, to facilitate opera
tion with the host's debugger software 

The basic host assisted modes are: 

• transparent 

• standaside 
The terms, transparent and standaside, may be visual
ized by observing the communication configuration in 
each mode. (Refer to Figure 1-2) 

In transparent mode, the user's communication with 
the host is conducted through the 0832016; the 
0832016 is transparent to the user. An advantage 
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is that a single RS232 port on the host computer will 
support both the user's terminal, and the 0832016. 
In stand aside mode, the user communicates directly 
with the host; the 0832016 "stands aside". This 
mode is useful when the 0832016 is connected to 
single-user hosts. Optionally, standaside operation is 
possible with multi-user hosts, where two RS232 ports 
are available. 

Specifications 
Environment 

The 0832016 is designed for operation in an office or 
laboratory environment. Avoid confining the 0832016 
in a closed space, unless sufficient air flow is provided 
to ensure all components are operated within their 
specified temperature range. 

• Temperature 
Operating O°C to 55°C 
Non Operating -40°C to 75°C 

• Humidity 
5% to 95% relative, non-condensing 

• Altitude 
Operating 15,000 ft. 
Non Operating 25,000 ft. 

Power Requirements 

The 0832016 requires three, regulated DC voltages 
for operation: 

+ 12 VOC, ±10%, 50 ma max 
-12 VOC, ±10%, 50 ma max 

+ 5 VOC, ± 5%, 7.5A max 
All power connections are made via P1. These con
nections are normally provided by a MUL TI8US com
patible backplane. Optionally the user may elect to 
provide power, using one of the recommended con
nectors listed for P 1 . 

Connectors 

Local bus 
expansion (P2)-

Parallel I/O (J1)-

CDC VP801 830AOOA2 
AMP PES-14559 

TI H311130 
3M 3415-001 

AMP 2-86792-3 

Serial I/O (J2)- 3M 3462-0001 flat 
AMP 1-583715-1 round 

8us interface (P1)- SAE FUPH7212-86MTNE 

and Power Viking 2KH43/9AMK12 
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Ordering Information 
Model DB32016-110 (Order #NSV-32016P8T-10) 

Includes NS32016~10 CPU, NS32082-10 MMU, 
NS32081-10 FPU, NS32202-10 ICU, and 
NS32201-10 TCU for 10 MHz operation. 

All Models are shipped with: 

• Two RS232 cable sets 
• TDS: Tiny Development System User's Manual 

(Publication No. 420306440-001) 

• DB32016 Development Board User's Manual 
(Publication No. 420310111-001) 

Related Reference Material 
Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual (Customer Order No. NSP-INST-REF-M) 
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PRELIMINARY 

ICM-3332 Integrated Computer Module 

Features 
• Series 32000® Computing Cluster 

- NS32332 32-bit Central Processing Unit 
- NS32201 Timing Control Unit 
- NS32082 Memory Management Unit 
- NS32081 Floating Point Unit 
- NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit 

• NS32016 I/O Processor 
• Four asynchronous RS232C compatible serial ports 
• Centronics compatible Printer Port 
• High Speed 32/16-bit DMA "Mover" to/from System 

Memory 
• Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) Port 
• Time of day clock/calendar with battery backup 
• 2-14 Mbytes of Random Access Memory with byte 

parity and "nibble" mode capability 
• EPROM sockets for 16k to 128k bytes of EPROM 
• UNIX V.3 available as an option 

Overview 
Integrated Computer Modules are designed to provide "su
permicrocomputer" solutions to the OEM for applications in 
the office automation, workstation, graphics and process 
control areas. These Series 32000 based modules are not 
designed around any "Industry Standard Bus" but are, rath
er, designed as single board computers which access mem
ory across a very fast private bus designed to enhance the 
Series 32000 operation. The modular concept employs a 
generic base CPU board and an lOP processor board used 
by all applications along with sufficient memory boards and 
I/O Controller boards (laCs) to provide the required func
tionality. This improves Price/Performance: Price decreases 
because there is no need for backplanes and card cages; 
Performance increases because there is no need for wait 
states while the CPU is accessing memory. We do, howev
er, retain the bus-like quality of having configuration options. 

The ICM-3332 is a complete computer system contained on 
two to four 11.02 in. (300 mm) x 9.18 in. (233 mm) printed 
circuit boards. The CPU board and the lOP board are parti
tioned so that the ICfv1 form factor can be maintained. The 
lOP controls the interface to the real world and handles all 
of the tasks associated with the movement of information. 
This allows the CPU board to dedicate most of its time to 
computing functions without the overhead of system man
agement. This Integrated Computer Module will add the 
power of the Series 32000 processor chip set to National 
Semiconductor's line of board level microcomputer prod
ucts. The CPU cluster (CPU, TCU, MMU, FPU, and ICU), 
2 megabytes of DRAM and the 32-bit memory bus (Maxi
Bus) reside on the CPU board. The I/O Processor (lOP) 
board contains a MaxiBus interface to the CPU board, 
PROM sockets, serial interfaces, SCSI interface, parallel 
port and MiniBus to provide I/O capability to the outside 

world. MaxiBus is the 32-bit system bus which connects the 
NS32332, the 32-bit system memory and the lOP together. 
MiniBus is a 16-bit bus connecting the unique application 
boards (laCs) to the 16-bit NS32016 bus on the lOP. 

Two megabytes of RAM reside on the CPU board. Up to two 
memory boards can be added. Each of these boards can 
provide up to 6 megabytes of memory. This yields a maxi
mum capacity for the system of 14 megabytes of physical 
memory. These boards are the same size as the CPU and 
lOP boards. They interface to the CPU unit via a 32-bit Maxi
Bus interface. 

This Integrated Computer Module is designed to operate as 
a single board computer and communicates with memory 
via a high speed local bus (Maxi Bus) which removes the 
overhead associated with the various industry standard bus
es. The CPU cluster operates at up to 10 MHz and requires 
no wait states when using Burst mode memory accessing. 

Functional Description 
SERIES 32000 FAMILY 

The Series 32000 is a complete family of 32-bit CPUs, slave 
processors and peripherals. All processors, Memory Man
agement Unit and Floating Point Unit are designed with 32-
bit internal buses and registers to provide a true, two ad
dress architecture. The instruction set supports fast, highly 
compact, compiler code making the Series 32000 ideal for 
use with high level languages. The Memory Management 
Unit offers Demand-Paged Virtual Memory and fast on-chip 
address translation. This makes the Series 32000 an excel
lent engine for the UNIXTM operating system. The Floating 
Point Unit provides a hardware math unit which operates up 
to 100 times faster than software emulation. Since all CPUs 
in the Series 32000 line have a 32-bit internal architecture, 
the same software can be incorporated into all the systems 
within the family. 

Space saving compiler code, hardware floating point sup
port, demand-paged virtual memory and total software com
patibility assure the speed, flexibility and cost effective oper
ation needed in a system. 

Series 32000 CPUs 

The ICM-3332 utilizes the NS32332 as the Central Process
ing Unit. This CPU has a uniform linear 4 Gbyte addressing 
range and a full 32-bit internal architecture and implementa
tion. Internal working registers, data paths and ALU are all 
32 bits. This provides simpler handling of 32-bit data types 
and provides total compatibility with the next generation of 
32-bit microprocessors. It also provides a full 32-bit data 
bus. The I/O Processor (lOP) for the ICM-3332 uses the 
NS32016 as its processor. This processor is identical to the 
NS32032 with respect to internal architecture, but has a 16-
bit external data bus. 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

The instruction set is fashioned after high level language 
instructions. Displacements can be 32 bits, ensuring that 
the instruction set will remain upward/ downward compatible 
across the spectrum of Series 32000 CPU devices. With the 
Series 32000 CPU it is possible to add, subtract, multiply, 
divide or do any other operation with both operands in mem
ory. This is a speed benefit for assembly code and is partic
ularly needed in a high level language environment, since 
high level languages normally do memory-to-memory opera
tions. 

Restrictions frequently encountered, where only certain 
data types can be used with certain instructions, with partic
ular addressing modes, with restricted sources and destina
tions, do not exist on Series 32000. ANY data type can be 
used with ANY instruction with ANY addressing mode with 
ANY source or destination. This makes the assembly pro
grammer's task easier because there are no restrictions to 
track. With high level languages, the improvement becomes 
even more pronounced. Compilers produce very fast and 
efficient code when operating with a symmetrical machine. 

NS32201 TCU (Timing Control Unit) 

The NS32201 Timing Control Unit provides the two phase 
clock system, system control logic (read, write and data 
buffer enable) and cycle extension logic for the Series 
32000 family. 

Clocks provided are a two phase, non-overlapping 10 MHz 
clock, and 10 MHz and 20 MHz TTL compatible clocks. 

NS32082 MMU (Memory Management Unit) 

The increased requirement for development and execution 
of very large programs on cost effective systems has 
caused the development of virtual memory machines where 
programs larger than the physical memory space are rou
tinely executed on the system. This is accomplished by 
maintaining the currently necessary portions of the program 
in the phYSical memory space and storing the remainder in 
mass storage. Portions of the program are switched in or 
out of physical memory or necessary. Since this switching 
operation is controlled by the operating system and is trans
parent to the user, it appears that greater memory is avail
able than is actually the case. Thus, "virtual" memory. 

The Series 32000 uses Demand-Paged Virtual Memory, 
with each page containing 512 bytes. Since the physical 
memory is a collection of these 512 byte pages, moving 
from physical memory to disk or from disk to physical mem
ory becomes relatively simple. 

The NS32082 Memory Management Unit provides hard
ware support for demand-paged virtual memory manage
ment. Its specific capabilities include fast dynamic address 
translation, protection on individual 512 byte pages and de
tailed status to assist an operating system in efficiently man
aging up to 16 Mbytes of physical memory. 

For the purpose of address translation, memory is divided 
into 512 byte pages. A virtual address for the MMU is com
posed of two fields: a virtual page frame number and a nine 
bit offset. The offset is unchanged by the translation algo
rithm. The MMU translates the virtual page number to a 
physical page number according to page tables stored in 
memory. 
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The operating system and MMU exchange information on 
the status of the memory pages through a Page Table in 
physical memory and the protection level on that page. By 
manipulating the Page Tables, an operating system dynami
cally controls the mapping of virtual to physical addresses. 
In particular, the operating system may specify that refer
ences to certain pages should generate translation error 
aborts. This mechanism implements virtual memory man
agement and protection. 

The MMU utilizes memory called the Translation Buffer, 
which contains direct virtual-to-physical address mappings 
of the 32 most recently used pages. Entries in the Transla
tion Buffer are allocated and replaced by the MMU. The 
programmer is not involved in the process. The Translation 
Buffer is a content-addressable memory. The virtual page 
frame number (the 15 high order bits of the virtual address) 
and the address space bit are compared to the entries in 
the buffer. If the virtual page frame number is present in the 
buffer, the mapped physical address is output immediately. 
This is the case approximately 98 % of the time, so most 
address translations take only one additional clock cycle. 
When the virtual page frame number is not present in the 
buffer, a control line is set, indicating to the control block 
that the memory page tables should be referenced. When 
this occurs, the MMU gets the corresponding mapping from 
memory and replaces the least recently used entry in the 
Translation Buffer with the new mapping. 

NS32081 FPU (Floating Point Unit) 

The NS32081 Floating Point Unit implements the most com
monly used floating point functions in hardware to yield a 
great increase in speed over the software routines which it 
replaces. For example, a multiply routine in software re
quires approximately 1500 fLs to execute. With the FPU, 
that time is reduced to approximately 5 fLs. 

The Floating Point Unit functions as a slave processor to 
the NS32332 (or any other Series 32000 CPU). Its high 
speed instruction set is consistent with the full two-address 
architecture and powerful addressing modes of the Series 
32000 microprocessor family. 

The NS32081 FPU operates on two floating-point data 
types: single precision (32-bits) and double precision (64-
bits). In addition, the FPU performs conversion between in
teger and floating-point data types. Integers are accepted 
and generated by the FPU as two's-complement values of 
byte (8-bit), word (16-bit) or double word (32-bit) in length. 

Arithmetic operations include Add, Subtract, Multiply, Divide 
and Compare. Several Move and Convert instructions are 
also included. 

NS32202 ICU (Interrupt Control Unit) 

The NS32202 can operate in either of two data bus modes. 
In the 16-bit mode, eight hardware and eight software inter
rupts are possible. The 8-bit mode allows for up to 16 hard
ware interrupts with programmable priorities. ICM-3332 op
erates in the 8-bit mode. 

The ICU additionally provides two 16-bit counters which can 
be concatenated under program control to provide a single 
32-bit counter. 



Functional Description (Continued) 

CPU BOARD 

The ICM-3332 provides a full 32-bit processing engine ca
pable of operating with as much as 14 megabytes of physi
cal memory with no wait-states when operating at 10 MHz in 
the Burst mode. The full CPU Cluster. using the NS32332 as 
the CPU. is implemented on the CPU board along with two 
megabytes of dynamic RAM with byte parity. An interface to 
a high performance 32-bit bus (MaxiBus) which allows com
munication with up to 12 megabytes of expansion memory 
is also included. The associated 1/0 processor (lOP) board 
interfaces with the CPU board and system memory across 
Maxi Bus. Since the lOP controls all of the movement of data 
tolfrom any of the 110 devices. the CPU board is left unen
cumbered to dedicate itself to computing power. 

The CPU board has no read-only memory. The processor 
board will be reset by the MaxiBus RESET signal driven by 
the lOP. The lOP has the ability to examine the CPU Maxi
Bus ready lines to determine how the system is configured. 
The lOP will then initialize memory on the CPU board and 
execution will begin from location O. 

INPUTIOUTPUT PROCESSOR (lOP) 

The ICM-3332 Input/Output Processor (lOP) is the only unit 
within the ICM-3332 system which contains both a Maxi Bus 
and a MiniBus interface. The MaxiBus interface provides the 
lOP with access to all ICM-3332 system memory and allows 
for the exchange of interrupts between the lOP and other 
members of the MaxiBus community to co-ordinate 110 traf
fic from the computing complex. The MiniBus interface al
lows the lOP to exchange data and control information with 
the 1/0 controllers (IOCs) on the MiniBus without interfering 
with the main processor functions. It is necessary to provide 
the ability for 10Cs like graphics boards. local area network 
boards and serial output port boards to be able to move 
data and control information without the necessity to wait 
for the CPU board to grant permission to conduct 1/0 oper
ations. 

The lOP is a dedicated processor with full access to both 
the memory and the 1/0 resources of the ICM-3332 system. 
Its major function is to manage 1/0 traffic for the main proc
essing complex. relieving the CPU from such functions as 
scatter-read and gather-write of virtual pages. Other impor
tant functions are control of the printer port. RS232 serial 
ports and the MiniBus interface to the 10Cs. 

The 1/0 processor has 512 kBytes of local memory with 
byte parity. 10Cs may access this memory through the Mini
Bus Interface Controller (MBIC). The lOP processor is a 
NS32016. Both the lOP and the MBIC operate at 8 MHz. 
The lOP and MiniBus have a 16-bit architecture which pro
vides low cost interfaces consistent with the requirements 
of modern peripherals and devices. 

The interface between the 16-bit lOP data bus and the 32-
bit Maxi Bus is through a DMA mover circuit. The "mover" is 
set up and activated by a Single instruction from the 
NS32016. allowing it to be efficient for blocks as small as 
one word or as large as 1 kByte. The data rate provided by 
the mover circuit is approximately 8 MBytes per second. 

NS32016 Processor Complex 

The lOP processor complex consists of an 8 MHz NS32016 
processor, an NS32201 Timing Control Unit (TCU) and an 
NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit (lCU). The TCU provides an 
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8 MHz clock which provides the bus clock for the SCSI Con
troller. the mover, DRAM timing and the MiniBus bus clock. 

lOP Memory 

The lOP dynamic RAM consists of 512 kbytes with byte 
parity. which is accessed by the NS32016 with no wait
states. The mover utilizes the DRAM page mode for maxi
mum transfer rate tolfrom MaxiBus memory. 

System EPROM is also contained on the lOP board. Two 
EPROM sockets are provided on the lOP board. These 
sockets can be configured for a single pair of 2764. 27128. 
27256 or 27512 devices for 16 kBytes to 128 kBytes of 
EPROM memory space. 

Interrupt Control Unit 

The Interrupt Control Unit (NS32202) provides the NS32016 
with the ability to service 16 vectored interrupts. The ICU 
latches interrupts from the RS232 channels. the parallel 
port. the SCSI channel and the MBIC. 

Serial Communications 

Two 2681 Dual Asynchronous ReceiverlTransmitters pro
vide four independent. full duplex. asynchronous receiver I 
transmitter channels with software selectable baud rates to 
19.2 kBaud. Two of these channels have DB-25 connectors 
to provide full modem support. The remaining two channels 
are provided with 6-wire modular telephone-type connectors 
(similar to the RJ-ll connectors on telephones) for use with 
terminals. These modular phone connectors allow for more 
efficient use of the available real estate and provide very 
cost effective cabling between ICM-3232 and the terminals. 

Parallel Printer Port 

One parallel port is provided. This port is configured as a 
parallel Centronics printer port designed to operate with the 
IBM PC type printer cable. 

Time of Day Clock with Calendar 

The ICM-3332 Time of Day Clock with Calendar uses the 
MM58274 Real Time Clock chip. Timekeeping from tenths 
of seconds to tens of years is available in independently 
accessible registers. The hour counter is programmable in 
either 12 or 24 hour operation. A lithium battery is provided 
to maintain clock operation when external power is re
moved. 

Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) 

The Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) is an Intelli
gent Peripheral Standard defined by the American National 
Standard Institute (ANSI). SCSI is derived from the Shugart 
Associates Standard Interface (SASI), which is based on 
the IBM 1/0 channel. ANSI has defined CommandlStatus 
Sets for five types of 1/0 devices: 

Random Access- Rigid and Flexible Disk 
Sequential Access- StartlStop and Streamer Tape 
Write Only Devices-Printers and Plotters 
Processor Devices-Host to Host Communcations 

via SCSI 
Network Devices- Host to Host Communications 

via LAN 

The use of the ANSI Standard reduces system integration 
time by providing plug compatibility and command stan
dards for peripherals and by allowing utilization of existing 
110 drivers. 



Functional Description (Continued) 

Drivers have been written for ICM-3332 which allow SCSI to 
control the interface to rigid disk and to streamer tape. SCSI 
is implemented using an LSI SCSI controller chip and a 
state machine driven DMA channel into main memory. This 
controller supports the full SCSI protocol, including arbitra
tion and recognition. The interface operates only as an ini
tiator on the bus; the peripherals connected to the bus oper
ate as targets. 

This controller handles the physical path management be
tween the NS32016 CPU (host) and the target disk or tape 
device including arbitration, selection, disconnection and re
connection. The operation starts when the host 32016 
places a command descriptor block (as defined by SCSI) in 
memory. The SCSI controller acquires the SCSI bus during 
the arbitration and selection phase, supplies the command 
to the selected target, manage!) the transfer and interrupts 
the CPU when the target issues the command complete 
message. The SCSI does no interpretation of the com
~ands or data transmitted between the host and the target; 
It only manages the transfer. The full power of the SCSI 
command structure is available to the host without the host 
suffering the overhead of the SCSI physical path manage
ment. 

The SCSI can be connected to as many as seven target 
controllers, each of which can control up to eight subchan
nels operating concurrently. Each subchannel will control 
one separate logical device on the SCSI bus. This permits 
overlapping disk operations for read, write, seek, etc. 

The SCSI controller is initialized by 1/0 commands. Sub
channel target commands are controlled by 1/0 Control 
Blocks (IOCB) in main memory. Once the host sets up the 
command in memory, the 1/0 channel will complete the 
command and interrupt the host. The host then examines 
the 10CB(s) to check for errors or for proper completion. 

Data transactions between dynamic RAM and a target are 
accomplished with direct memory access of 16-bit word 
transfers. This provides 1.5 Mbyte per second (full SCSI 
bandwidth) transfer in or out of dynamic RAM while still per
mitting the CPU access to the dynamic RAM an average of 
50% of the time during target transfers. 

MaxlBus 

The lOP uses MaxiBus to move data to and from the 32332 
address space. Information exchange between the lOP and 
the CPU board is by means of messages left in MaxiBus 
memory. The lOP can also both send and receive interrupts 
to other MaxiBus units to co-ordinate the message trans
fers. 

To utilize the MaxiBus effectively, the 10P/MaxiBus inter
face meets the following design requirements: 

1. To use the 16-bit lOP memory as a buffer (SCSI, LAN, 
etc.), the lOP must be able to rapidly move variable 
length blocks of data between the 16-bit lOP memory and 
the 32-bit MaxiBus memory. 

2. The lOP must be able to send and receive interrupts 
across MaxiBus. 

3. The lOP operation over MaxiBus should not lock up the 
lOP Internal data structure. If the lOP is arbitrating for 
MaxiBus or in the middle of a MaxiBus transfer, the MBIC 
accesses to the lOP will continue to be serviced. 
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DMA Mover Circuit 

When the NS32016 processor within the lOP requires a 
data transfer tolfrom system memory, the mover circuit is 
used. The mover is a special circuit which will move data 
between lOP memory and system memory without proces
sor assistance. The mover circuit implements the interface 
between the 32-bit system bus and the 16-bit lOP local bus. 
It moves data tolfrom system memory at a rate of approxi
mately 8 Mbytes/sec. 

The mover will respond to a 32-bit write to the mover ad
dress range. The 32-bit address field contains both address 
and control fields. Direction of the move, type of information 
and the size of the block to be moved are all included in the 
32-bit write. Two types of moves are allowed. Seven bits of 
the 32-bit field can be used to "count" the number of 16-bit 
words to be moved. Another bit in the field allows 1 kByte 
blocks to be moved. 

The mover allows arbitration for the lOP bus until it has 
gained control of the MaxiBus. Then after every 16 cycles of 
the move operation, it will release the lOP bus to the MBIC if 
re~~ired. This insures that the 110 will not be locked up 
waiting for the mover. In the lOP priority scheme, the mover 
will be below the MBIC in access rights for the local bus. 
The mover maintains MaxiBus mastership during the entire 
move operation, even though it has momentarily released 
the local bus to another device. 

The NS32016 is the only device that can use the mover. 
The mover can move only tolfrom lOP DRAM and MaxiBus 
or generate a MaxiBus interrupt. Direct movement from a 
MiniBus bus address to MaxiBus or other memory mapped 
addresses within the lOP are impossible. 
When the move is in process, the lOP local memory and the 
MaxiBus (system) memory are operating simultaneously in a 
pipe-lined manner. The lOP memory is operated in page 
mode with a single MaxiBus cycle for every two lOP access
es to achieve complete overlap of memory timing. Two reg
isters exist between the lOP bus and MaxiBus to allow con
version tolfrom 16- and 32-bit quantities. 

MiniBus 

MiniBus is a high performance 16-bit bus, which will support 
intelligent bus masters, while, at the same time maintaining 
a simple bus interface for non-intelligent 110 boards. The 
MiniBus Interface Controller (MBIC), a custom VLSI inter
face chip, has been developed to provide a single chip bus 
interface which provides full bus compatibility. This interface 
chip is available to the user who wishes to design an lac to 
interface with the system via MiniBus. 

MiniBus provides two distinct transfer disciplines: 

Synchronous transfers which occur between units which im
plement the full bus discipline. Because of the sophistica
tion of the bus, MBIC is used to facilitate this interface. 

For asynchronous transfers, MiniBus allows for attachment 
of units which are directly controlled from a processor 
through a simple asynchronous bus cycle and dedicated in
terrupt lines. This allows units with simple interfaces to par
ticipate in the family without the need for a MBIC on their 
board. 



Functional Description (Continued) 

MiniBus is used to provide an interface between the CPU 
board and 1/0 Controllers (laCs) such as LAN controllers 
and color graphics boards. 

MiniBus Interface 

The lOP serves as the gateway from MiniBus to the 
ICM-3332 system. MiniBus masters may direct interrupts to 
one another via the "software interrupt" capability provided 
by the MBIC and access each other's local memory if per
mitted by the settings of the internal registers of the MBIC. 

Data movement tolfrom the lOP across MiniBus is accom
plished by direct access from the active 1/0 Controller (laC) 
into an assigned buffer area within the lOP memory. All 
processors on MiniBus then move data at their own rate 
with minimum interference to lOP processing power. Com
mand and status information are also accessed directly by 
the target lac. 

The MBIC resides on the lOP local bus and manages the 
entire MiniBus interface. When a reference is made to lOP 
local memory from another MiniBus master, the MBIC arbi
trates for the local lOP bus. Once the arbitration grants the 
bus, the MBIC will take control of the local lOP bus and 
access the lOP DRAM as required. 

Memory Expansion 

The ICM-3332 memory board contains the expansion 
DRAM for the ICM-3332 Integrated Computer Module. This 
board is populated by 216 DRAM devices organized with a 
36-bit wide data bus which allows for 32 bits of data plus 
byte parity. The board is designed to accept 256k 150 ns 
dynamic RAM devices which operate with the Series 32000 
CPU cluster at 10 MHz with no wait states for DRAM access 
when operating in Burst mode. Each board contains 6 
Mbytes of memory. It is possible to use up to two boards 
with each system to provide a total available memory of 14 
Mbytes (2 Mbytes are on the CPU board). 

OPERATING SYSTEM 

AT&T UNIX V.3 is available for use with ICM-3332. This 
operating system provides optimal use of the Series 32000 
architecture. It supports demand-paged virtual memory and 
offers Job Control, File and Record Locking and Streams. 
"C" and FORTRAN 77 compilers and the Series 32000 as
sembler and all 32000 language support tools are also pro
vided. Reconfigurable binary drivers have been written for 
the following: 

SCSI using the EMU LEX disk controller model MD01. 

SCSI using the EMU LEX tape controller model MT02. 

4 RS232C serial ports. 

Parallel Printer port. 

This operating system is available on streamer tape with 
OIC 24 tape format. It will be delivered as an unbundled 
binary system. The source for the above drivers is provided 
for use as examples for those wishing to generate their own 
drivers. A binary license and distribution agreement is re
quired. 

SpeCifications 
Physical: 

Width: 

Height: 

Depth: 

Weight: 

CPU Board: 
lOP Board: 
Memory Board: 

11.02 in. (280 mm) 

9.18 in. (233 mm) 

0.80 in. (20 mm) 

TBS 
TBS 
TBS 

Connectors 

Boardl #of 
Function 

Connector Mating 
Connector Pins Type Connector 

CPU J1' 96 MiniBus Direct Connect" Direct Connect"" 
CPU J2' 96 MaxiBus Direct Connect" Direct Connect' * 
MEM J1* 96 MiniBus Direct Connect"' Direct Connect'" 
MEM J2' 96 MaxiBus Direct Connect"' Direct Connect"" 
lOP J1' 96 MiniBus Direct Connect"' Direct Connect"" 
IOPJ2* 96 MaxiBus Direct Connect"' Direct Connect"" 
IOPJ3 11 Power/Reset 
IOPJ4 50 SCSI 50-pos 0.10 ctr 3M 3435-6000 
IOPP1 36 Printer DB25 female DB25 male 
IOPP2 6 RS232 Telco 6-wire s Telco 6-wire p 
IOPP3 6 RS232 Telco 6-wire s Telco 6-wire p 
IOPP4 36 RS232 DB25 male DB25 female 
lOP P5 36 RS232 DB25 male DB25 female 
V1-V4 1 Power Banana Plug"" Banana Jack"" 
G1-G4 1 Ground Banana Plug"' Banana Jack'" 

·The Direct Connect Fixtures consist of a 96-pin DIN connector and custom shroud to adjust spacing. The connector is attached to the board with the female side 
on top. The pins from the bottom of the connector provide a male DIN connector which extends into the shroud. The boards then "stack" together using the 
MiniBus and MaxiBus Direct Connects and the + 5 VDC and Ground banana connectors to electrically connect the boards. This eliminates the need for a 
backplane and provides the CPU and lOP direct access to the entire memory array . 

...... See the ICM-DESIGN-KIT under Order Information. 
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Specifications (Continued) 

RAM ADDRESSING 

System Memory 

Configuration RAM Size Address Space 

CPU Board 2MB o to 2FFFFF 
CPU + 1 Expansion Bd BMB o to 7FFFFF 
CPU + 2 Expansion Bds 14 MB Oto FFFDFF 

lOP Memory 

RAM Size: 256 kBytes 

Address Space: 0 to 3FFFFF (see lOP Memory Map) 

ROM Size: 12B kBytes Max. 

ROM 
Addressing: At power up or reset, the lOP hardware will 

power up with the ROM address space starting 
at location zero. The first CPU access with 
the most significant address bit (A23) set to 
1 clears the Shadow EPROM and EPROM 
then executes starting from address 
location BOOOOO. 

MEMORY MAP 

Main Memory 

Address Range, Read or Location 
HEX Write 

000000-01 FFFFF Read, Write CPU Local memory 
020000-07FFFFF Read, Write MaxiBus Expansion 

Memory 
OBOOOO-09FFFFF Read, Write CPU Local Memory 
OAOOOO-OFFFDFF Read, Write MaxiBus Expansion 

Memory 

lOP Memory 

Address Range, Read or Function 
HEX Write 

000000-3FFFFF Read, Write lOP RAM, Bootload 
EPROM 

400000-7FFFFF Write Mover Circuit 
BOOOOO-BFFFFF Read EPROM lOP EPROM 

Read, Write I/O Control Registers 
COOOOO-FFBFFF Read, Write MBIC/MiniBus Space 

Environmental 
Operating Temperature: 

Storage Temperature: 

Thermal Shock: 

Relative Humidity: 

Air Flow: 

O'C to + 55'C 
(+32'Fto +131'F) 

- 30'C to + 55'C 
(-22'F to + 131'F) 

10 degrees/min. 

o to 90%, noncondensing 

A minimum air velocity of 
170 ft. per minute across 
the board is required. 
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Power Requirements 

+ 5Voc + 12Voc - 12Voc 
±5% ±5% ±5% 

Typ Max Typ Typ 

CPU Board 7.BA 9.4A 

lOP Board 6.0A 7.2A 0.06 A 0.06 A 

Memory Bd 1.6A 1.9 A 

Ordering Information 
ICM-3332-CPU 

ICM-3332-IOP 

ICM-3332-6MEM 

ICM-3332-RD 

ICM-CBL-TELCO 

ICM-CON-MAL 

ICM-CON-FEM 

ICM-3332-SYSV 

ICM-3332-MON 

The CPU board contains the full CPU 
cluster with an NS32332 CPU along 
with 2 MB of memory. 

The lOP board contains the NS32016 
CPU, NS32201 TCU, NS32202 ICU, 4 
RS232 serial ports, a printer port, 
SCSI interface, MiniBus and MaxiBus. 

ICM-3332 Memory Expansion Board 
with 6 MB of 150 ns DRAM. 

This is the ICM-3332 CPU and lOP 
boards, UNIX V.2, monitor/bootloader 
EPROM, a full set of manuals, includ
ing AT&T UNIX manuals and NSC 
manuals, the cables and adapters re
quired for one terminal operation and 
the binary license. The NSC manuals 
provided are the Hardware Reference 
Guide and the ROM Monitor Manual. 
This is the all inclusive starter kit. 

Cable, Telco, 6-wire, 7 ft. 

Adapter, Telco to DB25 male connec
tor (configured as DTE). 

Adapter, Telco to DB25 female con
nector (configured as DTE). 

System V/Series 32000 UNIX V.2 Op
erating System ported to ICM-3332 
hardware, EPROM set and EPROM 
User's Guide. 

Monitor EPROMs for the ICM-3332. 
This EPROM set is included in the 
ICM-3332-SYSV and ICM-3332-RD 
packages. 

ICM-POWER-KIT Banana Power connectors to allow 
the user to connect power cables to 
the ICM boards (10 sets). 

ICM-DESIGN-KIT 

Documentation 

ICM-3332-M 

ICM-3332-MON-M 

ICM-3332-SV-MS 

Male and Female Power Connectors 
and DIN connector spacers (all of the 
special design parts) needed for the 
user to build boards (10 sets). 

ICM-3332 Hardware Reference Manu
al 

ICM-3332 Monitor User's Guide 

UNIX V.3 Manual Set 



ICM-3332 Block Diagram 

p---------------------. 
CPU 

CLUSTER 

NS32332 
NS32201 
NS32202 
NS32081 
NS32082 

CPU BOARD 

--------- - ---------
I MAXIBUS I 

OPTIONAL MEMORY BOARD(S) 

6 OR 12 MBYTES 
(lOR 2 BOARDS) 

TL/T 18778-1 
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riI National Semiconductor Corp. 

ICM-3216 
Integrated Computer Module 

• Series 32000® Chip Set 
- NS32016 32/16·bit Central Processing 

Unit 
- NS32201 Timing Control Unit 
- NS32082 Memory Management Unit 
- NS32081 Floating Point Unit 
- NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit 

• Four asynchronous RS232C compatible 
serial ports 

• CENTRONICS compatible Printer Port 

Overview 
Integrated Computer Modules are designed to provide 
"supermicrocomputer" solutions to the OEM for appli
cations in the office automation, workstation, graphics 
and process control areas. These Series 32000 based 
modules are not designed around any Industry Stan
dard Bus but are, rather, designed as single board 
computers which access memory across a very fast 
private bus designed to enhance the Series 32000 op-
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TL/T /8653-1 

• Full SCSI Interface 
• MiniBus I/O Interface 
• Time of day clock/calendar with battery 

backup 
• 1-8 Mbytes of Random Access Memory 
• EPROM sockets for 16k to 128k bytes of 

EPROM 
• System V /Series 32000 available as an 

option 

eration. The modular concept employs a generic base 
board used by all the units along with a personality 
board to provide the required functionality. This im
proves Price/Performance: Price decreases because 
there is no need for a backplane; Performance in
creases because there are no wait states caused by 
the bus. The backplane-like quality of having configu
ration options is, however, maintained. 



Overview (Continued) 
The ICM-3216 is a complete computer system con
tained on two 11.02 in. (300 mm) x 9.18 in. (233 mm) 
printed circuit boards. This Integrated Computer Mod
ule adds the power of the Series 32000 processor 
chip set to National Semiconductor's line of board lev
el microcomputer products. The CPU cluster (CPU, 
TCU, MMU, FPU, and ICU), PROM sockets, serial in
terfaces, address mapping logic, SCSI interface, par
allel port, memory interface and MiniBus interface re
side on the CPU unit. 
Up to two memory boards can be configured with the 
CPU unit to provide between one and eight million 
bytes of memory. The memory board(s) interface to 
the CPU unit via a "Direct Connect" local memory 
bus. The system operates at 10 MHz with no wait 
states for normal memory access. 
This Integrated Computer Module is designed to oper
ate as a single board computer and communicates 
with memory via a high speed local bus which circum
vents the arbitration and speed problems associated 
with the various industry standard buses. A Small 
Computer Systems Interface (SCSI) provides the in
terlace to hard disk and tape units. SCSI is implement
ed by using an LSI SCSI device and a Z80B® micro
processor. This provides complete control of the inter
face by the NS32016 CPU while freeing it from con
trolling the associated details of the transfer. Data 
transfer between the dynamic RAM and mass storage 
is accomplished with direct memory access of 16-bit 
words. 

Functional Description 
cpu Cluster 

The Series 32000 is a complete family of 32-bit CPUs, 
slave processors and peripherals. All processors, 
Memory Management Unit and Floating Point Unit are 
designed with 32-bit internal buses and registers to 
provide a true, two address architecture. The instruc
tion set supports fast, highly compact, compiler code 
making the Series 32000 ideal for use with high level 
languages. The Memory Management Unit offers De
mand-Paged Virtual Memory and fast on-chip address 
translation. This makes the Series 32000 an excellent 
engine for the UNIXTM operating system. The Floating 
Point Unit provides a hardware math unit which oper
ates up to 100 times faster than software emulation. 
Since all CPUs in the series 32000 line have a 32-bit 
internal architecture, the same software can be incor
porated into all the systems within the family. 

Space saving compiler code, hardware floating point 
support, demand-paged virtual memory and total soft
ware compatibility assure the speed, flexibility and 
cost effective operation needed in a system. 

NS32016 cpu (Central Processing Unit) 

The ICM-3216 utilizes the NS32016 as the Central 
I Processing Unit. This CPU has a uniform linear 
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16 Mbyte addressing range and a full 32-bit internal 
architecture and implementation. Internal working reg
isters, data paths and ALU are all 32 bits. This pro
vides simpler handling of 32-bit data types and pro
vides total compatibility with the next generation of 
32-bit microprocessors. 
The instruction set is fashioned after high level lan
guage instructions. Displacements can be 32 bits, en
suring that the instruction set will remain upward/ 
downward compatible across the spectrum of Series 
32000 CPU devices. With the Series 32000 CPU it is 
possible to add, subtract, multiply, divide or do any 
other operation with both operands in memory. This is 
a speed benefit for assembly code and is particularly 
needed in a high level language environment, since 
high level languages nearly always do memory-to
memory operations. 
Restrictions frequently encountered, where only cer
tain data types can be used with certain instructions, 
with particular addreSSing modes, with restricted 
sources and destinations, do not exist on Series 
32000. ANY data type can be used with ANY instruc
tion with ANY addressing mode with ANY source or 
destination. This makes the assembly programmer's 
task easier because there are no restrictions to track. 
With high level languages, the improvement becomes 
even more pronounced. Compilers produce very fast 
and efficient code when operating with a symmetrical 
machine. 

NS32201 TCU (Timing Control Unit) 

The NS32201 Timing Control Unit provides the two 
phase clock system, system control logic (read, write 
and data buffer enable) and cycle extension Logic for 
the Series 32000 family. 
Clocks provided are a two phase, non-overlapping 
10 MHz clock, and 10 and 20 MHz TTL compatible 
clocks. 
When operating with slow peripherals, Cycle Exten
sion is required. TCU Cycle Extension features include 
programmable wait state inputs, a "slow" cycle to ac
commodate slower peripherals and a cycle hold to al
low additional time for arbitration before generating 
control signals. 

NS32082 MMU (Memory Management Unit) 

The increased requirement for development and exe
cution of very large programs on cost effective sys
tems has caused the development of virtual memory 
machines where programs larger than the physical 
memory space are routinely executed on the system. 
This is accomplished by maintaining the currently nec
essary portions of the program in the physical memory 
space and storing the remainder in mass storage. Por
tions of the program are switched in or out of physical 
memory as necessary. Since this switching operation 
is controlled by the operating system and is transpar-
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~ Functional Description (Continued) 

:::!E ent to the user, it appears that greater memory is 
~ available than is actually the case. Thus, "virtual" 

memory. 
The Series 32000 uses demand-paged virtual memo
ry, with each page containing 512 bytes. Since the 
physical memory is a collection of these 512 byte 
pages, moving from physical memory to disk or from 
disk to physical memory becomes relatively simple. 
The NS32082 Memory Management Unit provides 
hardware support for demand-paged virtual memory 
management. Its specific capabilities include fast dy
namic address translation, protection on individual 
512 byte pages and detailed status to assist an oper
ating system in efficiently managing up to 16 Mbytes 
of physical memory. 
For the purpose of address translation, memory is di
vided into 512 byte pages. A virtual address for the 
MMU is composed of two fields: a virtual page frame 
number and a nine bit offset. The offset is unchanged 
by the translation algorithm. The MMU translates the 
virtual page number to a physical page number ac
cording to page tables stored in memory. 
The operating system and MMU exchange information 
on the status of the memory pages through a Page 
Table in physical memory and the protection level on 
that page. By manipulating the Page Tables, an oper
ating system dynamically controls the mapping of vir
tual to physical addresses. In particular, the operating 
system may specify that references to certain pages 
should generate translation error aborts. This mecha
nism implements virtual memory management and 
protection. 
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The MMU has an internal memory called the Transla
tion Buffer, which contains direct virtual-to-physical 
address mappings of the 32 most recently used 
pages. Entries in the Translation Buffer are allocated 
and replaced by the MMU. The programmer is not in
volved in the process. The Translation Buffer is a con
tent-addressable memory. The virtual page frame 
number (the 15 high order bits of the virtual address) 
and the address space bit are compared to the entries 
in the buffer. If the virtual page frame number is pres
ent in the buffer, the mapped physical address is out
put immediately. This is the case approximately 98% 
of the time, so most address translations take only 
one additional clock cycle. When the virtual page 
frame number is not present in the buffer, a control 
line is set, indicating to the control block that the 
memory page tables should be referenced. When this 
occurs, the MMU gets the corresponding mapping 
from memory and replaces the least recently used en
try in the Translation Buffer with the new mapping. 

NS32081 FPU (Floating Point Unit) 

The NS32081 Floating Point Unit implements the 
most commonly used floating point functions in hard
ware to yield a great increase in speed over the soft
ware routines which it replaces. For example, a multi
ply routine in software requires approximately 1500 
microseconds to execute. With the FPU, that time is 
reduced to approximately five microseconds. 
The Floating Point Unit functions as a slave processor 
to the NS32016 (or any other Series 32000 CPU). Its 
high speed instruction set is consistent with the full 
two-address architecture and powerful addressing 
modes of the Series 32000 microprocessor family. 

TLIT 18653-2 



Functional Description (Continued) 

The NS32081 FPU operates on two floating-point 
data types: single precision (32-bits) and double preci
sion (64-bits). In addition, the FPU performs conver
sions between integer and floating-point data types. 
Integers are accepted and generated by the FPU as 
two's-complement values of byte (8-bit), word (16-bit) 
or double word (32-bit) in length. 
Arithmetic operations include Add, Subtract, Multiply, 
Divide and Compare. Several Move and Convert in
structions are also included. 

NS32202 ICU (Interrupt Control Unit) 

The NS32202 ICU is the interrupt controller for the 
Series 32000 microprocessor family. The ICM-3216 
uses the ICU in the eight bit mode which allows for up 
to 16 hardware interrupts with programmable priori
ties. Four lines are used with the serial ports, one with 
the MiniBus controller, one with the SCSI port, one 
with the printer, and one with the real time clock. The 
remaining eight lines are available for use by the pro
grammer. 

Serial Communications 

Two 2681 Dual Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitters 
provide four independent, full duplex, asynchronous 
receiver/transmitter channels with software select
able baud rates to 19.2 Kbaud. Two of these channels 
use the DB25 connector and implement the full set of 
RS232 signals: 

• Tx Data 
• Rx Data 
• Request to Send 
• Clear to Send 
• Data Set Ready 

• Data Terminal Ready 
• Carrier Detect 

The remaining RS232 channels use six wire modular 
telephone jacks, which are suitable for use with most 
terminals, and implement the following signals: 
• I_SEND_DATA 
• U_SEND_DATA 

• I_MAY_SEND 
• U_MAY _SEND 

Parallel Printer Port/Input Port 

One parallel port is provided. Direction of the port is 
software configurable. The CPU controls operation by 
accessing the parallel port command, status and data 
registers. The system is shipped with the port config
ured as a parallel Centronics printer port designed to 
operate with the IBM PC type printer cable. 

Time of Day Clock with Calendar 

The ICM-3216 Time of Day Clock with Calendar uses 
the MM58274 Real Time Clock/Calendar chip. It func
tionally consists of 13 4-bit binary coded decimal 
(BCD) counters ranging from tenths of seconds to 
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tens of years, plus a day of the week counter. These 
counters are updated synchronously every tenth of a 
second. Leap years are automatically registered. Time 
can be programmed for the 12 hour mode (with AM 
and PM) or the 24 hour mode. Clock/Calendar Ad
dressing is shown in the following table. 

Clock/Calendar Addressing 

Address Read or Write Function 

AOOOOO READ Control register status 
WRITE Control register command 

AOOOO2 READ,WRITE Seconds-tenths 
AOOOO4 READ,WRITE Seconds-units 
AOOOO6 READ,WRITE Seconds-tens 
AOOOO8 READ,WRITE Minutes-units 
AOOOOA READ,WRITE Minutes-tens 
AOOOOC READ,WRITE Hours-units 
AOOOOE READ,WRITE Hours-tens 
AOOO10 READ,wRITE Days-units 
AOOO12 READ,WRITE Days-tens 
AOOO14 READ,WRITE Months-units 
AOOO16 READ,WRITE Months-tens 
AOOO18 READ,WRITE Years-units 
AOOO1A READ,WRITE Years-tens 

AOOO1C READ,WRITE Day of week 
AOOO1E READ,WRITE Clock setting register 

The clock/calendar circuitry has battery back-up to 
keep the time current when no external power is sup
plied. 

Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) 

The Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) is an 
Intelligent Peripheral Standard defined by the Ameri
can National Standard Institute (ANSI). SCSI is de
rived from the Shugart Associates Standard Interface 
(SASI), which is based on the IBM I/O channel. ANSI 
has defined Command/Status Sets for five types of 
I/O devices: 
Random Access- Rigid and Flexible Disk 
Sequential Access- Start/Stop and Streamer 

Tape 
Write Only Devices- Printers and Plotters 
Processor Devices- Host to Host Communications 

via SCSI 
Network Devices- Host to Host Communications 

via LAN 
The use of the ANSI Standard reduces the system 
integration time by providing plug compatibility and 
command standards for the peripherals and allowing 
utilization of existing I/O drivers. 
ICM-3216 uses SCSI to control the interface to rigid 
disk and to streamer tape. SCSI is controlled by an 
I/O channel controller supporting the full asynchro
nous SCSI protocol, including arbitration and recon
nection. The interface operates only as an initiator on 
the bus; the peripherals connected to the bus operate 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

as targets. The interface is implemented using a Z80B 
microprocessor and an NCR 5385E SCSI device. 
This controller handles the physical path management 
between the NS32016 (host) and the target disk or 
tape device including arbitration, selection, disconnec
tion and reconnection. The operation starts when the 
host NS32016 places a command descriptor block (as 
defined by SCSI) in memory. The I/O channel control
ler acquires the SCSI bus during the arbitration and 
selection phase, supplies the command to the select
ed target, manages the transfer and interrupts the 
CPU when the target issues the command complete 
message. The I/O channel controller does no inter
pretation of the commands or data transmitted be
tween the host and the target; it only manages the 
transfer. The full power of the SCSI command struc
ture is available to the host without the host suffering 
the overhead of the SCSI physical path management. 
The SCSI can be connected to as many as seven 
target controllers, each of which can control up to 
eight devices. Up to eight devices may be operated 
concurrently. This permits overlapping disk operations 
for read, write, seek, etc. 
The I/O channel controller is initialized by I/O com
mands. Subchannel target commands are controlled 
by I/O Control Blocks (IOCB) in main memory. Once 
the host sets up the command in memory, the I/O 
channel completes the command and interrupts the 
host. The host then examines the 10CB(s} to check 
for errors or for proper completion. 
Data transaction between dynamic RAM and a target 
are accomplished with direct memory access of 16-bit 
word transfers. This provides 1.5 Mbyte per second 
(full SCSI bandwidth) transfer in or out of dynamic 
RAM while still permitting the CPU access to the dy
namic RAM an average of 50% of the time during 
target transfers. 

MiniBus 

MiniBus is a high performance, synchronous 16-bit 
bus with full support for multiprocessors, complete 
with parity on address and data lines and physical ad
dressing of all MiniBus masters (8 maximum). The 
MiniBus interface is provided through the MiniBus In
terface Controller (MBIC). This single CMOS LSI com
patible component attaches directly to the NS32016 
bus and provides the complete bus interface. 
MiniBus is not designed to compete with any of the 
32-bit buses whose purpose is to satisfy the band
width requirements of multiple 32-bit processors. 
Rather, it is intended to provide a low cost, low power, 
low real estate bus with similar multiprocessor system 
characteristics on a smaller scale (16 bits of data, 8 
masters). 

Virtually all the LSI peripheral chips to support LAN's 
disks, terminals, floppies, tapes, GPIB and other sys
tem requirements are designed in 8· or 16·bit widths 
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and are cheaper and more convenient to implement 
on a 16-bit bus when bandwidth permits. MiniBus is 
designed for these types of applications and provides 
very cost effective solutions in these situations. The 
MBIC is available to the customer for design of cus
tom boards. 

Memory 

The ICM-3216 memory board contains the dynamic 
RAM for the ICM-3216 Integrated Computer Module. 
This board is populated with 144 RAM devices orga
nized in an 18-bit wide data bus which allows for 16 
bits of data plus byte parity. The board is designed to 
accept 256k 150 ns dynamic RAM devices which op
erate with the Series 32000 CPU cluster at 10 MHz 
with no wait states for RAM access. Each board can 
contain 1 Mbyte to 4 Mbytes of memory with 256k 
RAMs installed. The system design permits a maxi
mum of two memory boards, each containing the 
same RAM device type, allowing 1, 2, 4 or 8 Mbyte 
systems to be configured. 
Interface between the CPU board and memory 
board(s} is provided by two connectors. The MiniBus 
connector is not used on the memory boards except 
to provide structural stability for the I ntegrated Com
puter Module. The memory port is proprietary and is 
designed to enhance NS32016 operation with the In
tegrated Computer Module and contains all necessary 
address, data, control and timing signals to provide 
this optimized operation. 
Two EPROM sockets are provided on the CPU board. 
These sockets can be configured for a single pair of 
2764,27128, 27256 or 27512 devices for 16 Kbytes to 
128 Kbytes of ROM memory space. When operating 
with System V /Series 32000, the boot EPROM provid
ed begins at address location 00 on power up or reset 
and remains in this location until the first time address 
bit A23 is set to 1. At this time, this EPROM address is 
changed to start at address 800000H. The boot 
EPROM contains the initialization program that exe
cutes upon power-up or reset and a stand-alone ROM 
Monitor for ICM-3216. The following functions are pro
vided: 
• Display the sign-on message upon power-up or re-

set 
• Perform on-board diagnostics 

Initialization 

Upon power-up, the following ICM-3216 parameters 
are initialized: 
The console channel baud rate is set to 9600 baud. 
The character structure is set to 1 stop bit and 8-bits, 
no parity. 
A unique value is written into all 1 Mbyte increments, 
then read back again. Addresses wrap around if the 
system is less than fully configured. 



Functional Description (Continued) 

The MiniBus Interface Controller is initialized by un
locking the interrupt circuitry so that a power fail or 
Bus Conflict NMI can get through. 
The Memory Management Unit, Floating Point Unit, 
Interrupt Control Unit, MiniBus Interface Controller 
registers and the parallel port are initialized. 

Power On Confidence Checks 

Various power-on confidence checks are performed 
to insure that certain basic functions of ICM-3216 are 
working correctly. Memory and the parity circuits are 
tested as follows: 
Parity Circuit: Data with even parity is written out and 
then read back with odd parity. A check is made for a 
Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI) due to parity errors. 
This test is performed for two different bytes to insure 
that the correct byte and appropriate RAM is indicat
ed. 
Memory: A hexadecimal pattern is written to all memo
ry locations. It is then read back, checking for parity 
errors. The system cleans up by writing zeros to all 
memory locations. 

• Format Disk 
This allows a user to format a raw disk for use with 
the system. The disk must previously have been 
connected to the SCSI channel. The user then fol
lows a menu to supply format parameters. 

• Load Disk from Tape Drive 
System V ISeries 32000 is supplied to the user on a 
30 Mbyte (450 ft) tape cartridge. The user copies 
from tape to disk using the monitor's copy com
mand. The ICM-3216 system must be configured 
with a console, a disk drive and a tape drive. At least 
28 Mbytes of disk space is required. 

• Execute the Monitor Program 
The monitor operates in one of two modes, con
trolled by a software switch: 

User Mode: the monitor reads command inputs from 
a terminal and executes the command with a Line 
Feed « LF». 
System Mode: input may come from a terminal as 
above or from a program generating command 
strings. This mode is meant to be used by programs 
sending commands to the monitor without human 
intervention. 

Monitor commands include Download Memory, Ex
amine Memory, Modify Memory, Print Registers, 
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Change Registers, Write Pattern, Set Breakpoint, 
Test Memory, Display Memory Size, Single Step and 
GO. 

• Enter Operating System 
After the system has completed the power on or reset 
sequence, it comes up in the monitor mode. After Sys
tem V ISeries 32000 has been installed, the monitor 
command B <cr> will cause the operating system to 
boot. 

Operating System 

ICM-3216 uses System V ISeries 32000, a validated 
version of AT&T's UNIX System V. System VI Series 
32000 is a powerful, multi-tasking, mUlti-user operat
ing system with the following key features: 

• Demand Paged Virtual Memory 
• Hierarcical fiie system 
• Source Code Control System (SCCS) 
• UNIX to UNIX copy (uucp) 
• Record and File Locking and High Level Language 

Programming 
• C, FORTRAN 77 and (optional) Pascal compilers 
Reconfigurable binary drivers are available for the fol
lowing: 

• SCSI using the EMULEX disk controller model 
MD01. 

• SCSI using the EMULEX tape controller model 
MT02. 

• 4 RS232C serial ports. 
• Parallel Printer port. 

This operating system is available on streamer tape as 
an unbundled binary system. The source for the 
above drivers is provided for use as examples for 
those wishing to generate their own drivers. A binary 
license and distribution agreement is required. 

Specifications 
Physical 
Width: 
Height: 
Depth: 
Weight: 

11.02 in. (280 mm) 
9.18 in. (233 mm) 
0.80 in. (20 mm) 

CPU Board: 26 oz. 
Memory Board: 24 oz. 
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~ Specifications (Continued) 

:::E Connectors 
~ Board! # of 

Function 
Connector Pins 

CPU J1* 96 MiniBus 
CPU J2* 96 Memory 
CPUJ3 10 PS Control 
CPUJ4 10 Reset/LED 
CPUJ5 50 SCSI 
CPU P1 36 Printer 
CPU P2 6 RS232 
CPU P3 6 RS232 
CPUP4 36 RS232 
CPUP5 36 RS232 
MEM J1* 96 MiniBus 
MEMJ2* 96 Memory 
V1-V4 1 Power 
G1-G4 1 Ground 

The Direct Connect Fixtures consist of a standard 
96-pin female DIN connector and a shroud to adjust 
spacing. The connector is attached to the board with 
the female side on the top. The pins from the bottom 
of the connector provide a male DIN connector which 
extends into the shroud. The boards then "stack" to
gether using the MiniBus and Memory Direct Con
nects to electrically interconnect the boards. This 
eliminates the need for a backplane and provides the 
CPU direct access to the entire memory array. 

Memory Map 
Address Range, Hex Read or Write 

000000-01FFFF READ, WRITE 
020000-7FFFFF READ, WRITE 
800000-81 FFFF or 
900000-91 FFFF REl}D 
AOOOOO-AOO01E READ, WRITE 
AOO020-AOO03E READ, WRITE 
AOO040-AOO05E READ, WRITE 
AOO080-AOO082 READ, WRITE 
AOOOAO READ 

WRITE 
AOOOCO READ 

WRITE 
AOOOC2-AOOOC8 WRITE 
AOOOCA WRITE 
AOOOCC WRITE 
AOOOCE WRITE 
AOOOEO READ 

WRITE 
COOOOO- FDFFFF READ, WRITE 
FEOOOO-FEFFFF READ, WRITE 
FFOOOO-FF7FFF READ, WRITE 
FFFEOO-FFFFFF READ, WRITE 
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COr'lnettor Mating 
Type Connector 

Direct Connect Direct Connect 
Direct Connect Direct Connect 
1 O-pos 0.156 ctr AMP 1-641150-0 
1 O-pos 0.100 ctr 3M 3473-6000 
50-pos 0.100 ctr 3M 3435-6000 
DB25 female DB25 male 
RJ19 6-wire s RJ19 6-wire p 
RJ19 6-wire s RJ19 6-wire p 
DB25 male DB25 female 
DB25 male DB25 female 
Direct Connect Direct Connect 
Direct Connect Direct Connect 
Banana Plug Banana Jack 
Banana Plug Banana Jack 

EPROM Addressing 

At power-up and after a power reset, the MSHADOW 
flip-flop is asserted. In this condition, EPROM can be 
read from a starting address of 0 or 800000H. The first 
CPU access with the most significant address bit 
(A23) set to 1 clears MSHADOW. At this time, EPROM 
is available only from a starting address of 800000H. 

Function 

Dynamic RAM, bootload EPROM 
Dynamic RAM only 

Bootload EPROM 
Clock/Calendar 
Serial Ports 1 and 2 
Serial Ports 3 and 4 
Parallel Port 
I/O channel status register 
I/O channel command register 
NMI status 
MiniBus/Hold 
lED Array 
lED MiniBus Reset 
Even/odd parity select 
Set parity enable 
Enable NMI 
Registers MHl and MCl 
MiniBus memory address 000000-3DFFFF 
MiniBus 8-bit I/O access 
MiniBus 16-bit I/O access 
Interrupt Control Unit 
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Specifications (Continued) 

Environmental 
Operating temperature: 

Storage Temperature: 

Relative Humidity: 

Power Requirements 
+5VDC ±5% 

Typ Max 

CPU Board 5.2A 6.2A 
1 MB Mern Bd 1.25A 1.5A 
2 MB Mern Bd 1.0A 1.2A 
4MBMernBd 1.25A 1.5A 

Reliability 

O°Cto + 55°C 
(+32°Fto +131°F) 

- 30°C to + 55°C 
(-22°Fto +131°F) 

o to 90%, noncondensing 

+ 12 VDC ±5% -12VDC ±5% 

Typ Typ 

57rnA 57 rnA 
- -
- -
- -

A comprehensive three phase testing program en
sures that all products conform completely to specifi
cations throughout their lifetime. 
The first phase is an in-circuit test performed on the 
board after it is assembled. The circuitry on the board 
is exercised with a set of tests designed to uncover 
any manufacturing induced malfunctions. 
The second phase is functional testing. The PCB is 
put in an oven and exercised at an elevated tempera
ture with a full set of diagnostic programs. This phase 
is designed to eliminate infant mortality and to ensure 
board functionality over environmental as well as op
erational extremes. 
The third phase is the system configuration test. The 
PCB is connected to a standard system and is tested 
with system level software. This test is designed to 
ensure the board's functionality in a system level envi
ronment. 
The testing program ensures complete product func
~ionality. 
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Ordering Information 
ICM-3216 ICM-3216 CPU board with series 

32000 CPU cluster (NS32016 
CPU). Four RS232 serial ports, 
parallel port, SCSI interface and 
MiniBus. 

ICM-3216-1 MEM ICM-3216 Memory board with 
1 Mbyte of 150 ns DRAM. 

ICM-3216-4MEM ICM-3216 Memory board with 
4 Mbytes of 150 ns DRAM. 

ICM-CBl-TElCO 
ICM-CON-MAl 

ICM-CON-FEM 

Documentation 
ICM-3216-M 

ICM-3216-SV-MS 

ICM-3216-MON-M 

ICM-3216-RD-1 

ICM-3216-RD-4 

Cable, Telco, 6-wire, 7 ft. 
Adaptor, Telco to DB25 male 
connector 
Adaptor, Telco to DB25 female 
connector 

ICM-3216 Hardware Reference 
Manual (420610289-001) 
UNIX V.2.2 Software Manual Set 
(970610289-001 ) 
ICM-3216 Administrator's Guide 
(424610287-001) 
ICM-3216 Monitor User's Guide 
(424610289-001 ) 
R&D pkg for ICM-3216. Pkg in
cludes: Reconfigurable binary 
System V ISeries 32000 ported to 
ICM-3216 (%" tape cartridge); 
ICM-3216; ICM-3216-1 MEM; 
complete set hardware and Sys
tem V manuals. Requires soft
ware lic. 
Same as ICM-3216-R/D-1 except 
ICM-3216-4MEM used rather 
than ICM-3216-1MEM. 
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NS322021CU 
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m National Semiconductor Corp. 

System V ISeries 32000® 
Operating System 

SERIES 

• Certified version of AT&T's UNIX® 
System V, Release 2.0 Version 2 

• Supports demand-paged virtual memory 
• File and record locking 
• Job Control 
• Optimal use of Series 32000 architectural 

features 

General Description 
System V/Series 32000 is a validated port of AT&T's 
UNIX System V, Release 2.0 Version 2 for the Series 
32000 microprocessor family. In binary form, System 
V ISeries 32000 is available as the operating system 
for the National Semiconductor Series 32000 Native 
Systems. It is also available in source form and can be 
modified to operate on Series 32000-based target 
systems. 

System V ISeries 32000 is a powerful, multitasking, 
multiuser operating system that is rapidly becoming a 
standard for 32-bit machines. Release 2.0 Version 2 
of this system includes a significant improvement in 
performance over earlier System V releases, plus im
portant functional enhancements. 
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• Series 32000 C compiler 
• Assembler, loader, run-time support 

library 
• Improved Software Generation 

Systems (SGSs) 

System V ISeries 32000 Features 
• Demand-paged virtual memory. Each user program 

can access 8 Mbytes of virtual address space, en
abling execution of programs with large memory re
quirements. 

• File and Record locking, enabling effective data 
base management. 

• Hierarchical file system with 1 Kbyte blocking for 
enhanced throughput in disk intensive applications. 

• Command interpreter shell with job control facili
ties. 

• Source code control system (SCCS) providing facil
ities to store, update and retrieve all versions of 
source code modules. 
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• UNIX to UNIX copy (uucp) inter-system commuQi
cations program. 

• High-level languages, including C and FORTRAN. 

• A new Curses/Terminfo package, for terminal-LIl
dependent application programs. 

• Job Control over both foreground and background 
processes 

• Enhanced electronic mail interface 

• Each process runs in a protected linear address 
space of up to 16 Mbytes 

Sample 1/0 Drivers 
Console driver 

Disk driver 
Archive streaming tape driver 

Multiport asynchronous RS232 communications driver 
Centronics parallel printer driver 

Drivers are in source form for OEM adaptation and 
require modification for specific end-equipment char
acteristics. Additional drivers may be added to support 
configuration features. 

MINIMUM HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

NS32016 or NS32032 32-bit Microprocessor (CPU) 

NS32082 Memory Management Unit (MMU) 

NS32201 Timing Control Unit (TCU) 

NS32081 Floating-point Unit (FPU) 

NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit (ICU) 
512 Kbyte processor main storage (1 Mbyte recom
mended) 

20 Mbyte disk storage 

RS232 full-duplex asynchronous communications 
port: one minimum, two recommended 
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ADDITIONAL HARDWARE SUPPORTED 

Additional RS232 full-duplex asynchronous communi
cations ports 
Streaming tape unit 

Centronics-compatible printer 

Processor main storage from 512 Kbytes to 16 
Mbytes in size 

Customer Support 
National Semiconductor offers a full 90 day warranty 
period. Extended warranty provisions can be arranged 
by calling MCS Logistics at the toll-free numbers listed 
below . 

The MCS Service Technical Support Engineering Cen
ter has highly trained technical specialists available to 
assist customers over the telephone with any product 
related technical problems. 
For more information, please call: 

(800) 538-1866, 

(800) 672-1811 for California, 

(800) 223-3248 for Canada. 

Licensing 
System V ISeries 32000 is provided under license 
from National Semiconductor Corporation. Licensing 
provisions include binary distribution rights, source li
cense fees and per-unit royalties. To obtain licensing 
information contact your National Semiconductor 
sales representative. 

Ordering Information 
NSW-SYSV-2VFR System V ISeries 32000 source 

on reel tape for VAX running 
UNIX System V as a host. 

NSW-SYSV-BTFC System VI Series 32000 on 
streaming cartridge tape for the 
ICM-3216 Board. 

For future product releases contact your National 
Semiconductor Sales representative or call Series 
32000 Software Marketing at (408) 721-5551. 
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Series 32000® 
GENIX™ 4.2 Operating System 

• Implementation of Berkeley 4.2 bsd 
UNIXTM for the Series 32000 

• Demand-paged Virtual Memory tailored 
for National's Memory Management Unit 
(MMU - NS32082) 

• Local Area Networking 

General Description 
GENIX 4.2 is an AT&T·licensed implementation of the 
Berkeley 4.2 bsd UNIX operating system for the 
Series 32000 microprocessor family. 

GENIX 4.2 is available in source form and can be 
user-modified to operate on Series 32000-based sys
tems that include the Central Processing Unit (CPU), 
Memory Management Unit (MMU), Floating Point Unit 
(FPU), Timing Control Unit (TCU), and Interrupt Con
trol Unit (ICU). 

The GENIX 4.2 operating system provides a multi
tasking, multi-user environment specifically tailored for 
advanced software development. UNIX was originally 
designed to provide a productive working environment 
for the software engineer. To that end, the UNIX oper
ating system provides a comprehensive set of utilities 
to make program development easier. The GENIX 4.2 
operating system merges the powerful features of 
UNIX with the main-frame like architectural features of 
the Series 32000. 

GENIX 4.2 Features 
Demand-paged virtual memory code designed to 
take advantage of the NS32082 Memory Manage-
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• Dual, protected linear address space of 
up to 16 Megabytes 

• Fast File System 
• Series 32000 C Compiler 
• Optional Series 32000 Pascal Compiler 

ment Unit (MMU). The MMU provides two protected 
linear address spaces of up to 16 Mbytes each, which 
enables the execution of programs that have large 
memory requirements. National's virtual memory im
plementation features two levels of page tables and 
uses the MMU to maintain referenced and modified 
bits for page table entries. Software-defined bits in the 
page table entry automate the sharing of the text por
tion of any user process. 
Berkeley 4.2 bsd local area networking for the 
Series 32000. The local area networking code imple
ments the DARPA TCP/IP protocols, corresponding 
to a portion of the ISO OSI session layer (layer 3) and 
to all of the transport and network layers (layers 2 and 
1, respectively). The system was designed to provide 
a framework within which new protocols and hardware 
can be easily supported. 

Fast file system (FFS) for improved disk through
put. FFS algorithms allocate disk blocks in relation to 
cylinder cluster and in consideration of disk latency. 
Disk blocks are allocated in up to 8k byte blocks, with 
additional algorithms to handle the allocation of small-
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er files as sub-units of the disk block to avoid wasting 
disk space. 

C Compiler for the Series 32000 derived from the 
Berkeley Portable C Compiler (pee). The C Compil
er supports recent enhancements, such as the enu
meration and void data types, and allows structures to 
be assigned and passed as arguments to a function. 

Optional Pascal Compiler based on the Berkeley "pc" 
Pascal Compiler. 

Standard UNIX utilities 

• vi screen editor 

• C shell with job control 
• termcap and cursor control library for support of 

terminal independent software 

• nroff and other documentation preparation utilities 
including the mm and ms macros 

• source code control system 
• uucp intersystem communications utility and asso-

ciated programs 

Additional enchancements 

• ddt for assembly-level, kernel debugging 

• dbg and idbg for development board and ISETM de-
bugging supplied in binary form 

MINIMUM HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE GENIX 
4.2 OPERATING SYSTEM 

NS32016 or NS32032 CPU 

NS32082 MMU 
NS32081 FPU 

NS32201 TCU 

NS322021CU 

20 Megabytes of hard disk to accommodate GENIX 
4.2 binaries. 

1 Megabyte of physical memory 

RS232 full-duplex asynchronous communications port 
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HOST ENVIRONMENT REQUIREMENTS: 

• Approximately 100 Megabytes of disk space are re
quired to install, modify, and recompile GENIX 4.2 
Source in VAXTM/Berkeley 4.2 cross mode. 

DEVICE DRIVERS 

GENIX 4.2 Source includes the following sample de
vice drivers: 

• Console driver 

• Disk driver 
• Streaming cartridge tape driver 

• Multiport asynchronous RS232 terminal driver 

• Parallel printer driver 

Drivers require modification for specific end-equip· 
ment characteristics and may be supplemented by ad
ditional drivers to support end-product features. 

SUPPORT 

Support may be purchased under contract from Na
tional Semiconductor Corporation. Support includes 
error reporting, maintenance and feature updates, tel
ephone assistance and quarterly bulletins. 

LICENSING 

Source to the GENIX 4.2 operating system is provided 
under license from National Semiconductor Corpora
tion. A valid AT&T UNIX System V source license is a 
prerequisite for licensing GENIX 4.2 Source. Licensing 
provisions include binary distribution rights, source li
cense fees, and per-unit royalties. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

NSW-GENIX-2VXR* GENIX 4.2 Source on 9-track 
media; includes cross-support 
tools for compilation on a VAX 
running Berkeley 4.2 bsd. 

*Software license agreement must be Signed prior to order entry. 
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Series 32000® GENIXTM Native and 
Cross-Support (GNXTM) Language Tools 

• Implements AT&T's standard Common 
Object File Format (COFF) 

• C, Pascal, and FORTRAN 77 Compilers 
• Series 32000 assembler and linker 
• In-System Emulator Support 
• Interactive remote debugger with helpful 

command interface 
• Available in binary for the VAXTM 4,2 bsd 

operating system under derivatives of 
the Berkeley operating system 

Product Overview 
The Series 32000 GNX Language Tools are a set of 
software development tools for the Series 32000 mi
croprocessor family. Optional high-level language 
compilers work in conjunction with the standard com
ponents to provide tools that can be combined to 
meet a variety of development needs. 

GENIX Native and Cross-Support (GNX) 
Language Tools 
The Series 32000 GNX Language Tools are based on 
AT&T's Common Object File Format (COFF). With ap-
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• Available in binary for the VAX/VMSTM 
operating system 

• Available in binary on National 
Semiconductor Series 32000 Native 
Systems 

• Available in source for porting to other 
operating system environments 

propriate command-line arguments and when linked 
with appropriate libraries, code generated by the GNX 
language tools can be executed in either the GENIX/4 
or GENIXIV environment. In addition, these tools can 
be used to develop operating-system-independent 
code or code designed to run in conjunction with real
time kernels, such as National's EXEC and VRTX®/ 
Series 32000. All of National's new language tools 
conform to the GNX file format thereby ensuring that 
modules produced by anyone set of tools can be 
linked with objects produced by any other set of GNX 
tools. 
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Standard Components 
nasm an assembler for GNX assembly lan

guage source code (produced either 
by a high-level language compiler or 
by an assembly language program
mer) and produces an object file; 
supports NS32332 configuration 
register and 30-bit addressing; 

nmeld a linker that resolves references be
tween object files and library rou
tines and assigns relocated address
es to produce Series 32000 execut
able code; 

nar 

nlorder 

libm.a 

idbg16, idbg32 

dbg16 

mon16, mon32 

nburn 

an archiver used to store frequently 
referenced objects in a library tor 
convenient retrieval by the linker; 
finds ordering relation for an object 
library; 
a library that includes math routines 
that can be called from code written 
in assembly or high level languages. 
This library includes Bessel func
tions, exp, log, log10, pow, sqrt, 
floor, ceil, fmod, fabs, gamma, hy
pot, sinh, cosh, tanh, sin, cos, tan, 
asin, acos, atan, and atan2; 
debuggers for use with National's 
ISE16TM and ISE32™, respectively; 
debuggers for downloading and de
bugging code on boards that use the 
NS32008, NS32016, NS32032, or 
NS32332 CPU; 
monitors for use with NS32016 and 
NS32032 provided in PROM and in 
assembly language source so the 
user can modify and install the moni
tor on user-designed Series 32000 
hardware. 
a PROM-programming utility that 
works in conjunction with a DATA 
1/0 Model 19TM to program PROMs 
for use with the NS32008, NS32016, 
NS32032 and NS32332 CPUs. At 
the user's option, nburn imbeds es
cape sequences that activate the 
auxiliary port of the VT102 terminal, 
to which a DATA 1/0 Model 19 is 
connected, for one-step PROM-pro-
gramming. 
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db library development board support rou
tines, such as string, scant, printf, 
atof, abs, regex, getc, putc, and 
puts; 

cvtasm utility to assist in converting previous 
assembler syntaxes to GNX assem
bler syntax; 

nsize a utility for displaying the size of the 
text, uninitialized data, and initialized 
data segments of an object file; 

nstrip a utility to remove symbol table infor
mation from an object file; 

nnm a utility to display the symbol table of 
an object file. 

The following two programs are available for configu
rations designed for operation on a VAX under deriva
tives of the Berkeley 4.2 bsd operating system. 
ddt a debugger specifically designed for 

kernel debugging; 
dbmon a monitor for use with ddt provided 

on PROM and in assembly language 
source so the user can modify and 
install the monitor on user-built Se
ries 32000 hardware. 

Optional Components 
CCompiler 

The C compiler is derived from the UNIX® C Compiler. 
The C compiler is augmented by an optional optimiza
tion pass and generates Series 32000 assembly code. 
The C compiler supports the C language as defined by 
Kernighan and Ritchie, plus recent enhancements, 
such as passing structures as arguments to functions 
and long variable names. 
C object modules can be linked with assembly, Pas
cal, and FORTAN 77 object modules for mixed-lan
guage development. 
A library of terminal 110 functions is also provided. 
These functions can be called by user-developed 
code to allow a program running on a development 
board to print data to and accept data from the con
sole terminal. Source to these routines is provided, 
should the user elect to expand or modify the func
tionality of these routines. In addition, functions from 
the C library, "libc.a", that do not rely on the kernel for 
execution, are included. 

Pascal Compiler 

The Pascal compiler is an ISO-standard, optimized 
Pascal compiler derived from the 4.2 bsd "pc" compil
er. 
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The Pascal compiler supports several extensions to 
the standard Pascal language that are designed to 
simplify program development, such as separate com· 
pilation of individual modules. In addition, I/O of enu" 
merated types, output of octal and hexadecimal num· 
bers, and comparison of strings of unequal length are 
supported. The Pascal library, "libpc.a", includes sev· 
eral useful procedures and functions, for example, a 
random number generator, file manipulation proce· 
dures, and clock functions. 
Pascal object modules can be linked with assembly, 
C, and FORTRAN 77 object modules for mixed·lan· 
guage development. Pascal programs can call the ter· 
minal I/O functions described for the C Compiler. 

FORTRAN 77 Compiler 

The FORTRAN 77 Compiler is derived from the UNIX 
System V Release 2 "f77". 
The compiler supports several enhancements that 
make "f77" more flexible. In particular, a command 
line option allows the user to increase the size of com· 
piler tables for equivalences, external symbols, state· 
ment numbers, loops or if·then·elses, names, labels 
for computed gotos and the number of alternate reo 
turns. 
FORTRAN object modules can be linked with assem· 
bly, C, and Pascal object modules for mixed· language 
development. FORTRAN programs can call the termi· 
nal I/O functions described for the C Compiler above. 

Source Products 
The assembler, associated tools, and the optional C, 
Pascal, and FORTRAN 77 Compilers are provided in 
binary form for use on a VAX under the 4.2 bsd oper· 
ating system. The source to all programs that make up 
the Series 32000 GNX Language Tools is available for 
porting to other UNIX operating system environments. 

Customer Support 
National Semiconductor offers a full gO day warranty 
period. Extended warranty provisions can be arranged 
by calling MCS Logistics at the toll·free numbers listed 
below. 
The MCS Service Technical Support Engineering Cen· 
ter has highly trained technical specialists available to 
assist customers over the telephone with any product 

I related technical problems. 
for more information, please call: 

(800) 538·1866, 
(800) 672·1811 for California, 
(800) 223·3248 for Canada. 

Licensing 
All binary versions of the Series 32000 GNX Lan· 
guage Tools require the execution of National's Binary 
User Agreement. Because the language tools include 
AT&T proprietary code, a System V source license is 
a prerequisite for obtaining source versions of these 
language tools. 
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Part Numbers 
Binaries for Cross-Support Mode hosted on VAX 
under 4.2 bsd: 
NSW·ASM·BRVX The assembler ("nasm"), linker 

("nmeld"), math library ("Iibm.a"), 
archiver ("nar"), ISE debugger 
("idbg16/32") development·board· 
support library, development board 
debuggers ("ddt" and "dbg16"), 
monitors in source ("dbmon" and 
"mon16/32"), monitors in PROM, 
the PROM·burning utility ("nburn"), 
dblibrary, cvtasm, nsize, nstrip, and 
nnm. 

NSW·C·BRVX Optional C compiler to be used in 
conjunction with NSW·ASM·BRVX 
described above. 

NSW·F77·BRVX Optional FORTRAN 77 Compiler to 
be used in conjunction with NSW· 
ASM·BRVX described above. 

NSW·PAS·BRVX Optional Pascal Compiler to be 
used in conjunction with NSW· 
ASM·BRVX described above. 

All binaries for VAX/4.2 bsd are delivered on g·track 
reel tape in "tar" format. 

Binaries for Cross-Support Mode hosted on VAX 
under VMS: 
NSW·ASM·BRVM The assembler ("nasm"), linker 

("nmeld"), math library ("Iibm.a"), 
archiver ("nar"), ISE debugger 
("idbg16/32") development· 
board·support library, develop· 
ment board debugger ("dbg16"), 
monitor in source ("mon16/32"), 
monitor in PROM, the PROM· 
burning utility ("nburn"), dblibrary, 
cvtasm, nsize, nstrip, and nnm. 

NSW·C·BRVM Optional C Compiler to be used in 
conjunction with NSW·ASM· 
BRVM described above. 

NSW-F77-BRVM Optional FORTRAN 77 Compiler 
to be used in conjunction with 
NSW·ASM·BRVM described 
above. 

NSW·PAS·BRVM Optional Pascal Compiler to be 
used in conjunction with NSW· 
ASM·BRVM described above. 

All binaries for VAXIVMS are delivered on g·track reel 
tape in VMS BACKUP format. 
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Source 

NSW-ASM-SRNN The source to NSW-ASM-BRVX, 
as described above. 

NSW-C-SRNN The source to NSW-C-BRVX, as 
described above. 

NSW-PAS-SRNN The source to NSW-PAS-BRVX, 
as described above. 

NSW-F77-SRNN The source to NSW-F77-BRVX, 
as described above. 

All source tapes are delivered on 9-track reel tape 
written in "tar" format. 
For future product releases contact your National 
Semiconductor sales representative or call Series 
32000 Software Marketing at (408) 721-5551. 
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Manuals 
Each software package is delivered with one copy of 
each appropriate manual. 
NSP-ASM-M-MS: Manual Set included with NSW

ASM-BRVM 
NSP-ASM-X-MS: Manual Set included with NSW

ASM-BRVX 
NSP-C-MV: Manual included with NSW-C

BRVM and NSW-C-BRVX 
NSP-PASCAL-M: Manual included with NSW-PAS-

NSP-F77-M: 
CAL-BRVM and NSW-C-BRVX 
Manual included with NSW-F77-
BRVM and NSW-F77-BRVX 
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Series 32000® EXEC 
ROMabie Real-Time Multitasking 

EXECUTIVE 

• Provides a multitasking executive for 
real-time applications 

• Supports all Series 32000 CPUs 
• Complete Source Code Package 

- Fully user configurable 
- Hardware independent 

• Extensive user implementation support 
- Unique demo, program introduction 
- C and Pascal interface libraries 
- Sample terminal drivers 
-Integrated with Series 32000 

development boards and monitor 

Product Overview 
EXEC is National Semiconductor's real-time, multi
tasking executive for Series 32000 based applica
tions. Its primary purpose is to simplify the task of de
signing application software and provides a base upon 
which users can build a wide range of application sys
tems. EXEC requires only 2K bytes of RAM and only 
4K bytes of ROM and is fully compatible with National 
Semiconductor's Series 32000 family and the Series 
32000 development board family. 
EXEC allows the user to monitor and control multiple 
external events that occur asynchronously in real-
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USER TASKS 

DEVICE FILE 
DRIVERS SYSTEM 

·User-definable interru t an ers. 
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• ROM able 
• Reconfigurable 
• Real-time clock support for time-of-day 

and event scheduling 
• Allows up to 256 levels of task priority 

which can be dynamically assigned 
• Up to 256 logical channels for task 

communication 
• Free-memory pool control 
• Available for VAXTM/VMSTM, 

VAX/UNIX®, SYS32™ and VR32TM 
development environments 

time, such as intertask communications, system re
source access based upon task priority, real-time 
clock control, and interrupt handling. These functions 
greatly simplify application development in such areas 
as instrumentation and control, test and measure
ment, and data communications. In these applica
tions, EXEC provides an environment in which sys
tems programmers can immediately implement soft
ware for their particular application without regard to 
the details of the system interaction. 
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EXEC executive is fully modular and can be readily 
configured to suit application needs. It is both hard
ware and location independent, thus providing a fun
damental base on which to build a wide range of appli
cations systems. In addition, it provides a buslike 
structure that helps to integrate software with the un
derlying hardware through predefined data structures 
and interconnect procedures. This architecture en
sures maximum standardization for both compatibility 
and future expansion. 

Features 
Structured Environment-The EXEC executive and 
its associated modules support and encourage modu
lar, structured programming, thus providing a consis
tent structure from application to application, which 
allows experience gained and software written on one 
system to be easily transferred to another. Frequently, 
entire programs may be used in multiple applications, 
even if different CPU boards are involved. 

Hardware-Oriented Interface-The EXEC executive 
provides an intertask and task/executive communica
tions architecture that is similar to hardware communi
cations. Instead of an array of "mailboxes" (or "mes
sage centers"), EXEC uses channels. This interface is 
consistent throughout the range of facilities offered, 
thus reducing the number of concepts to be learned, 
providing greater control at the task level, and increas
ing the efficiency of the system and the programming 
effort. 
Wide Choice of CPUs-EXEC is compatible with the 
full line of 32-bit Series 32000 CPUs offered. These 
include the NS32008, NS32032, and the NS32C016. 
Users will be able to move a NS32016 system: 

• to an NS32008 for cost-effectiveness, 

• to an NS32032 for increased computing power, or 

• to an NS32C016 for low-power applications. 
Time-Of-Day Clock-The EXEC executive has an in
tegral system/time-of-day clock. Included is a real
time clock configurable to a resolution of 1 ms. This 
eliminates the need to allocate the extra memory oth
erwise required for this feature. 

Small Nucleus-The EXEC nucleus was hand-coded 
in assembly language rather than being compiled from 
intermediate or high-level languages. The resulting 
product is therefore smaller and allows the incorpora
tion of more features within an optimum size. 

Priority-Oriented Scheduler-The EXEC scheduler 
ensures that the highest priority task that is ready to 
execute is given control, so the system is responsive 
to its external world. Dynamic reprioritization of tasks 
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is supported for the most sophisticated of multitasking 
systems. 

Real-Time Speed-Because EXEC was hand-coded 
in assembly language, several advantages with regard 
to speed are gained. Task swapping, channel and 
message management, and I/O interfacing are exe
cuted more quickly than could be expected of a sys
tem written in a higher level language. 

Direct Interrupt Processing-The EXEC architec
ture employs interrupt channels which allow device
specific interrupt handling routines to interface directly 
with the interrupt source. This accomplishes servicing 
of interrupts without the overhead of task swapping, 
yet allows the operating system to maintain the integ
rity of the system. Combining this interrupt service ar
chitecture with a device-efficient nucleus results in an 
operating system that better supports demanding, 
real-time applications. 
User Configurability-EXEC executive-based appli
cations may be configured from a wide range of facili
ties, selecting only those that meet the specific re
quirements of the application system. The resultant 
system contains only the modules necessary for its 
use, allowing the EXEC executive to fit a wide range of 
applications from small, special-purpose, dedicated 
applications to large, general-purpose systems . 

Event Driven-In the EXEC executive, each user task 
exists in its own "closed environment"-a virtual proc
essor. Each virtual processor can synchronize with ex
ternal/internal occurrences through events. EXEC 
supports a wide variety of events, including synchroni
zation with task activities, external device operations, 
and the real-time clock. 

Memory Pool Manager-The EXEC executive has 
an integral memory pool manager. This feature not 
only reduces the amount of RAM required in an appli
cation system (potentially reduces board count), but 
also allows active modules more buffer area within 
any given space constraint. 

Internal Structure 
EXEC may be viewed as composed of a set of func
tions. These functions are: 
1. Nucleus- performs task and channel management 

and controls executing memory. 
2. Timer Manager-performs time-dependent control. 
3. Dynamic Task Dispatcher-performs dynamic crea

tion and installation of tasks at run-time. 
4. Dynamic Channel Controller-performs dynamic 

creation and installation of software and interrupt 
channels at run-time. 

5. Memory Pool Manager-performs memory alloca
tion and deallocation. 
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The Timer Manager, Dynamic Task Dispatcher, Dy
namic Channel Controller, and the Memory Pool Man
ager all operate under direction of the Nucleus, which 
assigns tasks to run on the hardware CPU. 

System Functions 
EXEC controls CPU allocation by resolving conflicting 
needs of individual tasks, and monitors external 
events. The Event Manager, Task Manager, Channel 
Manager, Memory Manager, and Timer Manager pro
vide system facilities that are directly accessible from 
the user task level. A representative sampling of sys
tem functions are summarized below: 

• Task and Event Management 
1. TSKBD -Build a task and schedule it to run. 
2. SUSPD -Suspend a task. 
3. GTPRI -Get task priority. 
4. STPRI -Change run-time task priority. 
5. WAITE -Wait for an event or combination of 

6.TSTEV 
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event to occur before resuming task 
processing. 

-Test the current state of an event. 

HARDWARE 
INTERRUPT 
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TIMER 
INTERRUPT' 

• • • • • • 
RAM POOL 

• Mayor may not be from 32202 ICU. 

• Intertask Communication 
1. RECV(W) -Receive data from a channel and, 

optionally, wait for an event to occur. 
2. SEND(W) -Send a message to a channel and, 

optionally, wait for an event to occur. 
3. SIGNL -Synchronize with another task 

through event flags; signal completion. 
4. BLDSC -Build software channel. 

• Interrupt Handling 
1. INTEX -Interrupt exit from executive. 
2. BLDIC -Build an interrupt channel. 

• Memory Pool Management 
1. ALLOC -Allocate a block of pooled memory. 

2. DALOC -Deallocate memory back to pool. 

• Timer Management 
1. MRKT(W) -Mark a time delay and, optionally, wait 

for an event to occur. 
2. CMRKT -Cancel previously posted mark-time 

event. 
3. GTIMD -Get current time of day. 
4. STIMD -Set current time of day. 

USER TASKS 

L_>-- - - --, 

USER 
DEVICE • 

DRIVERS 
FILE • 

SYSTEM : • -- ~~~~~~PT 
HANDLERS 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ FACILlTI£1 
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FIGURE 1, EXEC Structure 
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Ordering Information 
VAX/VMS Environment 

Order Number: NSW-EXEC-SRVM* 

Shipping Configuration: Software on 1600 bpi magnet
ic tape (9-track VMS copy format). EXEC reference 
manual. 

Prerequisite: NSW-ASM-BRVM cross software pack
age, at current revis,ion level. 

VAX/UNIX Environment 

Order Number: NSW-EXEC-SRVX' 
Shipping Configuration: Software on 1600 bpi mag
netic tape (UNIX tar tape format). EXEC reference 
manual. 

Prerequisite: NSW-ASM-BRVX' cross software pack
age, at current revision level. 
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SYS32 Environment 

Order Number: NSW-EXEC-SCSG 
Shipping Configuration: Software on SYS32 format 
streamer tape cartridge. EXEC reference manual. 
Prerequisite: SYS32 Development System with cur
rent revision level software. 

VR32 Environment 

Order Number: NSW-EXEC-SDQF 

Shipping Configuration: Software on VR32 Format 
diskettes (floppy disks). EXEC-COF reference manual 

Prerequisite: VR32 TARGET IDEVELOPMENT Sys
tem with current revision level software. 

For future product releases contact your National 
Semiconductor sales representative or call Series 
32000 Software Marketing at (408) 721-5551. 

Documentation 
EXEC ROMabie Real-Time Multitasking EXECUTIVE 
Reference Manual. Included with software package. 
May also be ordered separately. 

Order Number: NSP-EXEC-M (same manual for all 
configurations except NSW-EXEC-SDQF which re
quires NSP-EXEC-COF-M). 
• Software license agreement must be signed prior to order entry. 



R National Semiconductor Corp. PRELIMINARY 

Series 32000® Real-Time 
Software Components 

VRTX® IIOX® IFMX® ITRACERTM 
Series 32000 

• Components are plug-in building blocks 
(PROMs) 

• Components can be located anywhere in 
memory 

• No linking of components with 
application code 

! • Component functions can be customized 
by user (hooks) 

• Comprehensive manuals with many 
examples 

, Product Overview 
Real-time software components form a family of build
ing blocks that speed the development of Series 
32000-based embedded systems. The central mem
ber of the family is the VRTX/Series 32000 kernel 
which can be used alone or in combination with the 
other components to build a more complete operating 
system. The lOX/Series 32000 and FMX/Series 
32000 components support a file system that is media 
compatible with PC-DOS. The TRACER/Series 32000 
multitasking debugger can be used in VRTX/Series 
32000-based systems during development for debug, 
download and test. 
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• Off-the-shelf real-time multitasking 
executive 

• I/O Manager supports sequential and 
random access 1/0 

• File Manager supports PC-DOS file 
system and directories 

• Interactive PROM-resident multitasking 
debugger 

• Interface libraries for applications 
written in C 

• C Run-time Support Library 

All the components reside in PROM's installed in the 
target system. They can be placed anywhere in the 
address space and make minimal assumptions about 
the hardware environment. Small user-written routines 
supply the information about the local implementation 
of interrupts, timers, I/O devices, etc. Application 
tasks interface to the components with Series 32000 
SVC (Supervisor Call) interrupts, thus code for the 
components does not require linking with user-written 
code. There is no dependence on the conventions of 
any Series 32000 linker, object format or compiler. 



VRTX/Series 32000 
VRTX/Series 32000 is a real-time multitasking execu
tive that supports the Series 32000 Microprocessor 
Family in embedded systems. The executive resides 
in PROM in the target system, manages the multitask
ing environment and responds to requests for serv
ices from application tasks. 

Task Management 

The basic logical unit controlled by VRTX/Series 
32000 is the task which is a logically complete path 
through user code that requires system resources. 
Each task has a priority level used by VRTX to deter
mine how access to the CPU is allocated. Up to 256 
priority levels are available. VRTX allocates the CPU 
sequentially to the highest priority task that is ready to 
execute. Tasks can create, delete, suspend, and mod
ify the priority of themselves and other tasks. Task 
delays and time-slicing are also available. 

Intertask Communication and Synchronization 

Tasks can communicate and synchronize with other 
tasks via exchange of pOinter-length messages 
through mailboxes. These permit mutual exclusion 
and resource-locking. VRTX also has directives for dy
namically building and managing message queues. 

Interrupt Services 

VRTX has directives for use by user-written interrupt 
handlers that provide the interface between tasks and 
devices. They permit the interrupt handler to influence 
the scheduling of critically important tasks. 

Memory Management 

VRTX provides directives for managing the free mem
ory pool. To minimize fragmentation and overhead, 
storage is allocated and released as fixed size blocks 
from within memory partitions. Partitions can be built 
dynamically. There are no constraints on block size. 

Special Device Support 

Since many applications require a real-time clock and 
a character I/O device, support for them is integrated 
into VRTX/Series 32000. Designers need only supply 
a small hardware-dependent interrupt service routine 
for each. VRTX will then manage all the logical opera
tions to supply the clock management and character 
I/O services to application tasks and interrupt han
dlers. 

Extensions 

VRTX/Series 32000 accommodates applications with 
special requirements by supplying three hooks at key 
points in its execution. They permit the designer to 
modify VRTX processing without having to modify 
VRTX itself. Whenever VRTX reaches a hook it 
checks for the presence of an application routine. 
VRTX hooks are called at task create, delete, and 
context switch. There are no constraints on hook use. 
They can be used for saving/restoring the floating
point environment or for maintaining a counter in the 
task control block to monitor task execution. 
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Type 

Initialization 

Task 
Management 

Communica-
tions 
Services 

Memory 
Management 

Timer 
Services 

Character 
I/O 

Interrupt 
Services 

VRTX System Calls 

Call Description 

VRTLINIT Initialize VRTX 
VRTX_GO Start multitasking 

SC_TCREATE Create a task 
SC_TDELETE Delete a task 
SC_ TSUSPEND Suspend a task 
SC_TRESUME Resume execution 

of suspended task 
SC_ TPRIORITY Change task priority 
SC_LOCK Disable task 

rescheduling 
SC_UNLOCK Enable task 

rescheduling 
SC_TSLICE Enable time slicing 

SC_POST Post message to 
mailbox 

SC_PEND Pend for message 
at mailbox 

SCJCCEPT Accept message at 
mailbox 

SC_OCREATE Create message 
queue 

SC_OPOST Post message to 
queue 

SC_OPEND Pend for message 
from queue 

SC_OACCEPT Accept message 
from queue 

SC_OINOUIRY Get queue status 

SC_GBLOCK Get memory block 
SC_RBLOCK Release memory 

block 
SC_PCREATE Create memory 

partition 
SC_PEXTEND Extend memory 

partition 

SC_GTIME Get system time 
SC_STIME Set system time 
SC_TDELAY Suspend task 

temporarily 

SC_GETC Get a character 
SC_PUTC Put a character 
SC_WAITC Wait for special 

character 

UI_ENTER Enter interrupt 
handler 

UI_TIMER Post time increment 
from interrupt 

UI_RXCHR Post received 
character from 
interrupt 

ULTXRDY Post transmit ready 
from interrupt 

UI_EXIT Exit from interrupt 
handler 



~-------------------------------------------------------------------------, w 
lOX/Series 32000 
lOX/Series 32000 is an input/output executive that 
provides I/O services in VRTX/Series 32000-based 
systems. It presents a uniform I/O interface to appli-

lOX System Calls 

Type Call Description 

Initialization 10_INIT Initialize lOX data 
structures 

Device 10_DFCHR Define a character 
device 

Definition 10_DFBlK Define a block device 
10_DFDSK Define a disk device 
10_RMDEV Remove device 

definition 

Buffered I/O la_OPEN Connect a channel to a 
device 

la_CLOSE Disconnect channel 
from a device 

la_GET Read bytes from 
buffered channel 

la_PUT Write bytes to buffered 
channel 

Direct I/O la_OPEN Connect a channel to a 
device 

la_CLOSE Disconnect channel 
from a device 

la_READ Read a block from direct 
channel 

la_WRITE Write a block to direct 
channel 

10_CNTRl Perform device control 
la_WAIT Wait for outstanding I/O 

requests 
la_RESET Reset I/O channel 

Device la_POST Post I/O request 
Service completion 

10_STMR Start request timer 
10_CTMR Cancel request timer 
la_TIMER Announce I/O timer 

interrupt 
10_RXCHR Put character into 

receiver buffer 
10_RXCHM Put characters into 

receiver buffer 
la_ECHO Put character into echo 

buffer 
10_ECHOM Put characters into echo 

buffer 
10_TXRDY Get character from 

transmitter buffer 
10_TXRDM Get characters from 

transmitter buffer 
10_EXCPT Call exception routine 

Extension 10JTCHC Connect an I/O handler 
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cation tasks and supports overlapped I/O as well as 
device and channel sharing. lOX supports sequential 
and random access I/O with both direct and buffered 
read/write. lOX also provides for extending its func
tionality by using request service routines (hooks), 
special I/O handlers and facilities for attaching File 
Management Executives (FMX's). I/O devices are 
connected to lOX by means of low-level Device Serv
ice Routines and Interrupt Service Routines. 

FMX-DOS/Series 32000 
FMX-DOS/Series 32000 is a File Management Execu
tive that adds multitasking PC-DOS file management 
to VRTX/Series 32000 and lOX/Series 32000-based 
systems. 

FMX-DOS permits tasks to create and delete files, as
sign file attributes and open lOX channels to them for 
read and write operations. FMX-DOS supports both 
buffered and unbuffered read/write as well as sequen
tial and random access methods. Directory operations 
to create and delete directories, and to reference files 
relative to a directory are provided. Volume operations 
perform volume formatting, mounting and dismount
ing. 

FMX-DOS can be initialized to create PC-DOS directo
ry and file structures on disks. Users can also custom
ize FMX-DOS by installing their own software at hooks 
provided at key points in FMX-DOS processing. 

FMX-DOS makes no assumption about the hardware 
environment; it uses lOX for all device-oriented opera
tions. 

FMX-DOS System Calls 

Type Call Description 

Initialization FD_INIT Initialize FMX data 
structures 

Volume Control FD_FMAT Format a volume 
FD_MOUNT Mount a volume 
FD_DISMT Dismount a volume 
FD_QVOl Query volume 

attributes 
FD_EVOl Evaluate volume 

parameters 
FD_SYNC Synchronize a 

volume 

Directory FM_MKDIR Create a directory 
Operations FM_RMDIR Delete a directory 

File Operations FM_OPEN Gain access to a file 
FM_CREAT Create a file 
FM_DElET Delete a file 
FM_GATTR Get file attributes 
FM_SATTR Set file attributes 
FM_RENAM Rename a file 
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TRACER/Series 32000 
TRACER/Series 32000 is an interactive multitasking 
debugger that lets the designer monitor and control 
VRTX/Series 32000-based systems without distorting 
the interaction between tasks and their environment. 
It runs parallel to the multitasking environment rather 
than as a task. TRACER/Series 32000 can access all 
user-supplied code, including interrupt handlers, user
supplied system call handlers and VRTX/Series 
32000 extensions. System data structures, task and 
system state parameters are shown in easily under
stood form relieving the user from interpreting unfor
matted memory displays. 

TRACER/Series 32000 has commands to: 

- set, display and remove breakpoints 

- display and modify registers and memory 
- display task and system state parameters 
- do single-step execution 

- disassemble binary code 

- download program files from a host system 

Customer Support 
National Semiconductor offers a full 90 day warranty 
period. Extended warranty provisions can be arranged 
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by calling MCS Logistics at the toll-free numbers listed 
below. 

The MCS Service Technical Support Engineering Cen
ter has highly trained technical specialists available to 
assist customers over the telephone with any product 
related technical problems. 
for more information, please call: 

(800) 538-1866 outside of California 

(800) 672-1811 for California 

(800) 223-3248 for Canada 

Licensing 
National Semiconductor licenses the user to manufac
ture binary copies of the software component prod
ucts. The user must purchase from National Semicon
ductor the license rights to the number of copies 
needed. To obtain licensing information contact your 
National Semiconductor sales representative or call 
Series 32000 Software Marketing at (408) 721-5551. 

Ordering Information 
National Semiconductor will provide R&D Packages 
for VRTX/Series 32000, lOX/Series 32000, 
FMX/Series 32000 and Tracer/Series 32000 which 
include one master copy of the PROM's, documenta
tion and a license to make copies for R&D purposes. 
To obtain more information contact your National 
Semiconductor sales representative or call Series 
32000 Software Marketing at (408) 721-5551. 
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~ National Semiconductor COrp, PRELIMINARY 

Series 32000® VERDIXTM Ada® 
Development System (V ADSTM) for 

System V ISeries 32000 Native Host 
VERDI X Ada for the Development Environment 

• Validated 
• Series 32000 native development 

environment for System V ISeries 32000 
native host 

• Derived from Verdix's current Ada 
Technology (V ADS) 

• Generates System V Common Object 
File Format (COFF) 

Product Overview 
This Series 32000 Ada development environment 
supports Ada program development on a Series 
32000 native host, thus efficiently generating execut
able code. The compiled Ada program can run on this 
host under the System V I Series 32000 host operating 
system or can be targeted to run on other Series 
32000 based environments. This is a true "production 
quality" Ada compiler focused on high performance 
and intended for large scale development of both ap
plications and systems software. This native develop
ment environment includes the compiler, linker, de
bugger, program library utilities, and embedded com-
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• Ada Compiler with optimization 
• In-System emulator support 
• Fully symbolic interactive down-line 

debugger 
• Supports either Verdix's stand alone run

time system (ADEX) or can utilize VRTXI 
Series 32000 

puter system runtime system all using advanced tech
nology to provide user-friendliness and efficiency. 
Series 32000 development environment has been de
signed and engineered to interface with the existing 
System V operating system and tools so that a pro
grammer can concentrate on learning and program
ming Ada, rather than a new operating system. This 
Ada compiler operates as a re-entrant, shareable 
process in the System V ISeries 32000 host environ
ment and makes full use of most operating facilities. 
On-line help facility for VADS commands using UNIX 
MAN command as well as a help facility in the debug
ger are also provided. 
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Components 
Ada Complier 

This compiler accepts Ada source and generates Se
ries 32000 code which can be debugged and execut
ed on the System V /Series 32000 host or download
ed to another Series 32000 based target environment. 
The full Ada language is supported. Some of the sup
ported features are shared and unshared generics, 
separates, in-lines, bit representation, machine-code 
insertion, interrupt tasks, monitor tasks, terminal and 
file I/O through/to the host for debugging. COFF com
patible object files which are linkable with other lan
guages are generated. Optimization includes value 
tracking global register allocation, register assignment 
for commons and locals, common sub-expression, 
branch and dead code analysis, some constraint 
check elimination and local and peephole optimiza
tions. 

Debugger 

T.his Ad~. Debugger provides a fully symbolic debug
ging facIlity. The user can access Ada variables by 
name and the Ada Debugger utilizes its understanding 
of Ada types to display formatted values. This Ada 
Debugger has sophisticated break point capabilities 
and single step execution is also provided. This Ada 
Debugger provides access to the Ada source code 
during debugging. This facility is integrated with the 
breakpoint and stepping capabilities so the user has a 
source "window" into the program at all times. This 
Debugger was designed to be simple, convenient, and 
fast. 
The user interface to the Debugger accommodates 
down-line as well as host system debugging. The de
bugger uses COFF compatible symbolic information 
so it can debug other languages as well, for example, 
C. In addition, an on-line help facility is provided while 
in the debugger. 
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Program Library Utilities 

The Ada language imposes stringent requirements on 
an Ada Program Library. While the language provides 
for separate compilation of program units, each unit is 
compiled in the "context" of previously compiled 
units. The compiler must have access to this context, 
ca~ef~lIy organized in the form of a Program Library. 
ThiS library has been designed to enhance the compil
er performance. A set of utilities is provided to man
age, manipulate, and display Program Library informa
tion. 
In addition, the Ada Development System permits Ada 
Program Libraries to be hierarchically organized so 
that units not local to one library may be found in other 
libraries. Thus, programmers can work without inter
ference on local versions of individual program units, 
while retrieving the remainder of the program from 
higher-level libraries. 

Ada Run Time System 

The Series 32000 Ada Run Time System provides 
comprehensive support for tasking, debugging, excep
tion handling, and input/output. Adex, Verdix's routine 
system, can be used in stand alone mode or VRTX/ 
Series 32000 can be utilized. 
The Run Time System is linked with the generated 
users Ada program and to facilitate resource utiliza
tion efficiency, major portions of the Run Time System 
have been optimized. The Run Time System also in
terfaces with the symbolic debugger to provide com
prehensive program checkout facilities. Run Time 
sources for customization are also available. 

Supported Hardware 
- Native Series 32000 Host 
- System V 5.2 or later/Series 32000 Operating 

System 

Shipping Package 
- User and reference documentation for Series 

32000 VADS 



~ National Semiconductor Corp, PRELIMINARY 

Series 32000® VERDIXTM Ada® Development 
System (VADS)TM for VAX™ IVMS™ 

VERDIX Ada for the DEC VAXIVMS -+ Series 32000 Cross Compiler 

DEC 
VAX/yMS 

TOOLS 

• Validated 

VERDIX 
ADA COMPLIER 

• Series 32000 Cross-Software 
Development Environment for VAX/VMS 

• Derived from VERDIX's Current Ada 
Technology (VADS) 

• Generates System V Common Object 
File Compatible Format 

Product Overview 
This Series 32000 Ada cross,development environ
ment supports Ada program development on a V AX/ 
VMS host generating executable Series 32000 target 
code. This is a true "production quality" Ada compiler 
focused on high performance and intended for large 
scale development of both application and systems 
software. This development environment includes the 
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EMBEDDED 
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• Ada Compiler with Optimization 
• In-System Emulator Support 
.. Fully Symbolic Interactive Down-Lline 

Debugger 
• Supports Either Verdix's Stand Alone 

Run-Time System (AD EX) or can Utilize 
VRTX/Series 32000 

compiler linker, debugger, program library utilities, and 
embedded computer run-time system all using ad
vanced technology to provide user-friendliness and ef
ficiency. This development environment has been de
signed and engineered to interface with the existing 
VAXIVMS operating system and tools so that a pro
grammer can concentrate on learning and program
ming Ada, rather than a new operating system. This 
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compiler operates as a re"entrant, shareable process 
in the VAX host environment and makes full use of 
host operating facilities. On-line help facilities for 
VADs commands using VMS help commands as well 
as a helpful facility in the debugger are also provided. 

Components 
Ada Compiler 

This compiler, hosted on the VAXIVMS, accepts Ada 
source and generates Series 32000 assembly lan
gauge code which can be linked, downloaded, assem
bled, and debugged for native execution on the Series 
32000. The full Ada language is supported. For exam
ple, shared and unshared generics, separates, 
in-lines, bit representation, machine-code insertion, in
terrupt tasks, monitor tasks, terminal and file I/O 
through/to the host for debugging. COFF compatible 
object files which are linkable with other languages 
are generated. Optimization includes value tracking, 
global register allocation, register assignment for pa
rameters and locals, common sub-expression, branch 
and dead code analysis, some constraint check elimi
nation and local and peephole optimizations. 

Debugger 

The Ada Debugger provides a fully symbolic debug
ging facility. The user can access Ada variables by 
name and the Ada Debugger utilizes its understanding 
of Ada types to display formatted values. This Ada 
Debugger has sophisticated breakpoint capabilities 
and single step execution is also provided. 
The Ada Debugger provides access to the Ada source 
code during debugging. This facility is integrated with 
the breakpoint and stepping capabilities so the user 
has a source "window" into the program at all times. 
This Debugger was designed to be simple, conve
nient, and fast. The Debugger uses COFF compatible 
symbolic information so it can debug other languages 
as well. For example, C. 
The user interface to the Debugger accommodates 
down-line as well as host system debugging. That is, 
the Debugger can be used in the mode where a com
plied Ada program is downloaded to a Series 32000 
target system but debugged from the host system. 
The ISETM can be connected to the host as a terminal 
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reaching the target by probe. An on-line help facility is 
also provided and can be used while in the Debugger. 

Program Library Utilities 
The Ada language imposes stringent requirements on 
an Ada Program Library. While the language provides 
for separate compilation of program units, each unit is 
compiled in the "context" of previously compiled 
units. The Compiler must have access to this context, 
carefully organized in the form of a Program Library. 
This library has been designed to enhance the compil
er performance. A set of utilities is provided to man
age, manipulate, and display Program Library informa
tion. 
In addition, the Ada Development System permits Ada 
Program Libraries to be hierarchically organized, so 
that units not local to one library may be found in other 
libraries. Thus, programmers can work without inter
ference on local versions of individual program units, 
while retrieving the remainder of the program from 
higher-level libraries. 

Ada Run Time System 
The Series 32000 Ada Run Time System provides 
comprehensive support for for tasking, debugging, ex
ception handling, and input/output. ADEX, Verdix's 
Run Time System can be used in stand alone mode or 
VRTX/Series 32000 Real Time Operating System can 
be utilized. The Run Time System is linked with the 
generated users Ada program and to facilitate re
source utilization efficiency, major portions of the Run 
Time System have been optimized. The Run Time 
System also interfaces with the symbolic debugger to 
provide comprehensive program check out facilities. 
Run Time sources for customization are also avail
able. 

SUPPORTED HARDWARE 

-DEC VAX11 Family 
-VMS Operating System version 2.X or later 

SHIPPING PACKAGE 

1600 bpi magnetic tape (9 track VMS copy format). 
User and reference documentation for Series 32000 
VADS. 
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Interfacing the NS32081 as 
a Floating-Point Peripheral 

This note is a guide for users who wish to interface the 
NS32081 Floating-Point Unit (FPU) as a peripheral unit to 
CPUs other than those of the Series 32000 family. This is 
not a particularly expensive procedure, but it requires some 
in-depth information not all of which is available in the 
NS32081 data sheet. Four basic topics will be covered here: 

An overview of the architecture of the NS32081 as seen 
in a stand-alone environment. 

The protocol used to sequence it through the execution 
of an instruction. 

Special guidelines for connecting and programming the 
NS32081 as a peripheral component. 

A sample application of these guidelines in the form of a 
circuit interfacing the NS32081 to the Motorola 68000 
microprocessor. 

References are made here to the NS32081 data sheet and 
the Series 32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual (Publi
cation #420010099-001). The reader should have both 
these documents on hand. 

1.0 Architecture Overview 
1.1 REGISTER SET 

The register set internal to the NS32081 FPU is shown in 
Figure t. It consists of nine registers, each 32 bits in length: 

FSR The Floating-Point Status Register. As given in the 
data sheet, this register holds status and mode in
formation for the FPU. It is loaded by executing the 
LFSR instruction and examined using the SFSR in
struction. 

FO-F7 The Floating-Point Registers. Each can hold a sin
gle 32-bit single-precision floating-point value. To 
hold double-precision values, a register pair is refer
enced using the even-numbered register of the pair. 

~ 32 ~ 

~32~ Fol L-______________ ~ 

I Floating Pt. Status I FSR F11 

:========~ 

::~: ============:::j 

F41 

:=========~ 
F51 
~======~ Fsi 
~======~ 

F71 L-______________ ~ 

FIGURE 1. FPU Registers 
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Floating-point operands need not be held in registers; they 
may be supplied externally as part of the instruction se
quence. Integer operands (appearing in conversion instruc
tions) and values being transferred to or from the FSR must 
be supplied externally; they cannot be held in Floating-Point 
registers FO-F7. 

1.2 INSTRUCTION SET AND ENCODING 

The encodings used for NS32081 instructions are shown in 
Figure 2. They fall within two formats, labeled from Series 
32000 tradition "Format 9" and "Format 11". These for
mats are distinguished by their least-significant byte (the "10 
Byte"). Execution of an FPU instruction starts by passing 
first the 10 Byte and then the rest of the instruction (the 
"Operation Word") to the FPU. 

Fields within an instruction are interpreted by the FPU in the 
same manner as documented in Chapter 4 of the Series 
32000 Instruction Set Reference Manual, with the exception 
of the 5-bit General Addressing Mode fields (gent, gen2). 
Since the FPU does not itself perform memory accesses, it 
does not need to use these fields for addressing calcula
tions. The only use it makes of these fields is to determine 
for each operand whether the value is to be found internal 
to the FPU (that is, within a register FO-F7, or whether it is 
to be transferred to and/or from the FPU. See Figure 3. A 
value of 0-7 in a gen field specifies one of the Floating
Point registers FO-F7, respectively, as the location of the 
corresponding operand. Any greater value specifies that the 
operand's location is external to the FPU and that its value 
will be transferred as part of the protocol. Any non-floating 
operand is always handled by the FPU as external, regard
less of the addressing mode specified in its gen field. It is 
illegal to reference an odd-numbered register for a double
precision operand. If an odd register is referenced, the re
sults are unpredictable. 

1.3 PINOUT 

The FPU is packaged in a 24-pin DIP (see Figure 4). The pin 
functions can be split into two groups: those that participate 
in the communication protocol between the FPU and the 
host system, and those that reflect the familiar requirements 
of LSI components. 

The protocol uses the following pins of the FPU: 

00-015 The 16-bit data bus. The DO pin holds the 
least-significant bit of data transferred on the 
bus. 

A dual-purpose pin, low active. SPC is pulsed 
low from the host system as the data strobe 
for bus transfers. SPC is pulsed low by the 
FPU to signal that it has completed the inter
nal execution phase of an instruction. 
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1.0 Architecture Overview (Continued) 

STO,ST1 The status code. This 2-bit value is sampled 
by the FPU on the falling edge of SPC, and 
informs it of the current protocol phase. STO 
is the least-significant bit of the value. The 
need filled by the status code is most rele
vant to Series 32000-based systems, where it 
serves to allow retry of aborted instructions 
and to disambiguate the protocol when the 
SPC signal is bussed among multiple slave 
processors. In microprocessor-based periph
eral applications, the status code can gener
ally be provided from the CPU's address 
lines. 

8 7 0 

001111 0 

~----------~--------~j\ j 

OPERATION WORD ID BYTE 

Format 9: lFSRISFSR/Conversions 

o 

o 1 1 1 1 o 
j 

T 

OPERATION WORD ID BYTE 

Format 11: Movement/Calculation 

FIGURE 2. FPU Instruction Formats 

16 BIT 
DATA BUS 

AID 0-15 o 0·15 
SERIES STO -~ STO NS32081 
32000 ST1 ST1 FPU 
CPU SPC SPC 

rr RST 
ClK 

RST CTn 

NS32201 
TCU 

TLlEE/8388-1 

The pins providing for standard requirements are: 

ClK The clock input. This is a TTL-level square 
wave which the FPU uses to sequence its in
ternal calculations. 

RS'i' The reset input. This signal is used to reset 
the FPU's internal logic. 

VCC The 5-volt positive supply. 

GNDB, GNDl The grounding pins. GNDB serves as ground 
for the FPU's output buffers, and GNDl is 
used for the rest of the on-chip logic. 

FPU Internal Register: Fn, n = 0 ... 7 
long Floating = Even Register Only 

JOJ1JXJXJXJ 

J1JXJXJXJxJ 

External to FPU 
Note: All non-floating operands are always external. 

FIGURE 3. FPU Addressing Modes 

010 Vee 

09 STO 

08 S11 

07 SPC 

06 011 

05 012 

04 
NS32081 013 FPU 

03 014 

02 015 

01 10 RST 

00 11 ClK 

GNOl 12 13 GNOB 

Top View 
TLlEE/8388-2 

FIGURE 4. NS32081 FPU Connections 
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2.0 Protocol 
The FPU requires a fixed sequence of transfers ("protocol") 
in its communication with the outside world. Each step of 
the protocol is identified by a status code (asserted to the 
FPU on pins STO and ST1) and by its position in the se
quence, as shown in Figure 5. 

Step 
1 

2 

3 

4 
5 
6 

7 

Status Combinations: 
11: Write ID Byte 
01: Transfer Operation/Operand 
10: Read Status Word 

Status 
11 

01 

01 

xx 
xx 
10 

01 

Action 
CPU sends ID Byte on least-significant 
byte of bus. 
CPU sends Operation Word, bytes 
swapped on bus. 
CPU sends required operands, gen t 
first, least-significant word first. 
FPU starts internal execution. 
FPU pulses SPC low. 
CPU reads Status Word (Error/Com
parison Result). 
CPU reads result (if any), least-signifi
cant word first. 

FIGURE 5. FPU Instruction Protocol 

Steps 1 and 2 transfer the instruction to the FPU. Step 1 
transfers the first byte of the instruction (the ID Byte) and 
Step 2 transfers the rest of the instruction (the Operation 
Word). In Step 2, the two bytes of the Operation Word must 
be swapped on the bus; i.e. the most-significant byte of the 
Operation Word must be presented on the least-significant 
byte of the bus. 

Step 3 is optional and repeatable depending on the instruc
tion. It is used to transfer to the FPU any external operands 
that are required by the instruction. The operand specified 
by gent is sent first, least-significant word first, followed by 
the operand specified by gen2. If an operand is only one 
byte in length, it is transferred on the least-significant half of 
the bus. 

The FPU initiates Step 4 of the protocol, internal computa
tion, upon receiving the last external operand word or, if 
there are no external operands, upon receiving the Opera
tion Word of the instruction. During this time, the data bus 
may be used for any purpose by the rest of the system, as 
long as the SPC pin is kept pulled up by a resistor and is not 
actively driven. 

Step 5 occurs when the FPU completes the instruction. The 
FPU pulses the SPC pin low to acknowledge that it is ready 
to continue the protocol. This pulse is called the "Done 
pulse". The bus is not used during this step, and remains 
floating. 

In Step 6, the FPU is polled by reading a Status Word. This 
word indicates whether an exception has been detected by 
the FPU. In the Compare instruction (CMPf), it also displays 
the relationship between the operands and serves as the 
result. This transfer is mandatory, regardless of whether the 
information presented by the FPU is intended to be used. 
See Figure 3-6 of the data sheet. 
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Step 7 is, like Step 3, optional and repeatable depending on 
the instruction. Any external result of an instruction is read 
from the FPU in this step, least-significant word first. If the 
result is a 1-byte value, it is presented by the FPU on the 
least-significant half of the bus (DO-D7). 

Note: If in Step 6 the FPU indicates that an error has oc
curred, it is permissible, though not necessary, to con
tinue the protocol through Step 7. No guarantee is 
made regarding the validity of the value read, but con
tinuing through Step 7 will not cause any protocol 
problems. 

If at any time within the protocol another ID byte is sent 
(ST = 11), the FPU will prepare itself internally to execute 
another instruction, throwing away the instruction that was 
in progress. This is done to support the Abort with Retry 
feature of the Series 32000 family. 

Because of this feature, however, there is an important con
sideration when using the FPU in systems that support mUl
titasking: the operating system must not allow a task using 
the FPU to be interrupted in the middle of an instruction 
protocol and then transfer control to another task that is 
also using the FPU. The partially-executed instruction would 
be thrown away, leaving the first task with a garbage result 
when it continues. This situation can be avoided easily in 
software but, depending on the system, some cooperation 
may be required from the user program. Other solutions in
volving some additional hardware are also possible. 

3.0 Interfacing Guidelines 
There are some special interfacing considerations that are 
required (see Figure 6): 

1. The edges of the SPC pulse must have a fixed relation
ship to the clock signal (ClK) presented to the FPU. 
When writing information to the FPU, the pulse must start 
shortly after a rising edge of ClK and end shortly after 
the next rising edge of ClK. Failing to do so can cause 
the FPU to fail, often by causing it to freeze and not gen
erate the Done pulse. This synchronous generation of 
SPC is also important when reading information from the 
FPU, but the SPC pulse is allowed to be two clocks in 
width. These requirements will be expressed in future 
NS32081 data sheets as a minimum setup time require
ment between each edge of the SPC pulse and the next 
rising edge of ClK, currently set at 40 nanoseconds on 
the basis of preliminary characterization. The propagation 
delay in generating SPC through a Schottky flip-flop (e.g. 
74S74) and a low-power Schottky buffer (e.g. 74lS125A) 
is therefore acceptable at 10 MHz. lS technology is rec
ommended for the buffer to minimize undershoot when 
driving SPC. 

2. After the FPU generates the Done pulse, it is necessary 
to leave the SPC pin high for an additional two cycles of 
ClK before performing the Read Status Word transfer. 

3. After performing the Read Status Word transfer, it is nec
essary to wait for an additional three cycles of ClK be
fore reading a result from the FPU. 
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4.0 An Interface to the MC68000 
Microprocessor 
4.1 HARDWARE 

A block diagram of the circuitry required to interface the 
MC68000 MPU to the NS32081 is shown in Figure 1. 
First the easy part. Direct connections are possible on the 
data bus, which is numbered compatibly (DO-D15 on both 
parts), the status pins STO-STl (connected to address 
lines A4-A5 from the 68000), and the clock (ClK on both). 
The system reset signal (RESET to and/or from the 
MC68000) should be synchronized with the clock before 
presenting it as RST to the FPU. 

All that remains to be done is to generate SPC pulses that 
are within specifications whenever the 68000 accesses the 
FPU, and to detect the Done pulse from the FPU in a man
ner that will allow the 68000 to poll for it. 

The approach selected for generating SPC pulses uses an 
address decoder that recognizes two separate address 
spaces; one to transfer information to or from the FPU 
(XFER), and one to poll for the Done pulse (Pall). 

The 68000 Signals AS (Address Strobe) and R/Vii (Read / 
not Write) are used to generate SPC timing. 

Agure 8 shows the timing generated when the 68000 is 
writing to the FPU. The SPC pin is kept floating (held high by 
a pullup resistor) until bus state S4, at which pOint it is pulled 
low. On the next rising edge of ClK, SPC is actively pulled 
high, and is set floating afterward. It is not simply allowed to 
float high, as the resulting rise time can be unacceptable at 
speeds above about 4 MHz. A timing chain, required due to 
the 10-MHz 68000's treatment of its AS strobe, generates 
the signals TA, TB and TC, from which the SPC signal's 
state and enable are controlled. 

Figure 9 shows the SPC timing for reading from the FPU. 
The basic difference is that SPC remains active for two 
clocks, so that the FPU holds data on the bus until it is 
sampled by the 68000. Again, SPC is actively driven high 
before being released. 

Note: Although SPC must be driven high before being re
leased, it must not be actively driven for more than 
two clocks after the trailing edge of SPC. This is be
cause the FPU can respond as quickly as three 
clocks after that edge with a Done pulse. 

A simpler scheme in which the SPC pulse is identical for 
both reading and writing (l-clock wide always, but starting 
'12 clock later with ClK into the FPU inverted) was consid· 
ered, but was rejected because the data hold time present
ed by the 68000 on a Write cycle would be inadequate 
at 10 MHz. 

Any SPC pulse appearing while the XFER Select Signal is 
inactive is interpreted as a Done pulse, which is latched in a 
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flip-flop within the Done Detector block. When the 68000 
performs a Read cycle from the address that generates the 
pall select Signal, the contents of the flip-flop are placed 
on data bus bit D15. Since this is the sign bit of a 16-bit 
value, the 68000 can perform a fast test of the bit using a 
MOVE.W instruction and a conditional branch (BPl) to wait 
for the FPU. 

The schematic for the SPC generator and the Done pulse 
detector is given in Figures 10a and 10b. The flip-flop la· 
beled SPC generates the edges of the SPC pulse (on the 
signal SPCT). The timing chain (TA, TB) provides the enable 
control to the buffer driving SPC to the FPU, as well as the 
Signal to terminate the SPC pulse (either TB or TC, depend
ing on the direction of the data transfer). Note that the tim
ing chain assumes a full-speed memory cycle of four clocks 
in accessing the FPU, and will fail otherwise. The circuit 
generating the Data Acknowledge signal to the 68000 
(DTACK, not shown) must guarantee this. In any system 
that must use a longer access, some modification to the 
timing chain will be necessary. 

The flip-flop labeled DONE (Figure 10b) is the Done pulse 
detector. It is cleared by performing a data transfer into the 
FPU and is set by a Done pulse on SPC. A buffer, enabled 
by the pall select signal, connects its output to data bus 
bit 15. 

4.2 SOFTWARE 

Some notes on programming the FPU in a 68000 environ
ment: 

1. The byte addreSSing convention in the 68000 differs from 
that of the Series 32000 family. In particular, a byte with 
an even address is transferred on the most-significant 
half of the bus by the 68000, but the FPU expects to see 
it on the least-significant byte. When transferring a single 
byte to or from the FPU, either do so with an odd address 
specified, or transfer the byte as the least-significant half 
of a 16-bit value at an even address. 

2. The 68000 transfers 32-bit operands by sending the 
most-significant 16 bits first. The FPU expects values to 
be transferred in the opposite order. Make certain that 
operands are transferred in the correct order (the 68000 
SWAP instruction can be helpful for this). 

A sample program that sequences the FPU through the exe
cution of an ADDF instruction is listed in Figure 11. As this 
example is intended for clarity rather than efficiency, im
provements are possible. The XFER select is assumed to 
be generated by addresses of the form 06xxxx (hex) and the 
pall select is assumed to be generated by addresses of 
the form 07xxxx. 



10 OPCODE OPERANDS (DONE) STATUS RESULT 

t ',----+, :-r 
WHEN WRITING INTO FPU. MUST BE 1 CLOCK WIDE 

CD SPC PULSE WIDTH: CRITICAL '--------.,.-1 ~, CD AT LEAST 2 CLOCKS HERE 

® AT LEAST 3 CLOCKS HERE 

CLK ~~( ® NO LONG DELAYS BETWEEN 
SPC PU LSES ( > 10 MILUSEC.) 

SPC " BUG IN REVISION D. 

TLlEE/8388-3 

FIGURE 6. Interfacing to FPU: Cautions 

A A 4' , ~ 

Li 
STO, STl 

MC68000 
,-

~R NS32081 

J,. 
XFER ~+ FPU 

A, - A" ~ ADDR. BUS r e>:=:-

---- POLL SPC 
SPC 

AOOR. STROBE TIMING ...... 
AS GEN. 

R/W 
READ/WRITE 

l OSC 

CLK tt-.. CLK .... , 
RESET 

I r--
RST 

LO 
Q 

Do - 0" Do - 0" ---.... 1'-- JI. :0... 

SYSTEM 4- "DONE" 
RESET DETECTOR ~7 

0" 
.... ..,. ~ 

) 
DATA BUS r 

TL/EE/8388-4 

FIGURE 7, 68000-32081 Interface Block Diagram 
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ClK 

n , • 

ADDR B--{ STn AND SELECT VALID }---

R/W 

TA / \ 
TB / '-
TC / '-
m --------, r-

DATA -------------{: VALID )-
TL/EE/8388-8 

FIGURE 9. 68000 Read from FPU 
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AS 

XFER 

ClKin 

74lS04 

AS 

74S00 

':" 

74lS04 

RST 
+ 

74S112 
T8 

+ 

74574 
5PC 

T8 

FIGURE 10a. Schematic: SPC Timing Generator 

+ 

TC 
Q 

74S112 
TC 

ii 

RST 

74S00 

SPC >------dl=>----~~ 

74lS125A 
XFER >----------..... 

o Q~ ____ ~OO~N~E ______ ~ 
74S74 
DONE 

a 
R 

SPCT 

Ii AS 

015 >----+ (BUS) 

POll>-------------------~----~~ 
74lS02 

74lS04 

RESET -~"'----" 0 Q 

ClK 

74S74 
RST a RST R t-+-__ -----------4 __ ------------+ (TO FPU) 

"-~...I 

ClK 1..-___________________ -+ (TO FPU) 

FIGURE 10b. Schematic: DONE Detector and RESET Synchronizer 
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Register Contents: 

AO = 00070000 
Al = 00060010 
A2 = 00060020 
A3 = 00060030 

DO = OOOOOOBE 
Dl = 00000184 
D2 = 3F800000 
D3 = 3F800000 
D4 
D5 
D7 

START MOVE. W DO, (A3) 

POLL 

MOVE.W Dl, (Al) 
SWAP D2 
MOVE.L D2, (Al) 
SWAP D2 
SWAP D3 
MOVE.L D3, (Al) 
SWAP D3 

MOVE.W (AO) ,D7 
BPL POLL 

MOVE.W (A2) ,D4 
MOVE.L {Al),D5 
SWAP D5 

Address 
Address 
Address 
Address 

of DONE flip-flop. 
for ST=l transfer (Transfer Operand). 
for ST=2 transfer (Read Status Word). 
for ST=3 transfer (Broadcast 1D). 

1D byte for ADDF instruction. 
Operation Word for ADDF. (Note bytes swapped.) 
First operand = 1.0. 
Second operand = 1.0. 
Receives Status Word from FPU. 
Receives result from FPU. 
Scratch register (for DONE bit test). 

Send ID byte. 
Send Operation Word. 
Send operands. The swapping 
is included because the 
FPU expects the least
significant word first. 
(Can be avoided, with care.) 

Check the DONE flip-flop, 
loop until FPU is finished. 
(DONE bit is sign bit, tested 
by the MOVE instruction.) 

Read Status Word. 
Read result. 
Swap halves of result. 

FIGURE 11. Single-Precision Addition (Demo Routine) 
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Instruction Execution 
Times of FPU NS32081 
Considered for 
Stand-Alone Configurations 

The table below gives execution timing information for the 
FPU NS32081. 

The number of clock cycles nClK is counted from the last 
SPC pulse, strobing the last operation word or operand into 
the FPU, and the Done-SPC pulse, which signals the CPU 
that the result is available (see Figure 1). The values are 
therefore independent of the operand's addressing modes 
and do not include the CPU/FPU protocol time. This makes 
it easy to determine the FPU execution times in stand-alone 
configurations. 

The values are derived from measurements, the worst case 
is always assumed. The results are given in clock cycles 
(ClK). 

OPCODE OPERANDS 

SPC 

ClK 

National Semiconductor Corp, 
Application Brief 26 
Systems & Applications Group 

Operation 

Add, Subtract 

Multiply Float 

Multiply long 

Divide Float 

Divide long 

Compare 

FIGURE 1 
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Number of 
Clock-Cycles 

nClK 

63 

37 

51 

78 

108 

38 
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Debugging a 32032 Based 
System with an ISEI16™ 

An ISE/16 can be successfully used to debug a 32032-
based system by using it in conjunction with a simple adapt
er. The adapter makes the 32032-based system look like a 
32016-based system, as far as the ISE/16 is concerned. A 
debugging configuration using the adapter is shown in Fig
ure 1; Figure 2 shows the adapter block diagram. As can be 
seen, the adapter consists of addressl data buffers that map 
the 32032's 32-bit wide data path into a 16-bit wide data 
path, and logic to generate the necessary control signals 
including the byte enable signals BEO, ... ,BE3. 

Whenever a 32032-based system is being debugged via the 
ISEI 16 and the adapter, a certain performance degradation 
should be expected. This is due to two factors. First, all 
memory accesses are limited to either 8 or 16 bits; if a dou
ble-word-aligned 32-bit quantity is referenced, two memory 
cycles are required instead of one. Second, the clock fre
quency has to be reduced because of the extra level of 
buffering and cables interposed between the target system 
and the ISE/16. 

CIRCUIT SOLUTIONS 

Two circuit solutions are shown in Figures 4 and 5. They 
differ in the way they handle FPU or other slave processors. 
The first circuit, shown in Figure 4, allows any slave in the 
target system to be accessed. The one in Figure 5 does not 
allow slave accesses to the target system; if an FPU is 
needed, it must be placed in the adapter board. This second 
solution has the advantage of being simpler than the first 
one. In the case of Figure 4, some extra logic, including a 
PAL, is needed to check the slave 10 byte during an 10 
broadcast cycle to decide whether or not to enable the data 
buffers during slave read cycles. 

Note that, during MMU slave read cycles the data buffers 
must not be enabled since the MMU will drive the bus. This 
extra logic must also prevent the addressl data buffers from 
getting enabled during either slave access cycles or idle 
cycles. The delays shown in the circuit diagrams are used to 
avoid possible bus contentions. The one marked '01' is 
used in both circuits and its function is to delay the buffer 
enable Signals during memory write cycles. 

Note that the address buffer (74AS244) used to output the 
address signals A 16,. .. ,A23, is disabled at the beginning of 
the CPU state T2. This could cause signal contentions if the 
data swap-buffer that handles the signal lines A016, ... ,A023 
were enabled at the same time. 

The second delay is present only in the first circuit and is 
used to delay the SPC pulse until the ODIN signal from the 
CPU is valid. This is to eliminate spurious signals on the 
enable pins of the low-order-word data buffers during slave 
transfers, thus avoiding possible conflicts between these 

National Semiconductor Corp. 
Application Note 396 
Microprocessor Applications 

Engineering 

buffers and either the CPU or the slave. Neither of the 
above delays needs to be accurate and each can be imple
mented by cascading some spare gates. Figure 3 shows the 
PAL® equations in PALASMTM format for the PAL that con
trols the slave accesses. Figure 6 provides a timing diagram 
for memory access cycles. 

As shown in Figures 4 and 5, several Signal lines from the 
adapter to the target system are not buffered since the tar
get cables are assumed to be very short. If longer cables 
are needed, these signals should be buffered. 

The addressl data buffers are Advanced Schottky devices 
with propagation delays of approximately 8 ns. These de
lays must be added to the ISEI 16 buffer and cable propaga
tion delays, and to the adapter cable delays, to determine 
the resulting timing at the 32032 socket on the target sys
tem. This is needed to determine the clock frequency to be 
used during debugging. 

See Chapter 6 of the ISE/16 User Manual for more details. 

JUMPER SETTINGS 

The jumpers on the adapter board should be configured 
according to the user requirements. There are three basic 
cases to consider. 

1. The target system does not use the MMU. In this case 
neither the MMU target cable from the ISE/16 nor the 
MMU cable from the adapter to the user system are 
needed. Jumpers W1 (1-3, 2-4), W2, W3 and W4 (1-2) 
must be installed. 

2. The MMU is used on the target system, but the signals 
A24 and INT from the MMU are not used. In this case the 
MMU target cable from the ISE/16 is required but the 
MMU cable from the adapter to the target system is not 
needed. The PAY and HLDAO signals from the MMU can 
be routed to the ADS and HLOA lines of the CPU cable, 
by installing jumpers W1 (1-2) and W4 (1-2). Jumpers W2 
and W3 must be removed. In addition, on the target sys
tem, the signals ADS and HLOA must be connected to 
PAVand HLDAO respectively. 

3. The MMU is used on the target system, and so are A24 
and INT. In this case both the MMU target cable from the 
ISE/16 and the MMU cable from the adapter to the target 
system are required. The jumpers W1 (1-3) and W4 (1-3) 
on the adapter must be installed while W2 and W3 must 
be removed. 

The setting of jumper W5 is only relevant if either the clock 
from the target system is required during debugging or a 
32016 CPU together with a TCU and MMU is used instead 
of the ISE/16. If the ISE/16 internal clock is used during 
debugging the setting of W5 is irrelevant. 
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ISE16 

A16·23 

32016 
CPU 

AD8·15 

ADD·7 

~ 
A16-23 

I 
AD8-15 

32082 I MMU 
ADD-7 

-
32201 
TCU 

r::l 
L::J 

r::l 
L::J 
r::l 
L:J 
r::l 
L.:J 

FIGURE 1. ISE/32 Adapter General Configuration 
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FIGURE 2. ISE/32 Adapter Block Diagram 
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PAL1SL8A 
PART# 
SLAVE ACCESS CONTROL 
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 
ABC D E F G H L GND 
M 01 N P Q 02 NC NC 03 VCC 
/01 = /Eo/Fo/GoHoLoM·N°/P 
/02 = A °B"C'D"Q 
/03 = A"B"C + A"B*/C*D + /A"/B"D 
DESC 

FIGURE 3. PAL EquatIons in 'PALASM' Format 
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FIGURE 4. ISE/32 adapter circuit diagram. Slave accesses to the target system are allowed. 
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10 MHz, No Wait States 
NS32016 System 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent microprocessor applications such as high resolution 
graphics, multiuser workstations, data communication, in
dustrial automation, etc. have placed growing demands on 
microprocessor throughputs. Higher throughputs, together 
with increasing complexity of microprocessor systems, re
quire slave support in addition to high speed, powerful mi
croprocessors. 

The Series 32000® Microprocessor family serves the needs 
of high end microprocessor applications. The NS32016 
Central Processing Unit (CPU) has a powerful register and 
instruction set. The NS32082 Memory Management Unit 
(MMU) and the NS32081 Floating-Point Unit (FPU) function 
as slave processors for the CPU. All the chips in the family 
run at 10 MHz. Together, the chips provide the throughput 
required by high end microprocessor applications. This ap
plication note discusses the design considerations for build
ing a 10 MHz NS32016 system with no wait states. 

Series 32000 Chip Set: 

The NS32016 system described here, uses the Series 
32000 chip set conSisting of: 

1. The NS32016 Central Processing Unit (CPU) 

2. The NS32082 Memory Management Unit (MMU) 

3. The NS32081 Floating-Point Unit (FPU) 

4. The NS32201 Timing Control Unit (TCU) 

5. The NS32202 Interrupt Control Unit (ICU) 

DetailS of the five chips are provided in the Series 32000 
Data Book. Figure 1 illustrates the interconnections of a 
simple NS32016 based system capable of running at 
10 MHz without wait states. As shown in Figure 1, the CPU, 
MMU and FPU are interconnected on a multiplexed Ad
dress/Data Bus. The TCU provides the clocks and the con
trol signals required by the system. The multiplexed bus is 
separated into Data and Address buses by using bidirection
al Data bus drivers and fall-through Address latches. The 
ICU, being a peripheral, is interfaced to the demultiplexed 
Address and Data buses. The ICU Status input (ST1) is driv
en by a logical combination of ST1 from the CPU and ad
dress line A5. This allows the CPU to read both the INTA 
and RETI vectors from the SVCT register of the ICU. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The design of a 10 MHz Microprocessor system with no wait 
states requires system memory to run at comparable 
speeds. Typically, system memory consists of Read Only 
Memory (ROM) and Read/Write or Random Access Memo
ry (RAM). A 10 MHz, NS32016-based system functioning 
without wait states requires careful memory timing consider
ation. 

A read cycle without wait states requires data from memory 
to be valid prior to the falling edge of the PHI2 clock during 
the T3 state of the CPU. This allows about 155 nanosec
onds following the leading edge of the read strobe for data 
to be stable. In a memory write cycle, the data is available to 
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the memory for about 215 nanoseconds following the lead
ing edge of the write strobe. It is assumed that the Address 
lines are valid at the memory pins at the time the read or 
write strobe goes active. 

SRAM INTERFACE: 

With high speed, 8K x 8-bit Static RAMs (SRAMs) such as 
the NMC6264s, which have a 120-nanosecond maximum 
access time, an interface without wait states is feasible. Be
sides requiring no wait states, SRAMs do not require the 
refresh circuitry that Dynamic RAMs (DRAMs) need. Neither 
do they require the error checking and correcting circuitry 
that DRAMs need for correcting soft errors. The timing dia
grams for SRAM Read and Write cycles with the MMU are 
illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. The SRAMs are 
organized into even and odd banks. The Write Enable (WE) 
signals for the SRAMs are generated by logically combining 
address line AO and HBE with the WR signal from the TCU. 
Both even and odd SRAM banks are always enabled during 
Read cycles. 

EPROM INTERFACE: 

With current technology, EPROMs up to 64-Kbyte densities 
are available. In particular, the 27128 type EPROMs are 
available with 150-nanosecond maximum access times. 
These EPROMs can be used in the NS32016-based system 
without wait states. The timing diagram for the EPROM 
Read cycle, with the MMU is illustrated in Figure 3. The 
Output Enable (OE) inputs to the EPROMs are connected to 
the RD signal. This will cause both even and odd bytes of 
the set of EPROMs to be enabled for a byte or word read 
from the CPU. This does not affect the data as the CPU will 
read the appropriate byte(s). A single DMPAL 16L8A device 
is used to generate all the required chip select signals. 

I/O INTERFACE: 

CPU accesses to the serial communications devices require 
the insertion of at least two wait states. This is accom
plished by activating the TCU WAIT2 input during such ac
cesses. 

Furthermore, the leading edges of the Read and Write 
strobes are delayed by one clock cycle. This is necessary 
since the time delays of the Read and Write strobes from 
Address Valid, required by the communications devices, are 
larger than the delays provided by the 32000 chip set during 
normal bus accesses. The system uses two NS16450s. This 
facilitates its use in stand-alone, stand-aside or transparent 
configuration. The two NS16450s have their oscillator pins 
(XTAL 1 and XT AL2) connected to the crystal circuit as illus
trated in Figure 1. The two NS16450s are interfaced to stan
dard RS232C communication ports with jumpers. The jump
ers allow the configuration of either port as a data-terminal 
or as a data-set. 
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One port can be used to communicate with a host comput
er. The other can be used to interface the system to a termi
nal. If MON16 software is used, it is possible to communi
cate from the terminal to a host computer such as a Nation
al Semiconductor SYS/32™ or a VAXTM. Files stored in the 
host can be down-loaded into the NS32016-based system 
memory and executed at 10 MHz without wait states. 

PAL16L8A 
Part # 

Chip Select Generation 
National Semiconductor 

A23 A22 A2l A20 Al9 Al8 Al7 Al6 Al5 GND 
Al4 SICU CSRl CSR2 CSR3 CSR4 CSIO A8 CSE VCC 

The Non-Maskable Interrupt signal (NMI) is used to return 
from "runaway" programs to the monitor without destroying 
the contents of the Program Counter and Processor Status 
Register. The circuit shown in Figure 1 provides an NMI 
pulse signal to the CPU. 

ICSE = IA23 • IA22 • IA2l • IA20 • IAl9 • IAl8 • IAl7 • IAl6 • IAl5 
ICSRl = IA23 • IA22 • IA2l • IA20 * IAl9 * IAl8 • IAl7 • IAl6 • Al5 • IAl4 
ICSR2 = IA23 • IA22 • IA2l • IA20 • IAl9 • IAl8 * IAl7 * IAl6 • Al5 • Al4 
ICSR3 = IA23 • IA22 * IA2l • IA20 • IAl9 • IAl8 • IAl7 • Al6 • IAl5 • IAl4 
ICSR4 = IA23 • IA22 • IA2l • IA20 • IAl9 • IAl8 • IAl7 • Al6 • IAl5 • Al4 
ICSIO = A23 * A22 • A2l * A20 • Al9 • Al8 • Al7 • Al6 * Al5 * IAl4 
ISICU = A23 * A22 • A2l * A20 • Al9 • Al8 • Al7 • Al6 • Al5 • Al4 • IA8 

FIGURE 2. PAL Equations in PALASMTM Format 

CONFIGURATION SWITCHES: 

Dip switches have been used in the circuit for system con
figuration as illustrated in Figure 1. The CPU reads them at 
power-on or system reset to set the baud rate of the I/O 
ports and the CPU configuration register. Switches S1, S2, 
S3 and S4 set the baud rate. Table I lists the various baud 
rates possible with MON16 software. Switch S5 indicates 
the presence of an FPU in the system and S6 indicates the 
presence of an MMU in the system (Table II). 

TABLE I 

S4 S3 S2 S1 Baud Rate 

ON ON ON ON 19200 
ON ON ON OFF 9600 
ON ON OFF ON 7200 
ON ON OFF OFF 4800 
ON OFF ON ON 3600 
ON OFF ON OFF 2400 
ON OFF OFF ON 2000 
ON OFF OFF OFF 1800 

OFF ON ON ON 1200 
OFF ON ON OFF 600 
OFF ON OFF ON 300 
OFF ON OFF OFF 150 
OFF OFF ON ON 134 
OFF OFF ON OFF 110 
OFF OFF OFF ON 75 
OFF OFF OFF OFF 50 

TABLE II 

S6 S5 Slave Processors 

ON ON MMU and FPU 
ON OFF MMU 
OFF ON FPU 
OFF OFF neither 
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RS232C JUMPER CONNECTIONS: 

If a particular port in the system is to be connected to a 
terminal, the associated jumpers need to be configured for a 
Data Set. With reference to Figure I, the jumper connec
tions for a Data Set configuration are as follows: 

a-c, b-d, e-g, f-h, i-j, k-I. 

If the port is to be connected to a host computer, the associ
ated jumpers need to be configured for a Data Terminal. 
The jumper connections for a Data Terminal configuration 
are as follows: 

a-b, c-d, e-f, g-h, i-j, k-I. 
Note: a-b => connect node 'a' to node 'b'. 

MEMORY MAP 

The memory map of the system described in this note is 
slightly different from the memory map of the 0832016 CPU 
board. This has been done to simplify the chip-select gener
ation logic. This requires minor changes to some 'equate' 
statements in the MON 16 modules in addition to the I/O 
drivers changes to support the NS 16450s instead of the 
8251s. Figure 2 shows the PAL equations. The memory 
map is shown in Table III. 

TABLE III 

Devices Memory Locations 

EPROMs $000000-$007FFF 
SRAMs $008000-$017FFF 

Serial Port 1 $FF8000-$FF800F 
Serial Port 2 $FF801 0-$FF801 F 

ICU-Registers $FFFEOO-$FFFE3F 
CNFG Switches $FF8003 
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FIGURE 5. Memory-Managed SRAM Write Cycle 
Notes: 

1. In all memory and 110 cycles, if the MMU is not used, then the T mmu cycle is absent. See Figures 3, 4 and 5. This will not change the memory or I/O cycle 
requirements. The PAV signal will be replaced by the ADS signal which is strobed by the CPU in the T1 cycle. 

2. The chip selects for the leu internal registers and the Configuration latch have been partially decoded in order to reduce the chip count for the system. 

DECOUPLING CAPACITOR REQUIREMENTS: 

Line to ground noise on the system can be eliminated by 
using decoupling capacitors. For the Series 32000 chip set, 
the decoupling capacitor details are given in the Series 
32000 Data Book. For the random logic used in the system, 
a 0.1 ILF ceramic capacitor for each bipolar TTL device is 
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recommended. For MOS devices, a 0.1 ILF ceramic capaci· 
tor for every row of four to five devices may be used. At the 
power input to the system, a 100 ILF tantalum capacitor in 
parallel with a 0.1 ILF ceramic capacitor may be used. 



PORTING MON16: 
The changes made to MON16 to run on this system are in modules MONINT.ASM and MONSUB.ASM. All changes appear in 
lower-c.ase letters in the listing. The code pertaining to the leu counters in MON16 has been removed as it is not used. 

MONINT'" '" "'* •• * ••• *** ............... . 

USART CONSTANTS 

iobeg; .equ @h'ffSOOO 
usrtl; .equ @h'ffSOOO 
usrtcsl; .equ @h'ffSOOa 
usrt2; .equ @h'ffSOlO 
usrtcs2; .equ @h'ffSOla 
datap: .equ 0 
out_rdy; .equ 5 
iIL-rdy: .equ 0 
switchp; .equ @h'ffS003 

RESET ROUTINE 

init UARTs 

save [r2, r3, r4, r5l 
addr usrtl, r4 
addr usrt2, r5 
movb h'SO, 6 (r4) 
movb h'SO, 6 (r5) 

;set UARTs baud rate 
movzbd switchp, r2 
andb h'Of, r2 
movb acetb:w[r2:wl,O(r4) 
movb acetb+l:w[r2:wl.2 (r4) 
movb acetb:w[r2:wl,O(r5) 
movb acetb+l:w[r2:wl,2 

:"'for debugging only'" 
movb h'Oc,O (r4) 
movb h'O,2 (r4) 
movb 
movb 

h'lS,O (r5) 
h'O,2 (r5) 

;"'* .* ••• * •• ***** •• *** ••• * '" 

movb h'3,6 (r4) 
movb h'3,6 (r5) 
movb h'Of,S (r4) 
movb h'Of,S (r5) 
movb o (r4). r3 
movb 0 (r5), r3 
restore[r2,r3.r4,r5l 

(r5) 

:IO start address 
:UARTO 
:UARTO line status 
:UARTl 
:UARTl line status 

register 

register 
:UARTs rev/trans buffer registers 
;UARTs tx--rdy bit of the LSR reg. 
;UARTs rx--rdy bit of the LSR reg. 
;Dip switches port address 

:load switch for baud rate 

;set UARTO baud rate 

;set UARTl baud rate 

;set UARTO to 9600 baud 

;set UARTl to 4800 baud 

;set LCR of the UARTs 

Note: Version 2.00 of MON16 has been used for the NS32016 system. 
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~ r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~ 

~ ;the divisor values tor UARTs with crystal trequency ot 1.8432 MHz 

acetb: .word 6,12,16,24 ;19200, 9600, 7200, 4800 
.word 32,48,58,64 ;3600, 2400, 2000, 1800 
.word 96,192,384,768 ;1200, 600, 300, 150 
.word 857,1047,1536,2304 ;134.5, 110, 75, 50 

MOVD H'lB10000,SVMSR ;INIT SVMSR SET TU BEN UB FT UT 
MOVD H'90000,MNMSR ;MONITOR MSR: = TU,AO 
movb switchp,rl ;GET MMU & FPU BITS FROM SWITCHES 
COMB Rl,R1 ;CONVERT TO CFG BYTE 
ANDB SW--'lMU + SWJPU, R1 
ASHB -3,R1 
MOVZBD CFGN,R2 ;PREPARE CALL TP GET--PUT 
MOVB PUTI,TOS 
MOVQD O,TOS ;GET __ PUT (GET,O,CFG); 
CXP GETPUT 
TBITB CNFMMU,CONFIG ;IF MMU THEN 
BFC RSTl4:B 
LMR MSR,MNMSR ; LOAD MSR; 

RSTl4: CXP MAINLP ;TYPE RESET MESSAGE 

.MODULE MONSUB··········· 

USART CONSTANTS 

iobeg: .equ @h'tt8000 ;10 start address 
usrtl: .equ @h'tt8000 ;UARTO 
usrtcs1: • equ @h'tt800a ;UARTO line status register 
usrt2: .equ @h'tt8010 ;UARTl 
usrtcs2: .equ @h'tt801a ;UARTl line status register 
datap: .equ 0 
out __ rdy:.equ 5 
in-rdy: .equ 0 
usrtott: .equ h'a ;line status reg ottset trom butter reg 
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R D C H R ( DUMMY READ CHAR PROCEDURE ) 

RDCHR: • PROC 
RD_CHR: .BLKB 
RD_WAIT :. BLKB 
RD_TRM: .BLKB 

; PROCEDURE RDCHR (WAIT,TRM) 
; PROCEDURE VALUE 
; WAIT/NOWAIT FLAG 
; TERMINAL NUMBER 

RDCHRLP: 

RDCHR3: 

RDCHREX: 

• RETURNS 
.BLKW ; RETURN CHR,CHR--RDY FLAG 
.VAR [Rl,R2] 
.BEGIN 
addr 
CMPQB 
BEQ 
addr 

tbitb 
BFS 
BR 
CMPQB 
BEQ 
BR 
MOVB 
MOVQB 

usrtl,rl 
TRMA,RD_TRM 
RDCHRLP:B 
usrt2,rl 

Rl: ADDRESS OF TRMINAL A 
IF TRMINALNUM < > 0 THEN 

Rl: ADDRESS OF TRMINAL B 
DO WHILE IN~DY=O AND RD_WAIT=TRUE 

iu--rdy,usrtoff(rl) INPUT IN~DY 
RDCHR3:B 
RDCHR3:B FOR DEBUG ONLY'" 
TRUE, RD_WAIT 
RDCHRLP END; 
RDCHREX:B 
O(Rl) ,RD_CHR RDCHR;=USART DATA 
TRUE,RD_WAIT ; RD_WAIT:=TRUE 

.ENDPROC 

P R C H R ( PRINT CHARACTER ) 

FUNCTION - SEND ONE CHARACTER TO TERMINAL 

CALLING SEQUENCE PRCHR(ENDF,WAIT,CHR,TRM) 

ENDF/WAIT 
BOOLEANO IN/OUT ON INPUT FLAGE WAIT TO END OF OPERATION 

OR REURN 
ON OUTPUT INDICATES END OF OPERATION 

CHR - CHARACTER INPUT CHARACTER TO BE PRINTED 
TRM INTEGER INPUT TERMINAL NUMBER 

PRCHR: .PROC 
WAIT_PR :. BLKB 
CHR PR: • BLKB 

; WAIT : BOOLEAN 
; ASCII CHR 
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• r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~ 
~ TRLCHR:.BLKB TERMINAL NUMBER 

• RETURNS 
.BLKB OUTPUT WAIT WAIT:BOOLEAN 

PRCHRLP: 

.VAR [Rl,R2] 

.BEGIN 
addr usrtl,rl 
CMPQB TRMA,TRLCHR 
BEQ PRCHRLP:B 
addr usrt2,rl 

;Rl: ADDRESS OF TERMINAL A 
;IF TERMINALNUM<>O THEN 

Rl: ADDRESS OF TERMINAL B 

tb1tb out __ rdy,usrtoff (rl) ;IF TX-RDY = 0 
BFS PRCHR3:B ;THEN 
BR PRCHR3:B ;***DEBUG ONLYO*' 
CMPQB FALSE,WAIT..J'R IF WAIT THEN REPEAT 
BNE PRCHRLP 
BR PRCHREX:B ; ELSE WAIT:=FALSE 

PRCHR3: MOVB CHIL.PR,O (Rl) 
MOVQB TRUE,WAIT __ PR ;ELSE WRITE (DATA-PORT, CHR) 

CONCLUSION 
This application note describes a method of designing a 10-
MHz. no-wait-state NS32016-based system with off-the
shelf memory and I/O chips. The system has a powerful 
instruction set. suitable for high level language compilers. 
With available cross-support software (NSX16™) and firm
ware (MON16). the NS32016 system can be used to com-
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municate with a host computer such as a SYS/32. Pro
grams can be written in high level languages such as C on 
the SYS/32. These programs can then be compiled and 
assembled to be down-loaded into the NS32016-based sys
tem memory to be executed. 



Using Dynamic RAM With 
Series 32000® CPUs 

Recent advances in semiconductor technology have led to 
high-density, high-speed, low-cost dynamic random access 
memories (DRAMs), making large high-performance memo
ry systems practical. DRAMs have complex timing and re
fresh requirements that can be met in different ways, de
pending on the size, speed, and processor interface require
ments of the memory being designed. For low or intermedi
ate performance, off-the-shelf components like the DP8419 
can be used with a small amount of random logic. For high
er performance, specialized high-speed circuitry must be 
designed 
This application note presents the results of a timing analy
sis, and describes a DRAM interface for the NS32016 opti
mized for speed, simplicity and cost. 

A future application note will discuss such features as error 
detection and correction, scrubbing, page mode and/or nib
ble mode support, in conjunction with future CPUs, such as 
the NS32332. 

TIMING ANALYSIS RESULTS 
Figures 1 and 2 show the number of CPU wait states re
quired during a DRAM access cycle, for different CPU clock 
frequencies and DRAM access times. 

Figure 1 is related to a DRAM interface using the DP8419 
DRAM controller. Descriptions of the circuitry for use with 
the DP8419 and related timing diagrams are omitted. See 
the "DP8400 Memory Interface Family Applications" book 
for details. 

Figure 2 shows the same data for a DRAM interface using 
standard TTL components, specially designed for the 
NS32016. 

The special-purpose interface requires fewer wait states 
than the DP8419-based interface, especially at high fre
quencies. 

These results assume a minimum amount of buffering be
tween DRAM and CPU. 

The results do not apply when CPU and DRAM reside on 
different circuit boards communicating through the system 
bus, since extra wait states may be required to provide for 
synchronization operations and extra levels of buffering. 

INTERFACE DESCRIPTION 

The DRAM interface presented here has been optimized for 
overall access time, while requiring moderate speed 
DRAMs, given the CPU clock frequency. 

This may be significant when a relatively large DRAM array 
must be designed since a substantial saving can be 
achieved. 

The result of these considerations has been the design of a 
high-speed DRAM interface capable of working with a CPU 
clock frequency of up to 15-MHz and 100-nsec DRAM 
chips, without wait states. 

The only assumption has been that the DRAM array is di
rectly accessible through the CPU local bus. 
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RAM 
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6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 CPU Clock 
Frequency in MHz 

FIGURE 1. Memory Speed vs. CPU Wait States When 
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Using the DP8419 DRAM Controller 

CPU Wait States Required 

001 
0000 1 
0000 0 0 1 1 
0000 0 0 0 0 1 
0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 

67891011 12131415 CPU Clock 
Frequency in MHz 

FIGURE 2. Memory Speed vs. CPU Wait States 
When Using Random LogiC 

This configuration presents some speed advantages; for ex
ample, the amount of buffering interposed between CPU 
and DRAM array is minimal. This translates into shorter 
propagation delays for address, data and other relevant sig
nals. 

Another advantage is that the interface can work in com
plete synchronization with the CPU. This significantly im
proves performance since no time is spent for synchroniza
tion. Reliability also improves since the possibility of meta
stable states in synchronizing flip-flops is eliminated. 

A block diagram of the DRAM interface is shown in Figure 3. 
Figures 4 through 7 show circuit diagrams and timing dia
grams. 

Interface operation details follow. 

RAS AND CAS GENERATION 

This is the most critical part of the entire interface circuit. To 
avoid wait states during a CPU read cycle, the DRAM must 
provide the data before the falling edge of clock phase 
PH12 during state T3. This requires that the RAS Signal be 
generated early in the CPU bus cycle to meet the DRAM 
access time. On the other hand, the RAS signal can be 
asserted only after the row address is valid and the RAS 
precharge time from a previous CPU access or refresh cycle 
has elapsed. 
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The interface circuit shown in Figures 4 and 5 relies on two 
advanced clock signals obtained from CTTL through a delay 
line and some standard TIL gates. 

The advanced clock signals, CTTLA and CTTLB, are used 
to clock the circuit that arbitrates between CPU access re
quests and refresh requests. The CTILB signal is also used 
to enable an advanced RAS generation circuit, which caus
es the RAS signal to be asserted earlier than the CPU ac
cess-grant signal from the arbitration circuit. This speeds up 
the RAS signal by about 10 ns by avoiding the time required 
by the arbitration circuit to change state. 

A different delay line is used to generate the CAS signal and 
to switch the multiplexers for the column addresses. Note 
that the CAS signal during write cycles is delayed until the 
beginning of CPU state T3, to guarantee that the data being 
written to the DRAM is valid at the time CAS is asserted. 
The CAS signal is deasserted after the trailing edge of RAS 
to guarantee the minimum pulse width requirement. 

The timing diagrams in Figures 6 and 7 show the signal 
sequences for both read and write cycles. 

ADDRESS MULTIPLEXING 

The multiplexing of the various addresses for the DRAM 
chips is accomplished via four 74AS 153 multiplexer chips in 
addition to some standard TIL gates used to multiplex the 
top two address bits needed for 256k DRAMs. The resulting 
nine address lines are then buffered and sent to the DRAMs 
through series damping resistors. The function of these re
sistors is to minimize ringing. 

REFRESH 

The refresh circuitry includes an address counter, a timer 
and a number of flip-flops used to generate the refresh cy
cle and to latch the refresh request until the end of the 
refresh cycle. 

The address counter is an 8-bit counter implemented by 
cascading the two 4-bit counters of a 74LS393 chip. This 
counter provides up to 256 refresh addresses and is incre
mented at the end of each refresh cycle. 

The refresh timer is responsible for generating the refresh 
request signal whenever a refresh cycle is needed. This ti-
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mer is implemented by cascading two 4-bit counters. Both 
counters are clocked by the CTTLB signal; the first is a pre
settable binary counter that divides the clock Signal by a 
specified value; the second can be either a BCD or a binary 
counter depending on the CPU clock frequency. 

With this arrangement, a refresh request is generated after 
a fixed time interval from the previous request, regardless of 
the CPU activity. A more sophisticated circuit that generates 
requests when the CPU is idle could also be implemented. 
However, such a circuit has not been considered here be
cause the performance degradation due to the refresh is 
relatively small (less than 3.3 percent), and the improve
ment attainable by using a more sophisticated circuit would 
not justify the extra hardware required. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The DRAM interface described in this application uses two 
TTL-buffered delay lines to obtain speed advantages. One 
delay line is used to time the CAS signal and to enable the 
column address. The other is used to generate the ad
vanced clock Signals from CTTL. 

Below 10 MHz, the advanced clocks might not be required, 
and the related delay line can be eliminated. When this is 
done, however, higher speed DRAMs must be used. If, on 
the other hand, advanced clocks must be used for frequen
cies lower than 10 MHz, a delay line with a larger delay (e.g. 
DDU-7J-100) might be needed. 

Delay lines are extremely versatile for this kind of applica
tion due to their accuracy and the fact that different delays 
are easily available to accommodate different DRAM types. 

The savings attainable by using slower DRAM chips, in addi
tion to the reliability improvement and cleaner design, make 
delay lines a valid alternative, even though their cost is rela
tively high in comparison to standard TIL gates. 
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Interfacing the 
Series 32000® CPUs 
to the MUL TIBUS® 

One of the key elements in a computer system is the sys
tem bus which holds all the hardware components together. 
The bus contains the necessary signals to allow the hard
ware components to interact with each other. Memory and 
1/0 transfers, system interrupts, etc., can all be handled by 
the system bus. 

A variety of alternatives is available to the designer whenev
er an interface to a particular bus is to be designed. For 
example, for a low performance CPU, interface perform
ance might not be of prime concern. In this case, the use of 
a standard LSI device implementing the interface functions 
might be recommended. If, on the other hand, a high per
formance CPU is being used and the performance of the 
interface is critical to overall system performance, a better 
approach might be to design special circuitry using standard 
TTL logic in conjunction with high speed PAL®s or gate-ar
rays. This application note presents an implementation of 
the arbitration section of a MUL TIBUS interface, specially 
designed for the Series 32000 CPUs. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

The MUL TIBUS arbitration circuitry described here uses a 
high-speed PAL and some standard TTL logic to implement 
the arbiter state machine and other control functions. This 
solution, in addition to speed advantages, also provides a 
higher degree of flexibility as opposed to one which relies 
on LSI devices. 

A detailed circuit diagram of this arbitration circuitry and the 
arbiter state diagram are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

Figure 3 shows a timing diagram of a bus acquisition and 
release sequence. In this case a higher priority master was 
in control of the bus and a lower priority master issued a bus 
request during the current master bus transfer cycle. 

As the state diagram shows, the arbiter uses a nonrelease 
philosophy, called "Parking." In this scheme, once the bus 
is acquired, it will not be released at the end of the access 
cycle unless the force-release signal FREL is low or a bus 
request has been issued by another master. The latter con
dition is detected by monitoring the bus lines BPRN and 
CBRQ. A bus release sequence is started as soon as CBRQ 
is asserted low or BPRN goes high. The arbiter enters state 
S3 and asserts the end-cycle detection enable signal 
ECDEC to allow appropriate logic to detect the end of the 
current MUL TIBUS transfer cycle from the on-board CPU. 
When the end-cycle condition is detected, further MUL TI
BUS accesses from the on-board CPU are inhibited, and the 
signal ECYC is asserted to notify the arbiter that the bus can 
be released. Note that if an interlocked operation is in prog
ress, the end-cycle condition occurs at the end of the last 
cycle of the interlocked operation rather than at the end of 
the current cycle. 

This interlocked mechanism for the bus release is neces
sary to guarantee proper operation of the arbitration circuit
ry, regardless of the bus clock and CPU clock frequencies. 
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The nonrelease philosophy is very effective in that it can 
save the bus exchange overhead for the current master 
when no other master is requesting the bus. An increase in 
reliability also results, since the number of synchronization 
operations required for bus arbitrations is minimized. 

In this application, particular care has been taken for the 
bus interlock. This is important, especially if a dual-port 
memory is used, since hardware deadlocks could result if 
interlocked cycles are not handled properly. 

Consider the case of interlocked operations involving multi
ple access cycles, with the first access directed to the dual
port memory and some or all of the subsequent accesses 
directed to the system memory. This could happen, for ex
ample, when the MMU cycles are interlocked, the first-level 
page table resides in the dual-port memory, and some 
shared second-level page tables are kept either in the sys
tem memory or in the dual-port memory of another master. 
In this case, if the dual-port memory control logic grants an 
interlocked access to the MMU (thus setting a locking 
mechanism to prevent accesses from external masters until 
the end of the interlocked operation), and in the meantime 
the bus is acquired by an external master trying to access 
the dual-port memory, a hardware deadlock will result. This 
is because the dual-port memory is not unlocked until the 
MMU accesses the system memory to complete its opera
tion, while the MUL TIBUS is not released by the external 
master until the dual-port memory access is granted. 

This problem can be solved by requesting the bus at the 
beginning of the interlocked operation, even though the in
terlocked cycle is not directed to the system memory, and 
delaying the first interlocked access to the dual-port memo
ry until the bus has been acquired. 

Another relevant point is the generation of the MUL TIBUS 
read and write signals. These are derived from the TCU 
signals RD and WR. The leading edges of these signals are 
delayed to meet the MUL TIBUS timing requirements. The 
MUL TIBUS read signals MRTC and 10RC are delayed until 
the DBE signal becomes active, since only the address set
up time requirement must be met. A larger delay is needed 
instead, for the MUL TIBUS write signals MWTC and 10WC 
to meet the data set-up time requirement. Note that the de
lay line serves this purpose only during the first bus access 
immediately following an arbitration sequence. 

SIGNALS DESCRIPTION 

Details on most signals used in the MUL TIBUS arbitration 
circuitry can be found in the appropriate MUL TIBUS specifi
cation manuals and Series 32000 data sheets. A description 
of those signals not found in these documents follows. 
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Bus Override (OVERR): This signal is from an override flip
flop and can be used to hold the bus during burst transfers. 
The maximum duration for this signal to be asserted must 
not exceed the shortest time-out setting in the system. Note 
that the signal LOCK is not activated when the bus is over
ridden by the signal OVERR. This is because the LOCK 
signal can only be asserted for a maximum of 12 microsec
onds, while the bus can be overridden for several millisec
onds, depending upon the system requirements. 

10 Select (IOSL): This signal is generated by the address 
decoder and is asserted when the MUL TIBUS I/O space is 
accessed. 

MUL TIBUS Select (MULSL): MULSL is from the address 
decoder and is asserted when a MUL TIBUS memory or 1/0 
access is requested. 

Time-Out (TOUT): This signal is generated by a fail-safe 
timer and is used to terminate the cycle if a bus grant, a 

peripheral, or memory acknowledge is not generated within 
a certain period of time. 

Address Buffers Enable (AEN): When AEN is active, the 
MUL TIBUS address buffers are enabled. 

Data Buffers Enable (DEN): When DEN is active, the 
MUL TIBUS data buffers are enabled. 

Interlocked Cycle (INTLK): Active high. This signal, when 
active, indicates that an interlocked cycle either is being 
started or is in progress. INTLK is used by the dual-port 
memory control logic to control interlocked accesses. 

Bus Available (BUSAV): This signal is used to notify the 
dual-port memory control logic that the bus has been ac
quired and an interlocked access can be granted. This is 
necessary to avoid hardware deadlocks. 

SREQ • (BPRN + BUSY + SECYC) 

SECYC 
TL/EE/8518-2 

FIGURE 2. MUL TIBUS Arbiter State Diagram 
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JUMPER SETTINGS 

The following explains how to use the different jumpers pro
vided in the MUl TIBUS arbitration circuitry. 

W1: This jumper should be installed if MMU cycles must be 
interlocked. This may be necessary if some page tables 
must be shared by different masters. 

W2: W2 should be installed if W1 is installed and some 
shared page tables are kept in the dual-port memory of an
other master. 

W3: If this jumper is not installed, an interlocked access 
cycle generates a MUL ilBUS request, even though the cy
cle is not directed to the MUl TIBUS. This may be necessary 
to avoid deadlocks. This jumper can be installed if all the 
cycles of an interlocked operation are always directed to 
either the MUl TIBUS or the dual-port memory. This could 
improve the system performance by eliminating the need to 
acquire the bus when an interlocked operation only access
es the dual-port memory. This jumper should not be in-

Arbiter logic Equations 

stalled when using the present versions of the Series 32000 
CPUs because these CPUs can prefetch between the read 
and write cycles of an interlocked operation. 

W4: When this jumper is installed, the bus is released at the 
end of each cycle. This should be avoided if all the masters 
in the system support CBRQ, since a significant perform
ance degradation would result. However, if some lower pri
ority master does not support CBRQ, W4 must be installed, 
otherwise the lower priority master (not supporting CBRQ) 
will not be able to acquire the bus. 

W5: When W5 is installed, a "fairness" arbitration mecha
nism is activated. In this case a new bus request is issued 
only when all other external requests have been serviced. 
This allows a serial arbitration scheme to be used with three 
masters (or more, if the bus clock frequency is reduced) 
heavily using the bus, without the risk of the bus being mo
nopolized by the two top priority masters. 

W6: W6 must be installed when a serial (daisy chain) arbitra
tion scheme is used. It must be removed when using a par
allel scheme. 

SO : = SO * (SREQ + FAIR * CBRQ) + S1 * SREQ + S3 * SECYC + RST + ERRST 

S1 : = (SO * SREQ * (FAIR + CBRQ) + S1 • SREQ • (BPRN + BUSY + SECYC)) * RST 

S2 : = (S1 * SREQ • BPRN • BUSY' SECYC + S2 • BPRN • CBRQ • FREl) * RST 

S3 : = (S2 * (BPRN + CBRQ + FREL) + S3 • SECYC) * RST 

State Encodings 

SO = A-B-C-O 

S1 = A-i3-C-O 

S2 = P;-B-C-O 

S3 = P;-B-C.O 

Error state 

ERRST = A-B-C-O 

PAl16R8A 

PART # 

MUl TIBUS ARBITER 

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 

FIGURE 4. Arbiter Logic Equations and State Encodings 

ClK REQ RST ECYC BUSY CBRQ BPRN FREL FAIR GNO 

EN NC NC SECYC SREQ C BAD VCC 

I A : = A • IB * C ' 0 * ISREQ • IBPRN • BUSY * SECYC * RST + I A * B * C * 0 * RST 
+ I A * B • C • 10 • SECYC • RST 

IB := A' B ' IC ' 0 • ISREQ • FAIR * RST + A' B * IC • O' ISREQ * CBRQ * RST 

+ A • IB • C • 0 * ISREQ • BPRN • RST + A * IB • C * 0 ' ISREQ * IBUSY • RST 

+ A * IB * C * 0 * ISREQ * ISECYC * RST 

IC : = A * B * IC * 0 • SREQ + A • B • IC • 0 • IFAIR • ICBRQ + A • IB * C * 0 • SREQ 

+ I A * B * C • 10 * ISECYC + IRST + A • B * C * 0 
10 : = I A * B • C • 0 • BPRN • RST + I A • B • C • 0 • ICBRQ * RST 

+ I A * B * C * 0 • IFREl * RST + I A • B * C • 10 * SECYC * RST 

ISREQ:= REQ 

ISECYC : = ECYC 
FIGURE 5. PAL Equations in "PALASM" Format 
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A Systems-Oriented 
Microprocessor Bus 

INTRODUCTION 

Viewed from the standpoint of hardware throughput, the 
performance attained by state of the art architectural and 
technological implementations is a result not only of what 
gets done per instruction, but also of the available memory 
speed and bandwidth as perceived by the processor. In ad
dition to the memory parameters, the effects of DMA, proc
essors' contentions and the system bus itself needs to be 
considered. The clock frequency provided by the process 
and design techniques is limited by the complexity of archi
tecture and its implementation. This mechanism limiting the 
performance of the "theoretical" machine running by itself; 
the actual in-system performance is further limited by the 
protocols interfacing the machine to system memory and 
the bandwidth of memory. 

Until recently, advances in processes and architectural im
plementations were the main tools used to improve per
formance in a uniprocessor or few processors' environment, 
due largely to the price and size of computing clusters which 
were considered to be the main resources of the system 
and the resulting price of communications to memory and 
I/O. The introduction of computing clusters such as the Se
ries 32000® family, consisting of CPU (Central Processor 

National Semiconductor Corp. 
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Unit), MMU (Memory Management Unit), FPU (Floating 
Point Unit), TCU (Timing Control Unit), has changed the 
price/performance criteria to the point where the use of 
multiple processors has become a viable way to leapfrog 
the far too slow progress in process and integration capabil
ities. 

Given the appropriate tasks and software, a multiprocessor 
system can increase its total throughput by a very significant 
factor compared to the performance that available process
es and hardware have acquired for the single processor. 
Furthermore, this throughput is obtainable incrementally, 
making the multiprocessing a more flexible and better long 
range investment for both OEMs and end users. 

The NS32332, a new CPU in the Series 32000 family, has 
addressed the issues of fast system/memory bus protocol 
and multiprocessing support in addition to internal architec
tural enhancements. Together with the NS32382 MMU and 
NS32310 FPA, it becomes the third computing cluster to be 
released by NSC with a 15 MHz relative performance evalu
ated at 2-3 times the NS32032 cluster at 10 MHz. The size 
and price of Series 32000 computing clusters together with 
the denser packing of other components have combined to 
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FIGURE 1. NS32332 Internal Architecture. Shading indicates enhancements to the NS32032 implementation. The 
principal new elements are a high-speed ALU and address shifter in the address-computation unit, an additional 12 

bytes in the instruction prefetch queue (used with burst transfers), and a new high speed external interface. 
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provide multiprocessing performance equivalent to the per
formance of superminis and mainframes with the added bo
nus of reliability and low cost maintenance features. System 
architectures using private caches and global memory for 
example, are now in a position to contemplate delivering 
10 MIPS per board due to the compact size of the new 
cluster, with maximum performance per box driven by the 
bandwidth and physical length of the system bus. 
Note: The MIPS referenced are Series 32000 instruction set MIPS. 

NS32332 ARCHITECTURE 

The NS32332 (Figure 1) has been configured as a hardware 
microarchitectural improvement of the NS32032 CPU, using 
the relevant parts of its database, automatically ensuring 
the correctness of the programmer's architectural model. 
The main NS32032 referenced architectural enhancements 
relate to the addition of new dedicated addressing hardware 
(consisting of a high speed ALU, a barrel shifter and an 
address register), a very efficient increased (20 bytes) in
struction prefetch queue, a new system/memory bus inter
face/protocol, increased efficiency slave processor proto
col and finally enhancements of microcode. 

The resulting machine is a three stage pipelined micropro
grammed CPU. Compared to the NS32032, it has a larger 
address space (32 bits), faster address calculation, faster 
execution time and faster memory references causing less 
"contention per mips" both internally and externally with the 
system and other processors. The improvements have been 
made possible using a more advanced process which en
abled the implementation of additional circuitry on the chip 
as well as a higher frequency, the full effect of which is 
ensured by the zero-waits implementation possible at 
15 MHz. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Featuring full 32 bit internal and external address/data 
paths, the 10.1 x 8.7 mm chip contains 80,000 transistor 
sites and is housed in an 84 pin PGA package. It is imple
mented in 2.8 micron drawn minimum feature, single metal, 
single poly NMOS and operates at 15 MHz from one + 5V 
supply dissipating a worst case evaluated power of 3W. The 
externally generated clock delivers two non-overlapping 
phases and provides the required system synchronizations 
via a TTL compatible clock and special circuitry for multi
processor clock synchronization. 

MEMORY PARAMETERS 

The efficiency of the machine/memory protocol determines 
the maximum frequency at which the machine will run with
out wait states, the machine transaction rate with memory, 
and the minimization of contention between processors. 

Pipelined machines' performance is impacted by the intro
duction of wait states due to memory access time (Figure 2), 
exhibiting sometimes 25% performance loss on the first 
wait state with decreasing percentages for losses due to 
subsequent wait states. Non-optimized protocols may ne
gate the achievements of process and circuit technologies 
by losing the performance advantage to inefficient system 
interface. For a given machine/memory protocol, the oper
ating frequency and the number of clocks allowed for mem
ory access will determine the required memory access time; 
conversely, the maximum achievable zero-wait-states fre
quency, is determined by the available system memory ac
cess times and the number of clocks allowed by the proto
col between address generation and data setup (memory 
read cycle). 
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FIGURE 2. Processor with inefficient system/memory 
bus. Performance, high without walt states, drops 

significantly when Introduced in a real system. Note the 
marginal effect clock frequency (f) Increase has In the 

presence of walt states. 

A second parameter is the memory bandwidth required by 
the machine to support the transaction rate it needs to de
velop its throughput. Given that a relationship exists be
tween the MIPS rate of the machine and the average num
ber of memory accesses it needs to make per instruction 
(workload dependent), the available memory bandwidth is 
perceived to directly impact performance, memory cycle 
times, protocol efficiency and contention with DMA, cache 
operations and/or other processors will combine to deter
mine the throughput achievable in a real system. 

As will be shown later, the NS32332 cluster has met the 
above requirements by providing a protocol supportive of 
zero-waits at top frequency, requiring minimal bandwidth by 
using burst transactions, achieving in the process a combi
nation of high speed access time and low memory band
width. 

MULTIPROCESSING SUPPORT 

Extending performance beyond the capabilities of both chip 
technology and system memory bandwidth, multiprocessing 
architectures can efficiently harness the power of many 
processors by providing the appropriate software environ
ment and by increasing the available memory bandwidth. 
Multiprocessing support consists of providing the features 
required to support the integrity of program execution 
across multiple processors and the hardware implementa
tion of memory bandwidth extension. Particularly demand
ing is the architecture using private caches and global mem
ory. In addition to supporting system interlocks to provide 
atomic semaphore operations, the computing cluster must 
ideally provide efficient matching to cache speeds at the 
maximum cluster frequency. It must obtain zero-wait-states 
while still ideally providing physical cache addressing, and 
have low memory bandwidth to minimize the impact of 
cache operations. 

From the point of view of cluster design, these requirements 
translate to: 

1. Providing hardware support for indivisible CPU and MMU 
operations. 

2. Zero-wait-states access timing has to include the MMU 
translation delay. 

3. Reduce memory bandwidth 

by short minimal protocol 

interleaved memory techniques 

pipelined arbitration 

fast turnaround of I/O TRI-STATE®s 
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FIGURE 3. Simplified block diagram of two way let associative cache shows the match and data paths 
during cache read. MMU internal cache match and data cache match are overlapped. MMU translation 

drives directories and data RAM in a fall-through mode. 

4. Efficient memory management 

high translation buffer hit ratio 

high speed MMU-system memory transactions 

NS32332 PERFORMANCE AND FEATURES 

Featuring 4 Gbyte uniform addressing, the 32-address-bits, 
32-data·bits NS32332 is designed to provide at 15 MHz 2-3 
times the throughput of the NS32032 at 10 MHz. The per
formance enchancement is partly due to the 1.5 frequency 
increase (all of which is utilizable due to zero·waits in realis· 
tic 15 MHz systems) and partly due to architectural en
hancements (the new address hardware contributes 25%, 
the bus improvements 15%, the deeper queue 8%, the mi
crocode enhancements contribute 2%). Performance im
provement has been approached at the system level via a 
balanced deSign where the internal architecture has de
creased the "clocks per instruction", the process and cir
cuits have increased the frequency and the system/memory 
bus has been designed to provide the bandwidth and ac
cess time required for full in-system throughput. 

Internally, less clocks per instruction are obtained by two 
ALUs sharing the work using dedicated buses. The multiple 
bus Address Unit hardware has improved performance by 
providing higher speed effective address computation and 
access to internal registers, a barrel shifter on one input 
provides array indexing of items sized 1, 2, 4, or 8 bytes with 
no additional time delay. 

The deeper instruction prefetch queue, supported by the 
burst protocol contributes to reducing the clocks per instruc· 
tion by minimizing the average instruction access time since 
instructions can now be fetched not only faster but also 
causing less contention with data. Similarly, the data path 
speed has been improved due to the decrease of conten· 
tion with the instructions path. 
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The process and circuit techniques are providing a frequen· 
cy of 15 MHz in a fairly simple chip (80,000 transistor sites) 
for its instruction set and throughput. The other chips, far 
simpler than the CPU, are running at the same clock fre
quency to provide a fully integrated computing cluster. 

The NS32332 system/memory bus has been designed to 
provide the longest time possible for use of RAM (at zero· 
waits, the better part of two 66 ns clocks, is available be
tween non· multiplexed phYSical address and read data reo 
quired). To support the more stringent requirements of mul
tiprocessing caches, the bus deSign was driven by the need 
to provide a phYSically addressed, zero-waits design, not 
only on the data path but also in generating the cache 
match signal. In Figure 3, the two critical paths are shown 
on a simplified diagram of a two-way set associative cache. 
The data access is less demanding as the physical address 
needs to propagate only via the cache data RAM. The 
match propagation path has to ascertain that both the inter
nal MMU and cache directories have found a match and still 
drive the Ready logic with appropriate setup time to stop the 
transaction if a miss has to be acted on. 

In cache read, for example (Figure 4), the critical paths of 
the two way set associative cache have both been support
ed for a physical cache design using existing components 
without the need of wait states. Compared to the NS32032, 
the major enhancements are focused on accepting the 
Ready signal one half clock later and a new approach for 
MMU deSign which has the translation buffer operate in fall
through mode for increased speed, overlapping virtual ad
dress propagation and physical address translation, to save 
the one or two waits required by other processors. The new 
bus protocol has reduced the clock's count to only four 
clocks per transaction, MMU translation included, with only 
two clocks dedicated to actual memory communication, 
thus decreasing the required memory bandwidth in circuit 
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FIGURE 4. NS32332 Cache Read. The protocol at 
15 MHz is designed to drive realistic cache memory 

without wait states. 

implementations where bus switching is performed by AS 
buffers. Less memory bandwidth sensitivity has resulted. 
The impact of DMA and processor contention is minimal; 
with AS buffers two processors may be connected to the 
same memory bus. 

Further reductions of access time and bandwidth require
ments are achieved by the provision of a dynamically con
trollable burst protocol (Figure 5), which improves the per
ceived memory access time by factor 1.6 for interleaved 
memory systems, nibble mode or static column RAMs. In 
nibble mode, for example, for inexpensive implementations, 
the presence of one wait state will be felt only during the 
first access causing the whole transaction to behave as if 
the memory was exhibiting only 1/4 wait state. An additional 
benefit obtained by the burst mode is the reduction of inter
nal contention between the instructions and data transac
tions. The burst mode is especially efficient for instructions 

PHI 

prefetching, long/non-aligned operands and for bus sizes 
smaller than 32 bits. The burst protocol involves the use of 
a Burst Request line driven by the CPU and a Burst Ac
knowledge line driven by the memory or device addressed. 
Both lines are dynamically sampled to check for burst con
tinuation. The removal of Burst Acknowledge will dynamical
ly transform the remainder of the transaction into a renewed 
normal memory access. Data during the burst is moved at 2-
clock intervals without regenerating the address; data rate 
during the burst may reach a maximum of 30 Mbytes/sec, 
about twice faster than comparable processors. Control of 
the Ready line may be employed to reduce burst speeds to 
match the needs of slower memories/buses. 

The new bus provides enhanced fault tolerant support via 
dedicated Bus Retry and Bus Error lines. A dynamically vari
able data bus width (8, 16, or 32 bits) allows the machine to 
execute code of varying widths for economy, available sys
tem bus data widths or fault tolerant purposes. The burst 
feature makes bus width reduction be less impacting than 
normal accessing, for instance, only six rather than eight 
clocks are required to transfer a 32-bit operand over a 16-bit 
bus. Bus arbitration is handled at three levels depending 
upon the nature of the transaction; for interchip communica
tions it is provided by the slave protocol; for chips-to-system 
communication, by exercising of the CPU Float line and for 
computing cluster-to-system accesses, by options begin
ning with the classical but slow Hold/Holdack protocol and 
ending with a pipelined arbitration scheme to take full ad
vantage of the available memory/system bandwidth. Pipe
lined arbitration is further supported by early processor BIU 
transaction status (for determining priorities between proc
essors) and an advanced status strobe line. Prevention of 
system bus deadlocks is supported by either the bus retry 
function or cycle hold function, both of which can regener
ate the transaction. Interlocked arbitration is made possible 
via dedicated lines driven by the CPU and MMU chips. The 
local/ system arbiter may then decide if and when to allow 
the interlocked access using if necessary the bus retry func
tion. 

VIRTUAL PHYS. DATA!..L DATA~ DATA~ DATA~ 
~---O------O------C)----Cr-ADO-31 

~ __________________________ ~r-
~ ________________________ ~r-
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FIGURE 5. Burst transactions begin with a normal transaction followed by additional data transfers at twice the 
speed. The BREQ and BACK lines are used to implement the handshake between memory and cluster. 
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The slave bus is implemented using the same aid lines as 
the system/memory bus. The local-system/memory buffers 
are used to disconnect the local bus from the system bus 
during local transactions. Slave transactions are two cycles 
long and may use the full 32-bit bus width. Compared to the 
NS32032, the slave overhead has been reduced considera
bly by internal improvements in the instruction decode/ op
erand move paths as well as by the new 32-bit bus. 

The NS32332 protocols' complement supports all of the 
present and future computing cluster members to provide 
for easy hardware upgrading and economy of solutions. 
Switching slave configurations is programmed by the use of 
configuration registers. 

SYSTEM DESIGN STRATEGY 
The computing cluster implementation provides the highest, 
easiest to purchase throughput per square inch; the small 
size and price encourage its use in multiprocessor architec
tures. In Single processor configurations, aside from per
formance, the computer cluster provides the least price and 
development risk for new products. The Series 32000 family 
provides continuously improving top performance comput-

ing clusters, tools, compilers and operating systems, cover
ing the most important features of mainframes and minis. 
The system designer is now free to concentrate on the real 
software and hardware issues concerning the implementa
tion of system architecture with his efforts spent in the direc
tions which make his system competitive and timely. The 
up-down compatibility of the architecture across chip gener
ations ensures the continued value of software investments, 
a benefit carried over to the end user. 

SUMMARY 
A first step in the direction of multiprocessing has been tak
en by the Series 32000 family of computing clusters. With 
unchanging long term architecture and multiple hardware 
protocols, the NS32332 cluster provides increased perform
ance without devaluing the software investment, packing 
2-3 times the performance of its predecessors in a very 
small, inexpensive set of chips. As increased cache sizes 
become possible via denser packing, multiprocessing con
figurations find themselves in a good pOSition to incremen
tally deliver throughput previously found only in superminis 
or mainframes. The NS32332 cluster contributes strongly to 
the performance, size and price of the new machines and to 
their longevity. 
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Glossary 
In our efforts to be concise and precise, we often invent new words or acronyms to use as shorthand representations of "things" 
that require much longer names if the jargon is not used. Being humans, we then become very impressed with our ability to 
exclude those not in "the know" and another "in" group is formed. This glossary has been developed to help bridge this 
language gap. We know it will help. We hope you will use it. 

Abort-The first step of recovery when an instru,<tion or its operand(s) is not available in main memory. An Abort is initiated by 
the Memory Management Unit (MMU) and handled by the CPU. 

Absolute Address-An address that is permanently assigned to a fixed location in main memory. In assembly code, a pattern 
of characters that identifies a fixed storage location. 

Access Time-The time interval between when a request for information is made and the instant this information is available. 

Access Class-The five Series 32000 access classes are memory read, memory write, memory read-modify-write, memory 
address, and register address. The access class informs the Series 32000 CPU how to interpret a reference to a general 
operand. Each instruction assigns an access class to each of it two operands, which in turn fully defines the action of any 
addressing mode in referencing that operand. 

Accumulator-A device which stores the result of an ALU operation. 

Ada-A high level language designed for the Department of Defense. It gives preference to full English words. It is meant to be 
the standard military language. 

Address-An expression, usually numerical, which designates a specific location in a storage or memory device. 

Address-Data Register-A register which may contain either address or data, sometimes referred to as a general-purpose 
register. 

Address Strobe-Control signal used to tell external devices when the address is valid on the external address bus. 

Address Translation-The process by which a logical address emanating from the CPU is transformed into a physical address 
to main memory. This is performed by the Memory Management Unit (MMU) in Series 32000 systems. Logical address to 
Physical address mapping is established by the operating system when it brings pages into main memory. 

Addressing Mode-The manner in which an operand is accessed. Series 32000 CPUs have nine addressing modes: Register, 
Register Relative, Memory Relative, Immediate, Absolute, External, Top-of Stack, Memory Space, and Scaled Indexing. 

Algorithm-A set of procedures to which a given result is obtained. 

Alignment-The issue of whether an instruction must begin on a byte, double byte, or quad byte address boundary. 

ALU-Arithmetic Logic Unit. A computational subsystem which performs the arithmetic and logical operations of a digital 
system. 

Array-A structured data type consisting of a number of elements, all of the same data type, such that each data element can 
be individually identified by an integer index. Arrays represent a basic storage data type used in all high-level languages. 

ASCII-(American National Standard Code for Information Interchange, 1968). This standard code uses a character set gener
ally coded as 7 -bit characters (8-bits when using parity check). Originally defined to allow human readable information to be 
passed to a terminal, it is used for information interchange among data processing systems, communication systems, and 
associated equipment. The ASCII set consists of alphabetic, numeric, and control characters. Synonymous with USASCII. 

Assemble-To prepare a machine language program (also called machine code or object code) from a symbolic language 
program by substituting absolute operation codes for symbolic operation codes and absolute or relocatable addresses for 
symbolic addresses. Machine code is a series of ones and zeros which a computer "understands". 

Assembler-This program changes the programmer's source program (written in English assembly language and understand
able to the programmer) to the 1 's and O's that the machine "understands". In particular, the Assembler converts assembly 
language to machine code. This machine code output is called the OBJECT file. 

Assembly Language-A step up in the language chain. This is a set of instructions which is made up of alpha numeric 
characters which, with study, are understandable to the programmer. Different type of machines have different assembly 
languages, so the assembly language programmer must learn a different set of instructions each time s/he changes machine. 

Associative Cache-A dual storage area where each data entry has an associated "tag" entry. The tags are simultaneously 
compared to the input value (a logical address) in the case of the MMU, and if a matching tag is found, the associated data entry 
is output. An associative cache is present within the MMU in Series 32000 systems to provide logical-to-physical address 
translation. 

Asynchronous Device-A device in which the speed of operation is not related to any frequency in the system to which it is 
connected. 

BASIC-This acronym stands for Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. BASIC is one of the most "English like" of 
the high level languages and is usually the first programming language learned. 

Baud Rate-Data transfer rate. For most serial transmission protocols, this is synonymous with bits-per-second (bps). 

BCD-Binary Coded Decimal. A binary numbering system for coding decimal numbers. A 4-bit grouping provides a binary value 
range from 0000 to 1001, and codes the decimal digits "0" through "9". To count to 9 requires a single 4-bit grouping; to count 
to 99 takes two groupings of 4 bits; to count to 999 takes three groupings of 4 bits, etc. 

Benchmark-In terms of computers, this refers to a software program designed to perform some task which will demonstrate 
the relative processing speed of one computer versus another. 
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Glossary (Continued) 

Bit-An abbreviation of "binary digit". It is a unit of information represented by either a one or a zero. 

Bit Field-A group of bits addressable as a single entity. A bit field is fully specified by the location of its least significant bit and 
its length in bits. In Series 32000 systems, bit fields may be from one to 32 bits in length. 

Branch-A nonsequential flow in a software instruction stream. 

Breakpoint-A place in a routine specified by an instruction, instruction digit, or other condition, where the software program 
flow will be interrupted by external intervention or by a monitor routine. 

Buffer-An isolating circuit used to avoid reaction of a driven circuit on the corresponding driver circuit. Buffers also supply 
increased current drive capacity. 

Bus-A group of conductors used for transmitting signals or power. 

Bus Cycle-The time necessary to complete one transfer of information requiring the use of external address, data and control 
buses. 

Byte-Eight bits. 

Byte Enable-BEO to BE3. CPU control signals which activate memory banks, each bank providing one byte of data per 
address. 

C-A highly structured high level language developed by Bell Laboratories to optimize the size and efficiency of the program. 
This language has gained much popularity because it allows the programmer to get close to the hardware (low level) as well as 
being a high level language. Before C, the programmer who had to address the hardware had to use assembly language or 
machine code. 

Cache-See Associative Cache. 

Cache Hit-In the MMU, logical-to-physical address translation takes place via the associative cache. For this to happen, the 
addressed page must be resident in physical memory such that a logical address tag is present in the MMU's translation cache. 

Cache Miss-When a logical address is presented to the MMU, and no physical address translation entry is found in the MMU's 
associative cache. 

Cascaded-Stringing together of units to expand the operation of the unit. Interrupt Control Units present in a Series 32000 
system which are in addition the Master ICU are referred to as "cascaded" ICUs; i.e., interrupts cascade from a second-level 
ICU through the master ICU to the CPU. 

Clock-A device that generates a periodic signal used for synchronization. 

Clock Cycle-After making a low-to-high transition, the clock will have completed one cycle when it is about to make another 
low-to-high transition. This time is equal to 1/f where f = the clock frequency. 

COBOL-This acronym stands for "Common Business Oriented Language". It is a language especially good for bookkeeping 
and accounting. 

COFF-COMMON OBJECT FILE FORMAT is a standard way of constructing files developed by AT&T for the express purpose of 
making all files similar. This will help reduce the situation where large files developed by one organization won't run on another 
organization's equipment simply because the software interfaces are different. It provides a great potential for savings in both 
time and money. 

Compile-To take a program written in a High-Level Language such as C, Pascal, or FORTRAN and convert it into an object
code format which can be loaded into a computer's main memory. During compilation, symbolic HLL statements, called source 
code, are converted into one or more machine instructions which the CPU "understands". A compiler also calls the assemble 
function. 

Compiler-The program that converts from Source to Machine Code. The conversion is from a particular high level language to 
machine code. For example, the C compiler will convert a C source program written by a programmer to machine code. This 
machine code output is in the same format as that of the assembler and is also called an OBJECT file. 

CPU-Central Processing Unit. The portion of a computer system that contains the arithmetic logiC unit, register file, and other 
control oriented subsystems. It performs arithmetic operations, controls instruction processing, and provides timing Signals and 
other housekeeping operations. 

Cross Support-The alternative to using a "Native" development like SYS32 to develop your programs is to use Cross Support 
software. "Native" means that the CPU in the development system is the same as the CPU in the system being developed. 
Cross support software is all of the necessary programs for development that operate on one CPU, but generate code for 
another CPU. Use of the VAX to generate Series 32000 code is a good example of cross support. 

Demand-Paged Virtual Memory-A virtual memory method in which memory is divided into blocks of equal size which are 
referred to as pages. These pages are then moved back and forth between main memory and secondary storage as required by 
the CPU. Demand paging reduces the problem of memory fragmentation which results in unused memory space. 

Dispatch Table-In Series 32000 systems, this is an area of memory which contains interrupt descriptors for all possible 
hardware interrupts and software traps. The interrupt descriptor directs the CPU to the module descriptor for the procedure 
which is designed to handle that particular interrupt. 

Displacement-A numerical offset from a known pOint of reference. Displacements are used in programming to facilitate 
position independent code, such that a given program can be loaded anywhere in memory. In Series 32000 processors, a 
displacement is contained in the instruction itself. 
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Glossary (Continued) 

DMA-Direct Memory Access. A method that uses a small processor (DMA Controller) whose sole task is that of controlling 
input-output or data movement. With DMA, data is moved into or out of the system without CPU intervention once the DMA 
controller has been initialized by the CPU and activated. 

Double-Precision-With reference to 32000 floating-point arithmetic, a double-precision number has a 52-bit fraction field, 11-
bit exponent field and a sign bit (64-bits total). 

Double Word-Two words, i.e., 32 bits. 

Edltor-A program which allows a person to write and modify text. This program can be as complicated as the situation 
requires, from the very simple line editor to the most complicated word processor. Letters, numbers and unprintable control 
characters are stored in memory so that they can be recalled for modification or printing. The programmer uses this device to 
enter the program into the computer. At this stage, the program is recognizable to both the programmer and the computer as 
lines of English text. This English version of the program is known as the SOURCE. 

Emulate-To imitate one system with another, such that the imitating system accepts the same data, executes the same 
programs, and achieves the same results as the imitated system. 

Exception-An occurrence which must be resolved through CPU intervention. An exception results in the suspension of normal 
program flow. In Series 32000 systems, exceptions occur as a result of a hardware reset, interrupt or software traps. Execution 
of floating-point instructions may also result in occurrences which must be resolved through CPU intervention. 

Exponent-In scientific notation, a numeral that indicates the power to which the base is raised. 

EXEC2-NSC's Real Time Executive for Series 32000. 

FIFO-First-in first-out. A FIFO device is one from which data can be read out only in the same order as it was entered, but not 
necessarily at the same rate. 

Floating-Point-A method by which computers deal with numbers having a fractional component. In general, it pertains to a 
system in which the location of the decimal/binary point does not remain fixed with respect to one end of numerical expressions, 
but is regularly recalculated. The location of the point is usually given by expressing a power of the base. 

FORTRAN-A high level language written for the scientific community. It makes heavy use of algebraic expressions and 
arithmetic statements. 

FP-Frame Pointer. CPU register which points to a dynamically allocated data area created at the beginning of a procedure by 
the ENTER instruction. 

FPU-Floating-Point Unit is a slave processor in Series 32000 systems which implements in hardware all calculations needed to 
support floating-point arithmetic, which otherwise would have to be implemented in software. The NS32081 FPU provides high
speed floating point instructions for single (32-bit) and double (64-bit) precision. Supports IEEE standard for binary floating point 
arithmetic. Compatible with NS32032, NS32C032, NS32016, NS32C016 and NS32008 CPUs. 

Fragmented-The term used to describe the presence of small, unused blocks of memory. The problem is especially common 
in segmented memory systems, and results in inefficient use of memory storage. 

Frame-A block of memory on the stack that provides local storage for parameters in the current procedure. 

GENIX-The NSC version of the UNIX operating system, ported to work with the Series 32000. It also has all of the necessary 
utilities added so that program development can be accomplished. 

Hardware-Physical equipment, e.g., mechanical, magnetic, electrical, or electronic devices, as opposed to the software 
programs or method in which the hardware is used. 

High Level Languages-These are languages which are not dependent on the type of computer on which they run. A program 
written in a high level language will generally run on any computer for which there is a compiler for that language. This feature 
makes high level languages "Portable", i.e., the same program will run on many different types of computers. A HLL requires a 
compiler or interpreter that translates each HLL statement into a series of machine language instructions for a particular 
machine. 

ICU-Interrupt Control Unit. A memory-mapped microprocessor support chip in Series 32000 systems which handles external 
interrupts as well as additional software traps. The ICU provides a vector to the CPU to identify the servicing software procedure. 

Indexing-In computers, a method of address modification that is by means of index registers. 

Index Reglster-A register whose contents may be added to or subtracted from the operand address. 

Indirect Addressing-Programming method where the initial address is the storage location of a word which is the actual 
address. This indirect address is the location of the data to be operated upon. 

Instruction-A statement that specifies an operation and the values or locations of its operands, i.e., it tells the CPU what to do 
and to what. 

Instruction Cycle-The period of time during which a programmed system executes a particular instruction. 

Instruction FetCh-The action of acceSSing the next instruction from memory, often overlapped by its partial execution. 

Instruction Queue-With Series 32000 CPUs, this is a small area of RAM organized as a FIFO buffer which stores prefetched 
instructions until the CPU is ready to execute them. 

Interpreter-A program which translates HLL statements into machine instructions at run time, i.e., while the program is 
executing, and is co-resident with the user program. 
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Glossary (Continued) 

Interrupt-To signal the CPU to stop a software program in such a way that it can be resumed and branch to another section of 
code. Interrupts can be caused by events external or internal to the CPU, and by either software or hardware. 

INTBASE-Interrupt Base Register. In the Series 32000, a 32-bit CPU register which holds the address of the dispatch table 
containing addresses for interrupts and traps. 

ISE-In-System Emulator. A computer system which imitates the operation of another in terms of software execution. In 
microprocessor system development, the ISE takes the place of the microprocessor by means of a connector at the end of an 
umbilical cable. Not only does the ISE perform all the functions of the microprocessor, but it also allows the engineer to debug 
his system by setting breakpoints on various conditions, permits tracing of program flow, and provides substitution memory 
which may be used in place of actual target system memory. 

ISV-Independent Software Vendor. A vendor, independent from National Semiconductor, who ports or develops software for 
Series 32000 components. They in turn sell this software to our customers who are designing Series 32000 based products. 

Kernel-This is the name given to the core of the operating system. Other programs are added to the kernel to provide the 
features of the operating system. The kernel provides control and synchronization. 

Language-A set of characters and symbols and the rules for using them. In our context, it is the "English like" format of the 
instructions which are understood by both the programmer and the computer. 

Library-High level languages as well as assembly language contain many routines which are used over and over again. To 
prevent the programmer from having to write the routine every time it is needed, these routines are stored in libraries to be 
referenced each time they are needed. These libraries are also OBJECT files. 
Linear Address Space-An address space where addresses start at location zero and proceed in a linear fashion (I.e., with no 
holes or breaks) to the upper limit imposed by the total number of bits in a logical address. 

Link Base-In the Series 32000, Module Descriptor entry which pOints to a table in memory containing entries which reference 
variables or entry points in Modules external to the one presently executing. 

Linker-Large programs are generally broken down to component parts and farmed out to several programmers. Each one of 
these parts is called a MODULE. Each programmer will develop the module using either high level or assembly language, then 
"assemble" assembly language modules or "compile" high level language modules. A programmer tells the linker how to 
connect these modules to make the program run. The linker makes these connections, resolves all questions about data 
needed by one module, but contained in another, finds all library routines, and cleans up any other loose ends. The output from 
the linker is called BINARY file and is the file that will run on the computer. 

Logical Address Space-The range of addresses which a programmer can assign in a software program. This range is 
determined by the length of the computer's address registers. 

LSB-Least Significant Bit. The bit in a string of bits representing the lowest value. 

Machine Code-The code that a computer recognizes. Specifies internal register files and operations that directly control the 
computer's internal hardware. 

Machine Language-The ones and zeros which are "understood" by the machine. This is often called "Binary Code." The 
programmer must be able to understand the bit patterns to be able to decipher the language. Each machine has a unique 
machine language. 

Main Memory-The program and data storage area in a computer system which is physically addressed by the microprocessor 
or MMU address lines. 

Mantissa-In a floating-point number, this is the fractional component. 

Mapping-The process whereby the operating system assigns physical addresses in main memory to the logical addresses 
assigned by the software. 

Memory-Mapped-Referring to peripheral hardware devices which are addressed as if they were part of the computer's 
memory space. They are accessed in the same manner as main memory, i.e., through memory read/write operations. 

Mlcrocode-A sequence of primitive instructions that control the internal hardware of a computer. Their execution is initiated by 
the decoding of a software instruction. Microcode is maintained in special storage and often used in place of hardwired logic. 

Mlcrocomputer-A computer system whose Central Processing Unit is a Microprocessor. Generally refers to a board-level 
product. 

Mlnlcomputer-A "box-level" computer with system capabilities generally between that of a microcomputer and a mainframe. 

MMU-Memory Management Unit. This is a slave processor in Series 32000 which aids in the implementation of demand-paged 
virtual memory. It provides logical to physical address translation and initiates an instruction abort to the CPU when a desired 
memory location is not in main memory. 

MOD-Mod Register. In the Series 32000, a 16-bit CPU register which holds the address of the Module Descriptor of the 
currently executing software module. 

Module-An independent subprogram that performs a specific function and is usually part of a task, I.e., part of a larger 
program. 

Module Descriptor-In the Series 32000, a set of four 32-bit entries found in main memory. Three are currently defined and 
point to the static data area, link table, and first instruction of the module it describes. The fourth is reserved. 
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Glossary (Continued) 

Modularity-A software concept which provides a means of overcoming natural human limitations for dealing with programming 
complexity by specifying the subdivision of large and complex programming tasks into smaller and simpler subprograms, or 
modules, each of which performs some well-defined portion of the complete processing task. 

MSB-Most Significant Bit. The bit in a string of bits representing the highest value. 

NET-Short for NETWORK and describes a number of computers connected to each other via phone or high speed links. A net 
is convenient for exchanging common information in the form of "mail" as well as for data exchange. 

NMI-Nonmaskable Interrupt. A hardware interrupt which cannot be disabled by software. It is generally the highest priority 
interrupt. 

Object Code-Output from a compiler or assembler which is itself executable machine code (or is suitable for processing to 
produce executable machine code). 

Operand-In a computer, a datum which is processed by the CPU. It is referenced by the address part of an instruction. 

Operating System-A collection of integrated service routines used by the computer to control the sequence of programs. The 
operating system consists of software which controls the execution of computer programs and which may provide storage 
assignment, input! output control, scheduling, data management, accounting, debugging, editing, and related services. Their 
sophistication varies from small monitor systems, like those used on boards, to the large, complex systems used on main 
frames. 

Operating System Mode-In this mode, the CPU can execute all instructions in the instruction set, access all bits in the 
Processor Status Register, and access any memory location available to the processor. 

Operator-In the description of an instruction, it is the action to be performed on operands. 

Page Fault-A hardware generated trap used to tell the operating system to bring the missing page in from secondary storage. 

Page Swap-The exchange of a page of software in secondary storage with another page located in main memory. The 
operating system supervises this operation, which is executed by the CPU and involves external devices such as disk and DMA 
controllers. 

Page Table-A 1 K-byte area in main memory containing 256 entries which describe the location and attributes of all pointer 
tables, i.e., a list of pointer table addresses. 

Peripheral-A device which is part of the computer system and operates under the supervision of the CPU. Peripheral devices 
are often physically separated from the CPU. 

Pascal-A high level language designed originally to teach structured programming. It has become popular in the software 
community and has been expanded to be a versatile language in industry. 

Physical Address-The address presented to main memory, either by the CPU or MMU. 

Pointer Table-A 512-byte page located either in main memory or secondary storage containing 128 entries. Each entry 
describes an individual page of the software program. Each page of the software program may reside in main memory or in 
secondary storage. 

Pop-To read a datum from the top of a stack. 

PORT-To port an operating system is to cause that particular operating system to operate with a defined hardware package. 
GENIX is the NSC version of UNIX which has been ported to SYS32. The operating system for other Series 32000 based 
systems will differ in some degree from SYS32 and the NSC GENIX binary will not operate. It is now necessary to modify GENIX 
to fit the situation caused by the new hardware. The GENIX SOURCE is used because this is the program that is most readily 
understood by the programmer. The source is changed, compiled, and linked to get a new binary for that particular machine. 

Primitive Data Type-A data type which can be directly manipulated by the hardware. With Series 32000, these are integers, 
floating-point numbers, Booleans, BCD digits, and bit fields. 

Procedure-A subprogram which performs a particular function required by a module, i.e., by a larger program; an ordered set 
of instructions that have a general or frequent use. 

Process-A task. 

Program Base-Module Descriptor entry which points to the first instruction in the module being described. 

Program Counter-CPU register which specifies the logical address of the currently executing instruction. 

protection-The process of restricting a software program's access to certain portions of memory using hardware mecha
nisms. Typically done at the operating system and page level. 

PSR-Processor Status Register. A 16-bit register on Series 32000 CPU's which contains bits used by the software to make 
decisions and determine program flow. 

Push-to write a datum to the top of a stack. 

Quad word-Four words, i.e., 64 bits. 

Queue-A First-In-First-Out data storage area, in which the data may be removed at a rate different from that at which it was 
stored. 

Real Time-The actual time in human terms, related to a process. In a UNIX system, real time is total elapsed time, CPU time is 
the percent of time a process is actually in the CPU. Sys time is the time spent in system mode, and user time is the time spent in 
user mode. 
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~ = Glossary (Continued) 
o Real Time Operating Systems-An operating system which operates with a known and predictable response time limit, so that a it can control a physical event. 

Record-A structured data type with multiple elements, each of which may be of a different data type, e.g., strings, arrays, 
bytes, etc. 

Register-A temporary storage location, usually in the CPU, which holds digital data. 

Relative Address-The number that specifies the difference between the base address and the absolute address. 

Relocatable-In reference to software programs, this is code which can be loaded into any location in main memory without 
affecting the operation of the program. 

Return Address-The address to which a subroutine call, interrupt or trap subroutine will return after it is finished executing. 

Routine-A procedure. 

Royalty-Royalty is money paid to the inventor for each item of product sold. A good analogy to use is the music business. Any 
time a song is used, the songwriter is paid a royalty. Think of UNIX as a song and GENIX or SYSTEM V as special arrangements. 
For each shipment of GENIX or SYSTEM V, the customer pays a royalty to NSC who, in turn, pays a royalty to AT&T. 

S8-ln the Series 32000 Static Base Register. Points to the start of the static data area for the currently executing module. 

Secondary Storage-This is generally slow·access, nonvolatile memory such as a hard·disk which is used to store the pages 
of software programs not currently needed by the CPU. 

Segmented Address Space-Term used to describe the division of allocatable memory space into blocks of segments of 
variable size. 

Setup Time-The minimum amount of time that data must be present at an input to ensure data acceptance when the device is 
clocked. 

Slave Processor-A processor which cooperates with the main microprocessor in executing certain instructions from the 
instruction stream. A slave processor generally accelerates certain functions which increases overall system throughput. Exam· 
pies of slave processors are the FPU and MMU of Series 32000. 

Software-Programs or data structures that execute instructions or cause instructions to be executed and that will cause the 
computer to do work. 

Software License-NSC does not sell software. Rather, we license the right to use our software. A software license is required 
for all Series 32000 software. We use the license to protect NSC's interests and to assist in honoring our commitment to AT&T. 
The license is also the vehicle which we use to track customers so that updates can be issued in a timely manner. 

Software Q/ A-It is the charter of the Quality Assurance people to ensure that when a software product reaches the customer 
that it is "bug" free. In the real world, it is impossible to test every combination of functions, so some bugs do get through. The 
Qf A engineer develops test programs which rigorously test the product prior to its introduction to the market place. 

SP1-ln the Series 32000, User Stack Pointer. Points to the top of the User Stack and is selected for all stack operations while 
in User Mode. 

SPO-In the Series 32000, Interrupt Stack Pointer. Points to the top of the interrupt stack. It is used by the operating system 
whenever an interrupt or trap occurs. 

Stack-A one·dimensional data structure in which values are entered and removed one datum at a time from a location called 
the Top·of·Stack. To the programmer, it appears as a block of memory and a variable called the Stack Pointer (which pOints to 
the top of the stack). 

Stack POinter-CPU register which points to the top of a stack. 

Static Base Register-A 32·bit CPU register which points to the beginning of the static data area for the currently executing 
module. 

String-An array of integers, all of the same length. The integers may be bytes, words, or double words. The integers may be 
interpreted in various ways (see ASCII). 

Subroutine-A self·contained program which is part of a procedure. 

Symmetry-A computer architecture is said to be symmetrical when any instruction can specify any operand length (byte, word 
or double word) and make use of any address·data register or memory location while using any addressing mode. 

Synchronous-Refers to two or more things made to happen in a system at the same time, by means of a common clock 
signal. 

Tag-A label appended to some data entry used in a look·up process whereby the desired datum can be identified by its tag. 

Task-The highest·level subdivision of a user software program. The largest program entity that a computer's hardware directly 
deals with. 

TCU-Timing Control Unit. A device used to provide system clocks, bus control signals and bus cycle extension capability for 
Series 32000. 

Trap-An internally generated interrupt request caused as a direct and immediate result of the encounter of an event. 

T·State-One clock period. If the system clock frequency is 10 MHz, one T·State will take 100 ns to complete. Operations 
internal and external to the CPU are synchronized to the beginning and middle of the T ·States. There are four T ·States in a 
normal Series 32000 CPU bus cycle. 
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Glossary (Continued) 

UNIXTM-An operating system developed at Bell Laboratories in the early 1970s. Software programs that run under UNIX are 
written in the high-level language C, making them highly portable. UNIX systems do not distinguish user programs from operat
ing system programs in either capability or usage, and they allow users to route the output of one program directly into the input 
of another. This operating is unique and is becoming very popular in the microcomputer world. 

USE NET -A net to which UNIX systems in the United States connect. Some systems in Europe and Australia also use this net 
for the purpose of passing information. 

User-A software program. The total set of tasks (instructions) that accomplish a desired result. Tasks are managed by the 
operating system. 

User Mode-Machine state in which the executing procedure has limited use of the instruction set and limited access to 
memory and the PSR. 

uucp-Software which allows UNIX computers to pass information to other UNIX systems. 

Variable-A parameter that can assume any of a given set of values. 

Vector-Byte provided by the ICU (Interrupt Control Unit) which tells the CPU where within the Descriptor table the descriptor is 
located for the interrupt it has just requested. 

Virtual Address-Address generated by the user to the available address space which is translated by the computer and 
operating system to a physical address of available memory. 

Virtual Memory-The storage space that may be regarded as addressable main storage by the system. The operating system 
maps Virtual addresses into physical (main memory) addresses. The size of virtual memory is limited by the method of memory 
management employed and by the amount of secondary storage available, not by the actual number of main storage locations, 
so that the user does not have to worry about real memory size or allocation. 

VMS-This is the operating system designed by Digital Equipment Corporation for their VAX series of computers. The original 
Series 32000 software was developed on a VAX which was being controlled by the VMS Operating System. 

Wait-State-An additional clock period added to a CPU memory cycle which gives an external memory device additional time to 
provide the CPU with data. Also used by bus arbitration circuitry to hold the CPU in an idle state until access to a shared 
resource is gained. 

Winchester-Small, hard-disk media commonly found in personal computers. 

Word-A character string or bit string considered as the primary data entity. For historical reasons, a word is a group of 16 bits 
in Series 32000 systems. 
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Series 32000 Programming Reference Guide 
Series 32000 family of microprocessors were carefully designed and optimized to operate in environments which demand large 
scale computing capabilities but microprocessor size and price. 

This section does not explicitly describe the use of the NS3200B CPU. It is instruction set compatible with the CPUs described in 
these sections. The only differences relate to the external data bus width, the instruction execution timing and the fact that the 
NS3200B will not function with NS320B2 MMU. 

NS32332 Central Processing Unit 
Programming Model 

GENERAL 
32----... 

DEDICATED 
32 

PROGRAM COUNTER 

STATIC BASE 

FRAME POINTER 

USER STACK PTR. 

INTERRUPT STACK PTR.I 

INTERRUPT BASE 

PSR MOD 

STATUS MODULE 

USER FLAG 

C: Carry Flag 

T: Trace Flag 

L: Low Flag 

F: General Condition Flag 

Z: Zero Flag 

N: Negative Flag 

SUPERVISOR FLAGS 

U: User Mode Flag 

S: Stack Flag 

P: Trace Trap Pending Flag 

I: Interrupt Enable Flag 

RO 

R1 

R2 

R3 

R4 

R5 

RS 

R7 

PC 

SB 

FP 

SP'} SP 

SPO 

INTBASE 

TL/PD/1K17-1 
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NS32032/NS32016 Central Proc
essing Unit Programming Model 

GENERAL 

32 

DEDICATED .. 32 

PROGRAM COUNTER 

STATIC BASE 

FRAME POINTER 

USER STACK PTR. 

IINTERRUPT STACK PTR·I 

I INTERRUPT BASE 

PSR MOD 

STATUS MODULE 

USER FLAG 

C: Carry Flag 

T: Trace Flag 

L: Low Flag 

F: General Condition Flag 

Z: Zero Flag 

N: Negative Flag 

SUPERVISOR FLAGS 

U: User Mode Flag 

S: Stack Flag 

P: Trace Trap Pending Flag 

I: Interrupt Enable Flag 

RO 

R1 

R2 

R3 

R4 

R5 

R6 

R7 

pc 

SB 

FP 

SP1} 
SP 

sPO 

INTBASE 

TL/PD/1K17-2 



NS32081 Floating Point Unit 
Programming Model 

TT: 

UEN: 

UF: 

lEN: 

IF: 

RM: 

GENERAL 
_32 • 

DEDICATED 

-32-

I STATUS 

FO 

F1 

F2 

F3 

F4 

F5 

F6 

F7 

FSR 

'-___ UEN 

L'::==ta; UF lEN 
IF 

TLlPD/1 K17-3 

Trap Type 

000 No Trap Request 

001 Underflow 

010 Overflow 

all Division by Zero 

100 Illegal Instruction 

101 Invalid Operation 

110 Inexact Result 

111 (Reserved for future use.) 

Underflow Trap Enable 

Underflow Flag 

Inexact Result Trap Enable 

Inexact Result Flag 

Rounding Mode 

00 Round to nearest value 

01 Round toward zero 

10 Round toward positive infinity 

11 Round toward negative infinity 
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NS32082 Memory Management Unit 
Programming Model 

DEDICATED 

-32-
PAGE TABLE BASE 

PAGE TABLE ENTRY 

BREAKPOINT 

ERROR 

I BREAKPOINT COUNTER I 
STATUS 

STATUS REGISTER 

PTBO. PTB1 

PTE 

BPRO.BPR1 

EIA 

BCNT 

MSR 

ERC 
TET 

BN 
D 

BD 
EST 

BST 
TU 

TS 
OS 

AD 
BEN 

UB 

ERC: Error Class Flag 

TET: Translation Error Trace Flag 

BN: Breakpoint Number Bit 

ED: Error Data Direction Bit 

BD: Breakpoint Direction Bit 

EST: Error Status Flag 

BST: Breakpoint Status Flag 

TU: Translate User Flag 

TS: Translate Supervisor Flag 

OS: Dual Space Bit 

AO: Access Override Bit 

BEN: Breakpoint Enable Bit 

UB: User Break Bit 

AI: Abort or Interrupt Bit 

TL/PD/lK17-4 



Memory Management Instructions 

Syntax Operations 
Flags Traps Instr. Op 

Affected Taken Format Field 

LMR mmureg, src Load MMU Register - UNO' 14 0010 
short read.O ILL·' 

mmureg mmureg: = src 

SMR mmureg, dest Store MMU Register - UNO' 14 0011 
short write. 0 ILL" 

mmureg dest: = mmureg 

ROVAL src Validate Address for Reading § F UNO' 14 0000 
addr ILL" 

If AOORESS(src) in User mode ABT'" 
maybe read, 

F: = 0 
else 

F: = 1 

WRVAL dest Validate Address for Writing § F UNO' 14 0001 
addr ILL" 

If AOORESS(deslj in User mode ABT'" 
may be written to, 
then F: = 0 
else F: = 1 

MOVSUi src, dest Move Value from Supervisor - UNO' 8 110 
addr addr to User Space § ILL" reg = 001 

dest: = src 
(src is in supervisor space; 
dest in user space) 

MOVUSi src, dest Move Value from User to - UNO' 8 110 
addr addr Supervisor Space § ILL" reg = 011 

dest: = src 
(src is in user space; 
dest in supervisor space) . TRAP (UNO) if M bit in CFG is O . 

•• TRAP (ILL) if U flag in PSR is 1 . 

• "TRAP (AST) if level 1 page table address invalid. 
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Floating-Point Instructions 

Syntax Operations 

MOV! sre, dest Move Floating-Point 
read./ write./ 

dest: ~ sre 

MOVLF sre, dest Move Long Floating to Floating 
read.L write.F 

dest.F: ~ sre.L 

MOVFL sre, dest Move Floating to Long Floating 
read.F write.L 

dest.L: ~ sre.F 

MOVi! sre, dest Move Integer to Floating-Point 
readJ write./ 

desU ~ sre./ 

ROUNO!i sre, dest Round Floating-Point to Integer 
read./ writeJ (round to even) 

dest.i: ~ sre./ 
If overflow, then TRAP(FPU) 
(sre./ rounded to nearest integer, or 
to nearest even integer if a tie) 

TRUNCfj sre, dest Truncate Floating-Point to Integer 
read./ writeJ 

dest.i: ~ sre./ 
If overflow, then TRAP(FPU) 
(sre./ rounded to zero) 

FLOORfj sre, dest Floor Floating-Point to Integer 
read./ writeJ 

dest.i: ~ sre./ 
If overflow, then TRAP(FPU) 
(rounded sre./ toward negative infinity) 

ADD! sre, dest Add Floating-Point 
read./ rmw./ 

dest: ~ dest + sre 

SUB! sre, dest Subtract Floating-Point 
read./ rmw./ 

dest: ~ dest - sre 

MUL! sre, dest Multiply Floating-Point 
read./ rmw./ 

dest: ~ dest * sre 

DIV! sre, dest Divide Floating-Point 
read./ rmw./ 

if sre ~ 0, then TRAP(FPU) 
else dest: ~ dest / sre 

CMP! sret, sre2 Compare Floating-Point 
read./ read./ 

Z: ~ 1 if sre2 ~ sret; else Z: ~ 0 
N: ~ 1 if sre2 < sret; else N: ~ 0 
L: ~ 0 (always) 
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Flags Traps 
Affected Taken 

- UNO' 

- UNO' 
FPU 

FSR:TT 
UF 
IF 

- UNO' 
FPU 

FSR:TT 

- UNO' 
FSR:TT FPU 

IF 

- UNO' 
FSR:TT FPU 

IF 

- UNO' 
FSR:TT FPU 

IF 

- UNO' 
FSR:TT FPU 

IF 

- UNO' 
FSR:TT FPU 

UF 
IF 

- UNO' 
FSR:TT FPU 

UF 
IF 

- UNO' 
FSR:TT FPU 

UF 
IF 

- UNO' 
FSR:TT FPU 

UF 
IF 

Z UNO' 
N FPU 
L 

FSR:TT 

Instr. 
Format 

11 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

Op 
Field 

0001 

010 

011 

000 

100 

101 

111 

0000 

0100 

1100 

1000 

0010 

tJ) 
C1I ... 
CD' 
!II 
W 
I\) 
o 
o o 
." ... 
o 

CO ... 
I» 
3 
3 
:;" 

CO 
:0 
C1I -C1I ... 
C1I 
::J n 
C1I 
c;) 
s:::: c:: 
C1I 
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Floating-Point Instructions (Continued) 

Syntax Operations 
Flags Traps Instr. Op 

Affected Taken Format Field 

NEG! src. dest Negate Floating-Point - UNO" 11 0101 
read.! write.! FSR:TT FPU 

dest: = 0 - src 
(src sign bit complemented) 

ASS! src. dest Absolute Value of Floating-Point - UNO" 11 1101 
read.! rmw.! FSR:TT FPU 

ifsrc < O. 
dest: = 0 - src 

ifsrc> 0 
dest: = src 

LFSR src Load FSR - UNO" 9 001 
read.O FSR:all 

FSR: = src 

SFSR dest Store FSR - UNO" 9 110 
write.O 

dest: = FSR 

'TRAP (UND) if f bit in CFG is o. 

Quick Integer Instructions 

Syntax Operations 
Flags Traps Instr. Op 

Affected Taken Format Field 

MOVQi src. dest Move Quick Integer - - 2 101 
quick writei 
quick dest: = src 

(src sign-extended to dest length) 

CMPQi src1. src2 Compare Quick Integer Z - 2 001 
quick readi N 
quick Z: = 1 if src2 = src1; Z: = 0 otherwise L 

N: = 1 if src2 < src1; N: = 0 otherwise 
(signed operands) 
L: = 1 if src2 < src 1; L: = 0 otherwise 
(unsigned operands) 
(src1 sign-extended to src2length) 

AOOQi src. dest Add Quick Integer C - 2 000 
quick rmwi 
quick dest: = dest + src 

C: = 1 on carry; C: = 0 on no carry 
F: = 1 on overflow; 
F: = 0 on no overflow; 
(src sign-extended to dest length) 

Extended Integer Instructions 

Syntax Operations 
Flags Traps Instr. Op 

Affected Taken Format Field 

MEli src dest Multiply Extended Integer - - 7 1001 
readi rmw.2i 

(dest: = src" (dest mod 2'"i) 
(unsigned operands) 
(low-order half of dest) 

OEli src. dest Oivide Extended Integer - OVZ 7 1011 
readi rmw.2i 

dest: = (destdiv src) " 2*'i + dest 
mod src (unsigned operands) 
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Boolean Instructions 

Syntax Operations 
Flags 

Affected 

NOTi src dest NOT -
readj writej 

dest: src XOR 1 

S(cond)i dest Save Condition Code as a Boolean -
writej 

if cond, then 
dest: ~ 1 

Block Instructions 

Syntax Operations 
Flags 

Affected 

MOVMi block 1, block2, length Move Multiple -
addr addr disp 

cons4 block2: ~ block1 

CMPMi block 1, block2, length Compare Multiple Z 
addr addr disp N 

cons4 Z: ~ 1 if block1 ~ block2; L 
elseZ: ~ a 

N: ~ 1 if block1 > block2; 
else N: ~ a 

(signed integers) 
L: ~ 1 if block 1 > block2; 

else L: ~ a 
(unsigned integers) 

Packed Decimal Instructions 

Syntax Operations Flags 
Affected 

ADDPi src, dest Add Packed Decimal C 
readj rmwj F 

dest: ~ dest + src + C 
C: ~ 1 on carry; 
C: ~ a on no carry 
F: ~ a 

SUBPi src, dest Subtract Packed Decimal C 
readj rmwj F 

dest: ~ dest - src - C 
C: ~ 1 on borrow; 
C: ~ a on no borrow 
F: ~ a 

Array Instructions 

Syntax Operations Flags 
Affected 

INDEXi accum, length, index Calculate Array Index -
reg readj readj 
reg accum: ~ (length + 1) 

• accum + index 

CHECKi dest, bounds, src Check Array Index F 
reg addr readj 
reg if bounds(upper} > ~ src 

> ~ bounds(lower} then, 
dest: ~ src - bounds 

(lower) 
F: ~ a 
else; 
dest: ~ undefined 
F: ~ 1 
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Bit Instructions 

Syntax Operations 
Flags Traps Instr. Op 

Affected Taken Format Field 

TBITi offset, base Test Bit F - 4 1101 
read.i regaddr 

F: = BIT(base, offset) 

SBITIlli offset, base Set Bit F - 6 0110 
read.i regaddr 101111 

F: = BIT(base, offset) 
BIT (base, offset): = 0 

IBITi offset, base Invert Bit F - 6 0010 
read.i regaddr 100111 

F: = BIT(base, offset) 
BIT (base, offset): = 1 

CBITIlli offset, base Clear Bit F - 6 1110 
read.i regaddr 

F: = BIT(base, offset) 
BIT(base, offset) 
: = NOTIBIT(base, offset) 1 

CVTP offset, base,dest Convert to Bit Pointer - - 8 001 
reg addr write.D 
reg dest: = (8* ADDR(base) + offset) 

mod 2**32 

FFSi base, offset Find First Set Bit F - 8 101 
readJ rmw.8 

If (offset < 0 or offset?: length 
in bits of base), 

then operation is undefined 
else 

j: = offset 
while G < length of base and 
BIT(base,j) = 0 
doj: = j + 1 

if j = length of base then 
F: = 1; offset: = 0, else 
F: = 0; offset: = j 

Bit Field Instructions 

Syntax Operations 
Flags Traps Instr. Op 

Affected Taken Format Field 

EXTi offset, base, dest, length Extract Field - - 8 000 
reg regaddr writeJ disp 
reg dest: = FIELD 

(base, offset, 
length) 

EXTSi base, dest, offset, length Extract Field Short - - 7 0011 
regaddr writeJ imm 

cons3,cons5 dest: = FIELD 
(base, offset, 
length) 

INSi offset, src, base, length Insert Field - - 8 010 
reg read.i regaddr disp 
reg disp FIELD(base, 

offset, length) 
: = src 

INSSi src, base, offset, length Insert Field Short - - 7 0010 
read.i regaddr imm 

cons3,cons5 FIELD (base 
offset length) 
: = src 
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String Instructions 

Syntax Operations 
Flags Traps 

Affected Taken 

MOVSi [BLl] [UIW] Move String F -

string2 = string! 
F: = 1 if until/while condition is met; 
F: = a otherwise 

MOVST [B[,l][UIW] Move String with Translation F -

string2 = translate-string 
F: = 1 if until/while condition is met; 
F: = 0 otherwise 

CMPSi [B[,]][UIW] Compare String Z -
F: = 1 if until/while condition is met; N 
F: = 0 otherwise L 
Z: = 1 if string! = string2 and F: = 0; F 
else Z: = 0 
N: = 1 if string2 < string! and F: = 0; 
else N: = 0 
L: = 1 if string2 < string! and F: = 0; 
else L: = 0 

CMPST [B[']][UIW] Compare String with Translation Z -
F: = 1 if until/while condition is met; N 
F: = 0 otherwise L 
Z: = 0 if translate-string oF string2 and F 
F: = 0; Z: = 0 otherwise 
N: = 1 if translate-string> string2 and 
F: = 0; N: = 0 otherwise 
L: = 1 if translate-string> string2 and 
F: = 0; L: = 0 otherwise 

SKPSi [BLl][UIW] Skip String F -

F: = 1 if until/while condition is met; 
F: = a otherwise 

SKPST [B[,]] [UIW] Skip String with Translation F -

F: = 1 if until/while condition is met; 
F: = a otherwise 

Note: B, W, and U are optional. U and Ware mutually exclusive. The comma is required whenever B and either U or Ware specified. 
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Processor Control Instructions 

Syntax Operations 
Flags Traps Instr. Op 

Affected Taken Format Field 

DIRECT AND CONDITIONAL JUMPING 

JUMP dest Jump - - 3 0100 
addr 

PC: = ADDR(dest) 

B(cond) disp disp Conditional Branch - - 0 1010 
short disp 

label if conet, then PC: = 
PC + disp 

BR disp Unconditional Branch - - 0 1110 

disp 1010 
label PC: = PC + disp 

CASE; index Case Branch - - 3 1110 

readi 
PC: = PC + index 
(signed index) 

ACBi inc, index, disp Add, Compare, and Branch - - 2 100 

quick rmwi disp 
quick label index: = index + inc 

if index < > 0, then 
PC: = PC + disp 

SUBROUTINE AND PROCEDURES 

JSR dest Jump to Subroutine - - 3 1100 

addr 
PUSHD(return address) 
PC: = ADDR(deslj 

BSR disp Branch to Subroutine - - 1 0000 
disp 
label PUSHD(return address) 

PC: = PC + (disp) 

RET constant Return from Subroutine - - 1 0001 
disp 
disp POPD(PC) 

SP: = SP + constant 

CXP constant Call External Procedure - - 1 0010 
disp 

external SP: = SP - 2 
PUSHW(MOD) 
PUSHD(return address) 
temp: = DOUBLEWORD 

(DOUBLEWORD(MOD + 4) 
+ 4* constant) 

I MOD: = WORD(temp) 
SB: = DOUBLEWORD 

(MOD + 0) 
PC: = DOUBLEWORD 

(MOD + 8) 
+ WORD(temp + 2) 
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Processor Control Jumping Block Instructions (Continued) 

Syntax Operations 
Flags 

Affected 

JBROUTINE AND PROCEDURES (Continued) 

CXPD desc Call External Procedure -
addr with Descriptor 

SP: = SP - 2 

PUSHW(MOD) 
PUSHD(return address) 
MOD: = WORD(descriptorj 
SB: = DOUBLEWORD 

(MOD + 0) 
PC: = DOUBLEWORD 

(MOD + 8) 
+ WORD(descriptor + 2) 

RXP constant Return from External -
disp Procedure 

disp 
POPD(PC) 
POPW(MOD) 

SB: = DOUBLEWORD 
(MOD + 0) 

SP: = SP + constant + 2 

,ERVICE RETURN 

RETT constant Return from Trap § all 
disp 

if U = 1, then TRAP(lLL) 

else 

POPD(PC) 
POPW(MOD) 

POPW(PSR) 
SB: = DOUBLEWORD 

(MOD) 

SP: = SP + constant 

RETI Return from Interrupt § all 

if U = 1, then TRAP(I LL) 
else 

POPD(PC) 
POPW(MOD) 

POPW(PSR) 
SB: = DOUBLEWORD 

(MOD) 

, 

, 
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Integer Instructions 

Syntax 

ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTIONS 

ADDi src, dest 
readj rmwj 

ADDCi src, dest 
readj rmwj 

CMPi src1, src2 
readj readj 

SUBi src, dest 
readj rmwj 

SUBCi src, dest 
readj rmwj 

NEGi src, dest 
readj writej 

Operations 

Add 

dest: = dest + src 
C: = 1 on carry; 
C: = 0 on no carry 
F: = 1 on overflow; 
F: = 0 on no overflow 

Add with Carry 

dest: = dest + src + C 
C: = 1 on carry; 
C: = 0 on no carry 
F: = 1 on overflow; 
F: = 0 on no overflow 

Compare 

Z: = 1 if src1 = src2; 
Z: = 0 otherwise 
N: = 1 if src1 > src2; 
N: = 0 otherwise 
(signed operands) 
L: = 1 if src1 > src2; 
L: = 0 otherwise 
(unsigned operands) 

Subtract 

dest: = dest - src 
C: = 1 on borrow; 
C: = 0 on no borrow 
F: = 1 on overflow; 
F: = 0 on no overflow 

Subtract with Borrow 

dest: = dest - (src + C) 
C: = 1 on borrow; 
C: = 0 on no borrow 
F: = 1 on overflow; 
F: = 0 on no overflow 

Negate 

des!: = 0 - src 
C: = 1 on carry; 
C: = 0 on no carry 
F: = 1 on overflow; 
F: = 0 on no overflow 
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Integer Instructions (Continued) 

Syntax Operations 

RITHMETIC INSTRUCTIONS (Continued) 

ABSi src, dest Absolute Value 
readJ writeJ 

if src < 0, then 
dest: = 0 - src; 

F: = 1 on overflow 
F: = 0 on no overflow 
else 

dest: = src; F: = 0 

MUU src, dest Multiply 
readJ rmwJ 

dest: = src' dest 

DIVi src, dest Divide 
readJ rmwJ 

if src = 0, then TRAP(DVZ) 
else 

dest: = dest DIV src 
(signed division; dest DIV src 
rounded toward negative infinity) 

MODi src, dest Modulus 
readJ rmwJ 

if src = 0, then TRAP(DVZ) 
else 

dest: = dest - src' 
(dest DIV src) 
(signed division; dest DIV src 
rounded toward negative infinity) 

QUai src, dest Quotient 
readJ rmwJ 

if src = 0, then TRAP(DVZ) 
else dest: = dest/src 
(signed division; dest/src 
round toward zero) 

REMi src, dest Remainder 
readJ rmwJ 

if src = 0, then TRAP(DVZ) 
else dest: = dest - src' 
(dest/src) 
(signed division; dest/src 
rounded toward zero) 

1.40VE INSTRUCTIONS 

MOVi src, dest Move 
readJ writeJ 

dest: = src 

MOVXBW src, dest Move Sign-Extending Byte to Word 
read.B writeW 

dest (low-order byte): = src 
. - -. -. dest (high-order byte). - l:>lllN(src) 
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Integer Instructions (Continued) 

Syntax Operations 
Flags Traps Instr. Op 

Affected Taken Format Field 

MOVE INSTRUCTIONS (Continued) 

MOVXBD src, dest Move Sign-Extending Byte to - - 7 0111 
read.B write.D Double-Word 

dest (low-order byte): = src 
dest (high-order byte): = SIGN(src) 

MOVXWD src, dest Move Sign-Extending Word to - - 7 0111 
read.W write.D Double-Word 

dest (low-order byte): = src 
dest (high-order byte): = SIGN(src) 

MOVZBW src, dest Move Zero-Extending Byte to Word - - 7 0101 
read.B write.W 

dest (low-order byte): = src 
dest (high-order bits): = 0 

MOVZBD src, dest Move Zero-Extending Byte to - - 7 0110 
read.B write.D Double-Word 

dest (low-order byte): = src 
dest (high-order bits): = 0 

MOVZWD src, dest Move Zero-Extending Word to - - 7 0110 
readW write.D Double-Word 

dest (low-order word): = src 
dest (high-order bits): = 0 

ADDR src, dest Compute Effective Address - - 4 1001 
addr write.D 

dest: = ADDR(src) 

LXPD EXT(n) dest Load External Procedure Descriptor - - 4 1001 
addr write.D i = II 

external dest" = Double-Word (Double-Word 
(mod + 4) + 4*n) 

SHIFT INSTRUCTIONS 

ASHi count, dest Arithmetic Shift (Left or Right) - - 6 0001 
read.B rmw.i 

if count < 0, then 
dest: = dest shifted right by I count I 
bits, emptied bit positions filled 
from original sign bit. 

else 
dest: = dest shifted left by I count I 
bits, emptied bit positions filled 
with zero. 

LSHi count, dest Logical Shift (Left or Right) - - 6 0101 
read.Bi rmw.i 

if count < 0, then 
dest: = dest shifted right by I count I 
bits, emptied bit positions filled 
with zero. 

else 
dest: = dest shifted left by I count I 
bits. emptied bit positions filled 
with zero. 
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Integer Instructions (Continued) 

Syntax Operations 

SHIFT INSTRUCTIONS (Continued) 

ROTi count dest Rotate (Left or Right) 
read.Bi rmwj 

if count < 0, then 
dest: ~ dest shifted right by I count I 
bits, end-around. 

else 
dest" ~ dest shifted left by I count I 
bits, end around. 

LOGICAL INSTRUCTIONS 

ANDi src, dest Logical AND 
readj rmwj 

dest: ~ dest AND src 

ORi src, dest Logical OR 
readj rmwj 

dest: ~ dest OR src 

BICi src, dest Bit Clear 
readj rmwj 

dest: ~ dest AND NOT (src) 

XORi src, dest Exclusive Or 
readj rmwj 

dest: ~ destXOR src 

COMi src, dest Complement 
readj writej 

dest: ~ NOT(src) 

Processor Service Instructions 

Syntax Operations 

IEGISTERISTACK MANIPULATION 

ADJSPi src Adjust Stack Pointer 
readj 

SP: ~ SP - src (src is signed) 

S bit specifies current SP 

BICPSR(BIW) src Bit Clear in PSR if § W length 
read.(BIW) 

if BICPSRW and U ~ 1, then 
TRAP(ILL) 

else, 
PSR: ~ PSR AND NOT (src) 

BISPSR(BIW) src Bit Set in PSR § if W length 
read.(BIW)i 

if BISPSRW and U ~ 1, 
then TRAP(ILL) 
else, 
PSR: ~ PSR OR src 

SAVE reglist Save General Purpose Registers 
imm 

reglist for each register Rn in reglist, 
PUSHD (Rn) in reverse 
numerical order. 
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Processor Service Instructions (Continued) 

Syntax Operations 

REGISTER/STACK MANIPULATION (Continued) 

RESTORE reglist Restore General Purpose Registers 
imm 

reglist for each register Rn in reglist, 
POPD(Rn) in reverse numerical 
order. 

ENTER reglist, constant Enter New Context 
imm disp 

reglist disp PUSHD(FP) 
FP: = SP 
SP: = SP - constant 
for each register Rn in 
reglist, PUSHD(Rn) in 
numerical order. 

EXIT reglist Exit Context 
imm 

reglist for each register Rn in 
reglist, POPD(Rn) in 
reverse numerical order. 
SP: = FP 
POPD(FP) 

LPRi procreg. src Load Processor Register § If PSR 
short readj or INTBASE 

procreg 
If U = 1 and «(procreg = PSR) 
or (procreg = INTBASE» 
then TRAP(ILL) 
else procreg: = src 
(S bit specifies current SP) 

(all flags affect if procreg = 

PSR orUPSR) 

SPRi procreg. dest Store Processor Register § If 
short writej PSR or INTBASEi 

procreg 

If U = 1 and «(procreg = PSR) or 
(procreg = I NTBASE» 
then TRAP(ILL) 
else dest: = procreg 
(S bit specifies current SP) 

SETCFG cfglist Set Configuration Register § 

short 
procreg If U = 1, then TRAP(I LL) 

else CFG: = short 
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Processor Service Instructions (Continued) 

Syntax Operations 
Flags Traps Instr. Op 

Affected Taken Format Field 

:XCEPTIONS 

BPT Breakpoint Trap - BPT 1 1111 

TRAP(BPT) 

SVC Supervisor Call Trap - SVC 1 1110 

TRAP(SVC) 

FLAG Flag Trap - FLG - - 1 1101 

If F = 1, then TRAP (FLG) 

~ISCELLANEOUS 

NOP No Operation - - 1 1010 

PC:=PC+1 

WAIT Wait for Interrupt - - 1 1011 

PC:=PC+1 
Wait until next interrupt 

Traps 
Trap Name Operand Classes 

DVZ = Divide by Zero Trap The general operand access classes are: 

a zero divisor in a Divide, Modulus, Quotient, Re- read - the operand is read 
mainder, or Divide Extended Integer instruction. write - the operand is written 

ILL = Illegal Instruction Trap rmw - the operand is read, modified, and written 
a Privileged instruction when U = 1 addr - the address of the memory location designated 

UND = Undefined Instruction Trap by the operand, is calculated. Whether or not the 

a Memory Management instruction when CFG addressed is accessed depands upon the in-

M = 0, or a Floating-Point instruction when CFG struction. 

F = 0, or any undefined operation codes. regaddr - the operand deSignates either a memory loca-

FPU = Floating-Point Error Trap tion or a general register which is in turn used as 

a Floating-Point instruction on: a base for a bit address calculation. 

Underflow, Overflow, Invalid Division, Illegal In- quick - 4-bit constant is read 

struction, Reserved Operand, Inexact Result reg - double-word from register is read 

SVC = Supervisor Trap short - 4-bit condition code is read 

a Supervisor Call instruction. imm - a) 8-bit register mask is read 

FLG = Flag Trap b) concatenated 5-bit and 3-bit constants are 

a Flag instruction when F = 1. read 

BPT = Breakpoint Trap disp - 1-, 2-, 4-byte displacement is read 

a Breakpoint instruction. 

ABT = Instruction Abort Trap 

a Page fault. 
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Virtual to Physical Address Translation 

10 9 
SELECT 1ST PTE 
IF DS=o THEN 

X=D 
ELSE 

VIRTUAL ADDRESS 

X= 1 FOR USER MODE 
X= 0 FOR SUPV MODE 

DS=O 

~ 
(2) SELECT 2ND PTE 

USER OS=1 SUPV. 
(SPACE D) PHYSICAL (SPACE 1) 

~V~M:X~;)~~~~~~~§:====~~V~M6 ~ SUPV KERNEL 
USER 

Series 32000 Central Processing Units 

Interrupt Dispatch and Cascade Tables 
, .. 

MEMORY I 
,.~ 

0 

/ CASCADE ADDR 0 1 

· CASCADE TABLE :. ::: · ~::: 2 · 
I ,""M"""'~ 

CASCADE ADDR 14 3 

4 
CASCADE AODR 15 

5 REGISTER I FIXED INTERRUPTS 

1 t 
AND TRAPS • 
VECTORED 

DISPATCH TABLE 

INTERRUPTS I 7 

• 
9 

10 
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000000000 

31 

NVI 

NMI 

ABT 

FPU 

ILL 

SVC 

DVZ 

FLG 

BPT 

TRC 

UND 

~ RESERVED 

VECTORED 
INTERRUPTS 

o~ 

GENERATE PHYSICAL 
ADDRESS 

TL/PD/1K17-5 

N ON·VECTORED INTERRUPT 

NON-MASKABLE INTERRUPT 

A BOAT 

FPU TRAP 

I llEGAl OPERATION TAAP 

SUPERVISOR CALL TRAP 

DIVIDE BY ZERO TRAP 

F LAG TRAP 

BREAKPOINT TRAP 

T RACE TRAP 

U NDEFINED INSTRUCTION TRAP 

~ 

" TL/PDItK17-6 



Series 32000 Addressing Modes 
Encoding I Mode I 

~EGISTER 

00000 Register 0 
00001 Register 1 
00010 Register 2 
00011 Register 3 
00100 Register 4 
00101 Register 5 
00110 Register 6 
00111 Register 7 

REGISTER RELATIVE 

01000 Register 0 Relative 
01001 Register 1 Relative 
01010 Register 2 Relative 
01011 Register 3 Relative 
01100 Register 4 Relative 
01101 Register 5 Relative 
01110 Register 6 Relative 
01111 Register 7 Relative 

MEMORY RELATIVE 

10000 Frame memory relative 
10001 Stack memory relative 
10010 Static memory relative 

RESERVED 

10011 I (Reserved for Future Use) 

IMMEDIATE 

10100 Immediate 

ABSOLUTE 

10101 I Absolute I 
EXTERNAL 

10110 External 

TOP OF STACK 

10111 Top of stack 

MEMORY SPACE 

11000 Frame memory 
11001 Stack memory 
11010 Static memory 
11011 Program memory 

SCALED INDEX 

11100 Index, bytes 
11101 Index, words 
11110 Index, double words 
11111 Index, quad words 

I 

Assembler I 

RO or FO 
R1 or F1 
R2 or F2 
R3 or F3 
R4 or F4 
R5 or F5 
R6 or F6 
R7 or F7 

disp(RO) 
disp(R1) 
disp(R2) 
disp(R3) 
disp(R4) 
disp(R5) 
disp(R6) 
disp(R7) 

disp2(disp1 (FP» 
disp2(disp1 (SP» 
disp2(disp1 (SB» 

value 

@disp I 

EXT(disp1) + disp2 

TOS 

disp(FP) 
disp(SP) 
disp(SB) 
*+disp 

mode[Rn:B] 
mode[Rn:W] 
mode[Rn:D] 
mode[Rn:Q] 
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Effective Address 

None: Operand is in the specified 
register 

Disp + Register 

Disp2 + Pointer; POinter found at 
address Disp1 + Register. "SP" 
is either SPO or SP1, as selected 
in PSR. 

None: Operand is input from 
instruction queue. 

Disp. 

Disp2 + Pointer; POinter is found 
at Link Table Entry number Disp 1. 

Top of current stack, using either 
User or Interrupt Stack Pointer, 
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Push/Pop included. 

Disp + Register; "SP" is either 
SPO or SP1, as selected in PSR. 
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EA(mode) + 2 X Rn 
EA(mode) + 4 X Rn 
EA(mode) + 8 X Rn 
'Mode' and 'n' are conlaineu 
within the Index Byte. 
EA (mode) denotes the effective 
address generated using mode. 
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Instruction Formats 
NOTATIONS 

i = Integer Type Field 

B = 00 (Byte) 

procreg: CPU Dedicated Register, in LPR, SPR. 

0000 = US 

W = 01 (Word) 

D = 11 (Double Word) 
f = Floating Point Type Field 

F = 1 (Std. Floating: 32 bits) 

L = 0 (Long Floating: 64 bits) 

c = Custom Type Field 

D = 1 (Double Word) 
Q = 0 (Quad Word) 

op = Operation Code 

Valid encodings shown with each format. 

gen, gen 1, gen 2 = General Addressing Mode Field 

reglist = General Purpose Register Number 
cond = Condition Code Field 

0000 = EQual: Z = 1 

0001 = Not Equal: Z = 0 

0010 = Carry Set: C = 1 

0011 = Carry Clear: C = 0 
0100 = Higher: L = 1 

0101 = Lower or Same: L = 0 

0110 = Greater Than: N = 1 

0111 = Less or Equal: N = 0 

1000 = Flag Set: F = 1 

1001 = Flag Clear: F = 0 

1010 = LOwer: L = 0 and Z = 0 

1011 = Higher or Same: L = 1 or Z = 1 

1100 = Less Than: N = 0 and Z = 0 

1101 = Greater or Equal: N = 1 or Z = 1 

1110 = (Unconditionally True) 

1111 = (Unconditionally False) 

short = Short Immediate value. May contain quick: Signed 
4-bit value, in MOVQ, ADDQ, CMPQ, ACB. 

cond: Condition Code (above), in Scond. 

General Instruction Format 

0001 - 0111 = (Reserved) 

1000 = FP 

1001 = SP 

1010 = SB 

1011 = (Reserved) 

1100 = (Reserved) 

1101 = PSR 

1110 = INTBASE 
1111 = MOD 

Options: in String Instructions 

I U/W I BIT I 
T = Translated 

B = Backward 

U/W = 00: None 

01: While Match 

11: Until Match 

Configuration bits, in cfglist (SETCFG): 

I C I M I Fill 
mmureg: MMU Register number, in LMR, SMR 

0000 =BPRO 

0001 =BPRI 

0010 = (Reserved) 

0011 = (Reserved) 

0100 =PFO 

0101 =PFI 

0110 =(Reserved) 

0111 = (Reserved) 

1000 =SC 

1001 = (Reserved) 

1010 =MSR 

1011 =BCNT 

1100 =PTBO 

1101 =PTBI 

1110 = (Reserved) 

1111 =EIA 

OPTIONAL BASIC 
EXTENSIONS INSTRUCTION 

r~------------------~p.~------------------~\rr--------~p---------~\ 

DISP2 DISPI DISP21DISPI 
I 
I 
I 

IMPLIED GEN I GEN INDEX INDEX I 

IMMEDIATE DISP DISP ADDA I ADOII OPCODE BYTE IYTE I 
OPERAND(SI MODE I MODE 

A I I 
IMM IMM 

I 

l 

t t )J 
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Format 6 

Format 7 

Formate 

Format 9 

Format 10 7 0 

:]0""""" ','01 

Format 12 7 0 Format13 7 0 

]"""""""01 :::1;0 '0 ',',',',' 01 
TL/PDI1 K17-B 

11·29 

Format 15 
23 1.1,5 817 0 

Operation Word 

leu.tom 11_) 

10 Byls 

Format 15.0 ;.2;3--r--'--r-T--r-";::"h~~~~"'=', 

Format 15,1 

Form.tlS,S 

Format 1. 7 0 

~]O"'O'I'I',','ol 

Format 17 7 0 

~~~ 11'1 ' 0' 1 'I " " ' 01 

Format I. 7 0 

] I' 0'0'0"""'01 

Format 19 7 0 

J.'''X'O'O'I','ol 

Implied Immediate Encoding.: 
7 

r1 

Raglater Marti, appended to SAVE, ENTER 
7 

o 

rO 

o 

rO ; rl ; ~ ; ~ : r< ~ ; r6 ; r7 

7 
Reglater Mark, appended to RESTORE, EXIT 

o 

OIfIIeI/Length Modln., appendaclto INS$, EXTS 

TL/PDI1K17-9 
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Series 32000 Instruction 
Execution Times 
ASSUMPTIONS 
The entire Instruction, with all displacements and immediate 
operands, is assumed to be present in the instruction queue 
when needed. 

Interference from instruction prefetches, which is very de
pendent upon the preceding instruction(s), is ignored. This 
assumption will tend to affect the timing estimate in an opti
mistic direction. 

It is assumed that all memory operand transfers are com
pleted before the next instruction begins execution. In the 
case of an operand of access class rmw in memory, this is 
pessimistic, as the Write transfer occurs in parallel with the 
execution of the next instruction. 

It is assumed that there is no overlap between the fetch of 
an operand and the following sequences of microcode. This 
is pessimistic, as the fetch of Operand A will generally occur 
in parallel with the effective address calculation of Operand 
B, and the fetch of Operand B will occur in parallel with the 
execution phase of the instruction. 

Where pOSSible, the values of operands are taken into con
sideration when they affect instruction timing, and a range 
of times is given. Where this is not done, the worst case is 
assumed. 

DEFINITIONS 
TEA - The time required to calculate an operand's Ef

fective Address. For a Register or Immediate op
erand, this includes the fetch of that operand. 

TMMU - The extra clock cycle required for translation of 
memory addresses if a NS32082 MMU is pres
ent. 

TOPB - The time needed to read or write a memory byte. 

TOPW - The time needed to read or write a memory 
word. 

TOPD - The time needed to read or write a memory dou
ble-word. 

TOPi - The time needed to read or write a memory oper
and, where the operand size is given by the oper
ation length of the instruction. It is always equiva
lent to either TOPB, TOPW or TOPD. 

TCY - Internal processing overhead, in clock cycles. 

L - Internal processing whose duration depends on 
the operation length. The number of clock cycles 
is derived by multiplying this value by the number 
of bytes in the operation length. 

EQUATIONS 
TMMU - If a NS32082 MMU is present then TMMU = 1 

elseTMMU = 0 

TOPB - If operand is in a register or is immediate then 
TOPB = 0 

else TOPB = 3 + TMMU 

TOPW - If operand is in a register or is immediate then 
TOPW = 0 
else if word-aligned (even address) then TOPW 
= 3 + TMMU 

else TOPW = 7 + 2 • TMMU (for NS32016) 

or TOPW = 3 + TMMU (for NS32032 and 
NS32332) 

TOPD - If operand is in a register or is immediate then 
TOPD = 0 
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else if word-aligned (even address) then TODP 
= 7 + 2' TMMU (for NS32016) or TOPD = 3 
+ TMMU (for NS32032 and NS32332) 

else TOPD = 11 + 3 • TMMU (for NS32016) 
or TOPD = 7 + 2 • TMMU (for NS32032 and 
NS32332) 

TOPi - If operand is in a register or is immediate then 
TOPi = 0 

else if i = byte then TOPi = TOPB 

else if i = word then TOPi = TOPW 

else (i = double-word) then TOPi = TOPD 

TCY-TCY = 1 

L - If i (operation length) = byte then L = 1 

else if i = word then L = 2 

else (i = double-word) L = 4 

TEA - If REGISTER addressing then TEA = 2 

if IMMEDIATE or ABSOLUTE addressing then 
TEA = 4 
if REGISTER RELATIVE or MEMORY SPACE 
addressing then TEA = 5 
if MEMORY RELATIVE addressing then TEA = 
7 + TOPD 

if TOP OF STACK addressing then 

if access class = write then TEA = 4 

if access class = read then TEA = 2 

else TEA = 3 

if EXTERNAL addressing then TEA = 11 + 2 • 
TOPD (for NS32016) or TEA = 11 + TOPD (for 
NS32032 and NS32332) 

if SCALED INDEXED addressing then TEA 
TI1 + TI2 

where TI1 depends on scale factor: 

if byte indexing TI1 = 5 
if word indexing TI1 = 7 
if double-word indexing TI1 = 8 

if quad-word indexing TI1 = 10 

and TI2 = TEA of the basemode except: 

if basemode is REGISTER then TI2 = 5 
if basemode is TOP OF STACK then 
T12=4 

CALCULATION OF TOTAL EXECUTION TIME (TEX) 

TEX is obtained by performing the following steps: 

1. Find the desired instruction in the table. 

2. Calculate the values of TEA, TOPB, etc. using the num
bers in the table and the equations given on the preced
ing page. 

3. The result derived by adding together these values is the 
execution time (TEX) in clock cycles. 

NOTES ON TABLE USE 
Values in the TEA column Indicate the number of effective 
addresses to be calculated. If the value in this column is 
less than the number of general operands in the instruction, 
this is because one or both operands are in registers and 
that instruction has an optimized form which eliminates TEA 
for such operands. 



In the L column, multiply the entry by the operation length in Operand A is in a register; Operand B is in memory. This 
bytes (1, 2 or 4). means that we must use the table values corresponding to 

In the TCY column, special notations sometimes appear: the <xM> case as given in the Notes column «xM> 

n1-n2 means n1 minimum, n2 maximum 
meaning "anything to memory"). 

n1 %n2 means that the instruction flushes the instruction 
Only the TEA, TOPi and TCY columns have values assigned 

queue after n 1 clock cycles and nonsequentially fetches 
for the CMPi instruction. Therefore, they are the only ones 

the next instruction. The value n2, indicating the total 
that need to be calculated to find TEX. The blank columns 

number of clock cycles in internally executing the instruc-
are irrelevant to this instruction. 

tion (including n1), is not generally useful. The most ac- The TEA column contains 2 for the <xM> case. This 

curate technique for determining such timing depends on means that effective address times have to be calculated 

the size and alignment of the Basic Instruction portion of for both operands. (For the <MR> case, the Register oper-

the next instruction, plus Index Bytes. If this portion can and would have required no TEA time, therefore only the 

be read in one memory cycle, then the execution time is Memory operand TEA would have been necessary.) From 

n1 +10 (including the memory cycle). If more memory the equations: 

cycles are required, the value is n 1 + 5 + 4· m, where m is TEA (Register mode) = 2, 
the number of memory cycles required. TEA (Top of Stack mode, read access class) = 2, 

In the Notes column, notations held within angle brackets 
< > indicate alternatives in the form of the instruction which 

Total TEA = 2 + 2 = 4. 
affect the execution time. A table entry which is affected by 
the form of the instruction may have multiple values, sepa- The TOPi column represents potential operand transfers to 

rated by slashes, corresponding to the alternatives. The no- or from memory. For a Compare instruction, each operand 

tations are: is read once, for a total of two operand transfers. 

<M> Memory form TOPi (Word, Register) = 0, 

<R> Register form TOPi (Word, TOS) = TOPW = 3 (assuming aligned, no 

<MM> Memory-to-Memory form MMU) 

<RM> Register-to-Memory form Total TOPi = 3 
<MR> Memory-to-Register form TCY is the time required for internal operation within the 
<RR> Register-to-Register form CPU. The TCY value for this case is 3. 

x either Register to Memory TEX = TEA + TOPi + TCY = 4 + 3 + 3 = 10 machine 

EXAMPLE OF TABLE USAGE cycles. 

Calculate TEX for the instruction: If the CPU is running at 10 MHz then a machine cycle (clock 

CMPW RO, TOS 
cycle) is 100 ns. Therefore, this instruction would have 10 X 
100 ns, or 1.0 microseconds, to execute. 

Basic and Memory Management Instructions NS32016 and NS32032 CPUs 

Mnemonic TEA TOPB TOPW TOPD TOPI TCY L Notes 

ABSi 2 - - - 2 9/8 - src<O/src>-O 

ACBi 1 - - - 2 16/15%20 < M >, no branch I branch 

ACBi - - - - - 18/17%22 - < R>, no branch I branch 

ADDi 2/1/0 - - - 3/1/0 3/4/4 - <xM>I<MR>I<RR> 

ADDCi 2/1/0 - - - 3/1/0 3/4/4 - <xM>I<MR>I<RR> 

ADDPi 2 - - - 3 16/18 - no carry I carry 

ADDQi 1/0 - - - 2/0 6/4 - <M>I<R> 

ADDR 2/1 - - 1/0 - 2/3 - <xM>I<xR> 

ADJSPi 1 - - - 1 6 -
ANDi 2/1/0 - - - 3/1/0 3/4/4 - <xM> I <MR> I <RR> 

ASHi 2 1 - - 2 14-45 -
Bcond - - - - - 7/6%10 - no branch I branch 

BICi 2/1/0 - - - 3/1/0 3/4/4 <xM>I<MR>I<RR> 

BICPSRB 1 1 - - - 18%22 -
BICPSRW 1 - 1 - - 30%34 

BISPSRB 1 1 - - - 18%22 

BISPSRW 1 - - - Q 30 Yo34 

BPT 4 3 40 
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Basic and Memory Management Instructions NS32016 and NS32032 CPUs (Continued) 

Mnemonic TEA TOPB TOPW TOPD TOPI TCY L Notes 

BR 1 - - - 1 4%9 -
BSR - - - 1 - 6%16 -
CASEi 1 - - - 1 4%9 -
CBITi 2/1 2/0 - - 1 15/7 - <xM>I<xR> 

CBITIi 2/1 2/0 - - 1 15/7 - <xM>I<xR> 

CHECKi 2 - - - 3 7/10/11 - high I low I ok 

CMPi 2/110 - - - 2/1/0 3 - <xM>I<MR>I<RR> 

CMPMi 2 2'n 9' n + 24 
n = # of elements - - - - in block 

CMPQi 1/0 - - - 1/0 3 - <M>I<R> 

CMPSi - 2*n 35"n+53 - n = # of elements, - - - not Translated 

CMPST - n - - 2"n 38*n+53 - Translated 

COMi 2 - - - 2 7 -
CVTP 2 - - 1 - 7 -
CXP - - 3 4 - 16%21 -
CXPD 1 - 3 3 - 13%18 -
DEli 2/1 - - - 5/1 38/31 16 <xM>I<xR> 

DIA - - - - - 3%7 -
DIVi 2 - - - 3 58-68 16 

ENTER - - - n + 1 - 4· n + 18 - n = # of general 
registers saved 

EXIT - - - n + 1 - 5·n+17 - n = # of general 
registers restored 

EXTi 2 - - 1 1 19-29 - field in memory 

EXTi 2 - - - 1 17-51 - field in register 

EXTSi 2 - - 1 1 26-36 -
FFSi 2 2 - - 1 24-28 24 

FLAG - - 0/4 0/3 - 6/44 - no trap I trap 

IBITi 2/1 2/0 - - 1 17/9 - <xM>I<xR> 

INDEXi 2 - - - 2 25 16 

INSi 2 - - 2 1 29-39 - field in memory 

INSi 1 - - - 1 28-96 - field in register 

INSSi 2 - - 2 1 39-49 -
JSR 1 - - 1 1 5%15 -
JUMP 1 - - - - 2%6 -
LMR 1 - - - 1 30%34 -
LPRi 1 - - - 1 19-33 -
LSHi 2 1 - - 2 14-45 -
MEIi 2 - - - 4 23 16 

MODi 2 - - - 3 54-73 16 

MOVi 2/1/0 - - - 2/1/0 1/3/3 - <xM>I<MR>I<RR> 

I n = # of elements 
MOVMi 2 - - - 2·n 3· n + 20 - in block 

MOVQi 1/0 - - - 1/0 2/3 - <M>I<R> 
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Mnemonic 

MOVSi 

MOVSi 

MOVST 

MOVSUi 

MOVUSi 

MOVXBO 

MOVXBW 

MOVXWO 

MOVZBO 

MOVZBW 

MOVZWO 

MULi 

NEGi 

NOP 

NOTi 

ORi 

QUOi 

ROVAL 

REMi 

RESTORE 

RET 

RETI 

RETT 

ROTi 

RXP 

Scondi 

SAVE 

SBITi 

SBITIi 

SETCFG 

SKPSi 

SKPST 

SMR 

SPRi 

SUBi 

SUBCi 

SUBPi 

SVC 

TBITi 

WAIT 

WRVAL 

XORi 

I 

Basic and Memory Management Instructions NS32016 and NS32032 CPUs (Continued) 

TEA TOPB TOPW TOPD TOPI TCY L Notes 

2'n 13' n + 18 
n = # of elements - - - - - no options 

- - - - 2'n 24'n+54 - B, Wand/orU 
option in effect 

- n - - 2'n 27'n+54 - Translated 

2 - - - 2 33%37 -
2 - - - 2 33%37 -
2 1 - 1 - 6 -

2 1 1 - - 6 -
2 - 1 1 - 6 -
2 1 - 1 - 5 -
2 1 1 - - 5 -
2 - 1 1 - 5 -

2 - - - 3 15 16 

2 - - - 2 5 -

- - - - - 3 -
2 - - - 2 5 -

2/1/0 - - - 3/1/0 3/4/4 - <xM>I<MR>I<RR> 

2 - - - 3 49-55 16 

1 1 - - - 21 -
2 - - - 3 57-62 16 

- - - n - 5' n + 12 - n = # of general 
registers restored 

- - - 1 - 2%8 -

- 1 3 3 - 39%45 -
- - 2 2 - 35%41 -
2 1 - - 2 14-45 -
- - 1 2 - 2%6 -
1 - - - 1 9/10 - False 1 True 

- - - n - 4' n + 13 - n = # of general 
registers saved 

2/1 2/0 - - 1 1517 - <xM>I<xR> 

2/1 2/0 - - 1 1517 - <xM>I<xR> 

- - - - - 15 -

- - - - n 27' n + 51 - n = # of elements, 
not Translated 

- n - - n 30' n + 51 - Translated 

1 - - - 1 25 -
1 - - - 1 21-27 -

2/1/0 - - - 3/1/0 3/4/4 - <xM>I<MR>I<RR> 

2/1/0 - - - 3/1/0 3/4/4 - <xM>I<MR>I<RR> 

2 - - - 3 16/18 - no carry 1 carry 

- - 4 3 - 40 -
2/1 1/0 - - 1 14/4 - <xM>I<xR> 

6-? 
? = until an - - - - - - !nterrupYreeet 

1 1 - - - 21 -
2/1/0 - - - 3/1/0 3/4/4 - <xM>I<MR>I<RR> 
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NS32081 FLOATING-POINT EXECUTION TIMES Tf - The time required to transfer 32 bits of a floating-point 
The following section gives execution timing information for value to or from the NS32081 Floating-Point Unit. 

Floating-Point instructions. Some additional timing defini- Tf = 4 always. 
tions are used, as given below. Ti - The time required to transler an integer value to or from 

f - The floating-point operation length. the NS32081 Floating-Point Unit. 

Standard Floating (32 bits): f = 1 Byte: Ti = 2 

Long Floating (64 bits): f = 2 Word: Ti = 2 
Double-Word: Tl = 4 

Floating-Point Instruction Execution Times 

Instruction Case TEA TOPD TOPi Ti Tf TCY 

MOVf <MM> 2 2f - - 21 23 
<RR> - - - - - 27 
<MR> 1 f - - f 23 
<RM> - f - - f 27 

ADDf, SUBf <MM> 2 3f - - 31 70 
<RR> - - - - - 74 
<MR> 1 f - - f 70 
<RM> 1 21 - - 21 70 

MUll <MM> 2 3f - - 3f 30 + 14f 
<RR> - - - - - 34 + 141 
<MR> 1 f - - f 30 + 14f 
<RM> 1 2f - - 2f 30 + 141 

DIVf <MM> 2 3f - - 3f 55 + 301 
<RR> - - - - - 59 + 30f 
<MR> 1 f - - f 55 + 30f 
<RM> 1 2f - - 2f 55 + 301 

ABSf,NEGf <MM> 1 2f - - 21 20 
<RR> - - - - - 24 
<MR> 1 f - - f 20 
<RM> - f - - f 24 

CMPf <MM> 2 2f - - 21 45 
<RR> - - - - - 49 
<MR> 1 f - - 1 45 
<RM> 1 1 - - 1 45 

MOVLF <MM> 1 3 - - 3 23 
<RR> - - - - - 27 
<MR> 1 2 - - 2 23 
<RM> - 1 - - 1 27 

MOVFL <MM> 1 3 - - 3 22 
<RR> - - - - - 26 
<MR> 1 1 - - 1 22 
<RM> - 2 - - 2 26 

MOVif <MM> 1 1 1 1 1 53 
<MR> 1 - 1 1 - 53 

ROUNDfi, TRUNCli, <MM> 1 1 1 1 f 53 
FLOORli <RM> - - 1 1 - 66 

SFSR <M> - 1 - - 1 13 

LFSR <M> 1 1 - - 1 18 
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Basic and Memory Management Instructions NS32332 CPU 
TEA Table 

Mnemonic TEA TGET TOPB TOPW TOPD TOPi 

TEA: - - - - - -
Absolute 

TEA: 
2 

External 
- - - - -

TEA: 
Memory - - - - 1 -
relative 

TEA: - - - - - -
Register - - - - - -

TEA: 
Register 
relativel - - - - - -
Memory 
space 

TEA: - - - - - -
TOS push 

TEA: 
TOS address - - - - - -
IModify 
Iindex 

TEA: 
Index - - - - 1 -
(B,W,D,Q) 

TGETTable 

Mnemonic TEA TGET TOPB TOPW TOPD TOPi 

TGET: 
1 

Absolute 
- - - - -

TGET: 
2 1 

External 
- - - -

TGET: 
Memory - - - - 1 1 
relative 

TGET: - - - - - -Register 

TGET: 
Register 
relativel - - - - - 1 
Memory 
space 

TGET: 
1 

TOSpop 
- - - - -

i 

TGET: 
TOS address 

1 
IModify 

- - - - -

Iindex 

TGET: 
Index - - - - - 1 
(B,W,D,Q) 

TGET: - - - - - -
Immediate - - - - - -
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NS32332 Instruction Execution Times Table 

Mnemonic TEA TGET TOPB TOPW TOPD TOPI TCY L 

1 1 - - - 1 6 <M> 
ABSi 1 1 - - - 1 9 Src < 0 <R> 

1 1 - - - 1 8 Src > 0 <R> 

- 1 - - - 1 7 No branch <M> 

ACB1 - 1 - - - 1 7%8 Branch <M> 

- 1 - - - 1 9 No branch <R> 

- 1 - - - 1 7%10 Branch <R> 

ADDi - 2 - - - 1 3 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 4 <XR> 

ADDCi 
- 2 - - - 1 3 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 4 <XR> 

ADDPi - 2 - - - 1 21 No carry 

- 2 - - - 1 20 Carry 

ADDQi - 1 - - - 1 3 <M> 

- - - - - - 4 <R> 

ADDR 
2 - - - - 1 1 <M> 
2 - - - - - 3 <R> 

ADJSPi - 1 - - - - 8 

ANDi 
- 2 - - - 1 3 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 4 <XR> 

N = Number of shifts 

- 2 - - - 1 7 No Shift <M> 

- 1 - - - - 8 No Shift <R> 

ASHi - 2 - - - 1 11 + N Count < 0 <M> 

- 2 - - - - 12 + N Count < 0 <R> 

- 2 - - - 1 12 + N Count> 0 <M> 

- 2 - - - - 13 + N Count> 0 <R> 

Bcond - - - - - - 7 No branch 

- - - - - - 5%8 branch 

BICI - 2 - - - 1 3 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 4 <XR> 

BICPSAB - 1 - - - - 14 No PSR (U) 

- 1 - - - - 13%16 PSR(U) 

BICPSAW - 1 - - - - 14 No PSR (U) 

- 1 - - - - 13%16 PSR (U) 

BISPSRB - 1 - - - - 14 No PSR (U) 

- 1 - - - - 13%16 PSR(U) 

BISPSAW - 1 - - - - 14 No PSR (U) 

- 1 - - - - 13%16 PSR (U) 

BPT - - - 4 3 - 31 

BA - - - - - - 2%7 

BSR - - - - 1 - 5%7 

CASEi - - - - - - 6%9 

CBITi 
1 1 2 - - - 17 <XM> 
- 1 - - - - 7 <XR> 

CBITII 
1 1 3 - - - 18 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 7 <XR> 

1 1 - - - 1 10 High 
CHECKi 1 1 - - - 2 19 Low 

1 1 - - - 2 20 O.K. 
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NS32332 Instruction Execution Times Table (Continued) 

Mnemonic TEA TGET TOPB TOPW TOPD TOPI Tey L 

CMPi - 2 - - - - 3 <XM>, <XR> 

- 2 - - - - 5 <XI> 

2 - - - - 2n 8' n + 19 i = B 

CMPMi 
n = number of compares 

2 - - - - 2n 8' n + 22 i=W 
2 - - - - 2n 8' n + 23 i = 0 

CMPQi - 1 - - - - 3 

- - - - - 2n 37' n + (69-71) 
CMPSi n = number of elements 

- - - - - - 13, no elements 

- - n - - 2n 42' n + (70-72) 
CMPST n = number of elements 

- - - - - - 13, no elements 

COMi 
1 1 - - - 1 6 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 8 <XR> 

CVTP 
2 - - - 1 - 4 <M> 
2 - - - - - 6 <R> 

(Till flush Queue 
CXP - - - 3 4 - 16 9 eye. + 2 TOPW 

+ 2 TOPO). 

(Till flush Queue 
CXPO 1 - - 3 3 - 14 7 eye. + 2 TOPW 

+ 1 TOPO). 

16' i + (27-28), <XM> 

DEli 2 3 
i = 1, B - - - - i = 2,W 
i = 4,0 

DEli - 1 - - - - 16 • i + (36-37), <XR> 

DIA - - - - - - 2%5 

DIVi 
- 2 - - - 1 49-56 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 50-57 <XR> 

, no operand 
ENTER - - - - 1 - 9 n = number of register saved 

- - - - n + 1 - n + 14; n > 0 

, no operand 
EXIT - - - - 1 - 5 n = number of register saved 

- - - - n + 1 - 3n+6;n>0 

Field in memory: 
18, 

EXTi 2 - - - 1 1 (offset MOD 8) = 0 
20 + (offset MOD 8), 
(offset MOD 8) > 0 

I Field in register: 
I 13, 

EXTi 1 - - - - 1 (offset MOD 32) = 0 . ~ , (o:1sst MOD 32) • 

I I I I I I I 
. .., -, 

I (offset MOD 32) > 0 

III 
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Mnemonic 

EXTSi 

FFSi 

FFSi 

FLAG 

IBITi 

INDEXi 

INSi 

INSi 

INSSi 

TEA 

1 

-

-

-
-
1 
-

-

1 

-

-

TGET TOPB 

1 -

2 -

1 -

- -
- -
1 2 
1 -
2 -

1 -

1 -

2 -

NS32332 Instruction Execution Times Table (Continued) 

TOPW TOPD TOPi TCY L 

1 
21 - -
(offset MOD 8) = 0 
23 + (offset MOD 8), 
(offset MOD 8) > 0 

<XM> 
"1" not found 

========== 
17, offset = 0; 
20 + offset, 
offset> 0; 

- - 1 "1" found 
========== 
i = operand size (1-4) 
24 ~ 
24 + i * 8, offset = 0 
27 + offset ~ 
24 + i * 8, offset> 0 

<XR> 
"1" not found 

========== 
18, offset = 0; 
21 + offset, 
offset> 0; 

- - - "1" found 
========== 
25 ~ 
25 + i * 8, offset = 0 
28 + offset ~ 
28 + i * 8, offset> 0 

- - - 6, no trap. 
4 3 - 35, trap. 

- - - 19 <XM> 

- - - 9 <XR> 

- - - 83 

Field in memory, 
29, 

- 2 - (offset MOD 8) = 0 
35 + 2 * (offset MOD 8), 

(offset MOD 8) > 0 

Field in register, 
23, 

- - - (offset MOD 32) = 0 
29 + 2 * (offset MOD 32), 

(offset MOD 32) > 0 

Field in memory, 
29, 

- 1 - (offset MOD 8) = 0 
35 + 2 * (offset MOD 8), 

(offset MOD 8) > 0 
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Mnemonic 

INSSi 

JSR 

JUMP 

LMR 

LPRi 

LSHi 

MEIi 

MODi 

MODi 

MOVi 

MOVMi 

MOVQi 

MOVSi 

MOVST 

MOVSUi 

MOVUSi 

MOVXBD 

MOVXBW 

NS32332 Instruction Execution Times Table (Continued) 

TEA TGET TOPB TOPW TOPD TOPi 

- 1 - - - -

1 - - - 1 -

1 - - - - -

- 1 - - - -

- 1 - - - -

- 2 - - - 1 

- 1 - - - -

- 2 - - - 1 

- 2 - - - -
- 2 - - - 1 
- 2 - - - -
- 2 - - - 2 
- 1 - - - -

- 2 - - - 1 

- 1 - - - -

1 1 - - - 1 
- 1 - - - -

2 - - - - 2n 

1 - - - - 1 
- - - - - -

- - - - - 2n 

- - - - - 2n 

- - n - - 2n 

2 - - - - 2 

2 - - - - 2 

1 1 - - 1 -

I I I I I I I I 
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4%6 

1%4 

5%9 

10 
17%20 

18 

7 
8 

11 + N 
12 + N 
12 + N 
13 + N 

17, 
20, 

45-49, 
57-63, 

46-50, 
58-64, 

1, 
3, 

1, 
3, 

19 

19 

7 
" 
" 
7 
5 

TeV 

Field in register, 
31, 

(offset MOD 8) = 0 
37 + 2 * (offset MOD 8), 

(offset MOD 8) > 0 

,UPSR 
,PSR 

,no PSR 

N = Number of shifts 
No Shift <M> 
No Shift <R> 

Count < 0 <M> 
Count < 0 <R> 
Count> 0 <M> 
Count> 0 <R> 

<XM> 
<XR> 

<XM> 
remainder = 0; 
remainder < > 0; 

<XR> 
remainder = 0; 
remainder< >0; 

n = number of elements 
in block. 

19 + 2 * n, i = Byte. 
22 + 2 * n, i = Word. 
23 + 2 * n, i = D. W. 

13 * n + 49, no option 
n = number of elements 

19 * n + (84-86) 
B, Wand/or U option 

in effect. 

24 * n + 85-87) 
B, Wand/or U option 

in effect. 

<XM> 
<XR> 

<M> 
<R> 

<XM> 
.-,,,r"'!. .... 

<XM> 
<XR> 

L 

16 
16 

16 

16 
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NS32332 Instruction Execution Times Table (Continued) 

Mnemonic TEA TGET TOPB TOPW TOPD TOPI Tey L 

MOVXWO 
1 1 - - 1 - 7 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 5 <XR> 

MOVZSO 
1 1 - - 1 - 6 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 4 <XR> 

MOVZSW 
1 1 - 1 - - 6 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 4 <XR> 

MOVZWO 
1 1 - - 1 - 6 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 4 <XR> 

MULi - 2 - - - 1 11 <XM> 16 

- 1 - - - - 12 <XR> 16 

NEGi 
1 1 - - - 1 4 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 6 <XR> 

NOP - - - - - - 3 

NOTi 
1 1 - - - 1 4 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 6 <XR> 

ORi - 2 - - - 1 3 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 4 <XR> 

QUOi - 2 - - - 1 41-46 <XM> 16 

- 1 - - - - 42-47 <XR> 16 

ROVAL 1 - 1 - - - 9 

REMi 
- 2 - - - 1 46-51 <XM> 16 

- 1 - - - - 47-52 <XR> 16 

5 ,no operand 

RESTORE - - - - - - n = number of register 
restored. 

- - - - n - 3' n + 6; n > 0 

RET - - - - 1 - 5%5 

32, no slave 

RETI - - 1 2 2 - (Till flush Queue 
24 eye. + 1 TOPS 

+ 2 TOPW + 1 TOPO) 

32, with slave 

RETI - - 2 2 3 - (Till flush Queue 
24 eye. + 2 TOPS 

+ 2 TOPW + 2 TOPO) 

22 

RETT - - - 2 2 - (Till flush Queue 
14 eye. + 2 TOPW 

+ 1 TOPO) 

N = Number of shifts 

- 2 - - - 1 7 No Shift <M> 

- 1 - - - - 8 No Shift <R> 

ROTi - 2 - - - 1 11 + N Count < 0 <M> 

- 2 - - - - 12 + N Count < 0 <R> 

- 2 - - - 1 12 + N Count> 0 <M> 

- 2 - - - - 13 + N Count> 0 <R> 

6 
RXP - - - 1 2 - (Till flush Queue 

5 eye.) 
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NS32332 Instruction Execution Times Table (Continued) 

Mnemonic TEA TGET TOPB TOPW TOPD TOPI Tey L 

1 - - - - 1 4 <M> 
Scondi - - - - - - 7 , true <R> 

6 , false <R> 

5 , no operand 

SAVE 
- - - - - - n = number of register 

saved. 

- - - - n - n + 6; n > 0 

SBITi 
1 1 2 - - - 17 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 7 <XR> 

SBITIi 
1 1 3 - - - 18 <XM> 
- 1 - - - - 7 <XR> 

SETCFG - - - - - - 5 

29 • n + (66-68) 
SKPSi - - - - - n B, Wand/or U option 

in effect. 

34· n + (67-69) 
SKPST - - n - - n B, Wand/or U option 

in effect. 

SMR 
1 - - - - 1 7 <M> 
- - - - - - 9 <R> 

1 - - - - 1 7 ,no UPSR; <M> 

SPRi 
1 - - - - 1 10 ,UPSR; <M> 

- - - - - - 9 ,no UPSR; <R> 

- - - - - - 12 ,UPSR; <R> 

SUBi - 2 - - - 1 3 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 4 <XR> 

SUBCi - 2 - - - 1 3 <XM> 

- 1 - - - - 4 <XR> 

SUBPi 
- 2 - - - 1 21 No carry 

- 2 - - - 1 20 Carry 

SVC - - - 4 3 - 31 

TBITi 
1 1 1 - - - 14 <M> 
- - - - - - 4 <R> 

WAIT 4-? 
? = until on - - - - - - interrupt/Reset 

! 
WRVAL 1 - 1 - - - 9 

XORi - 2 - - - 1 3 <XM> 
- 1 - - - - 4 <XR> 

I 

II 
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Series 32000® Quick Reference Timing 
Listed below are the most frequently used timing specifica- All the timing specifications given in this section refer to 
tions for the Series 32000 components. This listing is in- O.BV or 2.0V on the input and output signals as illustrated in 
tended for quick reference only, and is not all-inclusive. De- Figure 1, unless specifically stated otherwise. 
tailed timing specifications and diagrams are located in the 

ABBREVIATIONS: 
"AC Electrical Characteristics" section of each datasheet in 
this volume . L.E. - leading edge R.E. - rising edge 

T.E. - trailing edge F.E. - falling edge ==x ~:~ TEST POINTS TEST POINTS 0.8: 2.0)(: 
B11K20-1 

FIGURE 1 

NS32032 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays 
Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32032·6 NS32032-8 NS32032-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tALv Address Bits 0-23 Valid after R.E., PHI1 T1 65 55 40 ns 

tALh Address Bits 0-23 Hold after R.E., PHI1 Tmmu or T2 5 5 5 ns 

tov Data Valid (Write Cycle) after R.E., PHI1 T2 70 60 50 ns 

tOh Data Hold (Write Cycle) after R.E., PHI1 next T1 or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tALAOSs Address Bits 0-23 Setup before ADS T.E. 25 25 25 ns 

tALAOSh Address Bits 0-23 Hold after ADS T.E. 25 20 15 ns 

tAU Address Bits 0-23 after R.E., PHI1 T2 25 25 25 ns 
Floating (No MMU) 

tAOf Data Bits D24-D31 after R.E., PHI1 T2 25 25 25 ns I 

Floating (No MMU) 

tALMf Address Bits 0-23 after R.E., PHI1 Tmmu 25 25 25 ns 
Floating (with MMU) 

tAOMf Data Bits 21-31 after R.E., PHI1 Tmmu 25 25 25 ns 
Floating (with MMU) 

tSEv BEn Signals Valid after R.E., PHI2 T 4 70 60 45 ns 

tSEh BEn Signals Hold after R.E., PHI2 T4 or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tSTv Status (STO-ST3) Valid after R.E., PHI1 T4 65 55 45 ns 
(before T1, see note) 

tSTh Status (STO-ST3) Hold after R.E., PHI1 T4 (after T1) 0 0 0 ns 

tOOINv DDIN Signal Valid after R.E., PHI1 T1 B3 62 50 ns 

tOOINh DDIN Signal Hold after R.E., PHI1 next T1 or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tAOSa ADS Signal Active (Low) after R.E., PHI1 T1 55 45 35 ns 

tAOSia ADS Signal Inactive after R.E., PHI2 T1 60 55 45 ns 

tAoSw ADS Pulse Width at O.BV (both edges) 50 40 30 ns 

tOSa DS Signal Active (Low) after R.E., PHI1 T2 70 60 45 ns 

tOSia DS Signal Inactive after R.E., PHI1 T4 50 50 40 ns 

tALI ADO-AD23 Floating after R.E., PHI1 T1 100 65 25 ns 
(Caused by HOLD) 
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NS32032 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays (Continued) 

Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32032-6 NS32032-8 

Min Max Min Max 

tAOt 024-031 Floating after R.E., PHI1 T1 100 65 
(Caused by HOLD) 

tOSt OS Floating after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 80 
(Caused by HOLD) 

tAOSt ADS Floating after R.E., PHI1 Ti '100 80 
(Caused by HOLD) 

tSEt BEn Floating after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 80 
(Caused by HOLD) 

tOOl Nt ODIN Floating after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 80 
(Caused by HOLD) 

tHlOAa HLDA Signal Active (Low) after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 90 

tHlOAia HLDA Signal Inactive after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 90 

tOSr OS Signal Returns from after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 80 
Floating (Caused by HOLD) 

tAOSr ADS Signal Returns from after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 80 
Floating (Caused by HOLD) 

tSEr BEn Signals Return from after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 80 
Floating (Caused by HOLD) 

tOOINr ODIN Signal Returns from after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 80 
Floating (Caused by HOLD) 

tOOINt ODIN Signal Floating after FL T F.E. 80 65 
(Caused by FL T) 

tOOINr ODIN Signal Returns from after FL T R.E. 75 65 
Floating (Caused by FL T) 

tSPCa SPC Output Active (Low) after R.E., PHI1 T1 50 45 

tSPCia SPC Output Inactive after R.E., PHI1 T4 50 45 

tSPCnt SPC Output Nonforcing after R.E., PHI2 T 4 40 25 

tov Data Valid (Slave Processor after R.E., PHI1 T1 80 65 
Write) 

tOh Data Hold (Slave Processor after R.E., PHI1 0 0 
Write) next T1 or Ti 

tpFSw PFS Pulse Width at 0.8V (both edges) 70 70 

tPFSa PFS Pulse Active (Low) after R.E., PHI2 70 60 

tPFSia PFS Pulse Inactive after R.E., PHI2 70 60 

IllOs ILO Signal Setup before R.E., PHI1 T1 30 30 
of first interlocked 
read cycle 

tllOh ILO Signal Hold after RE., PHI1 T3 10 10 
of last interlocked 
write cycle 

tllOa ILO Signal Active (Low) after R.E., PHI1 70 70 
--

tllOia ILO Signal Inactive after R.E., PHI1 I 70 70 
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NS32032 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays (Continued) 

Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32032·6 NS32032·8 NS32032·10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tUSv U/S Signal Valid after R.E., PHI1 T4 70 60 45 ns 

tUSh U/S Signal Hold after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 10 10 ns 

tNSPF Nonsequential Fetch to after R.E., PHI1 T1 4 4 4 tcp 
next PFS Clock Cycle 

tpFNS PFS Clock Cycle to next before R.E., PHI1 T1 4 4 4 tcp 
Non-Sequential Fetch 

tLXPF Last Operand Transfer before R.E., PHI1 T1 of first 0 0 0 tcp 
of an Instruction to next of first bus 
PFS Clock Cycle cycle of transfer 

Nole: Every memory cycle starts with T4. during which Cycle Status is applied. If the CPU was idling, the sequence will be: " .. . Ti, T4, Tt . . .". If the CPU was 
not idling, the sequence will be: ". . . T 4, T1 . . .". 

NS32032 Input Signal Requirements 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32032·6 NS32032·8 NS32032·10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tPWR Power Stable to after Vcc reaches 4.5V 50 50 50 IJ-s 
RSTR.E. 

tOls Data in Setup before F,E" PHI2 T3 20 15 10 ns 
(Read Cycle) 

tOlh Data in Hold after R.E" PHI1 T4 10 10 10 ns 
(Read Cycle) 

tHLOa HOLD Active (Low) Setup before F,E., PHI2 TX1 25 25 25 ns 
Time (See Note) 

tHLOia HOLD Inactive Setup before F,E., PHI2 Ti 25 25 25 ns 
Time 

tHLOh HOLD Hold Time after R.E., PHI1 TX2 0 0 0 ns 

tFLTa FL T Active (Low) before F.E., PHI2 Tmmu 25 25 25 ns 
Setup Time 

tFLTia FL T Inactive Setup before F.E., PHI2 T2 25 25 25 ns 
Time 

tROYs RDY Setup Time before F.E., PHI2 T2 or T3 25 20 15 ns 

tROYh RDY Hold Time after F.E., PHI1 T3 0 0 0 ns 

tASTs ABT Setup Time before F.E., PHI2 Tmmu 30 25 20 ns 
(FL T Inactive) 

tASTs ABT Setup Time before F.E., PHI2 T, 30 25 20 ns 
(FL T Active) 

tASTh ABT Hold Time after R.E., PHI1 0 0 0 ns 

tRSTs RST Setup Time before F.E., PHI1 20 20 15 ns 

tRSTw RST Pulse Width at O.BV (both edges) 64 64 64 tcp 

tiNTs INT Setup Time before F.E., PHI1 25 25 25 ns 

I 
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NS32032 Input Signal Requirements (Continued) 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32032-6 NS32032-8 NS32032-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tNMlw NMI Pulse Width at 0.8V (both edges) 70 70 70 ns 

tOls Data Setup (Slave before F.E., PHI2 T1 30 25 20 ns 
Read Cycle) 

tOlh Data Hold (Slave after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 10 10 ns 
Read Cycle) 

tSPCd SPC Pulse Delay from Slave after R.E., PHI2 T4 40 35 25 ns 

tsPCs SPC Setup Time before F.E., PHI1 35 30 25 ns 

tspCw SPC Pulse Width from at 0.8V (both edges) 30 25 20 ns 
Slave Processor 
(Async Input) 

tATs AT /SPC Setup for Ad- before R.E., PHI1 of cycle 1 1 1 tcp 
dress Translation Strap during which RST 

Pulse Is Removed 

tATh AT /SPC Hold for Ad- after F.E., PHI1 of cycle 2 2 2 tcp 
dress Translation Strap during which RST 

pulse is removed 

Note: This setup time is necessary to ensure prompt acknowledgement via HLDA and the ensuing floating of CPU off the buses. Note that the time from the receipt 
of the HOLD signal until the CPU floats is a function of the time HOLD signal goes low, the state of the ROY input (in MMU systems), and the length of the current 
MMU cycle. 

NS32032 Clocking Requirements 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32032-6 NS32032-8 NS32032-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tCLr PHI1, PHI2 Rise Time 0.8V to Vcc - 0.9V 9 8 7 ns 

on R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tcu PHI1, PHI2 Fall Time Vcc - 0.9V to 0.8V 9 8 7 ns 
on F.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tcp Clock Period R.E., PHI1, PHI2 to next 170 5000 130 5000 100 5000 ns 

R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tCLw(1,2) PHI1, PHI2 At 2.0V on PHI1, 0.5tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp ns 
Pulse Width PHI2 (both edges) - 14 ns - 12 ns - 10ns 

tCLh(1,2) PHI1, PHI2 High Time At Vcc - 0.9V on 0.5tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5tCp ns 

PHI1, PHI2 (both edges) - 18 ns - 17 ns - 15 ns 

tnOVL(1,2) Non-Overlap Time 0.8V on F.E., PHI1, PHi2 to 0 7 0 7 0 7 ns 

0.8V on R.E., PHI2, PHI1 

tnOVLas Non-Overlap Asymmetry at 0.8V on PHI1, PHI2 -4 4 -4 4 -4 4 ns 

(tnOVL(1) - tnOVL(2)) 

tCLwas PHI1, PHI2 Asymmetry at 2.0Von PHI1, PHI2 -5 5 -5 5 -5 5 ns 

(tCLw(1) - tCLw(2)) 
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NS32016 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays 
Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32016-6 NS32016-8 NS32016-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tALv Address Bits 0-15 Valid after R.E., PHil Tl 65 55 40 ns 

tALh Address Bits 0-15 Hold after R.E., PHil Tmmu or T2 5 5 5 ns 

tov Data Valid (Write Cycle) after R.E., PHil T2 70 60 50 ns 

tOh Data Hold (Write Cycle) after R.E., PHil next Tl or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tAHv Address Bits 16-23 Valid after R.E., PHil Tl 65 55 40 ns 

tAHh Address Bits 16-23 Hold after R.E., PHil next Tl or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tALAOSs Address Bits 0-15 Setup before ADS T.E. 25 25 25 ns 

tAHAOSs Address Bits 16-23 Set Up before ADS T.E. 25 25 25 ns 

tALAOSh Address Bits 0-15 Hold after ADS T.E. 20 20 15 ns 

tAHAOSh Address Bits 16-23 Hold after ADS T.E. 20 20 15 ns 

tAU Address Bits 0-15 Floating after R.E., PHil T2 25 25 25 ns 
(no MMU) 

tALMf Address Bits 0-15 Floating after R.E., PHil Tmmu 25 25 25 ns 
(withMMU) 

tAHMf Address Bits 16-23 Floating after R.E., PHil Tmmu 25 25 25 ns 
(withMMU) 

tHBEv HBE Signal Valid after R.E., PHil Tl 70 60 50 ns 

tHBEh HBE Signal Hold after R.E., PHil next Tl or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tSTv Status (STO-ST3) Valid after R.E., PHil T4 65 55 45 ns 
(before Tl , see note) 

tSTh Status (STO-ST3) Hold after R.E., PHil T4 (afterTl) 0 0 0 ns 

tOOINv ODIN Signal Valid after R.E., PHil T1 83 62 50 ns 

tlLOia ILO Signal Inactive after R.E., PHil 55 45 35 ns 

tusv U/S Signal Valid after R.E., PHil T4 55 45 35 ns 

tUSh U/S Signal Hold after R.E., PHil T4 10 10 10 ns 

tNSPF Nonsequential Fetch to next PFS after R.E., PHil Tl 4 4 4 tcp 
Clock Cycle 

tpFNS PFS Clock Cycle to next Non- before R.E., PHil Tl 4 4 4 tcp 
Sequential Fetch 

tLXPF Last Operand Transfer of an Instruc- before R.E., PHil Tl of first 0 0 0 tcp 
tion to next PFS Clock Cycle bus cycle of transfer 

Note: Every memory cycle starts with T4, during which Cycle Status is applied. If the CPU was idling, the sequence will be: ", . . Ti. T4, T1 . .". If the CPU was 
not idling, the sequence will be: ". . . T 4, T1 . " 

NS32016 Input Signal Requirements 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32016-6 NS32016-8 NS32016-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tpWR Power Stable to RST R.E. after Vcc reaches 4.5V 50 50 50 !,-S 

tOls Data in Setup (Read Cycle) before F.E., PHI2 T3 25 20 15 ns 

tOlh Data in Hold (Read Cycle) after R.E., PHil T4 10 10 10 ns 

tHLOa HOLD Active (Low) Setup Time before F.E., PHI2 TXl 25 25 25 ns 
(See Note) 
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NS32016 Input Signal Requirements (Continued) 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32016-6 NS32016-8 NS32016-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tHlOia HOLD Inactive Setup Time before F.E., PHI2 Ti 25 25 25 ns 

tHlOh HOLD Hold Time after R.E., PHI1 TX2 0 0 0 ns 

tFlTa FL T Active (Low) Setup Time before FE, PHI2 Tmmu 25 25 25 ns 

tFlTia FL T Inactive Setup Time before F.E., PHI2 T2 25 25 25 ns 

tROYs ROY Setup Time before FE, PHI2 T2 or T3 25 20 15 ns 

tROYh ROY Hold Time after F.E., PHI1 T3 0 0 0 ns 

IABTs ABT Setup Time (FL T inactive) before F.E., PHI2 Tmmu 30 25 20 ns 

lASTs ABT Setup Time (FL T active) before F.E., PHI2 Tf 30 25 20 ns 

tABTh ABT Hold Time after R.E., PHI1 0 0 0 ns 

tRSTs RST Setup Time before FE, PHI1 20 20 15 ns 

tRSTw RST Pulse Width at O.SV (both edges) 64 64 64 tcp 

tiNTs INT Setup Time before FE, PH!1 25 25 25 ns 

tNMlw NMI Pulse Width at O.SV (both edges) SO 75 70 ns 

tOls Data Setup (Slave Read Cycle) before FE, PHI2 T1 30 25 20 ns 

tOlh Data Hold (Slave Read Cycle) after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 10 10 ns 

tSPCd SPC Pulse Delay from Slave after R.E., PHI2 T4 40 35 25 ns 

tsPCs SPC Setup Time before F. E., PH 11 35 30 25 ns 

tsPCw SPC Pulse Width from Slave at O.SV (both edges) 30 25 20 ns 
Processor (Async. Input) 

tATh AT /SPC Hold for Address after F.E., PHI1 of cycle during 2 2 2 tcp 
Translation Strap which RST pulse is removed 

tATs AT /SPC Setup for Address before R.E., PHI1 of Cycle During 1 1 1 tcp 
Translation Strap which RST pulse is removed 

Note: This setup time is necessary to ensure prompt acknowledgement via HLDA and the ensuing floating of CPU off the buses. Note that the time from the receipt 
of the HOLD signal until the CPU floats is a function of the time HOLD signal goes low, the state of the ROY input (in MMU systems), and the length of the current 
MMU cycle. 

NS32016 Clocking Requirements 

Reference/ NS32016-6 NS32016-8 NS32016-10 
Name Description 

Conditions Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tClr PH 11, PH 12 Rise Time 0.8V to Vcc - 0.9V 9 8 7 ns 
on R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tCLl PHI1, PHI2 Fall Time Vcc - 0.9V to O.SV 9 8 7 ns 
on F.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tcp Clock period R.E., PHI1, PHI2 to Next 170 5000 130 5000 100 5000 ns 
R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tClw(1,2) PHI1, PHI2 At 2.0V on PHI1, PHI2 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp ns 
Pulse Width (both edges) - 14 ns - 12 ns - 10 ns 

tClh(1,2) PHI1, PHI2 High Time at Vcc - 0.9Von 0.5tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5tcp ns 
PHI1, PHI2 (both edges) - 18 ns - 17 ns - 15 ns 

tnOVl(1,2) Non-Overlap Time 0.8V on FE, PHI1, PHI2 to 0 7 0 7 0 7 ns 
0.8V on RE, PHI2, PHI1 

tnOVLas Non-Overlap Asymmetry At 0.8V on PHI1, PHI2 -4 4 -4 4 -4 4 ns 
(tnOVL(1) - tnOVL(2» 

tCLwas PHI1, PHI2 Asymmetry At 2.0V on PHI1, PHI2 -5 5 -5 5 -5 5 ns 
(tCLw(1) - tClw(2» 
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NS32008 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays 
Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32008-6 NS32008-8 NS32008-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tALv Address Bits 0-7 Valid after R.E., PHI1 T1 SO 65 50 ns 

tALh Address Bits 0-7 Hold after R.E., PHI1 T2 5 5 5 ns 

tov Data Valid (Write Cycle) after R.E., PHI1 T2 SO 65 50 ns 

tOh Data Hold (Write Cycle) after R.E., PHI1 next T1 or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tAHv Address Bits S-23 Valid after R.E., PHI1 T1 95 75 50 ns 

tAHh Address Bits S-23 Hold after R.E., PHI1 next T1 or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tALAOSs Address Bits 0-7 Set Up before ADS reaches 2.0V 25 25 25 ns 
to ADS T.E. 

tAHAOSs Address Bits S-23 Set Up before ADS reaches 2.0V 25 25 25 ns 
to ADS T.E. 

tALAOSh Address Bits 0-7 Hold after ADS reaches 2.0V 15 15 15 ns 
from ADS T.E. 

tALI Address Bits 0-7 Floating after R.E., PHI1 T2 25 25 25 ns 

tSTv Status (STO-ST3) Valid after R.E., PHI1 T4 90 70 45 ns 
(before T1, see note) 

tSTh Status (STO-ST3) Hold after R.E., PHI1 T4 (afterT1) 0 0 0 ns 

tOOINv DDIN Signal Valid after R.E., PHI1 T1 S3 62 50 ns 

tODINh DDIN Signal Hold after R.E., PHI1 nextT1 or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tAOSa ADS Signal Active (Low) after R.E., PHI1 T1 55 45 35 ns 

tADSia ADS Signal Inactive after R.E., PHI2 T1 60 55 45 ns 

tAOSw ADS Pulse Width at O.SV (both edges) 50 40 30 ns 

tOSa OS Signal Active (Low) after R.E., PHI1 T2 70 60 45 ns 

tOSia OS Signal Inactive after R.E., PHI1 T4 10 60 10 50 10 40 ns 

tAL! ADO-AD7 Floating (Caused by ROID) after R.E., PHI1 T1 100 65 25 ns 

tAH! AS-A23 Floating (Caused by ROID) after R.E., PHI1 T1 100 65 25 ns 

tAOS! ADS Floating (Caused by ROID) after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 SO 55 ns 

tODIN! ODIN Floating (Caused by ROID) after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 SO 55 ns 

tHLOAa HIDA Signal Active (Low) after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 90 75 ns 

tHLDAia HIDA Signal Inactive after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 90 75 ns 

tAOSr ADS Signal Returns from Floating after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 SO 55 ns 
(Caused by HOLD) 

tDDINr DDIN Signal Returns from Floating after R.E., PHI1 Ti 100 SO 55 ns 
(Caused by HOLD) 

\sPCa SPC Output Active (Low) after R.E., PHI1 T1 50 45 35 ns 

tSPCia SPC Output Inactive after R.E., PHI1 T4 50 45 35 ns 

tSPCn! SPC Output Nonforcing after R.E., PHI2 T4 40 25 10 ns 

tDv Data Valid (Slave Processor Write) after R.E., PHI1 T1 SO 65 50 ns 

tDh Data Hold (Slave Processor Write) after R.E., PHI1 next T1 or Ti 0 0 0 ns 

tpFSw PFS Pulse Width at O.SV (both edges) 70 70 70 ns 

tPFSa PFS Pulse Active (Low) after R.E., PHI2 70 60 50 ns 

tPFSia PFS Pulse Inactive after R.E., PHI2 70 60 50 ns 
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NS32008 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays (Continued) 

Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF 

Name Description 
Referencel NS32008-6 NS32008-8 NS32008-10 

Units 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tlLOs ILO Signal Setup before R.E., PHil Tl 30 30 30 ns 
of first interlocked 
read cycle 

tlLOh ILO Signal Hold after R.E., PHil T3 10 10 10 ns 
of last interlocked 
write cycle 

tlLOa ILO Signal Active (Low) after R.E., PHil 70 65 55 ns 

tlLOia iIO Signal Inactive after R.E., PHil 70 65 55 ns 

tusv U/S Signal Valid after R.E., PHil T4 70 60 45 ns 

tUSh U/S Signal Hold after R.E., PHil Tl 10 10 10 ns 

tNSPF Nonsequential Fetch to Next PFS after R.E., PHil Tl 4 4 4 tcp 
Clock Cycle 

tpFNS PFS Clock Cycle to Next Non· before R.E., PHil Tl 4 4 4 tcp 
Sequential Fetch 

ILXPF Last Operand Transfer of an before R.E., PHil Tl 0 0 0 tcp 
Instruction to Next PFS Clock of first bus 
Cycle cycle of transfer 

Note 1: Timing parameters for components with an '"s" suffix are not guaranteed compatible with an NS32081 Slave Processor at a clock rate greater than 4 MHz. 
Note 2: Every memory cycle starts with T4, during which Cycle Status is applied. If the CPU was idling, the sequence will be: '" ... Ti, T4, T1 ... ". If the CPU was 
not idling, the sequence will be: '" ... T4. T1 ... ". 

NS32008 Input Signal Requirements 

Name Description 
Referencel NS32008-6 NS32008-8 NS32008-10 

Units 
Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tpWR Power Stable to RST R.E. after V CC reaches 4.5V 50 50 50 ILs 

to Is Data in Setup (Read Cycle) before F.E., PHI2 T3 20 15 10 ns 

IOlh Data in Hold (Read Cycle) after R.E., PHil T4 10 10 10 ns 

tHLOa HOLD Active (Low) Setup Time before F.E., PHI2 TXl 25 25 25 ns 
(See Note) 

tHLOia HOLD Inactive Setup Time before F.E., PHI2 Ti 25 25 25 ns 

tHLDh HOLD Hold Time after R.E., PHil TX2 0 0 0 ns 

tROYs ROY Setup Time before F.E., PHI2 25 25 25 ns 
T2orT3 

IROYh ROY Hold Time after F.E., PHil T3 0 0 0 ns 

tRSTs RST Setup Time before F.E., PHil 20 15 10 ns 

IRSTw RST Pulse Width at O.SV (both edges) 64 64 64 Icp 
liNTs INT Setup Time before T.E., PHil 20 20 20 ns 

tNMlw NMI Pulse Width at O.SV (both edges) 70 70 70 ns 

tOls Data Setup (Slave Read Cycle) before F.E., PHI2 Tl 20 15 10 ns 

IOlh Data Hold (Slave Read Cycle) after R.E., PHil T4 10 10 10 ns 

tsPCd SPC Pulse Delay from Slave after R.E., PHI2 T 4 17 13 10 ns 

t!';PCs SPC Setup Time Before F.E., PHil 42 32 25 ns 
-

tspcw SPC Pulse Width from Slave at O.SV (both edges) 30 25 20 ns 
Processor (Async. Input) 

Nota: This setup time is necessary to ensure prompt acknowledgement via HLDA and the ensuing floating of CPU off the buses. Note that the time from the receipt 
of the HOLD signal until the CPU floats is a function of the time HOLD signal goes low, and the state of the ROY input II 
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NS32008 Clocking Requirements 

Name Description 
Reference! NS32008-6 NS32008-8 NS32008-10 

Units 
Conditions 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tClr PHI1, PHI2 Rise Time O.BV to VCC - 0.9V 9 B 7 ns 
on R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tCLf PHI1, PHI2 Fall Time VCC - 0.9V to O.BV 9 B 7 ns 
on F.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tcp Clock Period R.E., PHI1, PHI2 to next 170 5000 130 5000 100 5000 ns 
R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tClw(1,2) PHI1, PHI2 at 2.0V on PHI1, 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp ns 
Pulse Width PHI2 (both edges) - 14 ns - 12 ns - 10 ns 

tclh(1,2) PHI1, PHI2 High Time at Vcc - 0.9Von 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tCp ns 
PHI1, PHI2 (both edges) - 1B ns - 17 ns - 15 ns 

tnOVl(1,2) Non-Overlap Time O.BVon F.E., PHI1, PHI2 to 0 7 0 7 0 7 ns 
O.BV on R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tnOVlas Non-Overlap Asymmetry at O.BV on PHI1, PHI2 -4 4 -4 4 -4 4 ns 

(tnOVl(1) - tnOVl(2) 

tClwas PHI1, PHI2 Asymmetry at 2.0V on PHI1, PHI2 -5 5 -5 5 -5 5 ns 

(tClw(1) - tClw(2) 
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NS32201 Clock Signals 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32201-6 NS32201-8 

Min Max Min Max 

tcp Clock Period PHil R.E. 10 Next PHil R.E. 160 120 

tCLh Clock High Time At Vcc - 0.9V on PHil, PHI2 0.5tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp 
(Both Edges) - 17 ns - 7 ns - 16ns - 7 ns 

tCLI Clock Low Time At 0.8V on PHil, PHI2 0.5tcp 0.5tCp 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 
(Both Edges) + 12 ns + 11 ns 

tClw(I,2) Clock Pulse Width At 2.0V on PHil, PHI2 0.5tcp 0.5tcp 0.5tCp 0.5 tcp 
(Both Edges) - 14ns - 4ns - 12 ns - 4ns 

tClwas PHil, PHI2 Asymmetry 
At 2.0V on PHil, PHI2 

-5 5 -5 5 

(tClWl) - tclW(2») 

tClR Clock Rise Time 0.8V to VCC - 0.9V 9 8 
on PHil, PHI2 R.E. 

tClF Clock Fall Time VCC - 0.9V to 0.8V 7 7 
on PHil, PHI2 F.E. 

tnOVl(I,2) Clock Nonoverlap Time 0.8V on PHil, PHI2 F.E. to 0 5 0 5 
0.8V on PHI2, PHil R.E. 

tnOVlas Non-Overlap Asymmetry At 0.8V on PHil, PHI2 -4 4 -4 4 

(tnOVl(l) - tnOVl(2») 

tXIR XIN Rise Time 1.5V to VCC - 1.5V on XIN R.E. 15 11 

tXIF XIN Fall Time VCC - 1.5V to 1.5V on XIN F.E. 15 11 

tXh XIN High Time 2.5V on XIN R.E. to 25 20 
(External Input) 2.5V on XIN F.E. 

NS32201 Timing Tables 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32201-6 NS32201-8 

Min Max Min Max 

tXI XIN Low Time 2.5V on XIN F.E. to 25 20 
(External Input) 2.5V on XIN R.E. 

tXFr XIN to FCLK R.E. Delay 2.5V on XIN R.E. to FCLK R.E. 15 29 15 28 

tXFf XIN to FCLK F.E. Delay 2.5V on XIN F.E. to FCLK F.E. 15 29 15 28 

txcr XIN to CTTL R.E. Delay 2.5V on XIN R.E. to CTTL R.E. 24 40 24 39 

tXPr XIN to PHil R.E. Delay 2.5V on XIN R.E. to PHil R.E. 21 40 21 37 

tFCR FCLK Rise Time 0.8V to 2.0V on FCLK R.E. 12 9 

tFCF FCLK Fall Time 2.0V to 0.8V on FCLK F.E. 12 9 

tFCr FCLK to CTTL R.E. Delay FCLK R.E. to CTTL R.E. 5 17 5 16 

tFCf FCLK to CTTL F.E. Delay FCLK R.E. to CTTL F.E. 5 17 5 16 

tFPr FCLK to PHil R.E. Delay FCLK R.E. to PHil R.E. 2 17 2 13 

tFPf FCLK to PHil F.E. Delay FCLK R.E. to PHil F.E. -4 8 -4 6 

tFw FCLK High Time At 2.0V on FCLK (Both Edges) 0.25 tcp 0.25 tcp 0.25tCp 0.25 tcp 
with Crystal - 7 ns + 7 ns - 6ns + 6ns 

I 

tpCf PHI2 R.E.to CTTL PHI2 R.E. to CTTL F.E. -8L 12 -7 11 
F.E. Delay 

tCTw CTTL High Time At 2.0V on CTTL (Both Edges) 0.5 tcp I 0.5 tcp 0.5tcp 0.5 tcp 
- 8 ns + 8 ns - 8 ns + 8ns 
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NS32201-10 

Min Max 

100 

0.5tcp 0.5tCp 
- 15ns - 7 ns 

0.5 tcp 0.5tcp 
+ IOns 

0.5 tcp 0.5 tcp 
- IOns - 4ns 

-5 5 

7 

7 

0 5 

-4 4 

9 

9 

16 

NS32201-10 

Min Max 

16 

15 27 

15 27 

24 35 

21 32 

7 

7 

5 15 

5 15 

2 10 

-4 4 

0.25 tcp 0.25 tcp 
- 5ns + 5ns 

-6 10 

0.5tCp 0.5 tcp 
- 7 ns + 7 ns 

Units 
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ns 
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NS32201 CTTL Timing CL=50pF 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32201·6 NS32201·8 NS32201·10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tPCr PHI1 to CTTL R.E. Delay PHI1 R.E. to CTTL R.E. -2 7 -2 6 -2 5 ns 

tCTR CTTL Rise Time 0.8V to 2.0V on CTTL R.E. 6 6 5 ns 

tCTF CTTL Fall Time 2.0V to 0.8V on CTTL F.E. 5 5 4 ns 

Note 1: PHil and PHI2 are interchangeable for the following parameters: tcp, telh, tell, telw, tClA, telF, tnOVl, tXPr, tFPr, tFPf· 

NS32201 CTTL Timing CL=100pF 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32201·6 NS32201·8 NS32201·10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tPCr PHI1 to CTTL R.E. Delay PHI1 R.E. to CTTL R.E. -2 8 -2 7 -2 6 ns 

tCTR CTTL Rise Time 0.8V to 2.0V on CTTL R.E. 8 8 7 ns 

tCTF CTTL Fall Time 2.0V to 0.8V on CTTL F.E. 6 6 5 ns 

NS32201 Control Inputs (RST1, RSTO, ADS, ODIN) Timing 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32201·6 NS32201·8 NS3220 1-1 0 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tRSTr RSTO R.E. Delay After PHI1 R.E. 25 20 15 ns 

tRSTs RSTI Setup Time Before PHI1 R.E. 20 20 20 ns 

tAOs ADS Setup Time Before PHI1 R.E. 30 28 25 ns 

tAOw ADS Pulse Width ADS L.E. to ADS T.E. 25 25 25 ns 

tOOs ODIN Setup Time Before PHI1 R.E. 10 10 10 ns 

tOOh ODIN Hold Time After PHI1 R.E. 15 15 15 ns 

NS32201 Control Outputs (TSD, RD, WR, DBE & RWEN/SYNC) Timing 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32201·6 NS32201·8 NS32201·10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tn TSO L.E. Delay After PHI1 R.E. 12 11 10 ns 

tTr TSO T.E. Delay After PHI1 R.E. 20 18 15 ns 

tRWf(Fl RD/WR L.E. Delay (Fast Cycle) After PHI1 R.E. 50 40 30 ns 

tRWf(S) RD/WR L.E. Delay After PHI1 R.E. 30 23 15 ns 
(Peripheral Cycle) 

I 
tRWr RD/WR T.E. Delay After PHI1 R.E. 25 23 20 ns 

tOSf(W) DBE L.E. Delay (Write Cycle) After PHI1 R.E. 35 30 24 ns 

tOSfCR) DBE L.E. Delay (Read Cycle) After PHI2 R.E. 30 23 15 ns 

tOSr DBE T.E. Delay After PHI2 R.E. 20 20 20 ns 

tpLZ RD,WR Low Level to TRI-STATE After RWEN/SYNC R.E. 20 20 20 ns 

!PHZ RD,WR High Level to TRI-STATE After RWEN/SYNC R.E. 20 20 20 ns 

tpZL RD,WR TRI-STATE to Low Level After RWEN/SYNC F.E. 25 23 20 ns 

tpZH RD,wR TRI-STATE to High Level After RWEN/SYNC F.E. 25 23 20 ns 
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NS32201 Wait States & Cycle Hold (CWAIT. WAITn. PER & ROY) Timing 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32201-6 NS32201-8 

Min Max Min Max 

tCWs(H) CWAIT Setup Time (Cycle Hold) Before PHI1 R.E. 35 30 

tcWh(H) CWAIT Hold Time (Cycle Hold) After PHI1 R.E. 0 0 

tCWs(W) CWAIT Setup Time (Wait States) Before PHI2 R.E. 13 12 

tcWh(W) CWAIT Hold Time (Wait States) After PHI2 R.E. 20 14 

tws WAITn Setup Time Before PHI2 R.E. 5 5 

twh WAITn Hold Time After PHI2 R.E. 25 20 

tps PER Setup Time Before PHI1 R.E. 0 0 

tph PER Hold Time After PHI1 R.E. 30 25 

tRd ROY Delay After PHI2 R.E. 30 26 

NS32201 Synchronization (SYNC) Timing 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32201-6 NS32201-8 

Min Max Min Max 

tSys SYNC Setup Time Before FCLK R.E. 20 19 

tSvh SYNC Hold Time After FCLK R.E. 3 2 

ICS CTTL/SYNC Inversion Delay CTTL (master) to 25 20 
RWEN/SYNC (slave) 
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NS32081 Output Signal Propagation Delays 
Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF 

Reference! NS32081·6 NS32081·8 NS32081·10 
Units Name Description 

Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tDv Data Valid After SPC LE. 65 55 45 ns 

tDf 00-015 Floating After SPC T.E. 50 50 50 ns 

tSPCFw SPC Pulse Width AtO.8V tcLKp - 50 tcLKp + 50 tcLKp - 50 tcLKp + 50 tcLKp - 50 tcLKp + 50 ns 

fromFPU (Both Edges) 

tSPCFI SPC Output Active After ClK R.E. 90 70 55 ns 

tSPCFh SPC Output Inactive After ClK R. E. 90 70 55 ns 

\sPCFnf SPCOutput After ClK F.E. 75 55 45 ns 

Nonforcing 

NS32081 Input Signal Requirements 

Reference! NS32081·6 NS32081·8 NS32081·10 
Units Name Description 

Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tpwA Power Stable to AfterVcc 50 50 50 )Jos 

RST R.E. Reaches 4.5V 

tASTw RSf Pulse Width AtO.8V 64 64 64 tcLKp 
(Both Edges) 

tss Status (STO-ST1) Before SPC LE. 75 60 50 ns 

Setup 

tSh Status (STO-ST1) After SPC LE. 90 70 40 ns 

Hold 

tDs 00-015 Setup Time Before SPC T.E. 75 55 40 ns 

tDh 00-015 Hold Time After SPC T.E. 80 65 50 ns 

\spCw SPC Pulse Width AtO.8V 100 85 70 ns 

from CPU (Both Edges) 

\spcs SPC Input Active Before ClK R. E. 50 45 40 ns 

tSPCh SPC Input Inactive After ClK R.E. 0 0 0 ns 

tASTs RSfSetup Before ClK F.E. 10 10 10 ns 

tASTh RST R.E. Delay After ClK R.E. 0 0 0 ns 

NS32081 Clocking Requirements 

Reference! NS32081·6 NS32081·8 NS32081·10 
Units Name Description 

Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tCLKh Clock High Time At2.0V 60 1000 50 1000 42 1000 ns 
(Both Edges) 

tcLKI Clock low Time AtO.8V 60 1000 50 1000 42 1000 ns 
(Both Edges) 

tCLKp Clock Period ClK R.E. to Next 160 2000 125 2000 100 2000 ns 

ClKR.E. 
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NS32082 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays 
Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32082·6 

Min Max 

tALv Address Bits 0-15 Valid After R.E., PHI1 Tmmu or T1 60 

tALh Address Bits 0-15 Hold After R.E., PHI1 T2 5 

tAHh Address Bits 16-24 Valid After R.E., PHI1 Tmmu or T1 65 

tAHh Address Bits 16-24 Hold After R.E., PHI1 T2 5 

tALPAVs Address Bits 0-15 Set Up Before PAy T.E. 25 

tAHPAVs Address Bits 16-24 Set Up Before PAY T.E. 25 

tALPAVh Address Bits 0-15 Hold After PAY T.E. 20 

tAHPAVh Address Bits 16-24 Hold After PAy T.E. 20 

tALI ADO-AD15 Floating After R.E., PHI1 T2 25 

tAH! A16-A24 Floating After R.E., PHI1 T2 or T1 25 

tALz ADO-AD15 Floating After R.E., PHI1 Ti 45 
(Caused by HOLD) 

tAHZ A16-A24 Floating After R.E., PHI1 Ti 45 

(Caused by HOLD) 

tALr ADO-AD15 Return from Floating After R.E., PHil Tl 75 
(Caused by HOLD) 

tAHr A16-A24 Return from Floating After R.E., PHI1 T1 80 
(Caused by HOLD) 

tov Data Valid After R.E., PHI1 T2 80 
(Memory Write) 

tOh Data Hold After R.E., PHI1 nextT1 orTi 0 
(Memory Write) 

tov Data Valid After R.E., PHI1 T1 80 
(Slave Processor Read) 

tOh Data Hold After R.E., PHil next Tl or Ti 0 
(Slave Processor Read) 

to! Data Bits Floating After R.E., PHI1 T1 or Ti 10 
(Slave Processor Read) 

toolNv DDIN Signal Valid After R.E., PHI1 T1 or Tmmu 80 

tOOINh DDIN Signal Hold After R.E., PHI1 T1 orTi 0 

too IN! DDIN Signal Floating After R.E., PHI1 T2 

tOOINz DDIN Signal Floating After R.E., PHI1 Ti 85 
(Caused by HOLD) 

tOOINr DDIN Return from Floating After R.E., PHI1 T1 orTi 85 
(Caused by HOLD) 

tOOINAf DDIN Floating after After R.E., PHI2 T2 25 
Abort (FL T = 0) 

tPAVa PAY Signal Active After R.E., PHI1 Tmmu or T1 55 

tPAVia PAY Signal Inactive After R.E., PHI2 Tmmu or T1 60 
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NS32082 Output Signals: Internal Propagation Delays (Continued) 

Maximum times assume capacitive loading of 100 pF 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32082-6 NS32082-8 NS32082-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tpAVw PAY Pulse Width At O.BY (Both Edges) 50 40 30 ns 

tPAVdz PAY Floating Delay After HLDAI F.E. 40 30 25 ns 

tPAVdr PAY Return from Floating After HLDAI R.E. 40 30 25 ns 

tpAVz PAY Floating After R.E., PHI2 T4 50 40 30 ns 
(Caused by HOLD) 

tPAVr PAY Return from Floating After R.E., PHI2 Ti 50 40 30 ns 
(Caused by HOLD) 

tFLTa FL T Signal Active After R.E., PHI1 Tmmu 90 75 60 ns 

tFLTIa FL T Signal Inactive After R.E., PHI1 Tmmu, TI or T2 55 45 35 ns 

tABTa Abort Signal Active After R.E., PHI1 Tmmu or T1 90 70 55 ns 

tABTia Abort Signal Inactive After R.E., PHI1 T2 BO 65 50 ns 

tABTw Abort Pulse Width At O.BY (Both Edges) 110 90 70 ns 

tlNTa INT Signal Active After R.E., PHI1 Tmmu or TI 55 ns 

tlNTia INT Signal Inactive After R.E., PHI1 T2 BO 65 50 ns 

tlNTw INT Pulse Width At O.BY (Both Edges) 110 90 70 ns 

tSPCa SPC Signal Active After R.E., PHI1 T1 55 45 35 ns 

tSPCia SPC Signal Inactive After R.E., PHI1 T4 55 45 35 ns 

tSPCf SPC Signal Floating After F.E., PHI1 T4 35 30 25 ns 

tspCw SPC Pulse Width At O.BY (Both Edges) 110 90 70 ns 

tHLDOda HLDAO Assertion Delay After HLDAI F.E. 60 55 50 ns 

tHLDOdia HLDAO Deassertion Delay After HLDAI R.E. 60 55 50 ns 

tHLDoa HLDAO Signal Active After R.E., PHI1 Ti 50 40 30 ns 

tHLDOia HLDAO Signal Inactive After R.E, PHI1 Ti 50 40 30 ns 

tATa AT ISPC Signal Active After R.E., PHI1 50 40 35 ns 

tATia AT/SPC Signal Inactive After R.E., PHI1 50 40 35 ns 

tATI AT ISPC Signal Floating After F.E., PHI1 35 30 25 ns 

tRSTOa RST I ABT Asserted (Low) After R.E. PHI1 40 35 30 ns 

tRSTOia RST I ABT Deasserted (High) After R.E. PHI1 Ti 40 35 30 ns 

NS32082 Input Signal Requirements 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32082-6 NS32082-8 NS32082-10 

Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

tDls Data In Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 T3 25 20 15 ns 
(Memory Read) 

I tDlh Data In Holq After R.E., PHI1 T4 0 0 0 ns 

(Memory Read) 

tDls Data In Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 T1 30 25 20 ns 
(Slave Processor Write) 

tDlh Data In Hold After R.E., PHI1 T4 0 0 0 ns 

(Slave Processor Write) 
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NS32082 Input Signal Requirements (Continued) 

Name Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32082-6 

Min Max 

tRDYs RDY Signal Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 T2 or T3 25 

tRDYh RDY Signal Hold After F.E., PHI1 T3 0 

tuSs U/S Signal Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 T 4 or Ti 45 

tUSh U/S Signal Hold After R.E., PHI1 Next T4 0 

tSTs Status Signals Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 T 4 or Ti 70 

tSTh Status Signals Hold After R.E., PHI1 Next T4 0 

tsPCs SPC Input Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 T1 70 

tSPCh SPC Input Hold After R.E., PHI1 T4 0 

tHLDs HOLD Signal Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 T4 or Ti 25 

tHLDh HOLD Signal Hold After F.E., PHI2 T4 or Ti 0 

tHLDls HLDAI Signal Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 Ti 30 

tHLDlh HLDAI Signal Hold After F.E., PHI2 Ti 0 

tHBFs A24/HBF Signal Set Up Before F.E., PHI2 20 

tHBFh A24/HBF Signal Hold After F.E., PHI2 0 

tRSTls Reset Input Set Up Before F.E., PHI1 20 

tpWR Power Stable to RSTI R.E. After Vcc Reaches 4.5V 50 

tRSTlw RSTI Pulse Width At 0.8V (Both Edges) 64 

NS32082 Clocking Requirements 

Name Description 
Reference/ NS32082-6 
Conditions Min Max 

tCLr PH 11, PH 12 Rise Time 0.8V to Vcc - 0.9V 9 
on R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tCLI PHI1, PHI2 Fall Time VCC - 0.9V to 0.8V 9 
on F.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tcp Clock Period R.E., PHI1, PHI2 to Next 170 5000 
R.E., PHI1, PHI2 

tCLw(I,2) PHI1, PHI2 At 2.0V on PHI1, 0.5tcp 
Pulse Width PHI2 (Both Edges) - 14ns 

tCLh(I,2) PHI1, PHI2 High Time At VCC - 0.9V on 0.5tCp 
PHI1, PHI2 (Both Edges) - 18ns 

tnOVL (1,2) Non-overlap Time 0.8Von F.E. PHI1, PHI2 to 0 7 
0.8Von R.E., PHI2, PHI1 

tnOVLas Non-overlap Asymmetry At 0.8V on PHI1, PHI2 -4 4 

(tnOVL(I) - tnOVL(2» 

tCLwas PHI1, PHI2 Asymmetry At2.0Von -5 5 

(tCLw(l) - tCLw(2» PHI1, PHI2 
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NS32202 Timing Specification Standard 
Timing Tables 

Symbol Description Reference/Conditions 

READ CYCLE 

tAhRDia Address Hold Time After RD T.E. 

tAsRDa Address Setup Time Before RD L.E. 

tCShRDia CS Hold Time After RD T.E. 

!cSsRDa CS Setup Time Before RD L.E. 

tDhRDia data Hold Time After RD T.E. 

tRDaDv Data Valid After RD L.E. 

tRDw RD Pulse Width At 0.8V (Both Edges) 

tSsRDa ST1 Setup Time Before RD L. E. 

tShRDia ST1 Hold Time After RD T.E. 

WRITE CYCLE 

tAhWRia Address Hold Time After WR T.E. 

tAsWRa Address Setup Time Before WR L.E. 

tCShWRia CS Hold Time After WR T.E. 

tCSsWRa CS Setup Time Before WR L.E. 

tDhWRia Data Hold Time After WR T.E. 

tDsWRia Data Setup Time Before WR T.E. 

tWRiaPf Port Output Floating After WR T.E. (To PDIR) 

tWRiaPv Port Output Valid After WR T.E. 

tWRw WR Pulse Width At 0.8V (Both Edges) 

OTHER TIMINGS 

!cOUll Internal Sampling Clock At 0.8V (Both Edges) 

low Time 

tCOUlp Internal Sampling Clock Period 

tSCINh External Sampling Clock High Time At 2.0V (Both Edges) 

tSCINI External Sampling Clock low Time At 0.8V (Both Edges) 

tSCINp External Sampling Clock Period 

tCh External Clock High Time At 2.0V (Both Edges) 
(Without Prescaler) 

tChp External Clock High Time At 2.0V (Both Edges) 

(With Prescaler) 

tCI External Clock low Time At 0.8V (Both Edges) 
(Without Prescaler) 

tClp External Clock low Time At 0.8V (Both Edges) 
(With Prescaler) 

tCy External Clock Period 

(Without Prescaler) 

tCyp External Clock Period 
(With Prescaler) 

tGCOUII Counter Output Transition Delay After ClK FE 

11-58 

NS32202-6 NS32202-8 NS32202-10 
Units 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

80 80 80 ns 

50 50 40 ns 

80 80 80 ns 

50 50 30 ns 

0 50 0 50 0 50 ns 

200 175 150 ns 

220 190 160 ns 

50 50 50 ns 

-30 -30 -30 ns 

80 80 80 ns 

50 50 50 ns 

80 80 80 ns 

50 50 50 ns 

60 60 50 ns 

150 125 100 ns 

200 200 200 ns 

200 200 200 ns 

220 190 160 ns 

50 50 50 ns 

400 400 400 ns 

100 100 100 ns 

100 100 100 ns 

800 800 800 ns 

160 130 100 ns 

80 65 50 ns 

160 130 100 ns 

80 65 50 ns 

650 500 400 ns 

160 130 100 ns 

300 300 300 ns 



NS32202 Timing Specification Standard (Continued) 

OTHER TIMINGS (Continued) 

Symbol Description Reference/Conditions 
NS32202·6 NS32202·8 

Min Max Min Max 

tCOUTw Counter Output Pulse At O.SV (Both Edges) 50 50 
Width in Pulsed Form 

tACKIR Interrupt Request Delay After Previous Interrupt 500 500 
Acknowledge 

tlRld INT Output Delay After Interrupt BOO BOO 
Request Active 

tlRw Interrupt Request Pulse 50 50 
Width in Edge Trigger 

tRSTw RST Pulse Width At O.SV (Both Edges) 400 400 

NS32032 Read and Write Cycle Timing 
Write Cycle 

T4 OR TI I T1 I T2 I T3 I T4 

PHI1[IL-~rL-~r-~r-

PHI2[_1l-

blJl: ~mJ,Jl.. UL I-- ll-l---
AOO-A023 [ KI ADDRESS 1D< DATA OUT ) 

, ·'0. lo1r 
024-031 [ XI X DATA OUT ) 

~AOI' ADi[ 'AOSw 
I tAOS. 11111 [...j,--

BEo-H3 [ XII VALID .f'.--., I •• y 

iiiiiN[ (HIGH) 

c--- IS1ll 

ST0-3 [ VALID 'ST f-.[ J NEXT 

iii [ N'Oh / 
·I~'DS" 

ROV [ (HIGH) I 1 

Read Cycle 

T4 OR TI I T1 T2 I T3 I T4 ~ PHI1[~1l-r- n-r-
f--- :---

PHI2[-fl UL -UL ~ -~ r--
AOO-A023 [ D< ADDRESS )ro. ------ --~~ ALI f-'Oth 

024-031 [ X ADDRESS )1-. ------ __ ~ DA~ IN 

-'ADf 
iO![ 

'ALAOSa 

BEo-iEi [ VALID >C 
i---

-
iiiiiN[ ~ / 

'oOtHY --+ IOOINh 

ST0-3 [ VALID N':;A¥~~L' 

6i[-----+-----uI\/==t:=/ :::+1 +.-1 -
ROV [ (HIGH) 
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NS32202·10 

Min Max 

50 
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PHil [ 

PHIZ [ 

ADO-I5 [ 

AI6-Z3 [ 

STO-3 [ 

RDY [ 

_n 
Ul 

-K ADDRESS 

-rx 
- t'--t"!,,!,,,,,, 
-t"\ ~ 

~ 
=P< 
-~ 

tDOl'" 

I 

ml 

" 

n roo- -

~ 
n -

<J DATA IN --I ~!DIh x: VALID 

VALID 

/ 
f.-t tDOl Nh 

VALID 'N~:{A'iJJ~L~ 

(HIGH) 
Bl1K20-5 
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NS32008 Read and Write Cycle Timing 

PHI1 [ 

PHI2 [ 

AD8-AD15 [ 
A16-23 

STO-3 [ 

os[ 

ROY [ 

T1 

PHI1 [ n 
PHI2 [ 

ADO-AD7 [ 

AD8-AD15 [ 
A16-23 

Ai5S[ 

iiiiiN[ 
STO-3 [ 

os[ 

ROY [ 

Ln 
-K ADDRESS 

-I-. 

-~~~. -r-, 
'ALAOS. 

-~ 
'OOINv 

Write Cycle 

(HI H) 

VALID 

'os. 

(HlrH) 

Read Cycle 

I T2 

r--
I T3 

n 
~ -<I DATA IN 

ALI -
VALID 

VALID 

" (HIGH) 
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NEXT 
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NS32201 Basic TCU Timing 

CPU STATES 
TCU STATES 

ROY 

Basic TCU Cycle (Fast Cycle) 
T1 
Tl 

T2 
T2 

HIBH 

T3 
T3 

T4 
T4 

BllK20-B 

Note 1: The CPU and TCU view some timing states (T-states) differently. For olarity, references to T-states will sometimes be followed by (TCU) or (CPU). (CPU) 
also implies (MMU). 

Not. 2: Arrows indioata when the TCU ssmples the Input. 

Note 3: RWEN Is assumed low (AD and WR enabled) unless spso~ied differently. 

Not. 4: For olarity, T-states for both the TCU and CPU are shown above the diagrams. (See Note 1.) 
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~NatiOnal 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

11 

All dimensions are in inches (millimeters) 

1.230 ---------1 1--------131.241 

MAX 

0.S68-0.60S 

0.16S O.OSO ± O.OOS 

11.270 ±0.127) -- 1~~9~) 

TYP +~ ______ !=====~~~~==~~~~~~_~' _1_.. I 0.020-0.060 
-t - __ rI0.S08-1.S24) 

0.008-0.01S 
10.203-0.381) -II--

O.OOS ---) -t-
10.127) 

MIN 

~ TYP I 
0.S90-0.620 --I 

114.99-1S.7S) 

O.OOS 

10.127) 
MIN 

0.098 __ 

12.489) 
MAX TYP 

L 

i-
0.100,0.010 

12.540 ,0.254) 
TYP 

0.IS0 

13.810) 
MIN 

0.125-0.200 

13.17S-5.080) 

024C(REV G) 

NS Package D24C 

0.610 
(15.491 

~~~~~iiI'1iiT"liinnJ 
0.200 

0.050 (5.0801 
11.2101 MAX I 

0045 
-- ---- 11.143) 

MAX TVP TVP 0.020-0.060 

~"----=-="""'=-=-=~==:=::==:=:===:=:::;=:=:==:=;~~::;;;;;=;~~::;;~=;:il\--t (0.508-1.5241 

1~--~1I~--~_11~0.008-0.015 t ~~=t~ 
\

0.203-0.3811 

0590-0620 I TVP SEATING 0.100 '0.010 _ I I. 0.015-0.023 II _ 0.125 f---'--'-- _LEADS VERTICAL PLANE (2540>025411 1 (0.381-0.584)11 (3.1151 (14.9~~~5.75) ~~~r;'~~XT'::' . - TVP TVP MI~ 

[)(QC(REVH) 

NS Package D40C 
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0r-----------------------------------------------------------------------
c o 
'iii 
c 
CD 
E 
i5 
m 
u 
'![ 
.c a. 

I 2.434 ----------------1 
161.82I MAX I 

U u ~ « « ~ u ~ ~ U 3& » H ~ ~ n n 31 " " " Z7 " " 

11 
0.580 0.610 

(14.73) (15.49) D 
jPlN NO. "OENT ~ 
I • , 4 , 10 11 12 13 W 15 1& 11 18 19 ~ 21 H H N 

0.110-0.200 

I---E!!.. MAX----J (2.794-5.080) 
I (17.018) I-----.L 

I O.100±fI.Ol0 
I-- (2.54 .1O.254) TVP 

II 0.015-0.023 
--l -- (0.381-0.584) TVP 

NS Package D48A 

0.045 
ft14'3) MAX TV'II--

0,030-0.060 

(0162-1.524) 

L-----.L 0 0 

4' _1--:0.008-0015 TYP ~LEADS 
(0.203-0381) VERTICAL 

0590-0.620 I TO 160 MAX 
~MIN 1---(14.99-15.751--1 OUTWARD 
(3.175) REF TVP 

r·.--------------------------~I~~·':~:I:--------------------~ 
52 51 50 49 48 47 46 45 44 43 42 41 4o

MAX
a9 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 

r 
0.610 t-\ 

(15.49) ~ 

L ~PlNNO.'IDENT D D 
= = = w n n n N • ~ " ~ ~ w ~ n n N ~ W 

0.540 

I r---I~::I-----j 
0.125 n.G30-D.HO ! I 1 

i3.iTsi iOTo2=1.mi '.n' 0.'00 

MIN i l.m-50"1 ~V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V ~ V V V V V V V V 
:=; =t =r =t ~~ k- ~jt~~ 

SEATING PLANE (2.540±O.\5y4t t~:89-1.397) 

0.490 
~ 11Z.46I-----J 
I MAX 1 

o o 

0.015-0,023 
(0.381-0.584) 
TYP 

~.'08_'.0150.0 .. J\ 
TYP MAX TYP llio MAX iiToi=D.3aii I'.O~I .1 

0.590 -0.620 ALLOWABLE 
~ 

NS Package D52A 
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TOP VIEW 

o 95D±D.01Q 1-----I24.13±'.25I);] so 

1"'--- 0 624±Q DOB ------"1 
~ r' I '/ 

~~::::. D 
U""-----...I_r 

TDPYIEW 

PIN NO.1 INDEX 

45" CHAMFER PIN 1 ~- r 
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~DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
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~~ 8 8 
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o 0 o 0 o 0 

00000000000000000 

JU!!!!. --=::r-- BOTTOM VIEW 
10.203) 

NS Package E68A 

0.036 r (0914) 
TYP 

0.950±0.012 
(24.13±0.305) 

L 
0.054 -0.066 I I 

11.372-1.616) ~ r--
SIDE VIEW 

E68A(AEVD) 

~ 
(1.016) 

)(460 TYP 

0.050 1 1-- 11 .27" ! TYP 
I !"" O.D38±O.0D3 

---I"-~t ~-. 1-(1.753-2.159) 

PIN NO.1 INDEX 

1_,.118",.,,, 
(2.1ii±iTsii 

,l 
('.203) 

RAD88 PlC'S 

aOTIOMVIEW 

NS Package E68B 
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0r---------------------------------------------------------------
C o 
"iii ; 
E 
Q 

"H 
~ a. 

0.180 
(4.572) 

MAX 

I.- 0.310-0.410 -J 
(7.874 10.41) 

0.985 
~------(25.019) -------__ 

r 0.037±0.005 
(0.940±0.127) 

0.005 

MAX 

l ..-- (0.127) 

GLASS SEALANT "'---1+-1-_M_1N __________ -+-+_,_-i ____ j 
~ 0.200 

0.008-0.012 

(5.080) 
MAX 

(0.203-0.305) 

86
0J 9.

0 0.125-0.200 
(3.175 - 5.080) , 

0.025 
(0.635) 

RAD 

0.030-0.055 

(0.762-1.397) 
RAD TYP 

0.060 
(1.524) 

MAX 
BOTH ENDS 0.100±0.010 

(2.540±0.254) 

NS Package J20A 

0.018±0.OD3 _11_ . 
(0.457 ± 0.076) II 

1---------(32.766) -------~..... (15.240) 
1.290 I 0.600 

MAX fMAX 

iGLASS 

0.514-0.526 

l"'-"'T":"".:-rr.-r-r::1""l7T"T":"rr;,-r;r..,-:;,..,.;;;rT,';'n;;r-" '''''r'' 

J20A ~REV MJ 

~ 0.590-0.620 I 0.005 --i 

~I..r::: (14.9Tr748)----..~ (O'~I~ IB,J:;:;;;:;;:;~~~~~~t;:~~ 
95 '5 0.008-0.012 ~ ,J __ ,r __ --ft_-_-_-_-'T~--.-

+0.025 (0.203-0.305) 

I 0.685 -0.060 I 0.098 .,,<----f------+-

- ( +0.635) - - (2.489) 
17 .40 -1.524 MAX 

J24AjRfVHI 

NS Package J24A 
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0.025 
(0.635) RAD 

(4.512) 

1.Z90 
i~------------(32.77)MAX--------------~ 

0.030-0.055 
(0.762-1.3971 

__ "o.f.iMo ____ .rr ___________ ~----(~-:~-~--:-:~-2~-)-T-VP--~+-------I--~--~R~ •• "_:1 ~ !i:: 
Mr160\40Hi 95° ±SO 0.001-0.012 

0.095 MAX TVP 0.100 ±O.010~ ~--0.310-0.410 ~ ~:p03-0.305) 
--BOTH-- -- (-2 ) (ZAU) ENDS .54 ±0.254 (7.174-10.41) 

1D~MAX 

TVP 

O.DZS 
(0.635) RAD 

0.030-0.055 
(0.762-1,397) 

RAD TV' 

J24F(REV G) 

NS Package J24F 

I-------------I:~~::I-------------I 
MAX 

J ...... (!IEVK) 

NS Package J40A 
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95'.5' 

0.092 

(2.337) 
DIA NDM 

(2X) 

PIN ND. I IDENT 

I· ·1 
0.325 +0.040 

-0.015 

0.009-0.015 fJ 
(0.221-0.381) 

0.075 '0.015 

(1.905 'D.381) 0.100 ~'O J 
(2.540 10.254) 

(3.175-3.55&) MIN 

~(~:~~:)~ MIN 

0.300-0.320 

(7.620-8.128) 

(1.255 +1.016) 
-D.381 

0.092 X 0.030 

(2.337 X 0.762) 
MAXDP 

PIN ND. I IDENT 

I 
0.065 

_ (1.651) 

I I (0.22~y~.254) 
t------I ~.060 .0.005 

0.325 +0.040 (1.524 to.127) 
-0.015 

{U55 +1.016 
~ -0.381 

N16A(REVEI 

NS Package N16A 

1.013-1.040 

(25.73-2&.42) -----1 
0.032'0.005 

(0.8'3±0"27)~D 19 
HAD 

PIN ND.IIDENT~ 

0.130 '0.005 

(3.302 '0.127) 

I 
~~ I 

I ---IYLt- 0.020 

t- 0.01810.003 II 0.125-0.140 (0.508) 
(0.457.0.07&)-1-(3.175-3.55&) MIN 

NS Package N20A 
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0.145-0.200 
(3.683-S.080) 

N20A(REVFl 

I 

DPTIDN 2 



0.009-0.015 
(0.229-0.381) 

0.325~::: 
f8 255 + I .016) 
~ . -0.381 

-+----

I-------(:;~::=::~:I------~·I 
13 

0.0&2 

(1.67&1 
RAO 

i1 C±) C±) I 0.540 ±0.005 

~~~F.F~~~F.T~fT~F.T~~~~=rn~l ~±0.1211 
/ 1 2 

PIN NO. llDENT 

DOTTED OUTliNES 
REFLECT ALTERNATE 

MOLDED BODV CONFIGURATION 

~t TVP 0.015 
_II _ 0.01 ±O.O 0.125-0.140 (0.3811 

0.100.0.01011 (0.457 ±0.0781 ~ MIN 

(2.&40 .0.2541 

N24A(REVEI 

0.092 
(2.337) 
(2 PLSI 

NS Package N24A 

1.243-1.270 
(31.57 -32.26) 

MAX 

I 
PIN NO. I 

IDENT 
0.26D±0.005 
(6.6D4±0.127) 

OPTION 2 
0.062 

(1.575) 
RAD 

NS Packa,,1 N24C 
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I 

N24C (REV f) 

m 



j 
E 
6 

I 

0.112 
11.1151 

RAD 

PIN NO.lIDEIIT 

PIN NO. llDEIIT 

88' 94' TVP t f 
- II - 0.018±0.003 0128-014" 
~ ~(0.487±0.078' (3:175-3:';, 

N28BiAEVE) 

NS Package N28B 

1 @ @ 0.550'0.005 

~~F.FTn=F.~~F.F~=F.r9n=mF~=mfT.~mr~=m~-I-~=mfT.~~::Jl°'1211 

NS Package N40A 
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'" 

I 
O.550±O.005 0.062 
(13.97±1I.1Z7) (1.514) 

RAD 

95
0±LO D.5BD~ (1U3iMIN--

0.009-0.015 

~ -
O.625~~:~~: 
(15.88~::~~) 

r----i~8~:::~:~!~)-----
r------- (~7~~~ :~:~!~)--------. 

~ 

I ~ ....---". 
I( ""'T"M II 

/ 
ACITOR3 PLCSJ CHIP CAP 

l------------(~~:~:;~)-------------11 
~ U " ~ ~ 43 Q ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U ~ ~ 

NS Package N48A 

(~~~:~:~:)3J 
r----i~8~=:~:~~:) 
1---- "1:"7~"":~} 

v-----~----------
N @@@@@@@@@@@-+--. 
M@0@@@@@@@@~0@ 
l@@ @@ 
.@@ @@ 
J@@ 
H@@ 
.@@ 
F@@ 
E@@ 
.@@ 

@@ 
@@ 
@@ 
@@ 
@@ 
@@ 

c@@~ @@ 
.@0@@@@@@@@@0@ 

1.200 
(30.48) 

A @@@@@@@@~@@_+---L 

45°x...!!.:.9!!. TYP 
(0.508) 

2 3 B 9 10~~' 1213 
0.100 ~(2.540) 0.016-0.020 

ORIENTATION PIN 

0.074-0.096 
(1.879-2.438) 

TYP (0.406-0.508) 

MOUNTING I 
RADIATOR ~ 

0.180:l::0.010 PAO .. 

(4.~2±O.254)~_.U;~;::;~~~~~~:;~~~~~;;~~==~~~=:= 

0.006 
(0.152)

RADNUM 

NS Package U84C 
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0.119-0.151 
j'3.oif-3.835) 

III 



I/) 
r::: o 

-iii 
r::: 
cu 
E 
is 
~ 
-~ 

f. 

SQUARE l (~o~!~=~o~:) [ 
(CONTACT DIMENSION) 0.013-0.018 0.165-0.180 

0.020 ~ I (0.330-0.457) (4.191-.4.572) + 050ii TYP 
0.032 -0.040 ( MIN 

(0.813-1.016) tj 15' l _____ --L. __ 

j Fr= - f 
.. 0.005-0.015 I~ I t 0.104-0.118 
I 0381) j 0.026-0.032 (2.642-2.997) (0.127- . PIN NO.1 (0660-0813) 

IDENT (~;~~) j' TYP 

REF SO 

0.488-0.495 
(12.32-12.57) 

SQUARE 

NS Package V28A 
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V28A(REVGj 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------lJ[ 
0.52\1 

-(13.36) 
NOM 

(1.143) 

0.610-0.630 

0.032-0.040 0.020 - (15·:gUA~~·OO) ~ 0.165-0.180 

(CONTACT DIMENSION) .. I 0.013-0.018 (4.19~-;;.572) 

1 ~(0.330-0.457) ! ! 
/ __ 15' 11.. I ____ TY_P ___ -L! __ .L! 

(0.813-1.016) (0.508) 
MAX MIN 

itt __ _ r::t::-Ft----,","~~I L- ~I 
(16.51) 
REF SQ 

0.685-0.695 
(17.40-17.65) 

SQUARE 

0.026 - 0.032 
(0.660 - 0.813) 

TYP 

NS Package V44A 

r"J. 
0.826 Q (1.270=20.32) 

(Z:Ol: ·~T (1.270) 
0.330 REF 

(8.382) ! 
DIANOM ---L 

~ •. ~~~ru~~.PEDEW;;~H~,.Hr1H"H1r_r-26 

43 

0.104-0.118 
(2.642 - 2.997) 

0.020 
iQ:5oii 

MIN 

0.104-0.118 
(2.642-2.997) 

0.032 -0.040 

0.045 VIEW A-A 

(1'L~ 

Dc 0.045 
(1.143) 

V44A\AEVH\ 

0.950 
(24.13) 
REF SQ 

0.985-0.995 
(25.02 - 25.27) 

SQUARE 

~'I .. "' ____ 0.826 -----+-I 
(20.98) 

NOM 

iU,ij'j:i-i.u1G, L......L 0.165-0.180 

~-..JI=-- -, ~ 
(0.127-0.381) 

V68A (REV G) 

NS Package V68A 
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AMP Sockets for 32332 Microprocessor 

LlFSOCKET 

• Low Insertion Force (LlF) Socket 55273-7 AMP tests indicate 50% reduction in insertion force compared to 
machined socket. 

ZIF PRODUCTION SOCKET 

Cam handle locks in low profile position when substrate is installed. (Handle UP for open and DOWN for closed) 

• Zero Insertion Force (ZIF) Production Socket 55283-7 

• Zero Insertion Force (ZIF) Production Burn-In Socket 55383-5 

• Not pictured but also available: ZIF High Cycle Test Socket 55269-2 (handle up) 55346-4 (handle down) 

AMP INCORPORATED Harrisburg, PA 17105 U.S.A. Phone: 717-564-0100 
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Bookshelf of Technical Support Information 
National Semiconductor Corporation recognizes the need to keep you informed about the availability of current technical 
literature. 

This bookshelf is a compilation of books that are currently available. The listing that follows shows the publication year and 
section contents for each book. 

Please contact your local National sales office for possible complimentary copies. A listing of sales offices follows this 
bookshelf. 

We are interested in your comments on our technical literature and your suggestions for improvement. 

Please send them to: 

Technical Communications Dept. M/S 23-200 
2900 Semiconductor Drive 
P.O. Box 58090 
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090 

For a recorded update of this listing plus ordering information for these books from National's Literature Distribution operation, 
please call (408) 749-7378. 

DATA CONVERSION/ACQUISITION DATABOOK-1984 
Selection Guides. Active Filters. Amplifiers • Analog Switches. Analog-to-Digital Converters 
Analog-to-Digital Display (DVM) • Digital-to-Analog Converters. Sample and Hold • Sensors/Transducers 
Successive Approximation Registers/Comparators. Voltage References 

HYBRID PRODUCTS DATABOOK-1982 
Operational Amplifiers. Buffers. Instrumentation Amplifiers. Sample & Hold Amplifiers • Comparators 
Non-Linear Functions • Precision Voltage Regulators and References • Analog Switches 
MOS Clock Drivers • Digital Drivers • A-D Converters • D-A Converters. Fiber-Optic Products 
Active Filters & Telecommunication Products. Precision Networks. 883/RETS 

INTERFACE/BIPOLAR LSI/BIPOLAR MEMORY/PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC 
DATABOOK-1983 
Transmission Line Drivers/Receivers. Bus Transceivers. Peripheral/Power Drivers 
level Translators/Buffers. Display Controllers/Drivers. Memory Support. Dynamic Memory Support 
Microprocessor Support • Data Communications Support. Disk Support. Frequency Synthesis 
Interface Appendices • Bipolar PROMs • Bipolar and ECl RAMs • 2900 Family/Bipolar Microprocessor 
Programmable logic 

INTUITIVE IC CMOS EVOLUTION-1984 
Thomas M. Frederiksen'S new book targets some of the most significant transitions in semiconductor technology since the 
change from germanium to silicon. Intuitive IC CMOS Evolution highlights the transition in the reduction in defect densities and 
the development of new circuit topologies. The author's latest book is a vital aid to engineers, and industry observers who need 
to stay abreast of the semiconductor industry. 

INTUITIVE IC OP AMPS-1984 
Thomas M. Frederiksen's new book, Intuitive IC Op Amps, explores the many uses and applications of different IC op amps. 
Frederiksen's detailed book differs from others in the way he focuses on the intuitive groundwork in the basic functioning 
concepts of the op amp. Mr. Frederiksen's latest book is a vital aid to engineers, designers, and industry observers who need to 
stay abreast of the computer industry. 

LINEAR APPLICATIONS HANDBOOK-1986 
The purpose of this handbook is to provide a fully indexed and cross-referenced collection of linear integrated circuit 
applications using both monolithic and hybrid circuits from National Semiconductor. 

Individual application notes are normally written to explain the operation and use of one particular device or to detail v".riOL!S 

methods of accomplishing a given function. The organization of this handbook tak"" advantage of this innate coherence by 
keeping e""h ?pplic:;:licf1 flot" irliact, arranging them in numerical order, and providing a detailed Subject Index. 



LINEAR SUPPLEMENT DATABOOK-1984 
Amplifiers • Comparators • Voltage Regulators • Voltage References. Converters. Analog Switches 
Sample and Hold • Sensors • Filters • Building Blocks. Motor Controllers. Consumer Circuits 
Telecommunications Circuits. Speech. Special Analog Functions 

LOGIC DATABOOK VOLUME 1-1984 
CMOS AC Switching Test Circuits and Timing Waveforms. CMOS Application Notes. MM54HC/MM74HC 
MM54HCT IMM74HCT. CD4XXX. MM54CXXX/MM74CXXX. LSIIVLSI 

LOGIC DATABOOK VOLUME 11-1984 
Introduction to Bipolar Logic. Advanced Low Power Schottky • Advanced Schottky. Low Power Schottky 
Schottky. TIL • Low Power . 

MASS STORAGE HANDBOOK-1986 
Disk Interface Design Guide and User Manual. Winchester Disk Support • Winchester Disk Data Controller 
Floppy Disk Support. Drive Interface Support Circuits 

MEMORY SUPPORT HANDBOOK-1986 
Dynamic Memory Control. Error Checking and Correction. Microprocessor Interface and Applications 
Memory Drivers and Support 

MOS MEMORY DATABOOK-1984 
Standard Terminology. MOS Memory Cross Reference Guide. Dynamic RAMs. NMOS Static RAMs 
CMOS Static RAMs. EPROMs • EEPROMs • Militaryl Aerospace. Reliability 

THE NSC800 MICROPROCESSOR FAMILY DATABOOK-1985 
CPU. Peripherals. Evaluation Board. Logic Devices. MA2000 Macrocomponent Family 

THE SWITCHED-CAPACITOR FILTER HANDBOOK-1985 
Introduction to Filters. National's Switched-Capacitor Filters. Designing with Switched-Capacitor Filters 
Application Circuits. Filter Design Program. Nomographs and Tables 

TRANSISTOR DATABOOK-1982 
NPN Transistors. PNP Transistors. Junction Field Effect Transistors. Selection Guides • Pro Electron Series 
Consumer Series • NAiNB/NR Series. Process Characteristics Double-Diffused Epitaxial Transistors 
Process Characteristics Power Transistors • Process Characteristics JFETs • JFET Applications Notes 

VOLTAGE REGULATOR HANDBOOK-1982 
Product Selection Procedures. Heat Flow & Thermal Resistance. Selection of Commercial Heat Sink 
Custom Heat Sink Design. Applications Circuits and Descriptive Information • Power Supply Design 
Data Sheets 

48-SERIES MICROPROCESSOR HANDBOOK-1980 
The 48-Series Microcomputers. The 48-Series Single-Chip System. The 48-Series Instruction Set 
Expanding the 48-Series Microcomputers • Applications for the 48-Series • Development Support 
Analog 1/0 Components. Communications Components. Digital I/O Components • Memory Components 
Peripheral Control Components 



NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION 
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS 

ALABAMA Sunnyvale ILLINOIS 
Huntsville Bell Industries Bensenville 

Hall-Mark (408) 734-8570 Hamilton/ Avnet 
(205) 837-8700 Hamilton! Avnst (312) 860-7780 
Hamilton! Avnet (408) 743-3355 Chicago 
(205) 837-7210 Thousand Oaks Bell Industries 
Pioneer Bell Industries (312) 982-9210 
(205) 837-9300 (805) 499-6821 Elk Grove Village 
Schweber Tustin Pioneer 
(205) 882-2200 Hall-Mark (312) 952-8440 

ARIZONA (714) 669-4700 Schweber 

Phoenix COLORADO (312) 364-3750 

Schweber Englewood Wood Dale 

(602) 997-4874 Anthem Electronics Hall-Mark 

Tempe (303) 790-4500 (312) 860-3800 

Anthem Electronics Hamilton! Avnst INDIANA 
(602) 966-6600 (303) 779-9998 Carmel 
Hamilton/ Avnst SChweber Hamilton! Avnet 
(602) 231-5100 (303) 799-0258 (317) 844-9333 

CALIFORNIA Wheatridge Indianapolis 

Canoga Park Bell Industries Advent 

Hall-Mark (303) 424-1985 (317) 872-4910 

(818) 716-7300 CONNECTICUT Pioneer 

Schweber Danbury (317) 849-7300 

(818) 999-4702 Hamilton/ Avnst IOWA 
Chatsworth (203) 797-2800 Cedar Rapids 

Anthem Electronics SChweber Advent Electronics 
(818) 700-1000 (203) 748-7080 (319) 363-0221 
Avnet Electronics Meridian Bell Industries 
(818) 700-8668 Lionex Inc. (319) 395-0730 
Hamilton Electro Sales (203) 237-2282 Hamilton/ Avnet 
(818) 700-6050 Norwalk (319) 362-4757 

Citrus Heights Pioneer Northeast Schweber 
Hall-Mark (203) 853-1515 (319) 373-1417 
(916) 722-8600 FLORIDA KANSAS 

Costa Mesa Altamonte Springs Lenexa 
Avnet Electronics Pioneer Hall-Mark 
(714) 754-6050 (305) 834-9090 (913) 888-4747 
Hamilton Electro Sales Schweber Overland Park 
(714) 641-4159 (305) 331-7555 Hamilton/ Avnst 

Culver City Clearwater (913) 888-8900 
Hamilton Electro Sales Hall-Mark Schweber 
(213) 558-2121 (813) 530-4543 (913) 492-2921 

Garden Grove Deerfield MARYLAND Bell Industries Pioneer 
(714) 895-7801 Columbia 

Gardena 
(305) 428-8877 Hall-Mark 

Ft. Lauderdale (301) 988-9800 Bell Industries Hamilton/ Avnet Hamilton/ Avnst (213) 515-1800 (305) 971-2900 (301) 995-3500 Irvine Hollywood 
Anthem Electronics Gaithersburg 

Schweber Pioneer Washington (714) 768-4444 (305) 927-0511 
Schweber (301) 921-0660 

Orlando Schweber (714) 863-0200 Hall-Mark (301) 840-5900 Roseville (305) 855-4020 
Bell Industries MASSACHUSETIS 
(916) 969-3100 

Pompano Beach 
Bedford Hall-Mark 

Sacramento Schweber 
Hamilton/ Avnet 

(305) 971-9280 
(617) 275-5100 Winter Park 

(916) 925-2216 Hamilton-Avnet Billerica 
Schweber (305) 628-3888 Hall-Mark 
(916) 929-9732 (617) 935-9777 

San Diego GEORGIA Lexington 
Anthem Electronics Norcross Pioneer Northeast 
(619) 279-5200 Hall-Mark (617) 861-9200 
Hamilton/ Avnet (404) 447-8000 Wilmington 
(619) 571-7510 Hamilton-Avnet Lionex 

San Jose (A.OA.) A.47-7500 ,a~'7\ r::.r:..7 t::;~7n 
\ ...... , j ~"" .... ,.-

Anthem Electronics Pioneer Woburn 
(408) 946-8000 (404)448-1711 Hamilton/ Avnet 
Hall-Mark Schweber (617) 273-7500 

(408) 946-0900 (404) 449-9170 

Schweber 
(408) 946-7171 

MICHIGAN 
Grand Rapids 

Hamilton! Avnet 
(616) 243-8805 
R-M Michigan 
(616) 531-9300 

Livonia 
Hamilton! Avnet 
(313) 522-4700 
Pioneer 
(313) 525-1800 
Schweber 
(313) 525-8100 

MINNESOTA 
Bloomington 

Hall-Mark 
(612) 854-3223 

Edina 
Schweber 
(612) 941-5280 

Minnetonka 
Hamiltonl Avnst 
(612) 932-0600 
Pioneer 
(612) 935-5444 

MISSOURI 
Earth City 

Hamilton/ Avnet 
(314) 344-1200 
Schweber 
(314) 739-0526 

Maryland Heights 
Hall-Mark 
(314) 291-5350 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Manchester 

Hamiltoni Avnet 
(603) 624-9400 
Schweber 
(603) 625-2250 

NEW JERSEY 
Cherry Hill 

Hall-Mark 
(609) 424-7300 
Hamilton/ Avnet 
(609) 424-0100 

Fairfield 
Hall-Mark 
(201) 575-4415 
Hamilton! Avnet 
(201) 575-3390 
Lionex 
(201) 227-7960 
Schweber 
(201) 227-7880 

Pine Brook 
Pioneer Northeast 
(201) 575-3510 

NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque 

Alliance Electronics 
(505) 292-3360 
Bell!Century 
(505) 292-2700 
Hamilton/ Avnet 
(505) 765-1500 



NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION 
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS (Continued) 

NEW YORK Dayton Austin 
Buffalo Bell Industries Hall-Mark 

Summit Distributors (513) 435-8660 (512) 258-8848 
(716) 887-2800 Hamilton! Avnst Hamiltonl Avnet 

East Syracuse (513) 439-6700 (512) 837-8911 
Hamilton/ Avnet Pioneer Pioneer 
(315) 437-2642 (513) 236-9900 (512) 835-4000 

Fairport Highland Heights Quality Components 
Pioneer CAM/OHIO (512) 835-0220 
(716) 381-7070 (216) 461-4700 Schweber 

Hauppauge Solon (512) 458-8253 
Hamilton/ Avnet Hall-Mark Dallas 
(516) 434-7413 (216) 349-4632 Hall-Mark 
Lionex Westerville (214) 553-4300 
(516) 273-1660 Hall-Mark Pioneer 

Rochester (614) 891-4555 (214) 386-7300 
Hamilton/ Avnst OKLAHOMA Schweber 
(716) 475-9130 Tulsa (214) 661-5010 
Schwaber Hall-Mark Houston 
(716) 424-2222 (918) 665-3200 Hall-Mark 
Summit Electronics Quality Components (713) 781-6100 
(716) 334-8110 (918) 664-8812 Hamilton/ Avnet 

Ronkonkoma Radio Inc. (713) 780-1771 
Hall·Mark (918) 587-9123 Pioneer 
(516) 737-0600 Schweber (713) 988-5555 

Vestal (918) 622-8000 Schwaber 
Pioneer 

OREGON 
(713) 784-3600 

(607) 748-8211 
Beaverton 

Irving 
Westbury Hamilton! Avnet 

Hamiltonl Avnet Almae Electronics (214)659-4151 
(516) 997-6868 (503) 641-9070 Sugarland 
Schweber Lake Oswego Quality Components 
(516) 334-7474 Anthem Electronics (713) 491-2255 

Woodbury (503) 684-2661 
Bell Industries UTAH 

Pioneer Salt Lake City 
(516) 921-8700 (503) 241-4115 

Hamilton/ Avnet Anthem Electronics 
NORTH CAROLINA (503) 635-7850 (801) 973-8555 

Charlotte 
PENNSYLVANIA 

Bell Industries 
Pioneer (801) 972-6969 

Horsham (704) 527-8188 
Lionex 

Hamilton/ Avnet 
Raleigh 

(215) 443-5150 
(801) 972-4300 

Hall-Mark 
Pioneer WASHINGTON 

(919) 872-0712 
(215) 674-4000 Bellevue 

Hamilton/ Avnet 
Schweber Hamilton/ Avnet 

(919) 878-0810 
(215) 441-0600 (206) 453-5844 

Schweber 
Pittsburgh Redmond 

(919) 876-0000 
CAM/RPC Anthem Electronics 

OHIO (412) 782-3770 (208) 881-0850 
Beechwood Pioneer Seattle 

Schweber (412) 782-2300 Almac Electronics 
(216) 464-2970 Schweber (206) 643-9992 

Cleveland (412) 782-1600 WISCONSIN 
Hamilton/ Avnet 

TEXAS Brookfield 
(216) 831-3500 

Addison Schweber 
Pioneer 

Quality Components (414) 784-9020 
(216) 587-3600 

(214) 733-4300 

Milwaukee 
Taylor Electric Co. 
(414) 241-4321 

New Berlin 
Hall-Mark 
(414) 761-3000 
Hamiltonl Avnet 
(414) 784-4516 

Waukesha 
Bell Industries 
(414) 547-8879 

CANADA 
Western Provinces 

Calgary 
Hamilton! Avnst 
(403) 230-3586 
Zentronics 
(403) 272-1021 

Edmonton 
Zentronics 
(403) 463-3014 

Richmond 
Zentronics 
(604) 273-5575 

Winnipeg 
Zentronics 
(204) 775-8661 

Eastern Provinces 
Brampton 

Zentronics 
(416) 451-9600 

Doval 
Semad 
(514) 636-4614 

Markham 
Semad 
(416) 475-8500 

Missisauga 
Hamilton/ Avnet 
(416) 677-7432 

Nepean 
Hamilton/ Avnet 
(613) 226-1700 

Ottawa 
Semad 
(613) 729-6145 
Zentronics 
(613) 238-6411 

St. Laurent 
Zentronics 
(514) 735-5361 

Waterloo 
Zentronics 
(519) 884-5700 
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